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DCAA CONTRACT AUDIT MANUAL

FOREWORD

The DCAA Contract Audit Manual (DCAA Manual 7640.1) is an official
publication of the Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA). It prescribes auditing
policies and procedures and furnishes guidance in auditing techniques for personnel
engaged in the performance of the DCAA mission.

All DCAA supervisory personnel should promote the study and use of the manual
by their audit staffs. Further, all DCAA personnel are encouraged to submit
recommendations for constructive changes or improvement to the manual.

The manual is designed to minimize the necessity of referring to other publications
for technical and procedural guidance; therefore, technical supplemental guidance or
instructions will not be issued by regional offices except as specifically authorized by
the Director, DCAA. .

William H. Reedr Director
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JANUARY 1995 EDITION OF THE DCAA CONTRACT
AUDIT MANUAL - DCAAM 7640.1

NOTES ON SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES

For your convenience, the following is a list of all substantive changes to this edition
of the DCAA Contract Audit Manual (CAM). Each one is summarized in the notes
below and also highlighted in the text with a vertical bar in the margin.

Internal Controls

This CAM Edition reflects extensive revisions to improve DCAA's policy and
procedures for understanding, evaluating, and reporting on contractor's internal
control systems. This CAM also provides enhanced guidance on translating the review
of the contractor's internal controls into the risk assessment and the substantive
testing plan. The following are the key changes:

3-100 ......................... Includes additional audit planning considerations relat-
ing to the review of internal controls.

3-300 ......................... Provides guidance on using the new Internal Control
Audit Planning Summary sheets to summarize the
review of internal controls and the impact of the review
on the scope of other related audits.

5-100 ......................... Includes the overall guidance on understanding, evaluat-
ing, and reporting on internal controls at major contrac-
tors and nonmajor contractors with internal control
systems. Also includes guidance on considering the
results of reviewing the contractor's internal controls
when determining the scope of other related audits.

5-110 and ................... Includes guidance on reporting on the contractor's
10-400 internal control systems.

5-111 ......................... Includes guidance on reviewing internal controls at
nonmajor contractors.

5-300 to ..................... Provides specific guidance on understanding and evalu-
5-1200 ating internal controls for each of the ten major systems

usually found in the contract audit environment at
major contractors. New standard audit programs for
each of the ten systems are on the DIIS. Previous
sections of Chapter 5 were moved to the following
locations:

14-200 - Review of Progress Payments
14-500 - Operations Audits and Other Func-

tional Reviews
14-600 - Review of Contractor Capital Invest-

ment Projects
14-700 - Review of Production Scheduling

and Control

DCAA Contract Audit Manual
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14-800 - Advance Cost Management Systems
15-700 - Review of Production Scheduling

and Control

5-1200 ....................... The previous CAM coverage on estimating system
reviews in 9-1100 was moved to 5-1200.

Chapter 6 ................... Includes several enhancements for considering the re-
sults of reviewing the contractor's internal control
systems when developing the substantive testing plans.
As a result of these internal control changes, the
following MRD is superseded:

94-PFD-088, 24 May 1994

The following are summaries of the other substantive changes included in this CAM
Edition, by CAM Chapter.

Chapter 1

1-409 ......................... Revises guidance on responding to requests by Members
of Congress and Congressional committees. (Also view
the video (SIFA-13), entitled DCAA Auditors and
Oversight Groups, which is available in the FAO
"Training Library.)

Chapter 3

3-200 ......................... Clarifies and enhances guidance for briefing contracts
and requests for proposals/quotes.

Chapter 4

4-600 ......................... Updates audit sampling guidance to reference the Elec-
tronic Selection Program (ESP) and eliminate reference
to the COSAM software package.

4-702 ......................... Expands guidance to include relations with DOJ trial
attorneys and civil investigations to be covered by Joint
Policy Memorandum No. 2. Adds civil investigative
demands as a class of documents to be safeguarded.

4-703 ......................... Includes revised guidance regarding the responsibilities
of the Designated Agency Ethics Official.

4-707 ......................... Adds guidance relating to contractor voluntary disclo-
sures.

4-710 ............... Adds a new section relating to the Defense Hotline
requirements and procedures.

4-711 ......................... Adds a new section on providing assistance to the
suspension and/or debarment official in reviewing con-
tractor compliance with suspension and debarment
agreements.

DCAA CAutrc Audit Manea
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Chapter 5

5-110 ......................... Includes guidance on assessing to the impact of internal
control deficiencies on contractor's billings. Discusses
the auditor's responsibilities for suspen ing costs or
recommending cost suspensions to the contracting offi-
cer. Related audit guidance is also included in 10-408
and 14-206.

Chapter 6

6-305 ......................... Provides additional guidance on performing MAAR 13 -
Purchases Existence and Consumption at small, low risk
contractors. The following MRD is superseded:

92-PFD-188, 9 December 1992

6-414 ......................... Provides additional guidance on reviewing executive
compensation.

6-608 ......................... Provides additional guidance on developing the sub-
stantive testing plan for the review of incurred costs.
The following MRD is superseded:

92-PFD-140, 16 September 1992

6-608 ......................... Adds definition of expressly unallowable costs as used in
the penalty regulation. Adds guidance on using statisti-
cal sampling techniques to estimate costs subject to
penalty. Clarifies guidance on recommending penalties
on unallowable corporate costs. The following MRDs
are superseded:

94-PAD-069, 20 April 1994
94-PAD-060, 8 April 1994
93-PAD-235, 29 November 1993
92-PAD-179, 10 September 1993
92-PAD-195, 29 September 1993

6-706 ......................... Clarifies guidance on the MAARS that can be per-
formed prior to the receipt of a certified incurred costs
submission. The following MRD is superseded:

94-OPD-061, 2 May 1994

6-709 and ................... Revises guidance on requesting and reviewing assist
6-800 audits on incurred subcontract costs as a result of

regional and field audit office recommendations.

Chapter 7

7-403 ......................... Adds guidance for the auditor to verify the cost of
assets.

7-1202 ....................... Clarifies guidance on the allowability of costs related to
air shows, special events, and trade shows. The follow-
ing MRD is superseded:

DCAA Coatract Audit Mamad
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93-PAD-064, 1 April 1993

7-1500 ....................... Revises guidance to reflect the new IR&D and B&P
allowability rules. The following MRDs are superseded:

92-PAD-202, 29 December 1992
94-PAD-007, 13 January 1994

7-1907 ....................... Adds new guidance on the WARN act as it relates to
terminated contracts. The following MRD is supersed-
ed:

93-PAD-112, 7 June 1993

7-1914 ....................... Provides guidance relating to application of discounts
for minority interest and lack of marketability for
contractor stock valuations when reviewing employee
stock ownership plans.

7-1920 ....................... Incorporates guidance on the allowability of environ-
mental clean-up costs attributable to other potentially
responsible parties' contamination. The following MRD
is superseded:

94-PAD-030, 23 February 1994

Chapter 8

g-410 ......................... Updates guidance to discuss the results of a recent
ASBCA case ruling that the G&A allocation base should
include unallowable costs. The following MRD is super-
seded:

94-PAD-016, I February 1994

Chapter 9

9-108, 9-206 ................. Clarifies reporting guidance for ageed-upon procedures
9-207, 9-209 and specified cost element reviews.

9-605 ......................... Updates guidance to show the extension of dates for the
class deviation from the FAR requirement to use the
Special Tooling clause. The following MRD is supersed-
ed:

93-PAD-219, 8 November 1993

9-1400 ....................... Updates guidance to reflect the revised FAR criteria
rela ing to the use of flexible progress payment rates.
Also includes guidance on using and reviewing data
input/output for the new CASH VI model.

Chapter 10

During the finalization of this CAM update, the Agency
adopted the new audit report format described in MRD
94-PFD- 163, dated 26 September 1994. FAOs began

DCAA Coxtract Audt Manual
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using the new format 31 October 1994 ano sample audit
reports using the new guidance were added to the DCAA
Bulletin Board under the file name NUFORMAT.ZIP.

At this printing, Chapter 10 is only partly revised to
incorporate the new report format guidance (i.e., 10-
400). During the transition, auditors should adapt the
guidance in Chapter 10 to the reporting format in MRD
94-PFD-163 and the examples in NUFORMAT.ZIP.

10-304, 10-306 ............. Clarifies reporting guidance for agreed-upon procedures
and specified cost element reviews.

10-504 ....................... Adds guidance for reporting on subcontract costs when
the assist audits have not yet been received.

Chapter 11

11-207 ....................... Adds guidance on evaluating contractor estimates at
completion (EACs) during C/SCSC audits. The follow-
ing MRD is superseded:

93-OAD-109, 3 June 1993

Chapter 13

13-207, 13-694 ............. Provides guidance on reviewing predetermined fixed
indirect expense rates at universities. The following
MRDs are superseded:

94-PFD-189, 7 November 1994
93-PFD-141, 20 July 1993

13-307 ....................... Updates guidance on DCAA responsibilities on accom-
plishing the general and specific requirements contained
in the OMB Circular A- 133 Compliance Supplement.
The following MRDs are superseded:

94-PFD-070, 22 April 1994
92-PFD-1 10, 27 July 1992

13-804 ....................... Provides guidance on accrual vs cash accounting at
nonprofit institutions. The following MRD is supersed-
ed:

93-PFD-229, 17 November 1993

13-SI ......................... Adds Change 5 to the OMB Circular A-21 cost princi-
ples. The following MRD is superseded:

93-PFD-165, 26 August 1993

Chapter 14

14-124 ....................... Clarifies guidance on the relevant date to begin comput-
ing interest on defectively priced subcontracts. The
following MRD is superseded:

DCAA Coantra Audit Mnua
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94-OPD-052, 4 April 1994

14-200 ....................... Updates entire section based on 'lessons learned' and
field recommendations. Stresses that the review of
progress payment requests should be based on the
strengths/weaknesses of the contractor's billing system
internal controls. The following MRDs are superseded:

94-PFD-206, 23 November 1994
93-PAD-250, 20 December 1993

Chapter 15

15-105 ....................... Enhances guidance on preparing the NASA Form 456 -
Notice of Contract Costs Suspended and/or Disap-
proved

Appendix A

A-200 ........................ Removes DAR, Section XV on the old contract cost
principles. The majority of incurred ccsts subject to
DAR have been audited and DAR is available in the
FAO library, if needed.

Appendix B

Appendix B ................. Updates entire Appendix based on 'lessons learned' and
field recommendations. Incorporates concepts discussed
in related DCAI training courses.

DCAA Contract Audit Manual
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DCAA CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS EDITION

One of the primary sources for changes to improve the Contract Audit Manual
(CAM) is suggestions from DCAA employees. As discussed in 0-007, it is very easy to
make changes and all suggestions will be considered. The majority of the suggestions
are submitted on the User Reply Sheet discussed in 0-007.

We thank the following individuals who made suggestions to improve this CAM
edition:

Abernathy, Ann M. Houston Branch Office
Acks, Brenda Atlantic Branch Office
Altemus, Dan Hughes Missile Systems Company Resident Office
Amstutz, Susan F. Boeng Company Resident OfifceAnderson, Carol F. East Bay Branch Office
Anderson, Alex K. TRW Redondo Beach Resident Office
Ashley, Joseph Eastern Regional Office
Aubrey, Karen D. McDonnell Douglas Huntington Beach Resident

Office
Bajarias, Arsenia P. Pomona Valley Branch Office
Barnes, Raymond Chicago Branch Office
Becker, Jennifer R. Lockheed Corporate Resident Office
Beeman, Richard G. Salt Lake Valley Branch Office
Binns, Steven G. Seattle Branch Office
Boling, Al C. Lockheed Corporate Resident Office
Boutwell, Allen Defense Contract Audit Institute
Bowling, Dennis W. GD Pomona Suboffice
Burton, Joseph Defense Contract Audit Institute
Chappeil, Ronne E. North Carolina Branch Office
Cochrane, William J. Mid-Atlantic Regional Office
Cohen, Jeffrey M. Martin Marietta/Cherry Hill Resident Office
Colavita, Angelo TRW Redondo Beach Resident Office
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0-000 INTRODUCIRON TO THE DCAA CONTRACt AUDIT MANUAL

0-001 Introduction 0-004 Numbering

Introductory material is presented in a. Pages are numbered at the top of the
this section, along with an explanation of page as follows:
certain terms and abbreviations used
frequently in this manual. _0

Chapter Number (or Appendix
Letter)-

Page Number

b. Paragraphs are numbered as follows:
4-104

Chapter Number (Or
0-002 Purpose and Applicability of Appendix Letter)
the Manual Section

Paragrap
a. This manual is issued to provide

technical audit guidance, audit tech- Generally, paragraphs whose numbers
niques, audit standards, and technical include a decimal as 1-203.1 through 1-
policies and procedures to be followed by 203.4 are major, -irst-level subdivisions
DCAA personnel in the execution of the of the basic paragraph subject (as 1-203)).
contract audit mission (see also 0-006).
The material in this manual is instruc- 0-005 Revisions
tive. Reference to this manual should not
be made in audit reports or correspon- The manual is reprinted in its entirety
dence addressed to offices other than on a semiannual basis in January and
those of DCAA. July. There are no interim revisions be-

b. The procedural and audit guidance tween printings. Each semiannual publi-
in the manual is applicable to the audit of cation will contain a synopsis of new
all types of contracts. The auditor, how- and/or revised material immediately fol-
ever, must use professional judgment in lowing the Table of Contents.
(1) selecting the procedures and tech- 0-006 Other DCAA Audit Guidance
niques best suited to the audit objectives,
and (2) determining the scope of the Memorandums for Regional Directors
audit in each instance. (MRDs) provide a mechanism for dis-

seminating audit guidance which supple-
ments or revises CAM. Until incorporat-
ed in CAM, pertinent MRDs issued not
less than three months preceding the
publication date are listed by subject in
the Keyword Index of Audit Guidance
(AGKIS). In addition, an updated list of
active audit guidance MRDs is issued

0-003 Citation quarterly. When using CAM, auditors
should consult the AGKIS (TI-00) to

The manual bears the title "DCAA identify any MRDs which may change
Contract Audit Manual." It may be re- guidance in the CAM text.
ferred to as "CAM" and individual para-
graphs may be cited as "CAM" followed 0-007 User Comments/Suggestions

Spes parara ph number, for example,
"CAM 1-103" but within the manual this User comments/suggestions are wel-
citation would be "1-103." come. In addition, users are encouraged
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to report any errors noted in the manual. responsibility for coordinating con-
Use DCAA Form 7640-15, User Reply tract audit matters with a procure-
Sheet, and send it to: ment or contract administration of-

Headquarters, DCAA fice.
Attention: Policy Formulation Dii- Assignment Code-The smallest scope

sion of audit review which may be sepa-
Bldg 4, Cameron Station rately programmed, including a five-
Alexandria VA 22304-6178 digit identifier, a title and a scope
The User Reply Sheet may also be sent statement or the five-digit number

by fax to (703) 617-7452 or by cc:Mail to recopized by the DCAA FMIS as
*PFD. specifying a discrete audit scope.

Audit Area-A set of interrelated in-
0-008 Explanation of Terms and ternal controls or elements of risk
Abbreviations within one of the four major expense

groupings.
DCAA-The Defense Contract Audit Major Expense Grouping-An element

Agency. of the contractor's cost accounting
Director-Director, DCAA. system. The four major groupings
Headquarters-Headquarters, DCAA. presently in use are: General Con-
DoD-The Department of Defense. trols (accounting and estimating sys-
Regional office-The DCAA office tems, balance sheet, and income ac-

having responsibility for all DCAA counts); Direct Labor, Direct Mate-
audit offices and auditors within a rial; and Indirect Expense.
specified geographical area. Each is Subarea-An element of internal con-
headed by a regional director and is trol or risk within an audit area. For
the only organizational echelon be- example, the audit area E. 1, Special
tween Headquarters and the field Purpose Reviews within the major
audit offices. Within each regional expense grouping Indirect Expense is
office, a particular regional audit further analyzed through the subar-
manager exercises line authority eas Insurance, Pensions, Cost Alloca-
over designated field audit offices. tion Bases, IR&D/B&P, and Other

Field audit office (FAO)-A DCAA Audits.
term which encompasses both Workpackage-Any combination of
branch offices and resident offices. It predefined scopes of work pro-
does not include regional offices. grammed separately on the

Resident office-The field audit office FACS/MIS. It can include:
having responsibility for the DCAA * A single assignment code.
mission, generally at one contractor * Two or more assignment codes.
location, and physically located at * An audit area or subarea (some su-
the contractor's plant. bareas contain only a single assign-

Branch office-The field audit office ment code).
having responsibility for the DCAA A major expense grouping.
mission for all contractor locations * All direct costs or all indirect costs.
in a designated area except those * All costs included in the submission.
assigned to a resident office.

Auditor-An auditor performing the This manual also uses definitions stat-
contract audit function of DCAA. ed in Federal Acquisition Regulation
Procurement liaison auditor (FAR) and DoD FAR Supplement
(PLA)-A DCAA auditor assigned (DFARS) Part 202.
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List of Acronyms and Abbreviations
A-E Architect-Engineer
ACMS Advanced Cost Management Systems
ACO Administrative Contracting Officer
ACRS Accelerated Cost Recovery System
AFAA Air Force Audit Agency
AID Agency for International Development
AICPA American Institute of CPAs
AMIS Agency Management Information System
ASBCA Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals
B&P Bid & Proposal
BCA Board(s) of Contract Appeals
BOA Basic Ordering Agreement(s)
CAC Contract Audit Coordinator (DCAA)
CACO Corporate/Home Office ACO
CACS Contract Audit Closing Statement(s) (DCAA)
CAD/CAM Computer-Aided Design & Manufacturing
CAIG Cost Analysis Improvement Group (DoD)
CAM Contract Audit Manual (DCAA)
CAS Cost Accounting Standard(s)
CCDR Contractor Cost Data Report(s)/ing
CECSR Contractor Employee Compensation System Review
CFSR Contract Funds Status Report(s)/ing
CFY Contractor Fiscal Year
CHOA Corporate Home Office Auditor (DCAA)
CIPR Contractor Insurance/Pension Review
CO Contracting Officer
COBOL Common Business-Oriented Language (EDP)
COE Corps of Engineers (Army)
CPA Certified Public Accountant(s)
CPAF Cost-Plus-Award-Fee (Contract)
CPFF Cost-Plus-Fixed-Fee (Contract)
CPIF Cost-Plus-Incentive-Fee (Contract)
CPR Cost Performance Report(s)/ing
CPSR Contractor Purchasing System Review
CPU Central Processing Unit (EDP)
CRAG Contractor Risk Assessment Guide
C/SCSC Cost/Schedule Control System Criteria
CSRA Civil Service Reform Act
CSSR Cost/Schedule Status Report(s)/ing
CY Calendar Year
DAC Defense Acquisition Circular
DAR Defense Acquisition Regulation
DCAAI Defense Contract Audit Agency Instruction
DCAAM Defense Contract Audit Agency Manual
DCAAP Defense Contract Audit Agency Pamphlet
DCAAR Defense Contract Audit Agency Regulation
DCAI Defense Contract Audit Institute
DCMAO Defense Contract Management Area Operations
DCMC Defense Contract Management Command
DCMD Defense Contract Management District
DFARS DoD Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement
DHHS Department of Health & Human Services
DIIS DCAA Integrated Information System
DL General Counsel (DCAA Hqs)
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DLA Defense Logistics Agency
DLAM Defense Logistics Agency Manual
DODD Department of Defense Directive
DODI Department of Defense Instruction
DODIG Department of Defense Inspector General
DOE Department of Energy
DOJ Department of Justice
DOL Department of Labor
DOT Department of Transportation
DPRO Defense Plant Representative Offices
EAC Estimate At Completion (Cost)
EDP Electronic Data Processing (Computer(s))
EEO Equal Employment Opportunity
EEOC Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
EPA Economic Price Adjustment
EPA Environmental Protection Agency
ERISA Employee Retirement Income Security Act (1974)
ESOP Employee Stock Option Plan
ESS Estimating System Survey
ETC Estimate to Complete (Cost)
FAC Federal Acquisition Circular
FAR Federal Acquisition Regulation
FASB Financial Accounting Standards Board
FAT First Article Testing
FCR Federal Contracts Report (BNA)
FCRC Federal Contract Research Center(s)
FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency
FERC Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
FFP Firm-Fixed-Price (Contract)
FFRDC Federally Funded R&D Center(s)
FCA Federal Insurance Contributions Act
FLRA Federal Labor Relations Authority
FLSA Fair Labor Standards Act
FMIS FAO Management Information System
FMS Foreign Military Sales
FOUO For Official Use Only
FPI Fixed-Price Incentive (Contract)
FPR Fixed-Price Redeterminable (Contract)
FPRA Forward Pricing Rate Agreement(s)
FUTA Federal Unemployment Tax Act
FY Fiscal Year
G&A General & Administrative (Expense)
GAAP Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
GAAS Generally Accepted Auditing Standards
GAC Group Audit Coordinator (DCAA)
GAGAS Generally Accepted Govt. Auditing Standards (GAO)
GAO General Accounting Office
GASB Governmental Accounting Standards Board
GBL Government Bill of Lading
GFAE Government-Furnished Aeronautical Equipment
GFM Government-Furnished Material
GFP Government-Furnished Property
GOCO Government-Owned, Contractor-Operated (Plant)
GPO Government Printing Office
GSA General Services Administration
ICAPS Internal Control Audit Planning Summary
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ICQ Internal Control Questionnaire
IG Inspector General
IIA Institute of Internal Auditors
IPE Industrial Plant Equipment
IR&D Independent Research & Development (Cost)
IRC Internal Revenue Code
IRS Internal Revenue Service
JCL Job Control Language (EDP)
JTR Joint Travel Regulation
MAAR Mandatory Annual Audit Requirement(s)
MICOM U.S. Army Missile Command
MOU Memorandum of Understanding
MRD Memorandum for Regional Directors (DCAA)
MRP Matl. Requirement Planning (Inventory Control Sys)
MWS Major Weapon System
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NGB National Guard Bureau (DoD)
NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commission
OAD Special Audits Division (DCAA Hqs)
OAL Audit Liaison Division (DCAA Hqs)
OFPP Office of Federal Procurement Policy (OMB)
OIG Office of the Inspector General
OMB Office of Management and Budget
ONR Office of Naval Research
OPD Audit Programs Division (DCAA Hqs)
OPSEC DoD Operations Security Program
OT Manager, TSC
OWD Workload and Trends Analysis Division (DCAA H-S)
PACO Principal ACO
PAD Accounting Policy Division (DCAA Hqs)
PBIS Performance Based Incentive System
PCO Procuring Contracting Officer
PCD Cost Accounting Standards Division (DCAA Hqs)
PDR Plantwide Data Report
PFD Policy Formulation Division (DCAA Hqs)
PI Manager, DCAI
PL Public Law
PLD Policy Liaison Division (DCAA Hqs)
PNM Price Negotiation Memorandum
POD Program Objectives Document (DCAA)
PROCAS Process Contract Administration Services (DLA)
PS&C Production Scheduling & Control
R&D Research & Development (Cost)
RAM Regional Audit Manager
RD Regional Director
RFP Request(s) for Proposal(s)
SAS Statement on Auditing Standards (AICPA)
SEC Securities & Exchange Commission
SF Standard Form
SIC Suspected Irregular Conduct
SIS Synopsis Information System(s) (DCAA)
T&M Time and Material (Contract)
TBSR Total Business System Review (ONR)
TCO Termination Contracting Officer
TEFRA Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act
TRASOPs Tax Reduction Act Stock Ownership Plans
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TSC Technical Services Center, Memphis
U.S.C. United States Code
VAP Vulnerability Assessment Procedure(s) (DCAA)
VLSI Very Large Scale Integration
W/P Working Papers
WBS Work Breakdown Structure(s)
WEARS W/P Exhibits & Rate Schedules (DCAA)
WRAP Workpackage Risk Assessment Procedure (DCAA)
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1-000

CHAPTER 1

1-000 INTRODUCTION TO CONTRACT AUDIT

1-001 Scope of Chapter sion; responsibilities of DCAA and the
contract auditor; and the relationships of

This chapter introduces the chapters DCAA to other Department of Defense
and appendixes which follow. It provides components, other government agencies,
information on the contract audit mis- and contractors.

1-100 Section 1 - Establishment and Responsibilities of DCAA

1-101 Introduction tant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller).
Supplement I-ISI contains the Agency

This section describes the establish- charter, DoD Directive 5105.36.
ment, responsibilities, and inter-organi-
zational relationship of DCAA. 1-104 Nature of Contract Auditing

1-102 Establishment and 1-104.1 Introduction
Responsibilities The following paragraphs state the ob-

a. The Defense Contract Audit Agency jective of contract auditing and in broad
was established by a directive of the terms how the objective is accomplished.
Department of Defense for the purpose
of performing all contract auditing for 1-104.2 Contract Audit Objective
the Department of Defense (DoD) and a. The purpose of contract auditing is
providing accounting and financial advi- to assist in achieving prudent contracting
sory services, in connection with the by providing those responsible for gov-
negotiation, administration and settle- ernment procurement with financial in-
ment of contracts and subcontracts, to all formation and advice relating to contrac-
DoD procurement and contract adminis- tual matters and the effectiveness, effi-
tration activities. DCAA also furnishes ciency, and economy of contractors' op-
contract audit service to other govern- erations. Contract audit activities include
ment agencies (see 1-302b.). providing professional advice on ac-

b. The role of the auditor is advisory, counting and financial matters to assist
except that on cost-type contracts the in the negotiation, award, administra-
auditor is required to comply with specif- tion, repricing and settlement of con-
ic contract provisions. Procedures for tracts. Audit interest encompasses the
such compliance are discussed in Chapter totality of the contractor's operations,
6. and reviews are performed to assure the

c. Although the detection of fraud or existence of adequate controls which will
similar unlawful activity is not a primary prevent or avoid wasteful, careless, and
function of contract audit, the auditor inefficient practices by contractors.
must constantly be alert for situations or These reviews include the evaluation of a
transactions that may be indicative of contractor's policies, procedures, controls
such activity. When fraud or similar and actual performance, identifying and
unlawful activity is suspected, the auditor evaluating all activities which either con-shall be guided by 4-700. tribute to, or have an impact on, pro-

posed or incurred costs of government
1-103 Relationships - DCAA and contracts. Areas of concern to the auditor
the Office of the Secretary of Defense include the adequacy of contractor's poli-

cies, procedures, practices, and internal
DCAA is a separate agency of the controls relating to accounting, estimat-

Department of Defense under the direc- ing, and procurement; the evaluation of
tion, authority, and control of the Assis- contractors' management policies and
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decisions affecting costs; the accuracy c. The auditor should at all times be
and reasonableness of contractors' cost alert to any matters that may affect the
representations; the adequacy and reli- government's prudent and efficient man-
ability of contractors' records for govern- agement of its procurement program.
ment-owned property; the financial capa- When the auditor becomes aware of the
bilities of the contractor; and the appro- need for improved government practices,
priateness of contractual provisions hay- the appropriate office should be advised
ing accounting or financial significance. and, to the maximum extent feasible, the
The auditor should recommend such corrective measures should be recom-
changes as the examination discloses to mended in the audit report.
be warranted. The terms "audit review" d. In performing normal auditing pro-
and "audit" refer to examinations by cedures in connection with any type of
contract auditors of contractors' state- examination, auditors should be alert for
ments of costs to be incurred (cost esti- indications of excessive contract prices or
mates) or statements of cost actually profits and for evidence of overcharges or
incurred to the extent deemed appropn- inadequate compensation to the govern-
ate by the auditors in the light of their ment. If the auditor finds an indication of
experience with the contractors and rely- such a condition, he or she should discuss
ing upon their appraisals of the effective- it with the supervisor to decide whether
ness of the contractors' policies, proce- further review is warranted and whether
dures, controls, and practices. Such audit the condition is properly reportable as
reviews or audits may consist of desk one involving (1) suspected fraud or
reviews, test checks of a limited number other similar irregularities (4-700), (2)
of transactions, or examinations in depth defective pricing (14-100); or (3) solicita-
at the discretion of the auditors. tion of a voluntary refund (4-800). Guid-

b. To accomplish the objective of con- ance for determining which of the above
tract auditing, the auditor must examine reporting procedures should be used is
or develop sufficient evidence to support contained in the referenced paragraphs.
a valid opinion of the extent to which If the condition is not reportable under
costs or estimates contained in a contrac- the foregoing guidance, a report stating
tor's claim or proposal are (1) reasonable the pertinent facts should nevertheless be
as to nature and amount, (2) allocable, submitted to Headquarters, DCAA, At-
and measurable by the application of tention: Deputy Assistant Director, Op-
duly promulgated cost accounting stan- erations.
dards, and (3) generally accepted ac- e. FAR 52.215-22 prescribes the inser-
counting principles and practices appro- tion of a "defective pricing" clause which
priate to the particular circumstances; accords the government a contractual
and (4) in accordance with applicable basis for reducing the contract price
cost limitations or exclusions as stated in under certain conditions. When, after
the contract or in FAR. The auditor will contract execution, it is learned that the
find it extremely useful at the onset of the contract price was negotiated on the basis
examination, in planning the audit pro- of cost or pricing data furnished by the
gram and approach to review the contrac- contractor that was incomplete, inaccu-
tor's accounting nomenclature, chart of rate or not current, the contracting officer
accounts, accounting manuals and finan- may reduce the contract price. Guidance
cial statements. It should, however, be concerning the auditor's role in this area
recognized that professional opinions is stated in Chapter 14.
and conclusions on the acceptability of f. FAR 52.230-2 prescribes the inser-
contract costs must be based on the tion into contracts and subcontracts of a
auditor's knowledge of the contractor's "cost accounting standards" clause which
classification practices and the actual requires certain contractors or subcon-
nature of the expenditures charged to the tractors to disclose in writing their cost
various accounts and classifications. This accounting practices, to follow the dis-
knowledge is best gained by selective closed practices consistently, to comply
testing of transactions recorded in the with duly promulgated cost accounting
various accounts. standards, and to agree to contract price
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adjustment for any increased cost to the government for any prime contract; or
government as a i sult of the contractor's allowed to be used in any chain of cost or
failure to comply with applicable cost redeterminable subcontracts, unbroken
accounting standards. Guidance concern- by a firm fixed-price subcontract. If such
ing the auditor's role with respect to cost a contract or subcontract is encountered,
accounting standards is stated in Chapter the entire cost, including the amount
8. representing the percentage added, will

g. FAR 16.102(c) provides that the be disapproved under cost-type contracts
cost-plus-a-percentage-of-cost system of and recommended for nonacceptance un-
contracting shall not be used by the der fixed-price redeterminable contracts.
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I-ISI Supplement - DoD Directive 5105.36 - Defense Contract Audit
Agency Charter

(Updated through Change 1, 17 March 1983)

June 8, 1978
S~NUMBER 5105.36

ASD(C)

Department of Defense Directive

SUBJECT Defense Contract Audit Agency

References: (a) DoD Directive 5105.36, "Defense Contract
Audit Agency," June 9, 1965 (hereby cancelled)

(b) DoD Directive 5000.19, "Policies for the
Management and Control of Information
Requirements," March 12, 1976

[Text reformatted for CAM publica- tiation, administration, and settlement of
tion] contracts and subcontracts.

2. Provide contract audit service to
A. PURPOSE other government agencies as appropri-

ate.
Pursuant to authority vested in the C. ORGANIZATION AND

Secretary of Defense under the provi- MANAGEMENT
sions of title 10, United States Code, this
Directive reissues reference (a) and estab- 1. DCAA is established as a separate
lishes the Defense Contract Audit Agency agency of the Department of Defense
(hereafter referred to as "'DCAA") with under the direction, authority and con-
responsibilities, functions, authorities, trol of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
and relationships as outlined below. (Comptroller). It shall consist of a Direc-

tor and such subordinate organizational
B. MISSION elements as are established by the Direc-

tor within resources authorized by the

DCAA shall: Secretary of Defense.
2. No separate contract audit oraniza-1. Perform all necessary contract audit tion independent of the DCAA shall be

for the Department of Defense and pro- established in the Department of De-
vide accounting and financial advisory fense-
services regarding contracts and subcon-
tracts to all Department of Defense corn- D. RESPONSIBILITIES AND
ponents responsible for procurement and FUNCTIONS
contract administration. These services
will be provided in connection with nego- The Director, DCAA shall:
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1. Organize, direct, and manage the surveys of the purchasing-procurement
DCAA and all resources assigned to the systems of major contractors.
DCAA. 7. Direct audit reports to the govern-

2. Assist in achieving the objective of ment management level having authority
prudent contracting by providing DoD and responsibility to take action on the
officials responsible for procurement and audit findings and recommendations.
contract administration with financial 8. Cooperate with other appropriate
information and advice on proposed or Department of Defense components on
existing contracts and contractors, as reviews, audits, analyses, or inquiries
appropriate, involving contractors' financial position

3. Audit, examine and/or review con- or financial and accounting policies, pro-
tractors' and subcontro t-rs' accounts, cedures, or practices.
records, docume and ,,ther evidence; 9. Establish and maintain liaison audi-
systems of inter. *ontrol; accounting, tors as appropriate at major procuring
costing, and gent.,' business practices and contract administration offices.
and procedures; to the extent and in 10. Review General Accounting Office
whatever manner is considered necessary
to permit proper performance of the reports and proposed responses thereto
other functions described in 4 through 12 which involve significant contract or con-
below, tractor activities for the purpose of assur-

4. Examine reimbursement vouchers ing the validity of appropriate pertinent
received directly from contractors, under facts contained therein.
cost-type contracts, transmitting those 11. In an advisory capacity, attend and
vouchers approved for payment to the participate, as appropriate, in contract
cognizant Disbursing Officer and issuing negotiation and other meetings which
DCAA Form 1, "Notice of Contract contract cost matters, audit reports, or
Costs Suspended and/or Disapproved," related financial matters are under con-
with a copy to the cognizant contracting sideration.
officer, with respect to costs claimed but 12. Provide assistance, as requested in
not considered reimbursable. In addition, the development of procurement policies
the contracting officer may direct the and regulations.
issuance of DCAA Form 1, "Notice of 13. Perform such other functions as the
Contract Costs Suspended and/or Disap- Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comp-
proved," with respect to any cost which troller) may from time to time prescribe.
he has reason to believe should be sus-
pended or disapproved. E AUTHORITY

5. Provide advice and recommenda-
tions to procurement and contract ad- The Director, DCAA, is specifically
ministration personnel on:

a. Acceptability of costs incurred under delegated authority to:
redeterminable, incentive and similar 1. Have free and unrestricted access to
type contracts and direct communication with all ele-

b. Acceptability of incurred costs and ments of the Department of Defense and
estimates of cost to be incurred as repre- other executive departments and agen-
sented by contractors incident to the cies as necessary.
award, negotiation, modification, 2. Establish Defense Contract Audit
change, administration, termination, or Agency facilities using appropriate estab-
settlement of contracts. lished physical facilities and services of

c. Adequacy of financial or accounting other DoD components whenever practi-
aspects of contract provisions, cable to achieve maximum efficiency and

d. Adequacy of contractors' accounting economy.
and financial management systems, ade- 3. Obtain such information, consistent
quacy of contractors' estimating proce- with the policies and criteria of DoD
dures and adequacy of property controls. Directive 5000.19, (reference (b)) advice,

6. Assist responsible procurement or and assistance from DoD components as
contract administration activities in their he deems necessary.
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4. Exercise the administrative authori- 2. Procurement and contract adminis-
ties contained in enclosure I of this tration activities of the DoD components
Directive. shall utilize audit services of the DCAA

to the extent appropriate in connection
F. RELATIONSHIPS with the negotiation, administration, and

settlement of contract payments and
1. In the performance of his functions, prices which are based on cost (incurred

the Director, DCAA shall: or estimated), or on cost analysis.
a. Maintain appropriate liaison with G. ADMINISTRATION

other components of the DoD, other
agencies of the Executive Branch, and the I. The Director, DCAA, shall be a
General Accounting Office for the ex- civilian selected by the Secretary of De-
change of information and programs in lense.
the field of assigned responsibilities. 2. The appointment of other personnel

b. Make full use of established facilities to the Agency will be subject to the
in the Office of the Secretary of Defense, approval of the Director, DCAA.
other DoD components, and other gov- 3. DCAA will be authorized such per-
ernmental agencies rather than unneces- sonnel, facilities, funds, and other admin-
sarily duplicating such facilities. istrative support as the Secretary of De-

c. The military departments and other fense deems necessary.
DoD components shall provide support,
within their respective fields of responsi- H. EFFECTIVE DATE
bility, to the Director, DCAA to assist in
carrying out the assigned responsibilities This Directive is effective immediate-
and functions of the Agency. Program- ly.
ming, budgeting and financing for such
support will be in accordance with poli- Deputy Secretary of Defense
cies and procedures prescribed by the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comp- Enclosure - I
troller). Delegations of Authority

Encl. 1, DoD Instruction 5105.36
DELEGATIONS OF AUTHORITY

Pursuant to the authority vested in the 3. Establish advisory committees and
Secretary of Defense, and subject to his employ part-time advisers pursuant to
direction, authority, and control, and in the provisions of 10 U.S.C. 173, 5 U.S.C.
accordance with DoD policies, directives, 3109(b), the Federal Advisory Commit-
and instructions, the Director, DCAA, tee Act, and the Agreement between the
or, in the absence of the Director the Department of Defense (DoD) and the
person acting for him, is hereby delegated Civil Service Commission on employ-
authority as required in the administra- ment of experts and consultants, dated
tion and operation of DCAA to: March 14, 1975.

1. Exercise the powers vested in the 4. Administer oaths of office incident
Secretary of Defense by 5 U.S.C. 301, to entrance into the Executive Branch of
302(b) and 3101 pertaining to the em- the Federal Government or any other
ployment, direction and general adminis- oath required by law in connection with
tration of DCAA civilian personnel. employment therein, in accordance with

2. Fix rates of pay for wage board the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 2903, and
employees exempted from Civil Service designate in writing, as may be necessary,
classification by 5 U.S.C. 5102(cX7) on officers and employees of DCAA to per-
the basis of prevailing rates for compara- form this function.
ble jobs in the locality where each instal- 5. Establish a DCAA Incentive Awards
lation is located. Board and pay cash awards to, and incur
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necessary expenses for the honorary rec- a. Travel for DCAA civilian officers
ognition of civilian employees of the and employees in accordance with Joint
government whose suggestions, inven- Travel Regulations, Volume 2, DoD Ci-
tions, superior accomplishments or other vilian Personnel;
personal efforts, including special acts or b. Temporary duty travel only for
services, benefit or affect DCAA or its military personnel assigned or detailed to
subordinate activities in accordance with DCAA in accordance with Joint Travel
the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 4503 and Civil Regulations, Volume 1, Members of Uni-
Service Regulations. formed Services; and

6. In accordance with the provisions of c. Invitational travel to persons serving
5 U.S.C. 7532; Executive Order 10450, without compensation whose consultive,
dated April 27, 1953, as amended; and advisory or other highly specialized tech-
DoD Directive 5210.7, "Department of nical services are required in a capacity
Defense Civilian Applicant and Employ- that is directly related to, or in connec-
ee Security Program," September 2, tion with DCAA activities, pursuant to
1966: the provisions of 5 U.S.C. 5703.

a. Designate any position in DCAA as II. Approve the expenditure of funds
a "sensitive" position; available for travel by military personnel

b. Authorize, in case of an emergency, assigned or detailed to DCAA for ex-
the appointment of a person to a sensi- penses incident to attendance at meetings
tive position in the Agency for a limited of technical, scientific, professional or
period of time for whom a full field other similar organizations in such in-
investigation or other appropriate inves- stances where the approval of the Secre-
tigation, including the National Agency tary of Defense or his designee is re-
Check, has not been completed; and quired by law (37 U.S.C. 412). This

c. Authorize the suspension, but not to authority cannot be redelegated.
terminate the services of an employee in 12. Develop, establish and maintain an
the interest of national security in posi- active and continuing Records Manage-
tions within DCAA. ment Program, pursuant to the provi-

7. Clear DCAA personnel and such sions of Section 506(b) of the Federal
other individuals as may be appropriate Records Act of 1950 (44 U.S.C. 3102),
for access to classified Defense material the Freedom of Information Act Program
and information in accordance with the (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act
provisions of DoD Directive 5210.8, Program (5 U.S.C. 552a).
"Policy on Investigation and Clearance 13. Establish and use Imprest Funds
of DoD Personnel for Access to Classi- for making small purchases of material
fled Defense Information," February 15, and services other than personal for
1962, and of Executive Order 11652, DCAA when it is determined more ad-
dated March 8, 1972, as amended. vantageous and consistent with the best

8. Act as agent for the collection and interests of the government, in accor-
payment of employment taxes imposed dance with the provisions of DoD In-
by Chapter 21 of the Internal Revenue struction 5100.71, "Delegation of Au-
Code of 1954 and, as such agent, make all thority and Regulations Relating to Cash
determinations and certifications re- Held at Personal Risk Including Imprest
quired or provided for under Section Funds," March 5, 1973, and the Joint
3122 of the Internal Revenue Code of Regulation of the General Services Ad-
1954 and Section 205(p)(I) and (2) of the ministration/Treasury Department/
Social Security Act, as amended (42 General Accounting Office, entitled "For
U.S.C. 405(p)(1) and (2)) with respect to Small Purchases Utilizing Imprest
DCAA employees. Funds."

9. Authorize and approve overtime 14. Authorize the publication of adver-
work for DCAA civilian officers and tisements, notices or proposals in news-
employees in accordance with the provi- papers, magazines or other public period-
sions of the Federal Personnel Manual icals as required for the effective admin-
Supplement 990-1, Section 550.111. istration and operation of DCAA (44

10. Authorize and approve: U.S.C. 3702).
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15. Establish and maintain appropriate cations system for the promulgation of
Property Accounts for DCAA and ap- common supply and service regulations,
point Boards of Survey, approve reports instructions, and reference documents,
of survey, relieve personal liability, and and changes thereto, pursuant to the
drop accountability for DCAA property policies and procedures prescribed in
contained in the authorized Property DoD Directive 5025.1, "Department of
Accounts that has been lost, damaged, Defense Directive System," November
stolen, destroyed or otherwise rendered 18, 1977.
unserviceable, in accordance with appli- 18. Enter into support and ice
cable laws and regulations.

16. Promulgate the necessary security agreements with the Military Depart-
regulations for the protection of property ments, other DoD agencies, or other
and places under the jurisdiction of the government agencies as required for the
Director, DCAA, pursuant to subsections effective performance of responsibilities
Ill.A. and V.B. of DoD Directive 5200.8, and functions assigned to DCAA.
"Authority of Military Commanders un- The Director, Defense Contract Audit
der the Internal Security Act of 1950 to Agency, may redelegate these authorities,
Issue Security Orders and Regulations for as appropriate, and in writing, except as
the Protection of Property or Places otherwise specifically indicated above or
under Their Command," August 20, as otherwise provided by law or regula-
1954. tion.

17. Establish and maintain, for the This delegation of authorities is effec-
functions assigned, an appropriate publi- tive immediately.
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1-200

1-200 Section 2 - Relationships with the General Accounting Office

1-201 Introduction ters is not required, provided that the
GAO has notified the Secretary of De-

This section contains procedures and fense and DCAA of the review and held
guidance on (1) granting the General an entrance conference %ith DoD offi-
Accounting Office access to DCAA audit cials.
records and files, (2) submitting informa- b. Do not furnish non-DoD agency
tion and comments to Headquarters for reports, military department reports,
preparing replies to General Accounting non-DoD Inspector General reports, or
Office (GAO) reports, (3) coordinating criminal investigation organization re-
DCAA and GAO activities to ensure ports (including the FBI) unless ipproved
effective working relationships, and (4) by DCAA Headquarters. This restriction
coordinating DCAA and GAO perfor- also applies to summaries of such reports.
mance of postaward audits of cost or c. Promptly submit pertinent informa-
pricing data for possible defective pric- tion to the regional office and Headquar-
ing. ters, Attn: PLD. Identify the information

furnished to GAO.
1-202 Relationship - DCAA andGeneral Accounting Office 1-203.1 Access to Audit Records and

Files on Completed Audits

a. The GAO has broad authority for a. When requested, grant GAO repre-
conducting audits and investigations to sentatives unlimited access to audit rec-
enable the Comptroller General, as an ords and files applicable to completed
agent of Congress, to determine whether audits. This includes access to files on all
executive departments and government types of system surveys, audit programs,
agencies properly discharge their finan- working papers, correspondence on cost
cial responsibilities. In connection with allowances, notices of cost suspended or
the audit of the procurement function, disapproved, contracts, and audit re-
the GAO is granted access to contractors' ports.
records by law and by contract provi- b. Cooperate with GAO representa-
sions. DoD personnel at all levels will tives by providing copies of existing
cooperate fully with representatives of documents and, to a reasonable extent,
the General Accounting Office. completing questionnaires. Refer GAO

b. The Policy Liaison Division (PLD) requests for data which require the prepa-
monitors and coordinates all GAO mat- ration of extensive analyses or schedules
ters in accordance with DoDD No. to Headquarters, Attn: PLD.
7650.3, Followup on General Accounting c. Encourage the GAO representatives
Office, DoD Inspector General, Internal to perform their analytical effort on site,
Audit, and Internal Review Reports; No. both to mi:,imize the use of DCAA
7650.1, General Accounting Office Ac- resources and to enable the auditor to
cess to Records; and No. 7650.2, General explain or clarify data if required.
Accounting Office Audits and Reports. 1-203.2 Access to Audit Records and

1-203 GAO Access to Audit Records Files on Incomplete Audits
and Files Reso!ve requests for access to records

and fi1 _s applicable to incomplete audits
a. When requested by GAO furnish with the GAO representatives on an

audit reports and associated working pa- individual case basis. Make every effort
pers in accordance with DoDD 7650.1, to dissuade the GAO representative from
Generil Accounting Office Access to examinin$ records and files on incom-
Records, and DCAAR Number 5205.1, plete audits, because any audit conclu-
DCAA Information Security Program, sions included therein are tentative. They
and the procedures below. Advance ap- do not represent the official position of
proval of regional offices or Headquar- DCAA until the audit is completed and
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the report issued. This does not preclude prior to approval for signature elsewhere
granting the GAO access to any factual in the Department of Defense.
data contained in the records or files. c. In advance, Headquarters (PLD)

reviews GAO reports that may require
1-203.3 Access to Records on Replies to comment and will immediately transmit
GAO Reports the report to the regional office(s) and

Refer GAO requests for access to cop- FAO(s) involved if field action or input is
ies of correspondence or memorandums required. Prepare the field office re-
prepared to assist DCAA Headquarters sponse in accordance with paragraph d.
and military departments or agencies in below and any special requests stated in
the formulation of an official reply to a the Headquarters transmittal.
GAO draft report or final report to d. Review and evaluate the factual
Headquarters, Attn: PLD. This informa- information, the surrounding circum-
tion requires special consideration be- stances, and the conclusions presented in
cause it does not represent the final the report. Comment on any corrective
position of DCAA or the military depart- action taken or proposed. In addition,
ment or agency concerned with the re- note any GAO report statements that are
port. not fully compatible with audit findings

or on which information is not available.
1-204 Replies to General Accounting To minimize elapsed time, conferences

with the GAO review team may beOffice Reports necessary. In this case, make an appropri-
ate request to the local GAO office or to

a. GAO reporting on defense contract- Headquarters, Attn: PLD, depending on
ing is primarily accomplished through (1) the origin of the GAO report.
reports (draft and final) issued by its e. In some cases the primary action
headquarters office and addressed to the office requests Headquarters to perform
Secretary of Defense, the Secretaries of audits or examine specific contractor
the Military Departments, or heads of records to aid in formulating the DoD
Defense agencies; (2) letter reports issued position on a GAO report. In these
by GAO regional offices directly to offi- instances, Headquarters will establish a
cials of field activities of the Military firm due date for the response and for-
Departments or DoD agencies, and (3) ward the request directly to the field
congressional testimony. audit office, with copies to the regional

b. DCAA will generally be requested to office. Submit the field audit office's
submit comments and participate in for- reply to Headquarters, Attn: PLD, with a
mulating the official DoD position on the copy to the regional office.
cost aspects and related recommenda- f. Field audit offices may receive direct
tions in GAO reports issued on defense requests from procurement or contract
contractors and on contract audit mat- administration field components for au-
ters. dit service on specific GAO reports.

Promptly forward copies of all correspon-1-204.1 Replies to GAO Headquarters dence, memorandums of conversations,
Reports and reports prepared in response to such

a. These reports generally pertain to requests to Headquarters, Attn: PLD,
defense contracting. They are initially with copies to the cognizant regional
submitted in draft form with a request office.
for an official response and comments.
The response is usually incorporated in 1-204.2 Replies to Letter Reports of
the final GAO report. GAO Regional Offices

b. The Office of the Assistant Inspector a. GAO regional offices may issue
General for Audit Followup refers all letter reports on defense contracting di-
proposed DoD responses to GAO Head- rectly to officials of field activities of
quarters reports related to procurement DoD agencies or the military depart-
or contract audit matters to DCAA Head- ments. Letter reports include any written
quarters for concurrence or comment communication from GAO requiring
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written response. These reports generally conclusions, and recommendations as
relate to matters of less significance than possible.
GAO Headquarters reports. They are
addressed to the particular field activity 1-205 Liaison Between DCAA and
responsible for the matters reported upon GAO Activities
or for the implementation of any recom-
mendations contained in the report. Maintain formal and informal liaison
Thus, letter reports may be addressed to between DCAA and GAO at the head-
field procurement or contract adminis- quarters and/or regional office levels to
tration offices or to DCAA field offices. establish an effective working relation-

b. Prepare responses to GAO letter ship. This is not intended to diminish or
reports for the signature of the regional detract from the statutory and executive
director. To assure uniformity in re- responsibilities, functions, or indepen-
sponses and conformity with DCAA poli- dence of either GAO or DCAA.
cy, submit drafts of the proposed re-
sponses to Headquarters, Attn: PLD, for 1-205.1 Headquarters Liaison
concurrence prior to issuance. When nec- Maintain direct headquarters-to-head-
essary to meet a deadline, concurrence of quarters liaison between DCAA and
Headquarters (PLD) may be obtained by GAO to (1) resolve field operating prob-
telephone. lems requiring Headquarters attention,

c. FAOs may receive requests directly (2) coordinate studies to be performed by
from a field procurement or contract GAO affecting the contract audit area.
administration office for audit informa- and (3) exchange ideas and training mate-
tion in connection with their responses to rial in connection with improving the
letter reports which were addressed to performance of the two agencies.
them. Honor such requests pertaining to
contract audit responsibility. Prepare the 1-205.2 Regional Office Liaison
response for the regional director's signa- a. Determine the level and frequency of
ture and reply directly to the requesting communication with GAO regional offi-
activity. Forward copies of all correspon- cials by assessing local conditions and
dence and reports prepared in response GAO involvement in contract audit mat-
to such requests to Headquarters, Attn: ters. Regional directors should decide on
PLD. the need for local conferences (see I-

205.3) and periodically visit or contact
1-204.3 Congressional Testimony GAO representatives located within their

regional boundaries to explore the need
GAO also reports on defense contract- for more formal information exchange.

ing through testimony presented before Periodic meetings are encouraged to re-
Congress. Occasionally DCAA Head- solve specific problems and to discuss the
quarters is requested to review the testi- results of individual GAO reviews of
mony in advance for factual accuracy and contractor activities containing signifi-
concurrence. These requests often have a cant contract audit findings.
short reponse time, and regional or field b. In those cities where GAs has a
office input is usually not feasible. regional office and DCAA does not,

designate a branch manager or resident1-204.4 Explanations of DelaOs in auditor as a DCAA regional liaison repre-
Submission of Responses to GAO sentative to provide a local contact pointReports to facilitate day-to-day working relation-

Promptly submit an interim reply to ships and to resolve problems.
Headquarters, DCAA, with a copy to the c. Submit a copy of the minutes of any
regional office, when a complete response formal liaison meeting to Headquarters,
cannot be submitted by the established Attn: PLD.
due date. State the specific reasons the
due date cannot be met and the estimated 1-205.3 Regional Conferences with GAO
time needed to complete the review, a. Regional directors are encouraged to
Address as many of the report findings, schedule periodic conferences to promote
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free and open discussions between GAO gram for performing regularly scheduled
and DCAA at the regional level. Confer- audits of contractor cost or pricing data
ences should cover current items of com- for possible defective pricing (14-100).
mon interest, such as plans for added or GAO responsibilities include DoD's ad-
decreased emphasis in specified areas of herence to applicable laws, regulations,
responsibility, technical problems, audit
approaches and techniques, and working and procedures in negotiating noncom-
relationships. Conference objectives petitive contracts, including whether de-
should be to identify and resolve com- fective pricing audits are adequately per-
mon problems, avoid duplication, and formed. Observe the following proce-
improve audit techniques and coverage. dures whenevei GAO has an interest in

b. Where more than one GAO regional the cost or pricing data submitted for
office is located within the geographical negotiation of a contract or subcontract.
jurisdiction of a DCAA regional office,
encourage all of the GAO regional direc- 1-206.1 Postaward Audit Already
tors concerned to attend the conference,
unless the GAO region is not significantly Performed by FAO
involved with contract audit work. Simi- Provide the results of the audit to the
larly, where the geographical jurisdiction GAO representatives on request, per I-
of a GAO regional office overlaps DCAA 203.
regions, it may be appropriate for DCAA
regional directors to attend conferences 1-206.2 Postaward Audit not Completed
held by other DCAA regional directors.

c, Submit a copy of the minutes of any by FAO
formal liaison conference to Headquar- DCAA has the primary responsibility
ters, Attn: PLD. for performing defective pricing audits.

1-205.4 Liaison on GAO Reviews Therefore, GAO will coordinate its con-
Affecting DCAA tract and subcontract defective pricing

a. Except for congressional requests, audit work with cognizant field audit
GAO regional directors are expected to offices and rely on the contract auditor's
inform DCAA of the scope of GAO work where possible. Avoid duplication
planned and in-process reviews concern- of audit effort by following the proce-
ing contractors under DCAA audit cogni- dures below:
zance. GAO generally contacts DCAA at a. If the FAO has a postaward audit
the start of every review, conducts an exit scheduled that is of interest to GAO,
conference at the end of such reviews,andfurishs coy o th daftandordiscuss the audit plans with GAO and
and furnishes a copy of the draft and/or attempt to reach agreement on an auditfinal report.

b. When GAO is involved in reviews of schedule which provides for audit perfor-
DCAA or in audits at contractor plants mance by DCAA. Eliminate the contract
under DCAA cognizance, work closely or subcontract from the audit schedule if
with GAO to assure that there is proper agreement cannot be reached and the
understanding of DCAA objectives and GAO performs the audit. In these situa-
methods to avoid GAO duplication of tions, GAO is expected to perform a
our work and to determine reliance to be defective pricing audit of all contract cost
placed upon the work of GAO (see - elements. Promptly notify the regional1000).

c. Notify the regional office and Head- office and Headquarters, Attn: PLD, if
quarters, Attn: PLD, of any GAO visits GAO plans to perform only a partial
to FAOs or contractor sites. review.

b. If the GAO identifies a contract or
1-206 Interface with GAO in the subcontract for postaward audit which
Performance of Defective Pricing had not been selected for audit by
Audits DCAA, attempt to reach agreement on an

audit schedule which provides for auditDCAA is the responsible DoD agency performance by DCAA.
for establishing and conducting a pro-
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1-300 Section 3 - Audit Services for Non-DoD Agencies
1-301 Introduction manner and level of effort necessary to

provide complete contract audit coverage
This section provides guidance for per- at a contractor location. The Contract

forming audit services for non-DoD Audit Manual will be the determining
agencies. The underlying audit policies, guide for the conduct of audits. Complete
procedures, and support requirements contract audit coverage may include re-
pertaining to such services are presented views of internal controls and examina-
in 15-100. tions of contractor accounting and finan-

cial management systems considered nec-
1-302 General Rules for Establishing essary to satisfy government auditing
Cognizance and Accepting or standards, as incorporated in OMB Cir-
Rejecting Non-DoD Requests cular A-73, Section 6. When possible,

auditors should be responsive to any

a. Office of Management and Budget additional coverage suggested by the re-

(OMB) Circular A-73, "Audit of Federal questing agency.
Operations and Prog~rams" (revised), re- f. Audit working papers prepared dur-
quires Federal agencies to establish audit ing the course of audits for Federal
cross-servicing arrangements when doing agencies are the property of DCAA and
so is in the best interest of the Federal will generally remain in the possession of
government and the organization being the auditor. However, they will be made
audited. Normally, the agency with the available for review by properly author-
predominant financial interest should ar- ized procurement and other representa-
range for all audits at an organization. tives of the Federal agencies for which
Department of Defense implementing the audit services were performed. If
guidance is provided by DoDD 7600.2, audit cognizance is transferred from
"Audit Policies." Thereunder, contract DoD to another Federal agency, audit
audit services may be provided to other files may be released to the successor
Federal agencies upon request, with reim- agency if (1) the files are no longer
bursement at cost, as prescribed by the required by DCAA, (2) the files will
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comp- benefit the agency in carrying out its
troller). audit responsibilities, and (3) there are no

b. Cross-servicing arrangements have restrictions on the release of the files, e.g.,
been made through memorandums of SIC and classified. FAOs should keep a
understanding (MOU) with various non- record of files transferred. Audit folders
DoD agencies under the OMB criteria or other documents which are still re-
and DoD implementing guidance. quired by DCAA may be copied by the

c. There are many Federal agencies successor agency provided they meet the
with which DCAA has not established above criteria. However, prior to the
MOUs or had any contact concerning actual transfer of audit files, the instruc-
audit cognizance. Should DCAA auditors tions contained in DCAAM 5015.1
become aware of contract audit effort Chapter 4, paragraph B.3, must be fol-
being performed by or on behalf of other lowed.
Federal entities at contractor locations g. Audit reports will be addressed in
where DCAA is the cognizant contract the manner prescribed in 10-208.
audit agency, they should advise DCAA h. The auditor's responsibility for at-
Headquarters, Attention: OAD, through tending negotiation conferences request-
their regional offices. ed by non-Defense procurement officials

d. Any non-DoD agency request con- is essentially the same as that outlined in
cerning a change in audit cognizance or 15-400 for Defense procurement offi-
related matters should be addressed to cials. The auditor will also be responsive
DCAA Headquarters, Attention: OAD. to inquiries and personal visits from

e. DCAA is responsible for determin- representatives of non-Defense agencies
ing the scope of audit, including the concerning the status and performance of
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requested audits. The objectives of such discussions held with respect to the infor-
personal visits should be to seek informa- mation desired, and any other pertinent
tion and to discuss mutual problems. observations. See 1-406 for guidance
They are not to be used to supervise when requests by a non-Defense agency
and/or evaluate the performance of the pertain to a matter involving an investi-
audit. gation or litigation; see 1-408 for all

i. Responsibility for follow-up of requests by the Internal Revenue Service.
DCAA audit recommendations and re- b. Cross-servicing agreements with
views of program results remain with the non-DoD agencies provide for audit re-
non-DoD agencies for which audit ser- quests to be forwarded directly to the
vices are performed. cognizant field office. Audit requests will

j. Field activities will prepare reim- be honored at locations where DCAA
bursable billings in accordance with the maintains a continuing audit interest
requirements of the DCAA FMIS User under DoD contracts.
Manual, Volume II, Section III-E2. c. A request for audit services to be

performed at a contractor location where
1-303 Processing Non-DoD Agency DCAA does not have a continuing audit
Requests for Audit Information or interest is considered a "casual audit
Services request." A continuing DCAA audit in-

terest exists at any location where DCAA
a. DCAA will be responsive to requests has performed audit effort on a continu-

received from government agencies out- ing basis over the past several years,
side the Department of Defense for infor- whether the contracting agency is affili-
mation available in the audit files when ated with DoD/NASA or not.
the circumstances clearly show that the d. Except for those agencies identified
inquirer is entitled to the requested infor- in DCAAP 7230.1, Reimbursable Audit
mation. There is a presumption of enti- Program Manual, requests for audit ser- I
tlement if the requesting agency has a vices at locations where DCAA does not
contract or is proposing to contract with maintain a continuing audit interest will
the contractor and the information de- be referred to the regional office. Sea-
sired is related to the negotiation or soned professional judgment and com-
administration of that contract. Requests mon sense must be applied to each casual
for specific cost information which is audit request in making a decision as to
readily available without audit effort will whether or not to accept the audit en-
be accommodated without reimburse- gagement. The following criteria will be
ment. If the auditor has any doubt as to used to determine whether to accommo-
whether the requesting agency is entitled date or decline a request:
to the information, the auditor must (1) Is the requested service compatible
obtain clearance from the contractor be- with normal DCAA responsibilities?
fore ",leasing any specific cost or finan- (2) Would acceptance or refusal to
cial data, such as overhead rates. A perform the work result in establishment
request for cost or financial data, written of duplicative audit activity?
material, or access to working papers or (3) Is another government agency per-
audit files by a non-Defense agency, forming audit work at the contractor
except for the Internal Revenue Service, location that could perform the requested
which pertains to a matter (except an audit?
investigation or litigation) unrelated to (4) The extent and cost of DCAA TDY
the negotiation or administration of a travel that would be required to honor a
contract by the requesting agency, will be casual audit request should be a key
referred to Headquarters, Attention: factor. If honoring the request would
PLD, for consideration. The referral will require the incurrence of TDY travel
include all pertinent details, such as the time and costs, it may be just as efficient
names of the representatives involved, a for the requesting agency to make other
summary of the information requested, audit arrangements. In addition, if the
purpose of the request, a summary of any requesting agency maintains a local audit
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organization, rejection may well be the the requesting agency will need to make
appropriate response. other arrangements if DCAA does not

(5) It is important to consider the type agree to accept the engagement. Typical-
of audit being requested and the contract ly, such work will be accepted if the audit
audit capabilities of the requesting agen- effort falls within the normal scope of
cy. For example, if the request is for DCAA work and the requesting agency
review of a price proposal, we should agrees to pay for the audit effort. Head-
consider the nature of the proposed ser- quarters will decide whether the addi-
vices or products, the urgency of the tional work will be undertaken and will
procurement, and the ability of the re- notify the requesting organization and
questing agency to arrange for adequate field office accordingly.
timely contract audit service.

A regional determination that a casual g. All audit requests should be prompt-
audit request should be declined will be ly responded to in writing. The response
coordinated with Headquarters, Atten- should state whether DCAA will accom-

I tion: OAD. modate or decline the request. If the
e. When an auditor observes the pres- request is declined, the reasons should be

ence of non-DoD contracts subject to stated. If the request is accepted, the
audit coverage for which audit requests response should include the anticipated
have not been received, they will be audit report date.
brought to the attention of appropriate h. Based on prior agreements, DCAA
non-DoD agency officials, to facilitate will perform all contract audit work re-
issuance of requests for audit. quested by NASA. DCAA has also agreed

f. Regional offices will notify Head- to perform contract audit work at all
I quarters, Attention: OAD, of audit re- DOE prime contractor locations other

quests from non-DoD agencies not iden- than those designated as Management
tified in the FMIS User Manual, Appen- and Operating Prime Contractors. DCAA
dix C, Billing Source Codes. Such re- will also perform all audit effort assigned
quests must be processed promptly, since to DoD under OMB Circular A-88.
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1-400 Section 4 - Relationships with Other Government Organizations
1-401 Introduction with procurement and contract adminis-

tration organizations. In addition, effec-
This section provides guidance and tive liaison between the DCAA auditor

procedures governing relationships with and the contracting officer's representa-
other government organizations. tives, and a clear understanding of the

respective responsibilities of each in the
1-402 General overall procurement function, are essen-

tial to ensure continuous close coopera-
Other government personnel may corn- tion.

municate with DCAA personnel on offi- d. Regulations of the military depart-
cial business. In all cases, the identity of ments and DLA require the contracting
the individual and his or her need to officers' representatives to use advisory
know should be established prior to fur- audit services to the fullest extent practi-
nishing any information either written or cable and to aid audit performance by
oral. Appropriate security precautions furnishing the auditor with appropriate
should be observed with respect to both administrative and technical assistance.
classified military information and con- Appendix D-200 of this manual refers to
tractor information, the procedures whereby the auditor ob-

tains technical assistance and guidance
1-403 Relationships with DoD which may be required in the evaluation
Procurement and Contract of a contractor's proposal. For those
Administration Organizations contractor locations where there is a

significant and continuing volume of
1-403.1 DCAA to Procurement and audit workload, e.g., audit residency or
Contract Administration Organizations suboffice, the auditor should establish an

a. As the audit and financial advisor to effective working relationship with the
procurement and contract administration major field contract administrators to
activities, auditors must understand and keep each other informed on procure-
support the service needs of these organi- ment and audit matters including forth-
zations. DCAA is committed to provid- coming contractor proposals which will
ing timely and responsive services and require audit services.
will maintain communications and liai- 1403.2 Procurement and Contract
son services sufficient to continuously Administration Responsibilities to
assess if customer needs are being met. DCAA

b. Organizationally, DCAA is separate
and independent from acquisition com- Procurement and contract administra-
ponents of the DoD. Auditors are expect- tion personnel have responsibility for the
ed to exercise independent judgment in following:
planning the type and extent of audit a. Requesting contract audit service.
testing sufficient to render unqualified b. Providing sufficient time for the
audit opinions, but will consider and performance of the audit.
address special areas of concern or infor- c. Furnishing to the auditor, in connec-
mational needs of requestors. The audi- tion with a request for audit, copies of
tor will also exercise independence in the any contracts (including change orders,
formulation of audit opinions, recom- supplements, amendments, and termina-
mendations, and conclusions contained tion notices), cost statements, proposals,
in audit reports. and other financial data submitted by

c. Government interests can best be contractors or, as appropriate, requested
served by maximum cooperation and by the auditor.
exchange of useful information between d. Establishing access to contractor
audit and procurement personnel. DoD records required by auditors.
Directive 7600.2 requires that DCAA e. Furnishing such other information,
coordinate annual contract audit plans data, or service as may be required (such
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as technical evaluation of the need for the in such cases might discourage the board
quantity and type of labor and material from requesting assistance from field
proposed in contract pricing actions) or personnel most capable of answering
otherwise may be useful in performing questions pertaining to a specific audit
the audit. recommendation.

(2) No DCAA auditor will serve as a
1-403.3 Major Audit Issues member of a board while it is reviewing a

DCAA Form I as well as audit report contract action with which he or she was
recommendations may lead to disagree- previously associated as a contract audi-
ments between the auditor and the con- tor, supervisor, or participant in negotia-
tracting officer. There must be continual tion conferences. Where this situation
and timely communication between the occurs, another auditor should be ap-
parties to promote understanding and pointed.
improve the potential for satisfactory c. Processing Requests for Participa-
resolution of the issue before final con- tion
tresoltion ofc theissue beforebfinal con- (i) Requests may be received by Head-
tracting officer action. Verbal communi- quarters, regional offices, or field audit
cations involving major audit issues offices to furnish audit personnel to par-
should be followed up in writing to avoid ticipate on review boards. The Assistant
misunderstandings. Director, Operations, is responsible for
1-403.4 DCAA Participation on Contract action on requests for board participation

by Headquarters personnel. The cogni-Management Boards of Review zant regional director is responsible for
a. Nature of Review Boards action on requests for board participation
Review Boards are established to ex- by regional office and FAO personnel.

amine proposed contract actions for all (2) Upon receiving a request to furnish
contract administration functions on an audit personnel to participate on review
ad hoc basis. For example, review boards boards, first obtain information concern-
may be established to evaluate the rea- ing the functions of the board, the esti-
sonableness of proposed settlements or mated periods of participation of DCAA
determinations concerning contractor personnel, the estimated amount of time
purchasing system reviews (CPSR), con- required on a weekly or monthly basis,
tract terminations, and Cost Accounting and the benefit to the government of
Standards issues. The District Com- DCAA participation. Requests received
mander is responsible for the establish- by FAOs will then be promptly forward-
ment of review boards for each Defense ed to the regional office with the name of
Contract Management District (DCMD). the auditor recommended for member-
In addition, the District Commander ship.
may establish subordinate Boards of Re- (3) Tactfully decline any request for
view at individual Defense Contract participation which would frequently re-
Management Area Operations (DCMAO) quire auditor abstentions or substitutions
or Defense Procurement Offices to avoid a restriction in b. above. Where
(DPRO). any other request cannot be complied

b. Restrictions on Auditor Participa- with by the region, contact the Assistanttion RDirector, Operations, before notifyingtion i the requesting office.
Auditor participation in review board (4) When a request for participation is

activities has proven beneficial in many accepted, the DCAA response will set
instances. Such participation is normally forth the arrangements for and restric-
performed as a non-voting advisory ser- tions, if any, on auditor participation.
vice. Continued efforts of this type are
encouraged subject to the following re- 1-404 Relationship with Government
strictions.

(1) DCAA personnel shall not partici- ternal Audit Organization
pate as members of review boards when 1-404.1 Orgamization for Government
they are engaged in matters related to the Internal Audit
resolution of audit report recommenda- a. The DoD Inspector General is re-
tions. DCAA participation on the board sponsible for DoD level internal and
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oversight audits and investigations. Re- and mutually agreeable. Written confir-
sponsibilities of the DoD IG include (1) mation of the request for audit assistance
evaluating activities relating to contract will be furnished to the internal auditor
audits; (2) investigating fraud, waste, and within seven working days of receipt.
error; (3) monitoring adherence to con- When DCAA is unable to render request-
tract audit principles, policies, and proce- ed assistance, the DoD audit representa-
dures; and (4) monitoring actions taken tives shall make arrangements to perform
by DoD components in response to con- the necessary audit work themselves.
tract audits. The various Military Ser- e. Internal auditors will not be preclud-
vices also have internal audit groups that ed from reviewing contractors' books and
perform internal audits for their respec- records when DCAA acknowledges that it
tive DoD component. cannot provide the assistance required

b. Internal audit, oversight, and inves- because (1) it concerns matters beyond
tigative services are performed by the the proper role of DCAA, (2) it would
offices of the Assistant DoD IGs for (1) impede the prompt execution of DCAA's
Auditing, (2) Audit Policy and Oversight, primary role of furnishing accounting
(3) Analysis and Followup, (4) Investiga- and financial management advisory ser-
tions/DCIS, and (5) Inspections. DoD vices regarding contracts and subcon-
component internal audit organizations tracts to DoD components, or (3) it
include the Army Audit Agency, the would result in undue delays or ineffi-
Naval Audit Service, and the Air Force ciencies in the accomplishment of inter-
Audit Agency. Most non-DoD agencies nal audit objectives. Internal auditors are
have similar activities for the perfor- required by DoD audit policy to coordi-
mance of internal audit within their nate all reviews involving contractor rec-
organizations. The following guidance ords with DCAA and the appropriate
also applies to non-DoD agencies. contract administration office to avoid

duplication of audit work.
1-404.2 DCAA Assistance to f. Supplement 1-4SI presents illustra-
Government Internal Audit tive audit situations involving interface
Or3Snizations between contract and internal audit.

a. When internal audits require verifi-
cation of contractor data or records at 1-404.3 Government Internal Audit
contractors' plants, the internal audit Organization Assistance to DCAA
organization normally will obtain fact- In certain instances, contract audits
finding assistance from DCAA. involve work at a defense installation or

b. Support will be furnished to the remote location where the nature of the
internal auditor where doing so does not work, proximity of an internal audit
conflict with the contract auditor's basic office, or other factors make it more
role of providing advisory services to practical or economical for the contract
contracting officers. Requests requiring auditor to obtain assistance from an
contract auditors to evaluate contracting internal auditor. Such cross-service audit
officers' performance are inappropriate, assistance shall be referred to DCAA
whereas assistance concerning contrac- Headquarters, Attn: PLD, for a determi-
tors' performance is appropriate. nation before the request is issued.

c. Contract audit working papers, re-
ports, and files witi be made available to 1-404.4 Contacts by Government Internal
internal auditors in their audits of pro- Audit Organizations
curement, contract administration, or re- a. Requests from government internal
lated functions provided DCAA has re- audit organizations are normally coordi-
ceived written notice of the objective and nated through DCAA Headquarters,
the scope of the internal audit review. PLD, which in turn will notify the affect-

d. If the data or information required ed regional and field offices. Regional
by the internal auditor are not available and field offices may receive requests for
in contract audit files, DCAA may be audit assistance directly from the internal
requested to provide assistance. These audit organization without prior Head-
requests will be honored when feasible quarters coordination. When such re-
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quests are limited in nature, e.g., factual tion. The report should also identify any
information at a specific location, Head- actions that will be taken as a result of the
quarters need not be notified. However, specific findings of the government inter-
all other requests should be referred to nal auditor. The internal auditor's corn-
Headquarters, PLD, before any action is ments or observations will be assumed by
taken. Headquarters to be accurate unless dis-

b. During the course of visits by a puted in the FAO/regional response.
government internal audit organization, (2) To simplify field office responses to
such as oversight reviews by the DoD IG, specific comments or observations fur-
the FAO manager should answer ques- nished by government internal audit or-
tions raised and tactfully clarify or cor- ganizations, such as in DoD IG oversight
rect any misinterpretation of factual in- reviews, the FAO response may either be
formation. Providino concurrent feed- provided in a separate document or inte-
back during the onsite visit should im- grated into the internal auditor's text, if
prove the reporting of factual informa- an electronic copy has been supplied. If
tion in the government internal audit provided separately, the comments
organization's written observations and should be keyed to the page number or
comments. If possible, the FAO manager other identifier in the internal auditor's
should request that the representative's text. If integrated into the internal audi-
written observations and comments be tor's text, preface the FAO/regional corn-
transferred to an electronic file. This will ments with the heading "DCAA RE-
help speed the FAO manager's reporting SPONSE" for each item addressed.
of the results to the region and Headquar-
ters. Discussions with representatives of 1404.5 Issuance of Audit Reports
the government internal audit organiza- When an audit performed at the re-
tion should be limited to factual matters quest of an internal audit organization
related to specific DCAA audits and/or requires corrective action by the contrac-
the management of those audits. Matters tor involving such matters as unallowable
regarding overall Agency policy, opera- costs and cost avoidance, the auditor will
tions, or resources should be referred to follow the normal practice and issue the
Headquarters, Attention: PLD. Regional audit report to the cognizant ACO to
audit manager's attendance is recom- assure timely corrective action. A copy of
mended at both the entrance and the exit the report will also be forwarded to the
conferences. requesting internal audit organization by

c. The FAO manager should promptly a transmittal letter indicating that the
report to the regional office the results of audit report has been issued directly to
any government internal audit organiza- the ACO. When an audit performed at
tion's visit. After regional review, the the request of an internal audit organiza-
report should be forwarded to Headquar- tion does not require corrective action by
ters DCAA, Attention: PLD. Headquar- the contractor, the audit report will be
ters will forward any necessary reports to issued to the internal audit organization
the government internal audit organiza- (see 10-208).
tion. FAO reports should be received by
Headquarters within ten working days 1-405 Relationship with Military
after the visit. Inspectors General

(1) The report should identify the orga-
nization's project assignment number When an Inspector General of a DoD
and contain all pertinent information, component, or an IG representative, vi-
including the purpose of the visit, the sits an audit office, the auditor should,
government internal audit organization's after satisfying himself/herself as to the
observations, DCAA responses to specif- identity of the individual, cooperate fully
ic comments or observations, references in responding to inquiries pertaining to
to or actual copies of data provided, the the audit of contracts under the auditor's
representative's reaction after discussions cognizance. Requests for sensitive infor-
were completed, and any additional comn- mation, or requests which require the
ments regarding the representative's reac- assignment of an auditor for a substantial
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period of time, should be in writing. The may grant representatives of a civilian
auditor should report such visits to the agency access to audit files pertaining to
regional office and furnish copies of an that agency's contracts regardless of
exchange of correspondence and memo- whether the request is made in conjunc-
randums. Before furnishing any sensitive tion with an investigation; however,
information, the auditor should coordi- Headquarters should be notified of the
nate the matter with the regional direc- visit. If the request arises under a joint
tor. Unusual or significant inquiries investigation with an agency with access
should be reported to Headquarters, At- rights and the request is made by the
tention: PLD. privileged agency, Headquarters need notbe notified.

1-406 Relationship With c. Occasionally an investigator will
Investigative Agencies of the interview an auditor in connection with
Government an inquiry of contractor activities. The

auditor should request to review the
a. Auditors will cooperate with repre- investigator's write-up of the interview

Breraue before its release, to ensure statementssentatives of the Federal Bureau of Inves- have been accurately recorded. Reporttigation, DoD criminal investigators, and investigative interviews of an unusual or
criminal investigators from other agen- important nature to Headquarters, Atten-
cies. (See 4-702.6 and DCAA Regulation tion: OPD. Identify the investigative
7640.15.) Written material and access to tgenc name If investi gatefiles or working papers wijl be made agency, name of investigator(s), summary
refiles available toosurhingvplesiat, of the questions asked, and other perti-readily available to such investiftors. nent information. It is not necessary to
The contractor need not be informed report routine investigative contacts by
when such information is provided to DoD investigators.
investigators. Original documents may be
provided to investigators if a subpoena is
issued for the documents. If investigators 1-407 Relationship with Government
insist upon obtaining original documents Legal Counsel in Contract Disputes
in other situations, promptly refer the and Bid Protest Cases

I matter to Headquarters, Attention: OPD.
In either case, original documents cannot It is Agency policy to assist govern-
be released until copies have been pre- ment counsel in auditing matters in all
pared for retention by DCAA. Document contract disputes and bid protest cases, I
all meetings with members of govern- whether initiated through an Agency
mental investigative agencies in the audit finding or by other means when request- I
working papers or the DCAA Form ed to do so by counsel. Audit support I
2000.0 files as appropriate in the circum- should fully respond to the needs of
stances. Guidance pertaining to the pro- counsel and may consist of comprehen-
tection of information related to investi- sive audit and accounting advisory ser-
gations is provided in 4-702.5d., e., f., vices; accounting research applicable to
and g. the specific case, including testimony

b. Except as otherwise provided in this relative to the audit report; or testimony
section (1-400 et seq.), inform Headquar- as an expert on accounting and auditing

I ters, Attention: OPD, of any requests for practices and procedures. All work done
written material or access to files and at the request of the government trial
working papers made by representatives attorney is subject to the attorney work
of other agencies (e.g., civil investigators product privilege. As such, while DCAA
from the DOL, EEOC, etc.). Ask that the may maintain custody of any documents
request be put in writing, and that it developed while providing support to the
include the names of the investigators, a trial attorney, control over the docu-
summary of the information requested, ments rests with the trial attorney or

I and purpose of release. Obtain the ap- his/her successor. This policy is in keep-
proval of Headquarters before complying ing with the Agency's assigned responsi-I with such requests. The FAO manager bility to provide accounting and financial
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advisory services to all DoD procure- connection with ASBCA cases are in 15-
ment and contract administration activi- 500 and DCAAP 7641.50.
ties in negotiating, administering, and
settling contracts. 1-407.2 Other Boards

1-407.1 Armed Services Board of In addition to the ASBCA, there are
Contract Appeals (ASBCA) boards that service various other agencies

a. Details of the ASBCA Charter are and departments of the government. On
found in Appendix A to the DoD FAR occasion, the DCAA auditor may be
Supplement. The ASBCA is the author- called on to assist in hearings before these
ized representative of the Secretaries of boards. While the size of the board andDefense, Army, Navy, and Air Force in the rules may vary, the type and degree of

feans, Aconsidering, and determinin services an auditor must provide will
hearing, considering and determinin

appeals by contractors from decisions of generally be the same.
contracting officers or their authorized
representatives or other authorities on 1-408 Relationships with the Internal
disputed questions. These appeals may Revenue Service (IRS)
be taken pursuant to:

(1) the Contract Disputes Act of 1978, Procurement-related requests from the
(2) the provision of contracts requiring IRS (Department of the Treasury) should

the decision by the Secretary of Defense be handled in accordance with 1-303,
or by a Secretary of a Military Depart- following 15-1S7 for distribution of any
ment or their duly authorized representa- resultin; report. The procedures con-
tive or board, or tained in 1-404 should be followed re-

(3) the provisions of any directive garding contacts by the IRS internal audit
whereby the Secretary of Defense or the staff. In addition, field audit offices may
Secretary of a Military Department has receive direct requests from the IRS for
granted a right of appeal not contained in records and files related to an IRS inves-
the contract on any matter consistent tigation or tax matters. The field audit
with the contract appeals procedure. office should coordinate IRS requests for

b. Rules on submitting contractor ap- investigative or tax information with the
peals and preparing for and conducting a regional office, before providing any in-
hearing are in Part 2 of Appendix A to formation of this type to the IRS. With
the DoD FAR Supplement. These rules regional approval, information related to
may vary from a case requiring the an IRS fraud or criminal investigation, or
submission of a substantial amount of in connection with a docketed case before
evidence, the presentation of witnesses, the U.S. Tax Court, should be released
and a prehearing and formal hearing to a directly to the IRS. The field audit office
situation in which the hearing is waived should request the IRS to provide infor-
and the case settled on the basis of the mation showing that the requested infor-
submitted record. The rules also provide mation relates to these situations. For
for decisions of appeals involving requests related to civil investigation or
$10,000 or less, under an optional small administrative inquiry, the field audit
claims (expedited) procedure or for ap- office is only authorized to release infor-
pels where the amount in dispute is mation that would normally be releasable

50,000 or less, under an optional accel- to the general public under the Freedom
erated procedure. of Information Act (for example, publica-

c. The auditor will be mainly con- tions and most MRDs). If the requested
cerned with ASBCA procedures which documents would not normally be releas-
require the contracting officer and gov- able by DCAA to the general public (for
ernment trial attorney to submit a file of example, audit reports or contractor pro-
applicable documents and to produce prietary information), the region should
documents, admit facts, and answer forward the request to Headquarters,
questions when properly requested by the Attn: OPD, for a release determination.
other party to do so. Further details on The region should provide Headquarters
audit procedures and responsibilities in with a summary of the information re-
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quested, purpose of release, and other the regional director will forward a brief I
pertinent information, memorandum stating the anticipated

date that the reply and information will
1-409 Relationship with Members of be provided. (See DCAAR No. 5030.16 I
Congress and Congressional for detailed processing requirements.)
Committees 1-409.2 Meetings with and Visits by

DCAA personnel will cooperate with Congressional Committees
members of Congress and congressional a. Field and regional elements will
committees by responding fully and immediately notify Headquarters, PLD
promptly to their official requests for (through the regional director) of written
information on this Agency's programs or verbal requests received from Congres-
and operations. All written responses sional committees or their staff to visit a
and/or copies of DCAA documents will DCAA office.
be provided directly by the appropriate b. In accordance with DCAAR No.
Headquarters element. Detailed guidance 5030.16, regional and field personnel will
relative to (1) inquiries from members of permit committee members or their staff
Congress, (2) visits by congressional com- to examine records which pertain to areas
mittees, (3) preparation of material for of interest to the committee. Regional
testimony or use before congressional directors will refer any committee re-
committees, and (4) comments on legisla- quests to remove or retain records (in-
tion and legislative matters is set forth in cluding audit reports and working pa-
DCAA Regulations Nos. 5020.3, and pers) to Headquarters, PLD. Headquar-
5030.16. ters, PLD will coordinate receipt and

The Headquarters Policy Liaison Divi- transmission of requested files to the
sion (PLD) should be notified immedi- committee's offices in Washington, D.C.
ately of any inquiry from members of Requests for any other information to beCongress, congressional committees, or provided to committee representatives
their staffs. will be forwarded to Headquarters, PLD,

within 10 working days following the
1-409.1 Writteq Requests for Information visit. In any case, no information should

a. Written requests for information be released until authorized by PLD.
received from Congressional members or c. Field and regional elements will
their staffs should be forwarded to Head- forward a memorandum (through the
quarters, ATTN: PLD, as expeditiously regional director) summarizing visits by
as possible. When requested by Head- Congressional representatives within five
quarters, field and regional elements will working days following the visit. The
provide, through the regional director, memorandum should specifically enu-
the following information to the respon- merate the subjects discussed during the
sible staff element not later than the date visit, any requests for data, and questions
established by the head of the staff ele- and answers still to be provided. If a
ment: (I) the congressional inquiry, (2) a request has been made for audit reports
copy of any interim acknowledgment, (3) or working papers, the memorandum
a copy of the requested audit report(s), if should also include an assessment of the
applicable, (4) a proposed final reply to requested materials' compliance with
the inquiry, and (5) the information upon Agency policy. If the assessment discloses
which the proposed final reply is based, any deficiencies in the reports or working

b. When a proposed final reply cannot papers, additional comments should be
be forwarded to the responsible staff included to clearly establish the steps
element within the established due date, taken to correct the deficiency.
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1-4S1 Supplement - Illustrative Audit Situations Involving
Interface Between Contract and Internal Audit

1. Audit of Japanese master labor con- cognizant contract auditor. However, if
tract, necessary to performance of the internal

The Defense Contract Audit Agency audit mission, internal auditors will be
has responsibility for audit of contractual afforded access to contractor-maintained
payments. Many of the functions relating records.
to the contract such as the need for,
utilization, classification, and control of 4. Audit at government-owned, contrac-
contract employees; establishing pay and tor-operated plants.
allowances in conformance with the At GOCO plants DCAA is responsible
terms of the contract; and sub iission of for audit of the cost-reimbursement oper-
payroll data are the responsibility of ating contracts. Internal auditors are re-
Army, Navy, and Air Force activities. sponsible for auditing operations of the
Internal audit normally would encom- Contracting Officer. DCAA should assist
pass evaluation of these functions. Con- the internal auditors by providing such
tract auditors may need internal audit cost and financial information from con-
assistance in confirming the accuracy and tractor records as is essential to permit
reliability of reports from military activi- evaluation of the management of the
ties which form the basis of contract facility.
reimbursements.

5. Audit at military installations where
2. Audit of small cost-type contracts at services and/or maintenance are pur-
remote defense installations, chased under contracts subject to DCAA

Travel and per-diem costs may be audit.
saved by DCAA obtaining internal audit Circumstances may be such that the
assistance on audit of relatively small internal auditors need fact-finding assis-
contracts performed at remote defense tance from contract auditors to obtain or
installations where internal auditors are verify information from contractors' rec-
in residence or in the vicinity. Factors to ords. For example, the internal auditor
consider are the location, complexity of may be reviewing the potential for say-
the contract audit work, and the avail- ings from elimination of duplicating sup-
ability of internal auditors. An example is ply operations and information is needed
a small construction contract at Goose from the contract auditor regarding the
Air Base in Labrador. Audit by DCAA contractor's supply system.
would require travel from New York.
Audit can be performed by internal audi- 6. Audit of a weapon system where sup-
tors in residence. ply, maintenance, funding, and other

functions are closely integrated with in-
3. Audit of administration of government put from or operations of major contrac-
property furnished to contractors. tors.

Prime responsibility for audit of the Internal audits of this nature give rise
administration of government property, to various situations where audit infor-
including that furnished to contractors, is mation is needed from contractors' books
a Rart of the internal au~dit mission. and records. Assistance from contract
However, DCAA likewise performs prop- auditors would be appropriate in some
erty auditing in itsrole of advisor to the cases and not in others. Examples follow:
property administrator and contracting a. Internal auditors are reviewing a
office, as well as in connection with cost contract pricing action. Contract audit
determination. When an internal audit of assistance ordinarily should not be re-
the government property administration quested since the contract auditor partici-
function requires verification of detailed pated in the procurement team effort.
records maintained by a contractor, assis- b. Internal auditors determine that
tance ordinarily can be obtained from the substantial quantities of end items which
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have been inspected and accepted are trol systems when performing Cost/
found subsequently to have. defects re- Schedule Control Systems Criteria dem-
quiring major modification. In trying to onstration/validation reviews.
ascertain the cause for this situation, the c. An internal auditor is reviewing the
auditors find it necessary to determine computation of requirements which in-
whether the contractor has responded volve data on assets in the hands of the
timely to contract change orders requir- contractor and reports thereon. Contract
ing modification during production- audit assistance would be appropriate to
Contract audit assistance in conjunction verify data furnished by the contractor.
with technical assistance would be appro- d. An internal auditor is reviewing
priate as determinations of this nature
are an integral part of operations audits funding status and validity of obligations
of contractors' production scheduling which involve data and reports from
and control systems. These determina- contractors. Contract audit assistance
tions are also made during reviews of would be appropriate to verify data fur-
contractors' internal planning and con- nished by contractors.
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1-500 Section 5 - Relationships with Contractors

1-501 Introduction fishing the most efficient and economical
arrangements for specific locations with-

Requirements for specific audit confer- in these restrictions, If a branch office is
ences with contractors are stated in 4- located in a contractor facility, the name
300. This section covers other aspects of of the branch office will not include the
the relationships between DCAA and contractor's name, and the mail system
contractors. will be arranged so that DCAA mail does

not go to or through the host contractor's
1-502 Establishment of DCAA Field system.
Audit Offices (FAOs) and Suboffices c. A branch office may have one or

more suboffices. A suboffice is defined as
1-502.1 General a subordinate element of an FAO. A

DCAA Regulation 5005.1 contains the suboffice may be established (1) at a
procedures for activation and deactiva- geographic point distant from the main
tion of DCAA FAOs. The activation or branch office location if a concentrated
deactivation of DCAA FAOs (excluding workload of mobile audits exists in the
suboffices) is subject to approval by the area which can be performed more eco-
Director, DCAA, upon the recommenda- nomically by stationing one or a few
tion of the cognizant regional director. auditors permanently at that distant
The regional director may establish or point, (2) at a particular contractor loca-
discontinue suboffices. Regional direc- tion which has a continuous workload
tors should periodically review the opera- requiring the full-time assignment of a
tions of existing FAOs to determine if few auditors, or (3) at a location where a
they still meet the criteria referred to in significant combination of the two pre-
the regulation or whether, due to changed ceding conditions exists. A suboffice with
conditions, any of these offices should be both mobile and resident workload must
discontinued. Conversely, consideration meet the criteria of b above, unless the
should be given to establishing FAOs at exception in 1-502.3b applies.
those locations where the workload so
warrants. If any such changes are indicat- 1-502.3 Establishment of Resident
ed, submit recommendations to Head- Offices
quarters, Attn: OWD (with concurrent a. A resident office is defined as a
copy direct to CP), containing the infor- DCAA field audit office located at a
mation required by the regulation. contractor's facility for the purpose of

performing the contract audit workload
1-502.2 Establishment of Branch Offices at the contractor. The office may be

a. A branch office is defined as a made up of suboffices located at compo-
DCAA field audit office which (1) per- nents of the same company and still meet
forms mobile audit work at all contrac- the resident office definition.
tors within its designated geographic ar- b. On a case-by-case basis with prior
eas which are not audited by a DCAA Headquarters approval, limited amounts
resident office and/or (2) performs resi- of mobile work may be assigned to resi-
dent audits of several unrelated contrac- dent offices without changing the office
tors through suboffices. Branch offices designation. This exception applies only
are established at appropriate locations to situations where it is uneconomical or
within DCAA regons for these purposes. impractical to assign the mobile work to

b. A branch o Ice may be located in a a branch office.
contractor facility only if there is unre- c. Resident offices are usually estab-
stricted access to the DCAA office by lished at principal locations of major
other (nonhost) contractor representa- defense contractors. The main criteria for
tives and adequate security is provided establishing a resident office are whether
for data of such other contractors. Re- the audit workload at the contractor is of
gional directors are responsible for estab- a continuing nature and is sufficient in
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significance, complexity, and volume to in the permanent files of both the gaining
warrant a full-time staff large enough to and losing FAO.
require a resident audit manager and (4) Provide a copy of all requirements
clerical staff. and program plan data relating to the

d. A resident office has the important contractor for the current and prior years.
advantage of enabling auditors assigned (5) Prepare a summary of all unre-
to the contractor location on a continuing solved issues and forward it, through the
basis to develop a comprehensive under- new RAM, to the gaining FAO. This
standing of the contractor's operations summary should include the current sta-
and basic management policies and prac- tus of these issues. Wherever possible,
tices in relation to government contract- resolution of the issues should be accom-
ing. This understanding enables more plished prior to transferring cognizance
efficient audits of major contractors and to the gaining FAO.
more timely and effective audit advice on (6) Notify the CAC/GAC of the change
these contractors to procurement and in audit cognizance and provide informa-
contract administration activities. tion concerning status of audit issues

affecting the CAC/GAC network.
1-502.4 Change of FAO Cognizance (7) Provide a listing of files maintained

at the Federal Records Center to the
a. Occasionally, FAQ cognizance of a gaining FAO.

contractor organization will change be- (8) Issue a change of address notifica-cause of such contractor actions as relo- tion8)to the Federal Records Center for

cations, reorganizations, or consolida- to oteFdrlRcrsCne o
ao eorganizatince of any audit files that are in records reten-tions. FAO cognizance of a contractor tion. The change of address should be

may also need to be reassigned as a result forwarded through the regional resources
of DCAA's actions such as establishing office, Attn: Records Management Offi-
new FAOs, consolidating FAOs, or deac- cer (See DCAAM 5015.1).
tivating FAOs. When audit responsibili- (9) Provide the regional resources man-
ties of a contractor need to be trans- ager, with a concurrent copy to Head-
ferred, the branch or resident office hay- quarters, Attn: CP and OWD, a brief
ing audit cognizance prior to the change explanation of all contractor data main-
is required to coordinate with the gaining tained in the FMIS that will need to be
office to assure that continuity of audit transferred to the gaining FAO and the
services is maintained, effective date of the transfer. When possi-

b. Actions to be taken by. the losing ble, provide this information at least 60
FAO include: days in advance of the anticipated

(1) Issue notification to the major change.
procurement and contract administration (10) Transfer any data relating to the
activities that do business with the con- contractor that is included in regional or
tractor; providing the name, address, and headquarters periodic reports to the gain-
telephone and facsimile numbers of the ing FAO, complete with any computer-
FAO gaining cognizance of the contrac- based files (e.g., incurred cost status
tor. report database). Concurrent notification

(2) Provide the gaining FAO with a of the change in FAO cognizance should
listing of all auditable contracts. The be made to the responsible regional office
listing should include the name of the element.
procurement office, contract number,
type, amount of award, cognizant ACO 1-503 Notification of Visits to
and identify those contracts that provide Contractor Facilities
for DCAA provisional approval of public
vouchers. 1-503 1(3) Transfer permanent files informa- Securi Requirements and
tion, with a transmittal memorandum Procedures
that lists the content of the files. A copy a. Section 3-101d of the DoD Industri-
of the transmittal memorandum should al Security Regulation (DoD 5220.22R)
be sent separate of the files and retained and paragraph 37 of the DoD Industrial
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Security Manual for Safeguarding Classi- tractor, prospective visitors to contractor
fled Information (DoD 5220.22M) re- facilities are to provide information con-
quire that the contractor be given ad- cerning the visit to the cognizant Con-
vance notice in writing when access to tract Administration Office (CAO) suffi-
classified information held by the con- ciently in advance and in adequate detail
tractor is involved. The manual requires so as to permit the CAO to advise the
such notification to include: visitors in the event information related

The name and title of person(s) to be to the contract administration functions
visited. currently exists that may satisfy the stat-

The name, title, date and place of ed purpose of the visit (FAR 42.101(a)
birth, citizenship, and security clearance and 42.402(a) and (b)). The visitor will
status of the DCAA representative(s), make a courtesy telephone call to inform

The purpose of and justification for the the contractor and make appropriate ar-
visit, including identification of related rangements if a planned visit will involve
program(s) or contract(s) and classified contractor personnel. If desired, the visi-
information to which access is required, tor may send a letter to confirm arrange-
if known. ments made. Such a letter will not substi-

The date of the proposed visit or tute for any notification required by I-
period during which the notice is to be 503.1.valid.It is DCAA policy to also include the b. If a planned visit will involve con-following information: tract administration personnel, make ad-DCAA identification number (auditor vance arrangements comparable to those
credential card number or equivalent), for contractors as stated in a above.

Visitor Catepory (the Industrial Securi-
ty Manual designates category I for U.S. 1-504 Access to Contractor Records
government employees).

b. When a visit will require access to 1-504.1 General
classified matter held by the contractor a. Statutes, implementing regulations,
and/or access to a secured contractor or
plant, DCAA Form 5220-1 will be used contract terms may provide access to
to notify contractors of planned visits. contractors' records for purpose of audit
This form will also be used for DCAA (1-504.2). The clause at FAR 52.215-2
personnel permanently located at con- provides the auditor's primary authority
tractor facilities (such as those assigned for access to contractor records. This
to resident offices and suboffices) and for clause must be inserted in all negotiated
those visiting contractors on a regular contracts, except contracts for small pur-
basis (such as regional audit managers chases (See FAR 15.106-2). This clause
and members of regional audit teams). provides the contracting officer's repre-
Notification in these cases will normally sentative with the authority to examine
consist of blanket notices submitted on and audit contractors' books, records,
an annual basis. A copy of each notifica- documents and other evidence and ac-
tion sent to the contractor will be for- counting procedures and practices, re-
warded to the cognizant contract admin- gardless of form (e.g., machine readable
istration office. media such as disk, tape, etc.) or type

c. DCAA personnel will inform their (e.g., data bases, application software,
security officer of planned visits to con- data base management software, utilities,
tractor facilities in sufficient time to etc.), sufficient to reflect properly all
enable timely notification. costs claimed to have been incurred or

anticipated to be incurred in performing
1-503.2 Required Notice to Contract cost-reimbursement, incentive, time-and-
Administration Offices and Courtesy material, labor-hour, or price-redeter-
Notice to Contractors minable contracts. The clause also pro-

a. Whether or not access to classified vides access rights for the purpose of
matter or secured area(s) is required, to evaluating the accuracy, completeness,
preclude duplicate demands on the con- and currency of cost or pricing data.
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b. In addition to access to specific cost matters other than access to contractor
records, access to records refers to conw records.
tractor policies, procedures, systems, f. While FAOs will not sign agree-
management reports, personnel, minutes ments, letters or procedures indicating
of its board of directors meetings, charter concurrence on access to records matters,
and bylaws, and any other information they will obtain and review any such
source which affects and reflects the documents containing contractor proce-
incurrence, control, and allocation of dures or policies. If the FAO believes the
costs to contracts. policies and procedures will invoke un-

c. Adequate audits are possible only reasonable delays, waste audit time or
when all existing evidence which pertains otherwise impede the orderly process of
to the representations, claims, or propos- the audit, the contractor should be noti-
als under audit is available to the auditor. fied in writing of such concerns in accor-
A contractor's failure to make all perti- dance with procedures in 1-504.4, and I-nent records available to the auditor 504.5. If no such concerns exist, the FAO
when needed leads to audit reports that should follow contractor procedural ar-

contain qualified or adverse opinions, rangements for obtaining access to need-
ed information.and may result in more difficult negotia- g. Agreements between a contracting

tions and delay in the contract award or officer and a contractor which appear to
settlement. restrict DCAA's access to a contractor's

d. For field pricing support audits, records should be transmitted through
FAR 15.805-5(e) states that the auditor is Headquarters, Operations to the General
responsible for determining the scope Counsel for a legal analysis.
and depth of audit. Inherent in this
responsibility is the right of auditors to 1-504.2 Statutory and Regulatory
determine the specific records or other Requirements
evidential matter needed to accomplish Among statutory bases for access to
the audit. DCAA auditors must adhere to contractor records are 10 U.S.C. 2313(a),
generally accepted government auditing "Examination of Books and Records of
standards in determining what comprises Contractor," 10 U.S.C. 2306a, ("Truth in
competent, relevant, and sufficient evi- Negotiations"), and 41 U.S.C. 422k (Cost
dential matter. Therefore, auditors must Accounting Standards). The following
use good judgment and rationale in de- acquisition regulations have implement-
ciding what contractor records or other ed. these statutory and other access re-
evidential matter should be sought. In quirements:
determining the sufficiency of evidence a. FAR 15.106-2 requires an "Audit -
needed, auditors must consider the audit Negotiation" clause (FAR 52.215-2) in
objective, the risk, and materiality of an all negotiated contracts other than those
error or misstatement in the area being which are not expected to exceederro ormistatmentin he rea$25,000.
audited and the effect on the audit opin- b. FAR 15.804-6 Table 15-2, Instruc-
ion. See 5-505 for additional guidance on tions for Submission of a Contract Pric-
access to contractor budgets and 14-304 ing Proposal.
on access to cash flow forecasts. c. FAR 52.215-32 (Certification of

e. FAOs should not enter into written Commercial Pricing), implementing 10
agreements with contractors, or concur U.S.C. 2323(d).
with contractor letters, containing access d. FAR 52.230-2 and 52.230-3 (Cost
to records provisions or procedures. Any Accounting Standards).
such written agreements may give the e. FAR 52.216-4 (Economic Price Ad-
appearance of limiting access. However, justment - Labor and Material).
responses to contractor requests for writ- f. FAR 52.232-16 (Progress Payments).
ten confirmation that proprietary data
will be protected in accordance with 1-504.3 Guidance for Requesting Access
applicable laws and regulations are per- to Records
missible. See 1-805 for guidance on mem- a. Records should first be verbally
orandum of agreements pertaining to requested during the FAO's normal
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course of business with the contractor. a. Contractor refusal to provide access
The auditor should be ready to discuss to any requested record including sup-
the basis for the request with the contrac- port for unclaimed costs excluded under
tor. CAM or other Agency guidelines CAS 405.
should not be cited as the reason for b. Unreasonable delays by contractor
requesting a record in lieu of explaining representatives in permitting the audit
the underlying audit need. commencement or in providing access to

b. Occasionally contractors may ask needed data or personnel. Since the de-
that requests for records be in writing, termination of unreasonable delay is sub-
Auditors should generally accommodate jective, it is important to distinguish
the contractor where it will facilitate between occasional delays due to unex-
access and avoid misunderstanding. pected circumstances (for example, a key
However, contractor requirements that employee is out sick) and recurring de-
all requests for records be in writing are lays which suggest that it is a contractor's
unacceptable as such a process would practice to engage in delaying tactics.
unnecessarily impede the audit process. Recurring delays should be carefully do-

c. All requests should be for specific cumented with the names of contractor
records rather than a general class of employees, data requested, dates when
records. For example, requests should be requested, dates when provided, etc.
for "the general ledger for FY 1985," or c. Restrictions on reproduction of nec-
"the payroll register for the pay period essary supporting evidential matter.
ending 4 July 1987" rather than "t e d. Partial or complete denial of access
general ledger," or "payroll data. " AI- to internal audit data or other manage-
dressing specific records relates the re- ment reports on contractor operations.
quest to a specific audit. This action e. Denial of access to the contractor's
should avoid lengthy discussion with the data base. This denial can be a refusal to
contractor on the merits of the request. produce the necessary reports, or allow

d. When the auditor does not know DCAA to validate reports by testing the
precisely what records exist, a listing of database using DATATRAK, or other I
what does exist (such as "recurring finan- data retrieval software.
cial reports" or "EDP files") should be f. Chronic failure of contractor person-
requested. The listing itself may be con- nel to comply with agreed-to dates for
sidered a record, particularly if the con- furnishing data.
tractor already produces such a list for g. Assertion of attorney-client privilege
other purposes, or attorney work product rule. The audi-

e. Unusual or extensive requests for tor is not in a position to accept a claim
reproduction of contractor records of attorney-client privilege or the work
should be made by supervisors and be in product rule. Therefore, auditors should
writing if requested by the contractor. request that Headquarters, Operations

f. When original records or documents obtain a legal opinion from DCAA coun-
are provided by the contractor, auditors sel when a claim of privilege is made.
will ensure that all such records and 1-504.5 Resolution of Contractor Denials
documents are returned to the contractor a. When contractor personnel deny or
as soon as possible. Due professional care unreasonably delay access to records
will be exercised in protecting contractor neddor au audtos so ie-records at all times they are in the needed for audit, auditors should imme-

recods a al tims thy ae inthe diately notify and thoroughly discuss theauditor's possession. See 1-506 guidelines !isse with r ns t ror icisfor safeguarding contractor information. issue with responsible contractor officials
authorized to make decisions. Reason-

able effort should be made to resolve the1-5044A Conditions Representing Denial issue in a timely manner at the lowest
ns possible DCAA and contractor manage-

The following conditions qualify as ment level. If access is denied following
access to records problems where a spe- the initial conference with the contractor,
cific record is needed within these gener- the auditor should follow the procedures
al areas: cited in DCAA Instruction No. 7640.17.
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b. When implementation of -DCAA requesting procurement activity, and oth-

Instruction No 7640.17 does not resolve er government offices affected. The audi-
contractor denial of access to records, tor should not undertake or participate in
then the regional office should consider correcting the deficiencies.
requesting Headquarters to subpoena the b. When records are alleged to have
records in accordance with DCAA Regu- been destroyed, lost, stolen, or otherwise
lation No. 5500.5. The DCAA Director is cannot be located, obtain a written state-
authorized to subpoena contractor docu- ment from the contractor describing the
ments and records needed to audit costs circumstances. Notify the contracting of-
incurred under flexibly priced govern- ficer of the extent to which an audit can
ment contracts and subcontracts, and to be made using the remaining available
audit the accuracy, completeness, and records. The auditor should not attempt
currency of cost or pricing data used for reconstruction of contractor's records
negotiated government contracts and c. Any audit reports issued under these
subcontracts. circumstances should contain appropri-

ate comments on all the facts, with any
1-504.6 Impact of Contractor Denial of necessary disclaimer, adverse opinion,
Access to Records qualifications, and/or explanations of

a. Costs which are unsupported due to questioned costs.
lack of access to records should be ques-
tioned under price proposals. Such costs 1-506 Safeguarding Contractor
should also be questioned on progress Information
payments and suspended under cost-
reimbursement contracts per 6-902a. A a. Perform audits in such privacy as
contractor's denial of access to records warranted under the circumstances, and
may be so extensive that it is impractical provide all necessary safeguards of con-
to perform any audit or determine an tractor-confidential data. Working pa-
amount affected by the denial. In such a pers, audit reports, unpublished financial
case, immediately notify all procurement statements, correspondence, files, andand contract administration activities other records and sources available to orthat may be involved with the subject in the possession of the auditor usually
audit and request their assistance. In contain information which the contractor
addition, the auditor should recommend regards as confidential. Use such infor-
suspension of payments on all affected mation only for performance of official
contracts until the access to records prob- duties. The auditor shall not disclose the
lem is resolved, information to other persons except with

b. The impact of a contractor's denial the contractor's permission, and shall not
of access to records on the scope of audit discuss information in a manner which
should be described in the "purpose and might permit disclosure to unauthorized
scope of audit," "circumstances affecting persons.
the audit," and, "summary of audit re- b. The law pertaining to unauthorized
suits," paragraphs of the audit report. disclosure of contractor information, and
The report should identify the records penalties for violation thereof, is con-
that were sought, discuss the need for the tained in 18 U.S.C. 1905, as amended,
records, and describe the measures that and is quoted below:
were taken to gain access (see 10-209.2).

Whoever, being an officer or em-
1-505 Records Destroyed or Not in ployee of the United States or of any
Condition for Audit department or agency thereof, or

agent of the Department of Justice as
a. When the contractor's records are defined in the Antitrust Civil Process

inadequate, not current, or otherwise not Act (15 U.S.C. 1311-1314), publ-
in condition for audit, immediately bring ishes, divulges, discloses, or makes
the deficiency to the contractor's atten- known in any manner or to any
tion. If corrective action is not instituted extent not authorized by law any
promptly, notify the regional office, the information coming to him in the
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course of his employment or official mation Act is governed by DCAAR I
duties or by reason of any examina- 5410.5.
tion or investigation made by, or
return, report or record made to or 1-507 Assistance in Preparing
filed with, such department or agen- Claims Against the Government
cy or officer or employee thereof,
which information concerns or re- a. Officers and employees of the gov-
lates to the trade secrets, processes, ernment are prohibited by law (18 U.S.C.
operations, style of work, or appara- 205) from acting as agents or attorneys
tus, or to the identity, confidential
statistical data, amount or source of for prosecuting any claim against the
any income, profits, losses, or expen- United States or aiding or assisting in the
ditures of any person, firm, partner- prosecution or support of any such claim
ship, corporation, or association; or other than in the proper discharge of
permits any income return or copy their official duties. A part of the audi-
thereof or any book containing any tor's official duties is to inform contrac-
abstract or particulars thereof to be tors of the manner in which public
seen or examined by any person vouchers, termination settlement propos-
except as provided by law; shall be als, cost statements, and other financial
fined not more than $1,000, or im- representations connected with the nego-
prisoned not more than one year, or tiation and performance of government
both; and shall be removed from contracts should be prepared and submit-
office or employment, ted.

b. The auditor may advise contractors
c. Release of contractor information to as to types of costs which are considered

the General Accounting Office, members allowable and unallowable and on re-
of Congress and congressional commit- quest may orally express an opinion as to
tees and their staffs, offices of inspector the acceptability of a specific item of
general, and government investigative cost.
agencies should be handled in accordance c. Advise contractors to screen and not
with the procedures outlined in the appli- claim costs specifically unallowable by
cable paragraph under 1-202, 1-405, or I- contract terms, statute, public policy, or
406. Release of contractor provided in- government regulations. If the contractor
formation in litigation is governed by consistently claims costs which are clear-
DCAAR 5410.11 and the discovery rules ly unallowable under the contract terms,
of the forum involved. Release of con- refer the matter to the Plant Representa-
tractor provided information in response tive/ACO for appropriate action. (See 8-
to requests under the Freedom of Infor- 405.)
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1-600 Section 6- Relationships with the News Media

1-601 Introduction 1-603 Processing Requests for
Information

This section contains guidelines re-
garding contacts with the news media. Agency personnel are often contacted

directly by the news media. Although
talking with the news media is not prohi-

1-602 General bited, the above references govern the
release of information. If contacted by

DCAA Regulation 5230.1 implements the media, the employee should obtain
DoD Directive 5230.9, Clearance of the person's name, the organization rep-
DoD Information for Public Release. resented and telephone number, and the
The Regulation includes guidance regard- questions to be answered. This informa-
ing information to be furnished the news tion and the circumstances surrounding
media. Information in any form concern- the request should be conveyed to the
ing Agency plans, policies, programs, or Agency Executive Officer (DX), Head-
operations must be cleared through quarters. The Executive Officer is re-
Headquarters before release. sponsible for deciding how the request

from the media will be satisfied and for
obtaining appropriate clearance for the
release of information.
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1-700 Section 7- Processing Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Requests

1-701 Introduction preclude release of the requested records.
An explanation of the exemptions is

This section contains information and contained in DCAAP 5410.14.
pertinent references for processing Free- Typically, requesters seek copies of
dom of Information Act (FOIA) requests. audit reports and working papers. Some

requests are specific to a particular audit
1-702 General report while others are more general.

Since the release of most audit reports is
The Freedom of Information Act, 5 at the sole discretion of the contracting

U.S.C. 552, is a public law which is officer, the primary demand for records
designed to allow the general public ac- will be limited to the working papers.
cess to government records. DCAA Rep- Requests for DCAA records compiled to
lation 5410.8, DCAA Freedom of Infor- support an ongoing investigation are nor-
mation Act Program, implements DoD mally referred to the investigative agency
Directive 5400.7, DoD Freedom of Infor- for processing until all actions related to
mation Act Program. DCAA's imple- the case have been resolved. Similarly,
menting regulation is codified as 32 requests that would cover records gener-
C.F.R. Part 290 and contains policy and ated in support of a trial attorney are
procedural information relative to the covered by the attorney work product
Act. This issuance is supplemented by privilege. Their release should be coordi-
DCAAP 5410.14, DCAA Freedom of nated with the trial attorney or his/her
Information Act Processing Guide, and successor.
DCAAP 5410.12, FOIA: A Manager's
Guide to a Complex Law, and Chapter 1-7o4 Processing Requests for
19 to DCAAM 5020.9, FAO Administra-
tive Manual. A self-paced tutorial on the Information under the Freedom of
FOIA may be found on the local area Information Act
network as part of the info systems menu. Request for records may require a
1-703 Scope of the Statute search of the Agency's records to identify

potentially responsive documents and
All audit work products are subject to information pertinent to the releasability

public demand under the Freedom of of each record. Specific instructions for
Information Act. Although there is a the processing of each request will be
preference for release of government doc- provided by the FOIA Coordinator at the
uments, aspects of these documents may regional level and the DCAA Information
be subject to withholding under one or and Privacy Advisor for the Headquar-
more of the established exemptions con- ters. A listing of Agency FOIA personnel
tained in the Act. The Agency must prove may be found in DCAAR 5410.8 and
that a specific harm will be realized to DCAAP 5410.14.
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1-00 Section 8 Auditor Participation on Contractor and Government
Process Action Teams (PATs) and Process Oriented Contract

Administration Services (PROCAS)

1-801 General c. Actual and perceived independence
must be maintained by not participating

a. Auditors are often asked to partici- or being identified with contractor man-
pate on contractor or government PATs. agement groups. Examples of manage-
In most cases, the PATs' objectives are to ment groups that generally make manage-
study and suggest improvements to sys- ment decisions include executive steering
tems of internal controls as well as to committees, quality councils, and man-
analyze the efficiency and effectiveness agement advisory boards.
of the process. This section provides d. The auditor should document im-
guidance on auditor participation on portant aspects of participating on the
PATs. PAT. Examples of items to document

b. PATs are generally formed to evalu- include coordination of specific risk areas
ate and improve a process or system. that should be considered by the PAT for
Generally, PAT membership is cross- improvement, the PAT's objective, the
functional and consists of nonmanage- auditor's role on the PAT, identification
ment personnel. PATs are generally advi- of key PAT milestones and when these
sory in nature and provide their recom- milestones were accomplished, atten-
mendations to management for further dance at key PAT meetings, the PAT's
consideration and implementation. recommendations, and metrics used to

assess effectiveness of the system. The
1-802 Auditor's Role on Contractor auditor shoulu also follow up to evaluate
PATs any recommendations made to the sys-

tem and consider these improvements
a. The auditor can be a full voting when scoping any future audits of the

participant on PATs that are not empow- system.
ered to make management decisions. e. Since the system that is being evalu-
Usually, the auditor is asked to partici- ated by the PAT belongs to the contrac-
pate on PATs addressing contractor sys- tor, the contractor performs most of the
tems for which DCAA has audit responsi- action to implement improvements to
bility such as billing, estimating, compen- the system, while the government active-
sation, and accounting systems. For ly monitors the improvements. The audi-
PATs focusing on other systems for tor's participation on contractor PATs
which DCAA does not have the primary does not preclude DCAA from conduct-
responsibility, DCAA should provide ing audits and expressing an opinion of
support as requested and appropriate in the particular process in the future as are
the circumstances. considered necessary, even if the opinion

b. DCAA's role as independent finan- is contrary to the recommendation or
cial advisor to the contracting officer conclusions of the PAT. Figure 1-8-1 is
limits our participation on contractor an example of a letter that should be sent
PATs, steering committees, quality to the contractor describing the auditor's
boards, or other similar groups that are role on contractor PATs.
empowered to make management deci-
sions. The auditor can participate in 1-803 Auditor's Role on Government
most of the team activities such as team PATs
meetings, discussion of risk areas, discus-
sion of key internal controls, establishing Auditors can fully participate on gov-
evaluation criteria, and the development ernment PATs that are studying pro-
of metrics. However, the auditor cannot cesses involving DCAA mission responsi-
be involved in a decision-making process bilities. Examples of government PATs
such as voting on implementation of that auditors are frequently asked to
recommendations and corrective actions. participate on include PATs formed to
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study and suggest improvements on ac- d. The auditor should be involved in
quisition processes or regulations. the system selection process to ensure

that high-risk systems identified by
1-804 Process Oriented Contract DCAA are considered for selection by the
Administration Services (PROCAS) PROCAS team. This is accomplished by

coordinating audit plans with the PRO-
a. Process Oriented Contract Adminis- CAS team, sharing risk assessments, and

tration Services (PROCAS) is a Defense recommending that the PROCAS team
Contract Management Command select systems identified with high risk to
(DCMC) initiative to foster and promote the government. This will assist the PRO-
continuous contractor process improve- CAS team to identify, prioritize, and
ment through teaming efforts. The funda- select high-risk systems for review.
mental concepts of PROCAS are similar
to Total Quality Management and Con- 1-805 Memorandum of Agreement
tractor Risk Assessment Guide (see 3-
104.4). Sometimes when participating on

b. When implementing PROCAS, rep- PATs, PROCAS teams, or other similar
resentatives from the contractor, DCMC, types of teams, the auditor may be asked
the buying office, and DCAA use analyti- to sign a teaming agreement or memoran-
cal techniques to evaluate and make dum of agreement (see 1-504.1 .e for
continuous improvements to contractor guidance on memorandums of agreement
and government processes. guidanc o mem s o agreen

c. The auditor should be asked to pertaining to access to contractor rec-
participate on PROCAS teams that will ords). Auditors generally should not sign
be evaluating systems for which DCAA these agreements. The auditing standard
has audit responsibility such as billing, of independence precludes DCAA from
estimating, compensation, and account- entering into most agreements. If the
ing systems. For other systems for which contractor or Federal agency insists on
DCAA does not have primary responsi- the FAO entering into such agreements,
bility, the FAO should provide support as the FAO should send the proposed mem-
requested and as appropriate. The guid- orandum of agreement and background
ance discussed at 1-802 and 1-803 also material before executing the agreement
applies to DCAA's participation on through the regional office to Headquar-
PROCAS teams. ters, Attn: PFD, for coordination.
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Figure 1-8-1
Notification Letter to Contractor

Danica Smith, Controller
* ABC Corporation

507 Main Street
Any City, State 00000

Dear Ms. Smith:

You have requested that DCAA provide a participant on a PAT you are establishing
to study and suggest improvements in your processes and internal controls for
[identify system or process that is being evaluated]. I believe your desire to pursue
continuous process improvement in this critical area has significant potential benefit
to the government. Accordingly, I have assigned Ms./Mr. - of my
staff to participate. They may be contacted at [telephone no.].

While I am supportive of your PAT efforts and understand the value of a DCAA
participant, it is important that you acknowledge the following conditions regarding
such participation. Ms./Mr. - is participating in her or his individual capacity,
and his or her contributions do not represent formal audit opinions of the DCAA. As
such, DCAA reserves the right to conduct such audits in the future as are considered
necessary, in accordance with FAR, and to render independent opinions as a result of
such work, even if such opinions are contrary to the recommendations or conclusions
of this PAT.

Sincerely,

James Jones
FAO Manager
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CHAPTER 2

2-000 AUDITING STANDARDS

2-001 Scope of Chapter with measures of quality of the perfor-
mance of those acts and the objectives to

a. The term "audit" is used to refer to a be attained by use of the procedures
variety of types of examinations and undertaken.
reviews by a person other than the pre- c. Government audit standards include
parer of the data. There is no commonly generally accepted auditing standards of
accepted definition of precisely what con- the American Institute of Certified Pub-
stitutes an audit that can be assumed to lic Accountants and audit policy state-
apply to all cases in which the term is ments of the General Accounting Office
used. In order to be understood, the term and the Office of Management and Bud-"audit" must be accompanied by an is impo dtd th
explanation of (1) the auditing standards get. It isd ortant to understan ese
followed and, (2) if not otherwise implied standards and how they affect DCAA
by the standards, the purpose and scope audits. Generally these standards govern
of work undertaken. (1) the quality of the audit performance,

b. Auditing standards differ from audit (2) the nature and extent of audit evi-
procedures as discussed elsewhere in dence to be obtained by means of audit-
CAM in that procedures relate to acts to ing procedures, and (3) the nature and
be performed, whereas standards deal content of audit reports.
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2-100 Section 1-Generally Accepted Auditing Standards and Their
Relationship to DCAA Audits

2-101 AICPA Auditing Standards cordance with GAAS, auditors perform
other types of "attest" services to which

a. Generally accepted auditing stan- other AICPA standards apply. For exam-
dards ("GAAS") refer to the auditing pie, separate standards have been issued
standards approved and adopted by the for "prospective" financial statements
membership of the American Institute of which include forecasts and projections.
Certified Public Accountants (AICPA). These standards provide for a four-level
The standards are oriented toward inde- approach to such data in which the
pendent audits of financial statements. auditor may perform either (1) an "exam-
They also apply, however, at least in part, ination" of the data, (2) a "review" of the
to audits of "selected financial data" that data, (3) a "compilation" of the data, or
is less than a complete financial state- (4) agreed-upon procedures which are
ment and to agreed-upon audit proce- generally less than (1) and either more or
dures examinations (less than a full-scope less than (2). The existence of these four
audit) that may be used in certain cir- levels of work provides the auditor with
cumstances when a "special" report pro- considerable flexibility to tailor the en-
viding less assurance than an audit in gagement to the needs of the user of the
accordance with GAAS is to be issued. audit report.
Thus, they may be applied to the audit of b. Separate standards also have been
a contract, a particular transaction, or a issued for other types of attestation en-
department of a business, governmental, gagements. Commonly, these engage-
or nonprofit entity. ments involve reports of statistical or

b. The AICPA, through its Auditing factual non-financial statement data, but
Standards Board, has also issued an ex- also may involve such matters as compli-
tensive series of interpretations of its ance with a prescribed code of ethics, or
standards (referred to as Statements on other prescribed procedures or standards.
Auditing Standards (SAS), which CPAs The attestation standards are a natural
are expected to follow in order to comply extension of the GAAS for financial
with GAAS. A copy of the AICPA publi- statement audits. They deal with the need
cation with all of the SAS is in each for technical competence, independence
DCAA field audit office library. The in mental attitude, due professional care,
AICPA also publishes "audit guides" to adequate planning and supervision, suffi-
provide relatively specific guidance for cient evidence, and appropriate report-
the audit of companies in certain special- ing.
ized industries such as banking, invest-
ment companies, finance companies, etc. 2-103 Government Auditing
Of special interest to DCAA auditors is Standards
the Guide for Audits of Federal Govern-
ment Contractors, published in 1990.
The guide is tailored for an audit pursu- a. "Standards for Audit of Governmen-
ant to GAAS of complete financial state- tal Organizations, Programs, Activities,
ments of contractors prepared in accor- and Functions" are developed and pub-
dance with Generally Accepted Account- lished by the Comptroller General. The
ing Principles (GAAP) and addresses latest version was published in 1988. A
many of the same internal control and copy is included in each DCAA field
compliance issues of concern to DCAA audit office library. The Comptroller
auditors. A copy of the guide is included General's standards incorporate GAAS
in each DCAA field audit office library, by reference and add standards for mat-

ters of unique concern in government
2-102 Other AICPA Standards audits. The Comptroller General's stan-

dards identify government contract au-
a. In addition to performing audits of dits as being "financial related audits" to

"historical" financial statements in ac- which certain financial statement audit-
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ing (as opposed to compliance or other (4) Requirements for working papers
audits) standards apply. OMB Circtilar set the level of documentation which the
A-73, dated 20 June 1983, and DoD auditor must develop.
Directive 7600.2, dated 26 January 1990, (5) Supplemental reporting standards
incorporate the Comptroller General's deal with reporting on compliance, illegal
standards by reference as well as those acts, internal controls, and performance
issued by the President's Council on audits.
Integrity and Efficiency and the Inspector c. Under GAAS, an auditor is not
General of the Department of Defense. required to evaluate, per se, the reason-
The government auditing standards are ableness of business operating decisions
applicable to DCAA. or matters of management and operation-

b. The government auditing standards al efficiency that directly impact operat-
have expanded the AICPA's general au- i cictha direct it pean-
diting standards to require continuing ing costs. Government auditing stan-
education and a quality control program, dards for performance audits require theand adopted the AICPA auditing start- auditor to consider such matters. Perfor-dards for audit field work and reportings mance audits should determine (1)
Standards related to the followinga whether the entity is acquiring, protect-

ters have been added for governmental ing, and using its resources (such as
audits: personnel, property, and space) economi-

(1) Planning should include consider- cally and efficiently; (2) the causes of
ation of the audit requirements of all inefficiencies or uneconomical practices;
levels of government. and (3) whether the entity has complied

(2) A test should be made of compli- with the laws and regulations concerning
ance with applicable laws and regula- matters of economy and efficiency. These
tions. performance audit standards relate to

(3) Performance audits will assess the DCAA operations audits and other such
economy and efficiency of operations or audit activities carried out to assess the
programs. reasonableness of contract cost.
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2-200 Section 2-General Standards

2-201 Introduction c. The continuing education and train-
ing may include such topics as current

This section explains the "general stan- developments in audit methods, account-
dards" element of government auditing ing, assessment of internal controls, prin-
standards for conducting audits. General ciples of management and supervision,
standards relate to the qualifications of financial management, statistical sam-
the staff, the audit organization's and the pling, evaluation design, and data analy-
individual auditor's independence, the sis. It may also include subjects related to
exercise of due professional care in per- the auditor's field of work, such as public
forming the audit and in preparing relat- administration, public policy and struc-
ed reports, and the presence of quality ture, industrial engineering, economics,
controls. social sciences, and computer science.

d. DCAA requires all audit staff mem-
bers to complete 80 hours of professional

2-202 Qualifications training or development during each two-
year reporting period. At least 20 of the

The staff assigned to conduct the audit 80 hours of training must be completed
should collectively possess adequate pro- in each fiscal year. These hours of train-
fessional proficiency for the tasks re- ing shall be referred to as continuing
quired. professional education (CPE) credits, and

a. This standard requires that those the terms training and education are used
assigned to the job collectively have the interchangeably.
skills necessary for the task at hand; their e. Continuing professional education is
qualifications should be commensurate a shared responsibility of Headquarters
with the scope and complexities of the and the regions; however, the primary
assignments. Audits vary in purpose and responsibility resides with the individual
scope. Some require an opinion on the supervisors and staff members. DCAA
adequacy of financial representations; staff must have satisfied the CPE require-
others an opinion on compliance with ment to meet the government auditing
specific laws, contractual provisions, and standards underlying audit planning, di-
other requirements; others require re- recting, conduct, and reporting. The spe-
views of efficiency and economy of oper- cific responsibilities of all parties are
ations; and still others require some or all defined in the DCAA Personnel Manage-
of these elements. Since audits frequently ment Manual, DCAAM 1400.1.
require a wide variety of skills, an auditor f. These standards do not exclude the
may need technical assistance from other use of auditors in a training status, as
disciplines such as legal, engineering, and long as trainees are assigned duties com-
production/quality control. The auditor mensurate with their experience and ca-
should make arrangements to secure any pabilities and are adequately supervised.
needed technical assistance from the Proper supervision of the work done by
ACO/plant representative or responsible trainees will contribute to their develop-
acquisition agency. ment and skill and should assure mainte-

b. The effectiveness of contract audits nance of acceptable standards.
is governed in large measure by the
caliber and training of the person or 2-203 Independence
persons performing the work. The audi-
tor is expected to have acquired through In all matters relating to the audit
continuing education, training and expe- work, the audit organization and the
rience the ability to plan; to devise and individual auditors should be free from
apply effective audit procedures; to deter- personal or external impairments to inde-
mine facts; to make reasonable judg- pendence, should be organizationally in-
ments and decisions; and to prepare dependent, and should maintain an inde-
objective and effective reports. pendent attitude and appearance.
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a. As an employee of DCAA, the interest, direct or indirect, in the entity
contract auditor's primary responsibility being audited.
is to protect the interests of the govern- (2) External. These factors can restrict
ment. However, the auditor's effective- the audit or infringe on the auditor's
ness depends on the ability to develop ability to form independent and objective
and evaluate facts and arrive at sound opinions and conclusions and may in-
conclusions objectively (based on unbi- clude: interference in the scope and char-
ased judgments) and independently (not acter of the audit that could modify audit
subject to influence or control by others). results; denial of access to sources of
The matter of independence and objec- information such as books, records, and
tivity also requires that the auditor not supporting documents or officials and
identify so closely with contractor per- employees of the organization under au-
sonnel that practices or decisions of the dit; interference in the assignment of
contractor go unexamined or are exam- personnel to the audit task; actions by
ined only cursorily, contractors significantly influencing the

b. The conduct of audits and prepara- auditor's judgment regarding the content
tion of reports may require the display of of the audit report; and unreasonable
courage, particularly with respect to au- restrictions on the time allowed to corn-
dits involving sensitive areas (e.g., mat- petently complete the audit assignment.
ters affecting contractor profits or cash (3) Organizational. The auditor's inde-
flow). Therefore, the auditor's status and pendence can be affected by his or her
organizational position should provide place within the organizational structure
the authority and opportunity to make of government. To achieve maximum
and report findings and recommenda- independence, auditors and their respec-
tions objectively. tive audit organizations not only should

c. Each auditor has an obligation to report to the highest echelon within their
refrain from entering into any relation- governmental component but should be
ship (financial, social, or other) with organizationally independent. DoDD
contractors and their officers and em- 5105.36 (see Supplement I-ISI) estab-
ployees which would impair his or her lished DCAA as an independent agency
objectivity or reflect discreditably on of DoD; accordingly, an environment
him/her or the DoD. It is essential that he exists where DCAA can function in an
or she observe the prescribed Standards independent, objective manner in per-
of Conduct (DCAA Regulation No. forming its contract audit services.
5500.2) to ensure compliance with the
ethical standards demanded of all public 2-204 Due Professional Care
servants.

d. It is important not only that the Due professional care should be used
auditor be independent and impartial in in conducting the audit and in preparing
fact, but also that other persons consider related reports.
him or her so. In this connection, there a. The matter of due care concerns
are three general classes of impairments what the independent auditor does and
that the auditor should consider: person- how well he or she does it. For example,
al, external, and organizational. If one or due care in the matter of working papers
more of these affect his or her objectivity, requires that their content support the
he or she should decline to perform the auditor's opinion.
audit. Some brief examples of the three b. In the exercise of due professional
types of impairments follow: care, the auditor must be fully aware of

(1) Personal. In some circumstances an the purpose of the review and must be
auditor cannot be impartial because of mentally alert, inquisitive, and responsi-
his or her views or personal situation. ble. Due care also requires all supervisors
These circumstances could include: rela- to look critically at the work done and the
tionships of a personal nature that might judgments made by those assisting in the
limit or inhibit his or her inquiry; precon- examination.
ceived ideas; prior employment with the c. Due professional care requires that
contractor being audited; and financial the auditor observe recognized auditing
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standards and apply them professionally, policies and procedures are adequate
not perfunctorily. Application of due care (including appropriate reflection of au-
represents the difference between audit- diting standards) and are properly ap-
ing by the continuous exercise of good plied. The functioning strength of the
judgment and mere checking by rote. Agency's system is apparent in the atten-
Professional auditing cannot be reduced tion given to improving it over the years.
to rote; the auditor's judgment is vital at In particular, the Agency's implementa-
almost every point in the examination. tion of the Federal Financial Managers
Unusual care in the mechanics of audit- Financial Integrity Act and related DoD
ing is necessary to ensure competent internal management control system re-
work because the auditor's opinion is quirements (DoD Directive No. 5010.38)
based on personal judgment and on infor- was achieved by consolidating the vari-
mation obtained by tests, sampling, and ous existing quality controls. Procedures
other appropriate methods. are in place for periodic vulnerability

assessments and internal reviews.
2-205 Quality Control b. Organizations conducting govern-

ment audits should have an external
Audit organizations conducting gov- quality control review at least once every

ernment audits should have appropriate three years by an organization not affili-
internal quality control systems in place ated with the organization being re-
and participate in an external quality viewed. The external quality control re-
control review program. view program should determine that: (1)

a. A strong internal quality control the organization's internal quality control
system has been in place within DCAA system is in place and operating effective-
since its inception. The system has been ly and (2) established policies and proce-
well documented in the Agency's charter, dures and applicable auditing standards
regulations, instructions, contract audit are being followed in its audit work. For
manual, personnel management manual, DCAA this function is performed pri-etc. Agency managers and supervisors marily by the Department of Defense,
serve as the focal point for assuring that Office of Inspector General.
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2-300 Section 3 - Field Work Standards
for Financial Statement and Financial Related Audits

2-301 Introduction sary to review the system. If specialized
skills are needed, the auditor should seek

The field work standards explained in the assistance of a professional possessing
this section are to be followed in per- such skills, who may be within either
forming financial statement audits and DCAA or government procurement orga-
financial related audits. Financial related nizations. If the use of such a professional
audits are defined as including contract is planned, the auditor should have suffi-
audits such as those performed to evalu- cient computer-related knowledge to (1)
ate bid proposals, contract pricing, communicate the objectives of the other
amounts billed, amounts due on termina- professional's work, (2) evaluate whether
tion claims, and compliance with con- the specified procedures will meet the
tract terms. auditor's objectives and (3) evaluate the

results of the procedures applied as they
2-302 Planning relate to the nature, timing, and extent of

other planned audit procedures. The au-
The auditor's work will be adequately ditor's responsibilities with respect to

planned. This standard particularly con- using such a professional are equivalent
cerns the timeliness of audit procedures to those for other assistants functioning
and the orderliness of their application. It as members of the audit team.
places upon the auditor the responsibility c. The auditor should consider the
for scheduling in advance for an effective methods the contractor used to process
and timely audit. accounting information in planning the

a. Before beginning an audit assign- audit because such methods influence the
ment, it is essential to understand fully design of the accounting system and the
the purpose of the audit, to be aware of nature of the internal accounting control
contractual, regulatory, or other factors procedures. The extent to which comput-
pertinent to the review; and to consider er processing is used in significant appli-
the type of report to be prepared upon cations, as well as the complexity of that
completing the assignment. The initial processing, may also influence the nature
planning phase includes a review of perti- and extent of audit procedures.
nent files, such as the working papers of d. Before preparing audit programs,
previous audits, copies of contracts, and the entity to be audited should be sur-
correspondence related to the current veyed. A skillfully performed survey
audit. It also includes discussion and should provide information about the
coordination with procurement officials size and scope of the contractor's activi-
and contractor personnel, so that the ties and any areas in which there may be
work may proceed smoothly and effi- weaknesses in internal controls, uneco-
ciently. When appropriate, arrangements nomical or inefficient operations, ineffec-
should be made for audits of costs of tiveness in achieving prescribed goals, or
subcontractors or other divisions of the lack of compliance with applicable laws
contractor and for technical assistance. and regulations. Tests to determine the

b. The auditor should consider whether significance of such matters are to be
specialized computer-related skills are performed in the detailed audit work and
needed to help determine the impact of should be carefully set out in the audit
computer processing on the overall audit. program. It should be emphasized, how-
For example, the auditor needs to assess ever, that the survey discussed here is
if special computer skills are needed to primarily a review of prior audit work
help understand the flow of transactions (e.g., permanent files). At major contrac-
through the system, to help determine the tors, the main source of internal control
nature of the accounting control proce- information is normally the applicable

Sdures for the system, or to help design system review which is summarized on
and perform the audit procedures neces- the internal control audit planning sum-
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mary sheet in the permanent file (see 3- 2-303 Supervision
300 and 5-100). To the extent that this
prior audit work does not provide the Assistants are to be properly super-
auditor with adequate planning informa- vised. This standard places upon the
tion, the scope of the audit being planned auditor the responsibility for ensuring
may have to be expanded. that subordinate staff members receive

e. A written audit program should be appropriate guidance.
prepared for each audit to effectively a. When assistants are used, the
communicate objectives to all staff mem- amount of preparatory training and the
bers, to facilitate control of the audit direct on-the-job supervision required on
work, and to provide a permanent record a given assignment will vary according to
of the work to be accomplished. Where the assistants' experience and compe-
appropriate, the Agency's standard audit tence. The auditor-in-charge is responsi-
program can be used to meet these objec- ble for ensuring that assistants are appro-
tives; or, if necessary, it can be used as a priately instructed in the particular seg-
starting point for developing an audit ments of work assigned and that their
program tailored to the specific review work is professionally competent. Re-
being planned. Although the information sponsibility cannot be severed from au-
needed to prepare a satisfactory audit thority; the auditor-in-charge as well as
program will vary with each assignment, other supervisory auditors must exercise
it should ordinarily include the following: due care in supervising assistants and in

(1) The purpose of the audit and its reviewing their work and judgments.
scope. b. Supervisory review should be direct-

(2) Information concerning the con- ed to both the substance and the method
tractor's operations, its sources of reve- of auditing. The review should ensure
nue, principal locations, and similar that (1) the auditor conforms to the
items needed to understand the objec- auditing standards, (2) the audit pro-
tives and operational characteristics of its grams are followed, unless deviation is
work. justified and authorized, (3) the working

(3) A carefully drawn statement of papers adequately support findings and
what the auditor is expected to produce conclusions, (4) the working papers pro-
as-a result of the audit. This statement vide adequate data to prepare a meaning-
should tell the auditor the issues in which ful report, and (5) the auditor will accom-
he or she is expected to reach conclu- plish the audit objectives. Documenta-
sions. In financial and compliance audits, tion of supervisory reviews should be
the financial reports to be examined prepared and retained.
should be specified as well as principal
laws and regulations to which compliance 2-304 Legal and Regulatory
is to be determined. In audits of economy Requirements
and efficiency, the criteria prescribed for
evaluating the economy and efficiency of In performing contract audits, auditors
the audit area should be clearly set out. should be knowledgeable of laws and

(4) The procedures to be used. When repulations applicable to the costing and
multilocation programs are to be per- pricing of government contracts. For ex-
formed, the audit organization that is ample, when contracts are subject to
centrally planning the work should usual- specific federal laws and regulations
V prescribe very specific methods to be where violation may entail contractual

llowed in the examination to be sure penalties (such as Truth in Negotiation
that the data obtained from all participat- Act (10 U.S.C. 2306a); Cost Accounting
ing locations will be comparable. How- Standards (50 U.S.C. App. 2168); or
ever, this should be done in a manner Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act (41
that does not restrict the auditor's profes- U.S.C. 3545)), contracts are required to
sional judgment. Audit programs should describe the general provisions of the law
never be used as a blind checklist or in a and the penalty or penalties for violation.
way that stifles initiative, imagination, a. This standard places upon the audi-
and thoroughness in performing an audit. tor the responsibility for determining
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whether contractors have complied with consistency in cost accounting practices
contractual costing and pricing require- in like circumstances by individual gov-
ments. As a general rule, audit files ernment contractors over periods of time.
should contain details concerning the Increased uniformity and consistency in
laws and regulations pertinent to the accounting improve understanding and
government contracts under audit. Addi- communication, reduce the incidence of
tionally, liaison between the auditor and disputes and disagreements, and facili-
the administrative contracting officer tate equitable contract settlements. FAR
should provide the information necessary 30.202-6c and 30.202-7b outlines the
to keep the files current. basic functions of the contract auditor in

b. The standards for reporting require a the implementation of the Cost Account-
statement in the report regarding any ing Standards. The broad base of CAS
significant instances of noncompliance coverage on DoD contracts, coupled with
disclosed by the examination and evalu- the number and scope of the standards
ation work. What Is to be included in this promulgated, have had a substantive ef-
statement requi-es judgment. The audi- fect on DCAA audit procedures and
tor cannot be expected to be completely responsibilities.
knowledgeable about legal ramifications e. In determining compliance with laws
of all noncompliance issues but should and regulations the auditor should design
seek assistance from DCAA and govern- audit steps and procedures to provide
ment procurement legal counsel in in- reasonable assurance of detecting errors,
stances when specific guidance is not irregularities, and illegal acts that could
available. Insignificant noncompliances have a direct and material effect on the
need not be disclosed except where they results of contract audits. The auditor
could result in significant adjustments should also be aware of the possibility of
due to changed circumstances. When a illegal acts that could have an indirect
noncompliance is reported, the auditor and material effect on the results of
should place the findings in proper per- contract audits.
spective. The extent of instances of non-
compliance should be related to the num- 2-305 Internal Control Structure
ber of cases examined to provide the
reader with a basis for judging the preva- a. The auditor should obtain a suffi-
lence of noncompliance. cient understanding of the internal con-

c. In determining the nature, timing, trol structure to adequately plan the
and extent of the audit steps and proce- audit. At major contractors, the review to
dures to test for compliance, the auditor ain this understanding is normally per-
should assess the risk of noncompliance formed and documented in separate au-
with laws and regulations occurring and dits of the contractor's systems, and
having a direct and material effect on the summarized on the internal control audit
results of contract audits. The auditor planning summary (ICAPS) forms (see 3-
should assess the risk that the entity did 300 and 5-100). This understanding
not comply with those laws and regula- should include knowledge of the contrac-
tions and the risk that the entity's control tor's control environment, accounting
structure to ensure compliance with laws system, and relevant control procedures. I
and regulations might not prevent or The auditor should also determine
detect that noncompliance. At major con- whether relevant policies and procedures I
tractor locations this assessment of con- have been placed in operation. Generally,
trol risk is normally maintained in the relevant policies and procedures pertain
Internal Control Audit Planning Summa- to a contractor's ability to record, pro-
r sheet maintained in the permanent cess, summarize, and report contract and
fie. financial information, and to ensure

d. Cost Accounting Standards (50 compliance with applicable laws and reg-
U.S.C. 2168) are issued to achieve (1) an ulations.
increased degree of uniformity in cost b. Knowledge may be obtained from
accounting practices among government various sources, including previous au-
contractors in like circumstances, and (2) dits, inquiries of management officials
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and others, and observations of contrac- agement's and the board of directors'
tor operations. The extent of knowledge attitude, awareness, and actions concern-
required depends upon the auditor's ing the control environment. Concentrate
judgements concerning inherent risk, ma- on the substance of management's poli-
teriality, and the complexity and sophist- cies, procedures, and related actions rath-
ication of the contractor's operations and er than their form, because management
systems, including whether the method of may establish policies and procedures but
controlling accounting data is highly de- not act on them. Similarly, management
pendent on computerized controls. Addi- may establish a formal code of conduct
tional guidance on the review of contrac- but act in a manner that condones viola-
tor internal control structures is con- tions of that code.
tained in Chapter 5. c. Additional guidance on the review of

c. The auditor should document the contractor policies is contained in Chap-
understanding of the contractor's internal ter 5.
control structure. The form and extent of
the documentation is influenced by the 2-305.2 Accounting System
size and complexity of the contractor and a. The accounting system consists of
the contractor's internal control struc- the methods and records established to
ture. Documentation of the internal con- identify, assemble, analyze, classify, rec-
trol structure of a large complex contrac- ord, and report accounting transactions
tor may include flowcharts, question- and to maintain accountability for the
naires, narratives, computer program related assets and liabilities. An effective
documentation, etc. For a small contrac- accounting system identifies and records
tor, less documentation may be required. all valid transactions, describes transac-
Additional guidance on the documenta- tions in sufficient detail to permit proper

I tion of contractor internal control struc- classification for financial reporting,
tures is contained in 5-100. measures the value of transactions in a

d. A contractor's internal control struc- manner that permits proper monetary
ture is comprised of three elements: the recording, records transactions in the
control environment, the accounting sys- proper accounting period, and presents
tem, and the control procedures. Charac- transactions properly in the financial
teristics of a satisfactory internal control statements.

I structure are discussed in Chapter 5 and b. Obtain sufficient knowledge of the
other chapters and appendixes of this contractor's accounting system to under-
manual. stand the classes of significant transac-

tions, how these transactions are initiat-2-305.1 Control Environment ed, the accounting records, supporting
a. The control environment represents documents, machine-readable informa-

the collective effect of various factors on tion, and the specific accounts involved
establishing, enhancing, or mitigating the in the processing and reporting of trans-
effectiveness of specific policies and pro- actions, the accounting process involved
cedures. Such factors include manage- from the initiation of a transaction to its
ment's philosophy and operating style, inclusion in cost representations to the
the entity's organizational structure, the government, including how the computer
functioning of the board of directors and is used to process data, and the reporting
its committees, the methods of assigning process used to prepare the contractor's
authority and responsibility, manage- financial statements and cost representa-
ment's control methods for monitoring tions.
and following up on performance, man- c. Additional guidance on the review
agement's attitude toward internal and and documentation of contractor ac-
external audit, the entity's personnel poli- counting systems is contained in Chapter
cies and practices, and various other 5.
external influences that affect an entity's
operations and practices. 2-3053 Control Procedures

b. Obtain sufficient knowledge of the a. Control procedures are those policies
control environment to understand man- and procedures in addtiion to the control
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environment and accounting system that with the contractor, the nature of the
management has established to provide particular policy or procedure, and the
reasonable assurance that specific objec- nature and availability of the contractor's
tives will be achieved. These control internal control documentation.
procedures may be integrated into specif- b. Prior experience with the contractor
ic components of the control environ- may provide an understanding of its
ment and accounting system. They gener- classes of transactions. Inquiries of ap-
ally pertain to: propriate contractor personnel and in-

(1) Proper authorization of transac- spection of documents and records, such
tions and activities, as source documents, journals, and led-

(2) Segregation of duties that reduces gers, may provide an understanding of
the opportunities to allow any person to the accounting records used to process
be in a position to both perpetrate and those transactions. Similarly, in obtain-
conceal errors or irregularities. ing an understanding of the design of

(3) Design and use of adequate docu- computer-programmed control proce-
ments and records to help ensure the dures, make inquiries of appropriate con-
proper recording of transactions and tractor personnel and inspect relevant
events. systems documentation to understand

(4) Adequate safeguards over access to control procedure design and inspect
and use of assets and records, such as exception reports generated as a result of
secured facilities and authorization for such control procedures to determine
access to computer programs and files, that the procedures have been placed in

(5) Independent checks on perfor- operation.
mance and proper valuation of recorded c. The auditor's assessment of inherent
amounts, such as clerical checks, compar- risk and materiality for various cost
ison of assets with recorded accountabili- accounts and classes of transactions will
ty, computer-programmed controls, and affect the nature and extent of audit
user review of computer-generated re- procedures performed to obtain the un-
ports. derstanding. Transactions involving par-

b. Control procedures are often inte- ticularly large dollar amounts, and those
grated in specific components of the of an unusual or sensitive nature, should
control environment and accounting sys- be examined, even though the reliability
tern. As knowledge is obtained about the of the contractor's internal control struc-
control environment and accounting sys- ture has been established.
tem, the auditor is likely to develop an d. Internal controls may not continue
understanding of some control proce- to be effective, especially as changes
dures. Consider this when determining occur in a contractor's organization. The
whether it is necessary to devote addi- auditor may find it necessary at any stage
tional time to obtaining an understand- of the audit to make assumptions regard-
ing of control procedures. ing the reliability of the contractor's

c. Additional guidance on the review of internal control structure. When tests
contractor procedures is contained in disclose that these assumptions are un-
Chapter 5. warranted, revise the original approach

and extend the scope and depth of the2-305.4 Procedures to Obtain tests. Reported changes to the assessment
Understanding of control risk, at major contractor loca-

a. Perform procedures to provide suffi- tions, should be documented on the
cient knowledge of the design of the ICAPS maintained in the permanent file.
relevant policies, procedures, and records By employing this technique, the evalu-
for each of the three internal control ation of the contractor's internal control
structure elements. It is also important to structure is kept current, and the overall
determine whether they have been placed audit program is amended to fit prevail-
in operation. The nature and extent of ing conditions.
the procedures performed will vary de- e. Internal auditors often perform a
pending on the size and complexity of the number of services for management, in-
contractor, previous audit experience cluding studying and evaluating the inter-
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nal control structure. Although the work be inefficient to evaluate their effective-
of internal auditors cannot be substituted ness. In these circumstances, more evi-
for the auditor's own work, it should be dence is needed from substantive tests to
considered in determining the nature, form an opinion.
timing, and extent of the review required. d. The auditor should review internal
In certain circumstances, we may con- controls in order to determine to what
duct a coordinated audit with the inter- extent she or he can rely on the account-
nal audit staff. Requirements to be ap- ing records and related contract cost data
plied in considering the internal auditor's for both contract costing and pricing
examinations, or in performing a coordi- purposes. The extent of accounting data
nated audit with them, are discussed in 4- tests should be based upon the assess-
202. ment of the reliability of the contractor's

internal controls. Reviews of internal2-305.5 Assessing Control Risk and controls, at major contractors, are nor-
Designing Substantive Audit Tests mally performed and documented in sep-

a. Control risk is the likelihood that a arate audit assignments which are sum-
material misstatement will get through marized in the Internal Control Audit
the internal control structure and into the Planning Summary maintained in the
financial statements and cost representa- permanent file. When this is not the case,
tions. Assess this risk by evaluating the the review should be detailed enough to
effectiveness of the control environment, determine whether policies, procedures,
accounting system, and control proce- and practices are consistent with applica-
dures set up to prevent or detect misstate- ble laws and regulations and whether the
ments and by evaluating the effectiveness system of internal control can be relied
of the design and operation of those upon to provide reasonable assurance
policies or procedures in preventing or that such policies and practices are being
detecting misstatements. The lower the followed.
assessed risk and materiality, the less
evidence needed from substantive tests to 2-306 Evidence
form an opinion. Substantive tests cover
two general classes of auditing proce-
dures to obtain evidential matter: (1) The auditor's work shall include the
detailed tests of transactions and bal- examination or development of sufficient
ances, and (2) analytical review proce- evidence to afford a reasonable basis for
dures applied to financial information, the auditor's conclusions and recommen-

b. Use the understanding of the inter- dations regarding cost representations,
nal control structure and the assessed management decisions influencing costs,
level of control risk to design substantive financial statements, or any other matters
tests for auditing the contractor's cost requiring the auditor's opinion.
estimates or representations. The auditor a. It is the auditor's responsibility to
should rely on a strong internal control accumulate sufficient evidence to pro-
structure and therefore reduce the vide an appropriate factual basis for the
amount of substantive testing in a partic- conclusions and recommendations. Evi-
ular audit area. For example, as the risk dence needed to support the auditor's
decreases, change the nature and/or tim- findings may be (1) observation, photo-
ing of substantive tests or reduce the graph, or similar means, (2) interviewing
extent of testing. In these circumstances, or taking statements from involved per-
identify the controls being relied upon, sons, (3) documentary evidence consist-
perform tests of the controls to evaluate ing of letters, contracts, extracts from
their effectiveness, and document these books of account, etc., and (4) analysis of
tests and the conclusions reached. information the auditor has obtained.

c. The auditor may choose not to rely The evidence involved should meet the
on the internal control structure when basic tests of sufficiency, competence,
planning substantive audit tests because and relevance. The auditor's working
the contractor's internal controls are un- papers should reflect the details of the
likely to be effective, or because it would evidence he or she has relied upon and
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should disclose the procedures employed (2) Evidence obtained by the auditor
to obtain it. through physical examination, observa-

b. Sufficiency is the presence of enough tion, computation, and inspection is
factual evidence to lead a prudent person more reliable than evidence obtained
to the same conclusion as the, auditor. indirectly.
Determining the sufficiency of evidence (3) Original documents are more reli-
requires judgment because there fre- able than copies.
quently is conflicting evidence and the d. Relevance refers to the relationship
auditor must make an impartial judg- of the information to its use. The facts
ment as to what position is supported by and opinions used to prove or disprove
the weight of evidence. When appropri- an issue must have a logical relationship
ate, statistical methods may be employed to that issue. Information which does not
to establish sufficiency. There is no need have this relationship is irrelevant and
for elaborate documentation to support should not be included as evidence.
noncontroversial or insignificant points. e. The auditor's specific audit objec-
For significant matters, however, the tives do not change whether accounting
auditor should ensure that he or she has tis docnotechange or accout-
obtained sufficient evidence and show data is processed manually or by comput-
the factors relied upon to reach the er. However, the methods of applying
conclusion, audit procedures to gather evidence may

c. Competent evidence should be reli- be influenced by the method of data
able and the best attainable through the processing. The auditor can use either
use of reasonable audit methods. In eval- manual audit procedures, computer-as-
uating the competence of evidence, the sisted audit techniques, or a combination
auditor should carefully consider whether of both to obtain sufficient, competent
there is any reason to doubt its validity or evidential matter. In some accounting
completeness. If there is reason for systems that use a computer for signifi-
doubt, the auditor should take additional cant accounting applications, it may be
measures to authenticate the evidence, difficult or impossible for the auditor to
The following presumptions are useful in obtain certain data for inspection, in-
judging the competence of evidence; quiry, or confirmation without computer
however, these presumptions are not to assistance.
be considered as sufficient in themselves f. Statistical sampling techniques will
to reach a conclusion, be used in testing selected transactions,

(1) Evidence developed under a good whenever feasible.
system of internal control is more likely g. For further details concerning the
to be reliable than that obtained where subject of audit evidence, see 3-104.13
such control is weak or unsatisfactory. and 4-1003.
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2-400 Section 4-Reporting Standards for Financial Statement and Financial
Related Audits

2-401 Introduction reasonably adequate unless otherwise
stated in the report.

a. The AICPA has explained that gen- (4) The report shall contain either an
erally accepted auditing standards are expi-,ssion of opinion regarding the fi-
applicable when an auditor examines and nancil1 statements, taken as a whole, or
reports on any financial statements. The an assertion to the effect that an opinion
AICPA defines (at AU621.02) a financial cannot be expressed. When an overall
statement as ".. . a presentation of opinion cannot be expressed, the reasons
financial data, including accompanying therefor should be stated. In all cases
notes, derived from accounting records where an auditor's name is associated
and intended to communicate an entity's with financial statements, the report
economic resources or obligations at a should contain a clear-cut indication of
point in time or the changes therein for a the character of the auditor's examina-
period of time in accordance with a tion, if any, and the degree of responsibil-
comprehensive basis of accounting." As a ity the auditor is taking.
natural extension of generally accepted b. The six supplemental government
auditing standards, the AICPA has also reporting standards are:
promulgated standards for attestation (1) A statement should be included in
services which are similar but broader in the auditor's report that the audit was
scope. made in accordance with generally ac-

b. The government auditing standards cepted government auditing standards.
indicate that the reporting standards of (2) The auditors should prepare a writ-
the AICPA as well as the supplemental ten repoi, on their tests of compliance
government standards apply to both fi- with applicable laws and regulations.
nancial statement audits and financial This report, which may be included in
related audits. Application of the stan- either the report on the financial audit or
dards to contract audit reports requires a separate report, should contain a state-
due regard for the purpose and circum- ment of positive assurance on those items
stances of the audit. This section identi- which were tested for compliance and
fies the reporting standards and explains negative assurance on those items not
hows they haverbeeportng apeds ind ctais tested. It should include all materialhow they have been applied in contract instances of noncompliance and all in-
audit reporti gstidance, stances or indications of illegal aits

c. Reporting standards for operations which could result in criminal prosecu-
audits are addressed in 2-600. tion.

(3) The auditors should prepare a writ-
2-402 Reporting Standards ten report on their understanding of the

entity's internal control structure and the
a. The four standards of reporting assessment of control risk made as part of

under AICPA generally accepted auditing a financial statement audit or a financial
standards are: related audit. This report may be includ-

(I) The report shall state whether the ed in either the auditor's report on the
financial statements are presented in ac- financial audit or a separate report. The
cordance with generally accepted ac- auditor's report should include as a mini-
counting principles, mum: (1) the scope of the auditor's work

(2) The report shall identify those in obtaining an understanding of the
circumstances in which such principles internal control structure and in assessing
have not been consistently observed in the control risk, (2) the entity's signifi-
the current period in relation to the cant internal controls or control structure
preceding period, including the controls established to en-

(3) Information disclosures in the fi- sure compliance with laws and regula-
nancial statements are to be regarded as tions that have a material impact on the
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financial statements and results of the d. For reports on an examinatior of
financial related audit, and (3) the report- prospective financial statements, the
able conditions, including the identifica- AICPA has published the following con-
tion of material weaknesses, identified as tent requirements:
a result of the auditor's work in under- (1) An identification of the prospective
standing and assessing the control risk. financial statements presented.

(4) Written audit reports are to be (2) A statement that the examination of
prepared giving the results of each finan- the prospective financial statements was
cial related audit. made in accordance with AICPA stan-

(5) If certain information is prohibited dards and a brief description of the
from general disclosure, the report should nature of such an examination.
state the nature of the information omit- (3) The accountant's opinion that the
ted and the requirement that makes the prospective financial statements are pre-
omission necessary. sented in conformity with AICPA presen-

(6) Written audit reports are to be tation guidelines and that the underlying
submitted by the audit organization to assumptions provide a reasonable basis
the appropriate officials of the organiza- for the forecast or a reasonable basis for
tion audited and to the appropriate offi- the projection given the hypothetical as-
cials of the organizations requiring or sumptions.
arranging for the audits, including exter- (4) A caveat that the prospective results
nal funding organizations, unless legal may not be achieved.
restrictions, ethical considerations, or (5) A statement that the accountant
other arrangements prevent it. Copies of assumes no responsibility to update the
the reports should also be sent to other report for events and circumstances oc-
officials who have legal oversight authori- curring after the date of the report.
tyorcil who mayvbe regapovsibe ahortking e. When agreed-upon procedures havety or who may be responsible for taking governed an audit of financial forecasts
action and to others authorized to receive and projections, the AICPA has pre-
such reports. Unless restricted by law or scribed that the report should:
regulation, copies should be made avail- (I) Indicate the prospective financial
able for public inspection. statements covered by the accountant's

c. The AICPA reporting standards for report.
attestations (written communications ex- (2) Indicate that the report is limited in
pressing a conclusion about the reliability use. intended solely for the specified
of a written assertion that is the responsi- users, and should not be used by others.
bility of another party) are: (3) Enumerate the procedures per-

(I) The report shall identify the asser- formed and refer to conformity with the
tion being reported on and state the arrangements made with the specified
character of the engagement. users.

(2) The report shall state the practition- (4) If the agreed-upon procedures are
er's conclusion about whether the asser- less than those performed in an examina-
tion is presented in conformity with the tion, state that the work performed was
established or stated criteria against less in scope than an examination of
which it was measured. prospective financial statements in accor-

(3) The report shall state all of the dance with AICPA standards and dis-
practitioner's significant reservations claim an opinion on whether the presen-
about the engagement and the presenta- tation of the prospective financial state-
tion of the assertion. ments is in conformity with AICPA pre-

(4) The report on an engagement to sentation guidelines and on whether the
evaluate an assertion that has been pre- underlying assumptions provide a rea-
pared in conformity with agreed-upon sonable basis for the forecast, or a reason-
criteria or on an engagement to apply able basis for the projection given the
agreed-upon procedures should contain a hypothetical assumptions.
statement limiting its use to the parties (5) State the accountant's findings.
who have agreed upon such criteria or (6) Include a caveat that the prospec-
procedures. tive results may not be achieved.
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(7) State that the accountant assumes government auditing standards (i.e., the
no responsibility to update the report for four AICPA standards and six supple-
events and circumstances occurring after mental standards). The AICPA standards
the date of the report. and requirements for attestations, exami-

nations of prospective financial state-
2-403 Application of the Reporting ments, and agreed-upon procedures have I
Standards been given due regard in developing the

report guidelines where the audit objec-
DCAA has developed reporting guid- tives and circumstances are similar to

ance (see Chapter 10) which complies those encountered by a CPA public prac-
with all aspects of the generally accepted titioner.
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2-500 Section 5-Field Work Standards for Performance (Operatioins) Audits
2-501 Introduction (2) A systematic basis for assigning

work to supervisors and staff.
In the contract audit environment, (3) The basis for a summary record of

performance audits are more commonly work.
described as operations audits. The ob-
jectives of evaluating the economy and 2-503 Supervision
efficiency of performance and the attain-
ment of desired results are similar, but a. This standard places responsibility
the contract auditor emphasizes economy on the auditor and audit organization forand efficiency as these factors relate to seeing that staff who are involved inthe reasonableness of costs to be charged accomplishing the objectives of the audit

to government contracts, receive appropriate guidance and super-
vision to ensure that the audit work is

2-502 Planning properly conducted, the audit objectives
are accomplished, and staff are provided

a. This standard places responsibility effective on-the-job training. External
on the auditor or audit organization to consultants and specialists also should be
thoroughly plan an audit. This includes given appropriate guidance.
defining the audit objectives and plan- b. Supervisory reviews of audit work
ning how they can be attained while and the report should be timely. Supervi-
establishing a balance between audit sory reviews of the work conducted
scope, time frames, and staff-days to be should be documented in the working
spent to ensure optimum use of audit papers.
resources. The details of the plan for the
audit should be included in the audit 2-504 Legal and Regulatory
program.

b. Adequate planning for operations Requirements
audits should include consideration of
internal audit reports, capital budgets, a. One of the primary objectives of an
and other contractor information related operations audit is to test compliance
to the prospective audit. The criteria for with laws and regulations that could
assessing performance should be estab- significantly affect the acquisition, pro-
lished. Skill and knowledge of the person- tection, and use of the entity's resources
nel to staff the assignment must be taken and the quantity, quality, timeliness, and
into account, and requirements for the cost of the products and services it pro-
use of consultants, experts, and special- duces and delivers. An audit to deter-
ists should be assessed. The audit plan mine the allowability of a contractor's
should assure contractor compliance with lease cost for electronic data processing
laws and regulations and provide for equipment under FAR 31.205-2(b)(1) is a
detection of potential abuse and illegal specific example of such an assessment.
acts. Assessment of the effectiveness of In a broader sense, a primary objective of
the contractor's internal controls is as virtually all DCAA audits is to ensure
essential to the planning of operations compliance with FAR cost principles.
audits as to the planning of financial b. Auditors should design the audit to
audits. provide reasonable assurance of detecting

c. Written audit programs are essential abuse or illegal acts that could signifi-
to conducting audits efficiently and effec- cantly affect the audit objectives. This
tively and should be prepared for each standard places responsibility on the au-
audit. Audit programs provide: ditor when assessing compliance with

(I) A description of the audit methods laws and regulations to:
and suggested audit steps and procedures (I) Assess, for each applicable compli-
to be conducted to accomplish the audit aace requirement, the risk that abuse and
objectives, illegal acts could occur.
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(2) Based on that assessment, design c. Ideally, management policies and
steps and procedures to provide reason- decisions should be geared toward pru-
able assurance of detecting abuse or ille- dent, effective, and economical opera-
gal acts. tions and reflect adequate consideration

c. Auditors should be alert to situations of the interests of both the contractor and
or transactions that could be indicative of the government. Ideal conditions are
abuse or illegal acts. When information seldom found. As an illustration, the
comes to the auditor's attention (through retention of a large engineering staff
audit procedures, "tips", or other means) during periods of significantly declining
indicating that abuse or illegal acts may sales volume may well serve the contrac-
have occurred, the auditor should consid- tor's interest in terms of maintaining a
er the potential impact of these acts on
the audit results. If these acts could capability to expand efforts in bidding
significantly affect the audit results, the for new business. However, unless the
auditor should extend the audit steps and auditor questions the increased overhead
procedures as necessary to determine rate which results from such a decision,
whether the acts occurred; and, iý so, to the costs of current government contracts
determine the extent to which these acts will be inflated, thereby adversely affect-
significantly affect the audit results. ing the government's interest. Where

management policies and decisions are
2-505 Internal Control motivated by contractor interests which

are not compatible with those of the
a. An assessment should be made of government, the examination of ques-

applicable internal controls when neces- tionable cost areas should be intensified.
sary to satisfy the audit objectives. The
assessment should include a survey of 2-506 Evidence
management policies, procedures, prac-
tices, and internal controls applicable to a. Sufficient, competent, and relevant
any aspect of the activities in which the evidence is to be obtained to afford a
auditor attempts to judge whether exist- reasonable basis for the auditors' judg-
ing practices can be made significantly ments and conclusions regarding the or-
more efficient or economical.

b. Costs result from implementation of ganization, program, activity, or function
management policies and decisions. Ac- under audit. A record of the auditors'
cordingly, the evaluation of these policies work is to be retained in the form of
and decisions, and the effectiveness of working papers.
management controls over their imple- b. Working papers may include tapes,
mentation, will also significantly influ- films, and discs. Evidence may be catego-
ence the scope and nature of the audit. A rized as physical, documentary, testimo-
complete review of internal controls as a nial, and analytical. The evidence should
specific requirement would often be pro- meet the basic tests of sufficiency, rele-
hibitive in terms of available resources. vance, and competence. The working
Therefore, the auditor should concen- papers should reflect the details of the
trate attention on those controls which evidence and disclose how it was ob-
are important to audit objectives. tained.
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2-600

2-600 Section 6-Reporting Standards for Performance (Operations) Audits

2-601 Introduction nificant instances of noncompliance and
abuse and all indications or instances of

The reporting standards explained in illegal acts that could result in criminal
this section apply to DCAA operations prosecution that were found during or in
audits. connection with the audit.

(7) Views of Responsible Officials: The
2-602 Government Reporting report should include the pertinent views
Standards for Performance Audits of responsible officials of the organiza-

tion, program, activity, or function audit-
a. Form: Written audit reports are to ed concerning the auditors' findings, con-

be prepared communicating the results of clusions, and recommendations, andeach audit.
b. Timeliness: Reports are to be issued what corrective action is planned.

promptly so as to make the information (8) Noteworthy Accomplishments: The
available for timely use by management report should include a description of
and legislative officials, and by other any significant noteworthy accomplish-
interested parties. ments, particularly when management

c. Report Contents: improvements in one area may be appli-
(1) Objectives, Scope, and Methods: cable elsewhere.

The report should include a statement of (9) Issues Needing Further Study: The
the audit objectives and a description of report should include a listing of any
the audit scope and methods, significant issues needing further study

(2) Audit Findings and Conclusions: and consideration.
The report should include a full discus- (10) Privileged and Confidential Infor-
sion of the audit findings, and where mation: The report should include a
applicable, the auditor's conclusions, statement about any pertinent informa-

(3) Causes and Recommendations: The tion that was omitted because it is
report should include the cause of prob- deemed privileged or confidential. The
lem areas noted in the audit, and recom- nature of such information should be
mendations for actions to correct the described, and the basis under which it is
problem areas and to improve opera- withheld should be stated.
tions, when called for by the audit objec- d. Report Presentation: The report
tives. should be complete, accurate, objective,

(4) Statement Regarding Government and convincing, and be as clear and
Auditing Standards: The report should concise as the subject matter permits.
include a statement that the audit was e R
made in accordance with generally ac- e. Report Distrbution: Written audit
cepted government auditing standards reports are to be submitted by the audit
and disclose when applicable standards organization to the appropriate officials
are not followed, of the organization audited, and to the

(5) Internal Controls: The report appropriate officials of the organization
should identify the significant internal requiring or arranging for the audits,
controls that were assessed, the scope of including external funding organizations,
the auditor's assessment work, and any unless legal restrictions, ethical consider-
significant weaknesses found during the ations, or other arrangements prevent it.
audit. Chapter 10 and 4-300 specify disclosure

(6) Compliance with Laws and Regula- restrictions applicable to contract audits
tions: The report should include all sig- performed by DCAA.
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2-S10 Supplement-Description of DCAA Quality Control System

INTRODUCTION standards based on generally accepted
government auditing standards which in-

The Defense Contract Audit Agency's corporate the standards of the American
(DCAA)'s quality program is based on Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
the precepts of Total Quality Manage- To ensure that it provides professional
ment (TQM). DCAA's quality control services that conform with its profession-
program is an important subset of the al standards, DCAA is required to have a
Agency's overall quality program. TQM system of quality control and, indeed,
emphasizes "prevention" as a means for maintains such a system. The authority
reducing errors and rework. However, an for and descriptive details of this system
adequate level of quality control-moni- can be found in the various official
toring and inspection-is crucial to as- pronouncements and Agency publica-
sure that quality is being achieved. As an tions, including the DCAA Charter, In-
agency that provides professional ser- tions, icdghe C a rter, an-
vices, DCAA has a responsibility to es- structions, Pamphlets, Manuals, and oth-
tablish and conform to professional stan- er DCAA directives. A summary descrip-
dards. To meet the first part of this tion of the system follows.
responsibility, DCAA has established

PHILOSOPHY, ORGANIZATION, AND APPROACH TO PROVIDING
QUALITY SERVICES

Philosophy

DCAA is an independent audit agency Our aim is to be THE audit organiza-
within the Department of Defense (DoD) tion with the foremost reputation for
with a mission to perform contract audits competence, integrity, and customer sat-
and provide all the necessary accounting isfaction by:
and financial advisory services for the o Creating an environment of team-
DoD, and other agencies, as appropriate, work, open communication, trust,
In accomplishing this mission, the Direc- and mutual respect, and
tor of DCAA has fully committed the
Agency staff to attain the highest level of o Developing highly qualified employ-
integrity, competence, and customer sat- ees dedicated to the concept of con-
isfaction. This is best explained through tinuous improvement.
our vision statement set forth as the Good working relationships and open
Agency's Commitment to Excellence, communications with customers will
which says: minimize potential conflicts between the

In support of the National Interest, we customer's needs and the Agency's re-
are dedicated to providing timely and quirement to perform contract audits
responsive audits, reports, and financial that conform with generally accepted
advisory services to the Department of government auditing standards.
Defense contracting officers and other
customers.
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Organization

DCAA's basic system of quality control administration, automated and non-auto-
encompasses the Agency's organizational mated information resources manage-
structure, as detailed in the DCAA Orga- ment, management analysis, security,
nization Manual (DCAAM 5110.1), and and general administration activities.
outlined below.

Regional Offices and Field
Headquarters Detachment

Office of the Director Office of the Regional Director

DCAA's Director reports to the Assis- DCAA presently has five Regional Di-
tant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) rectors who are individually responsible
and exercises worldwide direction of the and accountable to the Director for plan-
Agency in performing all contract audits ning, managing, and accomplishing the
for DoD and other agencies upon re- Agency's mission in assigned geographi-
quest. The Director's staff includes a cal areas. This includes directing the
Deputy Director, three Assistant Direc- overall management of DCAA personnel
tors, a General Counsel, an Executive and resources assigned to the individual
Officer, and a Special Assistant for Quali- Regional Offices and to the various Field
ty. Note that the Special Assistant is Audit Offices (FAOs) and suboffices
specifically responsible for (1) planning, within the regions. Each Regional Direc-
directing, and supervising the Agency- tor's staff includes a Deputy Regional
wide quality program and (2) providing Director, approximately six Regional Au-
an appraisal of the operational and ad- dit Managers, a Special Programs Manag-
ministrative effectiveness of internal con- er, a Resources Manager, and a Regional
trols for DCAA Headquarters, Regional Special Assistant for Quality.
Offices, and Field Audit Offices (see
Inspection below). Director, Field Detachment

Assistant Directors The Director of DCAA's Field Detach-
ment is responsible and accountable for

Operations-Responsible and account- the overall planning, management, and
able for providing technical guidance and execution of worldwide DCAA contract
direction to the Agency for field contract audits of compartmented programs and
audit operations. This includes directing for managing all of the resources and staff
the conduct of special audits and the assigned to the Detachment.
development of Agency audit objectives,
programs, operational schedules, and pri- Field Audit Offices (FAOs)
orities to assure effective accomplish-
ment of field contract audit operations. Resident Offices-Are established at

Policy and Plans-Responsible and contractor facilities whenever the
accountable for directing the formulation amount of audit workload justifies the
and development of DCAA policy and assignment of a permanent staff of audi-
for the coordination, issuance, and inte- tors. Resident Offices, which can be
gration of this policy. Assigned divisions made up of several suboffices of compo-
include Policy Formulation (PFD), Poli- nents within the same company, are
cy Liaison (PLD), Accounting Policy responsible and accountable for planning
(PAD), and the Defense Contract Audit and executing a comprehensive, integrat-
Institute (DCAI). ed audit program to carry out DCAA's

Resources-Formulates, directs, and audit mission.
executes plans, programs, policies, and Branch Offices-Are established to
procedures related to the management of plan and execute a comprehensive audit
DCAA resources including financial program to carry out DCAA's audit mis-
management, personnel management and sion at those contractor locations, within
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a general geographical area, which indi- central office on a mobile basis. Larger
vidually do not have sufficient workload contractors are often covered from sub-
to justify establishing a Resident Office. offices.
Branch Offices are generally organized to
cover their smaller contractors from one

Approach

Auditing in accordance with generally fraud, waste, and mismanagement; and
accepted government auditing standards (3) to tailor audit programs for specific
is the principal work of the Agency. To assignments.
promote the quality accomplishment of o Accomplishing certain basic, core
this work, DCAA auditors are initially audit requirements before rendering an
guided to take steps to develop a thor- opinion on contract costs incurred and
ough knowledge of the contractual mat- before relying on incurred costs in any
ters and circumstances affecting their other review or evaluation. If no weak-
audits. These steps entail: nesses are disclosed, the satisfaction of

o Developing an "intelligence base" these core requirements provides a basic
on a contractor's operations and con- level of assurance that a contractor's
tracting environment in order to assess incurred cost representations are reliable.
the events and conditions that affect the If weaknesses are disclosed, audit proce-
contractor actions and the government's dures must be extended accordingly.
cost impact. o Determining that contractor sys-

o Identifying the audit universe and tems for estimating prices are adequate
documenting interrelationships between and in compliance with applicable regula-

tions.acontractor's organization and opera- o Assuring that all laws, regulations,
tions so that all significant auditable and authoritative technical guidance for
activities which affect the costs of gov- the accounting and auditing professions
ernment contracts are identified. (including those issued by DCAA) are

o Accurately assessing the strengths followed.
and weaknesses of a contractor's internal o Continually assessing progress on
controls, accounting and management individual assignments and program ar-
systems, and methods of operation, in eas in order to react timely and positively
order: (1) to identify the relative risk of to changed conditions within the indus-
performing or not performing certain try. acquisition, and audit environments.
audit workpackages; (2) to evaluate the
government's exposure to potential

ELEMENTS OF DCAA'S QUALITY CONTROL SYSTEM

Independence

Objective Policies and Procedures

To provide reasonable assurance that General Requirements-DCAA em-
all DCAA employees maintain the level ployees at all organizational levels must
of independence required by the Agen- adhere to the requirements on indepen-
cy's standards of conduct and by the dence as stated in the government audit
generally accepted government audit standard on independence, DCAA Regu-
standard on independence. lations (DCAARs), Contract Audit Man-

ual (CAM), and Personnel Management
Manual (PMM). CAM 2-203 incorpo-
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rates the government audit standard on moral character and observe a high stan-
independence and prescribes the DCAA dard of ethical and professional conduct.
auditor's responsibilities for indepen- Consistent with this responsibility, em-
dence when performing contract audits. ployees are required to refrain from such

Organizational Placement-DCAA has conduct as any private business or profes-
been organizationally positioned within sional activity which conflicts, or gives
DoD to ensure independence from the the appearance of conflicting, with offi-
various DoD departments and agencies cial duties. DCAAR 5500.2 presents the
involved in the acquisition process. This complete standards of conduct for DCAA
provides the independent environment employees and specific responsibilities
necessary for DCAA to accomplish its for policy implementation. It incorpo-
contract audit mission. Refer to the pre- rates the provisions of DoD Directive
ceding section on Organization and CAM 5500.7, "Standards of Conduct" and
I-ISI for further details. DoD Directive 5500.2, "Policies Gov-

Audit Impairments-No factors exter- erning Participation of (DoD) Compo-
nal to DCAA are permitted to restrict the nents and Personnel in Activities of Pri-
audit or interfere with the auditor's abili- vate Associations." Chapter 37 of
ty to form independent and objective DCAA's Personnel Management Manual
opinions and conclusions. If a limitation (PMM) provides additional procedural
exists, the auditor should remove the guidance and states responsibilities relat-
limitation or, failing that, report the ing to the rotation and reassignment of
limitation. DCAA expects each auditor to employees to maintain audit integrity
exercise prudent judgment in establishing and independence. Employees may be
audit scope, auditing procedures, and reassigned or rotated without change in
appropriate reporting of results. grade to assure audit objectivity and

Personal Impairments-DCAA em- independence.
ployees must maintain a high level of

Personnel Hiring

Objective ment for intermediate- and senior-level
positions, and candidate selection proce-

To provide reasonable assurance that dures.
hiring policies and procedures attract the Qualifications-Office of Personnel
best persons available and result in the Management (OPM) Examination An-
employment of individuals who possess nouncements provide instructions which
the appropriate characteristics to enable include the required qualifications for
them to perform competently. Accountant and Auditor positions, GS-5

Policies and Procedures through 12. Qualifications for DCAA's
administrative positions are found in the

General-DCAA's policy is to make OPM Qualification Standards Handbook
use of all available resources to assure X-1 18 governing the particular occupa-
that the Agency is fully staffed with tional series.
qualified and competent auditor and ad- Informing Applicants and New
ministrative personnel. Recruiters must Hires-During orientations conducted
be carefully selected for their ability to by the Personnel Office and FAO man-
represent the Agency effectively and to agement, applicants and new hires are
carry out this policy. The procedural informed of Agency policies and proce-
guidance and specific responsibilities for dures relevant to them. A recruitment
implementing DCAA's recruitment pro- brochure is also available to any interest-
gram are contained in PMM, Chapter II. ed person or college recruitment office.

his guidance covers the candidate Employee Retention-As an extension
sources and criteria for source selection, of the recruitment process, DCAA in-
the college recruitment program, recruit- yokes a probationary period. If. during
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this period, an employee is determined to port and the procedures relating to ac-
lack the skills and character traits neces- tions required by supervisors of new
sary for satisfactory performance as a employees in the probationary period are
career employee, his or her appointment covered in PMM, Chapter 19.
will be terminated. Details on completing
an Auditor Probationary Appraisal Re-

Personnel Assignment

Objective accomplished through DCAA's continu-
ing education program (see Professional

To provide reasonable assurance that Development below).
personnel are assigned in a manner that Staff Requirements and Distribution-
appropriately considers: (1) the staffing DCAA's staff requiiunents are deter-
plans and requirements for the Agency mined based on estimates of the work-
overall, as well as for individual field load and the time required to perform
offices; (2) the balance of required skills this work in accordance with generally
and experience; (3) technical training accepted government auditing standards.
needs; and (4) the nature and extent of Appropriate consideration in calculating
supervision to be provided, these estimates must be given to such

factors as government financial risk and
Policies and Procedures vulnerability to fraud, waste, and abuse.

Guidance for determining staffing re-
General-Headquarters is responsible quirements is provided annually through

for providing the strong, central direction issuance of a Headquarters Program Ob-
necessary for development and mainte- jective Document (POD). This memo-
nance of a competent, professional staff randum contains specific Agency direc-
and for effective utilization of this staff. tion for determining staffing require-
Staffing positions are established and ments for the coming year.
personnel are assigned at each organiza- The distribution of available perso nel
tional level to provide an optimum bal- within DCAA is based on an evaluation
ance among mission needs, economy and of total Agency workload and priorities,
efficiency of operations, and effective and is made in consonance with the
employee utilization. The Agency's per- respective workloads of the five DCAA
sonnel policies and procedures relating to Regions, the Field Detachment, and
position classification and position man- Headquarters. Regional Offices make
agement are contained in PMM, Chapter distributions to Field Audit Offices
6. These policies and procedures are (FAOs). A DCAA office is established
compatible with and fully support all when sufficient workload exists to justify
affirmative social action programs. Refer a separate audit unit without unnecessar-
to the preceding section on Organization ily duplicating administrative support
for the general responsibilities of all requirements (see Organization).
principal DCAA organizational elements. The general guidelines used by DCAA

Staff Qualifications-DCAA auditors for organizing staff, programming audits,
and specialists (see Consultation below) scheduling performance of audit seg-
must collectively have the skills necessary ments, and analyzing progress are con-
to accomplish all aspects of DCAA's tained in CAM. Appendixes G and H,
audit mission. This requires detailed which cover management of mobile au-
knowledge of: (1) accounting and audit- dits and management of resident audits,
ing theory, principles, procedures, and respectively. Detailed programming ob-
practices; (2) organizations and contracts jectives and guidance are set forth in the
subject to audit; (3) government contract- annual Program Objective Document.
ing policies and regulations; and (4) man- FAO Assignments-The Field Audit
agement principles and skills. Update Office or FAO is DCAA's base level
and maintenance of the required skills is organizational unit responsible for pro-
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viding financial services and planning culty and timing requirements of each
and performing contract audits for the assignment and the technical qualifica-
DoD and other government agencies. tions and availability of personnel.
Accordingly, FAO managers have pri- Reassignment/Rotation-Employees
mary responsibility for the assignment of are reassigned to different positions and
field office personnel while audit supervi- locations as necessary to accomplish the
sors (see Supervision below), reporting to Agency'% mission. In fact, the Agency
the FAO managers, generally direct the encourages employees to be mobile in the
actual planning and performance of the interest of broadening their experiences
individual audits. and increasing their qualifications. Spe-

The FAO supervisors, together with cific procedures covering employee reas-
the FAO managers, are responsible for
considering and weighing many variables signment/rotation to satisfy Agency ob-
and factors when assigning personnel. jectives are contained in PMM, Chapter
Some of the more critical varia-
bles/factors include the technical diffi-

Professional Development

Objective offered by other sources; and (6) self-
development through attaining profes-

To provide reasonable assurance that sional certification (e.g., Certified Public
DCAA's professional development pro- Accountant) and advanced degrees (in-
gram enables personnel to obtain the cluding the Director's Fellowship Pro-
knowledge required to fulfill their as- gram in Management).
signed responsibilities and to progress Specific procedures and responsibili-
within the Agency. ties for carrying out the Agency's profes-

sional development program at all orga-
Policies and Procedures nizational levels are contained in the

General Guidelines & Requirements- following PMM chapters:
It is DCAA's policy to systematically plan Chapter 16 Career Management Poli-
for and provide all of the training and cies
development of its employees in order to Chapter 17 Performance Management
maximize their performance proficiency System
and to assure they remain current in the Chapter 21 Training and Development
profession. Individual organizational ele- Chapter 30 Professional Activities
ments are responsible for establishing Outside DCAA
adequate plans and controls to ensure
that all training and employee develop- PMM, Chapter 21 presents DCAA's
ment activities are accomplished eco- Master Training and Development Plan
nomically, effectively, and on a timely for Auditors. This plan identifies the
basis, in consonance with the Agency's formal technical and management train-
training and development program. This ing, by type and course, which is essential
program encompasses: (I) on-the-job or desirable for progression from one
training and skill development through audit career level to another within
carefully planned and more progressively DCAA.
complex employee assignments; (2) for- The knowledge and skills that are re-
mal training, including courses given by quired by contract auditors at various
DCAI; (3) self-development courses, de- grade levels to effectively perform their
veloped or approved by DCAA personnel assigned tasks are detailed in Chapters 16
and administered by the Regions or and 17 of the PMM. These chapters also
DCAI; (4) professional continuing educa- provide guidance on assessing individual
tion programs; (5) attendance at short- performance and identifying individual
term training courses on specific subjects training and education needs. As an
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integral part of its overall training and needs in specialized areas such as data
development program, DCAA also re- processing and cost accounting for pen-
quires that specific evaluations be per- sions and insurance. This specialized
formed to assess the extent to which training is accomplished through the
training sources are achieving stated ob- same basic training sources described in
jectives. the General paragraph above, or derived

Defense Contract Audit Institute from working with Agency specialists
(DCAI)-The DCAI is responsible for from Headquarters, Regional Offices, or
developing the Agency's training pro- DCAA's Technical Services Center (see
gram and courses. Courses provided at Consultation).
the Institute re designed and periodical- On-the-job Training-This form of
ly updated to enable DCAA's auditors training is an integral part of the Agency's
and managers to gain the knowledge and overall training and development pro-
skills they need to perform their assigned gram and is one of the most important
tasks in carrying out DCAA's audit mis- responsibilities of all DCAA supervisors.
sion. The courses are also designed to It provides employees with the opportu-
improve performance weaknesses and to It povidesiemplye ith the ofpau-
prepare employees for higher responsibil- nity to participate in all types of audit
ities. assignments at progressively higher levels

Specialization-Training needs are of complexity and in different contract
continuously reviewed and updated to audit environments.
meet present and anticipated Agency

Advancement

Objective OPM regulations have been implemented
by DoD Directives and Instructions. The

To provide reasonable assurance that objectives of DCAA's performance ap-
individuals selected for advancement will praisal system include identifying the job
have the qualifications necessary for ful- elements of each position, establishing
filling the responsibilities they will be performance standards relative to the
called on to assume. elements, informing employees of the job

elements and the performance standards
Policies and Procedures for their positions, and conducting a

periodic formal review and discussion of
Required Qualifications-The qualifi- the quality of each employee's work per-

cations necessary for the various levels of formance in relation to the established
auditor responsibility within DCAA can performance standards. These objectives
be stated in terms of the progressive and associated DCAA appraisal policies
growth in an individual's technical com- and procedures are presented in PMM,
petence and professional ability. This Chapters 9 and 17, for GM and GS
concept of career development is delin- employees, respectively.
eated in PMM Chapter 16. The account- Advancement Decisions-Selections
ing and auditing knowledge and skills foi promotions are made from among the
that are essential for the contract auditor best qualified candidates, based solely on
at various grade levels to effectively per- their relative knowledge, skills, and abili-
form the assigned tasks are stated in ties. Advancement selections to auditor
Chapter 16, appendix B, and Chapter 17, positions GM- 13 and above are made in
appendix D, of the manual. accordance with DCAA's Career Man-

Criteria for Evaluating Performance- agement Program policies (see below).
The performance of most DCAA person- Positions GS- 12 and below are filled non-
nel is evaluated in accordance with Office competitively (without using vacancy an-
of Personnel Management (OPM) regula- nouncements) by career ladder promo-
tions, as set forth in the Federal Person- tions, as employees demonstrate their
nel Manual. In many instances, these ability to perform higher level duties.
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Agency guidance on advancement deci- with responsibilities for providing policy
sions is contained in PMM, Chapter 36, guidance and monitoring DCAA's career
Merit Promotion. management planning and programming

Career Management and Career activity. The CDB consists of senior
Boards-DCAA managers and supervi- Headquarters executives who (1) recom-
sors at all organizational levels are re- mend for the Director's approval the
sponsible for aiding subordinates in de- establishment or revision of employee
fining career objectives and implement- esalisment ortrvision mpye
ing career plans and for making advance- development activities which may be
ment recommendations (or decisions, expected to improve the operation of the
when authorized) regarding employees career management program and (2) re-
under their supervision. Employees, in view lists of candidates for filling all
turn, are encouraged to familiarize them- auditor and administrative positions at
selves with the operation of the merit grade GM-14 and above to determine
promotion program, provide complete those best qualified for referral to the
and accurate information needed for con- Director, who is the selecting official.
sideration under the merit promotion Regional Directors are accountable for
program, and periodically review and the effective functioning of their respec-
update their experience records and other tive Region's career management pro-
personal data maintained by the Person- grams and Career Management Boards
nel Office. Individual careerists must (CMBs). Each CMB consists of senior
further provide the initiative and energy regional managers who recommend any
necessary for development of the skills needed revisions in the program to the
required in their career field and recog-
nize the advantages of mobility to them- Regional Director and who periodically
selves and the Agency. evaluate the region's career management

A DCAA Career Development Board programs.
(CDB) is established at Headquarters

Supervision

Objective managing positions and pay, staffing po-
sitions and selecting and assigning em-

To provide reasonable assurance that ployees, evaluating and rating employee
supervision of work at all organizational performance, training and development
levels results in work performance that of employees, using incentives, maintain-
meets the Agency's standards of q-,ality. ing management-employee communica-
The extent of supervision and review tions, administering constructive disci-
required varies in accordance with the pline, and administering leave. Details
audit circumstances and depends on such on these responsibilities are contained in
factors as complexity of the work, the PMM, Chapter 82.
qualifications of the persons performing Planning of Field Work-Adequate
the work, and the extent of consultation planning requires that appropriate con-
available and used. sideration be given to the assignment of

personnel. Consideration should also be
Policies and Procedures given to report format and content. I ike-

wise, coordinating the audit with cogni-
General-The supervision of work at zant contractor and government procure-

all organizational levels is an important ment representatives both prior to and
factor in assuring that work performed during the audit is important. Although
meets the Agency's and customer's stan- aspects of audit planning are presented
dards of quality. throughout CAM, Chapter 3 of CAM

All management and supervisory per- specifically covers this critical element of
sonnel must maintain familiarity with supervision and quality control.
certain essential elements of personnel In planning and managing audits, re-
management. These elements include: gions and FAOs are directed to (i) ensure
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that quality performance is emphasized that (1) the auditor conforms tv, audit
and (2) implement the total audit concept standards, (2) audit programs are fol-
technique (TACT). The procedures emb- lowed unless deviation is justified, (3) the
raced by TACT are contained in DCAAP working papers conform to standards and
7641.64, "Audit Management at Major adequately support the reported audit
Contractors." While the techniques of findings, (4) the auditor accomplishes the
TACT are geared to audits of major audit objectives, (5) the renort is pre-
contractors, the TACT principle (manag- pared in accordance with C -.1, and (6)
ing audit activities on the basis of an the needs of the customer ar, understood
integrated totality) applies equally to au- and considered. Documentation of super-
dits of smaller contractors. Certain visory reviews must be prepared and
TACT techniques are required and per- retained.
formed annually as part of DCAA's plan- Supervisors must assure that each au-
ning process. These include use of (1) the ditor is fully aware of the CAM auditing
internal control audit planning summary and reporting requirements. FAO super-
for major contractors and the internal visors are also responsible, along with
control questionnaire for other -ontrac- their FAO and regional managers, for
tors. The workpackage risk analysis pro- implementing all Headquarters policy
cedures or WRAP (a quantitative method guidance memorandums, including those
of identifying the relative risk of per- addressing the mandatory annual audit
forming or not performing audit work- requirements (MAARs) and the use of

I packages) may also be used at the option requir e a rs s and t so
of the auditor. Details on the use of these Agency-wide audit file forms and pro
techniques are presented in DCAA's Pro- forma audit programs and reports. Audit
gram Objective Document (DCAAP file forms represent the minimum audit
7045.5), with applicable source refer- quality control documentation needed
ences. regardless of the type or size of audit.

Supervision of Field Work-Supervi- Headquarters updates pro forma audit
sors are responsible for assuring that the programs and reports as new policy guid-
necessary auditing procedures and tests ance is issued. Audit programs are ex-
are properly designed and systematically pected to be tailored to the specific
laid out so that they can be understood by assignment and approved by the supervi-
the assigned audit staff. Supervisors are sor.
required to provide their subordinate The full performance level for DCAA
staff members with sufficiently detailed auditors is the GS-12 senior auditor
instructions to enable them to perform position. Experienced GS-12s, howevcr
their assigned tasks in a quality manner. may be called upon to give on-site work
The amount of preparatory training and direction to trainees as long as it does not
direct on-the-job supervision required on preempt the supervisor's responsibility or
a given assignment will vary according to unduly interfere or prevent the GS-12
the subordinate's experience and compe- from the timely accomplishment of
tence. Due care must be exercised in his/her principal work (i.e., performance
supervising subordinates and in review- of DCAA's most complex audit assign-
ing their work throughout the audit. ments). For a small group of auditors,
Findings and descriptions of audit excep- GS-12s may be asked to furnish advice
tions should be clearly described and well and instructions on specific audit pro-
supported, and recommendations should grams, tasks, and techniques, plan and
be responsible and appropriate to the review individual work assignments
conditions described, within the scope of the total audit assign-

Review of Working Papers and Re- ment; maintain the status and progress of
ports-Supervisory review of working work assignments; and provide on-the-
papers and reports is required to ensure job training to trainees.
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Consultation

Objective rize the temporary employment of ex-
perts and consultants to obtain the spe-To provide reasonable assurance that cialized services deemed essential to its

auditors will seek assistance from persons mission.
having the appropriate levels of special- To further support the audit mission,
ized knowledge, competence, judgment, reference libraries with assorted technical
and authority, whenever such specialized and professional publications and other
assistance is deemed necessary to express material are maintained in accordance
an audit opinion and satisfy auditing with DCAAR 5000.2. New audit ap-
standards. proaches, guidance, and techniques are

Policies and Procedures investigated, developed, and implement-
ed, as required, through research and

General-The auditor is responsible evaluation conducted by Headquarters
for obtaining sufficient evidence to ex- and Regional Offices.
press an opinion. Since the advice of Technical Services Center (TSC)-The
technical specialists can constitute a sig- TSC has been specifically established
nificant part of this evidence, auditors under the DCAA Assistant Director, Op-
must first recognize when areas of an erations, to operate as a focal point for
assignment extend beyond their expertise applications research and development
and then obtain assistance from individ- activities, and as a source of expertise
uals who have the skills needed to evalu- which is available to field elements en-
ate those areas. When specialists are gaged in both traditional audits and non-
used, the auditor is responsible for satis- traditional audits. Staffed by computer
fying himself or herself as to their profes- specialists, engineers, CPAs, and other
sional qualifications and reputation by professionals having the expertise needed
inquiry or other procedures. Refer to to support DCAA's mission, the TSC is
AICPA Standards of Field Work, AU comprised of four branches: Electronic
Section 336 (SAS 11), "Using the Work Data Processing, Computer Assisted Au-
of a Specialist," for this and other consid- dit Techniques, Systems Design and De-
erations in determining the need for velopment, and Special Programs.
consultation. Requests for Consultation-DCAA's

Sources for Consultation-DCAA au- goal is to minimize the number of reports
ditors may consult with either specialists in which we have to express a qualified
in a particular field or auditors with audit opinion because of a lack of special-
specialized experience and training. This ized knowledge or skills. DCAA evalu-
includes personnel with specialized tech- ations of price proposals frequently re-
nical skills who are assigned to govern- quire specialized technical assistance
ment procurement activities and to attor- from the cognizant procurement or con-
neys assigned to the Defense Legal Ser- tract administration activities. Therefore,
vices Agency. It also includes those with few exceptions, requests for this
DCAA employees assigned to the Region- type of assistance are routinely handled.
al Offices, Technical Services Center (see That is, when determined necessary, they
below), or other Headquarters elements are made orally or in writing to the
who have specialized experience and cognizant servicing activity (CAM 9-
training in such areas as electronic data 103.1). With regard to requests for tech-
processing, computer assisted audit tech- nical assistance to perform an incurred
niques, pensions and insurance, quantita- cost audit or operations audit, it is
tive methods, and engineering and manu- DCAA policy that the auditor will re-
facturing operations. When desired ser- quest the assistance from the contract
vices cannot be performed by present administration activity responsible for
government employees and cannot be the contractor being audited (CAM 2-
obtained through routine civil service 202a). Requests for specialized assistance
procedures, DCAA's policy is to autho- from Regional Offices, Headquarters, or
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from the Defense Legal Services Agency understand the methods and assumptions
are accomplished through Regional Of- used by the technical specialist, and (3)
fice channels. Arrangements for using attain assurance that the technical find-
other non-government specialists are ings are appropriately applied in relation
made through the Regional Offices and to the contractor's financial representa-
Headquarters in accordance with tions.
DCAAR 1442.1, "Guidelines for the Em- Where the results do not appear to be
ployment of Experts and Consultants," correct or complete, the situation is dis-
or DCAAHI 1442.1, "Administrative cussed with the specialist, and any re-
Procedure for Engaging Actuarial Con- maining significant differences of opin-
suiting Services." To avoid misunder- ion are elevated to the Regional Office.
standings, contractor representatives are Issues that cannot be resolved by the
generally advised of plans to employ Regions are forwarded to Headquarters
specialists for specific reviews. Objec- in a timely manner. Especially difficult
tions raised by contractors on the use of accounting or cost principle issues that
consultants are discussed with the cogni- cannot be answered using existing regula-
zant Regional Office. tions and reference sources are referred

Results of Consultation-The results by Headquarters to the responsible au-
of a technical review performed by a thoritative body for clarification or other
specialist are expected to be sufficiently
detailed for the auditor to satisfy his or appropriate action. Note that all appro-
her reporting requirements and to in- priate files documenting the resolution of
clude in a final consolidated audit report. any significant differences of opinion are
To ensure that the results are correctly required to be maintained for reference
reported, the auditor must (1) examine and research purposes.
them in light of all known facts, (2)

Inspection

Objective managers and supervisors at all levels of
DCAA. Under the general direction of

The major objective of the DCAA the Deputy Director, the Special Assis-
quality control program is to provide tant for Quality centrally manages a
required assurances of financial integrity DCAA-wide quality control program.
and quality mission performance in the This Headquarters-directed program is
most efficient and economical manner, complemented by similar programs di-
This assurance is attained through the rected by the Regional Directors and the
coordination of all vulnerability assess- Director, Field Detachment.
ment, internal control review, external The quality control program provides
audit followup, audit quality review, and timely feedback to all levels of manage-
management improvement efforts. Re- ment on the state of compliance with the
sponsibility for the coordination rests preceding objectives, policies, and proce-
with the DCAA Special Assistant for dures. It also provides a focal point for
Quality (see Organization above), who is tracking the implementation of coffee-
an experienced audit management offi- tive action plans established by manage-
cial and also DCAA's senior management ment when noncompliance problems
official for the Internal Management have been disclosed by external reviews
Control Program under the Federal Man- or internal quality control activities.
agers' Financial Integrity Act. Quality control review planning con-

siders the universe of all audit and re-
Policies and Procedures source management functions at all orga-

nizational levels. Areas for review are
Direct responsibility for quality in all prioritized on the basis of periodic full-

audit and resource management func- scale vulnerability assessments, supple-
tions is vested in the line and staff mented by data monitoring at the Head-
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quarters level and continual input of any pervisors using such tools as centrally
other indicators from any source. The directed survey instruments and internal
assessments consider the coverage and control checklists; (3) Headquarters desk
results of external audits and oversight reviews of sample transaction/event
reviews such as those by the General packages called in from Field Audit Of-
Accounting Office, the Department of fices (for example, audit reports or work-
Defense, Office of the Inspector General, ing papers); (4) onsite review of internal
Office of Personnel Management, the systems by DCAA specialists who nor-
Information Security Oversight Office, mally support our contract audit func-
the Office of the Secretary of Defense, tion, such as EDP technicians or industri-
and the Office of Government Ethics, to al engineers or (5) review by peers from
avoid duplication. Depending on the
nature of the area to be reviewed, it may outside the organization being reviewed,
be covered by (1) onsite visits to lower- including outside DCAA if required. All
tier offices by Headquarters or Regional review results, with corrective action rec-
Office program managers or functional ommendations if needed, are reported to
specialists; (2) fact-finding by cognizant the Director and Deputy Director and
line or functional staff managers or su- other executives affected.
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CHAPTER 3

3-000 AUDIT PLANNING

3-001 Scope of Chapter tion 2 provides guidance on briefing the
contract and reporting contract provi-

This chapter presents general concepts sions which would impede contract audit
and techniques of contract audit plan- or administration. Supplement 3-SI0
ning. Section 1 covers such fundamentals presents illustrations of significant con-
as the audit assignment, the audit pro- tract audit findings and recommenda-
fam for a specific assignment, factors tions that can result from sound planningIinfluencing the audit scope, the types, and effective performance of the contract
sources and relative quality of audit audit mission at both major and nonma- I
evidence, and an introduction to use of jor contractors. Supplement 3-S20 I
quantitative methods and electronic data presents areas of audit coverage desired
processing (EDP) in contract audits. Sec- at NASA contractors.

3-100 Section 1 - Introduction to Contract Audit Planning

3-101 Scope of Section identify and report any instance where in
her or his judgment an audit is needed to

This section discusses the audit assign- protect the government's interest.
ment; factors influencing the audit scope; c. The overall audit plan at a major
preparation of the audit program, the contractor should normally consider re-
types, sources, and relative quality of quirements for completion of current
audit evidence; and the use of quantita- year and prior year audits of incurred
tive methods and EDP in contract audits, costs by fiscal year. Plans for the comple-

tion of incurred cost audits may group
3-102 The Audit Assignment prior years' effort as single audits. Audits

programmed at major and nonmajor con-
a. An audit assignment is an authoriza- tractors may include one or more assign-

tion to perform a particular phase or ments established to review individual
aspect of the contract audit responsibility audit areas of the contractor's system(s).
at a specified contractor. It includes a Each assignment should include appro-
summary statement of the audit objec- priate audit programs and working pa-

I tives, identifies the person or office re- pers documenting work accomplished.
questing the audit, the date required, and Each assignment should also be cross-
other pertinent information which will referenced to other assignments estab-
assist in the development of the audit lished to review individual audit areas of
plan. the contractor's system(s). This should

b. Individual audit assignments can be ensure that each audit assignment file
FAO initiated, established based on re- stands alone without unnecessary dupli-
quests from internal/external customers cation of documentation.
or a combination of the two. Typical
circumstances which may lead to an 3-103 The Audit Program
audit assignment include (i) a customer
request for audit; (2) established contract a. After discussing and documenting
audit requirements; (3) a new proposal, the objective, risk assessment, and gener- I
contract, or contract change; (4) a con- al scope of the audit assignment with the
tract termination; (5) continuous supervisor, the auditor will prepare the
system/operation audit requirements; audit program. The audit program is a
and (6) changes in contractor's organiza- written plan for orderly accomplishment
tion, operational procedures, or account- of the audit assignment and, when com-
ing and estimating policies. The auditor pleted, is a permanent record of the work
at all levels should always be alert to done. It reflects a mutual understanding
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between the auditor and supervisor on audit scope. Several factors which may
the scope required to meet government influence the audit scope include:
auditing standards and objectives for the a. audit objectives and the request for
assignment. The audit program applica- audit.
ble to incurred cost audits involving b. the type of audit.
multiple workpackages to cover a con- c. previous audit experience at the
tractor's fiscal year should be a control contractor.
document. d. known deficiencies that may affect I

b. The program, as initially prepared, the audit area.
indicates the steps to be performed and e. the materiality of the direct costs. I
the estimated time to complete each step f. the extent of government business
or group of steps, and provides for re- subject to audit and its relationship to the
cording actual time, working paper refer- contractor's total business is an impor-
ence, date completed and by whom, tant consideration when auditing indirect
evidence of supervisory review and the expenses. When auditing service-center-
date, and an explanation of any work not type costs, the consideration should first
completed as programmed. After the au- include a determination of the basis of
dit program is prepared, it must be allocation so that a proper application of
submitted for supervisory review prior to the participation rate may be made.
starting the field work. Field work nor- g. the contractor's organizational and
mally should not begin until the audit capital structure, its business cycle, con-
program is approved to ensure that no tract types and mix.
misdirected or unnecessary effort is ex- h. the similarity of items being pro-
pended. duced for the government to those being

c. Sufficiently describe the audit steps produced for others.
to be performed to indicate the purpose i. the contractor's various systems used
of the step, the manner in which the work to accumulate, allocate, report, and con-
is to be done, and the extent of the trol costs.
review. j. the adequacy of the contractor's

d. During the audit, cross-reference internal control structure which includes
each audit step to the working paper(s) the control environment, the accounting
where the step was accomplished. Also system, and control procedures. See I
record the actual hours expended on each Chapter 5 for additional guidance on I
step or group of steps, when completed, reviewing the internal control structure.
and by whom. k. the degree of technology and auto-

e. As the audit work progresses, and a mation used by the contractor.
need for additional work or changes in I. the types and flow of transactions.
the program becomes evident, make ap- m. the types, sources, and relative
propriate adjustments after coordinating quality of audit evidence.
them with the supervisor. n. the extent of knowledge obtained

f. On completion of the assignment, from the review of the contractor's dis-
make sure that all steps are either cross- closure statement and audi: reviews for
referenced to working papers or annotat- compliance with applicable Cost Ac-
ed for why they were not done. Also counting Standards (see 8-000) and FAR
make sure that all actual hours are ac- Part 31.
counted for by step or group of steps and o. MAARs accomplishment (see 3-
agree with the time reported in the 104.16).
DCAA FAO management information p. use of quantitative methods and
system (FMIS). EDP.

3-104 Factors Influencing the Audit q. RFP/RFQ or Contract provisions.

Scope 3-104.1 Audit Objective
a. The purpose of the audit, or audit

The auditor is expected to exercise objective, will often determine the extent
professional judment, considering vul- of testina as well as the steps required to
nerability and risk, in determining the accomplish the objective. The objective
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may range from only gathering specific sheets or internal control questionnaires, I
data to expressing an opinion on the and audit lead sheets) and prior audit I
contractor's entire operations. Accord- workpackages to determine what data are
ingly, the audit scope may be limited to available, what audit steps were done in
gathering data or expanded to a compre- the past, and the findings from those
hensive review of several functions with- steps. This may identify areas where
in the contractosi~s operations. Addition- additional audit work is advisable (i.e.,
aiiy, tnu scope may chenge depending on areas of high risk) or where audit scope
what the auditor finds during the audit. can be reduced (i.e., areas of low risk).
Regardless, the audit scope must be suffi-
cient to develop an informed opinion on 3-104.4 Known Deficiencies
the audit objective that will satisfy the A review of prior audits may disclose
needs of the potential users of the audit known deficiencies. All such deficiencies
findings, must be considered when preparing the

b. The needs of the potential user audit program, paying particular atten-
should be identified in the request for tion to those which have potential impact
audit and should be considered in defin- on the audit area. Include sufficient audit
ing the audit objective and resulting audit steps to determine whether the deficien-
scope. If the requester identifies specific cies still exist (i.e., the contractor may not
areas of concern, include audit steps have taken any corrective actions or may
which will develop information to answer have taken actions which did not ade-
those concerns. If the specific concerns quately correct the deficiencies) as well as
cannot be answered during the audit, determine the impact of the deficiencies
immediately notify the requester. If the on the audit results.
necessary steps are beyond the auditor's
expertise or ability or require significant- 3-104.5 Direct Costs
ly more than normal audit effort for the Since direct costs are the basis of the
type of audit planned, coordinate with indirect allocation, direct costs are more
the requester to either clarify the request significant than indirect costs.
and its impact on the audit or suggest
alternative sources for the needed infor- 3-104.6 Extent of Government Business
mation (such as a technical evaluation), a. When the dollar value of the govern-

ment's interest in the contractor's opera-
3-104.2 Type of Audit tion is significant, evaluation of manage-

The type of audit will affect the degree ment controls and decisions affecting the
of risk to the government and resulting economy and efficiency of the contrac-
audit scope. For example, in a price tor's operations takes on added impor-
proposal audit, a proposed cost-type con- tance. The audit scope should include a
tract will generally involve a low risk of review of the considerations which moti-
overstatement because the contractor will vate a contractor to choose one course of
be paid its incurred costs under the action over others to achieve a cost
contract as long as they are allowable, objective, and the means by which all
allocable, and reasonable. One risk is that management echelons control both direct
the costs are understated in the proposal and indirect cost levels. When the total
(as in the case of a buy-in). However, in costs charged to government contracts
an incurred cost or systems audit, a cost- are not significant, the audit effort need
type contract will generally involve a high not be as comprehensive in the area of
risk of overstatement for the same rea- management controls and may be direct-
sons. ed more toward the selection of specific

cost elements, based on significance and
13-104.3 Anitt Exlprienee sensitivity, for review and analysis to

When developing the audit scope, re- determine the costs' acceptability.
view the permanent file (including assess- b. When the preponderance of the
ments of internal control system and contractor's costs is recovered through
control risk summarized on the internal government cost-reimbursement type
control assessment planning summary contracts and fixed-price contracts which
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provide for price adjustment, give partic- there may be a tendency to mischarge or
ular attention to the effectiveness of misallocate costs to its government con-
management cost control. Cost-plus- tracts to help it through the low portion
fixed-fee contracts do not provide the of the cycle. Therefore, sufficient testing
contractor with a direct incentive to of transactions must be done to assure
minimize costs. Similarly, redetermina- that such actions are not occurring.
ble fixed-price contracts do not provide a
strong incentive to maintain contract 3-104.8 Similarity of Product
costs below the ceiling price except for When the end items produced for the
incentive sharing provisions. On the oth- contract under audit are similar to end
er hand, when the bulk of the contractor's items produced commercially or for oth-
work consists of commercial business er government contracts, place audit em-
and firm fixed-price government con- phasis on the equity and consistency with

I tracts, competition and the desire to which the contractor identifies direct
maximize profit, influence the contractor costs with the various contracts and
toward instituting prudent business deci- products. When the work performed un-
sions and practices to minimize costs. der a government contract differs sub-

IWhen cost-reimbursement and fixed- stantially from other production, place
price contracts awarded to the contractor audit emphasis on the consistency of
include incentive clauses, the auditor can direct charging and the use of proper
place more reliance on the profit motive bases to allocate indirect costs.
to encourage proper management control
over costs. However, the extent of the 3-104.9 Indirect Cost Allocation Bases
audit effort in each situation should be The contractor's selection of bases for
sufficient to enable the auditor to deter- the allocation of indirect costs may have
mine the reasonableness of the contrac- a substantial effect on contract costs.
tor's policies, procedures, and practices
influencing costs to assure they maximize 3-104.10 Contract Financial
economy and efficiency of optrations. Management

c. Also to be considered is the mix of Contract financial management relates
the above contract types in the contrac- to the overall financial controls main-
tor's business. A preponderance of one tained by the contractor on individual
type or similar types will generally reduce contracts. It ties to the detailed controls
the risk of mischarging or misallocating maintained by the contractor at the vari-
costs between contracts. Conversely, a ous management levels and assures that
variety of contract types increases the timely data are generated to disclose,
risk of mischarging or misallocation of among other factors, when estimated
costs, usually to the cost/redeterminable costs at completion will be substantially
contracts from the fixed- greater or less than the contract price. In
price/commercial contracts. Therefore, this manner, both the contractor and the
the audit scope must be adjusted accord- government would be in a position to
ingly. adequately consider available manage-

ment alternatives and make informed
3-104.7 Organizational and Capital decisions concerning (1) whether addi-
Structure tional funds -re available and will be

a. The contractor's capital structure used on the contract, (2) the possible
also can affect the audit scope. When its availability of funds on the existing con-
working capital is insufficient to support tract for reprogramming to other
its daily operations or there is a cash flow projects, and (3) the feasibility of adjust-
problem, the risk increases for the misc- ing the requirements under the existing
harging or misallocation of costs to those contract through changes in the scope of
contracts which have interim financing work or technical trade-offs. The audit
provisions, scope should include steps to review the

b. Similar problems may arise as a adequacy of the contractor's financial
result of the contractor's business cycle. If manalement systems. Further guidance
its normal business is extremely cyclical, on this area is in Chapter 11.
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I 3-104.11 Adequacy and Complexity of Contractor Risk Assessment Guide
the Contractor's Systems, Policies, (CRAG) or other self-governance pro- I
Procedures, and Internal Controls grams.

a. The adequacy of the contractor's e. The CRAG is a voluntary program
internal control structure including the initiated by the Secretary of Defense to

control environment, the accounting sys- strengthen DoD/industry communica-
andcontrol pnviro ceres, i acontin s- tion, improve government oversight oftern, andcontractors, encourage contractor self-

tant factor in determining the audit gonace, and conicatorscoe.Adeuae cntols sundpoicisgovernance, and communicate DoD
scope. Adequate controls, sound policies, oversight criteria. Five contractor risk
and the effective implementation of pre- areas have been identified in the CRAG:
scribed policies and procedures contrib- indirect cost submissions, labor charging,
ute to the reliance that the auditor can material management/accounting sys-
place on the contractor's cost representa- tems, estimating systems, and purchasing
tions, and permit reduction of the extent systems. The CRAG provides control
of verification which might otherwise be objectives, major controls, and common-
required. See Chapter 5 for guidance on ly used control procedures for each of the
the review of contractor systems of inter- risk areas. Using the CRAG as a guide,
nal controls. contractors may test their own internal

b. More formalized systems, such as control structure and provide the testing
the accounting, estimating, and purchas- documentation and results to the govern-
ing, with strong self-controls built into ment. Auditors will determine the extent
those systems can reduce the audit effort to which they can rely on the materials
required to satisfy the audit objective provided by the contractor in accordance
once the system has been reviewed and with government auditing standards (See
determined to be adequate. Poorly de- 4-1004). Under CRAG, auditors will dis-
fined or nonexistent systems, or those close the reasons for reliance or non-
which rely on external controls only, reliance to the contractor. Where the
increase the risk for cost mischarging or contractor's effort can be relied upon in
misallocation and should corresponding- accordance with the auditing standards,
ly result in an increase to the audit scope. the auditor will reduce the scope of audit

c. Additionally, the internal control appropriately. The amount of reliance or
structure may affect the audit scope. If the reasons for not relying on contractor
there is little separation of duties and self-governance efforts should be thor-
responsibilities or if the separation is not oughly discussed with the contractor.
conducive to adequate internal controls, Close coordination with the contractor,
there is greater risk for costs to be misc- from the planning of the annual audit
harged or misallocated. The control envi- effort through the planning and execution
ronment may be such that the same of specific audits, is required to utilize
management has responsibility for and CRAG efficiently and avoid duplication
control over multiple contracts and can of effort.
manipulate the allocation of costs to
those contracts to the government's detri- 3-104.12 Degree of Technology and
ment. Also, if the internal control struc- Automation
ture changes frequently, the audit scope The degree of technology and automa-
must be expanded to assure that the tion used by the contractor in its opera-
change(s) have not adversely affected tions can affect the audit scope also (see
contract costs. 4-500 for use of EDP in contract audit-

d. When reviewing the contractor's ing). Generally, the more sophisticated
internal control systems, auditors should the contractor's technology and automa-

I consider (1) the amount of systems test- tion, the greater will be the reliability of
ing previously performed or currently the resulting data. However, the reliance
I planned by other government agencies or cannot be blind; greater sophistication
independent reviewers, such as public also can open doors to greater risks for
accounting firms; and (2) contractor self- mischarging or misallocatinp costs
governance, such as application of the through multiple transactions hiding the
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results "in the computer." Generally, the lish an inference, but the acceptability of
audit trail becomes less distinct as the the evidence is greatly increased by in-
contractor's systems become more ad- terrelating and reconciling several kinds
vanced. Therefore, the auditor must con- of evidence. The following guidelines are
sider the results of prior audits, if any, of useful in judging the relative quality of
these sophisticated systems in determin- evidence:
ing the audit scope. (1) Evidence obtained from an inde-

pendent source is more reliable than thatI 3-104.13 Types and Flow of Transactions secured from the contractor.
The types of transactions which the (2) Evidence developed under a good

contractor processes through its systems internal control structure is more reliable
obviously affect contract costs. They also than that obtained where such control is
affect the audit scope. When transactions weak or unsatisfactory.
are generated externally, such as materi- (3) Evidence obtained through physical
als and outside services purchases, the examination, observation, computation,
audit scope is often limited to verifica- and inspection is more reliable than
tion to supporting records for the transac- evidence obtained indirectly.
tions. There is usually documentary evi- (4) Original documents are more reli-
dence created by an "arm's length" party able than copies.
that substantiates the claimed costs. b. For example, a controller's written
When the transactions are generated in- statement explaining how costs are allo-
ternally, as with labor costs or cost trans- cated to contracts by a computer program
fers, the audit scope is usually more is not sufficient by itself, to use as the
extensive. Not only are the supporting basis for an opinion on the reliability of
records verified, but the entire system for the generated costs. This is the poorest
cost incurrence, identification to cost quality evidence, since it is testimonial
objectives, authorization -nd approval, and is generated by the contractor. A
control, monitoring, and allocation must written manual, even if prepared by an
be evaluated to ensure the validity of the outside computer programmer, docu-
costs. Additionally, the flow of the trans- menting the program's operation also
acti- as through the system must be con- alone is not sufficient. While it is better
sidered. If a transaction flows through quality evidence since it was prepared by
any level responsible for cost control, an independent source, it is still not
there is increased risk of cost misalloca- sufficient alone to satisfy the audit objec-
tion. tive; however, it may be used as corrobo-

rative evidence with the controller's
3-104.14 Types, Sources, and Relative statement. But even the two together are
Quality of Audit Evidence not sufficient evidence to base an opinion

a. The quality of available evidential on the costs. Testing of several transac-
matter will influence the audit scope. tions processed through the program are
Evidential matter, in contract auditing, is necessary to assure that costs are being
all or any part of the body of evidence allocated as they should. The testing
(records, data, observations, or any other alone may be sufficient (i.e., relatively
information) which underlie or support a better quality evidence since it is directly
contractor's cost representations, or obtained), but also may require further
which may be useful in evaluating the evidence to develop an opinion. These
representation. Certain types of evidence tests combined with the other two pieces
have more significance than others; thus, of evidence may be sufficient on which to
a small quantity of high quality evidence base an opinion.
may be a more acceptable basis on which c. Audit Evidence Developed by the
to form an opinion than a large quantity Contractor. This includes (I) accounting
of lesser quality evidence. To determine and statistical records and supporting
the quantity of evidence required, the documentation, including minutes of the
auditor must evaluate the quality of the board of directors and other management
types of evidence available. A single type meetings, collateral memorandums and
of evidence evaluated by itself may estab- documents incidental to and supporting
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the recorded or anticipated transactions, a document as evidence, the auditor
budgets, management records and re- should consider the source of the docu-
ports, and tax returns; and (2) formal or ment and the controls used in its prepara-
informal statements of policies and pro- tion and processing.
cedures relating to the contractor's ac- g. Physical Observations as Evidence.
counting, management, and operations. (1) Physical observation is the actual
The quality of the contractor-developed observance of the work being performed,
evidence is dependent in part on the the physical inspection of facilities such
adequacy of the contractor's internal con- as the buildings and machinery, and the
trol structure. counting of certain assets such as inven-

d. Auditor-Developed Evidence. Audi- tory items. The results of physical obser-
tor-developed evidence includes informa- vation usually are considered good quali-
tion obtained orally, by examination of ty evidence.
books, records, files, and/or statistical (2) Among the objectives of physical
data, and by physical observation. This observation are (a) to ascertain the physi-
type of evidence also includes direct cal existence of a particular item(s), (b) to
confirmations with third parties (e.g., inspect an item(s) to determine whether
verification of vendor quotes directly it is being used for the purpose for which
with the vendor). it was obtained and the extent of its use,

e. Contractor Ledgers and Journals as and (c) to assist the auditor in determin-
Evidence. To express an opinion on the ing the extent of testing and verification
contractor's representations of incurred necessary to arrive at an opinion regard-
costs, the auditor should have evidence ing the allowability of costs generated by
that the (1) costs claimed are supported the area under review.
by entries in the ledger accounts, (2) (3) Physical observation may disclose
account totals correctly summarize the idleness of facilities or personnel and
detailed entries, and (3) entries in the uneconomical and inefficient operating
accounts represent a proper accounting methods. Actual observation is the best
interpretation of transactions. The chain evidence of the physical existence of an
of evidence extends from documents de- item, but observation alone is not conclu-
scribing individual transactions through sive as to the reasonableness, allocability,
the books of original entry to ledger or allowability of the related costs.
accounts and to the cost representations. (4)Plant or functional observations, in-
The reliability of ledgers and accounts as cluding inventory observations, employ-
evidence is dependent on the soundness ee interviews, floor checks, perambula-
of the principles and policies upon which tions, purchases verification, and similar
the records were developed and on the techniques of physical observation are
adequacy of internal controls exercised in integral parts of an audit and are applica-
the preparation and review of the rec- ble in the audit of costs, evaluations of
ords. Auditors should constantly be alert proposals, and the audit of terminated
for potential manipulation of contractor contracts.
ledgers and accounts. One example (a) Plant or Functional Observations.
would be the removal of pages containing This term usually applies to the visual
transactions that management or others appraisal of functions in a contractor's
do not want the auditor to review from a offices, plant, and other work areas and is
computer listing. If such a listing includes accomplished by on-site review of prac-
many transactions, it would be difficult tices. The objectives of these observa-
to manually verify the accuracy of the tions are to (i) relate actual practices to
totals at the end of the listing. Use prescribed procedures, (ii) ascertain the
sampling procedures described in Appen- degree of internal control exercised dur-
dix B can provide reasonable assurance ing the actual performance of the func-
of detecting material misstatements or tion, (iii) assist in determining the extent
fraud. of reliance that can be placed on the

f. Documents as Evidence. The review results generated by the function, and (iv)
of documents is an important step in determine the degree to which the func-
developing audit evidence. In evaluating tion contributes to the economy and
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efficiency of the contractor's operations facture their products. These changes in
as a whole. Well-planned plant or func- manufacturing operations can cause
tional observations are important steps in changes to the flow of costs, raising the
carrying out the auditor's responsibility question as to whether the contractor's
for designing tests and procedures which cost allocation practices continue to pro-
will detect fraud. Unannounced physical vide equitable distribution of costs to
observations should be programmed as final cost objectives. As a result auditors
an integral part of the audit. The auditor need to enhance their awareness and
should be alert for evidence of fraud, understanding of the implications of
waste, or mismanagement (see 4-803). technical changes on the factory floor.
This technique is especially useful in Auditors should tour the contractor's
audits of receiving, production, material manufacturing facilities periodically (sev-
control, and engineering areas. (Also see eral times a year) to view the machinery
6-310, 6-312, 6-405, and 6-608.2.) Rec- and manufacturing practices currently in
ord the details and conclusions of the use. If possible, have the contractor par-
observations in the working papers and ticipate in at least one tour a year to
promptly compare them with the related explain both its current practices and the
accounting records. Specific guidelines evolving changes. This will aid the audi-
for each of the major cost elements are tor in developing a better understanding
contained in Chapter 6. of the manufacturing process and in

(b) Employee Interviews and Floor developing a baseline to determine if the
Checks. This term usually applies to the contractor has changed its manufacturing
physical verification of labor charges. methods.
Specific guidelines for performing em- (e) Purchases Verification. This term
ployee interviews and floor checks are in usually applies to the physical verifica-
6-400. tion of purchased materials and services.

(c) Perambulation. This term usually Specific guidance for performing pur-
applies to an informal type of plant chases verification is in 6-305.
observation which affords a good oppor- h. Comparisons and Ratios.
tunity to uncover inefficient and uneco- (1) Comparing the amount of an ex-
nomical practices that might otherwise go pense for the current period with the
unnoticed. It permits the auditor to ob- corresponding amount for the preceding
serve activities and note anything that is periods develops corroborative evidence.
unusual. Planning for perambulation re- A comparison of costs by element can
quires a determination as to the frequen- provide an overview, an order-of-magni-
cy and geographical area of coverage, but tude frame of reference for direction of
does not contemplate specific objectives, audit effort, and other audit plan-
For example, the auditor may observe a ning/performance considerations. For ex-
major plant rearrangement of which ample, assume that certain individual
he/she was previously unaware. The audi- expense elements for prior fiscal periods
tor should make further inquiries and were determined to be reasonable and
ascertain the circumstances leading to the acceptable; if the expenses of the current
plant rearrangement and determine its fiscal period compare favorably with
effect on government contracts. those for prior fiscal periods, and if the

(d) Tour of the Manufacturing Floor. level of operations and other factors are
This term applies to a type of plant comparable, such a condition could be
observation which affords a good oppor- considered as a basis on which to form an
tunity to view manufacturing processes opinion as to the reasonableness of cur-
and practices on a periodic basis to rent expenses. On the other hand, if
develop a better understanding of the comparison indicates that a particular
processes and monitor trends in manu- expense element had been maintained at
facturing processes and practices. Some a relatively steady level over an extended
contractors have established substantial period, but increased significantly in the
technological advancements on the facto- current period without any apparent in-
ry floor, causing changes in the processes crease in the production volume or an
and the machinery by which they manu- offsetting decrease in another related cost
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element, it would indicate that further covered in historical audit assignments.audit effort is necessary to prove the The scope of such reviews are affected by
validity of the current costs. the strength of the controls in the area

(2) In addition to comparing the same and the currency of audit experience.
cost elements between periods, the audi- Controls affecting each of these MAARs
tor should also consider the correlation of are evaluated in at least one of the
cost items with appropriate bases. (See internal control areas mentioned in
Appendixes E and F.) Chapter 5. It is often possible to reduce

i. Oral Evidence. the scope of a mandatory review when
(1) Generally, oral evidence is useful in controls in the area are strong or to

disclosing situations that may require expand the scope of any review for the
examination or may corroborate other purpose of resolving other vulnerabilities
types of evidence already obtained by the identified through risk assessment proce-
auditor. Oral evidence can determine dures.
audit direction and, when appropriate, b. Procedures associated with perma-
should be recorded and made part of the nent file update and reconciliation
audit file. MAARs may be budgeted and accom-

(2) Do not rely on this type of evidence plished as a part of the control or summa-
to completely support an audit conclu- ry assignment for the audit. Permanent
sion or opinion; use other confirming file updates are generally performed as
evidence, particularly where the matter is part of routine audit assignments.
significant. c. The review and evaluation of the

j. Other Sources of Evidence. Industry contractor's financial statements, corpo-
statistics, government and independent rate minutes, tax returns (see 3-1S2), and
studies and publications, and other reports filed with regulatory bodies, such
sources of audit evidence may be avail- as the Securities and Exchange Commis-
able as indicated by the nature of the sion (SEC) (see 3-1S1) will assist the
specific assignment and the auditor's auditor in planning the audit more effec-
resourcefulness (see 4-1003). tively. MAAR No. 4 requires the auditor

to review applicable tax returns and
3-104.15 Planning in Connection with financial statements, including the state-
Cost Accounting Standards ments of cash flow of the contractor on

Audits performed in connection with an annual basis. In consonance with the
the contractor's disclosure statement and concept of the relative value of evidential
compliance with CAS (see Chapter 8) can matter under government auditing stan-
be extremely useful in establishing the dards, the auditor should attach greater
audit scope of other assignments by pro- value to financial statements and/or re-
viding improved visibility into the con- ports audited by independent auditors.
tractor's organizational cost structure, Similarly, greater value should be placed
the relationship between direct and indi- on corporate reports to regulatory bodies
rect costs, and other cost accounting and Federal tax returns because of the
policies, procedures, and practices. FMIS severe penalties assessed for noncompli-
CAS Compliance Testing Reports includ- ance with reporting requirements. Fur-
ed in the permanent files provides an ther discussion of the rlative quality of
overview of the status of a contractor's audit evidence is contained in 2-300 and
compliance with CAS and helps identify 3-104.14.
specific areas needing consideration. d. Reports and Financial Statements.

Reports and financial statements, includ-3-104.16 MAARs Accomplishment ing the statements of cash flow prepared
A general discussion of MAARs ap- by contractor personnel or outside ac-

pears in 6-100; a tabulation of the countants, may indicate the extent of
MAARs which includes title, classifica- review and areas covered and may reduce
tion, objectives, purpose, and principle the extent of audit effort or direct atten-
CAM reference, appears in 6-1S1. tion to specific areas needing examina-

a. Transaction test and some special tion. As noted in 3-ISI, SEC reports are
purpose MAARs are most likely to be available to the public. Copies of such
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reports are normally kept at the contrac- compensation costs (including pension
tor's corporate office and should be avail- costs) contain reasonableness and allowa-
able to DCAA on request. Information bility criteria directly related to Federal
relative to government contract costs income tax practices. The allowability of
should be extracted from the SEC filings pension costs is dependent on funding
for use on pertinent audits. For details on and filing requirements under the tax
the procedure to be followed in transmit- code. The auditor should obtain explana-
ting information in SEC filings to partici- tory comments and/or otherwise assure
pating divisions within a CAC network, that costs being used as bases to develop
see 15-205. indirect rates are consistent with or re-

e. Corporate Minutes. The minutes of concilable to amounts reported as cost of
board of directors' meetings reflect major goods sold and/or operations in the Fed-
decisions by the board of directors con- eral tax return. General and administra-
cerning the contractor's organization and tive expenses claimed on the tax return
its operations. Many of these decisions such as salaries and wages and taxes
affect contract costs such as organization- should also be traced to the books of
al structure, plant layout, budgeting, account and differences reconciled. De-
make or buy, plant cutback or expansion, tailed reconciliation of the tax return to
lease vs. purchase, and personnel policies the books of account is not mandatory. In
and compensation. Field auditors must the event the tax return is prepared on a
be aware of these management decisions basis other than that of the general led-
to properly plan and develop their audits. ger, the reconciliation should be limited
Auditors will coordinate, when appropri- to accounts considered critical or sensi-
ate, with the corporate or home office tive. Guidance in determining allocable
auditor to obtain written results of such and allowable state and local income or
reviews. When applicable, sensitive is- franchise taxes is in 7-1403.
sues will be promptly reported to the
contracting officer so that advance notice 3-104.17 Use of Quantitative Methods
may be given the contractor regarding and EDP in Contract Audits
potentially unallowable costs.

f. Tax Returns. It is essential that the Make optimum use of all audit tech-
auditor perform an annual review of the niques which will increase the efficiency
contractor's tax returns or assure that a and effectiveness of the audit effort.
review is accomplished by coordinating These include the use of statistical sam-
with the cognizant corporate/home office pling, the use of improvement curves and
auditor (see 3-1S2). Results of such re- techniques, and the evaluation of costs
views will be obtained in writing for and accounting systems making use of
inclusion in the audit files. Review of electronic data processing (EDP) equip-
state and Federal income tax returns may ment. Suggestions for applying these
inditate possible areas requiring further techniques to various audit situations are
attention. It may also provide informa- provided throughout the manual.
tion on differences between costs record- a. Statistical Sampling. DCAA policy I
ed on the books versus those claimed for on the use of statistical sampling is in 4-
tax purposes. These differences may re- 600; guidance is in Appendix B.
veal, for example, income (credits) ex- b. Electronic Data Processing (EDP), I
cluded from government contracts or Because of the ever increasing use ofI
contractor understatements of voluntary electronic data processing equipment, the
deletions such as for contributions or bad auditor must become knowledgeable in
debts. Review of the Federal income tax the operations of such systems. Develop
return including the supplemental sched- the audit program with due consideration
Wles and supporting documentation fur- to the part that EDP equipment contrib-
nished to the IRS is particularly impor- utes to the contractor's overall account-
tant in the audit of incurred costs since ing system. Guidance is provided in
nearly all line items have contract audit Appendix C. Similarly, in conducting the
application. For example, the FAR cost audit, make full use of DCAA's DNIS
principles related to depreciation and software (wordprocessing, spreadsheet
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analyss, and database management). evidential matter, as in 3-104.14 and to
idanc is provided in 4-500. accomplish appropriate testing and veri-

c. Use of Graphic and Computational fication of such data.
Analysis Techniques d. Improvement Curve Techniques.

Wherever appropriate, auditors should An understanding by the auditor of
make full use of graphic and computa- improvement (learning) curve techniques
tional analysis techniques (Appendix E). (Appendix F) is essential, particularly in
The manual suggests instances where the the evaluation of projected costs. Situa-
auditor could productively use these tions where these techniques are to be
techniques. used are discussed in Chapter 9, as well

The use of graphic and computational as in Chapter 12 where the evaluation ofanalysis techniques can help in incurred a reasonable profit or loss under a termi-
cost audits as well as future cost estimates nated contract is discussed.
and is encouraged. These techniques
might, for example, provide a basis for 3104.1S RFP/RFQ and Contract
the traditional audit selectivity in review- Provisions
ing accounts or cost items. That is, the
auditor may detect trends or correlations Review of contract provisions may
which permit her or him to focus atten- indicate areas of audit emphasis. For
tion on indirect expense accounts or instance contracts with both fixed price
other costs being audited which appear to and cost type provisions may require
be unreasonable or out of line. However, additional emphasis in floorchewk or oth-
the use of these techniques in the audit of er direct cost reviews. See 3-200 for
incurred cost does not lessen the audi- further guidance on reviewing RFP/RFQ
tor's responsibility to obtain pertinent and contract provisions.
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3-1S1 Supplement-Reports Filed by Contractors with the Securities and

Exchange Commission

The Securities and Exchange Commis- result, there may be differences in the
sion (SEC) is an independent government type and depth of information in periodic
Agency created by the Securities Ex- statements filed with the SEC and state-
change Act of 1934. The laws adminis- ments issued directly to stockholders and
tered b the SEC relate in general to the the public. Accordingly, audits involving
field o securities and finance, and seek evaluation of contractor financial presen-to protect investors in their securities tations should include a review of the

transactions. In addition to the 1934 Act, latest statements filed with the SEC.
these laws include the Securities Act of A brief summary of the various SEC
1933, the Public Utility Holding Compa- reports most likely to be of interest to
ny Act of 1935, the Trust Indenture Act DCAA field units follows:
of 1939, the Investment Company Act of a. Form 8-K (1934 Act)-Current Re-
1940, and the Investment Advisor's Act port. This form is required 15 days after
of 1940. The SEC also advises the Feder- which any one or more of certain speci-
al courts in corporate reorganization pro- fled events occur. Some of the events
ceedings under Chapter XI of the Nation- which, if significant, require a report
al Bankruptcy Act. include (1) changes in control of regis-

Under the 1934 Act, companies listing trant, (2) acquisition or disposition of
and registering securities on public trad- assets, (3) bankruptcy or receivership,
ing exchanges are required to register and (4) changes in registrants certifying
with the SEC. Following registration, accountant.
such companies must file annual and b. Form 10-K (1934 Act)-Annual Re-
other periodic reports to keep informa- port. This is an annual report by compa-
tion in the original filing current. These nies having securities registered pursuant
reports are for public review and should to the 1934 Act and companies which are
be available to the auditor at the contrac- required to file reports under the Securi-
tor's corporate offices. The documents ties Act of 1933. Form 10-K is to annual-
are also available for public inspection at ly provide information which, together
the SEC Public Reference Room, 500 with the proxy or information statement
North Capitol Street, NW, Washington, sent to security holders, will furnish a
DC 20549. Copies may also be-requested reasonably complete and up-to-date
for a nominal cost at that address. Addi- statement of the business and operations
tionally, current annual and other period- of the registrant.
ic reports (including financial statements) c. Form S-1 (1933 Act)-Registration
filed by companies whose securities are Statement (of Securities). This form is
listed on exchanges also are available for used for registration under the Securities
inspection in SEC's New York, Chicago, Act of 1933 of securities of all issuers for
and Los Angeles regional offices, as are which no other form is specifically au-
the registration statements (and subse- thorized or prescribed, except that the
quent reports) filed by those companies form is not used for securities of foreign
whose securities are traded over-the- governments or political subdivisions.
counter and registered under the 1964 The form includes a prospectus to inform
amendments to the Exchange Act. More- investors. It also includes other items
over, if the registrant's principal office is which are required but need not be
in the area served by the Atlanta, Boston, included in the prospectus, such as ex-
Denver, Fort Worth, or Seattle SEC penses of issuance and distribution, in-
regional offices, filing is required with the demnification of directors and officers,
applicable regional office and reports and recent sales of unregistered securi-
may be examined there. ties.

In practice, major government contrac- d. Form S-8 (1933 Act)-Registration of
tor registrants report in rather broad Securities to be Offered to Employees
segments and large dollar amounts. As a Pursuant to Certain Plans. This form is
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used for stock purchase, savings, or simi-
lar plans, and for registering the interests
in such plans when required.

r
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3-1S2 Supplement-Tax Forms Filed by Contractors with the Internal Revenue
Service and State Tax Departments

State and Federal Tax returns are ex- (3) Schedule J, "Tax Computation,"
ternal reporting documents which are should be compared to prior years' re-
independently reviewed and carry sub- turns for any possible organizational
stantial penalties for misstatement. As changes.
such, they provide excellent confirmation (4) Schedule L, "Balance Sheet,"
of costs claimed on contracts. Mandatory should be reconciled to the general led-
annual audit requirement No.4 on tax ger. Net assets should be compared to
returns and financial statements requires CAS 414 submissions; financial ratios
the auditor to review these returns and should also be verified to determine and
have written confirmation of this review validate the "going concern" hypothesis.
in the incurred cost audit files. (5) Schedules M-I and M-2, "Reconcil-

A brief summary of the various corpo- iation of Income" and "Analysis of Re-
rate Federal income tax return forms and tained Earnings," respectively, should be
schedules to be reviewed follows: reviewed for any unusual entries.

a. Form 1120 ("U.S. Corporation In- b. Form 1065 (Partnership Return). A
come Tax Return"). Every domestic cor- partnership tax return on Form 1065 is
poration not expressly exempt from tax required even though the firm has no
must file an annual income tax return. A taxable income for a taxable year. No tax
tax return is required even though there is ever paid by a partnership; Form 1065
is no income or tax due and is an is an informational return. The partner-
important source of information. Most ship return contains data similar to Form
corporations submit tax returns on Form 1120 above.
1120; small corporations may use Form c. Form 5500, "Annual Return/Report
1120-A. Certain contract cost principles of Employee Benefit Plans." This tax
in FAR (depreciation, compensation form is the basic annual reporting re-
costs tax (rualsoand competc.) con quirement that must be used for employ-costs, tax accruals ancredits, etc.) con- ee benefit plans with 100 or more partici-
tai reasonableness and allowability ri pants at the beginning of the plan year.
teria directly related to the following Form 5500-C is the so-called "short
Federal income tax schedules which are form" that must be used for employee
part of the Form 1120.Sl benefit plans with fewer than 100 partici-(1) Schedule A, "Cost of Goods Sold,' pants, none of whom is an owner-em-provides data used in the computation of ployee. This tax form, along with payroll
a total cost input (TCI) base and may be tax return forms (940/941), should be
compared to the indirect cost rate pro- considered in reviewing contractor pen-
posal(s) if the contractor is not filing a sion costs.
consolidated return. The "Other Costs" d. Form 941, "Federal Payroll Tax
section of Schedule A should be of partic- Return." A contractor or employer sub-
ular interest to the auditor for unallowa- ject to either income tax withholding or
ble costs. Schedule A also furnishes the Social Security taxes, or both, must file a
method used for valuing closing invento- quarterly return. Form 941 is the quarter-
ry, which should be compared to perma- ly return form which combines the re-
nent file data and to prior returns to porting of income and FICA taxes with-
identify any changes. held from wages, annuities, supplemental

(2) Schedule E, "Compensation of Offi- unemployment compensation benefits,
cers," discloses executive compensation third party payments of sick pay, and
and is separated by elements (salaries, other sources of income. It mayalso be
bonuses, director's fees, etc). These com- used to verify total payroll and FICA tax
pensation elements may be reviewed for expense. This form should also be re-
reasonableness and may be compared to viewed to disclose any possible inclusion
SEC filing (Form 10-K) for any differ- of unallowable interest or penalties. This
ences. tax information is reliable because it can
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be reconciled to total employee salaries file for unemployment compensation.
reported to the IRS. Also, the individual The review of this form can be used to
W-2 forms are reviewed by the employ- verify both Federal and state unemploy-
ees. The contractor should be required to ment taxes and may also disclose the
reconcile total salaries and wages to the inclusion of unallowable penalties or in-
Form 941. terest.

e. Form 940 (Federal Unemployment f. State Tax Returns - Individual state
Tax Return) This Federal tax form lists tax returns should be reviewed to deter-
the actual state unemployment taxes mine that the amounts claimed by the
paid. The Federal unemployment tax contractor agree to the amounts paid,
grants a credit for state tax payments, excluding penalties and interest. Only the
which are assessed by the state on the state tax actually paid by filing date or
basis of historical probability that termi- extension thereof is allowable (FAR
nated employees of the contractor will 31.205-41(bX7)).
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3-200 Section 2 - Briefing of Contracts and Requests for Proposals

3-201 Introduction briefs (see 3-202.3 below). If reliance can I
be placed on the contractor's briefs, the

This section, as part of the chapter on basis for that reliance should be docu-
audit planning, presents guidance on (1) mented as discussed in CAM 4-1000 and
briefing the provisions of contracts and placed in the permanent file, including a
requests for proposals which may affect recommendation for the review cycle of
the contract audit workload or other the briefing function. The auditor will
aspects of the FAO's work, (2) notifying also need to analyze the contractor's
contracting officers of contract provi- internal controls for their use of this
sions which may impede effective con- information to identify and segregate
tract audit or contract administration, costs which are specifically unallowable
and (3) implementing the DoD opera- under the contract provisions (see CAM I
tions security (OPSEC) program. 8-405). This review may be coordinated I

with the CAS 405 compliance review
3-202 Auditor Review of Contract and/or the billing system review.
Provisions b. If the contractor does not brief

contracts, or if reliance cannot be placed I
3-202.1 Objective on the contractor's briefing function, the

Contract clauses are reviewed to deter- auditor should consider reporting this
mine the specific requirements for each condition to the administrative contract- I
contract to be utilized in determining ing officer as an internal control deficien-
allowability, allocability and reasonable- cy. Also, if reliance cannot be so placed,
ness of costs billed to the government. the auditor will need to prepare briefs of
Complete copies of contracts and con- the contracts. Special considerations in
tract modifications are usually available audits of selected contract types are pro-
from both the contractor and government vided in 3-2S1.
contract administrators. Contract briefs c. The FAO-prepared contract brief or
are prepared to abstract, condense, or the auditor's documentation of the con-
summarize pertinent contract provisions tractor's brief will be maintained in the
for specific audit purposes. To facilitate permanent files or audit working papers
repetitive reviews of contracts, briefs as appropriate. The briefs should be
may be maintained in a permanent file reviewed by the auditor or administrative
and updated on a continuous basis as personnel to assure that required clauses
contract modifications are received, or at are included, and clauses that are contra-
the time of each audit depending on the dictory or confusing are clarified. Exam-
frequency and type of reviews being pies of such provisions are discussed in 3-
performed. Generally, such briefs sum- 204.1. Audit leads for special audit analy-
marize information required in progress sis can also be identified at this time.
payment reviews, interim voucher re- Contracts which have a mixture of cost-
views, FPI closing reviews (including type and fixed-price provisions may be
incentive fee computations) for fixed candidates for additional emphasis in
priced contracts and final voucher re- floorchecks or billing systems reviews.
views, other incurred cost reviews for Likewise, contracts with extraordinary
cost type contracts, and defective pricing terms affecting allowability may require
reviews, special emphasis during direct or indirect

cost reviews or billing systems reviews.
3-202.2 Auditor Reliance on Contractor
Prepared Briefs 3-202.3 Adequacy of the Contractors

a. If the contractor's policies and pro- Briefing System
cedures require contract briefs be pre- It is not appropriate to review the
pared and it is cost effective to do so, contractor's bnefing system internal con-
review this function to determine if reli- trols if it is determined that it is more
ance can be placed on the contractor's economical and cost effective to have the
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auditor or administrative personnel brief measures (3-205), rate ceilings, advance I
the contract than it is to perform the approval requirements, precontract cost
systems review. As a result, for some allowability or limitations, and billing
contractors, only portions of their system limitations. When evaluating the briefs,
may be reviewed and utilized for audit the auditor should review the special
purposes. The scope of the systems re- considerations identified in 3-2S1 to de-
view should be based on the number and termine adequacy. (For guidance on pro-
type of contracts, the materiality of the visions impeding contract administration
contracts, results of prior internal and see 3-204.) The contractor may not brief
external review or other self governance all provisions of the contract, but may
type activity, audit leads, the extent of have alternate procedures. For example,
automation, and the type of reviews for if the contractor has adequate procedures
which they will be used. The briefing for excluding unpaid costs from all inter-
system review may be performed in con- im vouchers, the applicable contract
junction with a billing system review, clause or reference to it may not be
contract administration review, or ac- needed on the brief.
counting system review. Consider the
following when evaluating the contrac- 3-203 Briefing of Requests for
tor's briefing system. Proposals

a. Training. The contractor should pro-
vide adequate training to the employees a. When audit review of a contractor's
involved in the briefing of contracts, price proposal has been requested (see 9-
Written policies and procedures should 100), the FAO will brief the related
describe the content and frequency of the request for proposal (RFP) to identify
training. The course should include ex- requirements that may affect the review.
planations of the types of contracts, the FAR 15.805-5(c) requires the PCO to
types of FAR unallowables, the special provide the applicable portions of the
requirements for classified contracts and solicitation (RFP or request for quota-
the attributes of the contractor's particu- tions (RFQ)) with the audit request,
lar system. When evaluating the adequa- particularly those describing require-
cy of the training, the auditor may review ments and delivery schedules. DFARS
course material, review written documen- 215.805-5(cXiiXA) requires the PCO to
tation that the employees have been provide the auditor with a copy of the
trained, review personnel records to de- solicitation in advance when the PCO
termine prior qualifications, or interview knows that field pricing support will be
employees to determine the extent of required.
their training. Because the same person- b. Include the auditor's briefing notes
nel may be responsible for briefings as in the working papers for the proposal
well as the preparation of billings, review review assignment. If OPSEC measures
of this area may be performed simulta- (3-205) are required, promptly inform all
neously. DCAA personnel who may be affected.

b. Policies and Procedures. The con-
tractor should have policies and proce- 3-204 Reporting on Provisions
dures to describe what should be includ- Impeding Effective Contract Audit or
ed in briefs, who will prepare briefs, who
will approve them, and how they will be Administration
utilized for the various purposes for
which they are prepared. The contractor 3-204.1 Examples of Impeding
may prepare preprinted or computerized Provisions
forms which prompt the employee for The following are provisions of con-
common briefing items. Contract brief- tracts or RFP/RFQs that may impede
ings generally include a synopsis of all effective contract audit or contract ad-
pertinent contract provisions, such as ministration and are therefore subject to
contract type, amount, product or ser- special reporting:
vices to be provided, applicable cost a. Defects in or omissions of required
principles, performance period, OPSEC contractual provisions, such as omission
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of contract clauses requiring contractors nication with the responsible procure-
to maintain adequate accounting records ment office is needed.
when cost determinations are a factor or b. Where corrective action is not taken
providing the government the right to within a reasonable time and where the
audit. issue involved is deemed to have policy

b. Undesirable or ambiguous provi- impact or may have a significant mone-
sions, such as provisions for rate changes tary impact, the regional director will
or price redeterminations at times or submit a report to Headquarters, Atten-
under conditions which cannot be imple- tion PFD, containing the following infor-
mented or efficiently administered. mation:

c. Provisions which exclude portions of (1) Summary of the situation and ac-
costs from audit review or verification, tions taken by the regional director.
limit in any way the government's right (2) Summary of discussions with the
to atidit, or restrict the scope of the audit. contracting officer.

d. 'The award of a contract type incom- (3) Any other pertinent information.
patible *vith the contractor's accounting (4) The regional director's recommen-
system (=ee FAR 16.104(h)). dations.

e. Contracts having the characteristics c. Headquarters will advise the region-
of cost-plus-a-percentage-of-cost con- al director of the actions taken on each
tracts, such as negotiation of contract case and the final resolution of the prob-
value after contract completion. lem area.

f. Any other provisions which are not
clearly stated and which may lead to 3-205 DCAA Implementation of the
subsequent misunderstanding or dispute DoD Operations Security (OPSE)
in the audit or in the administration of
the pricing provisions of the contract. Program

g. Provisions which are contradictory
to or inconsistent with existing statutes or a. The DoD OPSEC program, policy,
regulations, including Cost Accounting and responsibilities are contained in
Standards, and/or contractor practices, DoD Directive 5205.2. The OPSEC pro-
such as requiring that direct contract gram applies to DoD contractors partici-
costs be allocated to multiple contracts. pating in the DoD Industrial Security

Program when such measures have been
3-204.2 Reporting to the Contracting determined essential for the adequate
Officer protection of classified information with

respect to a specific classified contract.
If you find provisions in a contract or The Head of the responsible DoD Com-

RFP/RFQ that may impede effective ponent makes the determination as to the
contract audit or administration, applicability of the OPSEC program re-
promptly notify the contracting officer, quirements to the contract. Thus, the
suggesting appropriate action. You OPSEC program ensures the protection
should also coordinate with the ACO to of DoD programs, operations, and activi-
obtain clarification on contract terms ties by maintaining essential secrecy
that are new to you, unclear, or you have through the protection of classified mate-
questions on intent. rials and information. The guidance

which follows constitutes DCAA s imple-
3-204.3 Internal DCAA Reporting mentation of DoD Directive 5205.2.

a. Differences between the contracting b. Normally, FAOs will not need to
officer and the auditor which cannot be have direct access to information in the
resolved locally will be referred to the DoD Directive; however, a copy may be
regional director by way of the regional obtained from a DoD publications distri-
audit manager. The referral will advise bution office if further information is
the regional director regarding the basis desired. When briefing any classified
of the disagreement and the actions taken contract or RFP/RFQ, carefully note any
to resolve the issue. The regional director OPSEC measures required of the contrac-
will then decide whether direct commu- tor. Required OPSEC measures may
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have an impact on the contractor's pric- or RFP/RFQ. Direct questions concern-
ing and costing of a contract. Also, ing OPSEC measures to either the repion-
DCAA personnel must comply with any al security officer or contract administra-
OPSEC measures required by a contract tion officials.
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3-2S1 Supplement Special Considerations in Audits of Selected Contract
Types

T&M and Labor

Cost Reimbursible Contracts Hour Contracts Fixed Price Contracts

1. FAR Citations

FAR 52.216-7, 52.216-13, 52.216-14 FAR 52.232-7 FAR 52.232-16, 32.5,
general requirements. 42.7

Accrued Versus Paid Cost
Billed costs do not include accrued Same as cost reimbursible. Same as cost

costs (not paid) for items or services reimbursible.
purchased directly for the contract.

For purposes of interim Same as cost reimbursible Same as cost

reimbursement. Allowable costs for the ODC or material reimbursible.

include recorded costs of items or portions of the contrsct.
services purchased directly for the Labor, applicable burden
contract for which the contractor has and profit is billed at a

paid (small business concern may bill category rate applicable to

these costs even though the concern actual hours or man days,
has not yet paid for them) and costs etc.
incurred, but not necessarily paid for
materials issued from the inventory
and placed into production, direct
labor, direct travel, other direct in-
house costs, allowable and allocable
indirect costs, and progress payments
or interim vouchers paid to
subcontractors.

For final vouchers. Allowable costs Same as cost reimbursible The allowable amount

include all paid costs, including for the ODC or material is the excess of the

reimbursible subcontracts and portions of the contract. contract price over

interdivisional transactions which Labor, applicable burden the amount required
must have been closed out and for and profit is billed at a to liquidate progress
which required final audits have been category rate applicable to payments.
performed. actual hours or man days,

etc.

Delinquent Payments
For interim vouchers. Billed costs do Same as cost reimbursible Same as cost

not include accrued costs that the for the ODC and material reimbursible.

contractor is delinquent in paying for portions of the contract.
in the ordinary course of business.

Unallowable Cost
Billed costs do not include Same as cost reimbursible Same as cost

unallowable costs. for the ODC and material reimbursible.
portions of the conlirict

Pensions, etc.
Billed costs do not include accrued
costs of pensions, post retirement
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T&M and Labor
Cost Reimbursible Contracts Hour Contracts Fixed Price Contracts

benefits, profit-sharing or employee
stock ownership plans that have not
been paid at least quarterly (within 30
days after the end of the quarter).

Same as cost reimbursible Same as cost
for the ODC and material reimbursible.
portions of the contract.

2. Ceiling or Funding Limitations

Cost type contracts may set ceilings Same as cost reimbursible. Not Applicable.
on indirect rates, on specific elements,
and on contract line items. These
ceilings may apply on an interim or
interim and final basis. The
contractor cannot be reimbursed for
costs in excess of the identified
ceiling.

The contract will provide funding Same as cost reimbursible. Same as cost
limitation amounts which are less reimbursible.
than the contract value until the
contract fully funded. These
limitations are not to be exceeded on
an interim basis and on a final basis
the contract should not claim costs in
excess of the estimated total amount
stipulated in the contract.

See also 11-100 for guidance on the Not applicable. See also 11-100 for
limitation of cost clause. guidance on the

Limitation of
Payments Clause.

Progress Payment and
Liquidation rates are
specified in the
contract.

3. Cost Sharing Arrangements

Contracts may identify percentages or Not applicable. Not applicable.
absolute values in excess of which the
government will not reimburse costs.

4. Retentions and Withholds

Patent Rights and Technical DatA Not Applicable. Not Applicable.
Withholds. The contract may provide
for temporary withholding of amounts
as reserves from payments otherwise
due to the contractor, to assure
performance of certain contractual
requirements. FAR 27.305-3(3)
provides that if the contractor fails to
furnish certain reports relative to
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T&M and Labor
Cost Reimbursible Contracts Hour Contracts Fixed Price Contracts

inventions developed by the
contractor under the contract, the
contracting officer may invoke the
withholding of payments provision of
the patent rights clause which states
that the government may withhold
payment until a reserve not exceeding
$50,000, or 5 percent of the amount
of the contract, whichever is less has
been set aside. Similarly, the clause in
DFARS 227.473-5 provides for
withholding of 10 percent of the
allowable costs and fixed fee from
payment on an interim basis when
the contractor does not deliver certain
technical data required by the
provisions of the contract.
Fee Withholds. For payments of the Not Applicable. Not Applicable.
fixed fee under cost-reimbursement
contracts, FAR 52.216-8(b), 52.216-
9(c) and 52.216-10(c) all provide for
the withholding of the fee on an
interim basis after payment of 85
percent of the fixed fee until a
reserve is set aside in an amount that
the contracting officer considers
necessary to protect the government's
interest. The reserve will be from 0-
15 percent of the total fixed fee or
$100,000, whichever is less. Based on
the contract terms, the percent will be
specified or determined at the
discretion of the contracting officer.

Not Applicable. Hours Withhold. FAR Not applicable.
52.232-7(aX2) states that
unless otherwise prescribed
in the Schedule, the
contracting officer shall
withhold 5 percent of the
billable hours, not to
exceed a total of S50,000
for the entire contract. The
withholding will apply to
the billable hour portion
only, and not to direct
material or subcontract
amounts. The same
provision for time-and-
materials contracts also
applies to indefinite-
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T&M and Labor
Cost Reimbursible Contracts Hour Contracts Fixed Price Contracts

delivery-type contracts
which may be indentified
by a "D" in the ninth
position of the
Procurement Instrument
Identification Number
(contract number).

5. Required Frequency of Billing

Interim vouchers and final vouchers
on completed or terminated contracts
and subcontracts are submitted for
payment on time intervals provided
for by the contract for both negative
and positive billings. The contractor
may have threshhold criteria that
must be met in order to bill besides
the time intervals provided below,
such as a dollar value threshhold.
Gain an understanding of the reasons
for these other threshholds.
Interim Vouchers. The contractor may Vouchers may be Vouchers may be
submit an interim invoice or voucher submitted only once a submitted only once a
as work progresses (but generally not month, unless otherwise month.
more often than once every two approved by the
weeks for large contractors) in contracting officer.
amounts supported by a statement of
the claimed allowable costs for the
period.

Final vouchers on completed Same as cost reimbursible. Final invoices are
contracts. Completion vouchers should submitted as items
5b--ubmitted promptly upon are delivered.
completion of the work, but no later
than one year (or longer, as the
contracting officer may approve in
writing) from the completion date per
FAR 52.216-7(h)(1). Care should be
taken that final or quick close-out
rates (6-1009) are determined, and
subcontract or inter-divisional
transactions have been properly closed
out.

Final vouchers on terminated Same as cost reimbursible Not applicable.
contracts. On terminated contracts the
fial -voucher may be submitted at the
end of the vouchering out period (12-
402) or after completion of the
termination negotiations.

6. Profit or Fee
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T&M and Labor
Cost Reimbursible Contracts Hour Contracts Fixed Price Contracts

Fees may be of the fixed, award or These contracts provide Profit may be fixed
incentive type. Contract types and for billing direct labor at or incentive or the
computational methodology are predetermined category contract may require
discussed in detail in FAR Part 16 rates which include all economic price
and DLAM Fees may be billed with applicable burden and adjustments. Contract
cost or may be separately vouchered. profit, and billing other types and

direct costs (ODCs) and computational
direct materials on T&M methodology are
contracts at cost plus discussed in detail in
applicable burden (no FAR Part 16 and
profit). DLAM.

For interim payments. The contract Profit is billed as part of Contract line items
terms specify how the fee will be the rate. are billed at price
computed on an interim basis. unless progress
Generally, fee is billed as a payments or advance
percentage of incurred cost until it payments are allowed.
meets any funding or withhold
limitations. (Fee withholds are
explained in 3 above.) However,
Award fees are generally the subject
of a special contract modification and
the specific amount to be billed is
given.

For final vouchers. The fee is Profit is billed as part of Contract line items
calculated in accordance with the the rate. are billed at price less
terms of the contract. any credit for

liquidating progress
payments.

7. Forms and Documentation
Requirements

The submission form (SF 1034) is Same as cost reimbursable. For progress payments
approved by the auditor or thc SF 1443 is used.
contracting officer. Detailed Instructions for the
information concerning the SF 1443 are on the
preparation, submission and back of the form.
processing of these forms is presented
in DCAAP 7641.90. This pamphlet is
available for distribution to
contractors.
The contract generally identifies the Same as cost reimbursable. Not applicable.
cognizant DCAA office responsible for
processing vouchers.

Special submission forms or data may
also be identified at the same time.
COTRs (Contracting Officers
Technical Representative) may be
identified and documentation and
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T&M and Labor
Cost Reimbursible Contracts Hour Contracts Fixed Price Contracts

voucher routing requirements specified

for their approval of work performed.

8. Performance Period.

A contract may provide that it Same as cost reimbursible. A fixed price
expires on a specified date, unless contract requires
terminated before that date, and specific delivery dates
obligates the contractor to devote a for item. Missing
specified level of effort for a stated these dates may result
time period (FAR 16.306(DX2) and in penalties.
FAR 52.249-6(a)). The auditor shall
not approve for reimbursement any
costs incurred by the contractor
subsequent to the expiration date
stated in the contract, or in excess of
contract limitations.

9. Specified Completion or Delivered
Product.

A completion or delivered product Not Applicable. Not Applicable.
specified in a cost-type contract
normally commits the contractor to
complete and deliver the specified
product within the estimated cost. In
the event the work cannot be
completed within the estimated cost,
the government may require more
effort without an increase in fee (FAR
16.306(d)(1)). Also, under FAR
52.246-6(a), the contracting officer
could terminate the contract prior to
full expenditure of the estimated cost.
However, unless the contract is
terminated, or exceeds stated contract
limitations, the contractor is normally
obligated to continue to perform
under the contract up to the
estimated total contract cost.

10. Other Provisions

Overtime Premium Overtime The contract may provide Not Applicable.
premium is probably the most a category rate to be
frequently limited cost and is applied to overtime hours,
generally identified in the contract's the contract may specify
FAR clauses section, FAR 52.222-2. the number of hours
The clause identifies an amount from allowable, it may specify
$0 upward in excess of which the the type of work or type
contractor can not bill. item it is allowable on, or

who will approve it.

Other Other contract provisions
are generally identified in the H-
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section of the contract. They may
include allowance criteria or
conditions (cost ceilings or time
frames) for certain costs such as
precontract costs (also see FAR
31.205-32), costs incurred after the
completion or delivery date specified
in the contract, or costs incurred in
excess of the contract amount.

First Article Approval Not Not Applicable. A fixed price contract
Applicable. may require first

article approval (FAR
52.209-3 or -4) before
the contract is eligible
for progress payments.
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I 3-300 Section 3 - Internal Control Assessment Planning Summary (ICAPS)

3-301 Introduction (ICAPS) for the contractor's billing sys-
tem and immediately determine the as-

This section provides guidance on us- sessed level of control risk and how it
ing the Internal Control Audit Planning could impact his review.
Summary (ICAPS) to summarize the au-
ditor's assessment of control risk and the 3-302.1 Relatiomhip of ICAPS amd
impact on related contract audit effort. Annual Audit Requmut
For guidance on performing reviews of t )
contractor accounting and management a. A general discussion of MAARs
systems, and related internal controls, see appears in 6-100;, a tabulation of the
CAM Chapter 5. MAARs, including title, classification,

objectives, purpose, and principle CAM
3-302 Background Information reference, appears in 6-1S1.

b. Transaction test and special purpose
a. As discussed in CAM 3-i00, the MAARs are most likely to be covered

auditor's assessment of control risk is a during incurred cost audit assignments.
critical factor in determining the nature The scope of such reviews is affected by
and extent of audit effort necessary to the strength of the contractor's internal
achieve the objectives of the individual controls and the currency of audit experi-
audit assignment in an effective and ence in the area. Internal controls affect-
efficient manner. To assess control risk, ing the MAARs are summarized in the
the auditor must carefuily evaluate the Internal Control Audit Planning Summa-
controls over each significant contractor ry (ICAPS) for each related contractor
accounting and management system accounting and management system. For
which could impact the scope of that example, internal controls affecting
particular audit. Due to the number of MAAR 6, Labor Floorchecks or Inter-
contract audits performed at some con- views, are summarized in the Internal
tractors, it is both impractical and ineffi- Control Audit Planning Summary for the
cient to duplicate all the audit steps contractor's labor accounting system. It is
necessary to assess control risk as part of often possible to reduce the scope of a
each individual audit assignment. There- mandatory review when the contractor's
fore, separate audit assigments are es- internal controls in the area are strong.
tablished to review and evaluate each Conversely, it may be necessary to ex-
significant contractor accounting and pand the scope of a mandatory review to
management system and the related con- cover audit risks identified in the Inter-
trols on a periodic basis. The resulting nal Control Audit Planning Summary.
control risk assessments are summarized However, the focus of the auditor's ef-
on the Internal Control Audit Planning forts should be to work with the contrac-
Summary working paper along with a tor and ACO to reduce risk ratings rather
brief description of how these assess- than to continue performing expanded
ments may impact the scope of other testing.
related contract audit effort.

b. The Internal Control Audit Planning 3-303 General Audit Policy
Summary becomes part of the FAO's
permanent file and can be used by other a. A separate Internal Control Audit
auditors to quickly understand the level Planning Summary will be maintained
of control risk associated with the con- for = of the ten management and
tractor's accounting and management accounting systems, identified in CAM 5-
systems and the potential impact on their 102. However, we are only concerned
individual audit assi ments. For exam- with assessing control risk for those sys-
ple, an auditor performing a progress tems that process a material amount of
payment audit can review the Internal transactions that are ultimately assigned
Control Audit Planning Summary to government contracts. The Internal
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Control Audit Planning Summary form is ing the significance of each system for
the summary audit working paper for the each Contractor Fiscal Year (CFY). In
audit of the system and related internal addition, it provides a brief summary of
controls. Copies of the forms should also any sensitivities which may impact other
be retained in the permanent file. related audit effort.

b. Significant information contained in a. Materiality is determined based on
the Planning Summary, either positive or the importance of the contractor account-
negative, should be communicated to the ing or management system relative to
appropriate auditors immediately (e.g., government contracts. While all major
risk information on the Planning Sum- contractors generally accomplish the
mary for the estimatinlp wsten. 1 ould be functions associated with the ten ac-
communicated to au •rs performing counting and management systems iden-
reviews of individual :e proposals). tified in CAM 5-102, the materiali-

c. Since the Internai Control Audit ty/significance of these systems will vary
Planning Summary is intended to sup- from contractor to contractor. Therefore,
port the audit planning process, each it is important for the auditor to under-
Internal Control Audit Planning Summa- stand the dollar value of transactions
ry form should contain sufficient infor- processed by the system and assigned to
mation to help plan other related con- government contracts, both flexible and
tract audit activities. While the following fixed price, and their significance in
paragraphs provide general guidance on relation to (1) the total dollar value of
completing the Internal Control Audit transactions processed by the system, (2)
Planning Summary form, auditors should total government contract costs, and (3)
exercise professional judgment in deter- total contractor operations. To illustrate,
mining the exact nature and extent of the auditor's determination of materiali-
information necessary in their individual ty for a contractor's labor system should
audit circumstances. consider the total dollar value (order of

magnitude) of labor transactions ($100
3-304 Preparation of the Internal million) processed by the system in rela-
Control Audit Planning Summary tion to the order of magnitude for con-

tractor's total operation $1 billion cost of
Figure 3-3-1 contains a generic copy of sales. The auditor should also consider

the Internal Control Audit Planning the government's participation, both flex-
Summary form. The specific ICAPS for ible and fixed price, in the system's
each of the ten systems are available on transactions, as well as within the con-
the DIIS. As discussed above, a separate tractor's total operations.
Internal Control Audit Planning Summa-
ry form should be maintained for each
contractor accounting and management System Contractor
system. The Internal Control Audit Plan- Total Dollars S100 million S1,000 million
ning Summary form is updated durin Gov't Flexibly S 20 million $S 0 million
the normal cyclical audit of each signifi- Priced Dollars
cant system and related internal controls Gov't Fixed Price S 25 million S 170 million
(e.g., during the estimating system sur- Dollarsvey). b. Sensitivity is determined based on
3-304.1 Materiality and Sensitivity how given matters will impact the judg-

As discussed above, DCAA is only ments of the users of contract informa-
concerned with assessing the adequacy of tion. For example, inclusion of some
internal controls for those contractor unallowable costs (e.g., luxury yachts, dog
accounting and management systems kennels) have a more significant impact
which may have a significant impact on on users of contract information than
the pricing, administration, or settlement clerical errors or inadvertent mistakes. In
of government contracts. This section of addition, some costs may be more sensi-
the Internal Control Audit Planning tive than others due to congressional
Summary provides information concern- interest or other external factors. One
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such example was the emphasis placed on tractor may correct a previously reported
consultant costs during the late nineteen deficiency or subsequent audit effort may
eighties. Section 1.2 of the Internal Con- indicate failures to comply with estab-
trol Audit Planning Summary is designed lished policies and procedures. In these
to summarize any unusual or unique instances, the auditor should update the
sensitivities applicable to the system in Internal Control Audit Planning Summa-
question. ry upon issuance of the audit report

c. The auditor should carefully consid- which resulted in the change in control
er the system materiality and sensitivity risk assessment. Under no circumstances
in determining the timing, nature and should the Internal Control Audit Plan-
extent of system review effort. If a partic- ning Summary be updated for potential
ular system is not considered material for changes in the control risk assessment
the current year, there is no need to which have not been formally reported.
assess control risk further. The basis for d. The last section of the control risk
this assessment should be documented on assessment requires the auditor to ex-
the Internal Control Audit Planning plain all moderate or high risk assessment
Summary working paper and filed in the ratings. Ratings of moderate or high risk
permanent files for reference and re- should be supported by significant re-
view/update in future years. ported deficiencies, and the explanations

should briefly describe the nature of the
3-304.2 Control Risk Assessment reported deficiencies which resulted in

This section of the Internal Control the moderate or high control risk assess-
Audit Planning Summary is designed to ment. The auditor's explanation should
summarize the auditor's assessment of be as concise as possible but provide
control risk for each relevant control sufficient information to facilitate the
objective. CAM 5-109 contains detailed planning of other related audit effort.
guidance on assessing control risk. 3-304.3 Overall System

a. The auditor should first identify a. In addition to assessing control risk
each of the relevant control objectives for for each of the relevant control objec-
the system being summarized. CAM sec- tives, the auditor should determine
tions 5-300 thorough 5-1200 contain de- whether the system is adeuate to reason-
tails regarding the relevant control objec- ably assure proper pricing, administra-
tives for each contractor accounting and tion, and settlement of government con-
management system. For example, the tracts. Making such a determination re-
relevant control objectives for labor ac- quires the exercise of considerable audit
counting are covered in CAM 5-900 and judgment. In some instances, the contrac-
are summarized as follows: tor's failure to accomplish a single con-

(1) Management Reviews trol objective may render the entire sys-
(2) Employee Awareness Training tem inadequate.
(3) Labor Authorization and Approvals b. The auditor's assessment of the
(4) Timekeeping overall system should be consistent with
(5) Labor Distribution the audit opinion contained in the most
(6) Labor Cost Accounting current report on the system in question
(7) Payroll Preparation and Payment and with the risk ratings assigned to the
(8) Labor Transfers and Adjustments relevant control objectives. For example,
b. For each relevant control objective, in the case of the labor system review, if

the auditor should summarize the control high risk ratings have been assigned to
risk assessment (low, moderate, or high) labor cost accounting and labor transfers
contained in the detailed working papers. and adjustments, it would be expected

c. The auditor should also indicate the that the overall system opinion would be
report number and date in which the inadequate or inadequate in part.
control risk assessment for any control
objective was most recently updated. As 3-304.4 Impact on the Scope of Other
more current information becomes avail- Audits
able, the auditor's assessment of control a. The audit planning process involves
risk may change. For example, the con- not only assessing control risk but also
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identifying the potential impact of these become necessary to update the auditor's
risk assessments on other related audit assessment of control risk prior to the
effort. Section IV of the Internal Control next scheduled system review. For exam-
Audit Planning Summary is designed to pie, audits of individual pricing proposals
highlight the impact that the auditores may identify deficiencies in the contrac-
control risk assessment has on related tor's estimating system which did not
audit areas. These audit areas are sum- exist or were not identified at the time of
marized as follows: the last system review. In these instances,

I) Contract Pricing the Internal Control Audit Planning
(2) Defective Pricing Summary should be updated to reflect
(3) Incurred Material Costs any changes in the auditor's assessment
(4) Incurred Labor Costs of control risk or the impact on other
(5) Incurred Indirect/ODC Costs related audit effort. Any changes to the
(6) Contract Reporting Internal Control Audit Planning Summa-(7) Billings
(8) Closeouts ry should be based on reported condi-b. The impact on audit scope should tions. Prior versions of the Internal Con-also idenifymthpact ras o fad sope shou trol Audit Planning Summary should bealso identify the specic areves) of scope retained for reference.

impacted. For example, if a review of the b. Auditors should also be alert forcontractor's estima'ing system indicatesthat the contractor does not perform factors which may indicate that the cur-thatthe ontacto doe no perorm rent control risk assessment may be in-
sufficient cost/price analysis of subcon-
tract proposals, the auditor may indicate valid. These factors may include (1) ma-
a need to increase the scope of contract terial amounts of questioned cost in
pricing and defective pricing reviews in individual audit assignments, (2) recur-
the area of subcontracts. Generally, as- ring questioned costs of an immaterial
sessments of low risk should result in amount, (3) significant turnover in con-
recommended reductions in the scope of tractor personnel, (4) contractor reorgani-
related audits, unless the scope has previ- zations, and (5) other risk factors. In
ously been appropriately reduced, which these instances, it may be necessary to
should be documented and explained. increase the scope of related audit effort.
This section of the Internal Control Audit However, the auditor should also consid-
Planning Summary should also be used er performing an updated or supplemen-
to communicate any additional informa- tal internal control review to reevaluate
tion considered necessary to ensure prop- the contractor's internal controls and
er consideration of control -risk assess- encourage contractor corrective action
ments in related audit effort. for any identified deficiencies. Getting

the contractor to correct the system is
3-305 ltermal Control Audit generally a more effective and efficient
Planing Summary Updates and way to protect the government's interest
Revisions in the long run. Changes in the assessed

level of control risk, both positive or
a. Since contractor internal controls are negative, should be based only on report-

reviewed on a cyclical basis, it may ed conditions.
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Figure 3-3-1

Figure 3-3-1

Assign. No.
Report Date

DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY
INTERNAL CONTROL AUDIT PLANNING SUMMARY

FOR THE - SYSTEM OF

(Contractor Name)

1. MATERIALITY AND SENSITIVITY
1. Materiality (For CFY Ending: )

System Contractor
Total Dollars
Gov't Flexibly Priced Dollars
Gov't Fixed Priced Dollars

2. Sensitivity

II. CONTROL RISK ASSESSMENT
Control Risk Updates Since

(System: Adequate/Inadequate) Last Review

Control Objectives Low Mod High Report No./Date
1.

2.
3.
Briefly explain the reported system deficiencies which support all moderate or high
control risk assessments:

III. OVERALL SYSTEM
Adequate Inadequate: Overall

In Part

IV. IMPACT ON THE SCOPE OF OTHER AUDITS
Impact on

Audit Scope
Audit Areas Decr N/C Incr Area of Scope Adjustment

Contract Pricing
Defective Pricing
Incurred Material Costs
Incurred Labor Costs
Incurred Indirect/ODC Costs
Contract Reporting
Billings
Closeouts
Other

Initials/Date:
Auditor_.
Supervisor.
FAO Manager:
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3-400 Section 4 - Workpackage Risk Analysis Procedure (WRAP)

3-401 Introduction not be precise. Note that there will be
some overlapping of dollars analyzed

This section deals with the use of between workpackages within an audit
WRAP to (1) select among alternative area.
workpackages within a mandatory audit b. Estimate the maximum percent of
area and (2) prioritize discretionary the dollars analyzed which might be
workpackages covering operations audits, questioned or cost avoidance which
systems reviews and historical audits of might be realized by an audit of the scope
incurred costs. prescribed by the workpackage at the

location. Workpackages may be com-
3-402 WRAP Defined bined for estimation of dollars analyzed

and maximum savings of a larger pack-
a. WRAP is an optional decision mo- age.

deling technique applied to select work- c. Calculate or identify:
packages for inclusion in the require- (1) The minimum savings likely to
ments and program plan. WRAP inputs result from performance of the work-
are (1) the estimated minimum hours package. This will often, but not always,
required to perform a review of a speci- be zero.
fled workpackage when no basis for ex- (2) As many intermediate values of
panding the review is identified, and the (e) as as seemesiate based
savings, if any, likely to result from this potential savings as seem desirable, based
review; (2) the estimated additional on the planners familiauety with the area.
hours required to expand the review if (3) The dollar value of the maximum
questioned cost or cost avoidance is estimated savings (dollars in the work-
identified, and the estimated maximum package X estimated percent; 3-403a X
dollar value of the cost savings which 3-403b). I
might result from the review; and (3) any d. tie:
intermediate values of hours and dollars (1) The hours required for a review of
which the planner believes to be appro- the workpackage area which is adequate
priate. WRAP generates expected hours to rule out the possibility of significant
to perform the review and an index findings and justify terminating the au-
number which approximates the expect- dit, whether by projecting results from a
ed savings per hour which will result if a statistically valid sample or by terminat-
workpackage is performed. The WRAP ing the review without findings. Asso-
index may be thought of as the relative ciate this with the minimum savings
risk associated with failure to perform a identified in 3-403c(1).
given workpackage within a specified (2) The hours associated with each
group. selected intermediate value of savings (3-

b. WRAP is used in planning incurred 403c(2)).
cost audits when the planner wishes to (3) The hours associated with the maxi-
quantify the decision making process, mum findings calculated in 3-403c(3). I
either to select among alternatives or to This will usually be the maximum effort
support a decision to limit or expand the planner is willing to expend on an
sample size. It is applied at the workpack- area without referring the findings to a
age level, higher level for authority to proceed.

e. Tabulate the estimated savings
I 3-403 WRAP Procedure amounts and their associated hours as

shown in columns (1) and (2) of Figure 3-
The steps for computing the WRAP 4-1.

index of an individual workpackage fol- f. Assign a probability to each potential
low: outcome. The probabilities must add to

a. Estimate the dollars which will be 100 percent as shown in Column (3) of
analyzed under each workpackage at the Figure 3-4-1. Estimated probabilities
contractor location. The estimates need quantify the planner's knowledge of such
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variables as: the inherent vulnerability of used for ranking discretionary and semi-
the underlying transactions at any loca- discretionary workpackages, sometimes
tion: the controls in effect at this loca- referred to as expected savings per hour.
tion; the skills of available staff; and any
other factors which bear upon expected 3-404 Use of the WRAP Index
audit outcome in a given workpackage.

g. Multiply each outcome's probability a. WRAP scores are first used to select
by: the workpackage to be performed in a

(1) Estimated savings; enter in column mandatory area. Remaining workpack-
(4). ages are prioritized in descending order

(2) Estimated hours; enter in column of their respective WRAP index.
(5). b. Several workpackages may be select-

h. Sum the products of probability and ed for accomplishment within a single
savings for each potential audit outcome audit area. Because the computation of
of this workpackage. The resultant estimated savings is based on dollars
amount is referred to as expected savings analyzed, there may be some overlapping
and represents the most likely cost recov- of estimated savings between workpack-
eq. ages within an audit area. To avoid

1. Sum the products of probability and duplication of planned effort, WRAP
hours for each potential audit outcome of rankings must be reviewed for redundan-
this workpackage. The resultant quantity cy before the final listing is input to the
is referred to as expected hours and annual requirements plan.
represents the hours which should be c. Because WRAP rankings are highly
budgeted if the package is programmed. location-specific, WRAP applies only to

j. Divide the expected savings by the the ranking of incurred cost audits within
expected hours. This is the WRAP index a single contractor location.
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3-S10 Supplement - Illustrations of Contract Audit Disclosures
3-S101 Introduction agement procedures and installed revised

procedures to provide better information
a. This chapter has presented general and management control over physical

concepts for contract audit planning. performance of major segments of the
Following these concepts will result in contract task in relation to contract
more effective audit and, thus, more funds.
effective reporting. Some examples of
contract audit disclosures resulting from 3-S102.3 Equity in Managing
use of these concepts are in this supple- Commercial Versus Government Work
ment. A large weapon systems contractor

b. In an actual audit report, the presen- followed a policy of renting space for all
tations would, of course, be expanded to its government work, but performed
provide the necessary details. The illus- commercial work in contractor-owned
trations have been arranged according to plants where occupancy costs per square
principal areas of contract audit atten- foot were substantially lower. This differ-
tion. ence in management policy for obtaining

physical plant requirements produced an
3-8102 Contract Audit Disclosures obvious costing inequity for government
on Contractors' Contract Financial contract work. In order to obtain a more
Management equitable allocation of indirect costs, the

auditor recommended use of a single rate
3-S102.1 Forecasting of Cost Underruns for distributing occupancy costs to all
or Overruns plants of the contractor. The contractor

Review of a major missile contractor's concurred in this recommendation and as
procedures and practices related to its a result the indirect costs allocated to
preparation of contract financial manage- government contracts were reduced by
ment reports (Form 1097) to the govern- approximately $1 million per year.
ment under various cost-reimbursement 3-S102.4 Funding of Self-Insurance
type contracts indicated that significant
contract cost information available to the A contractor claimed reimbursement
contractor's management was not being from the government for cost of an
considered in preparing its reports, since unfunded self-insurance program for pay-
few if any underruns had been reported. ment of employees' death benefits. The
An audit report covering this matter was auditor determined that the annual
sent to the contracting officer with appro- charges for the program were higher than
priate recommendations. The contractor necessary because the contractor did not
revised its procedures and shortly there- irrevocably fund the amounts charged as
after reported a projected $20 million cost and invest them. The program was
cost underrun on one of its major con- thus deprived of income from invest-
tracts. ments. After discussion with the contrac-

tor, an irrevocable trust was established
3-S102.2 Monitoring Physical Progress with annual savings of $700 thousand
Versus Cost Performance derived from income earned by the trust

The contractor's cost under a major fund.
weapons systems contract exceeded the 3 Contct Audit Disclosures
contract target cost even though only 50
percent of the milestones established un- on Contractors' Preparation of Price
der the contract had been accomplished. Proposals
These milestones are significant events in
a work package. There had been no 3-SI03.1 Using Historical Data for
previous indication of this adverse condi- Projections
tion. The contractor acknowledged the A subcontractor's proposal included
weaknesses in its contract financial man- estimated direct labor costs computed by
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use of learning curves. However, the 3-S104.2 Lack of Make-or-Buy Review

subcontractor used, as a projection base, During an audit of a repricing proposal
the unit hours initially quoted on previ- for a contract, the auditor determined
ous job estimates. The auditor disagreed that a certain part made by the contractor
with projecting previously quoted hours under that contract as being purchased
for identical work when historical hours under a different contract at $155 thou-
were available and accordingly projected sand less than the "make" costs proposed
learning curves using historical hours as for the contract price being audited. No
the base. In negotiation, the proposal was make-or-buy decision had been made for
reduced 16 percent, most of which was this part, although it should have been so
attributed to the more realistic projection considered under the contractor's policy.
resulting from use of historical data. In this instance, based on the auditor's

information, the contracting officer ex-
3-S103.2 Establishing Proposal cluded a major portion of the excess cost
Procedures and Controls in the repricing of the contract.

At one sole source major contractor, 3-S105 Contract Audit Disclosures
the auditor examined cost proposals dur-
ing a fiscal year, totaling $188 million, on Contractors' Purchasing and
and questioned more than $53 million as Subcontracting Practices
overestimated costs. In negotiation, sub- 3-105.1 Pyramiding of Profits on
stantially all of this was reflected in Subcontracts
reduced contract prices. The auditor rec-
ommended that the contractor establish A major missile prime contractor sold
policies and procedures to provide for (1) noncompetitive proprietary products to
uniform guidance for the preparation and one of its subcontractors at a selling price
support of cost proposals, (2) the compi- of about $2 million including profit. The
lation of a complete estimating data subcontractor used the products in its

package for each contract, and (3) mana- own production, which was sold at a

gerial review of proposal estimates prior profit to the prime contractor. The prime

to their submission. At the insistence of contractors repricing proposal for the
contract included computed profit on all

the contracting officer, improvements subcontract costs, including the propri-
were made which reduced the amount of eta items mentioned above. The audit
necessary audit surveillance of proposals, disclosed that these transactions resulted

in increased costs to the government of
3-S104 Contract Audit Disclosures $630 thousand due to the pyramiding of
on Contractors' Make-or-Buy profit. This condition was explained in
Decisions the audit report with a recommendation

that the excessive profit be eliminated in
3-S104.1 Effective Use of Make-or-Buy negotiating the repricing proposal, and
Committee that in the future, similar items should be

furnished by the prime contractor to its
A contractor's make-or-buy procedure subcontractor at no charge. In negotia-

had been approved as representing an tion, the contracting officer obtained a
effective framework for conduct of activi- reduction in the contract price of about
ties in this area. It was found that during $600 thousand based on this recommen-
a 2-year period, 305 contract cost propos- dation.
als involving many complex components
were prepared, but only 12 make-or-buy 3-S105.2 Developing Alternate Sources
committee decisions were made. The An audit report contained details of a
shifting of in-house work to other plants continuing high incidence of sole source
of the contractor, possibly at higher costs, procurement by the contractor. Imple-
was also reported as requiring closer mentation of the report recommenda-
review and appraisal under the estab- tions ultimately led to the establishment
lished make-or-buy criteria. of an alternate-source program and re-
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suited in the establishment of new major component. As a result, excessive
sources of supply. In some instances quantities of materials were procured,
quoted prices from the new sources were resulting in the acquisition of about $360
25 percent lower than the unit prices of thousand in unneeded items. Appropri-
original sole source suppliers, resulting in ate recommendations were made and
a savings to the government estimated at adopted by the contractor, which resulted
$800 thousand. in improving its controls and avoiding

3-S105.3 Pricing of Sole Source Repair recurrence of excess procurements.
Parts

At a major aircraft manufacturer, the 3-S106 Contract Audit Disclosures
auditors, in conjunction with govern- on Contractors' Intracomlmny
ment technical representatives, deter- Transfers of Materials
mined that the prices charged by a sole
source supplier for certain repair parts 3-S106.1 Classification of Commercial
appeared to be unreasonable. Arrange- versus Cost-Based Parts
ments were then made through the prime
contractor for an audit to determine A major naval weapons system produc-
whether the parts were, in fact, over- er stated that certain items procured
priced. The parts supplier delayed the from its other divisions were standard
government audit, pending its own study, commercial items. This warranty was
and subsequently refunded $581 thou- used as an "as is" for charging interdivi-
sand to the prime contractor, prior to sional transfers to government contracts
making any cost data available to the at selling prices rather than at cost. In
auditor. some instances, it was determined that

the standard commercial parts were in3-1f05,4 Savintg T Govenent- fact only remotely related to commercial
Furnished P• items because of the substantial modifi-

At the start of a major weapon system cation required to meet the military
program, certain parts had been fur- design and specifications. Consequently,
nished by the government to the contrac- over $2.6 million of parts costs were
tor. Subsequently, in connection with the questioned on the basis of the incorrect
solicitation of a follow-on procurement, classification of these items as standard
the parts were designated to be furnished
by the contractor. When the auditor commercial parts. Most of this amount
disclosed in the initial pricing report that was recouped from the contractor as a
this practice would increase costs sub- price reduction due to defective pricing.
stantially, the procurement agency revert-
ed to the previous practice and arrange- 3-S106.2 Burdening of Catalog Pic
ments were again made to contract di- At one contractor, certain items were
rectly for required quantities of these charged to a government contract at
items. Contract terms were appropriately catalog prices. The contractor also allo-
revised and savings of over $500 thou- cated administrative costs to the catalog
sand were realzed. items. The allocation was questioned on

3-S1055. Foremsting Material Shrinkage the basis that the catalog price already
Requiremets included all costs (and profit) to the

A contractor's estimating and record contractor, and that any further allow-
keeping practices were found to be insuf- ance would be a duplicate recovery of
ficient for the determination of the per- expense, in accordance with the contract
centage allowance for material losses, cost principles. The contractor concurred
The weaknesses consisted of the lack of in an adjustment of $175 thousand and
timely, accurate, and complete recording changed its allocation procedures for
of incurred shrinkage experience, and the such transactions in the future.
omission at one plant location of records
summarizing shrinkage experienced by
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3-S107 Contract Audit Disclosures through revaluation of inventory and
on Contractors' Accounting for retroactive adjustment of costs was not
Material Costs credited to the government, although the

contractor had warranted that the gov-
3-S107.1 Consistency of Standard Costs ernment was charged at most favored
for Commercial Versus Government customer prices. The gain, due to the
Work contractor's change from the last-in, first-

A contractor maintained a standard out (LIFO) method of inventory valua-
cost accounting system for both govern- tion to the first-in, first-out (FIFO) meth-
ment and commercial work. Quantity od, resulted in an increase in total inven-
and price variances were applied propor- tory value, as of the date of revaluation,
tionately to all work. The standards on of about $52 million, which the contrac-
commercial items had not been adjusted tor credited to earned surplus. For peri-
for many years, whereas government ods prior to the date of revaluation,
standards were repeatedly revised and
updated to reflect higher current actual government contract costs had been
costs. As a result, the standards on com- charged on the basis of the higher
mercial items were considerab!y less than amounts resulting from use of the LIFO
actual costs, resulting in an inequitable method. The auditor recommended that
over-application of the variances to gov- the contractor credit the government for
eminent work. The over-application, am- its share of the adjustment, estimated at
ounting to $82 thousand on one contract, about $900 thousand, on the basis that
was questioned by the auditor. The con- the most favored customers which were
tractor concurred in this adjustment and affiliated companies were supposedly
made appropriate revisions to its stan- charged at cost, and the contractor had
dards so that this condition would not contravened its price warranty by re-
recur. troactively superseding its cost account-

3-S107.2 Costing of Purchases before ing system.
Usage

A contractor's method of accounting 3-S108 Contract Audit Disclosures
for common usage of low-dollar-value on Contractors' Handling of Spare
items was found to be inadequate in that Parts Purchases
such items were charged to cost reim-
bursement type contracts when pur- A contractor subcontracted for signifi-
chased, although these items were actual- cant quantities of spare parts which were
ly placed in storage and issued only as the same as the components of the end
needed for contract performance. As a item it was producing. The spare parts
result of this incorrect accounting treat- suppliers were located in many sections
ment, these items were gradually accu- of the nation. All of these parts were
mulated in inventory, but not recorded as received and inspected at the contractor's
assets. At the time of the auditor's re- plant, unpacked, stored, and later re-
view, the unrecorded inventory amount- packed and reshipped to various govern-
ed to approximately $800 thousand. The ment depots. The auditor in conjunction
auditor recommended that the contractor with the ACO's technical representative
establish proper controls to account for recommended that the contractor arrange
the usage of these materials. The contrac- for inspection of parts at the source, and
tor concurred in this recommendation for inectio n t t the gourcend
and issued appropriate credits to the their direct shipment to the government
open cost reimbursement type contracts depots, an alternative procedure permit-
which had financed their purchase, ted by the contract. The auditor support-ed the recommendation with cost data
3-S107.3 Credit for Change in Inventory showing the amounts incident to repack-
Methods - Most Favored Cutomer ing and reshipping the parts which could

bame be saved by source inspection and direct
An allocable portion of gain realized by shipments. The contractor adopted the

an electrical apparatus contractor recommendation; it is expected to result
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In savings of about $75 thousand per tracts, the auditor's trend analysis indi-
year. cated a 27 percent increase in overhead

costs over a five year period while pro-
3-S109 Contract Audit Disclosure on duction volume decreased by 30 percent.
Contractors' Production Control Normally, a decline in production vol-
Procedures ume will result in some increase in over-

head percentage rates because, while
3-S109.1 Segregation of Scrap nd variable overhead costs may decline
Rework Costs somewhat, the non-declining fixed over-

The review of production control pro- head costs must be absorbed by a smaller
cedures of an electronics parts manufac- production base. In this case overhead
turer disclosed weaknesses in the compa- costs were increasing both percentage-

and rework control wise and in total amount. Accordingly,
dures. Direct labor cost for scrapped and the auditor recommended that the cogni-
reworked units was commingled with zant contracting officers establish appro-
other direct labor, thus preventing accu- priate overhead ceiling limitations for all
mulation of accurate information as to contracts at this plant to insure that the
the costs of rework and scrap, estimated government would not bear unreasonableoverhead costs. Actions were taken to
to be at least $300 thousand per year. provid or Ac tions inrsubee-
This precluded management from evalu- vide for such limitations in subse-
ating the extent of production control quent contracts awarded to this contrac-
deficiencies and from initiating prompt tor.
corrective action. The contractor agreed 3-S1 10.2 Double Counting of Capital
to institute controls to correct this situa- Equipment Charges
tion in the future. A metal fabricating contractor followed

3-S109.2 Controlling Indirect Effort to the policy of charging directly to its
the Level of Operations government contract the leasing cost of

basic capital equipment which had been1~At a large research and development obtained to prvde the exaded accontractor, audit analysis of production ty provie e expane capaci-
control data showed that indirect costs ty required to perform the contract. This
continued to rise notwithstanding a treatment was inconsistent with the con-

oftin o a- tractor's normal accounting system, sincedownward trend in the level of opera-chtion. Te aditr'sfurter nalsisdi harges for similarly owned facilities
tions. The auditor's further analysis dis- used to perform other work were includ-closed weaknesses in indirect labor as- ed in the contractor's overhead accountssignments, work identification, and per- which were allocated to both government
formance review. As a result, over $3 and commercial work. The direct con-
million of indirect labor costs were ques- tract charges were questioned by the
tioned as being excessive to the needs of auditor on the basis of this inconsistentthe contractor and the government. Dur- treatment. The result was a net reduction
ing negotiations the contractor agreed to of $781 thousand in costs charged to the
absorb an appreciable amount of the $3 of
million. Appropriate corrective controls government contract.
were instituted by the contractor to pre- 3-S110.3 Shifting Commercia Overhead
vent recurrence. to Goverament Work

The auditor's functional review of an3-S110 Contrac Audit Disclosures electrical products contractor's overhead
on Contractors' Indirect Costs and allocation methods disclosed the contrac-
Allocation Methods tor's practice of allocating shop depart-

ment overhead on the basis of a single
3-S110.1 Controillag Indirect Costs for average rate for all shop departments
Declining Business Volume rather than a separate, readily determina-

At a major communications equipment ble rate for each shop department, result-
contractor which performed predomi- ing in loadin government work with
nantly cost-reimbursement type con- some of the hgher overhead costs in-
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curred in shop departments primarily ment property with an acquisition cost of
engaged in commercial work. This re- about $17 million. Audit review dis-
suited in excess charges to government closed that accounting and physical con-
work of about $150 thousand and $120 trols were inadequate with respect to a
thousand in two successive years. The large portion of this property and that a
negotiating contracting officer gave ap- physical inventory had not been taken for
propriate recognition to this factor in several years. Unauthorized use of this
establishing overhead rates for these property was noted and reported. Sugges-
years. tions were made in the audit report that

3-Si11 Contract Disclosures on would result in more efficient property
Contractors' Management of management with related cost savings.
Government-Furnished Property

A not-for-profit contractor maintained
accountable property records of govern-
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3•S20 Supplement - NASA Recommended Areas of Coverage (For Audits of
NASA Contracts and Contractors) (Ref. 15-106)

3-$201 Introduction that any performance problems disclosed
be coordinated with responsible technical

a. The following paragraphs set forth project personnel. Illustrative of the types
areas of audit coverage considered to be of matters warranting attention and cov-
of importance in the review of large erage are:
dollar value NASA contracts. These areas a. Disproportionate relationship of
have been suggested and identified by production schedules to contractual de-
NASA procurement personnel as particu- livery requirements.
larly significant in view of that agency's b. Excessive rework of subsystems,
contracting policies and procurement component parts, etc. In this connection,
management programs. It will be noted ascertain whether vendor-fabricated
that with the exception of the special components reworked by the company
coverage set forth for NASA Form 533, should have been returned to vendors for
these areas would also normally be en- rework or replacement at their own ex-
compassed in the audit program of DoD pense because of failure to meet specifi-
major contractors. Consequently, the in- cations.
tegration of proper coverage for these c. Lack of consideration of available
areas into the audit plan for contractors facilities and plant capacity in develop-
having a large volume of DoD and/or ment of production schedules.
NASA auditable contracts should not d. Significant production slippages.
present any additional work. The related impact on costs and person-

b. The scope of review and the extent nel utilization should be explored and
of coverage to be accorded to the individ- emphasized. The steps taken or planned,
ual areas will be determined by the if any, to recoup schedule losses, etc.,
DCAA auditor, who is fully responsible should be reported.
for the development of the audit plan and
its performance. In any event, it would be 3-S203 Contractor Financial
expected that the DCAA auditor would Management
have carefully considered the matters
presented below, to the end that the a. All actual and potential cost overrun
overall audit plan will provide adequate conditions should be appropriately ana-
coverape of the contractor's total audita- lyzed for each contract. To the extentble activities and contracts. feasible, explore and report the contribut-

c. Where requests for special audit ing factors such as:
coverage or emphasis are received from (1) Misunderstanding of work require-
NASA procurement or audit personnel, ments.
they should be considered in the light of (2) Inadequate cost estimating proce-
the foregoing, for orderly performance in dures.
accordance with the audit plan. If perfor- (3) Ineffective coordination between
mance of any such request will adversely the contractor's technical and adminis-
affect accomplishment of the audit plan, trative officials at the time that redirec-
the DCAA auditor will discuss the matter tion of effort or changes in scope are
with the regional director prior to reach- undertaken.
ing a decision on the request. When (4) Poor communication to or report-
deemed necessary, the regional director ing amonb the prime and subcontractor
may also consult with Headquarters, representatives. For example, subcon-
DCAA, regarding the request. tractors sometimes incur cost overruns

long before the prime contractor or
3-S202 Performance Controls NASA knows. Reports between the

above, if made on a timely basis, would
In view of the technical ramifications in many instances predict the overrun or

of this area of activity, it is recommended the underlying problems.
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b. Audit coverage of this area should to be used in reporting the estimated cost
include an assessment of the contractor's to complete the contract. The auditor
policies and procedures for development should ascertain whether such estimates
and maintenance of historical costs and were used and whether the amounts
forecast data to be used in preparing reported in the form agree with the
financial management reports, price pro- estimates. There should be logical expla-
posals, etc. nations for any differences.

c. Review should also be made of the (2) Where current cost experience and
company's procedures for preparing an- engineering estimates are not used, the
nual company-wide budgets and for coin- auditor should evaluate the methods used
paring on a periodic basis incurred costs for reporting the estimated cost to corn-
with budget data (5-500). Matters which plete. In some instances, contractors ar-
should be considered include the follow- rive at these amounts by merely deduct-
ing: ing the cumulative incurred cost to date

(1) Adequacy of budgetary control pro- from the total contract amount (exclusive
cedures for individual NASA contracts. of fee). This procedure is unrealistic,
In this connection, determine whether particularly where known cost overruns
the estimated costs of individual projects, have already occurred in certain phases
tasks, and departments, as included in of contract performance. Since subcon-
the contractor's bid proposals, agree with tract costs are often a substantial part of
(1) the amounts budgeted for the individ- the total, it is particularly significant that
ual projects, tasks, and departments and the contractor's procedures for obtaining
(2) the total estimated costs shown in the realistic subcontract data be reviewed for
Forms 533 or equivalent reports. Also, adequacy.
ascertain whether costs incurred are ac- (3) The auditor should ascertain wheth-
counted for in a manner to permit coin- er the contractor's procedures for internal
parisons with the estimated costs of indi- review of NASA Forms 533 prior to their
vidual project tasks and departments, as issuance are adequate. For example, if
shown on the contractor's price proposal the reports are prepared by the account-
and budget. The evaluation should cover ing department, they should, as a mini-
the adequacy and reliability of the data mum, be reviewed by the contractor's
generated by the contractor's system as cognizant contract manager to insure
well as the use made of these reports by their accuracy and currency.
the contractor. (4) Where there is a significant upward

(2) The NASA FAR Supplement 4.675 trend in labor costs, the reasons therefor
provides for contractors to report period- should be ascertained and reported.
ically on NASA Form 533 (Contractor Some of the reasons for this condition
Financial Management Report) to NASA may be (1) improper controls over pro-
field installations. This form is designed duction methods, resulting in failure to
for contractors to submit their financial detect inefficiencies or (2) increases in
and manpower experience and projec- hourly rates without a corresponding
tions. Contractors are required to furnish increase in productivity.
a separate report periodically for each (5) Causes for excessive or unusual
NASA cost-reimbursement type contract increases in overhead and G&A expense
on which the estimated cost is expected rates during the course of contract perfor-
to be $500,000 or over and on which the mance should be analyzed. Evaluate ac-
period of performance is expected to be tion taken by the contractor to control
one year or more. Contracting officers the rates.
may also require submission of this re- e. In some cases, the data and reports
port, where deemed advisable, for con- submitted to NASA are generated by a
tracts not meeting these criteria. separate system from that used by the

d. Auditors should selectively review contractor for internal control of its func-
the current reports for each contract as tions and orpanizations. In these situa-
follows: tions, the auditor should ascertain wheth-

(I) Current cost experience and engi- er the data generated by the_system used
neering estimates are normally required for contractor purposes are fully compat-
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ible with the data submitted in reports to The following guidelines should be used
NASA. All pertinent data should be re- to evaluate the contractor's efforts to
ported to NASA regardless of whether manage work performance:
required by the NASA reporting system. (1) For selected contracts, evaluate the

.In those cases where PERT or an adequacy of contractor management re-
equivalent system is required by NASA views of the progress of work perfor-
for control of project operations, the mance. Audit evaluation should include
auditor should evaluate the adequacy of an examination of reports and/or min-
the system to establish: utes prepared to cover the reviews. Ascer-

(1) Whether duplicate PERT or related tain the extent that the reviews consid-
systems are being used by the contractor. ered the correlation of the physical or
The basic NASA-PERT system policy technical progress of the work with the
requires establishment of only summary- costs incurred.
type networks and cost reports thereon. (2) Where the deliveries of items or
Use of the PERT system at lower levels is completion of the tasks under the con-
generally optional to the contractor. tract were past due, determine whether
However, if PERT networks are devel- contract costs increased as a result of the
oped at a lower level of detail than that stretch-out of work.
required by NASA, determine whether (3) Ascertain whether time delays in
the contractor's project managers are completing phases of work were attribut-
actually using the more detailed PERT able to weaknesses in planning. For ex-
system or relying on a separate system of ample, insufficient lead time may have
their own. been planned for the construction or

(2) Whether the costs of operating the acquisition of the necessary facilities to
NASA-PERT system are charged both as perform scheduled tests.
direct and indirect costs. Inasmuch as (4) Evaluate the number and signifi-
many of the activities associated with the cance of engineering changes, considering
operation of the system are closely relat- such factors as the number of change
ed to the general process of management, orders issued and the justification given
that is, project management, planning, for the changes. Determine whether fixed
scheduling, accounting, etc., all or at least fees were increased or decreased com-
the major portion of the costs should mensurately with the change in the scope
normally be indirect. In those cases of work. If the fee was unchanged, deter-
where NASA contract costs are charged mine whether a decrease was warranted.
direct for activities which are normally (5) Examine the contents of technical
treated by the contractor as indirect reports issued under the contract to relate
costs, similar costs directly applicable to comments on technical progress to peri-
the contractor's other business should be odic financial reports. Is there evidence
excluded from indirect expense pools of technical difficulties which are not
allocated to all work. adequately reflected in estimated costs to

g. A comprehensive plan by the con- complete the contract?
tractor to control work performance is (6) Make arrangements to attend peri-
essential for effective financial manage- odic NASA-contract or meetings on work
ment of R&D contracts. The plan should progress. Relate problem areas discussed
establish under each task and project, to at these meetings with contents of period-
the extent appropriate, a method for ic contractor reportings on costs and on
work surveillance. The method usually status of funds.
provides for the establishment of mile- (7) Ascertain and evaluate the extent
stones which represent definitized pro- that contractor representatives maintain
gressive targets or stages to be reached surveillance over subcontractor opera-
during the progress of the work. For each tions. Do subcontractors furnish prime
milestone, records should be maintained contractors with periodic reports on tech-
to determine the effectiveness of perfor- nical and financial progress? Are such
mance by considering variances between reports prepared in a manner compatible
the target and actual dates and variances with the data required in the NASA Form
between estimated costs and actual costs. 533?
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(8) Ascertain whether contractor repre- (4) The sufficiency of cost and price
sentatives are required to prepare trip analysis by contractor personnel should
reports covering each visit to subcontrac- be examined in the light of the extent of
tors. Evaluate the reports from the stand- competition obtained. It should be ascer-
point of business management functions. tained whether subcontractors were re-
For example, where the need for addi- quired to furnish adequate details of cost
tional funds to complete the work was and profit make-up to permit evaluation
reported, was appropriate action recom- and comparison of prices quoted. The
mended and taken? Particular attention nature and extent of further negotiations
should be given to whether the reports with the supplier awarded the subcon-
covered the status of physical or technical tract should be reviewed. Special atten-
progress in relation to costs incurred. tion should be given to those cases where

the successful bidder was other than the
3-S204 Purchasing and low bidder to ascertain that sufficient
Subcontracting Practices justification existed for the award.

(5) Selected subcontracts should be
a. Make-or-Buy Decisions reviewed for possible ambiguities, ab-
Audit inquiry should be made into the sence of or revisions to standard clauses,

contractor's policies and procedures in contradictions of requirements, etc. For
arriving at make-or-buy decisions. Audit example, are delivery schedules in the
inquiry should cover the composition of subcontracts compatible with work re-
the committee or group responsible for quirements in the prime contract?
such decision-making, the guidelines or (6) Are engineering change orders
factors to be considered in the decision promptly transmitted to subcontractors
process, and the nature of the documen- and are price changes due to such change
tation maintained in support of the deci- orders negotiated promptly and at rea-
sions. Evaluate selected make-or-buy de- sonable prices?
cisions. (7) Relative to (6) above, are delivery

b. Subcontractor Selection and Sub- delays promptly pursued?
contract Administration (8) Are required technical, administra-Many of the concepts relating to pro- tive, and financial reports submitted by
curement activities by NASA in-house the subcontractors to the prime contrac-
procurement elements have similar appli- tor? Are such reports being used for
cability to subcontracting and other pur- subcontract management purposes?
chasing actions by the prime contractor (9) Have necessary arrangements been
and higher tier subcontractors. The fol- made for contract administration, audit,
lowing are some of the significant points etc., at the subcontractors for the inter-
to be covered: change of pertinent information?

(1) The methods used by the contractor
for selection of subcontractors and prin- 3-S205 Inventory Management
cipal suppliers should be reviewed to
assure that appropriate consideration is Effective inventory control is essential
given to adequacy of subcontractor facili- to assure a proper balance between inven-
ties, financial capabilities, and technical tory supply and production require-
know-how. ments. Among the matters to be included

(2) The type of subcontractual instru- in the review of this activity are:
ments used by the prime contractor a. Indications of overbuying, tying up
should be evaluated as to their appropria- funds in excess inventories which are not
teness in the individual circumstances contributing directly to the current pro-
(cost-type, incentive, time and materials, gram.
etc b. In establishing inventory require-

(3) The audit should establish that the ments, is consideration given to the prob-
prime contractor conforms with the re- lems of frequent change orders obsoleting
quirements of the contract by obtaining certain items?
necessary contracting officer approvals of c. Does the contractor have a program
subcontracts. for standardization of component parts
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as a means of reducing the need for ment in facilities for contract perfor-
separate buying for individual contracts? mance. This relationship is significant in

d. Items of material identified as ex- evaluating the reasonableness of fees in
cess, obsolete, or otherwise in long supply relation to estimated contract costs, since
should be examined as to the cause of a relatively high government investment
these conditions. Conversely, items in should ordinarily be reflected in a lower
short supply should be similarly reviewed rate of fee than would be the case where
for causes. the contractor utilized its own facilities.

e. Are effective procedures used to b. Procedures used by the contractor to
evaluate the economic repairability of secure new and unused production equip-
production rejects? ment. Do such procedures include provi-

f. The contractor's procedures for dis- sion for attempting to secure govern-
posal of scrap should be evaluated. For ment-owned equipment?
example, are classification procedures c. Are government-owned facilities be-
adequate to determine what is usable, ing used by contractors on commercial
salvage, or scrap; are competitive bids work for which a lease arrangement has
secured for sale of scrap? not been effected?

d. Is there any idle government equip-
3-8206 Engineering and Scientific ment at the contractor's plant? If so, has
Manpower Utilization it been reported to responsible NASA

officials? If not reported promptly, delays
a. It is important to emphasize in this could result in contractors at other loca-

area that it is neither contemplated nor tions procuring like equipment unneces-
intended that the auditor evaluates tech- sarily.
nical performance as such. However, the e. Is there evidence of unused or par-
auditor can, for example, be of substan- tially unused plant facilities? If so, what
tial benefit in helping to ascertain wheth- is the effect on the NASA contracts? For
er the financial controls are adequate to example, where only partial use is made
assure that NASA is obtaining commen- of facilities, NASA may be inequitably
surate value, in terms of level of effort sharing the fixed overhead applicable to
and output, from the cost input in this the facilities. Review should also be made
area. to ascertain whether the contractor is

b. In light of the above, review in this performing work on the same contract at
area should cover- more than one plant when adequate

(1) The system of internal management facilities and capacity are available at a
controls established by the contractor to single plant.
accumulate and report data with respect f. What controls are exercised to assure
to time expended by engineering and that previously acquired capital assets
scientific personnel and the progress reimbursed by the government are not
made. considered in pricing subsequent pro-

(2) The reliability and completeness of curement?
the recorded data and the reports submit-
ted to contractor and NASA manage- 3-$208 Engineering Changes
wmnt.

03) The action taken by the contractor's This area is particularly significant in
management to control direct engineer- the light of its impact on costs and
ing and scientific effort. potential overruns. Audit review should

(4) Coordination between technical therefore be directed toward:
and administrative personnel, a. Evaluation of the contractor's proce-

dures for the implementation of engi-
3-$207 Facilities and Equipment neering change orders. Do the procedures

provide for measuring the cost of the
Audit inquiry in this area should in- change (upward or downward) against

clude such matters as: the nature of the technical modification?
a. The relationship between the invest- b. Review of the contractor's estimat-

ment of the contractor and of the govern- ing procedures to determine their reli-
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ability as a basis for negotiation of e. Executives' compensation (see 5-
changes to the contract price. 808.3).

c. Is effective coordination established f. Recruitment costs (see 6-400).
with subcontractors affected by engineer- g. Pre-contract costs (see 6-200).
ing changes? Are costs of making changes h. Royalties and other costs for use of
at subcontractor's plants appropriately patents (see 7-700).
considered? i. Travel and relocation expenses (see

7-1000).
3-S209 Indirect Costs

3-S210 GAO Audits
Depending on the sensitivity and dol-

lar significance of the indirect cost ele- Information concerning GAO audit
ments, audit coverage should encompass, activities is understandably of particular
in addition to the verification aspects, interest to NASA management. Accord-
assurance that the contractor's policies ingly, report coverage should include
and procedures under which the costs appropriate data and commentary on
were incurred are reasonable and whether such matters as:
management controls are effective in a. Have the NASA contracts been au-
precluding the incurrence of excessive or dited by the GAO from their inception to
unnecessary costs. Special attention date? If so, the approximate dates of each
should be given to such sensitive and audit should be indicated.
controversial items as: b. The major GAO comments (oral and

a. Independent research and develop- written), areas of interest, etc.
ment and bid and proposal costs (see 7- c. GAO reports issued. Include title,
1500). number, date, major findings, chief rec-

b. Bonuses ommendations, contractor responses, AF
c. Pension, and profit-sharing plans and Navy responses, NASA responses,

(see 7-600). action taken by the company, agency,
d. Overtime costs (see 6-400). contracting officials, auditors, etc.
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4-000

CHAPTER 4

4-000 GENERAL AUDIT REQUIREMENTS

4-001 Scope of Chapter plishing the objective of contract audit-
ing. Amplification of this guidance will

This chapter presents general guidance be found in later chapters and appen-
and basic auditing concepts and tech- dixes.
niques to assist the auditor in accom-

4-100 Section 1 - FAO Coordination with Contract Administration
Personnel

4-101 Introduction cooperation or assistance of contractor or
government contract administration per-

This section presents guidance on gen- sonnel would be discussed at these meet-
eral coordination with procurement and ings. Discussions should be informal and
contract administration personnel. conducted with an objective of mutual

benefit.
4-102 Coordination with Contractor c. In the case of visits to branch offices,
and Government Contract it is contemplated that contacts would

ordinarily be limited to contractor repre-Administration Personnel sentatives at suboffices visited and-gov-
ernment contract administration oficesa. The maintenance of effective com- in the same locality as the branch offices

munications and interface with the peo- or suboffices visited.
pie with whom DCAA is involved in day-
to-day operations is an important aspect 4-103 Reserved
of the audit function and is referenced in
various sections of CAM dealing with
operational auditing matters. 4-104 Results of Negotiations and

b. Periodic visits are made to various Findings on Appeals
field audit offices by DCAA regional
personnel (RD, DRD, RAM) in conjunc- a. FAR provides that the contracting
tion with reviews of the adequacy and officer shall forward to the cognizant
status of audits performed by such FAOs. DCAA auditor one copy of the Price
Occasional visits are also made to FAOs Negotiation Memorandum (FAR
by members of the DCAA Headquarters 15.808), Memorandum of Disposition of
staff in connection with their assigned Post-award Audits (FAR 15.804-7(d)),
duties. In view of the importance of and Final Determinations on Contractor
effective communication, regional and Appeals to DCAA Forms 1. These docu-
Headquarters personnel should, during ments concerning the disposition of audit
visits to FAOs, make a reasonable at- findings are needed or determining
tempt to arrange for meeting with appro- whether revisions in audit techniques
priate contractor and government con- and related reporting may be in order, to
tract administration officials. The pri- enable the auditor to be as responsive as
mary purpose of such meetings is to possible to the needs of the contracting
provide contractor and government rep- officer. In addition to serving as a key
resentatives with an opportunity to ex- element in the auditor's continuing self
press their views on relationships with appraisal process, the data are needed for
DCAA and any significant developments reporting to top management levels in the
or problems where DCAA may be in- departments and to the Office of the
volved or be able to provide assistance. Secretary of Defense. In order to be
In addition, it is expected that significant timely and fully responsive to the needs
audit matters and problems requiring the of DoD management in providing infor-
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mation on audits, negotiations, etc., all its counterparts in the acquisition or
field audit offices will establish formal administration activity.
follow-up procedures to ensure that cop- c. Those activities with full time PLAs
ies of these contracting officer advices are are listed in 15-3S1. To determine if a
timely received and promptly reported in part-time PLA has been assigned, contact
the status reports required by Headquar- the regional office responsible for the
ters. geographical area where the activity is

b. If the memorandum provided for by located.
FAR 15.808 is not received by the audi- d. Auditors at subcontractor locations
tor within 90 days following issuance of also require similar information relating
the audit report, and negotiations are to prime contractor or higher tier subcon-
known or expected to be completed (for tractor negotiations with subcontractors.
price proposals, questioned costs should This information is needed for postaward
exceed $50,000 to warrant follow-up), the auditing, assessing performance, and re-
field audit office will take follow-up ac- porting purposes. The auditor at the
tion requesting a copy of the document prime contractor or higher tier subcon-
directly from the cognizant procurement tractor or hiuder tier muco-
or administration activity with a copy of tractor location should ensure that maxi-
the request to the full-time on-site PLA mumspor is I vent sucontractI or assigned part-time PLA. If necessary, auditor requests. In the event a contrac-
the field audit office should issue a tor refuses to release the information for
second follow-up request, identified as use outside its organization, it will be
such, within 90 days of the first follow-up necessary for the auditor at the prime
request for the PNM. Upon receipt of the contractor or higher tier subcontractor
second follow-up request, the full-time or sites to review the subcontract file and
assigned part-time PLA will become re- report pertinent information to the sub-
sponsible for all further follow-up until contract auditor.
the contracting officer distributes the e. Follow-up is required for copies of
PNM. Where the PLA encounters a con- Final Determination on Contractor Re-
tinuing problem with timely distribution sponses to DCAA Forms 1. 6-908d states
of PNMs, and corrective action is not that the auditor must have received a
effected, the PLA should elevate the copy before a resubmission voucher can
matter for resolution by the region with be processed.
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4-200 Section 2 - Coordination with Contractor Internal and External
Auditors

4-201 Introduction performed by the other auditor to mini-
mize duplication of audit effort. In addi-

This section discusses many factors for tion, this process strengthens the evalu-
maintaining effective relationships with ation of internal control systems.
contractor internal and external auditors. c. The primary benefit of coordinated

audit planning is that it promotes con-
4-202 Relationships with Contractor tractor self-governance, enabling organi-
Internal and External Auditors zations to better develop and maintain

strong systems of internal controls. Coor-
4-202.1 Coordinated Audit Planning dinated audit planning also helps identify

a. The auditor's evaluation of a con- and eliminate duplicative audit effort,
tractor's internal controls, pursuant to 5- thus saving resources for all parties. It is
100, may disclose, particularly at a major an efficient and effective means for con-
defense contractor location, that a con- ducting oversight and it provides con-
tractor maintains a highly professional tractors with better visibility into and
internal audit staff. In addition, most understanding of government oversight
larger contractors also engage an external criteria. This promotes communication,
public accounting firm to conduct an cooperation, and respect among the vari-
audit of their financial statements. While ous auditors.
these internal and external auditors' final d. The coordinated effort may be ac-
audit objectives are not the same as complished either through the adoption
DCAA's, the means of achieving these of complementary audit programs for
differing objectives often overlap. This separate performance by the respective
frequently results in duplicative audit audit staffs or through joint audits. The
procedures. Whenever there are multiple sharing of overall annual audit plans or
audit organizations involved, consider- participation in such programs as the
ation should be given to coordinated Contractor Risk Assessment Guide does
audit planning. Such a program must, of not constitute a joint audit. A joint audit
course, be predicated upon the contrac- is one in which the government and the
tor's agreement to make available to contractor have mutually assessed risk.
DCAA relevant internal and/or external developed an audit program, and con-
audit working papers and reports (see 4- ducted field work in the audit of a
1000). Since the external auditor's work- particular area. When audit steps are
ing papers do not belong to the contrac- performed jointly, each audit organiza-
tor, there must be agreement between the tion will maintain supervisory responsi-
contractor and the external auditor to bility over its respective audit staff.
provide access to DCAA. This may be e. In some instances, for reasons such
accomplished in the engagement letter. as limitations imposed on the scope of
Also, before communicating directly with the contractor's internal audit activities,
an external auditor regarding contractor it may not be feasible or desirable to
information, a letter should be obtained adopt a joint audit approach. However.
from the contractor indicating that there even in such instances, the work of the
are no objections to such communica- contractor's internal and external audi-
tion. tors should be considered in assessing

b. Coordinated audit planning is a risk and in establishing audit scope. Ar-
voluntary process wherein DCAA and eas particularly appropriate for consider-
the contractor's internal and external ation include tests of the overall accuracy
auditors consider each other's work in of computations, accounting records.
determining the nature, timing, and ex- compliance with established internal con-
tent of auditing procedures. Coordinated trols and procedures, material and inven-
audit planning considers the extent to tory pricing, payroll preparation, labor
which reliance can be placed upon work distribution, and accounts payable. To
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reduce the extent of audit work which should generally be made only when
would otherwise be performed by the referencing notes or extraction would not
DCAA auditor, reliance should be placed be practical. If copies are required, the
on the contractor's internal and external other auditor should provide a list to the
audit activities commensurate with the DCAA auditor who in turn will arrange
nature, scope, and effectiveness of work for reproduction. A list of the documents
performed. See 4-1000 for documenta- provided will be retained in the DCAA
tion requirements when relying upon the working papers.
work of others.

f. When a report is received from the 4-203 DCAA Response to Accounts
contractor's internal or external auditor Receivable Confirmation Requests
that indicates significant audit deficien-
cies or major problems with billings to from CPA Firms
the government, the auditor should con-
duct a timely factfinding of all issues and a. Auditors occasionally receive re-
communicate the findings to the proper quests from CPA firms to confirm the
government personnel. All verbal com- amounts represented by their clients as
munications should be confirmed in writ- receivables due from the government.
ing on a timely basis (see 1-403.3). These requests normally apply to con-

tracts where provisional approval for
4-202.2 Access to DCAA Working interim payment of costs incurred to date
Papers is DCAA's responsibility. Confirmation

a. Under a coordinated audit planning of receivables is a generally accepted
program the contractor's internal or ex- auditing procedure whereby the CPA
ternal auditors are authorized access to seeks to verify the existence and accuracy
most relevant DCAA working papers. of the dollar amounts reported as ac-
However, contractors' internal and exter- counts receivable on the contractor's fi-
nal auditors are not authorized access to nancial statement. Under government
the following: contracting, it may be expected that the

(1) DCAA Form 2000.0 and associated CPA will request positive rather than
working papers. negative confirmation; in either case, it is

(2) Audit reports and associated work- DCAA policy to acknowledge each re-
ing papers when reports have a contin- quest.
gent release statement (see 10-206.2). b. Contractors usually establish a re-
These may be released with permission of ceivable under cost-reimbursement type
the contracting officer. contracts, in the amount of a public

(3) Government technical reports and voucher, at the time it is submitted to the
post-negotiation memorandums. These auditor. However, we cannot reasonably
may be released with permission of the determine the exact timing of contractor
originator, payment by the disbursing office or the

(4) Reports or information on subcon- total amounts unpaid at any prior point
tractors. This information may be re- in time. Furthermore, public vouchers
leased if authorized by the subcontractor. represent claims for interim payments

(5) Administrative forms or appraisal which are provisional in nature and sub-
evaluations. ject to retroactive adjustments at any

(6) Classified working papers. time prior to approval and payment by
(7) Working papers discussing unsatis- the government of the contractor's com-

factory conditions on the part of govern- pletion voucher. Therefore, the auditor is
ment personnel (see 4-803.2b) not in a position to issue an unqualified

b. DCAA working papers are consid- confirmation of accounts receivable
ered government property and, as such, amounts, and could not issue a qualified
DCAA must maintain physical custody. confirmation of outstanding billings
To the extent practical, the other auditors without the disbursing office coordina-
should satisfy the evidence requirement tion.
by reference to, or notes and extractions c. A confirmation request may also
from, DCAA working papers. Copies include contract billings which are not
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subject to audit approval, such as for We acknowledge receipt of your confir-
progress payments, economic price ad- mation request dated 15 August 1984,
justments, or deliveries under fixed-price concerning amounts represented by the
type contracts. It is not appropriate for XYZ Company as due from the Depart-
DCAA to expend any effort attempting to ment of the Army as of 31 July 1984.
confirm such billings. Until completion of a cost-reimburse-

d. Because of the above considerations, ment type contract and later final settle-
auditors will not attempt to confirm ment of the costs, we are not in a position
amounts claimed by contractors as due t of the t areunt in a p
from the government. Tactfully and to confirm that amounts claimed by a
promptly acknowledge a CPA's confir- contractor are payable under the con-
mation request by letter, with a brief tract. Also, under any type ofgovernment
statement as to why we are not in a contract, we cannot determine the un-
position to confirm a contractor's ac- paid billed amount at any prior point in
counts receivable. Also provide, if avail- time because we do not maintain records
able, the name and address of the govern- of payments made.
ment disbursing office where additional If you wish to pursue confirmation of
information may be pursued if the firm the outstanding billed amounts, we sug-
so desires. For example, the acknowledg- gest that you address your inquiry to the
ment might read: Army Finance Office, (address).
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4-300 Section 3 - Conferences With Contractors on Audit Plans, Interim
Notifications, and Results

4-301 Introduction (1) Make arrangements for any neces-
sary work space and administrative sup-

a. This section provides guidance on port. Primarily, this applies to mobile
audit conferences with the contractor. It assignments; however, auditors in a resi-
states the basic requirements for and the dent office or suboffice may also need
extent and nature of discussions during temporary space in a particular operating
entrance, interim, and exit conferences in location to expedite a function-
general and under each type of audit al/operational review.
assignment. (2) Ask the contractor to designate

b. Regarding contractor conferences in primary and alternate officials with
the mobile audit environment, see sup- whom audit matters are to be discussed
plementary guidance as follows: (1) su- during the course of the assignment.
pervisory auditor participation (G-404g), However, make it clear that such an
(2) branch manager participation (G- arrangement does not preclude access to
405c), and (3) special advice and assis- other knowledgeable contractor person-
tance to small contractors (G-502). nel as needed during the audit. Also make

c. Special guidance on preliminary con- it clear that these arrangements should
ferences after a contract termination (be- not cause delays or extra audit work
fore the contractor submits a settlement (hence the advisability of having named
proposal) is in 12-205. alternate officials to expedite the audit

d. Conduct all discussions with con- should the primary official be unavail-
tractors with objectivity and tact in a able). Complex, detailed, and time con-
forthright, professional manner. suming procedures, such as requiring all

data requests be written and/or funneled
4-302 Entrance Conferences through a single individual only, are an

obstruction to efficient audit operations.
4-302.1 General Procedures for Entrance Contractor representatives' actions whichConferences unreasonably restrain, restrict, or delaythe audit should be processed using the

a. Except as provided in 4-302.4, hold denial of access to records procedures set
an entrance conference with the contrac- forth in 1-504.3.
tor's designated representative(s) at the (3) Discuss, or obtain a briefing on, the
start of each separate audit assignment contractor's proposal(s) or other cost rep-
(or each group of assignments to be resentation(s) to clarify any preliminary
covered in a sin$le field visit). Document questions, understand the basis of each
the date, participants' names and titles, submitted cost element, and learn the
and primary discussion points, including nature and location of supporting data.
specific identification of requested data (4) Visit all office and/or plant operat-
to control what was requested and pro- ing areas used in performing current and
vided during the audit. The significance proposed contract(s).
or sensitivity of the assignment will dic- (5) Arrange to review the planning
tate the level and number of audit per- documents, working papers, and audit
sonnel who should attend the conference. reports of the contractor's internal and

b, As a minimum, explain the purpose external auditors for any reviews per-
of the audit, the overall plan for its formed or planned that may curtail the
performance including the estimated du- planned scope of work. See 4-202 for
ration, and generally the types of books, guidance on coordinated efforts with the
records, and operational data with which contractor's auditors.
the auditor will be concerned. If applica- (6) Arrange for any needed EDP audit
ble, the following matters should be han- assistance (see 4-500).
died during or shortly after the entrance (7) When the assignment involves a
conference: subcontractor's cost representation(s), re-
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solve any restrictions on release of audit (4) Request the contractor to provide
findings and report information to high- an informational briefing on the organi-
er-tier contractor(s) per 9-106.4. zation and operations involved in the

(8) Do not enter into written agree- area to reduce the review time. Such
ments with contractors, or affix concur- briefings may cover: (1) oranization-
rence signatures to contractor letters, al/functional assignments affecting the
which contain procedural arrangements area, (2) system descriptions and/or
that inhibit and/or delay the audit perfor- flowcharts of transaction flows and sys-
mance or restrict the reproduction of tern controls, and (3) any identified prob-
necessary supporting evidential matter. lems and planned corrective actions or

other planned changes in the area.
4-302.2 Special Considerations for (5) Invite the contractor to participate
Entrance Conferences on Major actively in the review.
Functional/Operational Reviews (6) Explain in advance the DCAA

a. Hold a planning meeting with the procedures for submitting draft state-
contract administration office technical ments of conditions and recommenda-
specialist(s) in advance of the joint en- tions, and establish time frames for the
trance conference with the contractor, contractor's written responses (see 4-
whenever technical assistance is being 304.5b).
provided or a joint review is being con-
ducted under the DFARS Subpart 242.70 4-302.3 Confirming Letter on Certain
cost monitoring program. The technical Major Assignments
specialist(s) should help develop the en- Issue a letter to the contractor on major
trance conference agenda, such as identi- functional/operational reviews, confirm-
fying necessary data to be requested from ing the arrangements made and signifi-
the contractor. Also invite the special- cant matters discussed at the entrance
ist(s) to participate actively in the confer- conference. Keep the letter's tone courte-
ence itself. ous and express appreciation for the

b. Notify the contractor's management arrangements made. At the FAO's discre-
several weeks before starting an opera- tion, use a similar letter for other major
tions audit or other major functional audit assignments to help maintain good
review. This notice may be oral or in working relations with the contractor.
writing depending on resident working However, make it clear that the arrange-
arrangements (4-302.4). ments should not in any way restrict

c. As applicable, mention the following access to records or personnel necessary
matters during the initial contact before to the audit performance. Predetermina-
the entrance conference, and follow up tions of all records, facilities, contractor
during the entrance conference on each personnel, etc. that may be needed before
major functional/operational review in starting an audit are not possible.
addition to those matters common to all
assignments (4-302.1). 4-302.4 Resident Working Arrangements

(1) Request the cooperation of the for Entrance Conferences
contractor's top management and func- a. Where auditors are assigned full
tional area management to expedite the time at the contractor site, it is usually
review. desirable to establish local working ar-

(2) Give the contractor's management rangements for entrance conferences with
personnel an opportunity to explain how the contractor. For example, some con-
they have discharged their responsibili- tractors may require that the auditor
ties to establish and maintain adequate contact certain key personnel before
internal accounting and administrative starting specific types ofaudits (but see 4-
controls in the review area. 302.1 b.(2)). The contractor may desig-

(3) Request the contractor to identify nate a permanent government liaison
all reports and analyses used by any representative for audits of a general
management level to evaluate and con- nature, or the contractor's controller as
trol the effectiveness, economy, and effi- the contact point for any financial system
ciency of the review area. or compliance type review and the chief
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of estimating as the principal contact for functional/operational area under review.
price proposal reviews. A contractor Disclose to the contractor any factual
might also desire a formal entrance con- duplications, omissions, or other mis-
ference only on major or nonrecurring takes noted in the contractor's submis-
reviews while price proposal reviews or sion, records, or supporting data. As the
other recurring audits are handled in a review progresses, conduct further dis-
prearranged manner. cussions as needed to gain assurance that

b. Working arrangements should be audit conclusions will be based on a
established only upon full mutual concur- complete understanding of all pertinent
rence of the contractor and the FAO facts. Document all discussions in the
manager. They should not be permitted working papers, including date, partici-
to restrict access to records or otherwise pants' names and titles, and primary
limit the audit scope. They should expe- discussion points.
dite the audit and not become so cumber- b. In the interest of equitable dealings
some as to cause delays or extra work. with the contractor and in the proper

c. Do not sign agreements for local discharge of official duties, apprise the
working arrangements. If documentation contractor of any significant understate-
is necessary, a confirming letter may be ments noted in price proposals, reim-
issued by the contractor, subject to can- bursement vouchers, or other cost repre-
cellation or revision at any time upon the sentations when such understatements
auditor's request. Make it clear that the are clearly the result of obvious and
auditor will bypass the arrangements any- unintentional oversight, bookkeeping or
time that they impede the audit. Addi- arithmetic errors, etc. Such cases may
tionally, do not enter into written agree- include mathematical errors in using im-
ments or affix concurrence signatures to provement curve and other computation-
contractor letters containing any access al analysis techniques.
to records provisions. Understandings c. If apparent understatements of esti-
with contractors on reasonable condi- mated costs in price proposals or related
tions and procedures for the conduct of submissions do not meet the criteria
an audit shall not prejudice DCAA's stated above, do not discuss the auditor's
access rights to perform audits and shall conclusions with the contractor unless
not be formalized in written agreements the negotiating contracting officer so re-
signed by DCAA representatives, quests. (See 4-304.2.)

d. As a minimum, the resident auditor d. Handle errors on reimbursement
or resident AIC will hold periodic confer- vouchers as set forth in 6-1007e.
ences, usually more than one a year, with e. Communicate major audit problems
the contractor's designated representa- encountered during review to contractor
tive at the controller or higher level officials authorized to make a decision.
position. At such conferences, discuss The notification should be made at the
any audit matters that need special man- earliest possible time. Do not wait until
agement attention and advise the con- the final exit conference or the issuance
tractor of any changes in audit plans by of the audit report. Document any oral
major audit segment. Document such discussions with appropriate memoran-
discussions. dums or notations in the working papers.

Major audit problems include:
4-303 Interim Conferences (1) Denial of access to records, includ-

ing but not limited to:
(a) Unavailability of contractor person-4-303.1 General Procedures for Interim nel,Conferences (b) Failure of contractor personnel to

a. Throughout each audit assignment, complete audit schedules on a timely
discuss matters with the contractor as basis,
necessary to obtain a full understanding (c) Unreasonable delays by manage-
of the [ep basis for each item in the ment in permitting the commencement
contractor's pricing data or other cost of the audit or in providing needed
representation, or each aspect of the information.
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Follow procedures in 1-504.3 when 4-304 Exit Conferences
denial of access is encountered.

(2) Items that impact the reliability of 4-304.1 General Procedures for Exit
the contractor's books and records, in- Conferences
cluding major internal control weak- a. Upon completion of the field work
nesses, on each separate assignment or field visit,

(3) Significant differences concerning hold an exit conference with the contrac-
the application of generally accepted ac- tor's designated representative and sum-
counting principles, marize the audit results as provided in

(4) Conclusions regarding the reason- succeeding paragraphs. Even when there
ableness of estimates used in developing are no questioned or unsupported costs,
forward pricing/bidding rates, noncompliances, system deficiencies, or

(5) Any other items that may affect cost avoidance to be reported, the exit
audit performance. conference is a minimum courtesy to the

contractor and is an important part of
4-303.2 Incurred Cost Submissions sound contractor relations.

b. Confirm or follow up on requests for
Promptly discuss significant system the contractor's reaction to any audit

deficiencies found during performance of exceptions on incurred costs (4-304.4),
incurred cost audits with the contractor. functional/operational reviews (4-304.5),
Equally important is the timely notifica- and CAS adequacy and compliance re-
tion to the ACO of these deficiencies. views (4-304.6) for inclusion in the audit
Significant deficiencies are those with report.
significant dollar impact on existing or c. If applicable (especially on mobile
future contracts or which require that the audits), inform the contractor that the
contractor take corrective action(s). Nor- audit findings, conclusions, and recom-
mally discuss the deficiencies during each mendations are subject to normal DCAA
functional area's (material, labor, indi- review by the auditor's office before the
rect expenses, etc.) review, audit report is issued, and that the con-

tractor will be advised if any significant
4-303.3 Functional/Operational Reviews changes are made.

d. Document the exit conference in the
a. During the review, keep the contrac- working papers, including date, partici-

tor's designated representative informed pants' names and titles, and specifically
of any problems encountered and interim discussed items and associated contrac-
results of completed phases. tor's reaction, if any. This provides the

b. If contract administration personnel information to be included in the audit
are assisting or participating in the re- report, such as required by 10-504.4d.
view, fully coordinate interim findings
and recommendations with them before 4-304.2 Price Proposals
discussing deficiencies with the contrac- a. This category includes contractor
tor. DFARS Subpart 242.70 joint reviews proposals to establish (I) initial prices
especially require close coordination to under all types of negotiated contracts;
assure team members' consensus and (2) successive target prices and interim
complete understanding of the findings prospective prices under FPR- and FPI-
by the contract administration office. type contracts, (3) price changes for con-
Also coordinate with contract adminis- tract change orders; (4) other contract
tration technical personnel when the price adjustments including those for
findings involve their area of expertise, alleged delay and disruption and requestsbut their assistance could not be provid- for extraordinary contractual relief; (5)
ed during the review. Discussions with forward pricing rate agreements; and (6)
edithe technicalpersonneview. Disc i s wh special or flexible progress payment rates.
the technical personnel in such cases can Treat the incurred cost portion of a final
help clarify and/or support the findings FPR/FPI price redetermination proposal
when presented to the contractor. as an incurred cost submission (4-304.4)
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and the projected portion under this tence and extent of defective pricing
paragraph. remains the responsibility of the con-

b. Do not disclose to the contractor the tracting officer.
audit conclusions and recommendations b. The contracting officer should also
on projected costs or rates that are sub- be provided the draft report exhibit(s)
ject to contracting officer negotiation, and accompanying footnotes normally on
except as specifically requested by the apparent defective pricing issues and
negotiating contracting officer. (Discus- given the opportunity to provide com-
sion of actual cost submissions, even if ments. See 14-122 regarding discussions
subject to negotiation, is covered in 4- of the audit findings with the contracting
304.4.) As an example, a labor cost officer. The auditor should discuss the
estimate proposed by the contractor may findings throughout the course of the
reflect a learning or improvement trend audit rather than only at the end.
different from the contractor's prior cost c. The contractor may contend that
experience, with no apparent justifica- there were understated estim:..es offset-
tion. In this example, you would discuss ling any potential price reduction that
with the contractor the factual aspects of would result from a contracting officer's
the prior cost experience and inquire why defective pricing determination. For con-
the experienced trend was not considered tracts entered into on or before 1 5 Febru-
appropriate to project future costs. You ary 1987. request specific supporting data
would not, however, discuss your audit for audit review and inclusion in the
conclusions or disclose the amount of audit report. For contracts entered into
proposed labor costs to be questioned, if after 15 February 1987, request the con-
any, in the audit report. tractor provide appropriate certification

c. Discuss with the contractor any and specific data supporting the offsets
discrepancies noted in the cost or pricing for audit review and inclusion in the
data, as defined in FAR 15.801, whether audit report (see 14-118 and 10-605.3c).
they increase or decrease the contract d. Although the auditor should not
price. As part of these discussions, and in expend resources examining uncertified
accord with DFARS 215.805-5(e)(8), in- contractor offsets, the auditor should
form the contractor of any cost or pricing objectively disclose all of the facts
data found to be inaccurate, incomplete, known. Therefore, apparent offsets dis-
or noncurrent. Confine the discussions to covered during the postaward audit
factual aspects of the data, and do not should be disclosed to the contractor for
attempt to influence the contractor to its analysis and offset submission if the
change the proposal. Any changes in the contractor deems appropriate. (Refer to
proposal should be based on the contrac- 14-118 for treatment of offsets in the
tor's own initiative by formal written audit position on recommended price
submission to the contracting officer. adjustments).

d. Advise the contractor of any costs to e. Coordination and discussion of the
be reported as unsupported (see 10- findings by all parties before the audit
308.2). report is issued can minimize delays in

the resolution process. Postaward audit4-304.3 Postaward Reviews of Cost or reports should not be issued until the
Pricing Data for Possible Defective initial findings have been properly coor-
Pricing dinated.

a. Discuss any factual indication that
cost or pricing_ data may have been 4-304... Incurred Cost Submissions
defective to afford the contractor an a. This category includes cost reim-
opportunity (normally 30 days) to review bursement vouchers and contractor rep-
the matter and provide any additional resentations of incurred costs to establish
information for the auditor's consider- (1) final prices on all types of completed
ation. A draft copy of the report exhib- negotiated contracts. (2) final indirect
it(s) and accompanying footnotes nor- cost rates, and (3) contract termination
mally should be piovided to the contrac- settlements. Contractor requests for prog-
tor. Final determination as to the exis- ress payments authorized by the contract
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will be treated under this paragraph even the ACO attend discussions with the
though projected costs are involved in contractor subsequent to the formal exit
the calculations. Proposals to establish conference, if, in the auditor's opinion,
special or flexible progress payment rates this would facilitate the resolution of
and interim changes in contract prices contested issues. In arriving at this deci-
are covered in 4-304.2. sion, consider factors such as the likeli-

b. Discuss all audit conclusions with hood of issuing DCAA Forms 1, ongoing
the contractor's designated official and relationships with the ACO, and duplica-
tr to reach agreement on any questions tion of effort which may result if joint

conformity with generally accepted discussions are not conducted.
accounting principles, applicable cost ac-
counting standards, and other cost princi- 4-304.5 Functional/Operational Reviews
pies incorporated in the contract(s). If a. This paragraph covers reviews of
there are audit exceptions to be reported, contractor's organizations, functions, and
request the contractor's official reaction operations for economy and efficiency
for inclusion in the audit report or in the and financial compliance, including re-
notice of costs suspended or disapproved, views of internal controls, major system

c. See 6-902c and d for special discus- surveys, and joint reviews under DFARS
sion procedures on costs to be suspended Subpart 242.70.
or disapproved under cost-reimburse- b. After full discussion of each matter
ment-type contracts. requiring contractor action, provide the

d. As discussed in 6-902e, the auditor contractor a draft statement of the condi-
should notify the ACO of developing tion(s) and recommendations. Carefully
issues which may result in the issuance of design the discussions and drafts to elicit
a DCAA Form I as follows: contractor concurrence with recommend-

(1) Provide the ACO with written ed system improvements and/or cost
documentation of the audit results which avoidance. Request an official written
were discussed with the contractor at the response for inclusion in the audit report,
exit conference, unless the contractor and establish a time frame for the con-
immediately agreed to all audit excep- tractor's response. Allow ample time for
tions and the written report will be issued the contractor to consider the audit pre-
within the next 30 days. The written sentations, and be receptive to alterna-
documentation may be in the form of a tives the contractor may suggest that will
memorandum to the ACO, a copy of a satisfy the audit objectives.
memorandum for the file setting forth the c. If the contractor does not agree with
results of the exit conference, copies of a the audit recommendations and provides
draft report exhibit and/or notes, or cop- a response, the auditor should provide in
ies of working paper exhibits and/or the report comments specifically on the
supporting working papers. In other contractor's response. If specialist or
words, provide the ACO with whatever technical assistance is required in evalu-
information or subset thereof that was ating those alternatives, the auditor
provided to the contractor at the exit should obtain the assistance. Do not
conference. merely restate or amplify a position al-

(2) Provide the ACO a copy of the ready stated.
contractor's written rebuttal to the audit d. If the review results in cost avoid-
findings immediately upon receipt. ance recommendations, make the con-

(3) Discuss significant unresolved is- tractor aware that, effective immediately.
sues with the ACO at any mutually any impact of such recommendations
agreeable time. Such discussions may will be reflected as questioned costs in
result in the introduction of additional reports on price proposal reviews when
data or information which could support applicable (in accordance with the crite-
or modify audit findings. ria in 9-308).

(4) The ACO should not ordinarily e. See further guidance on discussion of
participate in the formal exit conference. audit findings as part of a team review in
However, if the auditor wishes (or the 5-1302 (contractor's purchasing system
ACO so requests), the auditor may have review team), 5-1303 (contractor's insur-
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ance/pension review team), and 5-1200 on a proper understanding of the issues
(surveys of contractor estimating sys- and that all pertinent facts have been
tems). considered. Do not state that the auditor

is making a determination of noncompli-
4-304.6 Cost Accounting Standards ance, since the contracting officer makes
Reviews this determination. Because of the signifi-

a. This paragraph covers cost account- cance and complexity of CAS compliance
in$ standards (CAS) adequacy and com- issues, advise the contractor in writing of
pliance reviews and CAS price adjust- any instances of apparent noncompliance
ment impact proposals. that will be reported to the ACO. The

b. Discuss the results of adequacy letter should solicit the contractor's spe-
reviews with the contractor. If one or cific comments on the compliance issues
more disclosures are considered inade- and advise that the comments will be
quate, solicit the contractor's oral or included in the audit report if received by
written reaction for inclusion in the audit a specified date.
report. Do not delay issuing the report, d. Before and/or after discussion with
however, if the comments are not provid- the contractor on either an adequacy or
ed in sufficient time to permit their compliance review, coordinate the find-
inclusion by the established report due ings with the regional office and the
date. CAC/CHOA/GAC as appropriate (see 8-

c. Thoroughly discuss apparent CAS 302.5 & 6). Apprise the ACO of noncom-
noncompliances with the contractor to pliance matters as soon as practicable
establish that the audit findings are based (see 8-302.4).
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4-400 Section 4- Audit Working Papers

4-401 Introduction e. The nature of working papers re-
quires that proper control and adequate

This section contains general guidance safeguards be maintained at all times.
for the preparation, format, contents, and Working papers frequently reflect infor-
filing of audit work papers, whether pre- mation considered confidential by the
pared manually or through the use of contractor, marked "For Official Use
computers. Only," or classified for government secu-rity purposes.

4-402 General 4-403 Format and Contents of

a. Audit working papers contain infor- Working Papers
mation from accounting and statistical 4-403.1 Format of Working Papers
records, personal observations, the re-
sults of interviews and inquiries, and a. Standardization in type of paper and
other available sources. Audit working folders, binding, filing, design, content,
papers may also include contract briefs, and arrangement of work papers is desir-
copies of correspondence, excerpts from able because it facilitates audit, review,
corporate minutes, organization charts, and report preparation. A master indexcopies of written policies and procedures, of the major series of schedules or analy-
and other substantiating documentation, ses should be placed in a prominent
adTher sustantiatange mentakiong position in the working papers file.The extent and arrangement of working b. Conditions and circumstances varypapers files will depend to a large mea- with each examination and it is not
sure on the nature of the audit assign- practicable to provide uniform instruc-
Sment. For example, an audit of a small tions as to the material to include in theterminated contract may result in few work papers. This requires the exercise of
working papers; an audit at a major professional judgment. A constant aware-
contractor where a resident audit office is ness of the purpose and use to be made of
maintained may generate a voluminous working papers is helpful in determining
working papers file. their content.

b. The preparation of working papers
assists the auditor in accomplishing the 4-403.2 Contents of Working Papers
objectives of an audit assignment. Work- Except as noted below, each working
ing papers serve as the basis for the paper should contain the following infor-
conclusions in the audit report; provide a mation:
record of the work done for use as a. Heading. Head each working paper
substantiating data in negotiations, ap- with the name of the contractor, the
peals, and litigations; provide guidance assignment number and a title or descrip-
for subsequent examinations; and serve tion. In most cases, a good title or
as a basis for the review and evaluation of description should convey the purpose of
the work performed. the working papers (see 4-403.2.c). When

c. Audit working papers should be more than one sheet is necessary for any
prepared at the time audit work is per- single analysis or schedule, only an as-
formed and maintained on a current signment number is needed to head pages
basis. Working papers should reflect the after the first one. Use appropriate abbre-
pro.ress of the audit, ensure continuity of viations when titles and descriptions are
audit effort, and permit reassignment of long. Position the descriptive headings
auditors without significant loss of time. on the work papers uniformly.

d. Working papers should be relevant b. Auditor's Name and Date. The audi-
to the audit assignment. Files should not tor who prepares or completes a working
include extraneous pages. Superseded paper, should place his or her initials and
working papers should be clearly marked the month, day, and year the work was
as such and retained. performed or completed on each sheet. If
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the auditor verifies a multiple-page, con- f. Cross-Reference. Cross-reference in-
tractor-prepared document (e.g., bill of formation or amounts having a direct
material), the auditor should place his or relationship to other working papers as
her initials and the date on only the first they are prepared by placing the appro-
page of such document. Initials should be priate reference on each related item. As
identified to the specific auditor in a a minimum, cross-reference the follow-
prominent place in the audit file. It is not ing:
necessary for supervisors to indicate their (1) The specific items in the draft of the
review and approval on each working audit report and the related working
paper. Supervisory guidance, review, and papers.
approval must be evident in the working (2) The summary schedules and their
papers, however. As a minimum, to indi- supporting working papers.
cate final review and approval of the (3) Interrelated working papers.
work, supervisors should initial and date (4) The audit program and the working
the lead schedules, the top page of the papers (see 3-103d. and f.).
Summary of Results of Audit section, g. Auditor's Conclusions and Recom-
and the top page of the draft audit report. mendations. State the conclusions and
Initialing these documents is evidence recommendations on the working paper
that the working papers have been re- as soon as a determination is made. For a
viewed to the extent necessary for the group of related working papers, a single
supervisor to ensure the audit objectives conclusion on the first page of the group
have been accomplished and there is is acceptable.
adequate evidential matter to support the h. Indexing. Index each working paper
audit findings. In addition, the supervi- as it is prepared.
sor must also initial the DCAA Form
7640-20 as an endorsement that the re- Agenda Sheet
quirements have been met. In the course of the assignment, mat-

c. Purpose. State the purpose on each ters may arise which are not settled
working paper or the first page of a group immediately either because the informa-
of related working papers. The purpose tion is not available or the auditor wishes
should usually be evident from the con- to avoid interrupting the work at hand.
tents of the heading of the pane (see 4- Develop a separate agenda sheet or "To
403.2a). Do not write a duplicative expla- Do" sheet listing matters for further
nation of the purpose when it is clearly examination as the audit proceeds. Be-
evident in the title or heading. fore completion of the audit, review and

d. Scope of Analysis. Explain the scope resolve each item on the agenda sheet.
of the audit work performed unless ap- Items which may be placed on the agenda
parent. Include appropriate explanatory sheet include:
notes when the scope has been limited, or a. Differences to be investigated.
unusually expanded. Explain each tick b. Items to be discussed with contrac-
mark or symbol used. When uniform tick tor personnel.
marks are used throughout the audit, c. Additional audit steps to be per-
place a legend at the beginning of the file formed after preparation of an analysis or
or at the beginning of each applicable schedule.
section. d. Unavailable contractor records to be

e. Source of Information. Identify the examined later.
source of data or information shown on e. Follow-up on partially completed
each working paper. Note that general- transactions.
ized statements, such as "contractor's f. Items requiring discussion with or
accounting records," "permanent file," approval of the contracting officer or
or "John Jones" are not sufficient identi- technical or supervisory personnel.
fication. Sources of information should
be explicit (e.g., "contractor's general 4-405 Working Papers Files
ledger for CFY 1990" or "oral explana-
tion provided by John Jones, Chief Ac- Working papers are generally classified
countant"). into two categories: the permanent file
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and the current file. General guidance as c. Following is a list of items which
to the contents of each and their interre- would logically be included in the perma-
lationship is presented below. nent file as having continuing value in

future audit assignments:
4-405.1 Permanent File (1) Internal control assessment plan-

a. The permanent file on each contrac- ning summary sheets.
tor is a central repository of information (2) Internal control questionnaires.

gathered during the course of an audit (3) MAARs control log.
whihe hasdcontinng vourse ofand useto 3(4) Disclosure statement and revisions
which has continuing value and use to in accordance with CAS rules and regula-
subsequent audits expected to be per- tions.
formed at the same contractor. Perma- (5) CAS compliance control schedules I
nent files are useful in preparing the audit and a noncompliance summary schedule
program and in determining the appro- (through FY 1991).
priate scope of subsequent audits. They (6) FMIS CAS Compliance Testing I
also provide ready means for auditors to Report By Contractor (After FY 1991).
become familiar with the contractor's (7) FMIS Noncompliance Testing Re- I
operations and any existing audit prob- port By Contractor (After FY 1991).
lems or contractor system weaknesses. (8) Defective pricing lead sheets.
While summary information on the con- (9) Flowcharts, record layouts, and
tractor's organization, financial structure EDP audit reports on accounting systems
and policies and procedures may some- for government contracts.
times be included in permanent files for d. Maintain the permanent file in a
smaller contractors, such information on convenient, accessible manner. Include
large contractors with continuing audit steps in each current audit to identify
activity is generally maintained in the information of the type described above
field audit office at a central reference which should be removed from the cur-
library, rent file and placed in the permanent file.

b. The third mandatory annual audit Annotate the current audit working pa-
requirement (MAAR) is to maintain and pers file to reference any information
update permanent files for new or removed for retention in the permanent
changed contractor organizations, opera- file. Auditors using the permanent file in
tions, policies, procedures, internal con- connection with a current audit are also
trols, and accounting methods that influ- expected to identify permanent file infor-
ence the nature, level, and accounting mation which is outdated or no longer
treatment of costs being charged or to be considered useful for future assignments.
charged to government contracts. The Submit recommendations to the supervi-
purpose of this mandatory annual audit sory auditor for removal of such data
requirement is to ensure that any of the from the permanent file.
above type information gleaned from e. Auditors often refer to prior current
current audit work is summarized or files as frequently as the permanent files.
referenced where it is likely to have a This is especially true with indirect cost
continuing value to subsequent audit audit files that contain audited contract
work. It is not necessary to establish cost information. Accordingly, where the
separate audit assignments to gather or- current file contains information that
ganizational or procedural manual would likely be useful in the performance
changes and to file such information in of future audits and it is not practical to
the permanent files when it has no imme- transfer the data to a separate permanent
diate or obvious influence on future audit file, maintain and properly reference the
assignments. In making this distinction current file as part of the permanent file.
between what is needed and all other
information, the auditor must be alert 4405.2 Current File
and exercise proper judgment. Addition- a. The current file usually consists of
al guidance or nonmajor contractors is working papers which have limited use
in G-302; additional guidance for major on future assignments. DCAA Forms
contractors is in H-302. 7640-19a, b, and c are the Agencywide
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Working Papers Indexes and provide a contracting officer can be accomplished
concise summary of items generally with a reasonable expenditure of audit
found in audit working papers. effort.

b. Transfer information contained in b. Reasonable access to all records and
the current file to the permanent file if corroborative documentary evidence nec-
there is anticipated need for the informa- essary to achieve the audit objective must
tion on other current or future audits. be provided by the contractor. If the

c. In preparing current file working auditor is precluded from performing
papers, do not unnecessarily duplicate procedures considered necessary and ma-
information located in the permanent terial in the circumstances, including
file. Frequently the most expeditious reproducing contractor records and docu-
method is to reference the permanent file ments, follow the access to records guid-
data to the current file. ance in 1-504.

d. In certain situations a current file
may become part or all of the permanent 4-407 Computer-Aided Audit
file; see 4-405. .e and G-302.2.c. Applications and Working Papers

4-406 Copies of Contractor Data Preparation

a. When considering the extent of the a. A computer-aided audit application
contractor's data that should be copied is any audit task that has been automated
and retained in the working papers files, using a software program. Any applica-
use the following guidelines: tion that is developed must be tested

(1) Keep copies of contractor financial before it is used. The extent and type of
records and documents to the minimum testing should be based on the complexity
necessary to support the information of the application and the inherent risk
obtained and the conclusions reached. when relying on the results generated.
Consider the continuing availability of b. Audit applications done with a com-
source documents and contract data re- puter must fully satisfy the requirements
tention requirements when deciding of 2-306a and 4-402b. Thus, working
whether to reference or reproduce con- papers prepared with the aid of a com-
tractor source documents. puter should be documented in the same

(2) Where a particularly sensitive or manner as those prepared manually.
material audit conclusion hinges on key They should clearly describe the data and
source documents and referencing would procedures employed in the computer
not provide sufficient evidence of the application.
content, include copies in the working c. The amount of documentation will
papers. This same consideration applies vary depending on the particular comput-
when the audit results can give rise to a er application employed; however, the
gcvernment claim against the contractor data and procedures used in the applica-
such as an assertion of defective pricing tion must be sufficiently documented and
or an allegation of CAS noncompliance, properly retained to satisfy the require-
In these situations, the contractor data ments of 4-402b and to facilitate the re-
should be retained in the working paper creation of the application. Examples of
files for consideration by the contracting matters that may need to be documented
officer in his/her decision making pro- to fully explain the computer-aided audit
cesses. More routine audit conclusions work are (1) parts of the computer proce-
may be sufficiently documented by refer- dures used that are needed to understand
ence and extraction of pertinent informa- and validate the main output such as
tion. formulas used in spreadsheet-type appli-

(3) Recognize contractor concerns cations or in calculated columns of tabu-
about reproducing copies of sensitive lar schedules, (2) detailed schedules sup-
financial or other operating information, porting summary schedules, and (3) the
Instead of making copies, take notes or input data if it is not shown in the output.
extracts if this will satisfy the government Depending on the application, the re-
auditing standards and the needs of the quired documentation may be in the
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form of supplementary printouts from (4) Use the lock formulas command to
the computer application program or protect formulas and overall structure.
explanatory annotations by the auditor. (5) Use record counts, data totals, hash

d. Proper training, planning, and test- totals, or other control totals.
ing are important factors in ensuring that (6) Calculate key balances using two
computers are effectively used and in alternative methods and then compare
minimizing the risk of generating inaccu- the results to make sure they are equal.
rate results. However, just learning about (7) Use range and reasonableness check
proper design methods and good con- numbers to confirm totals.
struction techniques in developing an (8) Run test data and review the output
audit application provides no guarantee for accuracy.
that the results will be error-free. Ade- e. Store the data supporting a comput-
quate control features need to be identi- er-aided audit application on reliable

computer media (e.g., floppy disk, mag-fled, designed, and incorporated into the netic tape, etc.) labeled with the appro-
documentation, data entry, processing, priate au- dit assignment number. Take
and output portions of an audit applica- necessary precautions to adequately storetion. For example, the following control and protect the electronic files.
procedures could be used for spreadsheet f. Supervisory review to ensure compli-
applications, where appropriate: ance with the auditing standards applies

(1) Print a listing of the formulas and to computer-aided audit applications just
relationships. as it applies to any other type audit

(2) Attach instructions and identifica- application. The reviewer must evaluate
tion data with the spreadsheet applica- each application based upon its objec-
tion. tives and the relative sensitivity of the

(3) Create back up files. audit conclusions.
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4-500 Section 5 - Using EDP in Contract Auditing

4-501 Introduction b. Using EDP in auditing involves both
(1) supplementary processing of data that

a. This section describes ways that has been processed by the EDP system
EDP can assist in review and audit of and (2) EDP processing of data intro-
contract costs being estimated and/or duced from non-EDP sources. It also
incurred by contractors, and ways avail- includes obtaining EDP application
able to obtain EDP audit assistance. It changes that will ease audit work related
includes policy and procedural guidelines to the application (beyond the minimum
for: requirements for internal control).

(1) Encouraging contractor applica- c. EDP resources usually available to
tions that ease the contract audit process. DCAA auditors include any computer

(2) Using contractor EDP for contract system and software from (1) the contrac-
audit purposes. tor which has submitted the data, (2)

(3) Using the DCAA computer system DCAA regional and field audit office,
and software for technical audit applica- and (3) the Technical Services Center
tions. (TSC) (i.e., purchased software or Agen-

b. Sections C-100, C-200, C-300 con- cy/TSC developed software). If the data
tain the general background and orienta- is written, copied, unload, or dumped to
tion material on EDP systems and related
terminology (including EDP audit trail tape (a sequential or flat file format), it
requirements). More specific guidance on can be accessed by DATATRAK IaI or
contract audit objectives related to EDP any one of a number of other data
includes: manipulation software tools. Due to the

(1) Evaluating EDP internal account- transportability of data, processing can
ing and administrative controls (C-300). take place at the contractor site or at any

(2) Determining the acceptability of other processing site available to DCAA.
EDP costs proposed or incurred (7-102, Assistance in requesting and obtaining
7-103, 7-200, and C-400). contractor data is available from regional

(3) Auditing the acceptability of other and TSC computer specialists. In some
contract costs processed by EDP systems cases, DCAA will also have the option to
(C-300). lease or purchase computer resources and

(4) Reviewing the economy and effi- services (commercially or from other
ciency of contractor EDP operations (C- government agencies) to meet field audit
400). needs.

(5) Performing economy and efficiency d. Documents used to enter informa-
reviews of other contractor operations tion into the computer for processing.
that rely on EDP applications (DCAAP certain computer files, or other evidential
7641.73). matter required by the auditor may exist

(6) Reviewing the design and develop- only for a short period or only in comput-
ment of new contractor EDP systems and er-readable form. In some computer sys-
significant system modifications (C-500). tems, input documents may not exist at

all because information is directly en-
4-502 Policy on Use of EDP tered into the system. A contractor's data

retention policies may require the auditor
4-502.1 General Criteria for Using EDP to request retention of some information

a. Computers are capable of doing for his/her review or to perform audit
many audit tasks, and DCAA strives to procedures when the information is
take full advantage of these capabilities, available. In addition, certain informa-
The growing cost and scarcity of auditor tion generated by the computer for man-
time, coupled with increasing economy agement's internal purposes may be use-
and efficiency of EDP, make the choice ful in performing analytical tests (e.g.,
of EDP audit assistance increasingly cost- system management facilities and statis-
effective. tical analysis system data).
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e. Consider using computer-assisted added EDP costs are more than justified
audit techniques to increase the efficien- by benefits accruing to the contractor,
cy of performing audit procedures. Using such as accelerated cash flow resulting
computer-assisted audit techniques may from timely processing of progress pay-
also provide an opportunity to apply ment requests or public vouchers, greater
certain procedures to an entire popula- assurance of the accuracy of records, and
tion of accounts or transactions rather reduced administrative support to con-
than sampling. In addition, in some ac- tract audit requirements. Sample selec-
counting systems, it may be difficult or tions, cost reconciliations, and special
impossible for the auditor to analyze analyses requested by the auditor often
certain data or test specific control proce- save the contractor other significant au-
dures without computer assistance. dit support efforts; and the audit data can

4-502.2 EDP for Mobile and Resident often be used by the contractor's operat-
Audits ing personnel to improve performance of

The most extensive audit usage of their assigned tasks.
EDP, especially the use of contractor 4-502.4 EDP Cooperation with Internal
EDP, will be at major contractor loca- and Independent Auditors
tions. Mobile auditors, however, should
also consider carefully the possible bene- Obtaining cooperation from the con-
fits of EDP assistance, especially at loca- tractor's internal audit staff and/or inde-
tions where there are recurring audits or pendent auditors can facilitate the use of
time-consuming special audit require- EDP in auditing contract costs. These
ments. Furthermore, other resources groups normally perform reviews of the
(such as TSC developed software) are company's EDP systems and the data
increasingly available for cost-effective processed thereby. They may often be
use in contract audit assignments per- aware of computer listings and/or general
formed on a mobile basis (see 4-508). purpose computer programs within the

system which will provide the specific
4-502.3 Use of Contractor EDP information needed by the auditor. Ob-

a. With some EDP applications, access tain and use this assistance following the
to contractor EDP systems and data may guidelines in 4-202 and 4-1000.
be clearly essential for proper audit of
costs incurred or proposed. (Audit in- 4-503 Organizational Support of
cludes evaluation of internal accounting EDP Audit Applications
and administrative controls.) In all other
cases, requests for special EDP audit DCAA maintains a complete network
assistance by the contractor should be of FAO, regional, and Headquarters re-
confined to those which are cost-effective sources to help the field auditor deter-
for meeting contract audit requirements. mine the feasibility of EDP audit applica-

b. Consider using reports or other tions and implement those that are ap-
records which are otherwise available propriate. (These resources are, for the
before requesting special EDP reports. most part, the same as are available to
This requires knowledge of the usefulness assist the field auditor plan and/or per-
of available contractor EDP output. asis the fiel adtreplan an p-
When possible, meet audit needs through 501 b.)
adjustments to normally scheduled con-
tractor computer runs rather than by 4-503.1 FAO EDP Auditors
special runs solely for contract audit
purposes. Be receptive to suggestions of Where needed, auditors are appointed
the contractor's systems analysts and by FAO managers to serve as focal points
programmers, so long as audit objectives for EDP activities within the FAQ. These
are achieved, auditors are given specialized EDP train-

c. In many applications the value of the ing and provide local EDP audit assis-
audit benefit received will far exceed the tance during surveys, evaluations, and
net cost to the contractor. Often minor audits of contractor EDP systems.
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4-503.2 Regional EDP Auditors and and assistance in using generalized data
Computer Specialists management and data manipulation soft-

One or more auditors in the regional ware packages (both commercially avail-
special programs offices are responsible able and TSC developed) such as SAS,
for coordinating the overall implementa- TSO/ISPF, IBM Utilities and JCL, ROS-
tion of EDP policy and programs within COE, EZ-TRIEVE, File-Aid, DATAT-
the regions. These auditors monitor FAO RAK, and D-NET. Additionally, this
EDP audit programs and provide techni- branch will design and write special-pur-
cal guidance and assistance in EDP relat- pose mainframe COBAL programs on
ed audit activity. Computer specialists request.
assigned to regional offices provide the b. The EDP Branch also coordinates
same type of EDP guidance and support and controls use of the DCAA/TSC ma-
to the regions as the EDP Branch of the inframe computer system located at the
Technical Services Center provides (see Technical Services Center.
4-503.5). 4-503.6 Special Programs Branch

4-503.3 EDP Training The Special Programs Branch of the
DCAA's general auditor training and Technical Services Center provides guid-

career development plan includes courses ance and assistance for applications in-
designed to provide a basic understand- volving E-Z-Quant (DCAAP 7641.91),
ing of EDP and the audit concerns associ- PC Cost Analyzer (DCAAP 7641.74),
ated with the EDP environment. The Flexible Progress Payments-CASH Mod-
courses are offered through the Defense el (9-1406), Lease versus Purchase Analy-
Contract Audit Institute (DCAI). The sis (LVPA) (7-200), and Financial Ac-
more specialized EDP courses, offered counting Standard Board (FASB) State-
through both government and nongov- ment 13 (7-203.1). In addition the branch
emnment sources, are available on an as- provides onsite and written directions for
required basis and are usually provided complex applications of statistical sam-
to FAO and regional EDP auditors. pling (Appendix B), correlation analysis I

(Appendix E), and improvement curves I
4-503.4 Computer Assisted Audit (Appendix F). Also provided is data
Techniques Branch needed for LVPAs of computer equip-

The Computer Assisted Audit Tech- ment such as residual values, market
niques (CAATS) Branch of the Technical values, and list prices.
Services Center provides EDP guidance
and assistance for computer-assisted au- 4-504 Generalized Audit Software on
dit applications using DCAA DIIS soft- Contractor EDP
ware or similar computer programs. In
addition, CAATS is responsible for coor- 4-504.1 Overview of Generalized Data
dination and control of computer pro- Retrieval Software
gram development to ensure adequate a. Generalized software can provide a
dissemination of new and/or refined convenient and cost-effective means to
computer audit techniques to field offices select, sort, and list contractor data
and to avoid duplicate effort. stored on EDP media, without the need
4-503.5 EDP Branch to develop unique computer programs

for each data retrieval. The concept of
a. The EDP Branch of the Technical generalized software covers a wide range

Services Center provides EDP technical of generalization-from the broadest-pur-
guidance, support, and assistance in all pose operating system utilities, to special-
aspects of mainframe computer related ly-designed inquiry programs used only
audits including automated information with a single application data base such
access, retrieval, displaying, and report- as one contractor's production control
ing; capacity planning; computer perfor- system. Retrieval packages that have
mance evaluation; and system tuning. been specifically designed for (I) audit
The EDP Branch also provides direction applications or (2) contractor-peculiar
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data base applications will usually best a computer specialist may be required
serve our needs. However, contractors and -an be obtained from the Regional
may use either more specialized or more Office or the EDP Branch of the Techni-
generalized programs to support contract cal Services Center.
audit requirements for EDP data.

b. As a minimum, audit software pack- 4-504.4 DCAA Netting Evaluation
ages will permit selection of EDP records Technique (D-NET)
randomly as well as by other, nonstatisti- D-NET is a generalized software pack-
cal decision criteria applied to each rec- age which is installed on a contractor's
ord processed. Minimum program fea- computer system to analyze and evaluate
tures for contract audit needs include the appropriateness of the various factors
stratified sampling and dollar unit sam- used by the contractor's MRP II/MMAS
pling (see Appendix B). system to stock, order, cost, assign, trans-

c. Some of the more sophisticated EDP fer, expend, and scrap material resource
audit packages permit selections based on assets. Parameters required to run the
data relationships between successive program are supplied by the auditor or
records and comparisons among data in computer specialist at program execution
multiple files. This may include use of time (see 6-308).
data files input by the auditor; for exam-
ple, using a generalized EDP program to 4-504.5 Using Non-DCAA Audit
track labor charges to sensitive accounts. Software
As a general rule, including more power- a. General-purpose computer programs
ful software capabilities reduces the ease are commonly used by contractors' inter-
of using the most commonly needed nal and independent auditors to sample
features. and analyze electronic data. Such pack-

ages are available from computer manu-
S4-504.2 DCAA Data Retrieval on facturers, service companies, and soft-
Contractor EDP (DATATRAK) ware vendors. A number of public ac-

DATATRAK is a generalized software counting firms, the Internal Revenue
package which is installed on contractors' Service, and other Federal agencies also
systems to retrieve, sort, and summarize have developed or adopted programs
large volumes of data. Input data must be oriented specifically toward audit re-
in a sequential file format. Specific oper- quirements.
ational guidance is in DCAAP 7641.89. b. The contractor may choose to use a
Information necessary to run the pro- program of this type, available on its
gram is supplied by the auditor and input system, to support contract audit data

I to the program at execution time. Addi- requirements. This may be appropriate,
tionally, DATATRAK 3PC is available for example, where a requirement would
for use on the microcomputer. exceed the capabilities of DATATRAK I

and other data retrieval software. You I
4-504.3 DCAA Computer Performance may need to consult with an EDP special-
Evaluation (CPE) on Contractor EDP ist concerning the validity of a particular

System Evaluation Software (SES) is a program and ways to maintain audit
computer software package developed by control over program execution.
DCAA to perform an analysis of a con-
tractor's computer performance data. 4-505 Exception Analysis on
SES is used to validate contractor provid- Contractor EDP
ed information. This validation is one of
the tools auditors use in the verification a. As a basic feature of both internal
of the contractor's system of internal accounting control and administrative
controls. After the package is installed on control, the contractor should routinely
the contractor's system, performance use its EDP system to identify any unusu-
data tapes are read by SES and reports al or sensitive transactions and condi-
are generated which assist the auditor in tions reflected in data being processed.
determining the system's level of perfor- Following the principle of management
mance efficiency. Technical assistance by by exception, some contractors also pro-
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gram their EDP systems to identify sig- working arrangements for the contractor
nificant deviations from expected cost to handle them. Regular use of general-
and performance results such as stan- ized software, including DATATRAK I
dards, production targets, budgets, and other data retrieval programs (4-504) I
C/SCSC cost and time milestones, etc. and coordination with external and inter-
Much of this routine contractor excep- nal auditors (4-502.4), should expedite
tion data will also serve contract audit contractor response to such require-
requirements. ments.

b. Review available contractor excep- 4-507 Computer-Assisted Audit
tion data before starting extensive manu-
al audit procedures or designing tailor- Summarization and Schedule
made EDP audit programs. Exceptionally Preparation
large entries, missing document numbers,
and credits to cost accounts are a few of A significant portion of required con-the ata tem whih th auitormay tract audit effort is preparing summary
the data items which the auditor may working papers, verifying extensions andneed to have identified by the contrac- f oi g n c n r c o ot s b i so stor' ED eqipmet. uchoutpts illfootings in contractor cost submissions,
tor's EDP equipment. Such outputs will and developing audit report exhibits andnormally be readily available as basic schedules. There are several software
records in a well-designed EDP system. If packages available on the DCAA DIIS
not, make appropriate recommendations subsystem which perform spreadsheet
for contractor system improvements (14- analyses, working papers preparation,
502). and word processing.

c. In areas of special government con-
cern, however, it may be appropriate for 4-508 Using EDP for Supplemental
the contract auditor to obtain output Analysis
listings and analyses not routinely pre-
pared by the contractor for its own pur- Use of computers in mathematical ap-
poses (4-506). plications decreases the opportunity for

human error and eliminates the time-
4-506 Special Audit Analyses on consuming process of performing the
Contractor EDP calculations manually, leaving more time

available for audit work. Computers can
a. The electronic processing of certain much more efficiently perform the math-

sensitive contract costs may require non- ematical computations required in evalu-
routine computer output for contract ating statistical samples, graphic and
audit review purposes. Examples include computational analysis, and improve-
entries which: ment curve analysis. DCAAP 7641.91,and Appendixes B, ,adFdsrb h

(1) Have been found to include signifi- use of the e , E, and F describe the
cant amounts of sensitive contract costs. grams to E-Z-Quant DIIS software pro-

(2) Have been found to require exten- ation of perform such tasks as the gener-
(2)n o random numbers within speci-ded compliance and/or substantive test- fied ranges, determination of sample

ing as a result of current findings in other sizes, appraisal of sampling results, and
audit steps. fitting of improvement curves and other

(3) Must be accessed for follow-through regression equations to data. In addition,
audit steps such as to compare system software is available to compute burden
output with the results of physical obser- allocations, calculate moving averages,
vations or other audit tests ( or example, appraise work sampling results, and de-
floor checks of specific departments or termine the cost effect of lease-vs.-buy
inventory counts of specific items). decisions.

b. As suggested by the examples given,
such requirements may be relatively stan- 4-509 Encouraging Contractor EDP
dard from period to period, or may be Applications to Reduce Contract
nonrecurring in details but standard in Audit Impact
general form.

c. Where warranted by the frequency of a. EDP applications to satisfy audit
such audit requirements, make local requirements are in many instances also
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useful to the contractor for planning, System objectives, from the contractor's
controlling, and decisionmaking. There- viewpoint, may include:
fore, the contractor will frequently write (1) To increase control over the accura-
computer programs for its own use or cy and completeness of government con-
prepare a program for installation on the tract cost billings and related general
suggestion of the contract auditor, if the ledger accou.As. This includes optimal
application has internal use or significant billings of contract withholdings.
benefit to the contractor (see 4-502.3c.). (2) To reduce manual billing effort,
An easily identifiable contractor benefit including time spent resolving questions
may be the time saved through a signifi- with government representatives.
cant reduction in administrative support (3) To accelerate the billing cycle, pos-
to the auditors. sibly improving cash flow if delayed

b. In other situations, data required by billings are a factor.
audit may be the normal by-product of a (4) To simplify preparation of final
well-designed contractor computer sys- contract cost statement reconciliations.
tern. In such instances, do not hesitate to c. Key features of an effective EDP
make appropriate recommendations for billing system are outlined below. (The
contractor system improvements, description is oriented toward separate

c. Subsequent paragraphs of this sec- file processing, but the features can also
tion provide examples of contractor EDP be incorporated into an integrated cost
applications to reduce the impact of accounting data base system.)
contract auditing. (1) For each billing period, the appro-
4-509.1 Reconciliation of Contract Cost priate summary of direct cost input by
Representations to Cost Records billable order is automatically posted

tfor prog- from cost ledger input files to the billinga. Public vouchers, requests orrg-ledger file. (The term "order" includes a
ress payments, contract closing propos-
als, and related cost statements submit- contract or subcontract, or separate task
ted by contractors do not normally reflect orders, etc., which must be billed sepa-
contract costs as recorded in the basic rately.) At this point, any potentially
accounting records. Normal reconciling nonbillable direct costs should, when
items include both timing differences and possible, be automatically coded as such
permanent differences such as: in the billing ledger data based on pro-

(1) Cost exclusions required by con- grammed criteria applied to cost ledger
tract terms; for example, unallowable source codes. This would include unpaid
costs. accrued costs, and costs subject to special

(2) Accrued costs that must be paid approval requirements or other contract
before submission for reimbursement, or limits.
before inclusion in progress payment (2) The billing system also provides for
requests. input to segregate any nonbillable direct

(3) Withholdings, costs in excess of costs that cannot be identified by the
ceilings, etc. program and to move costs to the billable

(4) Approved indirect cost billing rates category when/if required conditions
that differ from the contractor's current have been met. For example, another
applied rates. input may be needed when subcontract

_(5) Costs requiring specific contracting accruals have been paid. Billing ceilings,
officer approval (may include certain withholding requirements, etc.. are also
levels or types of purchases, overtime, input and used to control total cumula-
etc.). tive billings by order.

b. A well-designed EDP billing applica- (3) Billable and nonbillable direct cost
tion can save both the contractor and input is separately accumulated by indi-
auditor valuable time. Time-consuming rect cost base by fiscal year, for each
and error-prone manual adjustments can order. "Non-burden-bearing" and/or
be reduced, along with extra work and "special-burden-bearing" costs fall into
delays caused by incomplete or unclear one or more separate categories by fiscal
reconciliations by contractor personnel. year by order.
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(4) Two sets of indirect cost rates by rejected data is promptly reintroduced
fiscal year (currently applied in cost led- and that adjustments and corrections are
gers and currently billable) are input to adequately supported and authorized. A
the billing system whenever they change. well-designed EDP system with built-in
The system applies billable indirect rates controls oer rejected data. idjustments,
to appropriate base costs to provide cur- and corrections can save time for both
rent billable costs by order. The effects of the contractor and DCAA.
base and rate adjustment, for each year b. One soui,_ technique for sensitive
are separately identified. data files is to have the EDP system date

(5) The system records billings actually and serially number each rejected trans-
submitted so current net billable costs by action, store a copy in a suspense file, and
order are always known. Negative bal- automatically track tnat each one is re-
ances produce automatic credit billings submitted. With a suspense file system.
or other needed exception output. (The internal control listings can compare re-
contractor may also choose to track the jected and resubmitted entries. Periodic
receipt of contract payments in the same exception reports should flag excessive
system.) time lags in processing corrections and

(6) With the data available, the systLm specific departments or cost areas that
can readily provide any needed reconcili- cause excessive rejections.
ations and exception reports by order, by c. Some contractor systems intermingle
fiscal year, and at the total system control normal EDP input entries with correc-
level. Final contract cost statement rec- tions and adjustments. Such a system
onciliations may also be produced auto- design cieates a large and unnecessary
matically. burden for other internal control and

audit procedures. The computer can be
4-509.2 Segregation and Control of Data used to segregate adjustments and correc-
Rejections, Corrections, and Adjustments tions quite easily through use of separate

a. Sound accounting control over con- identification codes in the transaction
tract costs should include procedures to entries. Appropriate programs can then
identify and appraise the nature and make needed analyses of all transactions
extent of data rejected by the EDP edits, that alter data previously processed. Also,
and adjustments and corrections made to special exception reports can readily alert
data processed through the EDP system. management and internal auditors to
Continuous review should ensure that all unusual cost adjustment activity.
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4-600

4-600 Section 6 - Audit Sampling

4-601 Introduction or to review a "representative number"
of transactions or items. These instruc-

This section states the procedures for tions recognize that a complete review of
audit sampling on a judgmental or statis- all the transactions which support a pro-
tical basis. Detailed guidance is in Ap- posal, claim, or other form of financial
pendix B, Statistical Sampling Tech- representation generally is unnecessary or
niques. impractical. Review of all representations

may be required when a few transactions
4-602 Sampling or items of large amounts are involved or

when it is necessary to develop detailed
Audit sampling can be classified into information devoid of sampling error,

the two main categories of estimation such as in the case of support for legal

and acceptance sampling. The sampling action. In most instances, however, it is
Smethod used depends on desired audit possible to support a professional opin-
objectives, ion regarding a contractor's representa-

a. Estimation sampling provides an tion by reviewing a limited number of
answer to the question of either how transactions on a sampling basis.
many or how much, and can be further d. It is usually more efficient to group
classified into sampling for attributes and or stratify items to be tested into two or
sampling for variables. The purpose of more categories, one group or stratum to
attributes estimation sampling is to esti- be reviewed in its entirety and the re-
mate the frequency with which items fall maining groups or strata to be reviewed
into certain categories (how many), such on a sampling basis. When an item has

tcompliance with internal controls, The been selected for review, the review must
as ompliable estin tiontroling be completed, regardless of difficulty, topurpose of variables estimation sampling provide statistical integrity of sample
is to provide an estimate of average or resul t intial exaition s-
total value (how much), such as the total results. When initial examinations dis-
questioned amount in a bill of materials. close excessive misrepresentations or fre-
Estimation sampling provides a point quency of error, it may be appropriate to
estimate of the actual frequency (in at- discontinue the review, abandon statisti-
tributes sampling) or value (in variables cal interpretation of sample results, and
sampling) that exists in the universe or issue an opinion on the basis of the
stratum. It also enables the auditor to strength of the evidence provided by the
assess the sample's reliability, or how initial sample items. In the case of accep-
much reliance to place on the point tance sampling, the auditor might devel-
estimate. This feature, consisting of an op a sampling plan that provides for
estimate of the sampling error, shows curtailment of sampling when no signifi-
how far the point estimate might be from cant error appears in a preliminary sam-
the value obtainable from total review, pie, as explained in the material on the

b. Acceptance sampling, which can also use of preliminary samples in Appendix
be subdivided into attributes or variables B.
sampling, differs from estimation sam-
pling in that its purpose is simply to 4-603 Scope and Degree of Testing
either accept or reject a statement of
condition. In this case, consideration of The scope and degree of testing is a
sampling error is incorporated in the matter of judgment by the auditor. The
acceptance criteria. Acceptance sampling decision will be influenced by prior expe-
is not intended to provide information rience, materiality, sensitivity, and other
regarding how good or lad a statement or factors, including recognition of the im-
representation might be. portant factor that only a statistical sam-

c. Throughout this manual the auditor pIe can be defended as truly objective. In
is advised to "test check" a procedure, to selecting the items to be tested, and in
make verifications "on a selective basis" determining the extent of the examina-
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tion, the following guidelines should be statistical principles can be applied to it,
considered: is one in which each item in a stratum

(a) All large transactions should be has an equal probability (or chance) of
considered for examination (the meaning being selected. More broadly, a statistical
of "large" will vary; thus, a $1,000 item sample is one which each item in the
in a $10,000 claim would deserve atten- stratum has a determinable chance of
tion, but the same item would not be being selected. The manner of selection
"large" in a $1 0 million indirect cost pool of the items must preclude any personal
in which the government shares a small influence as to which items are included
percentage). in the sample. Judgment and knowledge

(b) All transactions of an unusual or of the subject area, however, are neces-
sensitive nature should be reviewed. sary in defining the sampling unit and

(c) More extensive tests may be neces- what constitutes an error or deficiency, in
sary in areas where procedures or internal deciding where to stratify, and in design-
controls are known to be weak or where ing the sampling plan. There is no limit
deficiencies were disclosed in previous on the amount of judgment that is used,
audits, where errors or items of a ques- provided it is not allowed to influence the
tionable nature are more likely to occur selection of sample items. Random sam-
in certain departments or in records ple selection procedures are discussed in
produced by certain categories of em- Appendix B.
ployees, during certain periods of reor- c. Statistical sampling for variables
ganization, or where personnel are as- (estimation sampling) can be performed
signed unfamiliar tasks. in two ways, depending on designation of

(d) The lapse of time since previous the sampling unit. With physical unit
tests should be considered, sampling, each item (physical unit) in a

(e) Special attention should be given to stratum has an equal chance of being
those areas where incorrect charges selected. With dollar unit sampling
would have the greatest effect on the (DUS), each dollar in the stratum has an
costs to the government. equal chance of selection. Dollar unit

(f) Trend information from previous sampling is sometimes referred to as
audits should be considered. probability proportionate to size (PPS)

(g) Other transactions should be tested sampling because, although each dollar
where the total amount may be signifi- has an equal chance of selection, the
cant in the aggregate. physical units containing the sampling

(dollar) units have a probability of selec-
4-604 Method of Selecting Sample tion that is proportional to their size.
Items Except for the option of a stratum for

total review, the need for stratification
a. The method of selecting the sample based on physical unit magnitudes is

items affects the interpretation of the eliminated in DUS. The appropriate use
results. The results of a randomly select- of these two methods is discussed in
ed saiple can be objectively applied to Appendix B.
the stratum from which the sample is d. A judgmental sample is one in which
drawn because the sample items are individual judgment has influenced the
drawn without regard for their possible selection of sample items. Although judg-
outcome upon review. Judgmentally se- mental sampling results cannot be used
lected samples lack this feature because it to make totally objective inferences re-
cannot be indisputably demonstrated garding conditions of the entire stratum
that some items in the strata are not or universe, they might be adequate in
favored for selection over others on the some circumstances to form an audit
basis of their possible outcomes. Further- opinion. For example, if a judgmental
more, only with random sample selection sample reveals a high degree of inaccura-
can the reliability of the sample results be cy in a price proposal, the entire proposal
determined. may be rejected. Although a judgmental

b. A randomly selected sample, often sample may be acceptable, there is no
referred to as a statistical sample because way of estimating the reliability of the
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results or guaranteeing their objectivity. f. The use of statistical sampling meth-
Such qualities are available only through ods should be discussed in advance with
statistical sampling or total review of the statisticians or other appropriate person-
stratum or universe. nel of the contractor wherever possible.

The purpose of these discussions is to
4-605 Sampling Policy establish, in advance, mutual acceptance

of the sampling procedures; however, no
a. Because of its many advantages, prior commitment should be made re-

including objectivity and overall defensi- garding sample reliability.
bility, statistical (probability) sampling
will be used, if feasible, wherever an 4-606 Sampling Software
audit involves tests or selected transac-
tions or items in order to express an
opinion regarding the entire area (uni- There are a number of computer soft-
verse) from which the selection was ware packages available to assist the
made. If statistical sampling is not used auditor in data retrieval and in stratify-
in these circumstances, an explanation ing, selecting, and appraising the results
should be given in the working papers. of a sample.

b. Where statistical sampling methods a. DATATRAK is a generalized soft-
are used, the report may include a state- ware package that is installed on contrac-
ment to that effect. In expressing an tors' systems to retrieve, sort, and sum-
opinion as to the results of sampling for marize large volumes of data. Specific
variables (estimation sampling), only one operational guidance is in DCAAP
projected value or amount will be used, 7641.89. Information necessary to run
that single amount (point estimate) hav- the program is supplied by the auditor
ing been developed from the sample and input to the program at execution
results by either the difference (or mean) time.
method or the ratio method as discussed b. The Electronic Selection Program
in Appendix B. No comments will be (ESP) is a microcomputer software pack-
made as to confidence level (assurance) age that has multiple capabilities includ-
or confidence interval (tolerance). These ing dollar unit sampling. At certain con-
comments and supporting data and com- tractor locations involved in the EDP
putations will, however, be included in expansion program, the Integrated Audit
working papers. Workstation (IAW) is available to expand

c. For audit purposes, items stratified mainframe-to-microcomputer data re-
for detailed or more intensive examina- trieval and analysis capabilities. When
tion will not be considered a part of the used in conjunction with the IAW data
sample area (universe); hence, the results retrieval functions, ESP software can
will be appraised separately from the export and import data files so that
statistical evaluation of the sample result. supporting mainframe-based data can be

d. Where appropriate, the statistical retrieved for dollar unit sampling and
sample result should be projected to the audit report schedule preparation.
universe from which the sample was c. E-Z-Quant is a collection of quanti-
selected, tative methods for which software has

e. Computer systems will be used to the been written for use on microcomputers
maximum in the stratification, random to perform quantitative analyses such as
selection of sample items, and statistical statistical sampling, correlation analysis,
evaluation of sample results. See 4-606 and improvement curves. Specific opera-
for a description of sampling software. tional guidance is in DCAAP 7641.91.
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4-700 Section 7 - Responsibilities for Prevention, Detection, and Reporting
Fraud, Other Unlawful Activity, or Improper Practices

4-701 Introduction materials not delivered; (4) intentional
mischarging or misallocation of costs; (5)

This section covers procedures, audit deceit by suppression of the truth; (6)
uidance, and responsibilities relating to bribery; (7) corrupt payments which vio-

fraud, other unlawful activity, anticom- late the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act;
petitive practices, and voluntary disclo- (8) theft; (9) a government employee
sures. acquiring a financial interest in or seek-

ing employment with a contractor over
4-702 Suspected Fraud and Unlawful whom the employee exercises oversight;
Activity - General (10) kickbacks; (11) any unlawful or

fraudulent acts resulting from accounting
4-702.1 General classification practices designed to con-

a. When auditing a contractor's records ceal the tiue nature of expenses, e.g.,
in accordance with government auditing classifying unallowable advertising or en-
standards, auditors may encounter, or tertainment costs as office supplies; (12)
receive from other sources, information product substitution or false certification
constituting evidence or causing suspi- that tests were performed; and (13) any
cion of fraud or other unlawful activity- attempt or conspiracy to engage in, or
(Examples of other unlawful activity in- use, the above devices.
dude violations of the Anti-Kickback
Act, anticompetitive (antitrust) practices, 4-702.2 Auditor Responsibilities for
and illegal political contributions). Detecting and Reporting Fraud
Sources for such information may in- a. In determining contractor compli-
clude company employees, disgruntled ance with laws and regulations, govern-
participants, or others making allegations ment auditing standards require auditors
by letter, telephone, personal visit, or to design audit steps and procedures to
through a third party. Such information provide reasonable assurance of detecting
may pertain to acts of: errors, irregularities, abuse, or illegal acts

(1) military personnel or civilian em- that could (1) have a direct (or indirect)
ployees of the government in their rela- and material effect on contractor finan-
tions with the government. cial representations or the results of fi-

(2) military personnel or civilian em- nancial-related audits or (2) significantly
ployees of the government in their rela- affect the audit objectives. Auditors
tions with individuals or firms. should also exercise (i) due care in plan-

(3) individuals or firms in their busi- ning, performing, and evaluating the re-
ness relations with the government. suits of audit procedures and (2) a proper

(4) individuals or firms in their busi- degree of professional skepticism to
ness relations with other individuals or achieve reasonable assurance that materi-
firms doing business with the govern- al unlawful activities or improper prac-
ment. tices are detected. Under the concept of

b. Definition. For purposes of this professional skepticism, an auditor nei-
chapter, the term "fraud" or "other un- ther assumes that management is disho-
lawful activity" means any willful or nest nor assumes unquestioned honesty.
conscious wrongdoing, including, but not Rather, an auditor recognizes that condi-
limited to, acts of cheating or dishonesty tions observed and evidential matter ob-
which contribute to a loss or injury to the tained, including information from prior
government. Some examples are: (1) fal- audits, need to be objectively evaluated
sification of documents such as time to determine if contractor financial rep-
cards or purchase orders; (2) charging resentations are free of material misstate-
personal expenses to government con- ments. Many aspects of a DCAA audi-
tracts; (3) submitting false claims such as tor's responsibilities, particularly as set
invoices for services not performed or forth in Chapters 6 and 9, require con-
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stant alertness to the possibility of fraud- have 30 days from the date of the discov-
ulent activities. This alertness, combined ery to make a voluntary disclosure to the
with a contractor's internal controls and DoD Inspector General. The disclosure
the auditor's normally programmed tests must be made in accordance with the
of procedures and transactions, should requirements of the Voluntary Disclosure
provide a reasonable degree of assurance Program as described in 4-707.
for disclosing fraud or other unlawful (2) Audit tasks from the joint audit
activity. (See also 4-702.3.) plan pertaining to the suspected irregu-

b. Auditors are not trained to conduct larity will normally be suspended until
investigations of illegal acts. This is the the 30-day time period has elapsed, or
responsibility of investigators or law en- until the contractor notifies the govern-
forcement authorities. Auditors are re- ment it does not intend to make a
sponsible for being aware of fraud indica- voluntary disclosure. Upon such notice,
tors, vulnerabilities, and potentially ille- audit activities in the area will be subject
gal expenditures and acts associated with to CAM 4-702.4 procedures for deter-
an audit area (see 4-702.3a. and b.). mining whether a referral is required.
When an auditor obtains information minin wther a referrlis r uir
that raises a reasonable suspicion of Work on other tasks in the joint audit
fraud or other unlawful activity that has plan may continue.
not been previously disclosed to the (3) If thecontractormakesa voluntary
government, an investigative referral disclosure and is accepted into the Vol-
should be initiated (see 4-702.4). (How- untary Disclosure Program by the DoD
ever, if such information relates to a Inspector General, it will be permitted to
contractor's voluntary disclosure, see 4- conduct an independent internal investi-
707.) gation of the suspected irregularity, in

c. Issuance of an investigative referral accordance with the provisions of the
should not be deferred until completion Voluntary Disclosure Program. Audit
of the audit. Neither should it necessarily tasks from the joint audit plan pertaining
take place as soon as the auditor is to the disclosure will be suspended until
confronted with a fraud indicator. The that investigation is completed.
auditor should follow up the indicators e. Suspected irregularities, whether dis-
through audit until he or she is satisfied covered through audit steps and proce-
either that no innocent explanation of the dures; discovered by an auditor inadver-
irregularity is plausible or that no further tently, as in a conversation overheard; or
relevant information can be generated disclosed to an auditor, either in person
through audit techniques. This is similar or through an anonymous tip, shall be
to the manner in which a tentative deci- recorded in the audit working papers and
sion to question costs would be followed reported promptly to FAO management.
up. The auditor must avoid the appear- It is not necessary to establish that the
ance of conducting an investigation. If government has been defrauded before
the auditor is in doubt about the proprie- alerting investigators. Proving that an
ty of a proposed audit step, guidance unlawful act has occurred is the responsi-
should be requested from the supervisor bility of investigators and prosecutors.
or FAO manager. Audit support to inves-
tigations is covered in 4-702.6 and 4- 4-702.3 Fraud Indicators and Audit702.7. Procedures for Uncovering Fraud

d. The following $uidance applies when
suspected irregularities are discovered by a. Auditors should be familiar with
either government or contractor auditors specific fraud indicators. DCAA self-
during joint audits. Joint audits are dis- study course No. 1280, "Fraud Preven-
cussed in 4-202.1d. tion and Detection," contains several

(I) As soon as there is a discovery of a case studies on fraud detection and a
suspected irregularity during the conduct discussion of fraud indicators. Following
of a joint audit, both the government and are publications issued by the DoD Of-
contractor participants in the audit rice of the Inspector General (DoD IG)
should be notified. The contractor will providing additional guidance:
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(1) Handbook on Fraud Indicators for there is no further corroborating evi-Contract Auditors (IGDH 7600.3, APO, dence, relay the allegation using the DoD
March 31, 1993) Hotline (4-702.4a(1)). A contractor's vol-

(2) Indicators of Fraud in DoD Pro- untary disclosure will not normally be
curement (IG, DoD 4075.1-H, June treated as a potential fraud referral (see
1987) 4-707).

(3) Criminal Defective Pricing and the
Truth in Negotiations Act (IGDPH 4-702.4 Procedures for Referring
4200.50, CIPO, March 1988) Suspicions

(4) Role of the Contract Auditor in a. Upon encountering or receiving in-
Criminal Investigations (IGDH 7600.2, formation which raises a reasonable sus-
January 1989) picion of fraud, corruption, or unlawful

b. Effective audit risk assessments and activity (see 4-702.3) relating to a govern-
audits of internal controls are useful ment contract:
procedures for assessing risk of fraud (1) Promptly prepare a DCAA Suspect-
against the government. Proper execu- ed Irregularity Referral Form (DCAAF
tion of audit programs together with 2000.0), or utilize the DoD Hotline toll-
adequate tests of contractor internal con- free telephone number (800/424-9098) or
trol systems should provide reasonable the mailing address (Defense Hotline,
assurance that significant fraudulent and The Pentagon, Washington, DC 20301-
other unlawful practices are detected (see 1900). If the irregularity does not affect
Chapters 5, 6, 7, and Appendix C). DoD contracts, the matter may be report-

In addition to the indicators shown in ed to the inspector general of the agency
Figure 4-7-3, specific fraud indicators, most at risk.
risk factors, audit tests, and procedures Use of the DCAAF 2000.0 is the
for the detection of fraud appear in the preferred method for forwarding this
standard audit programs and in the listed information. It specifies the information
CAM sections for the following audit needed by investigators and provides for
areas: appropriate consideration of audit im-

pact. A copy of the DCAAF 2000.0 is
Audit Area CAM Reference included as Figure 4-7-2. The DCAAF

2000.0 is also available on the FAO DIIS.
I Internal Control Reviews 5-100 (2) If the DCAAF 2000.0 is to be used,

Physical Observations 5-108a it should be obtained from the FAO
Accounting for Material Cost 6-305 DIIS, completed, and submitted to your
Storing and Issuing Materials 6-312 immediate supervisor. Fully describe the
Labor Cost Charging and fraudulent condition to be reported and

Allocation 6-404.6 reference the procurement regulations or
Floor Checks 6-405.2/.3 statutes that were allegedly violated. In-

clude information on contractor effortsOvertime 6-409.2 to hinder or obstruct audit work which
Consultant Costs 7-1905.1 uncovered the suspected fraud (see 4-
Defective Pricing Audits 14-121 708).

I EDP System Reviews 5-400 (3) Care should be taken to avoid
unnecessary use of legal terminology or

c. Treat as a possible audit lead any proliferation of enclosures beyond those
allegation received from outside sources, necessary to explain the problem. The
such as telephone calls, anonymous let- purpose of the DCAAF 2000.0 is to alert
ters, and contractor employees. If there is an investigator to a possible irregularity.
further evidence available at the FAO to not to establish that the reported irregu-
support the allegation and a reasonable larity is a violation of the law. The
basis to suspect fraud or other unlawful auditor's obligation to protect the con-
conduct, report the suspicions in accor- tractor's records from unauthorized ac-
dance with 4-702.4. If the allegation cess requires that the distribution of
prrovides a reasonable basis to suspect documents which appear to provide evi-
raud or other unlawful conduct, but dence of impropriety be restricted. Evi-
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dentiary material should be made avail- suspend an audit, coordinate the matter
able to the investigator at the earliest with Headquarters (OPD).
opportunity after an investigation has b. Furnish a copy of any resulting audit
been opened, preferably during the inves- report (see 4-702.5d. and 4-702.6h.) to
tigator's initial visit to the FAO. the appropriate investigative organiza-

(4) Place an initialled and dated copy tion. Also, furnish any information devel-
of the draft DCAAF 2000.0 in the audit oped later, relating to the suspected
working papers to establish a record of wrongdoing or similar misconduct, di-
events leading up to the decision to make rectly to the responsible investigative
a referral. agency without filing a separate DCAAF

(5) Continue with assigned duties and 2000.0. Reference all future correspon-
pursue development of factual informa- dence and/or updates with the DCAA
tion as appropriate or indicated by 4- case number assigned by OPD, and, if
702.5. Coordinate any continuing review available, the case control number as-
with your supervisor or FAO manager. signed by the investigative agency. In

b. Instructions for referring suspicions order that current, complete, and accu-
are contained in the DCAA Instruction rate information is available to the De-
on "Reporting Suspected Contractor fense Procurement Fraud Unit (DPFU),
Fraud and Other Contractor Irregulari- furnish the DCAA Justice Liaison Audi-
ties" (DCAAI 7640.16). tor (JLA), DCAA's representative to the

DPFU, a copy of all unclassified audit
4-702.5 Audit Activities Subsequent to reports or memorandums prepared in
Referral - Continuing Audits support of an investigation, voluntary

disclosure, or similar demand assign-
a. Following a referral, or after notifi- ment. The address is:

cation of the initiation of an investiga- DCAA Justice Liaison Auditor
tion, take no actions that would compro- U.S. Department of Justice
mise the investigation. Do not attempt to Defense Procurement Fraud Unit
establish wrongdoing (an investigative Bond Building, Room 3100A
responsibility) nor inform the contractor P.O. Box 28188, Central Station
that a fraud referral has been made. Washington, DC 20038
Audit scope may, after consultation with c. Suspicions of fraud or other unlawful
the investigative organization, be ex- activity may be so serious as to prevent
panded to determine the impact of the the issuance of an unqualified audit re-
suspected fraud or other unlawful activi- port or lead to a recommendation that
ty on audit objectives. Do not expand contract payments be halted pending
audit scope for the sole purpose of gather- resolution. If additional time is required
ing additional information to support an to develop factual information for an
investigation. If audit activities relate to audit impact determination, the final
an area under investigation or litigation, audit report can usually be delayed for
coordinate with the cognizant investiga- DCAA-initiated assignments. (See 4-
tive or prosecutive organization before 702.5a. and
taking any final administrative action. e. before issuing a report.) Examples of
An example of such an audit activity is such assignments are operations audits,
the issuance of final audit-determined estimating system surveys, or postaward
indirect cost rates. Audit activities out- audits. However, when an audit report is
side the area of investigative interest will scheduled for issuance within a specified
continue unless the investigative organi- time frame (e.g., a report on a price
zation requests in writing they be de- proposal audit) the suspected condition
ferred or suspended. If it is believed the may have a serious impact on the audi-
requested deferral will cause financial tor's ability to meet the due date. When
harm to the government or unnecessarily this occurs:
impede the audit mission, elevate the (!) Consult the regional office.
matter for management resolution be- (2) Contact the Plant Representa-
tween the respective organizations. Be- tive/ACO or the representative of a non-
fore any decision is made to defer or DoD agency, as appropriate, to explain
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the condition and arrange for an exten- the original audit report to the responsi-
ded report due date. Do not do this, ble contracting officer/ACO along with a
however, if the contracting representative separate cautionary transmittal memo-
may be involved in the suspected unlaw- randum regarding the suspected unlawful
ful activity, activity. See Figure 4-7-1 for an example.

(3) Qualify the report if a due date Do not make reference in the audit report
cannot be extended, and inform the re- to suspected irregular conduct or a refer-
quester by separate letter of the circum- ral for investigation, and do not send
stances afecting the situation (but see 4- copies of the transmittal memorandum to
702.5a. and e.). other parties. In circumstances where

(4) Question any costs improperly government contracting representatives
claimed as a result of the suspected may be involved in the suspected unlaw-
wrongdoing (but see 4-702.5a. and e.). ful activity, do not use the transmittal

d. Carefully protect and strictly control memorandum if, per discussion with the
all information related to the suspicion of cognizant investigative agency, the infor-
fraud or other unlawful activity. This is mation contained therein would interfere
to protect the reputations of innocent with a pending investigation.
persons and ensure that information is f. It is DCAA policy that information
not prematurely or inadvertently dis- relating to a matter referred for investiga-
closed to persons suspected of wrongdo- tion will be protected and not released or
ing. Premature or inadvertent disclosure disclosed to a contractor, or a contrac-
could compromise the government's ef- tor's employee, representative, or attor-
forts to gather needed evidence. Mark all ney. This policy is based on the need to
related DCAA reports and correspon- avoid the disclosure of information
dence "FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY" which might impede or compromise an
(unless a security classification is re- investigation. A regional director or head
quired). Control and protect all such of a principal staff element may make a
information as follows: case-by-case exception to this policy after

(I) During normal duty hours, keep the consultation with the cognizant investi-
documents in an out-of-sight location if gator and OPD.
the work area is accessible to nongovern- g. Representatives of a contractor seek-
ment personnel (e.g., contractor person- ing protected information might take
nel). unusual measures to contact the auditor

(2) After duty hours, place the docu- away from the workplace. Such measures
ments in locked receptacles such as file could include telephoning or making an
cabinets, desks, or bookcases. unannounced visit to the auditor's home.

(3) When such information is being Whether the contact occurs at the work-
disseminated outside DCAA, hand carry place or elsewhere, do not discuss any
reports and correspondence between ap- aspect of a matter referred for investiga-
propriate officials whenever practicable, tion. Any contractor contacts, whether
or otherwise transmit them in a manner related to an investigation or normal
which will prevent inadvertent release to audit activity, should occur at the audi-
unauthorized persons. tor's or contractor's place of business

e. Do not issue an audit report on any during normal duty hours. If an attempt
part of a representation containing a to contact the auditor outside normal
fraudulent claim without first notifying working hours or workplace occurs, noti-
and coordinating with the cognizant in- fy the region, OPD, and the cognizant
vestigative agency (see 4-702.5a). Nor- investigative organization.
mally there is no need to withhold an
audit report unless it can be demon- 4-702.6 Investigative Support
strated that its issuance would hinder an Responsibilities
investigation or prosecution. Before a The auditor's responsibility for detect-
decision is made to withhold an audit ing fraud ends with the submission of a
report, the FAO or region should coordi- Form 2000.0 Hotline referral. DoD IG
nate the matter with Headquarters Joint Policy Memorandum No. 2 (JPM-
(OPD). Unless otherwise instructed, send 2), which is enclosure I to DCAA Regula-
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tion (DCAAR) 7640.15, makes the inves- c. Auditors will provide prompt and
tigative agency responsible for directing, effective support to investigators consis-
monitoring, and reporting on the status tent with the auditor's role in the acquisi-
of fraud investigations. Audit support to tion process. Auditors assigned to assist
DoD investigative organizations is au- investigators will remain under the oper-
thorized by DoD Directive 7600.2, "Au- ational control and supervision of DCAA
dit Policies," dated 2 February 1991. management. Auditors are not to per-
Specific guidelines concerning audit sup- form clerical or other tasks outside the
port of fraud investigations are contained normal function of the auditing profes-
in JPM-2. The provisions of JPM-2 were sion on behalf of investigators and are
carefully developed to encourage cooper- not to assume the role of an investigator.
ation between DoD investigators and (1) Auditors assigned to support an
auditors, and to clearly define the respon- investigation are not required to meet
sibilities of each organization. Offices contractor employees or other witnesses
furnishing support to investigative activi- in situations where their safety may be
ties should be thoroughly familiar with threatened. If such unsafe conditions are
the contents of this memorandum. Fol- expected, auditors may be asked to devel-
lowing are some of the regional, FAO, op questions, but are not required to
and auditor investigative support respon- accompany the investigator. Requests for
sibilities: the use of DCAA resources to assist

a. Regions are to establish procedures, covert or clandestine investigations or
documented by regional instructions, operations must be elevated to DCAA
which provide for regional oversight of Headquarters, Attn: OPD.
the timeliness and quality of audit sup- (2) Investigators have authority
port to investigators. (through inspector general or grand jury

b. Auditors should support formally subpoenas and search warrants) to obtain
constituted investigations when the in- documents not normally available to
vestigators have submitted a written re- DCAA in performing its mission. When
quest for assistance to the cognizant assigned to support an investigation, au-
FAO. Auditors will treat requests for ditors will not have investigators use
investigative support as demand assign- their authority to obtain, for DCAA's
ments and schedule them for completion use, information or documents not relat-
on that basis. Such requests should in- ed to the investigation. Conversely, audi-
clude a list of the audit tasks needed to tors will not use DCAA's authority to
support the investigation. If requested, obtain for investigators information or
the FAO will assist the investigative documents not related to the investiga-
organization in framing the list of audit tion.
tasks being requested. This list may be (3) Auditors assigned to a criminal
amended periodically, depending on in- investigative team will not, directly or
vestigative developments or as deemed indirectly, state or indicate that their
necessary by the auditor to properly presence at the auditee's premises is for
fulfill his or her mission or function. A any purpose other than to assist in a
formally constituted investigation is one criminal investigation. To do otherwise
which (I) has progressed beyond the could result in audit-obtained informa-
preliminary inquiry stage, (2) has been tion being deemed inadmissible in court.
assigned an investigative case number, (4) When supporting an investigation,
and (3) has resolved all issues regarding it may be necessary to audit companies
notification of the contractor under in- that are not the target of the investiga-
vestigation. It is the investigator's re- tion. An example is the audit of a subcon-
sponsibility to notify the contractor that tractor to confirm or refute information
it is under investigation and that DCAA provided by a prime contractor. If a
auditors are assisting. This should be company is not the target of an investiga-
done before DCAA provides support to a tion, do not inform the company of the
criminal investigation requiring access to investigation or of the investigative na-
contractor records or personnel. ture oflthe audit.
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d. Auditors will (1) provide govern- to the extent that DOJ or FBI contracts
ment investigators and prosecutors ready are affected.
access to applicable DCAA working pa- h. Typically, audit support of investiga-
per files, including contractor-generated tions consists of completing routine over-
material contained therein, (2) list in the head audits or defective pricing audits of
working papers or DCAAF 2000.0 file special interest to investigators. In these
copies of working papers and other data situations, report audit results using stan-
provided to investigators, and (3) docu- dard audit reports (see 4-702.5e., 4-
ment in the working papers or DCAAF 702.8, and Chapter 10). However, certain
2000.0 file meetings with members of requests for investigative support require
governmental investigative agencies (see effort not fitting the pattern of estab-
1-406). See 4-702.5c., d., e., f., and g. for lished audits. In these circumstances,
guidance on the protection of informa- consider the information needs of the
tion relating to investigations. requester in conjunction with the guid-

e. If, within the course of exercising its ance in 10-1200 when issuing reports in
existing authority, DCAA obtains custo- response to investigative support re-
dy and control of original documents quests. Do not release results of these
(including contractor records) reflecting audits, including draft condition state-
indicators of fraud or other unlawful ments or recommendations, to the con-
activity, DCAA must immediately in- tractor before consulting with and obtain-
form the cognizant criminal investigative ing the approval of the investigator. Dis-
organization so appropriate measures can cuss factual matters with the contractor
be taken for the government to maintain only to the extent necessary to ensure
custody and control over such docu- accuracy. These procedures are necessary
ments. to prevent premature release of audit

f. Grand jury procedings are criminal results which could compromise govern-
investigations officially conducted by the ment actions regarding the condition
Department of Justice or an assistant under investigation.
U.S. attorney (AUSA) rather than a DoD
investigative organization. An AUSA or 4-702.7 Control of Documents Obtained
DOJ attorney may also conduct a civil Under Inspector General or Grand Jury
investigation into suspected contract Subpoenas and Civil Investigative
fraud. In many cases, the trial attorney Demands
obtains services from an investigative For criminal investigative purposes,
agency such as the FBI. The investigator documents may be obtained under either
will then obtain DCAA audit assistance. an Inspector General (IG) or a grand jury

I Although JPM-2 does not address DOJ subpoena. The civil investigative equiva-
trial attorneys, AUSAs or the FBI, it is lent of a grand jury subpoena is referred
DCAA policy that the obligations of the to as a civil investigative demand (CID).
requester and auditor are the same as DCAA subpoenas will not be used in
those specified in JPM-2. connection with investigations. When an

g. Audit services to non-DoD agencies investigative office obtains documents
are furnished under cross-servicing agree- under an IG subpoena, it is the custodian
ments which provide for interagency bill- of the documents. When the documents
ings. None of these agreements specifical- are obtained under a grand jury subpoe-
ly provides for investigative support ser- na, the grand jury is the custodian and
vices. To ensure consistency, handle re- the government prosecutor or the investi-
quests from non-DoD agencies for inves- gator acts as the grand jury's agent or
tigative support using the guidelines in representative. Similai custodial require-
JPM-2. Investigative support to non- ments exist for CIDs. Requirements for
DoD agencies other than the Department safeguarding grand jury materials or
of Justice (DOJ) and the FBI is reimburs- CIDs are more stringent than for IG
able, and this should be confirmed with subpoenas.
the requesting agency before such ser- a. Auditor responsibility for safeguard-
vices are rendered. Investigative support ing contractor records is discussed in
to DOJ and the FBI is reimbursable only CAM 1-506. The auditor is not relieved
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of responsibility simply because the rec- tion differs significantly from a non-
ords in question have been obtained fraudulent defective pricing case where
under subpoena or because the contrac- the government would seek recovery of
tor itself should be excluded from access the entire cost impact from the prime
to the subpoenaed records. When audi- contractor. In non-fraudulent subcon-
tors are detailed to assist an investiga- tractor defective pricing cases, the audit
tion, they should be aware of their re- report procedures described in 10-602b.
sponsibihty to exercise due care and be apply (i.e., subcontract audit reports are
mindful that removal of original docu- provided to the prime contract auditor
ments from the designated workplace who issues a consolidated report to the
could result in both significant embar- procurement authority).
rassment to the Agency and penalties to b. In subcontract fraud matters, audi-
the auditor. tors at subcontractor locations are usually

b. If an auditor is to work under the requested by investigators or attorneys to
I supervision of an investigator or trial determine the total cost impact to the

attorney, the acknowledgment of the re- government. In such cases, the subcon-
quest for audit services should state that, tractor FAO should assume full responsi-
while the auditor will exercise due profes- bility for coordinating all audit activity
sional care, neither the auditor nor the necessary to respond to the request. Ac-
Agency can assume responsibility for the cordingly, the subcontractor FAO should
completeness of subpoenaed documents request audit assistance from FAOs with
that are not inventoried upon receipt and audit cognizance over any higher-tier
maintained under appropriate security contractors and incorporate the results
thereafter. into a single consolidated report to the

c. If unsatisfactory conditions are en- requestor. Use this procedure regardless
countered, the cognizant manager or su- of the number of higher-tier contractors.
pervisor should advise the head of the As part of this process, the subcontractor
investigative agency of the situation in FAO should identify information needed
writing. The matter should then be left to from the higher-tier locations and supply
the discretion of the investigative office. the higher-tier auditors with any data
It is highly unlikely that security prob- necessary to assist them in their work. In
lems will arise under a grand jury subpoe- acknowledging the request from the in-
na; however, in that case, notice of unsat- vestigators or attorneys, the subcontrac-
isfactory conditions should be furnished tor FAO should inform the requester of
to the trial attorney with a copy to the arrangements being made for the submis-
investigator. sion of reports on any (1) technical

4-702.8 Audit Reports Involving Alleged analysis or (2) reviews of intracompany
Subcontractor Fraud or higher-tier contractor additive factors.

c. Resolve any disputes between FAOs
a. Most fraud statutes provide for on administrative procedures or techni-

measurement of total cost impact to the cal accounting matters that arise during
government for damages resulting from assist audits in accordance with 6-806.
subcontractor fraud or false statements.
For example, a second-tier subcontractor
may make a false statement to a first-tier 4-703 Suspected Contractor Provision
subcontractor resulting in a $1 million of Improper Gifts/Gratuities to
defective pricing. If the first-tier subcon- Government Personnel
tractor and the prime contractor rely on
the defective data, the impact to the a. The Standards of Ethical Conduct
government would exceed $1 million for the Executive branch (5 C.F.R. Part
after adding the two additional levels of 2635, Subpart B) state that federal em-
overhead, G&A, and profit. In this exam- ployees shall not accept gifts/gratuities
pie, the second-tier subcontractor would directly or indirectly which are given
be liable for the entire cost impact to the because of the employee's official posi-
government (plus penalties) even though tion or which are given to the employee
its gain was only $1 million. This situa- by a prohibited source. "Direct or indi-
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rect acceptance" includes gifts to an favors, or entertainment are the same as
employee's parent, sibling, spouse, child those for DoD employees (see 4-704).
or dependent relative given because of (1) The referral (DCAAF 2000.0 may
the employee's relationship to that other be used) must contain as much informa-
person. "Prohibited sources" are any tion as is available. Such information
person or legal entity that: 1) seeks offi- includes the identity of the offeror and
cial action from the employee's agency; recipient (names, position titles, and
2) does business or seeks to do business agency/department or contractor), type
with the employee's agency; 3) conducts of gratuity, range in dollar value of the
activities regulated by the employee's gratuity or benefit detected, estimated
agency; 4) has interests that may be total dollar value, the records reviewed,
affected by the performance or nonper- whether access to any records was de-
formance of the employee's duties; or 5) nied, and why the auditor suspects that a
is an organization, a majority of whose gratuity was offered or received. Also,
members fall within any one or more of state whether the contractor is aware of
the prior four categories, the condition and, if so, include com-

b. The Standards of Ethical Conduct ments on the nature of corrective action
for the Executive branch are found at taken or contemplated, including the
Chapter 2 of DoD's Joint Ethics regula- adequacy of any repayments to the gov-
tion (JER), DoD 5500.7R. Additionally, ernment.
18 U.S.C. 203 makes it a crime for a (2) Do not forward with the referral
government employee to receive com- many copies of essentially duplicative
pensation for his or her duties as a documents from the contractor's records,
government employee from anyone other such as expense vouchers. Instead, for-
than the government. It also makes it a ward one or two representative samples
crime for someone to pay such compen- of such records along with a listing of
sation to a government employee.

c. A violation of 18 U.S.C. 203 or pertinent information such as names,
DoDD 5500.7 may become the subject of dates, and amounts extracted from the
an investigation and can result in disci- records. All copies should be legible. If it
plinary action. DCAA auditors do not is not possible to obtain a legible copy,
have a designated mission to monitor state this fact in the referral and briefly
compliance with either the Standards of describe the document.
Ethical Conduct or the statute; conse- (3) "end the referral to Headquarters,
quently, audit programs do not contain Attn: OPD, with copies to the regional
specific steps to detect noncompliance, director. OPD will review the referral for
However, any apparent noncompliance possible forwarding to the appropriate
coming to your attention, regardless of investigative agency.
the length of time since the suspected
event occurred, is referable. Be aware, 4-704 Suspected Violations of the
however, that there are exclusions from Anti-Kickback Act (41 U.S.C. 51 to
the definition of a gift and a number of 58)
listed exceptions to the gift prohibition
including a blanket exception for gifts 4-704.1 General
valued at less than $20 per occasion and
$50 per calendar year. The exclusions a. The Anti-Kickback Act (4-7S1) pro-
and exceptions are found on pages 2-7 hibits providing, attempting to provide,
through 20-14 of Chapter 2 of the JER. or offering to provide any kickback;
Therefore, be sure to review these excep- soliciting, accepting, or attempting to
tions before making a referral. Forward accept any kickback; or including, direct-
suspected offers or acceptances of gratui- ly or indirectly, any kickback in the
ties even though no recipient can be contract price charged by a subcontractor
identified or no investigative lead is to a prime contractor or a higher-tier
apparent. The requirements for referral subcontractor or in the contract price
of personnel from other Federal agencies charged by a prime contractor to the
who have accepted gifts, gratuities, loans, government.
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b. Kickback is defined as any money, occurred, and the cognizant Defense
fee, commission, credit, gift, gratuity, criminal investigative organization has
thing of value, or compensation of any not been notified, the auditor shall
kind which is provided, directly or indi- promptly prepare a DCAA Form 2000 ).
rectly, to any prime contractor, prime The Form 2000.0 will state all kn ,
contractor employee, subcontractor, or details of the transaction. Coordinate 4.nd
subcontractor employee for the purpose forward the Form 2000.0 in the same
of improperly obtaining or rewarding manner as those on suspected fraud (see
favorable treatment in connection with a 4-702.4).
prime contract or in connection with a
subcontract relating to a prime contract. 4-705 Suspected Anticompetitive

4-704.2 Examples of Questionable Procurement Practices
Practices a. Anticompetitive procurement prac-

Questionable practices under the Anti- tices are those designed to eliminate
Kickback Act may take such form as: competition or restrain trade. They in-
payments of cjmmissions to prime con- clude but are not limited to collusive
tractor personnel; entertainment provid- bidding, follow-the-leader pricing, rotat-
ed for prime contractor personnel; loans ed low bids, sharing the business, or
to prime or higher-tier contractor person- identical bids. They do not include bona
nel that may not be repaid and may be fide sole-source procurement actions, vi-
later recorded as an expense on the olations of the Competition in Contract-
subcontractor's records; and expensive ing Act by the procuring activity, or
gifts or preferential treatment to particu- buying-in by a contractor.
lar subcontractors. b. If information received from any

4-704.3 Audit Responsibilities source indicates suspected anticompeti-
tive procurement practices by a contrac-Ascertain that contractors have in- tor or subcontractor, determine, by ap-

formed (1) their personnel who award or propriate audit techniques, whether suffi-
administer subcontracts or purchase or- cient evidence exists to indicate an im-
ders and (2) their subcontractors and proper practice. If it does, promptly
suppliers about the provisions of the submit a referral using the procedures set
amended Anti-Kickback Act and ques- forth in 4-702.4.
tionable practices thereunder. If such
action has not been taken by a contractor, 4-706 Suspected Illegal Political
recommend that the contracting officer Contributions
require such action. In addition, cooper-
ate to the extent necessary to ensure that
the contractor's procurement personnel 4-706.1 The Statute
are aware of the provisions of the Act. a. Title 2 U.S.C. 441C, in essence,

prohibits any firm or person contracting
4-704.4 Referral Requirements with the United States from making a

Because Public Law 99-634, "Anti- contribution to or expenditure for a polit-
Kickback Enforcement Act of 1986," ical party, committee, candidate for pub-
imposes a duty on the contractor to lic office, or any person, for a political
promptly report the possible violation in purpose or use.
writing to the Inspector General of the b. The term "contribution" includes:
contracting agency, to the head of the (1) any gift, subscription, loan, advance,
contracting agency if the agency does not or deposit of money or anything of value
have an Inspector General, or to the made by any person for the purpose of
Department of Justice, the contractor has influencing any election for Federal of-
a statutorily imposed duty to self-report. fice; or (2) the pa) ment by any person of
Therefore, suspected kickbacks are ineli- compensation for the personal services of
gible for inclusion in the Voluntary Dis- another person which are given to a
closure Program. When there is reason to political committee without charge for
believe that a violation of the Act has any purpose.
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4-706.2 Methods of Channeling 4-707 Voluntary Disclosure Program
Inappropriate Expenditures

Corporations that make illegal political 4-707.1 General
contributions may use several means to a. The Department of Defense encour-
channel such payments to the intended ages contractors to adopt, as a central
recipient. Be alert to such methods as: part of corporate self-governance, a poli-

a. Bonus payments to contractor per- cy of voluntarily disclosing problems
sonnel passed on by the employee as a affecting their contractual relationship
personal contribution or returned to the with the DoD. The program is intended
company to make the contribution. to be mutually advantageous to both the
These payments usually cover taxes paid government and contractors. Such ad-
by the employee. Review carefully any vantages include: (1) increased likelihood
bonus payments which might be based on of the government recouping losses of
a formula designed to cover taxes due. which it might otherwise be unaware; (2)

b. Payments to outside consultants or reduction in the work required by the
other professional contacts. Such pay- government to investigate the problem;
ments may be too high for the service (3) relaxation of adversarial tensions be-
received or there may be no services the government and contractors,
received at all. Scrutinize high or unusual thus expediting consideration of reme-
professional and consultant service ex- dies by the DoD and the Department ofpenses for inappropriate expenditures. Justice (DO0J); (4) positive indications of
Such scrutiny involves a comprehensive contractor integrity by their disclosure
review of supporting documentation, and cooperation; and (5) increased likeli-
which should state the extent of services hood of self-initiated corrective actions
provided. by o rs.

c. Padding or falsifying expenses paid by contractors.
to employees. Such expenses may include b. In return for voluntarily disclosing
travel, dues, memberships and subscrip- potential fraud and agreeing to cooperate
tions, training, educational expenses, or in any government audit and investiga-
any expenses where the contractor makes tion, the government will generally allowpayment based on an invoice from an a contractor to conduct an internal inves-
employee or a close, outside associate. igation which the government will at-tempt to verify in an expedited manner.
4-706.3 Audit Responsibilities DoD will also generally agree not to

initiate suspension or debarment action
It would be impractical to perform the until this verification process is corn-

audit effort necessary to disclose every pleted. Determinations regarding suspen-
illegal political contribution. However, sion and debarment will consider the
government auditing standards require contractor's achievements in ensuring
auditors to design audit steps and proce- corporate integrity. Prompt voluntary
dures to provide reasonable assurance of disclosure, full cooperation, complete ac-
detecting errors, irregularities, abuse, ille- cess to contractor records, restitution,
gal acts, or other unlawful activity that and adequate corrective actions are con-
could significantly affect the audit objec- sidered key indicators of contractor in-
tives or results of audit (see 4-702.2a). tegrity.

c. To be accepted into the DoD Volun-
4-7064 Referral Requirements tary Disclosure Program, (1) the disclo-

When a violation of the statute is sure must not be triggered by the contrac-
suspected, submit a report describing all tor's recognition that the underlying facts
known details of the transaction to Head- are about to be discovered by the govern-
quarters, Attn: OPD, for possible referral ment through audit, investigation, or
to the Federal Election Commission. The contract administration efforts, or report-
DCAAF 2000.0 may be used for this ed to the government by third parties; (2)
purpose. "Early alerts" are not required the disclosure must be on behalf of the
when reporting this suspected miscon- business entity, in contrast to admissions
duct. by individual officials or employees; (3)
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prompt and complete corrective action, mediately of any anticipated delays in the
including disciplinary action and restitu- performance of the audit.
tion to the government when appropri- b. The scope of the audit will focus on
ate, must be taken by the contractor in the matters disclosed by the contractor
response to the matters disclosed; and (4) and include a quantification of the gov-
after disclosure, the contractor must co- ernment loss. Unrelated fraud allegations
operate fully with the government in any developed during the verification process
ensuing investigation or audit. If suspect- are to be pursued by the initiation of an
ed irregularities are found during a joint independent audit or investigation using
audit as described in 4-202.1d, the con- normal procedures (see 4-702.4) unless
tractor will have 30 days to make a the relationship to the matter disclosed is
voluntary disclosure (see 4-702.2d). so commingled as to prevent their sever-

d. The Assistant Inspector General for ance. Do not treat such additional allega-
Investigations, Office of Criminal Policy tions as part of the Voluntary Disclosureoand Oversight, (AIG(CIPO)) serves as the Program without prior coordination withfocal point for the dissemination of gen- the lead DCIO.
eral information concerning the Volun-
tary Disclosure Program, administers the c. Contractor cooperation is essential
program, and coordinates administrative to the audit. When contractor coopera-
action within DoD. Inform defense con- tion is unsatisfactory, promptly notify the
tractors wishing to make a disclosure of lead DCIO. It is the responsibility of the
potential fraud as part of the Voluntary DCIO to ensure access to information
Disclosure Program to contact the Volun- required for the verification audit.
tary Disclosure Program Manager at tele- d. Situations may occur in which a
phone number (703) 614-8960. Matters contractor or its legal counsel attempts to
not involving potential criminal or civil make a voluntary disclosure of potential
fraud, i.e., those that are contractual or civil or criminal fraud directly to DCAA.
administrative in nature, may be report- If this happens, the FAO should:
ed to the cognizant contracting officer or (1) Determine if the disclosure has any
DCAA office. immediate impact on costs charged to

e. One defense criminal investigative government contracts that would warrant
organization (DCIO) will serve as the suspension or disallowance of costs. If
lead investigative agency to verify the yes, bring the matter to the attention of
accuracy and completeness of the mat- Headquarters (OPD), through the region-
ter(s) disclosed. In most instances, the al office, before suspensions or disallo-
lead DCIO will request DCAA to conduct wances are made.
an audit. The DCAA auditor assigned (2) Inform the ACO of the disclosure, if
will be briefed on the DCIO investigative he or she is not already aware.
plan to ensure a coordinated effort. If (3) Determine if the contractor has
enough information is available and the made or intends to make a disclosure
circumstances warrant, the DCIO may under the Voluntary Disclosure Program.
begin its investigation before completion If yes, direct them to contact the Volun-
or in conjunction with the audit. tary Disclosure Program Manager if they

have not done so already (see 4-707.1d.)
4-707.2 Audit Responsibility and allow the contractor to proceed with

a. Regardless of the type of audit its own investigation without initiating a
activity involved, treat requests for parallel audit. Confirm, however, that the
DCAA assistance related to voluntary contractor has made the formal disclo-
disclosures as demand assignments and sure.
schedule them for completion on that (4) If the contractor does not make a
basis. (See 4-702.6 for the procedures to formal disclosure, evaluate the situation
follow when responding to such re- using the guidance in 4-702. The FAO or
quests.) Prompt completion is usually region should consult with Headquarters
critical to a criminal or civil investiga- (OPD) before submitting a DCAAF
tion. Accordingly, inform requesters im- 2000.0.
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(5) Immediately forward any documen- c. Prepare audit reports using the for-
tation concerning an attempted voluntary mat in 10-1200. However, be certain all
disclosure to Headquarters (OPD). relevant issues are covered. Do not hesi-

e. Under no circumstances (fraud or no tate to expand the report format in the
fraud) are DCAA personnel to accept interest of clarity.
refund checks. d. Do not release results of audit,

f. On occasion a contracting officer including draft condition statements or
who has received a voluntary disclosure recommendations, to the contractor be-
may request DCAA assistance. In such fore consulting with and •obtaining the
cases, follow the procedures in para- approval of the DCIO. Discuss factual
graphs a - e above. If you are aware of a matters with the contractor only to the
voluntary disclosure made to a contract- extent necessary to ensure accuracy.
ing officer, provide Headquarters (OPD) These procedures are necessary to pre-
a narrative report on the incident, accom- vent premature release of audit results
panied by all pertinent documentation, which could compromise sovernment ac-
Do not follow the procedures in 4-702.4. tions regarding the condition under in-

vestigation.
4-707.3 Audit Reports 4-708 Obstruction of Audit Provision

a. Audit reports will be addressed to of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988
the DCIO requesting the audit. In addi-
tion, a copy will normally be furnished to a. The Anti-Drug Abuse Act of 1988
the ACO, affected PCOs, and the DCAA (P.L. 100-690) added section 1516 to
Justice Liaison Auditor (see 4-702.5b.). If Title 18, U.S.C., which contains an ob-
the requester asks that distribution of the struction of audit provision. This provi-
report be limited, refer the matter to sion makes it a crime for a person or
Headquarters (OPD) through the cogni- corporation to endeavor to influence,
zant Regional Audit Manager. obstruct, or impede, with the intent to

b. Audit of a voluntary disclosure is to deceive or defraud the government, a
be performed in accordance with the Federal auditor in the performance of
guidance covering the matter(s) dis- official duties. The purpose of the provi-
closed, and the auditor should identify sion is to punish acts designed to prevent
and review similar transactions to con- an auditor from discovering or reporting
firm that the disclosure was complete. fraud or deceit against the government.
For example, a disclosure of defective The provision does not make it a crime to
pricing should be reviewed in accordance deny an auditor access to records unless
with 14-100, and the defective pricing the purpose of the denial is to prevent
potential of contracts awarded under such discovery. Therefore, do not report
circumstances similar to those affected a suspicion of fraud or other unlawful
by the disclosed irregularity should be activity solely on the basis that access to
reviewed. If the irregularity affects a records was denied. Pursue access to
subcontract, include the impact of prime records problems in accordance with I-
contractor additives as discussed in 4- 504.4.
702.8. Since the contractor is required to b. If there is a reasonable basis to
provide data supporting its findings and suspect fraud or deceit against the gov-
computations, procedures applicable to ernment, and you believe a denial of
audits of voluntary disclosures are not access to records is an attempt to prevent
considered to be investigative in nature, an auditor from discovering or reporting
and the restrictions in 4-702.5 and 4- this fraud or deceit, include this informa-
702.6 do not apply. To the extent possi- tion in a suspected fraud referral (see 4-
ble, tests of transactions and other rou- 702.4). The mere denial of access to
tine audit procedures performed during records, however, is not by itself a rea-
reviews of voluntary disclosures should sonable basis to suspect fraud.
be incorporated in the ongoing workload c. When reporting suspicions of fraud
to satisfy requirements of the affected or other unlawful activity (see 4-702.4),
audit area. include any information on suspected
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contractor efforts to influence, obstruct, gative agency it believes is best qualified
or impede an auditor with the intent to to determine their validity; monitors the
deceive or defraud the government, progress of the examination; and tabu-

lates and reports case dispositions. Hot-
4-709 Qui Tam Actions Under the line personnel neither perform investiga-
Civil False Claims Act tive tasks nor initiate corrective actions.

DCAA responsibilities for reviewing Hot-
Qui tam actions are civil, not criminal, line referrals are set out in DCAAR

actions, which are brought under the 7600.1.
authority of the Civil False Claims Act. b. The Hotline is obligated to protect
In such a suit, the plaintiff brings the the anonymity of informants who either
action on behalf of the government. A qui request confidentiality or do not disclose
tam suit is filed under seal. The defen- their identity. Hotline materials arising
dant contractor is not provided with a from such a source are clearly marked. In
copy of the filing nor is it to be told the order to evaluate a Hotline referral, it
contents of the filing while the action is may be necessary to advise a contractor
under seal. The government is furnished that an audit lead has been received. The
a copy of the filing and has 60 days in Hotline should not be identified as the
which to make a decision on whether it source of the lead. Under n'J circum-
will join in the suit. To assist its delibera- stances may Hotline materials arising
tions, the Department of Justice will from a confidential or anonymous source
frequently seek information about the be released outside the Government. The
defendant contractor from DCAA. Infor- Headquarter's, DCAA transmittal of a
mation in our files and working papers is sensitive Hotline referral will make spe-
to be made readily available to the attor- cific reference to nondisclosure require-
ney handling the case as well as any DoD ments in its opening paragraph.
personnel supporting the attorney. Any c. At its discretion, the Hotline may
requests for additional audit support will determine that an allegation either lacks
be treated as a demand assignment. The sufficient detail for follow-up or presents
contractor is not to be informed of the no likelihood of harm to the Govern-
source of these requests without the ap- ment. Such a matter will be classified as
proval of the requesting attorney. At the an optional referral. All other referrals
same time, the FAO should determine if are mandatory, and are assigned a due
the attorney has any objections to provid- date. Hotline referrals are reviewed in
ing the results of the audit to the con- Headquarters, OPD, and are forwarded
tracting officer. If there are none, a report to the cognizant regional office for infor-
should be sent to the contracting officer. mation or response. The regional office
However, the report will caution that the may further delegate responsibility. Dele-
audit was conducted in connection with a gation of the decision to conduct a field
qui tam suit and that before any contrac- review of an otherwise optional referral
tual action is taken on the matter, per- does not convert the status of a referral
mission must be obtained from the re- from an optional to a mandatory re-
sponsible attorney. sponse. However, if a field review is

undertaken, results must be !rported to
4-710 Defense Hotline the Hotline.

d. All Hotline referrals which have
a. The Defense Hotline is an element of been assigned due dates, either by the

the Office of the Assistant Inspector Hotline or by Headquarters, are to be
General for Departmental Inquiries treated as demand assignments. I a due
which serves as a clearinghouse for audit date cannot be met, an extension should
and investigative leads. It receives allega- be requested by filing a Hotline Progress
tions from Government entities such as Report (DCAAR 7600.1). The Hotline
DoD, from private individuals both in- has suggested that six month extension
side and outside the Government, and requests reduce unnecessary proliferation
from the GAO. The Hotline assigns re- of progress reports. It is the responsibility
view of these leads to the audit or investi- of the Regional Office to assure that
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Hotline progress and completion reports duct sometimes enter into suspension
are issued in the specified format, and debarrment agreements to avoid

e. When a field review of a Hotline being suspended or debarred from oh-
referral is undertaken, allegations are to taining government contract awards or to
be treated as audit leads and followed up be removed from the listing of suspended
through audit in accordance with 4- or debarred companies. These agree-
702.2. If questions remain after available ments usually require the contractor to
audit means commensurate with the implement ethics and fraud prevention
Government's risk have been exhausted, programs and strengthen internal con-
arrangements should be made for transfer trogs over the areas where the fraud or
of the matter to an investigative agency. other misconduct occurred. Often, the
The responsible field element should dis- othemis occurre often, th
cuss the case with the investigative office agreements require the contractor to
to which it would have sent a DCAAF maintain a hotline for employees to re-
2000.0 had the allegation arisen through port fraud or other irregularities. Some-
audit. (However, matters first reported times the costs incurred by the contractor
through the Defense Hotline are deemed to comply with these agreements are
to be known to the Government, and unallowable under FAR 31.205-47. Each
therefore ineligible for reporting on the Service and the Defense Logistics Agency
DCAAF 2000.0.) Case responsibility may has suspension and debarring officials or
be tranferred by submitting a Hotline designees who are responsible for moni-
Completion Report (DCAAR 7600.1) to toring contractor compliance with the
Headquarters, Attention OPD, setting agreements.
out the results of review, the reason(s) for b. Responsibilities. The suspension
transfer, and the investigative office to and debarring officials or designees will
which the matter should be transferred. request DCAA audit support to review

f. When a referral makes allegations of contractor compliance with any provi-
a technical nature, the assistance of a sions of the agreement that relate to
technical evaluator should be obtained. DCAA's audit mission. For example, the
Occasionally it becomes apparent that auditor will generally be requested to
the technical evaluator's agency should review if the contractor is identifying and
assume responsibility for the referral, segregating the unallowable costs being
with audit support as needed. When this incurred to comply with the agreement. If
happens, transfer of responsibility should the agreement also provides for the con-
be formalized similarly to investigative tractor to make improvements to its
transfer. internal control systems, the auditor will

g. DCAA's responsibilities are not af- generally be requested to review if the
fected by the source of an audit lead. improvements have been made. The sus-When review of a Hotline referral leads prv enshebenmd.Teu-Whenrevew o a otlie rferrl ladspension and debarring officials or desig-
to positive findings of questioned cost, nees are responsible for assessing overall
control weakness, or similar audit mat- contractor compliance with the agrca-
ters, the cognizant field audit office contr
should report the matter to procurement ment.
and initiate corrective action through the c. Briefing of the Agreement and Coor-
audit reporting process. If available, au- dination. At those contractors with sus-
dit reports containing findings and rec- pension and debarrment agreements, the
ommendations which arose from a Hot- FAO should obtain a copy and brief the
line referral should be submitted as an agreement to identify provisions that fall
enclosure to the Hotline Completion Re- within DCAA's areas of responsibility.
port. The FAO should then discuss with the

responsible suspension and debarring of-
4-711 Reviewing Contractor ficial or designee and the contracting
Compliance with Administrative officer the audit services needed to assist
Suspension and Debarrment in reviewing contractor compliance. Any
Agreements differences of opinion between the FAO

and the suspension and debarring official
a. Background. Contractors found to or designee or any difficulty in arranging

have committed fraud or other miscon- a meeting should be communicated
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through the Regional Office to PFD for briefing, the corporate auditor or CAC
resolution. The results of this coordina- will disseminate the agreement to the
tion should be documented in the FAO's segment auditors with an assist audit
audit planning files. request (if applicable) on any services

d. Audit Planning. The FAO normally needed to assess compliance with the
will not have to establish special audits to relevant parts of the agreement.
provide the needed audit support. The f. Reporting. The FAO should commu-
audit steps needed to assist the suspen- nicate in writing all roncompliances or
sion or debarring official or designee in other concerns with the agreement to the
determining compliance with the provi- ACO cognizant of the contractor with a
sions of the agreement can be usually copy to the suspension and debarring
performed as part of the FAO's regularly official or designee. All applicable DCAA
scheduled reviews; e.g., the FAO's auditialpor should applicomments
planned reviews of internal controls re- audit reports should contain comments
lating to the identification and segrega- on any contractor actions required by a
tion of unallowable costs. However, if the suspension/debarrment agreement until
compliance officer requests a special au- the contractor fully implements or corn-
dit because of his scheduled responsibili- plies with the agreement.
ties, the FAO should provide the request- g. Semiannual Updates. On a semian-
ed services. nual basis, PFD will obtain listings of the

e. Corporate Offices. Settlements at the contractors currently under suspension
corporate level affecting two or more and debarrment agreements and provide
segments should be coordinated by the them to the regional offices for distribu-
corporate auditor or CAC. After the tion to the appropriate FAOs.
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4-7S1 Supplement - Public Law 99-634, "Anti-Kickback Enforcement
Act of 1986"

An Act to prohibit kickbacks relating (B) includes any person who offers
to subcontracts under Federal govern- to furnish or furnishes general supplies to
ment contracts. the prime contract-.. or a higher tier

Section 1. This Act may be cited as the subcontractor.
"Anti-Kickback Act of 1986." (9) The term "subcontractor employ-

Section 2. As used in this Act: ee" means any officer, partner, employee,
(1) The term "contracting agency," or agent of a subcontractor.

when used with respect to a prime con- Section 3. It is prohibited for any
tractor, means any department, agency, person -
or establishment of the United States (1) to provide, attempt to provide, or
which enters into a prime contract with a offer to provide any kickback;
prime contractor. (2) to solicit, accept, or attempt to

(2) The term "kickback" means any accept any kickback; or
money, fee, commission, credit, gift, gra- (3) to include, directly or indirectly, the
tuity, thing of value, or compensation of amount of any kickback prohibited by
any kind which is provided, directly or clause (1) or (2) in the contract price
indirectly, to any prime contractor, prime charged by a subcontractor to a prime
contractor employee, subcontractor, or contractor or a higher tier subcontractor
subcontractor employee for the purpose or in the contract price charged by a
of improperly obtaining or rewarding prime contractor to the United States.
favorable treatment in connection with a Section 4. Any person who knowingly
prime contract or in connection with a and willfully engages in conduct prohibit-
subcontract relating to a prime contract. ed by section 3 shall be imprisoned for

(3) The term "person" means a corpo- not more than 10 years or shall be subject
ration, partnership, business association to a fine in accordance with title 18,
of any kind, trust, joint-stock company, United States Code, or both.
or individual. Section 5. (a)(I) The United States

(4) The term "prime contract" means a may, in a civil action, recover a civil
contract or contractual action entered penalty from any person who knowingly
into by the United States for the purpose engages in conduct prohibited by section
of obtaining supplies, materials, equip- 3. The amount of such civil penalty shall
ment, or services of any kind. be -

(5) The term "prime contractor" (A) twice the amount of each kick-
means a person who has entered into a back involved in the violation; and
prime contract with the United States. (B) not more than $10,000 for each

(6) The term "prime contractor em- occurrence of prohibited conduct.
ployee" means any officer, partner, em- (2) The United States may, in a civil
ployee, or agent of a prime contractor, action, recover a civil penalty from any

(7) The term "subcontract" means a person whose employee, subcontractor or
contract or contractual action entered subcontractor employee violates section
into by a prime contractor or subcontrac- 3 by providing, accepting or charging a
tor for the purpose of obtaining supplies, kickback. The amount of such civil pen-
materials, equipment, or services of any alty shall be the amount of that kickback.
kind under a prime contract. (b) A civil action under this section

(8) The term "subcontractor" shall be barred unless the action is com-
(A) means any person, other than menced within 6 years after the later of

the prime contractor, who offers to fur- (1) the date on which the prohibited
nish or furnishes any supplies, materials, conduct establishing the cause of action
equipment, or services of any kind under occurred, and (2) the date on which the
a prime contract or a subcontract entered United States first knew or should rea-
into in connection with such prime con- sonably have known that the prohibited
tract; and conduct had occurred.
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Section 6. (a) A contracting officer of a of section 3 in its own operations and
contracting agency may offset the direct business relationships.
amount of a kickback provided, accept- (b) Each contracting agency shall in-
ed, or charged in violation of section 3 clude in each prime contract awarded by
against any moneys owed by the United such agency a requirement that the prime
States to the prime contractor under the contractor shall cooperate fully with any
pri:"je contract to which such kickback Federal government agency investigating
relates. a violation of section 3.

(b)(1) Upon direction of a contracting (cX 1)(A) Whenever a prime contractor
officer of a contracting agency with re- or subcontractor has reasonable grounds
spect to a prime contract, the prime to believe that a violation of section 3
contractor shall withhold from any sums may have occurred, the prime contractor
owed to a subcontractor under a subcon- or subcontractor shall promptly report
tract of the prime contract the amount of the possible violation in writing.
any kickback which was or may be offset (B) A contractor shall make the
against that prime contractor under sub- reports required by subparagraph (A) to
section (a). the inspector general of the contracting

(2) Such contracting officer may order agency, the head of the contracting agen-
that sums withheld under paragraph (1) - cy if the agency does not have an inspec-

(A) be paid over to the contracting tor general, or the Department of Justice.
agency; or (2) In the case of an administrative or

(B) if the United States has already contractual action to suspend or debar
offset the amount of such sums against any person who is eligible to enter into
that prime contractor, be retained by the contracts with the Federal government,
prime contractor. evidence that such person has supplied

(3) The prime contractor shall notify information to the United States pursu-
the contracting officer when an amount is ant to paragraph (1) shall be favorable
withheld and retained under paragraph evidence of such person's responsibility
(2XB). for the purposes of Federal procurement

(c) An offset under subsection (a) or a laws and regulations.
direction or order of a contracting officer Section 8. For the purpose of ascertain-
under subsection (b) is a claim by the ing whether there has been a violation of
government for the purposes of the Con- section 3 with respect to any prime
tract Disputes Act of 1978. contract, the General Accounting Office

(d) As used in this section, the term and the inspector general of the contract-"contracting officer" has the meaning ing agency, or a representative of such
gven that term for the purposes of the contracting agency designated by the

ontract Disputes Act of 1978. head of such agency if the agency does
Section 7. (a) Each contracting agency not have an inspector general, shall have

shall include in each prime contract access to and may inspect the facilities
awarded by such agency a requirement and audit the books and records, includ-
that the prime contractor shall have in inm any electronic data or records, of any
place and follow reasonable procedures prime contractor or subcontractor under
designed to prevent and detect violations a prime contract awarded by such agency.
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FIGURE 4-7-1

PRO FORMA CAUTIONARY TRANSMITITAL MEMORANDUM

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

MEMORANDUM FOR (name and address of requester)

SUBJECT: Cautionary Statement Related to Audit Report (audit report number,
date and subject, and the contractor's name and location)

The attached audit report addresses certain matters which have raised a suspicion of
potential fraud on the part of (indicate the name of the company involved).
Specifically, those matters are (describe the suspected fraudulent conduct). We are
willing to discuss these matters with you, your counsel, and representatives of the
cognizant criminal investigative organization in an effort to reach a proper disposition
of these issues in light of the requirements of DoD Directive 7050.5, Coordination of
Remedies for Fraud and Corruption Related to Procurement Activities.

(Signature)

Branch Manager

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
Figure 4-7-2

(Use full size form or DIIS Version for reporting)

FOR DCAA HEADQUARTERS USE ONLY
DCAA CASE NO.:

SUSPECTED IRREGULARITY REFERRAL FORM

Name of DCAA Employee
Submitting Referral (Print)

Employee Location/Phone:

FAO Manager's Approval:
Name (Print)
Signature
Date
FAO Name/RORG Code/Phone:
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Figure 4-7-2

Instructions

Auditor - Information w-hih suggests a reasonable basis for suspicion of fraud,
corruption, or un!wful activiiy affecting Government contracts must be reported
promlptly. DCAA employees art encouraged to use this form.

This form is designed to identify the type of information typically needed by an
investigator. Although you may not be able to supply all of the information, be as
thorough as possible in order to assist the investigator in understanding the possible
irregularity.

You are required to discuss your suspicions and your written submission with your
supervisor to assure that adequate information has been developed.

Supervisor/FAO Manager - Process the form in accordance with DCAA Instruction
7640.16. If there is any question as to whether or not this referral should be made,
discuss it with the investigative office or your regional audit manager. The FAO
manager should sign and date the form before forwarding it to Headquarters, DCAA
(OPD), or making other required distributions. The FAO manager's signature
indicates that the information contained in the Form 2000.0 is complete and accurate
and that (s)he believes the facts presented raise a reasonable suspicion of fraud,
corruption, or other unlawful activity affecting Government contracts.

Classification of Irregularity
To assist in the evaluation of the material presented, please check each type of
irregularity you have reason to believe may have occurred. Check all that apply. Circle
the primary irregularity. For example, mischarging unallowable advertising costs into
a supplies account in a certified overhead proposal would be described by checking 5c,
identifying it as a false incurred cost certification, and circling 4a (FAR unallowables).

I. Defective Pricing 6. Consultants & Subcontractors
- a. Pattern of Activity - a. Consultant Irregularities
- b. Other: _- b. Subcontracting Irregularities

2. Billing Irregularities 7. Materials
- a. Progress Payments - a. Product Substitution
- b. Public Vouchers - b. MMAS
- c. Other: - c. Other:

3. Labor Irregularities 8. Ethical Violations
- a. Timekeeping Irregularities - a. Kickbacks
- b. IR&D/B&P Mischarging - b. Gratuities
- c. Other Mischarging: _- c. Political Contributions

4. Accounting Mischarging - d. Foreign Corrupt Practices
- a. FAR 31/CAS 405 Violations Act
- b. Improper Transfers - e. Bribery
- c. Unallocable Costs - f. Restraints of Trade
- d. Other: _- g. Other:

5. False Claims and Certifications 9. Other Irregular Activity
- a. Equitable Adjustment Claims - a. Conspiracy
- b. Termination Settlements - b. Obstruction of an Audit
- c. Indirect Cost Certification (but see CAM 4-708)
- d. Other: - c. Other:
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NOTE: Certain types of irregularity should not be reported on the Form 2000.0.
These include: matters already known to the Government such as suspected
irregularities referred to DCAA for audit evaluation by another Government agency
(e.g., Hotline referrals); contractor voluntary disciosLres (CAM 4-707); qui tam
complaints (CAM 4-709); unsatisfactory conditions (CAM 4-800), especially 4-803,
"Serious Weaknesses on the Part of Contractor or Gov "rnment Personnel;" and
violations of DoD Standards of Conduct by DCAA empl-yees (DCAAR 5500.2).
Additionally, nothing contained on this form should be inttrpreted as requiring the
referral of routine audit findings or disagreements with contractors or contracting
officers for investigation.

PART I - Contractor, Contracts, and Program Involved

a) - Name of contractor.
Division.
City, State, Zip.
Location of Incident.

b) - Contracts Affected. If specific contracts can be identified, please pro-
vide the information below on the largest of these:

Contract Number Contract Type Amount

If only general categories of contracts can be identified, provide whatever
information is available on their type and value below:
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c) - Is there a pending contract modification, adjustment, claim resolution or
agreement tnat relates in any way to the suspected irregularity? Explain.

d) - Name of affected major acquisition program, if any.

e) - Organization and location which administers the tsub)contract(s).

f) - Organization and location which awarded the (sub)contract(s).

PART II - Suspected Irregularity

Answer the following questions as fully as possible. Additional sheets of paper may be
used to answer any of the questions if necessary.

a) - Description of Irregularity - Provide a thorough description of the suspected
irregularity or irregularities identified in the checklist on page 2, including
reference, when known, to any regulatory provision(s) you believe may have
been violated. Attach copies of any documents you believe are necessary to
assist in understanding the irregular activity and why it is suspected. If
documents are attached, be sure that they are referenced in your description.

b) - What information suggests that the suspected irregularity was not accidental or
inadvertent?
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c) - Identify the means by which the irregilarity was accomplished (e.g., altered or
falsified time cards, bogus invoices, deceit by suppression of the truth, theft).

d) - How was the irregularity identified (tip; overhead conversation; inference
from audit evidence (describe), etc.)

e) - Provide a full description of the books and records which are pertinent to the
irregularity along with the contractor's nomenclature for these books and
records.

f) - Name, position, and location of individuals who provided information or who
may have relevant inforniation.

g)- Estimate the loss or impact to known Government contracts with this
contractor. If loss or impact can only be measured on one contract, then
estimate that amount.

h) - Describe the extent of the questionable practices, including the time span
involved and whether it is an isolated incident or a pattern.

i) - Position and name of person(s) involved.

j) - Indicators of involvement of upper management.

k) - If Irregularity Category 9b (Obstruction of an Audit) was checked, briefly
describe the difficulties experienced.
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PART III - Related Audit Activity

a) - Type of audit being performed when suspected irregularity was detected. (Also
provide the audit assignment number.)

b) - Is continued audit effort planned for this audit assignment and/or does the
FAO plan to extend, expand, or redirect audit effort in ensuing audits of the
referred contractor?

List the audit assignment number(s) for new audit effort.

c) - Are there any other in-process audits or completed audits related in any way to
the suspected irregularity? List the audit assignment number(s).

PART IV - Distribution of Form 2000.0

Please check all organizations to which distribution of this referral is being made.

X DCAA Headquarters (ATTN: OPD)
X Defense Procurement Fraud Unit (DPFU) (ATTN: JLA)
- Defense Criminal Investigation Service (DCIS)
- Army Criminal Investigative Command (CID)
- Naval Investigative Service (NIS)
- Air Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI)
- Administrative Contracting Officer (ACO) [unless advised to the contrary by

the investigative organization]
Identify:

- Procurement Contracting Officer (PCO) [unless advised to the contrary by
the investigative organization]
Identify:

- Other:
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Examples of Characteristics and Types of Activity Associated with Illegal
Expenditures and Acts for Specific Audit Areas

Audit Area Indicators

Labor Unexplained changes to timecards transferring hours
from commercial firm-fixed-price contracts to
government cost-type contracts.
Employee time charged differently than associated
travel costs.
Diverting labor from firm-fixed-price contract by
reclassifying employees as indirect who provide direct
labor to firm-fixed-price contracts

Material Significant material requirements charged to
government cost-type contracts where follow-up work
shows that the material was not needed.
Using inferior material on government contracts that
does not meet contract specifications.
False certification of inspection test results.

Subcontracts Intercompany profit claimed and billed for a
intercompany affiliate that the contractor represented
to the government was an unrelated subcontractor.

Indirect Cost Overrun contract costs charged to indirect expenses
for allocation to other contracts.
Expressly unallowable costs recorded in accounts that
are generally allowable such as small tools and
supplies.
Improper transfers, or recording, of costs to indirect
accounts for direct contract costs that are not
allowed to be charged under the terms of the
contract.

Defective Pricing See 14-121.2 for listing.
All Audit Areas Alterations to documents that would result in

improper costs claimed for government contracts.
Evidence showing that payments were not actually
made for the amounts shown on the document.
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4-800 Section 8 - Special Reporting of Unsatisfactory Conditions

4-801 Introduction be made by the Secretary concerned.
Therefore, the report or letter should

This section contains guidance and contain sufficient information to permit
procedures on special reporting require- adequate consideration of the facts and
ments on unsatisfactory conditions noted to support a decision at that level.
by contract auditors that are not reporta- b. Address a report or letter involving a
ble under section 7 of this chapter. subcontractor to the contracting officer

and forward it through the office which
4-802 Voluntary Refunds for has audit cognizance of the prime con-
"Windfall profits" tractor. Where audit cognizance has not

been established for the prime contract
4-802.1 Introduction and the prime contractor is not otherwise

DFARS Subpart 242.71 expresses DoD subject to audit by another audit office,
policy and general procedures on the transmit the report directly to the con-
solicitation or acceptance of voluntary tracting officer in the same manner as if
refunds from contractors or subcontrac- it involved a prime contract.
tors. 4-803 Unsatisfactory Conditions
4-802.2 Audit Responsibility (Serious Weaknesses,

When the contract auditor reaches a Mismanagement, Negligence, etc.) on
conclusion pursuant to 4-802.3 that it the Part of Contractor or Government
may be appropriate to seek a voluntary Personnel
refund, the auditor should observe
DFARS Subpart 242.71 carefully, and 4-803.1 Introduction
inform the cognizant administrative con-
tracting officer, in writing, of this conclu- Unsatisfactory conditions, such as re-
sion and its basis, either in an audit peated and significant deficiencies in
report or otherwise. accounting or estimating practices, mis-

management or neglilence, and failure to
4-802.3 Audit Procedures comply with acquisition regulations may

On audits of any type, auditors should result in significant monetary loss or cost
be alert to situations where the govern- to the government, or frustrate public
ment was overcharged under a contract; policy.
was inadequately compensated for the
use of governrment-owned property, or in 4-403.2 Examples of Questionable
the disposition of contractor inventory; Practices
and where the contractor's or subcontrac- a. Examples of unsatisfactory condi-
tor's retention of the amount in question tions in contractor operations include,
would be contrary to good conscience but are not limited to, the following:
and equity. If any of these situations are (1) An estimating system and related
disclosed and it is due, at least in part, to practices so deficient that price proposals
the fault of the contractor or subcontrac- are consistently unreliable, resulting in
tor, the government may request a volun- widespread defective pricing.
tary refund or credit, provided the adjust- (2) Significant and chronic violations
ment is not otherwise required, by con- of Cost Accounting Standards.
tractual terms or statutory requirements (3) Internal control weaknesses of a
such as 10 U.S.C. 2306a. magnitude that could cause significant

monetary loss to the contractor and ex-
4-802.4 Audit Reports cessive cost to the government.

a. Prepare reports on situations involv- (4) Excessive or premature contractor
ing voluntary refunds in a narrative for- reimbursement because of inappropriate
mat pursuant to 10-1200. A decision to application or review of economic price
seek a voluntary price adjustment must adjustment provisions.
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(5) A contractor's refusal to certify its rate audit rcport issued using the proce-
overhead proposal as required by dures in 10-400, 10-800, or 10-1200.
DFARS 242.770-2.

(6) Failure to pay the minimum wages 4-803.4 HeAdquarters Reporting
required by the Davis-Bacon Act, Walsh- Requirements
Healey Public Contract Act, or the Ser- a. When an FAQ encounters unsatis-
vice Contract Act. ac condtn in contrr opea-

b. While DCAA does not have respon- factory conditions in contractor opera-
sibility for auditing government opera- tions and the issue cannot be resolved at
tions, auditors should report situations the FAO level, the regional office should
where it appears to the auditor that any become involved promptly and actively.
government official has failed to comply b. All FAO encounters of unsatisfacto-
with specific regulatory requirements or ry conditions involving government op-
is grossly negligent in fulfilling his or her erations require prompt regional office
responsibility resulting in substantial involvement.
harm to the government interest. c. If the condition is not or cannot be

corrected after all FAO and regional
4-803.3 Audit Responsibilities office efforts have been exhausted, pre-

Serious weaknesses causing major au- pare a Headquarters report (Do not use
dit problems encountered during audit DCAAF 2000.0) describing the condition
performance should be discussed with along with the actions taken to correct it
the contractor, the principal cognizant and submit it through the regional direc-
ACO, and the CAC as soon as possible so tor to Headquarters, Attn: 0 and DL.
as to expedite the resolution process. The Before the report is submitted, the re-
auditor should not wait until the final gional director will assure that it contains
exit conference or the issuance of the all pertinent facts and a comprehensive
audit report to convey such findings. All explanation of all actions taken to resolve
such discussions should be documented the matter. Wherever determinable, it
by appropriate memorandums or nota- should include the monetary amount
tions in the working papers and a sepa- involved.
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4-900

4-900 Section 9 - Obtaining Audit Guidance

4-901 Introduction ing, Defective Pricing, Comprehensive
Labor, etc.

This section states policies and proce- (3) Problem/Guidance Identification.
dures for processing requests to regional This section should provide a clear and
offices and Headquarters for expert ad- succinct statement of either the problem
vice, assistance, and guidance on signifi- and/or the guidance area for which the
cant auditing and accounting issues. Re- request is being made.
quirements for feedback to Headquarters (4) Regional Staff Review. This section
on the application of guidance received should provide: (i) the background which
are included. generated the request; and, (ii) the na-

ture, extent, and sources used in the
4-902 Obtaining Guidance regional review prior to submission to

Headquarters. As appropriate, the related
or background information should be

4-902.1 Definition referenced and included as enclosures to
For purposes of this paragraph, audit- the request.

ing and accounting issues mean any ques- (5) Regional Alternatives. This section
tions involving interpretation of the FAR should provide any alternatives which
and DFARS cost principles, Cost Ac- the regional office may have identified
counting Standards (CAS), Generally Ac- for handling the situation and
cepted Government Auditing Standards pro(s)/con(s) of each alternative.
(GAGAS), Generally Accepted Account- (6) Regional Recommendation. This
ing Principles (GAAP), or other applica- paragraph should identify the regional
ble laws and regulations relating to the recommended solution with the support-
conduct of audits or allowability, alloca- ing rationale.
bility, or reasonableness of costs charged (7) Regional Contact. Identification of
to government contracts. the regional focal point, telephone num-

ber, and fax number.
4-902.2 Background and General c. Headquarters researches Federal
Responsibilities laws and regulations, FAR, DFARS, and

a. On occasion, field auditors require CAS case history files, decisions of courts
assistance and advice to help resolve new, and boards of contract appeals, authori-
unique, complex, or controversial audit- tative accounting literature, etc. to devel-
ing and accounting issues. Before issues op guidance. When appropriate, legal
are elevated for assistance the FAO, and and/or technical input from outside ex-
if necessary the region, will research the perts or specialists is obtained.issue thoroughly using the FAQ and d. Proposed guidance is coordinatedregional librares. When the FAO's re- with elements of the Office of the Secre-search does not adequately resolve the tary of Defense (OSD) when appropriate.
issue, a request for assistance should be e. The feedback required by 4-902.3
submitted to the regional office. below is used to evaluate whether further

b. When regions need additional audit guidance is needed.
guidance, their requests with supporting 4-902.3 Requirements for Feedback to
documentation should be submitted to
Headquarters, DCAA, ATTN: P, Bldg 4, Headquarters
Cameron Station, Alexandria, VA 22304- a. When a guidance memorandum is
6178 using the following format: issued to one region, applicable to a

(1) SUBJECT. The subject line should specific issue at a particular FAO, advise
always start with the following: "Request the Headquarters division that issued the
for Headquarters guidance on ... " guidance of the application of the guid-

(2) Proram Area. This paragraph ance. Regional offices will forward to the
should be identified as the major opera- appropriate Headquarters division copies
tional area. For example: Forward Pric- of audit reports, memorandums to con-
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tracting officers or others, or letters to ed legal opinions, or other comments
contractors or others which reflect appli- received which: (1) could have an impact
cation of the Headquarters guidance. on the guidance previously provided, or

b. Regional offices will also forward to (2) could lead to the issuance of a general
the appropriate Headquarters division memorandum to all regions and FAOs
copies of any resulting contractor rebut- concerning the issues and related audit
tals, contracting officer comments, relat- guidance.
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4-1000 Section 10 - Relying Upon the Work of Others

4-1001 Introduction a. Labor reviews, floor checks, opera-
tions/EDP/ financial control audits, sys-

This section provides guidance for re- tems surveys, etc., performed by regional
lying upon the work of others, except for or other special DCAA audit teams.
government technical specialists. For b. Assist audits performed by other
guidance on relying upon the work of DCAA audit offices on subcontracts, off-
government technical specialists, see D- site labor, etc., or on costs which are

302. allocated from, or records which are
maintained at, home offices, other divi-

4-1002 General sions, sep,ments, cost centers, etc.
c. Reviews performed by contract ad-

a. An auditor's work includes the ex- ministration office staff on special cost-
amination or development of sufficient, related subjects, procurement and inven-
competent, and relevant evidence to af- tory systems, etc.
ford a reasonable basis for his/her conclu- d. Contractor internal audits and other
sions and recommendations. In examin- self-governance functions (see 4-202 and
ing or developing evidence, auditors may 4-302.1b.(5)).
rely upon the work of others to the extent e. Reviews performed by the General
feasible once they satisfy themselves of Accounting Office or the Inspector Gen-
the quality of the other's work by appro- eral.
priate tests or by other acceptable meth- f. Reviews performed by independent
ods. Work performed by another DCAA public accountants (e.g., internal control
auditor is to be presumed of sufficient reviews conducted in conjunction with
quality based on DCAA's managerial 302.b.()).statement audits; see 4-
controls.

b. Documentation of work performed
and evidence acquired or examined is 4-1004 Deciding Whether to Rely on
maintained or referenced in the form of the Work of Others
working papers. Working papers are the
link between field work and the audit 4-1004.1 General Evaluation Criteria
report. They should be complete and a. Relying on the work of others re-
accurate; provide support for findings, duces the amount of work necessary to
judgments, and conclusions; and demon- accomplish audit objectives. The evalu-
strate the nature and scope of the work ation of the others' work is dependent 4n
performed (see 2-306 and 4-400). the exercise of sound professional judg-

ment. The work of others has to be
4-1003 Work Performed by Others adequate to provide reasonable assurance

that the DCAA audit objectives were
An important source of evidence is accomplished. Care should be taken not

work performed by other DCAA or gov- to dismiss the work of others for some
ernment auditors, contract administra- noncritical deficiency. In deciding wheth-
tion office staff, independent public ac- er to rely on the work of others, the
countants, contractor internal auditors DCAA auditor must first evaluate the
and nonauditors. It is important to main- competence, independence, and objectiv-
tain effective communications with these ity of the external and internal auditors,
groups, to understand their responsibili- and the nonauditor. The DCAA auditor
ties, and to know when it is appropriate must then evaluate the individual work
to request their assistance or rely upon product for sufficiency. Provide feedback
their work. Coordinating with these to the contractor/external auditors on the
groups can often provide additional audit results of our evaluations and the extent
evidence and avoid the duplication of of our reliance.
effort. Following is a partial list of other b. Under the CRAG concept (see 3-
sources of reliance: 104.4e), contractor personnel who quali-
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fy neither as auditors nor experts may be corporate managed internal audit func-
performing oversight function's in a given tion. When an entity's internal audit
area. Such activities are part of the con- department does not subscribe to these
tractor's system of internal controls standards, the auditor should consider
which should be assessed in planning the the following guidance:
audit scope. (1) When assessing the internal audi-

tors' competence, the auditor should ob-
4-1004.2 Evaluation of Competency, tain information about such factors as
Independence, and Objectivity the educational level and professional

a. An initial assessment must be made experience of internal auditors, profes-
of the professional competence, indepen- sional certification and continuing educa-
dence, and objectivity of the external and tion; audit policies, procedures, and
internal auditors and nonauditors. The checklists; and supervision and review of
results of this evaluation and documenta- internal auditors' activities.
tion will be included in the permanent (2) When assessing the internal audi-
file, and will be updated only as condi- tors' objectivity, the auditor should ob-
tions change. tain information about such factors as

b. In order to eliminate duplicate in- the organizational status, including
quiries, Headquarters will monitor the whether the internal auditor reports to an
following national accounting firms re- officer of sufficient status to ensure broad
garding their professional reputations, audit coverage and adequate consider-
qualifications, and independence: (1) ation of, and action on, the findings and
Arthur Andersen & Co.; (2) BDO Seid- recommendations of the internal audi-
man; (3) Coopers & Lybrand; (4) Deloitte tors. In addition, review policies to main-
Touche; (5) Ernst & Young; (6) Grant tain internal auditors' objectivity about
Thornton; (7) Kenneth Leventhal & Co.; the areas audited, including policies pro-
(8) KPMG Peat Marwick; (9) McGladrey hibiting internal auditors from auditing
& Pullen; and (10) Price Waterhouse. areas where they were recently assigned
This is not an exclusive list of public or are scheduled to be assigned on com-
accounting firms that meet the Govern- pletion of responsibilities in the internal
ment Auditing Standard's criteria of pro- audit function.
fessional reputation, qualifications, and d. For nonauditors (consultants, ex-
independence. Rather it is an alpabetical perts, specialists, etc.), other than those
listing of firms likely to be engaged by assisting in the audit, the auditor should
major DoD contractors. Regions and consider (1) the professional certifica-
Field Audit Offices will be notified by tion, license, or other recognition of the
Headquarters if problems with any of competence of the specialist in his field,
these firms are encountered. For other as appropriate, (2) the reputation and
external auditors, determine that they standing of the specialist in the views of
possess the necessary competence and his peers and others familiar with his
independence by obtaining a representa- capability or performance, and (3) the
tion from the firm that they are (I) relationship, if any, of the specialist to
members of the AICPA and/or state the client.
society in good standing and (2) that the
firm is independent under the require- 4-1004.3 Evaluation of Work Product
ments of the AICPA. a. To satisfy certain of the require-

c. When an entity's internal audit de- ments discussed in subsections b through
partment has adopted the standards for d below, access to working papers is
the Professional Practice of Internal Au- required. Accordingly, make arrange-
diting issued by the Institute of Internal ments to ensure that working papers will
Auditors, the DCAA auditor may consid- be available. Evaluation of the work
er that the entity's internal auditors poss- product should be based on a comparison
ess the requisite competence and objec- of the audit steps the DCAA auditor
tivity. Where appropriate, the CAC believes are necessary to those which
should coordinate an assessment of were performed. If the DCAA auditor
adherance to the above standards for the concludes that audit program steps essen-
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tial to developing evidence to support an 4-1005 Documentation Requirements
unqualified opinion have not been per-
formed, those additional steps must be a. Whenever reliance is placed upon
performed by the auditor before issuing the work of others, documentation is
an audit report. required. Reliance must be based upon

b. When evaluating the work of exter- specific knowledge of the actual work
nal auditors, consider whether to conduct performed and the results obtained. It is
additional tests and procedures, such as not to be based merely upon the assump-
reviewing the audit procedures they fol- tion or general knowledge that work is to
lowed and the results of audits they be performed by others.
conducted (including their assessment of b. Documentation requirements may
control risk). Review their audit pro- include obtaining copies of reports
grams and/or working papers, tests of and/or written confirmations of the scope
compliance, and conclusions reached. of work performed, the period and costs
The auditor may review the documentary covered, summary of the results ob-
evidence in the external auditors' work- tained, and audit programs and working
ing papers or make supplemental tests of papers. In addition, the degree of reliance
the work conducted. placed on the work of others must be

c. In evaluating the work of internal documented in the DCAA working paper
auditors, the DCAA auditor should ex- file. In determining the degree of reliance
amine, on a test basis, documentary to be placed upon the work of others,
evidence of the work performed by the apply the guidance for the development
internal auditors. He or she should con- and use of evidence and evidential quali-
sider such factors as whether the scope of ty contained in 2-306 and 3-104.13.
the work is appropriate, audit programs c. In rendering an audit opinion, con-
are adequate, working papers adequately sider all work performed, including that
document work performed, conclusions performed by others. If work of others is
reached are appropriate in the circum- not sufficient in scope and as a result an
stances, and any reports prepared are unqualified opinion cannot be rendered,
consistent with the results of the work take steps to obtain additional evidential
performed. The DCAA auditor should matter. Where the scope of work per-
also perform tests of some of the work of formed by other government representa-
internal auditors. The extent of these tives does not appear to be sufficient in
tests will vary depending on the circum- scope, consult with the organization in-
stances, including the type of transac- volved to obtain clarification or any
tions, their materiality, and results of additional information available. If reli-
prior reviews. These tests may be accom- ance still cannot be placed on the work.
plished by either (1) examining some of advise the contractor of the need for
the transactions or balances that internal additional audit work, how it relates to
auditors examined or (2) examining simi- the work already performed by the other
lar transactions or balances but not those organization, and why it will not dupli-
actually examined by internal auditors. cate prior government reviews. If addi-
The DCAA auditor should compare the tional evidential matter cannot be ob-
results of his tests with the results of the tained, then render either a qualified or
internal auditors' work in reaching con- adverse opinion. See 9-209.2 and 9-
clusions as to whether DCAA can place 209.3.
reliance on their work. d. In determining the extent of docu-

d. In evaluating the work of nonaudi- mentation to be included in the working
tors, consider whether to (I) conduct paper file, the auditor should apply the
additional tests and procedures (e.g., re- guidance contained in 4-406. To the
viewing the procedures followed and the extent possible, document reliance on the
results of the work conducted), (2) review work of others by reference, notes, or
the work program, (3) review the working extractions. Where a particularly sensi-
papers, (4) make supplemental tests of tive or material audit conclusion hinges
the work conducted, and (5) consider the on other auditors' working papers and
methods or assumptions used. referencing/extraction would not be prac-
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tical, include appropriate copies in 1002a)) and whose work is acceptable to
DCAA working papers. you based on your knowledge of the

professional standards and competence
4-1006 Referencing the Work of of that organization; or (2) the other
Others in Audit Reports auditor is retained by DCAA and the

work is performed under DCAA guid-
4-1006.1 Technical Specialists ance and control; or (3) you take steps

As indicated in D-300, refer to and necessary to satisfy yourself with the
give effect to technical findings and opin- other auditor's work; or (4) the work
ions when relied upon. See 10-209. 1c(3) performed by the other auditor is not
and 10-307.9 for suggested audit report material to the opinion being expressed.
comments when incorporating the results Once field work is complete, a report
of technical review, using the applicable format in Chapter 10

will be used. In addition, the report may
4-1006.2 Part of an Audit Performed by include:
Other Auditors (1) A Background Information para-

a. The DCAA mission includes provid- graph in the narrative section. This para-
ing all contract auditing for the DoD, and graph may provide information on an-
providing accounting and financial advi- other auditor's work, including purpose,
sory services to all DoD procurement and scope, and summary of results, and will
contract administration activities (see I- indicate if the other auditor's report has
102). Because DCAA has the ultimate been provided to the PCO/ACO.

U responsibility to express an opinion on (2) A statement in the Disposition of
contract audit issues, judgments about Audit Results paragraph expressing ap-
assessments of inherent and control risk, preciation for the participation of non-
materiality, sufficiency of tests, and other DCAA personnel in the audit effort (see
matters affecting the opinion must be 10-209.4e).
judgments of the DCAA auditor. Recog- (3) A reference in the explanatory notes
nition of the contractor's participation in accompanying the report exhibits, sched-
self-governance should be included in the ules, and appendixes to the other audi-
DCAA audit report in a manner which tor's scope and findings as they relate to
does not imply a limitation of scope or a the DCAA reported conclusions. Based
qualification of opinion, upon the complexity and/or the nature of

b. Ordinarily you need not make refer- the findings, it may be appropriate to
ence to work performed by another audi- include the other auditor's report as an
tor if (1) the other auditor works for an appendix. However, this should not be
organization associated with your organi- done without first obtaining authoriza-
zation (e.g., another DCAA office (see 4- tion from the other auditor.
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CHAPTER 5

5-000 Review of Policies, Procedures and Internal Controls Relative to
Accounting and Management Systems

5-001 Scope of Chapter work and SAS No. 55 in performing
reviews of contractor accounting and

This chapter provides audit guidance management systems and related internal
on implementing Government Auditing controls.
Standards-the second standard of field-

5-100 Obtaining an Understanding of a Contractor's Internal Control
Structure and Assessing Control Risk

5-101 Introduction b. A contractor's internal control struc-
ture can be viewed as a combination of

a. This section outlines the auditor's interrelated accounting and management
fundamental requirements and responsi- systems. These systems are designed to
bilities for obtaining and documenting an help ensure that entity objectives are
understanding of a contractor's internal achieved as effectively and efficiently as
control structure and for assessing con- possible. The relevant accounting and
trol risk as a basis for planning related management systems in the contract au-
audits. dit environment and their respective

b. These fundamental requirements CAM sections are listed below:
and responsibilities apply to -each of the (1) Environment and Overall
contractor's accounting and management Accounting Controls 5-300
systems (see 5-300 through 5-1200) that (2) General EDP System 5- 400
are used to propose, charge or bill signifi- (3) Budget and Planning
cant costs to government contracts. system 5-t00

c. The audit guidance discussed in (4) Purchasing System 5-600
sections 5-102 to 5-110 applies primarily (5) Material System 5- 700
to major contractors. This guidance can (6) Compensation System 5-800
also be adapted for use at non-major (7) Labor System 5-900
contractors who have internal controls (8) Indirect and ODC System 5-1000
over some of the systems listed in 5-102b (9) Billing System 5-1100
below and where audit effort to evaluate (10) Estimating System 5-1200
those systems is expected to be offset by c. It is important to remember that
reduced audit effort on other related contractor management is responsible for
audits. The guidance for reviewing inter- establishing and maintaining an adequate
nal controls at nonmajor contractors is internal control structure. In fulfilling
discussed in 5-111. this responsibility, estimates and judge-

ments by management are required to
assess the expected benefits and related

5-102 Background Information costs of internal control structure policies
and procedures. The objective of the

a. Government Auditing Standards internal control structure is to provide
(the second standard of fieldwork and management with reasonable, but not
SAS No. 55) require the auditor to obtain absolute, assurance that:
a sufficient understanding of the contrac- (I) Assets are safeguarded against loss
tor's internal control structure and to from unauthorized use or disposi-
assess control risk to plan the audit and tion.
to determine the nature, timing, and (2) Transactions are executed in accor-
extent of tests to be performed. (See dance with management's authori-
CAM 2-305) zation.
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(3) Transactions are recorded properly d. Our review of the contractor's inter-
to permit the preparation of finan- nal control structure and assessment of
cial statements and government control risk is documented in the perma-
contract cost representations in ac- nent files on the Internal Control Audit
cordance with generally accepted Planning Summary (ICAPS) working pa-
accounting principles and applica- pers for each significant system (see 3-
ble laws and regulations. 300). After preparing the initial ICAPS,

d. With a sound understanding of the individual ICAPS forms will be updated
critical aspects of each system, the audi- after each internal control audit. The
tor can more effectively and efficiently adequacy opinion, assessment of risk,
develop the audit procedures necessary to and the nature and extent of related audit
audit complianc,. with laws and regula- effort that is summarized on the ICAPS
tions. form is also described in the Contractor

Organization and Systems section and
5-103 General Audit Policy integrated into the planning and report-

ing of other financial related audits (see
a. It is DCAA's policy that each rele- 10-410).

vant accounting or management system
that has a significant impact on govern- 5-104 Audit Objectives
ment contract costs be reviewed on a
cyclical basis, ( e.g., every 2 - 4 years) a. The purpose of each internal control
based cn a documented risk assessment. audit is to gather sufficient evidence to
If past experience and current audit risk express an opinion on the adequacy of
is considered to be low, a review may be the contractor's relevant accounting and
performed on a less frequent basis. If the management systems and the related in-
audit risk is considered to be medium or ternal controls for compliance with appli-
high, the auditor should work with the cable laws and regulations and contract
ACO and the contractor to correct the terms.
deficiencies. When the contractor b. Our objective in performing internal
changes the system, the auditor should control audits is to assess control risk to
give a high priority to the review of the determine the degree of reliance that we
system change as a basis for relying on can place on the contractor's relevant
the system. accounting and management systems and

b. FAR establishes specific require- the related internal controls as a basis for
ments for certain system reviews-bud- planning the scope of other related au-
oet and planning, compensation, estimat- dits.
ing, purchasing and material manage- c. In those cases where the auditor can
ment accounting systems. See the indi- rely on the contractor's system, asser-
vidual CAM Chapter 5 sections for guid- tions, and/or cost representations, the
ance on the timing of these audits and the risk would be considered low. In these
procedures for obtaining waivers if the cases the auditor should be able to mini-
system is considered low risk. mize substantive testing.

c. In determining the significance of a d. In those cases where the contractor's
system, the auditor should carefully con- internal coutrol system(s) are inadequate
sider the relationship of the system to (in total or in part), expanded testing in
government contracts. For example, if a other related audits is often needed.
contractor incurs a significant amount of However, our emphasis should be on the
labor costs which are assigned to govern- contractor's relevant accounting and
ment contracts, the contractor's compen- management systems rather than the in-
sation and labor systems would be con- dividual financial related audits.
sidered significant. Likewise, if a contrac- e. At those contractors with outstand-
tor does not purchase significant ing internal control deficiencies, the audi-
amounts of materials for government tor should work with the ACO and the
contracts, the contractor's purchasing contractor to correct the deficiencies
and material systems would not be con- rather than to continue performing ex-
sidered significant. (See 3-304.2c) panded transaction testing in related au-
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dits. When the contractor corrects the sider the nature and extent of documen-
deficiency or changes the system, the tation available from prior system re-
auditor should give a high priority to the views, related audit effort, and perma-
review of the system change as a basis for nent files. Reliance on this information
placing reliance on the system. allows the auditor to better focus current

f. While the discovery of fraud or other review efforts on areas of greatest risk.
unlawful/improper activity is not the c. The results of prior EDP general
primary objective of any audit, the aý " - internal control audits and applicable
tor should be attentive to an -ndition functional reviews should be reviewed for
which suggests that such a sit in may related system deficiencies. The follow-
exist. If such activity is suspt•.u.d, the ing elements should be considered when
circumstances should be reported in ac- reviewing internal controls related to
cordance with CAM 4-700. individual application systems (see also

Appendix C-300):
5-105 Scope of Audit (I) The contractor's representation of

the application system's internal
a. While the nature and extent of audit controls should include a descrip-

effort depends upon contractor size, tion of system operation and the
amount of government business, and identification of all related system
audit risk (materiality and sensitivity), policies, practices, and procedures.
the scope should include: (2) The number of employees having

(1) gaining an understanding of the access to system data should be
contractor's system internal con- reasonable and based on need. Ad-
trol structure, including both man- equate security controls (logical
ual and automated (EDP) activi- and physical) should be incorporat-
ties, which provide reasonable as- ed to limit access to data input,
surance that government contract review, and change authorizations.
costs are allowable, allocable, and Authority to make changes to data,
reasonable in accordance with con- files, and programs should be limit-
tract terms, and that material miss- ed, logged, and closely monitored.
tatements are prevented or detect- (3) Current system flowcharts should
ed and corrected in a timely man- describe data input characteristics,
ner; internal control points, internal

(2) documenting the understanding of control tables, and output reports.
the contractor's internal control System operation should be veri-
structure in the working papers and fied to the policies, practices, pro-
permanent files; cedures and flowcharts.

(3) testing the operational effective- (4) Test system internal controls by
ness of the system's internal con- tracing selected transactions from
trols; the original source documents

(4) assessing control risk as a basis to through data entry, through their
identify factors relevant to the de- interim and final processing stages.
sign of substantive tests for other Any differences must be resolved
audit effort; with the contractorr. Consider us-

(5) reporting on the understanding of ing CAATs to expedite the process.
the internal control structure, the d. Additionally, contractor manage-
assessment of control risk, and the ment has a responsibility to establish and
adequacy of the system for govern- maintain an effective internal control
ment contracts; and structure. As part of the preliminary

(6) adjusting the audit scope of related audit effort, the contractor should be
audits based on the strengths requested to explain how their system
and/or weaknesses of the contrac- operates, what controls are in place to
tor accounting and management achieve the identified control objectives,
system reviewed, and what efforts have been made to

b. In establishing the scope of audit evaluate their continued operation. The
effort, the auditor should carefully con- auditor should rely to the maximum
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extent possible on the contractor's self- c. In addition, the auditor should re-
assessment, monitoring and testing ef- quest that the contractor explain selected
forts (see CAM 4-1000, Reliance on the aspects of the system to help confirm the
Work of Others). auditor's understanding. The auditor

e. The following paragraphs contain should walk-through the system-tracing
general guidance for reviewing and evalu- one or more transactions from initiation
ating contractor accounting and manage- through the various processing steps to
ment systems. This guidance is intended inclusion in related cost estimates, re-
to provide the auditor with a framework ports, or billings on government con-
for performing internal control reviews, tracts. The auditor should observe actual
However, this framework is not a substi- processing activities and examine related
tute for professional judgement. Conse- documents to validate the understanding
quently, the auditor should adapt the of the system. Selective transaction walk-
guidance to respond to unusual or unique throughs to confirm the auditor's under-
situations encountered in their individual standing is an important part of the audit
audit circumstances. process and should be performed for

significant aspects of the system. If the
5-106 Obtaining an Understanding of auditor already has a sufficient under-
the Contractor Accounting and standing of the system as a result of prior

audit experience, this procedure may not
Management Systems be necessary.

d. The extent of audit effort expended
a. The first step in reviewing and in gaining an understanding of the con-

evaluating the contractor's internal con- tractor's accounting and management
trol structure is to obtain an understand- systems is a matter of auditor judgement.
ing of the accounting or management Characteristics that should be considered
system being reviewed. This understand- include:
ing will serve as the foundation for evalu- (1) the size and complexity of the
ating related internal controls and will contractor;
allow the auditor to design more effective (2) level of previous experience with
and efficient audit procedures. the contractor;

b. To acquire a basic understanding of (3) nature and extent of systems docu-
the accounting or management system mentation;
being reviewed, the auditor should: (4) the significance of costs proposed,

(1) Review the control objectives and charged, or billed to the govern-
audit procedures listed in the ap- ment by the system; and
propriate section of Chapter 5 and (5) materiality judgements for specific
the respective audit program and accounts and transactions handled
the internal control matrix (avail- by the system.
able on the DIIS) for the account- e. Once the auditor has gained an
ing and management system to be adequate understanding of the contrac-
audited. tor's accounting and management sys-

(2) Review the contractor's system ex- tems, that understanding should be docu-
planation and related documenta- mented in the audit working papers and
tion; e.g., system policy and proce- related permanent files. This documenta-
dure manual. tion will typically take the form of system

(3) Review relevant working papers flowcharts, narrative descriptions, and
from the permanent files and prior copies of relevant documents and re-
audits. ports. The method(s) used and extent of

(4) Make inquiries of appropriate con- documentation required are a matter of
tractor management, supervisory, professional judgement. However, the
and staff personnel. documentation should provide sufficient

(5) Inspect relevant documents. information to communicate the audi-
(6) Observe actual contractor opera- tor's understanding in a clear and sum-

tions. marized manner.
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5-107 Determining if Relevant substantive testing. For example, the au-
Control Objectives and Related ditor should expect that the costs to test
Control Procedures Exist and evaluate the contractor's labor ac-

counting controls should be more than

a. The auditor should identify those offset by the benefits of reduced labor
control objectives which, if achieved, substantive testing (e.g., floorchecks).
would provide reasonable assurance that e. If the auditor determines that rele-

material errors or misstatements would vant internal control policies and proce-

be prevented or detected in a timely dures do not exist or that the effort to

manner. Control objectives can be classi- perform tests of those controls is not

fled into the three general areas: justified, no control testing will be per-

(I) financial reporting control objec- sessed as "High" This control risk as-
tives which are concerned with sesda"Hg.Thscnrlika-

sessment and its background rationale
ensuring the preparation of reliable should be documented in the audit work-
financial statements, ing papers.(2) operational control objectie n aes

o tives f. If the auditor determines that rele-
which are concerned with ensuring vant internal control policies and proce-
that the contractor's resources are dures can be identified and that the effort
being used effectively and efficient- to perform tests of those controls is
ly, and justified, the auditor should plan and

(3) compliance control objectives perform appropriate tests of those con-
which are concerned with ensuring trois.
that the contractor complies with
applicable laws and regulations. 5-108 Testing Controls

While control objectives in each of these
areas can have an impact on contract a. Testing controls involves selecting a
costs, DCAA auditors generally focus on limited sample of transactions and evalu-
operational and compliance controls. ating whether they were executed in

b. Relevant control objectives for each accordance with established policies and
contractor accounting and management procedures. Tests of controls are used to
system are discussed in this section, the determine if controls are adequately de-
specific CAM section and the standard signed to prevent or detect material miss-
audit program for the individual system. tatements in a timely manner, and oper-
The auditor should become familiar with ating effectively. Tests of controls are
all relevant control objectives for the necessary to support a control risk assess-
accounting and management system to be ment other than High.
reviewed prior to initiating the review. b. To obtain evidence of the effective-

c. The auditor should also identify the ness of particular internal control policies
control procedures designed and imple- and procedures, the auditor should per-
mented by the contractor to achieve each form physical observations, inquiries of
relevant control objective. Controls may appropriate personnel, or inspection of
be either manual or automated. In many relevant documents. No one specific test
instances, control procedures will be inte- is always necessary, applicable, or equally
grated into the contractor's EDP system, effective in every circumstance. In fact, a
As needed, an EDP audit specialist can combination of these types of tests are
assist the auditor in identifying and un- often required to provide the necessary
derstanding EDP related controls. level of assurance that controls are work-

d. Once the auditor has obtained an ing effectively. The type of audit proce-
adequate understanding of the contrac- dures selected depends upon the nature
tor's system, a determination should be of the control to be tested and the avail-
made as to whether relevant internal able evidence to review the control. Audi-
control policies and procedures exist; and tors should use the standard audit pro-
whether the effort to test and evaluate grams available on the DIIS and tailor
those controls would be justified by an the audit procedures as needed to fit their
equal or greater reduction in related individual circumstances.
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c. The nature of the control influences significant proposal activity, the auditors
the type of evidential matter that is have gained a great deal of knowledge of
available to review the control. For ex- the estimating system controls during
ample, if the control provides documen- proposal audits.
tary evidence, the auditor may decide to f. When identified control procedures
inspect the documentation. For other are accomplished as part of the contrac-
controls, such documentation may not be tor's EDP operations, the auditor should
available or relevant. For example, segre- consider the use of Computer Assisted
gation of duties controls generally do not Audit Techniques (CAATs), such as DA-
provide documentary evidence. In such TATRAK, SAS, and FOCUS when per-
circumstances, the auditor may obtain forming tests of controls. In some in-
evidential matter about the effectiveness stances, the assistance of EDP specialists
of operation through observation or in- may be required to perform tests of
quiry. controls. In these cases, auditors should

d. The timing of audit effort and the contact their regional offices to obtain
period covered by the audit should also the necessary expertise.
be considered in selecting the appropriate
audit procedures for testing controls. The 5-109 Assessing Control Risk
evidential matter should relate to the
audit period and, unless it is documenta-
ry evidence, should be obtained during a. Control risk is the probability that
the audit period when sufficient corrobo- the contractor's internal control structure
rative evidence is most likely to be avail- will not prevent or detect a material
able. When the evidence relates only to a error, irregularity, or misstatement in a
specific point in time, such as evidence timely manner. In assessing control risk,
obtained from physical observation, the the auditor considers the effectiveness of
auditor should obtain additional evi- established control procedures to accom-
dence that the control was effective dur- plish stated control objectives. The more
ing the entire audit period. For example, effective the control procedures, the low-
the auditor may observe the control in er the control risk.
operation during the audit period and use b. The auditor should assess control
inquiry and inspection of procedures risk for each relevant control objective. If
manuals to determine that the control the auditor concludes that the relevant
was in operation during the entire period, internal control structure policies and

e. After determining the nature of audit procedures do not exist or that the audit
procedures to be used to test controls, the could be more efficiently performed by
auditor should then determine the extent expanding substantive testing, then con-
of procedures to be performed. This trol risk should be assessed as "High." If
determination is a matter of auditor the auditor has been able to identify
judgment taking into consideration: relevant internal control structure poli-

(I) the information gathered in devel- cies and procedures and performed tests
oping an understanding of the in- of those controls, the auditor should
ternal control structure, assess control risk as follows:

(2) the nature of the control to be High: The relevant control
tested, procedures exist but,

(3) the nature and availability of evi- due to inadequate de-
dential matter, and sign or operation, are

(4) the contractor's monitoring and inadequate to accom-
testing efforts. plish the control objec-

The extent of testing is also significantly tive on a consistent ba-
impacted by the FAO's total audit experi- sis.
ence with the contractor. For instance, Moderate: The relevant control
the extent of required testing of the procedures exist but,
estimating system is influenced by the due to inadequate de-
current experience on forward pricing sign or operation, are
audits. In most instances, where there is unlikely to accomplish
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the control objective on specific contractor system and its related
a consistent basis. internal controls is to determine the

Low: The contractor's con- adeqt acy of the system and the contrac-
trol procedures are like- tor's compliance with the internal con-
ly to accomplish the trols.
control objective. (2) The Executive Summary and the

The assessment of control risk for each Results of Audit sections should present
control objective is summarized on the an overall opinion of the system (i.e.,
system's ICAPS working paper (3-300) adequate, inadequate in part, or inade-
and translated to needed audit effort on quate). The executive summary should
other related audits. briefly summarize the major deficiencies

c. The assessment of control risk de- and their cost impact. Detailed explana-
pends on the nature and significance of tions in a condition/recommendation for-
the system, the overall control environ- mat will be included in the results of
ment, and the auditor's experience and audit section. When deficiencies are re-
judgement. Assessments of control risk ported for estimating and/or purchasing
are reported in the systems audit report. systems, this section should also recom-
Assessments of moderate or high risk mend partial or total disapproval of the
should be tied to specific significant system. The results of audit section
deficiencies being reported and recom- should state the auditor's control risk
mended corrective actions. (See Chapter assessment [low/moderate/high] and the
10-400) impact this assessment will have on thed. Significant deficiencies should be nature and extent of audit effort on otherdiscussed with the ACO and the contrac- financial related audits. Identify the af-
tor immediately-do not wait until the
final exit conference or until the final ected audit areas and describe the addi-
report is issued to start the resolution tional audit effort required.
process (see 5-11 Oc and 10-400). When (3) The Scope of Audit section should
possible, significant deficiencies should explain that the internal control audit
also be linked to relevant historical data includes obtaining an understanding of
that are available or can be reasonably the internal controls, determining if the
developed. For example, if the auditor controls are adequate and in operation,
can link estimating system deficiencies to and assessing control risk to use as a basis
questioned costs on proposal reviews or for planning the testing necessary in other
positive findings on postaward reviews, financial related audits. This section
the importance of correcting the deficien- should also identify the system's control
cy is more apparent. objectives covered by the audit and refer

to the Contractor's Organization and
5-110 Internal Control Reporting Systems section that describes the current

status of the system along with any
Reportin* on compliance with laws needed background information.

and regulations and on internal controls (4) If significant deficiencies are noted
relative to individual accounting and during the audit, they should be dis-
management systems involves both au- cussed with the contractor and the ACO
dits of the contractor's system (e.g., esti- during the course of the audit and correc-
mating system), as well as, other financial tive action should be underway before
related audits (e.g., individual price pro- the final audit repot is issued. The
posals). Statements of Condiion and Recom-

a. The audit report for each relevant me.edations in the audit report should
accounting and management system comment on the contractor's efforts to
should follow the general guidance in 10- correct the deficiencies (see 5-11 Oc).
200 and 10-400. The following are the (5) If the audit identified deficiencies
major highlights of the reporting guid- that are not considered to be significant,
ance. they should be reported in an appendix to

(1) The Subject of Audit section should the report entitled "Suggestions to Im-
state that the objective for auditing the prove the System".
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(6) The status of the contractor's cor- process. Do not wait until the final exit
rective action on prior recommendations conference or the issuance of the audit
should be detailed in the Results of Audit report to convey such findings.
section and summarized in the Contrac- (2) The internal control audit report
tor's Organization and Systems section. should describe the deficiency, its esti-

b. Reports for other financial related mated cost impact, the contractor's ef-
audits, (e.g., forward pricing proposals, forts to correct the deficiency and in-
progress payment requests, and annual creased audit effort in other related au-
incurred cost audits) should follow the dits needed to mitigate the internal con-
general guidance in Chapter 10. The trol weakness.
report should refer to the relevant ac- (3) If a significant internal control
counting and management systems re- deficiency is encountered during other
port(s) and the internal control assess- related audits, a separate flash report
ments used to plan the audit. should be issued. The flash report should

(1) At those contractors with defined include an estimate of the cost impact of
internal control structures, the Scope of the internal control weakness to the ex-
Audit section should: tent possible. The auditor should work

(i) list the system(s) that provide for with the ACO and the contractor to
compliance with laws and regula- correct the deficiency rather than per-
tions for the specific audit area, forming expanded testing in a particular

(ii) describe how assessed system(s) audit area. When the contractor corrects
control risk was considered in the deficiency, the auditor should give
determining the scope of audit, high priority to the review of the system
and change as a basis for placing reliance on

(iii) refer to the Contractor's Organi- the system.
zation and Systems section that (4) If the contractor does not take
describes the current status of the timely corrective action to resolve the
system(s). deficiency, the auditor should take steps

(2) The Contractor's Organization and to protect the government's interest. The
Systems section should: auditor should coordinate with the ACO

(i) reference the last audit report and and notify the contractor of the intent to
the current opinion on the overall suspend or disapprove costs related to
system, the weakness. For example, reports on

(ii) show the current assessment of price proposals should question the relat-
control risk, and ed costs and contain an appropriate opin-

(iii) list any outstanding internal con- ion and/or recommendation (see 9-200).
trol deficiencies and the current If internal control deficiencies affect bill-
status of those deficiei.cies. ings to the government, the auditor

(3) At smaller contractors that do not should suspend any appropriate costs on
have defined internal control structures public vouchers (see 6-900) or recom-
or nonmajor contractors where it was not mend to the ACO reductions on progress
beneficial to review the structure, the payment requests (see 14-206).
scope paragraph should state that fact
and state that as a result, control risk was 5-111 Reviewing Internal Controls at
assessed as high. Nonmajor Contractors

c. Significant internal control weak-
nesses identified during an audit require The process for obtaining an under-
immediate action intended to expedite standing of a contractor's internal control
the resolution process and to protect the structure and assessing control risk at
government. nonmajor contractors is accomplished by

(1) If a significant internal control using the Survey of Contractor's Organi-
deficiency is encountered during an inter- zation, Accounting System, and System
nal control audit, the deficiency should of Internal Controls (SHORTICQ) which
be discussed with the contractor, the is available on the DIIS. If the nonmajor
cognizant ACO, and the CAC as soon as contractor has some of the internal con-
possible so as to expedite the resolution trol systems listed in 5-102b that generate
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significant costs, the auditor can use the 5-111.2 Assessment of Control Risk
CAM guidance, the audit program relat- a. The purpose of evaluating the inter-
ed to the system, and the SHORTICQ to nal control structure is to assess the
review the internal controls, contractor's level of control risk for deter-

mining the nature, timing and extent of
5-111.1 Understanding and Evaluation of transaction tests in incurred cost audits.
Internal Control Structure For example, if the auditor determines

a. The SHORTICQ should be used to that internal control systems do not exist
document the understanding of the inter- because of the company's size or the
nal controls at nonmajor contractors with internal control systems are so deficient
ADV between $5 and $70 million, that it cannot be relied on, the auditor
(MAAR#1). The SHORTICQ may also would assess the control risk as high.
be used for contractors with ADV less b. If, on the other hand, the auditor
than $5 million, or alternative proce- determines that specific control proce-
dures may be used provided they ade- dures exist and have been implemented,
quately document the required under- the auditor may decide to perform tests
standing of the internal control structure. of the effectiveness of the specific con-
Alternative approaches for contractors trols in order to limit the amount of
with less than $5 million ADV include transaction testing in the areas or ac-
the use of a narrative format similar to counts impacted. The auditor may also
the appendix on the contractor's account- rely on previous systems audits if the
ing system discussed in 10-506.1. reviews adequately evaluated the effec-

b. The control environment reflects tiveness of specific control procedureswhich would effect the auditor s assess-
management's overall attitude, awareness ment of con t risk.
and actions concerning the importance of ment of control risk.
control and its emphasis in the company. hicTo assess control risk at less than

To gain an understanding of the control stantive testing, requires that the contrac-

environment, the auditor should consider tor have control procedures and that

the information in the SHORTICQ, par- these procedures have been tested and

ticularly Part A, or information from are working. Control procedures repre-
other identified alternative sources. sent independent verifications that man-

c. The auditor should also obtain an agement has established to provide assur-
understanding of the accounting system ance that the accounting system is prop-
and specific control procedures for each erly identifying and segregating costs:
major cost element (i.e., labor, indirect and, that costs claimed on government
costs, and purchased services and materi- contracts are allowable, allocable, and
al). The auditor should consider the in- reasonable. The testing of control proce-
formation contained in the SHORTICQ, dures is generally a time sensitive audit
particularly Parts B and C for labor, Parts which needs to be performed during the
B and E for indirect costs and Parts B year the costs are incurred. If the control
and D for purchased services and materi- procedures were not tested, control risk
al. would be assessed as high.

d. Based on the information obtained d. Since smaller contractors do not
in b. and c. above, the auditor should generally have control procedures such as
summarize the understanding of the con- segregation of duties or independent veri-
trol environment, accounting system and fications, control risk is usually assessed
control procedures. The summary may be as high. If control risk is assessed as high.
in the form of a narrative explanation substantive tests would be required for
which includes an identification of signif- significant and sensitive accounts. Con-
icant internal controls. The form and trol risk is also generally assessed as high
extent of documentation is influenced by if the internal control policies and proce-
the company's size and the complexity of dures are ineffective or it would be more
the internal structure. efficient to perform substantive tests
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rather than to test the contractor's corn- tractor's accounting system as well as the
pliance with the policies and procedures. current status of any outstanding ac-

counting system deficiencies and their
5-111.3 Reporting cost impact (see 10-410).

The auditor's reporting on the review c. If a significant accounting system
and evaluation of internal controls at deficiency (e.g., the contractor does not
nonmajor contractors is usually included identify and segregate unallowable costs
as part of the report on the annual or fails to prepare timecards) is encoun-
incurred cost audit. tered during the incurred cost audit, do

a. The Scope of Audit section should not wait-issue a separate flash report
identify the internal control structure and notdwate a te flas he
the assessment of control risk that the and coordinate with the ACO and the
auditor considered in planning the audit. contractor to expedite the resolution pro-
This section should also describe any cess (see 5-1 10c). When the incurred cost
significant accounting system deficien- audit report is issued, the cost impact and
cies that have a material impact on the current status of this deficiency should be
incurred cost submission and the audit. described in the Results of Audit and the

b. The Contractor's Organization and Contractor's Organization and Systems
Systems section should describe the con- sections.
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5-200 Section 2 - Preaward Surveys and Adequacy of Accounting Systems
for Contractual Requirements

5-201 Introduction b. When a request for a preaward
survey is not specific as to the type of

This section provides guidance for per- financial data to be evaluated, contact
forming (1) preaward accounting system the requester for clarification. See 14-300
and financial capability surveys and (2) for additional guidance on procedures to
reviews to determine if a contractor's follow in performing financial capability
accounting system and control proce- surveys.
dures are adequate to meet the require-
ments of Department of Defense Direc- 5-202.2 Preaward Accounting System
tive 2140.2 and DFARS 270 and Survey
252.270-7000 for the payment of nonre- a. A preaward accounting system sur-
curring cost recoupment charges to the vey is made at the request of a contract-
government. A pro forma preaward sur- ing officer to determine the adequacy and
vey audit program and accounting system suitability of a contractor's accounting
survey for nonmajor contractors is on the system and practices for accumulating
FAO DIIS subsystem under file name costs under a prospective government
APSYSTEM. contract. It is usually requested as part of

an overall preaward survey of a contrac-
5-202 Preaward Surveys tor conducted by a contract adminis-

tration office under FAR/DFARS
a. A preaward survey is an evaluation, 9.106/209.106 (see 5-202). Audit scope

usually made by the cognizant contract under a preaward accounting system sur-
administration office, of a prospective vey should normally be limited to those
contractor's ability to perform a pro- procedures essential to reach an informed
posed contract. Such surveys may cover opinion on information needed by the
technical, production, quality assurance, acquisition office to award and provide
financial capability, accounting system for administration of the contract. It is
and other considerations. DCAA's role in not normally necessary to conduct an in
a preaward survey is normally limited to depth evaluation of the overall account-
assessing a contractor's financial capabil- ing system (see 9-302). Be responsive,
ity to perform a prospective contract (see however, to the request for audit. Stan-
5-202.1) and/or the adequacy of a con- dard Form 1408 "Preaward F'urvey of
tractor's accounting system to accumu- Prospective Contractor Accounting Sys-
late cost information required by a con- tem" (see FAR 53.301-1408) should nor-
tract (see 5-202.2). mally be used for these surveys.

b. Treat requests for DCAA assistance b. If a prior accounting system survey
on preaward surveys as demand assign- has been performed and is relatively
ments. An untimely response to such current, it should serve as the basis for
requests could delay the award of a the current survey. If complete and cur-
contract, rent data are not available, perform a

survey of sufficient scope and depth to5-202.1 Preaward Financial Capability evaluate the suitability of the contractor's
Survey accounting system for costing and admin-

a. The objective of the survey is to istering the contemplated contract. Place
determine if the prospective contractor special emphasis on the ability of the
has adequate financial resources, or ac- accounting system to generate the specif-
cess to them, to perform a contract. Page ic cost information required under the
I of Standard Form 1407 "Preaward anticipated contract and on inequities
Survey of Prospective Contractor Finan- which might occur if the prospective
cial Capability" (see FAR 53.301-1407) contract were executed. Subsequent cost
can be used to collect data required to determination will be facilitated if there
conduct the survey. is a workable relationship between con-
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tract provisions and the contractor's sys- technical data packages to manufacture
tem. This preaward examination should items sold commercially to a foreign
disclose the extent to which they are government, international organization,
compatible. When appropriate, the sur- foreign commercial firm, or private party
vey should disclose whether the system for military purposes. DoD Focal Points
will provide reasonable data for projec- (see DFARS 215.7003 prior to March
tion of costs to complete a contract. The 1993) maintain a central data base on
equity and consistency of direct charging established charges. In addition, Appen-
as generally applied by the contractor and dix D to DoD Manual 7290.3-M lists
as it is intended to be applied to the recoupment charges applicable to both
proposed contract should be determined, major and non-major defense equipment.
If it is not clearly stated in the request as A copy of the appendix was provided to
to the type of contract contemplated, the each field audit office.
auditor should call the requester for
clarification. When a cost-type contract is 5-203.2 Contractor Responsibilities
contemplated, the auditor should give a. For sales made prior to 7 October
consideration to whether reimbursement 1992, contractors are required to reim-
of indirect costs should be provided on burse the government for nonrecurring
an actual or negotiated (e.g., ceiling rate) costs on all items developed under con-
basis. Also comment on any particular or tracts that contain DFARS clauses
unusual items of cost which should be 252.215-7004,252.270-7000, or 252.270-
made the subject of advance agreements 7001.
or special contract clauses (See FAR b. For sales made after 6 October 1992,
31.109). DFARS clauses 252.215-7004. 252.270-

7000, and 252.270-7001 apply only to
5-202.3 Audit Reports sales of major defense equipment made

Audit reports should be responsive to under the foreign military sales program,
the specific needs identified by the audit as covered by the Arms Export Control
request and in discussions with the re- Act.
quester. The audit report scope para- c. For contracts awarded after 24
graph should identify the specific proce- March 1993, recoupment required by the
dures followed. Audit reports should also Arms Export Control Act will be handled
provide sufficient information (e.g., fi- directly between the DoD and its foreign
nancial exhibits and schedules) to sup- military sales customer.
port audit conclusi ins. (See 10-400 for
accounting system i .port format and 10- 5-203.3 Auditor Responsibilities
1200 for additional guidance on the a. The auditor has the responsibility
financial capability format). for determining if a DFARS clause for

the recoupment of nonrecurring costs is
5-203 Recoupment of Nonrecurring in effect on DoD contracts subject to
Costs on Sales of U.S. Products and DCAA audit. If any DoD contract under

audit contains the DFARS clauseTechnology 252.270-7000, 252.271-7001, or 252.215-
7004, the auditor must ensure that an

5-203.1 Background evaluation of the contractor's internal
a. DoD Directive 2140.2, "Recoup- controls includes an analysis of the con-

ment of Nonrecurring Costs on Sales of trol procedures established to assure
U.S. Products and Technology," and compliance with the DFARS require-
DFARS Subpart 215.70, "Recoupment ment to notify the government, pay
of Nonrecurring Costs," (prior to 24 nonrecurring cost recoupment charges, as
March 1993) establish policies and proce- well as other responsibilities specified in
dures for the recovery of nonrecurring the applicable DFARS clause, subject to
cost from DoD contractors who sell or the limitations contained in 5-203.2.
license defense items developed with b. Contract administration offices may
DoD appropriations or funds (and, in request DCAA to verify whether develop-
special cases, customer funds) or use ment of commercial items was fully or
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partly funded by charges against DoD the cognizant contracting officer. Send a
contracts. If an audit of a price proposal, copy to the Deputy Assistant Secretary of
claim for incurred cost or some other Defense (Management Systems), Room
audit area discloses contractor noncom- 3E825, The Pentagon, Washington, DC
pliance with the requirement to pay a 20301-1800 and also to DCAA Head-
nonrecurring cost recoupment charge, an quarters, Attn: OAD.
audit report shall be issued promptly to
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I 5-300 Section 3 - Review of Environment and Overall Accounting Controls

5-301 Introduction role in ensuring that an appropri-
ate "tone at the top" exists.

a. This section provides specific guid- (3) The organization structure pro-
ance for reviewing the contractor's con- vides an overall framework for
trol environment and overall accounting planning, directing, and controlling
controls and assessing control risk. An operations.
understanding of the control environ- (4) Management ensures that appro-
ment will serve as a framework for evalu- priate responsibility and delegation
ating the overall effectiveness of the of authority is assigned to deal with
internal controls in the contractor's other goals and objectives.
accounting and management systems (5) Adequate financial resources exist
(i.e., labor, material, purchasing, etc.). to perform on government con-
Overall accounting controls include the tracts.
contractor's controls to assure it remains b. Accounting and management sys-
financially capable to perform on govern- tems vary among companies according to
ment contracts, and it maintains a cur- organizational size and structure, type of
rent description of the accounting sys- product or service, personal preferences
tem, including a current, accurate, and of corporate officials, and other influ-
complete disclosure statement (if CAS ences. Most systems, regardless of com-
covered) and a current chart of accounts. plexity, contain elements of electronic

b. Refer to 5-101 for the auditor's data processing (EDP) for recording, pro-
fundamental requirements for obtaining cessing, analyzing, and reporting related
and documenting an understanding of a accounting data. However. in order to be
contractor's internal control structure effective, any system must be soundly
and assessing control risk. organized and facilitate the proper accu-

mulation and allocation of contract costs.
5-302 Background Information In evaluating the effectiveness of a con-

tractor's accounting controls, the auditor
a. The control environment has a per- should consider whether systems:

vasive influence on the way business (1) are well designed, and reflects ade-
activities are structured, objectives estab- quate consideration of automated
lished, and risks assessed. It also influ- controls
ences control activities, information and (2) provide for the assignment of costs
communication systems, and monitoring to cost objectives in accordance
activities. Effectively controlled entities with applicable government con-
strive to have competent people, instill tract rules and regulations
an enterprise-wide attitude of integrity (3) account for costs in accordance
and control consciousness, and upper with Generally Accepted Account-
management's commitment to ethical ing Principles
business practices and behavior. In evalu-
ating the effectiveness of a contractor's 5-303 General Audit Policy
control environment, the auditor should
consider whether: a. Refer to 5-103 for DCAA's general

(I) Management conveys the message audit policy for the review of relevant
that integrity and ethical values contractor accounting and management
cannot be compromised. systems and related internal controls.

(2) The Board of Director's and Audit b. If the audit risk assessment indicates
Committee are sufficiently inde- that only certain parts of a contractor's
pendent from management to con- environment and overall accounting con-
structively challenge management trols are subject to medium or high risk.
decisions, act effectively on exter- only these risk areas would require a
nal audit communications and rec- complete review. For example, a major
ommendations, and take an active change in billing system software may
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require a review of the internal audit situations encountered in varying audit
department's participation in the devel- environments.
opment, modification and implementa-
tion of significant systems. Areas of little 5-306 Integrity and Ethical Values
or no risk need not be reviewed so long as
the low risk determination is adequately Management should convey the mes-
documented. sage that integrity and ethical values

cannot be compromised, and employees
5-304 Audit Objectives should receive and understand that mes-

sage. Management should continually
a. The purpose of this audit is to demonstrate, through words and actions,

evaluate the adequacy of and the contrac- a commitment to high ethical standards.
tor's compliance with the system's con-
trol environment and overall accounting 5-306.1 Codes of Conduct
controls. Refer to 5-104 for DCAA's a. The contractor should establish and
primary objectives for auditing the con- maintain a written code of conduct ad-
tractor's accounting and management dressing ethical business practices, con-
systems. flicts of interest, and expected standards

b. The adequacy of contractor's envi- of ethical and moral behavior. This code
ronment and overall accounting controls of conduct should cover dealings with
affect the adequacy of other accounting customers, suppliers, employees, and oth-
and management systems and related er parties. In evaluating the adequacy of
internal controls. As a result, the auditor the contractor's code of conduct, consid-
needs to understand the environment er whether:
and overall accounting controls in order (1) Codes are comprehensive, address-
to effectively review the internal control ing conflicts of interest, illegal or
policies and procedures in other relevant other improper payments, anti-
contractor systems. competitive guidelines, insider

trading, etc.
5-305 Scope of Audit (2) Codes are periodically acknowl-

edged by all employees.
a. While the nature and extent of audit (3) Employees understand what be-

effort depends upon contractor size, havior is acceptable or unaccept-
amount of government business, and able, and know what to do if they
audit risk (materiality and sensitivity), encounter improper behavior.
the audit scope should be consistent with (4) A written code of conduct exists. If
the guidance in 5-105. not, the management culture

b. The pervasiveness of EDP activities should emphasize the importance
in most organizations requires that the of integrity and ethical behavior.
auditor consider the results of EDP sys- This may be communicated orally
tems audits relative to the contractor's in staff meetings, in one on-one
control environment, interface, or by example when

c. The following paragraphs contain dealing with day-to-day activities.
guidance for reviewing and evaluating
the critical control objectives relating to 5-306.2 Management Intervention
the contractor's environment and overall Policies and procedures should provide
accounting controls. These objectives, if guidance on the situations and frequency
achieved, should provide a basis for of management intervention in the col-
reducing the scope of related contract lection, processing, and reporting of ac-
audit activity. This guidance is intended counting data and transactions, and the
to provide the auditor with a framework types ot approvals and documentation
for evaluating the contractor's system, required. For example, consider whether:
However, this framework is not a substi- (1) management has provided guid-
tute for professional judgment. Conse- ance on the situations and frequen-
quently, the auditor should adapt the cy with which intervention may be
guidance to respond to unusual or unique needed
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(2) management intervention is con- 5-307 Board of Directors or Audit
trolled, well documented, and ex- Committee
plained appropriately

(3) deviations from established poli- The Board of Directors and the Audit
cies are investigated and docu- Committee should be sufficiently inde-
mented pendent from management to challenge

management's decisions, act effectively
5-306.3 External Influences on external audit communications and

recommendations, and take an active
External influences heighten manage- role to ensure an appropriate upper man-

ment's consciousness of and attitude agement's accountability for integrity
towards the conduct and reporting of an and ethical behavior. An active and effec-
entity's operations and may prompt man- tive board, or committees thereof, pro-
agement to establish specific internal vide an important oversight function
control structure policies or procedures. and, because of management's ability to
The auditor should be alert for external override system controls, the board plays
factors which may have an influence on an important role in ensuring effective
management's attention to internal con- internal control.
trols. For example, consider whether:

(1) the contractor's internal control 5-307.1 Independence
structure is subject to external re- The Board of Directors and/or Audit
views by organizations other than Committee should be composed of inde-
DCAA pendent members and be actively in-

(2) any access to records problems volved in significant decisions. For ex-
exist which may adversely impact ample, consider whether:
the ability to assess the contractor's (1) the Board of Directors has a sig-
internal controls nificant number of members who

(3) any DCAA Form 2000s have been are not officers or employees of
issued or current investigative ac- the contractor
tivity indicates weaknesses in es- (2) the board constructively chal-
tablished internal controls len~ges management's planned de-

cisions, e.g., strategic initiatives
5-306.4 Self-Governance and major transactions, and

probes for explanations of past
Management should place an emphasis results (e.g., budget variations)

on establishing and maintaining an effec- (3) board committees are used for
tive system of internal controls and self- matters requiring more in-depth
governance and should not condone signs or directed attention
of inappropriate practices. Management (4) a process exists for informing the
must continually communicate the im- board of significant issues
portance of a strong internal control (5) the compensation committee ap-
system. For example, consider whether proves all management incentive
management: plans

(1) has established a formal self-gover- 5-307.2 Internal Audit Department
nance program

(2) openly communicates the impor- The internal audit department should
tance of internal controls and has be functionally and organizationally in-
provided for periodic review of dependent and sufficiently removed from
internal controls political pressures to ensure that they can

(3) takes appropriate remedial action conduct their audits objectively and can
in response to departures from report their findings, opinions, and con-
approved policies and procedures clusions without fear of repercussion. For
opproviolationsofestablishoeduoes example, consider whether:or violations of established codes (i) the internal audit department re-of conduct ports to an individual with suffi-
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cient authority to promote inde- assignment of management functions,
pendence and to ensure broad au- reporting relationships, and authority
dit coverage, adequate consider- and responsibility. For example, consider
ation of audit reports, and appro- whether:
priate action relative to audit rec- (1) the contractor maintains formal
ommendations organization charts which clearly

(2) the internal audit department has define lines of authority and re-
regular communications with the sponsibility
Board of Directors or Audit Com- (2) responsibilities and expectations
mittee for the entity's business activities

(3) the internal audit department par- are communicated to the execu-
ticipates in the development, mod- tives in charge of those activities
ification, and implementation of (3) departments providing critical ser-
significant accounting systems vices (e.g., Information Services)

report at a sufficiently high organi-
5-307.3 External CPA Management zational level to reasonably pre-
Letter on Internal Controls clude undue influence from other

Management should effect prompt cor- departments
rection of deficiencies noted in external
CPA's management letter on internal 5-309 Assignment of Authority and
controls. Responsiveness to external au- Responsibility
ditor notifications of internal control
weaknesses can provide important in- The assignment of responsibility, dele-
sight to management's overall commit- gation of authority, and establishment of
ment to maintaining an effective internal related policies should provide a basis for
control structure. For example: accountability and control, and set forth

(1) the contractor's external auditor's individuals' respective roles.
have reported any internal control
weaknesses and, if so, the status of 5-39. 1 Written Policies aid Procedares
the contractor's corrective action. a. Written policies and procedures
The auditor needs to obtain the should adequately address assignment of
management letter to make this responsibility and delegation of authority
determination to deal with organizational and depart-

(2) recent changes in external auditors, mental goals and objectives, regulatory
if any, indicate a disagreement ori requireme i:ts. a-, d information systems
accounting or internal control is- and auth, '/ations for changes to these
sues sys;.ms. F-,i x-ample. consider whether:

(I) autuority and responsibility are as-
5-308 Organizational Structure signed to employees throughout

the entity
The organizational structure provides (2) responsibility for decisions is relat-

the overall framework for planning, di- ed to assignment of authority and
rectino, and controlling operations. The responsibility
organizational structure shouldn't be so (3) proper information is considered
simple that it cannot adequately monitor in determining the level of authori-
the enterprise's activities nor so complex ty and scope of responsibility as-
that it inhibits the necessary flow of signed to an individual
information. Executives should fully un-
derstand their control responsibilities 5-310 Financial Capability
and possess the requisite experience and
levels of knowledge commensurate with Management should periodically eval-
their positions. uate financial resource requirements to

ensure that they are adequate to perform
5-308.1 Form and Nature on government contracts. Contractors

The form and nature of the orsaniza- who fail to properly manage their finan-
tion should be well defined, including the cial resources subject the government to
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increased risk that contract performance tracts. For example, the auditor should
will be adversely affected. The review of consider whether:
the contractor's financial capability is (1) the contractor prepares cash flow
discussed in 14-300. analyses for current and future

periods to ensure that adequate
5-310.1 Policies and Procedures resources are available to meet

Written policies and procedures should current and projected cash flow
require regular evaluations of financial requirements
conditions in order to anticipate and (2) the contractor establishes formal
avoid adverse conditions. Adverse finan- plans to meet anticipated cash flow
cial conditions can have a significant deficiencies
impact on the contractor's ability to
perform on government contracts. There- 5-311 Accounting System
fore, the contractor should regularly ass-
ess its financial condition and take steps The contractor's accounting system
to avoid potential problems. consists of methods and records estab-

5-310.2 Assessment of Accounts lished to identify, assemble, analyze, clas-
Receivable/Payable sify, record, and report an entity's trans-

actions and to maintain accountability
The contractor should conduct period- for the related assets and liabilities. The

ic assessments of accounts payable and accounting system should be well-de-
accounts receivable including analysis of signed to provide reliable accounting
accounts payable aging and the collecta- data and prevent misstatements that
bility of accounts receivable. Effective would otherwise occur.
cash flow analysis is dependent upon the
proper assessment of cash inflows (ac- 5-311.1 System Description
counts receivable) and cash outflow (ac- -
counts payable). The contractor should The contractor should establish and
prepare detailed assessment of both the maintain a written description of it's
debit and credit balances for each of accounting system which clearly identi-
these accounts on a regular basis to fies the methods and records established
ensure that cash flow projections are to identify, assemble, analyze, classify,
based on sound financial information, record, and report an entity's transac-

tions and to maintain accountability for
5-310.3 Debt Payment the related assets and liabilities. For

The contractor should conduct period- example, consider whether the contrac-
ic assessments to ensure that it is meeting tor:
debt payment schedules and is in compli- (1) maintains a current, accurate, and
ance with other loan covenants. Failure complete chart of accounts
to meet debt repayment schedules can (2) has flow charts, narrative descrip-
have a negative impact on the contrac- tions, or other explanations of how
tor's ability to perform on government information is processed through
contracts. Therefore, it is important that the accounting system, including
the contractor periodically assess the sta- the EDP system, from initiation of
tus of its debt repayment efforts to ensure transactions to reporting of the
that they are adequate. transactions in the financial rec-

ords. This should include identifi-
5-310.4 Cash Flow Projections cation and purpose of all transac-

The contractor should regularly per- tions, schedules, tables, files, over-
form short and long term cash flow rides, and reports generated and
projections. The contractor should assess processed by the system.
both current and future financial condi- (3) has clearly identified personnel re-
tions in order to ensure that adequate sponsible for preparing, reviewing,
financial resources are available to sup- modifying, and approving account-
port the performance of government con- ing transactions.
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5-311.2 Disclosure of Cost Accounting tractor should have policies and proce-
Practices dures to ensure that all changes in cost

accounting practices are properly dis-The contractor should establish and closed to the government along with the
maintain a current, accurate, and corn- related cost impact.
plete description of all cost accounting
practices which impact government con- 5-312 Internal Control Reporting
tracts. Normally contractors who have
approved CAS disclosure statements The auditor should follow the guidance
have complied with this requirement. in 5-110, 10-200 and 10-400 for reporting
Contractors should establish policies and on compliance with laws and regulations
procedures to ensure that disclosed cost and on internal controls relative to the
accounting practices are current, accu- contractor's accounting and management
rate, and complete. In addition, the con- systems.
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5-400 Section 4 - Review of Contractor Electronic Data Processing (EDP)
General Internal Controls

5401 Introduction c. EDP general internal controls could
vary significantly between contractor lo-

a. Refer to 5-101 for the auditor's cations. Size of the contractor is a major
fundamental requirements on obtaining factor influencing the level of general
and documenting an understanding of a internal controls the auditor may find
contractor's internal control structure installed. Larger contractors will general-
and assessing control risk. ly have more extensive internal controls

b. This section provides guidance for in operation than smaller contractors.
reviewing general EDP internal controls The auditor must be prepared to assess
applicable to centralized data center op- the level of compensating controls at
erations, distributed processing environ- smaller contractor sites since it is expect-
ments, and local/wide area networks ed that optimum control procedures will
(LAN/WAN). The contractor's EDP gen- not be in effect.
eral internal controls establish the control d. Larger contractors generally have
environment within which all computer- most general internal controls in-place.
ized accounting and management sys- However, large contractors having geo-
tems operate. See Appendix C for further graphically dispersed locations may ex-
guidance on reviewing EDP systems. hibit adequately documented internal

c. The guidance should be applied controls, but may not consistently en-
selectively, giving consideration to the force the controls throughout the dis-
unique aspects of the in-place data pro- persed environment.
cessing system and areas judged to be e. Contractors may not dedicate a data
relatively high risk. center to service the EDP requirements

of a single location. Sizable contractors
5-402 Background Information may have a data center supporting a

single location, or a centralized data
a. EDP general internal controls are center that services several geographical-

comprised of the following elements: ly dispersed company locations. Some
(1) organization and operational con- contractors may use outside commercial

trols EDP services instead of maintaining
(2) systems development and docu- their own data centers. The auditor must

mentation controls determine the extent of the contractor's
(3) hardware and systems software EDP resources when planning and defin-

controls ing the scope of the audit.
(4) access controls
(5) data and procedural controls 5-403 General Audit Policy
b. Weaknesses in EDP general internal

controls often have pervasive effects on a. Refer to 5-103 for DCAA's general
contractor overall accounting operations. audit policy for the review of contractor
When EDP general internal controls are accounting and management systems and
weak or absent, the auditor must consid- related internal controls.
er the effect of these control deficiencies b. EDP general internal controls meet
in the evaluation of EDP applica- the definitions of "record" and "data"
tion/functional controls. These type in- contained in FAR 52.215-2, Audit - Neg-
ternal controls apply to specific applica- otiation, and FAR 52.214-26, Audit -
ticns or functions such as the purchasing Sealed Bidding. The applicability of these
system or labor accounting system. For FAR sections are agreed to by contractors
example, internal controls should require when submitting price proposals and
proper authorization of source docu- executing contracts with DoD compo-
ments such as purchase orders or labor nents. These contract clauses give the
data recording prior to input to the EDP auditor the right of access to contractor
system. records, including EDP internal control
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data, after contract award. Refer to internal controls, and to submit reports
Chapter 1-504, Access to Contractor Rec- on its findings and recommendations for
ords. improvement in all functional areas of

the organization's information services
5-404 Audit Objectives environment. A consequence of these

reviews is the obvious requirement for
The purpose of this audit is to evaluate follow-up and resolution of identified

the adequacy of and the contractor's deficiencies. Refer to Chapter 4-1000,
compliance with the EDP system's inter- Relying on the Work of Others, for
nal controls. Refer to 5-104 for DCAA's additional guidance.
primary objectives for auditing the con- b. Many factors, including changes in
tractor's accounting and management computer center equipment, systems
systems. sor'- vare, information systems personnel,

user requirements, and the general busi-
5-405 Scope of Audit ness environment can weaken established

internal controls. However, changes in
a. While the nature and extent of audit the same elements can also strengthen

effort depends upon contractor size, internal controls and eliminate the neces-
amount of government business, and sity for some redundant controls and
audit risk (materiality and sensitivity), their associated cost. Periodic manage-
the audit scope should be consistent with ment reviews should be designed to
the guidance in 5-105. identify any new requirements and to

b. The auditor should consider any eliminate redundant controls. These re-
EDP related outstanding deficiencies views should be scheduled on a recurring
identified in other accounting and man- basis.
agement system audits. The nature of c. In addition to independent manage-
such deficiencies may affect the scope of ment reviews, the quality of the services
the EDP general control audit. For exam- performed by a contractor's Information
pie, a labor accounting system deficiency Systems (IS) Department should be en-
involving changes to the labor system sured by the establishment of a separate
may affect the current review of software function within the department devoted
modification procedures and controls. to maintaining established standards of

c. The following sections contain gen- quality. Quality policies, practices, and
eral guidance for the review and evalu- procedures should be available and
ation of general EDP controls. This guid- should clearly define the responsibilities
ance gives the auditor a framework for of the quality function. Moreover, review
the audit. However, this guidance is not a plans, schedules, and measurements
substitute for professional judgement. should be developed, standardized, and
The auditor should adapt this guidance maintained by the quality function to
to fit individual audit circumstances. establish criteria for the guidance of

assigned personnel. Reports on the re-
5-406 Independent Management suits of quality reviews should be pre-
Reviews pared and submitted to user management

and IS management.
a. Most organizations are subject to

dynamic change, therefore, the internal 5-407 Organization
control structure should include the re-
quirement for periodic independent man- The effectiveness of most internal con-
agement review of internal controls. Typ- trol procedures is dependent on the ac-
ically, these reviews are performed by the tions of personnel responsible for imple-
internal audit function or external audi- mentation of the controls. An organiza-
tors engaged by the organization. The tion's structure is a sipnificant control
internal audit function or external audi- factor. A basic accounting internal con-
tors should possess sufficient technical trol is the segregation of duties among
competence, independence, and authori- those who:
ty to conduct objective reviews of EDP (1) initiate and authorize transactions
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(2) have custody of the asset acquired are processed in a unified system. The
(3) record accountability for the asset centralization of data processing into one
The concept of segregation of duties is department emphasizes the importance

universal and must be maintained in of proper control of the data processing
order to achieve satisfactory internal con- center itself.
trol. The data processing function is c. The IS Department should be posi-
subject to the same internal control crite- tioned in the organizational structure to
na, both as an organizational element enable it to meet established overall
and as a functional department. objectives and to ensure operational in-

dependence from user departments.
5-407.1 Independent Structure Therefore, the contractor should be able

a. Organizational and administrative to demonstrate that the IS Department is
controls are essential operational ele- not subjected to undue influence from
ments of most enterprises. The nature other departments having the authority
and extent of these controls depend on to initiate or authorize transactions. The
such factors as corporate culture, strate- EDP function should be positioned with-
gic importance of departments or divi- in the organization at a level sufficiently
sions, legal requirements, assets em- high to ensure that its independence is
ployed, and a variety of other influences, not compromised. At small contractors,
Traditional organizational structures are the IS Department might not report
based on the separation of functions by directly to senior management. In this
establishing independent departments re- situation, the contractor should be able to
porting to senior officials or directors. demonstrate that the level of manage-
For example, the finance department and ment involved is sufficient to preclude
the accounting department are typically the perpetration and concealment of ma-
independent, equal entities reporting to terial errors and misstatements.
different officials. This organizational d. The contractor should be able to
independence is viewed as a mechanism show that the IS Department exercises
to prevent or minimize the opportunity adequate control over the data processed,
for the perpetration and concealment of and that they do not:
material irregularities and serves as a (1) initiate data for input
cross-check to disclose potential errors. (2) have custody of or control non-
In this traditional organizational struc- EDP assets
ture, each department usually accom- (3) have the authority to originate
plished their own clerical and data pro- master file changes
cessing activities. However, with the ad- The EDP function should not correct
vent of centralized EDP centers, many of errors unless the errors are generated as a
the trad-tional departmental data pro- result of electronic data processing and
cessing activities were transferred to a they should also be prohibited from initi-
separate centralized functional and orga- ating or authorizing transactions.
nizational entity, the Information Sys-
tems (IS) Department. 5407.2 Segregation of Dudes

b. Centralization of data processing a. Just as there should be organization-
activities has resulted in the concentra- al independence between functions, there
tion of many system processing steps into should also be independence or segrega-
one department. The concentration of tion of functions or duties within the IS
traditional accounting data along with Department. Management should pro-
operating data is common. Such corih:n- vide for a segregation of incompatible
tration is referred to as integration, in duties within the IS Department. Exam-
which related elements of different data pies of incompatible duties include:
processing activities are combined into (I) systems development and comput-
common and coordinated procedures er operations
and a logical work flow. Integration as- (2) computer operations and data con-
sists in the preparation of desired mana- trol
gerial reports from a single record of each (3) database administration and sys-
business transaction, and all transactions tems development
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b. Application development personnel 5-408 Software Acquisition,
having control over changes made to Development and Modification
application systems and their eventual
implementation, should not have access a. Electronic data processing has sub-
to the computer resources which process stantially reduced the time available for
those systems. These type controls help reviewing transactions before the transac-
prevent the introduction of unauthorized tions are entered into an organization's
changes to the system. Likewise, comput- records. Consequently, in poorly con-
er center operations personnel who actu- trolled systems, the opportunity for de-
ally operate the computer system hard- tecting transaction errors before they
ware should not have access to applica- te ansaction errors bfr the
tion systems libraries. This type control reduced, especially in the case of real-
helps prevent unauthorized changes from time and database systems where records
being made to application software. Most are ane d ate sys te . To help
large corporations employ some type of are subject to immediate update. To help
database management system (DBMS) provide reasonable assurance that soft-
directed by an administrator responsible ware systems contain adequate controls
for the control of database elements and security, organizations should em-
introduced into the system. Database ploy a standardized methodology when
administrators (DBA) should not have acquiring, developing, and modifying ei-
access to application systems which ac- ther systems software or applications
cess and process the data in the system. software. The goal of this methodology
Segregation of duties: should be to achieve:

(I) provides an effective cross-check of (1) system effectiveness
the accuracy and propriety of (2) economy and efficiency
changes introduced into the sys- (3) data integrity
tems (4) resource safeguarding

(2) reduces the opportunity for com- (5) compliance with laws and regula-
puter operations personnel to im- tions
plement revisions without prior b. The methodology to effect software
approval and checking acquisition and/or development can vary

(3) minimizes access to the equipment significantly among contractors and is
by nonoperating personnel and influenced by many factors such as:
other people who have knowledge (1) size
of the system (2) type of business

(4) improves efficiency because the (3) organizational structure
capabilities, training, and skills re- (4) current business environment
quired in carrying out these activi- Senior management should issue a
ties differ greatly written policy statement establishing a

c. The contractor should be able to standard System Development Life Cycle
show through IS Department organiza- (SDLC) methodology as a means for
tion charts and position descriptions that structuring and controlling the process of
duties and responsibilities are adequately acquiring, developing,and maintaining
segregated. Small contractors may have systems and application software. The
organizational structures where some in- SDLC methodology should include the
compatible duties and responsibilities following controls:
may occur. The contractor may be able to (I) definition of requirement
demonstrate the existence of compensat- (2) participation of appropriate per-
ing controls which mitigate these prob- sonnel
lems. For example, data processing func- (3) software documentation
tions might be under the cognizance of (4) validation, verification and testing
the finance department. Under these cir- (5) final management approval
cumstances, the contractor should ensure c. Software development begins when
that adequate controls are installed which the need for an automated solution to a
will preclude undue influence on data problem is identified and validated. Defi-
processing operations. nition of requirements produces the func-
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tional requirements and begins the de- descriptions, internal controls, security
tailed planning for the development of an specifications, and procedures for all
operable system. It is critical that internal tests, as well as data reduction and evalu-
control and specific security require- ation criteria. Results of the test should
ments be identified during this process. be well documented and reflect any cor-
Requirements definition should include: rective actions taken as a result of the

(1) internal audit plan test. The decision to implement a system
(2) project plan without exercising a well designed test
(3) functional requirements document plan presents serious risks to system
(4) functional security and internal integrity, reliability, and organizational

control requirements document operations.
(5) data requirements document g. Signed approvals should be obtained
(6) description of sensitive and critical from the requestor, users, quality func-

data tion, and IS management, prior to put-
d. It is good practice to require partici- ting into production new or modified

pation of cognizant personnel in the system software or applications software.
development process to provide reason- This procedure establishes accountability
able assurance that internal controls, se- for system results and provides an incen-
curity, user, and organizational require- tive to properly test and validate a system
ments are addressed. Participants should prior to implementation.
include: h. The contractor should be able to

(1) IS management explain whether SDLC methodologies
(2) systems security officer are employed for software acquisition,
(3) internal auditors development, or modification and should
(4) users also provide policies and procedures
(5) quality assurance personnel. which govern SDLC implementation.
e. The development methodology The adequacy of SDLC implementation

should incorporate standards for systems, and compliance may be tested by review-
program, and user documentation. Good ing at least one completed or in-process
documentation policies and procedures project processed under the SDLC meth-
facilitate program modifications, staff odology.
training, and establish a starting point for
a review of control procedures. System 5-409 Computer Operations
documentation should include a descrip- Computer operations should provide
tion of the system, information flow, reasonable assurance of the integrity of
various programs required, interrelation- all activities impacting the physical oper-
ship with other systems, computing re- ation of the computer and all peripheral
sources required, and operating environ- components. Such activities may include
ment. In addition to narrative, the docu- system initiation, operator interaction,
mentation should include flowcharts de- help desk assistance, print operations,
picting system operation. Program docu- and identification and correction of hard-
mentation should include a detailed nar- ware and system software problems. As a
rative explaining the objective of the minimum, controls should be established
program. It should contain detailed nar- over:
ratives and flowcharts of the processes (i) system documentation
incorporated into the program to accom- (2) recording of transactions
plish data processing objectives. (3) hardware and software changes

f. An effective validation, verification, (4) maintenance of hardware and soft-
and test plan is an essential part of any ware
development and program change meth- (5) operational procedures
"odology. It helps maintain the integrity of (6) telecommunications
the applications by assuring that only
authorized modifications, revisions, or 5-409.1 Decentralized versus Distributed
changes are made. The plan must provide Information Systems Processing
for the testing of software, including a. A decentralized Information Sys-
detailed program specifications, dataset tems Processing (ISP) facility usually
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maintains a home office (control hub) manual should be available for use in all
computer, but disperses many ISP activi- software testing and accessible by all
ties throughout the company. Remote appropriate operations personnel. To
locations in a decentralized ISP facility help provide reasonable assurance of the
possess independent processing capabili- proper processing of the relevant applica-
ties through separate computing facili- tion system, the manual should include:
ties. A variation of a decentralized ISP (1) software function and hardware
facility is a distributed ISP facility. The requirements
primary distinction between a decentral- (2) interactive system operation, data-
ized and distributed ISP is networking base involvement
and data communications. In a decentral- (3) explanation of console messages,
ized ISP system, each remote facility may user screens queries, and related
periodically communicate with other responses
sites. However, in a distributed ISP net- (4) proper identification of output file
work, each remote facility, while possess- labels for removable media, such
ing autonomous processing capability, as magnetic tape
represents an integral part of an overall (5) appropriate restart or notification
data communication and information procedures for error or failure con-
network. Data communications among ditions
the sites is an ongoing and essential (6) checkpoint controls for proper run-
element of the network rather than a to-run control of program opera-
periodic, ad hoc routine. A distributed tion
data network is in fact, a tightly bound (7) list of all reports generated by
ISP facility. various run options for the system

b. Centralized and distributed ISP fa- b. The contractor should be asked to
cilities are configured using central corn- demonstrate that documentation on all
puters, local area networks (LANs), wide system software is current and accessible
area networks (WANs) and stand-alone only to appropriate system software per-
microcomputers. Decentralized ISPs sonnel assigned to install and maintain
and/or distributed ISPs, if applicable, are the operating system and other system
normally an element of the IS Depart- level software. Contractor data centers
ment and are subject to the same audit may be using on-line operations docu-
procedures applied to a centralized data mentation in lieu of hard copy user
center's systems. The auditor should re- manuals. Policies and procedures govern-
view policies, practices, and procedures ing the creation and use of on-line opera-
addressing LAN and WAN operations, tions documentation should be available.
including data control, data security, and
data communication. The auditor should 5-409.3 Audit Trails
also determine the distributed ISP sys- Manual and/or automated recording
tem's configuration and the hardware and reporting of systems processing ac-
and software in service. The transmission tivities are essential for safeguarding the
of information between distributed ISP integrity of the data processed. These
nodes (or sites) presents a greater risk to reports, or system logs, provide audit
data security and integrity than is experi- trails for several functions, including:
enced in a centralized data center due to system security, data backup/recovery,
the multiplicity of devices involved. Ac- and general problem resolution. Exam-
cordingly, the auditor should give partic- pies of where system log entries provide
ular attention to the review of distributed operational assistance include:
ISP database and data communication (1) update and recovery of databases
operations. In most instances, this will and data files
involve regional technical assistance. (2) system accesses

(3) computer performance
5-409.2 System Documentation (4) hardware/software failures

a. Each major application system (5) corrective actions
should be documented in a unique opera- System logs are extremely important
tions and maintenance manual. The and should be implemented at any data
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center, regardless of the size of the data tor should request that data center per-
center. sonnel demonstrate the existence of these

a. Access Logs may consist of records logs and provide documentation of their
of physical access to data processing use during backup and recovery.
areas and equipment, or records identi- c. System Activity Logs record actual
fying a system user's logical access to utilization of the hardware resources
some application or communication net- within the data center. These logs would
work. The contractor should demonstrate normally identify:
that access logs are retained for a reason- (1) the level of central processing unit
able period and that they are periodically (CPU) utilization
reviewed for compliance with established (2) direct access storage device
policies and procedures. (DASD) activity and utilization

(1) Physical access logs are normally (3) number of system users
contractor maintained manual records (4) job activity
which record visitor access to the data (5) other processing measurements
center or employee access at times other needed to manage the performance
than normal working hours. Physical and capacity of the hardware re-
access logs can be automated depending sources
on the type of access control system The logs are a primary means of identi-
emptoyed. For example, encoded identi- fying processing problems created by
fication badges could be electronically inadequate or failing components. The
scanned and matched to a listing of contractor should be asked whether sys-
authorized entrants. The authorized tems activity logs are being generated,
badge holder would be allowed entry and since most operating systems provide an
the badge number would be recorded. option to either not collect any data or to

(2) System access (logical) logs record, collect only a limited amount. The audi-
by User ID, all accesses to computer tor should also verify the retention period
resources or to the data communications for these logs. Normally, two to three
network. System logs help in the detec- months of systems activity data should be
tion of unauthorized attempts to access stored on DASD for on-line access, with
computer resources and data. an additional twelve to eighteen months

b. Transaction Logs are the audit trail of data stored on magnetic tape.
of all changes made to data elements d. Maintenance Logs record all sched-
contained in applications systems, in- uled/preventive maintenance (PM) and
cluding batch and interactive systems. corrective/remedial maintenance (RM)
These logs are normally automated and performed on the hardware components
are critical to data center backup and installed in the data center. PM provides
recovery operations. Transaction logs reasonable assurance that required
should record: checks and procedures designed to mini-

(I) all additions, deletions, and mize hardware failures are accomplished.
changes to the application data RM is performed when hardware failures
elements occur. RM logs are helpful in resolving

(2) the user making the changes recurring problems and identifying com-
(3) the day/time the transaction was ponents requiring replacements. The au-

made ditor should determine whether the con-
The logs provide the primary source of tractor maintains the PM and RM logs

data recovery if a system failure should on a timely basis. The logs may be
occur. The contractor should be able to manually maintained or automated. The
show that application system documenta- PM log should reflect the hardware man-
tion provides for these audit trails and ufacturer's basic requirements for period-
that the logs are fully operational. Docu- ic maintenance.
mentation on system testing prior to e. Problem Logs are maintained by the
implementation should contain informa- data center to identify system and appli-
tion on the operational test of these logs cation problems and to track the prob-
for backup/recovery and identification of lems until corrected. The logs may be
inadvertent transaction errors. The audi- manually maintained or automated. The
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contractor should be able to show that effect that could result in a major system
the log is in use and that all recorded or subsystem failure.
problems have been acted upon. At many b. Active preventive maintenance
contractors, problem logs are the respon- (PM) and remedial maintenance (RM)
sibility of the Help Desk function. Infor- programs are necessary to keep data
mation systems (IS) problems or ques- center equipment operational. The data
tions are directed to the Help Desk from center should maintain a current sched-
throughout the organization. Help Desk ule of all PM to be performed as required
personnel are responsible for logging the by the equipment manufacturer and
call, identifying the problem, resolving should ensure that the PM is completed
the problem, and documenting the series as scheduled. Contracts should be negoti-
of events. The Help Desk may transfer ated with equipment manufacturers or
the issue to another resolution source. related equipment maintenance provid-
The functions of the Help Desk should be ers to provide timely RM in the event of
documented in a standard procedure hardware failure. For example, response
approved by IS management and distrib- time for making repair to hardware com-
uted to all IS users. ponents that are critical to the continuity

f. Software Change Logs provide a of operations, should, on average, ap-
record of all installations of system level proximate no more than four hours.
software and applicable changes. They c. The auditor should determine
are an important part of change manage- whether the contractor has installed all
ment and should be well documented in vendor supplied failure detection soft-
the policies and procedures governing ware and that the output is monitored on
change control. The changes may be a routine basis by operations personnel.
vendor supplied or in-house changes re- The auditor should review the PM sched-
quired to customize the software to the ules and obtain contractor verification
contractor's special needs. The types of that PM has been performed as sched-
software involved would be operating uled. The contracts for RM should be
systems, utilities, compilers, database reviewed on a selective basis to ensure
management systems (DBMS), and other that maintenance responses are appropri-
non-application software products. The ate for critical hardware components.
logs may be manual or automated. The 5-409.5 Telecommunications
auditor should determine whether this
type record is maintained, and that it: a. Over the years, contractors have

(1) contains all changes made to non- steadily migrated from the traditional
application software batch processing environment to an on-

(2) is accurate line access and processing environment.
(3) is current Although batch processing remains a im-
There should be few in-house changes portant element of most data center

to operating system, utility, and comput- activity, an ever greater number of jobs
er software. The auditor should obtain are being submitted through on-line ac-
copies of the contractor's work orders to cess procedures. The current environ-
the systems software developers to incor- ment also supports significant database
porate in-house changes in the next re- activity as a replacement to storage and
lerase of-houe sy agemsontwre. nretrieval of data from conventional se-lease of the system software. quential type data files. Database activity

5-409.4 Maintenance includes centralized database operations
having many users accessing the same

a. Most computer hardware has the centralized database. It also may include
capability to detect and record hardware distributed operations where users are
failures, although some systems are not accessing only their portion of the entire
designed to take advantage of available database which may reside at the main-
controls. Failure to utilize available hard- frame data center or at a local node on
ware controls could result in significant the network.
processing errors. A number of undetect- b. The on-line or distributed users may
ed minor errors can have a cumulative access mainframe and peripheral hard-
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ware located in the data center through which process this information should be
the contractor's or a commercially avail- limited to users having a documented
able telecommunication network. The and authorized need for such access.
telecommunications network may be a Layers of physical and logical access
direct connection between the users and controls should be provided to protect
the data center or through other commu- the organization's computing resources
nication circuits, including land-lines, against damage, loss, or unauthorized use
microwave transmitters, or dial-up con- or modification.
nections. In general, telecommunications b. Responsibility for assuring both the
circuits are susceptible to access by unau- logical and physical security of the IS
thorized users; consequently, the effec- Department assets and processed data
tiveness of the contractor's controls and should be assigned to a security adminis-
management of the network should be tration function which reports to senior
closely scrutinized, management. The security administrator

c. The contractor should be asked to designee should have no conflicting job
demonstrate that a network management responsibilities or other incompatible du-
or other designated group has the respon- ties assigned which would reduce the
sibility to manage and control telecom- effectiveness of the position. For exam-
munications resources. Standards for op- pie, he or she should not perform systems
eration of the network should be pub- or applications programming functions,
lished and distributed to all designated operate the mainframe, or perform data
network users. The auditor should verify entry duties. Where Security Administra-
with network management personnel that tion is a part-time function, those duties
all sensitive data in the network have should be performed under an exclusive
been identified and that adequate precau- User ID and all activities under this User
tions have been implemented to protect ID should be logged and regularly re-
this data. The network hardware and viewed by an appropriate person in the IS
software should be secured to minimize Department. The auditor should deter-
the possibility of unauthorized access to mine whether the security administrator
the telecommunication network. See position has been established, is currently
Chapter 5-410 for additional information filled, and that effective controls are in
on reviewing the physical and logical operation.
security requirements for protection of
hardware, software, and data. 5410.1 Physical Security

a. Physical access controls help protect
5-409.6 Uninterruptible Power Supply computer center resources from unautho-
(UPS) rized modification, theft, and/or destruc-

Larger contractor data centers will tion. Data centers should employ these
have UPS units installed to furnish auxil- controls to limit physical access to com-
iary electrical power in the event the puting resources to only individuals who
normal power supply is disrupted. UPS have been authorized to have such ac-
configurations can vary between a simple cess. The auditor should request a dem-
battery backup to facilitate orderly power onstration by the contractor of all physi-
down of the system, to elaborate battery cal controls to verify that established
and motor-generator units which provide policies and procedures have been effect-
sufficient electrical power for the system ed.
to continue full operation. The contractor b. Facility Security - Physical access to
should have documentation regarding computer resources should be restricted
UPS operation and should demonstrate to personnel having an authorized need
that the UPS is tested on a periodic basis. for the access. Access control can be

obtained by minimizing the number of
5-410 Security entrances and exits at the site and by

installing security devices requiring keys,
a. Information is one of the most badges, cipher codes, or other means to

valuable resources an organization pos- impede and control entry into the instal-
sesses. Access to the computing resources lation. Personnel access devices such as
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badges, cipher lock codes, and keys transportation of these files to an offsite
should be changed or re-coded periodi- storage facility.
cally, especially when employees who f. Environmental Protection - In addi-
have had access to the computer center tion to the usual fire and safety precau-
are terminated. Positioning the computer tions normally installed to protect corn-
center in a relatively inaccessible area puter hardware facilities, other special
helps provide physical security. External equipment, devices, or methods may be
identification of the facility should be employed to further help protect sensi-
limited to avoid bringing unwanted at- tive computer hardware. For example,
tention to the data processing depart- fire suppression devices which use dry
ment. IS personnel should not be author- chemicals or gas, such as Halon, may be
ized access to all areas of the data center. installed. The auditor should obtain a
For example, computer operators should description of the environmental safe-
be restricted from data entry areas and guards available at the site, and review
systems programmers should be restrict- the applicable policies and procedures in
ed from accessing the operations area. effect to monitor their operation.
The auditor should verify that physical g. Monitoring - In addition to control-
security has been provided for all corn- ling physical access to the computer facil-
puting resources including CPUs, periph- ity and computing resources, continuous
erals, and telecommunications hardware. monitoring of personnel accessing the

c. Personnel Authorization - A current facility and resources should be effected.
list of personnel authorized physical ac- A log of all visitors to the data center
lisstof pernsoellautihorized physil mac- should be required. Contractors may
cess to the installation should be main- have automated security systems which
taced by the security administrator Pro- require the use of a magnetically encoded
cedures should require the notification of badges to unlock the door and automati-
the IS Department when an employee is cally log personnel entries and exits to the
no longer authorized access to the corn- facility.
puter facility or other related resources.
These procedures should also require that 5-410.2 Logical Security
authorized visitors to the computer facili- Logical controls are encoded or embed-
ty be escorted while in the restricted ded into systems and application soft-
areas. The auditor should verify that a ware with the objective of restricting or
current list of personnel authorized entry permitting access only to users who have
into the data center is available. Also, a been properly authorized such access.
list of recently terminated or transferred Examples of logical controls are User
employees could be obtained and corn- IDs, and uniquely created systems pass-
pared with the latest authorization list to words.
ascertain the timeliness of the data center a. Systems Software - System logical
access revocation procedure. security is accomplished through the use

d. Inventory - A current inventory of IS of the security features of the operating
Department computer hardware and system or through the use of commercial-
software should be maintained outside ly acquired security software such as
the facility. The inventory could help ACF2, TOP SECRE1, or RACF. In
facilitate the replacement of computer smaller data centers, the operating sys-
processing equipment following a disas- tem security features may be the only
ter in which the data center was damaged software security package in service. Ac-
or destroyed. cess to the computer system should be

e. Alternate Storage Facilities - Offsite controlled through the assignment of
storage facilities should be used to store unique user identification codes by the
backup copies of critical data and pro- security administrator. The effectiveness
gram files. The contractor should ensure of the policies and procedures which
that procedures are in effect for the address the assignment of User IDs
identification of critical data, system, and should be reviewed. User IDs should not
application files, and that there is a be assigned by the security administrator
requirement for the routine backup and unless specifically authorized by the ap-
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propriate management. Systems users ities of the system. The overall security
should be required to periodically change administration function should be re-
their passwords. Procedures should re- viewed for adequacy, especially at the
quire that employees who are terminated user level where access authorization for
for any reason, have their access to the various application is usually effect-
system resources immediately revoked. ed. Where data base management sys-
All User IDs should be recertified on a tems are used, a data base administrator
periodic basis and system access revoked may be the authorizing agent for assign-
for current employees whose job duties ing access levels to users. The auditor
no longer require access to system re- should verify that security personnel who
sources. The auditor should review IS authorize/assign user access to systems,
policies and rrocedures to determine promptly revoke access when the user
whether logical security options are iden- transfers to a function not needing the
tified and in use. The auditor should level of access authorized or is terminat-
verify that: ed.

(1) system access cannot be effected d. Dial-Up Security - Computer sys-
without a valid User ID and pass- tems having communications capabilities
word can be accessed over common communi-

(2) password input is masked cation lines. This means that the physical
(3) passwords contain at least six char- security that protected the computer may

acters no longer be effective. Where the com-
(4) passwords are changed periodically puter can be accessed through a dial-up
b. Application Software - User access network (the CPU has a phone number),

should be restricted to those applications any telephone can theoretically access the
required to accomplish assigned duties. system. Once the computer is accessed
Application restriction is effected from a remote location, logical security
through operating system security or should prevent unauthorized entry. Sev-
commercial security packages. Commer- eral dial-up security techniques are used.
cial security software normally invokes Some dial-up security systems call a
automated rules which restrict system subscriber back at a predetermined num-
users' access to certain applications or ber. other techniques involve synchro-
database elements. These rules are usual- nous and/or encrypted methodologies.
ly established for certain classes of users. The auditor should review the contrac-
For example, personnel involved in ma- tor's procedures involving data center
terial inventory would not he permitted dial-up activity and determine whether
access to financial data or programs used dial-up is properly controlled and moni-
by payroll personnel, and vice versa. tored.
Security system rules may be further e. All system access attempts should be
profiled to restrict access to certain users logged by the security software in opera-
within a class. For example, a payroll tion; i.e., commercial security software or
clerk may not have the same user rights the operating system security software.
as the payroll supervisor. Moreover, read This access logging information should
only, write only, and read/write authori- be used to generate violation and security
zations over selected datasets are possi- activity reports which should be moni-
ble. tored by the contractor to identify and

c. The auditor should coordinate re- resolve incidents involving unauthorized
gional technical assistance, as necessary, activity. The auditor should review the
to verify that contractor acquired securi- contractor's procedures for monitoring
ty software (ACF2, RACF, etc.) have and resolving reports of security viola-
been placed in operation and that appro- tions and associated activities and verify
priate security rules have been invoked to that these procedures are being followed.
protect all systems/application ac- The auditor should also determine that
cess/software processed by the data cen- the contractor's records of security viola-
ter. Contractors have been found to in- tions are protected from inadvertent or
stall expensive logical security packages intentional destruction. Repeated failed
and then not use the full security capabil- access attempts should be identified, re-
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ported by the security system, and inves- tance/training environment, and finally,
tigated by security personnel to deter- to a production environment. Generally,
mine the cause. This could be an indica- there will be a separate set of users and
tion that someone is randomly entering data for each environment. For example,
User IDs or passwords in attempting to in a database management systems
gain unauthorized access to the system. (DBMS) environment such as DB2 or
The auditor should verify that User IDs IMS, there would normally be separate
that have not had activity for a reason- operating copies of the software and data
able period are deleted and determine for each environment. The security
whether terminated employee User IDs should be more restrictive as the applica-
are revoked in a timely manner. tion migrates from the testing to the

f. The contractor should provide em- production environments. The auditor
ployee training in logical access to com- should determine whether the contractor
puter resources. Unambiguous logical ac- has a software migration strategy which is
cess procedures should be developed and being used, and that security access levels
provided to all employees accessing com- for each environment have been granted
puter resources. The auditor should veri- based on a demonstrated need.
fy that the contractor is providing ade-
quate staff training in this area. 5-411 Contingency Planning

g. Modem data centers often consist of
several computer platforms (mainframes, Contractor policies and procedures
local area networks, workstations, and should contain provisions for the contin-
individual PCs) and a variety of security uation of EDP operations in the event of
software and application software. Gen- a disaster or failure which renders the
erally, each software system has its own EDP center inoperable. Contingency (di-
inherent security that must be considered saster recovery) plans should be in place
in order to assess the overall security for the back-up and recovery of IS de-
level in effect within the data center. partment services in the event of unantic-
Users can pass through several computer ipated interruptions to EDP operations.
platforms and security software systems, Contingency planning can be critical to
and possibly access more than one data the resumption of operations in the event
center, during a single session. It is there- of a major hardware or software failure
fore important for the auditor to deter- for whatever reason. The plan should
mine that security controls are in place include:
over all operating environments. Logical (I) identification of critical processes
security systems (RACF, ACF2, etc.) and data
should be in use for the mainframe and (2) provision for an alternate process-
its resources. The security software ing site
should also protect the communications (3) otsite storage of critical applica-
network (Netware). Security software tion programs and data
should also be in use for interactive (4) provisions for periodic testing of
processing systems (CICS) and for data the plan
base management systems (e.g., IMS, The auditor should review the contrac-
DB2). The auditor should identify the tor's EDP Disaster Recovery Plan to
security systems in use at a data center, determine whether the plan reasonably
and the interaction among them, in order addresses the actions to be taken in the
to verify that the contractor's data is event of a disaster and identifies person-
being adequately protected from unau- nel and their responsibilities in restoring
thorized access. data processing operations.

h. Application systems that are devel-
oped by the contractor or acquired corn- 5-411.1 Critical Processes and Data
mercially should follow a sequence of Contingency planning should provide
migrations as part of the implementation for priorities in the establishment of the
strategy. Data are first placed in a test processing of specific critical or sensitive
environment. When testing is completed, application programs. Critical data pro-
the data are migrated to an accep- cessing applications, operating systems,
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and data files need to be identified and hardware will be operational within the

placed on a list of priorities for the time limits prescribed in the contingency
establishment of services based on the plan.
nature and extent of a likely disaster.
Priority on the list should be minimally 5-411.3 0ffsite Storage
based on a reasonable expectation of Normal systems operations should in-
elapsed time before normal data process- clude routine back-up of data files, appli-
ing operations are restored, and the po- cation programs, and system software.
tential loss to the organization if the The auditor should review the contrac-
processing of the application is not re- tor's procedures for storage of these filesstored in a timely manner. at a location which should not be affected
5-411.2 Alternate Processing Site in the event of computer center disrup-

tion and would be available for use in
Contingency plans should contain pro- data processing recovery at the alternate

visions for an alternate processing site site. The auditor should also review the
and appropriate data processing hard- contractor's procedures and actual prac-
ware needed to restore data processing tices for storing files offsite.
operations after a disaster occurs. The
contractor should have a written agree- 5411.4 Test Plan
ment or contract with the alternate site
specifying the procedures each party will Contingency plans should be e :sted
follow in the event of a disaster. Criteria periodically to determine their effect ive-
for selection of the alternate site should ness. Results of the tests should be docu-
include: mented. Deficiencies noted during the

(1) compatible computer hardware test should be resolved in a timely man-
(2) sufficient time and processing ca- ner. The auditor should review the results

pacity of the test plan to determine whether all
(3) periodic tests of alternate site corn- elements were tested and that deficien-

puter hardware cies noted during the test were satisfacto-
The auditor should review the contrac- rily resolved.

tor's alternate site plans to determine
whether they are current and address 5-412 Internal Control Reporting
equipment, capacity, and timing require-
ments. The auditor should review con- The auditor should follow the guidance
tract provisions the contractor has made in 5-110, 10-200 and 10-400 for reporting
with alternate-site vendors and equip- on internal controls relative to the con-
ment providers to determine whether an tractor's accounting and management
adequate site and essential computing systems.
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5-500 Section 5 - Review of Contractor Budgets
5-501 Introduction (1) A functional organization with de-

fined organizational responsibili-
Refer to 5-101 for the auditor's funda- ties, a written description of the

mental requirements for obtaining and work flow in the planning and
documenting an understanding of a con- budgeting process, and policies and
tractor's internal control structure and procedures for effectively control-
assessing control risk. ling the process.

(2) A strategic and long-range planning
5-502 Budgeting Concepts process to develop the long-term

goals and objectives critical to the
a.Pymanageri- (operation of the company.a. Plans and budgets are key mngr- ()Effective techniques for preparing

al tools used to plan and control opera- budgets.
tions. A plan or budget identifies expect- (4) Procedures for comparing actual
ed revenues to be received and resources
to be expended in achieving an orgniz- performance to the budget, identi-
tion's goals during a specified future fying and analyzing variances as

work is accomplished, studying theperiod. Plans and budgets provide a impact on remaining effort, and

control to measure performance. In gen- initiating necessary corrective ac-

eral, a plan or a budget: ating ncedury corrove
(1) is stated in monetary terms tion. Procedures should provide
(2) covers a specific period of time for promptly revising estimates to

(genraly on yer fr th mater complete and notifying the govern-(generally one year for the master ment of projected overruns or un-

budget and several years for long- derruns.
range planE) drus

(3) implies commitment (i.e., manag- (5) A replanning capability to react to
( ers commitmo accent (ie.,pmanag-iy significant changes in assumptions,ers agree to accept responsibility such as a major fluctuation in the
for attaining budgeted objectives), forecast volume.
and serves as a motivational tool
for individuals to strive to achieve 5-502.1 Access to Budgets
stated goals

(4) is reviewed and approved by a a. Plans, budgets, and forecasts meet
management level higher than the the definitions of "records" and "data"
unit preparing the budget contained in FAR 52.215-2, "Audit Neg-

(5) can only be changed under speci- otiation," and 52.214-26, "Audit Sealed
fled conditions Bidding." The applicability of these FAR

(6) is compared to actual performance, sections are agreed to by contractors
with variances being analyzed and when submitting price proposals and
explained executing contracts with DoD compo-

b. Planning and budgetary systems nents. These contract clauses give the
vary among companies according to orga- auditor the right of access to a contrac-
nizational size and structure, type of tor's planning and budgetary data after
product or service, accounting system, contract award. (Also see 1-504, Access
personal preferences of corporate offi- to Contractor Records.)
cials, and other influences. Planning and b. Recognizing that planning and bud-
budgeting systems can be manual or getary data is generally considered pro-
automated. However, in larger compa- prietary and sensitive by contractors,
nies EDP systems are used more exten- sound judgment must be exercised in
sively to collect and analyze data and determining which records and data are
prepare plans and budgets. Plans and needed. (For example, data such as pric-
budgets may be prepared on either a ing formulas for commercial products
functional or organizational basis. Gener- may not concern the government.) In
ally, a contractor's planning and budget- requesting budgetary data, informal ar-
ary system should have: rangements acceptable to the auditor
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concerning the timing and frequency of risk determination is adequately docu-
access may be established, but see 1- mented.
504.1f. d. FAOs with audit cognizance over

c. Planning and budgetary information corporate and/or group offices allocating
generally required during the perfor- substantial costs to other segments for
mance of the internal control audit in- ultimate allocation to government con-
cludes: tracts are responsible for performing bud-

(1) identification of all budget docu- get reviews at these offices and providing
ments and reports; the results of the review to the segment

(2) policies and procedures concerning auditors. Auditors at segments receiving
the preparation, authorization, and these allocations are to request such
approval of budgets; and reviews as needed.

(3) all current operating plans, budgets
and performance and variance 5-504 Audit Objectives
analysis reports for use in testing
system effectiveness, a. Refer to 5-104 for DCAA's primary

d. When the contractor denies access to objectives for auditing the contractor's
such records, follow the procedures out- accounting and management systems.
lined in 1-504. b. The primary audit objective in re-

viewing contractor budgetary systems
5-503 General Audit Policy and data is to establish that a sound

budgetary system is operating for compa-
a. Refer to 5-103 for DCAA's general ny planning and cost control purposes. A

audit policy for the review of contractor secondary objective is to obtain a com-
accounting and management systems and prehensive overview of the contractor's
related internal controls. financial planning and control proce-

b. It is DCAA's policy that contractor dures and practices. Related objectives
planning and budgetary system internal are to determine whether:
control reviews be performed at least (1) Costs estimated and/or incurred
every three years at large business con- for government work are devel-
tractors which in their preceding fiscal oped, recorded, and controlled on
year received DoD prime contracts or a basis consistent with manage-
subcontracts of at least $50 million which ment's latest, "most probable"
required certified cost or pricing data. plans.
These reviews are oftentimes conducted (2) Direct and indirect efforts for gov-
in conjunction with the estimating sys- ernment contracts are estimated
tem review (5-1207.3). These reviews and performed efficiently and eco-
may be waived or modified by the writ- nomically.
ten approval of the regional audit manag- (3) Significant changes in plans and
er if past experience and a current assess- circumstances are reflected
ment (see 3-300) indicate low risk. This promptly through controlled and
determination of low risk must be fully documented revisions to budgets
documented. If the audit risk is consid- and estimates to complete.
ered to be high, budgetary system reviews (4) Reports to the government on ma-
should be performed more frequently. jor contracts and weapon systems
These reviews should also be considered are consistent with the contractor's
at smaller contractor locations where latest budgetary data. These latter
there are indications of significant bud- objectives should be considered for
getary system problems. in-depth coverage during reviews

c. If the audit risk assessment indicates of forward pricing proposals and
that only certain parts of a contractor's indirect rate forecasts (Chapter 9),
budgetary system are subject to high risk, reviews of contractor compliance
only the high risk areas would require a with Cost/Schedule Control Sys-
complete review. Areas of little or no risk tems Criteria (11-200), and posta-
need not be reviewed so long as the low ward reviews (14-100).
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5-505 Scope of Audit (2) a system description of the work
flow in the budgeting process from

While the nature and extent of audit the development of strategic objec-
effort depends upon contractor size, tives to budget execution and revi-
amount of government business, and sion
audit risk (materiality and sensitivity), (3) written policies and procedures
the audit scope should be consistent with
the guidance in 5-105. In general. the 5-506.1 Organization
audit scope should include: Evaluation of a contractor's planning

(a) obtaining an understanding of the and budgeting organizition requires anal-
contractor's planning and budget- ysis of the relationship of the organiza-
ing system and related internal tional segments participating in the plan-
control structure; ning and budgeting process. When evalu-

(b) documenting the understanding of ating the organization of the contractor's
the planning and budgeting system planning and budgeting process, the audi-
internal control structure; tor should consider whether:

(c) testing the operational effective- (1) Preparation of rcquired plans and
ness of planning and budgeting budgets is effectively controlled ei-
system internal controls; ther on a centralized or decentral-

(d) assessing control risk as a basis to ized basis.
identify factors relevant to the de- (2) Lines of authority, duties and re-
sign of substantive tests; and sponsibilities are clearly defined.

(e) reporting on the understanding of including responsibilities for pre-
the internal control structure, as- paring, reviewing, and approving
sessment of control risk, and ade- plans and budgets.
quacy of the system for govern- (3) The planning and budgeting pro-
ment contracts. cess is properly coordinated among

segments of the organization re-
5-506 Functional Organization sponsible for developing related

parts of plans and budgets.
a. The planning and budgeting func- (4) The department responsible for

tion may be organized differently by overall compilation of the plans
individual tantractors because of differ- and budgets has authority to re-
ences in their products or services, indus- view and question the reasonable-
try practices, size and type of organiza- ness or accuracy of feeder informa-
tion, degree of departmentalization, tion received from other depart-
management attitudes, personnel capa- ments.
bilities, and other factors. Responsibility
for developing plans and budgets may be 5-506.2 System Description
centralized in a planning or budgeting a. The contractor should maintain a
group or delegated to the various partici- written description of the work flow in
pating departments. However, the p~an- the planning and budgeting process from
ning and budgeting function should be the development of strategic objectives to
soundly organized on the basis of a budget execution and revision. This de-
definitive flow of authority and standard scription should contain sufficient detail
policies and procedures established at a to allow the auditor to obtain a thorough
top or upper management level, understanding of how the planning andb. The contractor should establish clear budgeting system operates. The descrip-
responsibility for preparation, review, tion should include references to written
and approval of plans and budgets, to policies, procedures, and operations
include establishing and maintaining: manuals. Information should be provid-

(1) written documentation of current ed for each process or function within the
organizational responsibilities and system as well as existing internal con-
the duties of budgeting personnel trols.
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b. The contractor's system description lying cause for these inconsisten-
should identify the duties of personnel cies (i.e., failure to adequately
responsible for preparing, reviewing, and communicate changes in estab-
approving plans and budgets, and the lished policies and procedures).
various functions contributing to the (2) Are approved by an appropriate
planning and budgeting process. level of management to signify the

delegation of authority and to ef-
5-506.3 Policies and Procedures fectively convey management's

a. Written policies and procedures help commitment to following estab-
ensure that: lished policies and procedures. The

auditor should carefully assess the
(1) delegated duties and responsibili- level of management approval to
ties are formally documented and determine if it is appropriate given
communicated to employees the nature of the duties and re-

sponsibilities being assigned.
(2) specific planning and budgeting While not inherently indicative of
controls operate consistently from poor policies and procedures, fail-
period to period ure to involve an appropriate level

(3) established plans and budgets are of management in the approval
consistent with management's goals process can result in a perceived
and objectives lack of importance and ultimately

a lack of compliance.
A formal written statement of policies (3) Were communicated to those indi-
and procedures rather than an informal viduals within the organization
one based on established customs of the who are responsible for executing
organization should exist at all contractor them. This communication in-
locations with substantial government volves not only making sure that
business. appropriate employees are aware

b. Planning and budgeting policies and of established policies and proce-
procedures represent the means by which dures but providing the necessary
goals and objectives established by man- training to ensure that they under-
agement are translated into detailed guid- stand how to execute them.
ance and direction to personnel engaged (4) Have been subject to periodic re-
in the planning and budgeting process, views to ensure that they are con-
Policies and procedures should cover all sistent with current management
aspects of the planning and budgeting intentions and actual planning and
system, be approved by an appropriate budgeting practices. Failure to
level of management, communicated to keep established policies and pro-
appropriate personnel, and periodically cedures current is indicative of a
reviewed to ensure that they are consis- poor internal control environment
tent with management's intentions, and typically leads to ineffective
When evaluating the contractor's policies internal controls over the planning
and prrcedures, the auditor should con- and budgeting process. For this
sider whether they: reason, management should have a

(1) Address all major duties and re- systematic process in place to peri-
sponsibilities in the planning and odically review and update the
budgeting system. The auditor planning and budgeting policies
should be alert for aspects of the and procedures, including applica-
planning and budgeting process ble EDP policies and procedures.
which are not covered by policies The required frequency and depth
and procedures. Additionally, the of these reviews depends on the
auditor should note any instances nature of the contractor's business.
where actual practices are inconsis- If the contractor is undergoing sig-
tent with established policies and nificant organizational changes or
procedures. In these instances, the major restructuring of its business
auditor should consider the under- operations, the planning and bud-
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geting system should be closely expansion (depreciation or lease costs).
monitored to ensure that it con- physical moves (relocation costs), idle or
tinues to produce plai.s and bud- excess facilities, and bases for determin-
gets which are consistent with ing overhead rates. In addition, they may
management's goals and objec- reflect possible future financial problems
tives. in periods beyond those reflected in mas-

ter budgets.
5-507 Strategic or Long-range e. An adequate strategic and long-range
Planning planning process will ensure that impor-

tant information related to the physical,
a. Strategic or Iong-range planning re- financial, and organizational structure of

fers to the process of developing general the organization are available for the
goals and objectives for a business unit, development of effective budgets. The
and the broad strategies to be used to development of a strategic or long-range
attain them. It provides general direction plan is the first step towards identifying
covering a three- to ten-year period and and documenting how management in-
forms the basis from which a more de- tends to accomplish the goals and objec-
tailed plan, encompassing a shorter peri- tives of the organization. Strategic and
od and generally known as the master long-range plans, while broad in nature.
budget, is developed, set the foundation for more detailed

b. The strategic plan is generally a planning and budgeting decisions. When
narrative document. It affects the physi- evaluating the effectiveness of the con-
cal, financial, and organizational struc- tractor's strategic and long-range plan-
ture in which operations are carried out ning process, the auditor should consider
and addresses the direction of the compa- whether these plans:
ny regarding new markets, market share, (1) cover all areas which impact the
profit objectives, sources of new capital, overall operation of the company
and the acquisition or elimination of (2) are documented in sufficient detail
segments, facilities, or product lines, to enable assessment of the reason-
Based on these considerations, a plan for ableness of the underlying assump-
future operations which provides for al- tions
ternative courses of action under various (3) are communicated to personnel re-
conditions that may arise is developed. sponsible for preparing long-range
Contractors should review these plans plans and related budgets
periodically and revise them when new
information yields different conclusions. 5-507.1 Scope of Planning Activities

c. Long-ranse plans may include fore- Strategic and long-range plans should
casted financial statements, cash flow cover all areas which have an impact on
projections, and various other data. This government contract pricing, costing.
data is sometimes in graphic form and billing, or related reporting requirements.
similar to that contained in short-range These areas may include such things as
budgets. A typical long-range plan con- projected business volume, planned reor-
tains information on predicted sales and ganizations, anticipated plant expan-
profit trends by major product line, back- sions/retirements, etc. Contractor strate-
log, potential awards, new product lines, gic and long-range plans should cover, at
diversification plans, planned plant facil- a minimum, the length of current and
ities, staffing requirements, and indepen- forecasted government contract activity
dent research and development plans. to ensure that sufficient information ex-

d. Strategic or long-range plans of ists to prepare related contract reporting
major defense contractors generally in- requirements (i.e.. estimates at comple-
clude information which significantly af- tion) and proposals for anticipated con-
fects proposals and contracts for long- tract awards.
term government work. They may reflect
contemplated substantial increases or de- 5-507.2 Documentation of Plans
creases in future work load affecting Strategic and long-range plans should
plant population (payroll costs), plant contain sufficient documentation for the
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auditor to assess the reasonableness of individual budgets of each department or
underlying assumptions and to facilitate function within an organization.
the communication of key information to (1) Sales budget. The sales budget is the
personnel responsible for preparing relat- starting point for the entire master bud-
ed budgets. For example, contractor get. From the sales budget, resource re-
plans regarding future sales volume quirements are developed for work al-
should contain sufficient detail and docu- ready under contract, new work expected
mentation to assess the reasonableness of during the budget period, administrative
the assumptions used to arrive at firm functions, and independent research and
and projected government and commer- development efforts. Required resources
cial business. While contractors are not include total staffing needs, space, capital
expected to develop infallible estimates, expenditures, utility requirements, direct
they should be able to present evidence in and indirect material needs, employee
support of the reasonableness of such fringe benefit costs, and others.
estimates in cases where those estimates (2) Program or production budgets. A
will impact the pricing, costing, billing, or program or production budget is part of
related reporting on government con- the operating budget. It is a summary
tracts. type document used to project direct and

indirect resource requirements needed to
5-507.3 Communication of Planning meet forecasted sales volume. It typically
Information includes a series of sub-budgets. These

sub-budgets are generally for direct labor,
Key financial and related information direct material, other direct costs, and

contained in the strategic and long-range overhead. It may also include quantity
plans should be communicated to person- and scheduling information on parts,
nel responsible for preparing related bud- major assemblies, and deliverable hard-
gets. While most contractors will not ware. Once quantity requirements are
routinely release their strategic or long- defined, each of the various sub-budgets
range plans to the general work force, is developed based upon those require-
they should have in place a process for ments. Program budgets are generally
releasing key information to those indi- prepared for each accounting period by
viduals who are responsible for preparing contract, program, or product line. The
budgets. This communication is essential level of detail in a program budget varies,
to ensuring that budgeted amounts accu- based on program size and contractual
rately reflect management's current busi- requirements. The estimated effort in the
ness plans and forecasts, program budget should reconcile to simi-

lar data in the operating budget, and the
5-508 Preparation of Budgets overall management controls imposed by

the operating budget also apply to indi-
Budgets are detailed and comprehen- vidual program or contract costs. Auto-

sive plans for the immediate budget mated systems used in the process should
period, normally covering one year. They include controls which identify and re-
are developed through the coordinated port reconciliation errors. Some small
planning of all functions and activities tolerances may be built into the system-
within an organization and consist of two for example, insignificant dollar amounts
major elements, the operating budget and or percentages. However, these should be
the financial budget. The entire master clearly identified with controls in place to
budget is usually distributed only to prevent changes without proper authori-
executives and top-level managers. Lower zation.
level managers usually receive only those (3) Staffing budget. The staffing budget
sections for which they are responsible. shows staffing requirements for both di-

a. Operating budget. An operating bud- rect and indirect employees.
get is a forecasted net income statement b. Financial budget. The financial bud-
consisting of several sub-budgets (e.g. get is a forecasted balance sheet consist-
sales, cost of goods sold, direct and ing of sub-budgets, typically the capital
indirect expenses) and summarizing the expenditure plan and cash flow projec-
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tions. A capital budget shows total (3) consistent with strategic and
planned capital asset acquisitions, each long-range plans
designed to contribute to the productive
facilities required to support planned (4) aggressive but attainable

volume. It formalizes capital expenditure (5) approved by an appropriate level
funding and is typically approved by a of management
special appropriations committee. (See
14-600.) (6) communicated to appropriate in-

c. Motivational budgeting. Some com- dividuals within the organization
panies use a budgeting philosophy known 5-508.1 Scope of Budgets
as motivational budgeting whereby man-
agement establishes extremely tight goals Budgets should be prepared for all
and targets as a means of motivating major aspects of the contractor's opera-
better performance and cost reductions. tions which have an impact on govern-
When such techniques are used, they are ment contracts. The auditor should be
usually reflected in the budgets of lower alert for areas of the contractor's opera-
leveltions in which budgets are not preparedexpected to be available are held back. or prepared in insufficient detail to serveSometimes these resources are ultimately as a baseline for controlling costs. In

addition, budgets should cover a suffi-
distributed. On the other hand, top man- cient period of time to allow for the
agement may never intend to allocate effective management of the operations
these resources to the operating managers being budgeted. For example, budgets for
but instead use them as a control device overhead or general and administrative
against which to offset unfavorable vari- expenses typically cover a single operat-
ances. By using this technique, top man- ing period while program budgets or
agement establishes different goals or capital expenditure budgets may cover
levels of expected performance for select- several years. The auditor must exercise
ed segments of its organization. Accord- considerable care in evaluating the scope
ingly, the auditor must determine that of the contractor's budgeting activities
staffing level forecasts and supporting and the effect that it has on other con-
expense projections in operating level tract audit effort, particularly contract
budgets reconcile with the higher level pricing.
master budget. If significant differences
are found, the auditor should obtain an 5-508.2 Timeliness of Budgets
explanation, and assess the reasonable- Budgets should be prepared and final-
ness of any management reserves. ized early enough in the budget cycle to

d. An adequate budgeting process will maximize the amount of time individual
ensure that budgeted amounts reflect the managers have to meet the budget objec-
reasonable cost of work to be performed. tives. Failure to develop budgets early in
The preparation of effective budgets is an the budget cycle can result in ineffective
essential part of any contractor cost con- control over cost incurred prior to imple-
trol effort. It not only serves as a baseline mentation of the budget. This can often
for evaluating performance but also helps create additional pressure for managers
identify areas requiring special attention. to redirect costs in an effort to meet the
When evaluating the effectiveness of the budget objectives. The auditor should
contractor's budget preparation process, consider whether or not the contractor
the auditor should consider whether con- establishes a formal timetable for the
trols are in place to ensure that budgets budget preparation process and controls
are: the process to identified milestones.

(i) prepared for appropriate time 5-508.3 Consistency with Strategic and
periods and in all areas which impact Lozng-Range Plans
government contracts Budgeted amounts should reflect the

goals and objectives contained in the
(2) prepared in a timely manner contractor's strategic and long-range
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plans. Since a major purpose of budgets agement is aware of specific budgetary
is to help achieve the strategic and long- objectives, and evidence of management
range goals of the company, it is impor- approval increases the authority of bud-
tant that those objectives be considered gets by demonstrating management sup-
in the budget preparation process. For port for budgetary objectives. For exam-
example, the auditor should consider ple, the auditor should consider whether:
whether: (1) budgetary documents require man-

(I) strategic and long-range planning agement approval
information is communicated to (2) the level of management approval
budgeting personnel at the begin- for different budgets has been iden-
ning of the budget preparation pro- tified
cess (3) managers are allowed sufficient

(2) budget objective guidance is pre- time to effectively review budgets
pared and distributed by individu- prior to approval
als who are familiar with strategic (4) documentation standards exist for
and long-range goals management review, adjustments,

(3) budgets are reviewed for consisten- and approval to ensure that indi-
cy with strategic and long-range vidual managers are aware of man-
objectives prior to final approval agement's support for budget ob-

5-508.4 Development of Budget jectives

Amounts 5-508.6 Communication of Budget
Budgets that are not sufficiently aggres- Information

sive may not maximize the contractor's Budget information should be distrib-
opportunity to achieve strategic or long- uted to individual managers responsible
range objectives. Conversely, budgets for meeting budgetary objectives and to
that are too aggressive increase the risk personnel responsible for monitoring
that individual managers will misallocate budget performance. For budgets to be
resources in an attempt to meet budgets, effective, these individuals must have the
or not attempt to meet budgets they specific information they need to per-
perceive as unattainable. For example, form their duties. For example, the audi-
the auditor should consider whether: tor should consider whether budget for-

(1) guidelines are established for the mats are formalized to ensure that rele-
use of scientific/technical studies vant information is distributed to the
(e.g., work measurement stan- individual managers and monitoring per-
dards), historical performance, sonnel; and, a distribution list is main-
cost/benefit analysis, accepted eco- tained showing the appropriate budget
nomic indices, and/or other objec- formats and/or relevant budget informa-
tive techniques; tion to be distributed to individual man-

(2) budgets are coordinated with ap- agers and monitoring personnel.
propriate personnel, particularly
individual managers responsible 5-509 Performance Measurement
for performing within budgets, by
soliciting their input, and obtain- Actual performance should be periodi-
ing their concurrence before final- cally compared to budgeted amounts to
izing budgets; and allow for the prompt identification of

(3) supporting data and rationale is variances and implementation of neces-
required to be documented for use sary corrective actions. Budgets are de-
in the preparation of future bud- signed to serve as a baseline for compar-
gets. ing actual performance with established

strategic or long-range goals. To effective-
5-508.5 Management Approval ly accomplish this, contractors should

Final budgets should be reviewed and have a formal system for monitoring
approved by an appropriate level of man- actual budget performance. In evaluating
agement. Formal requirements for man- the effectiveness of the contractor's mon-
agement approval help ensure that man- itoring, the auditor should consider
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whether actual performance is periodical- budgeting process. In evaluating the ef-
ly compared to budgeted amounts and fectiveness of the contractor's budget
that variances are identified and report- revision process, the auditor should con-
ed; and, necessary corrective actions are sider whether procedures are in place to
identified and implemented in a timely ensure that budget revisions are justified
manner. and necessary budget revisions are made

in a timely manner.
5-509.1 Comparison of Actual and

Budgeted Amounts 5-510.1 Justification for Budget
Periodic comparison of actual perfor- Revisions

mance and budgeted amounts increases Requests for budget revisions should
the likelihood that budgetary objectives be carefully screened to ensure that a
will be met by providing individual man- valid reason exists for adjusting the bud-
agers with the opportunity to take correc- geted amounts. Failure to meet budget
tive actions to control potentially signifi- objectives should not be considered a
cant variances. To accomplish this, the valid reason for making adjustments. The
contractor should have a formal system contractor should establish a formal deci-
which identifies: sion making process to review, docu-

(I) variance analysis reporting thresh- ment, and approve all requests for budget
olds or other criteria to define what revisions. This process should include:
management considers to be a re- (1) a formal management policy on
portable variance budget revisions to ensure that

(2) variance computation guidelines to corrective actions or other mea-
help identify potentially significant sures are attempted before revising
variances budgets

(3) standard variance report formats (2) criteria for evaluating requested
to facilitate monitoring of signifi- revisions to ensure approvals are
cant variances by providing consis- consistent with management policy
tency and comparability between (3) thresholds established to minimize
reporting periods requests for immaterial revisions

(4) formal variance analysis reporting (4) provisions for upper management
periods to initiate budget revisions based

(5) distribution of detailed variance on changes in strategic or long-
analysis reports to individual man- range plans
a~ers subject to budgetary control (5) criteria for reviewing and approv-

(6) distribution of summary variance ing requests for budget revisions
analysis reports to upper manage- that maintain the same level of
ment so they can monitor budget control as those established for
performance in relation to strategic preparation of initial budgets
and Ion -range objectives to deter-
mine it revisions to strategic or 5-510.2 Timely Implementation of
long-range plans are needed Budget Revisions

Timely review and approval of budget
5-510 Budget Revisions revisions increases the likelihood that

revised budgetary objectives will be met
Budget revisions, when necessary, by maintaining the integrity (reasonable-

should be controlled to ensure that they ness/attainability) of the budget and by
are justified, documented, approved, and providing individual managers as much
processed in a timely manner. While time as possible to achieve the revised
budget revisions are inevitable, contrac- objectives. For example, the auditor
tors should have a formal system for should consider whether:
submitting, reviewing and approving re- (1) corrective actions are monitored to
quests for such revisions. Failure to es- identify when budget revisions
tablish such a system can result in exces- may be necessary
sive or unnecessary budget revisions and (2) there is periodic communication
undermine the integrity of the entire between the budget department (or
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other organizational element re- tor's reactions in the working papers and
sponsible for reviewing and ap- the report.
proving budget revisions) and indi- c. If deficiencies have been disclosed
vidual managers to identify the and/or recommendations are presented
need for budget revisions as soon in the report, schedule a follow-up review
as possible to be performed within a reasonable

(3) standardized request formats and period of time.
procedures are used to expedite d. If the contractor has contracts re-
processing of requests for budget quiring an approved C/SC system, pro-revisions urnanapoe /Cssmr-

vide an assessment of whether any defi-
5-511 Reporting Audit Results ciencies are likely to have a material

effect on the reliability of the contractor's
a. The auditor should follow the guid- C/SC system (10-408.b). The auditor

ance in 5-110, 10-200 and 10-400 for should immediately evaluate the impact
reporting on compliance with laws and of deficiencies which may have a materi-
regulations and on internal controls rela- al effect on reports submitted for specific
tive to the contractor's accounting and contracts requiring an approved C/SC
management systems.

b. Conduct an exit conference in accor- system and provide the details in C/SC
dance with 4-304. Include the contrac- systems surveillance reports (11-209e).
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5-600 Section 6 - Purchasing System Review

5-601 Introduction at the most economical cost from
responsible/reliable sources.

a. Refer to 5-101 for the auditor's (4) Selection processes to ensure the
fundamental requirements for obtaining most responsive and responsible
and documenting an understanding of a sources for furnishing required
contractor's internal structure and assess- quality parts and materials and to
ing control risk. promote competitive sourcing

b. This section presents guidance for among dependable suppliers so
reviewing a contractor's internal controls that purchases are reasonably
of both a manual and automated nature priced and from sources that meet
over purchasing and subcontracting. The contractor quality requirements.
guidelines relate to the assessment of (5) Price or cost analysis performed
control risk based on a review of the with every purchasing action.
contractor's policies, procedures, and in- (6) Procedures to ensure that proper
ternal control structure. Guidance on types of subcontracts are selected
reviews of other components affecting and that there are controls includ-
incurred material cost is in 5-700. ing oversight and surveillance of

subcontracted effort.
5-602 Background Information 5-603 General Audit Policy

a. The purchasing and subcontracting a. Refer to 5-103 for DCAA's general
function includes make or buy decisions, audit policy for the review of contractor
the selection of vendors, analysis of quot- accounting and management systems and
ed prices, negotiation of prices with ven- related internal controls.
dors, placing and administering of or- b. The administrative contracting offi-
ders, and expediting delivery of materi- cer (ACO) is responsible for reviewing
als. the contractor's purchasing systems. In

b. Purchasing systems vary among accordance with FAR 44.3, a contractor
companies according to organizational purchasing system review (CPSR) shall
size and structure, EDP capabilities, ac- generally be conducted at least every
counting system, personal preferences of three years for each contractor whose
corporate officials, and other influences. sales to the Government, using other
In general, the critical control objectives than sealed bid procedures, are expected
a contractor's purchasing system should to exceed $10 million during the next 12
have include: months. In accordance with DFAR

(1) Internal audits or management re- 244.301, members of other organizations
views, training, and policies and such as audit or program management
procedures for the purchasing de- activities should not conduct separate
partment to ensure the integrity of reviews for these contractors, but may
the purchasing system. participate in a review conducted for the

(2) Policies and procedures to assure ACO by the DLA CPSR team. These
purchase orders and subcontracts organizations may, if they suspect a prob-
contain all flow down clauses, in- lem, recommend that the ACO initiate a
cluding terms and conditions re- special review.
quired by the prime contract, as c. DCAA's audit objective is the ade-
well as any clauses needed to carry quacy of the internal controls over the
out the requirements of the prime system and the contractor's monitoring
contract, of compliance with its controls. The DLA

(3) An organizational and administra- CPSR team normally covers most DCAA
tive structure that ensures effective concerns regarding internal controls.
and efficient procurement of re- Therefore, it is extremely important that
quired quality materials and parts prior to commencing any review of the
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contractor's purchasing system, the audi- tor's compliance with the purchasing
tor coordinate with the contracting offi- system's internal controls. Refer to 5-104
cer and the DLA CPSR team (see 5-1300 for DCAA's primary objectives for audit-
and FAR Part 44 for discussion of ing the contractor's accounting and man-
DCAA's participation on joint CPSR agement systems.
reviews). If a CPSR is planned, the b. The primary audit objective in re-
DCAA auditor should be a member of viewing a contractor's purchasing system
the CPSR team and the scope of the is to obtain a sufficient understanding to
review should be discussed. There should plan related contract audit effort. This
be mutual agreement in the planning requires that the auditor assess the ade-
stage on what additional audit steps will quacy of the contractor's purchasing poli-
he necessary to address DCAA's con- cies and procedures, whether they have
cerns. During the CPSR, it is not the been implemented, and if they are work-
auditor's responsibility to review the ing effectively.
quality of the CPSR team's work. How-
ever, the auditor should understand the 5-605 Audit Scope
scope of the work being performed in
order to assess whether additional steps a. While the nature and extent of audit
are required to satisfy DCAA's concerns. effort depends upon contractor size,
The auditor will make maximum use of amount of government business, and
the work performed and the conclusions audit risk (materiality and sensitivity),
reached during these reviews in establish- the audit scope should be consistent with
ing the extent of any separate coverage the guidance in 5-105.
and audit tests to be undertaken in this b. The extent of audit effort should be
area (see Appendix D-300). influenced by (I) reviews by other agen-

d. If there is no CPSR scheduled in a cies (CPSRs); (2) the types of government
reasonable time and the auditor feels the contracts and their materiality; (3) the
government is at risk, these concerns adequacy of the contractor's policies,
should be elevated to the regional office procedures, and internal structure on
prior to any audit effort. Otherwise any other major systems; (4) the results of
DCAA audit effort should be deferred prior reviews, (5) deficiencies noted in
until the next scheduled CPSR. ongoing audits (audit leads); (6) the ex-

e. If the audit risk is considered to be tent and results of contractor self assess-
high, purchasing system reviews shoul( ment reviews; (7) the extent of automa-
be performed more frequently. These tion; and (8) contract provisions. General
reviews should also be considered at information regarding these scope areas
smaller contractor locations, who are is provided in 3-104 and additional con-
below the CPSR/DLA $10 million re- siderations specific to the purchasing
quirement, where there are indications of system are discussed below. Working
significant purchasing system problems. papers will include a risk assessment
Such reviews may be performed in con- documenting the impact of the above
junction with estimating system surveys eight areas on audit scope.
(see 5-1200).

f. Once a comprehensive review of a 5-606 Compliance Reviews, Training,
contractor's entire purchasing system has and Policies and Procedures
been performed, it should serve as a
baseline for establishing the scope of The contractor should have policies
subsequent purchasing system reviews, and procedures for monitoring its pur-
Subsequent reviews would normally be chasing systems, training its employees,
limited to purchasing system changes and and ensuring the integrity of the purchas-
other areas identified as high risk. ing system.

5-604 Audit Objectives 5-606.1 Compliance Reviews
Systems with weak or nonexistent in-

a. The purpose of this audit is to ternal control structures only increase the
evaluate the adequacy of and the contrac- risk of cost mischarging or misallocation.
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The existence of strong self-controls in- accordance with the criteria in 4-1000.
creases the reliance that can be placed on The reviews should be performed in
the cost representations from that sys- accordance with written procedures and
tern. Therefore, the contractor should by personnel possessing a level of compe-
conduct regular internal compliance re- tence, independence, and objectivity re-
views. These compliance reviews should quired of a reviewer. The scope and
address the following areas: the adequacy depth of audit should be consistent with
of written procedures, employee knowl- the contractor's risk assessment level and
edge and compliance with policies and sufficient to identify outdated written
procedures, consistency with which the procedures, inconsistent application of
policies and procedures are applied and the procedures, lack of employee knowl-
by whom, and timely follow-up action on edge or compliance with the written
deficiencies. procedures, the adequacy of the contrac-

a. Types of Reviews. The contractor tor's ethics program, and untimely fol-
may perform internal compliance audits low-up actions.
using auditors or nonauditors, rely on Policies and procedures should support
monitoring in the form of physical obser- a system that provides for tracking re-
vation, rely on reviews of performance or sponses to and resolution of required
exception reports, request external au- corrective actions in a timely manner.
dits, or use a combination of techniques. The auditor should determine whether

The contractor may have several func- the corrective actions are (1) communi-
tions performing the reviews. The con- cated to the management level responsi-
tractor may also have various perfor- ble for action, (2) monitored for timely
mance criteria and reporting require- resolution, and (3) documented and veri-
ments to upper management which relate fled.
to the timeliness and effectiveness of the
purchasing function. For example, exces- 5-606.2 Training
sive number of days to process requisi- Training of Employees. A well trained
tions, work stoppages resulting from de- staff results in current, accurate, effec-
lays in receiving material, how many tive, and efficient purchases. Contractor
orders are issued per day per buyer, etc. personnel need to be specially trained in

b. Adequacy of Procedures. Whatever Government purchasing regulations, con-
the form of the reviews, there should be tract clauses, and contractor procedures.
procedures which identify the intervals of Additionally, purchasing department per-
performance of the reviews, the person- sonnel should have sufficient supplier
nel responsible for performance of the and technical knowledge to make it un-
review, the areas to be covered during the necessary to depend wholly on engineers
reviews, documentary evidence that the and other technicians to dictate the
review has been performed, and the re- source of supply or price. Therefore, the
quirements for follow-up action. The contractor should have standards for the
procedures should address coverage of qualification, training, and experience of
the following areas: review of the adequa- its purchasing personnel. (also refer to
cy and consistency of application of the DFARS C-202.6)
written procedures by buyers, EDP inter- a. Types of Training. The contractor
face with the purchasing system, employ- may require that personnel responsible
ee knowledge and compliance with these for various types of procurement have
written procedures, and responsiveness special qualifications prior to their being
to required corrective actions. Policies hired. The contractor may provide op-
and procedures should assure that pur- portunities for personnel to take outside
chasing personnel are complying with educational courses or provide internal
applicable public laws and implementing courses. The contractor may also provide
government regulations, (e.g. Truth in detailed on-the-job training and/or de-
Negotiations). (DFARS C-203. 1(c) tailed desk procedures.
(IXii)). b. Adequacy of Training Procedures.

c. Adequacy of Reviews. The adequacy Procedures should identify the minimum
of the reviews should be assessed in required course topics, the frequency of
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the training, and the criteria for docu- errors arising from causes such as misun-
mentation of completion. If specific pro- derstood instructions, and mistakes in
cedures are not available, the auditor judgement. The auditor should be alert
should have the contractor identify its for aspects of the purchasing system
practice in the above areas for later process which are not covered by policies
verification with employees. The proce- and procedures. Additionally, the auditor
dures should require the training pro- should note any instances where actual
gram be updated to cover current govern- practices are inconsistent with estab-
ment rules and regulations and adjusted lished policies and procedures. In these
to comply with revisions to the contrac- instances, the auditor should consider the
tor's system. These areas may be covered underlying cause for these inconsistencies
under more than one training class and (e.g., failure to adequately communicate
some may be covered by memorandums, changes in established policies and proce-
bulletins, or pamphlets. dures).

c. Adequacy of Training Topics. Train- b. Are approved by an appropriate
ing programs may include (1) an over- level of management to signify the dele-
view of the contractor's accounting sys- gation of authority and to effectively
tem; (2) an overview of written purchas- convey management's commitment to
ing policies and procedures; (3) purchas- adhering to established policies and pro-
ing file requirements and standard forms; cedures, and complying with FAR and
(4) instructions on required contract other applicable regulations. The auditor
clauses (such as those in 5-607); (5) ethics should carefully assess the level of man-
procedures (conflict of interest, gifts, gra- agement approval to determine if it is
tuities and anti-kickbacks); (6) a descrip- appropriate given the nature of the duties
tion on the review and approval process; and responsibilities being assigned.
and (7) information on penalties associ- While not inherently indicative of poor
ated with the statutes on false claims and policies and procedures, failure to in-
false statements. volve an appropriate level of manage-

ment in the approval process can result in
5-606.3 Policies and Procedures a perceived lack of importance and ulti-

Written policies and procedures that mately a lack of compliance.
encompass the purchasing operation help c. Were communicated to those indi-
ensure that (1) delegated duties and re- viduals within the organization who are
sponsibilities are formally documented responsible for executing them. This
and communicated to employees, (2) communication involves not only mak-
specific controls operate consistently ing sure that appropriate employees are
from period to period, (3) established aware of established policies and proce-
purchasing practices are consistent with dures, but also providing the necessary
management's goals and objectives, and training to ensure that they understand
(4) are based on authorized requirements. how to interpret and execute them.
A formal written statement of policies
and procedures rather than an informal 5-607 Contract Clauses in Purchase
one based on established customs of the Orders and Subcontracts
organization should exist at all contractor
locations with substantial government The contractor should have policies
business. The policies and procedures and procedures to ensure that all applica-
should include the items as set forth in ble purchase orders and subcontracts
Attachment I to the Standard Audit contain all flow down clauses, including
Program included on the DIIS (also refer terms and conditions and any other
to DFARS C-203). When evaluating the clauses needed to carry out the require-
contractor's policies and procedures, the ments of the prime contract. Purchasing
auditor should consider whether they: personnel must be aware of the distinc-

a. Address all major duties and respon- tion between general or standard contract
sibilities in the purchasing system. They provisions, and those which are special
should be comprehensive and easily un- (used only when warranted). Manual or
derstood in order to minimize the risk of computerized forms may be used with
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desk procedures or help menus that ex- b. Effective numerical document con-
plain the criteria used to designate which trols or status registers are maintained to
clauses are special. For clauses that may record the receipt of purchase requisi-
require special attention, refer to DFARS tions and the actions taken to accomplish
C-204 and DFARS C-205.4. A legal spe- the purchase.
cialist may assist the CPSR team in c. The purchasing department notifies
performing the clause review, originators of purchase requisitions and

other personnel concerned with the re-
5-608 Management of Purchasing ceipt of requisitions, the result of pur-

chase actions, and other pertinent mat-
The contractor should organize and ters affecting the purchase.

administer the purchasing department to d. The purchasing department has ade-
ensure the effective and efficient procure- quate controls to prevent the unautho-
ment of required quality materials and rized use of canceled or voided purchase
parts at the most economical cost from requisitions.
responsible/reliable sources. DFARS C- equistos.e. Purchase orders are prenumbered
205 provides criteria used by the CPSR and all numbers are accounted for.
team to assess the effectiveness of this f. Purchase orders are specific and
area. complete as to nomenclature, specifica-

5-608.1 Organizational Independence tion, delivery dates, freight, discounts,
The purchasing department should price, and clauses of any type required by

have an organizational plan which estab- the terms of the prime contract.
lishes clear lines of authority and respon- g. Copies of purchase orders are fur-
sibility. Items to consider include: nished when issued to the receiving and

a. The purchasing department is inde- accounts payable functions and when
pendent of other departments and is appropriate to the expediting depart-
responsible for procuring all materials, ment.
supplies, services, and equipment. h. Procedures preclude issuing numer-

b. The receiving function is performed ous purchase orders for small amounts.
by personnel independent of the buying i. The purchasing department main-
function (6-311). tains specifications for all materials and

c. All purchasing department personnel services used by the contractor.
should understand their assigned respon- j. Procedures require complete histoi ,
sibilities, authority, and limitations, files for items purchased frequently ano

d. There should be procedures delegat- for all major procurements.
ing who has the authority to make com- k. The contractor develops alternate
mitments and to question quality and sources when possible.
quantity of material requisitioned or re- 1. The purchasing department main-
ceived. (DFARS C-203.1(c)(1)(i)) tains and uses, as a means of effecting

economies, price history data and a cur-
5-608.2 Administrative Controls rent copy of a priced bill of materials to

In addition to controls related to ensure that:
Source Selection (5-609), Pricing/Cost (1) Material specifications recorded on
Analysis and Negotiation (5-610), and the requisitions and purchase or-
Subcontract Award and Administration ders match the specifications on
(5-611), management should have the the bill of materials;
ollowing controls in place over place- (2) Possible economies for ordering

ment and administration of purchase required material, recognizing the
orders: total needs as reflected in the bill of

a. Purchase orders are based on author- materials and the stock level re-
ized requisitions (6-308). The requisi- quirements, are considered (6-
tions should indicate the specific con- 308);
tract, project, department, or account (3) Nonrecurring tooling/setup, and
(i.e., cost objective) to which the materi- similar type charges are not paid
als or services will be charged. twice; and
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(4) The price agreed to at the time of examination of the subcontractor's pro-
purchase is comparable to the price posal in the negotiations.
projected in the bill of materials, or h. Copies of technical data.
that price increases (see 5-610) are i. Price redetermination or termination
fully explained, data.

m. The contractor has written policies j. Correspondence between the pur-
explaining what types of activity are chasing department and the bidders.
prohibited by purchasing agents (e.g., k. Evidence of Small and Disadvan-
acceptance of kickbacks). taged Business enterprise considerations.

I. Information concerning the use of
5-608.3 Purchasing File Data special terms and conditions and approv-

Purchasing and subcontracting files al thereof.
must be adequately documented so as to m. Written approvals or determina-
provide a complete and accurate history tions of the contractor's reviewing au-
of purchase transactions to support the thorities.
vendor selected and the price paid. If n. Administrative Contracting Officer
documentation is not available (i.e., cer- approval of purchase orders when re-
tificate of current cost or pricing data), quired.
request an explanation.

Case Files. The contractor should 5-608.4 Make or Buy Program
maintain a case file of all pertinent
actions affecting each contract and sub- a. The contractor should have make or
contract. In evaluating the adequacy of buy policies and procedures. The con-
purchasing files, determine whether the tractor's make or buy decisions deter-
files include: mine which components, assemblies, su-

a. Copies of the purchase order and bassemblies, or parts are to be manufac-
requisition, invitations to bid (or re- tured and which are to be purchased. The
quests for proposal), responses to solicita- contractor's decision to manufacture in
tions, resulting subcontracts, and any lieu of purchase may be in the best
subcontract changes. interests of the company, but not in the

b. Bid tabulations that summarize and best interests of the government. When a
compare vendor quotations. contractor decides to manufacture t part

c. Vendor surveys of production and or component not normally within its
financial capabilities, experience or production capabilities or

d. Certificates for the rent/rent-free use which had been purchased in the past,
of Government facilities, the basis for that decision and the result-

e. As applicable, price and cost analysis ing cost impact should be reviewed. For
to assess reasonableness of the proposed example, the contractor may desire to
price. A certificate of Current Cost or gain experience in a particular manufac-
Pricing Data (FAR 15.804-4) when re- turing or fabricating process. Another
quired in FAR 52.215-24. consideration which may influence a con-

f. Evidence of evaluation and actions tractor's make or buy decisions involves
taken by the contractor to ensure (1) that the extent of available idle facilities. FAR
the subcontractor has complied with the Subpart 15.7 requires contractors to de-
requirements to submit accurate, com- velop make or buy programs for certain
plete, and current cost or pricing data as contracts based on a dollar threshold.
required by FAR 52.215-24; and (2) that b. As a minimum, consider internal
where prices are based on "adequate controls related to the following when
price competition" or "catalog or market reviewing make or buy policies and pro-
prices," these terms are verified to have cedures:
meaning as defined by FAR 15.804-3. (1) Determine whether the contractor

g. Records of any negotiations conduct- has a formal make or buy committee,
ed, including justification for the selec- organization, or function.
tion of the successful bidder, basis for (2) If a function has been established,
selection of contract type, and evidence ascertain the basis for assigning person-
that the contractor used the results of its nel to the function. Usually, the function
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is composed of representatives from vari- ture and dollar value of the purchase
ous departments, including purchasing. action. The contractor should use compe-

(3) Review and evaluate the contrac- tition to the maximum extent practical.
tor's established make or buy policies and a. Management should promote com-
procedures for propriety and acceptabili- petitive sourcing by (1) requiring regular
ty. If the contractor deviates from the reports on competitive buying which in
established policies and procedures for addition to identifying the number of
individual actions, review and evaluate competitive bids would also identify sus-
the basis for deviation. pect situations where the lowest bidder

(4) Evaluate the basis for specific make may always be the same and always
or buy decisions to determine whether slightly under the next lowest; (2) provid-
the contractor's policies and procedures ing historical part number and vendor
are reasonable and effectively imple- data bases; and (3) performing marketing
mented. surveys to determine alternative sources.

(5) Determine whether procedures are b. Bidders Lists. The purchasing de-
in effect which provide for the prompt partment should maintain bidders lists or
notification to the contracting officer of other appropriate reference files of poten-
changes in make or buy decisions. tial vendors who may be solicited for the

(6) The guidance in 14-600 for capital various items of supply and service re-
investments is equally applicable in the quired for company operations. These
review of make or buy determinations, lists aid in locating supply sources and in
5-608.5 System Reporting soliciting competitive bids. The contrac-

Thereshoulsystem otor's files should reflect the financial
There should be a system of reports responsibility, technical capability, and

and controls that reflects performance history of past performance of suppliers,and provides the means through which priual hs rmwihtecn
the purchasing organization reports its particularly those from which the con-
performance to company management. tractor has purchased items on a non-
For example, the contractor may have a competitive basis. A review and evalu-
status report reflecting the number of ation of this area should determine if
satus reofurtish refplieti othesn nuerof bidders lists are maintained on a current
days to furnish supplier quotes and nego-usefulness.tiated price data for use in proposal
preparation, aging of requisitions, num- c. Purchasing Bid Procedures. The au-
ber of purchase orders issued per buyer, ditor's review of purchasing procedures
on time deliveries, etc. should determine whether:

(1) Bid solicitation procedures provide
5-609 Selecting Sources that (a) all quotations for major procure-

ments are in writing; (b) each prospective
There should be procedures to provide supplier is furnished complete sets of

for the selection of the most responsible specifications for the item or service to be
and reliable sources for furnishing re- procured, and sufficient lead time is
quired quality parts and materials. These allowed for the preparation of the pro-
procedures should also promote competi- posal; (c) the purchasing office estab-
tive sourcing among dependable suppli- lishes case files reflecting a ready record
ers in order to obtain the most reasonable of all actions; and (d) all government
prices from sources that meet contractor directives are reviewed for special con-
quality requirements. (DFARS C-207) siderations concerning small business

and labor surplus areas.
5-609.1 Competitive Sourcing. (2). Procedures provide for sufficient

In order to ensure acquisition of the justification for awarding intracompany
least expensive material consistent with purchases or work orders. Files are re-
contract specifications, the contractor's viewed independently within the compa-
procedures should provide for bid solici- ny for any evidence of "bid-matching" on
tations from a sufficient number of pro- orders issued to affiliates, subsidiaries, or
spective sources to promote effective other divisions. In "bid-matching" the
competition commensurate with the na- buyer waits until outside bidders respond
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and then informs the "inside" company analysis, if applicable, and approval by a
of the low bid (see 6-313). responsible company off ½ial. Factors to

(3). Procedures provide for justifica- be considered when evaluating purchases
tion when the low bidder is not selected. involving noncompetitive items, which

(4). Procedures ensure that debarred or could affect the evaluation of the pur-
suspended contractors are excluded from chasing procedures, are whether (a) the
receiving contracts, unless the acquiring vendor was designated by the contracting
agency's head or a designee determines officer who awarded the prime contract
that there is a compelling reason for such and (b) the purchase, if made from a sole
action, as explained in FAR 9.405-2, source supplier, was approved by a re-
9.406-1(c), and 9.407-1(d). An important sponsible company official.
criterion in determining the propriety
and allowability of payments for material 5-610 Pricing and Negotiation
purchases or subcontracts is the "con-
sent" requirement of specific contracts. The contractor ensures that some form
FAR 52.244-1 through 52.244-5 are the of price or cost analysis is performed in
pertinent solicitation provisions and con- connection with every purchasing action
tract clauses which, if included in a (also refer to DFARS C-208).
contract, delineate the "consent" require-
ments by types and categories of con- 5-610.1 Cost/Price Analysis and
trdcts. If by the terms of the contract, Technical Evaluation
prior consent is required of the ACO in
subcontracting/purchasing, the ACO is a. The contractor should perform
prohibited from consenting to award to a cost/price analysis and technical evalu-
debarred contractor. "Consent" here a ion of its subcontractor's and supplier's
means to consent to contract with a proposals/quotations. The scope and con-
particular entity or person; not consent to clusions of the analysis sl ld be docu-
make a purchase. If prior consent is not mented and included in the purchase
required or if it is required for approval order file. The contractor should obtain a
to make purchases only, a prime contrac- certificate of current cost and pricing
tor is free to solicit from any sources data when applicable.
available, including debarred, suspended, b. Buyers should document the pur-
or ineligible contractors. chase order file to explain price increases

(over previous buys or over bill of materi-
5-609.2 Vendor Performance Evaluation al estimates) and lack of decreases in

The contractor should have a vendor price when circumstances indicate that
evaluation system used in the selection of the price should be lower (when quantity
sou-ces. It could provide for the review of is increased over a previous buy or yen-
price, quality, delivery, technical capabil- dor quote, or when learning or other
ities, financial capabilities, and service, factors indicate lesser costs than in a
The contractor should document vendor previous buy).
evaluations on each buy or have a vendor
rating system. If the contractor has a 5-610.2 Neotiation
rating system, determine its efficiency by The auditor's review of purchasing
reviewing what aspects of performance it procedures should determine whether:
rates, who evaluates performance (all a. Buyers are required to negotiate
knowledgeable people should have in- separate price breakdowns for significant
put), whether the information is kept elements of the purchase (such as for
current, and how it is used in selecting facilities, tooling, engineering, setup, test-
sources. ing, and special packaging) to allow sepa-

rate cost control of these significant ele-
5-609.3 Sole/Single Source. ments.

Contractor policies should view each b. Prices are established at the time the
single or sole-source purchase as an ex- order is placed for goods manufactured
ception. The policies and procedures to order, rather than on an "advise price"
should require justification, cost/price basis.
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c. Procedures require sufficient evi- and under what circumstances they are to
dence of negotiation when it is necessary be awarded. FAR 16.1 can be used as a
to establish a reasonable price because guideline when evaluating the contrac-
the item is nonstandard or an insufficient tor's policies and procedures.
number of bids have been received. b. Unallowable Procurement. Deter-

d. Awards have been made to other mine whether the contractor's procedures
than the low bidder on the basis of prohibit the issuance of cost-plus-a-per-
delivery. If so, the purchase order should centage-of-cost subcontracts (FAR
provide for a downward price adjustment 44.203(b)(2). Under this type of procure-
if delivery schedules are not met. ment, the subcontractor would receive

e. The contractor's procedures provide payment for, and the prime contractor
for the timely implementation of repric- would pass on to the government as cost
ing clauses included in subcontracts or of its contract, the costs incurred in
purchase orders. The contractor's repric- performing the contract, plus a specified
ing procedures should require that the (1) percentage of such costs as a profit or fee.
revised contract prices are negotiated or Thus, the fee would increase in direct
arrived at as provided by contractual proportion to any increase in cost.
requirements; (2) cost or pricing data
which was used as the basis for repricing 5-611.2 Subcontract Surveillance
is current, accurate, and complete; and Administration of Subcontracts. Ad-
(3) results of the repricing action are in vantages gained by prudent and capable
the best interests of the government, efforts in planning and negotiating sub-

contracts can be dissipated through the
5-610.3 Purchase Discounts, Quantity failure of upper-tier contractors to
and Payment administer subcontracts properly. Upper-

The contractor is responsible for hav- tier contractors must be aware of the
ing a system in place for seeking and progress of the subcontracts to ensure
taking advantage of cash discounts, trade timely delivery of an acceptable product.
discounts, quantity discounts, rebates, When the subcontract is other than firm-
and freight allowances. The contractor fixed price, the upper-tier contractor
should combine requirements where ap- must also maintain surveillance over sub-
propriate. Usually this is part of the contract costs to keep current with the
requirements system (6-308) at larger financial aspects of the upper-tier con-
contractors. Additionally, contractors tract. The cognizant auditor should re-
may have a corporate purchasing system view and evaluate the upper-tier contrac-
to provide volume discount advantages tor's policies and practices pertaining to
for the whole company. The contractor the administrative and technical controls
should have a methodology for handling exercised over delivery schedules, change
high volume, low value orders, such as orders, modification notices, and overall
subcontracting with distributors, compet- costs. The contractor should have a poli-
ing long term blanket orders (FAR 13.2) cy and procedures for alerting the govern-
or opened ended subcontracts. ment on award of all auditable subcon-

tracts (those requiring interim and final
5-611 Subcontract Award and audits) and a method for notifying the
Administration government of potential significant sub

contract problems that may impact deliv-
The contractor ensures the proper ery, quality, or price.

types of contracts are selected and that a. In evaluating the upper-tier contrac-
there are controls including oversight and tor's procedures for controlling delivery
surveillance of subcontracted effort (also schedules, determine whether (I) some
refer to DFARS C-209). form of register or control is maintained

to "flag" delivery due dates; (2) proce-
5-611.1 Types of Contracts dures are in effect to expedite delivery of

a. The contractor should have policies subcontract material, particularly when it
and procedures in place for determining is apparent that the supplier will not meet
the types of subcontracts to be awarded the established delivery date, or is in fact
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delinquent; and (3) corrective action is e. Subcontract Changes. Procedures
taken when the supplier is delinquent in should be in place to document and
delivery schedules including, where ap- justify the reasons for subcontract
propriate, adjustment of the purchase changes which affect cost or price. The
price. government is at risk. when the cost of

b. In evaluating the upper-tier contrac- the subcontract, before the change, has
tor's procedures for controlling change exceeded or is expected to exceed original
orders and modification notices, deter- estimates. Lack of adequate procedures
mine (1) if the upper-tier contractor could result in changes which have been
evaluates the delivery schedules when overpriced to avoid an overall loss or to
engineering changes have been intro- provide total profit or fee in accordance
duced; (2) the timeliness of notification with original contract estimates.
from the upper-tier contractor to subcon- f. Audit of Subcontracts. Timely con-
tractors when modifications are intro- fAdit of Sucotracts. imelyicon
duced into production; and (3) the ade- sideration of redeterminable, incentive,
quacy of the action taken by upper-tier and cost-type subcontracts is essential to
contractors when change orders or modi- the audit of upper-tier contracts. The
fication notices affect cost. government's interest in these types of

c. The evaluation of the upper-tier subcontracts is similar to its interests in
contractor's procedures relative to cost costs of variable-price prime contracts
controls should be directed to the (1) when the subcontract awards are made in
production and financial controls, with a chain unbroken by a firm fixed-price
emphasis on those controls which ensure subcontract. When the upper-tier con-
that physical progress of production is tractor proposes to audit records of a
commensurate with reimbursement; (2) subcontractor, evaluate (1) the proce-
timeliness and adequacy of the repricing dures which address the extent of coordi-
action when production is performed nation between the contractor's purchas-
under redeterminable subcontracts (in- ing and audit function; (2) criteria estab-
cluding a determination of the timeliness lished by the contractor for waiving au-
of recoveries resulting from downward dits; (3) established procedures for ensur-
repricing actions); (3) propriety of the ing that the government is notified when
costs generated by the subcontractor, access to subcontractor records is denied
particularly when the upper-tier contrac- the upper-tier contractor (6-800); (4) in-
tor is also a subcontractor to the same or dependence and qualifications of the
a lower-tier subcontractor; and, (4) re- contractor's auditors; and (5) adequacy of
view of progress payments (refer to 5- their audit programs and working papers
1107.7 billing system review of subcon- (see also 4-1000). Procedures should en-
tractor progress payments). sure that adequate controls are main-

d. In evaluating the upper-tier contrac- tained for early identification of audita-
tor's procedures for adequate documen- ble subcontracts (see 6-802).
tation, determine whether contractor rep-
resentatives are required to prepare trip
reports covering each visit to a subcon- 5-612 Internal Control Reporting
tractor. Procedures should require timely
reporting of significant and relevant is- The auditor should follow the guidance
sues including additional funding actions in 5-110, 10-200 and 10-400 for reporting
and status of physical progress in relation on compliance with laws and regulations
to costs incurred. Subcontractor financial and on internal controls relative to the
reports should be adequately supported contractor's accounting and management
by trip report documentation. systems.
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5-700 Section 7 - Audits of Contractor Material Management and
Accounting Systems (MMAS)

5-701 Introduction b. MRP system configurations can vary
depending upon needs. However. the

a. Refer to 5-101 for the auditor's following features are common to all
fundamental requirements for obtaining designs:
and documenting an understanding of a (1) Highly Automated Systems. Exten-
contractor's internal control structure sive use of electronic data process-
and assessing control risk. ing (EDP) enables MRP systems to

b. This section provides audit guidance react instantly to changed condi-
for reviewing and evaluating the contrac- tions.
tor's internal control structure for materi- (2) Balance of Requirements (often
al accounting (5-100) and compliance referred to as RQ) and Replenish-
with DFARS 252.242-7004, Contractor ments (often referred to as RP).
Material Management and Accounting MRP systems maintain a balance
Systems (MMAS). If a contractor does between all the requirements for a
not have contracts that include DFARS part and all the replenishments for
252.242-7004, this audit guidance can be the part. Replenishments generate
used to determine if the contractor's the need for procurement actions
MMAS meets CAS and FAR require- or releases to production for the
ments. needed parts. The replenishments

can be in various stages of comple-5-702 Background Information tion or can be available from stock.
A requirement may be a record for

MMAS can range from highly auto- a deliverable item (independent
mated to manual systems. The require- RQ) or a record for a requirement
ments of DFARS 242.72 apply equally to to be consumed in a next assembly
automated or manual systems. MMAS (dependent RQ). Key data ingredi-
are normally comprised of a material ents in each requirement record are
requirements planning (MRP) system the required quantity, need or
and material accounting systems. For sheduledatand ireen or
background information, MRP systems schedule date, and requirement or-
are briefly discussed, as follows: igin (i.e.. contract spare item. ship-

a. Many contractors have an auto- ping date).
mated system for determining require- (3) Netting Process. The netting pro-
ments. A material requirements planning cess involves comparing require-
(MRP) system is a system for identifying ments with replenishments to de-
requirements, initiating procurement. termine the need for parts. It be-
and maintaining current and future mate- gins with the total bill of material
rials necessary to support production for the requirement for each specif-
operations. Hence, MRP is a method of ic part being netted. If the require-
inventory control, not inventory costing. ment is for an assembly, each part
However, an MRP system does initiate incorporated into the assembly
inventory transactions and provides in- must be separately netted. The
formation used for costing those transac- system nets requirements against
tions. It takes into account the specific the replenishments for that part.
timing of material requirements, with the The most basic form of the netting
objective of minimizing inventory invest- formula is:
ment consisteiw with meeting a given
production plan. An effective MRP sys- STATUS OF A PART = Replenish-
tem will result in having the optimum ments less Requirements
amount of material available for planned
production. Consequently, a contractor's If status is zero, replenishment and
investment in inventories is minimized, requirements are in balance.
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If status is negative, then replenish- prime contracts or subcontracts to-
ments are needed. taling $50 million or more in its

preceding fiscal year.
If status is positive, then excess re- (2) For contractors that received
plenishments (parts) exist. prime contracts or subcontracts of

$10 million or more (in the preced-
(4) Dynamic Rescheduling. Dynamic ing fiscal year) but less than $50

rescheduling of all items in the million, the ACO can request
production process can result from MMAS disclosure and demonstra-
a timing change or an introduction tion.
or deletion of items in the produc- (3) The demonstration and evaluation
tion process. Depending on loca- requirements do not apply to small
tion, the rescheduling may be auto- businesses, educational institu-
matic or may require a manual tions, or nonprofit organizations.
"go/no go" decision. Changes in c. DoD policy stipulates that all con-
schedule may result in different tractors must have an MMAS that rea-
numbers of requirements, replen- sonably forecasts material requirements,
ishments, or both. The timing dif- assures proper charging and allocation of
ference will change the status of the purchased and fabricated material (based
netting formula. on valid time-phased requirements), and

maintains a consistent, eqaitable, and
5-702.1 DFARS 242.72 unbiased logic for costing of material

a. DFARS 242.72 and the related transactions. The MMAS contract clause
MMAS contract clause (DFARS 252.242- (DFARS 252.242-7004(f)) specifies that
7004) prescribe policies, procedures, and MMAS must have adequate internal ac-
standards for use in the evaluation of a counting and administrative controls to
contractor's material management and assure system and data integrity and
accounting system (MMAS). This DoD must comply with ten specific MMAS
FAR supplement requires applicable con- standards.
tractors to assess their MMAS and take d. For contractors required to disclose
reasonable action to comply with MMAS and demonstrate compliance of their
standards. Considering applicability re- MMAS, DFARS 252.242-7004(d) pro-
quirements some contractors may also be vides system disclosure, demonstration,
required to disclose their MMAS and and maintenance requirements.
demonstrate compliance with MMAS (1) MMAS disclosure is adequate when
standards. The cognizant auditor should the contractor has provided the cognizant
advise and assist the ACO in evaluating ACO documentation which accurately
both the contractor's MMAS and the describes MMAS policies, procedures,
contractor's correction of any deficien- and practices in sufficient detail for the
cies. government to reasonably make an in-

b. DFARS 242.72 requires most con- formed judgment regarding the adequacy
tractors that receive cost-reimbursement of the contractor's MMAS currently be-
prime contracts and/or fixed-price prime ing used. Anticipated changes to the
contracts (with progress or other financ- existing system would be subject to futureing payments) to conform to MMAS audits after implementation and demon-standards. Contracts awarded under the stration. Significant changes to the

set-aside procedures of FAR Part 19 and MMAS must be disclosed to the cogni-
contracts under the small-purchase zant ACO within 30 days of their imple-
threshold set forth in FAR Part 13 are mentation per DFARS 252.242-
exempted. Additional disclosure and 7004(dX4).
demonstration requirements are as fol- (2) An MMAS demonstration is ade-
lows: quate when the contractor has provided

(I) Specific requirements to disclose the cognizant ACO sufficient evidence to
MMAS and demonstrate compli- demonstrate the degree of conformance
ance apply to any large business of its MMAS to MMAS standards. This
contractor that received DoD demonstration will include an estimate of
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the cost impact to the government of any The MMAS standards are stated in
significant deficiencies and a comprehen- DFARS 252.242-7004(f).
sive plan for correcting such deficiencies. b. Where the contractor is required to

disclose its MMAS and demonstrate
5-703 General Audit Policy compliance with MMAS standards, the

auditor should determine the level of
a. Refer to 5-103 for DCAA's general reliance that can be placed on the work of

audit policy for the review of contractor others (CAM 4-1000). Under these cir-
accounting and management systems and cumstances, the contractor has the re-
related internal controls. sponsibility to provide sufficient evi-

b. It is DCAA's policy to assist the dence to demonstrate the degree of con-
ACO in evaluating the contractor's formance with MMAS standards. Audi-
MMAS. When appropriate, DCAA tors should not undertake any extensive
should provide the ACO with an assess- review of the contractor's MMAS with-
ment of the significance of contractor out receiving an adequate demonstration
deficiencies and an estimate of the result- by the contractor.
ing adverse material impact to the Gov- c. The auditor is responsible to review
ernment. Also, DCAA should assist the the contractor's demonstration and to
ACO in evaluating the contractor's cor- scope the audit to meet the objective of
rection of deficiencies. determining compliance with MMAS

c. DFARS 242.7205 requires that cog- standards. If the contractor refuses to
nizant contract administration and audit provide an adequate demonstration. the
activities will jointly establish and man- auditor (after a reasonable period of
age programs for evaluating the MMAS time) should notify the ACO for assis-
of contractors subject to disclosure, dem- time so not the ACO for asi
onstration, and maintenance require- tance to get the required disclosure and
ments (see 5-702.1b). MMAS reviews demonstration. Actions which could be
should be accomplished as a team effort considered by the ACO would include
with a team leader appointed by the reductions or suspension of progress pay-
ACO. These reviews should be conducted ments under FAR 32.503-6, disapproval
at least every three years, except where of the contractor's cost accounting sys-
the ACO (in consultation with the audi- tem and/or cost estimating system,
tor) determines that experience and vul- and/or recommendations concerning
nerability assessment disclose a low risk. award cf future contracts. The auditor
If the ACO determines the government is should implement audit steps to identify
subject to high risk, MMAS evaluations the potential harm to the government as
should be done more frequently. the basis for any recommended ACO

c. The guidance contained in the fol- withholding.
lowing paragraphs can be applied to (1) The FAO and ACO must coordi-
contractors who are not subject to the nate with the contractor as early as
disclosure, demonstration, and mainte- possible, preferably at the time of re-
nance requirements. However, prior to quirements planning. This early coordi-
initiating any such review, the auditor nation should assure an understanding of
should coordinate with the regional audit government expectations, audit timing,
manager and cognizant ACO. and methods for system disclo-

sure/demonstration.
5-704 Audit Objectives (2) The auditor should keep in mind

that the DFARS requires contractors to
a. The purpose of the audit is to have a compliant system and to subject

express an opinion on the adequacy of that system to periodic oversight. There-
the contractor's MMAS internal controls fore, a demonstration should not be a
and determine the cost impact, if any, significant task of self-assessment and
resulting from any system noncompli- system enhancement when the ACO asks
ance. Refer to 5-104 for DCAA's primary for a demonstration. It should simply be
objectives for auditing the contractor's a process of identifying existing system
accounting and management systems. descriptions, procedures, controls, and
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the periodic contractor testing that has (2) EDP reviews (general and applica-
been done. tion controls) of MMAS

d. For contractors that do not have (3) Estimating system reviews
contracts containing DFARS 252.242- (4) MMAS operations audits
7004, MMAS audits will be conducted (5) Material incurred cost reviews
when material costs are significant and (6) Defective pricing reviews
vulnerability assessments project the (7) Contractor purchasing system re-
need. The objective of the audit is to views
determine if the contractor's MMAS ade- c. The auditor should coordinate with
quately conforms to CAS and FAR re- DCAA offices (at other contractor divi-
quirements as amplified by MMAS stan- sions/segments), the ACO, and the con-
dards. In these circumstances, the auditor tractor. To ensure positions and interpre-
should conduct an audit to determine the tations are consistent, the FAO should
degree of compliance with MMAS stan- contact the CAC, CHOA, or other seg-
dards. For any noncompliance disclosed, ment FAOs to determine similarities of
the report will identify appropriate systems among segments, deficiencies
FAR/CAS citations and pertinent con- found at other divisions, and interpreta-
tract clauses. tions of compliance/noncompliance to

specific standards. Coordinate the audit
5-705 Scope of Audit with the ACO to assure full understand-

ing of the overall scope and areas of
a. While the nature and extent of audit responsibilities. Since the review deals

effort depends upon contractor size, primarily with financial and accounting
amount of government business and au- issues, the ACO should be encouraged to
dit risk (materiality and sensitivity), the assign DCAA as the team leader. Further,
scope should be consistent with the guid- the auditor should coordinate closely
ance in 5-105. DFARS 242.7205 states with other responsible government repre-
that evaluations of the contractor's sentatives such as government property
MMAS will be done as a contract admin- specialists and engineering and other
istration office and contract audit team technical representatives. Team tasks
effort; therefore, the scope of audit must must be clearly defined to take advantage
be coordinated closely with the ACO. of the available government expertise
The evaluation will be based on the and mission rcquirements of all mem-
disclosures provided by the contractor, bers. Most important, the team must
transaction testing and other testing as make every effort to avoid duplication of
necessary. effort. Early discussions with the contrac-

(1) Where the contractor meets the tor should be established to assure ade-
thresholds in DFARS 242.7203, the con- quate demonstrations in a reasonable
tractor's MMAS demonstration should period. Before scheduled demonstra-
include sufficient evidence to show its tions, be sure that the contractor and
compliance with the standards in ACO have a good understanding of what
DFARS 252.242-7004. is expected in terms of the format and

(2) Where the contractor does not meet timing of the demonstration and the
the thresholds in DFARS 242.7203, the expected level of detail (including suffi-
auditor should request that the contrac- cient evidence).
tor provide the results of any system
testing which has been done (see 5-715). 5-705.1 Inadequate or Delayed

(3) In determining the scope of audit. Demonstrations
the auditor should consider how much a. DFARS 252.242-7004(d) re,. ires
reliance can be placed on the contractor's contractors to disclose their MM.1 S in
transaction testing and disclosure of in- enough detail for the governmen, to
ternal controls (CAM 4-1000). make an informed judgement regarding

b. The auditor should also review com- its adequacy. The DFARS also requires
pleted audits related to MMAS. including contractors to provide the cognizant
as a minimum: ACO sufficient evidence to demonstrate

(I) Billing system reviews the degree of conformance of its MMAS
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to the standards. To be adequate, the which specifically identifies the level of
demonstration will include an estimate of compliance and applicable cost impacts.
the cost impact of any significant defi- See CAM 5-716 and MMAS training
ciencies and a comprehensive plan for course no. 1292 for guidance on comput-
correcting such deficiencies. Audit con- ing cost impacts.
siderations related to each of the 10
MMAS standards are discussed in the 5-706 System Description
following paragraphs.

b. If the contractor is unable to demon- MMAS Standard I (DFARS 252.242-
strate its system or is unreasonably delay- 7004(f)(1)). This standard requires the
ing its demonstration, and the FAO has contractor to provide an adequate system
identified potential harm relative to pre- description including policies, proce-
mature or excess billings, calculate any dures, and operating instructions compli-
estimated harm to the Government and ant with FAR and DFARS. While the
recommend the ACO implement a with- contractor is required to provide a broad
hold to protect the Government's finan- range of documents, the auditor should
cial interests. The following steps could focus attention on the adequacy of the
also be used to help scope the audit at policies, procedures, and operating in-
contrnctor locations where a demonstra- structions related to MMAS Standards 2
tion is not required; however, in this case through 10.
the recommendation to withhold should a. The contractor should establish and
be part of the final audit report. maintain descriptions of the major man-

(1) Review current inventory to identi- ual and automated systems that comprise
fy materials that are in excess of known the MMAS. These descriptions should
requirements by comparing the contrac- cover all integrated component systems
tor's listing of contract requirements and include:
(parts lists, etc.) to the on hand invento- (1) narrative descriptions of each of
ry. the component EDP systems and

(2) Review the material months on the interaction with one another,
hand, e.g., date received to the date of (2) detailed flowcharts for each of the
usage, to determine if materials appear to component EDP systems,
be unreasonably time phased. (3) identification and purpose of all

(3) Review contractor inventory cycle MMAS related transactions, tables,
count data if available or sample invento- schedules, files, and reports for
ry to determine the level of record accu- each c ,mponent EDP system,
racy. (4) descriptions of available historical

(4) Sample material transfer activity to data files, retention periods, and
determine if transfers of costs or loan storage format, and
payback procedures resulted in noncom- (5) identification of the programming
pliance with MMAS Standard 7 and languages used to implement. pro-
increased or duplicated costs to the Gov- cess, and query the system.
ernment. b. The contractor should provide a

(5) Tailor other steps that would identi- written description of its MMAS in
fy potent;dl harm to the Government enough detail to allow the auditor to get a
based on leads or information available thorough understanding of how the
to the FAO. MMAS operates. The contractor's write-

(6) N itify the ACO of the demonstra- up should include references to written
tion problems and identify deficiencies policies, procedures, and operations
found in the above steps. manuals. Information should be provid-

(7) Recommend that the ACO with- ed for each process or function within the
hold the amount of the potential impact system as well as existing internal con-
to the Government (the effect of the trols.
identified procedural and/or control defi- c. The system %rite-up should identify
ciencies) identified through the above the generation of material requirements.
steps until the contractor provides an bills of material, and development of lead
adequate demonstration of its MMAS times. The contractor should provide
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information on how this information is tractor's system demonstration. The au-
used to purchase material. All data input ditor should review EDP related policies
(whether manual or automated) should and procedures which address the sys-
be identified. This should include a de- tem's automated operations. Current
scription of how the material is: flowcharts of the material time-phasing

(1) ordered and tracked once a pur- process and the processes used to deter-
chase order is issued; mine BOM and MPS accuracies should

(2) tracked once it arrives at the con- be reviewed, analyzed, and a conclusion
tractor's warehouse or plant; made regarding the adequacy of the auto-

(3) handled and accounted for in stor- mated process. Internal controls over
age locations; access to component EDP systems should

(4) issued to a task; be reviewed to determine that only users
(5) billed to the government; needing access to perform their duties are
(6) accounted for when it is moved allowed onto the system. Data entry

among tasks or inventories and sources and related material system
incorporated into the end item; transactions should be identified and
and their applicable security system authori-

(7) disposed of during contract perfor- zation tables examined to determine that
mance and at contract completion. transaction authorities (e.g., read, up-

date, delete) are adequately controlled.
5-707 Material Requirements c. Auditors must be alert for situations

where the contractor's current systems
MMAS Standard 2 (DFAIS are accurate (the BOM system is generat-

252.242.7004(0(2)). MMAS Standard 2 ing valid requirements and the MPS
requires contractors to assure that pur- system is identifying accurate material
chased and fabricated material charged need dates) but contracts include invalid
to contracts are based on "valid time- or unreasonably time-phased materials.
phased requirements." Costing practices However, this should be the exception-
are valid and time-phased when material an accurate system should generate valid
ispurchased and/or fabricated for a spe- time-phased material costs. Even though
cific production plan and the cost is the current system is functioning accu-
charged and billed within a reasonable rately, prior deficiencies or other circum-
time related to production process needs. stances may have allowed invalid or

a. There is no standard number of days unreasonably time-phased materials to be
(months) that constitute adequate time charged to the contracts. This would be
phasing. Time phasing is the product of noncompliant with the objective of the
good material management and internal standard if controls were not instituted to
controls. Reasonable time phasing en- relieve the government of the impact of
sures all material management processes this unallowable practice.
are justified and followed. In turn, mate- d. The auditor should verify contractor
rial management processes should ensure use of the BOM and MPS as a basis for
that materials are received as close to material costing and review measures of
manufacturing need dates as possible performance that assure charges or allo-
under existing circumstances. cations are based on valid time-phased

b. The auditor's primary goal is to requirements. Standard 2 states that a 98
determine that sufficient procedures and percent BOM accuracy (see paragraph 5-
controls are established to assure con- 707.1d for discussion on the accuracy
tracts are charged based on valid time- calculation) and a 95 percent MPS accu-
phased requirements. The standard spe- racy (see paragraph 5-707.2b) for discus-
cifies accuracy goals as a validity measure sion on the accuracy calculation) are
to assure that the Bill of Material (BOM) desirable goals to assure that require-
or master production schedule (MPS) ments are valid and time-phased. If the
reflects the most accurate, complete, and system accuracy is lower, the contractor
current information. The auditor should must demonstrate that there is no materi-
gain an understanding of the contractor's al harm to the government and/or the
system and controls to evaluate the con- cost to meet the accuracy goals is exces-
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sive in relation to impact on the govern- (6) materials used on an "as required"
ment. Reviews of the BOM and MPS basis (no specified quantity re-
require close coordination with govern- quirement)
ment technical representatives. (7) substitute material to include con-

e. As the auditor reviews the 10 MMAS trols that prevent requirements
standards, observations in other areas from being input for both primary
may provide indicators of problems with and substitute materials
the MPS and BOM. A large number of (8) how and when bills of material
material expediters, substantial excess records are maintained and purged
inventory, and frequent inventory short- (9) a reasonable basis for measuring
ages can all be strong indicators that the accuracy of the bill of material
formal MPS and BOM systems are not c. The contractor's system should pro-
providing accurate information or that vide for systematic testing of the bills of
established policies and procedures are material for accuracy, appropriate correc-
not being followed. These circumstances tive measures as warranted, and a record
can also be indicators that the contractor of the results of such tests.
is operating under an informal system d. The techniques for calculating the
and ignoring problems reported by for- accuracy percentage for BOMs will vary
mal MPS and BOM systems. This can from contractor to contractor. The tech-
lead to problems with excess inventory nique used is dependent on BOM prepa-
and financing of material far in advance ration methods and the production pro-
of need. cess. BOM accuracy indicates whether

the BOM represents the actual material
5-707.1 Bill of Material Accuracy required to produce the product. Using

a. Requirements are considered valid traditional methods, material require-
when material is purchased or fabricated ments on an "as-built" basis is the best
to provide quantities necessary to com- measure of accuracy. However, the
plete specific production units. The bill BOMs which are loaded into the system
of material (BOM) identifies materials and drive purchase and fabrication or-
and quantities required to manufacture ders are the ones affecting billing and
the assembly. An accurate BOM repre- costing. These BOMs are the most appro-
sents contractually required materials. By priate for measuring to assure they reflect
combining the requirements for the vari- the most current, accurate, and complete
ous assemblies, the contractor can deter- information. The contractor should have
mine total contract requirements. Total procedures and internal controls for en-
requirements can then be compared with suring accurate BOMs and a reasonable
material charges to the contract. This method for calculating BOM accuracy.
process can identify the existence of costs An example of one formula follows:
that: BOM Accuracy =

(1) are not based on requirements BOMs in Agreement x 100 = %
(2) exceed contract requirements
(3) represent requirements for which Total BOMs Reviewed

no costs have been incurred e. Each level of production (i.e., fabri-
b. The contractor should have BOM cated parts, subassemblies, assemblies,

policies and procedures addressing; and line replaceable units) has BOMs
(I) BOMs for assemblies and fabricat- that may be tested for accuracy. BOMs

ed parts that generate requirements can be inaccurate at any level. In order
(2) the development of original mate- for the auditor to assess BOM accuracy,

rial requirements and subsequent selected BOMs must be compared to
changes appropriate data (e.g., engineering BOM,

(3) approval authority for releasing part drawings, engineering changes) to
and maintaining bills of material ensure that 98 percent of the BOMs

(4) material requirement adjustments driving procurement are accurate. Neces-
for engineering changes sary adjustments for the actual calcula-

(5) controls for converting engineeriab tion of the BOM accuracy must be made
BOMs to manufacturing BOMs as circumstances warrant.
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5-707.2 Master Production Schedule the reliability of the schedules being
Accuracy measured. The contractor should identify

a. The contractor should have a docu- the various lead times and process flows
ment(s) that represents the master pro- and show the justification for times used.
duction schedule (MPS). The MPS de- This includes a demonstration that the
tails what and how much material, labor, data used in the MPS is consistent with
and capacity is required and when these actual shop floor practice. The demon-
resources are needed. The contractor stration should include all processes that
should have MPS policies that address: contribute to timely scheduling of materi-

(1) level of approval and identification al receipts and end item completion at
of approving official the point that the measure is taken. The(2) whether or not past due effort is tepitta h esr stkn h
allowhehed ( tpast due effort is -contractor is expected to establish a rea-
planned effort and should be re- sonable basis for accuracy measurements,
scheduled) and a program for on-going measurement

(3) methods for evaluating reasonable- and improvement of accuracy levels to
ness of capacity constraints reach desired accuracy goals.

(4) definition of pi- aning horizon and d. Another example of a measure of
identification c, planning time in- MPS accuracy is:
crements. No. of End Items

(5) techniques for systematic testing with Accurate Delivery
for accuracy and appropriate cor- Dates in Schedule x 100% = MPS
rective measures, as warranted No. of Contractually Accuracy

(6) procedures and identification of Deliverable End Items
authorities for changing policies

(7) methods for periodically verifying In this example, the contractor will
the reasonableness of lead and flow determine the universe of contractual
times end items and their applicable delivery

(8) timely processing of changes dates. Once the universe is identified, a
(9) product changes being planned and determination is made as to whether

implemented to minimize disrup- these contractual end items are included
tion to the master schedule, scrap, in the schedule and that the schedule
rework, and obsolete material reflects contractual due dates. When bas-

b. An accurate MPS and related poli- ing the measurement on prospective con-
cies and procedures should provide time tractual end item delivery dates as shown
phasing of production materials. The in the above example, be aware that
techniques for calculating the accuracy contracts may allow a "window" in
percentage for MPS will vary, depending which to deliver or allow early delivery of
on the method used to prepare the MP contractual end items.
and the nature of the production process. e. The auditor should ensure that these
Although there are some common meth- types of measures arc not misleading.
ods used for measuring MPS, no specific The critical points are the accuracy of the
method is required. Each contractor lead and process times used in the sched-should assess its own system and then
identify the most appropriate method to ules being measured. Before these types
demonstrate that the system generates of measures can be of value, the contrac-
realistic need dates for material. Tradi- tor must demonstrate the accuracy of the
tional MPS accuracy measures consider data within the schedules and its consis-
historical performance by comparing end tency with practice.
item deliveries accomplished versus end f. The auditor should evaluate the
item deliveries planned for a given time reasonableness of whatever measure the
period, determined as follows: contractor chooses to employ and render

a judgement on whether that measure-PERFORMANCE - ment appropriately depicts the schedule
ACTUAL PRODUCTION x 100 % accuracy and assures that materials re-
PLANNED PRODUCTION quired in the manufacturing process will

c. The accuracy measure must be sup- be reasonably time-phased to need in the
ported by an adequate demonstration of manufacturing process. In addition, the
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contractor and auditor should evaluate cost objective. In these instances, the
the reasons for identified variances to contractor should demonst.:ate that its
determine the causes of inaccuracies, method reduces overall costs of pur-

g. To assure that contract costing or chases and fabrication and that receipt
billings are time-phased, the contractor's and costing of the materials is done as
demonstration should analyze and dem- close to the need date as possible to take
onstrate inventory turnover and/or advantage of available price reductions."months-on-hand" of current inventory. Normally, the contractor should not
The techniques for demonstration will charge contracts for materials when a
vary from contractor to contractor. The requirement does not exist. However,
auditor should evaluate the reasonable- consideration must be given when mini-
ness of whatever approach the contractor mum buy or other necessary circum-
chooses to employ and render a judge- stances are imposed on the contractor to
ment on whether or not the contractor buy greater quantities than immediately
has adequately justified materials carried needed.
for long periods of time. In addition, the
contractor and auditor should evaluate 5-708 System Monitoring
the reasons for premature costing or
billings to determine the cause and any MMAS Standard 3 (DFARS 252.242-
potential harm to the government. 7004(f)(3). Standard 3 requires the con-

tractor to provide a mechanism to identi-
5-707.3 Justification of Exceptions fy, report, and resolve system control

a. Even though the contractor's system weaknesses and manual overrides. As
achieves the desired BOM and MPS with any system, sufficient internal con-
accuracy levels, it is possible for invalid trols should exist so any significant irreg-
or unreasonably time-phased material to ularity will be identified through normal
get into contract costs and current bill- system operation. The MMAS system
inms. These situations can be caused by should include policies and procedures
prior system deficiencies that have not that describe how and when operational
been corrected, minimum buy require- exceptions are to be identified, reported,
ments, or other circumstances. There- and resolved. Operational exceptions are
fore, it is important that the contractor irregular situations that result from sys-
have policies and procedures in place to tern logic (analysis and correction of
identify when such situations may exist, errors and irregularities) or system over-
investigate the causes, and take necessary rides.
corrective actions to ensure that the gov- a. The stdndard specifically cites excess
ernment is not over billed. inventory as one area that needs control

b. The contractor should have controls mechanisms. The system should identify
in place to identify situations where excess inventory as soon as known. MRP
materials are charged to government con- activity can mask any excess by constant-
tracts in excess of contract requirements ly causing it to be moved because of new
or significantly before production need requirements or changed priorities.
dates. While these conditions are not b. Experience has shown that inappro-
necessarily unreasonable, it is important priate costing can result from contractor
that they be identified and investigated to use of excess inventory on spares con-
ensure that the MMAS is continuing to tracts. Excess parts are sometimes used
operate effectively. In addition, the con- on spares contracts at no cost (i.e., never
tractor should ensure that the govern- transferring the cost or the replacement
ment is not billed for unreasonable mate- part), understating actual recorded con-
rial costs. tract costs on the gaining contract and

c. For example, because of minimum overstating cost on the losing contract.
buy and/or economic order quantity re- Further, nondisclosure of such activity
strictions for some items of material, (i.e., proposing purchase or fabrication
material quantities greater than valid costs when the parts will be used at no
time-phased requirements may be pur- cost) at spares contract price negotiation
chased or fabricated and charged to a could result in defective pricing.
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c. While reporting mechanisms for tern performance. The auditor should be
excess/residual inventory are critical alert for situations where entries, espe-
ones, they are not the only exceptions or cially adjustments, can be entered into
problems the auditor should be con- the system without evidence of the entry
cerned with. The auditor should look at being recorded. The contractor should
the contractor's entire exception re ort- identify each type of transaction covered
ing system to verify the existence, and by the MMAS and the controls for ensur-
adequacy, of major controls in all areas ing that these transactions are properly
that need to be identified. These areas recorded in the system.
include, but are not limited to: b. An audit trail refers to the ability to

(1) unauthorized changes to BOMs, trace transactions from their authoriza-
(2) materials charged to contracts in tion through any intermediate books and

excess of requirements; records to the books and records of final
(3) materials charged to contracts pri- entry, and vice versa. The contractor

or to its production need date should be able to show how both pur-
(time-phasing); chased and fabricated parts flow through

(4) monitoring of attrition, rework, its system from beginning to end. At a
scrap, and lost/found material; minimum, the auditor should trace a few

(5) transfers and loan/paybacks; and transactions through each significant as-
(6) manual overrides (i.e., material ad- pect of the contractor's system. If this

justments). effort was accomplished to support the
d. The most common method used by auditor's basic understanding of the sys-

contractors to facilitate the identification tem it need not be duplicated here.
of system irregularities, or problems, is c. The contractor must be able to
the "exception report." The auditor provide sufficient evidence, through
should obtain a listing of all exception transaction testing, that its MMAS sys-
reports and their usage. If there are a tem is reliable. To fully comply with this
significant number of exception reports standard, the contractor's system should
that are either no longer in existence or provide for periodic transaction testing
not currently used, this should be brought to ensure that the system is continuing to
to management's attention. operate as designed. This testing may be

e. The contractor's policies and proce- included as part of Standard 10.
dures should address the resolution of d. The auditor should carefully assess
reported exceptions. To be fully compli- the adequacy and sufficiency of the con-
ant with the intent of this standard, the tractor's transaction testing and revise
contractor should do whatever is neces- the scope of audit accordingly (see CAM
sary to prevent exceptions, where feasi- 4-1000). In addition, the contractor's
ble, or at least minimize their recurrence. transaction testing may fulfill some or all

of the required substantive testing neces-
5-709 Audit Trail sary to issue an opinion on the allowabili-

ty of incurred material costs. Therefore,
MMAS Standard 4 (DFARS the nature and results of the contractor's

252.242.7004(0(4). This standard re- testing efforts should be considered in
quires adequate MMAS audit trails and scoping the extent of our annual evalu-
necessary records to evaluate system logic ation of incurred macrial costs (see
and to verify through transaction testing CAM 6-300).
that the system is operating as desired.
The auditor should determine that (a) all 5-710 Physical Inventories
original entries and subsequent transac-
tions are recorded in the system, (b) there MMAS Standard 5 (DFARS 252.242-
is an appropriate audit trail, and (c) 0046(f)(5). The main objective of this
sufficient evidential matter exists to al- standard is the requirement to maintain
low the expression of an audit opinion, accurate recorded inventory validated

a. Al! transactions, both original and through periodic reconciliation of record-
subsequent entries, should be recorded in ed to physical inventory quantities. This
the system to enable verification of sys- will help to ensure that purchases do not
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exceed requirements, progress payments (4) The receiving department is ad-
are based on valid inventory records, and vised, by copy of the purchase
physical inventory information is accu- order, of the type of material
rate for estimating and pricing purposes. purchased.
The standard specifies 95 percent accura- (5) Quantities of materials received
cy as a desirable goal. If this accuracy are verified by actual count,
goal is not achieved, the contractor must weight, or measurement by the
demonstrate that there is no harm to the receiving department.
government or that costs to meet the goal (6) Quality inspection is evidenced
are excessive (considering the potential by inspection reports, notations
harm to the government). See CAM 6- on receiving reports, or other ac-
306 for additional guidance on physical ceptable records.
inventories. (7) Procedures are in effect which

control defective and damaged
5-710.1 Receipt and Inspection of material, overshipments, returned
Material material, material received but

not ordered, and claims against
a. The contractor should establish and carriers and vendors, with related

maintain policies and procedures for re- responsibilities for the issuance of
ceipt and inspection of material. The debit memorandums.
receiving activity is responsible for the (8) Where the contractor accepts and
receipt and inspection of incoming mate- reworks defective vendor-fur-
rials and the movement of these materi- nished material instead of reject-
als to the areas where the storage and ing and returning it, government
usage functions are carried out. Common contracts are not charged with the
responsibilities include: cost of rework, unless this is clear-

(1) unloading, unpacking, identifying, ly justified in the circumstances.
sorting, and verifying that the (9) Material returns are routed to the
quantity and quality of materials shipping department and are con-
received agree with purchase order trolled by authorized shipping ad-
requirements vises or material releases.

(2) noting shortages, damage, and de- (10) Procedures are in effect for con-
fects trolling the distribution of materi-

(3) reporting receipts and discrepan- al from the receiving area to
cies stores or to production areas.

(4) moving materials to storage or oth- (11) The flow of accounting documen-
er appropriate activities tation is controlled by use of

(5) providing appropriate transaction prenumbered forms, batch tran-
inputs to the inventory require- smittals and/or other appropriate
ments and accounting systems means.

b. In evaluating internal controls, as a c. The pervasiveness of modern EDP
minimum determine the following condi- systems requires the auditor to obtain
tions and procedures are used as a means reasonable assurance that the authority of
of controlling the activities of the receiv- data origination, accuracy of data input,
ing and inspection department: integrity of processing, and verification

(1) The receiving function is inde- and distribution of output within the
pendent of the purchasing, in- receiving and inspection functions are
voice processing, and shipping adequately controlled. The results of the
functions. most recent EDP general internal control

(2) Incoming material is centrally audit and other related systems audits
controlled. should be reviewed for reported deficien-

(3) Receiving reports, signed by an cies which could adversely impact inter-
authorized representative, are nal control of the receiving and inspec-
prepared for all material received, tions functions. The following elements
and a copy is furnished to the should be considered when reviewing
accounting department. internal controls related to automated
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material receiving and inspection sys- (4) Substituting, if appropriate, anoth-
tems: er item when a requisitioned item

(1) The contractor's representation of is not available.
receiving and inspection systems (5) Issuing material timely when pre-
internal controls. This representa- sented with an authorized requisi-
tion should include identification tion.
of system transactions and related (6) Initiating purchase requisitions
security, material processing and when stock levels reach the reorder
exception reporting, inspection point or when authorized requisi-
processing, adjustments, etc. Sys- tions cannot be filled, duly noting
tem operation and the identifica- due-ins and due-outs.
tion of all related system policies, (7) Reviewing stock for slow moving
practices, and procedures. items and items in long supply and

(2) The number of employees having initiating appropriate action for
access to material and inspection consumption or disposal.
system data should be reasonable (8) Providing appropriate transaction
and based on need. Adequate secu- inputs to the inventory require-
rity controls (logical and physical) ments and accounting systems.
should be incorporated to control b. In evaluating the internal controls in
access to the system and to control this area, determine the extent to which
specific material transaction capa- the contractor employs the procedures
bilities. Authority to make changes listed below:
to receiving and inspection data (1) separate accountability is main-
should be limited, logged, and tained for contractor-owned and
closely monitored. government-owned materials for

(3) Current receiving and inspection each class of material
system/subsystem flowcharts show- (2) material received is delivered di-
ing data input characteristics, in- rectly to the warehouse, store-
ternal control points, internal con- room, or production area, via an
trol tables, and output reports. Sys- inspection area if appropriate
tem operation should be verified to (3) when material received is deliv-
the policies, practices, procedures, ered directly to a production area.
and flowchart. procedures insure that proper

(4) Test system internal controls by documentary and accounting con-
tracking selected receipt transac- trol is maintained
tions to their source purchasing (4) excess stock is not permitted to
documents. Verify the results of accumulate in production areas
the test to the related bills of mate- (5) stores records are maintained by
rial or contract. Any differences employees functionally indepen-
must be resolved with the contrac- dent of storekeepers
tor. Consider using CAATs to ex- (6) there are adequate controls to
pedite the process. prevent theft or diversion of ma-

terial. Unauthorized persons are
5-710.2 Storage and Issuance of Material denied access to storerooms.

a. The storing and issuing function is There are special safeguards for
responsible for: high dollar value material and

(I) Protecting and preserving material material susceptible to personal
in storage, including appropriate use or sale
safeguards for items of a sensitive (7) materials are stored to facilitate
nature and items subject to deteri- locating, withdrawing, handling.
oration by the elements. and counting

(2) Accessing fast moving items. (8) procedures provide for the timely
(3) Examining material requisitions reporting of slow moving, obso-

for the appropriate stock number, lete, and overstocked material,
nomenclature, and authorized us- such as electronic, automotive
age. and truck parts, or copper. brass,
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or other high value metals or cy, the MMAS procedures should include
components requirements for shop floor accountabili-

(9) procedures provide for the release ty of materials in the production process.
of materials only upon the receipt b. For MMAS purposes, accuracy
of a properly approved requisi- should not be determined based on the
tion dollar value of an aggregate inventory.

(10) requisitions applicable to govern- This technique is not representative of
ment-owned materials are distin- the physical accuracy of the inventory
guishable from requisitions for because the netting process and material
contractor-owned materials planners rely on the accuracy of recorded

(11) controls provide for proper inventory quantities when deciding to fill
charges and credits when material requirements and generate orders. A
is transferred between/among highly accurate inventory is necessary for
contracts the netting process to unction reliably.

(12) procedures provide that appropri- c. Inventory record accuracy attests to
ate credits are issued when un- the accuracy of the on hand inventory as
used material is returned to stock, opposed to the physical (recorded count)
or where material is diverted to inventory. Inventory record accuracy
other work should be at or above 95 percent within

(13) procedures are in effect to control preestablished tolerances (see (5), below).
the collection, segregation, and Inventory records used by the contractor
disposition of scrap and the is- to make decisions regarding the purchas-
suance of appropriate credits (see ing or fabrication of materials should be
6-308) used when counting the on-hand invento-

(14) procedures are in effect which ry. An example of a formula for calculat-
control and account for returna- ing inventory accuracy is:
ble items such as reels, containers, INVENTORY ACCURACY =
skids, boxes, and barrels # OF PARTS ACCURATE x 100 = %

(15) procedures provide for issuing # OF PARTS COUNTED
materials subject to spoilage or # OF PARTS COUNTED
shrinkage on a first in first out d. An inventory classification system
basis may be used by a contractor to focus

(16) the flow of accounting documen- available resources on controlling those
tation is controlled by use of materials posing the greatest risk. An
prenumbered forms, batch tran- example of this is the ABC inventory
smittals and/or other appropriate method. This system classifies inventory
means items in a decreasing order of annual

dollar volume or other criteria. This
5-710.3 Inventory Accuracy array is then split into classes A, B, and

a. The contractor should have estab- C. Class A contains items with the high-
lished procedures that prescribe how in- est annual dollar volume and receives the
ventory record accuracy is verified as to most attention. The medium class B
quantity and location. Prior audits have receives less attention while class C,
found accuracy rates to be far below the which contains low dollar items, has
recommended 95 percent level. A large minimum controls. The principle behind
number of material expediters, substan- the ABC method is that effort will be
tial excess inventory, and frequent short- saved through relaxed controls on low
ages of material to satisfy production value items that do not pose a significant
needs can all be strong indicators that the risk. Effort can then be applied to reduce
formal system is not providing accurate inventories and maintain stricter ac-
information. Specific attention should be countability of high value items.
accorded the policies, practices, and pro- e. The precision or degree of accuracy
cedures governing the classification, loca- (tolerance) will vary by types of invento-
tion, requisition, and responsibilities for ry. In the ABC inventory method, the
contract inventory. Although not normal- acceptable tolerance for an item count of
ly part of the testing of inventory accura- a particular part within a preestablished
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range will vary depending on its A, B, or ventory is computed and compared to the
C classification. Tolerance is very similar preestablished acceptable tolerance. The
in nature to precision as used in statisti- more expensive items or items crucial to
cal sampling (i.e., +/- 5 percent). If a maintaining production have tighter tol-
variable falls within a preestablished erance ranges.
range, then results are considered accept- f. The following table depicts the test
able. For inventory accuracy, the differ- results for 10 parts within a particular
ence between recorded and physical in- classification.

On-Hand Per
Part On-Hand Per Physical Differ- Toler-
No. Records Count ence ance* Accurate?

1 100 100 0 5 Yes
2 80 78 2 4 Yes
3 100 95 5 5 Yes
4 200 206 6 10 Yes
5 120 130 10 6 No
6 80 80 0 4 Yes
7 100 90 10 5 No
8 150 145 5 8 Yes
9 100 100 0 5 Yes

10 80 80 0 4 Yes
Number of parts accurate - 8
Number of parts counted = 10
Accuracy of this class = 80% (8/10)

* Assume acceptable class tolerance of 5 percent

g. Accuracy is based on counts within physically counted during a cycle count
established tolerances. In the example must fall between 95 and 105 to be
above, the class tested has a preestablish- recorded as accurate. The following is an
ed tolerance of 5 percent. This means example of summarizing tests for inven-
that for a recorded quantity of 100, units tory accuracy:

(1) (2) Count
Parts Part Counts Accuracy

Class Sampled in Tolerance By Class*
A 50 50 100%
B 500 400 80%
C 1,000 950 95%

S90.3%

* Col (2)/Col (I)

h. Audit steps must include observa- 5-710A Inventory Adjustmwets
tions of contractor count procedures. The contractor should have established
Count procedures should ensure integrity policies and procedures for making ad-
of the process and include "blind justments for the difference between
counts." booked and physical inventory counts,

including the costing of such adjustments
in the accounting records, if appropriate.
The government has an interest in wheth-
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er the contractor makes an adequate disclose a written policy describing trans-
investigation of inventory adjustments fer methodologies.
and whether losses are acceptable as a
reasonable cost on government contracts. 5-712.1 Costing Methodology
Adjustments of losses and overrates and The contractor's system should clearly
deterioration of inventory items may describe the methodology to be used in
indicate inadequate inventory control the costing of material transactions. The
and storage procedures. Adjustments of contractor may use standard or actual
items that are surplus or obsolete may costs or any of the inventory costing
indicate the contractor is purchasing ex- methods in CAS 411-50(b). The auditor's
cessive quantities. The auditor should review of the contractor's compliance
evaluate the contractor's policies and with CAS 407 or CAS 411 should satisfy
procedures to ensure that they provide the requirements related to this area.
for the proper investigation of inventory 5
adjustments and follow-up to help reduce 712.2 Sensitive Areas of Cost
the need for future adjustments. The contractor's system should clearly

describe how sensitive material transac-
5-711 Material Transfers tions are to be costed. Sensitive transac-

tions may be any material transactions
MMAS Standard 6 (DFARS 252.242- identified by the government and con-

7004(A(6)). Standard 6 was established to rator including areas such as interor-
assure that physical transfers of parts are ganizational transfers (CAM 6-314); gov-

ernment furnished material/equipmentdon valid reasons. Under normal (CAM 9-604.2); or special tooling and
circumstances, contractors are required special test equipment (CAM 9-605.2).
Sto account for costs by contract. This The auditor should identify all sensitive
standard recognizes that there may be areas of material cost applicable to the
times when it makes good business sense contractor and related costing methodol-
to transfer material from one contract to
another with a more immediate need. ogles.
However, prior audits have disclosed that 5-712.3 Costing of Transferred Parts
in many instances transfers (physical, a. The MMAS system should transfer
financial, or both) may occur with no parts and associated costs within the

appren neessty.This standard re-apparent necessity. To id sthe same billing period. The billing periodquires the contractor to provide the gov- implied is a monthly accounting period.
emnment and users of the system descrip- b. For initial and subsequent transfer
tive reasons for transfer activity. In addi- charging methods, the standard does not
tion, the contractor should have controls reug metods, the sana deshorequire contractors to use the same meth-
in place to ensure that material transfers od for costing both an initial charge and a
which are inconsistent with these reasons transfer charge. For any specific item, the
are identified, reported, and resolved on value used for the transfer transaction
a timely basis. may be different than the value(s) previ-

ously used to charge the item to invento-
5-712 Costing of Material ry or to the contract from which it is
Transactions being transferred. Transfers from one

contract to another may be based on any
MMAS Standard 7 (DFARS 252.242- CAS 411 valuation method. Selected val-

7004(0(7)). This standard requires con- uation procedures must be documented,
sistency in the methods used for costing disclosed, and consistently applied to all
material transactions. The costing meth- subject transfers regardless of the nature
odology may be standard cost, actual of the final cost (government or commer-
cost, or any inventory costing method cial) or type of contract (cost reimbursa-
discussed in CAS 411-50(). Consistency ble or fixed price).
must be maintained across all contract c. When it is not appropriate to trans-
and customer types and accountin; peri- fer parts and costs within the same peri-
ods. The contractor must maintain and od, a loan payback technique may be
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used if approved by the ACO. A loan a. Common inventory represents those
payback occurs when parts purchased or parts in inventory that are required for
fabricated for one or more cost objectives use on more than one cost objective.
are assigned or used on another cost Prior audits have disclosed that alloca-
objective without a corresponding trans- tions have not been based on valid time-
fer of cost. The need for a loan payback is phased requirements, or were not costed
typically caused by the borrowing con- using consistent, equitable, or unbiased
tract's need for a particular part earlier methodologies.
than the loaning contract, which still has b. This standard addresses allocations
a need for the part. When this technique of common inventory but requires that
is used, the auditor should verify that the contractor's system handle alloca-
controls are in place to ensure that parts tions in such a manner as to preclude
are paid back expeditiously, corrections improper costing.
are made for any overbillings, the bor- c. Review the contractor's submission
rowing contract and loan date are identi- to determine the magnitude of contractor
fled, and the cost of the replacement part cost allocations from common invento-
is charged to the borrowing contract. ries. If allocations are immaterial, further

d. Prior audits have disclosed condi- effort may not be required.
tions where (1) borrowed parts may not d. The auditor should determine that
be paid back on a timely basis or are the classifications are appropriate for
never paid back; (2) progress and/or final types af materials costed as common
payments may be received by the con- inventory. Common materials allocated
tractor for the same parts on more than must benefit contracts charged (when
one cost objective resulting in over recov- requirements exist). Allocations should
ery of cost; (3) no audit trail exists not be too far in advance of required
providing visibility of the lending or production dates without sufficient justi-
borrowing contract or when the parts fication, such as availability of quantity
were borrowed and/or paid back; and (4) discounts, economic order quantities,
the borrowing contract may not be and known or expected vendor problems.
charged for the cost of the replacement e. Assess the contractor's analysis of
parts. the common inventory being allocated to

e. The contractor should disclose writ- determine that the pool of common in-
ten policies describing the transfer meth- ventory allocated is accurate.
odology used for manufactured parts. f. Evaluate the contractor's analysis
This would include parts that may be and any tests that assure billings show
transferred at a sub-level, for which actu- common inventory costs were properly
al cost data is not accumulated. If the calculated (automated or manually) and
method provides a reasonable estimation costed on a current basis. Where com-
of actual cost, it complies with the re- mon inventory is reallocated on a period-
quirements of Standard 7. ic basis, evaluate the contractor's analysis

performed to determine the reasonable-
5-713 Inventory Allocations ness of the basis and method for realloca-

tion. Evaluate the contractor's evidence
MMAS Standard 8 (DFARS 252.242- that shows the total adjustments (de-

7004(f)(8)). When allocations from comn- bits/credits) of reallocations are accurate-
mon inventory accounts are used, con- ly reflected in billings.
trols are needed in addition to the re-
quirements of MMAS Standards 2 and 7. 5-714 Conmningled Inventories
Tese controls will ensure that realloca-
tions and any credit due are processed no a. MMAS Standard 9 (DFARS
less frequently than the routine billing 252.242-7004(f(9)). This standard speci-
cycle, inventories retained for require- fies that MMAS Standards 1 through 8
ments which are not under contract are apply to commingled materials for which
not allocated to contracts, and algorithms costs are charged or allocated to fixed
are maintained based on valid and cur- price, cost-reimbursement, and commer-
rent data. cial contracts. A contractor authorized to
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use a multi-contract cost and material evaluate the need for such access. Denial
control system under FAR 45.505-3() is of access to relevant data should be
not exempted from meeting the require- escalated in accordance with CAM 1-504.
ments of MMAS Standards 1 through 8. d. The contractor cannot comply to

submission of an adequate demonstra-
5-715 Internal Audits tion if it does not provide to the govern-

ment "sufficient evidence" of system
a. MMAS Standard 10 (DFARS compliance. If the internal auditor per-

252.242-7004(0(10)). The MMAS system forms the self-assessment and demonstra-
must be subjected to periodic internal tion, access to the detailed work products
audits to ensure compliance with estab- is a requirement in order to provide the
lished policies and procedures. This stan- necessary "sufficient evidence."
dard recognizes the contractor's commit- e. If a contractor is not performing
ment to self-governance and its contrac- periodic reviews of its MMAS, then it
tual responsibility for systems and ac- should be cited for noncompliance with
counting internal controls. The contrac- standard 10. This should be cited as a
tor should be conducting on-going, self- serious internal control weakness in li.ht
initiated reviews of various aspects of its of the complexity of MMAS and the risk
MMAS in a timely manner. Contractors of inaccurate costs being charged to con-
may comply with this standard using in- tracts and included in "certified" billings.
house staff efforts or through the services This control weakness should also be tied
of outside consultants. to cost impacts found during the audit

b. Our interpretation of "internal au- and to FAR 32.503-6, Suspension or
dits" for purposes of compliance to this reduction of payments.
standard includes reviews performed by
functional units as well as the internal 5-716 Reporting on the Results of
audit staff. The auditor should be aware Audit
of the requirements of CAM 4-1000,
Relying on the Work of Others. The level a. The auditor should follow the guid-
of objectivity and competence of person- ance in 5-110, 10-200, and 10400 for
nel performing the reviews wll have a reporting on compliance with laws and
significant impact on the reliability of the regulations and on internal controls rela-
reviews and should be clearly communi- tive to the contractor's accounting and
cated to the contractor. Both the auditor management systems.
and the contractor should be aware that b.The auditor should formulate an
the objective is to ensure that adequate opinion as to the contractor's complianceMMAS procedures and controls are in with the ten MMAS standards. Where
place and being followed, and that system deficiencies are disclosed, the auditor
adequacy is maintained on a real-time should quantify the impact. The auditor
basis. should keep in mind that, if required to

c. The auditor should ensure that the demonstrate, the contractor is responsi-
system is subjected to periodic internal ble for calculating a cost impact of system
audit. This standard does not create deficiencies and to take appropriate ac-
additional access requirements beyond tion to adjust contract costs or billings.
those identified in FAR 52.215-2 and The auditor should first analyze the con-
CAM 1-504. Consideration should be tractor's cost impact and make appropri-
given to both the contractor's internal ate adjustments. If the impact is consid-
audit schedule of completed audits and ered sgnificant, the auditor should rec-
audits performed by functional units that ommend withholding appropriate
meet the objective of Standard 10. If the amounts to protect the government's
contractor contends that such reviews interest pending contractor corrective ac-
have been performed but is unwilling to tion.
make them available to DCAA in any c. The team leader should inform the
form, the auditor may be unable to contractor and the ACO of significant
determine if the contractor has complied findings during the conduct of the evalu-
with the standard. The auditor should ation. Although DCAA is a team mem-
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ber, observation and recommendations extension, for a written response. If no
will be forwarded via a separate internal significant deficiencies are identified, the
control audit report (10-400) for incorpo- ACO will notify the contractor in a
ration in the team evaluation report. If timely manner.
the audit discloses significant deficien- b. When the ACO determines there is a
cies, the report will provide an estimate significant MMAS deficiency, the ACO
of the adverse impact on the government will act in accordance with FAR 32.503-6
(the effect of deficiencies in procedures to suspend an appropriate percentage of
and/or controls). The report will also affected costs on progress payment
include a recommendation about the claims and public vouchers. After accep-
acceptability of the contractor's correc- tance of the corrective action plan, but
tive action plan to the extent it is includ- before complete implementation, the
ed in the contractor's response to our ACO will reduce the suspension, as ap-draft statements of conditions and rec-ommendstatioents. Ufonditi si and dec- propriate, to reflect the contractor's prog-
ommendations. Until significant defi- ress. However, total amounts of affectedciencies are corrected, all field pricing costs will not be approved for progress
reports for that contractor will contain a
recommendation about proposed C, payments or public vouchers until the
and pricing data adjustments necessary contractor's system is determined to be
to protect the government's interest, acceptable for government contracting or
Contract audit follow-up procedures un- the amount of impact is determined to be
der DoD 7640.2 (Section 15-600) apply immaterial.
to these reports. MMAS deficiencies c. The specific procedures for comput-
should be identified as material account- ing a cost impact will vary significantly
ing system deficiencies which are record- based on the contractor's operations,
ed in the permanent file Internal Control conditions of the deficiencies, and coin-
Audit Planning Summary (ICAPS) form pensating controls. The auditor should
(see 3-200) and the status of corrective make every effort to quantify the effect of
action should be reported in the Contrac- the specific deficiencies found during the
tors Orpgnization and Systems section of audit. The auditor should:
field pricing reports (10-411). (1) develop an independent quantifi-

cation of the identified deficiency
5-717 Disposition and Audit Follow- (2) ensure that the methodology is
Up representative of the specific con-ditions

a. On receipt of the MMAS report, the (3) ensure it provides a reasonable
ACO will provide a copy to the contrac- estimate of the harm to the govern-
tor and allow 30 days, or a reasonable ment at the specific location
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5-800 Section 8 - Compensation System Reviews (CSRs)

5-801 Introduction ment contracts in accordance with FAR
provisions.

Refer to 5-101 for the auditor's funda- c. FAR 42.302(aX)) requires ACOs to
mental requirements for obtaining and review the contractors' compensation
documenting an understanding of a con- structures. The auditors' evaluations of
tractor's internal control structure and these systems assist the ACOs in accom-
assessing control risk. This section pro- plishing this responsibility.
vides guidance for evaluating contractor d. The cost principles pertaining to
compensation systems and related inter- compensation are contained in Part 31 of
nal controls. The audit guidance de- the FAR. FAR 31.205-6(a) sets forth the
scribed in the following paragraphs ap- basic criteria covering the allowability of
plies primarily to major contractors, but compensation for personal services. To
can also be adapted for use at non-major be allowable it: (1) must be for work
contractors where audit risk warrants a performed by the employee in the current
detailed review of the contractor's corn- year and must not represent a retroactive
pensation system. Refer to CAM 6-413 adjustment of prior years' salaries or
for guidance on evaluating the reason- wages, (2) must be reasonable for the
ableness of compensation costs. Also, work performed, and (3) must be based
refer to CAM 6-414 for guidance on upon and conform to the terms and
evaluating the reasonableness and allow- conditions of the contractor's established
ability of compensation costs paid to compensation plan or practice followed
owners, executives, and other employees so consistently as to imply, in effect, an
who pose a higher risk of unreasonable agreement to make the payment.
compensation.
5n5-802.1 Description of a Compensation5-802 Background Inormation system

a. A sound compensation system is
a. Compensation for personal services considered an inherent part of establish-

is one of the largest components of cost ing reasonable compensation. A system
incurred under government contracts. It includes the organizational structure; es-

tablished lines of authority, duties, andor accrued, in whatever form, and wheth-
er paid immediately or deferred, for responsibiities; internal controls and
services rendered by employees to con- managerial reviews; and internal and
tractors during contract performance, external consistency, pay structures, bud-The objective of a contractor's compen- geting, merit and incentive pay programs,
sation system should be to provide the and benefits program. A contractor may
level of pay necessary to attract, retain, establish one ompensation system to
and motivate employees to direct their administer the compensation programs
efforts toward achieving the goals of the for hourly, administrative, technical, pro-

fessional, and executive employees ororganiozation.
D. Sound compensation systems facili- establish separate systems for each group.

S tate the attainment of this goal. it is, The guidance provided is generally appli-
therefore, fundamental that contractors cable to each situation, but should be
maintain compensation systems that con- adapted to the circumstances of the re-
sistently provide employee compensation view. The guidance is not applicable,
costs that are reasonable, compliant with however, to those compensation systems
government laws and regulations, and that govern employees covered by a la-
subject to applicable financial control bor-management agreement. See 6-413.1
systems. To be considered sound, a con- for guidance pertaining to these s"stems.
tractor's compensation system must be b. When reviewing a contractors corn-
reliable, consistently applied, and result pensation system, consideration should
in reasonable costs charged to govern- be given to the presence of characteristics
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which are generally indicative of a sound f. Other systemic internal control
system. A sound compensation system: weaknesses such as inadequate authoriza-

(1) Requires periodic internal reviews tions, approvals, and documentation,
of policy compliance, administra- that rendered the system inadequate or
tive process measures, adequacy of ineffective.
documentation, aqd reports to g. Failure to utilize appropriate wage
management on the results of re- and salary surveys when considering ex-
views and recommendations for ternal equity.
improvements; and requires cor- h. Failure to audit compensation pro-
rective action plans to be devel- grams to ensure compliance.
oped, implemented, and tested. i. Failure to comply with established

(2) Is soundly organized based on a policies and procedures.
definitive flow of authority.

(3) Includes written policies and pro- 5-S03 General Audit Policy
cedures that specifically set forth
the design and operation of the job a. Refer to 5-103 for DCAA's general
evaluation process, basis, and audit policy for the review of contractor
methods used to make pay deci- accounting and management systems and
sions, and establishes supporting related internal controls.
documentation requirements, au- b. It is DCAA's policy that CSRs are to
thorization processes, and systems be performed at least every three years at
maintenance procedures. large business contractors which in their

(4) Provides for sufficient training, ex- preceding fiscal year received at least $50
perience, and skills to perform pay million in government sales under negoti-
administration tasks in accordance ated prime contacts and subcontracts for
with the contractor's established which such sales represent at least 10
policies and procedures. percent of total sales volume. These re-

views may be waived or modified by the
5-802.2 System Defiiencles written approval of the regional audit

Conditions that may produce or lead to manager if past experience and current
significant compensation system defi- audit risk isconsidered to be low. This
ciencies are listed below. Significant coin- determination of low risk must be fully
pensation system deficiencies mean documented. If audit risk is considered to
shortcomings in the compensation sys- be high, compensation system reviews
tem internal controls which could result should be performed more frequently.
in or cause unreasonable compensation Most compensation reviews wiln be per-
costs for the employee services rendered. formed as separate assignments. At
These deficiencies are indicators that smaller contractor locations, selected
may suggest the need for further analysis compensation audit steps may be added
or evaluation. They are not intended as a to existing incurred cost or forward pric-
comprehensive checklist. ing audit programs. However, audit steps

a. Lack of established policies and to review the contractor's compensation
procedures, system are required before testing the

b. Consistent absence of support for reasonableness of compensation costs.
establishing and revising pay rates. b. If possible, CSRs should precede

c. Failure to establish and maintain indirect cost or forward pricing rate eval-
formal criteria for incentive, merit, and uations and major proposal actions.
bonus pay plans or to document the basis c. Once a comprehensive review of a
for awards made pursuaint to the plans. contractor's compensation system has

d. Failure to establish and maintain been performed, it should serve as a
wage and salary expense budgets to con- baseline for establishing the scope of
trol rates and pay ranges. subsequent CSRs. Subsequent reviews

e. Lack of job descriptions that are would normally be limited to compensa-
complete, accurate, and updated on a tion system chanpes, compliance testin
periodic basis, and other areas identified as high r
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5-803.1 Review of Executive e. Evaluate the contractor's executive
Compensation compensation system to include:

a. The contractor's executive compen- (1) Evaluation of the compensation
sation system should be evaluated sepa- system as appropriate in 5-806 to
rately, even if the contractor does not 5-810.
have a separate pay structure for execu- (2) Determination that the policies
tives. Policies and procedures for admin- and procedures provide a descrip-
istering the compensation of executives tion for how executive compensa-
should be evaluated using the guidance in tion levels are established and who
5-808 as appropriate to the circue-n approves these levels; and eligibili-
stances. Some executives are also owners ty criteria and basis for determina-
or in some other manner may directly tion of how base salary, cash bo-
influence their own m ationrlevels. nuses, long-term prerequisites,inlunc tei oncompensation lvs, benefits, services, and incentive
See CAM 6-414 for criteria to use in bonuses are ished.

evalatin copenstio undr tose ir- pay bonuses are established.
evaluating compensation under those cir- (3) Refer to 5-808.5b for guidance on
cumstances, the evaluation of the contractor's

b. The contractor's policies covering bonus plans and to 5-808.4 for
executive compensation should include a general guidance on executive ben-
definition of a top executive and how the efit plan evaluation.
top executive pay levels are established (4) Refer to 7-1907.8 for guidance on
and approved. Generally, the list of con- the evaluation of "golden para-
tractor executives would include anyone chute" benefits.
with the title of vice president or above, (5) A comparison of executive pay
and normally includes all individuals (salaries, bonuses, and deferred
responsible for managing these primary compensation) for the current year
functional areas: (1) executive office, (2) in review to several past years for
controller-accounting, (3) legal counsel, the purpose of establishing trends.
(4) engineering, (5) manufacturing, (6) The auditor should obtain the con-
purchasing, and (7) contracts. tractor's explanation and justifica-

c. Top executive positions are unique tion for significant increases. Also,
and must be reviewed individually. Posi- consider the company's financial
tion descriptions emphasize rank, func- performacne trends relative to the
tion, responsibility areas, goals to be trends in executive compensation.
attained, impact of decisions, and num- f. When making market comparisons
ber of employees directed. Divisional of top executive pay (see 5-808.3), the
executives are distinct from corporate executive compensation components be-
home office executives by their reporting ing evaluated should be consistent with
level. Executives are not a class of em- that shown in executive compensation
= ployees. Overpayment of one cannot nor- survey data. Survey data most frequently
mally be offset against underpayment of includes base pay and cash bonuses com-
another. However, in large organizations bined and long-term incentive pay as a
there may be a class of vice-presidents percentage of base pay.
who have similar rank, function, and g. Should the results of review of the
responsibility. In these cases, offsets may contractor's executive compensation sys-
be appropriate. tem determine that significent system

d. Executives may be rewarded not deficiencies exist or the contractor has
only for their contribution to the organi- established pay policies or procedures
zation, but also on the profitability of that appear to promote unreasonable
their functional unit as well as the overall costs, conduct specific testing of the
profitability of the company. Pay pack- reasonableness of the executive compen-
ages include short- and long-term incen- sation under FAR 31.205-6(b) as out-
tive pay as well as base pay, benefits, lined in 6-413.2.
prerequisites, and services. Executive py h. Often contractors will propose that
packages are normally set by the board of their executives should be paid more
directors, than 110 percent of the reasonable com-
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pensation based on the average compen- tive compensation. However, do notsation paid by comparable firms for complete a segment/division CSR with-
executives with similar duties. For an out obtaining input from the corporate
executive with responsibility for overall office auditor(s) on segment/division ex-
management of a segment or firm, such a ecutive compensation.
proposal may be justified by clearly supe- b. For compensation audits to be effec-
rior F-4,vi•,•ance as documented by fi- tive and completed on a timely basis,
nancial performiance which exceeds the early and adequate CAC/CHOA coordi-
particular industry's average, nation, planning, and audit initiation is

(1) Examples ofsuch financial perfor- required. Lack of coordination and plan-
mance measurements may include the ning can cause increased audit effort,
following: inconsistency among network compo-

Revenue Growth nents, and invalid audit findings. Consis-
Net Income tent treatment of wage increases, use of
Return on Shareholder's Equity surveys, and audit approach to bench-
Return on Assets marking and common employee classifi-
Return on Sales cations are some areas that must be
Earnings per Share coordinated. A CAC/CHOA network
Return on Capital planning meeting may be necessary for
Cost Savings this purpose. (See 15-200 for guidance on
Market Share DCAA's CAC program.)

(2) The contractor must show that the c. Establish each segment/division CSR
measure chosen is representative of the within a CAC/CHOA network as a sepa-
executives performance. Consideration rate assignment. Follow this procedure
should be given to the competitive envi- even for network segments/divisions lo-
ronment in which the contractor oper- cated within the same region regardless
ates. There should be no extra compensa- of the degee of centralization of the
tion awarded because of high perfor- contractor s compensation system. Issue
mance measured by a standard over a separate audit report for each seg-
which the executive has no influence and ment/division CSR performed and for-
certainly there should be no extra corn- ward a copy to the CAC/CHOA. The
pensation due to performance which re- CAC/CHOA may consolidate these re-
sults primarily from the contractor being ports into one overall report if all CSR
a Government contractor, issues from all segments/divisions are to

(3) Use of a particular criterion to be addressed at the corporate level by the
justify higher than average compensation corporate ACO (CACO).
should be applied consistently over a
period of years, with both increases and 5-803.3 ACO and PCO Coordination
decreases in the performance measure a. Approximately 30 to 60 days before
reflected in the changes to compensation the scheduled starting date ofa CSR,
claimed as reasonable. notify in writing the ACO and each

government procurement office having a5-803.2 CAC/CHOA Network significant volume of business with theCoordination contractor that an audit will be per-
a. The CAC/CHOA is to coordinate formed. Request comments on any prob-

compensation audits at all major network lems or special areas of interest relating
components. The amount of coordina- to the contractor's compensation poli-
tion will depend on the degree of centrali- cies, procedures, and practices for con-
zation of the contractor's compensation sideration in the CSR.
system and corporate office control over b. Coordination with the ACO is essen-
executive compensation. Do not progrm tial throughout a compensation audit.
segment/division CSRs without giving Actively solicit ACO participation at the
consideration to these factors. When con- entrance and exit conferences, and keep
trol over executive compensation is at the the ACO informed of all significant audit
corporate office level, the DCAA corpo- developments. After completion of the
rate office auditor(s) should audit execu- field work but before the draft report is
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released to the contractor, review all c. Additionally, contractor manage-
significant findings and recommenda- ment has a responsibility to establish and
tions with the ACO (see 5-810). Report maintain an effective internal control
disagreements with the ACO which can- structure, including compensation system
not be resolved locally to the regional controls. As part of the prelimiva.•, audit
office. effort, the contractor should be requested

to disclose its compensation systetm, how
5-803.4 Coordination with the Contractor the control objectives outlined below are

Inform the contractor of the upcoming accomplished, and what efforts have
CSR by sending a letter to the manage- been made to evaluate the continued
ment executive responsible for the orga- effectiveness of control procedures. The
nizational unit to be audited. Describe auditor should rely to the maximum
the purpose and general scope of the extent possible on the contractor's self-
audit, indicate the tentative starting date, assessment efforts (see CAM 4-1000, Re-
identify the auditor in charge, and re- liance on the Work of Others).
quest the name of a contractor represen- d. The determination that the contrac-
tative with whom audit matters can be tor has established and maintained a
coordinated. Identify specific data need- sound compensation system as set forth
ed at the start of the audit (e.g., a list of in the guidance should negate the necessi-
all individuals who develop the compen- ty to test, or should reduce the number of
sation policy) and state the proposed date tests for reasonableness of compensation
for an entrance conference. Also suggest paid pursuant to that system as provided
the contractor present an orientation under FAR 31.205-6(b) (see 6-413.2).
briefing on its compensation system, pol- e. The evaluation of the compensation
icies (including the process used to devel- systems that govern compensation estab-
op them), procedures, and other relevant lished in accordance with an arm's-length
data. Provide an information copy of this negotiated labor-management (union)
letter to the ACO. agreement and the reasonableness of

compensation costs resulting from such
5-804 Audit Objectives systems will be limited to the guidance in

6-413.1.
f. Many contractors have contracts

a. The purpose of this audit is to which are subject to the Service Contract
evaluate the adequacy ofand the contrac- Act of 1965. This act requires contractors
tor s compliance with the compensation to pay minimum wages and fringe bene-
system's internal controls. Refer to 5404 fits in accordance with Department of
Sfor DCAA's primary objctives for audit- Labor (DOL) wage determinations to
ing the contractor's accounting and man- employees performing on service con-
agement systems. tracts with the government. Covered em-

ployees do not include those employees
54105 Scope of the Audit in an executive, administrative, or pro-

fessional capacity. If contractors subject
a. While the nature and extent of audit to the Act are compensating employees in

effort depends upon contractor size, accordance with DOL determinations on
amount of government business, and paievailing wages in the area, no determi-
audit risk (materiality and sensitivity), nation of the reasonableness of compen-
the audit scope should be consistent with sation should be made for these employ-
the guidance in 5-105. ees. Therefore, audit guidance contained

b. In establishing the scope of audit in 6-413.2 is not applicable.
effort, the auditor should carefully con- g. Other wage laws that require pay-
sider the nature and extent of documen- ment of prevailing wages as determined
tation available from prior system re- by DOL are the Davis-Bacon Act of 1931
views, related audit effort, and perma- and the Walsh-Healy Public Contracts
nent files. Reliance on this information Act of 1936. Accordingly, audit guidance
allows the auditor to better focus current contained in 6-413.2 does not apply to
review efforts on areas of greatest risk. employees' wages covered by these laws.
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h. Cost principles for educational insti- (3) The contractor has qualified per-
tutions are contained in OMB Circular sonnel that receive specific training
A-2 1. Refer to 13-406 for the ;eneral or whose work experience is rele-
audit approach to educational institu- vant to perform these periodic re-
tions' compensation and 13-S10 for pro- views.
visions on the determination of the rea- (4) The frequency of the reviews (such
sonableness of costs in general and specif- as semiannual, annual, two-year
ic provisions pertaining to compensation cycle) is adequate.
costs. (5) Recommendations from the review

are implemented or other alterna-
5-806 Internal Audits of tives assessed within a reasonable
Compensation Systems period. Reasons for not imple-

menting recommendations should
a. To ensure that its compensation be documented.

programs are properly administered and f. The scope of the audit to be per-
maintained, a company should conduct formed on the contractor's compensation
periodic internal audits. The frequency of system should be adjusted to consider the
these internal audits will depend largely extent that the contractor's internal re-
on the complexities of the system. This is view of the system can be relied upon.
an essential element of a sound compen- Refer to 4-1000, Relying on the Work of
sation system and is a significant internal Others.
control measure.

b. Periodic internal audits should serve 5-807 Review of Organization and
to assess the effectiveness of the pay Assignment of Responsibility
administration system and the company
policies to achieve specified pay objec- a. The compensation function may be
tives. In addition, they should also pro- organized differently by individual con-
vide feedback to management by identi- tractors because of the nature of their
fying problem areas for directing future products and services, size and type of
development and design efforts. organization, degree of decentralization,

c. The contractor should have policies management attitudes, capabilities of
and procedures relating to audits of the personnel, and other factors. Decentrali-
compensation system. ese policies and zation of the compensation function re-

rocedures should outline who will per- fers to a management strategy of giving
form the internal audit, what will be separate organizational units the respon-
reviewed and under what circumstances sibility to design and administer their
the review will be performed. own systems. In contrast, a centralized

d. A team or committee should be system locates the design and administra-
formed with experience in compensation tion responsibilities in a single corporate
to perform the periodic internal audit. At unit. Determine early in the audit the
the conclusion of its review, this commit- degree of centralization of the compensa-
tee should provide management a de- tion function in order to adequately plan
tailed report of its review along with any the audit scope when an organization
recommendations. Management should with multiple operating units is involved.
review audit results and recommenda- Refer to the guidance on CAC coordina-
tions, prioritize the improvements that tion on multiple unit audits in 5-803.2.
are required, allocate the necessary re- b. Another structure variation sets up
sources, and follow up to ensure that the the corporate compensation function as if
work is completed, it were an internal consultant with pay

e. Evaluate the contractor's system of professionals required to market their
periodic audits to determine that: pay programs and services to operating

(1) A system of periodic review is units. Normally, certain compensation
established, plans such as health and medical plans,

(2) Policies and procedures exist and pensions, and corporate-wide profit shar-
are consistently followed that re- m. plans remain unoer te control of the
late to the periodic review system. orporate group. However, the responsi-
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bilities for other compensation functions, 5-08 Review of Policies and
such as job analysis, evaluation, surveys, procedues
and pay structure design, are delegated to
the operating units, a. The compensation system of a com-

c. The compensation function should pany is of sufficient importance that
be organized on the basis of a definitive direction and guidance for the implemen-
flow of authority and standard policies tation of the company's compensation
and procedures established at a top or objectives must be in a form that ensures
upper management level. Each contractor complete understanding and precludes
should maintain a written description of misinterpretation. As an internal control
the organization and duties of the person- measure, a formal written statement of
nel responsible for the design and admin- policies and procedures, rather than an
istration of the compensation function. informal one based on established cus-

d. Evaluation of the contractor's orga- toms of the company, is expected to exist
nization requires an analysis of the rela- at all contractor locations which received
tionship of the organizational segments at least $50 million in government sales
participating in the compensation func- under negotiated prime contracts and
tion. For this purpose, the contractor subcontracts and for which sales repre-
should provide (1) organization charts, sent at least 10 percent of the contractor's
(2) written procedures or directives de- total sales volume.
scribing the organizational structure and b. Policies are management's state-
responsibilities of the compensation de- ments of principles for accomplishing the
sign and administration group(s) and contractor's compensation objectives.
contributing departments, and (3) flow These include (1) basic policies used by
charts showing the work flow of the proprietor(s) or board(s) of directors to
compensation system design and admin- guide the course of business and to make
istration. the most effective use of resources in-

c. The evaluation should disclose cluding employee services, (2) supple-
whether: mental and broad policies by top man-

(1) Preparation of pay structures is agement to explain and carry out the
effectively controlled either on a board's basic compensation decisions,
centralized or decentralized basis. and (3) operational policies issued at

(2) Lines of authority, duties, and re- lower management levels expanding the
sponsibilities are clearly defined, company's broad compensation policies
including responsibilities for estab- as they apply to subordinate organiza-
lishing, reviewing, and approving, tional elements.

c. Determine whether the contractor'spay range changes, starting pay compensation policies are (1) adequately
documented, (2) consistent with prudent

(3) Training is provided for employees business practices, (3) adequate to pro-
involved in the pay design and vide sufficient control and accomplish
administration process and bene- management goals, (4) consistent with
fits administration in the applica- promulgated Cost Accounting Standards,
tion of govement regulations and government laws and regulations, and
laws and company compensation contractual requirements, (5) provide for
policies and procedures. periodic review and update, and (6) effec-

(4) Selected pay professionals are tively implemented by adequate proce-
trained, where appropriate, in the dures.
use of advance pay structure design d. Policies should cover such areas as
and maintenance and administra- (I) the lines of authority, (2) the design
tion techniques including appro- and operation of the job evaluation pro-
priate documentation procedures. cess, (3) the operation of performance

(5) Training modules are periodically appraisal procedures, pay structure ad-
reviewed and updated. justment procedures, pay decision objec-
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tives for wages salaries, merit and incen- disparity between internal and external
tive paye ade ty nd budgeting. factors, the contractor should provide

e. Procedures should implement the rationale for the disparity and the impact
contractor's compensation policies by on the reasonableness of the compensa-
prescribiny directions for performing tion paid. For example, a contractor may
tasks and functions. Review the contrac- evaluate auditors and accountants as
tor's tali-edures to determine their ac- equal in job worth with program-
ceptability. To be acceptable, a contrac- mer/analysts but must pay the program-tor's procedures should: met/analysts significantly higher salaries

(1) Be adequately documented. than the auditors and accountants. The
(2) Address both automated and man- reason for the disparity is that there is a

ualvdneto e u the bpsior portage of prtgrammer/analysts and
system(s)o market competition demands higher av-

(3) Be consistent with disclosed or erage pay to attract and retain these
established compensation prac- employees. Disparities between external
ticesr and internal equity may be long-term or

(4) Be current, complete, and easily short-term, moderate or severe. The con-
tunderstood. tractor is expected to provide policies

(5) Provide for adequate records and and procedures for the analysis and re-S evidence to evaluate the basis for porting of the disparities to management
i pay decisions, including awards of and plans for resolution of the disparity

bonuses or incentives, and to verify where appropriate.
through transaction testing that the c. A wage and salary structure is a

( Pcompensation system(s) are operat- hierarchy of pay gradesranges estab-

g as desiredc lished for jobs within an organization. A
(6) slea define lines of authority, pay gradeis defined as on e stru levels

dutieses incdsponsibilities for the or groups into which jobs of the same or
pdovaistration of the compensa- similar value are grouped for compensa-tion system. tion purposes. A pay grade should in-

(7) Define responsibilities and dou- clude all jobs having the same pay range:
mentation requirements for budget maximum, minimum, and midpoint. The
prep tion. key ingredient to thg e as and salary

(8) A vide procedures for initiating structure are number of grades, grade
requests for recruitment, dismis- midpoints, grade spread, grade overlap,
sals, promotions, and pay in- and adjustments to the structure.
creases, including criteria for ap- (1) Number of Grades. The number of
proval of the request and required grades depends primarily on the number
supporting detailc of jobs evaluated, their hierarchical level

in the organization, and their reporting
emp.I Rsonew of Wage eid Sawhle relationships. A supervisor would not be
SoniztnM in the same grade as his subordinates.

a. A wage and salary structure provides The greater the number of layers of
management with a means to effect ad- hierarchy an organization hast the greater
ministrative and financial controls. It can number of grades it wpla reqare.
provide a consistent basis for controlling (2) Grade Midpoints. The distanceand promoting the equity between inter- between midpoints is lar-gely determined
hal and external factors (see 5-808.2 to 5- by the number of grades. A midpoint

808.3). Some organizations place more most often is defined as the marketemphasis on external equity, while other "going rate" for jobs assi•.ed to that
organizations place their emnphasis on grade. Midpoints actually will reflect the
internal equity. The degree with which organization's policies regardin the rela-
internal versus external equity is empha- tionship of their pay trend to thiare

sized depends primarily on the organiza- (i.e., whether they lead, match, or lag
tion and its structure. behind the competitive pay rates).b. If a contractor'swage "d salary (3) Grade Spreads. The gra~de spread is
structure is the result of-a significant defined as the minimum and maximum
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amount an organization is willing to pay (5) The contractor's wage and salary
for jobs within a given grade. Grade structure was developed with con-
spreads are usually based on what other sideration for internal and external
employers are doing, the size of bench- equity.
marked jobs identified in surveys, and
some judpment about how the grades fit 5408.2 Review of Internal Equity or
the organization. The grade spread, maxi- Consistency
mum over minimum, can vary from 10 a. Internal equity refers to the pay
to 100 percent. Top-level managerial relationships among jobs or skill levels
positions tend to have spreads between within an organization. It is one of the
60 to 100 percent, mid-level managerial basic compensation policies all employ-
and professional positions tend to have ers must confront when managing em-
spreads of 35 to 50 percent, and entry- ployee compensation. It involves estab-
level positions tend to have spreads of 10 lishing and maintaining equal pay for
to 25 percent. These range spreads will jobs of equal worth and acceptable pay
vary from organization to organization. differentials for jobs of unequal worth.

(4) Grade Overlap. Grade overlap is This is accomplished primarily through
the degree by which one grade overlaps job analysis, job descriptions, job evalu-
the adiacent grade. The differences in ations, and job structure. Every effective
midpoints among grades and the grade compensation system has a well defined
spread determine the degree of overlap system of internal equity. Without an
between adjoining ranges. A high degree effective system of internal equity, man-
of overlap and low midpoint differentials agers may give special and exceptional
indicate small differences in the value of wage increases that result in inequitable
jobs in the adjoining grades. A low degree pay for jobs of equal worth.
of overlap and midpoint differen- b. When establishing pay structures,
tials indicate large differences in the organizations may place primary empha-
value of 2obs in the adjoining grades. As sis on internal or external considerations
with grade spreads, there is no wrong or or a blend of the two, depending on the
right grade overlap, needs of the organization. Refer to 5-

(5) Adjustments to the Wae and Sala- 808.3 for a discussion of external equity
ry Structure. From time to time, adjust- considerations.
ments need to be made to the wage and c. Job Analysis. Job analysis is a con-
salary structure. Reasons for changes cept of collecting and analyzing data to
include inflation and imbalances between be used in writing job descriptions. Rec-
external competitive pressures and inter- ognizing similarities and differences
nal equity. When an organization makes among jobs is an important aspect of
any= to its wage and salary struc- achieving internal equity. The basic
ture, the reasons for such change should premise underlying job analysis is that
be well-documented and consistent with jobs are more likely to be described,
related policies, differentiated, and valued fairly if accu-

d. Evaluate the contractor's wage and rate information about them is available.
salary structure to determine that: Job analysis procedures may be used to

(1) There are written policies and pro- evaluate changing jobs and to establish
cedures regarding the wage and new jobs.
salary structure and any changes or (1) Some of the common methods of
variations to it. collecting data for job analysis include

(2) The contractor consistently imple- questionnaires, checklists, diaries, inter-
ments the policies and procedures views, and direct observation. Typical
within the structure. data that are collected for job analysis fall

(3) The contractor documents any in the following four categories:
changes to its wase and salary Interpersonal
structure. Job Content R3eronnlp

(4) There is general consistency with J Conen
pay grade and range assignments Duties Supervisor
with job evaluation results, Functions Other Superiors
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Tasks Peers Equal Pay Act of 1963 or Title VII of the
Activities Suppliers Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Performance Customers (2) An evaluation of the contractor's

Criteria Union/Employee job descriptions should determine that:
Working Group (a) Job descriptions include, at a mini-

Conditions mum, a title, major duties and responsi-
bilities, and specifications. However, the

Work Worker extent that job specifications, experience,
CYailcteristics CR i eristics and education required; skill levels need-

ed; job knowledge required; supervisionRisk or Exposure Professional/ given; and working conditions and effort
Constraints Technical demands are listed depend upon the

Dependence/ Knowledge particular method of job evaluation
Independence Advanced Degrees which the contractor uses (refer to 5-

Time Pressure Manual Skills 808.2e). Job titles should be descriptive
Conflicting Verbal Skills of job duties.

Demands Written Skills (b) Job descriptions are documented
Pattern or Cycle Managerial Skills and approved.

Prior Experience (c) New job descriptions and revisions
are subject to approval.

(2) The contractor's system of job (3) The contractor should demonstrate
analysis should include: that job descriptions are current, accu-

(a) An established method of collecting rate, and complete and those used for
job data that is relevant to the particular benchmarking are valid. For those jobs
job under review, that are administered under a maturity

(b) Documented policies and proce- curve system (see 5-808.3d), job descrip-
dures that describe the methods to be tions by design may be limited.
used and the data collected. e. Job Evaluation. Job evaluation is a

(c) Procedures to perform job analysis formal process by which management
for established as well as new jobs. determines the relative value to be placed

(d) Periodic reviews of the system. on jobs within the organization. It in-
d. Job Descriptions. Job descriptions volves the systematic evaluation of the(€.)obDecrptos.Jo dscipiosjob .esriptions tareut fromjb

are the foundation of a sound compensa- job e sult from job
tion system. They have a variety of uses aysis. jobs . evaluation process com-
which include job evaluation, job pricing, parssobls th jn an organization, and
classificationon their worth which is a job structure. A
praisal, and third party defensibility. Job formalized job evaluation system would
descriptions are used in the selection and be expected for most contractors with
placement of new hires and are vital to over 100 employees.
performance evaluation and merit ratings (1) There is an almost limitless variety
as a basis for relating employee perfor- of evaluation methods emphasizing job
mance to the descriptions and specifica- content, but virtually all of them are
tions for each job. Job descriptions are modifications or derivations of the five
used to assist in the promotion or trans- major job evaluation methods listed be-
fer of employees and provide a basis to low.

tassgn tasks and to combine job func- (a) Ranking. Ranking is the fastest and
simplest of the classic methods of job

(1) A job description should be current, evaluation. Evaluators rank jobs in order
accurate, and complete. The existence of of their overall worth or value to the
current, accurate and complete job con- organization. The job that the evaluators
tent based documentation such as job believe to be most valuable is placed first,
descriptions can enhance a contractor's the one that they perceive as being worth
ability to defend against unwarranted least is ranked last and so on. Minimal
charges of discriminatory personnel prac- job specifications are needed to use this
tices and progpams under such laws as the method. These include the educational
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and knowledge or other qualities re- are derived from the factors which are
quired to meet the demands of the job. contained in the evaluation manuals.

(b) Classification. A number of grades (2) An evaluation of the contractor's
or levels are specified beforehand, and job structure and job evaluation methods
broad descriptions are written to delin- used for established or new jobs should
eate the characteristics of the jobs to be determine that:
placed in each of the grades. Each job is (a) There are written policies and pro-
then evaluated by comparing the job cedures which describe the techniques
documentation to the grade description, and methods employed.
and the job is assigned to the grade that (b) There are qualified personnel pos-
most closely describes the job character- sessing training and experience in job
istics. analysis to perform or supervise the eval-

(c) Slotting. Slotting is similar to the uation process.
classification procedure. The evaluator (c) There are updates to job evaluations
compares new job descriptions with jobs on an as needed basis.
already in the structure, and slots each
job into the grade assigned to jobs of 54083 Review of External Equity or
similar overall worth. A matrix is often Competitiveaess
used, with grades on the vertical axis and
departments or job families on the hori- a. External equity or competitiveness
zontal axis, to facilitate comparisons refers to the relationship of the contrac-

tor's pay levels relative to that of its laboracross organizational lines.
(d) Factor Comparison. In factor coin- and product market competitors. This is

Parison, key (benchmarked) jobs are accomplished by obtaining external mar-
dentified. A series of distinct factors ket data through pay survey data and

such as skill, effort, responsibility, work- comparing pay levels for common jobs
ing conditions, or subfactors thereof are (benchmark jobs). Management deter-
selected and set forth in an evaluation mines the extent to which external mar-
manual. Each key job is ranked within ket considerations are used to monitor
each factor listed in the manual. A mone- and influence its pay levels for the pur-
tary or point value scale then is assigned poses of (i) ensuring that pay rates are
to each factor and apportioned to every sufficient to attract and retain employees
job ranked within a factor. Nonbench- and (ii) controlling labor costs so that the
mark jobs, or new jobs, are added to the organization's product prices and ser-
system by finding the most aprriate vices are competitive.
monetary or point value within each (1) Various factors influence external
factor. Totaling the points from each of labor market competitiveness. These in-
the factors produces the final job rate. clude (a) the extent of the demand for
Job description specifications are derived sought after skills and abilities, (b) the
from the job factors which are contained extent of the competition in product and
in the evaluation manuals. service markets, and (c) internal factors

(e) Point Factor. The point factor such as ability to pay, business strategies,
method is the most commonly employed productivity, and experience of its work
job evaluation technique for exempt JObs. force. These factors act in concert to
A number of factors are selected, such as influence pay levels set during the design
those mentioned in factor comparison. and administration of a compensation
These factors are weighted and a scale of system, and therefore, would be consid-
pint values is assigned to each to reflect ered by managers of pay systems when
this weighting. These factors are often set establishing the external competitiveness
forth in an evaluation manual. Each job policy and determining procedures for
is compared to descriptions of the vari- putting the policy into practice.
ons levels or degrees within each factor. (2) Since the external competitiveness
When the appropriate degree is selected polZices and resulting pay levels have a
for each factor, the asigned points are profound consequence on the contrac-
combined to produce a total score for tor's organizational objectives, the effect
each job. Job description specifications of a contractor's failure to adequately
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consider these factors would constitute a (3) Address each pay structure (i.e.
significant system deficiency. hourly, nonexempt, exempt, and

(3) The contractor formulates. its exter- executive), if the contractor has
nal equity polices based. on competitive multiple pay structures with differ-
labor and product market data (external ent pay poncles.
pay surveys). Major decisions required (4) Identify the level (position or
include (a) determining the contractor's grade) at which the external equity
pay level policies and market definition, is to be established.
(b) determining the source of pay survey (5) Identify the wage or salary rates at
data, nwhich the policy will be establishedand (c) interpreting and applying (i.e., minimum, midpoint, or maxi-survey results. mmo h a rd)(4) The results of the evaluation of the mum of the pay grade).
contractor's external equity procedures (6) Identify which of the following the
should provide a basis for determining contractor is willing to pay for. job
the necessity or the extent of an indepen- content, seniority, performance,
dent assessment of the contractor's com- skills, cost of living, or a combina-
pliance with FAR 31.205-6(b). Refer to tion thereof.
6-413.2. c. Relevant Market. Before the contrac-

(5) This guidance is not appropriate for tor can select an appropriate external pay
the review of a nonunion pay s e survey(s), it must define its relevant
for which wage increases are given in market(s). Relevant labor markets are
Saccordane with those paid to the con- generally the contractor's product andS• emploee omeitors. ommon ftors
tractor's union employees. Acceptance of employ competitr Common fars
these practices should be based upon the ude job or skill required, geographicicontractoles pastf wed to area (distance employees are willing to

Sp tished policies followed consistently commute or relocate), size of the compa-i ~~~~~~~pay these wages in accordance with thatnyoraitonlsutretehils-

agreed to with its union pistication, profitability, and industry.
b. Pay Policy. The contractor's pay (1) The contractor's selected key or

policy defines its objectives for setting or benchmark jobs are the basis for defining
revising wages and pay structures for its relevant labor markets. The primary
establishing external equity. There are relevant labor market for a job generally
three classic pay level policies: to lead, includes companies that the contractor
match, or lag the marketplace. The ratio- competes with for similar skilled employ-
nale behind a lead policy is to maximize ees or the source of supply. This market
the ability to attract and retain quality consists of the geographic area(s) within
employees. A pay policy to match the which it would ordinarily expect to re-
marketplace tries to ensure that a con- cruit all potential employees for a job and
tractor's labor costs are about equal to the geo$raphic area(s) to which it would
those of its competitors. Setting a lag pay ordinarly expect to lose employees in
policy is to follow competitive market that job. These geographic areas may be
rates. Policies include the time period, identical but need not be. This market
position, or grade and the level at which can be defined within a geographic area,
the contractor decides to establish market which consists of all or similar companies
comparability. in the local, regional, national, or interna-

The contractor's pay policies should: tional market. Typically, the contractor
(1) Include a description of how the would evaluate where it loses and finds

contractor's pay levels relate to the employees to establish the initial bais of
market: lead, match, or lag. its relevant labor market.

(2) Address what internal equity fac- (2) The relevant market will vary
ton were considered and the time among each contractor and job grup
period established to achieve com- depending on pay objectives and the
pability with market (first day of skills being evaluated. The relevant labor
the year, middle of the year, last market will change depending on the job
day of the year). family being evaluated. For example,
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exempt jobs (administrative, profession- (ii) Propriety of the contractor's selec-
al, and managerial) tend to compete on a tion of participants in the pay surveys as
regional or national basis. Whereas, non- to geographic area and type or size of
exempt (clerical) and hourly (production) industry. For instance, the selection of a
are most likely to compete in local and geographic area beyond which a contrac-
regional markets. However, generaliza- tor realistically competes for hourly job
tions of labor markets are not always employees could result in invalid or un-
correct. In large cities and metropolitan realistic pay decisions and unreasonable
areas, high concentrations of engineers compensation costs.
will trslate into a regional labor market d. External Pay Surveys. External pay
instead of a national market. surveys provide detailed data regarding

(3) Wages and benefits tend to vary market pay levels for specific jobs and are
according to the size of an organization. the primary tools used by the contractor
Accordingly, firms equal in size to the to ensure compliance with its external
contractor should be included in the equity pay policy. The pay survey data
relevant market. Firms in the contrac- identifies rate ranges and a central ten-
tor's geographic markets that account for dency figure such as a mean, median, or
a substantial number of incumbents mode salary/wage levels for each job. The
should be selected. The factor of size is contractor uses the pay survey data to
most relevant in influencing pay for recognize and evaluate pay trends in the
executives and to a lesser degree exempt marketplace, hiring and retaining compe-
and nonexempt. tent employees, promoting worker pro-

(4) The factor of industry in defining ductivity, developing an adequate and
the relevant market of a job relates to the acceptable pay structure, and defending
company's competition in its prod- pay practices in a court of law. In addi-
uct/service markets. This is important tion, pay surveys can be conducted to
because of cost control and ability to pay prepare for labor negotiations, forecast
considerations. Therefore, where possible markets and prepare budgets, make spe-
companies of the same industry should cific job pay recommendations, deter-
be included in the relevant market as mine the hiring range for new jobs, study
located in the same geographic area se- turnover, assess recruitment problems,
lected for the job. The factor of industry give special pay adjustments, demon-
is most influential on the pay levels of strate relevance of economic decisions,
exempt jobs. Where jobs are tied to a signal dangerous pay situations, and
speific industry, as aerospace engineers maintain pay leadership.are to the aerospace industry, the market (1) For jobs that require apparently

for those jobs should be defined on an similar work by a large number of em-
industry basis. ployees, maturity curve pay surveys are

(5) Some other considerations in defin- often used to set pay levels by an employ-
ing the relevant market for a job are ee's years since obtaining a scholastic
compensation systems similarities, coin- degree such as a B.S., M.S., or Ph.D.
pany performance (executive pay), sup- degree. Although pay minimums and
ply of labor, and Equal Employment maximums are cnstruted around a
Opportunity (EEO) considerations. mid-point value, this system does not

(6) Evaluation of the contractor's pro- recognize that there are differences in the
cedures for defining the relevant labor value of work performed that do notmarkets should include: relate directly to the number of yearsi) Adequacy of the contractor's ratio- since an employee obtained a scholastic

me and evidential data supporting the degree. The s"tem makes no direct refer-
relevant markets for its selected bench- ences to position responsibilities or spe-
mark jobs. The contractor should provide cific assignments. It is often used as a
a list of the companies perceived as its cost-effective means of dealing with large
wap and benefit competitors for each numbers of employees with similar for-
wn structure such as hourly, clerical mal educ-4tion performing similar work
andadministrative, managerial, scientific such as engineers in a research and
and engineering, and executives, development firm. Maturity curve mar-
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veys may be used along with traditional data, including internal sources. Minimal
job evaluation pay plans to provide a information should include:
balance between the two methods. (a) The company name, society, or

(2) Maturity curves are based on the group that collected the data.
assumption that as a person gains more (b) The expertise in job evaluation and
experience, the level of pay will also job analysis possessed by the individuals
progress. Simply, a graph of maturity collecting the data.
curves shows actual salaries of employees (c) The names of the companies con-
according to age group and profession tributing data and the geographical loca-
using internal or external data. The con- tion of the source data. The relation to
tractor may use maturity-curve data to and influence of these companies in the
make comparisons between the salary of contractor's labor markets.
a scientist and other professionals in his (d) The size of the sample of companies
or her age group within a department, reporting data and the size of the compa-
among departments, within an organiza- nies reporting data for each job.
tion, or outside an organization. Many (e) The extent that the data is based on
contractors will use maturity curves to set job titles and job descriptions.
salary increase budgets or to determine (f) The number of years that the survey
their position relative to the relevant has existed.
labor market. (7) If internally developed pay surveys

(3) The contractor should establish are used by the contractor, determine if
well-defined written policies and proce- the contractor independently ensures that
dures detailing what criteria are used to they are unbiased and reliable.
select the pay surveys in evaluating its (8) In addition, evaluation of the con-
wages (i.e., geographical location, compa- tractor's selected pay surveys should con-
ny size, type of industry). sider if:

There are three sources of pay surveys (a) The survey provides specific job
that the contractor may use for making classifications with corresponding job
market comparisons: content survey descriptions that identify

(a) Published surveys which are avail- duties, responsibilities, and experience.
able for the general public to purchase An acceptable alternative would be a
regardless of participation in the survey. maturity-curve survey because of diffi-

(b) Private surveys based upon data culties encountered in evaluating profes-
from survey company clientele and which sional, scientific, or engineering jobs.
only participants may purchase. (b) Well-defined written policies and

(c) Contractor self-conducted surveys. procedures are established detailing what
(4) Contractors generally use private criteria are used to select the pay surveys

surveys and self-conducted surveys. The in evaluating its wages (i.e., geographical
contractor can tailor these surveys to location, company size, type of industry).
represent its selected competitive market (c) The pay surveys provide the weight-
by including specific companies and jobs. ed average rates (going market rate or
Evaluate why certain companies were mean) by job. Also, the survey should
excluded from a survey as well as why provide sufficient range values, mini-
certain ones were included, mum and maximum rates, and/or per-

, 5) In most cases, no one survey is centile and quartile data to validate the
sI icient to determine the benchmark average rate and changes to pay struc-
for all positions. Most companies use tures.
several surveys. A primary survey may be (9) Deficiencies in the contractor's se-
selected with secondary surveys used to lection and use of pay surveys include:
corroborate the results of the primary (a) Lack of job descriptions in pay
survey. Request information on all sur- surveys which cause the contractor to
veys used by a contractor in benchmark- benchmark jobs based on position titles
ing company is only. The use of job titles only in bench-

(6) Consider the bais for the contrac- marking does not ensure proper compar-
toe's reliance on a source of pay survey ability of jobs.
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(b) Lack of weighted average rate in the (primary and any secondary source), sur-
pay survey. Pay surveys may provide vey codes, and pay levels used.
only the minimum, midpoint, and maxi- (ii) Demonstrates the validity of bench-
mum pay ranges for each job classifica- marked jobs to be appropriate job
tion. The midpoint of the range would matches to the pay survey descriptions.
not be reflective of the market rate be- (iii) Establishes at least 40 percent of
cause survey participants actually pay jobs assigned to a pay structure as bench-
employees under the minimum and over marked jobs, as appropriate.
the maximum. (iv) Provides the basis of adjustments

(c) The contractor is unable to rational- to the survey data such as escalation and
ly support its basis for relying on the lump-sum payments.
surve data used to make market (v) Demonstrates how pay survey data
parisons. is integrated with pay structure design

(d) The pay survey the contractor uses and how benchmarking results are used
is not representative of its labor market in the formal budgeting process (see 5-
and there is no supporting data for the 1014).
selection criteria. 5-82.4 Review of Employee Benefits

(e) The contractor's compensation data proerame
were not excluded from the pay survey
weighted average, a. Employee benefits consist of com-

e. Market Comparison. Market coin- pensation other than pay for time
parison or job pricing is the process of worked. Common benefits include health
omparing pay rates for jobs that reflect and life insurance, pensions, worker'stheparing bes m atsu fof wha s beinghpai it compensation, pay for time not worked,
the bet measure of what is being paid in and others. The contractor's benefitSthe market. Pay surveys and bench-

the arkt. Py srves an bech-structure should complement its wagemarked jobs are the primary tools used srcuesol opeetiswg
mpand salary structure(s). Benefits tend to
by the contractor to accomplish this task. be provided by an organization rather
Benchmarking is the process of matching than by job, except for executive perqui-
the contractor's job to survey positions sites and certain deferred income pro-
based on job content contained in the job grams.
descriptions. A specific match is called a b. Although organizations compete
benchmark. Generally, only key or over wage and salary levels more than
benchmarked jobs are included in sur- benefit packages, it is still necessary for
veys. Benchmarked jobs are defined as the contractor to consider the competi-
reference points and can be characterized tive labor market when establishing bene-
as follows: fit levels. As an essential control measure

(1) Job contents are well-known and for benefit costs, the contractor's policies
relatively stable. should require the comparison of its

(2) Supply and demand for these jobs absolute level of benefits to those of its
is relatively stable and not subject labor and product competitors. The con-
to recent Shifts. tractor may decide to lead, lag, or stay

(3) These jobs are representative of the competitive. This requires the use of
pay grade under review, benefit survey data.

(4) These jobs are large, incumbent c. Benefit costs are allowable to the
jobs representing a significant dol- extent that they are reasonable and re-
lar amount of base compensation. quired by law, employer-employee

(a) The reason for benchmarking jobs ment, or an established the
is to establish reference points that assist contractor under FAR 3l.p20-m).
in the development or adjustment of pay d. The contractor's benefit policies
grades and pay structures. should establish (1) the contractor's com-

(b) An adequate market comparison petitive objective in the overall value of
process: the benefits package compared to that of

(i) Documents the benchmarking anal- other firms, (2) eligibility requirements
yses, which identify the established for various benefits and the rationale for
benchmarked jobs, pay survey(s) used different probationary periods with dif-
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ferent benefits, (3) the flexibility in plan (1) Determine the adequacy of the
coverage offered to employees ("cafete contractor's methods and procedures for
na-stle" plans or avere employee evaluating employee performance and
plans•, (4) the method of financing the the pay rewards given for acceptablebenefit plans by either noncontributory, achievement of prescribed goals.contributory, or employee financing. (2) An adequate performance appraisal

e. As a means to control costs, the system should include:
contractor should establish procedures to (a) Policies that outline the kinds,
periodically conduct cost-benefit analyses format, and sufficiency of documentation
of the company's benefit plans in total required for each employee performance
and of forecasts of future years' costs. appraisal.
These may be performed as adjuncts to (b) Established evaluation periods and
the yearly budgeting process. The analy- dates for completion of appraisal forms.
ses should include determinations of the (c) Standardized appraisal formats for
cost commitments for existing benefits each system or type of appraisal system.
programs and the costs of alternate or (d) Performance dimensions of a job to
new benefits. If projected cost contain- facilitate accurate and objective measure-
ment is prohibitive, then alternative fi- ment of performance.
nancing such as employee contribution (e) An established rating scale with
may be necessary. performance intervals such as unaccept-

able, acceptable, good, and superior per-
-S-M. Rew~ew Of merit Pay Programs formance and performance standards for

As a means of increasing organization- each interval of performance.
al productivity and controlling compen- (f) Required periodic training for all
sation costs, the contractor may adopt raters in the policies and procedures of
pay for performance programs in place the organization's appraisal system and
of, or supplemental to, general wage in rating skills.
increases, cost of living allowances (f) Provisions for periodic program
(COLA), and seniority increases. Pay for maintenance.
performance programs include incentive (h) Monitoring of performance ap-
and awards directly linked to desired praisal ratings in appropriate groupings
employee behavior, contributions, or re- to evaluate training needs, provide feed-
suits achieved. Merit pay programs mea- back to managers and reports to senior
sure and rate employee performance management on the adequacy of the
through the performance appraisal sys- system and/or what needs improvement.
tem. b. Performance-based pay plans in-

clude short- and long-term incentive pay
5-408.A P n Appraisal Sysfte plans and gain-sharing plans. Incentive

a. The performance appraisal system pay plans establish a standard of accom-
roid the mechanism by which the *ob plishment to which worker performance

holders contribution and work P or- is compared to determine the level ofmance during a specific time period are increases. It can be a group or organiza-
identified and documented. A formnal tional goal. Incentive and pin-sharing
appraisal process promotes desired orga- p involve three forms of payment:
nizational goal attainment. Without a = pay, commission, and bonus. Re-
formal appraisal process, employees' view CAM 6-414 for applicable guidance
achievements may not be directed to regarding compensation for employees
desired goals and the controls and feed- who pose a higher risk pursuant to FAR
back to the organization are unlikely. The 31.205-6(bX2).
performance appraisal system provides (1) An adequate performance-based
an organization with information used pal plan should include:
for (IV human resource planning, (2) a) Documented policies and proce-
identification of employee development dures.
and training needs, (3) compensation (b) Established methods of rate deter-
administration, and (4) validation of pro- mination or standard performance mea-
motiolual selection procedures, sures and guidelines on the relationship
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between the performance and the amount (2) The costs of deferred compensa-
of award or incentive pay. tion accruals are subject to the

(c) The rules for eligibility for partici- provisions of CAS 415, Accounting
pation. for the Cost of Deferred Compen-

(d) An incentive fund based on a sation.
documented formula.

(e) Documentation requirements for 5-809 Training
the basis for the awards.

(f) Established timing of the perfor- Pay administration employees should
mance evaluation and payment of award, receive training on those aspects of the

c. Allowability. compensation system which impact their
(1) Bonuses and incentive compensa- respective duties and responsibilities.

tion are allowable as set forth in FAR Adequate training is an important factor
31.205-6(f),(i), and (k) provided that the in the effective implementation of any
basis of the award is adequately support- system. When reviewing the contractor's
ed and the award is paid or accrued: training activities, the auditor should

(a) According to an agreement estab- evaluate whether or not the contractor
lished between the contractor and the has a formal plan for ensuring that pay
employee before the services are ren- administration employees are kept ap-
dered, or praised of developments within the pay

(b) In conformity with an established administration profession as well as
plan or policy consistently followed, and changes in the contractor's compensation

(2) Allowable costs limitations regard- system.
ing stock bonuses (stock options and
stock ap predation rights) are: 5-810 Audit Findings for CSRs

(a) The value of the stock equal to the
fair market value on the measurement 5-810.1 Preliminary Findings
date, the first date that the number of Discuss audit findings with the con-
shares awarded is known. If the stock tractor during the audit to confirm factu-
option or stock appreciation price is al accuracy. At the completion of the
equal to or greater than the market price field work, summarize all tentative find-
on the measurement date, then no costs ings and conclusions and coordinate with
are allowed for contracting purposes. the ACO. If the ACO does not support

(b) Phantom stock plans differ from the audit position, immediately inform
stock option plans in that no stock is the regional office.
transferred to the employee and no cash
outlays are required. Contingent stock 5-810.2 Exit Conference
shares are attributed to the employee, a. After resolving any differences with
The employee's account may be in- the ACO, hold an exit conference in
creased by the equivalent dividends is- accordance with 4-304 to discuss the
sued and any appreciation in the market findings with the contractor. Include the
price of the stock over the price of the contractor's reactions in the working pa-
stock on the measurement date. Such pers and the report.
increases in the employee's account are b. During these discussions, address
unallowable, the total variance between the cost of the

c. Deferred Compensation Awards. compensation element challenged and
The allowability of deferred compensa- that of the comparison point of the
tion awards are subject to the provisions comparative survey data used to establish
of FAR 31.203-6(k) as follows: the unreasonable elements. However,

(1) Awards made in periods subs.- only uestion costs to the extent they
quent to the period when the work exceed the point of significance (10 per-
being remuneated waspeormed cent) (see 6-413.4).
are not Mallowable. Thereore, a plan
and the amount of award must be 5410.3 Cormeve Acdoa Plans
determiand prior to the period of a. If the contractor concurs with the
performae findings, request that it submit a specific
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time-phased corrective action plan for escalation and fringe benefit costs. An-
reducing compensation costs to reason- other approach is for the ACO to enter
able levels and correcting related system into an advance agreement with a con-
de~ficiencies. If the contractor disagrees tractor limiting labor escalation and
with the findings, request that it provide fringe benefit costs on all contracts.
documentation justifying the reasonable-
ness of the compensation elements chal- 5411 CSR Audit Reports
lenged. Send the contractor a letter sum-
marizing the conference discussions and 5-811.1 Genend Reporting
request either the time-phased corrective Consideraflou
action plan or the justification documen-
tation. Send the ACO an information a. After each compensation audit, issue
copy of the letter. an audit report to the ACO following the

b. Contractors are responsible for de- general guidance set forth in 5-100 and
termining corrective action plans to re- 10-400, as amplified below. If related
solve system deficiencies and unreason- audits or reviews by any other organiza-
able compensation levels. The contractor tion have recently taken place, incorpo-
is in the best position to evaluate and rate the results into the compensation
implement action plans. Action plans are audit report, if feasible. Auditors should
expected to correct system deficiencies follow the guidance in 4-1000 when rely-
and eliminate trends of unreasonable ing upon the work of others.
compensation within a reasonable period b. Because FAR 31.205-6 addresses
of time. However, contractors are expect- some compensation elements only in
ed to initiate corrective action as quickly general terms of their reasonableness and
as practicable. A contractor is normally others in specific terms of allowabitity
expected to reduce starting salaries and alone with general reasonableness, the
delay within-grade increases almost im- specific subsections referenced in the
mediately and to make major strides to opinion paragraph should relate to the
bring compensation costs under control scope of the review.
within 12 months. Auditors are expected c. The purpose paragraph should accu-
to advise ACOs of the adequacy and rately describe the systems reviewed. If
timeliness of action plans proposed by the contractor has more than one com-
the contractor to resolve system deficien- pensation system or pay structure, the
cies and unreasonable compensation, purpose paragraph should identify which

systems or structures are the subject of
5-810A Major Compensation Pha the review. All subsequent paragraphs
Revlsion should address each of the systems re-

Challenge increased compensation viewed. If one system has a deficiency
costs resulting from major revisions to not shared by others, that deficiency
existing compensation plans introduced should be separately identified to the
by the contractor if the contractor (I) has particular system or pay structure.
not notified the cognizant ACO of the d. Each CSR serves as the starting
changes either before their implementa- point for the next CSR for the same
tion or within a reasonable niod after compensation system or pay structure,
their implementation and (2) has not and establishes the basis for monetizing
provided the government, either before the findings of the next CSR. It is there-
implementation or within a reasonable fore critical for system control deficien-
period after it, an opportunity to evaluate cies to be reported even if the current
the reasonableness of the changes. See CSR does not disclose that those control
FAR 31.205.6(aX4) and 31.205- weaknesses are causing unreasonable
6(bX2Xii). costs.

Ce. For compensation paid to top execu-"-81.$ M*jor ikd mt m WW ra tires, owners, and Uther high risk em-
For major redeterminable contracts, ployees (see CAM 6-414), it may be

consider recommending in price proposal appropriate to restrict the CSR scope and
reports that a ceiling be placed on labor reporting of results solely to testing the
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reasonableness of compensation paid or [applicable appendix or audit report
proposed for those individuals. Such an section]. These costs were determined
audit would specifically exclude an opin- to be unreasonable under FAR
ion on the adequacy of any systems in 31.205-6(b).
relation to the high risk compensation if
there is not adequate control within the d. This statement should be followed
system to assure that it is consistently by briefly describing the condition(s) or
applied to such employees, system deficiencies that resulted in the

unreasonable findings and how the cor-
5-811.2 Relortteg on CSR Sunmary of rection of the deficiencies could result in
Audit Results cost avoidance per 10-400.

a. If the contractor's compensation e. When unreasonable costs are identi-
system is determined generally sound, the fled in the audit report, the following
following statement would be appropri- should be included:
ate in the summary of audit results: (1) A lis~ing of the contractor's pay

grades and jobs or executive job for
In our opinion, the contractor's com- which compensation levels are un-
pensation system is adequate to con- reasonable.
sistently provide reasonable employee (2) An estimate of the unreasonable
compensation costs to government compensation costs for each pay
contracts per FAR 31.205-6 (a) and muade.
(b). (3) The methodology used and basis

for determining that compensation
This paragraph should be appropriate- costs are unreasonable and how all

ly modified if some compensation sub- of the relevant factors were consid-
systems or pay structures are not subject ered.
to adequate control to ensure that the (4) A description of the surveys used
compensation produced will continue to for making the FAR comparison
be reasonable in the future. tests.

b. If the CSR determines that: (5) The contractor's response to the
(1) some systems or pay structures audit findings (and, if appropriate,

within the contractors compensa- the auditor's rebuttal).
tion system are deficient, (6) A copy of the contractor's pro-

or posed corrective action plan along
(2) some positions or individuals have with auditor comments on its ade-

inadequate internal controls over quacy and timeliness.
their compensation to assure con- (7) A recommendation that the ACO
sistently reasonable compensation, put the contractor on notice of the

then, the control deficiencies will be government's intent to disallow
reported even if the CSR does not find unreasonable compensation costs
unreasonable costs caused by those defi- if the contractor fails to take timely
ciencies. This reporting will establish that corrective action. Such a notice by
the government has noted the potential the ACO should identify the first
problem and reserves the option to ques- period during which it would be
tion any unreasonable costs caused by feasible for the contractor to make
those deficiencies in the future. significant changes to its system.

c. If unreasonable compensation is The notice should also state that
found, the summary of audit results starting with that period unreason-
section of the audit report may state: able compensation costs, both ac-

tual and projected, will be ques-
In our opinion, under the contractor's tioned and that if the ACO issues a
current compensation system, cost notice of intent, we will question
avoidance in the amount of $1.6 mil- all unreasonable compensation
lion, of which $1 million is allocable costs, actually incurred or pro-
to government programs, was deter- posed for periods subsequent to
mined for pay grades identified in the aforementioned date(s).
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f. Audit reports issued on price propos- sets), include the following information
als and rate agreements will question all in the report:
unreasonable compensation costs pro- (1) A statement in the summary of
posed for periods subsequent to the date audit results paragraph that our
for completion of corrective action. audit disclosed that compensation

costs for employee benefits are
5-811.3 CSR Reporting Considerations unreasonable under FAR 31.205-6
for Fringe Beneflts (a) and (b).

All audit reports will contain the fol- (2) A recommendation (in the summa-
lowing qualifications relating to fringe ry of audit results paragraph) that
benefits: the ACO issue the contractor a

a. Scope: Modify this paragraph to written notice of the government's
refer to paragraph 2, "Circumstances intent to disallow future unreason-
Affecting the Audit." able benefit costs.

b. Circumstances Affecting the Audit: (3) A listing of each unreasonable em-
Include within this paragraph a statement ployee benefit element, identifying
to the effect that the results of audit the unreasonable costs for each,
expressed in this report are qualified to and a listing of unreasonable in-
the extent that subsequent audits or re- curred employee benefit costs
views by DCAA, the contract administra- questioned per FAR 31.205-6(aX4)
tion office, or others, of insurance, pen- and 31.205-6b)(2)(ii).
sion, and other fringe benefits may sup- (4) A summary or copy of the support-
plement the findings of this audit. When ing documentation or action plan
aware that specific audits or reviews are provided by the contractor.
already in process or planned, state this 5-1.4 Follow-up Procedures for CSR
information and identify the specific ar- Report Fin
eas to be covered. In addition, determine Report Findigs
if a recent DCAA or DCMC insurance When a CSR results in findings, recom-
and pension audit or review has taken mendations, and costs questioned or qua-
place. If so, incorporate the results, if lified of $100,000 or more, follow the
feasible, into the compensation system procedures in DoD Directive 7640.2,
audit report. If incorporated, state this "Policy for Follow-up on Contract Audit
fact and reference the specific DCAA or Reports." to report the findings to DoD
DCMC report number and date. (See 5. components (see 15-600).
1303 for guidance on insurance/pension 5-811.5 Dlsposltonng CSR Report
reviews.)

c. Summary of Audit Results: Always FiadiUP
qualify this paragraph by referring to a. Unreasonable compensation is not
paragraph 2, "Circumstances Affecting questioned for periods prior to a date
the Audit." established for completion of corrective

d. If, after giving consideration to action when unreasonable compensation
offsets, fringe benefits in total and by costs are found during a compensation
individual element are within the range system review and a prior CSR:
of reasonableness, include the following (1) Reviewed the compensation sys-
statement in the "Summary of Audit tem as it is currently;
Results" paragraph: (2) Determined that the compensation

system reviewed was acceptable at
"Our audit disclosed no employee the time of the prior review; and,
benefit costs considered unreasonable (3) Determined that the costs pro-
under FAR 31.205-6 (a) and (b)." duced by that system were accept-

able at the time of the previous
e. If a contractor cannot justify em- CSR.

ployee benefit costs that significantly However, cost avoidance estimated for
exceed the average of the comparison a twelve month period after the date of
data by more than 10 percent (after expected completion of corrective action
giving consideration to appropriate off- is recorded. Forward pricing rates for
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periods after expected corrective action sequent unreasonable compensation
should also be adjusted. [Refer to 9-308, should not be questioned.
Incorporating Cost Avoidance Recom- c. Costs should be questioned for all
mendations Into Price Proposal Reviews, periods of incurred costs and forward
and 9-1200, Forward Pricing Agree- pricing if the unreasonable costs are
ments, for further guidance.] produced by:

b. If prior CSRs identified unreason- (1) Failure to adhere to the previously
able compensation and the Contracting reviewed system;
Officer (CO) issued a Notice of Intent to (2) Changes to compensation systems
Disallow Costs (FAR 42.801), then all previously reviewed if the changes
compensation costs that are unreasonable have not been reviewed; or,
after the allowed period for implement- (3) Pay structures or portions of sys-
ing corrective action should be ques- tems previously reviewed which
tioned in forward pricing reviews, pro- were found to be unacceptable or
posals, and incurred cost audits. If the lacking controls at the time of the
CO has not made a final determination previous CSR.
on the unreasonable costs in a CSR, d. Some contractors will have some pay
continue to question any unreasonable structures, usually for executives or own-
compensation until a final determination ers, which should be questioned for all
is made. If a CSR report discloses unrea- periods if the compensation is found to
sonable compensation and the CO dispo- be unreasonable. See CAM 6-414 for
sitions the audit report without support- additional information on special consid-
ing the unreasonable comnpensation, sub- erations of executives and owners.
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5-900

5-900 Reviewing Labor System Internal Controls

5-901 Introduction sure that all employees are aware of
the importance of proper time

a. This section provides guidance for charging.
reviewing contractor labor internal con- (3) Effective procedures for labor au-
trols to evaluate the adequacy of the thorizations/ approvals to facilitate
contractor's labor system and assess con- the proper accumulation and re-
trol risk related to the allowability and cording of labor costs to cost objec-
allocability of labor costs charged to tives.
government contracts. The reasonable- (4) Effective procedures for timekeep-

I ness of labor costs is addressed in 5-800 ing to reasonably assure that laborI (compensation system reviews), 6-412 hours are accurately recorded and
(Evaluation of Quantitative and Qualita- that corrections to timekeeping
tive Utilization of Labor) and 6-413 records are documented, author-
(Reasonableness of Compensation ized, and approved.
Costs). (5) Effective procedures for labor dis-

b. Refer to 5-101 for the auditor's tribution to reasonably assure the
fundamental requirements on obtaining proper recording of labor costs to
and documenting an understanding of a cost objectives.
contractor's internal control structure (6) Effective procedures for labor cost
and assessing control risk. accounting to reasonably assure

that labor charges to the govern-
5-902 Background Information ment are in compliance with pro-

mulgated Cost Accounting Stan-
a. Labor costs are usually the most dards, generally accepted account-

significant costs charged to government ing principles, and contract
contracts, and usually comprise the base, terms/clauses.
or the largest element in the base, used (7) Effective procedures for payroll
for allocating indirect costs. Historical preparation and payment to rea-
labor costs are often used to estimate sonably assure independent prepa-
labor for follow-on or similar item gov- ration of the payroll, and that pay
ernment contracts. Unlike other cost rates are appropriately authorized
items, labor is not supported by third and accurate.
party documentation such as an invoice, (8) Effective procedures for labor
purchase order, or receipt. Contractor transfers and adjustments to rea-
personnel have complete control over the sonably assure that they are docu-
documents or devices of original entry, mented and approved.
whether they consist of timecards, elec-
tronic media, or some other means. Re-
sponsibility for accuracy is diffused - G AuditPolicy
throughout the contractor's ormanization.
Consequently, the risks associated with a. Refer to 5-103 for DCAA's general
the accurate recording, distribution, and audit policy for the review of contractor
payment of labor are almost always sig- accounting and management systems and
nificant. related internal controls.

b. To assess control risk on the labor b. Once a detailed review of a contrac-
accounting system as low and reduce tor's entire labor accounting system has
substantive testing, the contractor's sys- been performed, it should serve as a
tern should have: baseline for establishing the scope of

(1) An effective method to monitor the subsequent labor system reviews. Subse-
overall integrity of the Ia- quent reviews would normally be limited I
bor/timekeeping system. to periodic reviews of transations and I

(2) An effective employee awareness compliance based on the assessment of
training program to reasonably as- risk (e.g., floorchecks), labor accounting
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system changes and other areas identified of these considerations on the scope of
as high risk. this audit in the working papers.

e. The following paragraphs describe
5-904 Audit Objectives specific control procedures considered

significant for an adequate labor account-
a. The purpose of the audit is to ing system.

evaluate the adequacy of and the contrac-
tor's compliance with the labor account- 5-906 Management Compliance
ing system's internal controls. The objec- Reviews
tive is to assess control risk for the
allowability and allocability of labor costs a. The existence of strong self-controls
charged and billed to government con- increases the reliance that can be placed
tracts, on the cost representations from that

b. Refer to 5-104 for DCAA's primary system. Therefore, the contractor should
objectives for auditing the contractor's have policies and procedures for moni-
accounting and management systems. toring its labor accounting system, in-

cluding regular compliance reviews to
5-905 Scope of the Audit ensure the timely and accurate recording,

distribution, and payment of labor costs. I
a. While the nature and extent of audit These policies and procedures should be I

effort depends upon contractor size, well defined, reasonable in concept, and
amount of government business, and effectively implemented by contractor
audit risk (materiality and sensitivity), personnel.
the audit scope should be consistent with b. As a minimum the contractor should

,* the guidance in 5-105. conduct regular internal control compli- I
b. Controls for interrelated audit con- ance reviews. These compliance reviews I

cerns regarding the adequacy of the con- should address the following areas: the
tractor's other major systems (e.g., EDP, adequacy of written procedures, employ-
estimating, etc.) will be audited under ee knowledge and compliance with poli-
separate assignments. While the controls cies and procedures, consistency with
for these areas are not part of this audit, which the policies and procedures are
the results of all audits of these interrelat- applied and by whom, and timely follow-
ed controls must be considered in form- up action on deficiencies.
ing an overall audit conclusion on the (1) Types of Reviews. The contractor
labor system internal control structure may perform internal compliance audits
and also commented on in the related bo M targ in the form of physicaland lsocomente onin he rlatd b monitorcniheck) for ofphsticgalaudit report. observation oorchecks), by testing la-c. In many instances, control proce- bor charges for accuracy, by reviews of
dures qma be embedded in the contrac- performance or exception reports, by
toes EDP system. In these cases, the requesting external audits, or by using a
auditor should adequately document and combination of techniques.
test the automated portions of the system (2) Adequacy of Compliance Review I
and give proper consideration to the use Procedures. Whatever the form of the I
of Computer Assisted Audit Techniques compliance reviews, there should be pro-
(CAATs) (see 5-108f). cedures which identify the intervals ofd. The extent of audit effort should also performance of the reviews, the person-
be influenced by: nel responsible for performance of the

(1) the types of government contracts reviews, the areas to be covered during
and their materiality the reviews, the specific steps to be

(2) sensitive audit issues performed in the reviews, the documen-
3) deficiencies noted in ongoing au- tation needed to demonstrate the proe-

dits (audit leads) dures have been performed, and the
ý4 input from the contracting officer requirements for follow-up action.

contract provisions (3) Overall Adequacy of ComplianceI
These areas are discussed in 3-104 and Reviews. The adequacy of the compli- I
the auditor should document the impact ance reviews should be assessed in accor-
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dance with the criteria in 4-1000. The responsibility for accurately recording I
reviews should be performed" in accor- time charges. The contractor should have !
dance with written procedures and by training programs stressing manage-
personnel possessing the level of compe- ment's responsibility to provide for the
tence, independence, and objectivity re- accurate recording of labor hours.
quired of a reviewer. The scope and d. Refresher Courses. The contractor
depth of audit should be consistent with should have periodic refresher courses on
the contractor's risk assessment level and proper timekeeping and labor charging
sufficient to identify outdated written practices, as shown in 5-907.a. above,
procedures, inconsistent application of especially for employees found not to be
the procedures, lack of employee knowl- complying with company labor charging
edge or compliance with the written procedures.
procedures, or untimely follow-up ac- e. Penalties for Mischarging. Individu-
tions. al employees must be constantly, al-

though unobtrusively, made aware of
5-907 Review of Employee Awareness controls which act as an effective deter-
Training rent against violations. There should be

an explanation of the penalties for know-
I a. Policies and Procedures. The con- ingly mischarging time. This would in-

tractor should have policies and proce- dlude penalties imposed by the company
dures for training employees to reason- and those by the government (i.e., False
ably assure that all employees are aware Claims Act). Many businesses accom-
of the importance of proper time char - plish this by emphasizinp the importance
ing. The training should cover indoctri- of timecard preparation in staff meetings,
nation for new hires, management's re- employee orientation, and through post-

Ssponsibility for accuracy of labor ac- ing of signs throughout the workplace, I
I counting, refresher courses for existing which remind employees of the impor-

employees, explanations of penalties for tance of accurate and current timecards.
mischarging, and the importance of seg- f. Segregation of Duties. The contrac-
regation of duties. When evaluating con- tor should have training programs which
tractor policies and procedures for em- stress the importance of maintaining a
ployee awareness training, the auditor segregtion of duties for labor-related
should consider whether there is formal activities to prevent the appearance of
company-wide timekeeping and labor and opportunities for improprieties. For
charging training, and whether there is example, the responsibility for timekeep-
documentation to verify that the training ing and payroll accounting should be
has occurred (e.g., presentation and separated. In addition, supervisors who
handout material, sign-in logs, and me- are accountable for meeting contract
moranda of attendance.). budpets should not have the opportunity

b. New Hire Training. New hires to initiate or change employee time
should be trained on proper time keeping charges.
shortly after being hired. The training
should include proper timekeeping proce- 5-908 Review of Lbor
dures and the penalties associated with Autborhzations/Approvals
the statutes on false claims and false
statements (see 5-907.d). Further, those The contractor should have procedures
employees with contractual responsibili- to facilitate the accumulation and record-
ties should be made aware of the FAR, ing of labor costs to cost objectives for
DFARS, CAS, and contract provisions, the purpose of determining proper cost
Specific responsibility should be placed reimbursement on government contracts.
on an individual or group to perform the These procedures should address the con-
training, trol and issuance of work authorizations,

c. manaement's Responsibility. It is as well as the detail descriptions required
critical to labor charging internal control for labor documentation. When evaluat-
systems that management continues to ing the contractor's policies for labor
emphasize the employees independent authorizations/approvals, the auditor
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should consider whether the policies and categorized as procedures which pertain
organizational structure provide for ade- to:
quate control over work authorizations to a. Supervisory observation of employee
assure the integrity of labor recording. arrival and departure to prevent improp-

er clock-in/clock-out.
5-96.1 Control and Issu e of Work b. Employee possession of time-
An rdindos card/timesheet.

The contractor should have procedures c. Employees prepare their timecards
to ensure the segregation of duties for in ink, as work is performed.
work authorizations and/or job assign- d. Only one card/sheet is prepared per
ments, to the extent practical. The work employee per period; cards/sheets are
authorizations/job assignments should be preprinted with employee name and
controlled and issued by individuals in- identification number, and cards/sheets
dependent of those responsible for per- are turned in to the designated timekeep-
forming the work. A critical control is the ing office or collected by an authorized
procedure used to open and close work person.
authorizations. These controls decrease e. Precoded data is printed on the job
the potential for circumventing cost tar- cards for identification purposes.gets or ceilings. f. Direct labor employees record their

5-902 Work Des n time no less often than daily. Sufficient
formal subsidiary records are main-

The contractor should have procedures tained, if necessary, to assure accurate
for the preparation of labor documenta- time recording and allocating of labor I
tion/work descriptions which require costs to intermediate and final cost objec- I
clear identification of the nature of the tives when multiple jobs are worked in a
work performed. The work descriptions day.
should provide enough detail to be track- g. Corrections are made in ink, init-
able to the intermediate or final cost ialled by the employee, properly author-
objective, and describe if the effort is ized, and provide a sufficient and rele-
allowable or unallowable/direct or indi- vant explanation for the correction.
rect. Work descriptions should be suffi- h. Employees and supervisors sign the
ciently detailed to determine the alloca- timecards/timesheets in accordance with
bility of the labor charges to government procedures, certifying the accuracy of the
contracts. recorded effort.

5-0 Review of Tlmekeeplfg 590.2 Automste Time k System

The contractor should have procedures Procedures for automated timekeeping
to assure that labor hours are accurately systems should provide for the accurate
recorded and that any corrections to and current recording of labor hours by
timekeeping records are documented, in- authorized employees, as well as appro-
cluding ap rate authorizations and priate controls to ensure corrections to
approvals. When evaluating the contrac- labor charges are accurate and author-
toe's timekeeping procedures, the auditor ized. Generally, they may be categorized
should consider whether the procedures as procedures which pertain to:
are adequate to maintain the integrity of a. Only the employee uses their labor
the timekeeping system, charging instrument to access the labor

system.
5-940.1 Manul 'iekailg Sys"= b. Employee badge issuance is suffi-

Procedure for manual timekeepin ciently controlled so that no number is
systems should provide for the accurate duplicated and badges are not issued to
and complete recording of labor hour, as unauthorized persons.
we= propriate control to ensure c. Procedures are in place which re-
oretions-to labor records are acu=rate quire the employee to report lost badges
and authorized. Generally, they may be promptly.
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d. Changes are initialled and dated by they are traceable to time cards and I
the employee and supervisor and include approved work authorizations.
a desription of the reason for the change.

e. A verifiable audit trail process is in 5-911 Review of Labor Cost
place that collects all initial entries and AccountingS~subsequent changes. The contractor should have procedures

5-910 Review of Labor Distribution to reasonably assure that labor costs
charged to the government are in compli-

The contractor should have policies to ance with promulgated Cost Accounting
reasonably assure the proper recording of Standards, generally accepted accounting
labor costs to cost objectives. These poli- principles, and contract terms/clauses.
cies should address the reconciliation of The procedures should address concerns
labor hours between labor distribution such as: sensitive labor accounts, briefing
summaries and timekeeping/payroll sys- of contract terms, directly associated un-
tems, recording of both compensated and allowable labor costs, lump-sum wages, I
uncompensated hours worked, and main- overtime authorization, uncompensated
tenance of an audit trail, overtime, and records retention.

5-910.1 Reconcilatious 5-911.1 Sensitive Labor Accounts
The contractor should have procedures The contractor should have procedures

which require that the total labor or to review significant increases and de-
reflcted mn labor distribution summaries creases in sensitive labor accounts for Iraireasonableness and allocability. These
agrees with the total labor charges as procedures should also address changes
entered into the timekeeping and payroll in labor charging practices to assure
systems. This reconciliation attests that consistency with CAS and FAR. Audit
the labor charges to contracts represent effort in this area may help satisfy
actual paid or accrued costs and that such
costs are appropriately recorded in the MAAR 7 (changes in direct/indirectS~charging) and MAAR 8 (comparative
accounting records. Each employee's analysis-sensitive labor accounts).
time charge should be distributed as
recorded. 5-911.2 Brleflg of Contract Term

The contractor should have policies5-910.2 Recording Hours Worked and procedures which address briefing of
The contractor should have procedures special contract terms and advance ape

to ensure that all hours worked are re- ments relative to allowability and alloca-
corded, whether they are paid or not, to bility of labor costs (See 3-200). The I
assure the proper distribution of labor contractor should identify all contract
costs. This is necessary because labor terms with government costing implica-
rates and labor overhead costs can be tions such as military standards, over-
affected by total hours worked, not just time, and skill mix requirements, to I
paid hours worked (also see -410). ensure compliance with those terms.

"5-910.3 Audit TrAl 5-9113 Dhrty Asmdatd Uinaliw e
The contractor should have procedures IA" Comts"

which require the generation of an audit The contractor should have procedures
trail which documents distribution of which require that direct and indirect
direct and indirect labor charges to the labor costs directly associated with unal-
arriate cost objectives (e.g., a labor lowable costs be identified and se4reat-I
distribution report.). When evaluating ed. When reviewing the contractors pro-I
the contractor's procedures, the auditor cedures for unallowable labor costs, the
should consider whether direct and indi- auditor should consider whether the
rect labor charges are supported by suffi- chart of accounts and the contractor's
cient evidential matter to verify the allo- disclosure statement adequately identify
cability to final cost objectives, and that and describe the treatment of these costs.
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5-911.A Lap& Waes to reduce the opportunity for any person

The contractor should have procedures to be in a position to both perpetrate and
to ensure that lump-sum wages resulting conceal errors or irregularities such as
from union contracts are accounted for in fictitious employees, improper time
accordance with EITFIS 88-23 (see 7- charges, etc.
1919). The matching concept requires
that lump-sum payments benefitting fu- 5-912.2 Accuracy of Labor Costs
ture periods should be deferred and The contractor should have policies
amortized over the period benefitted and procedures which address the accura-
(i.e., the period covered by the union cy of the labor costs, particularly that pay
contract). rates in effect are supported by written

5-911.5 Overtime Auhorizations authorization from the personnel depart-
ment or other authorized source. When

The contractor should have procedures evaluating the contractor's policies, the
that address overtime authorization re- auditor should also consider whether
quirements prescribed by FAR 22.103. cross-checks are required (either manual
Such procedures, if applicable, ensure or automated) for verifying the accuracy
that: of names, rates of pay, hours worked,

(1) overtime is necessary to meet de- extensions, and accounting distributions.
livery requirements, Labor hours used in the payroll process

(2) overtime is necessary to meet per- should be based on the labor distribution
formance requirements, or records.

(3) overtime is necessary to make up
for delays beyond the control or
without the fault or negligence of 5-913 Review of Labor Transfers and
the contractor (see 6-409 and 6- Adjustments
410). The contractor should have procedures

5-911.6 Records Retention to provide reasonable assurance that la-
The contractor should have policies bor transfers or adjustments of the labor

and procedures which address retention distribution are documented and ap-
of labor records to comply with current proved. These procedures should address
FAR requirements. The p management review and approval of Ia-
should address the retention of labor bor transfers, labor distribution edit er-
records such as payroll records, labor rors, and review and correction of labor
distribution records, work authoriza- errors. Particular attention should be
tions, and timecards. given to EDP assisted "on-line" adjust-

ments. In these cases, controls should be
5-912 Review of Payroll Preparation in place to ensure that unauthorized or
and Payment undocumented adjustments are prevent-

ed or detected in a timely manner.
The contractor should have procedures

to provide reasonable assurance that pay- "13.1 Review mid Approsf of Labor
rolls are prepared by persons indepen- Tramin
dent of those responsige for te time- The contractor should have procedures
keeping operation and actual payroll pay- which provide for a system of document-
ment, and pay rates and labor hours are ing, approving, and reviewing the trans-
appropriately authorized and accurate. fer of labor costs from one cost objective
(See 6-407). to another by proper management offi-

cials. Written justification should be re-"I9L2.1 Segqtios of DUtio quired for any such transfer, to ensure the
The contractor should have procedures proper allocation of labor costs to final

to ensure that there is a segregation of cost objectives. Audit effort in this area
responsibilities between timekeeping and may he!p satisfy MAAR 10 regarding
payroll. These procedures are necessary labor adjusting entries/exception reports.
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"5913.2 Labor Dstribion Edit Errors ed to the appropriate personnel for re-
view and corrective action. These correc-The contractor should have procedures tions should be adequately explained,

to ensure that labor distribution edit and endorsed by both the employee and
errors are processed into a suspense ac- supervisor.
count and billed to customers only after
correction. 5-914 Internal Control Reporting

"5-13.3 Reviw and C ONrect Of Labo The auditor should follow the guidance
Error in 5-110, 10-200, and 10-400 for report- I

The contractor should have procedures ing on internal controls relative to the
to ensure that reports of suspense labor contractor's accounting and management
and edit errors are generated and provid- systems.

t
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5-1000 ImnIrect and Other Direct Cost System Review

5-1001 Introduction (2) Policies and procedures estab-
lished and maintained to

a. Refer to 5-101 for the auditor's charge/allocate, directly or indi-
fundamental requirements on obtaining rectly, allowable costs in billings,
and documenting an understanding of a claims, or proposals applicable to
contractor's internal control structure U.S. Government contracts in ac-
and assessing control risk. cordance with FAR 31.2 and CAS.

b. This section prt w its guidance for (3) Policies and procedures to ensure
reviewing a cA 'ctoi s internal controls indirect/other direct costs are prop-
of both a mat and automated nature erly classified as allowable or unal-
over indirectio, ýer direct cost. The lowable in accordance with FAR
guidelines relate to the assessment of and contract terms, including di-
control risk based on a review of the rectly associated costs, and unal-
contractor's policies, procedures, and in- lowable costs are identified and
ternal control structure. excluded from proposals, billings,

and claims submitted to the gov-
5-1002 Background Information ernment.

(4) Policies and procedures to ensure
a. An indirect cost is any cost which is indirect/other direct costs are prop-

not directly identified withasinge final erly charged/allocated to cost ob-
cost objective, but is identified with two jectives in accordance with FAR
or more final cost objectives or an inter- and CAS.
mediate cost objective (FAR 31.203(a)). 5-1003 General Audit Policy
Indirect costs are to be accumulated by
logical groups and distributed on the
basis of benefits accruing to the several a. Refer to 5-103 for DCAA's general
cost objectives. The number and compo- audit policy for the review of contractor
sition of cost groupings should be go. accounting and management systems and
verned by practical considerations. related internal controls.

b. Other direct costs are costs which b. In the absence of indicators of
are in addition to direct labor and mate- widespread risk as documented by a
rial and can be readily identified with a current audit risk assessment, the need
specific job. Examples are: (1) special for a comprehensive review of a contrac-
tooling, dies, jigs, and fixtures; (2) plant tor's indirect/other direct cost system
rearrangement; (3) packaging and pack- would normally be limited to certain
ing; (4) consultant's fees; (5) outbound situations. Such situations might include:
freight; (6) expediting; (7) royalties; (8) (1) Contractor locations with signifi-
travel; and (9) computer center and other cant government business where a
service center costs. Costs of this nature detailed indirect/other direct cost
may be charged direct to jobs, allocated system review has never been per-
on some representative basis, or charged formed or has not been recently
partially direct and partially by alloca- performed and where the auditor's
tion. knowledge of the indirect/other di-

c. Generally, a contractor's indi- rect cost system is limited.
rect/other direct cost system should have: (2) New government contractor loca-

(1) Contractor compliance reviews to tions where anticipated or actual
provide reasonable assurance that government business is significant.
the policies and procedures relat- c. FAOs with audit cognizance over
ing to indirect/other direct cost corporate and/or group offices allocating
submissions are established, cur- substantial costs to other segments for
rently in practice, understood, and ultimate allocation to government con-
effectively implemented by con- tracts are responsible for performing in-
tractor employees. direct/other direct cost reviews at these
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segmentau .Segment auditors are If such activity is suspected, the circum-
responsible for requesting such reviews as stances should be reported in accordance

needed. with 4-700.
d. Once a comprehensive review of a

contractor's entire indirect/other direct 5-1005 Scope of Audit
cost system has been performed, it should
serve as a baseline for establishing the a. The nature and extent of audit effort
scope of subsequent indirect/other direct depends upon contractor size, amount of
cost system reviews. Subsequent reviews government business, and audit risk. In
would normally be limited to indi- general, the audit scope should be consis-
rect/other direct cost system changes and tent with the guidance in 5-105.
other areas identified as high risk. Refer b. In many instances, control proce-
to 6-604.1, Effect of Changed Condi- dures will be embedded in the contrac-
tions, which addresses the risk for tor's EDP system. In these cases, the
changes in procedures and practices for auditor should adequately document and
charging direct or indirect costs. test the automated portions of the sys-

tem, and give proper consideration to the
5-1004 Audit Objectives use of Computer Assisted Audit Tech-

niques (CAATs).
The purpose of this audit is to evaluate c. The extent of audit effort should also

the adequacy of and the contractor's be influenced by (1) the types of govern-
compliance with the indirect and other ment contracts and their materiality, (2)
direct cost system's internal controls. deficiencies noted in ongoing audits (au-
Refer to 5-104 for DCAA's primary ob- dit leads), (3) input from the contracting
jectives for auditing the contractor's ac- officer, (4) contract provisions, and (5)
counting and management systems. The the degree of system automation, espe-
objectives of reviewing the indirect/other cially where new or existing EDP systems

, direct cost system are to: have been revised to better identify,
a. Gain an understanding of the con- extract, and record indirect and other

tractor's indirect/other direct cost system direct costs. General information regard-
and related internal control structure to ing these scope areas is provided in 3-104
provide reasonable assurance that indi- and additional considerations specific to
rect/other direct cost in billings, claims, the indirect/other direct cost system are
or proposals applicable to US. Govern- discussed below. A risk assessment docu-
ment contracts are properly classified as menting conclusions reached regarding
allowable, allocable and reasonable in the impact of the above areas on the
accordance with FAR 31.2 and CAS. scope of this review should be document-

b. Document the understanding of the ed in the working papers.
indirect/other direct cost system internal d. Whenever practicable, expand the
control structure in working papers and scope of audit for indirect costs to in-
permanent files (see CAM 5-100). dude other direct costs. The audit should

c. Test the operational effectiveness of provide assurance that when items ordi-
indirect/other direct cost system internal narily chargeable as indirect costs are
controls, charged to government work as direct

d. Assess control risk as a basis to costs, the costs of like items applicable to
identify factors relevant to the design of other work of the contractor are treated
substantive tests. in the same manner.

e. Report on the understanding of the
internal control structure, assessment of 5-1006 Compliance Reviews
control risk and adequacy of the system
for government contracts. Contractor compliance reviews should

f. The discovery of fraud or other provide reasonable assurance that poli-
unlawful/impr er activity is not the cies and procedures relatirn to mdi-
primary audit objective, but the auditor rect/other direct cost claims, billings, and
must be attentive to any condition which proposals applicable to U.S. Government
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contracts are established, currently in ity required of a reviewer. The scope and
practice, understood, and effectively im- depth of audit should be consistent with
plemented by contractor employees. The the contractor's risk assessment level and
existence of strong internal controls in- sufficient to identify outdated written
creases the reliance that can be placed on procedures, inconsistent application of
the cost representations from that sys- the procedures, and lack of employees'
tem. Therefore, the contractor should knowledge or compliance with the writ-
have written policies and procedures for ten procedures. The auditor should con-
monitoring its indirect/other direct cost sider and rely on, if appropriate, contrac-
systems, including regular compliance tor internal audit control tests already
reviews, performed. The auditor should: (1)

identify and review the documentary
5-1006.1 Internal Audit Function evidence and the frequency of the inter-

The auditor should ascertain the effec- nal and external reviews to determine
tiveness of the internal audit staff and whether the scope of such reviews are
consider the manner in which the inter- appropriate, the conclusions are sound,
nal audit rur-tion is utilized by manage- and appropriate follow-up actions recom-
ment. Occasionally contractors use man- mended, and (2) determine if the meth-
agement teams in lieu of internal auditors odology used to select sensitive accounts
to pertorm compliance reviews. The au- to be reviewed is consistent with the risk
ditor should evaluate the competence, assessment level as documented by the
independence, and objectivity of the contractor. If the contractor has volun-
management teams. (Refer to 4-1000). teered for the indirect Contractor Risk

Assessment Guide (CRAG) chapter, the
5-1006.2 Scope of Compliance Reviews policies regarding risk assessment and

a. Adequacy of Procedures. The con- test methodology may have already been
tractor's policies and procedures should reviewed for adequacy.
provide for regular internal compliance
reviews. These compliance reviews 5-1006.3 Follow-up Procedures
should address the following areas: (1) There should be policies and proce-
adequacy of written policies, procedures, dures for tracking responses to, and reso-
and controls for indirect and other direct lution of, required corrective actions.
costs; (2) employee knowledge and corn- The policies and procedures should pro-
pliance with policies and procedures; (3) vide that corrective actions are commu-
composition of indirect cost pools and nicated to management responsible for
the bases over which they are allocated; action, and that corrective actions are
(4) periodic sampling of expense accounts documented and verified.
to ascertain if unallowable costs are prop.
edy identified and segregated; (5) period- 5-1007 Trained Employees
ic samplins to determine that when items
ordinarily chargeable as indirect costs are A well trained staff results in accurate
charged to government work as direct submissions to the Government. Con-
costs, the costs of like items applicable to tractor personnel should be aware of the
other work of the contractor are treated certification requirements and potential
in the same manner, (6) consistency with penalties associated with submissions;
which the policies and procedures are therefore, they require special training in
applied; and (7) treatment of miscella- the preparation and submittal of billings,
neous income, credits, rebates, and dis- claims, and proposals.
counts. a. Types of training. The contractor

b. Adequacy of Reviews. The adequacy ma.)y provide internal courses or opportu-
of the reviews should be assessed in nities for personnel to take outside edu-
accordance with the criteria in 4-1000. cation courses. The contractor may also
The reviews should be performed in provide detailed on-the-job training
accordance with the written procedures and/or detailed desk procedures. In some
and by personnel possessing a level of instnes the contractor may require that
competence, independence, and objectiv- personne assigned to the preparation,
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approval and/or review process have spe- year-end adjustments of direct and indi-
cial qualifications prior to their ing rect costs, and other related procedures.hired. d. The auditor should review the ade-

b. Adequacy of Procedures. Procedures quacy of the training policies and proce-
should identify the minimum required dures to determine if they cover thecourse topics, the frequency of the train- appropriate topics, contain ir'-pretation
ing (periodic training should be given as of the Government rules an, julationsneeded, e.g. issuance of new and revised on the allowability of indiremiother di-
regulations, evidence of internal control rect costs, and that there are provisions
weaknesses, etc.), and the criteria for to assure course materials are adjusted todocumentation of completion. If specific comply with revisions to government
procedures are not available, have the rules and regulations. The contractor
contractor identify its practice in the may have training records or attendanceabove areas for later verification with sheets that document employee training.
employees. The procedures should re- If the contractor does not provide formal
quire that the training program be updat- training, evaluate alternative procedures
ed to cover current government rules and that ensure that employees and manage-
regulations, and adjusted to comply with ment involved in the approval process
revisions to the contractor's systems. and/or preparation of indirect/directThese areas may be covered under more costs submissions have the requiredthan one class, and some may be covered knowledpe. The auditor may consider
by memorandums, bulletins, or pam- making inquiries of employees who per-
phiets. formed a procedure and inspecting docu-

c. Adequacy of Training Topics. The ments and reports to ensure that employ-
contractor should have policies and pro- ees are knowledgeable.
cedures requiring an employee awareness
training program which informs employ- 5-1008 Preparation of Indirect/Other
ees of the special requirements that apply Direct Costs SubmissionsP when a business contracts with the gov-
ernment. The training should include a. The contractor should establish andprocedures for reporting and identifying maintain written policies and procedures
false claims and the penalties associated for preparing submissions (billings,
with the statutes on false claims and false claims, or proposals), applicable to U.S.
statements. Further, those employees Government contracts that include onlywith contractual responsibilities related allowable costs in accordance with FAR
to costs should be made aware of the 31.2 and CAS.
FAR, DFARS, CAS, and applicable con- b. The contractor's policies and proce-
tract provisions. The contractor's proce- dures should require that claimed indi-dures should provide instruction in claim rect/other direct costs be reconciled withpreparation that provides for compliance actual costs as recorded in the books and
with the following clauses: (1) FAR records. Claimed costs may often be
52.216.7, Allowable Cost and Payment different from actual costs incurred; how-clause, which requires that the contractor ever, there should be a clear identifica-
submit a final indirect cost rate proposal tion of all adjustments and an explana-reflecting actual cost experience during tion that describes why such adjustments
the covered period, together with sup- are necessary.porting data (see DCAAP 7641.90 sec- c. In addition, the contractor should
tion on Incurred Cost Proposals for sam- have sufficient documentation for the
pie illustration of what is considered an auditor to assess the reasonableness of
adequate submission); and (2) DFARS the contractor's interpretations of allowa-242.770 which requires that the submis- bility. This documentation can be in the
sions include a signed "Certificate of form of policies and procedures, desk
Indirect Costs." Policies and procedures instructions, preprinted forms, etc., and
should also require that employees be should provide enough detail for employ-
trained in contract briefing1 reconcilia- ees to determine the allowability of costs.
tions of claims to accounting records, Documentation supporting the allowabil-
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ity of costs per advance agreements ACO, such as IR&D and B&P Advance

should also be provided. There should be Agreements.

documentation supporting the segrega- d. In addition, all costs which are
tion and control of data rejections, cor- directly associated with unallowable costs
rections, and adjustments, e.g., year-end are also considered to be unallowable.
accruals, variances, and suspense ac- For example, travel costs associated with
counts. an unallowable business activity (e.g.,

business reorganization) are also consid-
5-1009 Identification and Segregation ered to be unallowable.
of Unallowable Costs 5-1009.1 Screening of Unallowable Costs

a. General Policies and Procedures.
Policies and procedures should provide The contractor's accounting procedures

for the identification and exclusion of should be in writing and should provide
unallowable costs from Government con- that indirect/other direct costs are prop-
tract costs as required by FAR 31.201-6 erly classified as allowable or unallowa-
and CAS are ble, including directly associated costs,

a. Certain costs are rendered unallowa- and unallowable costs are identified and
ble by provisions of pertinent laws and segregated for U.S. Government contract
regulations. Examples of costs declared costing, billing, and pricing purposes as
expressly unallowable by federal statute required by PAR 31.201-6 and/or CAS
or regulations are: (1) contingent fees 405, if applicable. When evaluating the
(except payments to bona fide represen- contractor's policies and procedures, the
tatives (FAR 31.205-7), (2) entertain- auditor should consider whether they:
ment expenses (FAR 31.205-14), (3) fines (1) Address all major duties and re-
and penalties (FAR 31.205-15), (4) costs sponsibilities in the indirect/other
of organizing or reorganizing a business direct cost system. The procedures
enterprise (FAR 31.205-27), (5) contribu- should be comprehensive and easi-
tions (31.205-8), (6) interest (FAR ly understood in order to minimize
31.205-20), (7) losses on other contracts the risk of errors arising from
(FAR 31.205-23), (8) certain types of causes such as misunderstood in-
advertising and business meetings (FAR structions, and mistakes in judge-
31.205-1), (9) bad debts (FAR 31.205-3), ment. The procedures should re-
and (10) federal income taxes (FAR quire management/supervisory re-
31.205-41). A description of these and view and approval at appropriate
other items and the criteria for a determi- control levels. Management review
nation of allowability are provided in should be evidenced by the proper
FAR Part 31 (see Appendix A) and approval signature on the docu-
Chapter 7. mentation and records in accor-

b. Other costs may be specifically iden- dance with the contractor's policy.
tified in the contract as being unallowa- Electronic signature procedures
ble. In these instances, the contract terms should be implement ed for auto-
may also provide specific criteria that mated cost records. There should
must be met before a cost is considered be separation of key duties such as
allowable, or there may be ceiling limita- authorizing, processing, recording,
tions on certain types of costs. For exam- and reviewing; and accountability
pie, the contract may state that subcon- over access to and use of assets and
tracts or travel must be approved by the records. The auditor should be
contracting officer prior to the incurrence alert for aspects of the indi-
of the cost, or it may state that overtime rect/other direct cost system pro-
is unallowable over a peci dollar cess which are not covered by
amount. Contract briefs should be pre- policies and procedures. Addition-
pared to identify these clauses, ally, the auditor should note any

c. Still other costs or portions of cost instances where actual practices
may be identified as unallowable based are inconsistent with established
on advance agreements negotiated by the policies and procedures. In these
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instances, the auditor should con- dures but providing the necessary
sider the underlying cause for these training to ensure that they under-
inconsistencies (e.g., failure to ade- stand how to interpret and execute
quately communicate changes in them. If the training for employees
established policies and proce- who approve, process, and screen
dures). When testing the critical costs is separate from that provid-
control points outlined in the pro- ed to employees who prepare cost
cedures, the auditor should review submissions, follow the guidance
evidence on adjustments as well as in 5-1006.2.
on regular transactions. If applica- b. Controls for Selected Sensitive Ac-
ble, the auditor should compare counts. The following are examples of
relevant parts of the contractor's sensitive costs that warrant special con-
CAS disclosure statement to the sideration to comply with the regulations
policies and procedures. (refer to FAR 31.2 for complete list of

(2) Are approved by an appropriate sensitive areas and their requirements):
level of management to signify the (1) Entertainment costs. Procedures
delegation of authority and to ef- and controls should be established
fectively convey management's that distinguish entertainment
cowmitment to adhering to estab- costs, as defined in FAR 31.205-
lished policies and procedures, and 14, from allowable costs, such as
complying with FAR 31.2 and public relations cost; travel cost;
CAS. employee morale, health and wel-

(3) Provide for the design and use of fare cost; and trade, business, tech-
adequate documents and records. nical and professional activity cost.
Records should be kept on all as- (2) Independent Research and Devel-
pects of a procedure to ensure the opment (IR&D) and Bid and Pro-
proper recording of transactions. posal (B&P) cost. Procedures and
Records should also be classified in controls should be established
a way that permits easy access for which provide that IR&D and B&P
audit trail (e.g., chart of accounts are classified and allocated to U.S.
could be imbedded in the applica- Government contracts in accor-
ble systems internal edit schedules dance with FAR 31.205-18 and
which segregates and identifies un- CAS 420. Specifically, procedures
allowable accounts at point of ori- should require that:
gin). Supporting documentation (a) Each IR&D and B&P
should be complete (i.e., include project should be separately identi-
purpose), accurate (e.g. include fIed if material in amount. When
credits if applicable), and readily not material in amount, these costs
available for examination. Various may be accumulated in one or
FAR clauses require specific docu- more project(s) within each of these
mentation in order for allowability two types of effort.
to be established. The contractor's (b) The B&P projects should be
procedures should provide for doc- described and identified, as appro-
umentation that contracts have priate, with a specific procurement
been briefed and express- objective and/or applicable request
ly/mutually agreed to be unallowa- for proposal (RFP), request for
ble costs, and directly associated quotation (RFQ), or invitation for
costs have been identified and ex- bid (IFB).
cluded. (c) Effort such as production

(4) Were communicated to those indi- engineering, productivity improve-
viduals within the organization ment, industrial modernization in-
who are responsible for executing centives program (IMIP), etc.
them. This communication in- should not be confused with IR&D
volves not only making sure that and/or B&P effort. Effbrt of this
appropriate employees are aware type and the related cost accounts
of established policies and proce- should be described in sufficient
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detail and specificity that distin- classified at some point between
guishes it from IR&D and B&P incurrence of the cost and the time
effort so as to preclude misclassifi- when claimed as a contract cost.
cation of these costs. (b) Routines are in place to

(3) Legislative lobbying costs. Proce- identify material amounts of unal-
dures and controls should be estab- lowable labor activity based on the
lished to provide that all allowable purpose of the travel.
and unallowable costs under FAR (c) Records required to substan-
31.205-22 are properly classified tiate and justify contractor-owned,
and documented. leased, or chartered aircraft costs

(4) Professional and consultant service are maintained in accordance with
costs should be supported as pre- FAR 31.205-46.
scribed in FAR 31.205-33. (8) Trade, business, technical, and

(5) Relocation costs. Procedures and professional activity costs. Proce-
controls should be established to dures and controls should be estab-
require that: lished which provide that an ade-

(a) Payments be in accordance quate description of the business
with an established policy or prac- purpose of meetings and confer-
tice that is consistently followed. ences is either contained in or

(b) Amounts claimed as allow- referenced in the reimbursement
able costs under government con- voucher.
tracts be in accordance with the c. Screening. Point ofentry screening is
requirements stated in FAR inherently more effective than after-the-
31.205-35. fact screening/scrubbing for the identifi-

(6) Selling costs. Procedures and con- cacton and segrebain f uheoide
trols should be established which cation a p egation of unallowable
provide that selling costs are classi- costs. As a point of entry control, thefed in accordance with FAR contractor can use its chart of accounts to
3fied5i a nd wit h identify and segregate allowable and un-(a) Allowable direct selling and allowable accounts (refer to the account-

market planning costs should be ing system internal control structure).
separately identified from unallow- The contractor's failure to establish point
able costs. of entry controls places an added risk on

(b) Allowable selling costs after-the-fact screening (refer to compli-
should be distinguished from B&P ance reviews in 5-1006). Contractor fol-
costs with respect to Government low-up on unclear or questionable costs
business, can become ineffective with the passage

(c) The method selected and of time. This added risk would translate
analysis used to allocate selling and into higher required confidence levels
marketing costs should be docu- and precision than would otherwise be
mented and in compliance with required, thereby impacting the nature
FAR and CAS, as appropriate. and extent of audit effort. As a result of

(d) Direct selling and market the required certification process, some
planning costs should be segregated contractors have incurred extraordinary
b class of customer (i.e., U.S. costs for screening overhead costs prior

overnment, FMS/foreign sales of to certifying their proposal. This extraor-
military products, and commer- dinary effort is often the result of the
cial). The method of segregation contractor's earlier negligence in estab-
should be verifiable through docu- lishing, maintaining, and/or implement-
mentation. ing an adequate system of internal con-

(7) Travel costs. Procedures and con- trol, and may not be subject to reim-
trols should be established which bursement (see 7-1909.2). Deficiencies
provide that: should be reported in accordance with 8-

(a) Allowable and unallowable 302.7 if they are noncompliances with
travel costs in accordance with CAS 405, or in accordance with FAR
FAR 31.205-46 are appropriately 31.201-6 if they are not CAS-related.
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5-1010 Allocabilbty Poicies, d. Procedures should provide that indi-
Procedures, ond Controls rect costs be accumulated by al(ho-

mogeneous) cost groupings te ontrac with
Policiesten costdresable andure due consideration of the reasons for

that indirect and other direct costs are incurring such costs, and allocated to cost
properly charged/asocated to cost objec- objectives in reasonable proportion to the
goverent Fcordea mle , w theF audi base beneficial or causal relationship of theaprivsi opriante. wt A ad Sa pool costs to the final cost objective

a. The contractor's accounting proce- (A 123b) ostsyMA o

dures should ensure that items of the 18, the auditor should determine that the

eamienatuork as diosearget co s a ireto b allocation bases used by the contractor
costs are not included in the indirect cost h aR 3in2e3(c).

cor's oTher wiork, ash quid b y FAerttotheequitable and consistent with any appli-
Therefore. The contrator should bthave acable CAS requirements, generally ac-possibility of inconsistencies in the treat- cepted alountwbg principles, fro anppli-
ment of direct and indirect costs, espe- cable provisions of the contract.cially between cost reimbursable and (1) Procedures and controls should be
other contracts or between government established to provide that all costs (al-
and other contracts. Such inconsistencies ocated costslshould peh ly in
may result in inequitable charges to the cludable in an indirect cost allocation
government. For example, the auditor whic it i asociate s iu indthe

inclulde prviiosur fort justifichargdtion and- base ovear whc prta hero indirect cs oli

apoald enof thas direct chare to re costs irrespective of their acceptance as
indiet ckassdificatin costs. Efective sgovernmentsociact st costs in accordance
treated in the same manner on the con- with FAR 31.203(c).
tractoies other work, as required by FAR (2) Procedures and controls should be
31.202, FAR 31.203, and/or CAS 402. established to provide that expressly un-
Therefore, the contractor should have allowable costs and costs mutually agreed
policies and procedures for adequately to be unallowable are wexluded from anydescribing and classifying costs as direct indirect cost pool which is allocated toor indirect. U.S. Government cost objectives. Direct-

b. For CAS-covered contractors, such I associated costs should be handled in
policies and procedures are a require- le same manner, unless the cost with
ment of CAS 418.40(a). They should which it is associated is included in the
include provisrnd inspection n and base over which the indirect cost pool is
approval of chanies n the direct or allocated. In such instances, the directly
indirect classification of costs. Effective associated cost should remain in the
mnfcdures will minimize the amount of indirect cost pool.tesin needed. The extent of required e. The auditor should determine if the
testing may be further reduced by evi- contractor's policies and procedures re-
dence of thorough contractor internal quire a thorough study of the indirect
audit coverage of this area. cost activity, including the activity basesc. The contractor should have account- used for allocation and the costs to be
ing policies and procedures which pro- allocated, to determine whether the activ-

,vide that all items of other direct costs ity base chosen is appropriate for cost
are readily identifiable with the contract allocation and results in a reasonable
to which they have been charged. When measure of the activity. The base should:San item is purchased, documents such as (1) be a reasonable measure of the activi-
the purchase requisition, purchase order, ty, (2) be measurable without undue
receivimg report, and inspection report expense, and (3) except for the residual
should identify the contract for which the G&A expense, fluctuate concurrently
cost was incurred. When the contractor with the activity which is the source of
manufactures components or parts, the the costs.
work orders and all documents serving as f. Part IV of the contractor's disclosure
a basis for charges to the work order, such statement provides information on the
as requisitions and job tickets, should be contractor's bases and pools, including a
identi l-d with the contract. functional or departmental breakdown of
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indirect expenses. A review of the disclo- 5-1011 Internal Control Reporting
sure statement (or equivalent data from
non-CAS-covered contractors) will fre- The auditor should follow the guidance
quently assist in determining whether in 5-110, 10-200, and 10-400 for report-
cost allocations described in the policies ing on internal controls relative to the
and procedures are equitable. Any differ- gon internacontrol relativent
ences or inadequacies should be identi- Contractor's accounting and management
fled and reported to the ACO in accor- systems.
dance with 8-200.
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5-1100 Section 5- Review of Contractor's Billing System

5-1101 Introduction 5-1103 General Audit Policy

a. This section provides guidance for a. Refer to 5-103 for DCAA's general
reviewing contractor billing systems and audit policy for the review of contractor
related internal controls of both a manual accounting and management systems and
and automated nature. Refer to 5-101 for related internal controls.
the auditor's fundamental requirements b. Once a comprehensive review of a
for obtaining and documenting an under- contractor's entire billing system has
standing of a contractor's internal control been performed, it should serve as a
structure and assessing control risk. baseline for establishing the scope of

b. Reviews of contractor billing sys- subsequent billing system reviews. Subse-
tems addressed in this guidance relate to quent reviews would normally be limited
incurred cost reviews of interim and final to billing system changes and other areas
public vouchers (6-1000), progress pay- identified as high risk.

c. The auditor should be alert toments (14-200) and other incurred cost
presentations (Terminations 12-000, FPI changes in the contractor's EDP environ-

ment or changes in application softwarethat may affect the billing system. A
partial list of such changes includes:5- 102 Background Information (1) automation of a manual billing

system
Billings on public vouchers, requests (2) automation of any billing system

for progress payments, contract closing activities that were previously per-
proposals, and related cost statements formed manually
submitted by contractors do not normally (3) changes in other systems (e.g., la-
reflect contract costs as recorded in the bor, material, indirect and ODC,
basic accounting records. Normal recon- etc.) that may affect the data files
ciling items include both timing differ- used by the billing system
ences and permanent differences and
special controls and processes must be 5-1104 Audit Objectives
established to assure that these differ-
ences are properly removed from billings a. The purpose of this audit is to
on public vouchers and progress pay- evaluate the adequacy of and the contrac-
ments. The contractor's billing system tor's compliance with the billing system's
should include processes for: internal controls. Refer to 5-104 for

a. Segregating and excluding unallowa- DCAA's primary objectives for auditing
ble costs as required by FAR, DFARS the contractor's accounting and manage-
and/or contract terms. ment systems.

b. Segregating incurred costs that must b. The contractor billing system should
be paid before submission for reimburse- provide reasonable assurance that bill-
ment, or before inclusion in progress ings applicable to government contracts
payment requests (e.g., unpaid material are prepared in accordance with applica-
costs). ble laws and regulations, and contract

c. Withholding costs that are appropri- terms; and that material misstatements
ate adjustments to the submission or are prevented, or detected and corrected
request (e.g., costs in excess of ceilings, or in a timely manner.
liquidated progress payments).

d. Adjusting submissions for final rates 5-1105 Scope of Audit
or indirect billing rates that differ from
the contractor current applied rates. a. While the nature and extent of audit

e. Identifying costs that require specific effort depends upon contractor size,
contracting officer approval (special pur- amount of government business, and
chases, overtime authorizations, etc.). audit risk (materiality and sensitivity),
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the audit scope should be consistent with the currency and frequency of updates,
the guidance in 5-105. advocates employee training and aware-

b. The auditor should review the con- ness, funds needed equipment and corn-
tract mix to determine the materiality puter programming, encourages internal
and sensitivity of certain aspects of the and external audits and develops perfor-
contractor's billing system (see 6-10S2) mance controls.

(1) Identify those contract types which (b) Accounting System and CAS Com-
are sufficiently immaterial to justify sub- pliance Reviews (5-300 and 8-000). The
stantive testing only and delete steps contractor should have adequate controls
covering their unique billing controls. to ensure costs recorded in the official
T&M and labor hours contracts generally cost accounting records used to bill costs
require a unique set of billing controls are allowable, allocable and reasonable
because it is quite common for the con- under FAR 31.2. (and CAS as appropri-
tract to specify labor categories which do ate)
not coincide with the contractor estab- (c) General EDP Systems (5-400). EDP
lished labor classifications. Similarly, due systems should provide reliable data and
to security requirements, classified con- the data should be properly secured.
tracts may have a unique set of billing (d) Budget and Planning System (5-
controls. 500). Estimates of cost to complete con-

(2) Areas of emphasis may be deter- tracts used for progress payment pur-
mined by contract type. Cost reimburse- poses should be current, accurate, com-
ment type contracts generally contain plete, realistic, reasonable, and consider
many more special contract provisions all relevant information.
than FFP and FPI contracts; therefore (e) Material and ODC Systems (5-700
more risk may be associated with the and 5-1000).
contract briefing systems when this type (i) Charges from material issued
of contract is in the majority. The con- from contractor inventory for use on
tractor may also use the billing system to contracts should be identifiable on the
provide incurred cost data for forward billing record and supported by journal
pricin# proposals, FPI closings, and ter- vouchers recording issuance of contrac-
minations. The other uses of the system tor-owned material; individual items of
may affect materiality considerations. material should be traceable to the issue

(3) Sensitive audit issues can have a document; and, item pricing should con-
significant impact on audit scope. For form to an acceptable practice and con-
example, cong ional interest in con- tractor established policy.
tractor overbillings would necessitate in- (ii) Billed material should be issued
creased emphasis on contrattor proce- for current use on the contract and not
dures to prevent overbilling on public merely issued to an intermediate holding
vouchers or progress payments. The audi- area for the purpose of obtaining reim-
tor should be alert to recognize and take bursement. The contractor should not be
appropriate action on matters of a sensi- purchasing material and charging it to
tive nature. common inventory (when it should be

(4) Other Related Systems-Billings charged directly to the contract) to cir-
are generally prepared from accounting cumvent the actual payment require-
records either manually or by computer ment.
applications. The major critical controls (f) Labor and ODC Systems (5-900 and
and system reviews related to the billing 5-1000). Weekly and/or biweekly direct
system are: labor entries in the billing record should

(a) Management's Philosophy and Op- be based on the source documents for the
erating Style. Review and briefly summa- journal vouchers distributing salaries and
rize the overall management philosophy wages for the accounting period. Any
and operating style based on information labor adjustments appearing in the billing
in the permanent file regarding the con- record should be supported by correction
trol environment. Determine whether or reclassification journal vouchers. For
management endorses the philosophy of T&M or labor hour contracts in the
written policies and procedures including contractor labor distribution system, in-
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curred labor hours should be input by determine billing requirements,
contract category to the billing system, billing approvals, reconciliations of
and the controls preventing misclassifica- billed cost to the cost accounting
tion of employees should be reviewed as records, adjustments of direct andapart of the labor controls. indirect costs to year-end actual

(g) Indirect and ODC Systems (5- allowable rates, exclusions of un-
1000). The contractor should have con- paid cost, that is not eligible for
trols to provide for developing, approv- reimbursement until paid, esti-
ing, and applyinp proper indirect expense mates of costs attributed to items
rates in e lings (see 6-700). delivered/invoiced, adjustments of

(h) Financial Capability. The contrac- billings on potential loss contracts,
tor should have controls to assess on a title to assets whose costs are
periodic basis if it has sufficient financial billed, and the development of
resources to complete its contracts. estimates at completion.

(5) The auditor should consider the (3) Adequate and effective implemen-
folwing possible audit leads in deter- tation plan for the billing system to
mining scope of the billing system audit: assure that policies and procedures

(a) billing system audit leads are executed including dissemina-
(b) ou ding internal control defi- tion of policies and procedures to

ciencies in other relevant account- employees, training of employees
ing systems and management review of bill-

(c) material misstatements found in
incurred cost audits, i.e., public (4) Sective general EDP controls
vouchers, progress payment re- over data center operations andquests, contract closing statements adequate physical and logical secu-
or other incurred cost reviews. rity over relevant systems like la-

(6) Contractor's Organization-con- bor, material, and indirect and
tract billings or portions of the billing ODC.
information may be the responsibility 0! d. The following paragraphs contain
different sections of the contractor orga- general guidance for the review and eval-
nization. For instance, because of their uation of the contractor's billing system.
unique nature T&M or labor hour bill- This guidance gives the auditor a frame-
ings may have an entirely different pro- work for the audit, but it is not a substi-
ess flow than cost type billings. The tute for professional judgment. The audi-

number of processes to be reviewed and tor should adapt this guidance to fit their
the consistency of the processes will in- individual circumstances.
fluence the scope of the review.

c. Assessing control risk-To assess
control risk on the billing system as low 5-1106 Muagement Compliance
and reduce substantive testing, the audi- Reviews
tor should determine if the internal con-
trol policies and procedures in contrac- Systems that rely on external controls
toOs billing system accomplish the fol- only increase the risk of cost mischarging
lowing control objectives by providing: or misallocation. The existence of strong

(l) Effective methods of monitoring self-controls increases the reliance that
the billing system and performing can be placed on the cost representations
manaqement compliance reviews from that system. Therefore, the contrac-
to assure that the companies poli- tor should have policies and procedures
cies and procedures are adequate for monitoring its billing system, includ-
and current, are disseminated to all ing repular compliance reviews. These
appropriate personnel, and are im- compliance reviews should address the
plemented in a timely and consis- following areas: the adequacy of written
tent maner. procedus, employee knowledg and

(2) Adequate written billing system comlin with policies and procedurmes
policies and procedures which ad- conistcy with which the policies and
dren employee training, how to procedures are applied and by whom,
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and timely corrective action on deficien- procedures, inconsistent application of
cies. the procedures, lack of employee knowl-

a. Types of Reviews. The contractor edge or compliance with the written
may perform internal compliance audits procedures, or untimely corrective ac-
using auditors or nonauditors, that in- tions.
volve physical observation, reviews of
performance or exception reports, exter- 5-1107 Policies and Procedures
nal audits, or use a combination of tech-
niques. Because billing is generally per- A formal written statement of policies
formed in the accounts receivable area and procedures rather than an informal
and this function is consistently audited one based on established customs of the
by both internal and external auditors, organization should exist at all contractor
some or all of the compliance reviews locations with substantial government
may be performed by them. The contrac- business. Therefore, the contractor
tor may also have various performance should have adequate written policies
criteria and reporting requirements to and procedures, and training on the prep-
upper management which relate to in- aration and submission of billing re-
curred cost billings. For example, exces- quests in accordance with applicable reg-
sive numbers of vouchers returned by ulations and contract provisions. Written
paying offices or excessive number of policies and procedures help ensure that
days to process vouchers, may indicate (1) directions for performing both au-
noncompliance with control procedures. tomated and manual tasks are

b. Adequacy of Procedures. Whatever clearly defined
the form of the reviews, there should be (2) delegated duties and responsibili-
procedures which identify the intervals of ties are formally documented and
performance of the reviews, the person- communicated to employees
nel responsible for performance of the (3) processes are performed consis-
reviews, the areas to be covered during tently from billing to billing.
the reviews, the documentation required
to evidence the reviews have been per- 5-1107.1 Training of Employees
formed and the requirements for follow- A well trained staff results in current
up action. The procedures should address and accurate billings to the government.
coverage of the following areas: Because of the unique requirements asso-

(1) review of the adequacy and consis- ciated with government contracts, certain
tency of application of the written contractor certifications, and potential
procedures for the billing person- penalties associated with billings, con-
nel tractor personnel need to be specially

(2) employee knowledpe and compli- trained to prepare and submit govern-
ance with these written procedures ment billing requests. Therefore, the con-

(3) responsiveness to required correc- tractor should assure that all appropriate
tive actions. personnel have training in the prepara-

In addition, procedures for inputting tion and submission of billing requests.
billing related data and procedures for a. Types of Training. The contractor
the correction of erroneously entered may require that personnel assigned to
data should be available, the processing of government bilninp

c. Adequacy of Reviews. The adequacy hav qualiications prior to their
of the reviews should be assessed in being hired. The contractor may provide
accordance with the criteria in 4-1000. opportunities for personnel to take out-
The reviews should be performed in side educational courses or provide inter-
accordance with written procedures and nal courses. The contractor may also
by personnel possessing the level of corn- provide detailed on-the-job training
petence, independence and objectivity and/or detailed desk procedures.
required of a reviewer. The scope and b. Adequacy of Procedures. Procedures
depth of audit should be consistent with should identify the minimum required
the contractor risk assessment level and course topics, the frequency of the train-
sufficient to identify outdated written ing and the criteria for documentation of
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completion. If specific procedures are not b. Compiling Data. Procedures should
available, have the contractor identify its identify the process for briefing con-
practice in the above areas for later tracts. The contractor may have a form
verification with employees. The proce- (automated or manual) with blanks for
dures should require the training pro- various types of contractual require-
gram be updated to cover current govern- ments, or check marks to indicate the
ment rules and regulations and adjusted inclusion of FAR, DFARs and other
to comply with revisions to the contrac- regulatory mandatory clauses. Training
tor system. These areas may be covered manuals may also provide a handy refer-
under more than one class and some may ence for briefing personnel.
be covered by memorandums, bulletins, c. Frequency of Briefs. Procedures
or pamphlets. should identify the frequency criteria for

c. Adequacy of Training Topics. Train- briefing contracts. As a minimum briefs
ing programs may include: should be updated as soon as modifica-

(1) an overview of the contractor's tions are received or prior to the start of
accounting system the next billing interval.

(2) information on specific billing pro- d. Responsibility for Briefing. Proce-
cedures (automated or manual) dures should identify those responsible

(3) an overview of written policies and for briefing contracts. Briefs are most
procedures often prepared by billing personnel but

(4) instructions on briefing contracts may be prepared by contracts or other
(5) a description on the review and personnel as long as there is appropriate

approval process segregation of duties and the personnel
(6) information on penalties associ- am trained.

ateC with the statutes on false e. Manner of Updating. To facilitate
claims and false statements acts updating, verification, and review, the

(7) guidance on applicable FAR, contractor may include the latest modifi-
DFARS, CAS and contract clauses cation number on the billing. If an auto-

(8) information on the contract close- mated system is used, exception reports
out process. may identify contracts not briefed, or

EDP workstation procedures relative to ones that have not been updated in excess
billing system transaction activity should of certain specified intervals. The billing
be covered as well as procedures for system may not allow processing unless
correcting erroneously entered billing the briefing has been completed or ap-
data. proved. Manual systems may require

5-1107.2 Cenbd 3kfrp attachment of the brief or modification
Govern n contracts s e h to document auditor and/or supervisorGovernment contracts sometime have review.

very unique documentation require- f. Method of Inputting. If applicable,
ments, withhold criteria and cost exclu- the procedures should identify how the
sions associated with interim and final briefed requirements will be included in
payment approvals. An effective billing the billing.
system identifies these requirements and
includes them in the process. Therefore, 5-11073 M Spuent Review mu
procedures and controls should be estab- -17 ewl
lished to ensure that contracts are re- AIrMa
viewed to identify all billing require- The contractor should have procedures
ments and that these requirements are which require supervisory or manage-
documented either in a contract brief ment review and approval of billing&
and/or directly input into an automated prior to submission. Formal require-
system. Policies and procedures should ments for managment approval help
address the following: ensure compliance with specific contract

a. Identifying Requirements. Proce- provisions. Progress payment requests in
dures should clearly identify the types of fact require some management crtifica-
information required on the brief (see 3- tions. When evaluating the adequacy of
200 for examples of requirements). the contractor policies and procedures
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for management reviews of billings, the c. Periodic reconciliations of contract
auditor should consider whether costs, as identified by the accounting

(1) contract briefings require manage- system, to costs billed provides manage-
ment review and approval ment necessary contract status informa-

(2) manapers review billings prior to tion (e.g. cash flow, profit/loss, etc.), and
submission allows the contractor to prepare timely

(3) items or elements are identified for final vouchers which detail allowable
specific review costs by contract by year.

(4) established thresholds and manage-
ment approval levels are appropri- -11075 Adjwtmut of Cost and Rates
ate Interim billings of cost generally in-

(5) managers have sufficient time to volve several contractor years. The status
effectively review billings prior to of incurred cost reviews changes as time
approval, passes, particularly with regard to indi-

rect rates. Initially, billings may be based
5-1107A RecoudHatlm of Recorded MA on projected rates for the year, which

iBMled Cost may change during the year as projec-
tions change; these rates should be moni-Sa. The ontractor should be able to tored (FAR 52.216-7(e) and FAR 42.704)

demonstrate that billing requests are pre- throughout the year and if significant
pared directly from the cost accounting deviations between billing rates and in-
records or from other records which are curfed rates occur during the year, or at
reconciled to the cost accounting records. year..nd, adjustments to the billing
Billings prepared from subsidiary ledgers should be requested from the contracting
and/or memorandum reports must be officer. This process ensures that at year
reconciled to the general ledger by ele- end the amount of indirect costs reim-
ment of cost. bursed is as close to the certified as

b. The contractor may identify normal possible. Similarly, direct costs may be
reconciling differences and require any subject to adjustments based on year-end
other differences to be subject to manage- procedures, audits and negotiations. In-
ment review. Contractor identified dif- curred cost billings are cumulative, and
ferences other than those identified in 5- therefore, should reflect the impact of
1101b above should be subject to addi- any of these adjustments as soon as they
tional auditor review. The contractor are known. The contractor should have
procedures and/or flowcharts should procedures and controls in place to en-
identify appropriate sources of inputs, sure the prompt adjustment of billings to
internal control points, ancillaryEDP reflect these adjustments in indirect rates
applications, related transactions, and and direct costs.
any documentation requirements. In a. The contractor system should pro-
manual systems the contractor may re- vide for the segregation of cost by year so
quire the attachment of a copy of the job that rate adjustments can be easily made
cost ledr or verification to the billing as and the rates used can be identified.
a condition to the pro-submission ap- Controls over who authorizes rate
proval process. In modern automated changes, or how unauthorized rate
billing systems the billing data may be changes to contracts can be prevented
simultaneously posted to the cost and should be clearly identified. Rate compu-
billing ledger or posted at specified inter- tations should be subject to easy verifica-
vals. However, the system should have tion.
the capability to input such things as b. To assure rates are current, the
billing ceilings, withholding require- contractor should have a procedure
meats, or automatically code items which which requires reapproval of rates at
are not billable and then identify such stated intervals (at least annually) or
cost suspensions or reconciling differ- revision upon the occurrence of the
ences, on the face of the voucher or in a events mentioned in 5-1107.5 above.
separate attachment (see also 5-1107.6, These procedures should identify the
Exlusion of Unpaid Costs). organization responsible for establishing
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billing rates, both projected and actual, as b. The billing system should identify
wenl as any adjustments to billing rates. and segregate any nonbillable direct costs

c. For tracking and documentation that cannot be identified to a program or
purposes, the contractor should maintain job order. Such costs should be reclassi-
a rate folder or deck which identifies the fled as billable, only when required con-
date of rate changes and includes the ditions have been met. For example,
supporting documentation (ACO or audi- another input may be needed when sub-
tor approvals). Overhead and G&A ex- contract accruals have been paid.penses should be calculated on the basis
of billing rates, quick close-out or final 5-1107.7 Subcontractor Progress
overhead rates. Billing rates should be Paymeats
properly certified as stated in FAR FAR 52.232-16(j) requires the contrac-
42.704 and DFARS 242.770 (6-705 and tor to exclude costs of progress payments
6-706). made to subcontractors on terms less

d. Generally, direct cost adjustments favorable to the government than the
are identified as suspensions or withholds progress payment clause contained in the
on the face of the voucher or on a prime contract. When evaluating the ade-
separate attachment. quacy of the contractor policies and

procedures for subcontracts, the auditor
5-1107.6 Exclusim of Unpuld Costs. should determine whether the contractor

As discussed in the introduction, one has purchasing policies and procedures
of the primary differences between basic which are adequate to assure that the
accounting records and billed govern- terms of subcontracts or interdivisional
ment contract cost is the exclusion of fixed pfrie orders are the same as FAR
unpaid or ineligible costs. It is essential 52.232-16() (CPSRs may be used tothat procedures and controls are estab- determine the adequacy of this area). In
lished requiring the exclusion from bill- addition, the contractor should have poli-
ings of the followin unpaid costs: (I) cies and procedures to ensure monitoring
Accrued costs of direct materials and of performance and expected profitabili-
subcontract costs, (2) accrued costs that ty under subcontracts, review and ap-
the contractor is delinquent in paying in proval of the subcontract progress pay-
the normal course of business; and, (3) ments and resultant reductions in upper
accrued costs of pensions, post retire- tier propress payments, or reductions or
ment benefits, and profit sharing or em- suspensions of subcontractor progress
ployee stock ownership plans that have payments, as necessary to protect against
not been paid at least quarterly (costs not overpayment and losses.
paid within 30 days after the end of the
quarter are not eligible for reimburse- 5-1107.8 Estimates to Complete,
ment). The specific clauses identifying EsFtmates Of Costs of Deliv-erd/Ivoiced
reimbursable costs are in FAR 52.216-7b Item
for vouchers and FAR 52.232-16(aX2) a. Estimates to Complete. For progress
for progress payments. The criteria are payment purposes the amount on line
the same for both types of billings. When 12b on the SF 1443, Contractor's Re-
evaluating the adequacy of the contractor quest for Progress Payment, is critical in
procedures, the auditor should deter- the determination of the reasonableness
mine: of the request because it is used in the

a. Potentially nonbillable direct costs computation of the various critical limi-
are, when possible, automatically coded tations of reimbursable cost as discussed
and identified as such in the accounting below. Because it is a critical factor, the
or billing ledger data based on pro- FAR requires that the contractor keep
grammed criteria applied to cost ledger these estimates to complete current (not
source codes. This would include unal- more than 6 months old). The contractor
lowable direct costs, unpaid accrued should have policies and procedures to
costs, and costs subject to special aprv- assure the most current estimates are
al requirements or other contrct liits used in progress payments, that these
such as overtime premium. estimates reconcile with other external
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reporting requirements such as C/SCSC 5-1107.10 Tidle to Assets
and the FPI limitation on payment re- When the contracting officer has given
quests, and other contractor inter- the contractor consent to dispose of prop-
nal/external reports. Based on the ade- erty under the progress payment clause
quacy of the contractor budgetary sys- (FAR 52.232-16(d)), the procedures
tern, these estimates should be taken should assure that the contractor disposes
directly from those systems used to re- of the property systematically over the
port status to contractor upper manage- life of the contract, and appropriate cred-
ment. The contractor may have EDP it is applied against the contract for the
controls or tickler files that identify in disposal proceeds. The contractor's fail-
some manner when the estimates exceed ure to dispose of the property before
the 6 month requirement. However, con- contract completion could cause the gov-
tractor procedures should also require ernment to lose the credits, since title to
significant changes in the estimate to be all property not delivered to and accepted
included in the progress payment even if by the government is vested in the con-
they occur prior to the 6 month update. tractor upon completion of all obligations

b. Estimates of costs of D under the contract. The contractorbeoshould have policies and procedures
ered/Invoiced Items. Because costs by which require prompt disposal of proper-
individual deliverable item are not gener- ty charged to fixed price contracts that
ally available from cost accounting rec- are not deliverable end items.
ords, the contractor generally computes
the costs of items delivered by applying 5-1108 Implementation of Policies
the estimated cost/price ratio to the con- and Procedumes
tract price of items delivered. The
cost/price ratio is computed by dividing Written policies and procedures help
the estimate of costs to complete (line ensure that internal control objectives are
12a plus line 12b) by the contract price documented. The contractor should en-
(line 5). The contractor should have sure that these written policies and proce-
policies and procedures which describe dures are executed to assure only billable
how the estimated cost for delivered costs/prices/fees applicable to govern-
items is computed or how actual costs are ment contracts are included in billings in
determined, accordance with applicable regulations

and contract terms. In addition, the con-
5-1107.9 Loss Contract Procedumes tractor should have policies and proce-

a. The contractor should have policie dures to ensure that all changes which
es impact how billings are prepared areand procedures to provide for the compu- Promptly disclosed to the government.

tation of loss ratios and adjustments of
billings on potential loss contracts for the 5-1108.1 Dimsinatlag Policies and
contractual coverages that have resulted Pmcedum
in the loss. FAR 32.503-6(g) loss con- In order for policies and procedures to
"tracts, CAM 14-200 and the progss be effective they must be communicated
payment audit program provide exam-
pies of these loss computations. The to the employees responsible for imple-
estimate at completion (line 12a plus made aware of the existence of the voli-
12b) is used to determine the loss ratio to cies and procedures and they should have
be applied to incurred costs to adjust for ready access to them. The auditor should
loss contracts. be alert for aspects of the billing process

b. Alternate Liquidation Rates. The that are not covered by policies and
estimate at completion is also used to procedures, especially dealing with exter-
verify the continued applicability of ii- n.J data entry, data correction, and su-
quidation and alternate liquidation rates pervisory approvals. Additionally, the
which impact the unliquidated balance of auditor should note any instances where
progress payments. actual practices are inconsistent with
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formal policies and procedures. In these mented either in a contract brief or
instances, the auditor should consider the directly into an automated system. Poli-
underlying cause for these inconsisten- cies and procedures should ensure that
cies. contracts are adequately briefed and up-

dated as modifications are received.
5-1108.2 Training Appliae Employees When evaluating the adequacy of the

Merely making employees aware of contractor briefings, contract require-
policies and procedures and providing ments in the briefing matrix at 1-202
access to them, does not assure employ- should be used.
ees know how to interpret and execute 5-11084 Management Review and
them. Therefore, the contractor should Approval
provide training to the applicable em- Effective procedures require that all
ployees. This training should include the billi
topics described in 5-1107. 1lc above. The bilngs, including final billings, are sub-

tpi s houd hv tr1101aig rhe- jected to management review prior to
contractorsh m ater trand rece their submission. The contractor shouldSords--course materials and attendance hv rcdrsadcnrl npaet
sheets that document employee training, have procedures and controls in place to
If the contractor does not provide formal ensure that vouchers and invoices areaccurate and have the appropriate level
training, evaluate alternative procedures
that ensure that employesadmng review and approval prior to their sub-tlyees and manage- mission. The review should be evidencedment involved in the billing process havemet involved inow e The billingpros he by approval on the billing in accordance
the required knowledge. The auditor may with contractor policy. When evaluating
consider making inquiries of employees the reviews the auditor should use the
who performed a procedure and inspect guidance in 4-1000.
documents and reports to ensure that
employees are knowledgeable. 5-1109 Internal Control Reporting

5-1106.3 Briefing Contract Requrements The auditor should follow the guidance
Contract briefings should reflect con- in 5-110, 10,200 and 10-400 for reporting

tract requirements and these contract on internal controls relative to the con-
r irements should be reflected in the tractor's accounting and management
billings. The requirements may be docu- systems.
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5-1200 Section 12 - Surveys of Contractor Estimating Systems

5-1201 Introduction ing, provides guidelines concerning the
characteristics of an adequate estimating

a. Refer to 5-101 for the auditor's system, and provides guidance for con-
fundamental requirements for obtaining ducting team estimating system surveys.
and documenting an understanding of a
contractor's internal control structure 5-1202.1 Applicability of DFARS
and assessing control risk. 215.811

b. This section provides guidance for a. It is DoD policy that all contractors
conducting surveys of contractor estimat- have estimating systems that consistently
ing systems and discusses the require-
ments of DFARS 215.811 and 252.215- produce well supported proposals accept-
7002. able as a basis for negotiating fair and

reasonable prices. Estimating systems
5-1201.1 Definitions should be consistent and integrated with

a contractor's related management sys-
a. "Estimating System" is a term used tems, and be subject to applicable finan-

to describe a contractor's policies, proce- cial control systems (DFARS 215.811-
dures, and practices for generating cost 70). To be considered adequate, an esti-
estimates which forecast costs based on ma
information available at the time. It ting system must beestablished, main-
includes the organizational structure; es- tamed, reliable, and consistently applied.tablished lines of authority, duties, and It must also produce verifiable, supporta-
responsibilities; internal controls and ble and documented cost estimates
managerial reviews; flow of work, coordi- (DFARS 215.811-70).
nation, and communication; and estimat- b. Any business contractor which in its

preceding fiscal year received DoD primeing methods, techniques, accumulation

of historical costs, and analyses used by a contracts or subcontracts of at least $50
contractor to generate cost estimates and million requiring certified cost or pricing
other data included in proposals submit- data is subject to the requirements of
ted in the expectation of receiving con- DFARS 215.811-70 and paragraphs (d)
tract awards (DFARS 215.811-70. and (e) of DFARS 252.215-7002 (see 5-

b. "Significant Estimating System De- 1202.2, 5-1203.2, 5-1204.1 and 5-
iciency means a shortcoming in the 1204.2).

estimating system which is likely to result c. Any business contractor which in its
in proposal estimates for either total cost preceding fiscal year received DoD prime
or P. major cost element which are consis- contracts or subcontracts of at least S 10
tently unacceptable as a basis for negoti- million requiring certified cost or pricing
ating fair and reasonable prices (DFARS data may also be subject to the require-
215.811-70). ments of DFARS 215.811-70 and para-
NOTE. Whenever significant deficiencies graphs (d) and (e) of DFARS 252.215-
are outstanding, the overall opinion on 7002. Such coverage is required if the
the estimating system should be either PCO, with the concurrence or at the
inadequate or inadequate in some re- request of the ACO, determines it to be
spects. Further, a recommendation in the best interest of the government
should be made to disapprove the part of (e.g., significant estimating problems are
the estimating system that is deficient - believed to exist or the contractor's sales
see 9-1114.3g and 10-408a(z). are predominantly to the government).

The additional coverage will apply if
5-1202 acwkgoumd during contract performance the con-

tracting officer provides written notifica-
DFARS 215.811 requires all DoD con- tion to the contractor.

tractors to have adequate estimating Sys- d. The disclosure, maintenance and
tems, requires certain large businesses to review requirements of DFARS 215.811-
disclose their estimating systems in writ- 70 do not apply to small businesses,
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educational institutions, or other non- substantially reduce the incidence of de-
profit organizations. fective pricing and the time and effort

required to audit individual price propns-
5-1202.2 System Disclosure and als.
Maintenance Requirements c. It is DCAA's policy that contractor

Contractors subject to DFARS estimating system reviews be performed
215.811-70 or notified in writing by the every three years unless past experience
contracting officer that paragraph (d) of and current audit risk is considered to be
DFARS 252.215-7002 applies (see 5- low. A determination of low risk must be
1202.1b and c), are required to establish fully documented. In addition to a cur-
and maintain an adequate estimating rent audit risk assessment and document-
system and disclose it in writing to the ed past experience, the documentation
contractin; officer responsible for con- must also include evidence of coordina-
tract administration. Disclosure is con- tion with the ACO, and a written waiver
sidered adequate when the contractor has from the Regional Audit Manager. If the
provided the cognizant ACO with: docu- audit risk is considered to be high, esti-
mentation accurately describing the poli- mating system reviews should be per-
cies, procedures, and practices that are formed more frequently. These reviews
currently used in preparing cost propos- should also be considered at non-major
als, and sufficient detail for the govern- contractor locations where there are indi-
ment to reasonably make an informed cations of significant estimating system
judgment regarding the adequacy of the problems. Such reviews may be per-
contractor's estimating practices. Signifi- formed in conjunction with other
cant changes to the cost estimating sys- planned contract audit activity.
tem must be disclosed to the cognizant
ACO on a timely basis. If disclosed 5-1203.1 Coprehelnsive Estimating
information contains commercial or fi- System Surveys
nancial information which the contractor a. Most estimating system surveys are
regards as privileged and confidential, conducted as comprehensive surveys.
such information will be protected and Comprehensive surveys pertain to effort
not released outside the government accomplished primarily by auditors, al-
without the permission of the contractor. though technical specialist assistance is

recommended for the quantitative and
5-1203 General Audit Policy qualitative aspects of the survey. (See

Appendix D for guidance on the use of
a. Refer to 5-103 for DCAA's general technical specialists.) Comprehensive

audit policy for the review of contractor surveys are conducted at contractor loca-
accounting and management systems and tions not requiring a team review (see 5-
related internal controls. 1203.2). Auditors assigned should in-

b. The auditor is responsible for evalu- clude individuals normally involved in
ating contractor estimating methods and the evaluation of the contractor's propos-
procedures. This is accomplished by esti- als. A regional office representative
mating system surveys designed to deter- should also be available, if required, to
mine the reliability of a contractor's provide advice and assistance in planning
estimates, identifying areas requiring spe- and conducting the survey.
cial emphasis in the audit and negotia- b. The guidance contained in 5-1204
tion of individual price proposals, and through 5-1212 forms the basis for evalu-
recommending improvements when defi- ating a contractor's estimating system.
ciencies are noted in a contractor's esti- Although much of the guidance refers to
mating system. Estimating system sur- team reviews, it may also serve as the
veys provide knowledge of the strengths basis for performing comprehensive sur-
and weaknesses in a contractor's estimat- veys.
in$ system. Effective reporting on the
existence and impact of estimating sys- 5-1203.2 Team Reviews
tem deficiencies can btimulate contractor a. Definition. Team reviews pertain to
corrective action. Corrective action can effort accomplished as a DCAA and
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contract administration office team effort done more frequently. However, the au-
in accordance with DFARS 215.811-70. ditor's objective should be to work with

b. Selection of Contractors for Team the ACO and contractor to correct the
Reviews. deficiencies rather than perform more

(1) Team reviews apply to contractors frequent reviews of the estimating sys-
subject to DFARS 215.811-70 (see 5- tem.
1202. l b and c). DCAA and the cognizant (4) At the beginning of each fiscal year,
contract administration activities are to regional offices will coordinate a list of
establish and manage regular programs contractors selected for a team review
for reviewing selected contractor estimat- with the responsible contract administra-
ing systems (DFARS 215.811-70). Fac- tion office (regional or other supervisory
tors to consider in selecting contractors office).
for a team review follow: c. Team Makeup and Responsibilities.

(i) The annual DoD sales under prime (1) The team will consist of members
contracts and subcontracts in the preced- of the cognizant audit office, and techni-
in* fiscal year requiring certified cost or cal specialists designated by the responsi-
pncing data (should normally be at least ble contract administration office. The

50 million), contract auditor will be designated as the
(ii) The frequency of proposals subject team leader and is to be assigned respon-

to price analysis and audit. sibility for survey planning, direction of
(iii) The date of the last team review, the work, and report finalization. De-
(iv) Any special pricing problems. pending upon the nature of the contrac-
(2) Team reviews are to be conducted tor's activities, the contract administra-

at least every three years at applicable tion office will designate quality control,
contractors, except where the auditor and production, engineering, packaging,
ACO determine that recent past experi- transportation, and/or other specialists.
ence has not found significant deficien- Both offices are to assign sufficient per-
cies and the current audit risk is low. A sonnel to permit completion of the re-
determination of low risk must be fully view and issuance of the report within a
documented. In addition to a current reasonable time. If technical specialist
audit risk assessment and documented assistance cannot be provided, inform
past experience, documentation must the regional audit manager so the region
also include evidence of auditor and can elevate the matter to appropriate
ACO coordination, and a written waiver acquisition management officials. If tech-
from the Regional Audit Manager. Some nical assistance is still not provided, the
examples of low risk indicators follow: r eon should elevate the matter to

(i) No significant contractor reorgani- DCAA Headquarters (Attn: OPD).
zation has occurred which could affect its DCAA Headquarters will attempt to ob-
estimating or accounting functions. tain the technical support. In those in-

(ii) The contractor has not adopted stances where DCAA Headquarters is not
major changes in its estimating methods successful and believes that further reso-
or procedures. lution is required, Headquarters will di-

(iii) The contractor has carried out and rect the request to the attention of the
submitted to the government periodic Assistant Secretary of Defense (Produc-
self-assessments of its estimating prac- tion and Logistics). DCAA will not, in
tices and procedures using the Contractor any case, use its own resources to per-
Risk Assessment Guide (CRAG) or simi- form these specialist functions.
lar self-governance programs, which sub- (2) To provide for an efficient and
stantiate the reliability of its system (see effective audit, auditors and technical
3-104.4e). specialists assigned as team members

(iv) There is no other evidence indicat- should include individuals normally in-
ing the estimating system contains a volved in the evaluation of the contrac-
major deficienc. tor'sprice proposals.

(3) If the auditor and ACO determine d. Regional ice Assistance. Regional
that the government is subject to hig offices are to assist in resolving problems
risk, estimating system surveys should be relating to the scheduling of specific team
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surveys, the participation of technical should provide for the use of appropriate
specialists on survey teams, and disputes source data, utilize sound estimating
between a team member and the team techniques and appropriate judgment,
leader on survey findings and recommen- maintain a consistent approach, and ad-
dations (see 5-1205.2c). Regional offices here to established policies and proce-
will also provide advice and assistance in dures. Although it is not possible to list
planning and conducting the survey, as all characteristics that should be present
required. in an adequate estimating system,

DFARS 215.811-70 states that in evalu-
5-1204 Audit Objectives ating the adequacy of an estimating sys-

tem, the ACO should consider whether
a. The purpose of this audit is to the contractor's estimating system:

evaluate the adequacy of and the contrac- a. establishes clear responsibility for
tor's compliance with the estimating sys- the preparation, review, and approval of
tem's internal controls. Refer to 5-104 lor cost estimates
DCAA's primary objectives for auditing b. provides a written description of the
the contractor's accounting and manage- organization and duties of personnel re-
ment systems. sponsible for preparing, reviewing, and

b. There is a clear interrelationship approving cost estimates, and the various
between estimating system, price propos- functions contributing to the estimating
al, and defective pricing audits. It is
important that the auditor recognize that process such as accounting and planning
the results in one or more of these areas c. ensures that relevant personnel have
will have a direct relationship on the sufficient training, experience, and guid-
scope of audit in the other area(s). In ance to perform estimating tasks in ac-

t rcordance with the contractor's estab-addition to meeting the DFARS require- lihdpoeus
ment for review, an estimating system lished procedures
survey serves as the fundamental basis d. identifies sources of data and the
for determining audit risk and scope for estimating methods and rationale used in
future price proposal and defective pric- developing cost estimates
ing audits. The primary objectives of the e. provides for appropriate supervision
survey are to: (1) evaluate the adequacy throughout the estimating process
of a contractor's system for developing f. provides for consistent application of
cost estimates for price proposal pur- estimating techniques
poses, (2) evaluate a contractor's compli- g. provides for detection and timely
ance with its written estimating proce- correction of errors
dures and disclosed estimating system (if h. protects against cost duplication and
applicable), (3) identify areas of a con- omissions
tractor's estimating system requiring spe- i. provides for the use of historical
cial emphasis or attention during the experience where appropriate
audit and negotiation of individual price j. requires use of appropriate analytical
proposals, and (4) inform interested gov- methods
emnment activities on the reliability of a k. integrates information available
contractor's estimating system, and of from other management systems as ap-
actions necessary to correct existing deft- propriate
ciencies. 1. requires management review includ-

ing verification that the company's esti-
5-1204.1 Characteristics of an Adequate mating policies, procedures, and prac-
Estimating System tices comply with DFARS 215.811

The adequacy of an estimating system mn. provides for internal review of and
depends on the successful interrelation- accountability for the adequacy of the
ship of many variables. The relative estimating system, including the compar-
importance or necessity of each is largely ison of projected results to actual results
determined by the particular conditions and an analysis of any differences
existing at each contractor location. In n. provides procedures to update cost
general, adequate estimating systems estimates in a timely manner throughout
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the negotiation process (Also see 14- 5.1205 Scope of Audit
120.4 on defective pricing sweeps.)

o. addresses responsibility for review a. While the nature and extent of audit
and analysis of the reasonableness of effort depends upon contractor size,
subcontract prices amount of government business, and

audit risk, (materiality and sensitivity),
5-1204.2 Indicators of Potentially the audit scope should be consistent with
Significant Estimating Deficiencies the guidance in 5-105.

Some indicators of, or conditions that b. Controls for interrelated audit con-causome, signdficators ofeoimations th- cerns regarding the adequacy of the con-may cause, significant estimating defi- tractor's other major systems (i.e., bud-
ciencies as discussed in DFARS 215.811 -
70 are listed below. These indicators or gets, general accounting, etc.) will be
conditions are ndow.The intendedisatpre- audited under separate assignments.conditions are not intended as a compre- While the controls for these areas are nothensive checklist. They may, however, part of this audit, the results of all audits
suggest the need for further analysis or of these interrelated controls must be
evaluation. Since estimating is not an considered in forminp an overall audit
exact science and is partly based on conclusion on the estimating system in-
judgment, differences between individual ternal control structure and also com-
estimates and subsequent actual data are mented on in the related audit report.
not necessarily indicators of a significant c. The extent of audit effort should also
estimating system deficiency. be influenced by:

a. Failure to ensure that relevant his- (1) the types of government contracts
torical experience is available to and used and their materiality
by cost estimators as appropriate. (2) deficiencies noted in recent pro-

b. Continuing failure to analyze mate- posal and postaward audits
rial costs or failure to perform subcon- (3) deficiencies noted in the prior esti-
tractor cost reviews as required. mating system survey and flash

c. Consistent absence of analytical sup- estimating system reports
port for significant proposed cost (4) participation of the contractor in
amounts. self-governance programs (this in-

d. Excessive reliance on individual cludes the work performed by the
personal judgment where historical expe- contractor's internal audit staff)
rience or commonly used standards are (5) input from the contracting officer
available. (6) contract provisions

e. Recurring significant defective pric- General information regarding these
ing findings within the same cost ele- scope areas is provided in 3-104 and
ment(s). additional considerations specific to the

f. Failure to integrate relevant parts of estimating system are discussed below. A
other management systems (e.g., produc- risk assessment documenting conclusions
tion control or cost accounting) with the reached regarding the impact of the
estimating system, impairing the ability above areas on the scope of this review
to generate reliable cost estimates. should be documented in the working

g. Failure to provide established poli- papers.
cies, procedures, and practices to persons d. If possible, estimating system sur-
responsible for preparing and supporting veys should be completed in a timely and
estimates. efficient manner early in the year. By

Not all estimating system deficiencies minimizing the cycle time and complet-
will be significant as defined in DFARS ing the review early, the results can be
215.811-70 (see 5-1211 f). For example, used in assessing control risk when estab-
the lack of written policies and proce- lishing the scope for audit effort on price
dures for a seldom-used cost estimating proposal and defective pricing audits.
relationship is not necessarily an indica-
tor of a significant deficiency when con- 5-1205.1 Coordinating Team Reviews
sidered in the context of an otherwise Preparation for an effective audit re-
adequate estimating system. quires proper coordination with interest-
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ed procurement and contract administra- ence. Invite the contractor's top manage-
tion activities, and the contractor as ment personnel to attend the entrance
follows: conference. Suggest that the contractor

a. Approximately 30 to 60 days before present an orientation briefing at the
the scheduled starting date, notify in entrance conference on its organizational
writing each government procurement structure, operating policies, and other
office having a significant volume of areas of concern to the review team.
business wh~h the contractor that an esti- Invite a prompt reply and provide a copy
mating system survey will be made. Re- of the letter to the ACO.
quest comments on any problems or d. Prior to the entrance conference,
special areas of interest related to the hold a preliminary meeting with team
contractor's price proposals which would members to develop a tentative survey
be appropriate for consideration. program. The team leader will ensure

b. Contact the ACO to discuss person- that overall survey scope will be respon-
nel and technical specialist requirements, sive to procurement and audit needs.
survey scope, time phasing of the work, e. Conduct the entrance conference in
and the planned entrance conference accordance with 4-302. Explain the pur-
with the contractor. Request that the pose of the audit, the overall plan for its
ACO designate a member of his or her performance, the estimated duration, and
staff to coordinate the activities of the the types of books, records, and data to
technical specialists assigned to the team. be evaluated. Also allow enough time for
If the contractor is subject to DFARS the contractor to present an orientation
252.215-7002(d) (see 5-1202.1b and c), briefing (see 5-1205c.(3)). Discuss the
determine if it has disclosed its estimat- Contractor Risk Assessment Guide
ing system in writing to the ACO as (CRAG) program (see 3-104.1le.) with
required. If disclosure has not been the contractor and explain its relevance
made, immediately issue an estimating to estimating system surveys. If the con-
system deficiency flash report (see 9-310, tractor participates in the CRAG pro-
9-1212b, and 10-10S2) and recommend gram or other related self-governance
that the ACO obtain the disclosure. In programs for estimating systems, de-
addition, report this deficiency in all scribe the effect of this participation on
subsequent forward pricing audit reports the scope of audit. If the contractor is not
issued until corrected. Also consider de- a participant in self-governance, explain
ferring the estimating system survey until the benefits of these programs. Describe
disclosure is made. If, however, you have how it can strengthen internal controls
leads or suspect that significant estimat- and thereby reduce audit scope and de-
ing system deficiencies exist, continue crease the frequency of estimating system
the audit. surveys.

c. Inform the contractor of the planned f. Shortly after the entrance conference,
survey by sending a letter to the manage- hold another team meeting to finalize
ment official responsible for the total survey plans and make appropriate modi-
operations of the or..nizational unit be- fications to the survey program. Assign
ing surveyed. Describe the purpose and specific program areas to individual team
general scope of the survey, indicate the members and establish time-phased
tentative starting date, and identify the schedules. Tailor the survey to take ad-
team leader and key participants. Re- vantage of the daily work performed as
quest the contractor designate a company part of the normal activities of the con-
representative from its estimating depart- tract audit and contract administration
ment with whom survey matters can be functions.
coordinated. Also req.uest that the con-
tractor alert contributing departments of 5-1205.2 Am=S of Coieage mad Team
the planned survey and of their need to AUsdPE ts
provide information and records re- a. At any contractor location, certain
quired by the survey team. Identify data areas of coverage or survey steps may be
needed at the beginning of the survey and inapplicable, or applicable only in part.
propose a date for an entrance confer- Read 5-1206 through 5-1210 to obtain a
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general understanding of the potential 5-1205.3 Team Monitoring and
coverage requirements. Develop a survey Coordination
program appropriate for the specific con- a. Although technical specialists are
tractor location under review. A pro responsible for the execution of their
forma estimating system audit program is

on te FA DIS susystm uder ile assigned functions, the team leader willon the FAO DIIS subsystem under Tile coordinate the efforts and monitor theb.na o reas of oprogress of all team members. The teamb. For areas of coverage dealing with leader will evaluate the scope of coverage
the development of quantitative and and results obtained and determine with
qualitative requirements, carefully plan team members if efforts should be cur-
and coordinate with the technical special- tailed or expanded, or methods modified.
ists to eliminate duplication of effort and All team members should adhere to pro-
to ensure adequate audit coverage. The fessional standards, particularly those
assignment of specific steps to an auditor, pertaining to the preparation of adequate
a technical specialist, or both depends working pape p o d
upon the conditions encountered at each b. The team should meet periodically
location. Base assignments to team mem- to resolve problems encountered andbes upon mutual agreement as to who discuss progress and interim findings.can most effectively perform the work. The team leader should be currently

c. An auditor's areas of coverage will informed of all interim findings so they
normally include cost and production may be referred for further development
records and data, learning and improve- and consideration by other team mem-
ment curves, bills of material, operation bers examining related areas.
or process time sheets, and other similar c. Resolve any disagreements between
documentation. Such documentation a team member and the team leader at
provides a factual basis for determining the local level so that coordinated views
the adequacy of a contractor's system for are reflected in the survey report. If
developing material and labor quantities resolution cannot be obtained at the local
and related usage, scrap, spoilage, and level, refer the matter to the DCAA
efficiency factors.

d. Technical specialists will normally regional office and, if appropriate, the
be assigned to areas requiring technical contract administration counterpart. In
knowledge and judgmental evaluations, unusual cases involving broad policy,
Such areas include production processes, refer the matter to Headquarters, Attn:
shop practices, machine loadings, time- OPD.
and-motion factors, drawings and specifi- d. Coordination with the ACO is essen-
cations, and engineering principles and tial throughout the survey. The team
techniques. They may also be required to leader should actively solicit the personal
evaluate data relating to plant layout and participation of the ACO at the entrance
rearrangement, planning and scheduling and exit conferences. The team leader
plant capacity, and value engineering, should also keep the ACO currently in-

e. In assigning specific steps to team formed of significant developments. Af-
members, recognize that auditors and ter completion of the field work and
technical specialists have a common in- before the final report is issued, review
terest in: all significant findings and recommenda-

(1) The quantitative aspects of the tions with the ACO. Also review any
contractor's estimates. substantive changes made after this point

(2) The methods by which require- with the ACO.
ments for the various types and
quantities of labor hours and mate- 5-1206 InMternl Audits
rial are determined.

(3) Other areas such as special tooling The estimating system should be sub-
and test equipment, packaging, and jected to periodic internal audits to en-
technical data. sure the following:
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(1) The policies and procedures com- c. The contractor cannot comply with
ply with applicable rules and regu- the system disclosure and maintenance
lations. requirements if it does not provide to the

(2) Established policies and proce- government "sufficient detail" for the
dures are being followed. government to reasonably make an in-

(3) Prior internal audit findings have formed judgement regarding the adequa-
been properly dispositioned. cy of its estimating practices. If the

This objective recognizes the contrac- internal auditor performs work support-
tor's commitment to self-governance and ing the system disclosure and mainte-
its contractual responsibility for systems nance effort, access to the detailed workproducts is necessary to assess the ade-and accounting internal controls. The quacy of the estimating practices
contractor should be conducting on-go- d. If a contractor is not performing
ing, self-initiated reviews of various as- periodic reviews of its estimating system,
pects of its estimating system in a timely then it should be reported for not achiev-
manner. Contractors may comply with ing this objective. This should be report-
this standard using in-house staff efforts edas a serious internal control weakmess
or through the services of outside consul- in light of the complexity of the estimat-
tants. ing system and the risk of inaccurate

a. Our interpretation of "internal au- costs being proposed on government con-
dits" for purposes of this objective in- tracts. This control weakness should also
cludes reviews performed by functional be tied to prior questioned costs, were
units as well as the internal audit staff. applicable.
The auditor must be aware of the require-
ments of CAM 4-1000, Relying on the 5-1207 System Description
Work of Others. The level of objectivity a. The contractor should have an ade-
and competence of personnel performing quate estimating system descnption in-
the reviews will have a significant impact cluding policies, procedures, and operat-
on the reliability of the reviews and ing instructions compliant with FAR and
should be clearly communicated to the DFARS. While the contractor is required
contractor. Both the auditor and the to provide a broad range of documents,
contractor should be aware that the ob- the auditor should focus attention on the
jective is to ensure that adequate estimat- adequacy of the policies, procedures, and
ing system policies, procedures, and con- operating instructions related to the con-
trols are in place and being followed, and trol objectives outlined in the remainder
that system adequacy is maintained on a of this section.
real-time basis. b. The contractor should provide a

b. The auditor must ensure that the written description of its estimating sys-
system is subjected to periodic internal tern in enough detail to allow the auditor
audit. This objective does not create to get a thorough understanding of how
additional access requirements beyond the system operates. The contractors
those identified in FAR 52.215-2 and write-up should include items listed be-
CAM 1-504. Consideration should be low:
given to both the contractor's internal (1) The overall organization and as-
audit schedule of completed audits and signment of responsibilities.
audits performed by functional units that (2) References to written policies and
meet this objective. If the ontrator procedures.
ontends thectiv iews onhaor b (3) The flow of information betweensthat such reviews have been each process or function within the
performed but is unwilling to make them system as well as other manage-
available to DCAA in any form, the ment systems.
auditor may be unable to determine if the
contractor has met this objective. The 5-1207.1 Evalatida of Coelnactdos
auditor must evaluate the need for such Orgalsatio and Assigaust of
access. Denial of access to relevant data Eespoabit
should be escalated in accordance with The estimating function may be orga-
CAM 1-504. nized differently by individual contrac-
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tors because of differences in their prod- tion the reasonableness or accuracy
ucts or services, industry practices, size of feeder information received
and type of organization, degree of de- from other departments.
partmentalization, management atti-
tudes, personnel capabilities, and other 5-1207.2 Evaluatio of Policies and
factors. Responsibility for developing es- Procedues
timates may be centralized in an estimat- The estimating function is of such
ing group or delegated to the various importance that direction and guidance
participating departments. However, the for its implementation must be in a form
estimating function should be soundly that ensures complete understanding and
organized on the basis of a definitive flow precludes misunderstanding. A formal
of authority and standard policies and written statement of policies and proce-
procedures established at a top or upper dures, rather than an informal one based
ia ement level. Each contractor on established customs of the organiza-
s maintain a written description of tion, should exist at all contractor loca-
the organization and the duties of person- tions with substantial government busi-
nel responsible for prep , reviewing, ness. Estimating procedures represent the
and approving cost estimates, and the means by which policies and objectives
various functions contributing to the esti- established by management are trans-
mating process such as accounting, plan- lated into detailed guidance and direction
ning, training, etc. to personnel engaged in estimating func-

a. Evaluation of a contractor's organi- tions. Policies and related implementing
zation requires analysis of the relation- procedures should cover such areas as
ship of the organizational segments par- estimating organization; lines of authori-
ticipating in the estimating function. For ty; formats for proposal preparation;
this purpose, request that the contractor make-or-buy determinations; quantita-
provide organization charts and written tive and pricing aspects of each cost
procedures or directives describing the element; use of statistical aids and esti-
organizational structure and responsibili- mating techniques (e.g., learning curves
ties of the estimating group(s) and con- and scatter charts); extent of documenta-
tributing departments. Request flow tion; and review and control require-
charts from the contractor which show ments.
the flow of work in the estimating pro- a. Determine if standard policies have
cess, from the initiation of a proposal to been established at a sufficiently high
the contract certification date, and the organizational level, and are in sufficient
integration of data prepared by personnel depth and detail to serve as a basis for
responsible for functions such as account- definitive implementation.
ing, cost control, budgeting, estimating, b. Evaluate procedures for compatibili-
planning, purchasing, production control, ty with underlying policy and for comple-
engineenng and sales. teness as a source of guidance in all

b. The auditor should determine if: aspects of proposal preparation. Proce-
(1) Preparation of required estimates dures should cover matters such as:

is effectively controlled either on a (1) Desipnation of individuals au-
centralized or decentralized basis. thorized to initiate and approve

(2) Lines of authority, duties, and re- requests for preparing estimates.
sponsibilities are clearly defined, (2) The required form of the request
including responsibilities for ppe- and the supporting detail to ac-
paring, reviewing, and approving company the request. The latter
cost estimates. includes documents such as the

(3) The estimating process is properly technical proposal, supplemental
coordinated among segments of the statement of work required under
organization respoible for differ- the proposed contract, and per-
ent parts of the estimate. formance schedules.

(4) The department responsible for (3) The basis for control, time phas-
overall compilation of the estimate ing, review and approval of the
has authority to review and ques- estimate, and for the orderly flow
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of documentation and data in the 5-1207.3 Integrattoi with Other
buildup and support of the esti- Managemnet Systems
mate. a. Cost Accounting System. The con-

(4) Methods for obtaining contribu- tractor's cost accounting system is usuallytions from, and coordinationtiongfromens oftheordinatin a major source of data used in developingamong, segments of the organiza- cost estimates. An evaluation of a con-

tion responsible for different as-
pects of the estimate. Such . tractor's cost accounting system is nor-
ments include engineering, quali- mally accomplished separately from an
ty control, purchasing, account- estimating system survey (9-302). One

area which should be covered in aning, budgeting, and production accounting system evaluation is the im-
control. pact on the system of technological mod-

(5) Format of the estimate and the ernization (see 14-800). Any changes todetail required to support it.
(6) Idee sources of da the accounting system must be disclosed

and estimatinp methods and ra- to and approved by the ACO. The follow-
stionale u ndeveloping cst ing areas should be covered in an esti-

estimates. mating system survey. (Reliance placed
(7) The consistent application of esti- upon separate accounting system evalu-

mating techniques. ations should be documented in accor-
(8) Use of appropriate analytical dance with 4-1000.)

methods. (1) The extent to which cost accounting
(9) Procedures to update cost esti- and adjunct statistical records contain

mates in a timely manner sufficient refinements for cost estimating
throughout the negotiation pro- purposes. Examples of such refinements
cess. are lot costing and the segregation of

(10) Pricing of component cost ele- nonrecurring costs.
ments with emphasis on using the (2) The consistency between estimating
most accurate, complete, and cur- and cost accounting in the classification
rent cost and pricing data avail- of cost elements as either direct or indi-
able at the time the estimate is rect. Determine the reasons for any in-
prepared. (If the contractor makes consistencies and their effect upon the
more than one estimate for the validity of cost estimates and indirect
same component of cost, all esti- cost rates.
mates should be available for the (3) The suitability of the contractor's
government's evaluation.) To the standard costs and related variances for
extent applicable, maximum use use in preparing cost estimates, consider-
should be made of historical cost ing:
data for pricing the same or simi- (a) The extent to which variances
lar items or services, or elements are segregated by product line and ac-
thereof. Procedures should also cording to contributing causes such as
provide for furnishing current, price and rate variances, use and efficien-
accurate and complete data up to cy variances, and variances due to
the date of the price agreement, "make" versus "buy" decisions.
for estimates requiring the execu- (b) The degree to which historical
tion of a certificate of current cost cost variances used for estimating are
or pricing data. adjusted to reflect anticipated or planned

(11) Responsibility for review and changes in conditions.
analysis of the reasonableness of (c) The magnitude of the variances
subcontract prices. and their composition. Variances should

c. Evaluate estimating procedures to be documented by the contractor and
determine if they are kept current, disse- evaluated by the auditor before they are
minated to all responsible employees, accepted on future estimates.
and consistent with the company s estab- b. Planning and Budgeting System. In
lished cost accounting policy, system, and addition to serving as a management
procedures. control over the cost of operations, the
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contractor's budget system also provides 5-1209 Evaluation of Cost Estimate
data for use in developing estimates, Development
particularly indirect cost projections and
volume of activity forecasts. Contractor a. A major part of the survey is an
budget system audits should be made evaluation of the effectiveness of the
separately and preferably in advance of methods and procedures used to develop
estimating system surveys (see 5-500). estimates of individual cost elements. A
The following areas, however, should be contractor should ensure that estimating
considered during an estimating system source data is appropriately applied and
survey. (Reliance placed upon separate the basis for estimating each cost element
budget system audits should be docu- is disclosed by providing written guide-
mented in accordance with 4-1000.) lines for developing and supporting con-

(1) The degree to which the projected sistent and verifiable proposals. Proce-
level of costs and volume of activity are dures and instructions on the documenta-
considered in preparing cost estimates. tion required for a proposal should cover

(2) The reliability of sales forecasts and items such as:
the extent to which such forecasts are (1) Conditions, assumptions, and
reflected in indirect cost projections. qualifications.

(3) Consideration given by the contrac- (2) Basis of each cost element includ-
tor when preparing cost estimates to ing the methods and support used
information contained in facilities bud- to develop indirect rates, pools and
gets, e.g., commitments for the acquisi- bases.
tion of new and improved equipment (3) Milestones for contract perfor-
expected to reduce production costs. mance.

(4) Reconciling detail and summary
5-1208 Trainng level data.

b. In determining the scope and extent
The proper functioning of any system of coverage to include in the program for

is dependent upon the ability of employ- this part of the survey, team members
ees to operate the system in a manner should consider the preliminary survey
consistent with its original design. To do work accomplished and the prior experi-
this, employees must have sufficient ence of the auditors and technical special-
training, experience, and guidance. The ists. Give particular attention to costs
contractor's policies and procedures questioned and findings disclosed during
should provide for the training of em- price proposal and postaward audits.
ployees involved in the estimating pro- Comparisons of previous estimates with
cess to ensure that they understand the actual costs of completed negotiated con-
process employed to develop cost esti- tracts may also furnish useful informa-
mates and the proper use of estimating tion, provided the methods used to devel-
techniques. op such estimates are still in effect. Do

a. Training should be provided to not request that the contractor submit
appropriate employees (including techni- special data for this purpose if its prepa-
cal employees) on government regula- ration requires extensive effort.
tions and company policies and proce- c. Where information developed under
dures pertaining to the estimating pro. recent incurred cost, price proposal and
cess. Training on the use of statistical other audits provides the basis for an
aids and advanced estimating techniques informed conclusion regarding a particu-
including appropriate proposal file docu. lar area of coverage, no further steps are
mentation procedures should be provid- needed for the evaluation of that area.
ed. However, reliance placed upon these oth-

b. Training modules should be periodi- er audits must be documented in accor-
cally reviewed and updated and periodic dance with 4-1000. Where further effort
training sessions provided for new hires is considered necessary, use recent price
and experienced personnel. proposals previously submitted by the
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contractor to test the effectiveness of the development, etc., between items
contractor's procedures. previously produced and those for

which estimates are being devel-
5-1209.1 Estniatlug Methods oped.

The methods employed by a contractor (2) Applicability of preproduction en-
to develop cost estimates may vary de- gineering, special tooling, plant re-
pending on the type of work covered by a arrangement, and other nonrecur-
proposal, e.g., research, production, etc. ring costs.
Request the contractor to provide a flow (3) Anticipated changes in production
chart for each type of proposal, showing methods, material usage, prices,
how individual cost elements are devel- wage rates, labor efficiency, pro-oped and intepated into the total esti- duction volume, plant capacity,
mate. In addition, evaluate the estimat- and make-or-buy structure.
ing methods employed by the contractor e. The propriety of using company-
in preparing various proposals to consid- wide forward pricing factors developed

for the preparation of cost estimates and
a. Appropriateness of the estimating if such pricing factors are current, based

methods employed in preparing cost esti- upon reliable cost data and procedures,
mates for each type of proposal, and if and correctly applied.
different methods should be used consid- f. Applicability of historical standard
ering factors as: cost variance factors. If standards have

(1) Nature of product or service, been revised to represent expected actual
(2) Degree of firmness of specifica- cost, historical cost variances are not

tions. applicable.
(3) Contractor's prior experience with g. Reasonableness of formula pricing

the same or related products or methods for spare parts to ensure indi-
services. vidual elements of cost are not duplicated

(4) Extent detailed cost data can be in base cost and loading factors.
derived from the accounting sys- h. Suitability of catalog pricing and
tem, adjunct statistical records, prepriced listing methods for developing
and other sources. reasonable prices for spare parts propos-

(5) Relative dollar amount of esti- als, if used by the contractor.
mates. i. Acceptability of the contractor's

(6) Cost and time restrictions on the methods for developing cost estimates for
preparation of estimates. contract changes, considering:

b. A contractor should clearly identify (1) Degreeto which estimates properly
the pricing policy for areas identified as reflect the nature and scope of the
sensitive by the government and contrac- change and status of the work at
tor. Such areas include pricing policy for the time the change is issued.
start-up costs on follow-on contracts; (2) If work deleted by changes is
burdens for intracompany effort; inven- priced correctly.
tor items including residual inventory; j. If there is effective use of the contrac-
and government owned or furnished tor's EDP capabilities in developing esti-
equipment. mates and summarizing detailed data for

c. Extent estimating methods make proposal preparation.
appropriate use of historical cost data k. If analytical methods are used, when
relating to (1) entire products, (2) indi- appropriate, to develop cost estimates
vidual tasks required on new procure- and/or evaluate the reasonableness of
ments similar to those accomplished un- cost estimates developed using other pro-
der previous contracts, and (3) indirect cedures.
cost ratios and percentage factors appli-
cable to a common base. 5-1209.2 Evalatio of Prpoal Format

d. If cost estimates based upon prior Oad SGPPtrt
cost experience adequately consider: A contractor's estimating procedures

(I) Differences in complexity, quati- should provide a standardized format for
ty, rate of production, state of proposals and the submission of support-
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ing data. Estimating system documenta- the prime contract price. The contractor's
tion should include or reference policies policies and procedures should provide
and procedures on the formats or pro- for the timely identification of such cir-
posal preparation and the required detail cumstances and submission of a request,
for support. Where contractors are re- to the contracting officer, to be excused
quired to submit cost and pricing data to from the submission of subcontractor
the contracting officer, use of an appro- cost or pricing data and related analyses.
priate Standard Form 1411 or 1412 is This request should be supported by an
specified for this purpose together with (1) explanation as to why the data and
supporting schedules (see 9-304). Evalu- analyses cannot be submitted in a timely
ation should cover. manner, and (2) alternate analysis such as

a. Determination that proposals are application of a negotiation reduction
submitted on appropriate forms (or ac- factor based on the historical difference
ceptable substitutes) and all data re- between the initial subcontractor pro-
quired by the forms is furnished. posed amount and the ultimate negotiat-

b. Sufficiency of detail contained in ed amount.
proposals and supporting data.

c. Adequacy of the contractor's identi- 5-1209.4 Evaluation of Contractor
fication of cost and pricing data submit- Control and Review of Estimates
ted in support of the price proposal and The reliability of estimates depends
the related Pricing Certification, when largely upon the effectiveness of the in-
required by FAR 15.804. ternal controls and managerial reviews,

including internal audits of the estimat-
5-1209.3 Subcontract Price/Cost ing function (see 5-1206), incorporated
Analysis into the estimating process. Evaluate the

a. The contractor's policies and proce- contractor's estimating controls and re-
dures should require that a price analysis views to determine the sufficiency of
be performed for all subcontracts if: (1) internal controls, including:
the subcontractor is required to submit a. If the various phases and functions
cost or pricing data, or (2) the contractor in the estimating process are adequately
is unable to perform an adequate price controlled to ensure timely processing of
analysis, a cost analysis. The results of proposals.
such analyses should be included as part b. If internal controls are adequate to
of the contractor's cost or pricing data ensure uniformity of approach, timely
submission. Adequate and timely sub- detection and correction of errors, and
contract cost/price analysis is critical to prevention of cost duplications and omis-
the negotiation of fair and reasonable sions.
prime contract prices. For this reason, c. If supervision in each area and at
contractors should have policies and pro- each level of the estimating process is
cedures in place to accomplish such anal- adequate.
yses prior tpothe submission of their own d. If management reviews of proposals
cost or pthcini data. cover the soundness of judgmental esti-

b. Due to time and other constraints, mates and adherence to established pro-
the contractor may be unable to perform cedures.
a detailed price/cost analysis prior to e. If estimators are required to summa-
submission of its own cost or pricing rize the conditions, assumptions, contin-
data. In these instances, the contractor's gencies, qualifications, risks, etc., that
policies and procedures should require were considered in developing estimates.
that a plan be in place to complete the f. The quality, frequency, scope and
required analyses and provide it to the results of management reviews of the
government negotiator prior to negotia- estimating function. Such reviews should
tion of the prime contract price. determine if the company's estimating

c. In some exceptional cases, the con- policies, procedures, and practices com-
tractor may be unable to obtain adequate ply with DFARS 215.811 and other a-
cost or pricing data and/or perform the plicable Federal regulations. They should
required analyses prior to negotiation of also determine if the overall estimating
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system is adequate. In doing so, they administration office team members;
should compare, on a sample basis, pro- consolidate the technical findings and
jections to actual results, and analyze any recommendations; and, when appropn-
differences. DCAA should evaluate man- ate, prepare a comprehensive written
agement action and follow-up on report- report to be submitted to the team leader.
ed findings and recommendations. Attach this report to the overall estimat-

ing system survey team report. The con-
5-1210 Contract Certification tract administration activity will be re-

sponsible for the technical sufficiency
a. The contractor should have estab- and validity of the technical report(s). If

lished policies and procedures for ensur- requested technical assistance was not
ing that all cost or pricing data is current, provided, qualify the estimating system
accurate, and complete as of the date of survey audit report.
agreement on price. The auditor should c. The technical specialists will retain
review these policies and procedures to their working papers. In some instances,
determine if they are adequate to reason- copies of technical specialist summary
ably ensure that the additional cost or schedules, etc., may be needed for the
pricing data will be identified and sub- survey audit report. Such copies should
mitted to the government negotiator pri- be provided upon request of the team
or to execution of the Certificate of leader. These copies, as well as the re-
Current Cost or Pricing Data. ports of the team members and the
lyb. The auditor's review should careful- detailed working papers prepared by the
ly consider the results of recent posta- auditors, will be maintained in the survey
ward reviews in determining the scope of file.
review for this objective. Additional au- d. After completion of the field work,
dit guidance on Defective Pricing the team will meet to evaluate all findings
"Sweeps" is contained in 14-120.4. and recommendations and establish the

general content of the overall survey
5-1211 •audit report. The team leader will pre-

pare the report using the written input of
a. Upon completion of each assigned the various team members. The team

area and appropriate supervisory review, leader will coordinate the draft report
the auditor wi discuss his or her tenta- with the ACO to resolve differences in
tive findings and recommendations with conclusions or recommendations. Dis-
contractor personnel responsible for the agreements between a team member and
specific area evaluated. The purpose is to the team leader in should be resolved in
confirm the factual accuracy of the find- accordance with 5-1205.3b.
ings and assess the feasibility of the
recommendations. After the discussions, 5-1212 Interna Control Reporting
the auditor should promptly summarize
the specific areas evaluated and those a. The auditor should follow the guid-
that need to be reported upon, as follows: ance in 5-110, 10-200 and 10-400 for

(I) An overall evaluation of the ac- reporting on compliance with laws and
ceptability of the estimating meth- regulations and on internal controls rela-
ods and procedures applicable to tive to the contractor's accounting and
the area. management systems. An example of a

(2) A description of each condition report on an estimating system survey is
requiring corrective action, and re- included on the DCAA Bulletin Board
lated recommendations in such under the name NUFORMAT.ZIP.
form and detail as required for the b. If significant deficiencies are identi-
survey report. fled, the overall audit opinion on the

(3) The contractor's reaction to that system should be "inadequate in some
part of the findings and recommen- respects" or "inadequate". Further, a
dations. recommendation that all or part of the

b. The ACO or a representative should estimating system be disapproved must
coordinate the activities of the contract be included in the report (DFARS
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215.811-70. When making this recom- members and the ACO. At the exit con-
mendation, the estimating system survey ference, discuss the results of audit and
report should include the estimated cost provide the contractor with a draft state-
impact of each significant estimating ment of the condition(s) and recommen-
deficiency. Calculation of the impact dation(s). Inform the contractor that its
should be based on such factors as the written response to the draft, if provided
amount of questioned and unsupported within a reasonable time, will be included
costs found in previous price proposal in the aud;t report to the ACO (see 4-
audits and the amount of recommended 304.5b). After receipt of the contractor's
price adjustments found in previous p response or lapse of a reasonable time,
taward audits that are attributable to the the team leader will issue the final report
estimating deficiency. Where appropri- in accordance with 10-400. If findings are
ate, the report should also recommend significant, send information copies to
that the ACO consider notifying contract- each procurement office doing substan-
ing activities that cost or pricing data on tial business with the contractor. Do not
negotiated procurements should be re- unduly delay issuance of the report await-
quested at the $100,000 level. ing the contractor's response.

c. The auditor should recommend dis-
approval of an entire estimating system 5-1214 ACO Processing of the
when deficiencies are so significant that Report
the system is likely to produce proposal
estimates which in total are consistently a. Upon receipt of the report, the ACO
unacceptable for negotiating fair and will provide a copy to the contractor and
reasonable prices. This may be appropri- allow 30 days or a reasonable extension
ate when defective pricing findings, or for submission of its written response. If
estimating system deficiencies adversely no significant deficiencies are identified,
affecting audit or negotiations, consis- the ACO will notify the contractor in
tently occur in all major cost areas. writing in a timely manner (DFARS

d. Recommend disapproval of pan of 215.811-70).
an estimating system when significant b. If the contractor agrees with the
deficiencies are likely to produce propos- report findings and recommendations,
al estimates with one or a few major cost the contractor should, within 60 days of
elements consistently unacceptable for receipt of the initial ACO notification,
nelotiating fair and reasonable prices, correct any identified system deficiencies
This ma be appropriate when defective or submit a corrective action plan show-
pricing findings, or estimating system inI milestones and actions leading to
deficiencies adversely affecting audit or elimination of the deficiencies. If the
negotiations, consistently occur in one or contractor disagrees with the report find-
a tew major cost areas. ings and recommendations, the contrac-

e. Only significant estimating system tor's response should contain the ratio-
deficiencies should be reported. Minor nale for each area of disagreement
deficiencies are defined as those deficien- (DFARS 215.811-70).
cies that would not cause disapproval of c. The ACO, in consultation with the
all or part of the contractor's estimating auditor, will evaluate the contractor's
system. If correction of the minor def-i response and determine if: (I) the esti-
ciencies would enhance the contractor's mating system contains deficiencies
estimating system, these deficiencies needing correction; (2) any deficiencies
should be add= in a separate appen- are significant enough to warrant disap-
dix to the report as suggestions for im- proval of all or part of the contractor's
provement. estimating system; or (3) any proposed

corrective actions are adequate to correct
5-1213 Exit CAoerese the deficiency. When recommending dis-

approval of l.rtions of an estimating
After completion of the draft report, system, identify specific portions that

the team leader will arrange and conduct should be disapproved. This will direct
an exit conference attended by all team attention toward the significant deficien-
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cies as well as inform the ACO which another follow-up audit. If required, re-
portion should not be relied upon. quest technical specialist assistance.

d. The ACO will notify the contractor c. If the contractor fails to make ade-
and the auditor of his/her determination quate progress toward corrective action,
and, if appropriate, of the government's recommend that the ACO take action to
intent to disapprove all or a selected part ensure the contractor corrects the defi-
of the system. The notice will list the cost ciencies. Actions for the ACO to consider
elements it covers and identify any defi- include reducing or suspending progress
ciencies requiring correction. The notice payments per FAR 32.503-6 and/or rec-
will also require the contractor to make ommending against the award of poten-
correction or submit a corrective action tial contracts (DFARS 215.811-70).

* plan within 45 days showing proposed d. Issue a new report advising recipi-
milestones and actions related to all ents of the original report on the status of
identified deficiencies (DFARS 215.811- the corrective actions. Include a descrip-
70). tion of the deficiency, status of corrective

action, and status of any prior recom-
5-1215 Monitoring and Follow-up mendation to disapprove portions of, or

an entire, estimating system. Also, in-
a. The auditor and ACO will monitor clude the current opinion on the effec-tiveness of the estimating system with

the contractor's progress toward correc- any recommendations to disapprove por-
tion of deficiencies. In addition, a follow- tions or the entire system. This new
up audit will be performed to ascertain report should reference the previous re-
the status of the corrective action plan port(s). If necessary, the report will re-
and to reevaluate the significance of any quest the assistance of procurement
uncorrected significant deficiencies. and/or contract administration activities
Since all reported deficiencies require to obtain contractor implementation of
follow-up, make the necessary follow-up survey recommendations. If, as a result
within six months of the report issuance of estimating deficiencies, the contracting
date to determine if the contractor has officer has lowered the threshold for
corrected the deficiencies. This period requesting field pricing support (see 9-
may be adjusted to allow for such factors 102.3), recommend that the threshold be
as the significance of the deficiencies, raised if the follow-up work reveals that
volume of proposal activity, and realistic the deficiencies have been corrected. If
time frames for implementing corrective the deficiencies were not corrected, rec-
action. When a follow-up audit is not ommend that the contracting officer take
expected to be performed within six appropriate steps to stimulate contractor
months, the auditor should indicate in corrective action (see 5-1214).
the report why the follow-up audit has e. If a follow-up audit discloses a
been deferred and the anticipated time significant estimating system deficiency
frame when the review will be performed. not previously reported, it should be

b. The follow-up audit should include included in the follow-up report.
steps to determine that the proposed
corrective actions are adequate to correct 5-1216 Continuous Evaluation of
any deficiencies, including those reported Estimating Systems
in flash audit reports issued after the
system survey report date (see 9-310), as a. Between estimating system surveys,
well as to determine that the contractor is auditors and technical specialists should
complying with its corrective action pIan. carefully analyze exceptions taken to con-
However, if there is an insignificant tractor estimates which support submit-
amount of proposal activity, the portion ted price proposals. Make arrangements
of the follow-up to determine contractor through the ACO for technical personnel
compliance with its corrective action to notify the auditor of estimating system
plan may be deferred-but the report deficiencies found during technical eval-
should note the limited scope. Compli- uations. Also, evaluate conditions attrib-
ance should then be evaluated during utable to estimating deficiencies dis-
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closed during postaward audits and issue - Recommend that the con-
an estimating system deficiency flash tracting officer use additional cost
report (see 9-310c), if appropriate. analysis techniques (as described in

b. When the report on an estimating the Armed Services Pricing Manu-
system survey recommends disapproval al) to determine the reasonableness
of the system in whole or part, subse- of the cost element(s) affected by
quent proposal audit reports should dis- the deficiency (DFARS 15.811-70).
close the recommendation to disapprove - Recommend that the con-
the system. For any significant estimating tracting officer segregate the ques-
system deficiency, disclose the cost im- tionable areas as a cost reimbursa-
pact where possible in subsequent pro- ble line it-m in any awarded con-
posal audit reports. These disclosures tract (DFARS 215.811-70).
should continue until the deficiencies are - Recommend that some profit
resolved (DFARS 215.811-70). This also or fee adjustment be made in con-
applies to significant estimating system sideration of the system deficiency.
deficiencies discovered during price pro- This could be accomplished by a
posal audits (9-310), estimating system direct reduction to the profit objec-
survey follow-up audits (5-1215), and tive that would normally be consid-
postaward audits (14-120.7d). In addi- ered based on the weighted guide-
tion to questioning any inappropriate lines calculation (DFARS 215.811 -
proposed costs resulting from estimating 70).

deficiencies, consider the following ac- - Recommend that the con-
tions to improve the likelihood that the trating officer include a contract
deficiencies will be corrected: clause that provides for adjustment

(1) When an estimating system defi- of the contract amount after award
ciency exists that has only a minor ((DFARS 215.811-70).
impacexistsn that hadeuacy ao r (3) When a significant deficiency ex-
impact on the adequacy of the ists that prevents the auditor from
proposal, qualify the audit report measuring the impact, or the im-
relative to the acceptability of the pact is so significant that the esti-
cost or pricing data. mates are not acceptable as a basis

(2) When an estimating system defi- for negotiating a fair and reason-
ciency exists having a material im- able price:
pact on the adequacy of the pro- - In addition to pursuing the
posal, consider the above, plus the appropriate steps identified above,
following actions. (Pursue those issue an adverse opinion as provid-
actions considered most appropri- ed by 9-209.3.
ate in the circumstances.) c. Cost Accounting Standard 401,

- Recommend that the con- "Consistency in Estimating, Accumulit-
tracting officer return the proposal ing and Reporting Costs," was estab-
to the contractor, and allow the lished to: (1) make the cost accounting
contractor additional time to cor- practices used by a contractor in estimat-
rect the deficiency and submit a ing costs consistent with its practices for
corrected proposal (DF 1 RS accumulating and reporting costs during
215.811-70). contract performance and (2) provide a

- Recommend that the con- basis for comparing estimated to actual
tracting officer consider another costs. Use the guidance in Chapter 8 to
type of contract, e.g., a FPIF in- determine if contractor estimating sys-
stead of a FFP contract (DFARS tems comply with CAS 401 require-
215.811-70). ments.
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5-1300 Section 8- Participation on Joint System Review Teams

5-1301 Introduction approval of a contractor's purchasing
system.

This section provides guidance as a b. The ACO is responsible for review-
participant on a joint system review ing the contractor's purchasing system.
team. As appropriate, the guidance in 9- Members of other organizations, includ-
1300 also applies. Guidance for the audi- ing DCAA, may participate in a review
tor on the joint estimating system team is conducted under the ACO's authority,
stated in 5-1200. but are not to conduct separate reviews of

a contractor's purchasing system. If a
5-1302 Purchasing and problem appears to exist, DCAA may
Subcontracting System Reviews recommend to the ACO that an addition-

al review be performed.
5-1302.1 Introduction c. CPSRs are conducted by teams un-

Basic audit requirements in Chapter 6 der the direction of a purchasing system
provide for the review of the operating analyst (PSA) assigned by the local or
effectiveness and transactions of a con- regional contract administration office.
tractor's purchasin and related depart- The PSA is responsible for accomplishing
merts as an int and necessary part of the CPSR and conducting surveillance
the audit of purchased material and ser- reviews. The review team consists of
vice costs. When contractor purchasing PSAs, the auditor, technical personnel,
system reviews (CPSRs) are regularly and other representatives of the ACO.
performed at a ontrator location (see 5- The team captain, normally the senior
1302.2), the auditor should rely upon this PSA, will devise the overall review pro-
work to the maximum extent feasible in gram, make assignments to the individu-
establishing the extent of audit coverage al team members, and coordinate and
to be undertaken in this area. See 5- monitor accomplishments. He/she is also
1302.4 for guidance on the effect of a responsible for the preparation and sign-
CPSR on the performance of audits. ing of the CPSR report, which is tran-

smitted to the ACO after review by the
5-1302.2 Contractor Purchasing System appropriate CPSR Board. It is the ACO's
Review (CPSR) responsibility to review the recommenda-

a. FAR 44.302 requires a CPSR to be tions in the CPSR report to determine
made for each contractor whose sales to the appropriate action to be taken to
the government, using other than sealed correct any deficiencies and to so advise
bid procedures, are expected to exceed the contractor.
$10 million during the next 12-months. 5-1302.3 Audito Puddpat on CPSR
Such sales include prime contracts, sub- Teams
contracts under lovernment prime con-
tracts, and modifications (except when a. Coordination with the PSA. Pursu-
the negotiated price is based on estab- ant to DFARS Supplement Appendix C,
lished catalog or market prices of coin- the cognizant audit office will appoint an
mercial items sold in substantial quanti- auditor to participate as a team member
ties to the general public, or is set by law on initial and subsequent CPSRs or in
or regulation). A CPSR is to be conduct- the continuing surveillance process if
ed by the cognizant contract administra- used in lieu of a subsequent CPSR. Since
tion agency at least every three years for the auditor and PSA have related respon-
contractors that meet these requirements. sibilities, it is imperative that they coor-
The detailed procedures for conducting dinate and correlate their activities to
initial, subsequent, special, and follow-up avoid duplication. The review program
CPSRs are in DFARS 244.3 and FAR should be sufficient in scope to be re-
44.3. These reviews form the basis for the sponsive to the needs of both procure-
administrative contracting officer (ACO) ment and audit. The CPSR should make
to grant, continue, withhold, or withdraw full use of day-to-day work performed by
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the auditor as an integral part of the requirements related to the CPSR which
contract audit mission. Maximum use cannot be resolved locally will be referred
should be made of the auditor's past to the regional office. The regional office
reviews and evaluations, and results of should also be informed of any differ-
other audit work which bear upon the ences between the auditor and the team
effectiveness of the contractor's purchas- captain relating to audit findings, conclu-
ing system. See 4-1000 for documenta- sions, and recommendations.
tion requirements when relying upon
such work. 5-1302.4 Effect of CPSR on Performance

b. Auditor's Role. The auditor will be of Audits
responsible for the timely performance of a. The auditor should coordinate and
those areas specifically assigned by the seek agreement from the ACO and PSA
CPSR team captain, whenever a review of an area affecting

c. Auditor Performance and Supervi- the CPSR is contemplated. At contractor
sion. The auditor will be responsible for locations where CPSRs are regularly per-
the preparation and execution of detailed formed, the auditor should obtain copies
audit programs for all areas assigned by of reports and memorandums issued by
the team captain. Technical direction will the PSA and the ACO. Such items in-
be provided by an audit supervisor. The clude the CPSR and final summary re-
team captain will correlate the efforts and ports and notifications relating to the
monitor the accomplishments of the au- approval of the contractor's purchasing
ditor and other team members to the system. Based upon DCAA's prior partic-
extent necessary for effective coordina- ipation in the CPSR and a review of these
tion of the overall review. During the reports and documents, the auditor will
review, the auditor should discuss audit determine the extent to which the work
findings with the contractor in accor- performed under the CPSR meets the
dance with 4-300. After the auditor's audit objectives established in the func-
findings and recommendations are devel- tional areas enumerated in 6-300 for
oped, they will be reviewed with the audit purchased material and service costs. See
supervisor and furnished in draft form to 4-1000 for documentation requirements
the team captain prior to completion of when relying upon the work of others.
the in-plant effort of the CPSR team, to b. Where the scope of coverage in the
enable the team captain to conduct the CPSR is considered sufficient to support
exit conference with the contractor. a conclusion that the policies, adminis-

d. Reports and Working Papers. The trative procedures, and control proce-
FAO will retain the detailed working dures in a related functional area are well
papers covering DCAA's part of the defined, reasonable in concept, and effec-
review, and submit a complete written tively implemented, the audit program
report to the team captain setting forth need provide for only minimum substan-
the findings and recommendations in tive testing. When the policies and proce-
such form and detail as required for the dures are not adequate, the audit pro-
survey report. The auditor's report will gram should provide for increased sub-
be formally issued by the appropriate stantive testing. Perform substantive test-
audit office as soon as possible after the ing and verification of individual trans-
exit conference with the contractor. The actions in the functional area commensu-
team captain will also be provided with rate with the degree of reliability that can
any summary schedules and/or copies of be placed on the control procedures. In
working papers required for consolida- developing tests of transactions, the audi-
tion ofstatistical data or as additional tor should consider the items and periods
supporting documentation for the survey covered by the CPSR and not duplicate
file. this work.

e. Differences Between Audit and ACO c. Where a current evaluation of a
Personnel. Differences between the audi- contractor's purchasing system is needed
tor and PSA, or other ACO personnel, for audit purposes aad a CPSR has not
with respect to the delineation of respon- been recently performed, the auditor
sibilities, policies, procedures, and other should coordinate this need with the
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ACO and should give due consideration consists of a thorough evaluation of a
to the timing and scheduling of the next contractor's corporate insurance program
CPSR in planning an audit of purchased and pension plan, including policies, pro-
material and service costs. . cedures, practices and costs, to determine

d. PCOs may make requests to the whether they are in compliance with FAR
auditor for information pertaining to the provisions and pertinent contract clauses.
adequacy of the contractor's purchasing b. Reviews may also be made of the
system even though FAR 44.302 does not insurance and pension programs of those
require a CPSR at the contractor's loca- contractors that do not meet the criteria
tion. After appropriate coordination with established for a major review. These
the co4nizant ACO, auditors will be reviews may be performed when special
responsive to such requests. The results insurance or pension problems require
of recent activity or functional surveys or resolution and may cover such areas as
other audits can serve as the basis for the insurance on government property, insur-
auditor's reply. However, if the request ance under facilities contracts, reason-
from a PCO is in effect a request for ableness and propriety of group insur-
performance of a CPSR as contemplated ance reserves, and recognition of unreal-
by FAR/DFARS 44.3, the auditor will ized appreciation of assets in contractor
refer such request to the cognizant ACO. pension trusts. In this connection, FAO

5-1303 Contractor Insurance/Pension managers, based on vulnerability/risk as-
sessment, should identify contractor loca-

Review Program tions (1) where the $10 million thresholds

Basic audit requirements for the review are not met but where CIPRs are still
and evaluation of indirect costs are found necessary, and (2) where more frequentin 6-600, with additional coverage of than biennial CIPRs are necessary. FAOinsurance and pension costs in 7-500 and managers should then submit a request to
7-600 respectively. DFARS 242-73 sets the appropriate DCMD CIPR branch
forth the requirements (primarily direct- chief in time for his/her consideration in
ed at contract administration) for con- developing the initial and updated CIPR
ducting a Contractor Insurance/Pension schedules.
Review (CIPR). When the auditor partic- c. The ACO is responsible for notifying
ipates in a CIPR, appropriate consider- the contractor of pending insurance and
ation will be accorded to data developed pension reviews and for arranging for the
during previous audits of these areas in contractor to furnish information re-
establishing the scope of audit effort. quired, such as a schedule of insurance
Conversely, the results of the CIPR coverage, copies of pension plans, and
should be fully integrated in planning the related cost information. Recent revi-
coverage of future reviews of pension and sions to DLA Manuals 8105.1 and 8105.3
insurance costs. See 4-1000 for documen- require that cognizant DCAA Regions be
tation requirements when relying upon sent a copy of the DLA CIPR review
such work. schedules for each fiscal year by 15

September and an update to the schedule
5-1303.1 Insuiaee/Pension Team by the following 15 April. DLAM 8105.3
Reviews has been further revised to require that

a. CIPRs are currently performed on a the Insurance Branch Chief write to the
formal basis under the leadership of cognizant DCAA field audit office and
Defense Contract Management Coin- ACO, requesting DCAA participation in
mand (DCMC). Section 28.3 of DLA the CIPR. A designated regional repre-
Manual 8105.1 provides for a major sentative should meet with DCMD spe-
review of the insurance and pension cialists to verify the schedule.
programs of contractors whose annual d. To ensure timely and responsive
government sales on negotiated prime DCAA participation in CIPRs, the Re-
contracts and subcontracts issued under gional Special Programs Office should:
government prime contracts are expected (1) Obtain and maintain a current
to exceed $10 million. A "major review" schedule of DCMD CIPRs.
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(2) Meet with DCMD specialists to also reflect due consideration for previ-verify the CIPR schedule and to ous audit experience with respect to these
ensure that DCAA participation is costs.

planned and requested. a. The designated DCAA auditor will
(3) Notify FAOs of scheduled CIPRs participate as a member of the team,

and their expected participation in providing advice and information in a
the reviews, separate report to the CIPR team captain

(4) Notify Headquarters, PCD if any based on the analysis of the contractor's
FAO is unable to participate in a books, accounting records, and proce-
scheduled CIPR. dures. As a minimum, DCAA participa-

(5) Establish procedures for monitor- tion in the performance of a CIPR should
ing the progress of scheduled re- include the following:
views. (1) Meet with the DCMD CIPR team

e. The FAO should notify the ACO if it members before commencing field
is aware of any contractor who meets the work to clearly establish the effort
DFARS requirements for a CIPR but has DCAA will be performing and
been excluded from the DCMD schedule milestones to accomplish the ef-
of planned CIPRs. fort. To ensure that all necessary

f. Reviews are conducted by *oint audit work is performed during the
teams under the direction of a DdMD CIPR, the scope of the review
Insurance/Pension Specialist (M/PS). The should be established and coordi-
team will normally consist of the I/PS, nated with the CIPR team captain
the cognizant auditor, and other special- prior to the beginning of the on-site
ists required in the circumstances. The review. In addition, there should
I/PS serves as team captain and is re- be a documented understanding
sponsible for determining the overall between the team captain and the
review scope, making assignments to the DCAA team member as to review
individual team members, developing responsibilities. To accomplish
report comments, findings, and recom- this, the auditor participating in
mendations, and issuing the report on the CIPRs should identify those audit
CIPR. The report is addressed to the steps in the DCAA standard pen-
cognizant ACO, with a copy furnished sion and insurance audit programs
the auditor. Upon receipt of the l/PS's that should be covered to satisfy
report, the ACO is then responsible for audit needs. After identifying the
transmitting it to the contractor for reply. necessary steps, the auditor should

coordinate with the team captain
5-1303.2 Auditor Parcipation on CIPR to determine which team member
Team will perform each step. While spe-

CIPRs will be performed at contractor cific team responsibilities may
locations by time schedules to be estab- vary, the auditor's responsibilities
lished by DCMDs. When a field audit will generally include verification
office receives advice of a scheduled of insurance/pension cost to the
CIPR, one auditor will be assigned to contractor's books and records and
participate as a team member, regardless an evaluation of the allocability
of the size of the team. If the scheduled and reasonableness of the claimed
date cannot be met because of other cost. Reliance should be placed on
urgent priorities, the DCMD office the work of other team member
should be advised accordingly and an specialists to the extent appropri-
alternative date suggested. In view of the ate in fulfilling these responsibili-
interrelationship of auditor, ACO and ties.
I/PS responsibilities in the area of insur- (2) Attend both entrance and exit con-
ance and pensions efforts must be coor- ferences with the contractor.
dinated very carefuly to avoid duplica- (3) Elevate to the regional audit man-
tion. While the scope of the auditor's ager any differences with the CIPR
program should be responsive to the team captain with respect to the
needs of the ACO and the I/PS, it should delineation of responsibilities, pol-
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icies, procedures, and other issues (1) When the CIPR discloses that the
which cannot be resolved locally by contractor's insurance and pension pro-
the ACO and FAO management. grams are reasonable and effectively
The RSPM should also be notified maintained, and assuming no significant
of coordination problems. change in conditions since the previous

(4) Issue a report to the CIPR team CIPR, the audit program will be revised
captain detailing the findings and to reflect the findings of the CIPR. Con-
recommendations of the DCAA versely, when significant deficiencies had
review. been disclosed by a previous CIPR, the

b. Auditor performance and supervi- auditor should verify corrective action
sion will be accomplished in accordance taken. If corrective action has not been
with 5-1302.3c. accomplished, the auditor should ascer-

c. Reports and working papers will be tain the reason(s) for inaction. The ACO
prepared and processed in accordance should be advised and the audit scope
with 5-1302.3d. appropriately adjusted.

(2) If the scope of the previous CIPR
5-1303.3 Effect of the CIPR on was limited and did not provide an
Subsequent Audits adequate basis for an audit conclusion as

to the allowability of the costs generated
a. The results of CIPRs are an impor- by the insurance and pension areas in

tant factor in determining the extent to their entirety, the audit program should
which insurance and pensions are given provide for the additional review neces-
audit coverage under Chapter 6, 7-500, sary to accomplish such objective. If
and 7-600. The auditor should maintain circumstances indicate that additional
apPropriate follow-up on prior CIPR review of the contractor's insurance or

d insin and recommendations (see 14- pension program is required, the ACO
504). To ensure the most effective use of should be requested to initiate the review
resources, the results of the combined in accordance with DFARS 242.7301(d)
team effort should be the only formal (see 5-1303. 1b).
review of insurance and pension costs for b. In establishing the time frame for
the contractor's fiscal years covered by cyclic audit coverage of insurance and
the review. To accomplish this, all re- pension costs, the auditor should contact
quired audit effort concerning insurance the I/PS to ascertain the timing of future
and pension costs for the fiscal years CIPRs. The planning for audit coverage
covered should be accomplished during of insurance and pension costs should be
the CIPR (see 5-1303.2(aX)1)). coordinated with the scheduled CIPRs.

A
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6-000

CHAPTER 6

6-000 INCURRED COSTS AUDIT PROCEDURES

6-001 Scope of Chapter the circumstances, and not prohibited by
the contract, by statute or regulation, or

This chapter presents general guidance by previous agreement with, or decision
on auditing costs incurred under the of, the contracting officer. In addition,
broad types of contracts and functional the auditor must determine whether the

I areas of cost incurrence. Chapter 5 pro- accounting system remains adequate for
vides guidance on systems and internal subsequent cost determinations which
control structure reviews; Chapter 7 pro- may be required for current or future
vides more specific guidance on auditing contracts. The discovery of fraud or other
selected areas of cost; and Chapter 8 unlawful activity is not the primary audit
covers specific requirements of the Cost objective; however, the audit work
Accounting Standard Board's rules, regu- should be designed to provide reasonable
lations and standards. Section 6-100 in- assurance of detecting abuse or illegal
cludes guidance on the integration of acts that could significantly affect the
incurred cost audit procedures required audit objective. If illegal activity is sus-
by Chapters 1 through 8. pected, the circumstances should be re-

ported in accordance with 4-700.
6-100 Section 1 - Introduction to 6-1022 Audit Approach
Incurred Cost Audit Objectives a. Incurred cost audits are usually
6-101 Introduction performed on a contractor-wide basis.

This approach recognizes the efficiency
a. This section provides introductory of addressing the adequacy of manage-

guidance on the contract audit objectives ment and financial systems and controls
and approach for incurred costs, includ- combined with transaction testing across
ing general considerations that apply un- all business activities as opposed to con-
der all tttypes of contracts and for all costtract by contract audits. Only in certain
categories. low-risk situations would DCAA audit

b. In conducting incurred cost audits, individual contracts, such as an audit of a
observe any operations security (OPSEC) small-dollar contract at a multi-million
measures required by current DoD con- dollar corporation where the small con-
tracts or requests for proposals, in accor- tract represented the company's only
dance with 3-205. business with the government.

b. For major contractors and contrac-
6.102 Audit Objectives and Approach tors with significant negotiated firm-
fo10 Iufixed price contracts, reviews of relevantfor Incurred Costs accounting and management systems will
S6-102.1 Audit Objectives be performed on a cyclical basis and form

the foundation for determining the na-
The auditor's primary objective is to ture and extent of transaction testing

examine the contractor's cost representa- necessary on individual incurred cost
tions, in whatever form they may be audits. See Chapter 5 for guidance on
presented (such as interim and final reviews of contractor's internal ct utrols.
public vouchers, progress payments, in- c. For non-major contractors, stArate
curred cost submissions, termination audits and reports on individual contrac-

I claims and final overhead claims), and to tor accounting and management systems
express an opinion as to whether such may not be necessary. An understanding
incurred costs are reasonable, applicable of the contractor's internal control struc-
to the contract, determined under gener- ture may be gained at the time of the final
ally accepted accounting principles and overhead audit or during individual con-
cost accounting standards applicable in tract audits. The auditors understanding
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of the internal control structure gained ernment auditing standards in the con-
from these audits should be documented tract audit environment. The MAARs
in the permanent file. (See 5-111 for vary greatly in purpose, type of transac-
further guidance on reviewing internal tion under review, and time frame of
controls at nonmajor contractors.) accomplishment (see 6-104.1). Consider-

d. Regardless of the audit approach, in ations which affect the applicability or
all audits emphasis will be on determin- extent of effort necessary to satisfy
ing the overall acceptability of the con- MAARs in particular cases are discussed
tractor's claimed costs with respect to (1) in 6-104.2 and in 6-1S1.
reasonableness of nature and amount; (2)
allocability and capability of measure- 6-104.1 Ciass f MAARs
ment by the application of duly promul- a. As shown in 6-1S1, the MAARs may
gated Cost Accounting Standards and be grouped as Permanent File Updates,
generally accepted accounting principles Reconciliations, Transaction Tests, and
and practices appropriate to the particu- Special Purpose.
lar circumstances; and (3) compliance b. Permanent File Updates are accom-
with applicable cost limitations or exclu- plished on a continuous basis as audits
sions as stated in the contract or the are performed and are not necessarily
FAR. associated with a single contractor fiscal

year or exclusively with incurred cost
6-103 Audit Scope audit. By contrast, Reconciliations are a

preliminary step in the audit of incurred
a. The procedures and audit guidance costs. Transaction Tests are always his-

presented in this chapter are applicable to torical, but need not be deferred until the
all contract audits. However, the auditor year has ended. Special Purpose MAARs
must exercise professional judgment in always have concurrent implications. For
selecting which procedures and tech- example, the composition, though not the
niques are appropriate in the circum- final value, of the various indirect alloca-
stances. The scope of work necessary is a tion bases (MAAR 18) may be estab-
matter of audit judgment considering the lished well in advance of the start of the
contract auditing and reporting standards fiscal year.
in the context of a variety of factors
which might be involved in a particular 6-104.2 Accompllshmt of MAARs
audit. These factors are discussed in a. Major Contractors. MAARs will be
Chapter 3. Additional considerations are performed at all major contractors except
the Mandatory Annual Audit Require- when such work will fulfill no useful
ments which are intended to assit in current or future need or the contractor
achieving the appropriate scope of audit has no costs claimed in one or more cost
(see 6-104). elements related to specific MAARs. The

b. The auditor will normally integrate performance of MAARs should not be
the audit procedures required by Chap- omitted on the basis of materiality; how-
ters 6, 7, and 8 with reviews of the ever, the extent of audit work to complete
contractor's policies, procedures, internal each MAAR must be adjusted to reflect
controls, and accounting and manage- appropriate judgment of risk and signifi-
ment systems required by Chapter 5. cance. Appropriate considerations in-
Also, the government auditing standards dude: (1) amount of costs claimed, (2)
and other procedures covered by Chap- results of prior audits, and (3) adequacy
ters 1 through 4 apply to the audit of of internal controls. A MAARs Control
incurred costs. Log (DCAA Form 7640-24b) is required

to provide summary documentation of
6-104 Mandatory Annual Audit the MAARs coverage.
Req~ruta b. Nonmajor contractors. MAARs per-

formance at nonmajor contractors is dis-
Mandatory Annual Audit Require- cretionary depending on their applicabili-

ments (MAARs) are basic criteria and ty and materiality. Unlike major contrac-
procedures necessary to comply with gov- tors, there is no presumption that all
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MAARs are material. Decisions concern- of contracts and categories of direct and
ing MAARs performance should be based indirect costs. However, several overall
on sound judgment about significance of factors must be considered in every phase
claimed amounts and known risk. The of incurred cost audit work. Among the
reasons underlying a decision to elimi- more significant points requiring alert-
nate a MAAR must be documented. ness and special emphasis in all audit
Properly completed MAARs Control areas are the following:
Logs normally satisfy this requirement. a. Contract provisions which specify
The MAARs control log applicable tocontractors having between $5 and $40) unallowable costs or cost limitations.
mcoltonccurrentvcontractornfiscaldyear Consideration must be given to the costsm illion current contractor fiscal year pr p ry a sg a lIoe c o t a t( e
(CCFY) dollars is DCAA Form 7640- properly assignable to each contract (see
24a. The log applicable to contractors 3-202 for guidance on briefing contract
having under $5 million CCFY dollars is provisions). For example, losses on one
DCAA Form 7640-24c. contract are not allowable under another

contract. Instances of contractor viola-
6-104.3 Audit Managmment tion of the requirement to properly assign
Considerations costs to contracts should be reviewed to

Because of their status as core require- determine if the practice is reportable
ments, the MAARs provide a convenient under the provisions of 4-700 as one
framework for incurred cost audit man- involving suspected fraud or other unlaw-
agement. Effective audit planning must ful activities.
include verification of the existence of b. Contracts for major defense equip-
prime costs (direct labor and direct mate- ment which provide for recovery of a pro
rials, MAAR 6 and 13, respectively) as rata share of nonrecurring costs when the
they are incurred and must provide for contractor sells such equipment to buyers
historical coverage of other MAARs.
MAARs completion dates are important outside the U.S. Government (see 5-203).
milestones in monitoring the progress of c. Charges or credits of an unusual
audits of incurred costs. nature, whether or not recorded on the

contractor's records.
6-104A Repwting Cousiderations d. Proper reduction of contract costs

When an applicable mandatory annual for material returns, transfers, credits
audit requirement which is considered and discounts, and for income items
material in reaching an audit opinion is which can more properly be considered
not accomplished, the audit report will as a reduction of costs. The determina-
include an appropriate scope of audit tion to apply such credits in the current
qualification (see 10-504.1b). Audit re- or in prior accounting periods will de-
ports will not be qualified for the omis- pend upon the period to which the item
sion of an inapplicable or immaterial relates, the significance of the item, andMAAR. other related factors, including for each6-105 General Considerations period the ratio of government work to

other work of the contractor, and the
The following sections of this chapter contract types in effect.

provide audit guidance on various types
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6-200 Section 2- Special Considerations in Audit of Selected Contract
Types

6-201 Introduction in the contract, or in excess of contract
limitations.

This section states guidance and spe-
cial considerations in the audit of select- 6-202.3 Procedure Where Contract
ed contract types. Specifies a Complethi or Delivered

Product
6-202 Costs Before Contract Date, A completion or delivered product
After Completion, or Over Contract specified in a cost-type contract normally
Anmount commits the contractor to complete and

deliver the specified product within theThis paragraph states guidane for the estimated cost. In the event the work
review of reimbursement vouchers cover- cannot be completed within the estimat-
ing precontract costs, costs incurred after ed cost, the govemment may require
completion or delivery dates specified in more effort without an increase in fee
a contract, or costs incurred in excess of [see FAR 16.306(dX 1)]. Also, under FAR
the contract amount. 52.246-6(a), the contracting officer could

terminate the contract prior to full expen-
6-202.1 Bash for Determining diture of the estimated cost. However,
Aliowahlfity of Precoatract Costs unless the contract is terminated, or

Precontract costs are defined in FAR exceeds stated contract limitations, the
31.205-32. Such costs, which otherwise contractor is normally obligated to con-
meet the tests of allowability, may be tinue to perform under the contract up to
approved for reimbursement by the audi- the estimated total contract cost.
tor. If the precontract costs are subject to
an advance agreement, the auditor 6-202A Costs in Excess of Contract
should determine whether the costs in- Amout
curred meet the conditions of the agree- The auditor will not approve any costs
ment. However, if there is no advance claimed by the contractor in excess of the
agreement, the auditor should ascertain estimated total amount stipulated in the
whether the precontract costs meet all the contract. Such excess costs will be disap-
tests of FAR 31.205-32 and are allowable proved by the issuance of a DCAA Form
to the same extent they would have been 1.
allowable if incurred after the effective
date of the contract. The auditor should 6-203 Credits and Refunds on Cost-
obtain the assistance of the Plant Repre- Type Contracts
sentative/ACO and, where appropnate,
the PCO in reaching this decision when- This paragraph states the procedures to
ever necessary to clarify the facts and be used (1) in adjusting allowable con-
conditions for incurring precontract tract costs for applicable credits, and (2)
costs. for the collection and disposition of such

credits which are refunded by the con-
6-202.2 Procedure Where Term of tractor. Deduction for General Account-
Coentrct Pfoim Period is Expllict ing Office notices of exception is covered

A contract may provide that it expires in 6-909.
on a specified date, unless terminated
before that date, and obli'ates the con- 6-203.1 Gemeral Audit Policy
tractor to devote a specified level of A complete listing of types of credits is
effort for a stated time period [see FAR not practicable; however, some examples I
16.306(dX2) and FAR 52.249-6"a)l. The of miscellaneous income items and other
auditor shall not approve for retmoure- credits are discussed in 6-608.2d(5).
ment any costs incurred by the contractor a. It is not anticipated that any major
subsequent to the expiration date stated difficulties will ordinarily be encountered
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in making the necessary accounting ad- drawn to the order of the Treasurer of the
justments to allowable contract costs for United States. This procedure is in fact
the applicable credits and refunds dis- required when the refund applies to a
cussed in this section. In a few cases, contract that has been financially settled
however, because of the timing of disclo- since, as a condition precedent to final
sure or receipt of these credits, special settlement of a contract, the contractor is
procedures may be necessary which are required to execute an assignment of
discussed in detail in this section. credits, refunds, and rebates. Such assign-

b. The contractor's accounting proce- ment provides that credits, refunds, and
dures should provide for periodic review rebates, whatever their origin, attribut-
and the processing of equitable adjust- able to contracts which have been finan-
ments to operating cost to cover miscella- cially settled, should be refunded by the
neous income items and credits, such as contractor to the government by check
wages; unclaimed deposits for tools, safe- drawn to the order of the Treasurer of the
ty equipment or clothing; unclaimed pay- United States. The refund check, together
roll deductions for purchases of U.S. with the details pertaining to the transac-
Savings Bonds; and unpresented checks tions, shall be submitted by the contrac-
other than payroll. Payment of these tor to the ACO by the provisions in the
funds to the state under escheat laws Assignment of Credits, Refunds, and
constitutes an actual expenditure and Rebates.
satisfies the refund requirement. Where
no escheat laws are applicable, consider- 6-203.2 Processing Adjusiments for
ation must be given to the ownership of Credits and Refunds
the credits and unclaimed items to deter- a. During the period of contract perfor-
mine whether an adjustment is to be mance, credit adjustments made in the
made. The government is not entitled to contractor's accounting records as a de-
credits attributable to amounts paid by duction from reimbursable contract costs
employees or withheld from their salaries will normally be reflected in public
if the amounts were not initially charged vouchers submitted for that same period.
either directly or indirectly to the cost of b. In the event the contractor f~ilsto
government contracts and, accordingly, make the necessary deductions frota cur-
not reimbursed by the government. If rent contract costs for applicable credits
amounts were initially charged to opera- or to make refunds therefor, the auditor
tions and equitably shared by the govern- shall effect recovery by the issuance of
ment, adjustments should be reflected DCAA Forms I and deduct the amounts
either in an income account which is from current reimbursement claims.
deducted from an applicable indirect cost c. When the credits cannot be recov-
category or else as a deduction directly to ered by deductions from the public
the account originally charged. Where a vouchers to which they would normally
contractor is engaged in work under pertain and the contractor declines to
government flexibly-priced contracts on a make a refund, the auditor will process a
relatively consistent basis, the foregoing DCAA Form 1 set-off deduction from the
periodic adjustment procedure should public voucher(s) submitted by the con-
normally result in equitable consider- tractor under any other cost-reimburse-
ation of these credit items. Where, how- ment type contracts under the auditor's
ever, such consistency is not present, cognizance. The DCAA Form I should
consideration should be given to the show the contract and appropriation to
direct costing of significant credits and which the credit is applicable. However,
refunds to the specific contracts under it should be noted that where a contract
which they were generated as the best so provides, public vouchers payable to
means of ensuring that the government an assignee may not be subject to reduc-
obtains the full benefits to which it is tion or setoff for any indebtedness of the
entitled. assignor arising independently of the as-

c. As an alternate to the adjustment of signed contract.
costs for credits and refunds, the contrac- d. In those cases where the applicable
tor may refund the amount by a check, contract is closed and collection of cred-
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its cannot be effected by the auditor last known addresses were in states which
under any of the procedures in subpara- do not have escheat laws, and (2) if, in
graphs a. through c. above, a report addition, the escheat law of the state in
should be made to the ACO. The report which the contractor is located does not
will identify the contracts, the amount of provide for the payment of the amounts
the credits, their origin, and state the to its own (state) account. Accordingly,
reasons why recovery cannot be accom- where the auditor ascertains credits are
plished by the auditor through refund or due the government under the foregoing
deduction. criteria, he or she will discuss the matter

with the contractor and ensure that ad-
6-203.3 Disposition of Refunds Paid by justments or refunds are made by the
Checks contractor or that DCAA Forms 1 are

The auditor should generally not ac- issued for the applicable amounts.
cept checks from contractors for credits c. At the time credit adjustments or
due the government. Contractors should refunds are processed, the contractor will
be advised to submit such checks directly prepare and retain separate listings of the
to the paying office, with a copy to the former employees entitled to the un-
ACO, together with a copy of the details claimed amounts, and of the payees of
comprising the credit, such as the listing unpresented checks which are covered by
prescribed in 6-203.4c., which should the credit adjustment or refund. The
agree in total with the amount of the listings must be in sufficient detail to
check. Any checks received by the audi- permit audit verification of each named
tor should be transmitted immediately to payee in the event claims are made to the
the ACO together with the required list- government at a later date by virtue of
ing. subsequent payments. These lists will be

verified by the auditor on a selective test
6-203.4 Special Proedures for basis as deemed appropriate. Separate
Uncdhinmd Wages, Uncaimed Deposits, lists will be submitted for each category
and Unpiesented Checks of unclaimed items and for unpresented

a. Where the balances of unclaimed checks.
payroll deductions for U.S. Savings d. Subsequent to the government's re-
Bonds are insufficient to purchase bonds, covery from contractors for unclaimed
Treasury Department instructions per- wages, unclaimed deposits, and unrepre-
mit, but do not require, contractors to sented checks, claims may be made by
transfer the balances to the Treasury the persons entitled to such funds. These
Department to be held in custody for the claims should be presented to the con-
account of the employees concerned. tractor and not to the government, as the
Unless the contractor makes these trans- latter has no contractual relationship
fers, such amounts will be included in the with the claimants.
cost adjustments described below. e. In the case of reimbursements

b. Many states have enacted escheat claimed by contractors for any payments
laws governing the disposition of un- made to such persons, a certified invoice,
claimed wages, unclaimed deposits, and valid receipt of the payee, and any other
unpresented checks after the expiration pertinent information must be submitted
of stated periods of time. Escheat laws with the claim to identify the payment
generally provide for payment of these with the applicable item on the listing
unclaimed amounts to the state. This mentioned in 6-203.4c. In such instances
subject has resulted in some confusion the amounts claimed will be cross-refer-
and several court cases. particularly in enced to the public vouchers from which
regard to disposition of these items where the credit deduction was initially made
the creditor and debtor are located in and, after verification, will be approved
different states. It has now been deter- by the auditor for reimbursement.
mined, however, that the Federal govern- f. In the event that the contract to
ment is entitled to recover such un- which the claim relates has been finan-
claimed amounts only if (1) they repre- cially settled, the contractor's claim, to-
sent sums due to persons or firms whose gether with the documentation described
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in subparagraph c. above, should be Arbitrary or unsupported allocations of
submitted after verification and approval direct labor will not be acceptable.
by the auditor, to one of the following as b. Classes of Labor. Unless otherwise
appropriate: specified in the contract, the direct labor

Finance Center, U.S. Army, Attn: charged by the contractor should include
FINCS, Indianapolis, Indiana 46249; or only that which is consistently classified
U.S. Navy Finance Center, Accounts as direct labor with its regularly estab-
Receivable and Claims Division, Code lished practice and is consistent with the
FR. Washington, D.C.; or Finance Offi- labor so classified in the proposal upon
cer, Air Force iccounting and Finance which the contract was negotiated.
Center, Symbo. CF, Denver, Colorado. (1) Wages of personnel such as clerks,
or as required by the department or office material handlers, receiving or shipping
that placed the contract. personnel, stockroom employees, tool-

6-204 Time and Material Contracts crib attendants, janitors, maintenance
men, packers, contact men, and expedit-
ers, as generally defined within the trade,

6-204.1 Genenl Policy are not acceptable as direct labor unless
a. Time and material (T&M) contracts specifically authorized in the contract.

(which term as used herein includes sub- (2) The time of partners, officers, or
contracts) provide for the procurement of supervisors is not acceptable as direct
supplies or services on the basis of (1) labor unless specifically authorized in the
direct labor hours at specified fixed hour- contract. In such event, the time of the
ly rates (which rates include direct labor, individual must be properly recorded and
indirect costs, and profit) and (2) materi- subject to audit verification.
al at cost. Material handling costs may be (3) Where separate rates are not estab-
included in the charge for "material at lished for the various skill levels, the time
Scost," when it can be demonstrated that of apprentices and learners as a direct
they were not included in the overhead charge normally should be limited to the
factor of the hourly rate to be applied to ratio of such time considered in the
direct labor. development of the hourly rate included

b. The basic auditing procedures in
Chapter 6 will be applie as ropriate in the contract. Disproportionate use ofto audit of time and material contracts, lower paid employees will be promptlyThe uidelines of Chapter 9 should n c brought to the attention of the contract-
used in the evaluation of proposals for ing officer.
time and material contracts. Itl addition c. Overtime. Only the hours actually
to the foregoing, the audit program worked are acceptable whether regular or
should include the considerations dis- overtime. Overtime hours will not be
cussed below, converted to a larger number of regular

hours to compensate for any overtime
6-204.2 Audit of T&M labor Costs premium payments, nor will the rates

a. General. An important prerequisite charged for overtime hours be increased
to the audit of labor (salaries and wages) unless the contract so provides.
is a good understanding of the contract d. Floor Checks. Floor checks will be
clauses relating to the classes of labor and made to determine that direct employees
types of operations to which the contrac- are actually present and working on the
tual rates aply. Since the contract labor job and that their time is being properly
rates include indirect labor, indirect charged. The contractor's system of inter-
costs, and profit, only the hours of work- nal control should provide for such
ers performing labor directly related to checks. Therefore, the frequency and
the item produced or service rendered scope of floor checks performed by the
will be considered to be direct labor. The auditor will be determined, in large mea-
basis upon which the direct labor hours sure, by the frequency and effectiveness
are computed and charged must be ac- of similar checks Performed by the con-
ceptable and subject to audit verification, tractor (see 6-400).
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6-204.3 Material Costs 6-205.2 Audit Responsibility
The material costs should be audited a. Audits will be performed on those

by the terms of the contract and the contracts that specifically provide for
procedures in 6-300. While all such pro- audit determinations or in response to
cedures are applicable, care should be specific requests made by the procuring
taken to ascertain, when appropriate, (1) activity. In some cases, the provisions for
that the method(s) of determining mate- audit, or the submission of reimburse-
rial costs is consistent with the factors ment claims for audit, will be limited to
included in the determination of labor certain items as designated under the
rates, (2) that all applicable discounts or contract.

epnecredits have been included, (3) b. When audits are required, arrange-expenseucract been inoluded ments for assist audits required to deter-
that subcontract billings do not exceed mine the propriety and reasonableness of
rates for such work regularly agreed upon cost will be the responsibility of the
between the contractor and subcontractor auditor at the prime contract location.
unless specifically authorized by the con- c. When technical service contracts
tracting officer or terms of the contract, represent substantial values, normal au-
and (4) that appropriate accounting (and diting procedures should provide for a
credit) has been accomplished on unser- determination that the contractors' pro-
viceable parts, excess inventory and cedures for costing the performance of
scrap. the technical services are consistent with

the cost objectives considered in negoti-
6-205 Technical Service Contracts ating the billing rate. For example, if a

staff-month billing rate provides for in-
6-205.1 Introduction clusion of vacation or other leave as

properly billable time, amounts for these
Technical service contracts provide for leave allowances for other direct employ-

the contractor to furnish personnel and ees should not be included in the over-
other services for the performance of the head used for determining the staff-
work specified in the contract, with reim- month rate and all such leave should be
bursement for such services usually on included in the labor base. Further, the
the basis of: overhead expense factor included in the

a. A fixed rate per hour, day, or month staff-month rate should represent a rea-
for the services of the assigned techni- sonable offsite rate which will include
cian, which sum may vary depending on only those expenses applicable to the
whether the technician is on domistic or offsite operation.
foreign duty. Such fixed rate should nor-
mally provide for treatment of nonwork- 6-2053 Audit Reports
ing time (i.e. vacations, illnesses, etc.). Reports will be issued in accordance

b. An allowance for subsistence and with the applicable section of Chapter 10
housing at either actual costs, if reason- and will be fully responsive to the specific
able, or at specified fixed per diem rates, requests. In addition, reports should be
subject to modification when subsistence issued without a request whenever the
or quarters are furnished by the govern- auditor encounters information which
ment. would be of value in the administration

c. The cost of transportation to and of the contract or in the negotiating of
return from the duty station as well as contract prices.
transportation while at the duty station
incident to the performance of the con- 6-206 Underuns, etc. on Incentive
tract. Cost of employee dependents will Contracts
not be at any additional cost to govern-
ment. a. In those instances where the actual

d. The allowable cost of such other costs vary widely from the estimated
items as are expressly provided for in the costs which were considered in setting the
contract. target cost, the report shor"1 contain
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specific coverage as to the cost element ments which were not foreseen by either
and reasons, if discernible, for the vari- the contractor or the government.
ance. The following are some of the areas (6) Overstatements of important ele-
which may cause major deviations be- ments of cost due to defective pricing (see
tween actual and estimated costs. 14-100).

(I) Changes in the "Make-or-Buy" pat- b. It is not intended the 'he auditor
tern of major components. make a detailed analysis , the entire

(2) Changes in the cosi accounting amount of the underrun or an evaluation
system including basis for allocation of of the adequacy of the initial price negoti-
indirect expenses. If the contractor is ations. Audit proprams should, however,
required to comply with the Cost Ac- bedtsigned to bring any items of signifi-
counting Standards Board's rules, regula- cance mentioned in the preceding para-

rauditor s gaph to light at the earliest practicable
tions, and standards, the atime. If the items disclosed have a mate-
refer to Chapter 8. rial effect on the relationship of actual

(3) Provision for contingencies which costs to target costs, they should be
did not materialize such as forecasted brought to the attention of the contract-
incr-ases in the cost of raw materials; ing officer. Items which involve apparent
anticipated union demands; or antici- defective pricing or indicate a need for
pated increases in costs of major compo- voluntary price adjustments will be re-
nents and royalties. ported separately as provided in 14-100

(4) Engineering changes which resulted and 4-802, respectively. A reference to
in extraordinary and unanticipated re- such reporting will be included in the
ductions in costs. report on the finalization of price of the

(5) Overstatements of important ele- incentive type contract; all other matters
ments of cost during the initial price will be reported in detail as provided in
negotiations due to subsequent develop- 6-205.3.
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6-300

6-300 Section 3 - Audit of Incurred Material Costs and Purchased Services

6-301 Introduction planning summary (No. 1), adjustingI
entries/exception reports for purchased

This section presents audit guidance services and material costs (No. 11),
and procedures for the review and evalu- auditable subcontracts/assist audits (No.

I ation of direct and indirect material costs 12), and the existence/consumption of
and purchased services. The guidelines purchases (No. 13).
relate to the review of the following
functional areas: material costs account- 6-303 Scope of Audit
ing; physical inventories and adjust-
ments; scrap, spoilage, excess, and obso- a. Many different functional areas
lescence; determination of requirements; comprise contractor Material Manage- I
make or buy decisions; purchasing and ment and Accounting Systems (MMAS). I
subcontracting; receiving and inspection; Audit objectives and guidelines for each
storing and issuing; and intracompany of the major MMAS functional areas are
transfers. discussed throughout the remainder of

this section and in 5-700. Generally, the I
6-302 Audit Objectives audit scope will address whether.

(1) the contractor has established ap-
a. The auditor's examination of trans- propriate policies, procedures, and con-

actions and procedures in the functional trols
areas discussed in 6-301 must be suffi- (2) whether the contractor consistently
cient to support an opinion on the allow- follows established policies, procedures,
ability, allocability, and reasonableness and controls
of costs charged to the contract. In per- (3) whether material and related costs
forming this overall test, determine are allowable, allocable, and reasonable.
whether the material was: The scope of audit in any of these areas

(1) needed for the contract will consider reliance that can be placed
(2) cha.Wed and billed in a reasonable on the work of others (4-1000). Particular

relationship to its use in the manufactur- consideration should be given to adjust,
ing process when appropriate, audit scope to give

(3) considered properly for make or consideration for adequate contractor
buy demonstrations and audits performed

(4) purchased in reasonable quantity under DFARS 242.72 or 244.
(5) purchased at a prudent price b. Chapter 5 presents guidance for
(6) used on the contract evaluating a contractor's policies, proce-
(7) in compliance with contract terms dures, and related internal controls. The Iand CAS (particularly CAS 402 and 411) government expects all contractors to
(8) accounted for properly as to initial have adequate controls to ensure system

charge, transfer in or out, and residual and data integrity. The auditor's assess- I
value. ment of the effectiveness of these con- I

b. Also be alert for restraints on compe- trols (control risk) will influence the
tition attributable to a contractor's direc- extent of testing and verification neces-
tor(s) having an interest in a supplier or sary to express an opinion on the allowa- I
subcontractor (interlocking directorates). bility of material costs charged to Gov- I
Any suspicion of preferential treatment ernment contracts.
(such as indications of conflicts of inter- c. Major considerations affecting the
est, unwarranted sole-source purchases, extent of the testing and verification of
or kickbacks) should be reviewed for material costs include:
possible reporting under 4-700. (1) the significance of the dollar

c. Reviews in this area can be used to amount of material costs
satisfy mandatory annual audit require- (2) the extent of prior audit experience
ments related to the applicable portions with the contractor involving the same orIof updating the internal control audit similar items
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(3) the reliability and acceptability of ly influence the extent of testing andthe contractor's management policies, verification necessary to express an opin-
procedures, and system of internal con- ion. (See CAM 5-700 for guidance on
trols understanding, documenting, and assess-

(4) the contractor's use of electronic ing internal controls relating to contrac-
data processing tor MMASs). The frequency of a coin-

(5) the nature, extent, and results of plete material cycle review, or the selec-
any reviews accomplished by other gov- tion of specific functions within the cycle
ernment activities, for review, will depend on the signifi-

d. The specific scope of audit for cance of material costs charged to gov-
testing and verifying material costs is a ernment contracts; the results of the
matter for judgment in the individual current review of this area including the
circumstances, subject to established number of deficiencies noted and the
DCAA policy (e.g., the use of statistical significance of the deficiencies; and the
sampling techniques). DFARS 242.242- frequency with which key contractor per-
7004 requires contractors to provide suf- sonnel, charged with the responsibility
ficient evidence of compliance to the for carrying out the functions, are reas-
MMAS standards when meeting the signed or are separated from the compa-
thresholds to demonstrate. This contrac- ny
tor testing will significantly affect the
scope of the audit based on the guidance 6-305 Acconting for Material Cost
in CAM 4-1000.

e. When material costs are significant, a The accounting department is the
consider the following when designing a. T o unt depar tmentrol,
substantive tests: focal point for material cost control,

(1) Audit of all large purchases or because it correlates the cost data appli-
system areas in which control risk is cable to requisitioning, purchasing, re-
assessed as high. ceiving, storing, issuing, and finally pay-

(2) Audit of all sensitive purchases, ing for the material. The audit of the
such as scarce materials, sole-source accounting system for material costs in-
items, or purchases from vendors sus- cludes (1) an evaluation of the internal
pected of improper practices. accounting controls, including the type of

(3) Audit of other items on a selective accounting system in use and the meth-
basis, using the most practical sampling ods used to control the level of material
methods available in the circumstances. costs; and (2) a determination of the

(4) Stratify or group the purchases to propriety, consistency, and logic of the
be audited in some meaningful way, such pricing procedures; the composition and
as by dollar amounts, buyers, contracts, allocation of material charges; and the
types of material, products, departments, manner in which payments are made.
vendors, or a combination of these and b. The distribution of material charges
other factors. to contracts, accounts, projects, or work

orders offers various opportunities for
I 6-304 Evaluation of Policies, misrepresentation of material costs.

Procedures, and Controls Fraud cases have included the following
examples: altered vendor invoices, dupli-

Whether performed to support a cate claims for material on public vouch-
DFARS 242.72 evaluation or in conjunc- ers and progress payments, fraudulent
tion with other functional audits, the billings from dummy companies, kick-
auditor must have a basic understanding back arrangements, claims for materials
of the contractor's policies, procedures, not received, claims for materials not
and controls. In many audits, the auditor required by the contract, and claiming
expresses an opinion on the allowability, material cost applicable to other con-
allocability, and reasonableness of mate- tracts because of funding limitations.
rial costs. Understanding the system and Suspicions of these or similar practices
determining the level of reliance that can should be reviewed for possible reporting
be placed on existing controls will direct- under 4-700.
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I 6-305.1 Audit Objectives contractor's system for processing vendor
The basic audit objectives for the ac- payments and distribution of costs to

c6unting function are to determine the contracts or other cost objectives. This
adequacy of the contractor's policies, review should include the testing and
procedures, and internal controls and the matching of purchase orders, receiving
extent to which this function influences reports, and payments (this may require
the allowability, allocability, and reason- technical assistance in some cases). Also,
ableness of material and purchased ser- a verification should be made of purchase
vice related costs. These objectives in- requisitions to contract requirements I
clude satisfying applicable portions of (such as specifications or bill of mater- I
mandatory annual audit requirements als) to determine whether contract
related to purchases adjusting en- charges for purchases are for materials
tries/exception reports (No. 11) and pur- received and services provided in perfor-
chases existence/consumption (No. 13). mance of the government contracts. Of

concern here is that the contractor has
I6-305.2 Internal Contmls valid time-phased requirements and is

not acquiring material far in advance of
a.The adequacy of the contractor's (see 6-308).material management and accounting (2) Review material purchases to test

system will influence the scope of audit that the materials were in fact received
and the degree of reliance that can be and, if applicable, used on the contract
placed on the results. For example, when char~ed (MAAR 13). This MAAR is
standard costs are used, consistency in classified as partially concurrent. The
establishing the standards and in apply- concurrent portion must be performed
ing the variances should be reviewed. for the current year during the first field
The contractor may be experiencing a visit to the contractor facility within the
hih loss factor and significant material year. This will normally be accomplished
price fluctuations in processing materials during a price pro;= review or annual
for commercial production, while losses incurred cost audit, or within a specific
and fluctuations for the government op- material audit assignment. Material
eration are negligible. In this situation, physical observations should be per-
the standard material variance should be formed annually except for low-risk con-
adjusted for the high losses and price tractors which require no other field
fluctuations before the variances are ap- visits during the year. The decision to not
plied to the government production. As perform the annual material physical
an alternative, a separate material vari- observation must be documented includ-
ance factor could be established for appli- ing the risk factors considered in the
cation to government production. decision (e.g., adequate accounting sys-

b. Review and evaluate the contractor's tem and material accounting procedures
procedures and internal controls for pric- and no prior material charging problemsin- dired and indrec materals (seegprblm

and indirect materials (see or identified vulnerabilities). Specifically,
nCAM 5-700). ascertain that the material was (a) needed

I 6-305.3 Au&it GW s for the contract, (b) purchased in reason-
able quantity, (c) purchased at a prudent

In formulating an audit program for price, (d) used on the contract, and (e)
evaluating the accounting for material properly accounted for as to initial
costs, consider the following guidelines: charge, transfer in or out, and residual

a Mandatory Annual Audit Require- value.I ments (MAARs) (3) Physical observations and other
(1) A review of adjusting journal en- steps needed to pin evidence of proper

tries and exception reports related to usage of material and services purchased
material purchases should be made to can in most cases best be done as part of
identify adjustments and/or exceptions a review covered in 6-306 or 6-312 I
that require further audit analysis and/or below.
explanation (MAAR 11). In making this b. Pricing and Composition of Material
review, determine the reliability of the Charges
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(1) When materials are purchased and ernment contracts as direct contract cost,
charged directly to the contract, the audit and the transportation on material pur-
tests should include comparisons be- chased for commercial work to overhead.
tween the items included in the bill of In this case, the government will absorb
material, work orders or similar records, excessive costs if the commercial trans-
purchase requisitions, purchase orders, portation costs are not eliminated from
receiving and issuing documents, and overhead.
vendors' invoices. (1) Contractors may add material han-

(2) All significant transactions involv- dling charges to the cost of materials by
ing any charging to government contracts applying a percentage factor to the in-
on a basis other than cost should be voice cost. When the factor is arbitrarily
reviewed and evaluated. In some cases, determined without specific identifica-
the contractor may obtain materials, sup- tion of the costs in the records or without
plies, or services required for contract eliminating such costs from the over-
performance by a "sale" or interorganiza- head, question the costs for the appropri-
tional transfer between a division, sub- ate reason, (e.g., for lack of records or for
sidiary, or affiliate under common con- duplication of costs). When handling
trol. These "sales" or interorganizational costs are computed on a recognized and
transfers should be charged to govern- acceptable accounting basis (such as
ment contracts at cost unless they meet when a separate pool is maintained for
the criteria in FAR 31.205-26(e) for expenses of this nature and the vilocation
transfer on a price basis or are otherwise is made on an appropriate basis), then
specifically stated in the contract. (For the additional charge for material han-
further guidance rerding intracompany dling may be accepted by the auditor
transfers see 6-313) subject to the test of reasonableness. The

(3) When materials are requisitioned auditor's review of material handling
from stores, the auditor's tests should costs should determine the reasonable-
include items charged to work orders or ness of the costs and whether they repre-
similar cost records. The requisitioning sent specifically identifiable items which
procedure and the manner in which the are not included in any allocable indirect
material withdrawals are ultimately re- cost pool.
flected in the general ledger accounts (6) Materials fraud is often perpetrated
should be evaluated. When the contractor by charging inflated material prices to the
maintains perpetual inventory records, government based on fictitious or dum-
examine and test the contractor's proce- my company invoices. A common meth-
dures for adding to and relieving the od used to make improper charges to

.,inventory records (see 6-312). flexibly priced contracts is to change the
(4) Review and appraise the adequacy account number to which a vendor in-

and usefulness of the stock record cards voice is charged. Accordingly, be alert for
or other records used to provide informa- accounting miscommunication intended
tion on the location, nomenclature, and to conceal the true purpose of an expen-
quantities of items in inventory. Also, diture.
determine whether any inventory algo- c. Payment for Materials
rithms used are based on valid and The audit of payments for materials
current data. should include a review and evaluation of

(5) Miscellaneous costs associated with the internal control procedures and the
material purchases charged directly or as testing and verification of the invoice
items of indirect costs, such as transpor- processing and payment functions. A
tation and material handling charges, review of material payments should also
should be reviewed and evaluated. In verify that the distribution of costs to
verifying these costs, determine whether cost objectives is consistent with pay-
the accounting treatment is reasonable ments. In some automated systems, the
and consistent. Circumstances requiring distribution of costs may be separate
special attention are: from payment allowing the possibility of

(a) The contractor may charge trans- billing material to government contracts
portation on material purchased for gov- before the contractor actually makes pay-
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ment for the materials. In this connec- (ii) progress and/or final payments are

tion, review the aging of the payables to received by the contractor for the same
determine whether there is a large, part on more than one cost objective
amount of materials or services not paid resulting in double billings
for but billed on contracts. Conversely, (iii) there is no audit trail or evidence
ensure that the contractor is not paying providing visibility of the lending or
for material (e.g., to take advantage of borrowing contract, or when the parts
discounts) unless it has proper proof of were borrowed and/or paid back
receipt (see 6-311). (iv) the borrowing contract was not

d. Material Transfers Between Con- charged for the cost of the replacement
tracts parts. Perform appropriate tests to ensure

(1) Material may be transferred at loan/pay backs have been treated proper-
actual cost or standard cost or according ly.
to some other generally accepted invento-
ry costing method as long as it is consis- 6-306 Physical Inventories and
tently applied, is equitable, and is based Adjustments
on unbiased logic. As to indirect costsallocable to the prime costs, CAS a. Fundamental to the viability of any
410.50(i) provides the proper aounting inventory ontrol system is a requuire-
for allocating G&A costs and for trans, ment that recorded inventory accurately
fers. In general, material transfers should reflects actual, physical inventory. The
be priced using the G&A (or overhead) contractor, therefore, must establish and
rate derived when the material was pur- maintain adequate controls to ensure
chased/manufactured. The auditor acceptable levels of record accuracy.
should ascertain compliance with these Contractors' procedures to verify the
standards. quantities and dollar value of physical

(2) Normally a transfer of parts will inventories may include test counts of
also mean that the related cost is trans- inventories on hand, comparison of the
ferred within the same billing period. actual count with the quantity reflected
However, in some limited circumstances in the inventory control records, appro-
it may not be appropriate to transfer priate adjustments for differences be-
parts and associated costs within the tween book inventory and the physical
same billing period. In these cases, use of count, and verification that inventory
": "loan/pay back" technique must be pricing factors are determined on an
approved by the ACO. The loan/payback acceptable basis.
technique is the movement of materials b. The government has an interest in
from one contract to another contract contractors' effective utilization of inven-
that has a more pressing production tories. Effective utilization of inventories
requirement without a transfer of cost requires that the investment be kept to a
because the contractor plans to pay back minimum and that management know
the materials once additional parts are the quantities, quality, and location of
received. When the technique is used, goods on hand.
there must be controls to ensure that: c. The government is also interested in

(i) parts are paid back expeditiously whether the contractor makes an ade-
(ii) procedures and controls are in quate investiation of inventory adjust-

place to correct any overbilling that ments and whether losses are acceptable
might occur as reasonable costs on government con-

(iii) at a minimum the borrowing con- tracts. Ad*ustments of losses and over-
tract and the date the part was borrowed ages and erioration of inventory items
are identified monthly may indicate inadequate inventory con-

(iv) the cost of the replacement part is trol and storage procedures. Adjustments
charged to the borrowing contract. of items that are surplus or obsolete may

(3) When a loan/pay back transfer is indicate the contractor is purchasing ex-
made, the audit concerns are that: cessive quantities.

(i) borrowed parts are not paid back on d. Some contractors' policies, proce-
a timely basis or never paid back dures, and practices result in a lack of
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perpetual inventory records once materi- preclude improper treatment of items in
als have been physically issued to work- transit.
in-process. In these cases, the shop con- (2) Review the manner in which the
trol function must maintain adequate physical inventory is reconciled with the
records to manage and account for issued book inventory. This review should in-
inventory. Specific attention should clude an evaluation of the inventory
therefore be given to the procedures adjustments and the contractor's investi-
governing perpetual inventory records gation of the reasons for the adjustments.

I(see 6-312). It also should determine whether neces-
sary adjustments are acceptable as rea-

I 6-306.1 Audit Objectives sonable costs on goveinment contracts
The audit objectives are to determine and whether they result from inadequate

whether the: internal controls. Adjustments of losses
(1) contractor's policies, procedures, and overages, and deterioration of inven-

and internal controls relating to physical tory, may indicate inadequate control
inventories are adequate and storage procedures. Adjustments of

(2) differences between the physical items that are surplus or obsolete may
count and book inventories are account- indicate (a) the purchase of excessive
ed for and adequately ex lained quantities, (b) inadequate control of

(3) total inventory value represents change orders, (c) weak production
correct quantities appropriately priced scheduling and control, or (d) another

(4) inventory levels indicate a balanced significant cost management problem.
stockage position. Such matters may need to be checked

In addition, these objectives include further in another review (see DCAA
satisfying applicable portions of the man- Forms 7640-22a and b, Audit Leads).
datory annual audit requirement related (3) Test and evaluate the contractor's
to purchases adjusting entries/exception records supporting the physical inventory
reports (MAAR No. 11). and test areas such as the pricing and the

arithmetical accuracy of the computa-
6-306.2 Internal Coatrols tions and footi-ags. A large number of

material expeoitors, substantial excess
Adequate internal controls provide inventory, and frequent shortages of ma-

some degree of assurance on the dollar terial to satisfy production needs may
value and physical quantities of the in- indicate that the formal system is not
ventory. Inadequate internal controls providing accurate information regarding
may result in excessive charges to govern- what materials are needed, when materi-
ment contracts and the use of erroneous als are needed, and/or what materials are
cost data by management (see 5-710). already available in inventory.
6-306.3 Andit G s (4) Determine whether the contractor

segregated any inventory adjustments re-
a. When it is anticipated that the dollar sultiing from price fluctuations due to

value of the physical inventory adjust- market conditions.
ments will have a significant effect on (5) Determine whether inventory ad-
government contract prices, arrange to justments relate to the performance pen-
observe the taking of the inventory. This od of the contracts under audit.
should include an evaluation of the plan- (6) Ensure that the contractor has ade-
ning and the adjustment phase which quate controls over physically commin-
follows and a review of the journal en- gled inventories to allow proper charging
tries adjusting the book inventory to to contracts.
physical inventory. c. Additional guidance on material

b. In developing the audit program, handling can be found in 6-312 and
consider the following steps: section 11,040 of DCAAP 7641.73,

(I) Review, evaluate, and test the con- Guidelines for Operations Audits.
tractor's procedures for establishing an d. Performance of the above proce-
inventory cut-off for inventory in transit dures will satisfy the applicable portions
during the inventory-taking period to of mandatory annual audit requirement
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No. 11, which requires review of adjust- scrap should be credited to the appropri-ing entriestexception reports related to ate government contract.
materials to identify adjustments and/or c. The contractor may maintain statis-
exceptions that requre further audit tical records to accumulate scrap and
analysis. spoilage cost data when these costs are

not separately identified in the account-
] 6-307 Scrap, Spoilage, Excess, and ing records. These statistical records
Obsolescence should be reviewed for completeness and

reliability.
This paragraph presents audit guidance d. When scrap and spoilage costs are

applicable to scrap, and to spoiled, ex- not separately identified, or are not sepa-
cess, and obsolete materials. rately accounted for in the records, the

total proceeds from sales should be allo-6-307.1 Audit Objectives cated in an equitable manner.
The audit objectives are to determine e. When the auditor's review indicates

whether (1) the scrap, spoiled, excess, and that the contractor has incurred excessive
obsolete material generated is reasonable scrap or spoilage costs or there is an
in amount; (2) the physical property is apparent misuse of government material,
adequately safeguarded; (3) the price re- request the services of a qualified govern-
ceived through sale or other disposal is ment representative to assist in determin-
equitable; and (4) the receipts from the ing the reasonableness of cost. Also be
sale or other disposal are reasonable and alert to instances of scrap caused by
properly credited. failure of the production unit to promptly

receive and implement engineering
S6-307.2 And# Gailellnes-Scrap nail changes in the product or failure to
Spoilage suspend production of deficient items

There are various methods for account- pending resolution of the problems in-
ing for costs of scrap and spoilage. The volved.
method which should be used depends in
part on the type of plant operation. Costs 6-307.3 Audit GuideWlnes-Excess sad
may be charged as overhead, as a vari- Obsolete Materials
ance to be applied to the material costs, a. Excess or obsolete items may be
as loading factors to material costs, or from purchased material or parts, or
direct to a specific contract. When scrap manufactured parts. Evaluate the con-
and spoilage costs are associated with tractor's policy for recording and recover-
material costs, they may be commingled ing obsolescence costs and review the
with the regular material costs or may be causes which generated the obsolete
identified separately. The audit consider- items. In addition, be alert to those
ations listed below should be included in situations in which the contractor (1) is
the audit program for review of this area: reimbursed for the cost of obsolete items

a. When practicable, scrap and spoiled but subsequently sells them to a subsid-
items resulting from the performance of iary or affiliate at sipnificantly reduced
Novernment contracts should be segrept- prices, (2) uses the items as a no-cost
ed physically from scrap and spoied component on the contractor's commer-
items resulting from commercial con- cial work or in performing a firm fixed-
tracts and should be accounted for sepa- price or incentive contract for the govern-
rately. The auditor should observe the ment, or (3) scraps items and then buys
contractor's stock of scrap and determine similar items from surplus or salvage
the cause for any large quantities of dealers. Practices of this nature should be
scrapped or spoiled items. Particularly be reported to the contracting officer and
alert to the possibility that the cause of should also be considered for possible
such scrap may be capital equipment that reporting under 4-700 or 4-800.
is faulty or inadequate for its current use. b. The contractor's procedures and

b. When scrap and spoilage costs have practices for using or disposing of excess
been charged direct to contracts, pro- or obsolete items should be evaluated,
coeds from the sale of the material as including:
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(1) Screening procedures adopted in definitions in FAR 45.101, and the FAR
order to determine whether parts pro- requirements for approval, control, ac-
duced under, but no longer needed for, a countability, use, and disposition (see 7-
particular contract can be used on other 1906 and 14-400).
contracts. These items should be trans-
ferred for use without charge to the 6-308.2 Internal Controls
government. The material purchases by the contrac-

(2) Procedures for obtaining the high- tor's buyers should be based on requests
est possible prices on items sold or received from departments responsible
scrapped. for material requirements. The audit ef-

(3) Procedures for ensuring that the fort, therefore, should depend on the
government receives proper credit for effectiveness of the contractor's internal
proceeds of items sold or scrapped. Relat- control system affecting the requisition-
ed adjustin* entries should be reviewed ing and buying activities. A review and
for appropriateness (as required by man- evaluation of the internal control system
datory annual audit requirement No. should be made to determine whether all
11 -see 6-305.3). purchase actions are in response to need,

supported by properly initiated and ap-
6-308 Determination of Requirements proved requisitions, and accomplished in

a timely and effective manner. See CAM
The decision to purchase a standard 5-600 for guidance on performing con-

item, the quantity required, and the tim- tractor purchasing system reviews.
ing of the delivery usually are the respon-
sibility of such departments or functions 6-308.3 Audit Guidelines
as planning and production control, engi- a. Of particular concern here are (i)
neering storeroom, and office services, claimed costs not properly traceable to
Deciding to buy nonstandard items is source documents, (ii) excess material
frequently delegated to a make or buy costs being charged to government con-
committee or a similar group. See 5-702 tracts, (iii) no audit trail supporting "no
on the use of MRP systems to determine cost" transfers of material, (iv) loans of
requirements. materials to other contracts outstanding

for an excessive time period, and (v)
6-308.1 AWt Objectives inaccurate material records (also see 6- I

a. The audit objectives of this area are 306). Accordingly, the audit of the in- !
to determine the extent of coordination terrelation and coordination of the pur-
between the purchasing function and the chasing and requisitioning functions
departments responsible for determining should include, but not be limited to, a
requirements. Effective coordination review and evaluation of:
may have a significant impact on pur- (1) Buying practices to determine
chasing economies and production effi- whether a pattern of rush, emergency, or
ciencies and in turn may affect the ulti- premature buying exists which may have
mate cost to the government. The quali- resulted in (a) increased purchase prices,
ty, quantity, and delivery date of materi- (b) excessive use of uneconomical trans-
als to be purchased may be based on portation, (c) delays in production and
information generated by (1) stock level engineering operations, (d) excessive ob-
requirements established for standard solescence as a result of subsequent
items, (2) bills of material coordinated changes, or (e) premature billing of mate-
with production schedules, and (3) indi- rial costs.
vidual purchase requests from depart- (2) The followup procedures used by
meats authorized to requisition material. the purchasing department to ensure

b. The need for special tooling or timely deliveries.
special test equipment is generally estab- (3) Modifications to purchase orders to
lish �it the proposal or negotiation stage determine if changes in specifications
(9-603.2). These special items, which are and quantities have resulted in oboes-
not part of the deliverable end product cence or increased costs and to determine
under the contract, must comply with the whether changes were due to poor plan-
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ning and lack of coordination, the un- The guidance in 14-700 on economy and I
timely processing of purchase orders, or efficiency audits of capital investments is I
other causes that could have been avoid- equally applicable in the review of make
ed by better management practices. or buy determinations.

(4) Significant increases in material
costs charged to government contracts to 6-309.3 Audit Guldelims
determine if increases were due to year-
end inventory write-downs and whether a. FAR Subpart 15.7 generally requires
write-downs resulted from inefficient contractors to submit make or buy pro-
requisition procedures and purchasing grams for all negotiated acquisitions with
operations. an estimated value of $5 million or more

(5) Coordination procedures when (see exception at FAR 15.703). It also
there are indications of repeated requisi- allows, for monitoring purposes, the in-
tioning of small quantities of the same corporation of the program in negotiated
item with substantial increase in costs to cost-reimbursable contracts, some cost
government contracts. sharing contracts and major systems con-

(6) Controls that prevent requisitioning tracts and subcontracts for monitoring
materials in excessive quantities or pre- purposes. The contract clause at 52.215-
mature charging to government con- 21 requires notification of any changes in
tracts, resulting in unnecessary material the program as incorporated in the con-
costs and in increased storage and mate- tract. Alternates 1 and 2 requires adjust-
rial handling charges to the government. ment of incentive fees if during perfor-

(7) Trends in transfers from one type of mance the contractor reverses a make or
contract to another or significant in- mategoraton which a was
creases in cost transfers from one month buy categorization which initially was
to another that might indicate system economically detrimental to the Govern-
control problems. ment. Determine the effect of and com-

b. Additional guidance on material pliance with any agreements resulting
requirements can be found in section from these requirements.
11,030 of DCAAP 7641.73, Guidelines b. The contractor has the basic respon-
for Operations Audits. sibility for make-or-buy decisions. There-

fore, its recommendations should be ac-
I 6-309 Make or Buy Decisions cepted unless they are inconsistent with

Government interests or policy (FAR
The contractor's make or buy decisions 15.706(c)). Evaluate the contractor's de-

determine which components, assem- cisions in the make or buy area which
blies, subassemblies, or parts are to be may have been motivated by consider-
manufactured and which are to be pur- ations other than economies or efficien-
chased. These determinations affect con- cies for the government operation. For
tract prices, contract performance, and example, the contractor may desire to
adherence to government procurement gain experience in a particular manufac-
policies. turing or fabricating process. Another

I 6-309.1 Audit Objectives consideration which may influence a con-
The objectives when reviewing this tractor's make or buy decisions involves

area are to determine whether make or the extent of available idle facilities. The
"buy decisions (1) are reasonable in con- contractor's decision to manufacture in
cept, (2) are applied effectively, (3) are in lieu of purchase may be in the best
compliance with FAR 15.7, and (4) gen- interests of the company, but not in the
erally result in the lowest cost to the best interests of the government. When a
government, contractor decides to manufacture a part

or component not normally within its
" [ 6-309.2 bl l Controls experience or production capabilities or

CAM 5-600 contains detailed guidance which had been purchased in the past,I for reviewinW contractor purchasing sys- determine whether the decision results in
tems including make-vs-buy decisions. additional costs to the government.
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I 6-310 Purchasing and Subcontracting related to the purchasing and subcon-
tracting function be made available to all

a. The purchasing and subcontracting personnel concerned. All purchasing de-
function includes make or buy decisions partment personnel should understand
(6-308) the selection of vendors, analysis their assigned responsibilities, authority,
of quoted prices, negotiation of prices and limitations. Section 5-600 contains
with vendors, placing and administration detailed guidance on reviewing and re-
of orders, and expeditirog dU! very of porting on contractor purchasing system
materials, internal controls.

b. When DCAA internal contrml re-
views or FAR required contractor pur- 6-310.3 Audit Guidelines-Basic
chasing system reviews (CPSRs) are regu- Procedures
larly performed at a contractor location, In formulating an audit program for
the auditor will make maximum use of evaluating purchasing and subcontract-
the work performed and the conclusions ing, consider the reliance to be placed on
reached during these reviews in establish- the internal control structure. The specif-
ing the extent of any separate coverage ic scope of audit for testing and verifying
and audit tests to be undertaken in this the purchasing system is a matter of
area (see 5-600). In addition, the auditor auditor judgement. When material costs
and the cognizant government procure- are significant, the auditor should consid-
ment office have related responsibilities er the following when designing the sub-
regarding purchasing and subcontracting. stantive testing:
It is imperative that the auditor coordi- a. Testing Methods. The auditor
nate planned reviews with the procure- should consider testing; (i) all large pur-
ment office to avoid duplication of effort chases; (ii) all sensitive purchases, such as
(see 5-1302 and FAR Part 44). scarce materials, sole-source items, or

purchases from vendors suspected of im-6-310.1 Audit Objectves proper selection; and (iii) all other items
The audit objectives of this area are to on a selective basis, using the most prac-

determine whether the contractor: made tical sampling methods available in the
reasonable make or buy decisions (see 3- circumstances. For example, stratify or
309); ensures the purchase of only prop- group the purchases to be audited in
erly determined requirements (see 3- some meaningful way, such as dollar
307); obtained maximum competition; amounts, buyers, contracts, types of ma-
made a proper analysis of quoted prices; terial, products, departments, vendors, or
made a reasonable attempt to negotiate a combination of these factors.
with the vendors; had a reasonable basis b. Sufficient Competition. Evaluate
for vendor selection; has reasonable in- whether there were bid solicitations from
ternal controls over placement and ad- a sufficient number of prospective
ministration of orders (5-600); and is sources to promote effective competition
expediting delivery of materials where commensurate with the nature and dollar
appropriate. In addition, these objectives value of the purchase action.
include satisfying applicable portions of c. Basis for Selection. Factors to be
mandatory annual audit requirements considered when evaluating purchases
related to auditable subcontracts/assist involving noncompetitive items are
audits (MAAR No. 12). whether (1) the vendor was designated by
audi631.IternAAR Co.12.the contracting officer who awarded the
6-310.2 Internal Controls prime contract and (2) the purchase, if

An adequate internal control system made from a sole source supplier, was
for purchasing and subcontracting activi- approved by a responsible company offi-
ties requires, as a minimum, effective cial.
management policies, implemented by d. Negotiation. The auditor should (1) I
written procedures which will allow the identify those awards made to other than
contractor to control the level of costs. the low bidder and determine whether
Effective internal controls require that the purchase files reflect the justification
the most recent policies and procedures for the rejection of the low bidder and the
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basis for the selection, (2) ascertain if the provide total profit or fee in accordance
contract files contain sufficient evidence with original contract estimates.
of negotiation when it is necessary to c. Administration of Subcontracts. The
establish a reasonable price because the auditor should review and evaluate
item is nonstandard or an insufficient whether the upper-tier contractor expe-

I number of bids have been received, (3) dites delivery where appropriate, and
determine the extent of the review given meets the FAR requirements for change
the supporting data submitted by, the orders, modification notices, and overall

Iprospective vendor, (4) ascertain if the costs (refer to purchasing system section I
type of subcontract issued meets the 5-600).
requirements of FAR Part 16 and in- d. Repricing. The auditor should deter-
cludes all clauses required by the prime mine whether the (1) revised contract
contract, (5) determine if awards have prices are negotiated or arrived at as
been made to other than the low bidder provided by contractual requirements;
on the basis of delivery, the purchase (2) cost or pricing data which was used as
order should provide for a downward the basis for repricing is accurate, com-
price adjustment if delivery schedules are plete, and current; and (3) results of the
not met, and (6) determine if there is repricing action are in the best interests
sufficient justification for awarding intra- of the government.
company purchases or work orders. e. Purchases from Debarred Compa-

e. Unallowable Procurement. Deter- nies. Debarred or suspended contractors
mine whether the contractor issued any are excluded from receiving contracts;
cost-plus-a-percentage-of-cost subcon- and agencies shall not solicit offers from,
tracts (FAR 44.203(bX2). Under this type award contracts to, or consent to subcon-
of procurement, the subcontractor would tract with these contractors, unless the
receive payment for, and the prime con- acquiring agency's head or a designee
tractor would pass on to the government determines that there is a compelling
as cost of its contract, the costs incurred reason for such action, as explained in
in performing the contract, plus a speci- FAR 9.405-2, 9.406-1(c) and 9.407-1(d).
fled percentage of such costs as a profit or An important criterion in determining
fee. Thus, the fee would increase in direct the propriety and allowability of pay-
proportion to any increase in cost. ments for material purchases or subcon-

tracts is the "consent" requirement of
6-310. Audit Guidelines-Subcontracts specific contracts. FAR 52.244-1 through
-1452.244-5 are the pertinent solicitation
a. Ana!vs'> of Case Files. Review the provisions and contract clauses which, ifupper-tier contractor's subcontract files included in a contract, delineate the

to ensure that all required subcontract "consent" requirements by types and
cost or pricing data was obtained and all categories of contracts. If by the terms of
analysis work made by the upper-tier the contract, prior consent is required ofcontractor was properly provided to the the ACO in subcontracting/purchasing,
government in any price negotiations the ACO is prohibited from consenting to
with the government, award to a debarred contractor. "Con-

b. Subcontract Changes. In evaluating sent" here means to consent to contract
subcontract changes which affect cost or with a particular entity or person; not
price, consider the (1) reasons for the consent to make a purchase. If prior
change, (2) reasonableness of the adjust- consent is not required or it it is required
ments to the subcontract price or cost, (3) for approval to make purchases only, a
complexity or risk involved and (4) prime contractor is free to solicit from
reasonableness of profit or fiee adjust- any sources available, including de-
ment compared to the estimated cost of barred, suspended, or ineligible contrac-
the change. When the cost of the subcon- tors.
tract before the change has exceeded or is When the prime contractor has failed
expected to exceed original estimates, be to comply with the "consent" require-
alert to changes which have been over- ments of a contract, consult with the
priced to avoid an overall loss or to contractor to determine if any additional
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data exists to preclude the suspension of Common responsibilities include: (1) un-
costs. If the contractor cannot provide an loading, unpacking, identifying, sorting
adequate explanation or documentary and verifying that the quantity and quali-
support for audit approval of payments ty of materials received agree with pur-
on public vouchers, the costs should be chase order requirements; (2) noting
suspended and brought to the attention shortages, damage, and defects; (3) re-
of the ACO. porting receipts and discrepancies; (4)moving materials to storage or other

I 6-310.5 Audit Guidelines-Breakout of appropriate activities; and (5) providing
Material Purchases appropriate transaction inputs to the in-

a. A review of this area should deter- ventory requirements and accounting
mine whether material or component systems.
parts purchased by the contractor for
incorporation in the contract end item 6-311.1 Audit Objectives
include common items of high-cost major The audit objectives in reviewing the
components or subassemblies. When contractores receiving and inspection
common items are included, analyze the function are to determine whether this
material cost to determine if a "break- area has effective policies, procedures,
out" (government direct purchase) of and internal controls and whether it helps
common items would reduce costs ensure that allowable, allocable, and rea-
charged to government contracts. When sonable costs are charged to government
warranted, consult with the contracting contracts.
officer and point out the possible desir-
ability of acquisition of items directly 6-311.2 Internal Controls
and furnishing them to the prime con- Receiving and inspection controls are
tractor as government-furnished materi- typically reviewed as part of an MMAS
al. review. If an MMAS review has been

b. In addition to breakout of common performed, the auditor should refer to the
items, the contractor may purchase other MMAS portion of the ICAPS to obtain
items which would be more economical an understanding of the control risk
for the government to purchase directly. related to this area. If an MMAS review
Spare parts procurement is an area which has not been performed, the auditor may
deserves special attention because, in want to perform audit steps to assess
some instances, the prime contractor may control risk relating to the receiving and
perform only the procurement function; inspection function (see CAM 5-710.1).
and it may be more economical and In any case, the auditor's assessment of
practical for the government to procure control risk should be noted in the work-
parts directly from the supplier. The ing papers and reflected in the scope of
extent to which drop shipments are made the review.
by manufacturers to the government us-
ing activities will provide an indication 6-311.3 Audit Guidelines
of the extent of prime contractor efforts In developing an audit program for
relative to the spare parts. Special atten- reviewing and evaluating the receiving
tion should also be given to pricing and inspection function, consider the
formulas or accounting methods that following guidelines.
allocate/assign unreasonable or unwar- a. The auditor should physically ob-
ranted costs to spares or for indications serve the receiving and inspection func-
of excessive profits on spares contracts. tions and examine selected transactions

to test whether key internal accountingI 6-311 Receiving and Inspection control requirements are being carried
out correctly. Also be alert to any ineffi-

The receiving activity is responsible for ciencies caused by poor work layout or
the receipt and inspection of incoming poorly planned and executed movement
materials and the movement of these of materials. Attention should be given to
materials to the areas where the storage signs of bottlenecks, idle personnel, ex-
and usage functions are carried out. cess or slow-moving materials, poor ma-
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terial handling practices, and inadequate stores as required, with proper documen-
protection of material from theft and the tation, and support the production sched-
elements. ule.

b. The contractor may establish sam- b. Storerooms are arranged to promote
pling techniques to be applied to the economy and efficiency in storing, locat-
quantitative and qualitative receipt and ing, and issuing material.
inspection of material. The auditor must c. If the movement of material from
ascertain whether the sampling tech- receiving and inspection to storage and
niques are formalized and will permit a then to production is reported for proper
review and evaluation of the propriety of entries in the accounting records. When
both the techniques applied and the material flows directly from receiving
results. Also ascertain whether there is and inspection to production (bypassing
adequate supervision during the counting storage), equivalent accounting control is
and inspection phases. likewise maintained.

c. Additional guidance related to cer-
tain aspects of the receiving and inspec- 6-312.2 Internal Controls
tion function can be found in section Storage and issuance controls are typi-
11,020 of DCAAP 7641.73, Guidelines cally reviewed as part of an MMAS
for Operations Audits. review. If an MMAS review has been

performed, the auditor should refer to the
I 6-312 Storing and Issuing MMAS portion of the ICAPS to obtain

an understanding of the control risk
The storing and issuing function is related to this area. If an MMAS review

responsible for (I) the protectior. and has not been performed, the auditor may
preservation of material in storage, in- want to perform audit steps to assess
cluding appropriate safeguards for items control risk relating to the storage and
of a sensitive nature and items subject to issuance function (see CAM 5-710.2). In
deterioration 'jy the elements; (2) accessi- any case, the auditor's assessment of
bility of fast-moving items; (3) the exami- control risk should be noted in the work-
nation of material requisitions for the ing papers and reflected in the scope of
appropriate stock number, nomenclature, the review.
and authorized usage; (4) a knowledge of
items, to permit substitution if appropri- 6-312.3 Audit Guidelines
ate when a requisitioned item is not The auditor should consider the fol-
available; (5) the timely issuance of mate- lowing in developing an audit program.
rial when presented with an authorized a. Determine by observing, evaluating,
.rquisition; (6) initiating purchase requi- and testing the practices and documenta-

sitions when stock levels reach the reord- tion in the warehouses, storerooms, and
er point or when authorized requisitions factory whether the amount of merchan-
cannot be filled, duly noting due-ins and dise withdrawn from stores is adequate
due-outs; (7) reviewing stock for slow- but not in excess of current needs.
movinp items and items in long supply b. Determine the accuracy of the rec-
and initiating appropriate action for con- ords of materials in transit from the
sumption or disposal; and (8) providing warehouse or storeroom area to the pro-
appropriate transaction inputs to the in- duction area.
ventory requirements and accounting c. Make physical observations and tests
systems. of documentation in production areas to

determine whether material is being used
6-312.1 Audit Objectives in a timely manner and for the purposes

The major audit objectives in review- for which it was issued.
ing storage and issuing are to determine: d. Test the application of procedures

a. If accounting documentation is for (I) returning material to the store-
properly prepared/controlled and the ma- room, (2) replacing material in stock, and
terial is properly stored and protected (3) correcting the inventory and cost
from ilferage, the weather, and other records to reflect the return. Change
hazards. Material should be issued from orders and cutback in production sched-
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ules usually require the return of material c. The existence of an established prac-

issued to production. tice should be readily determinable from
e. Verify the delivery of requisitioned evidence such as catalogs, sales informa-items and evaluate the procedures for tion, and delivery records. Once the

handling replacement orders for material auditor is satisfied that the transferring
lost in delivery. orpganization has such a practice, a deter-

. Test effectiveness of inventory con- mination should be made as to whether
trois and management by examining a reimbursement for the item under con-
representative number ofcontractor-ac- sideration is bein8 requested (1) on the
quired government-owned (excluding basis of an "established catalog or market
government furnished material)and on- prtof commercial items sold in sub-
tractor-owned items in order to review s o metial quantities to the general public,"
the (1) basis for establishing stock levels or (2) on the basis of "adequate price
and reorder points, (2) causes for any competition." This determination should
items in short supply, and (3) actions facilitate further review in accordance
taken in response to data shown in inven- with the following guidelines.
tory and stock status reports prepared by 6-313.2 Established Catalog or Market
the contractor.

g. Test the flow of accounting data to Price
the accounting department. a. F.AR 31.205-26(eXi) refers to crite-

h. Review the additional guidance con- na contained in FAR 15.804-3(c) for use
cerning the storing and issuing functions in determining whether an item falls
in section 11,020 of DCAAP 7641.73, within the scope of this alternative. Gen-
Guidelines for Operations Audits. erally, to meet these criteria the price

must be, or be based on, an established
i 6-313 Intracomplny Transfers catalog or market price of commercial

items sold in substantial quantities to the
6-313.1 Intdction general public. A listing in a catalog does

not, of itself, make the price allowable.
a. Careful consideration should be giv- The contractor should be required to

en to items or services transferred at demonstrate the basis of the price and
amounts other than cost. Of particular subsequent price increases by presenting
importance is whether the price charged sales information such as quantities sold,
for the item has been established by a dates of sale, prices for the quantities
competitive market place. If the item is sold, purchaser, relationship of purchaser
(1) proprietary, (2) sole source, or (3) to the organization, extent of sales for
produced solely or substantially for gov- commercial and government end-use, ex-
ernment end use, it may be concluded tent of sales to any division, subsidiary,
that it does not meet the requirement for affiliate, or other organization under
acceptance at price. Under these condi- common control, quantity discount
tions, amounts in excess of actual or schedules, and comparisons between the
estimated cost should be questioned. item being sold and similar items sold

b. For a contractor to obtain reim- previously and used as the basis for the
bursement on a basis other than cost, for catalog price.
items or services sold or transferred be- b. Sales for government end-use or
tween divisions, subsidiaries, or orpni- sales to affiliates under common control
zations under common control, certain are not considered sales to the general
requirements of FAR 31.205-26(e) must public and do not provide a sufficient
be met. The initial requirement is that =is for establishing a competitive, corn-
the transferring orpanization have an mercial catalog price. The determination
established practice of pricing interorgan- as to whether all the criteria set forth in
izational transfers of materials, supplies FAR 15.804-3(c) have been met is to be
and services at other than cost for corn- made on an item basis as opposed to a
mercial work of any division, subsidiary, product line approach and requires the
or affiliate of the contractor under a use of judgment in several areas. The
common control. overall objective is to determine whether
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the price of the item resulted from a 6-313.3 Adequate Price Comietition
competitive market. a. FAR 31.205-26(eX2) refers to crite-

c. The use of judgment is required, for ria contained in FAR 15.804-3(b) for use
example, in determining if an item has in determining if adequate price competi-
been "sold in substantial quantities." No tion exists.
specific guidance can be provided on b. Price competition will be presumed
what percentage of the total units sold adequate if at least two responsible offe-
must be sold on the commercial market rors that can meet the government's
or how many items must be sold in order requirements independently contend for
to qualify as "substantial." It is possible a contract to be awarded at the lowest
that a small percentage of commercial evaluated price, by submitting price of-
units may represent a relatively large fers responsive to the request for bid.
quantity sold to several different custom- There are three exceptions to this pre-
ers on a competitive basis. If so, the sumption of adequate price competition,
auditor may conclude under FAR namely where (1) one or more known
15.804-3(cX4) that the quantity is "suffi- qualified offerors are denied an opportu-
cient to constitute a real commercial nity to compete; (2) the low bidder has
market for the item." However, as a such a determinative advantage over oth-
general rule, if 35 percent of the items, er competitors so as to be practically
assuming a large quantity is involved, are immune to competition; or (3) the lowest
sold to commercial customers the item prce is determined to be unreasonable.
would meet this criterion. The auditor should determine whether in

d. Another area requiring the use of addition to the quotation received from
judgment in applying FAR 31.205- its affiliated organizations to whom the
26(e)(1) involves the words "or is based award was made, quotations were also
on." FAR 15.804-3(cX6) states, "A price obtained from at least one or more out-
is "based on" a catalog or market price side sources which normally produce the
only if the item being purchased is suffi- item or its equivalent in significant quan-
ciently similar to the catalog or market titles.
priced commercial item to ensure that c. Evaluate whether the contractor
any difference in prices can be identified made a valid attempt to solicit potential-
without resort to cost analysis." In other ly qualified sources on a broad basis and
words, the basic item must meet the FAR to negotiate the best competitive price for

the item. Reasons should be obtained for31.205-26(e) requirements and the modi- not soliciting a reasonable number of
fled item must be sufficiently similar to qualified suppliers. Where the award is
permit a simple explanation of the price made to other than the lowest bidder,
difference. Technical assistance should justification should be furnished for the
be obtained in those cases where signifi- action taken. The contractor should dem-
cant amounts are involved. onstrate that all potential suppliers who

e. Determine whether the contractor's submitted bids were bidding under the
catalog is regularly maintained and made same set of circumstances (e.g., giving
available to all potential customers. In effect to start-up costs, etc.). When the
some industries, the custom of the trade same item or substantially the same item
is to offer items for sale to the general has been purchased recently in like quan-
public at catalog prices less announced tities, under circumstances that provided
discounts. Such discounts are stated in adequate price competition, compare
percentages of catalog prices, and the those prices with current prices being
percentages may vary according to type claimed by the contractor. Finally, after
of customer, volume, or other parame- all factors surrounding the price have
ters. Where this practice is followed, been considered, the auditor may still
ensure that the catalog price used for have to make a judgment in each case on
intracompany transfers is reduced by the whether the contractor's price was truly
discount percentage applicable to similar established through adequate price com-
sales to the general public, petition.
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6-313.4 Other Considertions b. Occasionally, a contractor may de-
a. In all cases where interorganizational cline to submit documentation support-

transfers or sales are made on a price ing catalog or commercial prices. In such
basis, review price and discount sched- a case, the auditor should be guided by
ules, sales invoices and other relevant and take actions prescribed in 1-504.3. If
sources to ascertain that the provision of the prices used for intracompany trans-
FAR 31.205-26(eX3) relating to the use fers cannot be adequately substantiated,
of prices "not in excess of current sales it may be necessary to suspend or ques-
prices to his most favored customer" are tion the amount involved to the extent
observed. In addition, verify that the the
price has not been determined to be proposed price exceeds actual or
unreasonable by the contracting officer. estimated incurred costs.

t
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6-400 Section 4- Audit of Incurred Labor Costs

6-401 Introduction Substantive testing should be focused in I
the high risk areas.

This section contains audit guidance b. The discovery of unlawful or fraudu-
applicable to the review and evaluation lent activities is not the primary audit
of incurred labor costs by area. The objective, however, the auditor should be
evaluation of contractor's policies, proce- alert to any condition which suggests that
dures, and practices and internal controls such a situation may exist.
which influence labor costs are covered c. Labor cost charging and allocation I
in 5-900. The results of the review of the reviews and observations of work area I
labor system and related internal controls reviews may appear similar but vary in
and assessment of control risk provide the overall objective and the techniques
the basis for determining the extent and and procedures used. Review selection is
frequency of testing to be performed in influenced by the perceived risk associ-
each labor cost area. The auditor should ated with the recording and accumula-
review the control risk assessment and tion of labor costs. If the resulting audit
related internal control audit planning objectives are to evaluate the contractor's
summary (ICAPS) to determine whether compliance with its labor policies, proce-
the review of the contractor's labor sys- dures, and internal controls; compliance
tem and related internal controls identi- with and reliability of the contractor's
fled a specific risk area and that the labor cost accounting system; the accura-
relevant labor costs are material in cy of contractor employee (salaried
amount/impact before planning for sub- and/or hourly) labor hour charges to
stantive tests. Discussion is presented in contracts, indirect accounts, or other cost
the following areas: (1) scope of audit, (2) objectives; the procedures in 6-404 are
review of labor cost charging and alloca- appropriate. If the objectives are to verify
tion, (3) observations of work areas (floor
checks), (4) review of payroll preparation the existence of employees and to evalu-
and payment, (5) review of personnel ate compliance with timekeeping internal I
policies and procedures, (6) review f control procedures, the procedures in 6-
recruitment costs and practices, (7) re- 405 are appropriate. The auditor should
view of overtime, extra-pay shifts, and also be concerned with the contractor's
multi-shift work, (8) review of uncom- compliance to its policies and procedures I
pensated overtime, (9) review of labor relating to payroll and personnel, recruit-
standard cost systems and sole proprie- ment, overtime,and labor standards.
tors' and partners' salaries, and (10)
evaluation of quantitative and qualita- 6-403 Scope of Audit
tive utilization of labor.

The extent of audit effort in testing and
6-402 Audit Objective verifying labor costs will be influenced by I

(1) the adequacy and reliability of the
a. Accomplishment of the audit objec- contractor's system and related internal

tives will require consideration of each controls, (2) the nature and significance
area of the labor system areas listed in 6- of labor and related expenses, (3) prior
401 above. The review cycle and the level audit experience with the contractor, (4)
of testing will be based on the control risk the reliability and acceptability of the
assessment and the vulnerability and contractor's labor policies and proce-
materiality of the labor area involved. dures, (5) the audit objectives, (6) the I
Substantive testing may be greatly re- contractor's mix of contracts and nature
duced when the contractor effectively of contract provisions, and (7) the nature
maintains an adequate and compliant of the contractor's organization and oper-
system of internal controls, including ations.
monitoring and testing of the system.
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6-404 Review of Labor Cost Charging influence the contractor's labor charging
and Aflocation practices.

d. The nature and extent of further
6-404.1 Audit Objectives audit effort should be based on the out-

come of the analysis performed in the I
a. The primary objective of a labor cost review of internal controls (see Chapter I

charging and allocation review is to eval- 5-900). In most circumstances, effective
uate the accuracy of contractor employee and productive audits require some phys-
(salaried and hourly) labor hour charges ical verification (floor checks/interviews)
to contracts, indirect accounts, or other to arrive at supportable conclusions. In
cost objectives. The auditor should deter- addition, performing floor checks/
mine if the recorded labor hour charges interviews will satisfy the mandatory
are a fair representation of the actual annual audit requirement relating to la-
work performed. Hours recorded on an bor floor checks/interviews (MAAR 6).
employee's timecard or electronic record Floor checks are designed to evaluate
must be adequately supported/ employee labor charging at a particular
documented if they are to be accepted as point in time and are most often appro-
the basis for reimbursable labor costs on priate when the analysis has not identi-
government contracts. fled any high risk areas (see 6-405).

b. An underlining principle of an effec- Interviews are designed to evaluate em-
tive labor charging and allocation review ployee labor charging over a recent peri-
is that it must be performed on a current od of time and are most often appropri-
basis. Experience has shown that long ate in reviewing high risk areas. The two
lapses of time between when labor effort approaches are not necessarily mutually
is expended and when it is reviewed tend exclusive. A floor check may help identi-
to diminish the effectiveness and produc- fy a potentially high risk area requiring
tivity of the audit. Ideally, labor alloca- further analysis.
tion reviews should be performed on a
real time basis, i.e., labor effort is re- 6-4104.2 Analysis of Labor Charging amd
viewed at the time of occurrence. From a Allocatio System
practical standpoint, however, labor The objective of the analysis of the
should be reviewed as close as possible to contractor's labor charging and allocation
the date of occurrence. This approach has system is to identify specific areas or
many benefits. The employee should be situations where there is high risk of
better able to remember recent events, labor mischarging. This will usually result
and sufficient, competent evidential mat- in the identification of specific cost or
ter to support audit conclusions should profit centers, departments, contracts or
be more readily available, cost objectives, or employees or groups ofc. It would be impractical with limited employees where the potential for misc-audit resources to review an entire labor harging is high.

system at one time. Efforts must be
concentrated on those areas requiring 6-404.3 Preliminary Audit Effort
immediate attention. To do this, it is Because the effectiveness of the audit I
necessary to perform an analysis on the depends on the auditor's knowledge ofI
contractor's current labor system. The the contractor's labor charging and allo-
analysis should help the auditor identify cation system, the auditor should become I
those problem areas most likely to result familiar with available background infor-
in a significant adverse cost impact to the mation on the contractor's o itn
government (risk) and the extent of gov- budgetary controls, direct/in labor
ernment exposure to suspected irregular charging policies and procedures, and I
conduct (vulnerability). The analysis con- results of the labor internal controls re- I
sists of preliminary audit effort, a review view (wee 5-900). Obtain pertinent infor-
of the adequacy of and compliance with mation from up-to-date permanent files,
internal controls (see 5-900), and consid- coordination with procurement officials,
eration of other conditions which may and discussions with the contractor.
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a. Contractor organization charts and views will be unannounced, the team will
listings of current government contracts be comprised of two auditors and a
are very useful sources of information contractor representative, and the repre-
and should be examined and referenced sentative will not be allowed to interpret
often during the audit. In addition, the the employee's responses nor be allowed
auditor should update the labor portion to "coach" the employees in their re-
of the permanent file to help satisfy the sponses.
mandatory annual audit requirement re- (4) Request a contractor representative
lating to permanent files (MAAR 3). to act as coordinator for discussing audit

b. Coordinate the planned audit with progress and findings.
the ACO and other contracting officer
representatives to: 6-404A Review of the Adequacy of

(1) Ensure that adequate, but not dupli- lIatemr Controls
cate, coverage of time and material con- a. Consideration of the contractor's
tracts is provided by the auditor and the internal control structure is an important
contracting officer's technical representa- part of the labor audit. An adequate
tive (COTR). internal control structure is essential if

(2) Solicit any input that may affect the the labor system is to be relied upon for
audit. cost reimbursement and as a basis for

(3) Establish procedures for requesting future estimates. The evaluation of the
needed technical assistance. (see Appen- internal control structure is covered in I
dix D) Chapter 5-900 and must encompass both I

(4) Determine if the audit is to be EDP and manual processes that are used
conducted as a joint CAO/DCAA review in the accumulation and recording of
as provided in DFARS 242.70 (see 15- labor costs. Guidance for the evaluation
700). of EDP system controls is included in

(5) Establish target dates for status Appendix C. The result of the internall
meetings to keep the ACO informed of controls review will enable the auditor to I
the audit progress. Bring any difficulties determine the effectiveness of labor func-
to the ACO's attention for prompt resolu- tions and the reliability of labor records;
tion. and, when combined with appropriate

(6) Invite the ACO to attend the en- tests of amounts included in cost repre-
trance conference and to suggest confer- sentations, will provide a basis on which
ence agenda items. the auditor can render an opinion as to

c. The auditor should hold an entrance whether the contractor's labor cost repre-
conference in accordance with 4-302 to sentations are acceptable.
exchange preliminary information about b. Start and Stop Time Recording
the audit and to enable the contractor to Recording of start and stop times is
provide a briefing about its di- necessary only when the lack of such a
rect/indirect labor charging and alloca- control results in a risk of a material
tion policies. During the entrance confer- labor cost misallocation. Determining the
ence the auditor should: need to record start/stop time is made on

(1) Discuss the general area(s) to be a case-by-case basis. The factors that
covered and the general period of audit should be considered in assessing the

appropriateness of recording start/stopw2) Advise the contractor that the audit times include (1) nature and variety ofinclude a series of unannounced tasks worked on each day, (2) s.tnificance
employee floor checks/interviews. The of employees working on multiple tasks
contractor should designate a representa- compared to total work force, and (3) mix
tive to acoompany the audit team during of contracts. After considering these fac-
the floor dichiinterviews. A primary tors, the DCAA auditor must exercise
and alternate representative should be professional judgment as to whether
designated for each of the contractor's there is sufficient risk to warrant recom-
locatioms. mending recording start/stop time. Inher-

(3) Set the ground rules for the inter- ent in determining risk is the concep that
views and floor checks; e.g., the inter- the benefit of the control - in this case
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recording start/stop time-must exceed lated labor costs when projects, budgets,
the cost of implementation. contract ceilings, or advance agreement

c. Carefully consider the possible con- (e.g., IR&D/B&P) limitiations are about
sequences when internal control inade- to be exceeded. Although no list can be
quacies are significant. Document correc- all-inclusive, the following factors are
tive action taken by the contractor and examples of conditions which may influ-
consider when planning the extent of ence labor charging practices. The audi-
testing required. tor should identify the specific risk ar-

ea(s) associated with such conditions by
6-404.5 Review of Compliance with designating them as high, medium, or low
Internal Controls risk.

Inadequate internal controls or non- (1) Mix of Contracts
compliance with those controls greatly Determine the government contract
increase the risk that labor mischarging mix (cost vs. fixed-price/commercial). A
could be occurring. The scope of the contractor whose contracts are all fixed-
audit should be adijusted in accordance price or all cost-type would have relative-
with the risk determined in the review of ly little incentive to mischarge between
the labor system of internal controls (See contracts. On the other hand, a contrac-
Chapter 5-900). tor with a mix of cost-type and fixed-

price/commercial work would generally6-404.6 Review of Coditions Ifhave a much greater motivation to charge
Contractor lAbor Charging Practices effort allocable to fixed-price or commer-

a. Proper analysis requires a working cial work to a cost-reimbursable contract.
knowledge of not only the contractor's (2) Overrun Contracts
operations, policies, and procedures, but When contract costs have exceeded or
also many conditions that may influence are projected to exceed contract value,
management decisions. Normally no one contractors may divert these excess costs
factor should become the sole determi- to other cost objectives such as indirect
nant of whether an audit should be labor, overhead accounts, other con-
continued, expanded, or terminated, tracts, etc. Request the contractor to
High risk and vulnerability are usually provide a listing of all contracts that are
the effect of the relationships among currently in an overrun position or pro-
several conditions. jected to be in an overrun position. The

b. Several conditions and appropriate ACO can also often provide information
review procedures are presented in this on "trouble contracts."
section. The review of these conditions (3) B&P/IR&D Costs
may identify areas (e.g., cost/profit cen- The auditor should review the incurred
ters, departments, groups of employees, costs in these areas to determine if the
employee labor classifications, or con- contractor is treating B&P and IR&D
tracts or cost objectives) where the poten- labor as it does normal contract labor.
tial for labor mischarging is high. When Determine if the contractor is close to or
high risk exists, the auditor must also be over the allowable cost ceiling (formula
alert to the possibility of fraud, and or advance agreement). If the contractor
should conduct transaction tests which is close to or over the ceiling and has
include a determination that records ex- cost-type contracts, the risk is high that
amined are not falsified. Give special mischarging may exist, and this area
consideration to unusual transactions. should be further reviewed. Furthermore,
Journal entries aAd other special adjust- reviews in this area may satisfy the
ments may provide leads for discovering mandatory annual audit requirement re-
improper transactions. Many fraud cases lating to B&P/IR&D costs (MAAR 17).
involve deliberately falsified labor distri- L4) Selling and Marketinp Costa
butionayroll, and other records. Exam- Review the relative magnitude of these
ples include fraudulent charges to cost- expenses. M&P and IR&D effort may be
type contracts of costs applicable to firm- misclassified as selling and marketing
fixed- price work and fraudulent charges costs. If selling and marketing costs ap-
to direct and indirect activities of urnoe- pear out of line with expectations, the
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contractor may have misclassified should be reviewed. Reviews in this area
B&P/IR&D costs in excess of formula or may satisfy the mandatory annual audit
advance agreement ceiling amounts. requirement relating to labor adjusting

(5) Significant Increases in Di- entries (MAAR 10).
rect/Indirect Labor Accounts (8) Budgetary Controls

Trend analyses may disclose instances Many contractors operate management
where charges to direct or indirect labor systems that require strict adherence to
accounts have increased significantly. budgetary controls. If the system is in-
Sufficient review should be performed to flexible, labor charges may have a ten-
determine the nature of the increase. The dency to follow the identical route of the
auditor should review changes in proce- budgeted amounts, especially if manag-
dures and practices for direct/indirect ers' bonuses or incentives are determined
time charging of contractor employees based on performance against some pre-
for consistency with generally accepted determined budget. Rigid budgetary con-
accounting principles, the applicable con- trol systems can result in predetermined
tract cost principles, and any applicable labor charges. Refer to the review of the I
Cost Accounting Standards require- contractor budgets as described in Chap- I
ments. The auditor should also perform ter 5-500.
comparative analysis of sensitive labor (9) Contract Definition Contracts
accounts. If there is no apparent explana- Contract Definition (CD) contracts are
tion, or conditions exist that would indi- generally fixed-price contracts for a short
cate a misclassification of direct labor duration. They are usually awarded to
charpes, this should be further reviewed. several contractors who will compete for
Reviews in this area may satisfy the a major follow-on prime contract. The
mandatory annual audit requirements procurement activity will use the results
relating to changes in direct/indirect delivered under the CD contracts to help
charging and analysis of sensitive labor define exactly what it wants in the prime
accounts (MAARS 7 and 8). contract and then issue an informative

(6) Reorganization/Reclassification of RFP. Since the contractor's performance
Employees on the CD contract will have a direct

The organizational structure of the bearing on its chance of winning the
contractor should be analyzed to deter- prime, there may be a tendency to spend
mine if it permits inconsistent treatment more than the established contract value.
of similar labor. In some instances, reor- Therefore CD contracts are highly sus-
ganizations and reclassifications are im- ceptible to labor mischarging and the
plemented to achieve an accounting ob- auditor should review them to make sure
jective that was not possible under the all allocable effort is being charged.
previous structure. Sufficient review (10) Contract Provisions
should be performed to determine if the Any contract or contract modification
changes will have an impact on govern- may contain certain provisions which
ment contract costs. increase the incentive for labor mischar-

(7) Adjusting Journal En- ing. A common example of such a provi-
tries/Exception Reports (Labor Trans- sion is one which puts ceilings on certain
fers) cost elements or rates. Similarly, Time

Determine if there are any unusual and Material/Engineering and Technical
labor transfers made via adjusting jour- Services contracts may include task order
nal entries. Adequate rationale and sup- funding ceiling& which are enforceable
porting documentation should be avail- when contract language so provides.
able for all sinifcant labor transfers. These ceilinp prohibit the contractor
Review in this area requires the auditor from recovernl any costs incurred above
to be knowledieable about how adjusting these preestabhIshd limits. The existence
entries are put into the system, either of costs incurred in excess of ceiling
manually and/or by computer. If some limitations should alert the auditor to
significant entries appear to be more than possible improper cost transfers. Another
just normal corrections, the government example of a contract provision which
risk and vulnerability is high and the area increases the risk of labor mischating is
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"a "Cost Sharing Clause." Such clauses home and offsite auditors. Requests for
may require the contractor to deliver assist audits should be prepared and
goods and/or services at no costs to the tracked in accordance with 6-801.1.
government. (14) Labor Charging versus Estimating

(11) Labor Accounting by Funding A review in this area may reveal that
Labor accounting by funding is the the contractor is charging certain catego-

controlled management and charging of ries of labor directly to government con-
labor costs to cost objectives on the basis tracts contrary to the manner in which
of available funding rather than where the cost was reflected in the bid proposal
the labor efforts are actually performed. or the treatment accorded commercial
Time and Material/Engineering and contracts. The auditor should ascertain
Technical Services contracts possess a the reason for any divergence in policy.
risk of labor accounting by funding. The Such practices should be further ana-availability of contract funds often con- lyzed.
trols where labor costs are charged. To (15) Fixed-Price Sole-Source Follow-
the extent that this practice is employed, On Contracts
the procedures utilized in risk and vul- Contractors may be motivated to
nerability analysis will have to be adjust- charge effort allocable to commercial
ed because extensive labor accounting by work to their sole-source contracts in
funding often results in no "red fla" order to increase the cost of these con-
conditions since all cost objectives will tracts, which are then used as a basis for
show labor costs at or below funded projecting the cost of follow-on work.
levels. The auditor must be alert to this
type of situation and consider factors 6-404.7 Determining Additional Audit
other than cost in determining the exis- Effort
tence or extent of this practice. For a. Use the results of the review of the
example, a review of recent deliveries contractor's labor charging and allocation
made on government contracts could system and related internal controls, in- I
reveal that no labor costs were charged to cluding the contractor's own monitoring
a contract during the period when deliv- and testing efforts, to determine the
eries occurred. Auditor initiative and nature and extent of further audit effort.
imagination are important ingredients b. The analysis of the conditions in 6-
during an assessment of possible labor 404.6, together with the results of the
accounting by funding problems. review of internal controls, may identify

(12) Related/Similar Cost-Type and areas with a high risk of labor mischarg-
Fixed-Price Procurements ing. To best utilize available audit re-

This situation is fairly ccimmon and sources, focus audit effort on those areas
occurs when procuring agencies award in which the government's vulnerability
contracts for the same or similar items and risk are high. For high-risk areas,
using different contract types. It repre- sufficient review and analysis should be
sents a high risk condition and should be performed to assure that the govern-
closely monitored. This situation can ment's interest is protected. Discuss the
often result in some form of "labor results of the analysis with the audit
accounting by funding," i.e., labor cost to supervisor and adjust the scope of the
the contracts involved are charged based audit appropriately. As an example, the
on contract funding and ceilings regard- analysis may reveal the following condi-
less of where they are incurred. tions indicating high risk areas.

(13) Offsite Locations (1) The contractor has an over-
Significant amounts of labor costs may run/behind-schedule fixed-price contract

be incurred at contractor offsite locations that is being worked on by a department
where little or no audit effort has been that also has responsibility for a cost-type
expended. The performance of offsite contract. The cost-type contract is cur-
labor reviews usually requires audit asis- rently under budget. The effort expended
tance from other FAOs. The determina- under the two contracts is similar. The
tion of risk and vulnerability will require ACO and PCO have expressed their
at least oral coordination between the concerns and disatisfaction with the
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contract performance to the contractor. with the most questionable time charges
In addition, the department manager's within that risk area.
bonus is dependent upon adherence to a. To determine what the high risk
contract budgets. In this case, the risk population is, the following steps should
area is all employees assigned to the be performed for each high risk area
department. identified:

(2) The contractor has an offsite facili- (1) Review labor distribution docu-
ty that has two fixed-price contracts and ments and payroll runs to identify all
one cost-type contract. One program employees charging labor effort or as-
manager is responsible for the three con- signed to the risk area. Consider using
tracts. The program manager's labor ef- DATATRAK or other data retrieval pro-
fort on the cost-type contract is charged grams for this. (See 4-504 for additional
direct to the contract, while the effort on guidance on using these programs.) Pre-
the two fixed-price contracts is charged pare a schedule of employees charging a
indirect to overhead. There is reason to major portion of their time to the risk
believe that this practice is prevalent area.
throughout the company. In this case, the (2) Obtain additional evidential matter
area of risk is all program manager labor by reviewing other relevant available
effort regardless of department or documentation related to the risk area,cost/profit center.cIfhigh centerisk aese.g., organization charts, travel reports,c. If high risk areas warranting further contract files, work authorizations, Mate-review are identified, preinterview analy- rial Inspection and Receiving Reportsssademployee interviews should besis and in accordance with the be (DD Form 250), contract status reports,performed in a-4 . etc. Gather as much information regard-
dures in 6-404.8. ingthe risk area as possible before per-

d. If the analysis has not revealed any ing any interews For efore if
high-risk areas, the auditor should con- forming any interviews. For example, if
sider performing a floor check to satisfy the identified risk area is a certain con-
the mandatory annual audit requirement tract, review enough available documen-
for labor interviews/floor checks (MAAR tation to gain an understanding of the
6), as discussed in 6-405.3. scope of contract work, contract delivery

schedules, special contract provisions,
6404.8 Preintervlew Analysis etc. This review may also identify em-

Once high risk areas have been identi- ployees who have worked on the contract
fled for review, perform a preinterview but have not charged labor effort to it.
analysis to identify the population of (3) For employees identified in (1) and
employees associated with the high risk (2) schedule labor time charges for an
areas, e.g., a cost/profit center, depart- appropriate recent period of time. The
ment, contract or cost objective, class of appropriate time period will vary with
employees, etc., and to select employees each audit. Determine if any significant
to 5~e interviewed. The employee popula- trends exist. Identify all employees with
tion is usually all employees charging irregular or inconsistent charging pat-
and/or assigned to the risk area. From terns. Focus attention on those employ-
this population, specific employees wili ees with the most questionable time
be selected for interviews. Sufficient data charging patterns.
must be gathered so that an informed (4) For employees identified in (3),
decision can be made on the selection of physically inspect timecards (or other
employees. The employees with the most source document) starting with the most
questionable labor charges are normally current time period. Review each time-
interviewed. Just as the risk and vulnera- card for (i) consistent time splitting (be J
bility analysis started with the contrac- especially alert to employees working I
tor's entire labor system and narrowed multiple jobs in a day), (ii) changes in
the audit scope to selected areas of risk, charging patterns, and (iii) corrections,
preinterview analysis starts with all the alterations, white-outs, or indications
employees charging/assigned to the risk that someone else is completing the time-
area and narrows selected employees card.
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(5) For employees identified above, 6-404.9 Detailed Employee Interviews
review travel expense reports and corn- Effective interviews and a review of the I
pare travel charges to labor distribution labor system of internal controls (see I
charges. Look for inconsistencies. CAM 5-900) can provide sufficient infor-

(6) Gather additional pertinent infor- mation to form an opinion on the ade-
mation on each employee's time charges quacy of, and compliance with internal
by reviewing other available documenta- controls alid the propriety of the record-
tion. Obtain an understanding of the ed labor charge. Justification for per-
nature of the work for each contract/cost forming detailed employee interviews is
objective charged during the review peri- provided by GAGAS (see 2-306). The
od, the time spent on each job including third standard of field work requires that
accurate time charging when multiple sufficient competent evidential matter be
jobs are worked on a daily basis, and any obtained through inspection, observa-
other relevant information. Also, review tion, inquiry, and confirmation to afford
CAM Sections 5-1210, 5-1211, and 5- a reasonable basis for an opinion on costs
1212 for additional examples or risk recorded. (See 2-306).
areas. a. The conduct of employee interviews

b. Selection of employees for interview will vary according to the amount and
should be made as a result of the above quality of preinterview data gathered.
review. Select employees whose time Certain basic steps should be followed
charges and review of other documenta- when conducting interviews:
tion indicate a high probability of misc- (1) Interviews should be performed on
harging. There should be a strong indica- a current basis to be effective. Recent
tion that the selected employees have events are fresh in the employee's mind
mischarged their labor effort. and responses to questions on current

c. If no employees in the risk area time charges will usually produce the
appear to have questionable time most reliable audit evidence. However,
charges, discuss terminating the audit of the auditor is not precluded from asking
the risk area with the audit supervisor. questions about general time charging

d. An important phase of preinterview patterns that may have occurred over an
analysis techniques is the preparation of extended period of time.adequate working papers. Careful prepa- (2) All interviews should be conductedration of working papers is critical to the at the employee's work location becauseestablishment of a basis for effective documentation is readily available.ie ws.tCoistmen cy ofabasin worefngcpaper (3) The interview team should be com-interviews. Consistency in working paper prised of two auditors: one interviewer,preparation should be maintained one recorder. The recorder is expected tothroughout the review. To facilitate re- ask pertinent questions overlooked by the
view and reference, the working papers interviewer. In addition, a contractor
should include the employee name and representative should accompany each
ID number, date of interview, the atten- team (see 6-404.3c(3)).
dees, the reason for employee selection, (4) The contractor should not be ad-
an interview summary, and audit conclu- vised ahead of time about the specific
sion. department or individuals to be inter-

e. Data gathered during the preinter- viewed. Advance notice of time of the
view analysis forms the basis for ques- interviews or the employees to be inter-
tions asked during the interview. Formu- viewed will not be given.
late the questions to be asked each em- b. The length and complexity of the
ployee and anticipate the responses. The interview will vary with the number and
questions should be designed to confirm types of discrepancies disclosed during
the employee's suspected mischarging. preinterview analysis. There is no ques-
Keep questions factual in nature; avoid tionnaire used. Questionnaires may raise
questions which solicit the employee's problems regarding distribution to em-
opinion. Develop a "game plan" for each ployees and access requests by contrac-
interview. tors. However, below is a list of certain
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general information that will be elicited more effective review and diminishes the
rom each employee interviewed: chance of wasting time during the review.

() Employee's nme and id ifica- c. Determine any costs questioned re-
tion number. lated to labor mischarges. Costs ques-

(2) Employee's current job title, posi- tioned should be specifically identified
tion description, and nature of his or her (contract, department, cost center, etc.)
work. to each risk area.

(3) Employee's current projects and the
period of performance. 6404.11 eportp" Results

(4) Description of the nature of work a. Effective labor audit reports suc-
performed during the period under re- cinctly summarize the major audit find-
view. ings, provide documentable facts of the

(5) Percentage of time worked on each conditions found, suggest actions neces-
project. sary to correct the condition, and provide

(6) The charge numbers/accounts used the contractor's reaction and appropriate
to record their effort on each job. auditor response.

(7) How and frcm whom work authori- b. Conduct an exit conference in accor-
zations and charge ,'imbers are obtained, dance with 4-304 only after approval of

(8) Employee's timekeeping proce- the supervisory auditor. Include the con-
dures, including maintenance of informal tractor's reactions in the working papers
logs. and the report. To ensure all pertinent

(9) Any other relevant information data has been considered, discuss the
resulting from employee responses or findings and recommendations with the
observations at the employee's worksta- contracting officer before the report is
tion. issued.

c. Listen and record the employee's c. Follow the format in 10-400 for
complete response and be alert to any reporting problems with procedures and
comments or reactions that seem incon- controls, but use the wording/format in
sistent. Ask appropriate follow-up ques- 10-805 foi reporting CAS/FAR noncom-
tions. pliances.

d. Obtain any available documentation d. If deficiencies have been disclosed
from the employee substantiating the and/or recommendations are presented
labor effort. Documentation may include in the report, schedule a follow-up review
final reports, trip reports, drawings, to be performed within a reasonable
working papers, inventory tags, etc. period of time. In the case of serious

timekeeping deficiencies, followup will
6-404.10 Develo~met of Findings be within three months to ensure correc-

a. Data gathered durin ttive action was taken.ae the interview, e. During the course of the audit, thecompared with information obtained in auditor may become aware of conditionsthe preinterview analysis will either con- which may indicate fraudulent or otherfirm the employee labor mischarge or suspected iniar activities as defined
establish the propriety of the charle. in 4-702.ib. Promptly report these as
Labor mischarges confirmed during In- described in 4-702.4.terviews should be discussed with the
audit supervisor and, if an assist audit, 6-405 Obswvatons of Work Ares
with the requesting FAO. Sufficient re-view should be perm to determin (oor Checks) Procedes
the mischarge represents an isolated in-
stance or is indicative of a more wide- 645.1 Andit OIIJsS
spread condition. Determine if more au- a. The audit objectives include: (1) an
dit effort (interviews) is needed to sup- evaluation of the contractor's compliance I
port the audit conclusion. All conclusions with its internal controls and procedures I
must be fully documented. to insure the reliability of employee time

b. Each risk area should be treated records and (2) the physical observations
independently. This approach results in a (floor checks) of work areas to determine
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that employees are actually at work, that timekeeping system in operation. This
they are performing in the assigned job includes an observation and evaluation
classification, and that the time is of the method for recording time and
charged to the appropriate job. periodic physical observations of the

b. Floor check procedures are appro- work areas.
priate when there is limited government b. Determine whether employee atten-
risk or vulnerability. If conditions indi- dance is controlled by clock cards, time-
cating a high probability of mischarging cards, or other suitable time and atten-
exist, a comprehensive analysis of labor dance records and review contractor's
charging and allocation, including em- procedure for checking employee early
ployee interviews, as described in 6-404 leave and late arrival.
is appropriate. c. Review and evaluate the system by

c. The performance of floor checks will which employee time records are con-
satisfy the mandatory annual audit re- trolled at each timekeeping station, in-
quirement relating to labor floor checks cluding assignment of job numbers for
(MAAR 6). This MAAR is classified as tasks performed. If job cards are com-
concurrent and must be performed for pleted by employee, evaluate procedures
the current year during the first field visit for notifying the worker of the assigned
to the contractor facility within the year. job number. Determine whether proce-
This will normally be accomplished dur- dures provide that all changes are proper-
ing a price proposal review, or annual ly initialed by the employee who initially
incurred cost audit, or within a specific prepared the time ticket or job card and
labor audit assignment. Floor checks the approving supervisor.
must be performed at least annually d. Determine whether hours shown on
except for very small contractors which time tickets or job cards are reconciled
require no other field visits within the periodically with the hours recorded on
year. attendance records and the total hours

d. The extent and frequency of addi- recorded on the payroll.
tional floor checks should depend upon e. Determine whether there is a divi-
the adequacy and reliability of the con- sion of responsibility between personnel
tractor's system for controlling the accu- responsible for the preparation of time
racy of time charges, materiality, internal and attendance records and those respon-
controls, the frequency and effectiveness sible for the preparation and distribution
of floor checks by contractor personnel, of the payroll.
and the results of previous floor checks. f. Determine whether there is a divi-

e. Floor check procedures include re- sion of responsibility between personnel
viewing the contractor's timekeeping pro- having a part in the preparation of time
cedures, selecting employees to be floor- and attendance records and those respon-
checked, gathering background data, per- sible for operating within budgets.
forming the floor checks, and summariz- g. Determine whether procedures have
ing the results. been established for coding and recording

idle time. The auditor should review or
6-405.2 Procedures for Reviewing prepare an analysis of idle time according
Timekeeping Controls to the reasons for idle time such as

Obtain an understanding of the con- waiting for inspection, lack of materials
tractor's timekeeping procedures prior to on hand, etc., and ascertain whether the
performing floor checks. Consider the contractor has taken corrective action to
results of the review of the control risk reduce the idle time.
assessment documented in the internal h. Determine whether records of piece-
control audit planning summary and the work and work performed under wage
review of internal zontrols relating to incentive plans are checked and con-
timekeeping (see 5-900). The review of trolled independently as to production
timekeeping procedures should include counts, approvals for allowances, and
the following procedures: other operations.

a. Establish the validity of the time i. Perform independent floor checks
records by observing the contractor's and test employee attendance and the
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accuracy in recording the work per- (3) Nature of the work usually per-
formed for all shifts. formed by the employee and by the

j. When appropriate, request represen- department or cost center to which he or
tatives of the contracting officer to ac- she is assigned.
company him or her on floorchecks. d. Offer the contractor an opportunity

k. Scan batches of labor distribution to designate a representative to accompa-
documents for obvious errors or arbitrary ny each audit team during the floor
allocations of time to contracts. checks. A primary and alternate represen-

tative should be designated for each of
6-405.3 Procedures for Performing the contractor's locations.
Physical Observations (Floor Checks) e. Determine the make-up of the floor

rchecks should be conducted in a check team. In high-risk situations, the
Floor ch will least ndurte noa-team should consist of two auditors: one

manner which will least disturb the nor- interviewer and one recorder.
mal operations of the contractor. When f. Ensure that all team members are
appropriate, other government personnel thoroughly briefed on the overall audit
or contractor representatives may accom- objectives and that they have the neces-
pany the auditor during the floor checks. sary background knowledge to contribute
The extent and frequency of floor checks to the floor check.
should depend upon the adequacy and g. Obtain a plant layout and note the
reliability of the contractor's system for location of employees selected for ques-
controlling time, internal controls, the tioning.
frequency and effectiveness of floor h. Floor check the employees selected.
checks by contractor personnel, and the The employee's manager should not be
reliability of the records indicated as a present unless it will facilitate accom-
result of floor checks. Consider the proce- plishment of the objectives. Try to ques-
dures described below in conducting a tion all selected employees in a given
floor check. work area before moving to another. If a

a. Identify the population of employees particular employee cannot be located,
by obtaining a control list of persons obtain contractor assistance. Note, how-
assigned to the department or area to be ever, that seeking such assistance has the
checked. A listing of employees by loca- effect of providing advance notice of the
tion will be helpful in determining any floor check.
necessary assist audits. If signiticant i. Identify each selected employee at
numbers of employees are at offsite loca- work in the department or area being
tions, consider requesting assist audits observed and check to the control list,
(see 6-800). When a common area is used showing the time observed. Determine
to perform government and other pro- whether the employee is performing in
duction, a floor check of the government the proper capacity as direct or indirect
work alone is not sufficient. To establish labor and whether time is being charged
over-all control, check the entire depart- correctly by discussing the nature of the
ment, work area, or specific labor cate- work being performed with the employee
gory, but when circumstances warrant, and observing the actual work perfor-
emphasize the government portion of the mance. If an employee's time or the
operation, prior period was charged to a cost code or

b. Select employees to be floorchecked. work project other than the one he or she
Employees may be selected either ran- is working on during the floor check and
domly or judgmentally, depending upon the nature of his or her work is not such
the audit circumstances and objectives. If that it obviously entails frequent job
chosen randomly, procedures described changes, the employee should be queried
in Appendix B should be followed, regarding his or her work assignment in

c. Gather background data relating to the prior period This procedure may
the selected employees. Appropriate data disclose errors adjustments, or alter-
may include: ations to the plor period labor distribu-

(i) Employee identification numbers. tion records which iequire further analy-
2 Employee job classifications. sis.
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j. Discuss the employee's timekeeping puter for processing. Supporting docu-
procedures to determine compliance with mentation normally consists of machine
established internal controls and to deter- printouts showing data that, in a manual
mine if the employee has received ade- system, appears on source documents. A
quate orientation and training. Question computerized system can be programmed
the employee to ascertain the following: to alter the labor cost distribution and

(1) Procedures for receiving the time- prepare printouts to support it. The effect
card. is the same as a manual alternation of

(2) Procedures for receiving work as- records. The computer, however, can do
signment charge numbers and descrip- the job more efficiently and without
tions. involving large numbers of people. If

(3) Procedures for completing and sub- internal controls over the automated sys-
mitting the timecard. tem are weak, consideration should be

k. Listen patiently and attentively to given to expanding the floor check into a
the employee's complete responses to review of labor cost charging and alloca-
questions. Do not interrupt or answer for tion (6-404).
the employee nor allow the contractor's q. Be alert to unusual situations such as
representative to do so. employee idleness, extensive use of labor

1. Record the employee's complete re- for rework or remake operations, exces-
sponse and be alert to any comments or sive number of workers or inefficient use
reactions that seem inconsistent with of workers assigned to government work,
question responses. lack of appropriate protection of property

m. Compare responses with previous from theft or the elements, use of mainte-
data gathered. If inconsistencies arise or nance supplies to construct capital assets,
further clarification is required, ask ap- unused floor space or equipment, or
propriate follow-up questions, assignment of the more efficient workers

n. Obtain explanations promptly (be- to commercial work while similar govern-
fore the close of the shift whenever ment work is being performed by less
possible) concerning all questionable pro- efficient workers receiving substantially
cedures or practices observed during the the same rate of pay. Information to
floor check. Determine the reasons for substantiate the use of less experienced
any timekeeping discrepancies noted on workers on government contracts may be
the control list, such as: employees at developed from an examination of per-
work who are not on the control list, sonnel records (length of service and
employees on the control list who could background experience), labor tickets,
not be located, reasons for time being and payroll. When a situation as de-
charged to work which is not being scribed above exists, ascertain the rea-
performed, reasons for working at other sons for the condition, whether it is
than assigned labor classifications, and permanent or temporary, and whether
reasons for idleness. corrective action is necessary.

o. Determine whether the observations r. Discuss the results of the floor checks
made during the floor check are properly with the audit supervisor and summarize
reflected on the payroll and labor distri- the results of audit.
bution records. Advance planning may be s. Report the audit results as prescribed
required to assure that the records are in 6-404.11.
available in sufficient detail to make this
check possible. When the contractor's 6-405.4 Access to Restricted Areas
timekeeping system is automated, special (Floor Checks)
print-outs may be required. Occasionally during the course of a

p. With automated timekeeping proce- floor check an auditor is denied access to
dures, additional care must be taken in an employee, documentation regarding
the design of the floor check and the the employee's work, or an area of the
subsequent comparison to labor distribu- contractor s facility due to security rea-
tion records. An automated system uses sons. The floor check audit team should
remote data entry terminals to record not automatically omit selected employ-
labor charging data directly to the corn- ees because of these security restrictions.
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When access is denied, the auditor area will depend on the effectiveness of
should work with the FAO security con- the contractor's accounting procedures.
trol officer and the contractor to make Thus the early identification of system
arrangements for obtaining special access weaknesses is of prime importance to
in accordance with 1-503.1. If it is deter- efficiently satisfy this MAAR.
mined that another audit organization
has cognizance of the area, an assist audit 6-406.2 Audit Procedures
request to that organization should be a. Payroll Preparation. The auditor
considered. should review: the results of the labor [

a. At contractors where both the regu- internal controls review, chapter 5-900; I
lar and Field Detachment DCAA FAOs and organizational responsibilities to as-
have audit workload, annual coordina- certain whether the payrolls are prepared
tion meetings are held between the two by personnel independent of persons re-
FAOs to determine the cognizant FAO sponsible for the timekeeping operation
and discuss the responsibitities of each and for the actual payroll payment. In
FAO. During this meeting, the FAOs evaluating compliance with the internal
should discuss suggested procedures to controls for payroll preparation, the audi-
follow where access is denied during a tor should be guided by the following
floor check because of security clearance procedures:
reasons. (1) Ascertain the accuracy of the basic

b. If there is reason to believe that the payroll records (clock cards, job tickets,
denial of access is not based on a govern- assignment records) and evaluate the
ment-imposed security restriction and method for processing the data.
the auditor has the appropriate clearance (2) Review and evaluate the methods
to obtain access, carefully consider the used to reconcile the totals of clock cards
guidance in 1-504 to determine whether and job tickets and note changes made in
the procedures cited in DCAA Instruc- time recorded on clock cards.
tion No. 7640.17 are applicable. (3) Ascertain whether all time adjust-

ments, other than apparent and obvious
6406 Review of Payroll prelpration arithmetical errors, indicate evidence of
and Payment supervisory review and control.

(4) Ascertain whether pay rates in
effect are supported by written authoriza-6-406.1 Audit ObJ~ct11es tion from the personnel department or

a. The basic audit objectives are to other authorized source.
determine (1) the contractor's compli- (5) Determine whether suitable cross
ance with its policies, procedures, and checks are maintained within the payroll
internal controls for the preparation of department for verifying the accuracy of
payroll, (2) whether payroll payment pro. names, rates, hours, extensions, deduc-
cedures afford adequate protection to tions, footing, and accounting distribu-
payroll checks and cash, (3) whether tion.
distribution is made to employees named (6) Reconcile payroll totals (dollar val-
as payee on payroll check or pay enve- ue and hours) with totals of related labor
lope, (4) whether there is adequate con- cost distribution records. This reconcilia-
trol over undelivered payroll checks or tion attests that the labor charges to
cash, (5) whether these activities are contracts represent actual paid or ac-
accomplished in an economical manner, crued costs and that such costs are appro-
and (6) the integrity of payroll and labor priately recorded in the accounting rec-
cost records by reconciling payroll accru- ords. Completion of this will help satisfy
als and disbursements to cost distribu- the mandatory annual audit requirement
tion records. relating to payroll/labor distribution rec-

b. Accomplishment of the above objec- onciliation and tracing (MAAR 9).
tives will satisfy the mandatory annual (7) Determine the adequacy of proce-
audit requirement related to pay- dures to assure that payroll advances are
roll/labor distribution and tracing not charged as a direct or indirect ex-
(MAAR 9). The extent of audit in this pense.
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(8) Test pay rates by reference to labor (6) Review the manner in which the
union or other employment agreements, reconciliation of the payroll bank ac-
applicable contract provisions, and con- count is performed, and determine
tracting officer approvals, whether it includes (1) examination of

(9) Review and evaluate the methods endorsements on paid checks, (2) ac-
used for reconciling over-all payments to counting for the numerical sequence of
labor cost distribution records. checks, (3) a comparison of checks with

(10) Review and evaluate the periodic the payroll records, and (4) appropriate
reconciliations performed by the person- action to cancel long-outstanding checks.
nel department from the information The reviews and reports of this function
submitted by the payroll department. by the contractor's public accountant and

b. Payroll Payments. In verifying pay- internal auditors should be considered.
roll payments, the auditor should ob-
serve, on an unannounced basis and in 6407 Reiew of personnel Poies
selected areas on a test-check basis, the
actual distribution of checks or cash to and Procedures
employees, including the method used to
identify employees. The auditor should Review and evaluation of the contrac-
review the methods for safeguarding pay tor's personnel policies and procedures
checks or cash for persons absent on the should assist the auditor in determining
regular pay date and the procedures for the extent of verification and testing
subsequent payment to employees. The required.
auditor should be guided by the following
procedures in examining payroll dis- 6-407.1 Review a1M Evaluatiom of
bursements: Management Policies

(1) Determine whether all employees a. The review and evaluation of the I
are paid by prenumbered checks and contractor's policies and internal controls I
whether the contractor accounts for all for (1) hiring, assigning, dismissing, and
numbers. labor force, (2) establish-

(2) Ascertain whether checks prepared ontrolling thel
in error are voided by permanent nota- ing pay rates, rate changes and any addi-
tion and are filed in numerical sequence tional compensation, (3) establishing at-
with the canceled checks. The contrac- tendance and time keeping controls, (4)
tor's procedures should provide for obso- authorizing and monitoring overtime and
lete or surplus checks to be destroyed in multi-shift work by hourly paid person-
the presence of authorized personnel and nel, (5) authorizing, controlling, and dis-
the destruction evidenced by their signa- posing of compensatory time worked by
ture. salaried personnel, establishing vacation,

S(3) Ascertain the disposition made of sick leave, and holiday allowances, and
unclaimed payroll checks. Where the (6) establishing and maintaining surveil-
government has been charged for the cost lance over categories for direct and indi-
represented by unclaimed checks, the rect labor classifications is covered in
auditor should determine that costs to chapter 5-900.
the government are properly adjusted, b. The auditor should obtain an under-
either by payment to the Uovernment, by standing of the internal control for per-
a credit to the accounts originally charged sonnel records. Effective controls should
to an overhead account, or in some other include as a minimum, the following
equitable manner. practices and procedures:

I (4) Compare selected names on the (1) Hiring and dismissal of employees
payroll with .personnel records to estab- should be approved by responsible com-
lish authenticity of employment and pay pany officials.
rates. (2) The personnel department shouldI (5) Determine whether the contractor's exercise control over all absences.
internal audit staff observes the distribu- (3) Reasonable ranges of compensation
tion of payroll checks at unannounced should be established for each salary and
intervals, wage grade.
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S(4) Payroll increases or decreases is sharing substantially in the contractor's

should be approved by a responsible indirect expenses. These procedures willofficial of the personnel department. satisfy the mandatory annual audit re-
(5) Procedures should be established in quirement relating• to changes in di-the personnel department for the prompt rect/indirect charging (MAAR 7).

reporting to the payroll department of all
changes affecting payroll, such as new 6-407.3 Evaluation Guidance
hires, rate changes, dismissals, and other In evaluating the contractor's person-
employee separations.

(6) Personnel records should be main- nel practices, the auditor should include,
tamed for each employee. The records but not limit his review to, the following:
should be independent of the payroll a. A review of the corporate minutes
department and should include informa- generally record top-management deci-
tion such as the date of em loyment, pay sions which affect personnel policies. (In
t classification, terms of employment, multi-plant operations, this review is

personal history, and approva for hre. usually made by the Contract Audit Co-
(7)personal r depaprten hould ordinator or the auditor of the corpora-()The payroll department should tinhmofi.)Tswllepsasy

compile a listing of all employees by tion home office.) This will help satisfy
class, department assigned, and pay rate. the mandatory annual audit requirement
This information should be forwarded elating to direct/indirect charging
periodically to the personnel department A rd i
roreconciliation with its records. b. A review and evaluation of the

current written operating procedures

6-407.2 Evaiuttion of Advance Plmift which apply to personnel activities.
Procedwes c. A review of the actual practices

followed at the operating levels and aThe auditor should evaluate the con- co prson of these practices with the
tractor's plan for establishing the pro- composed level of operations and should written procedures.
review all significant contemplated in- 6407. Review of Procedue for
creases or decreases in labor costs. When
marked increases in production are t gPersonnelRequirements
planned, the auditor should review the The auditor should evaluate the proce-
contractor's plans for lead time in hiring, dures by which the contractor determines
training, and utilizing additional person- the required number and classification of
nel. When necessary, the auditor should personnel. When contractors have been
seek the opinion of qualified government producing under government contracts
technical personnel. Improper lead time over an extended period of time at ap-
may generate unwarranted costs either by proximately the same level of operations,
hinng personnel in advance of need (con- requirements usually are based on per-
sidering the training period) or by not sonnel turnover experience. When a pro-
hiring soon enough and thereby disrupt- gram is undergoing expansion or when
ing the production line. When the con- the contractor has been awarded a con-
tractor contemplates a cut-back in pro- tract for the first time, determination of
duction, and a consequent decrease in the number, type, and quality of person-
personnel, the auditor should evaluate nel required is usually based on the
the contractor's plan for decreasing per- contractor's estimates. The auditor's
sonnel and determine whether the con- evaluation of the contractor's basis for
tractor is retaining the higher salaried determining personnel requirements
technical and supervisory personnel be- should include, as a minimum, ascertain-
yond the required period at an increased ing (1) that the policies are sound, clearly
cost to the government. The auditor stated, and generally applicable to a pru-
should ascertain also that direct labor dently oprated business, (2) that the
personnel who should be terminated are request for personnel is approved bya
not transferred to duties of an indirect responsible executive, and (3) that when
nature without justification. This is par- a reus for additional personnel is
ticularly important when the government submitted it is supported by valid reasons
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and management has considered all other cost per hire, and by type of hire, such as
alternatives before granting the request. engineers or executives.

c. Review the various types of payroll
6-408 Review of Recruitment Costs allowances or fringe benefits to employ-
and Practices ees. Determine whether allowances are in

accordance with established company
6-408.1 Area of Coverage policy and whether they are reasonable in

view of standard industry practices andThe recruitment of most employees is a criteria for determining reasonableness
function of the personnel department. contained in procurement directives.
Costs incurred include (1) help wanted d. Ascertain the nature and extent of
advertising, (2) salaries and travel ex- budgetary controls exercised over the
penses of company personnel engaged in cost of different types of recruiting meth-
recruiting efforts, (3) travel and living ods used and allowances paid employees.
expenses of applicants and new employ- e. Compare employee turnover rates
ees, (4) expense of moving household being experienced for various categories
effects of new employees, and (5) fees of personnel with prior years' rates and
paid to employment agencies, with rates anticipated by management.

Consider the effect of the turnover rates
6-40M.2 Audit Objectives on the continued need for large scale

The audit objectives are to establish recruitment activities; or conversely, the
whether (1) the contractor's recruiting need to reduce these activities signifi-
policies, procedures, and practices are cantly. Ascertain if measures are being
acceptable, (2) the program is effectively taken to identify and eliminate the causes
administered, and (3) the total cost is of the turnover.
reasonable in comparison with the results f. Review the extent to which recruit-
achieved and appropriately allocated. ment is controlled by manpower fore-

casts, specific job requisitions, and by
6-4083 Audit Procedures management approval.

g. Evaluate procedures used to recruitIn accomplishing the audit objective, qualified technical personnel to meet
the auditor should be guided by the work requirements.
procedures described below:

a. Review the prescribed duties and
responsibilities assigned to the organiza- 6-409 Review of Overdme, Extra-Pay
tional unit responsible for recruitment Shifts, and Multi-Shift Work
activities and ascertain that they are
clearly established to accomplish the as- The auditor should review the contrac-
signed mission. tor's policies, procedures, and internal

b. Review recruitment activities for the controls on overtime, extra-pay shifts,
most recent operating period and obtain, and multi-shift work, and the accounting
among other information, data on: and distribution of the premium costs.

(1) Employment changes during the The auditor should be familiar with the
period under review (new hirings, trans- provisions of FAR 22.103, which in-
fers, separations) to determine the rate of cludes definitions and conditions under
turnover by classes of employees. which overtime costs may be approved

(2) Recruitment efforts (applicants in- under government contracts. When over-
terviewed and employment offers made, time work is required, the contractor's
accepted, and reject policies and procedures 7hould comply

(3) Sources of new hres (advertising, with FAR 22.103 and insure that the
referrals, and employment agencies), operations will be limited to the actual

(4) Total costs of recruitment (advertis- need for the accomplishment of specific
ing, salaries, travel expense of contractor work. The auditor should ascertain that
personnel and recruits, relocation ex- the amount of work performed at premi-
pense, and employment fees). The audi- um rates is equitably divided betweentor should review or develop data on the government and commercial operations.
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6-409.1 Audit Objectives accordance with the contractor's normal
The objectives of audit are to deter- Policy-

mine whether (1) manaement d. A periodic review of the continuing
ly authorizing, scheduling, and ontrolp- need for the exception types of overtimeling overtime, extra-shift, and multi-shift operations cited in FAR 22.103-lin ovrtieex if, ad ult-shft 4/DFARS 222.103-4.
work, (2) the contractor is obtaining the A 222.103-4.
contracting officer's written approval e. A review ofvthe accounting treatment
when required by contract provisions, (3) accorded overtime premium pay and the
the premium costs are reasonable and method of cost distribution. Overtime
properly allocable to the government premium pay, although generally treated
contracts, (4) adequate control is exer- as indirect expense, may be acceptable as
cised over productivity in the extra-pay a direct charge when it is the contractor's
periods, and (5) compensatory overtime regularly established policy and when
work by salaried personnel is properly appropriate tests clearly demonstrate that
authorized, and application against sub- this policy results in equitable cost alloca-
sequent working hours is properly moni- tions.
tored. f. A review of the accounting and

distribution treatment accorded shift pre-
6-469.2 Audt Prcedures mium pay.

g. A review of the contractor's proce-
Audit procedures should include the dures for compensatory overtime work to

following: determine that this type of work is prop-
a. A determination as to whether the erly authorized and performed according

contractor's practices are consistent with to an acceptable company policy and that
the government's interests. Effective pro- proper monitoring is exercised by man-
cedures should include (1) acceptable agement in applying an employee s corn-
standards to determine the need for over- pensatory overtime to subsequent sched-
time and premium shift work, (2) the uled working time in which the employee
establishment of categories of employees does not work.
eligible to receive premium pay, (3) the
proper levels of management authofa- 6-410 Review of Uncompensated
tion, approval, and continuing control Overtime
over these operations, (4) the establish-
ment of adequate procedures for author- 6410.1 lntlductil
izing compensatory overtime and effec-
tive monitoring of compensatory over- a. The Fair Labor Standards Act
time credits against subsequent working (FLSA) requires employers to compen-
time not actually worked, and (5) the sate hourly workers for hours worked in
continual review of overtime and shift excess of 40 hours per week, but the
data by management to control overtime FLSA does not require employers to pay
and shift premium costs. overtime to salaried employees. Salaried

b. A review of contracts, when over- or exempt employees are paid a salary to
time and shift work is applicable, and an provide a service. The salary (weekly,
examination of the bid proposal and monthly, or annual) is based on provid-
negotiating memorandum to ascertain ing that service in whatever time is
the extent to which the contract price required. Therefore, exempt employees
provided for overtime premium and shift are compensated for all hours worked
premium expenses. If overtime and shift including those worked beyond the nor-
premiums were not considered in the mal 40-hour week. However, because
contract price, the auditor should ascer- most contractors' accounting systems ac-
tain and evaluate the reasons for the count for labor based on a 40-hour week,
overtime and shift premiums. the hours worked in excess of the normal

c. A determination that premium labor 40 hours per week are commonly called
costs charged to the contract have been uncompensated overtime. In April 1991
approved by the contracting officer, a new solicitation provision and contract
when required, and have been incurred in clause, DFARS 252.237-7019, Identifica-
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tion of Uncompensated Overtime, was consistent with its cost accounting prac-
issued which defines uomestd v- tices used to accumulate and report un-

ertime as "hours worked in excess of an compensated overtime hours. See 9-505.
average of 40 hours per week by direct b. Determine whether the contractor is
charn o employees who are exempt from recording all hours worked by exempt
the Fair Labor Standards Act (FcSA), employees. If a review of the employee
without additional compensation." See time records discloses that exempt em-
9-505. phoyees consistently record only 8 hours

b. Many contractorsa accounting sys- per day/40 hours per week, conduct floor
temps do not assign costs to those hours cheeks and/or employee interviews to see
worked by exempt employees in excess of whether exempt employees work in ex-
8 hours per day or 40 hours per week. In cess of 8 hours per day or 40 hours per
some cases, labor costs are distributed week. If they do, discuss with contractor
only to cost objectives worked on during representatives the need to record allthe first 8 hours af the day. In other cases , hours worked by exempt employees in
employees are permitted to select the cost order to ensure that salary and applicable

objectves to be charged when more than indirect costs are being equitably allocat-
8 hours per day are worked or the con- ed to all effort performed by the employ-
tractor has an tformal policy as to how ees during the period. If the contractor
employees should select the objectivc t to refuses to record all hours worked by
charge. For example, when a contract and exempt employees, expand the floor
B&P project are worked on the same day, checks and employee interviews to deter-
the actual hours incurred on the contract mine whether the failure of the contrac-
might be charged first and the balance up tor to record all time worked results in a
to 8 hours might be charked to the B&P material difference in the allocation of
project. Obviously, there ts serious risk of costs to final cost objectives. Obtain the
mischarging costs to government con- assistance of the contracting officer intracts under such circumstances. requiring the contractor to record all

comp0ishd inclding thathours worked when a material difference
hours workdt Obyexempteml in allocation of costs is determined.

The basic audit objectives are to deter- c. Determine whether the contractor is
mine (c) whether tCe contractor is ac- allocating salary costs paid to exemptcounting for all hours worked; (2) wheth- employees to all effort performednin

er the contractor is allocating an equita- accordance with FAR 31.2014 and CAS
ble share of salary costs paid to all effort 418.
6e1.3frmed in accordance with FAR d. If it is determined that government

.1-4; and (3) whether all work ac- contracts are being over charged by a
complished, including that using excess material amount due to an inequitable
hours worked by exempt employees, is allocation of costs because the contractor
included in the base for distribution of does not record all time worked, the
overhead costs in accordance with CAS contractor should be cited as being in
418. noncompliance with FAR 31.201-4 and

6-41.3 Bdc A~ft recewesCAS 418.Any material excess allocation

toeof costs to government contracts should
a. Review the contractor's policies and be questioned or disapproved as applica-

procedures relative to work performed by ble. Materiality, as discussed in CAM IO-
exempt employees in excess of 8 hours 103.av2), is the goveting factor when
per day or 40 hours per week For service determining whethe noncompliancescontracts to be awarded on the basis of should be cited and whether a contractor
the number of hours to be provided, should be required to implement a total-
DFARS 252.237-7019 requires an offeror hour accounting system.
to submit a copy of its policy addressing
uncompen~sated overtime with its propos- 6-410.A Aceeptabb Aeemmft Methods
al. In addition, this DFARS requires that Accounting for excess hours worked by
an offeror's accounting practices used to exempt employees may be accomplished
estimate uncompensated overtime be by a variety of methods, including:
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a. Computing a separate average labor propriately applied) to record direct labor
rate for each labor period, based on the costs for government contracts is accept-
salary paid divided by the total hours able, particularly when the operations
worked during the period, and distrib- among several government contracts or
uting the salary cost to all cost objectives the operations between government and
worked on during the period based on commercial production are similar and
this rate. are so intermingled as to unduly compli-

b. Determining a pro rata allocation of cate the actual cost accounting processes.
total hours worked during the period and Use of a standard cost accounting system
distributing the salary cost using the pro to cost government contracts is permitted
rata allocation. For example, if an "- only when it meets the criteria in CAS
ployee was paid on a weekl. ' asis a., 407 (see 8-407).
worked 25 hours on one cos ijective (1) In accepting standard labor costs,
and 25 hours on another cost 'iective, the auditor should determine the extent
each cost objective would be charged to which collateral labor costs such as
with one-half of the employee's weekly overtime, shift premium, sick leave, and
salary. vacation pay are included in the estab-

c. Computing an estimated hourly rate lished standard.
for each employee for the entire year (2) The auditor should determine
based on the total hours the employee is whether standards are based on formal,
expected to work during the year and scientific and reasonably current studies
distributing salary costs to all cost objec- representative of actual operations per-
tives worked on at the estimated hourly formed. The auditor should trace stan-
rate. Any variance between actual salary dard labor charges from distribution
costs and the amount distributed is sheets to the payroll records to determine
charged/credited to overhead, whether recorded standard operations for

a given date or period conform to the
6-410.5 Other Possible Accontfing actual operations for which payment was
Methods made to employees.

Other methods of accounting for excess (3) The auditor should test related
hours worked by exempt employees may variances to product line to determine
be used by the contractor, some of which whether standards and variances approx-
would be unacceptable and others of imate actual costs.
which would require further review to (4) The auditor should also analyze
determine acceptability. Examples of variances, preferably by reviewing con-
these methods are (1) distributing the tractor's own analyses, to find the causes
salary cost to all cost objectives based on of variances (for example, rate, efficien-
a labor rate predicated on an 8-hour cy, down time, or setup). This may dis-
day/40-hour week and crediting the ex- close improper charges to direct labor
cess amount distributed to overhead; and through the variance accounts.
(2) determining a pro rata allocation of b. Sole Proprietors' and Partners' Sala-
hours worked each day and distributing ries. Sole proprietors' and partners' sala-
the daily salary cost using the pro rata ries usually are included in overhead.
allocation (use of daily distribution in- However, when owners or partners are
creases the possibility for "gaming"). personally engaged in performing under
Evaluation should be made of the meth- government contracts, particularly in re-
od used by the contractor to determine search and development contracts, their
the significance of any inequities which compensation may be charged as direct
may result. labor. The review of time charged direct-

ly should be coordinated with the screen-
6-411 Review of Other Labor Costing ing of other direct and indirect labor to
System (Stanlard Cost an Sole prevent duplication of charges in direct
Po lo'/Partners' Salaorie) and indirect labor. It may be more appro-

priate in some instances to treat the
a. Standard Cost System. The use of compensation of proprietors and partners

standard costs (when variances are ap- as Other Direct Costs without overhead.
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The auditor should evaluate the reason- qualitative utilization of labor. The re-Sableness of the compensation charged on view should disclose organizational and
Sthe basis of services rendered. Proprie- functional areas which require audit em-
Stors and partners time charged direct will phasis.

also influence consideration of profit or b. Ascertain whether the work per- I
management return. When the rate of formed by the contractor is required by

pay has not been stipulated in the con- the terms of the contract, properly au-
tract, the auditor should evaluate the thorized, and directed to the appropriate
S reasonableness of the rate. The auditor operational unit.
should ascertain whether acceptable time c. Determine whether there are unwar- I
records are available to substantiate the ranted variations between staffing bud-
time chared to the contract. When the gets allocated by upper management and
amount of time spent on the contract is staffing budgets actually used by operat-
significant, all of the individual's time ing or middle management. (See 5-500
should be accounted for and not only that for guidance on contractor budgeting
portion of time charged to the contract. procedures.)
The services of a government technical d. Determine whether the contractor I
representative should be solicited when maintains adequate control over the ex-
the auditor is unable to evaluate the penditure of the technical effort to assure
reasonableness of the charge because of maximum productivity, whether this
technical considerations. control includes the evaluation of actual

work assignments and target completion
6-412 Evaluation of Quantitative and dates, and whether comparisons are
Qualitative Utilization of Labor made with staffing budgets and staffing

tables approved by management.
6-412.1 Audit Objectives e. When salaries and wages constitute a I

significant portion of contract costs, re-
The basic audit objectives are to evalu- view and evaluate, on a selective basis,ate the internal controls instituted to personnel files of employees assigned to

assure prudent utilization of staffing in government contract work to determine
the performance of government con- whether qualifications of workers per-
tracts, to determine whether the costs are forming the contract are commensurate
commensurate with the benefits derived, with the rates charged and all other
and to determine the reasonableness and requirements of the contract.
efficiency of the labor utilization. f.Review the contractor's personnel I

practices during start-up and phase out6-412.2 Audit Procedures periods to determine whether the cost of
To accomplish the audit objective, the excess personnel is charged to govern-

auditor should be guided by the proce- ment contracts in the build-up period
dures described below. The evaluation of and whether the government contracts
the quantitative and qualitative utiliza- are unduly burdened with the retention
tion of labor may require the assistance of unnecessary personnel in the phase out
of qualified government technical per- period.
sonnel. The auditor should go as far as he g.. Review the contractor's basis for I
or she can in each audit step pending assigning and phasing out technical per-
technical review and analysis. When the sonnel for both government production
issuance of an audit report would other- and commercial operations. Audit em-
wise be unduly delayed because the tech- phasis should be accorded the phase out
nical analysis is not available, a qualified portion of the contract to determine the
report should be issued. The auditor reasons for retaining certain classes of
should identify manpower utilization re- technical personnel to complete the con-
views performed by the contractor or tract. The auditor should also determine
others and consider the results in com- whether the contractor is assigning tech-
ple ting t he following audit procedures. nical personnel in accordance with their

a. Review the contractor's functions skills. The use of highly trained personnel
and related activities for quantitative and to perform routine work which could be
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performed by lower paid personnel is not results of the review of internal controls
economical. The use of less than quali- over compensation.
fled personnel to perform difficult work
may result in higher costs to the govern- 6-413.1 Complincae with FAR 31.205-
ment because more time and greater 6(C), LAbor-Manlagemnt Agreements
supervision may be required. The type of a. All compensation paid in accordance
contract should be a guide to the auditor with an "arm's length" negotiated labor-
in determining the extent of verification management agreement is considered
in these areas. reasonable unless the provisions of the

h. Examine the ontractor's staffing .agreement are either unwarranted or dis-
and labor control practices to determine cnmmatory against the government per
the effectiveness of controlling idle time. FAR 31.205-6(c). That is, it will not be
If unreasonable idle time is perceived or tested for reasonableness under FAR
controls are judged to be inadequate, 31.205-6(b). But it must, nonetheless,
conduct a preliminary work sampling satisfy any specific compensation ele-
(probe). Work sampling is described in ment allowability criteria elsewhere in
Appendix I. FAR 31.205-6.

i. Compare labor classifications b. Unwarranted or discriminatory pro-
charged to the contract with those pro- visions exist when, under unique circum-
posed to ascertain whether the contractor stances, the work conditions vary signifi-
is utilizing the type of personnel for cantly from those contemplated by the
which the government has contracted. negotiating parties, or the collective bar-

j. Determine whether engineering, gaining agreement contains provisions
technical writing, etc. on government that are inequitable to the government as
work is subcontracted rather than per- a class of customer by the character and
formed by the contractor and whether nature of the work.
such practice results in unreasonable c. Arm's length agreements refer to
costs to the government. Among the those agreements between independently
factors to be considered is whether, under organized labor groups such as labor
the prevailing conditions, there is any unions and contractor management for
necessity for subcontracting other than to the purpose of establishing wage in-
meet temporary or emergency require- creases, hours, benefits, and working con-
ments. (See 7-1900 for further guidance ditions.
i this area.) d. Provisions of an agreement designed

k. Review manual labor procedures for to set pay rates based on a given set of
possible mechanization (capital invest- circumstances and conditions of employ-
ment opportunities, 14-600) which will ment such as work involving extremely
result in increased efficiencies and econo- haza ous activities are unwarranted if
mies of the contractor's operation and the work on government contracts is less
less cost to the government. hazardous.

e. Provisions of an agreement are con-

sidered discriminatory against the gov-
6-413 Reueas eness of ernment as a class of customer when the

Compensation Costs agreement mandates pay provisions for
work of the same character and nature

The guidance contained in this subsec- that exceed those comparable to similar
tion is designed to assist the auditor in commercial work. Therefore, an agree-
determining the reasonableness of em- ment with provisions which require high-
ployee compensation costs in accordance er pay levels for contractor employees
with the criteria set forth in FAR 31.205- who work on government contracts than
6, Compensation for Personnel Services. for those contractor employees perform-
The review of the compensation system ing under the same conditions on com-
and related internal controls is covered in mercial contracts is discriminatory. For
5-800. The scope and extent of any example, a union agreement that provid-
testing for reasonableness should be ed for higher wage rates for construction
based on the control risk assessment and work on a government installation than
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for rates applicable to commercial con- c. When evaluating wage increases, ifstruction in the same area under similar the compensation system is adequate,
circumstances would be considered dis- and the contractor's established practice
criminatory. is to provide wage increases to certain

f. Compensation costs resulting from nonunion employees comparable to those
labor-management agreements deter- given union employees, no tests of rea-
mined unwarranted or discriminatory sonableness need be applied.
aapinst the government should not be d. Each allowable element making up
disallowed per FAR 31.205-6(c) unless an employee's compensation package
"(1) The contractor has been permitted must be reasonable per FAR 31.205-
an opportunity to justify the costs; and 6(bX 1). Compensation must be reason-
(2) Due consideration has been given to able for the work performed as evidenced
whether unusual conditions pertain to by consideration of relevant facts to
government contract work, imposing bur- include general conformity with the com-
dens, hardships, or hazards on the con- pensation practices of other firms of thetractor's employees, for which compensa- same size, other firms of the same indus-

tion that might otherwise appear unrea- try, other firms in the same geographic
sonable is required to attract and hold area, other firms engaged in predomi-
necessary personnel." nantly non-government work, and with
6-413.2 Evaluation of the Reasonableness bthe costs of comparable services obtain-
of Nonunion Compensation per FAR able from outside sources. [For compen-
31.2056(b) sation paid in accordance with a labor-

a.1" R310 tae) management agreement, refer to 6-a. FAR 31 .205-6(b)(1) states: 1.]
In administering this principle, it is 413.1

recognized that not every compensation 6-413.3 Application of Reasonableness
case need be subjected in detail to the Tests
above or other tests. The tests need be
applied only when a general review re- To apply the FAR reasonableness tests,
veals amounts of compensation that ap- the contractor's wages and salaries are to
pear unreasonable or unjustified. be compared with the wages and salary

b. Should the results of review of the data of other firms that meet the criteria
contractor's compensation system (see 5- described in subsection 6-413.2. The I
800) determine that significant deficien- most likely medium for obtaining the
cies exist, specific testing for the reason- wages and salary data will be market pay
ableness of the compensation resulting surveys. When market pay survey data
from the system should be conducted are used in making the FAR comparison
under FAR 31.205-6(b)(1). If it is deter- tests, identification of the firm partici-
mined that the contractor has established pants and their qualifications to meet the
and maintained a sound compensation FAR criteria is required and should be
system, it should not be necessary to documented in the audit working papers.
apply the tests of reasonableness per FAR For example, to meet the geographic area
31.205-6(b)(1), unless warranted by spe- factor for a contractor located in Los
cific polices or procedures that appear to Angeles, the pay survey used must state
promote unreasonable costs, such as the that the geographic location of the partic-
contractor's pay policies require that pay ipating firms is also Los Angeles. This
levels significantly exceed average labor information should be documented.
market pay levels without justification. a. FAR 31.205-6(bX1) states that in
Before taking exception to compensation determining the reasonableness of indi-
costs, consider the reasonableness test vidual compensation elements consider-
procedures as discussed in this subsec- ation should be given to all potentially
tion. Compensation costs subject to relevant facts. These facts include general
CAM 6-414 should not be accepted on conformity with the practices of firms of
the basis of compensation system reviews the same size, in the same industry, in the
without some testing to substantiate the same geographic area, firms engaged in
reasonableness of the compensation, predominately non-government work,
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and the cost of comparable services from factors to be applied must be sufficien. to
outside sources. address the considerations of reasonable-

(1) Geographic area refers to compari- ness as set forth in FAR 31.201-3 (see 6- I
sons made with firms in the same locale 413.5)
or regional area as that of the contractor. c. Acceptable wage or salary surveys to

(2) Size pertains to comparisons with be used for applying the FAR tests should
firms of relatively the same size in terms provide the appropriate relevant factor
of numbet of employees or sales volume, data as outlined above to make the
Sales volume is a factor in evaluating comparisons and should be determined
executives' compensation. reliable as provided in 6-413.4. An ac- I

(3) Industry means comparisons with ceptable survey(s) may include firms that
firms producing similar products or pro- represent more than one of the relevant
viding similar services. For instance, the factors such as firms that are of the same
compensation levels for a contractor size, geographic area, and industry as the
whose principal product is shipbuilding contractor.
should be compared to other shipbuild- d. Make comparison tests with bench-
ers. Other industries include aerospace, marked jobs within a pay structure grade
electrical/electronics, office equipment (see 5-808.1) or equivalent. Tests are to I
and computers, or research and develop- be made by comparing the weighted
ment. The contractor's specific industries average wage or salary of a job with those
may be identified by reference to the provided in an acceptable survey. For
government's Standard Industrial Classi- executives, the tests should be applied to
fication (SIC) codes which are used .0 each top-level executive individually re- I
classify companies by industry. The SIC gardless of the individuals' assignment to
codes can be found in item 1.3.0. of the a pay grade.
contractor's Cost Accounting Standard e. If more than one survey is required
disclosure statement. (However, this item to consider the relevant factors, the deter-
has been removed from the revised dis- mination of reasonableness should be
closure statement form dated March influenced by their relative significance
1992.) It should be noted that compensa- in the circumstance. If determined reli-
tion survey data for several related SIC able and applicable, use the contractor's
codes is often presented in aggregate to market comparison studies (see I
represent a group of industries commonly 5-808.3(e)) wherein the contractor has
categorized for example as aerospace selected jobs to be benchmarked and has
industries. compared them with survey job pay

(4) Contractor's compensation levels rates.
should be compared to firms that are f. As a guide, tests should be applied to
engaged in predominantly non-govern- jobs that represent at least 40 percent of
ment work, that is firms with non-gov- ternmnt anualsals of50 prcen orthe benchmnarked jobs of a pay structure.
ernment annual sales of 50 percent or Pay grades selected for the comparisongreater.

(5) For services such as janitorial ser- tests should contain at least two jobs.
vices which may be readily provided by 6-413.4 Detennlnado. of Rasoaableness I
outside contracting services, comparisons
of related compensation levels should be a. Wages or salaries of jobs within a
made with the costs of comparable ser- pay grade or the equivalent are consid-
vices from sources outside of the contrac- ered unreasonable if the contractor's total
tor. This test should be considered equal- benchmarked job rates significantly ex-
ly with other tests. ceed the survey data ' eighted average

b. All factors may not be relevant to the rates and are not justified. Significance is
same extent; therefore, all factors must be judgmentally defined as that which ex-
considered in order to determine their ceeds 10 percent. This judgment factor
relevance. Relevance is directly tied to a considers that a determination of unrea-
contractor's circumstances as explained sonable compensation results from mate-
in 5-808.3(c). Rationale for the determi- rial compensation system deficiencies or
nation of the significance of the relevant unjustified pay policies.
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b. An example of a test comparison by of a low number of incumbents or the
pay grade is shown in Figure 6-4-1. The jobs are unique to the organization (see
following explanation for computing to- 5-808.1). Nonbenchmarked jobs within
tal cost avoidance applies within a pay the same pay grade, range, or level as the
grade for specific benchmarked jobs. benchmarked jobs are to be considered
When the sum of the products of the unreasonable to the same degree as the
number of employees (by job) multiplied benchmarked jobs because they are of
by their average base salaries/wages ex- relative value based on the contractor's
ceeds the sum of the products of the job evaluation system (see 5-808.2(e)).
number of employees (by job) multiplied d. Each individual executive's elements
by the survey weighted average salar- of compensation (such as salaries, cash
ies/wages, increased by 10 percent, com- bonuses, and deferred compensation)
pute a ratio of this difference to the total useand de rred o mpe nsan)
salaries/wages of benchmarked jobs. may each be subject to the FAR tests and
Then apply this ratio to the total grade be considered unreasonable if they signif-
base salaries/wages to arrive at total base icantly exceed the market survey weight-
salaries/wages cost avoidance before ap- ed average data by 10 percent without
plication of the related fringe benefits justification. Unreasonable costs are
rate. Related fringe benefits are costs that computed by applying the percent differ-
vary directly with payroll and include ence between the amount that the execu-
items such as FICA, pension Losts, and tive compensation element significantly
certain insurance costs. exceeds the survey data to the element

c. A contractor's pay structure may amount. However, offsets between allow-
include jobs in pay grades that cannot be able elements of compensation should be
compared to market survey data because considered. See 6-413.6 for guidance.
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Figure 6-4-1
Example of Determining Unreasonable Wages at the Grade Level

GRADE 4 (I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
SURVEY EXTEND

AVERAGE WEIGHTED SURVEY
JOB TITLE NO. OF TOTAL BASE TOTAL SALARIES OF AVERAGE AVERAGE

NO. EMPLOYEES SALARY SALARY BENCHMARKED JOBS SALARIES (I X 5)

0023 4 $108,000 $27,000 NOT BENCHMARKED
0026 20 550,500 27,525 $550,500 $21,000 S420,000
0045 5 140,000 28,000 NOT BENCHMARKED
0049 3 87,000 29,000 NOT BENCHMARKED
0056 6 169,200 28,200 169,200 28,000 168,000
0077 7 200,200 28,600 200,200 29,750 208,250
0084 3 81,600 27,200 NOT BENCHMARKED
0087 4 108,000 27,000 NOT BENCHMARKED
0104 4 114,000 28,500 NOT BENCHMARKED
0123 15 420A0 28,000 420,000 22,000 330,000

TOTAL 71 $1,978500 $1.339.900 $1.126W250

EXTENDED SURVEY AVERAGES $1,126,250
LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE 1.10 MULTIPLY

SURVEY LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE $1,238,875
TOTAL SALARIES OF BENCHMARKED JOBS 1,339,900 SUBTRACT

AMOUNT EXCEEDING LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE 101,025
TOTAL SALARIES OF BENCHMARKED JOBS $1,339,900 DIVIDE

RATIO .0754
GRADE 4 TOTAL BASE SALARY DOLLARS (COLUMN 2) $1,978,500 MULTIPLY

TOTAL BASE SALARY COST AVOIDANCE $ 149.179
APPLICABLE BENEFIT RATES - 15% 1.15 MULTIPLY

TOTAL COST AVOIDANCE $ 171L556

In the example above, the contractor 6-413.5 Justification
benchmarked 4 of the 10 jobs within a. Although the contractor's compensa-
grade 4. This would be an acceptable tion is determined to be unreasonable, as
amount to determine the overall reason- described above, the contractor may pro-
ableness of grade 4. As a guide, at least 40 vide justification for the excessive corn-
percent of the benchmarked jobs or total pensation. Examples of this are compli-
annual pay value of the grade would be ance with federal or state laws, employee
sufficient to form a basis on the overall relation concerns, or labor shortages.
reasonableness of a grade. However, it However, the contractor should provide
should be noted that in some instances sufficient documentation to establish a

could be at a e es sound basis for any exceptions.acceptance operentage less b. The contractor's justiflication should
than 40 percent. Reasons for an accep- address the following considerations for
tance level below 40 percent may include: reasonableness as provided in FAR
the contractor is unable to benchmark the 31.201-3 as follows:
jobs within the grade to external surveys (1) A cost is reasonable if, in its nature
or the contractor's policies dictate a low- and amount, it does not exceed that
er amount as sufficient enough to form which would be incurred by a prudent
an opinion on the external market com- person in the conduct of competitive
parability of the grade. business.
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(2) The cost is generally recognized as under 10 percent of the survey weighted
ordinary and necessary for the conduct of average. For example, an executive's un-
the contractor's business or the contract reasonable salary which exceeded the
performance. survey weighted average by 15 percent

(3) Consideration should be given to could be offset by a bonus that only
generally accepted sound business prac- exceeded the survey weighted average by
tices, arm's length bargaining, and federal 5 percent.
and state laws and regulations.

(4) Consideration should be given to 6-413.7 Fringe Benefits
the contractor's responsibilities to the FAR 31.205-6(m) states that fringe
government, other customers, the owners benefits are allowable to the extent that
of the business, employees, and the pub- they are reasonable and required by law,
lic at large. employer-employee agreement, or an es-

(5) Any significant deviations from the tablished contractor policy. Review the
contractor's established practices should contractor's compliance with the FAR
be considered in determining the reason- criteria as outlined below and make a
ableness of a cost. determination of reasonableness similar

to that described for compensation costs.
6-413.6 Offsets (See 6-413.3(a)) Benefits are considered I

a. For purposes of determining overall reasonable to the extent that the total
reasonableness of compensation, offsets benefit package rate calculated as a per-
may be presented between otherwise al- centage of payroll does not significantly
lowable employee compensation ele- exceed the average rate of the compari-
ments such as wages, bonuses, pension son data by more than 10 percent. If the
and savings plan benefits, health insur- total benefit package rate is determined
ance benefits, deferred compensation, unreasonable, only then conduct an anal-
life insurance benefits, and compensated ysis of each of the individual elements
personal absence benefits per FAR comprising the total benefits package.
31 .205-6(b)(IXi). By using offsets, con- a. Legally Required. Those benefits I
tractors may challenge the determination that are required by statutory law are
that an element is unreasonable. workers' compensation, social security,

b. An offset element must be an other- and unemployment compensation. The
wise allowable element of compensation cost of these benefits are dependent upon
and be quantifiable for comparison with the level of wages and salaries.
the compensation elements deemed un- b. Pensions, Life and Health Insurance.
reasonable. For example, deferred coin- A review of a contractor's insurance and
pensation introduced as an offset, must pension programs is normally performed
be based upon allowable deferred coin- as a Contractor Insurance/Pension Re-
pensation items. Most stock options, view (CIPR) as set forth in DFARS
SARs, and phantom stock plans cannot 242.73 (see 5.1303). The results of these
be introduced as an offset because they reviews should be considered in the scope
produce costs which would be unallowa- of the benefits program review. Refer to
ble for Government contracts. The offset 4-1000 for guidance for relying upon the
items must be evaluated in accordance work of others.
with the same FAR 31.205-6(bX)) crite- c. Pay for Time Not Worked. Benefits I
ria used to evaluate the elements found to within this category include paid vaca-
be unreasonable in amount; i.e., the off- tions and payments in lieu of vacation,
set compensation element must be shown payments for holidays and for holidays
to be from a similar industry, a similar worked, paid sick leave, and payments
sized firm, the same geographical area, for National Guard, Army, other reserve
etc. duty, or jury duty. Policies necessary for

c. Offsets are computed as to the the control of these benefits include (1)
amount that one element of compensa- eligibility rules, (2) the size of the benefit,
tion significantly exceeds the survey such as how many holidays will the
weighted average by 10 percent to the company pay for or how much vacation
amount that the offsc'ing element falls an employee is entitled to receive, (3) the
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effect of holidays or sickness which oc- b. Because of their ownership or family
curs during a vacation, (4) the degree position, such persons are often company
vacation and unused sick leave time can executives. In many cases, employees
be banked and carried over to another who are executives or members of a
pay period or paid at time of termina- corporate board of directors, but who are
tion, and (5) circumstances for extra pay not owners, have been delegated owner-
rather than paid time off. ship type authority to act without being

d. Other. Other benefits include sever- subject to significant oversight. Such
ance pay, thrift savings plans, deferred non-owner employees should also be con-
compensation plans, stock bonus plans, sidered as higher risks for unreasonable
and employee stock ownership plans compensation. Such persons would nor-
(ESOPs). The contractor's policies and mally include officers of the company.
procedures for these benefits should be
documented, include authorization pro- 6-414.2 Compensation System Review
cedures, requirements for monitoring (CSR) Considerations
and reporting the results to management, a. CSRs are performed to evaluate the
and control ranges on amounts of bene- systems utilized by the contractor to set
fits to be provided, compensation for its employees. To the

e. Allowability of Costs. The cost prin- extent that the systems are well designed
ciples provide specific restrictions on the and properly operated, the audit of com-
allowability of some of these benefits as pensation costs can rely to a greater
follows: degree upon the costs generated by the

(1) Severance Pay - FAR 31.205-6(), system. Well designed compensation sys-
refer to 7-1907 for guidance on the tems must have internal controls includ-
evaluation of these costs. ed in its design which will ensure that its

(2) ESOP - FAR 31-205-6()(7), refer to provisions are carried out.
7-1914 for guidance on the evaluation of b. Within organizations, there are usu-
these costs. ally employees whose decisions are not

reviewed or controlled due to their posi-
6-414 Reasonableness of tions within the organization. A CSR
Compensation Costs of Owners, type audit of costs should not accept the
Executives, and Other Employees compensation of such individuals based
Which Poses a Higher Risk of upon system design since there can be no

Unreasonable Compensation assurance that the design has been or will
be adhered to other than actual testing of
the costs for reasonableness. Audits of

6-414.1 It roduction compensation of employees falling into
a.. FAR 31 .205-6(b)2) provides for the higher risk categories should include

special consideration of compensation sufficient testing to determine if the
paid or proposed for employees under compensation of each such employee is
certain circumstances. Principally, the reasonable for the period covered by the
special circumstances pertain to employ- audit.
ees who are also owners, partners, or
persons committed to acquire a substan- 6-414.3 Ownership and Substantial
tial financial interest in the company. Financial Interest
The special circumstances also include If an employee owns less than 100
employees who are family members of percent of a company, the employee may
such persons. In general, the special cir- still exercise influence over the decision
cumstances criteria include those em- making process. All partners in a partner-
ployees who can exercise influence over ship arrangement by definition have sub-
their own compensation, either directly stantial influence. Many authorities (e.g.,
or through the authority of a family the SEC) quantify the ownership neces-
member. The ability to influence their sary to influence a corporation's deci-
own compensation creates a higher risk sions as 10 percent of the voting stock.
that such employees could pay them- The auditor should consider all sole own-
selves unreasonable compensation. ers, partners, and persons meeting the 10
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percent standard to have influence over ployees. If the non-executive are being
their own compensation. The auditor paid average compensation, apparent
should also consider the combination of breaches of internal equity are a warning
corporate voting power held by one fami- that the executive compensation may be
ly in determining if those family mem- unreasonable.
bers who are employees can influence f. Determination should be made that
their own compensation, compensation is reasonable for the per-

sonal services rendered. Owners may
6-414.4 Review for Unreasonable claim excessive amounts as costs. Such
Compensation amounts in excess of the reasonable

a. In general, the review procedures in amount for personal services rendered
6-413 apply to such individuals. How- are actually a distribution of profits.
ever, the reason such employees are con- However, payments made to owners are
sidered high risk is that they are not not automatically unallowable if the pay-
subject to the contractor's normal inter- ments are a distribution of profits on the
nal controls over compensation. There- accounting records of the enterprise.
fore, the auditor may not rely on those Some smaller firms, including sole own-
normal internal controls. ers and partnerships, regularly compen-

b. Such higher risk employees may sate owners through distribution of prof-
nominally be part of a class of employees. its. These amounts should only be ques-
(The president's son may be an engineer tioned if the total compensation paid to
in the design department or an owner of an individual exceeds an amount reason-
25 percent of the firm may be one of able for the services preformed.
several scientists working in research.) g. For closely held corporations, com-
The auditor should not accept their com- pensation, including bonuses, shall not be
|spensation as reasonable because the class recognized in amounts exceeding those
is reasonable as a whole without checking costs that are deductible as compensation
to assure that the higher risk employees under the Internal Revenue Code (IRC)
have substantially equal duties and com- and regulations under it.
pensation as the other members of the (1) To be deductible under the IRC and
class. Especially in the case of family regulations, the total compensation paid
members of owners or executives, such must meet the test of reasonableness. In
an employee may be overgraded consid- general, reasonableness under the Code
ering the duties actually performed or and regulations is such amount as would
simply paid more than others doing the be paid for like services by like enter-
same work prises under like circumstances. The cir-

c. Executive positions within a compa- cumstances to be taken into consider-
ny are usually unit ue positions within ation are those existing at the date of
that company. OnI) the largest of firms agreement with the employee for the
have the potential for a class of employ- services, not those existing at the date
ees performing vice-presidential level du- when the amount is questioned.
ties which can be described as having (2) Excess compensation received by a
similar rank, function, and responsibility, shareholder is considered by the IRS to
In the normal circumstance, executives be constructive dividends. This is likely
are not part of a class of employees and to occur in the case of a corporation
must be evaluated individually, having few shareholders, practically all of

d. Such positions are best evaluated by whom draw salaries. If in such a case the
comparison to positions with comparable salaries are in excess of those ordinarily
rank function, and responsibility in oth- paid for similar services and the exces-
er firms of similar size. If the firm sive payments correspond or bear a close
changes in size, prior determinations of relationship to the stock holdings of the
reasonable compensation amounts will officers or employees, it would seem
need to be reevaluated, likely that the salaries are not paid wholly

e. Reasonable executive compensation for services rendered, but that the exces-
should also maintain internal equity with sive payments are a distribution of earn-
compensation paid to non-executive em- ings upon the stock.
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6414.5 Reporting on Compensation Paid utives may be questioned after a shorter

to Higher Risk Employees period of time if circumstances used to
a. Compensation system review audits support the compensation change. Of

should exclude positions or individual course, any increased compensation may
employees not effectively covered by the be questioned immediately if it is unrea-
compensation system's controls from any sonable due to a change in the previously
opinion that the contractor's compensa- reviewed compensation system or a fail-

tion system is adequate. ure to follow that system.
b. For incurred costs, opinions on such 6 41 . Te m n to Pa ets o

employees' compensation should be lim- 6-414.6 Termination Payments to
ited to recommendations on the accep- Owners and Executives
tance of specific compensation amounts a. It would be unreasonable for an
claimed which are found to be reasonable owner to terminate himself/herself and
for the services rendered and disallo- claim compensation for the termination.
wance of amounts found to be unreason- Allowable severance payments must be
able. for involuntary terminations. All other

c. For forward pricing, the determina- termination payments must make eco-
tion of reasonableness is based on an nomic sense to be allowable. If a payment
evaluation of projections made by the makes economic sense, then the profit
contractor. motive should be sufficient reason for the

d. When compensation of employees owner to retire. Owners receive their
becomes unreasonable due to changed payment through the profit from their
circumstances after some period of time decisions.
during which the Government consid- b. The auditor should also be alert to
ered compensation paid to be reasonable, termination agreements made with retir-
the contractor is generally afforded a ing owners and executives to pay them
period of time to adjust its compensation for consulting services for some period of
levels before the costs are questioned. time after retirement. The payments
Compensation of owners and executives should be commensurate with services
is more flexible and is generally depen- expected from the retiree. Such payments
dent on circumstances as they occur. may represent unallowable compensation
Thus, compensation of owners and exec- payments.
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6-500 Section 5- Audit of Incurred Other Direct Costs and Credits
6-501 Introduction ment will be based on auditor judgement

considering the factors in 3-104 andThis section presents audit guidance documented in the working papers andfor the review and evaluation of other permanent file, if applicable.
direct costs and credits. In addition to
direct labor and material (prime costs), 6-503.1 Systems Reviewwhich can be readily identified with a The same procedures as are identified
specific job, there are other types of in 5-1000 should be used (1) to gain anexpenses which under certain circum- understanding of the contractor's internal
stances may be charged directly to a control structure (5-100),(2) document inspecific job. These are generally referred the working papers and permanent files,
to as "other direct costs." Examples are: the understanding of the indirect cost(1) special tooling, dies, jigs, and fixtures; system internal control structure (5-106),
(2) plant rearrangement; (3) packaging (3) test the operational effectiveness ofand packing; (4) consultant's fees; (5) the contractor's internal controls (5-108),
outbound freight; (6) expediting; (7) roy- and (4) assess control risk as a basis toalties; (8) travel; (9) long distance tele- identify factors relevant to the design ofphone; (10) scrap sales; and (11) deposit substantive tests (5-109). Transaction
returns. Costs of this nature may be testing may be required based on the
charged direct to jobs, allocated on some results of a review of the internal controlrepresentative basis, or charged partially structure. The extent of the testing re-direct and partially by allocation. quired should be based on the assessed

control risk (5-109) as documented in theS6-502 Audit Objectives permanent file (MAAR 1).
a. The objectives in auditing other 6-503.2 Transaction Testingdirect costs are to determine whether (1) When transaction testing is more eco-the contractor's cost representations are nomical than a review of the internal

reliable and accurate, (2) the amounts control structure or when warranted
charged to government contracts are rea- based on the internal control review,
sonable and are allocable to government based o r t atistical ct rans-
contracts, (3) costs have been accumulat- judgementally or statistically select transced in accordance with generally accepted actions for review following the guidanceaccounting principles appropriate in the elow and in 3-104, 6-603, 6-605 and 6-
circumstances, and (4) the contractor has
been consistent in allocating such costs to
commercial and government work. 6-504 Scope of Audit

b. Of special concern in the other direct
cost area is the differentiation between The review should provide for the
direct and indirect cost. Therefore, the accomplishment of MAARs and may
audit should provide assurance that when include a review and evaluation of the* items ordinarily chargeable as indirect contractor's internal control structure.
costs are charged to government work as The scope of the review should be based
direct costs, the costs of like items appli- on the factors discussed in 3-104 and 6-cable to other work of the contractor are 503 above. Special scope considerations
treated in the same manner. are:

"6-503 Audit Approach 6-504.1 Interrelated Reviews
a. Other direct costs are incurred onThe auditor should determine whether the basis of management decisions in athe audit could be more efficiently per- manner similar to the incurrence of indi-formed by expandinp transaction testing rect costs and are subject to the same(maximum control risk) or reviewing the internal controls. Whenever practicable,internal control structure. This assess- apply the scope of audit described in 6-
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603 to other direct costs and perform the direct costs. If so, evaluate the contrac-
audit in conjunction with the audit of tor's controls to determine whether they
indirect costs. For example, the contrac- ensure the appropriate disposition of
tor's policies and procedures regarding specialized items upon completion of the
the segregation of unallowable travel contract. When a contract is silent con-
costs should be the same for both direct cerning these types of costs, seek the
and indirect travel, assistance of the contracting officer and

b. Similarly, when an item is pur- ascertain the necessity for the acquisition
chased, documents such as the purchase of the equipment and the propriety of
requisition, purchase order, receiving re- treating the costs as a direct charge to the
port, and inspection report should identi- contract. (See 3-200, 7-1906, and 14-
fy the contract for which the cost was 402).
incurred. When the contractor manufac-
tures components or parts, the work 6-504.3 Disclosure Statement
orders and all documents serving as a The auditor should be alert to inconsis-
basis for charges to the work order, such tencies in the treatment of other direct
as requisitions and job tickets, should be costs which may result in inequitable
identified with the contract. Internal con- charges to government contracts. Part 3
trols over accounting, purchasing, sub- of the disclosure statement delineates the
contracting or make/buy decisions may contractor's policy regarding differentia-
impact the review of other direct cost. tion between direct and indirect costs,

c. The audit should provide assurance identifies contractor's other direct costs,
that when items ordinarily chargeable as and explains deviations from the contrac-
indirect costs are charged to government tor's normal direct charging policy. Be-
work as direct costs, the costs of like cause a primary concern regarding other
items applicable to other work of the direct costs relates to consistency of treat-
contractor are treated in the same man- ment, a review of disclosed practices may
ner, CAS 402 or MAAR 7 reviews may indicate areas for review. When such
provide sufficient documentation to re- inconsistencies are noted, advise the con-
duce scope. tracting officer to take corrective action.

When the amounts are significant and6-504.2 Review of Bid Proposals and consistent treatment cannot be attained,
Costract Provisions it may be necessary to establish special

a. When the contractor's accounting indirect cost rates for the contracts affect-
procedures provide for the accumulation ed to avoid inequitable charges to those
of other direct costs, or the cost represen- contracts.
tations include other direct costs, the
auditor should review negotiation memo- 6-504.4 Selected Areas of Cost
randums and the contract provisions to The auditor should review the contrac-
ascertain whether it was the intent of the tor's presentation for new, unusual, or
contracting parties to treat certain costs miscellaneous types of ODC. Guidance
as direct rather than as indirect costs. on audit methods and techniques for
Contracts awarded on a firm fixed-price selected areas of costs are provided in 7-
basis generally do not contain provisions 000.
concerning costs to be charped to the
contract. However, if there is informa- 6-.05 Audit Procedures
tion that a category of cost was consid-
ered as a direct charge during the negotia- The auditor should determine that all
tion of a firm fixed-price contract, the items of other direct costs are readil
auditor should determine that other gov- identifiable with the contract to which
ernment contracts do not share the same they have been charged. The audit of
cost through an indirect cost allocation, other direct costs should include a review

b. When auditing costs of special tool- and evaluation of:
ing or special equipment, review the a. The reasonableness of the amount
terms of the contract to determine wheth- incurred in relation to the benefits to be
er the costs are to be treated as other derived;
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b. The allocability of the cost to the are manufactured in a separate depart-
product, service, activity, or contract to ment which is considered a production
which it was charged, and the consistency department, the indirect costs of the
of application; and department and any prorations from oth-

c. The allowability of the cost in accor- er service departments constitute tooling
dance with FAR/DFARS and the provi- overhead allocable to tooling labor costs.
sions of the contract. However, when the contractor considers

the special tooling department as an
6-5.1 Rasof Accouing indirect department, overhead would not
Costs in Relation to Benefits be allocable because the overhead gener-

Apply the guidelines in FAR Part 31 to ated remains in the expense pool and is
determine whether other direct costs are subsequently prorated to production.
reasonable in amount in relation to the Consider the equity of this method as
contractual benefits to be derived. When part of the review of the contractor's
the amount is not significant in compari- procedures for accounting for indirect
son to the total costs, determine whether costs.
the cost of additional time expended by
cost clerks, voucher examiners, payroll 6-505.3 Alowabilt of Costs
analysts, and others to accomplish the Certain categories of cost (FAR Part
refinements are commensurate with the 31-Appendix A of this manual) are not
benefits the government may expect to allowable in pricing government con-
derive from maintaining such precise tracts whether charged direct or through
accounting. allocation. Further, the terms of a con-

tract may specifically preclude the con-
6-05.2 Allocatiem Methods mid tractor from classifying certain classes of
Conistency of ApplUcatiom costs as "direct," and conversely, the

a. Evaluate the contractor's methods contract may permit the contractor to
for identifying other direct costs and reflect certain classes of costs as direct
determine whether such methods result costs. However, in all instances, the al-
in an equitable distribution of costs to lowability of costs under government
both government and other work. When contracts is subject to the tests of alloca-
items are charged to a government con- bility and reasonableness.
tract as other direct costs, the contrac-
tor's procedures should provide for like 6-506 Codilnado with Goverumeat
or comparable items to be similarly Techical Persomel
charped to other work. When the contrac- The auditor should request technical
tor has not been consistent, eliminate assistance to determine the need as well
those comparable or similar cost items as the reasonableness of the costs in areas
applicable to all other work from the outside his or her technical competence
indirect expense pool prior to allocation, and for which the auditor cannot make
Make sufficient tests to determine consis- an independent assessment. For example,
tency of accounting treatment. technical advice may be required when

b. Under certain circumstances, :. is the contractor manufactures special tools
appropriate to treat certain types of costs or incurs plant rearrangement costs
as direct charges and as overhead. For which are charged to other direct costs,
example, all travel directly applicable to or, when packaging costs represent a
government contracts or other work may significant amount of other direct costs,
be charged direct, while travel, such as in which event the auditor should seek
for recruitment and general administra- the services of fovernment packaging
tion, may be treated as overhead, experts to determine the need as we as

c. When a contractor manufactures the reasonableness of the costs for pack-
special tools, review the propriety of aging. Guidance on requesting and using
allocating overhead to the in-house man- the work of technical specialists is in
ufacturing process. When special tools Appendix D.
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6-600 Section 6 - Audit of Incurred Indirect Costs

6-601 Introduction must be attentive to any condition which
suggests that such a situation may exist.

This section presents audit guidance If such activity is suspected, the circum-
and procedures for the review o indirect stances should be reported in accordance
costs used in establishing final indirect with 4-700.
cost rates for other than firm fixed-price

I type contracts. Refer to Section 5-1000, 6-603 Scope of Audit
Indirect/Other Direct Cost Systems, for
guidance and procedures on the evalu- a. The review should provide for the
ation of the contractor's policies, proce- accomplishment of MAARs (see 6-603.2
dures, and internal controls which affect below) and should include: (1) a review
indirect costs. The guidance is also to be and evaluation of the contractor's system
used for the determination of allowable of internal control, including the means
indirect costs under other circumstances by which all echelons of management
such as reviews of terminated contracts control the level of indirect costs (see 5-
(12-304.15), reviews of progress payment 1000); (2) a review of the composition
requests (14-200), and for interim re- and suitability of the allocation bases; (3)
views of incurred costs. a review of the composition of the vari-

a. An indirect cost is any cost which is ous indirect cost pools to ascertain
not directly identified with a single final whether they are logical and bear a rea-
cost objective, but is identified with two sonable relationship to the bases used for
or more final cost objectives or an inter- apportioning expenses to operations; (4)
mediate cost objective (FAR 31.203 (a)). a review of selected indirect cost ac-
Indirect costs are to be accumulated by counts; (5) a verification to the financial
logical groups and distributed on the records; and (6) a verification of the
basis of benefits accruing to the several mathematical accuracy of the rate coin-
cost objectives. The numbers and compo- putation.
sition of cost groupings should be go- b. The extent of audit effort should be
verned by practical considerations. influenced by: (1) the adequacy of the

b. Procedures for settling final indirect contractor's policies, procedures, and in-
cost rates are presented in 6-700. Guid- ternal controls, including the contractor's
ance for audits of the base costs to which monitoring and testing efforts (see 5-
the rates apply is provided in this section. 1000); (2) the mandatory annual audit

requirements (MAARs); (3) the types of
6-602 Audit Objectives government contracts and the percentage

of participation (the total dollar value of
a. The audit objectives are to evaluate the indirect costs allocated to govern-

and determine (1) the allowability, allo- ment contracts); (4) the adequacy of the
cabiity, and reasonableness of the records based on past experience and the
chargedito aoveresnbent s contra he costs impact of changed conditions; and (5) thecharged to government contracts; (2) the
propriety of the methods used to allocate contract terms.
indirect costs to government contracts;
(3) the correctness of the bases used to 6-603.1 Types of Coatracts aadGovermmmt Patidpsdo.
apportion indirect costs; (4) the appro-
priateness of the indirect cost period; (5) a. For discuss-on, contracts other than
the consistency of the application of firm-fixed-price, time-and-materials, or
policies and procedures to the govern- labor-hour are referred to as cost-reim-
ment and to other operations; and (6) the bursable. The various types of contracts
mathematical accuracy of the computed are more fully defined in FAR Part 16.
final indirect cost rates. Audits of incurred indirect costs are

b. The discovery of fraud or other performed only at contractors with cost-
unlawful/improper activity is not the reimbursable contracts. The higher the
primary audit objective, but the auditor value and percentage of reimbursable
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costs, the greater the need to review major contractors, auditors are expectedmanagement decisions and internal con- to independently make such judgments
trols over costs and the greater the depth on the basis of specific circumstances in
of review of selected accounts. The higher each audit. General guidance on MAARs
the percentage of firm-fixed-price or is provided in 6-104. Descriptions of the
commercial work, the greater the need to MAARs are provided in 6-1S1.
review the allocation of costs between b. MAARs are historical audit tests and
government and other contracts. An anal- procedures. However, MAAR 6 (floor
ysis of participation may result in re- checks) and part of MAAR 13 (purchases
duced scope for the whole audit or only existence and consumption) can only be
certain pools. For instance, pools with accomplished during the contractor fiscal
high government participation may re- year to which they apply. It may be
quire detailed account analysis, whereas beneficial from a staffing viewpoint to
pools with no government participation accomplish portions of other MAARs
may require only a determination that during the year.
the allocation base is appropriate to as- c. The extent of audit necessary to
sure absorption of all allocable costs. accomplish any MAAR is a matter of

b. The scope of audit may also be auditor judgment, subject to supervisory
affected by the percentage and amount of review. Because of the dollar value of
subcontract or interdivisional work per- cost reimbursable work at major contrac-
formed. Prime contractors have a respon- tor locations, all MAARs will be accom-
sibility to audit their subcontractors. The plished for each year. Considerations of
auditor cognizant of the prime or higher materiality, based on government partici-
tier contractor is responsible for obtain- pation and other factors, may result in a
ing adequate audit coverage of subcon- decision to perform minimal transaction
tracts, either from the prime contractor testing.
or from the cognizant government audi-
tor (MAAR 12) (see 6-311.4 for guidance 6-603.3 Procedures and Internal Controls
on subcontract coverage by the prime The adequacy of the contractor's poli-
auditor). cies, procedures, and internal controls

c. Contractors may have both DoD and increases the auditor's reliance on cost
non-DoD contracts which may affect the representations and reduces the extent of
scope of audit because of differences in testing and verification which might oth-
procurement regulations. Some non-DoD erwise be required to express an opinion
agencies request and reimburse DCAA on the acceptability of indirect costs.
for audit services; others do not. The Refer to section 5-1000 for guidance on I
requirement for our services on non-DoD reviewing and evaluating contractor indi- I
contracts should be confirmed by a re- rect/other direct cost systems and related
view of the contract terms or discussion internal controls. The permanent files
with the appropriate contracting officer should also provide information on the
or Office of the Inspector General (see I- contractor's internal controls and prob-
300 and 15-100 for guidance on audit lem areas disclosed during ongoing audits
services for non-DoD agencies). and should be reviewed during determi-nations of audit scope.
6-603.2 Mandatory Annual Audit
Requirements (MAARs) 6-603A Past Experience and Changed

a. MAARs represent basic core audit COeMdltiOs
requirements which should be accom- a. Past experience can be a significant
plished along with the other procedures determinant of scope. Reviews of prior
discussed in this section to complete the audits not only provide the accounts
review of incurred costs. MAARs must be where costs have been questioned in the
performed at all contractors when war- past, but also the accounts where costs
ranted by materiality and/or significance, have been voluntarily deleted. If past
At major contractors it should always be experience indicates good internal con-
presumed that materiality necessitates trol over unallowable costs and minimum
accomplishment of all MAARs. At non- costs questioned, transaction testing can
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be reduced if the auditor can determine 6.603.6 Multi-Year Auditing
that the controls are still in place. A a. The auditor should consider multi-
comparative analysis of cost accounts by year audit techniques when establishing
year provides an indication of significant the audit scope. At nonmajor contractors,
changes in cost account activity or the auditor may determine it would be
changes in methods of allocation. efficient to include in the audit scope two

b. Changed conditions (MAAR 7) af- or more fiscal yearst incurred costs. Also,
fect the reasonableness of costs and the at major contractors, it may be efficient
equitable distribution of indirect costs. at mjr conr ts it a befiient

Chagesin ondtios my sgnficnl to audit certain accounts on a multi-yearChanges in conditions may significantly basis.
affect the development of indirect cost b.rats. hes chnue ma inludbth Multi-year auditing techniques
rates. These changes may include the should be based on the following guide-award of a significant cost-reimburse- lines:
ment contract when porior overnment (1) For each year being audited, per-
contracts were primarily of the firm- form the following MAARs: Permanent
fixed-price type; a shift in emphasis from File MAARs (1, 3, 7); Reconciliation
research to production, which may re- MAARs (2, 4, 9, 14, 15, 19); and Specialquire reclassifying indirect costs into dif- Prpose MAARs (5, 6, 8, 12, 13, 17, 18).
ferent departments; or changing the See CAM 6-104.
method of allocating and distributing (2) Perform the transaction testing
indirect costs. Further, significant varia- MAARs 10, 11, 16, and 20 in accordance
tions in levels of production and techno- with the following guidance. Normally,
logical modernization of manufacturing transaction testing will be performed
facilities (14-800) may require a review across all years.ingwever, on
to determine the effect on facilities, la- testing can be However, transactionbor, ad indrectscsts. cc nt b limited to one year if
bor, and indirect costs. account balances and conditions are sim-
6-603.5 Contract Terms ilar for all years and no significant excep-

a. As discussed in 6-603. 1(c) above, a tions are identified. If significant excep-
mixture of DoD and non-DoD contracts tions are found, transaction testing
may result in increased scope to accom- should then be expanded across all years.
modate the differences in prourementdocument the skregulations. The contract briefs state the assessment decision to limit transaction

testing to one year when no exceptions
procurement regulations which are appli- ou
cable and they may also indicate special are nd. When account balances vary
contract terms or conditions on cost significantly or conditions have changed
allowability or allocability which may from year to year, transaction testing
increase scope. The contract briefs may must be performed across all years.
indicate advance agreements made by the (3) Transaction tests of any new ac-
contracting officer affecting allowability counts should be performed in the year
or allocability, the most common of they first appear, if the accounts are
which are IR&D/B&P agreements and material.
precontract costs (see FAR 31.109 for a c. Some of the potential advantages ofdiscussion of advance agreements)c multi-year auditing include increased ef-

disuso o audvit ce agreeents). thecon ficiency in transaction testing and the useb. The auditor must identify the con- of one set of working papers to audit
tractor's status with respect to CAS (not ore t o ne y ar's to one
covered; subject to 401 and 402 only; more than one year's costs. Also, one
fully covered; fully covered and required audit report may be used to cover the
to file a disclosure statement). Compli- years audited.
ance control schedules and FMIS CAS
Compliance Testing Reports maintained 6-604 Review and Evaluation of
for each CAS-covered contractor (see 8- Cotractor's Policies, Procedures,
305) identify the status of a contractor's and Internal Controls
compliance with CAS and pinpoint spe-
cific areas requiring consideration in es- a. Chapter 5-100 presents general guid-
tablishing the audit scope. ance for the review and evaluation of a
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contractor's policies, procedures, and in- dollars) on existing contracts should be
ternal controls. Guidelines applicable to studied and presented by the contractor
the review and evaluation of policies, as a part of its overall support for the
procedures, and internal controls as they change. The contractor should have a
relate to indirect/other direct costs are procedure requiring this support and
discussed in 5-1000. identifying any required reporting. For

b. Sources for the review of internal CAS-covered contractors, the reporting
controls are found in the permanent files requirements for accounting changes are
(see 4-405.1). The Internal Control Audit in 8-303.3 and FAR 52.230-5(a). There is
Planning Summary, Disclosure State- no similar requirement for non-CAS-cov-
ments, and CAS Compliance Control ered contractors; however, a similar anal-
Schedules should be reviewed and updat- ysis will assist the auditor in evaluating
ed during incurred cost audits. Inade- the proposed change. Every effort should
quate internal controls or noncompli- be made to obtain this information from
ances with FAR or CAS should be anno- the contractor, otherwise, the auditor
tated on the appropriate control docu- should estimate the impact.
ment, e.g., Internal Control Audit Plan- c. Review of Changes. When changes

I ning Summary or CAS compliance con- are identified, they should be reviewed to
trol schedules (MAAR 1), and reported determine that (1) they comply with CAS
immediately to the ACO. (see 8-303.3), if applicable, and (2) they

do not have the effect of improperly
6-604.1 Effect of Changed Conditions circumventing cost targets or ceilings of

The auditor should review for changes certain contracts or other significant cost
in procedures and practices for charging categories.
direct or indirect costs. Such changes
could result in circumventing cost targets 6-6042 Voluntary Management
or ceilings or produce inconsistencies in Reductions
the treatment of direct and indirect costs, Contractors with weak or ineffective
especially between cost reimbursable and controls to separately identify and ex-
other contracts or between government clude unallowable costs frequently at-
and other contracts. The review for tempt to reduce their risk of noncompli-
changes in direct and indirect charging ance by using alternative procedures. The
satisfies MAAR 7. most common procedure is the applica-

a. Determining Changed Conditions. A tion of bottom line reductions to estimate
review of corporate minutes, which gen- the amount of unallowable costs. These
erally record top management decisions, reductions, generally referred to as volun-
may disclose changes having an impact tary management reductions, are often
on indirect cost. Discussions with con- unsupported estimates and do not identi-
tractor personnel and physical plant ob- fy specific unallowable costs. The use of
servations (see 6-608.2a) also provide this type of reduction is not an acceptable
information on changed conditions. To- alternative to an effective system of con-
day, physical plant observations take on a trols. Cost Accounting Standard 405 and
new importance in view of contractors' FAR 31.201-6 (accounting for unallowa-
current trend toward modernization of ble costs) require contractors to specifi-
manufacturing facilities (5-108d, 14- cally identify and exclude unallowable
800). In addition, comparisons of the costs from incurred cost proposals sub-
current claim with prior year amounts mitted to the government. The auditor
(see 6-608.2c) and a review of the perma- should not offset any unallowable costs
nent files may disclose changes. found during the audit with voluntary

b. Reporting Changed Conditions. As a management reductions. Since the audi-
continuing audit responsibility, the audi- tor does not review all transactions, the
tor should test the internal controls and probability exists when contractors have
procedures for reporting changed condi- ineffective controls that the actual
tions which affect indirect costs. When a amount of unallowable costs may exceed
chL.nge in indirect cost method is pro- the management reduction. The auditor
posed by a contractor, the effect (in should also prepare appropriate
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CAS/FAR noncompliance and internal cruals is included; and that CAS 406
control deficiency reports when the con- criteria are met, if applicable.
tractor uses management reductions in c. Quick closeout procedures which

lieu of having adequate controls to allow the final period of a contract to be
identify and segregate unallowable costs. closed at other than final rates for the full

year are discussed in 6-610.2 and 6-1009.6-605 Indirect Cost Base Period
6-606 Evaluation of Allocation

a. The contractor must select a time Methods
period to be used as a base period (cost
accounting period) for accumulating and 6-606.1 Genera
reporting costs. The base period for the
allocation of indirect expenses to opera- a. Indirect costs should be accumulated
tions is generally the period during which by logicai (homogeneous) cost groupings
the expenses were incurred (matching (pools), with due consideration of the
principle) and usually represents a calen- reasons for incurring such costs, and
dar year or a fiscal year. allocated to cost objectives in reasonable

(1) For contracts subject to modified proportion to the beneficial or causal
CAS coverage and for non-CAS-covered relationship of the pool costs to the final
contracts, the base period for allocating cost objective (FAR 31.203(b)). To satis-
indirect costs must be determined in fy MAAR No. 18, the auditor should
accordance with FAR 31.203(e). The determine that the allocation bases used
base period will normally be the contrac- by the contractor for the allocation of
tor's fiscal year. indirect costs are equitable and consis-

(2) For contracts subject to full CAS tent with any applicable CAS require-
coverage, the criteria and guidance in ments, generally accepted accounting
CAS 406 (8-406) must be used for select- principles, and applicable provisions of
ing the cost accounting periods used in the contract. Guidance on the verifica-
allocating indirect costs (FAR 31.203(e)). tion of the activity base is in 6-609.
Instances of noncompliance with CAS Guidance on verification of the rate
406 should be reported to the ACO computation is in 6-610. Guidance on
immediately (see 8-300 for guidance on the transitional method for G&A expense
reporting noncompliances). under CAS 410 is provided in 8-410a.

b. In certain circumstances, it may be b. Knowledge obtained from a review
more equitable for contract costing pur- of the internal control structure (see 5-
poses to use a shorter indirect cost base 1005) may reduce the extent of audit
period than the contractor's normal fiscal effort. If not reviewed, the auditor must
year. These circumstances may include make a thorough study of the indirect
the contract performance within a shorter cost activity, including the activity bases
period of time, or the provision of items used for allocation and the costs to be
or services for the government which are allocated, to determine whether the activ-
different from the normal type of activi- ity base chosen by the contractor is
ties. Other occurrences which may influ- appropriate for cost allocation and results
ence the cost accounting period include a in a reasonable measure of the activity.
major change in the contractor's organi- The base should (1) be a reasonable
zation, or the ',haseout or assumption of measure of the activity, (2) be measurable
a program or %rea of activity having an without undue expense, and, except for
unusual effect on indirect costs. When an residual G&A expense, (3) fluctuate con-
indirect cost base period other than the currently with the activity which is the
fiscal year is used, the auditor should source of the cost.
determine that the base period is suffi- c. When the methods of allocation have
ciently long to avoid inaccuracies result- been tested over an extended period and
ing from seasonal fluctuations, or that determined to be satisfactory, the auditor
appropriate adjustments have been presumes that these procedures and
made; that a proportionate share of end methods are still satisfactory. However,
of period adjustments, deferrals, and ac- when the nature of a business changes
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substantially because of a change in vol- such segregation outweigh the benefits
ume of commercial or government busi- received.
ness, or because of technological moder- (2) When the contractor's accounting
nization of the manufacturing facilities system does not provide for the segrega-
(14-800), the existing methods of allocat- tion of engineering expenses from the
ing indirect costs may not be appropriate total manufacturing pool, and when engi-
and the auditor must review and evaluate neering costs represent significant costs
them in accordance with existing condi- to the government, the auditor should
tions. If the contractor's method appears make appropriate tests to determine the
to be sound and produces equitable and equity of the combined allocation. If the
objective results, it should be accepted as combined allocation is not equitable, the
provided for in FAR 31.203 or applicable auditor should determine separate rates.
CAS (403, 410, 418.50(c)). Conversely, a For example, engineering effort may not
more appropriate basis for allocation be required on commercial or govern-
purposes should be used when it is deter- ment contracts, or it may not apply to
mined that the contractor's method pro- contracts in the same ratio as manufac-
duces inequitable results and the turing labor.
amounts involved are significant. Such a (3) Contractors modifying their ac-
condition would result in a FAR counting systems to an advanced cost
31.203(b) or applicable CAS noncompli- management system are adopting well
ance (see 8-300). thought out plans for distributing and

d. Part IV of the contractor's disclosure identifying costs to objectives. The shift
statement provides information on the to an increasing number of cost pools is
contractor's bases and pools, including a not for the purpose of fragmenting the
functional or departmental breakdown of existing pools and bases but to portray
indirect expenses. A review of the disclo- more accurate product cost. During the
sure statement (or equivalent data from accounting system development phase,
non-CAS-covered contractors) will fre- contractors should consider the cost ben-
quently assist in determining whether efit relationship between a large number
cost allocations are equitable. Any differ- of cost pools and better costing in striking
ences or inadequacies should be identi- a reasonable balance. Auditors should
fled and reported to the ACO in accor- consider and, if necessary, discuss the
dance with 8-200. If the contractor is not cost benefit analyses at progress briefings
required to disclose its practices, a com- conducted during the implementation
parison should be made between the period.
claim and the contractor's written poli- b. When a contractor's activities are
cies or procedures. decentralized, the use of separate indirect

cost rates for each geographic location
6-606.2 Number and Composition of will normally produce more equitable
Pools allocations of indirect cost than the use of

a. The number and composition of composite or company-wide rates. Over-
pools should be governed by practical head rates determined for off-site activi-
considerations (FAR 31.203(b)) and/or ties should be based on eliminating from
CAS (418, 403, and 410). the overhead pool those types of indirect

(1) Proper allocation of manufacturing costs which do not benefit off-site activi-
overhead generally requires the use of ties. For example, occupancy costs may
departmental or burden center rates. be eliminated from off-site pools because
However, the use of a single plant-wide the contractor uses government facilities.
rate may be acceptable when it can ",! c. The manner in which contract prices
demonstrated that its use will result in were negotiated may have a significant
equitable allocations: for example, when bearing on the method for absorbin
a single product is manufactured; when costs on individual contracts or groups of
several products are manufactured but contracts. Advance understandings or
each requires proportionately the same "ground rules" may be established by
amount of overhead work, or when the agreement between the contracting offi-
contract activity is so small that costs of cer and the contractor to facilitate final
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cost determination. (See FAR 31.109 for gerial and supervisory effort can be mea-
a description of advance agreements.) sured in terms of the relative benefit

d. The cost of money (CAS 414) is an conferred on differing elements of the
imputed cost which is identified with the activity base, CAS 410.50d merely re-
total facilities capital associated with quires that the base be representative of
each indirect cost pool and is allocated to the activity being managed or supervised.
contracts over the same base used to CAS 418.50d(2)(i) requires that direct
allocate the other expenses included in labor hours or direct labor dollars be used
the cost pool. The cost of money may be for overhead allocation except under spe-
considered to be an indirect expense cial circumstances as noted below, and
associated with an individual cost pool that selection between the two should be
but should be separately identified. The based on which is the more likely to vary
cost of money is subject to all of the same in proportion to the costs included in the
allocation procedures as any other indi- pool.
rect expense (see 8-414). b. Acceptable activity bases for appor-

tionment of overhead and service depart-
6-606.3 Allocation Bases For Overhead ment costs include among others, direct
and Service Centers labor hours, direct labor costs, direct

a. Overhead ordinarily includes costs labor plus fringe benefits, prime costs,
incurred to support direct labor or acqui- direct material cost, value or units of
sition, storage, and issuance of direct production, floor space, cubic content,
materials. Therefore, overhead is ordi- meter readings, and machine hours. Any
narily allocated to final cost objectives one or a combination of these may be
without any intermediate allocations, acceptable in a particular case and unac-
Service centers are departments or other ceptable in another. The following para-
functional units which perform specific graphs contain guidance to assist the
technical and/or administrative services auditor in reviewing the more common
for the benefit of other units. Their cost methods of allocating overhead and ser-
can be allocated partially to specific final vice center costs.
cost objectives as direct costs and partial- (1) Direct Labor Hours. Direct labor
ly to other indirect cost pools, usually hours is an acceptable base for allocation
based on units of output. of overhead costs when the employees are

(1) When CAS is applicable, the audi- largely interchangeable such as in a man-
tor should refer to the requirements of ufacturing operation. The basic data for
CAS 418 and implementing audit guid- using direct labor hours usually are avail-
ance in 8-418 in addition to this section. able through job tickets. However, if the
Even though CAS does not apply, the cost of accumulating the data is prohibi-
auditor will find the guidance in CAS 418 tive, the use of this basis is not recom-
to be useful in evaluation of allocation mended.
bases; however, FAR, not CAS, must be (2) Direct Labor Cost. This activity
cited as a reason for questioning the base is used for allocating overhead be-
appropriateness of the base. cause data are readily available and the

(2) In the evaluation of an allocation method is simple and economical. Labor
base for overhead or service center costs, costs are usually controlled by payroll
the auditor should refer to the guidance records and the general books of account,
in CAS 418.50e for pools which do not and the base is subject to audit verifica-
contain material amounts of the costs of tion. This basis is usually acceptable at a
management or supervision of the base manufacturing location when labor rates
activities and CAS 418.50d for those are relatively uniform and when produc-
which do. CAS 418.50e recommends a tion labor is a significant element of the
hierarchy of bases, the most preferred product cost.
being measures of resource consumption (a) This basis is often used at non-
followed by measures of output and final- manufacturing locations. Employees at
ly by a surrogate measure which varies in such locations have widely differing skills
proportion to services received. Since and salaries which are correlated to their
neither consumption nor output of mana- technical expertise. which in turn is the
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subject matter of contracts with such indirect costs on a plant-wide basis. One
locations. Related overhead is primarily or more of these bases may be used to
supervision and occupancy, both of allocate service department expenses to
which tend to vary directly with the cost producing departments or to cost centers.
of professional labor. (6) Machine Hours. The use of ma-

(b) When direct labor cost is the basis chine hours as the basis for allocating
for allocating costs, the auditor should indirect costs may be appropriate when
normally eliminate all overtime and shift the principal factor in production is the
premium costs from the base. However, use of machinery. It is most frequently
overtime and shift premium costs need used to allocate the indirect costs of a
not be excluded from the base when (1) manufacturing department or service
the amount of audit work required does center using large machines. Today's
not warrant it or (2) equally equitable trend toward technological moderniza-
results will be obtained even though these tion of manufacturing facilities tends to
additional costs are included, intensify machine orientation on the fac-

(c) When direct engineering labor cost tory floor (14-800). As a result, careful
is the base for allocating the related consideration must be given to the suit-
engineering costs at a manufacturing lo- ability of overhead allocation bases. With
cation, adequate tests should be made of the movement toward a machine orienta-
the salary or wage levels of employees tion, the use of machine hours and other
engaged on government contracts com- machine oriented bases (such as process
pared to the overall engineering salary time and operation movements) is likely
and wage structure. If the average wage of to become relatively more appropriate.
employees engaged on government con- Objections to the use of machine hours as
tracts is substantially different from the a basis for allocating overhead costs
overall average, the direct labor cost include the expense of accumulating spe-
method ordinarily will not be acceptable. cial cost data not otherwise required.
In such instances, the auditor should However, with the advent of machinery
consider recommending a direct engi- encompassing the ability to accumulate
neering labor hour base. performance data, these objections may

(3) Direct Material Cost. Direct mate- not continue to be applicable.
rial cost may be used to allocate costs of c. Some advanced cost management
material handling (purchasing, receiving, systems will place a stronger focus on the
or shipping) departments. It is particular- activities of a business. For businesses
ly important that the auditor analyze the that made technological progress, this
pool and base relationship. For example, means a shift to more machine oriented
total material cost may not be an appro- allocation bases, such as machine hours,
priate base if it includes significant costs process time, and operational move-
for items which are not received at the ments. In other areas of the business
contractor's plant but are drop shipped operations, appropriate allocation bases
directly to the end user. may be transaction volume or services

(4) Unit of Product. The unit of prod- rendered, such as space utilization, plant
uct method is perhaps the simplest form layout, engineering change notices, and
of allocation because it distributes over- purchase requisitions. Selection of appro-
head equally to each unit of product priate allocation bases which have a
manufactured during the period. How- causal or beneficial relationship with the
ever, the use of this method is limited to pooled costs is no different for an ACMS
companies producing a single product, or (see 14-800) than for traditional account-
a few products which contain elements ing and is compatible with the require-
such as weight, dimension, or other mea- ments of CAS 418.50(e).
sure common to all the products pro-
duced. 6-6. Allocatio Bse for Gen" and

(5) Floor Space, Cubic Content, and Administrative Expense Other Than
Meter Readings. Floor space area, value Corpomate/Home Ofkce Expense
of space, cubic content, or meter readings a. G&A expenses are any management,
may be used to allocate certain types of financial, and other expenses which are
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incurred by or allocated to a business inequitable distribution of the G&A ex-
unit and which are for the general man- penses to final cost objectives.
agement and administration of the busi- (3) All contractors are covered by FAR
ness unit as a whole. When CAS 410 31.203(b), which states, "Indirect costs
applies, the auditor should refer to the shall be accumulated by logical groupings
requirements of the standard and imple- (which) should be determined so as to
menting audit guidance in 8-410. When permit distribution of the groupings on
CAS 410 does not apply, the auditor may the basis of the benefits accruing to the
refer to CAS 410 in conjunction with the various cost objectives." If a contractor
guidance in this section. Audits of corpo- which is not CAS-covered has a single
rate/home office expense allocations, and pool, the auditor must evaluate its alloca-
G&A expense allocation under facilities tion base against this requirement.
contracts are discussed in 6-606.5 and 6- b. The subparagraphs below provide
606.6. comments on distribution bases which

(1) The pool grouping should be as- may be proposed for allocating G&A
sessed using the principles set forth in expense to contracts/jobs where Cost
FAR 31.201-4, Allocability, and 31.203, Accounting Standards do not apply. In
Indirect Costs. The expenses in the G&A the event any of these bases of allocation
pool should represent only the cost of are used and accepted on the basis that
those activities that are necessary to the no inequity results, such acceptance
overall operation of the business, al- should be qualified in the audit report
though a direct relationship to any partic- and the contractor notified that a more
ular cost objective cannot be shown. The appropriate distribution base will be used
cost of those activities incurred specifi- in the future if it is determined that the
cally for a contract or that can be distrib- selected base is creating an inequity.
uted to both government and other work (1) Cost Input. Cost input is the cost,
in reasonable proportion to the benefits except G&A, which for contract cost

* received should be removed from the purposes is allocable to the production of
G&A pool and distributed to the final goods and services during the cost ac-
cost objectives on a more appropriate counting period. The most often used
basis. Expenses which are not G&A ex- bases are: total cost input (TCI), all costs
penses but are insignificant in amount excluding G&A; value-added cost input,
may be included in the G&A expense all costs excluding material, subcontracts,
pool. and G&A; and single element cost input.

(2) The distribution base should be Cost input bases are generally acceptable
evaluated to assure that it is common to for government contracts because they
all cost objectives to which the G&A pool express the causal and beneficial relation-
is to be allocated. As stated in CAS ship between G&A expenses and all of
410.50(bXl), the G&A allocation base the final cost objectives of a cost account-
should be a cost input base representing ing period (matching principle).
the total activity of the business unit. (2) Cost of Goods Sold. The cost of
Cost input bases are discussed in 6- goods sold base is often identical to TCI,
606.4b(1) and include total cost input, and when identical it is acceptable. Its
value added and single element. CAS also advantage is that the amount is generally

* permits special allocations under certain available from the accounting records
conditions (CAS 410.50(j)) and permits and does not require separate computa-
variants of the foregoing cost input bases tion. Cost of goods sold bases may be
if they are representative of the total unsatisfactory when the G&A expense
year's business activity and produce an allowable under government contracts is
equitable distribution of the G&A ex- more closely related to production for the
penses to all final cost objectives (CAS period than to products distributed and
410 supplement). The auditor must rec- sold. Distortions are most likely to result
ommend another distribution base when when some of the contractor's products
it is determined that the selected base require a long manufacturing cycle, or
does not adequately represent the total when commercial items are produced for
year's business activity or results in an stock or leasing rather than to fill sales
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commitments. G&A expenses which are has been completed and the price negoti-
not clearly a part of production may not ated.
be applied to inventory because to do so
would violate generally accepted account- 6-606.5 Allocation Bases for
ing principles. Distortion may also result Corporate/Home Office Expense
if a contractor classifies all costs incui red a. When CAS 403 applies, reference
under cost-type contracts as sales when should be made to the requirements of
the costs are incurred, but does not the standard and implementing audit
record sales under fixed-price contracts guidance in 8-403. When CAS 403 does
and other work until shipment of the not apply, it may be used as general
completed product. information in conjunction with the

(3) Cost of Sales. Cost of sales includes guidance in this section.
selling costs whereas cost of goods sold b. Home office expense is the cost of
does not. The cost of sales base is inequi- administering the overall operations of a
table because the contractor is precluded multi-plant or multi-segment company.
from recovering allowable selling costs Home offices typically establish policy
and must allocate G&A to all selling for and provide guidance to the segments
costs. All other considerations affecting in their operations. They usually perform
cost of goods sold apply to cost of sales. management, supervisory, or administra-

(4) Cost of Goods Manufactured. Cost tive functions, but may also perform
of goods manufactured differs from cost service functions in support of the opera-
of goods sold in that it includes ending tions of the various segments. The costs
inventories and excludes beginning may include: (1) those incurred for the

v r Cot obenefit of a specific segment, such asventories. Cost of goods manufactured is specialized consulting services or leases
generally not an acceptable allocation for specific facilities; (2) those incurred
base for G&A expense under government for the benefit of several but not all
contracts because it does not adequately segments, or for several segments in
represent the cost of production for the differing proportions, such as a central
accounting period. Cost of goods manu- computer center or similar service opera-
factured includes prior period costs ap- tions or fringe benefit costs such as
plicable to goods in process at the begin- pensions and insurance; (3) those in-
ning of the accounting period and ex- curred for the common benefit of all
cludes current period costs applicable to segments, such as board of directors
goods remaining in process at the end of expenses or top executive salaries. Costs
the accounting period. Distortions are of the third type, often referred to as
most likely to result when the contrac- "residual" corporate/home office ex-
tor's products require varying manufac- pense, are typically allocated to all seg-
turing cycles, some longer than others, or ments over a common allocation base
inventories of raw materials and work in except as discussed in d. below. Costs of
process vary significantly between the the first two types, where significant,
beginning and end of the accounting require separate allocation for equitable
periods. costing of government contracts at the

(5) Total Sales. Total sales as a basis for various segments.
allocating G&A expense is generally not c. The segment auditor should identify
acceptable for government contracts be- all type (1) and type (2) expenditures
cause: (i) the concurrence of sales with allocated or charged to the segment, and
production usually varies between the should request audit assistance simulta-
items produced for the government and neously with the request for verification
those produced commercially, (2) the of the corporate (type (3)) allocation.
margin of profit may vary appreciably Whether or not assist audit requests have
among contracts and between govern- been received, the corporate auditor
ment and other work, and (3) the final should initiate the reviews of charged and
selling price of incentive type contracts or allocated expense without delay. The
other contracts which contain price revi- corporate auditor is also required to
sion terms is not known until the work review and report on significant matters
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contained in the corporate financial staff for general administrative support.
statements, minutes, SEC filings, and tax (See 6-606.6 regarding allocations to
returns, and to furnish an information GOCO activities.)
copy of the published financial state- f. The form of the business (foreign or
ments to the segment auditors, domestic), the extent of ownership (whol-

d. To evaluate the bases used by the ly- or partially-owned), or the accounting
contractor to distribute home office ex- treatment for financial accounting pur-
penses, the auditor should carefully re- poses (consolidated or unconsolidated)
view the organizational structure and are not basic criteria for determining
operations of the corporate office and whether a particular segment should be
each corporate segment, including details included in or excluded from the residual
of the type of service and support ren- allocation base. Also, the fact that an
dered by the corporate office to each individual contract or group of contracts
segment. This may require close coopera- does not permit recovery of corporate
tion among the contract auditors cogni- office expenses is not a reason to exclude
zant of the company sites. (See 15-200 for the operating segment performing the
information on the contract audit coordi- contract(s) from the base of allocation.
nator (CAC)program which has been Once an appropriate base for distributing
established to facilitate this coordination indirect costs has been accepted, it
within DCAA.) In addition, the corpo- should not be fragmented by removing
rate/home office auditor is responsible individual elements (FAR 31.203(c)).
for the necessary reviews of segments not Also see CAS 410.50j for a discussion of
involved in government contract work. special allocations. To the extent that the
The objective is to see that the contrac- home office provides necessary support
tores allocations proportionately distrib- for the segment, a proportionate share of
ute home office costs to all segments of the residual expenses should be allocated
the business on the basis of the relative to that segment.
benefits received. Use the applicable con-
tract cost principles (such as FAR 31.201- 6-606.6 Allocation Bases for Residual
4, 31.202, and 31.203) as criteria to Corpate/Hone Office Expense to
evaluate the contractor's method. GOCO Activities

e. Residual expenses generally have no a. Special attention should be given to
discernible direct benefit to a particular the appropriate allocation of residual
segment but are necessary to the overall corporate/home office expense to govern-
business operations. They may be catego- ment-owned contractor-operated
rized as costs relating to the prudent (GOCO) plants. Contractor's GOCO ac-
management of all resources at the dis- tivities are usually conducted on a basis
posal of the corporation. Residual ex- substantially independent of supervision
penses may include the salaries, fringe by higher corporate echelons. In addi-
benefits, occupancy costs, taxes, and oth- tion, less administrative support is usual-
er administrative expenses of the board ly received from the central office since
of directors, executive committees, cor- many corporate administrative services
porate officers, and administra- are paralleled by the GOCO administra.
tive/executive management officials. The tive activity. In such circumstances, it
basis of allocation of residual expenses would not be equitable to distribute a
should reflect the total activities of all share of all the higher level supervisory or
segments of the business. However, cer- administrative expenses to these plants
tai segments may require cial alloca- on a proportionate basis by any of the
tions of residual expense iftheir opera- methods commonly used to allocate re-
tions are relatively self-contained or self- sidual corporate/home office expense to
sufficient and/or require minimal admin- segments.
istrative support from the corpo- b. Each auditor at a GOCOplant will
rate/home office. Conversely, a segment provide the corporate/home office audi-
may require special allocation in tor information on the nature and extent
amounts greater than the average rate if it of administrative functions performed at
is highly dependent upon the home office the GOCO plant. The auditor at the
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home office will review with the contrac- tions. Figure 6-6-1 is an example of the
tor whether portions of the home office development of such rates.
expenses duplicate these functions, so d. Where CAS 403 applies, any special
that a suitable corporate allocation struc- allocations of residual corporate/home
ture is developed for GOCO activities. office expenses to GOCO activities are

c. If it is appropriate to allocate less established by agreement between the
residual expenses to a GOCO, the con- contractor and the government in accor-
tractor may accomplish this by develop- dance with CAS 403.40(cX3) and
ing two expense rates as follows: (1) a 403.50(d). Only a contracting officer may
basic rate reflecting those corporate ex- execute such an agreement, but the con-
bnsi rtwhich apply to all work of the tract auditor will normally evaluate thepensestwhic ly to a nt or a- proposed method before an initial agree-
contractor including GOCO plant opera- ment. The auditor will evaluate the con-
tions, and (2) a rate in addition to the tinuing appropriateness of the contrac-
basic rate reflecting those corporate ex- tor's method during each audit cycle, and
penses which apply to all work of the advise the contracting officer if any for-
contractor except GOCO plant opera- mal agreement warrants revision.

Figure 6-6-1 (Ref. 6-606.6)
SAMPLE OF CORPORATE EXPENSE RATES - GOCO ACIVITIES

Rate Calculations
Totals Basic Additional

Resia Corporate Expensm
asic (applicable to aill segment

activities) $ 20,000 $ 20,000 -
Blam (apl icable to non-GOCO
seem activities) S 40,000 - S 40'000

$:60 0o00 S 20,000 $ 40o00

Be of Allocmion:
GOCO saegeaw activities S 200,000 S 200,000 -
AN other sgmest activities S 800.000 $ 800,000 $800.000

$ 1000,000 S 1000,000 1800.000

Rates - 2% 5%

Note: In this illustration, the corporate expense rate applicable to GOCO activities is
2 'F',e rate applicable to other activities of the contractor is 7%.

6-47 Alciattiot of lirbect Costs to under a government contract may be
Facilitis Comacts governed by special provisions in the

contract. (The rationale for such special
6-"07.1 labodctiott provisions is more fully presented in

FAR 31.106 and in DoD CAS Working
The procurement or maintenance of Group Paper No. 79-24. This paragraph

facilities for the account of a third party deals mainly with facilities contracts (a
is not normal to the business operations special type of contract as described in
of most contractors. Therefore, indirect FAR 45.301 and 45.302-2), but similar
cost allocations related to such efforts special provisions may also be included
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in other types of contracts (FAR 45.302- FAR 31.106-2(e) and, if applicable, CAS
3). In such cases, the same guidance 418.)
would apply. b. Work on facilities installation or

rehabilitation, performed by plant main-
"6467.2 AUdit Policy tenance labor, is not subject to an alloca-

Audit treatment of indirect cost alloca- tion of unrelated indirect costs such as
tions to facilities contracts will be as costs of (1) supervision of direct produc-
follows: tion labor, (2) depreciation and mainte-

a. Recommendations for preaward nance of production machinery and
pricing, including forward pricing rate equipment, and (3) storage of raw materi-
agreements, will be based on the cost al or finished goods. (See FAR 31.106-
principles and standards that apply to the 2(d).)
preponderance of the contractor's antici- c. The contractor's usual indirect cost
pated work for the future period involved allocations for production apply to any
(usually FAR and CAS). facilities contract work that (1) uses the

b. After contract award, indirect cost contractor's direct labor and manufactur-
allocations will be based on the contract ing processes, and (2) involves facilities
provisions (including pertinent advance items that are used in the regular course
agreements) to the extent feasible. of the contractor's business. (See FAR

c. The auditor should follow the proce- 31.106-2(d).)
dures in 3-204 if there are conflicts
among cost allocation requirements in 6-607.4 G&A Allocation Per W.G. 79-24
different contracts or advance agree- DoD CAS Working Group Paper No.
ments with the same contractor, or if 79-24 (W.G. 79-24) states DoD policy on
special provisions are inconsistent with special allocation of s.gment G&A ex-
applicable procurement regulations in- pense to facilities acquisition costs under

Scluding Cost Accounting Standards. facilities contracts. It states that facilities
acquisitions usually receive less benefit

6-607.3 FAR Cost Principles from G&A expense than do other con-
Facilities contracts will normally pro- tracts, and requires a special allocation

vide that costs will be determined in when this is the case. The paper applies
accordance with FAR 31.106. FAR CAS 410.50(j) to such situations. A DoD
31.106-2 states a general rule that (1) a procurement office would likely follow
contractor's usual allocation method will the same approach in the event of a non-
be varied as necessary to produce an CAS-covered facilities acquisition pro-
equitable result under facilities contracts gram, as an implementation of the gener-
and (2) the variation(s) will be accounted al policy expressed in FAR 31.106-2.
for by adjusting the indirect cost pool(s) NASA and other non-DoD procurement
and distribution base(s). It also states the offices may apply similar principles. Un-
desirability of an advance agreement (ad- der W.G. 79-24, the contractor's normal
vance agreements are discussed in FAR G&A allocation will apply to facilities
31.109) on the subject. FAR 31.106-2 maintenance effort; the special allocation
gives specific criteria for allocating indi- is only for the costs of contractor ac-
rect manufacturing and plant operational quired government funded facilities.

* costs, summarized as follows: Where needed, the contractor should (1)
a. Indirect manufacturing and plant develop an appropriate allocation meth-

operation costs that relate mainly to od for facilities contracts and any similar
direct labor or indirect plant mainte- non-government work and (2) propose
nance labor are not allocable to the and cost all such effort as consistently as
purchase of facilities, or services in con- possible.
nection therewith, from outside sources
on a completed basis. (See FAR 31.106- 6-608 Evaluation of Indirect Costs
2(c)) However, certain indirect costs may
have a beneficial or causal relationship 6-60.1 General Guidance
and should be appropriately allocated to a. Indirect costs are incurred as a result
the acquisition of such facilities. (See of business decisions made at all levels of
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management. These decisions may be clude both analytical procedures such as
based on established policies or may be a the comparative analysis MAARs (e.g., 8
manager's choice among several options and 15) and transaction testing. The
for achieving an objective. The auditor auditing standards do not envision any
should consider the reasons underlying circumstance where the assessed level of
management decisions when a specific control risk would be low enough to
cost item and the government's interest eliminate the need for substantive test-
in the total allocated portion of indirect ing, however, the level of substantive
costs is significant. testing should be tailored based on the

b. The audit objectives are to (I) ascer- criteria discussed in c. above. Ac-
tain the extent to which the contractor's counts/transactions to be tested can be
policies are being implemented at the selected considering the techniques de-
operating level, (2) determine whether scribed in 6-608.2. Sensitive accounts
the contractor is maintaining adequate should be audited frequently, or on an
control over the level of indirect expendi- annual basis as appropriate, while less
tures, (3) ascertain and evaluate signifi- sensitive accounts should be selected on a
cant fluctuations in the ratios of the rotating basis.
accounts to the allocation base, and (4) e. At higher risk nonmajor contractors
determine whether the contractor has and at those nonmajor contractors where
excluded from expense pools costs which there is no recent audit experience, trans-
are unallowable because of the provisions action testing of significant account bal-
of law, regulations, or the contract; un- ances and transaction classes that are
reasonable in nature or amount; inappli- considered medium or high risk should
cable to the government operations; or be completed each year. At documented
inapplicable to the indirect cost pool or low risk nonmajor contractors transac-
period being reviewed. This section pro- tion testing is required every other year
vides guidance on the techniques for for single year audits, and for at least one
selecting accounts to be analyzed and the of the years for multi-year audits, to
basis for questioning costs. determine and document that the con-

c. A transaction testing plan should be tractor continues to be low risk. The low
prepared to document evaluation of the risk determination and the subsequent
contractor's annual incurred cost propos- level of transaction testing (or conclusion
al. This plan should fully consider all that transaction testing is not required in
significant costs, both direct and indirect, the current year) must be documented in
The auditor should ensure that all trans- the working papers See 6-603.6 for addi-
action testing MAARs and any other tional guidance.
MAARs not accomplished during the f. Movement to an ACMS (see 14-800)
preliminary steps of the annual incurred can encompass a large number of cost
cost audit or other field work are ad- pools (see 6-606.2). Successful accom-
dressed in the transaction testing plan. plishment of reviews encompassing a
The extent of required transaction testing large number of pools depends upon the
should be based on consideration of all application of the basic audit concepts of
the following factors: materiality and risk assessment during

(I) assessment of control risk, the audit planning stages. First, look for
(2) prior audit experience (including the strength of internal controls over the

the documented risk shown on the system itself (see 5-1000 Indirect/ODC
ICAPS), System Reviews). Then, determine the

(3) materiality, areas of risk and materiality. Are they
(4) reliance on the work of others, and concentrated in several pools, or are they
(5) results of the preliminary audit concentrated in several key accounts

procedures spanning all pools? Place audit resources
d. Regardless of the assessed level of where a vulnerability assessment indi-

control risk at a major contractor, the cates the greater risk and materiality.
auditor should perform substantive tests Using a combination of auditor judgment
for significant account balances and and statistical sampling techniques, re-
transaction classes. Substantive tests in- view the high-risk/materiality pools. Con-
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sider reviewing the high-risk/materiality assist in determining the pools, cost cen-
pools more frequently and the low-risk ters, and accounts requiring the greatest
pools on a rotating basis. As an alterna- emphasis during review.
tive, determine if there are sensitive (3) The auditor should observe the
accounts which span all pools, and per- existence of idle facilities and determine
form the review focusing on these ac- whether idleness results from ordinary
counts. maintenance, lack of work, temporary

In addition, determine if the contrac- machinery breakdown, or faulty produc-
tor's internal auditors will also be per- tion planning. Guidance on the allowabil-
forming reviews on the cost pools. Coor- ity of idle facilities and capacity is pro-
dination with these auditors, after deter- vided in FAR 31.205-17.
mining the coverage and reliability of (4) The auditor's physical observation
their efforts, may provide assistance and program should include inquiries into the
minimize potential duplication. Finally, reasonableness of rework and scrap gen-
audit tools, such as downloading infor- erated. When it is determined that there
mation from the contractor's computer to is an unreasonable amount of rework or
assist the audit process, hold great prom- scrap, the auditor should ascertain the
ise as an effective approach to manage a causes. The review of rework and scrap
review of a larger number of cost pools costs may require the assistance of gov-
efficiently. ernment technical personnel.
6408.2 Techniques for Account Selection (5) The auditor should observe the

The basis for determining the specific contractor's manufacturing facilities to
areas to be selected for detailed review develop a better understanding of the
and testing and the scope of the review contractor's manufacturing processes and
should be determined by plant observa- monitor the trends in manufacturing
tions, review of management decisio, practices and processes (5-108d). Some
and account analysis. isions, contractors have accomplished substan-

a. Plant Observation. Plant observa- tial technological advancements on the
tions are an integral part of the audit of factory floor. These changes in manufac-
indirect costs. They provide valuable turing operations can cause changes in
indicators of accounts to be analyzed the flow of costs. Factory observations
and/or areas of high risk. In performing should assist in identifying the expense
the observations of a contractor's plant, pools requiring further review.
the auditor should consider the following: b. Effect of Management Decisions.

(1) When the contractor maintains The auditor should review executive or
segregated cost centers, the auditor directors' minutes, company newsletters,
should observe the manner in which and internal and external audit reports
physical and accounting segregtion is for indicators of accounts to be reviewed.
accomplished, particularly when govern- These may disclose audit leads, such as
ment contracts and commercial produc- the following:
tion are performed in the same general (1) a lag in reducing indirect costs
area. The extent of observation should be during periods of declining production,
influenced by the degree of control estab- including the retention of supervisory
lished by the contractor to preclude the and technical personnel when their ser-
interchange of operations. The observa- vices are not required at that time or in
tions should assist in ascertaining which the foreseeable future,
pools, cost centers, and accounts require (2) unwarranted increases in the num-
the greatest emphasis during the review. ber of and in the salaries of executives,

(2) The auditor should determine the indirect personnel, and engineers
manner in which the contractor estab- (3) the imposition of additional tiers of
lishes new production lines and should supervision without apparent need ex-
inquire into all aspects of a new line, cept as a means of retaining technical and
noting any similarity between the con- supervisory personnel,
templated production and the production (4) continuing liberalization of fringe
currently in process. Again, this will benefits as a means of recruiting and
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retaining technical and administrative c. General Account Analysis
personnel, (1) Nomenclature Review. Using a

(5) increased depreciation costs, attrib- copy of the contractor's post-closing trial
utable to high-cost plant expansion or balance, which has been reconciled in
changes in the method of computation, accordance with the guidance in 6-609,

(6) the inclusion of depreciation of idle the auditor should select for thorough
or excess facilities during a declining analysis those accounts which are new
production period, and/or significant in amount, vary from

(7) the leasing of facilities under "sale developed trends, or which on the basis
and leaseback" or "lease in lieu of pur- of nomenclature review or past experi-
chase" agreements in excess of ownership ence appear to be sensitive in nature and
costs, likely to contain questionable costs. How-

(8) unusual increases in expenses such ever, categories of indirect expense
as plant rearrangement, rehabilitation, should not be accepted or rejected solely
relocation, and leasehold improvements, on the basis of a nomenclature review.

(9) expansion of training programs, The actual content of accounts being
recruitment programs, and public rela- evaluated must be established through
tions expenses, testing of transactions.

(10) unusual increases in contractor (2) Comparative Analysis. The auditor
initiated research and development pro- should also compare the amounts of the
grams and bid proposals, particularly various accounts with the amounts ex-
during periods of declining production, pended in prior years and the amounts

(11) investments in automation, mod- shown in the current year's budget. The
ernization of manufacturing facilities, or comparisons should disclose: (a) whether
mechanization, there have been significant chaijes in the

(12) a major shift in the nature of or dollar amount of individual expense
the methods used in the production pro- items which may not be comparable to a
cesses, change in the level of operations; (b)

(13) increasing costs for maintaining or whether there are unexplained differ-
overhauling old productive equipment in ences which may require a more inten-
lieu of investing in new equipment, and sive review, additional testing, and verifi-

(14) internal control weaknesses dis- cation; (c) whether management is main-
closed by internal or external *audits. taining control over expenditures by peri-
In addition, unallowable, unreasonable, odic comparisons with budgeted
excessive, or incorrectly classified costs amounts; (d) whether there have been
may be generated as a result of a contrac- reclassifications of costs or changes in
tor's policies and management decisions cost accounting practices; and (e) wheth-
underlying the policies. (See 6-604 for er the expense is recorded in the proper
comments on the review of policies, account identified with the cost center,
procedures, and internal controls.) For department, or expense pool which de-
example, a contractor's policy for record- rives the benefit. When the pattern indi-
ing costs may be designed to provide cates a tendency for indirect costs to
flexibility in charging engineering costs increase in comparison to direct costs,
directly to contracts, IR&D and B&P, or the auditor should determine the factors
to overhead depending on monetary limi- which are contributing to the increases
tations of contracts or advance agree- (see the list of factors affected by manage-
ments. When a contractor's policy is ment decisions in 6-608.2b above). These
questioned, the auditor should evaluate comparative analysis procedures will sat-
the probable consegquences of continuing isfy MAAR 15. Follow-up and resolution
the questioned policy and make appro- of discrepancies noted in the foregoing

iate recommendations. Such cases may analyses and the related testing of trans-
be reportable under the provisions of 4- actions satisfies MAAR 16. The review of
700 (detection and reporting of fraud, account detail and individual transac-
other unlawful activity, or improper tions must include a determination of the
practices). sources of journal entries and testing to
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ensure propriety. These procedures will (4) Miscellaneous Charges. Miscella-
satisfy MAAR 20. neous charges to indirect costs may result

(3) Quantitative Methods. The use of from transactions of earlier or future
graphic and computational analysis tech- periods. Included in this category are
niques can be helpful in the review of depreciation expenses, amortization of
incurred costs. The auditor may be able prepaid costs, and accruals of liabilities.
to detect trends or correlations which Entries representing the write-off of pre-
permit the focus of attention on indirect payments or the establishment of accrued
expense accounts, pools, departments, or liabilities should be tested for propriety,
other segments of cost which appear to be reasonableness, allocability to the period,
unreasonable or out of line. Further, accuracy of computation, correctness of
sampling and EDP techniques (such as account distribution, and sufficiency of
DATATRAK and other data retrieval documentary support. The extent of veri-
software) will assist the auditor in select- fication should depend on the signifi-
ing transactions for review. Consider- cance of the dollar amount and the extent
ation should be given to the use of these to which the government participates in
techniques during incurred cost reviews, the cost.

d. Specific Account Analysis. In addi- (5) Miscellaneous Income and Credits.
tion to the areas discussed below, Chap- The auditor should review the contrac-
ter 7 discusses items of cost and account- tor's financial statements, tax returns and
ing methods requiring special attention. adjusting entries in the general ledger or
This chapter should be reviewed to as- other subsidiary ledgers to identify any
sure adequate coverage of any applicable income or credits in which the govern-
items. Special attention should be given ment should share as well as to evaluate
to the discussion of IR&D and B&P costs the exclusion of any adjustments not
because of its general applicability at reflected by the contractor in contract
most locations. The auditor may also costs. (See 6-609 for guidance on the
wish to refer to Supplement 3-S10 which verification of the base and pool to the
provides illustrations of various types of accounting records.)
disclosures resulting from audit reviews. (a) The auditor should review the na-

(1) Contingent Expenses. Items ture of all income received from sources
char ed to indirect expenses, not repre- other than the sales of the contractor's
sentig actual costs but rather a provision normal products. It is preferable that
for contingencies, should be excluded income, refunds, or credits applicable to
from allowable costs. The auditor should a government contract, such as purchase
refer to FAR 31.205-7. discounts, income from sale of scrap, and

(2) Indirect Labor. The audit of labor rental income, be credited directly to the
costs is discussed in Section 4 of this contract. However, if the income, re-
chapter. Recruitment costs are also dis- funds, or credits are not significant and
cussed in Section 4 because they are the contractor's accounting treatment is
closely related to the budgeting of labor equitable, these may be apportioned be-
costs and the determination of personnel tween commercial and government work
requirements. through reduction of indirect cost pools

(3) Indirect Material. Priced or quanti- or some other equitable method. The
tative year-end inventory records should extent of audit in this area will depend on
be reviewed to determine whether in- the effectiveness of the contractor's ac-
creasing costs indicate a trend towards a counting procedures. Thus, the early
buildup of supply inventories. When con- identification of system weaknesses is of
tractors account for supply items as an prime importance.
expense at time of purchase, a compari- (b) Additional items which may be
son should be made of the amounts pertinent as credits or refunds under
expended for various categories of sup- government contract costing include: re-
plies for the current and several preced- funds of various state and local taxes
ing periods. Further discussion of the such as franchise, personal property, and
audit of material costs is contained in income taxes; royalty expenses which
Section 3 of this chapter. have been accrued but remain unpaid;
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workers compensation rate adjustments;, expenses, (c) fines and penalties, (d) costs
and credits cr reduction in rates of em- of organizing or reorganizing a business
ployer contribution to pension plans, enterprise, (e) contributions, (f) interest,
death benefit plans, and similar group (g) losses on other contracts, (h) certain
insurance plans, following accumulation types of advertising and business meet-
of reserves built up through excessive ings, and (i) Federal income taxes. A
rates, reversionary credits, or in some description of these and other items and
other manner. Accomplishment of this the criteria for a determination of allowa-
review satisfies MAAR 5 at the segment bility are provided in FAR Part 31 (see
level; corporate level steps appear at 6- Appendix A), 6-700, and 8-405.
608.3b(l). (3) Certain costs or portions of cost
6-608.3 Basis for Questioning Costs may be identified as unallowable based

on advance agreements negotiated by theExpenses may be questioned based on ACO, such as IR&D and B&P.
allowability, allocability, and/or reason- b. Allocability. Costs may be ques-
ableness. Supplement 3-S10 provides il- tioned because they are not allocable to
lustrations of various types of audit dis- government contracts. Cost Accounting
closures and Supplement 4-7S1 provides Standards provide criteria on the alloca-
information on the "anti-kickback stat- bility of costs for CAS-covered contracts.
ute." For non-CAS-covered contracts FAR

a. Allowability. Certain costs are ren- provides certain criteria. The following
dered unallowable by provisions of perti- are examples of allocability issues.
nent laws, regulations, contract clauses, (1) eapsof Cosa ddity toor mtualagremen andcannt bein- (1) Ou~t-of-Period Costs. In addition to
or mutual agreement and cannot be in- recognizing the relationship of an in-cluded in prices, cost reimbursements, or cuffed expense to its objective, the audi-
settlements under government contracts curredsexpenseetohitsiobjective,(theiaudi-
to which they are allocable. The contrac- tor must relatene time factor (period toto utcertify that its indirect cos which the expense is applicable) in the
tor must cetf htisidrc otmanufacturing process. Not all expensesclaim contains no unallowable costs. The
contractor's claim should be reviewed to incurred during a given period may be
ensure that all directly associated costs allocable in their entirety to the items
have also been removed. (See 1-504.4a.) produced during that period. Therefore,

(1) When certain costs are specifically the audit effort should be directed to
identified in the contract as being unal- ascertaining whether costs such as indi-
lowable, the contract may also provide rect labor, payroll taxes, vacation ex-
criteria that must be met before a cost is pense, retirement accruals, bonuses,
considered allowable or limitations that insurance, maintenance and repairs, de-
cannot be exceeded. For example, the preciation, amortization of leasehold im-
contract may state that subcontracts or provements, and similar indirect ex-
travel must be approved by the contract- penses included in the indirect cost ac-
ing officer prior to the incurrence of the counts have been properly accrued or
cost or it may state that overtime is deferred. The object of the test is to
allowable up to a specific dollar amount disclose those indirect costs which have
only. Contract briefs should be prepared been assigned to a current period when
to identify these clauses, the cost was incurred for the purpose of

(2) CAS 405.40(a) requires that con- benefiting a future or past period. Year-
tractors affirmatively "exclude" costs end adjustments and adjustments involv-
which are either "expressly unallowable," ing prior cost periods must be reviewed
as defined in CAS 405.30(aX2), or mutu- to determine materiality and applicabili-
ally agreed to be unallowable. FAR ty to current costs. Year-end adjustments
31.201-6 repeats this requirement for may have a significant effect on the
non-CAS-covered contractors. Examples expense pool or bases for the allocation
of costs declared expressly unallowable of indirect costs. The auditor's review
by Federal statute or regulations are: (a) should insure that the contractor's year-
contingent fees (except payments to bona end adjustments actually result in a more
fide representatives), (b) entertainment precise allocation of indirect expenses.
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This analysis and the segment level steps cost previously paid in excess of the final
at 6-608.2d(5) satisfy MAAR 5. rates. Even if an audit report has been

(2) Consistent Classification. Consis- issued or the rates have been negotiated,
tency in the composition of indirect cost the government may still assess a penalty
pools must be considered in determining if it is subsequently determined that the
the validity of the indirect cost pool as a claim included unallowable cost subject
whole. When the contractor's procedures to the penalty provision. If such informa-
provide that specific items of costs are tion becomes known to DCAA, it should
charged directly to government contracts, promptly be reported to the contracting
the auditor must, prior to accepting the officer. It is the initial sub.-ission claim-
residual costs (6-606.5b) in the indirect ing the unallowable costs that establishes
cost pool, ascertain whether similar costs the contractor's liability.
are also charged directly to the commer- c. External Reviews. When an external
cial work. Items which can be identified review (e.g., GAO) discloses questionable
directly with other classes of work must costs, FAOs should assist contracting
be excluded from the expense pools if officers by assuring they are aware of the
items identifiable with government con- external review results and providing any
tracts are charged directly (see FAR assistance needed to determine the appli-
31.202 and 31.203 or CAS 402). cability of penalties.

c. Reasonableness. FAR 31.201-3 de- d. General Responsibilities. Regardless
fines reasonableness. A cost may be con- of whether the rates are audit-determined
sidered unreasonable because it was not or procurement-determined, the A1O
incurred in the most cost-effective man- determines whether or not a penalty
ner. For example, the contractor may be should be assessed and issues a demand
providing its own guard service when letter to the contractor for the amount
outside vendors may be able to provide determined. The auditor is responsible
the service at a lesser cost. Tests of for making recommendations concerning
economy and efficiency are performed the appropriateness of penalties, and for
during operations audit reviews, providing assistance in computation of

the paid portion of the disallowance for
6-606.4 Penalties for Umallowable Costs purposes of interest computation. The

a. Statute and Regulation. DFARS auditor has no authority to impose the
231.70 implements 10 U.S.C. 2324(a)- penalty, recover it against subsequent
(d), which requires that penalties be as- public vouchers, or recommend the sup-
sessed if a contractor claims a cost in an plemental penalty.
indirect cost settlement proposal that is e. Definitions
unallowable. The DFARS 231.70 applies (1) Unallowable costs are defined in
to DoD cost-type and fixed-price-incen- FAR 31.001. Specific criteria for deter-
tive-fee con .racts in excess of $100,000 mination of allowability and accounting
issued after 26 February 1987. The 1993 for unallowable costs appear in FAR
DoD Authorization Act revised the pen- 31.201-2 and 31.201-6.
alty statute to state that it applies only to 2) "Cost determined to be unallowable
expressly unallowable costs. The new law before proposal submission" means (for
is applied to all overhead proposals sub- purposes of the second-level penalty) that
mitted on or after 23 October 1992, as the contractor had a formal written deter-
well as to the proposals that were already mination (describing the particular unal-
submitted but for which an audit had not lowable costs) that became final prior to
been formally initiated. DFARS is being the submission. The DFARS gives sever-
revised to implement the new law. al examples. The regulation specifies that

b. Penalties. The penalties are assessed unappealed DCAA Form Is and con-
based upon unallowable costs being in- tracting officer determinations constitute
cluded i a proposal without regard to prior determinations of unallowability.
whether the government has actually Appealed contracting officer determina-
reimbursed the unallowable costs. The tions are final when a board or court
penalties are collected from the contrac- hearing the appeal issues its final opin-
tor in addition to recovery of any indirect ion. The final opinion must relate specifi-
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cally to the contractor. Precedents in- (4) The corporate indirect cost submis-
volving other contractors or similar costs sions include home office expenses allo-
will not be sufficient to sustain a second- cable to the divisions. Each divisions
level penalty. allocable portion of the home office ex-

(3) "Mutually agreed to be unallowable penses are also included in the division's
costs" must be specifically designated as incurred cost submission. Since the divi-
unallowable by an agreement between the sions have the contracts that include the
government and the contractor. General- penalty clause, the penalty recommenda-
ly the agreement would be in writing and tion on the allocated home office ex-
describe the costs in sufficient detail to penses should be made in the audit report
conclusively identify the costs in future on the division's annual incurred costs.
proposals or claims. Mere agreement or To assist the divisional auditor in making
concession by the contractor to a reduced penalty recommendations, the corporate
overhead rate in the settlement process auditor should identify those costs sub-
does not constitute agreement on the ject to penalty in the corporate audit
treatment of specific elements of cost, report.
unless those elements of cost are specifi- (5) If the contractor has contracts that
cally identified in the agreement and contain or should contain the penalty
determined to be unallowable costs. clause, the auditor must expand the re-

(4) The term "expressly unallowable port to specifically identify questioned
costs," as it is used in the penalty regula- costs that are subject to the first and
tion effective 23 October 1992, includes second penalty levels. The exhibit note
only those costs that are expressly unal- should contain sufficient information to
lowable under a FAR or DFARS cost show the factual basis for the penalty
principle (FAR/DFARS Section 31.205). recommended. If a second-level penalty
It does not include any costs that are is recommended, the report should cite
unallowable because they violate a regu- the specific prior determination relied
lation or contract term unless such regu- upon for the recommended penalty. The
lation or contract term is also included in reporting objective is to provide the ACO
the cost principles, with the information necessary to deter-

f. Audit Requirements mine which unallowable costs are subject
(1) The auditor should request that the to penalties and to allocate the penalties

contractor identify all contracts that con- to covered contracts. Since the ACO
tain or should contain the penalty clause determines whether a penalty is to be
in the submitted schedule of auditable imposed, the auditor should not calculate
contracts. Absence of the penalty clause the amount of penalty until requested by
in a contract does not prevent the govern- the ACO.
ment from assessing the penalty. A con- (6) Reporting requirements are further
tractor is bound by the required clause discussed in 10-500. Sample paragraphs
even though the clause is inadvertently to include in the summary of audit results
omitted, because the statute makes it a appear in 10-504.4c, and the required
mandatory clause, information to include in the exhibits

(2) The penalty statute and implement- and schedules is discussed in 10-505f and
ing regulations do not flow down to g. An exhibit should be included identi-
subcontracts. Auditors should not recom- kying questioned costs by penalty level,
mend penalties for subcontracts even amount, and percent of base subject to
though their prime contracts include the penalty (see Figure 10-5-3). To assist in
penalty clause, the application of penalties for unallowa-

(3) When a contractor division submits ble home office expenses, the audit report
an indirect cost settlement proposal that on the corporate costs should include a
includes unallowable costs subject to pen- schedule showing the costs subject to
alty, any such costs allocated to interdivi- penalty for each division (an example is
sional work performed under another included in Figure 10-5-4). The exhibit
division's covered contracts are also sub- listin; all auditable contracts should
ject to penalty. identify those contracts that contain or
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should contain the DFARS penalty (c) Base. The base subject to interest
clause, penalty depends on the amount of penal-

g. Computation of Penalty. When the ized indirect cost that has been paid by
ACO advises the auditor of his or her the government. If the total amount of
decision on disposition of a recommend- interim billings paid for the period is less
ed penalty, the auditor should provide than the total claimed indirect expenses,
assistance, as requested, to calculate the assume the contractor was reimbursed
actual penalties to be assessed to applica- for its incurred indirect expenses in the
ble contracts including the recommended following order:
period, rate, and base for assessment of (i) the allowable indirect costs agreed
inerest using data gathered during the upon in the final rate settlement,
audit of the final rate settlement propos- (ii) costs disallowed from the contrac-al.(i)cssdsloefrmtecnr-(1) Cost Portion of Penalty. The cost tor's rates as part of the settlement pro-
portion of the penalty is associated with cess that are not subject to a penalty, and
indirect costs that were proposed as part (iii) costs disallowed in the rate deter-
of indirect cost pools to be allocated over mination that are subject to penalty.
specified allocation bases. The penalized h. Recommendation of Penalties Based
costs may be expressed as a rate applica- on Statistical Sampling Review. If a sta-
ble to the same allocation bases. Calcula- tistical sampling application used to
tion of the assessed penalty requires project questioned cost includes unallow-
identification of the portion of the alloca- able costs subject to the penalty, the
tion bases applicable to contracts with portion of the sample subject to penalty
the penalty clause, will be projected to determine the ques-

(2) Interest Portion of Penalty. In cal- tioned costs subject to penalty. The total
culating the interest portion of the penal- recommended costs subject to penalty
ty consider the following: should be the point estimate of that

(a) Period. If the unallowable costs projection. Audit report presentation of
were incurred and paid evenly over the stapestical sampling results should be in
fiscal year, calculate the applicable inter- atcal s ing rus lde
est assuming all unallowable costs were accordance with 4-605.
paid at the midpoint. If the unallowable i. Voluntary Management Reductions.
costs were not incurred and paid evenly A contractor may not avoid a penalty by
over the year, the interest would have to applying a voluntary management reduc-
be computed using weighted average tion that does not specifically identify the
techniques. If a demand letter was issued unallowable costs excluded from the pro-
by the ACO, interest should not be coin- posal (see CAM 6-604.2).
puted after the date of the letter or the j. Multi-year Submissions. The facts
date of repayment by the contractor, that the contractor knew or should have
whichever is earlier. The ACO uses dif- known at the submission date determine
ferent interest calculation procedures for the penalty level to be recommended for
the time period after the demand letter is a final indirect rate proposal. If a contrac-
issued. tor has submitted one or more subse-

(b) Rate. The rate specified by the quent year's indirect cost proposals be-
Secretary of the Treasury according to fore the determination of unallowability
Public Law 92-41 Cost of Money rate) is on an earlier year's proposal, only the
the interest rate to be used. If the end first level penalty would apply to those
point of the interest computation period later years' proposals if they contain the
is unknown at the time the auditor is e posal if tey c ate
making the calculation, provide the inter- same costs that are ultimately deter-
est incurred to the end of the current mined to be unallowable for the earlier
month and the monthly interest rate year. A determination or agreement must
applicable to the outstanding balance of be made before the submission of a
paid penalized costs so that the ACO may proposal that a cost is unallowable for
adjust the calculations as necessary when that contractor, for the second level of
the ending date is known. penalty to be applicable.
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6-608.5 Specific Provisions Prior to 23 evidence which, if accepted as accurate,
October 1992 would require no further explanation for

a. Level of Penalties. There are three a reviewer to determine the appropriate
levels of penalties to be assessed: outcome. A close judgment call or "gray

(1) The first level penalty applies to area" will not meet the test.
any cost that is unallowable based on c. Contractor Errors and Withdrawals
clear and convincing evidence. This pen- (1) Neither the law nor the regulation

provides an exception for unallowableairy is equal to the amount of the disal- costs included by mistake. The auditorlowed cost plus interest on any such cost must recommend any penalty which
which was paid to the contractor. would be applicable to an unallowable

(2) The second-level penalty applies to cost claimed in an indirect cost settle-
a cost subject to the first level penalty ment proposal even if the cost was in-
which was determined to be unallowable cluded as the result of a clerical or otherbefore the indirect cost proposal submis- inadvertent error. The penalty is based
sion. This penalty is equal to twice the on the claim itself, not the intention of
amount of such disallowed cost and is in the contractor in making the claim. The
addition to the first level penalty. The law and regulation specifically state that
total penalties applied to such costs these penalties are in addition to any
would equal three times the amount of other penalties associated with the disal-
the disallowed costs plus interest on the lowed costs, e.g., fraud penalties. When it
amount actually paid. is obvious that a submission contains an

(3) The third penalty may be applied to error which results in the inclusion of an
any final indirect cost settlement propos- unallowable cost in the final indirect cost
al subject to the first or second level of claim, the error should be described in
penalty. It is assessed in an amount up to the audit report with sufficient detail to
$10,000 as a supplement to the other allow the contracting officer to determine
penalties. if the error resulted in an increased claim

b. Standard of Evidence for Unallowa- against the government.
ble Costs (2) A contractor may not avoid a

(1) Standards of evidence are standards penalty on a cost claimed in a final
set for court hearings or appeals to define indirect cost proposal by withdrawing the
the degree of certainty required to sustain submission, removing the unallowable
a verdict on an issue. For most audit cost, and resubmitting it. The auditor
issues the auditor must meet the standard should review any costs removed by a
of "preponderance of the evidence" to contractor in a subsequent proposal sub-
sustain questioning a cost. This means mission for costs subject to penalty and
that someone reviewing the evidence recommend applicable penalties for any
would be more likely to agree with the contractor removed costs as part of the
audit position than the contractor posi- audit report on the final submission.
tion in a dispute on the issue. In essence
this standard requires that the weight of 6-608.6 Specific Provisions on or After
the evidence should be greater on the 23 October 1992
audit side than on the contractor's side. a. Level of Penalties. There are two

(2) "Clear and convincing" evidence is levels of penalties to be assessed:
a higher standard than the "preponder- (1) The first level penalty applies to
ance of the evidence," but is a lower costs that are expressly unallowable. This
standard than "beyond a reasonable penalty is equal to the amount of express-
doubt" used in criminal proceedings. ly unallowable costs plus interest on such
Characteristics of an audit position based costs which were paid to the contractor.
on "clear and convincing" evidence (2) The second-level penalty applies to
would include a high probability that the costs which were determined to be unal-
questioned costs would be sustained if lowable before the indirect cost settle-
appealed and generally be reflective of ment proposal submission. This penalty
evidence which a reasonable person is equal to twice the amount of such
would accept as determinative on its face; disallowed costs.
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b. Standard of Evidence for Unallowa- (4) Other verifiable evidence exists that
ble Costs. Costs must be expressly unal- an audit was initiated and the contractor
lowable under a specific FAR or DFARS was aware of that fact. Verifiable evi-
cost principle or mutually agreed to be dence includes dated letters to the con-
unallowable to apply the penalty. Costs tractor requesting information pertaining
that are unallowable solely because they to a claimed cost or responses from the
are unreasonable or unallocable do not contractor to such requests.
meet the standard under the new law. e. Evidence of Formal Audit Initiation.

c. Waiver of Penalty. ACOs may waive The key element for the formal initiation
penalties in any of the following situa- of an audit is the existence of verifiable
tions: evidence that the contractor is aware that

(1) The contractor withdraws an over- an audit has begun. FAOs should advise
head proposal before the formal initia- the contractor that the preliminary audit
tion of an audit and the contractor sub- work has begun in a letter confirming the
mits a revised proposal; scheduled entrance conference.

(2) The amount of unallowable costs
under the proposal that are subject to the
penalty is $10,000 or less; or 6-609 Verification of Alocation

(3) The contractor demonstrates, to the (Activity) Base and Pool
cognizant ACO's satisfaction, that the
cost was an inadvertent error and that the Guidance on the selection of the alloca-
contractor has established an adequate tion (activity) bases is in 6-606. Guidance
internal control system to prevent the on the review of the costs included in
inclusion of expressly unallowable costs these bases (labor, material, other direct
in its final overhead proposals. The fol- costs, and indirect costs) is in this and the
lowing items should be taken into consid- following sections of this manual: 6-400,
eration in reviewing the contractor's 6-300, 6-500, and 6-608. Guidance on the
demonstration: policies, procedures, and internal con-

(a) The contractor has established an trols is in Chapter 5 (accounting system,
adequate internal control structure that allocation methods, preparation of sub-
provides assurances that unallowable missions, etc.). Guidance on the verifica-
costs subject to penalties are not included tion of the base and pool is provided in
in the incurred cost proposals (this could this section.
also include satisfactory participation in
self-governance programs); and 6-609.1 Reconciliation to Records

(b) The unallowable costs subject to the
penalty were inadvertently incorporated The auditor should review incurred
into the proposal; that is, their inclusion cost submissions to verify that the costs
resulted from an unintentional error, claimed reconcile to the contractor's job
notwithstanding the exercise of due care. cost subsidiary ledgers or other compara-

d. Formal Initiation of Audit. The new ble records by major cost element (mate-
law permits the contractor to withdraw rial, subcontracts, intracompany charges,
its overhead submission and avoid penal- other purchases, labor, indirect, other
ty if such withdrawal is before the formal charges and credits, etc.). The subsidiary
initiation of an audit. An audit is consid- ledgers should be reconciled to general
ered formally initiated if one of the ledger control accounts, certified finan-
following conditions exists. cial statements, labor reports, tax returns,

(i) It is communicated to the contrac- factory records, depreciation schedules,
tor in writing that audit work has started. and any other financial, statistical, or

(2) An entrance conference was held. management reports or records which
(3) Field work was initiated. This ap- will provide assurance that the costs have

plies even if the audit work was started been properly presented. Accomplish-
on only one element of the overhead ment of this review satisfies MAAR No.costs, e.g., travel, pension, and compen- 2 and a portion of MAAR No. 14.sation.
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6-609.2 Verification of the Base ernment contract costs (FAR 31.203(c)).
Completion of the following reviews in For example, unallowable overheadconjunction with 6-609.1 above will i- costs, including those voluntari!y deletedisfy MAAR No. 14. by the contractor, must remain in the
a. The auditor must be assured that the cost input base so that they absorb their

costs (or hours or other factors) included portion of the G&A cost.
in the activity base comprise all costs (or d. The portion of the base which ap-c plies to cost-type government contractshours or other factors) contemplated shul 'es rcnie ih h ota

whe th bae ws sleted an noothr.should be reconciled with the contrac-when the base was selected, and no other. tor's billings (interim and final reim-
For example: bursement claims). This is significant

(1) If direct labor cost is selected as a because the adjustments resulting from
base for distribution of manufacturing the determination of actual indirect costs
overhead, the following items should be will be based on the data contained in the
considered: Is the total overtime pay to claims submitted (see 6-1000 for guid-
be included or is the base to include ance on interim and final reimbursement
straight-time pay only? If the company claims). The preparation of cumulative
pays a bonus for night shift work, is this cost summaries will facilitate this recon-
bonus included in the base? Does off-site ciliation. These cumulative cost summar-
labor take a full share of the allocation? Is ies should be provided with the contrac-
"purchased labor" in the base, if worked tor's indirect expense proposal.

at the contractor's plant? If worked at the e. Movement to an ACMS (see 14-800)
vendor's plant? Is premium pay for haz- can encompass the use of new types of
ardous duty excluded? allocation bases (see 6-606.3). During

(2) Does the base for distribution of review of an allocation base, determine
home office expenses include the activity what the base measures (resource con-
of subsidiary companies (domestic and sumption, output), and then determine if
foreign) when applicable? the contractor is capable of objectively

(3) Has the contractor charged salaries measuring the base now and in the fu-
or wages of engineering personnel devot- ture. Because the proposed base may
ed to its own engineering projects to represent a totally new method of cost
overhead accounts, or otherwise excluded allocation, the contractor may not be able
them from engineering direct labor to support the proposed base with accu-
bases? If so, such costs should be reclassi- mulated historical data. The contractor
fled to the direct engineering labor base. ma have to support the proposed base

(4) For CAS-covered contractors, a with a combination of documentation
comparison should be made with the such as production projections, historical
Disclosure Statement, section 4, to assure data, employee interviews, manufacturer
the adequacy of the description of the machine capability and specifications,
bases. Disclosure Statement inadequacies and engineering analyses. Auditors
and noncompliances should be reported should be open to verifiable forms of
in accordance with the guidance in 8- documentation which may be generated
208g and 8-302.7, respectively, by the new system. Next, determine if the

b. Composition of the bases should be base provides for an equitable distribu-
compared with the preceding period. If tion of cost and if there is a beneficial or
there are differences, the effect of the causal relationship between the pool and
changes should be determined and the the base. Given the evolution to a strong
reasonableness and equity of the results technological orientation, the auditor
evaluated. may require technical assistance in evalu-

c. Once an appropriate base for distrib- ating the appropriateness of the proposed
uting indirect costs has been accepted, it allocation bases. For example, one con-
should not be fragmented by removing tractor proposed to allocate fabrication
individual elements. All items properly costs on operation movements. The oper-
includable in an indirect cost base should ation movements encompassed functions
bear a pro rata share of indirect costs which varied in difficulty and process
irrespective of their acceptance as gov- time. However, with technical assistance
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it was determined that operation move- part of their activities. The direct and
ments were an equitable base. indirect costs incurred on an individual

contract in the last fiscal period of its
6-610 Verification of Rate performance may be relatively small in
Calculation and Indirect Cost amount, particularly if the contract is
Distribution physically completed in the early portion

of the fiscal period. In such cases it is
6-610.1 General Guidance generally mutually advantageous to the

government and the contractor to expe-
a. When the indirect cost pools have dite the indirect cost settlement and close

been verified and the activity bases for such contracts as soon as possible with-
distribution have been accepted, the au- out waiting until after the end of the
ditor should then verify the accuracy of fiscal period and the subsequent final
the rate calculation and the distribution determination or negotiation of indirect
of indirect costs to government contracts. cost rates for the entire period. Certain
Completion of this review satisfies special conditions and requirements for
MAAR No. 19. closing terminated and completed cost-

b. Contractors may develop indirect reimbursement type contracts on an ex-
cost rates (pool/base) for application to pedited basis are presented in 12-407
the contract base, or may distribute indi- and6-7 11, respectively.
rect cost on a percentage basis (contract b. Because of the small amount of
base/total base). Both methods produce contract costs involved, the use of these
the same results. There is no specific procedures should result in only an insi•-
criterion for the number of decimal nificant difference in the amount of indi-
places by which to extend the rate. Gen- rect cost applied to the contract for the
erally, rates are extended to two places closeout period as compared with the
past the decimal point; however, if the amount which would have been applied
costs are significant, the rates may need if the contract were not closed until after
to be extended further. the annual or other periodic rate was

established. Consequently, except as stat-
6-610.2 Quick (Early) Clmmut ed in paragraph 12-407, no adjustment to
Procedures (See 6-1009) compensate for any such difference need

a. During the course of a fiscal period, be made in computing the periodic indi-
many contractors perform numerous rect cost rate to be applied to other
government contracts as a continuing contracts performed during the period.
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6-700 Section 7 - Administrative Procedures for Establishing Indirect Costs

6-701 Introduction rate is not subject to change. Final indi-
rect cost rates are usually established

This section describes the administra- after the close of the applicable fiscal
tive methods and procedures commonly period under one of the methods de-
used to establish interim billing rates and scribed in 6-703.
final indirect cost rates. Because indirect c. A billing rate is an indirect cost rate
costs can only be definitely established at established temporarily for interim reim-
the end of the contractor's fiscal account- bursement of incurred indirect costs and
ing period, special procedures are needed is adjusted as necessary pending estab-
to reimburse contractors on an interim lishment of the final indirect cost rates.
basis for the approximate indirect costs Billing rates are intended to approximate
incurred and then to finalize the indirect the expected final rates. The contracting
cost rates after the end of the contractor's officer or auditor responsible for deter-
accounting period, mining the final indirect cost rates ordi-

narily will also be responsible for deter-
6-702 Definition of Terms mining the billing rates.

a. The term indirect cost means any 6-703 Approaches to Establish
cost not directly identified with a single Indirect Costs
final cost objective (i.e., a function, con-
tract or other work unit for which cost In general, billing rates and final indi-
data is measured), but identified with rect cost rates are used in reimbursing
two or more final cost objectives or an indirect costs under cost-reimbursement
intermediate cost objective. It includes, contracts and in determining progress
but is not limited to, the general groups payments under fixed-price contracts.
of indirect cost such as those generated in Except for cost-sharing contracts, con-
manufacturing departments, engineering tracts with rate ceilings, and use of the
departments, tooling departments, gener- quick-closeout procedures (see 6-711.1),
al and administration departments and, methods commonly used to establish
if applicable, indirect costs accumulated indirect costs are as follows:
by cost centers under these general a. By Audit Determination-The actual
groups. For contractors using fund ac- final indirect cost rates are determined by
counting systems (mainly educational in- the auditor as a result of audit. Under
stitutions), the term includes, but is not this method, the auditor's determination
limited to, the general groups of expenses is definitive, subject to the appeal proce-
such as general administration and gener- dures available to the contractor. The
al expenses, maintenance and operation procedures for audit determination are in
of physical plant, library expenses and FAR 42.705-2/DFARS 242.705-2.
use charges for buildings and equipment. b. By Contracting Officer Determina-(See FAR 31.203 for further discussion of tion-The final indirect rates are arrived at

indirect costs.) by negotiation between the government
•b. The term final indirect ost rate and the contractor based on a proposal

means a percentage or dollar factor which submitted by the contractor and an advi-
expresses the ratio of the allowable indi- sory indirect cost audit report issued by
rect expenses to the direct labor, manu- the contract auditor. The locations at
facturin* cost, cost incurred or other which rates will be determined by con-
appropriate base for the contractor's fis- tracting officers, the procedures for the
cal period customarily used for the com- conduct of negotiations and the applica-
putation of indirect cost rates. Unless ble contract clauses are stated in FAR
subject to a qualification related to an 42.705-1/DFARS 242.705-1.
ASWBCA case or similar item, once estab- c. As an alternative to b. above, re-
lished and agreed upon by the govern- search contracts with educational institu-
mert and the contractor, an indirect cost tions may provide for predetermined
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fixed rates and/or negotiated fixed rates 6-704 Applicability by Contract Type
with carryforward provisions. As in b.
above, the rates are established by negoti- 6-704.1 Cost-Reimbursement Contracts
ation and contractual agreement between a. Cost-reimbursement contracts pro-
the government and the contractor to vide for payment of the allowable in-cover a specified future period (see Chap- curred costs (including interim/final indi-ter 13). rect costs) to the extent prescribed in the

contract. These type contracts establish6-703.1 The DoD Approach an estimate of total cost for obligating
Until August 1985, each DoD contract funds, which also serves as a ceiling that

would, by its terms, prescribe the method the contractor may not exceed (except at
(usually either audit determined or nego- its own risk) without the approval of the
tiated indirect cost rates) to be used in contracting officer. These contract provi-
reimbursing the contractor for its indirect sions are set forth in an "Allowable Cost
costs. At that time authority and respon- and Payment" clause (FAR 52.216-7) as
sibility for settling all DoD final indirect provided in FAR 16.307. A major por-
cost rates (except those related to educa- tion of this clause discusses the adminis-
tional institutions, nonprofit otrative procedures to be used in paying
tionand instates nonpr t organiza- interim indirect costs and establishingtions, and state or local governments) final indirect cost rates. In general, this
were transferred to DCAA. In June 1988, portion of the clause provides that:
responsibility for settling final indirect (1) Final indirect cost rates will be
cost rates at major contractor locations established as detailed in FAR 42.7.
was returned to contracting officers. Pro- (2) The contractor shall submit within
cedures for establishing indirect cost 90 days after the close of its fiscal year,
rates for DoD contracts related to educa- its proposed final indirect cost rates
tional institutions, nonprofit organiza- based on its actual cost experience for
tions, and state or local governments are that period.
in FAR 42.705-3 through 42.705-5. Es- (3) Once agreement is reached, a writ-
sentially, these rates are established by ten understanding shall be executed set-
contracting officer negotiation using ap- ting forth the final rates.
plicable Office of Management and Bud- (4) If agreement is not reached on the
get guidelines, final cost rates, this shall be a dispute

within the meaning of the Disputes
6-703.2 Non-DoD Procedures clause.

b. In addition to the "Allowable CostFAR 42.7 provides that final indirect and Payment" clause, FAR 42.802 pro-
cost rates on non-DoD contracts will be vides that cost-reimbursement type con-
established by either audit determination tracts will also include the clause at FAR
or contracting officer negotiation as pro- 52.242-1, Notice of Intent to Disallow
vided by the terms of the applicable Costs. This clause gives the procedures
contract. Audit recommendations con- that can be used in disallowing costs if
cerning non-DoD contracts are usually the government questions a cost.
advisory in nature as most of these c. Indirect costs may be reimbursed
contracts give the contracting officer re- under cost-type contracts either by (1) the
sponsibility for establishing the final in- actual cost method (audit determina-
direct cost rates. The guidance in 10-211 tion), (2) negotiated rate method (con-
and 10-507c pertaining to the distribu- tracting officer determination), or (3)
tion of indirect cost audit reports should negotiated fixed rates with carryforward
be followed to ensure that all interested of under or over-recovery provisions un-
non-DoD parties receive a copy of the der R&D contracts with nonprofit educa-
non-D pAdditional comments on specal tional institutions (see Chapter 13). Un-report. der certain conditions, prospective indi-
administrative procedures related to non- rect cost fixed rates may be used under a
DoD agencies are given at 15-100. cost-sharing contract. In addition, indi-
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rect cost rates may be negotiated and tions of unacceptable costs, etc. To sim-
used for stated periods of time in deter- plify interim indirect cost claim compu-
mining the amount of indirect expenses tations, billing rates should be calculated
to be included in cost proposals for using the least number of decimal places
negotiated cost-type and fixed-price type that will properly consider the impact of
contracts, contract change orders, man- the rates on contract costs. The auditor's
month rates for technical service con- rate calculations will be appropriate to
tracts, and other similar contracts. the circumstances regardless of how the

contractor submits its rates.
6-704.2 Fixed-Price Contracts c. FAR 42.704 provides that the con-

The provisions of FAR 42.7 (Indirect tracting officer or auditor responsible for
Cost Rates) also apply to fixed-price determining the final indirect cost rates
contracts if the contractor requests prog- shall usually also be responsible for deter-
ress payments or its fixed-price contracts mining the billing rates. In addition to
include price adjustment provisions (e.g., FAR 42.704, guidance related to evaluat-
incentive contracts). In these cases, the ing and establishing billing rates and
billing and final indirect rates will be reporting on them is in 9-704 and 10-
established using the same administra- 506.3.
tive procedures as for cost-reimburse- d. After the end of the contractor's
ment contracts. fiscal year, the auditor needs to compare

the interim billing rates with the year-end
6-705 recorded allowable rates (considering any

SInterim Reimbursement historical audit exceptions) to determine
6-705.1 Billing Rates if the billing rates need to be adjusted.

The auditor should not wait to receive
a. The government allows interim pay- the final indirect cost submission which

ments, if authorized by the contract, is not due until 90 days after the end of
during contract performance by use of the fiscal year to make these compari-
either SF 1443 (progress payments) for sons. At contractors where we have a
fixed-price contracts, or by SF 1034 (pub- resident or suboffice, the comparison
lic voucher) for cost-type contracts. The should be done as soon as practicable
contract itself will designate the manner after the year-end closing. At smaller
of billing. Reimbursement of indirect contractors where we do not have an in-
costs in these payments is generally made plant office, we should request that the
through billing rates that are established contractor mail copies of the summary
to approximately equal the expected final cost records showing the year-end record-
indirect cost rates. These billing rates are ed allowable indirect expense rates.
used for interim reimbursement purposes These records should be verified during
until settlement is reached on final rates the next scheduled field visit to that
after the end of the contractor's fiscal contractor. After the final indirect cost
year. Once the final rates are established, submission has been received, the guid-
an adjustment is made for any variance ance contained in 6-707.3 should be
between the billing and final rates. (Be- followed.
fore final rates are established, the billing
rates may be prospectively or retroactive- 6-705.2 Adjutmet of Interim Imnirect
ly revised by mutual agreement, at either Cost Reimbmement
the government's or contractor's request, a. After the establishment of final indi-
to prevent substantial overpayment or rect cost rates for the period (see 6-708
underpayment.) and 6-709), the contractor may claim

b. Where a change in billing rates is reimbursement for amounts due over and
indicated, prompt action should be taken above the interim reimbursements previ-
to obtain adjustment. In reviewing any ously obtained. The reimbursement
proposed changes in billing rates, the claim should be submitted on separate
auditor must, of course, give due consid- public vouchers which should not include
eration to any access to records problems, any other costs or fee. The amount of the
possible mischarging, more recent indica- adjustment will be shown on the SF 1035
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(continuation sheet for the public vouch- however, are usually limited to a stated
er) in the "current period" column, and percentage of total cost. On establish-
the "cumulative to date" figures will be ment of the final indirect rates, little
adjusted accordingly. (See DCAAP additional effort is required other than
7641.58 and 7641.90 for the format to be ensuring that the total incurred cost to
used on the SF 1035.) date and the estimated costs to complete

b. Where the contractor submits a amounts on the next progress payment
correctly computed reimbursement request have been properly adjusted for
voucher for any additional amounts due any changes in the rates.
under the contract on the basis of the
final indirect cost rates established either 6-706 Indirect Cost Certification
by negotiation or audit determination,
the auditor will be in a position to 6-706.1 Billing or Final Indirect Cost
approve the adjustment voucher as sub- Rat
mitted by the contractor. If the contrac-
tor does not agree with the established a. DFARS 242.770-2 requires DoD
final indirect cost rates and the amounts contractors to certify that all costs includ-
claimed in its adjustment voucher are in ed in a proposal to establish billing or
excess of the amounts acceptable to the final indirect cost rates are allowable in
government, the auditor will then issue a accordance with contract requirements
DCAA Form I in accordance with the and DoD cost principles. The certifica-
procedures in 6-905, to effect adjust- tion requirement became effective on 12
ments to amounts acceptable based on March 1985 at the initiative of the Secre-
the established final indirect cost rates. tary of Defense and was subsequently
Where final indirect cost rates are estab- issued in its final form by the Defense
lished by negotiation (see 6-703), the Acquisition Regulatory Council on 21
DCAA Form I will be supported by a April 1986 with an effective date of 14
copy of the indirect cost rate agreement April 1986. The DoD Authorization Act
signed by the contractor and the contract- of 1986, Public Law 99-145, codified the
ing officer, or by a copy of the contracting certification requirement at 10 U.S.C.
officer's unilateral decision where the 2324(hX I). This certificate must be sub-
parties fail to agree (FAR 33.211). mitted before the proposal will be accept-

c. If the total interim indirect cost ed by the government. A new certificate
previously claimed for the period exceeds is required whenever the contractor
the amount due pursuant to the final changes the proposed rates and submits a
indirect cost, the contractor should de- revised proposal. A new certificate is not
duct the excess from the amount other- required if the contractor agrees to lower
wise due on a current public voucher indirect rates as a result of our audit or a
under the contract. The deduction must previously certified proposal. As a result
be shown as a separate figure in the of the certification process, some contrac-
"current period" column of the SF 1035. tors have incurred extraordinary costs for
The cumulative figures will be adjusted screening overhead costs prior to certify-
in the same manner as described above. ing their proposals (see 7-1909.2).
If the contractor fails to make the adjust- b. Before beginning the audit or pro-
ment within a reasonable time (usually ceeding with the settlement of submis-
considered to be 30 days), the auditor sions received prior to 12 March 1985,
will prepare an appropriate DCAA Form the auditor should determine whether the
I to suspend the excess. contractor intends to certify the final

costs at settlement. If the contractor
6-705.3 Reimbwsement of Indirect Costs intends to certify at settlement, the audit
on Fixed-Price Contracts effort may be completed, the exit confer-

As with cost-type contracts, the estab- ence held, and other settlement actions
lished billing rates (whether by negotia- accomplished without the certificate.
tion or by audit determination) will be However, no written rate agree-
used by the contractor in calculating its ment/understanding should be prepared
progress payments. Progress payments, and executed before receiving a certifi-
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cate from the contractor. If an uncertified and historical audited cost data does not
proposal is accepted in error after 12 appear to be representative, notify the
March 1985, the auditor should immedi- contracting officer that no audit means
ately request a certificate from the con- exist to advise him/her on what unilateral
tractor. If it is determined that the con- rates should be established. Provide
tractor will not certify the final rates, whatever information you have devel-
audit or settlement effort should be dis- oped on prior audit history, including
continued and the procedures in 6-706. 1 c why it is not considered representative of
should be followed, allowable cost for the period under re-

c. If a contractor refuses or otherwise view.
fails to certify its proposal for billing (4) In no case should the auditor devel-
rates, the auditor should promptly notify op an alternative contractor proposal or
the ACO. The auditor should request the complete an audit of the contractor's
contractor to confirm its refusal in writ- incurred cost when the contractor has not
in and to ex plain the reason(s) for submitted a properly certified proposal.
re using to certify. A refusal to certify will Either action would relieve the contractorbeconsidered an unsatisfactory condi- of its contractual requirement to submit a

tion and be reported as prescribed in 4- proper proposal that excludes all unal-
803. lowable cost. As described in 6-706.2

d. When a contractor does not certify however, certain MAARs can be per-
its proposal, DFARS 242.770-4 requires formed before submission of the certified
the contracting officer to unilaterally es- proposal.
tablish the rates. The auditor's role is to (5) If requested by the contracting
provide rate recommendations which officer, prepare an advisory audit report
preclude reimbursement of potentially on the auditor's rate recommendations
unallowable costs. In arriving at his/her and attach Forms 1 as appropriate. Al-
rate recommendations, the auditor may though the rates for the fiscal year in-
use audited historical data, such as per- volved may be subject to audit determi-
centage disallowance factors computed nation, the auditor is not required to
from the results of prior audits, or any enter into the resolution process with the
other supporting data obtained from the contractor. Upon receipt of the audit
contractor which show that unallowable report, the contracting officer will issue a
costs have been excluded. The scope of unilateral decision. At this point, the
audit and the supporting data on which contractor may choose to proceed in
the rate recommendations are based will accordance with the disputes clause.
have to be determined by the auditor on e. In the event a contractor withdraws
a case-by-case basis. However, the follow- or indicates it will withdraw its proposal,
ing steps should be considered: consider discontinuing your audit effort,

(1) Advise the contractor in writing request that the contractor explain why
that its uncertified proposal cannot be the proposal is being withdrawn, and
used to establish rates, and that a detailed promptly notify the ACO in writing of
account-by-account analysis is required the situation. Also, when applicable, ad-
to be submitted identifyin all unlowa- vise the ACO that the contractor's pro-
ble costs. posal was initially submitted late, the

' (2) Review historical audited cost to withdrawal will delay the audit and set-
determine if it is representative of allow- tlement of indirect expense rates, and
able cost for the period under review, that the withdrawal may result in the loss
Give consideration in this assessment to of "M" account funds. You should seek
the degree that organizational, procedur- assistance from the ACO to establish a
al, programmatic, or business volume firm date for the contractor's resubmittal
changes may have affected either the of the proposal. If the contractor refuses
incurred expenses, allocation bases, or to resubmit a certified proposal in a
nature or level of unallowable costs. timely manner, the FAO should follow

(3) If the contractor does not submit the procedures outlined in 6-706.1c and
the detailed expense account analysis, d. A model pro forma memorandum
which identifies all unallowable costs, addressed to the ACO is shown in Figure
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I 6-7-1. Modify it as appropriate to suit 6. Labor Floor Checks or Inter-
each situation. views

7. Changes in Direct/Indirect
6-706.2 Performance of MAARs Without Charging
a Certified Proposal 8. Comparative Analysis-Sensitive

a. Auditors should exercise their judg- Labor Accounts
ment when there is an opportunity to 9. Payroll/Labor Distribution Rec-
perform certain MAARs and they have onciliation and Tracing
not received a certified proposal. Factors 10. Labor Adjusting Entries and Ex-
that the auditor should consider include: ception Reports*

(1) The MAAR must be performed on 11. Purchase Adjusting Entries and
a real-time (concurrent) basis before the Exception Reports*
certified proposal is submitted or the 12. Auditable Subcontracts/Assist
opportunity to perform that MAAR is Audits
lost. 13. Purchases Existence and Con-

(2) MAARs relating to the audit of sumption
indirect expenses are generally not per- 15. Indirect Cost Comparison with
formed prior to the receipt of a certified Prior Years and Budgets
proposal because the contractor usually 20. Indirect Adjusting Entries*
concentrates on reviewing indirect ex- *If these MAARs were accom-
pense accounts and eliminating unallow- plished before the certified pro-
able costs prior to certifying the proposal. posal is provided, supplemental

(3) The contractor has good internal audit work would need to be
controls related to the audit area covered performed after the proposal is
by the MAAR and there is very little received to determine if addi-
probability that unallowable costs will be tional adjusting entries were
found. made during the preparation of

(4) Audit techniques such as multi-year the proposal.
auditing can be used to more efficiently
accomplish the MAAR for more than one (2) Proposal needed to perform:
year in the same audit. MAAR No.

b. Generally, the MAARs that can be 2. Contract Cost Analysis and Rec-
performed without a proposal relate to onciliation to Books
internal control and risk assessment 14. Pools/Bases Reconciliation to
steps, certain reconciliations, concurrent Books
reviews of labor and material costs, re- 16. Indirect Account Analysis
quests for assist audits, and tests of 1 IR&DIB&P Compliance
adjusting entries. The MAARs that 18. Indirect Allocation Bases
would not normally be performed are the 19. Indirect Rate Computations
MAARs related to determining the allow-
ability and reasonableness of indirect
costs and those reconciliation steps which 6-706.3 Corporate, Group, or Home
require a submission. Office Expenses

In most cases, the timing on the accom- a The certification requirement is
plishment of the MAARs can be catego- a.Te icat iof requiremenrized as follows: predicated on the idea of a knowledge-

able corporate official accepting individ-(1) Proposal not needed to perform: ual responsibility for the allowability and
MAAR No. allocability of costs included in indirect

I. Update Internal Control Survey cost proposals. All corporate indirect cost
3. Permanent Files submissions used to allocate costs to
4. Tax Returns and Financial State- divisions for establishment of billing or

ments final overhead rates must be certified at
5. General Ledger, Trial Balance, the corporate level. These costs need not

Income, and/or Credit Adjust- be certified again at the division level,
merts* and the divisional certification would
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only cover indirect costs arising from that tion from the contractor or returning
division. (rejecting) the submission as inadequate

b. If a contractor refuses to certify a for audit.
proposal made at this level, the FAO
should follow the procedures outlined in 6-707.2 Requests for Audit
6-706.1c and d. a. When the submission is received and

the indirect cost rates are based on audit
6-707 Indirect Cost Audits determination, necessary actions are tak-

en to review and finalize the billing/final
6-707.1 Submission of Indirect Cost rates without need for a request for audit.ropo.1 Sbsb. If the rates are based on contracting
Preiosl officer negotiations, advisory indirect

a. The contractor is to submit (within cost audits should be conducted on re-
90 days after the end of the applicable quest or under a standing arrangement
fiscal year) its final indirect cost rate with the office responsible for issuing a
proposal and; if related to DoD, the request. The purpose for which the indi-
submission must include an executed rect cost report will be used should be
Certificate of Indirect Costs (required per clearly understood and delineated in the
DFARS 242.770-2; a copy of the certifi- request or record of the standing arrange-
cate is shown at DFARS 252.242-7001) ment. When requests reasonably can be
to the ACO and the auditor. This certifi- anticipated, arrangements should be
cate, signed by no lower than a company worked out with the contracting officers,
vice president or chief financial officer, is or others responsible for the requests, for
required for all final indirect rate submis- the advance submission of data that
sions, except CAS 414 (cost of money) would assist in the timely performance of
factors, regardless of whether the rates the audit.
will be established by auditor determina- c. All audit requests of indirect cost
tion or contacting officer negotiation. For submissions should be promptly ac-
multidivisional contractors, the proposal knowledged in writing. This acknowledg-
for each segment is to be submitted to the ment should include the anticipated au-
divisional ACO and the auditor responsi- dit report date. The processing of non-
ble for conducting audits of that division, DoD Agency audit requests is discussed
with a copy to the corporate auditor and in 1-303.
ACO. It is suggested that the contractor d. Advisory indirect cost audits should
be provided a copy of DCAAP 7641.90 be initiated without request whenever it
and be requested to submit the final is in the best interest of the government.
indirect cost rate claim in that format to
expedite the audit review. 6-707.3 Timeliness of Final Indie Cost

b. The contracting officer is responsi- Audits
ble for obtaining interim billing and final It is DCAA policy that all indirect cost
indirect rate submissions from the con- submissions will be reviewed as promptly
tractor within 90 days after the end of its as practical after receipt of the contrac-
fiscal year. To assist the contracting offi- tor's proposal. When an audit cannot be
cer in this responsibility, it is DCAA performed within a reasonable period,
policy that the auditor will provide sum- care must be taken to minimize the
mary status reports on overdue indirect impact on the contractor's cash flow. If
cost submissions to cognizant ACOs ev- there is a significant disparity between
ery 31 January and 31 July. If the auditor billing and actual rates, the contractor
receives a submission from either the should be advised to either submit an
contractor or contracting officer that is interim claim for the difference if the
inadequate for audit, the auditor should billing rate is lower, or to remit or
inform the contracting officer of his/her otherwise credit the government for the
concerns. The auditor should seek agree- difference if the actual rate is lower. The
ment with the contracting officer as to an amount of the claim or credit should
appropriate course of action, which may include a reasonable estimate for antici-
include requesting additional informa- pated audit adjustments.
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6-707.4 Audit Objectives and Procedures has any additional information which
a. This section provides the adminis- would support or modify the audit find-

trative procedures that should be used in ings. Significant procedural and control
establishing billing and final indirect cost defiencies, or CAS/FAR noncompli-
rates. Section 6 of this chapter states the ance, should be reported immediately
audit procedures to be considered in the using the procedures in 10-400 or 10-800.
examination of indirect expenses in- When a Form I is appropriate, it should
curred and claimed in the performance of be issued immediately in accordanceconrandcts.lapter 9isets the perornce- o with procedures in 6-900 (See 6-708. 1g).contracts. Chapter 9 sets forth the proce- If the auditor believes that the billing ratedures for the evaluation of indirect ex-shudbajstanproiteecpenses included in price proposals. The should be adjusted, an appropriate rec-
proedures includobjedtiv in pricas. Tha- ommendation (including cost impact cal-procedures and objectives in these chap- culations) should be made to the con-
ters should be applied as appropriate tradting officer. When there are no find-when performing the indirect cost audit. ing whicere an imediate rort

b. The cost principles in FAR Part 31 gs which require an immediate report
should be used as the basis for determin- which are part of the final overhead audit
ing the allowability, allocability, and rea- may be closed using a "MEMORAN-
sonableness of indirect expenses in bill- DUM FOR RECORD" (See 10a202). See
ing/final indirect cost rates whether these 15-100 for additional comments relatedrates are negotiated by the contracting t non-DoD agencies.
officer or determined by audit. Theset
same cost principles, as appropriate, 6-708.1 Actions Taken at Completion of
should be considered in the evaluation of the Audit
indirect expenses included in cost pro- a. Upon completion of the audit field
posals used for the negotiation and award work necessary to review local costs (in-of contracts, or amendments to existing cluding assist audits other than corporate
contracts. or home office reviews), the auditor will

hold an interim exit conference. At that6-708 Establishment of Final Indirect time the auditor will provide the contrac-
Cost Rates by Audit Determination tor with the results of the audit in writing

and seek the contractor's agreement.
a. When the FAR provides for audit These results will bc presented in such a

determination of final indirect cost rates, manner that the contractor will clearly
the contractor, after the close of its fiscal understand the reasons for disapproving
year, will furnish the contractinp officer the costs and the basis for any additional
and auditor with a copy of its final audit recommendations. However, the
indirect cost rate proposal for the period contractor's required resolution period,
(see 6-707.1). Auditors will encourage as discussed below, does not start until all
contractors to submit their proposals as assist audits are complete, and the final
promptly as possible after the close of the results of audit are presented to the
fiscal year. The auditor will promptly contractor in a final exit conference.
perform an audit and will issue an in- b. Upon presentation of the final audit
curred cost audit report (per 10-500) to results in written form, the contractor
the cognizant ACO. then has 60 days to provide its agreement

b. During the course of the audit, or submit rebuttal comments (a 30 day
significant audit findings should be extension may be granted by the auditor
brought to the attention of, and discussed based on written request from the con-
with, the contractor, and when appropri- tractor giving the reasons for the exten-
ate with the cognizant principal ACO and sion). If the contractor requests fact-find-
CAC, as soon as possible so as to expedite ing sessions, it is acceptable for the
the resolution process (See 6-902e). The auditor to participate in discussions with
discussions are to ensure that the audi- the contractor to clarify factual matters.
tor's conclusions are based on a proper However, the auditor has not been dele-
understanding of the facts and to ascer- gated the authority to "negotiate" final
tain whether the contractor/ACO/CAC indirect cost rates. The auditor's respon-
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sibility is to determine the final indirect a result, reports on audit-determined
cost rates based on audit of the contrac- final indirect cost rates should not con-
tor's records, applicable government reg- tain qualified opinions or unresolved
ulations, and contract terms. costs related to assist audits. Should the

c. For multidivisional contractors, the requesting auditor encounter protracted
auditor responsible for conducting the delays in obtaining assist audit results
audit is responsible for seeking agree- and be unable to reach a resolution, the
ment with that contractor. The corporate situation should be elevated to the region
home office auditor (CHOA) or contract for resolution. Indirect cost rates should
audit coordinator (CAC) is responsible not remain open awaiting the resolution
for seeking agreement with the contractor of BCA cases, technical problems, and
on corporate home office costs. The CAC other items beyond DCAA's control.
network shall be used to the fullest extent These items will not delay issuing the
to ensure uniformity and consistency in audit report. The report should be issued
arriving at audit recommendations. At a with appropriate qualifications and be
minimum, the divisional auditor shall supplemented later as necessary.
provide a copy of the audit results to the f. Settlement of the indirect rates may
CAC prior to discussions with the con- be delayed because of unresolved CAS
tractor. noncompliances. When an initial deter-

d. Upon receipt of the contractor's mination of noncompliance is in effect,
rebuttal comments, the auditor will have the CAS administration procedures
60 days to thoroughly analyze the con- should be allowed to proceed. The is-
tractor's response, notify the contractor suance of an audit determined indirect
of any changes to the audit exceptions, rate report or a DCAA Form I should be
and issue the audit report (see 6-708.2). If deferrmd to the extent practicable until a
rhanges are made, the reasons for all final determination on the CAS noncom-
changes will be thoroughly documented pliance is made. Extended dele - should
in the working papers. After the auditor be escalated in a manner similar to that
has completed reviewing the additional specified in CAM 4-803.4. If delays are
data and making any necessary changes, a not resolved, the report should be issued
final meeting shall be scheduled to advise including the effects of the initial finding
the contractor of any changes to the of noncompliance and the report quali-
original audit recommendations. During fled if the ACO's final determination
this meeting, the auditor should seek the could materially impact the audit deter-
contractor's agreement on any remaining mined rates. Where a final determination
areas of difference. The ACO will not of noncompliance has been issued, the
ordinarily attend any of the audit deter- audit determined indirect rate report
mination meetings with the contractor, should include the effects of the CAS
however, the auditor should keep the noncompliance.
ACO informed of developing areas of g. Although the audit report cannot be
disagreement which may lead to a DCAA issued until all required audit work has
Form 1. This need for communication been completed, the issuance of a Form I
becomes even more imperative at con- should not be delayed until the audit
tractor locations where responsibilities report is issued. If the contractor does not
for establishing final rates and authority agree with the disapproved costs, the
for negotiating forward pricing rate auditor may prepare and issue a Form 1
"apeements (FPRAs--an ACO responsi- at that point even though the final report
bility) with the contractor are divided is not due to be issued until other items
between the auditor and the ACO. are completed. (Also see 6-708.3 and 6-

e. An audit report cannot be issued 900 for further comments on issuance of
until the audit is considered complete. Forms i.)
An audit is not complete until the results h. Should the contractor fail to provide
of all assist audits, such as corporate its agreement or rebuttal comments with-
home office allocations, subcontract au- in the time period allotted (including the
dits, Washington office audits, Field De- 30-day extension if granted by the audi-
tachment input, etc. are incorporated. As tor), the audit report shall be issued
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together with applicable DCAA Forms 1. submit a claim to the ACO for any
The working papers and audit report disapproved costs. Under this procedure,
should state that the contractor failed to the contracting officer does not negotiate
comply with the time requirement. final indirect rates, but issues written

determinations or final decisions on spe-
6-708.2 Actions Taken if Agreement is cific issues with which the auditor and
Reached the contractor do not agree. Accordingly,

a. If agreement is reached, the auditor it is extremely important that the applica-
will prepare a written rate agree- ble DCAA Form' 1 be prepared so the
ment/understanding setting forth the fi- contracting officer is able to obtain a
nal indirect cost rates. This document thorough understanding of the issues
will automatically be incorporated into involved (see 6-900). The Forms 1 issued
the contracts upon execution as provided shall accompany the audit report as pre-
by the Allowable Cost and Payment scribed in 10-503d and should be cross-
clause, referenced. However, both the Form 1

b. Guidelines for the content of the and the audit report should contain suffi-
written understanding are contained in cient detailed explanations so that each
FAR 52.216-7(d)(3). A pro forma rate can stand alone.
agreement is included as 6-7S1. The b. If the inclusion of initial findings of
contractor should be given a maximum CAS noncompliances prevents agreement
of 10 days to sign and return the agree- of final indirect rates, the audit report
ment to the auditor. This is because the' should be forwarded to the ACO for
final meeting (per above requirements) resolution in accordance with FAR
and the 10-day period for the contractor 42.705-2(b)(2)(v). If the contractor ap-
to sign the written agreement shall be peals the final determination of noncom-
scheduled to allow the audit report to be pliance under the Disputes clause, the
issued within 60 days from the date the resolution of the CAS noncompliance is
auditor received the contractor's rebuttal now subject to litigation and beyond
comments. A copy of the signed rate DCAA's control. In this instance, the
agreement shall be attached to the final audit determined indirect rate report
audit report. should include the effects of the unre-

c. Where practicable, the rate agree- solved CAS noncompliance.
ment should include a schedule showing
the allowable costs by contract (see 10- 6-708.4 Reporting Audit Results
505). This will facilitate both the contrac- Regardless of the outcome of the deter-
tor's preparation of closing documents mination process, an audit report shall be
and the auditor's preparation of contract submitted to the ACO. Prepare and dis-
audit closing statements. If not practical tribute the formal audit report on the
(e.g., if the schedule would be too volumi- audit-determined rates as described in
nous), refer to the specific records that 10-500. Any necessary DCAA Forms I
detail the allowable costs by contract and should be attached to the report. Once
subcontract. the report is issued, the contractor may

6-708.3 Actions Taken if Agreement is request ACO reconsideration or file a
Not Reached claim for the disapproved costs as ex-

a. If agreement is not reached, the plained in 6-908.
auditor will issue notices of costs sus-
pended and/or disapproved (DCAA 6-709 Establishment of Final Indirect
Form I or equivalent non-DoD forms, Cost Rates by Contracting Officer
where applicable). These notices will de- Negotiation
tail the items of difference and advise the
contractor of its right to (I) request in a. Where FAR provides for contracting
writing the cognizant contracting officer officer-negotiated final indirect cost rates
to consider whether the unreimbursed (other than predetermined rates), the
costs should be paid and to discuss his or contractor, after the close of its fiscal
her findings with the contractor or (2) year, will furnish the contracting officer
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and auditor with a copy of its final on the audit findings and invited to
indirect cost rate proposal for the period attend. The auditor will provide the
(See 6-707.1). Auditors will encourage contractor with a written summary of the
contractors to submit their proposals as audit results at the exit conference. The
promptly as possible after the close of the summary must clearly state the reasons
fiscal year. The auditor will promptly for questioning the costs and the bases
perform an audit and will issue an advi- for any additional audit recommenda-
sory incurred cost audit report (per 10- tions.
500) to the cognizant negotiating con- b. The contracting officer should re-
tracting officer for use in the rate negotia- quest the contractor to respond to all
tions. findings within 60 days (one 30 day

b. During the course of the audit, extension may granted). Contracting offi-
significant audit findings should be cer concurrence is not a precondition to
brought to the attention of, and discussed holding the exit conference. However, the
with, the contractor, and, where appro- contracting officer should understand the
priate, with the principal cognizant ACO findings and participate in the resolution
and CAC as soon as possible so as to process.
expedite the resolution process (See 6- c. Should the contractor fail to provide
902e). The discussions are to ensure that its agreement or rebuttal comments with-
the auditor's conclusions are based on a in the time period allotted (including the
proper understanding of the facts and to 30-day extension if granted by the con-
ascertain whether the contrac- tracting officer), the auditor will prompt-
tor/ACO/CAC has any additional infor- ly issue the audit report. The working
mation which would support or modify papers and audit report should state that
the audit findings. Significant procedural the contractor failed to comply with the
and control deficiencies, or CAS/FAR time requirement.
noncompliance should be reported im-
mediately using the procedures in 10-400 6-709.2 Reporting Audit Results
or 10-800. When a Form I is appropriate, a. Upon receipt of the contractor's
it should be issued immediately in accor- rebuttal, the auditor will have 60 days to
dance with procedures in 6-900. If the seek contractor concurrence, and issue
auditor believes that the billing rate the final audit report. In order to provide
should be adjusted, an appropriate rec- the ACO as much assistance as possible
ommendation (including cost impact cal- in deciding open issues, the auditor
culations) should be made to the con- should logically and fairly address the
tracting officer. The contracting officer contractor's rebuttal to the audit posi-
should immediately forward these find- tion. If the auditor is unable to present a
ings to the contractor with a request to strong, logical defense to the contractor's
respond within 60 days (one 30-day ex- rebuttal he/she should consider with-
tension may be granted). When there are drawing the finding. Each open issue in
no findings which require an immediate which there is not concurrence should be
report or Form 1, individual workpack- presented in the audit report in the
ages which are part of the final overhead following format:
audit may be closed using a "MEMO- (1) A clear, concise description of the
RANDUM FOR RECORD" (See 10- audit finding as required by 2-404.
202). See 15-100 for additional com- (2) The contractor's rebuttal should be
ments related to non-DoD agencies. summarized immediately following the

description of the audit finding and at-
6-709.1 Actions Taken at Completion of tached in its entirety as an enclosure to
the Audit the audit report.

a. Upon completion of the audit field (3) The auditor's rejoinder to the con-
work necessary to review local costs (in- tractor's rebuttal should defend the audit
cluding assist audits other than corporate position in light of the contractor's com-
or home office reviews), the auditor will ments and fully explain in logical terms
hold an exit conference. The contracting why the contractor's argument is flawed
officer will be given an advance briefing or otherwise inappropriate. If the auditor
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has modified the finding as a result of d. After the audit report is issued the I
considering the contractor's comments, contracting officer will attempt to reach a
this fact should be disclosed, settlement with the contractor within 60

b. When assist audits are required, the days. If settlement is not reached withinrequesting auditor will coordinate with this period, the contracting officer should
the assist auditor when establishing due issue a final decision on any open items
date requirements. The assist auditor within 30 days. The auditor should be
should make every effort to complete the invited to attend all meetings between the
audit within the time frame established. contracting officer and contractor during
Should the requesting auditor encounter which open items are formally discussed.
protracted delays in obtaining assist au- Forms 1 will be issued with the audit
dit results and is unable to reach a report onl when requested by the con-
resolution, the situation should be elevat- tracting o1cer (See 6-900).
ed to the region for resolution. An audit 6-710 Indirect Costs and Advance
report may be issued before completion
of assist audits on corporate or home Agreements
office costs. The report should show the a. The contracting officer may enter
corporate or home office costs as being into advance agreements with the con-
unresolved, and upon receipt of the assist tractor concerning the allowability of
audit reports, a supplemental audit re- special cost elements, ceilings for
port should be issued if requested by the IR&D/B&P, etc. The auditor shall abide
contracting officer, by properly executed advance agreements

c. A qualified report may also be issued that are in effect for the fiscal year when
before completion of the assist audits of determining final rates. ShouldJthe audi-
the subcontract or intercompany costs if tor find that an advance agreement is not
the following conditions are met: in the best interest of the government,

e The annual assist audit has been he/she will follow established procedures
requested and the report is expected for recommending to the contracting offi-
to be received before the planned cer, in writing, that the advance agree-
date of the final audit on the con- ment be rescinded. Any steps taken to
tract (see 6-802.4a on subcontract recommend rescinding the advance
assist audit requests). The request- agreement will be thoroughly document-
ing audit office should have a sys- ed in the working papers.
tem to monitor receipt of subcon- b. A recommendation to rescind the
tract assist audit reports, follow-up advance agreement should not unduly
on those audits not promptly re- delay issuing the audit report. If the ACO
ceived, reconcile subcontractor does not provide a timely response, the
costs included in the assist audit auditor will proceed with the formal exit
report with those included in the conference and present the audit results

to the contractor. The audit recommen-upper tier contractor incurred cost dations will incorporate the terms of the
subplemi nal andi issep anyn advance agreement. The report exhibit(s)
supplemental audit reports. will indicate that the auditor relied on the

9 There are no known audit leads or terms of the advance agreement. The
significant risks relating to the sub- circumstances involving the advance
contractor's accounting or billing areement, including the auditor's ac-s~tems.nupper tier ontractor has ade- tions with respect to the advance agree-

ment, shall be included in Appendix 2 of
quate internal controls relating to the audit report as provided in 10-506.2.
subcontract costs.

* The subcontract and intercompany 6-711 Expediting Establishment of
costs do not have a material impact Indirect Costs
on the indirect cost allocation basis.

See 10-504.2 for the information needed 6-711.1 Expediting Settlement of Indirect
to be included when the audit report is Costs on Completed Contracts
qualified for nonreceipt of assist audit a. The final period of performance
reports, under a contract is generally less than a
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full fiscal year, and some contracts will in tractors to close completed contracts
fact, be completed early in the year. The promptly. (See 6-1009 for further on use
indirect cost rate determination for the of quick-closeout procedures.)
contractor's fiscal year in which a con- d. Where a cost reimbursement type
tract is physically completed may not contract is to be so closed, an agreement
occur for a considerable period of time should be reached by the contractor, the
thereafter, since the contractor's indirect auditor, and the contracting officer as to
cost proposal may not be submitted up the indirect cost to be allocated for the
until three months after the end of its final period. Audit guidance for the allo-
fiscal year. It is recognized, therefore, cation of indirect cost in these situations
that in many cases the expeditious settle- is stated in 6-605c. The agreement should
ment of indirect costs and the prompt be reached prior to contractor's submis-
close out of physically completed con- sion of its final voucher so that this
tracts have considerable administrative voucher can be processed without requir-
advantage to both the government and ing any further adjustment.
the contractor.

b. Accordingly, FAR 42.708 provides 6-711.2 Expediting Settlement of Indirect
for quick-closeout procedures. These pro- Costs on Terminated Contracts
cedures allow the contracting officer to
negotiate a settlement of indirect costs As discussed in 12-407, settlement of a
for a specific contract, in advance of the terminated contract may be unduly de-
determination of final indirect rates. Use layed if settlement is held until final
of the quick-closeout procedures for a indirect rates are established. According-
specific contract will be binding on that ly, FAR 49.303-3 permits negotiation or
contract and no adjustment will be made use of the billing rates as final rates to
to other contracts for the over- or under- expedite closing a terminated contract.
recovery of costs that may result from the Aside from ensuring that allocated indi-
agreement. Likewise, using the quick- rect costs to the terminated contract are
closeout procedures will not be consid- reasonable (12-304.15), the other main
ered as a precedent when establishing concern when using this closeout proce-
final indirect rates for other contracts. dure is to ensure that the subsequent final

c. Use of these closeout procedures is rate proposal is consistent with the
discretionary. The auditor should, there- amounts used to closeout the terminated
fore, obtain the approval of the cognizant contract (e.g., items included as settle-
negotiating contracting officer be fore ap- ment expenses which would normally be
plying these procedures to an individual part of indirect costs, like salaries related
contractor. The contracting officer will to preparing the settlement proposal, are
normally approve their use since it is the eliminated from the proposed indirect
government's policy to encourage con- cost pools).
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6-7S1 Supplement-PRO FORMA FINAL INDIRECT COST
RATE AGREEMENT

XYZ Company, ABC Division
1985 Main Street
Any City, State 00000

Gentlemen:

This letter sets forth the agreed upon final indirect cost rates established by audit determination in
accordance with DAR 3-705(cXiv) (FAR 42. 705-2(b)(2Xiii) and DoD FAR Supplement 242.705-2(bX2Xiii)).

The final annual indirect cost rates for fiscal year ended 31 December 1986 are as follows:

Allocation Base
Cost Center Rate Amount Description

Material Burden 5.5% $2,569,400 (a)
Manufacturin* Overhead 146.4 5,156,300 (b)
Engineering Liaison 95.2 1,207,900 (c)
G&A Expense 12.1 18,056,300 (d)

(a) Total direct manufacturing costs, exclusive of materials drop shipped to offsite locations.
(b) Total direct manufacturing labor dollars exclusive of overtime premium pay.
(c) Total direct engineering labor dollars.
(d) Total incurred cost exclusive of G&A expense.
These rates are applicable to the base costs specified for each of the contracts performed during your

fiscal year ended 31 December 1986. The indirect costs and allocation base by contract for the indicated fiscal
year are shown in Attachment I.

This indirect rate understanding shall not change any monetary ceiling, contract obligation, or specific
cost allowance or disallowance provided for in the contracts listed in Attachment 1. This understanding is
incorporated into each of the affected contracts upon execution.

Specific indirect cost items treated as direct costs in the settlement of the subject rates are discussed in
Attachment 2. (The subject rates do not include any specific indirect cost items which were treated as direct
costs in the settlement of the subject rates.) Contracts containing advance agreements or special provisions
rendering these rates inapplicable, in part or whole are identified in Attachment 3, with the applicable special
rate(s) noted.

Please confirm your acceptance of the terms of this indirect cost rate agreement by signing and returning
this letter to me. A duplicate of this letter is enclosed for your records.

You are directed to promptly submit adjustment vouchers or final vouchers for all flexibly priced
contracts. Audit adjustments should be clearly delineated so as to be readily identifiable for verification by this
office. Care should be taken that amounts claimed do not exceed contract limitations or contract indirect cost
rate ceilings.

Sincerely,

Ends
Attachment I -Schedule of Allowable Cost by Contract
Attachment 2-Schedule of Specific Indirect Cost Items Treated as Direct in the Settlement of CFY 1986

Rates
Attachment 3-Schedule of Special Indirect Cost Rates for Contracts Containing Advance Agreements or

Special Provisions
The XYZ Company accepts the above stated final indirect cost rates.

NAME James E. Contractor SIGNATURE
TITLE Vice President DATE
CONTRACTOR XYZ COMPANY, ABC DIVISION
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NOTIFICATION MEMORANDUM TO ACO

[Date]

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ADMINISTRATIVE CONTRACTING OFFICER,
[insert the cognizant ACO organization]

Attention: Mr./Ms.

Subject: Contractor Withdrawal of Indirect Expense Rate
Proposal for FY 19xx, [insert the contractor ,name]

We are in the process of reviewing [or plan to review] the [insert the contractor
name]'s final indirect expense rate proposal for FY 19xx. On [day/month 19xx] the
contractor notified our office that the submission for FY 19xx is being withdi-awn.
[Describe the reasons for contractor withdrawal; e.g., We understand the contractor's
withdrawal is due to recent stories in the press regarding possible changes to the
current law on penalties for unallowable costs.] As you know the FY 19xx claim was
already submitted months late based on contract requirements.

We are concerned that the contractor's withdrawal of the indirect expense rate
proposal(s) is unduly delaying the settlement of rates and could have adverse funding
consequences. If contracts cannot be closed before cancelation of the appropriations
under the terms of the FY 1991 Authorization Act amendment on "M" accounts, any
subsequent payments would have to be made with current year funds.

Your assistance is requested to establish a firm date for the contractor's resubmittal
of the proposal(s). This will enable us to plan to have the necessary audit staffing in
place to complete the audit(s) as expeditiously as possible. If the contractor is not
responsive, we would encourage consideration of the available remedies including
unilaterally established rates (DFARS 252.242-7001).

We appreciate your continued support of our joint objective to reduce the incurred
cost audit backlog. If you would like to discuss this matter further, please contact
Mr./Ms. , Supervisory Auditor, at [insert the telephone
number] at your convenience.

John A. Smith
FAO Manager
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6-800 Section 8 - Assist Audits of Incurred Costs

6-801 Introduction subcontracts/intercompany orders, an in-
ternal control deficiency report should be

This section presents audit policy for issued (see 5-11 Ic.)
the performance of assist audits of in- d. DCAA policy is to review auditable
curred costs on subcontracts, interplant subcontracts and intercompany orders
billings, home office expenses, and at issued by the contractor under auditable
offsite locations. For purposes of this government contracts and subcontracts,
section, assist audits refer to the situation and to request or perform assist audits of
where a contract auditor at one location incurred costs whenever such audits are
is furnished assistance by a contract of potential benefit to the government
auditor at another location, and necessary to assure adequate and

effective review of a contractor's opera-
6-801.1 Basic Responsibilities tions or cost representations. Assist au-

a. The prime contractor is primarily dits of incurred costs can be used to
responsible for subcontract award, per- satisfy mandatory annual audit require-
formance monitoring, and payment to ments related to auditable subcon-
the subcontractor for the work accom- tracts/assist audits (MAAR 12).
plished un..r subcontract terms. To ac- e. Under certain conditions, it is desir-
complish this responsibility, the prime able that DCAA audit the subcontractor.
contractor should have adequate internal Examples of these conditions are (1) the
controls to identify and notify the gov- subcontract dollar value is significant in
ernment of auditable type subcontracts amount and in relation to the prime
and intercompany orders under auditable contract dollar value, (2) a subcontractor
type government contracts and to assure objects to an upper-tier contractor audit-
that subcontract/intercompany costs are ing its records for competitive reasons,r audited. (3) a DCAA auditor is currently perform-

b. The contractor's notification to the ing audit work at the subcontractor's
government should be made upon award plant or can perform the audit more
of the subcontract and intercompany economically or efficiently, (4) DCAA
order and as part of the prime contrac- audit is necessary for consistent audit
tor's annual incurred cost proposal. The treatment and orderly administration, or
contractor's notification should include (5) the contractor or subcontractor has a
audit planning information such as the substantial or conti ,lling financial inter-
subcontract/intercompany order number, est in the other.
subcontractor/intercompany name, and f. In determining whether the govern-
subcontract/intercompany billed and ment should examine a subcontractor's
booked costs for the year. records, the auditor should consider the

c. The contractor's internal control
systempotential benefits to the government
pany orders should also provide for in- from the audit, previous audit experience
cluding appropriate flow down clauses and results at the subcontractor, and the
into the subcontrp..t/intercompany order, costs of performing the audit. An audit
such as: clauses t lat (1) provide either the will be conducted whenever the Plant
government or the contractor access to Representative/ACO or the auditor de-
the subcontrac.or's/intercompany books termines an assist audit is necessary.
and records for the purposes of perform- g. The government's interest and good I
ing the annual incurred cost audit, (2) auditing practice require that assist au-
require billed costs to be allowable pursu- dits of incurred costs be accomplished
ant to FAR 52.216-7, and (3) require the primarily while the contract is physically
subcontractor/ intercompany entity to being performed.
submit annual incurred cost proposals h. Requests for assist audits of incurred
pursuant to FAR 42.7. If the contractor costs will be processed through audit
does not have adequate controls over its channels (6-802.4) and documented in
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the FAO control system to provide visi- release of the audit results. This may be
bility of assist audits in process. necessary to avoid government suspen-

i. The auditor should coordinate the sions or disapprovals of subcontract costs
assist audit plans with the upper tieF billed by the higher-tier contract. If the
contractor to preclude duplicate audits prime contractor's diligent efforts are
and provide for contractor audits if unsuccessful, request the Plant Represen-
DCAA does not plan on performing the tative/ACO to advise whether the sub-
assist audit, contract costs should bt. audited by the

j. Mandatory annual audit require- government even though some or all of
ments related to auditable subcon- the audit report information may have to
tracts/assist audits (MAAR 12) is satis- be kept within government channels.
fled at the higher-tier location by request- c. There may be rare cases when the
ing, analyzing, and incorporating the sub- higher-tier contract auditor and Plant
contract assist audit into the final audit Representative/ACO decide that an audit
report. The assist auditor should make should proceed without the subcontrac-
every effort to issue the assist report in tor's advance concurrence on report re-
time for incorporation into the upper tier lease. In such cases, the subcontract audi-
auditor's incurred cost report. However, tor should attempt during the exit confer-
a qualified incurred cost report may be ence to obtain the subcontractor's con-
issued before receipt of the assist audit on
subcontract and intercompany costs if currence in unrestricted release of the
the criteria described in 6-709.2c are met. report to the higher-tier contractor. If this

fails, the subcontract auditor should
6-801.2 Special Considerations - Release modify the audit report cover sheet per
of Subcontractor Data to the Higher-Tier 10-206.3. If practicable, obtain the sub-
Contractor contractor's written statement as to what

When a DCAA subcontract assist audit information may be released, and pro-
is contemplated, the higher-tier contrac- vide this to the report addressee either as
tor normally will have made satisfactory a report appendix or by separate corre-
arrangements for its unrestricted access spondence.
to the subcontract audit results so that it d. At subcontractor locations where
will be able to fulfill its responsibilities recurring cost audits are made on subcon-
for settling any audit exceptions. In rare tracts issued by the same higher-tier
cases, this may be impracticable. The contractor, try to expedite the process by
following procedures are required to pro- developing a working arrangement for
tect subcontractor data when special cir- unrestricted audit report release. The
cumstances warrant such protection. subcontractor's representative should

a. Before beginning a subcontract au- document the arrangement, with a copy
dit, determine whether the subcontractor to the auditor.
will have any restrictions or reservations
on release of the resulting audit report(s) 6-802 Subcontract Incurred Costs
to the higher-tier contractor. A significant
reservation exists if the subcontractor 6-802.1 Definitions
desires to withhold its decision on release
of an audit report pending review of the a. For the purpose of this paragraph,
audit results or report contents. If the the term "subcontract" means an audita-
subcontractor does not assure unrestrict- ble subcontract, purchase order, or other
ed report release at the outset, refer the form of agreement under which materials
matter to the requesting higher-tier con- or services are to be furnished on a
tract auditor. The latter will reassess the flexibly priced basis to a prime contractor
assist audit request, consulting with the under a flexibly priced contract subject to
higher-tier contractor and/or Plant Rep- DCAA audit. Flexibly priced contracts
resentative/ACO as appropriate. include all cost-type, fixed-price-incen-

b. In most cases, the higher-tier con- tive, and fixed-price-redeterminable con-
tractor should be able to remove the tracts, and portions of time-and-material
subcontractor's objections to unrestricted and labor-hour contracts.
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b. The terms "'prime contractor" and assists audits of subcontract incurred
"subcontractor" as used in this section costs. Upon notification of a subcontract
also relate to a higher-tier subcontractor award, the prime auditor will notify the
and the next lower-tier subcontractor, subcontract auditor of the award and that
respectively. assist audits will be required. This proce-

dure will facilitate the performance of
6-802.2 Preparation of Subcontractor's any time sensitive audit procedures by
Cost Submission the assist auditor (e.g., MAARs 6 and 13.)

a. A subcontractor generally submits its However, the DCAA auditor cognizant of
costs on commercial invoices directly to the subcontractor or lower-tier subcon-
the prime contractor. In cases where tractor has a mutual responsibility to
DCAA will perform the audit, the auditor assure concurrent and coordinated audit
cognizant of the subcontractor will ar- effort. The prime auditor's timely notifi-
range with the subcontractor to make cation of awarded subcontracts or infor-
available file copies of invoices submit- mation as to anticipated subcontract vol-
ted to the prime contractor. ume to the subcontract auditor is essen-

b. The subcontractor should prepare its tial to sound audit planning and perfor-
invoices and incurred cost submission in mance of the assist audits. Both prime
the same detail and manner as required and subcontract auditors should main-
of the prime contractor. tain adequate controls for identifying

auditable subcontracts. These responsi-
6-802.3 Prime Contractor Audits of bilities include satisfying applicable por-
Subcontractors' Claims tions of the mandatory annual audit

As discussed in 6-801, the auditor will requirement related to auditable subcon-
often times perform the assist audit of the tracts/assist audits (MAAR 12).
subcontract costs. The auditor will advise b. As part of the annual incurred cost
the prime contractor of its assist audit audit, the prime auditor will request
plans to avoid duplicative audits. On needed annual audits of proposed sub-
those low risk subcontracts where the contract costs. These requests are made
prime contractor performs the audit, the on an annual basis during subcontract
auditor will review the adequacy of the performance and are in addition to the
contractor's work. In those instances, the initial notification to the subcontract
DCAA auditor shall review the prime auditor of the subcontract award. The
contractor's audit working papers to as- amount of detail included with assist
certain whether the scope and extent of audit requests will vary according to the
audit was sufficient to establish the valid- respective audit offices involved, but
ity of the subcontractor's claims, and that should normally include copies of the
appropriate deductions were made in the related subcontracts and billing docu-
pnme contractor's claims to the govern- ments showing the billed costs for the
ment for unallowable or unallocable sub- period to help the assist auditor identify
contract costs. If the DCAA auditor con- the costs to be audited. Any potential
siders the audit to be deficient or incon- access to record problems at the subcon-
clusive and believes there is a need for tractor location should be elevated quick-
further review of subcontract costs, the ly to the prime auditor and the Plant
prime auditor should discuss the matter Representative/ACO (see 1-504.)
with both the contractor and the Plant c. Some flexibly priced contracts, such
Representative/ACO to determine if it is as price redeterminable and incentive
feasible for the contractor to correct the types, require the submission of price
deficiencies or if a government audit is adjustment proposals after completion of
necessary, a portion or all of the contract. Process

requests for reviews of these proposals
6-802.A DCAA Audit of Subcontractors' under the field pricing support proce-
Costs dures of FAR 15.805-5 (i.e., through

a. The DCAA auditor cognizant of the Plant Representative/ACO channels).
prime contractor or higher-tier subcon- d. The prime and subcontract auditor I
tractor will initiate timely requests for should coordinate planned audit effort. I
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The subcontract auditor should discuss prime and subcontractors as to payment
the plans with the subcontract Plant or disposition of any subcontract costs
Representative/ACO to assure coverage determined to be unallowable by the
in specific areas of mutual interest. De- DCAA auditor. Therefore, the cognizant
pending on the materiality of the subcon- auditor will disapprove any such
tract and the strengths of the prime amounts that may be included in the
contractor's subcontract cost internal prime contractor's claims under flexibly
control system, the assist audit request priced contracts, regardless of the prime
can range from a full scope audit to an contractor's disposition thereof with the
agreed-upon procedures review encom- subcontractor.
passing verification of indirect expense
rates and direct costs. Based on this
coordination, the subcontract auditor 6-803 Interplant Billings
will furnish the requesting auditor with
the anticipated issuance date of the assist As used in this section, interplant bill-
audit report. The requesting auditor will ings are invoices (or credit memoran-
also coordinate these matters with the dums) for work or services performed at
Plant Representative/ACO at his loca- a contractor's plant or division and
tion. charged to flexibly priced contracts at

e. The subcontract auditor will arrange another plant or division. For purposes
for necessary techni. A assistance with of this section, the auditor at the plant or
the subcontract Flant Representa- division billed for services is referred to
tive/ACO. Guidance on requesting and as the prime auditor and the auditor at
evaluating technical assistance is in Ap- the location where the work is performed
pendix D. is referred to as the lower-tier auditor.

f. Although subcontractor invoices will
not be audited on an individual billing 6-803.1 General
basis, the subcontract auditor will imme-
diately notify the prime auditor of any a. A contractor may use more than one
major cost items which should be sus- of its plants or divisions to perform
pended or disapproved or of any finan- required work or services. It may issue
cial matters adversely affecting subcon- interplant work orders, purchase orders,
tract performance. or requisitions for the services or work to
. g. Upon receipt of advice of a suspen- be performed. Where plants or divisions

sion or a disapproval of a subcontract involved are separate entities for ac-
cost, the prime auditor will immediately counting purposes, the contractor gener-
discuss the matter with the prime con- ally will use interplant billings or invoices
tractor's designated representative. The to bill costs or charges applicable to the
purpose of this discussion is to alert the work or services performed. Except as
prime contractor to the need for reaching provided in FAR 31.205-26(e), the allow-
an agreement with the subcontractor re- able costs for such work or services will
garding disapproval or suspension of the be the actual costs of the performing
questioned costs, or recoupment thereof organizational unit (6-313).
if already paid. On cost-type prime con- b. The provisions of this section are
tracts, theapplicable to monthly or periodic
a DCAA Form I to effect the necessary billings which co solely esi odic
deduction from the prime contractor's cover solely estimated in-
reimbursement claims. On flexible fixed direct expense allocations, such as distri-
price contracts, the prime auditor will butions of home office expenses to vari-
notify the Plant Representative/ACO by ous benefiting plants. Ordinarily, the
letter of the need to suspend the subcon- contractor will adjust these allocations to
tract costs on progress payment requests actual at its fiscal year end. The cogni-
(see 14-200). zant auditor will review charges of this

h. Since the government has no con- nature as part of the normal overhead
tractual relationship with subcontractors, audit at the benefiting plants through the
it is not bound by any agreement between assist audit procedures (6-804).
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6-803.2 Audit Procedures general requirements of Chapter 10, to
a. The prime auditor will initiate re- the prime auditor according to the re-

quests for assist audits of interplant bill- porting schedule. The report will cover
ings pursuant to the criteria stated in 6- the acceptability of the total transferred

I 306.3b.(2) and 6-313 and should normal- costs, together with specific comments on
ly include copies of the related work the indirect expense rates. When circum-
orders, purchase orders, or subcontracts stances warrant, the lower-tier auditor
and billing documents to help the lower- should issue a special report to advise the
tier auditor identify the costs to be audit- prime auditor on a timely basis of newly
ed. However, the lower-tier auditor has a noted matters which affect the allowabili-
mutual responsibility to assure concur- ty or allocability of interplant costs.
rent and coordinated audit effort similar b. Comments on indirect expense rates
to that envisioned in subcontract audits should indicate whether or not final rates
(6-802). In addition, these responsibili- have been established. If final indirect
ties include satisfying applicable portions expense rates have not been established,
of the mandatory annual audit require- the lower-tier auditor will providz com-
ment related to auditable subcon- ments regarding claimed billing rates and
tracts/assist audits (MAAR 12). The the effect of questioned costs on the
prime auditor's timely identification of billing rates. The lower-tier auditor will
auditable interplant work authorizations issue a supplemental audit report when
and information as to anticipated volume indirect expense rates have been final-
of auditable work is essential to sound ized.
audit planning and performance of the c. The lower-tier auditor will also pro-
assist audits. vide comments on any transferred costs

b. The lower-tier auditor should coor- not covered by an interplant work order.
dinate planned audit effort with the d. The lower-tier auditor will explain
prime auditor and the lower-tier Plant all suspended or disapproved costs in
Representative/ACO to assure coverage sufficient detail to enable the prime audi-
in specific areas of mutual interest. Based tor to prepare necessary DCAA Form Is.
on this coordination, the lower-tier audi-
tor will furnish the prime auditor with 6-804 Corporate or Home Office
the anticipated issuance date of the assist Audits
audit report. The prime auditor will also
coordinate these matters with the Plant The contractor's home or group office
Representative/ACO at his or her loca- comprises the general corporate or divi-
tion. sional headquarters responsible for the

c. The lower-tier auditor will arrange management of business carried out at
for necessary technical assistance with various plants, branches, divisions, or
the lower-tier Plant Representative/ACO. subsidiaries of the organization.
Guidance on technical assistance is in a. The home office is responsible for
Appendix D. the overall administration and manage-

d. Requirements in 6-1005b. will go- ment of the operations performed under
vern the scope of the incurred interplant its general guidance and incurs expenses
costs audit. The audit will normally be that are allocable to the operations car-
comprehensive and include a reconcilia- hed out at the various plants, branches,
tion of the cost records to the total divisions, or subsidiaries.
interplant billings for each fiscal year b. Some home or group office services
during the contract performance. Do not may not be of a general nature but are
perform audits of individual interplant performed for a particular plant or divi-
billings except in unusual circumstances sion. Under such conditions, the associ-
as required by 6-1003f. ated costs may be directly charged to the
6-803.3 plant or division. Treat these transac-

- 3Audit Reports tions as intracompany billings covered by
a. The lower-tier auditor will issue the audit procedures outlined for interdi-

timely audit reports, prepared under the visional transactions (6-313).
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6-804.1 Audit Responsibility only to those products sold through cer-
a. The home office auditor is responsi- tain channels or to certain customers.

ble for the audit of all corporate r hb. The corporate auditor should reviewoffie expeses adist e tfall poathe orome accounts not included in the expenseoffice expenses distributed to the various pool for the possibility that they aresegments of the corporation irrespective applicable to government contracts.of how such expenses may be charged toaccounts include other (or miscel-the segments.
b. There is, however, a significant laneous) income and expense accounts,reserves for contingencies, surplus, and

corollary responsibility placed on lower- others. (See 6-500.)
tier auditors. They must develol, suffi- c.The corporate auditor should reviewcient information and necessary visibility tax returns, corporate minutes, reports
to permit effective evaluation by the filed with regulatory bodies (such as SEC
home office auditor. For example, lower- filings), and financial statements for their
tier auditors, in cooperation with the impact on the contractor's organization,
contract audit coordinator (CAC) and operations, and claimed costs. (see 3-I
home office auditors, may identify over- IS 1.) The results of this review should bel
lapping or duplicative effort between the coordinated with, and written confirma-
home office and operating entities. The tion provided to, cognizant lower-tier
CAC program (15-200) was established, auditors to help comply with mandatory
in part, to improve communication and annual audit requirement relating to the
visibility in this important area. Accord- review of tax returns and financial state-
ingly, take appropriate measures to as- ments (MAAR 4).
sure that effective coordination is accom- d. The corporate auditor should fur-
plished among the home office auditor, nish copies of consolidated financial
the plant auditor, and the CAC. statements, including notes thereto, to

c. The audit scope will depend to a cognizant lower-tier auditors.
large extent on the overall value and
percentage of government contracts the 6-04.3 Cost Accounting Standards
contractor is performing and the amount Cost Accounting Standard 403 (Alloca-
of home office expenses allocated and tion of Home Office Expenses to Seg-
assigned to government contracts. When ments) is particularly important in re-
appropriate, the corporate auditor should viewing the allocability of home or group
perform the audit during the contractor's office expenses. The need for assuring
fiscal year. compliance imposes special requirements

d. The corporate auditor should re- on both the home office auditor and
solve audit problems, such as inequitable lower-tier auditors, and close coordina-
allocation methods or corporate policies, tion and interface between these auditors
as soon as possible to prevent undue is essential. All auditors involved in the
delays of overhead audits at the various review and analysis of home or group
segments. In this connection, refer to 15- office expenses will observe the specific
200 for the CAC program procedures. guidance contained in Chapter 8.
Plant level auditors should specify dates 6-804.4 Audit Reports
by which home office reports are needed
in the audit request. a. The higher-tier auditor normally

should issue audit reports annually, but
6-804.2 Audit Proceures also report significant findings when dis-

covered. The narrative section of the
a. Guidance in Chapters 4 and 6 are report should contain summary coin-

applicable to the audit of home office ments on unsatisfactory contractor poli-
expenses. In reviewing home office ex- cies and procedures affecting contract
pense pools, pay particular attention to costs at the plant level to alert those
the expense types which may not be auditors to conditions that may require
applicable to the business as a whole, special emphasis.
such as those applicable only to a particu- b. Audit reports should provide suffi-
lar group of products, group of plants, or cient detail and information for the the
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plant level auditors to identify and evalu- of audit coverage at the offsite location
ate cost allocations considering the cir- which have not otherwise been identi-
cumstances or specific provisions of their fled.
contracts. b. The offsite auditor will time-phase

c. Reports distributed to plant or divi- general areas of audit coverage at the
sion level auditors should not divulge offsite location to coincide with the"contractor confidential" information prime location's overall plan. The offsite
which the contractor itself does not re- auditor should initiate physical observa-
lease to the plant or division level. A tions and coordination with offsite con-
factor representing the percentage of tract administration officials.
questioned or disapproved allocated c. Where warranted, the prime audi-
home or group office expenses may be all tor(s) should make periodic visits to
that is required at the plant or division offsite locations to coordinate audit ac-
level. tivity. The prime and offsite auditors

should discuss any unresolved problems
6-805 Offsite Locations (including between them through regional channels.
overseas locations) (See 6-806.)

d. These responsibilities also include
The contractor may maintain books satisfying the applicable portions of the

and records at locations different from mandatory annual audit requirement re-
the site of physical work performance. lated to auditable subcontract/assist au-
For purposes of this section, auditors at dits (MAAR 12).
locations where contractors' books and
records are maintained are referred to as 6405.2 Audit Reports
prime auditors and those where the work a. The format and content of the assist
is physically performed as offsite audi- audit report will conform with the gener-
tors. Both prime and offsite auditors al requirements of Chapter 10.
must establish adequate communication b. The offsite auditor will address assist
to assure effective interface, audit reports to the prime auditor. All

assist audit reports with positive findings
6-805.1 Audit Responsibility shall contain a recommendation for a

a. The prime auditor retains responsi- followup assist audit whenever one is
bility for the audit of the primary ac- considered necessary. When audit results
counting records and approval of costs involve questioned costs or require fur-
under government contracts. In this con- ther action at the prime location, the
nection, the prime auditor will coordi- prime auditor will advise the offsite audi-
nate the overall plan or program, includ- tor of the disposition of the audit find-ing assist audit requests, with the offsite ings.
auditor to assure proper integration of c. The offsite auditor will issue reports
audit efforts at the respective locations, to local contract administration officials
The assist audit request should include, concerning matters of local interest or inas a minimum, a listing of current em- response to requests from the local offi-
ployees at the offsite location, the name, cials. The offsite auditor will furnish
title, and telephone number of the offsite copies of reports to the prime auditor.
contractor representative, a listing of
contractor project numbers active at the 6-806 Differences of Opinion
offsite location, a cross-reference to ac- Between DCAA Offices
tive government contract numbers and
types, and a copy of a current payroll In the exchange of information and
distribution. It is especially important ideas in the performance of assist audits,
that the prime auditor notify the offsite it is possible that significant differences
auditor of special provisions or sensitive of opinion on administrative procedures
areas concerning contract performance. or technical accounting matters may de-
The offsite auditor has a corollary re- velop. Auditors encountering such differ-
sponsibility to apprise the prime auditor ences in performing audit assignments
of any auditable work or additional areas will forward the information to their
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respective regional offices. If the direc- tention PAD, a report containing suffi-
tors of the respective regions cannot cient details reparding the differences
resolve the differences, or if the differ- involved including, where appropriate,
ences are resolved, but the matters in- the conclusions reached. Reporting to
volved would be of interest to, Headquar- Headquarters on problem areas encoun-
ters, either or both regional directors will tered in the administration of the CAC
forward promptly to Headquarters, At- program is covered in 15-210.2.
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6-900 Section 9 - Notices of Costs Suspended and/or Disapproved under

Cost Reimbursement Contracts

6-901 Introduction c. Costs which the auditor determines
should be suspended or disapproved

This section states the audit guidance should be discussed with the contractor
and procedures to be followed for effect- to ensure that the auditor's conclusion is
ing suspensions and disapprovals of costs based upon a proper understanding of the
under cost reimbursement contracts and facts and to inform the contractor of the
the issuance of DCAA Form 1, Notice of auditor's determination. If the contractor
Costs Suspended and/or Disapproved un- agrees that the costs in question should
der Cost Reimbursement Contracts. be suspended or disapproved, one of the

following actions will be taken:
6-902 General Guidance for (1) Where the costs have not yet been
Suspensions and Disapprovals submitted on a reimbursement voucher,

arrangements will be made to ensure
a. In general, an item of cost, either exclusion of the costs from any future

direct or indirect, which lacks adequate reimbursement claims. The auditor shall
explanation or documentary support for maintain a record of improper contract
definitive audit approval or disapproval costs which the contractor has agreed to
should be suspended until the required deduct or exclude from its claims on
data are received and a determination public vouchers.
can be made as to the allowability of the (2) Where the costs have already been
item. Suspensions may also be used to: included in provisionally approved reim-

(1) Reduce the fixed-fee when the in- bursement vouchers, the auditor may
terim amount claimed for payment is in issue a DCAA Form 1, or as an alterna-
excess of the amount authorized by the tive the contractor may deduct the
contract. amount on the next voucher submitted.

(2) Establish the necessary withholding d. The issuance of a DCAA Form 1
reserves required by the contract terms should not be delayed until the auditor is
when the contractor fails to do so. prepared to issue an audit report if the

(3) Provide for the correct amount of cost to be disapproved has been reim-
current reimbursements of costs that are bursed through interim billings. If an
otherwise allowable but which have not audit finding has been presented to the
met the requirements in 6-1005c and 6- contractor and the contractor does not
1006. agree with the questioned costs, the audi-

b. Costs claimed by the contractor for tor may prepare and issue a DCAA Form
which audit action has been completed, I even though the audit report will not be
and which are not considered allowable, issued until other portions of the audit
will be disapproved. Disapproved cost are completed.
may comprise any of the following: e. The auditor is responsible for keep-

(1) Items specifically limited or exclud- ing the ACO advised of issues which have
ed by FAR Part 31 or other terms of the the potential for becoming the subject of
contract. a DCAA Form 1 and should consult with

(2) Items which, although not specifi- the ACO before issuing a DCAA Form 1,
cally unallowable under (1) above, are or its equivalent in the case of a non-
determined, in accordance with FAR DoD agency. This will permit the auditor
Part 31, to be unreasonable in amount, to ascertain whether the ACO (1) has any
contrary to generally accepted accounting additional data which would either sup-
principles, or not properly allocable to port or modify the audit findings, and (2)
the contract in accordance with the rela- concurs or nonconcurs with the proposed
tive benefit received or other equitable cost suspension or disapproval. The audi-
relationship. tor may also refer the matter to the

(3) Items disapproved at the direction regional office for guidance, particularly
of the ACO (DFARS 242.803(b)(iiXB)) in those cases where the ACO indicates
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nonconcurrence with the proposed audit for the purpose of disapproving the
action. The regional office, in turn, may costs."
consider it desirable to consult Head-
quarters before reaching a decision. The h. When the auditor cognizant of a
consultations and discussions held with home office determines that certain
the ACO and higher level audit personnel amounts should be suspended or disap-
should be expedited so that audit action proved, he/she is responsible for (1) dis-
can be completed on a timely basis. The cussing the costs with the appropriate
issuance of a DCAA Form 1 triggers the home office representatives; (2) consult-
ACO's involvement in the audit determi- ing with the CACO, if appropriate; (3)
nation process (6-708). preparing computations to show the allo-

f. If the contractor does not agree that cation of the suspended/disapproved
the costs in question should be suspended costs to each receiving entity; and (4)
or disapproved, and the auditor has tak- advising the auditor cognizant of the
en the action prescribed in e. above, the receiving entity as to the description of
auditor will issue a DCAA Form 1 (6- the cost element to be suspended or
903) to effect suspensions and disapprov- disapproved, the amount allocable to the
als of costs or fees claimed for payment entity, and the reasons for the action. A
on contractors' reimbursement vouchers, copy of this advisory notice should alsog. Occasionally a contractor may un- be sent to the cognizant CACO and the
derbill and wait until the final indirect contractor's home office representative.rates are settled before billing the govern- The auditor cognizant of the entity re-
ment. Where such an underbilling has ceiving the costs to be suspended or
murrednt d W hee uchtor anunderthnghas- disapproved should prepare a regular or
occurred and the auditor and the conth blanket DCAA Form 1, as appropriate,
tor do not agree on the allowability 0o the listing all affected contracts, and showing
amounts contained in the contractor's the computations to the contract level.
claim, the auditor should issue a Di. For special administrative proce-
Form 1. The amount of questioned costs dures to be followed in processing sus-
with which the contractor did not agree pensions and disapprovals related to non-
will be shown in the designated block on
the DCAA Form 1. After the explanatory DoD ontracts refer to 15-100.
paragraph(s), a statement shall be provid-
ed explaining that no action is necessary 6-903 Types of DCAA Form 1
to recoup the questioned amount as the
contractor has not been reimbursed for it. a. Suspensions and disapprovals affect-
The following statement is suggested and ing DoD contracts, and contracts of non-
may be modified and/or expanded to suit DoD organizations where the auditor has
particular circumstances: been granted the authority (15-103), will

be accomplished by means of one of the
"The purpose of this DCAA Form I following types of DCAA Form 1. Costs
is to initiate ACO action in render- suspended or disapproved on NASA on-=
ing a final decision on the questioned tracts are accomplished by means of a
costs associated with the issue de- NASA Form 456 (15-105).
scribed herein with which the con- b. While individual delivery orders
tractor does not agree. At the present under Indefinite Delivery Type Contracts
time, no action is required to recoup should be treated as if they were separate
the questioned amount as the inter- contracts, a DCAA Form 1 can be issued
im billing rate used by the contractor to effect a cost disallowance on one
during FY 19xx was low enough to delivery order in order to recover an
preclude reimbursement of the ques- overpayment under another delivery or-
tioned costs on an interim basis. der on the same contract.

"However, should the contractor bill 6-903.1 Regular
these costs before this issue is re- Where the cost element to be suspend-
solved, this DCAA Form 1 will be ed or disapproved is applicable to only
attached to the request for payment one contract, a regular DCAA Form I
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will be prepared and issued as prescribed b. When a reimbursement voucher
in 6-905.1. contains a resubmission of items of cost

or fee which were previously suspended
6-903.2 Blanket by DCAA Form 1, the contractor will

Where the cost element to be suspend- show each such item as a separate line
ed or disapproved is applicable to more item on its SF 1035 in the current period
than one contract, a blanket DCAA Form column of the section entitled "Contract
I will be prepared and issued a Reserves and Adjustments" (see DCAAP
scribed in 6-905.2. The blanket DCAA 7641.90). A these items will be coi-
Form 1 will contain a description of the bined into one figure in the cumulative
issue involved and will list all affected amount column. A final audit determina-

o ,showing the omputation to tion on all suspended items will be madecontracts, sevel. thoutatl to by the auditor prior to or at the time the
the contract level. Although all affcted
contracts are listed on the blanket DCAA completion voucher under the contract or
Form 1, it may be possible to recoup a subcontract is processed and the contract
significant amount of the costs on only closing statement is issued.
part of the contracts. In such cases the c. Where the contractor's claim for
auditor may elect to process the DCAA costs disapproved by a DCAA Form I is
Form I against interim billings for onlysustained by the ACO or under the
Fhorm 1cinosnt decision and appeals procedures, the au-those contracts containing the majrp- diowllapvetecssdernd
tion of the costs to be suspended or ditor will approve the costs determined
disapproved. Once the issue is settled, the actor when resubmitted by the con-
other contracts should be adjusted as in a reimbursement voucher.
necessary. Contract audit closing state- 6-905 Preparation of DCAA Form 1
ments should reflect reductions for all
outstanding DCAA Form 1 suspensions The auditor is the authorized represen-
and disapprovals applicable to the con- tative of the contracting officer for the
tract even though the Form 1 has not purpose of issuing a DCAA Form 1. Only
been previously processed against inter- the auditor shall prepare the form. The
im billings under the contract due to auditor should prepare a separate DCAAmateriality considerations. Form 1 for each major issue. This proce-

dure facilitates tracking the status of the6-904 Follow-up Action on issue should the contractor appeal the
Suspensions and Disapprovals DCAA Form 1. Instructions for the prep-

aration of authorized types of DCAA
a. it is excted that within a reason- Forms 1 are presented in the following

able time after issuance of a suspension, paragraphs. Regional Audit Manager
the contractor will submit the required (RAM) review is required prior to is-
explanations, documentation, data, or suance of all Forms 1, as well as all
justification in support of the suspended related rebuttals and response letters.
costs. At that time, the auditor will
complete the review and determine the 6-905.1 Regla"r
allowability of the items involved. Audi- a. The information to be shown on the
tors will make all reasonable efforts to regular form will be in conformity with
obtain the additional information re- the following instructions, which are
quired for an audit determination as keyed to the letters on the specimen
promptly as possible. When such efforts DCAA Forms I and I-c (Figure 6-9-1 and
are not successful, the auditor, after the 6-9-2).
lapse of a reasonable period of time, may (1) Contract Number. Insert the num-
process a DCAA Form 1 to effect the ber of the contract, and, if appropriate,
disapproval of the suspended item. If the the job, task, or project order thereunder.
contractor disagrees with this determina- (2) Notice Number. Insert the sequence
tion, it may elect to assert a claim with number of this DCAA Form I. A sepa-
the contracting officer pursuant to the rate series of consecutive numbers of
"Disputes" clause of the contract(s). DCAA Forms I beginning with number I
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will be used for each contract, job, task, prepared in accordance with the follow-
or project order for which a separate ing instructions.
voucher series of numbers is used. (See (1) The contractor's name and address
DCAAP 7641.90.) will be shown in the space provided.

(3) Disbursing Office. Show the name (2) A description of the cost element to
and address of the applicable disbursing be suspended or disapproved, the
office. amount applicable to each affected con-

(4) Contract Administration Office. tract, and the reasons for the action will
Show the name and address of the appli- be shown in the space provided. If the
cable office. information cannot be conveniently

(5) Signature and Date of Notice. The shown in such space, a brief, introductory
auditor responsible for the preparation of statement will be furnished, generally
the DCAA Form I will manually sign the describing the items and reasons for the
original and insert the date signed. audit action. Amounts suspended or dis-

(6) DCAA Auditor Address. Insert the approved applicable to each affected con-
name and address of the FAO. tract and detailed explanations will be

(7) Contractor's Acknowledgment of stated in exhibits or other attachments,
Receipt. Do not fill in these three blocks and appropriate reference will be made to
when the form is prepared. Obtain the such data in the introductory statement.
contractor's acknowledgment per 6-906b. For example, in the case of indirect costs

(8) Description of Items and Reasons disapproved based on the auditor's deter-
for Action. The auditor shall insert in this mination of final indirect cost rates, the
space a clear and concise description and foregoing may be shown on the blanket
identification of each item suspended or DCAA Form 1 as follows, modified as
disapproved. The reasons for action must appropriate in the circumstance:
clearly and specifically state the grounds
for suspension, or disapproval. Since the "For the Fiscal Year ended
DCAA Form I is, in essence, an audit Factory, Engineering, and General &
report, the reporting standards in 2-400 Administrative expense reimbursed to
will be complied with in its preparation. the Company under this con-
In the event a lengthy narrative is re- tract in excess of amounts determined
quired such as may be needed to describe allowable are disapproved. The disap-
a large or complicated item of cost sus- proved amounts allocated to this con-
pended and/or disapproved, the typing tract are indicated by check mark on
may be extended across the entire page, Exhibit A."
or a brief summary may be made, attach-
ing the details on plain paper. If there are (3) The blanket form, including sup-
numerous items, they should be briefly porting exhibits or other attachments, if
itemized and totaled before the detailed required, will be reproduced in the quan-
explanations begin, so that the tot tities required by 6-906 for each contract
amounts of costs suspended and/or dis- to which the suspended or disapproved
approved appear no later than the first or cost is applicable.
second page of the form. (4) The applicable contract number,

b. Sufficient copies will be prepared to notice number and date, and public
voucher number will be inserted for eachprovide the distribution required by 6- contract on all copies of the reproduced
form required for such contract. On eachc. The amount suspended and/or dis- set of forms so prepared, the amountc.appThed will be deducted on a current sseddo opeaeteaon

approvedsuspended or disapproved applicable to
public voucher in the manner provided the cited contract will be clearly checked
y 6-907. in ink or red pencil on all copies. One

6-905.2 B t copy in each set will be signed as pre-
scribed by 6-905.1a.

a. Where use of a blanket form is b. The blanket DCAA Form I will be
appropriate (see 6-903.2), one DCAA distributed in accordance with 6-906 for
Form i, suitable for reproduction, will be each affected contract. The amount sus-
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pended or disapproved applicable to each for such contract in the manner provided
contract will be deducted from the reim- by 6-907.
bursement claimed on a public voucher
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Figure 6-9-1

Figure 6-9-1
DCAA Form 1

DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY
NOTICE OF CONTRACT COSTS SUSI NDED AND/OR DISAPPROVED PAGE.OF. PAGES(S)

TO: (Name and Address of Contractor) Contract Number Notice Number
(1) (2)

Disbursing Office Contract Administration Office

(3) (4)

1. This notice is issued pursuant to the authority of DoD Directive 5105.36, as implemented by the Federal Acquisition
Regulation and DoO Far Supplement. It constitutes notice of costs suspended and/or disapproved incident to the
uof contractor coats icurred under referenced contract(s). Description of items and reasons for the action are

stated below.

2. SUSPENDED COSTS, as referred to herein, are costs which, for the reasons stated below, have been determined
by teudrindto be inadetl supported or otherwise questionable, and not appropriate for reimtburse-

merit under the contract to time. Such costs may be determined reimbursable after the contractor
provides the auditor additional documentation or explanation as specified bekow.

3. DISAPPROVED COSTS, as referred to herein, are costs which, for the reasons stated below, have been determined
by the undersigned to be unallkwabe, that is, not reimbursable under the contract terms.

4. If the contractor disagrees with this/lthese determinations, the contractor may (1) request in writing the cognizant
contracting officer to consider whether the unreimbursed costs should be paid and to discuss his or her findings
with the contractor and/or (2) file a claim under the "DIsputes" clause of the contract(s).

5. The auditor will submit copies of the acknowledged notice to the cognizant disubersing officer for appropriate action
and to the cognizant contracting officer.

DCAA I Date of Notice Address Signature
AUDITOR (5) (6, (5)

CONTRACTOR'S ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF RECEIPT-The contractor or Its authorized representatsve shall acknowl-
edge receipt of this notice to the DCAA auditor.

Date of Receipt .Name and Title of Authorized Official Signature
(7) (7) (7)

ITEM Description of Items and Reasons for Action Amount of Costs
NO. Suspended Disapproved

(8)

DCAA Form 1 Supereedes Auguat 1987 EdltInx of DCAA Form 1
February 1988
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Figure 6-9-2

Figure 6-9-2
DCAA Form 1-C

DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY
NOTICE OF CONTRACT COSTS SUSPENDED AND/OR

DISAPPROVED
(Continuation Sheet) PAGE - OF - PAGES(S)

NOTICE NUMBER
CONTRACTOR (2)

TEM NO DESCRIPTION OF ITEMS AND REASONS FOR ACTION (Continued)

(8)

DCAAFORM I-C Superede August 19W Edition ofDCAA Form I-C
Febtm'y I98
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6-906 Distribution of DCAA Form 1 appeal rights. Where satisfactory local
arrangements can be made to accomplish

a. The distribution pattern below was these purposes through a more limited
developed by DoD procurement person- distribution, such action should be taken.
nel to ensure that all interested govern- In the case of issues having corporate-
ment representatives receive timely noti- wide impact, a copy for return to the
fication of the status of suspension or CACO should be provided in addition to
disapproval actions and to accommodate the distribution noted below.
legal requirements about the contractores

Advance Distribution at Time of Issuance

Contractor (two acknowledgment copies, one cadb for return to the
auditor and to the administrative contracting officer) Original and 3 Copies

Administrative Contracting Officer I Copy

Audit File ICopy
Original and 5 Copies

Distribution as Attachments to Reimbursement Vouchers

DCAA Form I wil be attached to
the SF 1034 and each copy of the SF 1034s on which the deductio is made. 8 Copies

Total DCAA Forms needed Oriainal and 13 Com

b. It is important for the auditor and b. The auditor shall insert in the differ-
the ACO to obtain the contractor's ac- ences block of the public voucher, SF
knowledgment of the receipt of DCAA 1034, the total amount suspended and/or
Form 1 on the copies provided for that disapproved as shown on the DCAA
purpose. Where the auditor personally Form 1, and the net amount provisional-
presents the DCAA Form I to the con- ly approved, as follows:
tractor, he/she should obtain the required
acknowledged copies and immediately DCAA Form No. $ ( )
forward one to the ACO. Where the Net Amount Approved
DCAA Form I is mailed to the contrac- The auditor should ensure that the
tor, rather than personally presented, it The For sho wn as an
should be sent by certified mail, return DCAA Form 1 amount is shown as anreceipt requested, and the contractor offset to cumulative billings in the "'Con-
shallpt beuea sted, tooard the c ractor- tract Reserves and Adjustments" section
shall be advised of th DCa he acknowr - of the SF 1035 attached to the next publicedged copies of the DCAA Form 1, one vuhr(e CA 619)

each to the auditor and the ACO. This voucher (see DCAAP 7641.90).c. If the amount of the deduction is
procedure shall be used in any case where more than the amount of the public
thecotrato refuses to acknowledge mrth o the uA Form no voucher, the auditor shall apply the in-
receipt of the DCAA Form I stallment method of deductions to this

and subsequent public vouchers, until the
6-907 Deductions on Public Vouchers amount is fully liquidated against the
for Suspensions and Disapprovals contractor's claims. Public vouchers with

zero amounts must be forwarded to the
a. If it appears that the full immediate disbursing office for appropriate action.

deduction of a cost suspension or disap-
proval might seriously impair the con- 6-908 Contractor's Request for
tractor's ability to continue contract per- Reconsideration or Claims of
formance, the auditor should consult Disapproved Costs
with the disbursing officer concerning
possible use of FAR 32.613 procedures a. Following the issuance of a DCAA
regarding deferred payments of contract Form 1, the contractor may (I) request
debts. the cognizant ACO in writing to consider
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whether the unreimbursed costs should the contractor to resubmit on its next
be paid and to discuss his or her findings public voucher the amount determined
with the contractor or (2) submit to the acceptable by the ACO. The amount of
ACO a claim for disapproved costs in the resubmission shall be shown as a
accordance with FAR 33.2 (Disputes and separate item in the section on the SF
Appeals). Arrangements should be made 1035 headed "Contract Reserves and
for ACOs to notify the auditor promptly Adjustments" (see DCAAP 7641.90).
of any claims they may receive. The ACO The copy of the ACO's decision sustain-
will normally make a written determina- ing the contractor's claim which is fur-
tion as promptly as practicable on con- nished the auditor will be retained with
tractor written requests for reconsider- the auditor's copy of the resubmission
ation, but when a formal claim is filed, voucher as supporting documentation.
the ACO should make a final decision d. Refer to 15-603 for guidance on
within 60 days. If a contractor disagrees reporting of ACO reinstatements and
with the ACO final decision regarding a issuance of reports to the ACO on audit
claim, the contractor may appeal the determined rates and DCAA Forms 1
decision to the ASBCA or the Court of when the auditor cannot reach an agree-
Federal Claims. ment with the contractor.

b. Written determinations or final deci-
sions may sometimes involve complex 6-909 General Accounting Office
issues and significant dollar amounts. Notices of Exception
Moreover, they may have an impact far
wider than the particular transaction at a. Notices of exception issued by the
issue. Generally, the ACO will seek legal General Accounting Office are addressed
counsel and advice from others, includ- to the disbursing officer. The disbursing
ing the auditor. In these cases, the auditor officer usually recovers the questioned
shall cooperate with the ACO by furnish- amount by an immediate deduction from
ing any additional information and audit amounts otherwise due the contractor.
explanations necessary to permit him or The contractor is notified of the action
her to reach a conclusion. In the event the taken and of its right to file a reclaim
ACO does not sustain the contract audi- voucher.
toe's cost disapproval, DoD Directive b. The auditor does not have responsi-
7640.2 requires the ACO to comply with bility for making replies to the General
the documentation and review proce- Accounting Office Notices of Exception.
dures prescribed by his/her DoD compo- When the disbursing officer requests the
nent prior to final disposition of the auditor's advice and comment on an
disapproved cost (see 15-603). In this exception, the auditor will furnish all
connection, DCMC procedures are stated available information to assist him or
in paragraph 31.2-3g of DLA Manual her. Such information shall include an
8105.1. opinion as to whether the submission of

c. When a claim of disapproved costs is an explanatory reply is likely to result in
decided, in whole or in part, in the the withdrawal of the exception by the
contractor's favor, the ACO will advise GAO.
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6-1000

6-1000 Section 10 - Responsibilities for Processing and Approval of Interim
and Completion Cost-Reimbursement Vouchers

6-1001 Introduction supplied by the contractor. The various
types of contracts described above are

This section r;,-'des information on hereafter referred to as cost-reimburse-
thC. audti responsibilities for the process- ment type contracts for purposes of this
ing and approval of the contractor's in- section and are more fully explained in
terim and completion reimbursement FAR Part 16, Subparts 3, 4, and 6, plus
vouchers. Additional guidance on termi- applicable supplements.
nated cost-type contracts and processing b. A fixed price contract obligates the
of non-DoD reimbursement vouchers is contractor to complete physical perfor-
contained in 12-400 and 15-100, respec- mance of the contract at the stipulated
tively. price(s). The failure to complete perfor-

mance subjects the contractor to possible
6-1002 General government termination for default. Un-

der a cost-reimbursement type contract,
a. Contractors submit reimbursement however, although the contractor is ex-

vouchers or invoices (herein referred to pected to use its best efforts to complete
as vouchers) to obtain interim and final performance, the contractor is not obli-
payment under cost-reimbursement, gated to continue performance under the
ayment adcontract if it involves the incurrence of

tracts and the cost-reimbursement por- costs in excess of the estimated total cost
tions of fixed price contracts. A cost- stated in the contract.
reimbursement type contract provides
for payment to the contractor of the 6-1003 Responsibility for
allowable costs incurred in performing Examination and Approval of
the work or services prescribed in the Reimbursement Vouchers
contract. This type of contract specifies
an estimate of total cost for the purposes a. The authority and responsibility for
of (1) obligatinp funds and (2) establish- audit examination and approval for pay-
ing a cost ceiling which the contractor ment of contractors' claims (public
may not exceed, except at its own risk, vouchers) under cost-reimbursement type
without the approval of the contracting contracts are set forth in Department of
officer. The contract may also provide for Defense Directive No. 5105.36, subject:
the payment to the contractor of a fixed Defense Contract Audit Agency (see I-
fee, or a target fee subject to subsequent IS1) as implemented in FAR 42.803(b)
incentive adjustment dependent upon and applicable supplements.Farescribed contract performance or cost b. Under cost-reimbursement con-
actors. Conversely, a cost-sharing con- tracts, the cost-reimbursement portion of

tract may limit reimbursement to the fixed price contracts, letter contracts that
contractor to an agreed portion of the provide for reimbursement of costs, time-
total allowable costs, and provide for the materials contracts, and labor-hour con-
remaining portion to be absorbed by the tracts, the contract auditor is the author-
contractor in consideration of expected ized representative of the contracting
compensating benefits. A time-and-mate- officer to (1) receive reimbursement
rials contract provides for acquiring sup- vouchers, interim rate adjustment vouch-
plies or services on the basis of (1) direct ers, and final rate adjustment vouchers
labor hours at specified fixed hourly rates directly from contractors, (2) approve for
that include wages, indirect expenses, payment or adjustment those vouchers
and profit; and (2) materials at cost, found acceptable, and (3) suspend pay-
including material handling costs, if ap- ment of questionable costs (see 6-905).
propriate. A labor-hour contract is a The auditor will assure that completed
variant of the time and materials con- vouchers are forwarded to the cognizant
tract, differing in that materials are not disbursing officer for payment.
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c. If the review of a voucher raises a guidance pertaining to audits of interim
question regarding the allowability of a public vouchers is provided in 6-1007
cost under the contract terms, the audi- and guidance regarding completion
tor, after informal discussion as appropri- vouchers is in 6-1008.
ate, will issue a DCAA Form 1, "Notice
of Contract Costs Suspended and/or Dis- 6-1004 Preparation and Submission
approved". Guidance on the preparation of Claims for Reimbursement by
and submission of DCAA Form 1 is Contractors
contained in 6-900. The Form I will be
submitted simultaneously to the contrac-
tor and the disbursing officer, with a copy a. Cost-reimbursement type contracts
"to the cognizant contracting officer, for provide that the contractor may submit
deduction from current payments with periodic claims for reimbursement of
respect to costs claimed but not consid- costs and fee on government public
ered reimbursable. If the contractor dis- voucher forms SF 1034 and SF 1035 or
agrees with the deduction, it may (1) their equivalent. Detailed information
submit a written request to the cognizant concerning the preparation, submission
contracting officer to consider whether and processing of these forms is present-
the unreimbursed costs should be paid, ed in DCAAP 7641.90. This pamphlet is
(2) file a claim under the Disputes clause, available for distribution to contractors.
or (3) do both. The contracting officer b. Audit offices receiving requests from
may direct the auditor to issue a Form 1 contractors for public voucher forms will
for any cost that he or she believes should advise contractors that they may be ob-
be suspended or disapproved. tained from the appropriate ACO or from

d. The auditor will approve separate the Government Printing Office at no-
fee vouchers and fee portions of vouchers minal cost.
for provisional payment in accordance c. Contractors' interim reimbursement
with the contract schedule and any in- claims will be forwarded for payment to
structions from the administrative con- the disbursing officer after appropriate
tracting officer (ACO). review and approval by the auditor to

e. Completion vouchers will be for- insure that such payments are consistent
warded to the ACO for approval after with the terms of the contract. These
audit review as prescribed in 6-1008.1b. interim payments are provisional in na-

f. The primary purpose of the examina- ture and are subject to retroactive adjust-
tion and approval of interim public ment upon the determination of the
vouchers is to provide reasonable assur- allowability of costs claimed. The allow-
ance that the amounts claimed are not in able cost and payment clause at FAR
excess of that which is properly due the 52.216-7 contained in each cost-reim-
contractor in accordance with the terms bursement type contract states in part:
of the contract. The extent of audits of "At any time or times before final pay-
individual interim vouchers should be ment, the Contracting Officer may have
based upon the contractor's integrity, its the Contractor's invoices or vouchers and
financial condition and the adequacy of statements of cost audited. Any payment
its internal management controls and may be (1) reduced by amounts found by
procedures. It is not intended that inter- the Contracting Officer not to constitute
im public vouchers submitted by contrac- allowable costs or (2) adjusted for priortors under cost-reimbursement type con- overpayments or underpayments." A
tracts be individually audited except in similar clause is contained in time-and-
those very unusual instances where the materials and labor-hour contracts (FAR
auditor has concluded that he or she 52.232-7). Guidance concerning the re-
cannot place reasonable reliance upon view and processing of interim vouchers I
the contractor's cost representations or is provided in 6-1007.
billing procedure (maximum control d. Upon completion of the contract,
risk). Guidance pertaining to the audi- the contractor is required to submit a
tor's review of the internal control struc- voucher designated as "completion
ture is provided in Chapter 5 and 6-1006, voucher" together with such other docu-
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ments as are prescribed by the contract. volved, the nature of the work per-
Approval and payment by the govern- formed, the contractor's financial posi-
ment of the contractor's completion tion, prior audit experience with the
vouchers constitutes complete and final contractor, and the extent of any proba-
payment to the contractor, except for any ble cost disapprovals. See 6-1006 for
items reserved by qualification of the guidance regarding minimum steps re-
contractor's Release of Claims. Detailed quired when audit experience with the
instructions relative to submission and contractor is limited. The extent of audit
processing of these documents are includ- effort performed on individual vouchers
ed in DCAAP 7641.90 and 6-1008. under the comprehensive approach will

depend upon the adequacy of the internal
6-1005 Determination of Allowable control structure, assessed control risk
Costs and the internal control weaknesses as

identified in the permanent file. Guid-
a. Each cost-reimbursement type con- ance on internal control system reviews,

tract provides that the allowable costs of assessing control risk and designing sub-
performing the contract will be deter- stantive testing is provided in Chapter 5.
mined in acordane with the ontractreimburse-
cost principles and procedures stated in ment claims is included in each cost-
that part of FAR Part 31 and applicable reimbursement, T&M or Labor-Hour I
supplements which is appropriate for the contract, by the clause entitled "Allow-
type of contractor organization and work able Cost and Payment" (see FAR
to be performed. Advance agreements or
other provisions relating to the allowabil- 52.216-7 and 52.232-7) and by other

I ity or allocability of special or unusual special clauses such as withholding
items or categories of costs may also be clauses, precontract clauses and overtime
incorporated into the contract when de- premium clauses as explained in 3-200.
termined to be in the government's inter- d. When the contractors billing system
est. This is to avoid possible subsequent is not adequate for audit reliance upon
disagreements regarding the reasonable- reimbursement claims, the auditor will
ness or allocability of allowable costs. discuss the deficiencies with the contrac-
Therefore, it is important that each con- tor. If the contractor does not take correc-
tract be reviewed to determine its specific tive action promptly, the auditor will
requirements and contractual terms and conduct sufficient transaction testing to
conditions. (See guidance on reviewing quantify the government's exposure to
contract provisions in 3-200.) premature or excessive payments and

b. Audits of contractors performing issue a DCAA Form 1 to suspend such
substantial government business will nor- costs until the contractor establishes ac-
mally be made on a comprehensive basis, ceptable billing procedures. Guidance
as contrasted with a contract by contract pertaining to the preparation and is-
approach. The auditor will thus evaluate suance of Form Is is contained in 6-900.
whether a review of the contractor's There may be cases when the procedures
internal control structure would be more are adequate except for certain types of
efficient or economical than transaction cost, such as inadequate procedures for
testing to reach an opinion on the accura- the billing of items or services purchased
cy and reliability of the contractor's rec- directly for contracts. If the auditor can-
ords and cost representations. This deci- not determine whether all of the billed
sion should be documented in the perma- costs are eligible for reimbursement with-
nent file. Accordingly, the guidance out the expenditure of undue time and
throughout CAM, particularly Chapters 5 effort, the suspension should be confined
through 8, will be used to perform the to only those costs affected by the inade-
audit of contract costs. The nature and quate procedures. On contracts awarded
extent of audit effort required when the by a government agency outside of the
comprehensive approach is not taken will DoD, the auditor will follow the proce-
be influenced by such factors as the dures prescribed by that agency (see 15-
contract amount, the cost elements in- 100).
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6-1006 Evaluation of Contractor's the case of claims for progress payments
Procedures for Preparing made to subcontractors, verify that the
Reimbursement Claims subcontracts require computation of

progress payment amounts on the basis
a. Chapter 5 discusses the controls that of cost standards similar to those stated

should be in place in an adequate system. in 6-1005c.
These include management review and (3) Determine that overhead and G&A
approval, controls over reconciliation of expenses are calculated on the basis of
recorded and billed costs, adjustment of billing rates acceptable to the cognizant
cost and rates, exclusion of unpaid costs, auditor or contracting officer. As stated
timely payments, subcontractor's prog- in FAR 42.704, the contracting officer or
timess payments, preparationofestra mes r auditor responsible for determining theress payments, preparation of estimates final indirect cost rates ordinarily shall
to complete, loss contract procedures and al be r osible ordining the
calculation of fixed fee and time and also be responsible for determining the
material withholds. Normally, these con- billing rates. If there are no current
trols will be tested, Nfterormally, g these c established billing rates, follow the proce-ntroi s wi onibtesteafter considering the dures contained in 6-700 to determinecontractor's monitoring and testing, to billing rates.
the extent necessary to assure the system (4) rates.
is adequate, during the review of the (4) Verify that the contractor is notI

delinquent in the payment of costs in-billing system and related internal con- curfed in the performance of the con-
trols. (See Chapter 5 for guidance on the tracts.
review of the internal control structure, (5) Verify that the contractor has pro-
assessing control risk and designing sub- cedures established to insure that interim
stantive testing.) In evaluating the accept- vouchers for cost-reimbursement con-
ability of a contractor's billing system tracts include fixed-fee withholds after
and its procedures for preparation of payment of 85 percent until a reserve is
reimbursement claims, as a minimum set aside in accordance with contract
perform the following audit steps, espe- terms. This reserve shall not exceed 15
cially when audit experience with the percent of the total fixed fee or $100,000,
contractor is limited. Additional effort whichever is less.
may be required if the contractor has a (6) Verify that the contractor has pro-
preponderance of high-risk contract cedures established to insure that 5 per-
types. ent of the billable labor costs, not to

(1) Determine whether a billing record, exceed a total of $50,000 per contract, iscost subledger, or other auditable billing withheld from interim vouchers for time-
system is maintained for all contracts and-materials or labor-hour contracts.
providing for reimbursement of cost. b. As discussed in 5-1105.b(2), the
Ascertain whether the record is recon- results of audits of other systems impact
ciled for each accounting period by ele- the scope of the billing system review. If
ments of cost with the applicable contract the following steps have not been per-
job order in the work-in-process ledger. formed in the material and labor system

(2) Determine whether the billing pro- audits, the auditor should perform them,
cedures provide for the costs of items or considering the contractor's monitoring
services purchased directly for the con- efforts, during the billing system audit:
tracts to be claimed for reimbursement (I) Verify that charges for material
only after payment. Evaluate whether the issued from the contractor's inventory for
contractor promptly mails payment to its use on the contracts are identifiable on
vendors. For this purpose, it is intended the billing record and are supported by
that cancelled checks be examined on a journal vouchers recording issuance of
limited basis for indications of excessive contractor-owned material. Determine
intervals between dates prepared and whether individual items of material can
dates paid, only when the auditor cannot be traced to the issue document and
satisfy himself or herself by a systems whether item pricing conforms to accept-
review or by other means that such able practice and the contractor's estab-
payments are made on a timely basis. In lished policy. Verify that the material is
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issued for current use on the contract and offices, rather than by auditors. Instead
not merely issued to an intermediate of a complete review of all vouchers,
holding area for the purpose of obtaining sampling techniques should be used to
reimbursement. Determine whether there select specific vouchers for review. The
is evidence that the contractor has dis- sampling plan and techniques to be usedcontinued buying material directly for should be documented and updated an-

the contracts and, instead, is buying the nually. The elements reviewed and num-
material for inventory in order to circum- ber of vouchers sampled will be based on
vent the actual payment requirement for the results of the internal control reviews
obtaining reimbursement. or a decision to transaction test as docu-

(2' Verify that weekly and/or biweekly mented in the permanent file annually.
direct labor entries in the billing record The selective review of vouchers should
are based on the source documents for be considered in cases of financially
the journal vouchers distributing salaries sound contractors where audit experience
and wages for the accounting period. indicates their internal controls and pro-
Verify that any labor adjustments ap- cedures for accumulating costs and pre-
pearing in the billing record are support- paring public vouchers are acceptable I
ed by correction or reclassification jour- (low to moderate control risk). Audit I
nal vouchers. Verify, in a similar manner, guidance for determining the adequacy of
incurred cost entries for direct travel and the contractor's procedures for preparing
other direct in-house cost. reimbursement claims is in 6-1006 and in

Chapter 5. The sampling techniques to be I
6-1007 Review and Approval of used should be approved by the auditor
Interim Public Vouchers responsible for approval of the vouchers.

The review will be limited to the follow-
a. The directives and regulations which ing steps:

establish the authority and responsibility (1) Comparison of the information
of the auditor relative to the processing shown on the voucher with the related
and approval of public vouchers are information on the FAO-prepared brief-
discussed in 6-1003. Guidance pertaining ing cards or the contractor-prepared
to the determination of allowable costs briefing cards if reliance can be placed on
claimed by the contractor in public the contractor's work (see 3-202).
vouchers is contained in 3-2S1 and guid- (2) Verification that amounts claimed
ance regarding the clauses in cost reim- for reimbursement of indirect costs are
bursement type contracts is contained in computed using the billing rates accept-
3-200. Contractors are generally depen- able to the cognizant auditor or contract-
dent upon prompt receipt of interim ing officer. (See 6-1006.e above.)
payments under cost-reimbursement type (3) Verification that interim fees
contracts to maintain a satisfactory fi- claimed are computed by the formula or
nancial position. Therefore, as an objec- basis in the contract. When the interim
tive, interim vouchers will be reviewed fee claim is related to the percentage of
and either (1) approved for payment and physical completion, a statement from
forwarded to the disbursing officer or (2) the ACO covering this matter should
returned to the contractor for correction have been submitted with the voucher.
as quickly as possible, but not later than (4) Verification that billable labor costs
five working days after receipt. Since on time-and-materials or labor-hour con-
payments on interim public vouchers tracts have been reduced by 5 percent
under cost-reimbursement contracts are until the maximum withheld amount of
made solely for financing purposes, they $50,000 is reached, as required per FAR
are not subject to the interest payment 52.232-7(aX2).
provisions of the Prompt Payment Act, (5) Determination that the voucher has
Public Law 97-177 if they are not paid in been properly prepared and that payment
a timely manner. for the items listed on the voucher is not

b. To the extent appropriate, the precluded by any contractual provisions.
voucher review will be performed by See 3-202 for guidance on briefing and
clerical personnel in the respective field documenting briefs of contracts.
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(6) Test of the mathematical accuracy ance on assist audits for other contract
of extensions and footings. This will auditors in 6-802.
normally be done only if past experience
with the contractor has revealed weak- 6-1008.1 Receipt of Compleftoa Vouchers
nesses in its billing procedures or if a. Upon receipt of a completion vouch-
mathematical errors have been otherwise er and the accompanying closing docu-
noted. ments, the auditor will ascertain that they

c. Interim public vouchers shall be are prepared in accordance with the
provisionally approved by authorized au- guidance contained in DCAAP 7641.90.
ditors by signing the voucher in the space The closing documents may include the
provided. As illustrated in DCAAP following:
7641.90, the auditor's name and title (1) Contractor's Release of Claims.
should be typed on the voucher by the (2) Contractor's Assignment of Re-
contractor. funds, Rebates, Credits and other

d. After provisional approval, interim Amounts.
public vouchers shall be forwarded to the (3) Assignee's Release of Claims.
disbursing officer for payment and subse- (4) Assignee's Assignment of Refunds,
quent distribution, as annotated on the Rebates, Credits, and other Amounts.
vouchers. Amounts provisionally ap- b. The auditor should send an advance
proved on public vouchers are subject to copy of the completion voucher and the
the audit of the contractor's records prior accompanying closing documents to the
to the final settlement under the contract. ACO, by transmittal letter, so as to

e. In the event that the contractor's expedite settlement procedures. The au-
public voucher contains an error, it ditor should retain the originals and all
should be returned to the contractor with copies for submission with the contract
a written explanation regarding the error audit closing statement. A copy of each
that was found. The auditor can use the document should be included in the audit
DCAA Form I (see 6-905) to correct workpackage.
errors in public vouchers which involve c. For terminated contracts, the ad-
downward adjustments with which the vance copy of the completion voucher
contractor is in disagreement. will be submitted to the termination

f. By arrangements made with disburs- contracting officer (TCO) rather than to
ing officers, public vouchers to be re- the ACO.
turned to contractors for correction will
be transmitted to the contractor via the 6-1008.2 Review of Completion Voucbers
cognizant auditor. Returned public a. The review of a completion voucher
vouchers should be reviewed to deter- generally constitutes the final audit on
mine the reason for rejection to assure the contract, since all the costs incurred
that any systemic problems are corrected on the contract should have been audited
or if not corrected are used to adjust and cost issues resolved through final
control risk and substantive testing, overhead and direct cost reviews. There-

g. Special procedures for processing fore, if the contractor's internal controls
cost-reimbursement vouchers for non- are adequate, the auditor's review of a
DoD agencies are contained in 15-100. completion voucher prior to the issuance

of a contract audit closing statement is
6-1006 Processing of Completion primarily administrative in nature. See
Vouchers Chapter 5 and 6-1006 above for guidance

on the review of internal controls. The
This paragraph provides guidance for extent and kind of testing required based

the review and processing of completion on the review of internal controls should
vouchers on completed or terminated be available from the permanent file and
cost-reimbursement type contracts and should be documented in the working
subcontracts (see 6-706.1 for additional papers. When transaction testing would
comments on final rates). When process- be more efficient or economical than a
ing completion vouchers on subcontracts review of the internal control structure,
the auditor should also review the guid- make sure this decision is documented in
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the permanent fMle and working papers. cost-type ending inventory belongs to the
The following procedures should be per- government, whereas ending inventory
formed prior to the issuance of the con- from fixed price incentive contracts be-
tract audit closing statement: longs to the contractor and must be

(1) Complete the audit of the contrac- removed from the fee base.
tor's operations and costs related to the (8) Determine that the total costs and
contract for final overhead years not fee billed do not exceed the allowable
completed, including a review of contract amounts and/or funding limitations in
provisions for any special cost consider- the contract.
ations (see 3-202 for it or ation on (9) Determine that the amount of
contract briefing), fixed, award, or incentive fee payable is

(2) Reach a final audit determination calculated in accordance with the terms
on the allowability of all direct costs of the contract. Where the contract pro-
claimed under the contract by: reconcil- vides for an incentive fee based in part
ing the cumulative allowable cost by year upon performance or quality objectives,
to the final overheads; verifying that the auditor should coordinate with the
exceptions to the direct cost taken during ACO to obtain the information necessary
the final overhead reviews have been to determine the contract fee. Prepare
deleted from the claim; verifying that recommendations on incentive fee, if
exceptions noted in reviews in (1) above applicable.
have been deleted from the claim; and, b. The auditor's signature will not be
making sure that all auditable subcon- shown on the completion voucher, since
tracts and interdivisional transactions for the contract audit closing statement ex-
which assist audits have been requested presses the auditor's opinion on the con-
have been received, and that the amounts tract as a whole.
billed by the prime contractor do not c. The contract audit closing statement
exceed the costs accepted in the assist will be prepared following the guidance
audit reports. contained in 10-900.

(3) Reach a final audit determination
on the allowability of all indirect costs 6-1008.3 Timlineus of the Receipt sad
claimed by verifyin the rates claimed to Review of Compietion Voucbers
the audit determined final overhead As indicated in FAR 4.804-1(aX3) and
rates, negotiated final overhead rates or applicable supplements, the standard
approved quick closeout rates. time for the closeout of physically com-

(4) For cost-sharing contracts, ascer- pleted, cost-reimbursement type con-
tain that only the government percentage tracts by contract administration and
of allowable costs is recovered, purchasing offices for contracts requiring

(5) Verify the incurred labor hours by settlement of indirect cost rates is 36
category for contracts with level-of-effort months. The auditor should review the
Jauses. Compare the incurred hours to completion voucher and issue the con-
the estimated hours specified in the con- tract audit closing statement in sufficient
tract to determine if the specified level- time to permit the ACO and PCO to
of-effort was met. close out such contracts within this time.

(6) For time-and-materials (T&M) and Where circumstances are encountered
labor-hour contracts, multiply the total which delay timely finalization of the
labor hours incurred by the contractual audit, the auditor should try to resolve
hourly billing rates and compare to the the condition causing the delay. If the I
total labor amounts claimed. Compare reason for the delay appears to be a I
hours incurred by labor category to those systems problem, the auditor should re-
specified in the contract. Reconcile port the deficiency to the contractor and
claimed to booked material and/or other the ACO for corrective action. Some
direct costs and determine that the ap- factors causing delay and guidance to
propriate material handling or G&A rate resolve them are discussed in the follow-
has been applied to the claimed costs. ing paragraphs.

I (7) Review the disposition of ending a. Where indirect cost rates are to be
inventory, if any, keeping in mind that settled by audit determination, the audi-
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tor should assure that issues in conten- f. Another case requiring special atten-
tion do not extend over protracted pen- tion is when (1) the contractor does not
ods of time because of discussions with submit the completion voucher after be-
and/or rebuttals from the contractor. If ing reminded to do so and (2) the ACO
the contractor does not concur in the requests an audit report in order to
auditor's determination of rates, a DCAA unlaterally close out the contract. Using
Form 1 should be issued, as provided by 6-1008.2 as a guide, the auditor should
6-900. determine from the information in the

b. Consideration should be given to audit files the proper amount payable to
those circumstances under which it is the contractor for the contract perfor-
permissible to close out a physically mance and prepare a contract audit clos-
completed contract. Even though the ing statement following the guidance in
indirect cost rates may not have been 10-900. The report should not refer to the
negotiated or settled by audit determina- review of a completion voucher since
tion for the period covering the final there was not one, and should include the
stage of contract performance, the con- following qualification:
tract may be closed using the quick "Our opinion is based upon cost data
closeout procedures described in 6-1009. accumulated during audits of the con-

c. Where the contractor fails to submit tractor's cost accounting records. The
the completion voucher timely, its re- government has not received a comple-
sponsibility to do so should be pointed tion voucher reflecting the contractors
out by referring to the provisions of FAR statement of allowable costs. Therefore,
52.216-7(hX1), which states: "The Con- our opinion is qualified to the extent a
tractor shall submit a completion invoice completion voucher would identify infor-
or voucher, designated as such, mation havi material implications re-
upon completion of the work, but no later ading the allowability of costs."
than one year (or longer, as the Contract- 6-1009 Quick Coseout Procedures
ing Officer may approve in writing) from
the completion date." If the contractor a. The final period of performance
continues to be delinquent in submitting under a contract is generally less than a
the completion voucher, the auditor full fiscal year. The direct and indirect
should consider recommending to the costs incurred on an individual contract
ACO that the contract be closed out in the last fiscal year of its performance
unilaterally. may be relatively small in amount, par-

d. In those cases where final assist ticularly if the contract is physically coin-
audit reports on interplant billings or pleted early in the year. In such cases it is
cost-reimbursement type subcontracts generally mutually advantageous to the
have not been issued, the auditor should government and the contractor to close
formally contact the assist auditor stress- such contracts as soon as possible with-
ing the urgency of final audit action. If out waiting until after the end of the
the contractor is responsible for the au- fiscal year and the subsequent final deter-
dits, determine the reason for the delay, mination or negotiation of the indirect
and if necessary, request the ACO's assis- expense rates for the entire period.
tance in seeking timely contractor perfor- b. FAR 42.708 provides for quick
mance. If the audit issuance cannot be closeout procedures which allow the con-
expedited, consider requesting assist au- tracting officer to negotiate a settlement
dits. of indirect costs for a specific contract in

e. Issuance of contract audit closing advance of the determination of final
statements should not be delayed pend- indirect rates under specified circum-
ing receipt of final patent and royalty stances. Within DoD, the rate certifica-
reports by the contract administration tion specified in DFARS 242.770-2 must
office. It is the responsibility of the ACO, be executed for all billings to the govern-
as part of the contract close-out process, ment. Various DoD components have
to ensure that such reports are received issued additional guidelines on the signif-
and cleared. icance of indirect costs allocable to the
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specific contract in order to qualify for d. Because of the small amount of
quick closeout procedures. Exceipts from contract costs involved, the use of the
applicable procurement directives appear quick closeout procedures should result
in 6-10S1. However, it should be noted in only an insignificant difference in the
tht the provision for quick-closeout pro- amount of indirect costs applied to the
cedures can be applied not only to the contract for the closeout period as com-
final fiscal year of a contract but also to pared with the amount which would have
all other open fiscal years with unsettled been applied if the contract were not
overhead rates if the criteria contained in closed until after the annual rates were
FAR 42.708 are met. established. In addition, the chargeback

c. The auditor should provide recom- of gains or losses to other contracts is not
mendations regarding the impact any ompiane with generally accepted

natbeing considered for quick close- accounting principles. Consequently, ex-
out would have on the contractor's indi- cep terminattd contracts discussed in

12-407, no adjustment to compensate forrect expense pools and/or bases and ac- any such difference should be made in
ceptable indirect expense rates. The rates computing the periodic indirect cost rates
recommended should be representative to be applied to other contracts per-
of conditions during the final fiscal year formed during the period.
of contract performance. Some alterna-
tive rate bases are: 6-1010 Distribation of PNbiic

(1) the final rates agreed upon for the VoYmhers
immediate preceding fiscal year,

(2) the provisional billing rates for the After provisional approval, interim
current fiscal year, or public vouchers shall be forwarded to the

(3) estimated rates for the final fiscal disbursing officer for payment and subse-
year of contract performance based on quent distribution, as annotated on the
the contractor's actual data adjusted for vouchers. See 10-907 for distribution of
anticipated FAR unallowables. completion vouchers.
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6-10S1 Supplement - Expediting Overhead Settlement on Completed DoD
Cost-Reimbursement Type Contracts - Extracts from Procurement

Directives

1. FAR 42.708 Quick-closeout pocedur at 252.242-7001, Certification of Indirect
(a) The contracting officer responsible Costs.

for contract closeout may negotiate the (b) The ACO will not agree to billingfor ontact losout ay egotatethe rates or final indirect cost rates unless
settlement of indirect costs of a specific tes or bal ind a crtes unless

contract, in advance of the determination they are based on a certified proposal.

of final indirect cost rates if all of the 3. Defense Logistics Agency Mammal
following occur. 8105.1:42.7-11 Quick Closeot Proce-

(1) The contract is physically com- duwes
plete. a. Of necessity, the closing of physically

(2) The amount of unsettled indirect completed cost-type contracts may be
cost to be allocated to the contract delayed pending annual establishment of

is~~~ ~~~ reaieyisgnfcn.(ni final overhead rates. When it is apparent

rect costs will be considered inslg- that contract closeout will be delayed for
nificant when (i) the total unset- that reason, the ACO will determine the
tied indirect cost applicable to any approximate total of indirect costs allo-
one contract does not exceed cated to affected contracts. If the approx-
$500,000 and, unless otherwise imate total of such indirect costs does not
provided by aqency procedures, appear to have a significant impact on
(ii) the cumulative unsettled indi- the annual settlement of final overhead
rect costs to be allocated to one or rates, and does not exceed 15 percent of
more contracts in a single fiscal the total indirect costs allocable to cost-
year do not exceed 15 percent of type contracts for the contractor's fiscal
the estimated, total unsettled indi- year, the ACO and the contractor may
rect costs allocable to cost-type agree upon an allocable amount of final
contracts for that fiscal year.) overhead costs to be used for contract

(3) Agreement can be reached on a closeout purposes. This procedure should
reasonable number of allocable be limited to contracts with small dollar
dollars. balances or to instances where indirect

(b) Determinations of final indirect costs applicable to any one DoD contract
costs under the quick-closeout procedure do not exceed $500,000.
provided for by the Allowable Cost and b. All actions to establish allocable
Payment clause at FAR 52.216-7 or FAR overhead costs for more timely closeout
52.216-13 shall be final for the contract it purposes should be supported by adviso-
covers and no adjustments shall be made ry audit reports commensurate in depth
to other contracts for over- or under- with the total of indirect costs involved.
recoveries of costs allocated or allocable Where the ACO determines that the total
to the contract covered by the agreement. of indirect costs is so small that the cost

(c) Indirect cost rates used in the quick of auditing is not justified, the contracts
closeout of a contract shall not be consid- may be closed by using rates established
ered a binding precedent when establish- for the preceding fiscal year, or recom-
ing the final indirect cost rates for other mended by the price/cost analyst.
contracts. c. If use of the procedures outlined in

subparaqraphs a and b above, will result
2. D*D FAR Su- t 24L770-2 in inequitable settlements, contract close-

out must be deferred until annual over-
(a) The ACO shall not accept any head rates are established.

proposal to establish billing rates or final d. In using these closeout procedures,
indirect cost rates unless the costs have the ACO should ensure that the contrac-
been certified by the contractor using the tor understands that the allocable over-
certificate of indirect costs in the clause head costs utilized for closeout purposes
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are final, are not precedent-setting, and bursement of agreed-upon overhead costs
are not subject to adjustment at the time under the affected contracts. While these
of annual rate determination. Actions agreements are not required to be sub-
taken in accordance with this paragraph mitted to the Board of Review, the
will be documented by the ACO and set DCMD Director, Contract Management,forth in a contractually binding bilateral may require that they be reviewed by theagreement which will provide for reim- Board.
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6-10S2 Supplement - Billing System Review Considerations for Contract
Types

1. General Considerations FAR Part 16. Standard forms are illus-
a. Government contracts may arise trated in FAR Part 53.

from negotiation or from formal adver- 2. Special Considerations - Fixed
tising. Contracts resulting from formal Price Contracts
advertising must be either firm-fixed- a. It is important to review the contract
price (FFP) or fixed-price contracts with clauses affecting the contractor's right to
economic adjustment and interim pay- receive interim payments based on cost.
ments to the contractor, if any, are not A fixed price contract may require first
based on cost. Reviews of contractor article approval (FAR 52.209-3 or -4)
billing systems ordinarily do not address before the contract is eligible for progress
policies and procedures for billings on payments. Progress payments must be
commercial and formnlly advertised gov- liquidated against deliveries or other bill-
eminent contracts. able milestones under the contract before

b. Negotiated contracts are grouped any amounts other than progress pay-
into two broad categories: fixed price ments may be paid (FAR 52.232-16(b)).
contracts and cost reimbursement con- The progress payment and liquidation
tracts. Fixed price contracts may be firm- rates are specified on the SF 1443 in
fixed-price, fixed-price with economic items 6a and 6b respectively.
adjustment or fixed price with incentive b. The following example will illustrate
provisions. Fixed price contracts may be the computation of allowable interim
eligible for progress payments, which are payments under a fixed price contract
invoiced on SF 1443, "Contractor's Re- which is not in an overrun status. Assume
quest for Progress Payment." Progress that the contract requires the delivery of
payments under fixed pre ontracts are 5 widgets over a two-year period at a unit
limited to a predetermined percentage price of $ 10,000; a total contract value oflimied o apredterine perentge 50,000 (5 x $ 10,000); that the liquida-
(the "'progress payment percentage" spetc-x$000) ha h lqia
ified(inthe " Progress Payment entlas~e oftion rate is 80% and the progress pay-ified in the progress payment clause) of ment rate is 80%. The contractor invoicesthe total contract price and do not in- the widgets as they are delivered. There is
clude profit. Firm-fixed-price level of no standard form for invoicing deliveries.
effort (FFP/LOE) contracts are classified If at the time the first article is delivered
as fixed price, but the data submitted on the contractor has incurred $12,000 of
billings under such contracts closely re- eligible progress payment costs and in-
sembles that submitted on time-and-ma- voiced them on SF 1443s, it will have
terials (T&M) contracts in that profit is received $9,600 (80% x $12,000) of unli-
included in the direct labor billing rates. quidated progress payments. The govern-

c. Cost-type contracts include cost ment liquidates $8,000 (80% x $10,000)
sharing, cost reimbursement and cost of this against the first article, leaving an
plus fixed fee, award fee or incentive fee unliquidated balance of $1,600. The con-
contracts. Interim payment requests un- tractor will bill the government and re-
der cost-type contracts are submitted on ceive a payment of $2,000 ($10,000 -
SF 1034, "Public Voucher for Purchases $8,000).
and Services Other Than Personal" and c. The contractor is required to report
SF 1035, the continuation sheet. Fee may an estimate to complete on SF 1443, item
be billed with cost or may be separately 12b. The instructions to SF 1443 require
vouchered according to the contract that this estimate shall be made not less
terms, and includes a percentage of the frequently than every six months. FAR
fee up to a predetermined limit. T&M 32.503-6() requires that if the estimated
and labor hours contracts are also in- costs are likely to exceed the contract
voiced on SF 1034 and 1035, but profit is price, the contracting officer shall calcu-
included in the price of a labor hour. late a loss ratio factor and adjust future
Contract types are discussed in detail in progress payments to exclude the element
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of loss. Audit steps for review of the and FPI contracts. Cost-type contracts
contractor's estimate to complete and a permit inclusion in the periodic billing of
matrix for computation of the loss ratio all allowable and allocable paid costs and
factor appear in the standard audit pro- certain recorded but unpaid costs which
gram for progress payment reviews, do not exceed the contract ceiling or

d. In addition to verifying that billed funding limitation, reduced by the con-
costs include only amounts properly re- tractor s percentage in the case of a cost-
corded and, where required, paid in sharing contract; and such costs are pro-
accordance with an approved cost ac- visionally reimbursed in full, subject to
counting system, a billing system survey subsequent audit. Fee billings may be
at a location having significant progress vouchered with cost or separately, de-
payment billings must include a review of pending on the contract terms which
the policies, procedures and controls for frequently provide for a fee retention

(1) Identifying requisite billing data pending contract completion and close-
(progress payment and liquidation per- out.
centages, first article approval, billing b. In addition to verifying that billed
frequency, etc.). costs include only amounts properly re-

(2) Assuring compliance with contrac- corded and, where required, paid in
tual billing conditions. accordance with an approved cost ac-

(3) Preparing and updating estimates counting system, a billing system survey
to complete. at a location having significant cost-reim-

(4) Timely computation of loss ratio bursable work must include a review of
and prgrs payment reduction when the policies, procedures and controls for
appropriate. (1) Identifying requisite billing data

3. Special Considerations - Flexible (type of fee, billing procedures, including
Fixed Price and Fixed Price-Level of required supplemental data, frequency
Effort Contracts etc.).

As with FFP contracts, progress pay- (2) Assuring that appropriate controls
ments under fixed price incentive (FPI) for briefing contracts and adhering to
contracts are made in accordance with contract provisions and contract ceilings
FAR 52.232-16. From an interim billing are in place and functional.
standpoint, FPI contracts differ from (3) Monitoring progress under the con-
FFP only in the profit computation. They tract to provide the data required by FAR
must be audited prior to final payment 52.232-20b (the Limitation of Cost
because the incentive profit is based on a clause).
comparison of the actual to the tarct (4) Promptly adjusting indirect billing
cost. In an FFP/LOE contract, the deliv- rates for revised budgetary data.
erable product is the labor hour. Accord- (5) Where applicable, promptly adjust-
ingly, such contracts rarely provide for ing prior billings to reflect final rates and
progress payments based on cost. In direct cost disallowances.
reviewing billing systems at contractor (6) Including Form I suspensions on
locations having a significant volume of subsequent vouchers as an offset to cu-
FFP/LOE work, treat these contracts as if mulative billed cost.
they were T&M. 5. Special Considerations - T&M and

4. Special Considerations - Cost-type Labor Hours Contracts
Contracts a. T&M and labor hours contract costs

a. Because the government assumes a are vouchered on SFs 1034 and 1035.
higher percentage of risk under cost reim- They are a mixed contract type, since
bursement type contracts and because labor is billed at price and other direct
such contracts may contain any number costs (ODCs) are billed at cost. T&M and
of special provisions affecting billings labor hours contracts provide for billing
(ceiling rates, unallowable or unallocable direct labor hours at predetermined cate-
cost elements, key personnel, fee billing gory rates which include all applicable
and retention, etc.), the accounting and burden and profit, and bill ODCs (and
billing system requirements for such con- direct materials on T&M contracts) at
tracts are more stringent than for FFP cost plus applicable burden. These con-
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tracts permit billings up to a stated termine the propriety of employee classi-
percentage of the contract value, and may fications to contract categories by opera-
or may not require that each invoice be tion of the Order of Precedence clause
adjusted to the limitation percentage. (FAR 52.215-33). The contractor's labor

b. T&M and labor hours contracts distribution system should input in-
contain an inherent risk so high that they curred labor hours by contract category
may be used only after the contracting to the billing system, and the controls
officer executes a determination that no preventing misclassification of employ-
other contract type is suitable. Neverthe- ees should be reviewed as a part of the
less, at many locations this least favored labor controls. If these controls do not
contract type constitutes a substantial exist, or have not been evaluated, they
percentage of the workload. A billing must be evaluated as a part of the billing
system review is not the best place to system review.
identify and correct control weaknesses d. In addition to review of the controls
which arise under this contract type. affecting cost-reimbursable billings, re-
Refer to 6-204. view of a billing system which processes a

c. It is quite common for the contract significant volume of T&M, labor hour,
to specify labor categories which do not or FFP/LOE contracts must verify that
coincide with the contractor's established controls are in place which assure: that
labor classifications. Ideally, the contract billings include only actual labor hours
itself will specify the required skills and per the labor distribution; that each
experience for each billable labor cate- billed hour is assigned to its proper
gory. When this is not the case, the category, and that categories are billed at
contractor's proposed classifications de- the correct contractual rate.

a
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7-000

CHAPTER 7

7-000 SELECTED AREAS OF COST

7.001 Scope of Chapter oriented toward audit methods and tech-
niques and is not intended as a substitute

This chapter discusses items of cost for, or interpretation of, the Federal
and accounting methods requiring spe- Acquisition Regulation.
cial attention. The guidance furnished is

7-100 Section 1 - Computer Cost Allocation

7-101 Introduction d. Cost Accounting Standard 418 as
related to computer costs provides for

This section contains guidance for consistent determination of direct and
evaluating the accounting for computer indirect costs. It provides criteria for the
programming and reprogramming costs accumulation of indirect costs including
and computer operating costs. service center and overhead costs in

indirect cost pools and provides guidance
on selection of allocation measures based7-102 Allocation of Computer on the beneficial or causal relationships

Operating Costs between an indirect cost pool and cost
objectives. Refer to CAS 418 (8-418) for

7-102.1 General Principles additional details.
a. DCAA policy requires that where e. Billing algorithms used by contrac-

computer costs are material, the FAQ tors to allocate computer costs should be
audit staff should develop an understand- included in a contractor's disclosure
ing of computer cost composition and statement in order for the disclosure
test the contractor's use of the criteria statement to be considered adequate (see
sufficiently to assure that costs are dis- 8-206).
tributed in an equitable manner. If an 7-102.2 Algorithm Developmnt
algorithm is used, and costs distributed a. A computer billing algorithm is a
are significant, periodic audit evaluation mathematical formula used to develop
of the algorithm is essential. the amount to be charged a customer,

b. This coverage addresses a common contract or overhead pool for services.situation where a contractor has a com- The formula is based on such factors asputer system designed to be responsive to type of equipment used, storage media
only the internal needs of the organiza- utilization and space allocation, type of
tion. Adjustments will have to be made to processing, response or turnaround time,
the audit program to handle the other and time of day services are provided. In
types of computer system environments a complex EDP environment, a wide
which the auditor may encounter. Ad. range of EDP support is provided to
justments should be made on a case by various system users. Developing an algo-
case basis. rithm to equitably distribute EDP costs

c. This section primarily addresses bill- may incorporate all major EDP resources
ing algorithms. However, many of our or only a few. The greater the variation in
contractors distribute EDP costs through types of application or services provided,
general indirect cost allocations. In those the greater the need for a more complex
cases auditors must still determine algorithm. The cost of developing a com-
whether methods used to distribute EDP plex algorithm, including subsequent re-
costs are equitable. While algorithms cording of computer use through internal
based on resource utilization are general- software, is normally compared with the
ly preferable, an algorithm is not required benefit (exactness) of such an algorithm.
if indirect cost distribution is equitable. If it can be demonstrated that an algo-
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rithm using only two or three resources is example, cost of CPU divided by total
equitable, a complex algorithm is not available CPU seconds.)
necessary.

b. Resources typically measured and 7-102.3 Audit Objectives in Algorithm
collected for construction of a user charge Evaluationinclude:nclden l pWhen evaluating computer billinga-Central processor (CPU) time - the algorithms, audit objectives include:amount of CPU tim e required to accom- a e eo i ga v rl n esa d n
plish a specific task. a. Developing an overall understanding

-Computer memory requirements - of allocation methods used.
many algorithms consider the amount of b. Verifying that algorithm compo-
memory (bytes) used for each job. nents accurately represent resources

-Input/output transactions - with the used.
wide range of data input/output devices c. Validating that there are sufficient
such as magnetic tape, disks, and termi- controls to assure that billings are pro-
nals, algorithms often consider the num- cessed in an accurate and reliable man-
ber of times such equipment is accessed ner.

-Direct access storage requirements * d. Determining whether all applicable
tape and disk storage requirements are costs are included in the development of
often considered, including the amount the coefficients.
of disk workspace and number of tape e. Validating that the individual rates
devices and/or tape mounts required by or coefficients are accurate and properly
each ob. applied.

c. lically, accounting information is f. Testing allocation criteria to assure
collected by operating system software that computer cost allocations are equita-
for each user application. In addition, the ble.
operating system usually contains provi-
sions for user-supplied routines to collect 7-102.4 Algorithm Review Techniques
utilization data. Numerous software ven- For purposes of algorithm evaluation,
dors have developed specialized software a structured audit review approach is
packages to reduce these data and gener- suggested as outlined in the following
ate a variety of management reports. subparagraphs. A billing algorithm sum-
Such packages often provide time-se- mary checklist, as shown in Figure 7-1-1,
quenced resource utilization statistics is often useful to control necessary audit
that can be used to develop billing crite- steps.
ria and make recommendations on im- a. Determine billing formula risk and
proving overall system efficiency. materiality. If billing algorithms do not

d. Billing information is usually gener- distribute a material amount of contract
ated by a billing algorithm. Often the cost (direct and/or indirect), the need for
final billing unit is an average resource a detailed algorithm review may be obvi-
unit incorporating the various algorithm ated.
components. A simple example is shown b. Request contractor support for the
below: billing formula:

Resource unit = CPU time X coeffi- (1) Explanation of the algorithm. Gen-
cient erally the contractor should have docu-

"+ Memory usage X coefficient mented the algorithm. Consideration
"+ Input/output transactions X coeffi- should be given to any tests (benchmarks)

cient performed to validate the algorithm.
+ Printer time X coefficient (2) EDP resources used in the algo
e. The coefficients, which include but rithm. The contractor should be able to

are not limited to staff costs, program- identify which resources have been in-ming costs, and hardware costs, should cluded in the formula and the rationale,
be evaluated for applicability. Most of- if applicable, for excluding major re-
ten, coefficients reflect a ratio between sources.
the cost of a specific resource and the (3) Cost distributed during recent peri-
total availability of the resource (for ods.
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(4) Accounting treatment of variances. haps more frequent reviews should be
This is a critical area as the timing of recommended.
variance adjustments and accounting d. Verify major EDP resources. Critical
treatment can significantly impact costs considerations for an algorithm are
distributed to contracts. whether it is based on verifiable usage

(5) Current inventory of EDP equip- data, and whether resources used in the
ment. This will be valuable when deter- algorithm accurately represent services
mining whether all appropriate resources provided system users. Consider wheth-
are included in the algorithm. In addi- er:
tion, it is essential for adequate equip- (1) All major resources are included in
ment maintenance and control that the the algorithm.
contractor have detailed visibility of (2) Resource usage is based on verifi-
EDP resources, able data.

c. Compare billed EDP costs with (3) Resources are costed appropriately.
actual: (4) Algorithm components are restrict-

(I) Are procedures established for equi- ed to EDP resources.
table and timely treatment of identified (5) Lease agreements for equipment
variances? have been considered.

(2) If there are significant recent vari- (6) Equipment costs are properly deter-
ances, has the algorithm been adjusted mined for each grouping.
for more accurate cost distribution? (7) The algorithm includes any unal-(3) Does the contractor compare costs lowable costs, such as excessive rental

for periodic runs of the same job; for charges for EDP.
example, payroll? Are significant differ- e. Evaluate coefficients and other fac-
ences investigated? tors:

(1) Are coefficients based on verifiable
(4) Does the contractor make periodic data?

revisions to projected rates as a result of (2) If there are outside sales of EDP
changes in estimated costs or usage of a services, are the services comparable to
component? in-house applications and are they priced

(5) Are discounted coefficients offered comparably to in-house EDP support?
for off-hours usage? f. Manually compute the billing formu-

(6) Has an evaluation been made of the la for selected major government
contractor's previous projections of com- projects:
puter component rates by comparison of (i) Can the algorithm be computed
actual rates to projected rates? What are using verifiable data?
the reasons for significant variances such (2) Is the manual calculation reconcila-
as unplanned usage or nonusage, or the ble to the machine output?
increase or decrease in costs? If the (3) Can coefficients and factor utiliza-
contractor makes periodic reviews of tion be accurately verified?
projected rates, arrange to audit these (4) Are comparisons of items such as
reviews. If there have been significant the ratio of cost input to EDP billings
variances due to volume differences, per- reasonable?
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Figure 7-1-1 (Ref.7-102.4)
BILLING ALGORITHM SUMMARY CHECKLIST

Working
Papers

Audit Step Reference Auditor Date

I. Risk evaluation

2. Contractor support
a. Obtain explanation of algorithm
b. List EDP resources idn algorithm
c. List distributed EDP costs by quarter
d. Identify accounting treatment of variances
e. Identify EDP policies/procedures for cost

treatment
f. Obtain current inventory of all EDP

equipment

3. Compare billed EDP costs with actual
a. Variance treatment
b. Timing of adjustments
c. Are fixed-price/commercial type variances

substantial

4. Verify EDP inventory (consider sampling
techniques)
a. Purchase agreements
b. Are major resources in algorithm?

5. Evaluate coefficients and other factors
Are coefficients based on verifiable data?

6. Manually compute billing formula for major
government projects
a. Is it based on available/verifiable data?
b. Is the manual calculation reconcilable to

machine form?
c. Can coefficients/factors be verified?
d. Are parity checks such as contribution to

cost comparable?
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7-102.5 Billing Algorithm Example b. Computer costs can be distributed
a. When internal measurements are equitably using a wide range of mathe-

used, billing rates are developed to allo- matical techniques. As previously dis-
cate, bitlg cotofeah majre d lompoedto aon cussed, it is important that a contractorcate the cost of each major component on clearly document methods used, and base
the basis of the component's usage. These cost allocations on verifiable cost and
billing rates are usually computed annu- utilization data.
ally and are developed by dividing the c. The example in Figure 7-1-2 includes
estimated annual cost associated with a five-resource cost allocation. For illus-
each component by the estimated annual tration purposes, one resource-magnetic
usage of the component. The billing may tape drives-is traced through a weighting
be made in one of two ways: (1) separate factor (coefficient) adjustment and the
billing rate for each component or (2) a rate calculation. Coefficients are not es-
single overall rate which is applied to sential but are included in many algo-
equivalent units of usage for each compo- rithms. Accordingly, a typical coefficient
nent. is included in the example.

Figure 7-1-2

BILLING ALGORITHM EXAMPLE

1. Formula resource components are:

Charge/
Resource Unit of Prime
Allocated Measure Shift

CPU CPU hours $300/hr
Memory 1024 word block hours $5/hr
Disk Channel Time Channel hours $25/hr
Tape Channel Time Channel hours $10/hr
7- and 9-track Elapsed hours $5/hr

Tape Drives

2. The coefficient is computed using the following
algorithm:

CWF - Cost r X Total r X % used
T Cost

CWF = computer weighting factor or coefficient to equalize billings.
Cost r - cost of resources being allocated
T Cost - total EDP costs to be allocated
Total r - number of resource units available
% used - percent resources are used
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3. If we want to illustrate the weighting factor for tape drive utilization, we can
assume the following data was available in contractor records.

Cost r = $12,500
T Cost - $3,000,000

total r = 16 tape drives
% used 70%

4. Substitute into the algorithm:

CWF-- 12,500 X 16 X 70% = .046
3,000,000

5. After developing an application weighting factor (coefficient), a rate is nor-
mally developed for the resource. Again for illustration purposes:

Rate - Cost r X 1

Max r hours CWF

6. If contractor records show:

Cost r = $12,500
Max r (prime shift) 16 tape drives

hours X 40 hrs/wk X 52 wks - 33,280
(second shift) 16 tape drives
X 40 X 52 X 50% disc 16,640

49,920

7. Substituting:

Rate - $12,500 X 1 -1 $.25 X 21.7 = $5.43
49,920 .046

8. As shown above, manually calculating the rate for tape drives shows an
actual rate of $5.43. If a billing rate of $5.00/hr is used and utilization
forecasts are accurate, tape drive cost will be underabsorbed.

d. As billing algorithms vary widely, this example should not be viewed as
typical. However, it does demonstrate potential algorithm complexity. Accord-
ingly, the approach suggested in 7-102.4 provides a frame-work for developing
an audit opinion without evaluating and testing each component of the algo-
rithm. If each factor or algorithm componenent cannot be verified by historical
or current data, risk that costs are unequitably distributed is greatly increased.
In such cases, the audit report should recommend that billing algorithms be
based on verifiable data and that they include major EDP resources used.

e. In many instances contractors may simplify the billing process. The exam-
ple below addresses CPU costs only (other resources would be billed similarly),
and if estimated CPU utilization is reasonable, billed costs would be equitable.
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Coefficient - Cost of CPU for billing period

Available CPU seconds for billing period

Cost of CPU for billing period = $15,000
Available CPU seconds = 720,000

Coefficient = $15,000 = $0.020833
720,000

Billed amount = $.020833 X CPU seconds consumed for each job

7-103 Amortization of Significant program; that is, all applicable direct and
Nonrecurring Computer indirect costs should be included up to
Programming and Reprogramming the point the program becomes opera-
costs tional.

7-103.1 General Principles 7-103.3 Amortization Period
Equity in accounting for significant The length of the amortization period

nonrecurring costs of computer program- should be established on the basis of the
ming and reprogramming usually re- estimated number of years that will bene-
quires that such costs be capital- fit from the incurrence of the program-
ized/amortized. The initial programming ming or repro*ramming costs. As a gener-
costs are incurred in order to place the al rule the period of amortization of those
computer into operation and as such are programs for which there appears to be a
normally as much a part of the initial continuing need should not exceed the
costs of the computer as are the equip- anticipated useful life of the computer. A
ment installation costs. A major change shorter amortization period should be
in either the equipment or the system used in those cases where the contractor
usually involves the incurrence of signifi- can demonstrate by historical data or
cant reprogramming costs. These costs otherwise that the useful life of the pro-
will normally benefit future periods in gram is shorter than that of the computer.
much the same manner as major modifi- At the larger computer centers, where
cations of the equipment. On the other numerous programs may be involved, an
hand, established programs are subject to averaging of the expected lives of various
minor refinements and improvements, programs may be acceptable when such
the costs of which are chargeable to procedure results in a reasonable amorti-
current operations in much the same zation of the related programming costs
manner as minor repairs. over the years benefited.

7-103.2 Amount to Be Capitalized 7-103.4 Amortization Method
The amount of programming or repro- The method used to amortize the costs

gramming costs to be capitalized should over the estimated useful life of the
represent the actual costs incurred by the program should be based on the contrac-
contractor in preparing and testing the tor's normal practice applicable to other
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items of software. Where this is not 7-104.3 Limitations of FASB No. 86
possible, any reasonable method of amor- The statement does not address the
tizing such costs over the estimated use- accounting and reporting of costs in-
ful life of the program should be consid- curred for computer software created for
ered acceptable particularly if the method internal use, or for others under a con-
is the same as that used for depreciating tractual arrangement. The FASB has stat-
the equipment. ed that it does not consider these issues to
7-103.5 Justification for Imnmediate be a significant problem in that most
Charging Jusito o Cu ret Imedatis companies currently expense these costs.
Charging to Current Operations Nonetheless, the criteria for capitaliza-

In some circumstances, the contractor tion espoused in the Statement, which are
may represent that the desired objective based on the point in time that R&D
of capitalization/amortization as out- activities became production activities,
lined above is substantially and consis- may be considered to apply to develop-
tently achieved by charging to current ment of any computer software, whether
operations all programming and repro- for sale or for internal use.
gramming costs when and as they are
incurred. Due consideration should be 7-104.4 Technological Feasibility
given to such representation, provided FASB 86 provides that costs incurred
the contractor submits sufficient data in internally in creating a computer soft-
support of the representation. ware product are to be charged to ex-

pense when they are incurred as research
7-104 Accounting for Computer and development until "technological
Software Costs Under FASB No. 86 feasibility" has been established for the

product. Technological feasibility is es-
7-104.1 Applicability of FASB No. 86 tablished when either (1) the detailed

FASB Statement No. 86 "Accounting program design has been completed or
for the Costs of Computer Software to be (2) a working model has been developed.
Sold, Leased or Otherwise Marketed," After technological feasibility has been
was issued by the Financial Accounting established, all software production costs
Standards Board in August 1985. It speci- are to be capitalized and reported on the
fies the financial accounting treatment financial statements at the lower of una-
for the costs of computer software sold, mortized cost or net realizable value and
leased, or otherwise marketed either as a are to be amortized based on current and
separate product or as a part of another future revenue. Capitalization of soft-
product or process. It applies both to ware costs shall stop when the product is
internally developed and produced soft- available for general release to customers.
ware and to purchased software and is
applicable for fiscal years beginning after 7-104.5 Audit Considerations
15 December 1985. For contractors on a The issues of capitalization of comput-
calendar year basis, the statement is er software and other related topics are
therefore applicable on I January 1986. still developing. Battelle ASBCA Case

No. 20626 and other legal decisions have
7-104.2 Purpose of FASB No. 86 concluded that computer software is a

The primary purpose of the statement tangible capital asset "for tax purposes."
is to identify the point in time that For contract costing purposes, costs
research and development costs incurred should be capitalized when there is a
in the process of creating a software foreseeable benefit to future periods or
product to be sold, leased, or otherwise expensed in accordance with GAAP.
marketed become production costs which However, CAS 404 should not be cited as
should be capitalized and amortized over a basis for requiring the capitalization of
future sales. In addition, it specifies computer software costs until more de-
amortization, disclosure, and other relat- finitive guidance is available. Although
ed requirements. CAS 404 should not be cited, the ratio-
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nale requiring the capitalization of tangi- dards in general and CAS 404 in particu-
ble assets may be considered to be appli- lar require that costs of computer soft-
cable to all assets. Therefore, whether in- ware developed for internal use be capi-
house developed software is considered a talized and amortized over the period
tangible or intangible asset, the rationale benefited.
underlying the Cost Accounting Stan-
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7-200 Section 2 - Leasing Costs

7-201 Introduction 7-203 Capital Leases

This section provides guidance for If the lease is classified as a capital
evaluating leasing costs. lease, the provisions of FAR 31.205-11

(Depreciation) and CAS 404 apply (see 7-
7-202 Applicable Contract 413 and 7-202).
Regulations 7-203.1 Main Requirements of FASB

7-202.1 Applicability of FASB Statement Statement 13
13 a. Criteria for Classification as a Capi-

tal Lease
Guidance for the treatment of lease From the standpoint of the lessee, the

costs is covered by Financial Accounting lease shall be classified as a capital lease
Standards Board (FASB) Statement No. if any of the following criteria are met:
13, Accounting for Leases. The State- (1) The lease transfers ownership of the
ment is effective for leasing transactions property to the lessee by the end of the
and revisions entered into on or after 1 lease term.
January 1977. For leases in effect on 1 (2) The lease contains a bargain pur-
January 1977, FASB Statement 13 was chase option.
optional until fiscal years beginning on or (3) The lease term is equal to 75
after 31 December 1980. FASB State- percent or more of the estimated eco-
ment 13 is incorporated in FAR 31.205- nomic life of the leased property. How-
36 (Rental Costs), FAR 31.205-2 (ADPE ever, where the lease term begins in the
Leasing Costs), and FAR 31.205-11 (De- last 25 percent of estimated economic

life, this criterion shall not be used topreciation), classify the lease.

7-202.2 Applicability of FAR of•4) The present value, at the beginning
the lease term, of the minimum lease

FAR 31.205-36 applies to the cost of payments (excluding executory costs such
renting or leasing real and personal prop- as insurance, taxes, etc.) equals or ex-
erty, acquired under operating leases (see ceeds 90 percent of the excess of the fair
7-205, 206) as defined in FASB State- value of the leased property over any
ment No. 13. If the lease is classified as a related investment tax credit retained by
capital lease, the provisions of FAR the lessor. The 90 percent test should be
31.205-Il (Depreciation) apply (see 7- considered a lower limit rather than a
41 3). guideline. However, where the lease term

41. ~egins in the last 25 percent of the
7-202.3 Applicabifl- of CAS estimated economic life, this criterion

shall not be used to classify the lease.
CAS 404, Capitalization of Tangible b. Determination and Amortization of

Assets, is incorporated in FAR 31.205- Minimum Lease Payments
11(m). CAS 404 applies to assets ac- (1) Capital leases should be recorded as
quired by a capital lease as defined by assets and liabilities at the lower of the
FASB Statement 13. Compliance with present value of the minimum lease pay-
FASB Statement 13 and CAS 404 re- ments at the beginning of the lease term
quires that capital leases be treated as or the fair value of the leased property at
purchased assets. The capitalized value the inception date. The discount rate
of such assets should be distributed over used in determining present value is the
the useful lives of the leased assets as lower of the lessee's incremental borrow-
depreciation charges, or over the leased ing rate (the rate the lessee would haveincurred to borrow the funds necessary to
life as amortization charges, as appropri- purchase the asset) or the implicit (les-
ate. sor's) rate in the lease, if the implicit rate
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can be determined. The minimum lease revised lease and the present balance of
payments are allocated between a reduc- the obligation differ, the asset and liabili-
tion of the liability and interest expense ty account is adjusted upward or down-
to produce a constant periodic interest ward to reflect this difference.
rate on the remaining balance. (2) If a capital lease is renewed or

(2) A leasee may use its secured bor- extended and the renewal is classified as
rowing rate in calculating the present an operating lease, the existing lease shall
value of minimum lease payments if the continue to be accounted for as a capital
rate is determinable, reasonable, and con- lease to the end of the original term, and
sistent with the financing that would the renewal or extension period shall be
have been used in the particular circum- accounted for as an operating lease.
stances. (3) A termination of a capital lease

(3) Contingent rentals are the increases shall be accounted for by removing the
or decreases in lease payments that result asset and obligation with gain or loss
from changes occurring subsequent to the recognized for the difference.
inception of the lease in the factors (other (4) The exercise of a lease renewal
than the passage of time) on which lease option contained in a current lease other
payments are based. Lease payments that than those already included in the lease
depend on a factor directly related to the term (as defined by FASB Statement 13)
future use of the leased property, such as is classified as a new agreement and not a
machine hours of use or sales volume renewal or extension.
during the lease term, are contingent
rentals and, accordingly, are excluded 7-203.2 Audit Considerations-Capital
from minimum lease payments in their ILases
entirety. See 7-204.2 regarding lease pay-
ments dependent on economic escalation a. Proper Classification of Leases
factors. (1) Auditors should use the computer

c. Calculation of Amortization (Depre- programs which have been developed to
ciation) for a Capital Asset assist in determining whether a lease

The asset shall be amortized in a should be classified as an operating lease
manner consistent with the lessee's nor- or a capital lease. The FAS-13 program,
mal depreciation policy for owned assets. for example, is available on diskette or as
See 7-400 for a discussion of depreciation a subsystem menu option on the DIIS to
costs. The asset shall be amortized over a assist the auditor in determining if a lease
useful life as follows: has met the "90 percent" criterion for

(1) If the leased property reverts to the classification as a capital lease (see 7-
lessee at the end of the lease or if the 203.1 a(4)).
lessee is able to purchase the property at a (2) Auditors should be alert to in-
bargain purchase price, then the asset life stances where, to avoid reporting liabili-
will be that normally used by the contrac- ties on their financial statements, con-
tor for similar assets. tractors may structure their leases, or

(2) If the property is leased for a term include assumptions in testing against the
which is 75 percent or more of the FASB Statement 13 criteria, that result in
economic life of the asset or the mini- those leases being classified as operating.
mum lease payments equal or exceed 90 (3) When a capital lease is improperly
percent of the fair value of the asset (less classified as an operating lease, the excess
applicable credits) then the asset should 'easing costs should be determined based
be amortized over the life of the lease to on criteria for computing the unallowable
the value to the lessee, if any, at the end leasing costs for capital leases. The cost of
of the lease. leased capital assets in excess of the

d. Renewals and Terminations prescribed depreciation charges (7-202.3)
(1) If a capital lease is renewed or should be disapproved under FAR

extended and the renewal is also classi- 31.205-11(m). FAR 31.205-20 (Interest
fled as a capital lease, the carrying value and Other Financial Costs) should not be
of the asset may require adjustment. cited as a basis for disapproving the
When the capitalized value under the costs.
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(4) Mitigating circumstances involving covered by ordinary renewal options pre-
materiality determinations may exist. ceding the date as of which a bargain
For example, leases reclassified as capital purchase option is exercisable, and (v) all
leases may result in depreciation during periods representing renewals or exten-
the early years of the leases at amounts sions of the lease at the lessor's option.
higher than the lease payments due to use However, in no case shall the lease term
of accelerated depreciation methods and extend beyond the date a bargain pur-
applied cost of money (COM). The total chase option becomes exercisable.
depreciation and COM under a capital (2) Audit Considerations
lease may be greater than the total leasing When a capital lease is to be amortized
costs. A notice of technical noncompli- over the lease term (see 7-203. 1c), renew-
ance with the applicable FAR provisions al periods will be included if they meet
or CAS standards would be appropriate the criteria specified in the FASB State-
in that circumstance. The practice may ment 13 definition of a lease term. This
be in non-compliance with FAR 31.205- would be an important audit consider-
II or FAR 31.205-36 or CAS 404, 405, ation when the renewal is assured
409, or 414. These regulations and stan- through substantial penalties for nonre-
dards should be reviewed for applicabili- newal or a guarantee by the lessee of the
ty. lessor's debt. Failure to review the leaseb. Unreasonable Lease Costs term for renewal clauses could signifi-

If the lease term is substantially shorter canty distort the amortization charges to
than the asset's useful life, the recovery of cunt contracts.
a high percentage of the fair market value current contracts.
of the asset over the lease term would be
indicative of unreasonable rental costs. 7-204 Review of Lease Clauses
In this situation, the auditor should de-
termine if the lessor considered and pro- 7-204.1 Payment of Executory
vided adequate residual value at the end (Occupancy) Cost
of the lease term in accordance with Lease clauses regarding payment of
paragraph 5(k) of FASB Statement 13. executory costs are of particular interest
Reasonable residual value must be con- to the auditor. FASB Statement 13 re-
sidered in computing minimum lease quires executory costs to be excluded
payments in order to attain reasonable when computing minimum lease pay-
Fease costs. ments. Executory costs include mainte-

c. Amortization Period nance, insurance, taxes, and utilities.
The proper classification of a lease When the lease clause provides that the

according to FASB Statement 13 does not lessee pays the executory costs, the lease
automatically result in acceptable con- is referred to as a "net" lease. When the
tract cost. For capital leases, consider- lessor pays these costs, the lease is re-
ation should be given to the acceptability ferred to as a "gross" lease. Since "net"
of the amortization period in accordance and "gross" are not universally defined,
with FASB Statement 13 and CAS 409. the auditor should review the lease clause

(I) Definition of Lease Term to determine exactly what costs are to be
FASB Statement 13 defines a lease to dete e ex y t s o

term as the fixed noncancelable term of paid by the lessee.
the lease plus (i) all periods covered by 7-204.2 Escalation Lease Clauses
bargain renewal options, (ii) all periods
for which failure to renew the lease Auditors should be particularly inter-
imposes a penalty on the lessee in an ested in escalation lease clauses. Recent-
amount such that renewal appears, at the ly, clauses containing a provision for
inception of the lease, to be reasonably increasing lease payments based on the
assured, (iii) all periods covered by ordi- Consumer Price Index (CPI) or some
nary renewal options during which a other economic indicator have become
guarantee by the lessee of the lessor's common. The increase could be subject
debt related to the leased property is to adjustment on an annual basis or when
expected to be in effect, (iv) all periods an option is exercised. The escalation
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may also apply to the purchase price if 3 should also be used in evaluating
the lease contains a purchase option. reasonableness of operating lease cost.

a. Computation of Minimum Lease
Payments 7-205.3 Audit Procedures

The decision to include or exclude the
escalation for purposes of computing a. Comparison with Comparable Prop-
minimum lease payments depends on the erty
specific circumstances, and would in- Included in these criteria is a compari-
scude: son with comparable property. The audi-

(1) the factor(s) to which the escalation tor must exercise care when determining
applies, such as executory costs (which what is comparable property. To be com-
would not be included at all), principal parable, the property must be of the same
payments, or insurance only; basic age, size, life expectancy, and loca-

(2) the factor on which the escalation is tion. In addition, the lease provisions
computed, such as the CPI or prime must also be comparable. Since there are
interest rate, several clauses which can increase time

(3) the period to which the escalation lease costs (see 7-204), the auditor must
applies, such as annually, only for an ascertain what costs truly are included in
option period, or the incurrence of some the comparable property comparison.
period of time, and b. Determination of Reasonableness

(4) the current pronouncements of the (1) An audit step in testing reasonable-
Financial Accounting Standards Board. ness under FAR 31.201-3 is to review the

b. CPI or Prime Interest Rate results of applying FASB Statement 13
Lease payments that depend on an capitalization criteria. This is especially

existing index or rate, such as the CPI or critical when reviewing the results of the
prime interest rate, shall be included in application of the fourth criteria of FASB
minimum lease payments based on the Statement 13 (7-203.la(4)). Auditors
index or rate existing at the inception of should determine whether the lease term
the lease. Any increases or decreases in is substantially less than the asset life,
lease payments that result from subse- and whether the present value of the
quent changes in the index or rate are minimum lease payments is significant as
contingent rentals and are excluded from compared to the fair market value of the
the minimum lease payments (see 7- leased property (for example, greater
203. 1 b(2)). than 50 percent but less than 90 percent).

If this condition exists, there is a strong
7-205 Operating Leases for Other indication that lease costs are unreason-
T0 ODPErn Lably high and the audit scope should be
Than EDPE expanded.

(2) Auditors should be alert to comput-7-205.1 Definition of Operating Lease er programs available from DCAA, the
Under the provisions of FASB State- contractor, or other sources to assist

ment 13, an operating lease is any lease them in determining reasonableness. One
that is not a capital lease. such program is DCAA's LVPA program,

available on diskette or as a subsystem7-205.2 Criteria for Allowability menu option on the DIIS. The program
For contract costing purposes, a differ- computes and compares cumulative leas-

ent cost principle applies to EDPE leases ing costs with cumulative constructive
than for all other operating leases (see 7_ ownership costs, and can be adjusted for
206). The provisions of FAR 31.205-36 most any lease vs. ownership analysis.
apply to all operating leases that do not
involve EDPE. The main criterion for 7-206 Leased EDPE
allowability of operating lease costs is
reasonableness. The cost principle states The acronym EDPE stands for elec-
several criteria that should be considered tronic data processing equipment. Its use
when making a determination of reason- in this section is intended to be synony-
ableness. The provisions in FAR 31.201- mous with the FAR expression ADPE
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which stands for automatic data process- b. Ownership vs. Rental Comparison
ing equipment. (1) The contractor's sabmission to sup-

port the allowability of its EDPE leasing
7-206.1 General costs will generally be in the form of a

a. Capital Leases comparison of constructive ownership
All leased EDPE is subject to the costs with leasing costs over the antici-

provisions of FASB Statement 13. For pated useful life of the property. The
pt 3F major factors involved in this compari-those leases determined to be capital son are: constructive acquisition costs,

leases per FASB Statement 13, the audi- estimated useful life, depreciation meth-
tor should use 7-203 above as guidance to od, residual value, and leasing costs.
evaluate the contractor's method and These factors are discussed in 7-206.4
classification. and 7-206.5.

b. Operating Leases (2) The auditor should carefully reviewOperating leases for EDPE are go- all pertinent factual data and estimates
verned by the provisions of FASB State- included in the comparison for propriety
ment 13 and FAR 31.205-2. Generally, and reasonableness. Technical assistance
lease costs for operating leases must should be obtained as necessary. The
result in less cost to the government than determination of whether leasing costs
ownership costs. The contractor is re- are more costly than ownership costs will
quired to submit annually documenta- be based upon a comparison of the
tion to support its decision to lease rather respective amounts for the total estimat-
than purchase EDPE. The following para- ed useful life of the property. Where this
raphs should be used to evaluate operat- comparison shows leasing costs to be

ing lease costs, more costly, the amount of leasing costs
to be disapproved in any individual year

7-206.2 FAR Requirements for Annual will be the excess of the cumulative
Documentation of Leased EDPE leasing costs incurred through that partic-

a. Documentation of Contractor's ular year as compared with the cumula-
Leasing Decision tive constructive ownership costs which

The contractor is required by FAR would have been incurred during that
31.205-2 and DFARS 239.7300 to docu- same total period.ment its leasing decision with specific (3) When comparing ownership andrental costs, auditors should use DCAA's
types of information which are basic to LVPA program. This program is avail-
the determination of the amount of al- able to FAOs on diskette or as a subsys-
lowable EDPE leasing costs. Where such tea menu optio n ds the DIIS. The
supporting data are requested but are not program computes and compares cumu-
furnished by the contractor, the auditor lative leasing costs with cumulative con-
should discuss the matter with the ACO structive ownership costs, and can be
and reach agreement on the action to be adjusted for most any lease vs. ownership
taken. Such agreement may include sus- analysis. Besides creating a data file and
pension of the related leasing costs pend- running the program, the options of the
ing receipt of the data. In evaluating the LVPA program enable the the auditor to
quality of the contractor's submitted (a) modify and print the data file, (b)
data, due consideration should be given modify and print a cost-of-money file,
to any difficulties normally inherent in and (c) display and print the program
providing back-up for projected construc- documentation.
tive ownership costs. Where the auditor c. EDPE Annual Submissions
requires additional information it should FAR 31.205-2(bX2) provides that costs
be obtained preferably from the contrac- of leasing EDPE are allowable only to the
tor and/or the contractor's records al- extent that the contractor can demon-
though pertinent data available from oth- strate annually that leasing is in the best
er sources may also be used occasionally. interests of the government. The key
In addition, the requirements of DFARS word here is "annually" and this require-
239.7300 also apply to purchased EDPE. ment applies particularly in those situa-
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tions where the contractor has previously (2) its anticipated remaining useful life,
demonstrated that leasing is less costly at the lease renewal date. However, a new
than ownership. Annual reviews do not, comparison of leasing versus ownership
however, apply where it has previously costs will not be required upon renewal of
demonstrated that the EDP equipment is a lease under which it was previously
cheaper to purchase. The annual justifi- determined that allowable costs were to
cation should recognize all new condi- be limited to constructive ownership
tions such as changes in leasing arrange- costs. In such case the lease/ownership
ments, anticipated equipment acquisi- costs to the date of renewal will require
tions, adjustments to useful lives, and only an updating to cover the renewal
changes in residual lives. Also, it should period. In regard to EDPE the require-
be submitted irrespective of whether the ments of this subparagraph are over and
term of the lease was renewed or other- above the regular annual submission dis-
wise extended by the contractor. For cussed in 7-206.2.
equipment already in service, the pur- c. Month-to-Month Rentals
chase price to be used in the comparison The lease period of an open-end,
is the purchase option price under the month-to-month rental arrangement shall
terms of the existing lease contract, or if be considered to cover the entire useful
an option is not available, then the price life of the rented property.
in the open market. Also see DFARS d. Audit Review Using Computer Pro-
239.7303 for additional requirements re- grams
garding the review and approval of leas- Auditors should be alert to computer
ing costs. programs available from DCAA, the con-

tractor, or other sources to assist them in
7-206.3 Guidelines for Review of Annual determining reasonableness. One such
EDPE Leasing Documentation program is DCAA's LVPA program,

available on diskette or as a subsystema. EDPE Offsets menu option on the DIIS. The program
In estimating the comparative costs to computes and compares cumulative leas-

the government, as required by FAR ing costs with cumulative constructive
31.205-2(cX3), the proper procedure is to ownership costs, and can be adjusted for
consider each item of EDPE separately. most any lease vs. ownership analysis.
That is, these costs cannot be determined Questions regarding this program should
by offsetting the results of lease advan- be directed to the Technical Services
tage and purchase advantage as one net Center.
total. The auditor's acceptance or nonac-
ceptance of EDPE leasing as well as the 7-206.4 Constructive Ownership Costs
computation of cost disapprovals must for Leased EDPE
therefore. be determined on a component- Depreciation will probably represent
by-component basis. There may, how- the largest item of constructive owner-
ever, be situations where the contractor ship cost; other items comprising owner-
can show that the lease or buy costs used ship cost are stated in FAR 31.205-
in the study only apply as a package 2(c)(3). Proper projection of depreciation
arrangement with one vendor for two or cost will require a determination of (I)
more closely related components (for the constructive cost of the leased proper-
t'ample, central processing unit and con- ty, (2) its anticipated useful life, (3) its
sole), and that such arrangement is in the residual value, and (4) the appropriate
government's interests, method of depreciation. Major audit em-

b. Lease Renewals phasis should be directed to the review of
Where leasing has been accepted as less these elements. Additional sources of

costly over the lease period, renewal of information include Chapter 8-409 of
the lease will require a new comparison this manual relative to the Cost Account-
of EDPE lease/ownership costs for the ing Standard on depreciation, and
renewal period, on the basis of DCAAP 7641.73, Guidelines for Opera-

(1) the price at which the .euipment tions Audits of Automatic Data Process-
could be purchased in its condition and ing Systems.
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a. Constructive Acquisition Cost for (3) Changes in Retention Period of
Leased EDPE Leased EDPE

The constructive cost of the leased The contractor may decide that leased
property other than EDPE should be the EDPE will be retained beyond the expira-
price at which it could be acquired in its tion of its useful life as initially estimated
condition on the date the leasing agree- in accordance with FAR 31.205-2(cX1).
ment becomes subject to the ownership The constructive net book value of the
cost limitation. For EDPE, except as in 7- leased property (less appropriate residual
206.2c, it would be the price on the date value) at the date the change is decided
it was initially acquired. In any specific upon or becomes known should be
case, the determination of such construc- spread over the extended retention peri-
tive cost may appropriately involve con- od.
sideration of published purchase prices, c. Constructive Residual Value for
fair market value data, independent ap- Leased EDPE
praisals, constructive book values, pur- (1) The residual value of the EDPE
chase option prices in the lease agree- should be the net estimated amount
ment, or other similar information, which would be realized upon its sale, at

b. Constructive Useful Life for Leased the end of its anticipated useful life as
EDPE determined in 7-206.4b. above, had the

(1) General Principles for Constructive contractor owned the property. A nomin-
Useful Life al or zero salvage value is not acceptable

Anticipated useful life is classified in where the property may actually have a
FAR 31.205-2(c)(1) into "application substantial resale value. Junk or scrap
life," or "technological life," or "physical value should be used only where the
life." This subparagraph also defines the property is calculated to be useful for its
terms and establishes criteria for use of entire physical life.
the former two. Where the contractor (2) Residual value will of course be
estimates a useful life period on the basis related to useful life as determined in 7-
of application or technological life, it is 206.4b above. Both factors will require
expected to demonstrate clearly the cir- concurrent consideration. Amounts to be
cumstances and conditions which sup- used for these purposes must necessarily
port the adoption of such short useful life be estimated from trade data available at
period. While there may be several valid the time the decision is made to execute
arguments favoring longer use of leased or renew a lease.
property, when the contractor has clearly (3) Agreements often provide purchase
demonstrated that the circumstances and option prices which, while in most cases
conditions support the adoption of a higher than could be realized by contrac-
shorter useful life period there will gener- tor sale to a third party, may be indica-
ally be no need to extend the retention tive of the general magnitude which
period indicated by the contractor, pro- residual value may approach.
vided that appropriate residual values are (4) The residual value should be adjust-
established. ed for estimated selling, shipping, and

(2) Untimely Replacement of Leased other disposal costs.
EDPE d. Constructive Depreciation Method

FAR 31.205-2(cX2) further provides for Leased EDPE
that "technological advances per se will A depreciation method should be es-
not justify replacement of existing facili- tablished in accordance with the method
ties ... if such existing facilities will be which the contractor would have used for
able to satisfy future requirements or cost (book and statement) accounting
demands." Thus, where a contractor re- purposes had it owned the property. In
places leased facilities before the expira- that connection, note the conditions in
tion of their useful life and it is concluded FAR 31.205-11 on the use of accelerated
that the replacement was not necessary to depreciation methods. There may be in-
satisfy future requirements or demands, stances where cumulative constructive
any increased costs related to the replace- ownership cost exceeds cumulative rental
ment are not allowable, cost during the early years of the useful
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life of leased property, although total excess of those which would have been
rental cost exceeds total depreciation and incurred if the lease contained terms
other ownership cost for the entire useful consistent with those found in a lease
life. In such cases, the. excess cost will between unrelated parties.
become questionable in later years of the b. Audit Procedures
asset life. This condition should be ex- The auditor should test for reasonable-
plained to the contracting officer in the ness of rental costs by comparing the
audit report for the fiscal year during present value of lease payments with the
which the leasing decision is made, to- fair market value prior to applying the
gether with a recommendation that she or provisions of FASB Statement 13. If the
he advise the contractor that the excess present value substantially exceeds the
cost will become questionable in later fair market value, the economic sub-
years of the asset life. stance of the transaction should be recog-

nized over the -legal form" (see FAR7-206.5 Other Considerations on Lease 31.205-11 (m)X2) and FASB Statement 13,
vs. Purchase Comparisons for EDPE paragraph 29). Consequently, costs

a. Change in Retention Period or Up- should be questioned to the extent of
dated Data unreasonableness due to lack of an "arms

Annual depreciation costs on the basis length bargaining" (FAR 31.201-3(b)).
of the originally established constructive FASB Statement 13 criteria should then
acquisition price and useful life of the be applied in establishing the appropriate
EDPE will remain unchanged unless treatment for the balance of the costs.
there is a change in the retention period.
However, other constructive annual and 7-207.2 Operating Leases
cumulative ownership costs (for example, a. General
maintenance or insurance) may require Leasing costs between divisions, sub-
adjustment on the basis of updated infor- sidiaries, or organizations under com-
mation. mon control for EDPE and other operat-

b. Changes in Rental or Service Rates ing leases are generally allowable to the
The lease contract should also be ex- extent that costs do not exceed the nor-

amined concurrently for any changes in mal costs of ownership (excluding inter-
rental or service rates. est or other costs unallowable and includ-

c. Cost of Money ing cost of money). To help analyze the
Another consideration is facilities cost lease versus ownership costs, auditors

of capital that would be claimed by the should use DCAA's LVPA program. The
contractor for owned assets. program computes and compares cumu-

lative leasing costs with cumulative con-
7-207 Leases Between Related structive ownership costs, and can be
Parties adjusted for most any lease vs. ownership

analysis. It is available to FAds on
Leases between related parties are go- diskette or as a subsystem menu option

verned by FASB Statement 13 and FAR on the DIIS.
31.205-2(bX4), EDPE leasing costs, FAR b. Common Control
31.205-1 l(mX2), Depreciation, and FAR FAR does not specifically define com-
31.205-36(bX3), Rental costs. mon control. ASBCA decisions on com-

mon control have emphasized the exis-7-207.1 Capital Leases tence or lack of existence of actual com-
a. FASB Statement 13 and FAR Re- mon control. FAS 57 defines control as

quirements "The possession, direct or indirect, of the
Capital leases between related parties power to direct or cause the direction of

is discussed in FAR 31.205-1 1(mX2) and the management and policies of an enter-
FASB Statement 13 (FAS-13), paragraph prise through ownership, by contract, or
5a. If it is determined that the terms of otherwise." The question of whether two
the lease have been significantly affected entities are under common control is a
by the fact that the lessee and lessor are question of fact. The key question is
related, costs shall not be allowed in whether or not one party has the ability
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to exercise control over the operating and ableness of the lease costs. While showing
financial policies of the related party. A that the lease costs are unreasonable will
party may have actual control even if not in itself constitute a determination of
such control is not evidenced by the common control, it is an important factor
agreement. Therefore, it is imperative to in making such a determination. In addi-
review the events and transactions that tion, if the government is unable to
actually occurred in making a determina- prevail in its common control argument,
tion of whether or not control exists. Two it nevertheless should prevail in proving
of the most important areas to review are that the lease costs were unreasonable at
(1) the actual decision making process, the time of the lease decision under the
and (2) the reasonableness of the lease provisions of FAR 31.205-36(bX1).
terms. c. Same or Similar Equipment Leased

(1) A review of the joint venture deci- to Unaffiliated Lessees
sion making process is important to de- Where the same or similar personal
termiine if control actually exists. For property is leased to unaffiliated lessees,
example, if it appears that one company other FAR provisions are used to deter-
is making practically all the decisions mine the allowability of leasing costs.
(e.g. the other party is not present at (1) EDPE operating leases are subject
decision making meetings, or if present to FAR 31.205-2(b)(1) and (2), except
rarely provides input), this would be an that the purchase price and costs of
indication that this company is control- ownership shall be determined under
ling the joint venture. In reviewing sup- 31.205-26(e).
porting documentation, the auditor (2) Other operating leases are subject to
should remember that percentage of own- FAR 31.205-11 (b)(1).
ership is only one factor to be considered.
It is possible that common control will 7-208 Sale and Leaseback
exist even where the controlling individu- Transactions
als own a small percentage of the compa-
ny's equity. Other factors to consider a. Leasing costs under a sale and lease-
include, but are not limited to, interlock- back arrangement are allowable only up
ing management/ownership, identity of to the amount that would be allowed had
interests among family members, shared the contractor retained title. Sale and
facilities and equipment, and common leaseback transactions are governed by
use of employees. FASB Statement 13 and FAR 31.205-

(2) The existence of unreasonable lease 2(bX)3), EDPE leasing costs, FAR 31.205-
terms may also provide evidence of con- 1 (mX)1), Depreciation, and FAR
trol. If the lease terms are unreasonable 31.205-36(b)(2), Rental costs.
as compared to those available in the b. A gain from the sale of a depreciable
competitive market, it may be because asset that is simultaneously leased back
one company has exercised significant under the type of arrangement covered
influence over the operating and finan- by FAR 31.205-36(b)(2) should not be
cial policies of the joint venture. Reason- recognized as a credit to overhead in the
ableness may be reviewed by comparing year in which the arrangement was tran-
the terms of the lease with (a) the con- sacted. The allowable lease costs under
tractor's other comparable leases that did such an arrangement are limited to the
not involve a related party, (b) other depreciation expense that would have
comparable leases, and (c) actual adver- been charged for the same period as if the
tised prices for the facilities in question sale/leaseback arrangement had never
or other similar facilities. Both the rates been transacted. If at the time of actual
(cost per square foot for example) and disposition of the leased asset, there
other terms (such as fixed noncancellable continues to be a gain or loss associated
leases versus those with options) must be with the asset, this gain or loss should be
considered in determining the reason- recognized.
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7-300 Section 3 - Allocation of Special Facilities Operating Costs

7-301 Introduction tions may be encountered. If a variation
appears to reasonably measure the bene-

a. This paragraph provides guidance on fits accruing to the several cost objec-
the treatment of the operating costs of tives, its use should be satisfactory. The
certain facilities, which, if not properly three basic methods are described below.
accounted for, could fail significantly to
measure the benefits accruing to the 7-303.1 Method 1 - Full Costing on
several cost objectives. Usage Basis

b. The guidance includes (1) definition Under the first method, all readily
of applicable facilities, (2) criteria for identifiable direct costs are charged to
determining whether the contractor is projects, contracts, or other work in-
using an acceptable basis for charging or volved. Additionally, all general operat-
distributing costs to work benefited, and ing costs of the facility, such as rentals,
(3) criteria for determining billing or depreciation (including obsolescence),
costing rates. Allocation of computer amortization, repairs, maintenance, sup-
operating costs is covered in 7-100. plies, and general support salaries and

c. In the course of implementing the wages, are allocated to the using projects,
following guidelines, including the devel- contracts, or other work involved, on a
opment of any recommendation to usage or other quantitative basis. Gener-
change an established and previously ally, this method yields the most equita-
acceptable accounting procedure with re- ble results and should be used if cost and
spect to a particular facility, the princi- usage data for the facility can be econom-
pies below are not to be applied so rigidly ically accumulated with reasonable accu-
as to complicate unduly the allocation racy. If it is determined that use of
where substantially the same results are methods 2 or 3 below would yield inequi-
achieved through less precise methods. table cost allocations, cost data which

will permit the determination of costs by
7-302 Criteria for "Special method I should be maintained by the
Facilities" contractor.

Facilities to which this guidance is 7-303.2 Method 2 - Only Directly
applicable cannot be specifically desig- Identifiable Costs Allocated on Usage
nated by name or type but rather must be Basis
determined by whether or not they meet Under the second method, readily
certain basic criteria. The first criterion identifiable direct costs are charged to the
to be met is that the costs involved in the projects, contracts, or other work in-
operation of each facility must be signifi- volved, as in method I above. However,
cant in amount with respect to the con- all general operating costs of the facility,
tractor's overall operations. The second such as rentals, depreciation (including
criterion is that the facility benefits only obsolescence), amortization, repairs,
a limited portion of the contractor's total maintenance, supplies, and general sup-
workload. Wind tunnels and space cham- port salaries and wages are included in
bers are representative of facilities which, the distribution through one of the con-
if they meet the criteria above, would be tractor's appropriate categories of indi-
subject to the guidance provided in this rect expense. Although this method is less
section. precise than method 1, its use is satisfac-

tory if it reasonably measures the benefits
7-303 Basis for Allocating Costs to accruing to the several cost objectives.
Benefiting Work 7-303.3 Method 3 - General Indirect

There are three basic methods for Cost Allocation
allocating costs related to facilities which Under the third method, all costs asso-
meet the criteria in 7-302, although varia- ciated with the facility, including direct
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labor and material, are grouped and efforts, when completed, will provide a
distributed through one of the contrac- broader applicability than the utilization
tor's appropriate categories of indirect in current production represents. Thus,
expense. This method should be used the portion of these costs that represent
only when the contractor demonstrates development efforts should be allocated
that (1) neither method 1 nor 2 above is over a broader business base until the
practical and (2) its use is unlikely to MEC facility approaches anticipated nor-
result in any significant failure to mea- mal and/or substantial production levels,
sure the benefits accruing to the several i.e., until the facility achieves self-suffi-
cost objectives. ciency. Any such allocation of develop-

ment costs should be done on an objec-
7-304 Treatment of Microelectronic tive basis.
Center (MEC) Costs d. One of the key factors to consider in

reviewing MEC costs is the basis used for
a. On 8 January 1990, the Acting distinguishing the production efforts

Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisi- from the development efforts. Whatever
tion (USD(A)) issued guidance concern- basis is used, it should be objective in
ing the treatment of MEC costs. This nature to assure that allocations are
USD(A) guidance provides that "The based upon benefits received and that a
costs of developing and deploying new or broad business base allocation is applied
improved systems, processes, methods, to the development costs only until such
equipment, tools and techniques to pro- time as the facility becomes self-suffi-
duce the next-generation microelectron- cient. For example, an objective basis
ics needed for future weapons systems could include an allocation of total MEC
are allowable in accordance with Federal costs based upon the proportion of pro-
Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 31.205-25, duction effort to development effort. In
and should be allocated over an appropri- other circumstances, it may be possible to
ate business base in accordance with identify the specific functions associated
FAR 31.201-4(c), until such time as the with production and those associated
MEC is being substantially utilized for with development, with an allocation of
actual production efforts." costs made accordingly.

b. The Office of Defense Procurement
(ODP) generally classifies MECs as spe- 7-305 Determination of Costing
cial facilities, and therefore CAS 418 is Rates
not applicable to MECs. The MEC facili-
ty at a specific contractor may not qualify 7-305.1 Basic Procedures for Costing
as a "special facility." For example if the Rate s
activities performed by the MEC facility Rates
are functionally identical to current engi- a. General operating costs of those
neering and manufacturin& activities, the facilities which meet the criteria in 7-302
facility may not be "special" in nature. and for which method 1 above is consid-
CAS 418 noncompliance reports must ered appropriate should generally be
include an explanation as to why the charged to users by means of actual or
particular MEC in question does not predetermined billing or costing rates as
qualify as a "special facility." provided below. This will require mainte-

c. Usually, the number of actual units nance of a time log for each facility to
produced by an MEC facility during the record the hours of time spent by each
development phase will be small, but will user. The period covered by the billing or
increase gradually as the contractor ap- costing rates will not normally exceed 12
proaches normal production levels. As a months. See 8-406 for CAS-covered con-
result, if the costs of facilities or equip- tractors and FAR 31.203(e) for non-CAS-
ment incurred at the smaller production covered contractors.
level are allocated in total to the units b. When only one rate for the facility is
produced, an inordinate amount of costs to be applied, it should consist of the
would be allocated to these units during actual or estimated applicable costs di-
the development period. Development vided by the actual or estimated number
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of hours or other units composing the ing of accommodations sales at reduced
basis. rates is not considered appropriate.

7-305.2 Treatment of Real and Estimated 7-305.3 Treatment of Under- or
Cost Differentials Overabsorbed Rates

a. When real cost differentials (such as Any immaterial under- or overabsorp-
certain services furnished during prime tion of costs resulting from application of
shifts only or by different facilities) exist predetermined rates may be charged or
and can be readily demonstrated, sepa- credited to an appropriate category of
rate rates for such cost differentials may indirect expense. If the under- or overab-
be used. sorption is material, it should be treated

b. In the case of educational institu- in accordance with the CAS-covered con-
tions, when rental or lease costs are based tractor's disclosed practices (see 8-418).
upon prime-shift usage, second and third
shift usage may, with appropriate ap- 7-306 Treatment of Manufacturer
proval, be charged at reduced rates. Discounts to Educational Institutions

c. Under certain situations, reasonably
estimated differential costs may be used When the manufacturer leases or sells
in instances where cost differentials logi- the equipment below commercial prices
cally exist but cannot be determined to an educational institution as an allow-
precisely by contractor. For example, ance to education, the allowance should
such differentials would permit priority, be treated as a reduction of the cost of
interrupt, or short-turnaround time runs leasing or purchasing.
at premium rates and/or nonpriority,
non-prime-time, or large-volume runs at 7-307 Treatment of Grants for
reduced rates. Special Facilities

d. Whether a single rate or several rates
are used, the rates should be so designed When the contractor (usually a univer-
as to recover, or closely approximate sity) has received a grant from the gov-
total recovery of, costs from all users of ernment to be used in connection with a
the facility. Where differing rates are particular facility, application of the
used, they should be applied to all users funds provided should be in accordance
on a nondiscriminatory basis. The cost- with the terms of the grant.
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7-400 Section 4 - Depreciation Costs

7-401 Introduction sonable if the contractor follows policies
and procedures that are (1) consistent

This section contains guidance on de- with those followed in the same cost
preciation costs under research and sup- center for business other than govern-
ply contracts with commercial organiza- ment, (2) reflected in the contractor's
tions. The guidance in this section covers books of accounts and financial state-
only the FAR provisions regarding depre- ments, and (3) both used and accepted
ciation costs. for Federal income tax purposes.

(2) However, due to unusual circum-
7-402 Contract Provisions on stances affecting defense contracts, the
Depreciation contractor's policies and procedures may

result in inequitable charges to the gov-
7.402.1 General Applicability of FAR ernment. If any inequities are found,
and CAS Headquarters should be advised.

a. The provisions of FAR 31.205-11 b. Depreciation For Financial Pur-
govern the allowability of depreciation poses Differs From Income Tax Purposes
costs. Contractors with contracts subject (1) If a contractor subject to FAR
to cost accounting standards (CAS) must 31.205-11 rather than CAS 409 does not
comply with the provisions of CAS 409, use the same policies and procedures for
Depreciation of Tangible Capital Assets, financial/book purposes and Federal in-
and CAS 404, Capitalization of Tangible come tax purposes, reimbursement shall
Assets. CAS 404 and CAS 409 are incor- be based on the asset cost amortized over
porated into FAR Part 31. the estimated useful life of the property

* (1) CAS-covered contractors may elct using depreciation methods (straight line,
to comply with CAS 409 on their con- sum of the years-digits, etc.) acceptable
tract(s) not subject to CAS 409. Contrac- for income tax purposes. Allowable de-
tors electing to comply with CAS 409 on preciation shall not exceed the amounts
their non-CAS covered contracts must used for book and statement purposes
comply with all provisions of the stan- and shall be determined in a manner
dard. consistent with the depreciation policies

(2) In some cases the provisions of and procedures followed in the same cost
FAR 31.205-11 may conflict with the center on non-government business (FAR
provisions of CAS 409. When CAS 409 is 31.205-11 (e)).
applicable, its provisions supersede any (2) However, if the amounts used for
conflicting provisions of FAR 31.205-11. book and statement purposes are not

b. Guidance on the cost accounting reasonable or equitable for contract cost
standards is in chapter 8 and will not be purposes, costs should be questioned.
repeated here. Auditors should refer to
chapter 8 for guidance on reviewing 7-402.3 Relationship Between FAR and
depreciation costs on CAS covered con- IRS Regulations on Depreciation
tracts. a. Tax Methods versus Financial State-

c. Guidance in the application of the ment Methods of Depreciation
FAR provisions is presented below. (1) In 1986 changes were made in the

Internal Revenue Code and implement-
7-402.2 General Allowability Criteria of ing regulations to permit the use of
FAR accelerated methods of depreciation in

Normal depreciation is generally con- determining taxable income. Since that
sidered allowable contract costs if reason- time many companies have adopted
able and allocable, these methods for income tax purposes in

a. Depreciation Same For Both Finan- order to defer payment of taxes and to
cial and Income Tax Purposes improve cash flow, while for book and

(I) For non CAS covered contracts financial statement purposes they con-
under FAR 31.205-1 1(d), costs are rea- tinue to use the traditional straight-line
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method of depreciation. Thus, the 7-403 General Audit Review
amount of depreciation charged to opera- Techniques for Depreciation
tions under the contractor's established
depreciation policies and procedures may 7-403.1 Review of Contractor
often differ from the amount claimed for Depreciation Records
Federal income tax purposes. A proper determination of periodic

(2) The FAR cost principles applicable depreciation costs depends largely on the
to non CAS covered contracts recognize effectiveness and consistency of the con-
this situation by providing that, where tractor's depreciation policies and proce-
the contractor uses the same method for dures and on the sufficiency of the relat-
book and tax purposes, the auditor will ed property/depreciation records. Be-
be guided by the provisions of FAR cause an interrelationship exists between
31.205-11 (d), which incorporate by refer- the amount of depreciation cost charge-
ence certain criteria in the Internal Reve- able to any fiscal period as compared
nue Code. On the other hand, where the with prior and/or future fiscal periods,
book and tax methods differ, the amount completeness of such records for the
allowable for the fiscal period for con- entire retention period of the asset(s) is
tract cost purposes is determined on the essential. In making an audit review of
basis outlined in FAR 31.205-11(e) and these records, the following consider-
may not exceed the book/statement ations warrant special attention.
amount. 7-403.2 Review of Contractor

b. Contract Audit Responsibility Relat- Depreciation Policies and Procedures
ed to IRS Reviews of Depreciation The auditor should review the contrac-

(1) The Internal Revenue Service regu- tor's depreciation policies and proce-
lations which implement Section 167 of dures and perform selective tests to deter-
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as mine whether the policies and procedures
amended, prescribe detailed criteria for have been followed to calculate deprecia-
determining depreciation costs. These tion for the accounting period being
criteria are intended to be understood reviewed.
and applied not only by IRS personnel
but also by businessmen as well as profes- 7-403.3 Review of Asset Cost
sional accountants and auditors so as to The auditor should determine if the
obtain substantially the same results. capitalized asset cost, including any cost
FAR 31.205-1 l(dX3) should therefore of making the asset ready for use, is
not be construed-nor was it intended-to supported by the contractor's accounting
require defense procurement or audit records. This may include verifying the
personnel to wait for IRS post audit cost of the asset to supporting documents
approval (or disapproval) of an income such as purchase order, vendor invoice,
tax return before the amount of allowable and cancelled checks. It may also include
depreciation costs is determined for con- reviewing the cost of betterments, as well
tract cost purposes. sas determining if asset retirements have

(2) DCAA auditors should therefore been properly accounted for.
acquire and maintain a working knowl- 7-403.4 Review of Contractor's Schedule
edge of the IRS code and regulations on M and IRS Audit Reports
depreciation. It should also be noted in The examination should also include a
this regard that the taxpayer (contractor) review of Schedule M of the contractor's
can enter into a written agreement with Federal income tax return and the results
the IRS in advance of filing its tax return of any review of the tax returns made by
to determine the tax liability on any the Internal Revenue Service. In the
unusual situation which it does not con- event the IRS has made any changes, the
sider sufficiently covered in the IRS auditor should evaluate the amounts and
regulations. The auditor should be aware circumstances and make whatever adjust-
of any such agreement. ments are appropriate to determine al-
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lowable depreciation costs of the current determine that the end results are sub-
or prior years. The review of Schedule M stantially the same as would be achieved
will indicate whether the contractor's by relating depreciation to government
method of computing depreciation for contracts by more refined methods.
tax purposes differs from that used for b. Inequities of Company or Plant-
book and statement purposes. This is wide Basis
important since the criteria in FAR Allocation of depreciation on a plant-
31.205-11(e) which applies to contracts wide basis may not be equitable, for
that are not covered by CFR 9904.409, example, where the government work is
states that if the amounts differ, allow- being performed in only part of the
able depreciation shall not exceed the facilities, or where the contractor is re-
amounts used for accounting books and placing assets in the plant areas perform-
financial statement purposes. ing primarily commercial work more

rapidly than in the segments engaged in
7-403.5 Review of Contractor Financial defense work.
Sttements c. Reporting Requirements

The contractor's financial statements Where the auditor determines that the
should reflect the amount of depreciation contractor's use of plant or company-
charged to operations on the contractor's wide rates does not currently result in an
books. Financial statements are consid- inquitable cost allocation, the auditor
ered to be those statements which are may consider it necessary to formally
annually certified and distributed to notify the contractor that if the cost
stockholders and others. Since such state- pattern or nature of the work changes so
ments generally cover company-wide op- as to result in inequitable charges against
erations, the FAO responsible for the government contracts, the method will
audit of the home office should serve as no longer be acceptable.
the focal point for assistance to other 7-404.2 Depreciation Methods for
field audit cognizance. Commercial Versus Government Work
7-404 Special Considerations- In any given cost center, various classeseprectial Co idertiGovns of assets may be depreciated under more
Depreciation Charged to Government than one method. If so, the auditor
Contracts should ascertain that the depreciation

methods do not vary between assets used
The fact that the contractor's overall for commercial products and those used

book and statement depreciation is also for government work so as to result in
used for Federal income tax purposes, discrimination against government con-
and is acceptable for such purposes, does tracts.
not necessarily mean that the deprecia-
tion charged to defense contracts is ac- 7-404.3 Depreciation on Assets Acquired
ceptable. from the Government and Depreciation

of Fully Depreciated Assets
7-404.1 Allocation of Depreciation a. Determine whether the contractor

Depreciation should usually be allocat- has claimed depreciation on those types
ed to the contract or other work as an of property described in FAR paragraphs
indirect cost. 31.205-11(j) and (1). These paragraphs

a. Identification to Organizational relate principally to assets acquired from
Units the government at no cost to the contrac-

Depreciation should preferably be de- tor and fully depreciated assets.
termined and recorded for each depart- b. Usage charges for fully depreciated
ment, cost center, or similar organiza- assets are permitted under certain cir-
tional segment, so that the cost is identi- cumstances. FAR 31.205-11(1) states that
fled as closely as possible with the bene- ".... a reasonable charge for using fully
fiting work or activity. Where plant or depreciated property may be agreed upon
company-wide rates are being used, the and allowed." A usage charge may be
auditor should make sufficient tests to appropriate when the actual useful life of
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an asset exceeds its estimated useful life noncompliance with CAS 409, the usage
and there has been a significant change in charge should be disallowed.
government participation after the asset (3) Patchwork Repair. On rare occa-
was fully depreciated. In such cases, the sions, a contractor may decide to con-
allocation of the cost of the asset usage tinue to utilize an asset beyond its useful
between government and commercial life through continual patchwork repairs.
contracts may be adjusted by applying a In these cases, the contractor may be
usage charge. entitled to a usage charge (see 7-

c. In reviewing contractor claims for 404.3(d)). However, the auditor should
usage charges, it is imperative that the review the contractor's rationale for con-
auditor determine if the actual useful life tinually repairing the asset rather than
of the asset exceeds the estimated useful overhauling the asset (a betterment),
life due to a betterment, an error in trading in the asset, or scrapping the asset
estimate, or a patchwork repair. in favor of a new one. The auditor should

(1) Betterment. CAS 404-40(d) states consider factors such as the cost of patch-
that "Costs incurred subsequent to the work repairs, the utilization of contractor
acquisition of a tangible capital asset personnel in performing these repairs, the
which result in extending the life or cost of an overhaul, the trade-in value of
increasing the productivity of that asset the old asset, and the cost of a new asset.
(e.g. betterments and improvements) and d. Approval and Computation of Us-
which meet the contractor's established age Charge.criteria for capitalization shall be capital- (1) When the continued use of a fully
citeria f.."Aordcapitalzation tshl e capl depreciated asset is appropriate under
ized.e t " Accordingly, in those cases the circumstances, FAR 31.205-11(1) pro-
where the useful life of the asset extends vides that the allowability of a usage
beyond its estimated life as a result of a charge is subject to the approval of the
betterment, CAS requires that the con- contracting officer. While usage charges
tractor adjust the estimated life of the are permitted under the FAR, there is no
asset. If the contractor has failed to make requirement that the contracting officer
such an adjustment, then the asset is not allow the charges.
fully depreciated and the usage charge (2) When a usage charge is allowed, the
should be disallowed, amount of the charge should be deter-

(2) Error in Estimate. On a few occa- mined on a case-by-case basis. In deter-
sions, the contractor may have an asset mining a reasonable usage charge, the
that lasts longer than its estimated useful auditor should make sure that the con-
life as a result of an error in the contrac- tractor has properly considered each of
tor's original estimate. In these cases, the the factors listed in FAR 31.205-11(1),
contractor may be entitled to a usage including the cost, estimated useful life at
charge (see 7-404.3(d)). However, when the time of negotiations, effect of any
the actual useful lives of the contractor's increased maintenance charges or de-
assets exceed the estimated useful lives creased efficiency due to age, and the
on a recurring basis, the auditor should amount of depreciation previously
review the contractor's estimating proce- charged to government contracts or sub-
dures to assure that they comply with the contracts. To demonstrate how a reason-
requirements of CAS 409. If the assets able usage charge may be calculated, an
are fully depreciated as a result of a example is shown below:

Cost of asset S100,000
Original Estimated Useful Life 3 years
Actual Useful Life 5 years
Total estimated decrease in efficiency for Years 4 and 5 ($2,000
per year) $4,000
Total estimated increase in maintenance (patchwork repairs) for
Years 4 and 5 ($2,500 per year) $5,000
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Average Government Participation for Years 4 through 3 50%
Average Government Participation for Years 4 and 5 90%

Calculation of Recommended Usage Charge:
Depreciation expense charged to the government if the estimat-
ed useful life had been 5 years:

Years I thru 3
($20,000 per year X 3 years X 50%) $30,000
Years 4 and 5
($20,000 per year X 2 years X 90%) $36000

(a) $66,000
Less: Actual Depreciation Expense charged to government
contracts ($100,000 x 50%) (b) $50,000

Additional depreciation due to extended useful life (c) = (a) - (b) $16,000
Less: Efficiency Reduction

($4,000 x 90%) (d) $ 3,600
Increased Maintenance
($5,000 x 90%) (e) $ 4,500

Allowable Usage Charge (c) - f(d)+(e)] $ 7,900

7-404.4 Depredation on Intracompany 7-404.6 Depreciation Under Novation
Transfers of Assets Agreements

On property acquired from a division, For contracts being performed under
subsidiary, or affiliate of the contractor, novation agreements, depreciation al-
the auditor's attention is directed to FAR lowed to the successor contractor should
31.205-11 (k) which provides that the not exceed the amount which would have
depreciation on any such item which been allowed to the predecessor contrac-
meets the criteria for allowance at a tor to which the contract was originally
"price" under FAR 31.205-26(e) may be awarded (see 7-1700).
based on such price (rather than cost to
the contractor), provided the same depre- 7-405 Estimated Useful Life for
ciation policies and procedures are used Depreciation
for costing purposes for all business of
the using division, subsidiary, or organi- 7-405.1 The Economic Usefulness
zation under common control. Criterion of FAR 31.205-11(e)

Where depreciation reflected on the
7-404.5 Depreciation on Idle Facilities or contractor's books/statements differs
Idle Capacity from that used and acceptable for income

The auditor should ascertain whether tax purposes, the estimated useful life of
an asset should represent the prospectiveany of the depreciation costs charged to period of economic usefulness to thegovernment contracts are generated by contractor as defined in FAR 31.205-

idle facilities or idle capacity as these 1 (a). When either useful life, residual
terms are defined in FAR 31.205-17. If value, or depreciation methods differ for
this is determined to be the case, the book and tax purposes, then the provi-
applicable depreciation cost should be sions of FAR 31.205-11(e) should be
treated as part of the total idle facility or applied in determining allowable depreci-
idle capacity cost. ation costs (7-402.2(b)). Under this FAR
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provision allowable depreciation shall personal property placed in service after
not exceed the amounts used for book 1970. The asset guideline classes, asset
and statement purposes. If the auditor guideline periods, and asset depreciation
concludes, with technical assistance, if ranges established under the class life
necessary, that depreciable lives used by ADR system are stated in Revenue Pro-
the contractor for book purposes do not cedure 72-10.
represent "economic usefulness", depre- d. Revised ADR Guidelines - 21 March
ciation costs should be questioned. 1977

For assets acquired after 21 March
7-405.2 Useful lives Under FAR 31.205- 1977 and prior to 1 January 1981, Reve-
l I(d)-ADR Guidelines nue Procedure 83-35 contains the revised

Where allowable depreciation costs are ADR guidelines. The specified upper and
to be determined under FAR 31.205- lower limits of the asset depreciation
11 (d) (see 7402.2(a)), useful lives should range are generally 20 percent below and
be assigned as provided in asset deprecia- 20 percent above the guideline period
tion range (ADR) guidelines, where ap- established for each class of personal
plicable. These guidelines are summa- property. The taxpayer may select as the
rized and discussed below, asset depreciation period any period of

a. Bulletin F-Before 1962 years, that is a whole number of years, or
Before 1962, business firms depreciat- a whole number of years plus a half year,

ed property in terms of useful lives within these upper and lower limits.
established for several thousand different Realty, however, does not have asset
classifications of assets by Treasury De- depreciation ranges. Accordingly for land
partment Bulletin F. Taxpayers may still improvements, buildings, and other real
use Bulletin F as a guide if they wish, but estate, the asset guideline period is also
generally do not do so since subsequent the asset depreciation period.
regulations provide for shorter lives. e. Taxpayer Election of ADR System

b. Revenue Procedure 62-21 - July The system is optional with the taxpay-
1962 er, who has an annual election. Each

In July 1962, Revenue Procedure 62- year's election applies only to assets ac-
21 introduced a fundamental change in quired during that year. A taxpayer who
the concept of depreciation. As a substi- elects to use the class life system for a
tute for the classifications of Bulletin F, particular year must indicate such elec-
assets were grouped by approximately 75 tion and the class lives used in its tax
general asset and industrial classifica- return for that year. Such election is
tions, with a "guideline life" prescribed binding on both the taxpayer and the IRS
for each of these classes. The guideline and may not be modified or revoked by
lives were approximately 30 percent to 40 either party. The taxpayer must apply the
percent shorter than Bulletin F lives, system to all eligible property acquired
Revenue Procedure 62-21 also contained during the year, which falls within a class
a "reserve ratio test," which was designed for which a class life has been established,
to assure that taxpayers would not conti- and may not arbitrarily exclude particu-
nually depreciate their assets over a sub- lar items. All information relative to
stantially shorter period than their actual ADR election can be found on Form
use and replacement. 4832 which the company is required to

c. Introduction of ADR - June 1971 submit with an ADR election.
Next, the Revenue Act of 1971 author- f. Asset Exclusions from ADR System

ized the "class life asset depreciation The regulations provide for exclusion
range (ADR) system." The major provi- of certain types of property from the
sions of this system were initially ap- ADR system. The principal exclusions
proved by the Treasury Department in permissible are for assets that are (1)
June 1971, and later amplified and incor- subject to special rapid amortization or
porated into the 1971 Revenue Act. At depreciation provisions, (2) received
the taxpayer's election, it may apply the from related parties in a transfer that
class life ADR system for assigning asset does not trigger an investment credit
lives to income-producing real or tangible recapture, (3) without an ADR class, or
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(4) excludable property under the 10 cial accounting, and (3) ACRS is used for
percent used property rule (see 7-407.6). income tax purposes.

(2) Under FAR 31.205-11(e), if con-
7-405.3 Elimination of Reserve Ratio tractors subject to FAR 31.205-11 do not
Test - 1970 use ACRS for both financial accounting

and tax purposes, ACRS can only be usedThe reserve ratio test requirements are for contract costing if (1) the ACRS
eliminated for assets placed in service recovery p osthe sm as the usafter 1970, regardless of the system used recovery period is the same as the useful
after 1970,ating r segardlliess.of theusystelife and (2) ACRS is used for non-govern-for estimating useful lives. Thus, taxpay- menit work. In any case, allowable depre-
ers may now compute depreciation under ciation cannot exceed amounts used for
either the new class life ADR system or financial accounting.
under the general rules using estimated
lives, without the need for meeting the 7-406 Depreciation Methods Under
reserve ratio test. the General Rules
7-405.4 The Economic Recovery Tax Act The methods for computing deprecia-
of 1981 - ACRS tion described in this subparagraph apply

The Economic Recovery Tax Act of only when the class life ADR system has
1981 established the Accelerated Cost not been elected. When the ADR system
Recovery System (ACRS) for property is used, the rules are subject to certain
placed in service after 1980 in tax years modifications as covered in 7-407.
ending after 1980. All property other
than ACRS property remains under the 7-406.1 General Principles for
previous system of depreciation. Under Depreciation Methods
ACRS, the costs of most tangible, depre- a. Acceptable Methods Under FAR
ciable property are recovered over prede- In general, any rational and systematic
termined periods generally unrelated to method that is consistently applied may
and shorter than useful lives. The recov- be used in computing depreciation. Re-
ery deduction for each year is determined gardless of the method used, deductions
by applying a percentage specified in the for depreciation shall not exceed such
law to the unadjusted basis of the proper- amounts as may be necessary to recover
ty. Following are some points meant to the unrecovered cost or other basis less
clarify the relationship between ACRS salvage, during the remaining life of the
and depreciation computed under FAR property.
31.205-11. b. Acceptable Methods Under Internal

a. Use of ACRS for Financial Account- Revenue Code
ing Purposes Under Section 167 of the 1986 Internal

FAR 31.205-11 (d) and (e) provide that Revenue Code, the depreciation allow-
use of a method of depreciation for ance on new tangible property having a
financial accounting purposes is a test of useful life of three years or more is
an acceptable depreciation method for presumed to be reasonable if it is com-
contract costing. In many cases, the puted by use of the straight-line method,
ACRS recovery period will not be within the declining-balance method, the sum of
a reasonable range of the asset's useful the years digits method, or other consis-
life and contractors will be unable to use tently applied method, subject to the
ACRS for either financial accounting or limitations below.
contract costin# purposes.

b. Acceptability of ACRS for Contract 7-406.2 Straight-Line Method
Costing Under this method the cost or other

(I) For contractors not subject to CAS basis of the property less its salvage value
409 but to FAR 31.205-11, under FAR is generally deducted in equal annual
31.205-11 (d), ACRS is acceptable for amounts over the period of its estimated
contract costing if (1) ACRS is also used useful life. The straight-line method can
for non-government work in the same be used for any depreciable property, new
cost center, (2) ACRS is used for finan- or used. Only the straight-line method
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can be used if the depreciation period is sible rate on real estate to the straight-line I
less than three years. rate. To be able to apply the 200 percent

declining-balance method (or the sum of
7-406.3 Declining-Balance Method the years digits method), the asset being

a. With the enactment of the 1954 depreciated must now be new, tangible
Internal Revenue Code, taxpayers were personal property with a useful life of
permitted to use accelerated methods of three years or more. The following table
depreciation, including the declining-bal- summarizes thK maximum depreciation
ance method, at a maximum of double rate
the appropriate straight-line rate. Subse- ands permitted a taxpayer for personal
quent amendments to the Internal Reve- and real property available at the various t
nue Code reduced the maximum permis- dates.

Maximum Depreciation
Type of Property Allowance

All property acquired before 1/1/54 ................................... 150%
Property acpquired on or after 1/1/54:

Tangible personal property:
N ew ...................................................................... 200%
U sed ..................................................................... 150%

Real Property:
New - 1/1/54 to 7/24/69 ........................................... 200%*

7/25/69 to 12/31/86 ....................................... 150%
I/1/87 to date ............................................. straight-line

Used - 1/1/54 to 7/24/69 ........................................... 150%
7/25/69 to date ............................................. straight-line

* During a brief "suspension period" from 10/10/66 to 3/9/67 the maximum
permissible rate was reduced to 150 percent.

b. Special Considerations - Salvage 7-406.5 Other Depreciation Methods
Value Under Declining-Balance Method Any consistent method of computing

While salvage value is not deducted depreciation may be used provided that
from the cost or other basis of the proper- during the first two-thirds of the useful
ty in determining the annual depreciation life of the property, the depreciation
allowance, an asset may not be reduced deductions under any such method do
below its reasonable salvage value. (Se not result in accumulated allowances at
7-408.2c. for the 10 percent rule regard- the end of any tax year that are greater
ing personal property.) Where the salvage than the total that could have been
value is large, use of the double declining- deducted under the declining-balance
balance method may require special con- method. Under appropriate circum-
sideration on the part of the auditor (see stances, "other consistent methods" in-
7-408). elude the sinking-fund method, the unit-

7-406.4 Sum of the Years - Digits of-production method, and the machine-
Method hour method. The limitations on the use

of the declining-balance and sum of the
The sum of the years digits method years digits methods apply to any consis-

may be used only on property that meets tent method used other than the straight-
the requirements for "twice the straight- line method.
line rate" under the declining-balance
method described in 7-406.3a. above.
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7-407 Depreciation Methods Under changes only if there is an extraordinary
the Class Life ADR System retirement.

c. Change in Depreciation Method
7-407.1 Special Considerations for During the depreciation period for a
Contract Costing Under the Class Life vintage account the taxpayer may change
ADR System from a declining-balance method of de-

preciation to the sum of the years digits
a. Asset lives and methods of deprecia- method, and from the declining-balance

tion established by the contractor in method or the sum of the years digits
consonance with the class life ADR sys- method to the straight-line method with-
tem are considered to be compatible with out the approval of the Internal Revenue
FAR 31.205-1 l(dX3). This cost principle Service.
provides that depreciation costs are rea-
sonable where a contractor uses the same 7-407.4 Asset Retirements Under the
policies and procedures for income tax ADR System
reporting, contract costing, and financial a. Retirements in General
reporting purposes. An asset is treated as retired when it is

b. However, due to unusual circum- permanently withdrawn from use in the
stances affecting defense contracts, use of business. Class life ADR retirements are
the class life ADR system may result in separated into two categories: extraordi-
inequitable charges to the government. If nary retirements and ordinary retire-
any inequities are found, Headquarters ments.
should be advised. b. Extraordinary Retirements

7-407.2 Limits on Depreciation Methods Extraordinary retirements occur when
and Rates assets are destroyed by fire, storm, or

other casualty, or when assets amounting
The taxpayer may use only the straight- to more than 20 percent of the unadjust-

line, declining-balance, or sum of the ed cost or other basis of the entire
years digits methods. To eliminate poten- account are disposed of because business
tial areas of dispute between taxpayers activities are terminated, curtailed, or
and the Internal Revenue Service, no disposed of. On an extraordinary retire-
other method is permitted under the class ment, ain or loss is recognized in the
life ADR system. The various rates allow- year of retirement.
able under accelerated depreciation for c. Ordinary Retirements
new and used property are the same as set With respect to ordinary retirements
forth in the table in 7-406.3a. (all others), gain or loss is *enerally not

recognized at the time of retirement. The
7-407.3 Establishing and Using Vintage sales proceeds, if any, are added to the
Accounts depreciation reserve of the vintage ac-

a. Definition of Vintage Accounts count from which the asset is retired, and
All assets for any tax year, for which the depreciation deduction is continued

the taxpayer elects to use the class life as if all the assets survived for as long as
ADR system, must be accounted for in the life assigned to the remaining assets
either item or multiple-asset accounts by in the group.
the year placed in service. These accounts
are called "vintage accounts." 7-407.5 Conventions for First-Year

b. Adjustment for Salvage Value Depreciation of Vintage Accounts
The annual allowance for depreciation a. General

of a vintage account is determined with- The allowance for first-year deprecia-
out adjustment for the salvage value of tion of a vintage account is determined
the property in such account. According- by applying the "modified half-year con-
ly, the straight-line and sum of the years vention" or the "half-year convention."
digits computations are based upon the The same convention must be adopted
unadjusted basis of the vintage account for all vintage accounts of a tax year, but
without reduction for salvage value. In not necessarily for those of another tax
general, the original basis of the account year.
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b. Modified Half-Year Convention the meantime, the taxpayer is permitted
The first-year depreciation allowance to exclude Section 1250 property from

for a vintage account for which the the system on an asset-by-asset basis,
taxpayer adopts the "modified half-year provided that the particular circum-
convention" is determined by treating (1) stances show that a life shorter than the
all vintage account property placed in initially prescribed life is justified. This
service during the first half of the tax year exclusion applies to real property placed
as placed in service on the first day of the in service on or after 1 January 1971.
tax year, and (2) all vintage account until such time as ranges for buildings are
property placed in service during the issued or 1 January 1974, whichever is
second half of the tax year as placed in earlier. Since no ranges were issued for
service on the first day of the succeeding buildings, the exclusion expired at the
tax year. Similarly, all extraordinary re- end of calendar year 1973. However, PL
tirements from the account during the 93-625, which addresses Section 1250
first half of the tax year are considered to property, permits -:ection of ADR. To
have occurred on the first day of the tax determine class life of Secion 1250 prop-
year and all extraordinary retirements erty, a taxpayer may use the depreciation
from the account during the second half guidelines in effect on 31 December 1970
of the tax year are considered to have or on the facts and circumstances of the
occurred on the first day of the succeed- specific asset.
ing tax year.

c. Half-Year Convention 7-408 Salvage Value
The first year depreciation allowance

for a vintage account for which the 7-408.1 Use and Bases of Salvage Value
taxpayer adopts the "half-year conven-
tion" is determined by treating all prop- a. General
erty in the account as placed in service on Salvage value is the amount the taxpay-
the first day of the second half of the tax er expects to receive in cash or trade-in
year. All extraordinary retirements from allowance upon disposing of the asset at
the account are considered to have oc- the end of its useful life to the taxpayer.
curred on the same day. There is no fixed basis for determining

salvage value. If an asset is customarily
7-407.6 Special Considerations for used for its full inherent life, salvage
Acquisition of Used Assets value may be no more than junk value.

The class life ADR system applies to b. Special Considerations in the Use of
used assets as well as new assets. How- Accelerated Methods
ever, the present ranges are geared to new (1) If it is the policy to retire assets that
property. In order to remove possible are still in good operating condition, the
inequities, the taxpayer may exclude used remaining salvage value at that date may
property from the system if the used represent a significant portion of the
property placed in service during any original cost basis, and therefore special
year amounts to more than 10 percent of consideration will have to be given when
the total. The 10 percent test must be accelerated methods are used.
applied separately to Section 1245 and (2) While a contractor may use any
Section 1250 property. If the 10 percent acceptable method provided salvage val-
test is met and the taxpayer elects to use ues and estimated useful lives are realis-
this exclusion, all the used property must tic, the depreciation should not result in
be excluded from the system. charging all allowable depreciation costs

to the early years of use if an asset has a
7-407.7 Transitional Rules for Lives of useful life to the contractor beyond that
Buildings (1971-1974) point. Where, for example, an asset cost-

For real property therc is also a transi- ing $100,000 has a useful life to the
tional rule. Revenue Procedure 72-10 contractor of four years and a remaining
does not now provide a range of lives for salvage value at the end of this period of
Section 1250 assets. instead it furnishes a $50,000, it is evident that use of the
single life for each class of building. In double declining-balance method (i.e., a
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rate of 50 percent), would result in writ- account less the sum of (1) the reserve for
ing off all the depreciation in the first depreciation, and (2) the salvage value.
year. Thus, salvage value functions only as an

(3) Costing distortions of this type run overall limitation on the total deprecia-
counter to the basic concept of charging tion allowable for property in a vintage
depreciation costs over the estimated account; however, see caveats specified
useful life of the asset in a systematic and in 7-408.1 above. All information rela-
logical manner. They can generally be tive to ADR election can be found on
avoided by the use of a depreciation Form 4832 which the company is re-
method which recognizes salvage value. quired to submit with an ADR election.

Gross salvage value must be estimated
7-408.2 Salvage Value Under the for each vintage account at the time of
General Rules electing to use the class life ADR and

a. Under Straight-Line and Sum of may be reduced under the percent rule. If
Years-Digits Methods the taxpayer consistently follows a prac-

The contractor may use either gross tice of understating salvage values, IRS
salvage or net salvage in determining will increase the salvage value to what it
depreciation, and the treatment of the finds is a reasonable amount.
costs of removal must be consistent with
the practice adopted. Under the straight- 7-409 Additional First-Year
line and sum of the years digits methods, Depreciation
salvage value is subtracted from the cost
or other basis before applying the annual 7-409.1 General Provision
depreciation rate. Section 179 of the Internal Revenue

b. Under Declining-Balance Method Code provides that under certain condi-
Salvage value is not deducted in corn- tions, taxpayers may elect to write off the

puting depreciation under the declining- cost of qualifying property (subject to a
balance method. However, see caveats dollar limitation discussed below) as ad-
specified in 7-408.1 above. ditional first-year depreciation. This "bo-

c. Ten Percent Rule on Salvage Value nus" depreciation is computed on cost
of Personal Property without reduction for salvage value. The

For taxable years beginning after 31 deduction may be taken only in the first
December 1961, and ending after 16 tax year for which a depreciation deduc-
October 1962, a taxpayer may reduce the tion is allowable on the property. Ordi-
salvage value by any amount up to 10 nary depreciation is then computed by
percent of the cost or other basis of any of the usual allowable methods on
personal property having a useful life of the cost or other basis of the property less
three years or more. This rule applies the additional first-year depreciation
whether the property acquired is new or and, where applicable, less salvage value.
used. Thus, if the property has an esti-
mated salvage value of 10 percent or less 7-409.2 limitation on Cost of Property
of the basis, salvage value need not be The cost of property on which this
taken into account for the purpose of additional allowance may be taken is
computing depreciation. In no event may limited to $10,000 for taxable years be-
an asset (or an account) be depreciated ginning after 12/31/86. As indicated by
below a reasonable salvage value after this limitation, the principal objective of
taking into account the reduction permit- the "bonus" depreciation is to act as a
ted under the foregoing 10 percent rule. stimulant to small businesses. The tax-

payer may select the items, and the
7-408.3 Salvage Value Under Class Life portions of their costs, upon which it
ADR wishes to claim the additional allowance.

Salvage value is not used to reduce the
basis for computing depreciation (7- 7-409.3 Transactions Between Related
407.3b). However, allowable deprecia- Parties
tion for any vintage account may not The property must have been acquired
exceed the cost or other basis of the from an unrelated person. If the taxpayer
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is a corporation acquiring the property 7-411.2 Depreciation Method Changes
from another corporation, the transferor Permitted Without IRS Approval
must not be a member of the same a. Change from Declining-Balance to
affiliated group. Members of such an Straight-Line Method
affiliated group are not entitled to the A taxpayer may change, without the
write-off in the first year on purchases consent of the Commissioner, from an
from each other. Also, the $10,000 maxi- acceptable declining-balance method of
mum limitation is applied to the entire depreciation to the straight-line method.
affiliated group. When the change is made, the unrecov-

ered cost or other basis (less salvage
7-409.4 Acceptability for Contract value) shall be recovered through annual
Costing Purposes allowances over the estimated remaining

This additional first-year depreciation life determined under the circumstances
is acceptable for contract costing pur- existing at that time. The change to the
poses, if it meets the criteria established straight-line method must be adhered to
by IRS. unless, with the consent of the Commis-

sioner, a change to another method is
7-410 Investment Tax Credit permitted.

b. Special One-time Election for Real
Property

The investment tax credit was elimi- A special one-time election is allowed
nated on 1 January 1986. The Revenue for real property. For the first taxable
Act of 1971 had reinstated the invest- year beginning after 24 July 1969, the
ment tax credit as a deduction from the taxpayer may elect to change its method
Federal income tax otherwise due. The of depreciating Section 1250 property
credit was a direct deduction from Feder- from any declining-balance or sum of the
al income taxes. It is DoD procurement years digits method to the straight-line
policy not to reduce the cost basis of the method.
assets by the investment tax credit for the c. Vintage Accounts Under the ADR
purpose of computing depreciation. Fur- System
ther, the credit should not be used to Where the taxpayer has set up vintage
reduce otherwise allowable costs of gov- accounts under the class life ADR system
ernment contracts. In addition, since the it may, without the consent of the Coin-
only value of the investment tax -credit is missioner, make the changes in methods
to reduce Federal income taxes, any of depreciation cited in preceding 7-
purchase of the investment tax credit is 407.3c.
unallowable per FAR 31.205-41(b)(1). 7-411.3 Consistency by Asset, Not for

7-411 Consistency in Depreciation All Assets
Method Although the method used must be

applied consistently to an account, it
7-411.1 General Rule on Consistency need not necessarily be used for acquisi-

tions of similar property in the same orAny method otherwise permissible subsequent years, provided such acquisi-
may be applied to a particular deprecia- tions are set up in separate account. A
ble property "account" (which may rep- taxpayer may establish as many accounts
resent an individual item or a group of for depreciable property as desired. It is
related items). However, once a method apparent from the foregoing that al-
is adopted for any specific "account," it though the taxpayer must be consistent in
must be applied consistently thereafter. depreciation methods, this consistency
In general, under IRS regulations, any relates only to the appli-ation of a partic-
change in the method of computing the ular method to a particular asset account
depreciation allowances with respect to a from year to year. It does not mean that
particular account is permitted only with the same method must be used for all
the consent of the Commissioner. assets.
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7-411.4 Consistency in Accounting and ary 1981. However, if the contractor
Estimating elects to follow the provisions of FAS 13

It should also be noted that the method for capitalized leases, regardless of the
used for each asset account in computing date of the lease, the provisions of DAR
incurred costs should be consistent with 15-205.9(j), effective 1 September 1978,
that used by the contractor in estimating apply.
costs for pricing purposes. 7413.2 FASB 13 Summary

7-412 Gain or Loss on Disposition of a. Classification of Lease as Capital
Assets Lease versus Operating Lease

From the standpoint of the lessee, the
Except for ordinary retirements under lease shall be classified as a capital lease

the class life ADR system (7-407.4), gain if any of the following criteria are met:
or loss is invariably realized at the time a (1) The lease transfers ownership of the
depreciable asset is disposed of. The gain property to the lessee by the end of the
or loss will represent the difference be- lease term.
tween the asset's book value and the (2) The lease contains a bargain pur-
amount realized upon its disposal. How- chase option.
ever, that will not necessarily be the (3) The lease term is equal to 75
amount to be considered for contract cost percent or more of the estimated eco-
purposes. FAR 31.205-16 provides sever- nomic life of the lease property. How-
al bases for determining the amount of ever, where the lease term begins in the
gain or loss to be recognized, as well as last 25 percent of estimated economic
certain elections open to the contractor life, this criterion shall not be used for
regarding cost treatment of the gain or purposes of classifying the lease.
loss. In any event, the depreciation audit (4) The present value at the beginning
program should include appropriate au- of the lease term of the minimum lease
dit steps to assure that contract costs are payments equals or exceeds 90 percent of
determined in accordance with the re- the excess of the fair value of the lease
quirements of FAR 31.205-16. property over any related investment tax

credit retained by the lessor. However,
7-413 Depreciation of Capitalized where the lease term begins in the last 25
Leased Property percent of estimated economic life, this

criterion shall not be used for purposes of
7-413.1 FAR and FASB 13 classifying the lease.

This paragraph deals with leased assets b. Amortization Period
which have been capitalized using the If the asset is capitalized using either of
provisions of Financial Accounting Stan- the first two criteria, the asset is amor-
dards Board Statement No. 13 (FASB tized over the estimated economic life of
13), Lease Costs (see 7-200). The provi- the asset. If the asset is capitalized under
sions of FASB 13 were incorporated in either of the last two criteria, it is amor-
the DAR on 1 September 1978. tized over the lease term. The lease term

a. The auditor must be aware that defined in FASB 13 includes the basic
different cost principles could apply to term plus option periods under certain
the same lease, depending on the date conditions. The conditions which must
individual contracts were signed. Con- be part of the lease for the option peri-
tracts signed before 1 September 1978 are od(s) to be included in the lease term are
subject to the provisions of the lease cost (1) lease contains bargain renewal op-
principles in effect the date the contract tions, (2) the lessee would have to pay a
was signed. DCAAP 7641.6, Conversion penalty so large as to assure renewal, (3)
Guide for DAR, provides the text of the lessee guarantees lessor's debt for the
selected cost items in DAR 15-205 for option period(s), (4) the lease contains a
any given date subsequent to I July 1976. bargain purchase option, and (5) the

b. FASB 13 is not mandatory until lessor has the option to renew the lessee's
fiscal years beginning on or after I Janu- lease.
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7-414 Depreciation or Amortization 7-414.2 Term of the Lease
of Leasehold Improvements The term of the lease will include any

Improvements by the lessee are ordi- period for which the lease may be re-
narily subject to an allowance for depre- newed, extended, or continued pursuant
ciation or amortization as discussed be- to either (1) an option exercisable by the
low. The auditor should review the basis lessee or (2) in the absence of an option,
for writing off the cost of leasehold reasonable interpretation of past acts of
improvements, the lessee and lessor such as with respect

to renewal, unless the lessee clearly estab-
7-414.1 Amortization versus Depreciation lishes, past acts notwithstanding, that is

Whether the lease is with a commercial improbable that the lease will be re-
concern or with the government, the cost newed, extended, or continued. Internal
of the improvement may be depreciated Revenue Code section 1.167(a)-4 and
over the useful life of the improvement or related section 1.178-1 govern the effect
amortized over the remaining term of the to be given renewal options in determin-
lease, whichever is shorter. The distinc- ing whether the useful life of the im-
tion between depreciation and amortiza- provement exceeds the remaining term of
tion has some significance; the language the lease. In general, these rules establish
of the regulations is generally interpreted a test for determining whether a renewal
to mean that when amortizing, the de- is intended, based on a comparison of the
clining-balance or the sum of the years life of the improvements with the life of
digits may not be used. When depreciat- the lease.
ing, there is no such limitation.
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7-500 Section 5 - Insurance Costs

7-501 Introduction quired to be included in all government
contracts. Under the provisions of this

a. This section provides guidance for clause, the contractor must maintain
the review of contractors' insurance pro- insurance coverage for third party contin-
grams. Considerations concerning the al- gencies such as (1) workers' compensa-
locability of insurance costs are covered tion, (2) employer's liability, (3) compre-
in Cost Accounting Standard (CAS) 416 hensive general liability (bodily injury),
(see 8-416). Basic considerations con- (4) comprehensive automobile liability
cerning the allowability of insurance (bodily injury and property damage), and
costs are covered in FAR 31.205-19. In (5) other types of third party liability
accordance with DFARS Subpart 242.73, insurance as required by the government.
joint reviews of insurance costs are con- In addition, insurance coverage is man-
ducted by DLA and DCAA at contractor datory under the provisions of FAR
locations that have actual or anticipated 28.301 when commingling of property,
annual sales to the government of $10 type of operation, circumstances of own-
million or more on negotiated contracts, ership, or conditions of the contract
including subcontracts (see 5-803). Due make it necessary for the protection of
to the contingent nature of insurance the government.
charges (projected average loss) to gov- b. FAR 42.302(aX2) requires the ACO
ernment contracts, special emphasis to review contractors' insurance plans.
should be placed on this element of cost The ACO must specifically approve, nor-
when evaluating forward pricing propos- mally in advance, the form, extent,
als and forecasted indirect expense rates. amount and period of insurance coverage

b. Contractors' insurance costs are gen- in accordance with FAR 28.3. This ap-
erated by (1) insurance required to be proval, however, does not relieve the
carried by the terms of government con- auditor of the responsibility of reviewing
tracts, (2) insurance maintained in con- premium costs for allowability, reason-
nection with the general conduct of busi- ableness, and allocability to government
ness, (3) insurance maintained because of contracts.
statutory requirements, and (4) insurance
maintained as part of employee benefits. 7-503 Optional Insurance and the

c. When developing an audit program,
consideration should be given to the (1) Government's Contractor Insurance
materiality of the premium amounts in- and Pension Reviews Program
volved for each type of insurance, (2)
types and amounts of coverage included a. In addition to the foregoing manda-
under self-insurance programs, (3) effec- tory insurance coverage, contractors usu-
tiveness of contractor's management of ally obtain other types of insurance such
the insurance function, and (4) contrac- as health and welfare benefits for employ-
tor's program for eliminating potential ees and various types of casualty insur-
hazards which will cause loss. ance. FAR 52.228-7 does not require the

d. Insurance costs are normally includ- contractor to submit these types of cover-
ed in overhead expense pools for alloca- age to the contracting officer for specific
tion to all benefiting cost objectives, approval unless requested.
Guidance for accumulating costs into b. The government's general survey
overhead pools and selecting proper and review of a contractor's insurance
bases to allocate costs to final objectives program, which may be performed under
is found in CAS 418 (see 8-418). FAR 42.3, may be limited to verifying

that the contractor's insurance program
7-502 Mandatory Insurance Coverage provides appropriate protection in conso-
and ACO Approvals nance with the types of risks involved.

Such a review, by itself, does not consti-
a. The clause in FAR 52.228-7 "Insur- tute a sufficient basis for accepting relat-

ance Liability to Third Persons," is re- ed premium costs. Therefore, where
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insurance costs and the government's purchase insurance at fixed premiums or
participation therein are material, the advance premiums which are subject to
auditor should review the contractor's retroactive adjustments on the basis of
insurance programs to the extent re- claim experience. The auditor's review
quired to establish whether the costs are should include an appropriate examina-
necessary, reasonable, and allocable to tion of individual insurance policies for
government contracts, indications of excessive or duplicated

coverage or unrealistic premium rates.
7-504 Allowability and Allocability During periods of high competition with-

in the insurance industry, premium costs
a. Where such benefits are not an diminish. Therefore, the auditor should

incidental part of a pension plan, insur- ascertain whether the contractor solicits
ance programs may be established to competitive quotations periodically to
provide current or retired employees with determine that downward price trends
fringe benefits such as health, medical are reflected in the premiums paid.
services, and death benefits. The criteria b. The government's participation in
for the allowability and allocability of premium costs should be commensurate
such costs is governed primarily by FAR with the benefits received. Also, contracts
31.205-6, Compensation, and CAS 415, should share in dividends and other
Deferred Compensation, rather than by credits received by the contractor, in
FAR 31.205-19 Insurance and Indemnifi- proportion to the participation in gross
cation. Payments under these programs premium costs. Insurance provided by
can constitute either current or deferred captive insurers (owned by or under the
compensation. Deferred compensation is control of the contractor) is considered
allowable only to the extent it, together self-insurance and must comply with the

, with all other compensation paid to the self-insurance provisions of CAS 416.
employee, is reasonable in amount, paid Premiums paid to fronting insurance
pursuant to a good faith agreement be- companies (companies not related to the
tween the employee and the contractor, contractor which reinsure with a captive
and consistently applied in future peri- insurer) should not exceed (excluding a
ods. Costs which are unallowable under reasonable service charge) the amount
other paragraphs of FAR 31.2, shall not which the contractor would have been
be allowable under FAR 31.205-6 or CAS allowed had it contracted with a competi-
415 solely on the basis that they consti- tive insurer.
tute personal compensation.

b. CAS 416 provides criteria for the 7-506 Self-Insurance
measurement of insurance costs, the as-
signment of such costs to cost accounting 7-506.1 Contractor Elections for Self-
periods, and the allocation to final cost
objectives. Briefly stated, the standard Insurance
requires that allocation of insurance costs a. Contractors may elect to provide
to cost objectives shall be based on the coverage for certain risks from their own
beneficial or causal relationship between resources under a program of self-insur-
insurance costs and the cost objectives. It ance. The contractor's decision to self-
also specifies that the amount of insur- insure should be based on a determina-
ance cost to be assigned to a cost account- tion that the coverage can be provided by
ing period is the projected average loss self-insurance at a cost not greater than
for that period plus insurance adminis- the cost of obtaining equivalent coverage
tration expenses incurred in the same from an insurance company or State
period. fund. If purchased insurance is available,

the charge for any self-insurance coverage
7-505 Purchased Insurance plus insurance administrative expenses

shall not exceed the cost of comparable
a. Purchased insurance can usually be purchased insurance plus associated

obtained from commercial carriers for all insurance administrative expenses (FAR
types of insurance. Generally, contractors 31.205-19).
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b. Generally, the contractor will rely on premiums it would have paid to an
self-insurance to cover ordinary risks and insurance company if the coverage had
losses and, at the same time, maintain been purchased.
various forms of purchased insurance to
cover major risks and catastrophic losses. 7-506.4 Periodic Charges for Self-
For example, under a self-insured em- Insurance
ployee group health and survivorship a. Under a self-insurance program, the
plan the contractor usually will limit its contractor shall make a charge for each
self-insurance to providing hospital, sur- period which represents the projected
gical, and medical expenses and, at the average loss for that period. The self-
same time, purchase insurance covering insurance charge plus insurance adminis-
life, accidental death and dismember- tration expenses may be equal to, but
ment, disability income benefits, and shall not exceed the cost of comparable
dreaded disease coverage, purchased insurance plus the associated

insurance administration expenses. The
7-506.2 Approval for Self-Insurance contractor's actual loss experience shall

In accordance with FAR 28.308, self- be evaluated regularly and self-insurance
insurance programs must be submitted to charges for subsequent periods shall re-
the contracting officer for approval when flect such experience in a similar manner
50 percent or more of the self-insurance as would purchased insurance. The actual
costs to be incurred at a segment will be loss shall be measured by actual cash
allocated to negotiated government con- value of the property destroyed, amounts
tracts and the self-insurance costs at the paid or accrued to repair damage,
segment are expected to be $200,000 or amounts paid or accrued to estates and
more annually. This same section of FAR beneficiaries, and amounts paid or ac-
provides that programs of self-insurance crued to compensate claimants, including
covering any kind of risk may be ap- subrogation. Actual losses may be used to
proved when examination of such pro- determine self-insurance costs (1) when
p•rams indicates that their application is probable losses will not differ significant-
in the best interest of the government. ly from the projected average loss for that
Self-insurance for risks of catastrophic period and (2) under self-insurance pro-
losses, however, is not allowable in acccr- grams for retired persons.
dance with FAR 31.205-19(e). b. CAS 416.50(aX3Xii) provides that if

a loss has been incurred and the amount
7-506.3 Self-Insurance Administration of the liability to a claimant is fixed or
Costs reasonably certain, but actual payment of

a. A contractor may administer its self- the liability will not take place for more
insurance program either by employing than one year after the loss is incurred,
personnel possessing the necessary tech- the amount of the loss to be recognized
nical skills, contracting with one or more currently shall not exceed the present
insurance firms to provide the necessary value of the future payments. These
services, or both. Since self-insurance future payments are to be computed
costs should not exceed the cost charged using a discount rate equal to that pre-
by a commercial carrier, it is important scribed for settling such claims by the

, that all costs be readily identifiable in the State having jurisdiction over the claim
accounts. or if no such rate is prescribed by the

b. In addition to losses related to State, then the current Treasury Rate is
* claims, the cost of operating a self-insur- to be used to discount the liability. Be-

ance program should include the salaries cause many State rates are unrealistically
of employees in the company's insurance low, using such rates to discount sell-
department, any outside services, and all insurance liabilities will result in exces-
of the incidental expenses incurred such sive contract costs. FAR 31.205-19(aX3)
as use and occupancy, telephone, and limits the computation of the present
supplies. The contractor should make value of future payments to an amount
penodic comparisons between the actual computed using as a discount rate the
cost it has incurred and the cost of interest rate determined by the Secretary
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of the Treasury pursuant to 50 U.S.C. use this method should be required, at a
App. 1215(bX2) in effect at the time the minimum, to obtain competitive quotes
loss is recognized, and to demonstrate that the use of broker

quotes is also in accordance with FAR
7-506.5 Broker's Quotes Used to 31.205-19(a)(2Xi) in that they are based
Estimate Seff-Insurance Costs on sound business practices and the rates

a. The use of broker quotes is an and premiums quoted are reasonable
estimating technique in which contrac- under the circumstances. The contrac-
tors obtain a quote from an insurance tor's self-insurance program, including
broker and use it to represent their pro- the use of broker quotes, should be
jected average loss. They do not actually approved by the ACO and should be in
purchase the insurance but only use the accordance with the contractor's policies
quote to determine the costs that would and procedures and insurance manual.
have been incurred if the insurance cov- The contractor should maintain the dif-
erage had been purchased. Use of these ference between the estimated and actual
quotes to estimate self-insurance costs for cost in a reserve account. The account
a period is generally considered an ac- should be adjusted annually to reflect
ceptable estimating technique to deter- changing reserve requirements as deter-
mine the projected average loss for the mined by an actuary, and any adjustment
period under CAS 416.50(a)(2)(i), which should be reflected in the next year's
states "If insurance could be purchased estimated projected average loss.
against the self-insurance risk, the cost of
such insurance may be used as an esti- 7-506.6 Audit Considerations
mate of the projected average loss; if this When reviewing a contractor's self-
method is used, the self-insurance charge insurance program, the auditor should
plus insurance administration expenses evaluate (1) the types of risks covered
may be equal to, but shall not exceed, the and the nature of the contractor's risk
cost of comparable purchased insurance assumption, (2) comparative costs of the
plus the associated insurance administra- program, including administrative and
tion expenses. However, the contractor's corollary costs, (3) effectiveness of the
actual loss experience shall be evaluated contractor's claims procedures, (4) equity
regarly, and self-insurance charged for of the accounting treatment of self-insur-
subsequent periods shall reflect such ex- ance costs from the standpoint of the
perience in the same manner as would plan of funding and allocation of costs,
purchased insurance." Many times and (5) maintenance of the reserve in
quotes may contain statements that actu- accordance with CAS 416. In reviewing
al loss experience was considered but, in the administrative and corollary costs,
reality, there is no relationship between the auditor must assure that all appropri-
the quoted amount and the loss experi- ate costs have been taken into account
ence. It is imperative that an evaluation and that self-insurance is economical. It
of self-insurance costs based on broker should also be ascertained whether the
quotes be reviewed for reasonableness, contractor has a staff that is qualified to
i.e., that the actual loss experiences of the process claims and whether the system
contractor has been included as one of has internal controls that are adequate to
the factors in the quote used to measure assure accurate payment of claims to
the self-insurance charge, and that the employees or third parties.
quote is based on all pertinent data
regarding the contractor's potential liabil- 7-507 Workers' Compensation and
ity for the insurance coverage. Contrac-
tors should be required to adequately Employer Liability Insurance
demonstrate that amounts claimed for
self-insurance costs based on broker 7-507.1 General
quotes consider these factors. a. Workers' compensation insurance

b. In addition to requiring that the protects an employer against the liability
quoted amounts reflect actual experience imposed by workers' compensation laws
and potential liability, contractors who to pay benefits and furnish medical care
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to employees for injuries and occupation- for interim adjustments, such as adjust-
al diseases attributable to their employ- ments to the estimated premium for the
ment. Employer's liability insurance coy- actual amount of labor dollars incurred
ers claims for damages relating to special on a monthly basis.
types of work and injuries or occupation-
al diseases not covered under the State 7-507.2 Retrospectively Rated Plans
laws. These types of liability coverage are a. Many workers' compensation poli-
not a form of personal compensation to cies are retrospectively rated. The initial
the employee, and their allowability premium is adjusted (up or down) at a
should be considered under FAR 31.205- later date, depending on incurred losses.
19. FAR 28.307-2 requires contractors Although there are many variations of
performing Under government contracts retrospectively rated plans, an insurance
to carry employer's liability coverage in company will normally go through the
the minimum amount of $100,000, ex- following steps when billing a customer
cept in States with exclusive or monopo- under a retrospectively rated policy:
listic workers' compensation funds which (1) The policy is written using the State
do not permit the writing of such cover- bureau rates. The retrospective endorse-
age by private carriers, or except in those ment and provisions are attached to the
States where the Workmen's Compensa- policy.
tion Act constitutes the exclusive remedy (2) The premium is billed based on
of employees against employers for all payrolls reported to insurance company.
injuries or diseases relating to their work. (3) After the policy expires, the insur-
The cost of workers' compensation is ance company audits the actual payroll
affected by geographical location and the data. The insurance company's audited
hazards of the particular work task. payroll amount is used to develop the
Therefore, the contractor's method of standard premium used in the retrospec-
allocating the expense to burden centers tive adjustment.
should recognize this relationship in or- (4) Actual claims are valued by the
der to allocate the premium cost equit- claim department six months after the
ably. policy expires. The time lag permits

b. Each State has its own workers' accurate valuation of open cases and
compensation laws. Accordingly, audi- allows time for settlement of outstanding
tors should determine that contract claims.
charges for workers' compensation are in (5) The loss and payroll figures are then
accordance with laws of the contractor's used by the insurance company to calcu-
applicable state of business. Premium late the first retrospective rating adjust-
rate guidelines are published by the Na- ment.
tional Council on Compensation Insur- (6) Subsequent retrospective adjust-
ance based on accident experience ments may be made at I - year intervals to
throughout the Nation's businesses and reflect the developments on open cases.
industries. Workers' compensation rates b. The retrospective rating billing pro-
are based on employee occupational clas- cedures should give the auditor an indi-
sifications and on covered payroll. When cation of some of the documentation
evaluating such rates, the auditor should available to evaluate the allowability and
determine that all applicable labor cate- allocability of insurance costs.
gories are used to estimate the insurance c. Where retrospectively rated plans
premium. The failure to include all labor are used, insurance companies may hold
categories can result in overstated premi- reserves. Reserves provide for antici-
urns. pated payouts after the close of the policy

c. Usually, an estimated premium is year. The auditor should review the writ-
charged when the workers' compensation ten purpose of the reserve to determine
policy is written. After the policy expires, that the reserve is not an unallowable
a payroll audit is made. The actual pre- deposit. The auditor should evaluate the
mium is then determined and adjust- support for the reserve and the fluctua-
ments made. Auditors should be alert to tions within the reserve. Usually, pending
specific policy clauses. Some policies call lawsuits, known claims, and legal repre-
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sentations from attorneys are included as when the claim cannot be presented
part of the supporting reserve package. under the workers' compensation cover-
The same documentation should be age because the event which caused the
available for reserves under both a pur- claim was attributable to an act of war.
chase plan and a self-insurance plan. Benefits of the War Hazard Compensa-

tion Act are provided to all eligible
7-507.3 National Defense Projects employees at no cost to the employer by
Rating Plan the Bureau of Employee's Compensation,

a. Ordinarily, a retrospective rating Department of Labor.
plan will result in the lowest net cost for b. Upon recommendation of the offi-
workers' compensation insurance. How- cials concerned, as prescribed in DFARS
ever, the National Defense Projects Rat- 228.305(d), the Secretary of Labor may
ing Plan described in DFARS 228.304 is waive the applicability of the Defense
intended to provide this insurance to an Base Act with respect to any contract,
eligible contractor at even lower costs. subcontract, or classification of employ-
The savings result partly from covering ees. Waivers of the Defense Base Act
not only the employees of the prime should be considered where foreign em-
contractor, but also those of all of its ployees are subject to compensation laws
subcontractors performing work at the or comparable provisions of their coun-
same location, try. In these instances, the benefits pro-

b. The rating plan may be applied to vided by the country of the employed
cost-reimbursement type contracts and, foreign national are less than the benefits
in appropriate cases, to fixed-price con- offered under the Defense Base Act and
tracts with price redetermination provi- consequently the ultimate cost to the
sions. A defense project is eligible for government would be less. In addition to
application of the plan when (1) eligible the benefits provided under the War
government contracts represent, at incep- Hazards Compensation Act, a contractor
tion of the plan, at least 90 percent of the may be required to provide supplemental
payroll for total operations at the specific war hazard insurance in order to induce
locations of the project; and (2) the employees into hazardous areas. This
annual premium for insurance is estimat- supplemental coverage is generally limit-
ed to be at least $10,000. The plan is ed to U.S. citizens and professional-type
available in all States except Arizona, foreign nationals.
California, Nevada, North Dakota, Ohio,
Oregon, Washington, West Virginia, and 7-507.5 War Hazard Insurance -
Wyoming. FD-712 Program

c. Notify the contracting officer of any The FD-712 War Hazard policy is a
instance where an eligiblc contractor's unique program for supplemental bene-
workers' compensation insurance has not fits offered by a commercial insurance
been placed under this plan. company. The insurance is written direct-

ly with contractors, subcontractors, and
7-507.4 War Hazard Insurance - War grantees of the military departments,
Hazard Compensation Act Department of State, Agency for Interna-

a. The Defense Base Act extends work- tional Development, or any other depart-
ers' compensation coverage to various ment, agency, or subdivision of the Fed-
classes of employees engaged in work eral government which is eligible to par-
outside the United States. Where the ticipate in this insurance (and is accepted
Defense Base Act applies, the benefits of in writing by the insurance company for
the Longshoremen's and Harbor Work- this coverage). The FD-7 12 program pro-
er's Compensation Act are extended vides benefits up to $50,000 at stipulated
through the operation of the War Hazard rates as indemnity for loss of life, limb,
Compensation Act, as amended (42 sight, or permanent total disability. Un-
U.S.C. 1701 et seq.), to afford protection der the Retrospective Premium Agree-
to employees against the hazards of war ment, the total premiums paid are adjust-
(injury, death, capture, detention). In ed to reflect actual losses, accumulation
general, war hazard benefits are payable of a stabilization fund for the payment of
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future losses, accumulated interest, and 7-508.4 PL 97-12 Prohibition of Certain
incurring States' premium taxes. Any Insurance Costs
premium in excess of that calculated in Public Law 97-12 prohibits payments
the premium adjustment is payable to the for commercial insurance to protect
Treasurer of the United States. Upon against the contractor's own defects in
termination of the policy and after all materials or workmanship incident to the
outstanding losses have been settled, the normal course of construction. The type
final premium is determined and any
determined excess premium will be paid of insurance covered by this public law
to the Treasurer of the United States. should not be confused with professional

liability insurance, such as that main-
7-508 Liability Insurance tained by architects and engineers cover-

ing liabilities to third parties arising from
errors, omissions or negligent acts. The7-508.1 General Comprehensive Liability public law is not intended to cover liabili-

Insurance ty insurance for damages (third party
FAR 28.307-2(b) requires general corn- suits) arising as a result of the use of the

prehensive insurance with minimum lim- product. Rather it is intended to make
its of $500,000 per accident. Third party unallowable costs to repair defects in
property damage liability insurance ordi- materials or workmanship. Accordingly,
narily is not required under government the public law cannot be cited as a basis
contracts. However, where a commin- for questioning costs of third party liabil-
gling of operations permits property ity insurance. Howeverthis does not
damage coverage to be obtained at a mean that professional liability insurance
nominal cost to the government under may not be questionable due to lack of
insurance carried by the contractor in allocability to government contracts in
connection with the general conduct of accordance with 7-508.5, Professional
its business, the participation in such Liability Insurance.
insurance cost may be deemed in the best
interest of the government. 7-508.5 Professional Liability Insurance

7-508.2 Automobile Liability Insurance a. Professional liability insurance (also
referred to as architects and engineers orFor automobile liability, FAR 28.307- errors and omissions insurance) protects

2(c) requires coverage with minimum against damages to clients or third parties
limits of $200,000 per person and resulting from professional errors or
$500,000 per accident for bodily injury judgments. The cost of professional lia-
and $20,000 per accident for property bility insurance is allowable, subject to
"damage. This coverage is required in a tests of reasonableness and/or allocabili-
comprehensive policy covering the opera- ty. In performing these tests, if the cost of
tion of all vehicles used in performance insurance is material, the auditor should
of government contracts. review the policy coverage and claims
7-5N8.3 Aircraft Liability Insurance and loss experience.b. Reviewing policy coverage is the

* When aircraft are used in performance first and most important step in deter-
of government contracts, FAR 28.307- mining allocability and reasonableness. If* 2(d) requires public liability coverage a contractor's liability insurance policy
with minimum limits of $200,000 per provides coverage for its general practice,
person and $500,000 per accident for allocation of premiums to all contracts
bodily injury and a minimum limit of through overhead or general and admin-
$200,000 per accident for property dam- istrative expense is usually acceptable.age. Also, passenger liability bodily injury However, if this policy is written tolimits of $200,000 per passenger is re- provide unique liability coverage for a
quired, with an aggregate minimum limit particular business segment or product,
equal to total number of seats or total costs should be directly allocated to the
number of passengers, whichever is great- benefiting cost objective. Where a plain
er. reading of the policy does not clearly
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establish the general nature of the cover- er allocation of premium costs should be
age or the auditor has reason to believe determined primarily by the terms of the
that unique liability coverage is involved, coverage where services provided are
an examination should be made of the essentially the same for all final cost
types of services being rendered to both objectives. While claims and loss experi-
the government and commercial custom- ence may vary considerably from year to
ers. If the services (service primarily year, and between classes of businesses
refers to discipline, such as architectural, (i.e., government vs. commercial), such
mechanical, civil engineering work, etc.) experience should not be used to chal-
are essentially similar, a broad-based lenge the broad based allocation of pre-
allocation is acceptable. On the other mium cost unless it can be determined
hand, where the services are dissimilar, that the services provided are essentially
examination should be made of the dissimilar and hence the risk of claims is
claims and loss experience as explained proportionally greater for certain services
below, than others.

c. If the costs are material, and the
contractor does not provide the same 7-508.6 Product Liability
service to the government as to the a. In the normal course of doing busi-
commercial customers, then the auditor ness, a contractor will insure itself against
should review claims and loss experience, bodily injury to others, and damage to, or
(Claims are always defined in the policy.) loss of, property of others arising from
This could give the auditor some added the failure of its products. A common
insight into the applicability of policy basis for this premium is sales. The cost
coverage as well as allocability of costs, applicable to military versus commercial
Items reviewed should include a number products should be easily determinable
of settled and pending claims, whether unless an average composite liability rate
they apply to government or commercial is used for both.
contracts, and the dollar amounts. The b. Such a composite rate may be ine-
auditor must exercise judgment in select- quitable, and should be discussed with
ing a time frame to review claims history government contract management per-
relevant to the costs under review. sonnel and the contractor tor the pur-

(1) The existence of claims on either poses of obtaining separate rates for
government or commercial contracts al- military and commercial products. For
one is not conclusive as to how premiums the most part, major defense contractors
should be allocated. However, a signifi- have negotiated separate rates, but the
cant number of claims arising because of rates for military products still may be
one particular product, segment, custom- excessive in relation to the actual losses
er, etc., may indicate the need for a more resulting from failure of military prod-
thorough review of the nature of the ucts.
service or projects causing the claims c. Auditors should ascertain that the
disparity and consideration of a more contractor has conscientiously attempted
appropriate allocation base. to negotiate with its insurance carrier a

(2) The review of claims and loss separate military products rate commen-
experience should only be used to chal- surate with the loss experience of such
lenge the broad-based allocation of costs products. Whenever premium rates are
where the auditor can determine that the not commensurate with loss experience,
insurance is primarily purchased to pro- obtain the views of the government con-
tect against liabiity unique to particular tract management official relative to rat-
types of services, components, or ing the coverage. Further, ensure there is
projects, no absorption by government contracts

d. In determining premiums for a con- of premiums solely applicable to a con-
tractor, the insurance carrier usually con- tractor's commercial products.
siders such factors as location of the d. Audit evaluations of product liabili-
business, size of the firm (billing/reve- ty insurance premium allocations should,
nue), professional discipline(s) being as a minimum, include an analysis of the
practiced, and loss experience. The prop- government and commercial loss experi-
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ence for a representative period. Govern- the responsibility of the contractor, the
ment premium breakout allocations in cost of insurance coverage should be
excess of the average government loss questioned.
experience may be unreasonable. If an
excess exists, additional audit consider- 7-509 Casualty Insurance
ations would include (1) comparisons of
premiums and allocation bases with corn- 7-509.1 Fire and Comprehensive
parable companies; (2) requesting de- Casualty Insurance
tailed explanations from the insurance Fire insurance provides for reimburse-
carriers on the basis of the premium split ment to the insured for losses resulting
between commercial and government from the causes enumerated within each
and a breakdown of risk exposure; and policy. Most of these policies will include
(3) if possible, obtaining independent hazards in addition to fire, such as hail,
quotes from other insurance carriers on windstorm and earthquake. When such is
government exposure only. Where air- the case, the policy is usually referred to
craft product liability insurance is allo- as a multiple peril or comprehensive
cated on a sales base to government policy. These policies ordinarily cover
contracts, auditors should specifically re- buildings, capital equipment, invento-
view for compliance with CAS ries, and supplies belonging to the in-
403.40(b)(4) and 403.60(b) if a home sured. With respect to buildings, rating
office, and CAS 410.50(g)(2) if an operat- bureaus established under the various
ing segment. Where a breakout between State insurance departments are respon-
commercial and government is not pro- sible for setting the rates for each type of
vided, exceptions to proposed costs building. Self-insurance is most appropri-
should be considered as noncompliances ate where a contractor's plants are isolat-
with the standards as well as FAR ed and scattered over a wide area, there-
31.201-4(b). Advance agreements be- by dispersing the risk.
tween the government and contractors on
acceptable government premium costs 7-509.2 Fidelity Bonds
should clearly state the basis of the agree- Fidelity bonds provide protection
ment and how future costs will be allocat- against defalcation and theft by employ-
ed. ees, especially those in positions of trust.

The auditor should become familiar with7-508.7 Insurance for Government- the circumstances involved in any claim
Owned Property for loss, inasmuch as it indicates a failure

FAR 31.205-19(aX2Xiv) states "Costs of internal control.
of insurance for the risk of loss of or
damage to Government property are al- 7-509.3 Insurance on Lives of Officers
lowable only to the extent that the con- and Owners
tractor is liable for such loss or damage Costs of insurance on lives of officers,
and such insurance does not cover loss or partners, or proprietors are allowable
damage that results from willful miscon- only to the extent that the insurance
duct or lack of good faith on the part of represents additional compensation. The
any of the contractor's directors or offi- auditor should review the insurance poli-
cers or other equivalent representatives." cy to determine who is the beneficiary on
Accordingly, where the risk of loss is not the policy.
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7-600 Section 6 - Pension Costs

7-601 Introduction cation requirements are (1) the employ-
er's contributions to the plan must be

This section provides guidance for the irrevocably funded, (2) the plan must be
review of pension plans. Basic consider- intended to be a permanent plan and
ations concerning the allocability of costs must be in writing and ,ommunicated to
of retirement and pension plans are the employeer and (3) the plan must not
found in Cost Accounting Standards discriminate L.ther in contributions or
(CAS) 412 and 413 (see 8-412 and 8-413). benefits in favor of officers, supervisors
Basic considerations concerning the al- or highly compensated employees. Ap-
lowability of costs of retirement and proval of a pension plan by the IRS does
pension plans are in FAR 31.205-6. In not of itself necessarily require audit
accordance with DFARS Subpart 242.73, acceptance of the cost of the plan.
joint reviews of pension costs are con- b. The auditor should notify his or her
ducted by DLA and DCAA at contractor regional office in writing when a contrac-
locations that have actual or anticipated tor has a pension plan in effect that will
annual sales of $10 million or more on require assistance of the regional office in
negotiated contracts, including subcon- evaluating the pension plan costs. In the
tracts (see 5-803). See 9-703.8 for guid- event of a transfer of audit cognizance to
ance on evaluation of pension costs in another FAO, the relinquishing FAO
contractor indirect cost estimates. should prepare a detailed summary of the

current pension issues for the FAO that
7-602 Definitions and Terms has assumed responsibility for the pen-

sion reviews. The summary should in-
Due to the complexity of this audit clude data on the change in'accumulated

area and the unique terms used in the assets and liabilities in employee benefit
laws and regulations regarding pension funds as a result of any mergers, acquisi-
plans, auditors should have a working tions, and divestitures. See 1-502 for
knowledge of the terms and definitions additional comments on transfer of audit
found in CAS 412 and 413. The auditor cognizance.
should always exercise due care in select- c. When assistance or guidance is need-
ing terms to describe specific issues when ed by the regional office on i plan or any
reporting the results of audit of pension of its features, the matter should be
plans. referred to the Assistant Director, Policy

and Plans.
7-603 Approval and Review
Requirements 7-604 Types of Pension Plans

a. Most pension plans are submitted to a. There -ire various types of pension
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) for plans. Each type will have a formal
approval. Generally, the IRS will issue a written document describing details of"favorable determination letter" if the the plan. Employers will also usually have
plan meets required qualifications. A explanation and announcement booklets,
plan that satisfies the requirements of prepared for employees, that provide
section 401(a) of the Internal Revenue additional information about each plan.
Code (IRC) is considered to be a quali- b. Plans can be classified as insur:-d or
fled plan. If a plan is qualified, the trusteed, defined benefit or defined con-
sponsor is entitled to claim contributions tribution, contributory or noncontribu-
to the plan as tax deductions, while the tory. Some plans will be a combination of
plan participants are not required to these classifications.
claim earned benefits until they are re- c. A plan is called an insured type if its
ceived. If a contractor's plan is qualified, funding agency is an insurance company,
a copy of the "favorable determination Here, the plan sponsor makes contribu-
letter' should be in the permanent files. tions to an insurance company, and the
Some of the more important plan qualifi- insurance company issues various types
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of contracts to provide the designated tractor should compute this impact on
plan benefits. Some insurance arrange- the pension expense. In many cases,
ments provide investment services only, contractors will make this assessment
without guarantees of benefits, invest- prior to the issuance of the actuarial
ments or earnings. report on the plan. In rising financial

d. A plan is called a trusteed type if its markets, the auditor needs to insure that
funding agency is a trust fund. Contribu- the government receives the full benefit
tions go to the trustees who in turn invest of the reduced costs in the pricing and
and manage the assets and pay the stated costing of all contracts (cost type and
benefits. The trustees can be third par- fixed-price type). Consequently, contrac-
ties, such as banks, or individuals, includ- tor price proposals, indirect cost rate
ing employees of the contractor. forecasts, and forward pricing rate agree-

e. A plan is called contributory if the ments need to be reviewed and evaluated
participants are allowed (or required) to to determine if they contain the reduced
make contributions to it, usually in the forecasts due to lower pension expense.
form of payroll deductions. A non-con- (2) The interest rate assumption is an
tributory plan does not permit contribu- extremely important factor in computing
tions by plan participants. current contribution requirements and

should be compared with the actual or
7-605 Considerations in Evaluating approximate rate of return on the securi-
Acceptability of Claimed Pension ties in the fund. If it is not reasonably
Plan Costs close, then appropriate evaluation of this

factor should be performed by the audi-
7-605.1 Reasonableness of Costs of Plan tor.
and Overall Compensation of (3) It is not intended that auditors
Participating Employees should attempt any significant recalcula-

* a. A comparison of the ratios of current tions of pension plan rates, as this can
and past service costs of a given contrac- best be done by the actuaries. However,
tor's plan to the total basic payroll of information on the market value of the
participants (or to the total basic payroll fund and the rate of return should be
of all employees), with similarly calculat- available from the contractor.
ed ratios of similar industries in the area,
will furnish a yardstick for the measure: 7-605.2 Other Considerations in
ment of the overall reasonableness of the Evaluating Acceptability of Claimed
costs of the plan. While these results may Costs
not be conclusive, they may be indicative a. Allocation and Assignment of Costs
of plans which warrant a more thorough (1) Pension costs accorded audit ap-
analysis of the factors affecting costs. proval under DoD contracts should bear

b. Pension Fund Valuation and Rate of a reasonable relationship to the pension
Return. costs generated by eligible employees

(1) There are two methods used to engaged in work under DoD contracts.
accumulate pension plan assets. One The allocation basis of pension plan costs
method is to purchase insurance con- should recognize differences of employ-
tracts. A second method is to make ment status, within practical limitations,
contributions to a trust fund. CAS between employees engaged in DoD pro-
413.40(b) requires the valuation of all duction and employees engaged in other
pension fund assets using a valuation than DoD production. Further disci -sion
method which takes into account unreal- of the allocation of costs is includd in
ized appreciation and depreciation of the the paragraphs on past service costs and
assets. A realistic value must be placed on reversionary credits.
the fund for proper determination of (2) Pension costs should be assigned to
funding requirements. The current value cost accounting periods in accordance
or a method that takes into account with sound accrual accounting practices.
current value should be used. When plan Pension costs are often computed for a
asset values rise, funding contribution plan year that does not coincide with the
requirements will usually fall. The con- contractor's cost accounting period. A
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potential problem arises if the contractor tirement or death, employer contribu-
assigns such costs to a single cost ac- tions made on his or her behalf, plus
counting period, rather than prorating interest, to which no vested rights attach,
the costs between the two contempora- serve to reduce the contractor's required
neous periods. This practice would be in future contributions. These are referred
noncompliance with CAS 406.50(b), to as "reversion credits" (or in some
which requires accrual practices to be cases "withdrawal gains"). While other
"Appropriate," because it would not be credits or gains come within the scope of
in accordance with generally accepted a reversion credit, the term as used in this
accounting principles (see 8-406). This paragraph relates to reversion credits
practice would also be in noncompliance arising from separation of employees
with CAS 412.40(aX)1) and (c) (see 8- who have not acquired vested rights.
412), which requires pension costs to be Reversion credits require particular at-
computed for a cost accounting period. tention because of the long term nature of
Contractors' accrual practices for pension pension plans and the possibility that
cost should be reviewed, and material completion or termination of govern-
noncompliances should be reported to ment work will cause a serious cutback in
the contracting officer. See also 6- a contractor's labor force. Since the con-
608.3b.(1). tractor's annual contribution to a pension

b. Allowability of Unfunded Pension plan is net of that portion of any rever-
Plan Costs sion credits used in determining the

Following are key dates and associated amount of the contribution, government
rules governing the allowability of un- contracts ordinarily would share in such
funded or pay-as-you-go pension plan credits to the extent that the net contribu-
costs for contracts negotiated in accor- tion for the year is included in the
dance with procurement regulations: indirect cost pools and allocated to gov-

(1) For contracts entered into prior to ernment contracts.
22 March 1983, pay-as-you-go pension (2) Where the plan is funded through a
costs accrued in accordance with CAS contract with an insurance company,
412 and allocated to government con- there is normally no advance consider-
tracts are allowable. This is in accordance ation given to reversion credits. The
with the decision in U.S. v. The Boeing necessary adjustment is normally applied
Co., 802 F.2nd 1390 (Fed. Cir. 1986). as a reduction of the contractor's contri-

(2) For contracts entered into after 21 bution to the insurance company for the
March 1983 but before 28 March 1989, then current taxable year or the next
allowable pay-as-you-go pension costs ac- succeeding taxable year (or years in order
crued in accordance with CAS 412 and of time if the aggregate amount of credit
allocated to government contracts are exceeds the premium cost otherwise due
limited to the amount paid in the year the for the next succeeding taxable year).
costs are assigned. This limitation is in Reversion credits are usually quite readi-
accordance with FAR 31.205-6()(5). ly ascertained under the insured type of

(3) For contracts entered into after 27 funding arrangement.
March 1989, allowable pay-as-you-go (3) Where the plan is of the self-insured
lpension costs are limited to the amount trustee type, the annual reversion credits
computed in accordance with CAS 412 normally reduce the employer's unfund-
and 30.413. Funding is not required for ed liability, and are therefore spread over
allowability. This is in accordance with later years (often the expected future
changes to FAR 31.205-6 effective 28 service of members) and are only partial-
March 1989 (see FAR 31.205- ly accounted for in any one subsequent
6(jX3XiXB)). year. Under most trustee type plans,

c. Reversion Credits Arising From isolated determination of the value of
Cancellation of Non-vested Benefits (see reversion credits is difficult to accom-
also 6-608.2d.(5)). plish with any degree of accuracy.

(1) When an employee withdraws from (4) Ordinarily it will not be necessary
a pension plan or terminates his or her to adjust for reversion credits arising
employment for reasons other than re- from normal turnover of employees ex-
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cept to consider such reversion credits in assignable, are unallowable." Contrac-
calculating the contractor's net annual tors' actuarial rates and methods used in
contributions. However, adjustment calculating normal and past service costs
should be made if failure to do so would should be used to compute such unallow-
result in serious inequities to either the able pension cost contributions.
contractor or the government. (3) Loss of earnings may impact future

(5) Substantial reversion credits may years' pension costs, and the unallowable
occur at a time when government work cost should therefore be assigned to the
has decreased to a point where it will not years affected. Unallowable pension cost
share the credits in the proportion that it assigned to future years should be com-
absorbed the costs of pension contribu- pounded with interest and actuarially
tions from which they are generated. amortized over the appropriate future

(6) One method for protecting the years. As an alternative, however, if mu-
government's interest in abnormal rever- tually agreeable, the unallowable pension
sion credits is the use of a "recapture" cost can be assigned to the current year at
method whereby the contractor and the the present value. This latter approach
government enter into an agreement to may, in fact, be preferable because there
negotiate a refund to the government, if would then be no need for any follow-up
and when appropriate, action related to future adjustments.

(7) The contracting officer has the (4) Form 5500, Report of Employee
responsibility for sponsoring the negotia- Benefit Plan, is required by the IRS to be
tion of all recapture agreements on pen- submitted annually. This form identifies
sion costs under DoD contracts. Accord- the actuaria! assumptions used to deter-
ingly, where a recapture agreement is mine pension costs and may be used to
required for the protection of the govern- determine whether actual funding com-
ment's interests in future reversion cred- plies with FAR requirements. If the form
its, a copy of the pension plan together discloses that late funding occurred,
with an advisory report containing com- questioned cost (lost earnings, including
ments and recommendations shall be the compounding effect on future years)
submitted to the contracting officer. should be computed using the actuarially

d. Funding Requirements assumed interest rate used by the con-
(1) When contributions are paid by a tractor in computing pension costs.

contractor to pension, profit sharing and e. Actuarial Assumptions. The auditor
employee stock ownership (ESOP) plans should be alert for understated actuarial
less frequently than quarterly, FAR assumptions such as the interest rate
52.232-16 (progress payment clause) and assumption which results in increased
FAR 52.216-7/8 (allowable cost, fee, and pension cost. However, actuarial assump-
payment clause) provide that the accrued tions should be reviewed in the aggregate;
costs shall be excluded from indirect although one or more of the assumptions
costs for payment purposes until such may be unduly liberal or conservative, it
costs are paid. is the combined effect of all assumptions

(2) For contracts subject to one of the that determine their validity.
payment clauses cited in (I) above, con-
tractors are permitted either to fund 7-606 Advance Agreements for
pension plans in total or to fund only Pension Plans
those pension costs allocable to contracts
containing the payment clause. Partial 7-06.1 Overfunded Pension Plans
funding and delayed funding result in a. For government contracting pur-
loss of earnings on trust fund assets and poses, a pension plan is overfunded if the
therefore result in increased future con- value of the plan's assets is greater than
tributions and increased contract costs. the accrued liability plus normal cost for
Such increased costs are unallowable per the current period, measured by the
FAR 31.205-6O(X3Xiii), which states that plan's actuarial cost method. This defini-
"Increased pension costs caused by delay tion is the same as the definition used by
in funding beyond 30 days after each the IRS prior to the signing into law on
quarter of the year to which they are 22 December 1987 of the Omnibus Bud-
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get Reconciliation Act of 1987. The new waive the cost assignment provisions of
law (P.L. 100-203) made a significant CAS 412.40(c), on a case-by-case basis
change to the way a contractor measures (see 8-412.2).
the full funding limitation for making e. Contributions made to a fully fund-
contributions to its defined benefit pen- ed plan are subject to a 10 percent excise
sion plans under IRC regulations, tax in accordance with the Tax Reform

b. A pension plan is fully funded under Act of 1986. This 10 percent excise tax is
P.L. 100-203 when the value of plan unallowable for government contracting
assets equals or exceeds the lesser of (1) purposes. The allowability of taxes is
150 percent of current liability or (2) the governed by FAR 31.205-41. Although
accrued liability under the plan. This this section of the FAR does not specifi-
method of computing the full funding cally identify the excise tax on IRS non-
limitation is effective for years beginning deductible contributions as unallowable,
after 31 December 1987. Prior to the new it does identify in 31.205-41(bX6) as
law, a pension plan was fully funded in specifically unallowable taxes on accu-
accordance with the Internal Revenue mulated funding deficiencies of, or prohi-
Code (26 U.S.C. 412(c)) when the value bited transactions involving, employee
of plan assets equaled or exceeded the deferred compensation plans. It is
accrued liability plus normal cost for the DCAA's opinion that the excise tax im-
current period under the plan. posed by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 isc. Pension expense should be accrued similar to these unallowable taxes. Thisonly when there is a valid pension liabili- opinion coupled with the language in
ty. A valid liability exists for pension FAR
costs when a plan's accrued liability plus 31.204(c), that determination of
normal cost for the current period ex- allowability shall be based on the princi-
ceeds the plan asset values when evalu- pies and standards in FAR subpart 31.2
ated under an acceptable actuarial cost and the treatment of similar or related
method. Accordingly, a contractor has selected items, makes the excise tax unal-
incurred a valid liability if it has not lowable.
reached the full funding limitation under f. An evaluation of current billing and
the old law. This liability should be bidding indirect expense rates should be
assigned to the current cost accounting made to determine whether or not fore-
period even if it exceeds the full funding casted pension expenses are valid. If a
limitation under the new law. However, contractor plans to limit contributions to
if there is no valid liability (asset values its pension plan based on the full funding
exceed the accrued liability), there should limitation in P.L. 100-203 and the cur-
be no pension costs assigned to the rent or forecasted indirect expense rates
current period nor should costs be ques- include an amount for pension expense
tioned in future periods for lost interest based on the old full funding limitation,
related to pension costs computed in pension costs may be overstated. If this is
excess of this full funding. the case, and there is a material impact, a

d. P.L. 100-203 may pose a problem recommendation should be made to the
for some government contractors if the cognizant contracting officer to withdraw
pension costs computed in accordance the rates.
with CAS 412 exceed the full funding g. The auditor must keep in mind that
limitation under this law. Under CA9 a pension plan can be overfunded on a
412, valid pension costs assigned to an termination basis and yet be underfund-
accounting period cannot be reassigned ed on an accrual (ongoing) basis. A
to any other accounting period. In addi- pension plan is overfunded on a termina-
tion, costs assigned to an accounting tion basis when the value of the plan's
period and not funded by the time set for assets exceed the accrued liability com-
filing a Federal tax return will not be puted in accordance with the plan benefit
allowable in accordance with FAR formula at a specific point in time. A
31.205-6(jX2Xi). To mitigate this con- pension plan is overfunded on an accrual
flict, on 8 April 1991 the new CASB basis when the value of the plan's assets
authorized Federal procuring agencies to exceed the accrued liability computed
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using assumptions projected to some fu- plan (either on a termination basis or on
ture date. an accrual basis) can result in a signifi-

h. The accrued liability can be comput- cant windfall profit on firm-fixed-price
ed by the entry age normal, unit credit, or contracts. Accordingly, forward pricing
projected unit credit funding method. audit reports should explain the risk to
The method used must be applied on a the government related to forecasted pen-
consistent basis. On a termination basis sion costs and should recommend that an
the accrued liability is computed as stipu- advance agreement be a condition of
lated by the plan's provisions which awarding a contract. When there is an
govern a termination. The value of a indication that a plan may be terminated,
plan's assets, for the purpose of determin- and the contractor refuses to enter into a
ing a funding status, is the actuarial value termination advance agreement (see 7-
computed in accordance with the re- 606.3), costs should be questioned in
quirements of CAS 413. forward pricing actions and in contract

i. When a contractor's pension plan billing rates.
becomes fully funded, there is no valid
liability to the pension fund and thus no 7-06.2 Full Funding Limitation Advance
cost is assignable to the accounting peri- Agreements
od. Full funding or the potential or full a. A full funding situation occurring
funding may create the opportunity for a subsequent to contract negotiations can
contractor to receive windfall profits. For result in overpricing to the government
instance, the pension plan may not be on fixed-price type contracts. Pe-asion
fully funded at the time contracts are costs allocated to the contracts after full
priced or negotiated. If it becomes fully funding will be less than estimated and
funded subsequent to negotiation of a negotiated in the contract price. The full
fixed-price contract, the contractor could funding advance agreement serves to
receive windfall profits. Moreover, a con- protect both contracting parties in the
tractor, after becoming aware of a full event a pension plan becomes fully fund-
funding status, may choose to terminate ed during the course of contract perfor-
its plans, pay off the participants, and mance. First, it allows the contractor to
keep the excess assets tor corporate use. forecast pension expense even though its

j. The potential for windfall profits pension plan is fully funded or nearly
under these conditions creates a need for fully funded. That way if the plan is not
advance agreements to protect the inter- fully funded at the close of the accounting
ests of the government. The government period, valid pension costs can be accept-
pays its allocable share of pension costs ed. On the other hand, if the plan is fully
over the years and should receive its funded at the close of the accounting
share of any credits, refunds, or reduced period, the government will receive an
expenses if a plan becomes fully funded equitable credit.
or is terminated. If it is determined that a b. This credit does not necessarily have
pension plan is overfunded or potentially to be recovered through contract price
overfunded on an accrual basis, then all adjustments. Adjustments to indirect
pension costs both in forward pricing rates may accomplish the same objective.
actions and in current contract billing Accordingly, auditors should discuss with
rates should be questioned for the over- the ACO alternative means of recovery
funded or potentially overfunded peri- which consider equity and administrative
od(s) when there is no advance agreement feasibility. However, the adjustment
(see 7-606.2). should result in substantially the same

k. When pension costs are being mea- recovery from the same procuring activi-
sured and assigned to cost accounting ties as would be attained by contract-by-
periods in accordance with CAS 412, and contract price adjustments.
the plan is overfunded on a termination c. The contract price adjustment for
basis, the government is vulnerable to a the full amount of the government's
contractor's management decision to ter- portion of the actuarial surplus shall
minate the plan. A decision by a contrac- either (1) be made in the year when the
tor to terminate an overfunded pension full funding limitation is reached or (2)
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be used to reduce current and future costs rived from the credits provision of the
in accordance with an advance agree- cost principles (31.201-5). The assign-
ment. However, the parties may decide to ment of claims required by the Allowable
immediately take the full reductions to Cost and Payment contract clause also
indirect costs in the year of surplus if the provides the government the right to
contract mix would yield a reduction in share in the part of the reversion applica-
costs on government contracts that ble to closed-cost type contracts. Accord-
equates to the *overnment's fair share of ingly, the auditor should cite the credit
the surplus. This approach eliminates the cost principle and the Allowable Cost and
need to keep records of the government's Payment contract clause as the basis to
portion of the actuarial surplus and could assert the government's right to share in
effect reductions in contract prices that reversions for contracts awarded before
may be in excess of the pension costs for 20 September 1989.
that year. c. In addition to asserting the govern-

d. If a contractor refuses to enter into a ment's right to receive an equitable share
full funding advance agreement, and its of pension reversionary credits (FAR
plan is fully funded or there is a potential 52.215-27, effective 20 September 1989),
for the plan to become fully funded on an the FAR encourages the establishment of
ongoing or accrual basis, then all pension an advance agreement. Such an agree-
costs both in forward pricing actions and ment can avoid future disputes on the
in current contract billing rates should be treatment of excess fund assets resulting
questioned for the fully funded or poten- from defined benefit pension plan termi-
tially fully funded period(s), nations. Accordingly, advance agree-

ments between the government and the
7-606.3 Plan Termination Advance contractor should be sought by the con-
Agreements tracting officer to clearly identify how the

a. Effective 20 September 1989, con- amount of any credit or refund will be
tracting officers are required to insert a measured.
clause (FAR 52.215-27) into all solicita- d. When the government and the con-
tions and contracts for which the submis- tractor have not entered into an advance
sion of certified cost or pricing data is agreement as described in c. above, issue
anticipated. This clause requires that a a memorandum to the ACO recommend-
contractor notify the contracting officer ing the execution of such an agreement.
in writing when it determines that a The following language is suggested for
defined benefit pension plan will be ter- use in the memorandum:
minated. If a termination results in pen- The contractor maintains a defined-
sion fund assets reverting to the contrac- benefit pension plan for its employees.
tor and the contractor has at least one FAR 31.205-6(j)4) provides that when
contract that contains the clause, the excess or surplus assets revert to the
government is entitled to an equitable contractor as a result of the termination
share of the reversionary credit. The of a defined-benefit pension plan, or such
equitable share should reflect the govern- assets are constructively received by the
ment's participation in pension costs contractor for any reason, the contractor
through those contracts for which certi- shall give a refund or credit to the
fied cost or pricing data were submitted government for its equitable share. The
or which are subject to FAR 31.2. This government's equitable share of any re-
means that both cost type and fixed-price versionary credit applicable to the termi-
contracts are considered when the nation of a defined benefit pension plan
amount of credit or refund is computed. should be based upon the government's

b. For contracts executed prior to 20 participation in pension costs of all con-
September 1989, the ASBCA issued a tracts requiring certified cost or pricing
decision on NI Industries, ASBCA data. We recommend that the govern-
34943, which clearly established the gov- ment and the contractor enter into an
ernment's right to share in excess de- advance agreement in accordance with
fined-benefit, pension-plan assets that FAR 31.109 to avoid possible disallo-
revert to a contractor. This right is de- wance or future disputes arising from the
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termination of a defined-benefit pension with Statement No. 87 does not mean
plan. The advance agreement should de- that it is in compliance with CAS 412 and
scribe how the credit or refund will be 413.
measured and provided to the govern- 7-607.2 Actuarial Cost Methods
ment.

e. When appropriate, include the same a. Statement No. 87 only permits the
recommendation in applicable audit re- use of either the unit credit actuarial cost
ports to the ACO (e.g., forward pricing method (used for fixed-benefit plans) or
rates and contractor pension and insur- the projected unit credit actuarial cost
ance reviews). For proposal audit reports, method (used for percent of final pay
inform the PCO that an advance agree- plans). The spread gain method is no
ment has not been reached (see 10- longer permitted for either financial or
307.5d). government cost accounting.

b. In addition to the unit credit and the
7-606.4 Transfers of Pension Fund projected unit credit actuarial cost meth-
Assets to Other Post-retirement Benefit ods, CAS 412.50(b)(1) allows the contrac-
Funds tor to use the entry age normal actuarial

a. FAR 31.205-6(j)(3) was revised ef- cost method. This additional actuarial
fective 23 September 1991 to require an cost method may be used because it
advance agreement regarding the with- identifies separately normal costs, any
drawal of pension fund assets which are unfunded actuarial liability, and periodic
to be transferred to another post-retire- determinations of actuarial gains and
mert benefit (PRB) fund. The advance losses.
agreement is to ensure that the increased
pension costs to the government in all 7-608 Accounting for Early
future periods is offset by a correspond- Retirement Incentive Payments
ing reduction or avoidance of future PRB a. Early retirement incentive payments
costs to the government, as a result of the are payments offered to employees to
pension fund transfers. are paymets oere to emplo t

b. Transfers made without an advance induce them to terminate their employ-
agreement will be treated as a withdrawal ment and receive immediate pension
of pension funds subject to FAR 31.205- benefits. The payment is usually a lump-

sum amount based on a formula which
6(jX4) (see 7-606.3). takes into consideration the employee's

7-607 Accounting for Pension Costs current salary and years of service.
b. Early retirement incentive plansin Accordance with Financial which are not paid for life or offer

Accounting Standards Board (FASB) payments for life do not represent life
Statement No. 87 income settlements and therefore do not

qualify as pension plans. However, FAR
7-607.1 General 31.205-60)(7) requires that in order to be

Starting in 1987, companies were re- allowable, the cost of early retirement
quired to implement the provisions in incentive plans be accounted for and
FASB Statement No. 87 for financial and allocated in accordance with the contrac-
reporting purposes. The statement was tor's system of accounting for pension
developed using (1) the concept of con- costs. These costs should be treated the
servative accounting for the components same as pay-as-you-go supplemental pen-
of pension cost, (2) realistic statistics on sion plans. FAR 30.412-50(bX4) provides
companies' pension plan current obliga- that the cost of benefits under a pay-as-
tions, and (3) the reporting of company you-go pension plan shall be measured in
financial pension obligations on the bal- the same manner as are the costs of
ance sheet. The mechanics and formula defined benefit plans whose benefits are
for the calculation of pension cost under provided through a funding agency.
the statement are different from those c. Early retirement incentive payments
now permitted for contract costing pur- are generally made to participants over a
poses under CAS 412 and 413. Accord- period of time shorter than the amortiza-
ingly, just because a plan is in compliance tion period required by FAR. However,
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for cost assignment, incentive payments value of the projected benefit in a trus-
must be treated as increases in pension teed fund. The CAS requires the amount
benefits that result from unfunded past terminally funded to be amortized over
service liabilities and be amortized over 15 years for government costing. If a non-
the amortization period stated in FAR CAS covered contractor proposes this
30.412-50(a)(I)Xiii). The amount of in- accounting and funding method, it
creased past service liability from the should be evaluated for allowability as a
incentive award is the net present value form of the Cash Basis method; i.e.,
of the allowable portion of the incentive amortization of prepaid costs over an
at the payment date (see 7-1907.1). Un- appropriate period.
der pension accounting concepts, e. Accrual Basis recognizes costs in
amounts funded or costed in future peri- accordance with FASB Statement 106.
ods for prior years' unfunded liabilities Compliance with FAS 106 and FAR
contain interest in an amount actuarially 31.205-6(o) should also be considered as
determined, satisfying CAS 416 provisions which re-
7-609 Costs of Post-retirement quire that pre-funded retiree insurance7enefiosts otherfT n Po resioens P programs "apportion the cost of theBenefits Other Than Pensions (PRB) insurance coverage fairly over the work-
7-0.1 Definition and Regulation ing lives of active employees in a plan."

FAR 31.205-6(o) places the following
Post-retirement benefit (PRB) costs are requirements on accrued PRB costs:

defined and the criteria for allowability is (1) Costs must be funded by the time
set forth in FAR 31.205-6(o). In general, set Cos msbfd b the time
the costs are for benefits provided for set for filing the Federal income tax for
specified purposes to contractor employ- the period.
ees after retirement. The same benefits (2) increased costs resulting from fund-
are the subject of FASB Statement 106. ing delays beyond 30 days after the end

of each contractor fiscal quarter are unal-
7-609.2 Allowability Determination lowable.

a. The costs must be reasonable and (3) The allowable amount of past ser-
must be incurred according to a plan set vice cost is limited to the amount calcu-
by law, employer-employee agreement, or lated using the FAS 106 amortization
an established policy of the contractor. method provided for "transition liabili-

b. The costs will be measured and ty." The past service costs of PRB plans
assigned to accounting periods using one are the previously unrecognized costs
of three methods: Cash Basis, Terminal which would have been recognized dur-
Funding, or Accrual Basis. ing prior years if the contractor had been

c. Cash Basis costs are recognized when accruing the PRB as earned over the
actually paid to provide benefits to retir- working lives of the employees. "Transi-
ees for the current period. These costs tion liability" is a term used in FAS 106
have actually been incurred, have been which, for contract costing purposes, is
paid out, and are for only the current substantially the same as past service
period's benefits. The costs may include costs. (FAS 106 also allows an immediate
the amortization of prepaid costs over recognition method for transition liabili-
the applicable amortization period, ties which the FAR does not allow for

d. Terminal Funding occurs when the government costing purposes.)
entire cost of a retiree's post-retirement f. Funding of PRB costs under either
benefit is accrued and funded upon the the Terminal Funding or the Accrual
termination of the employee. This ac- Basis methods must be made by payment
countintg method is not addressed in the to an insurer or trustee to establish and
cost principle but is provided by CAS maintain a fund or reserve for the sole
416.50(aX)(IXv)(C) for retiree insurance purpose of providing PRB.
programs. The funding is accomplished g. The government is entitled to an
by purchase of a paid-up benefit or by equitable share of any PRB funds which
deposit of an amount equal to the present revert or inure to the contractor.
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7-700 Section 7 - Patent and Royalty Costs

7-701 Introduction e. Other than those for general counsel-
ing services, patent costs not required by

This section provides the general audit the contract are unallowable (see FAR
guidance in reviewing patent and royalty 31.205-30(c)). Under CAS 405.40(a) such
costs under FAR, DoD FAR Supplement, costs, including costs mutually agreed to
and 37 CFR Chapter IV, Part 401. be unallowable directly associated costs,

shall be identified and excluded from
7-702 Patent Costs billings, claims, and proposals.

f. Frequently, unallowable patent costs
7-702.1 General Considerations are not segregated in the contractor's

accounting system. In these cases, CAS
A patent for an invention is the govern- 405.50(a) and (b) permit the use of less

ment's grant to an inventor of the right to formal cost accounting techniques. These
exclude others from making, using, or less formal techniques may use backup
selling the invention for a 17-year period, data and working papers to establish
Activities involved in getting a patent adequate identification of all costs in-
include searching through prior patents cluding unallowable cost and should be
tt; determine whether the invention, or be maintained for audit verification.)
svmething similar to it, has already been
patented; preparation of an application 7-702.2 Patent Costs/Income Related to
for the patent to the Patent and Trade- Small Business and Nonprofit
mark Office of the Department of Coin- Organizations
merce; and prosecution (follow-up) of the a. The Department of Commerce Pat-application until the patent is granted or ents, Trademarks, Copyrights, 37 CFR
rejected. Chapter IV, Part 401 provides policies,

a. FAR Part 27 and DoD FAR Supple- procedures, and guidelines on inventions
ment Part 227 establish DoD's policy made by small business firms and n n-
with respect to patents. Contracting ofi- profit organizations, including universi-
cers implement the policy by inserting ties undrfnigaemntwthF-
one of the clauses set forth in FAR e der funding agreements with Fed-
27.303 into research and development eral agencies.
contracts. Each of the clauses provides ing payments to inventors) incidental to
that the government will obtain title to, the administration of subject inventions,or royalty-free use of, "subject inven- any royalties and/or income earned bytions. . the contractor (nonprofit organization)

b. A "subject invention" (which is from inventions will be used to support
defined in the clauses) is one that is scientific research or education in accor-
conceived or first actually reduced to dance with 37 CFR Chapter IV, Part 401.
practice under the contract.

c. FAR 31.205-47(f)(6) states that the
cost of patent infringement litigation is 7703 Royalties
unallowable unless otherwise provided
for in the contract. 7-703.1 Royalty Charges

d. FAR 31.205-30 governs the allowa- Contractors are required to submit
bility of the costs of obtaining patents. with their proposals under any negotiated
Costs incurred on patents to which the contract in excess of $500,000 (see FAR
government obtains title or royalty-free 15.804-2(a)(I)Xi)) detailed information
license are allowable to the extent that on all royalty costs of more than $250
they are incurred as requirements of a which are included in the proposal (see
government contract (see FAR 31.205- FAR i 5.804-6(bX2) Table 15-2). The

0~a)). Also allowable are general coun- contracting officer is responsible for de-
seling services relating to patent matters, termining that royalties in excess of $250
such as advice on patent laws and regula- charged directly or indirectly to govern-
tions (see FAR 31.205-30(b)). ment contracts have been reported under
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the provisions of FAR 27.204-1 to the provisions are appropriate for inclusion
appropriate government office. This al- in a contract.
lows the government to determine wheth- c. DCAA auditors will insure that audit
er or not the royalty charges are exces- programs provide for periodic review of a
sive, improper, or inconsistent with any contractor's accrued royalty accounts to
license or right to an invention which the determine the nature and validity of
government may have acquired under unpaid royalties. DCAA auditors will
government-sponsored research. In ac- take the following minimum steps:
cordance with these determinations, the (1) Ascertain that contracts are com-
auditor should assure that improper di- plying with contract provisions that re-
rect or indirect charges for royalties are quire the submission of reports of royal-
disapproved when claimed under cost- ties paid or payable under the contract.
type contracts or questioned in advisory (2) Examine royalty reports submitted
reports submitted for negotiation pur- to contracting activities, to confirm the
poses, accuracy of the royalties reported as paid,

or due to be paid, and the adequacy and
7-703.2 Unpaid Royalties timeliness of refunds made under con-

a. DCAA has found cases where con- tracts containing either escrow or recap-
tractors included royalty charges in the ture provisions.
costs used to negotiate contract prices but (3) Determine the propriety of reten-
subsequently did not have to pay them in tion by the contractor of unpaid royalties
whole or in part. Such royalty charges are if the terms of the contracts or the
considered recoverable when (1) a con- equities of the situation indicate that the
tractor finds that it has been released government is entitled to refunds or
from obligations to pay royalties (that is, credits for any part of such unpaid royal-
when such release is the result of govern- ties.
ment antitrust actions against the patent
holders) or (2) the royalty estimates are 7-703.3 Royalty Income-Small Business
overstated or are based on items that are and Nonprofit Organizations
not subject to royalties (see FAR 27.206- a. 37 CFR Chapter IV, Part 401 pro-
1). vides policies, procedures, and guidelines

b. In some instances contracts contain with respect to inventions made by small
recapture provisions to become effective business firms and nonprofit organiza-
in the event actual royalty payments are tions including universities, under fund-
less than those estimated and included in ing agreements with Federal agencies.
the negotiated prices. Other contracts Any royalties and or income earned by
contain no specific provisions for the the contractor (nonprofit organization)
recovery of unpaid royalties. FAR from inventions will be used to support
27.206-1 provides guidance for deternin- scientific research or education in accor-
ing when royalty escrow or recapture dance with 37 CFR Chapter IV, Part 401.
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7-800 Section 8- Labor Settlement and Strike Period Costs

7-801 Introduction tions that would be taken by a prudent
businessman (FAR 31.201-3), the costs

This section provides audit guidance in would be allowable. However, if the
determining acceptable labor settlement dispute was occasioned by actions which
costs and public policy as to the accept- appear unreasonable or were found by
ability of strike period costs. the agency or board ruling on the dispute

to be caused by unlawful, negligent, or
7-802 Labor Settlement Costs other malicious conduct, the costs would

be unallowable and, should be ques-
Labor settlement costs (awards) can tioned.

arise from judicial orders, negotiated b. Allocability of these costs must be
agreements, arbitration, or an order from reviewed (see FAR 31.201-4). For CAS-
a Federal agency or board. The awards covered contracts, the provisions of CAS
generally involve a violation in one of 406.40(b) regarding treatment of prior
three areas: (1) Equal Employment Op- period adjustments must be considered
portunity (EEO) laws, (2) union agree- in determining the treatment of allowable
ments, and (3) Federal labor laws. backpay awards. As with other items of

cost, if the amount of the award is not
7-802.1 Types of Awards material, it can be treated as an indirect

a. The award can be for compensatory cost of the period incurred.
damages, punitive damages, or underpay- (1) Where the violation which gave rise
ment for work performed, or it can to the award can be identified to a
involve fines and penalties. A settlement specific contract(s), the entire award
may include one or more of these type should be charged to that contract(s). The
costs. FAR 31.205-15, Fines and Penal- cost would not be allocable to any other
ties, provides that any fine or penalty contract and should not be included in an
assessed would be expressly unallowable indirect cost pool. However, when the
except when incurred as a result of com- contract(s) which gave rise to the award is
pliance with specific terms and condi- closed, consideration should be given to
tions of the contract or written instruc- including the award in an indirect cost
tions from the contracting officer. pool provided that the amount charged to

b. FAR 31.205-6(k) defines deferred government contracts is no greater than
compensation as an award given by an that which would have been charged to
employer to compensate an employee in the government if the contract(s) was
a future cost accounting period or periods open.
for services rendered in one or more cost (2) Other points to be considered are:
accounting periods before the date of (a) when the award is for work performed
receipt of compensation by the employee, by direct employees, it may impact not
Subject to FAR 31.205-6(a), deferred only direct costs, but also indirect costs
awards are allowable when they are based due to the increase in the allocation base,
on current or future services. However, (b) when a negotiated union contract calls
awards made in periods subsequent to for a retroactive increase, the additional
the period when the work being remuner- costs should be charged to the same final
ated was performed are not allowable, cost objectives that the actual work per-

formed was charged.
7-802.2 Case by Case Determination (3) Very often there is a substantial

a. The allowability of settlement costs time between when a suit is filed and
associated with other areas should be payment of the award. An inequitable
determined on a case-by-case basis after allocation to government flexibly priced
considering the surrounding circum- contracts would result where indirect
stances; i.e., the auditor should look employees are involved and there has
behind the settlement and consider the been a substantial change in the flexible
causes. If the dispute resulted from ac- contract mix in the interim period. For
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example, if government flexibly priced should be identified and segregated into
contracts represented 10 percent of a the following categories to facilitate a
firm's business at the time the suit was determination as to allowability, alloca-
filed, the government should not be ex- bility and reasonableness of the costs:
pected to pay more than 10 percent of the (1) Costs directly attributable to the
ultimate award. strike, which would not have been in-

curred otherwise, such as extra security
7-803 Strike Period Costs guards, special legal expense, arbitration

costs, etc.
FAR does not provide specific guid- (2) Costs which were abnormally high-

ance with respect to the allowability of er during the strike period, such as re-
costs during strike periods. Underlying cruitment, training of new employees,
this matter are considerations of public etc.
policy, and the difficulties that would be (3) Audit determination of indirect
encountered in any attempt to provide costs of a continuing nature, such as cost
adequate coverage for the differing situa- of normal plant maintenance, deprecia-
tions frequently precipitated by strikes. tion, rent, other fixed charges, superviso-
As a result, the allowability of costs ry and administrative personnel, etc., will
during strike periods shall be considered depend on reasonableness, within the
on an individual case basis. framework of existing circumstances with

a. FAR 22.101-1(b) states that "Agen- respect to the strike; the extent to which
cies shall remain impartial concerning subsequent production makeup opera-
any dispute between labor and contractor tions were undertaken to maintain pro-
management and not undertake the con- duction schedule; the action taken by the
ciliation, mediation, or arbitration of a contractor to minimize costs during the
labor dispute." FAR 22.101-2(b) pro- period; and such other factors as have a
vides that in the event labor disputes give bearing on the expeditious settlement of
rise to work stoppage, "Contracting offi- the dispute.
cers shall impress upon contractors that c. Allocating indirect costs during a
each contractor shall be held accountable strike period to a contractor's commer-
for reasonably avoidable delays." "All cial or defense work may consider the
costs incurred during strikes shall be total period covered by the labor agree-
carefully examined to ensure recognition ment signed at the conclusion of the
of only those costs necessary for perform. strike as the basis for allocating strike
ing the contract in accordance with the period costs. Where, for example, a 3-
Government's essential interest." (see year labor agreement is reached, a prora-
FAR 22.101-2(c)). tion or amortization of strike period costs

b. Strike period indirect costs included over production during the next three
in contractors' cost representations years may be appropriate.
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7-900 Section 9 - Employee Training and Educational Costs

7-901 Introduction used to record and distribute costs to cost
objectives.

This section pertains to the employee b. Initial audit effort should t e directed
training and educational cost principle in towards evaluating the conti. tor's train-
FAR 31.205-44. The allowability of other ing policies and practices, as well as the
types of training and educational costs related cost accounting procedures.
will be determined on a case-by-case Where the training program is extensive
basis in accordance with FAR 31.204(c). and government work absorbs a signifi-

cant portion of the total costs, technical
7-902 Differentiation of Types of assistance should be obtained through the
Training Programs Administrative Contracting Officer if it

may be helpful in evaluating the scope
and effectiveness of the program. CostsFAR 31.205-44 treats separately the of the program should be recorded in acosts of (1) vocational training at a non- manner to facilitate determination of thecollege level, including on-the-job, class- amount allowable in accordance with the

room, and apprenticeship training, de- cost principle, supplemented by the pro-
signed to increase the vocational effec- visions of the advance agreement where
tiveness of employees; (2) part-time col- applicable. A training manual is main-
lege education at undergraduate and tained by most major contractors. This
postgraduate levels; (3) full-time educa- manual should prove useful to the audi-
tion at post graduate level; and (4) spe- tor in reviewing the company's criteria
cialized programs of executive and mana- for determining employee eligibility and
gerial training, such as OMB courses, need for specific training courses or ac-
industry seminars, etc., for bona fide tivities.
employees of the contractor. There are c. Each assignment should evidence
important differences among these four that the employee is both eligible and
kinds of training and education in terms requires the education or training to
of objectives and specific limitations on which he or she has been assigned. The
allowable costs. It should be noted, how- contractor should also be expected to
ever, that the cost principle is not de- monitor the program to assure regular
signed to limit the allowability of reason- attendance and adequate course perfor-
able costs of orienting an employee in the mance by the personnel enrolled. The
various facets of a job to which he or she program should include procedures for
is newly assigned. evaluating the suitability and sufficiency

of each course of study or activity. Sys-
7-903 General Audit Considerations tematic post-training observation by the

contractor of trainees' progress on the job
a. Training programs vary from con- would assist in achieving this objective.

tractor to contractor, depending on the d. Costs of training materials and text-
relative need for training, training objec- books are allowable at each of the train-
tives, the size, stability and composition ing levels covered in FAR 31.205-44.
of the work force and other such factors. Such items are considered to represent
Where training is a continuous rather those prescribed for use in each course of
than a spasmodic activity, involves a study or training activity.
substantial number of employees, and e. The determination as to whether a
results in allocation of significant course of study is of college level or non-
amounts of costs to government work, college level, or whether it is part-time or
the contractor should be required to full-time, must be made for the purpose
maintain a well-defined training program of deterriining which provision ((b), (c),
based on formal policies and procedures. (d), or (e)) of FAR 31.205-44 is applica-
The policies and procedures should be ble under any set of conditions. "College
compatible with the accounting system level" is not governed by whether a
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college credit is granted or available upon himself or herself that circumstances do
successful completion of the course of not in fact permit holding classes or
study; course content and prerequisite attending classes after regular working
requirements are controlling. As between hours."part-time" and "full-time" college level b. FAR 31.205-44(d) establishes the
education, two conditions must be satis- cost principle for full-time education at a
fled to support a determination that the postgraduate (but not undergraduate) col-
education is "full-time." First, the period lege level. Costs are allowable only when
of study must be equivalent to that of a the course or degree pursued is related to
semester or other recognized period of the field in which the employee is work-
instruction into which the academic year ing or may reasonably be expected to
of an education institution is normally work and are limited for each employee
divided. Second, the trainee or student to a total period not to exceed two school
must be in full-time attendance (as that years or the length of the degree program,
term is defined by the college involved), whichever is less. In instances where
during otherwise regular working hours, costs for a period in excess of two school
for the duration of the course of study. If years are claimed, and the contractor has
either of these conditions is not met, then not obtained an advance agreement pur-
the college level education should be suant to FAR 31.205-44(h), such costs
considered "part-time" under FAR should be questioned. Allowable costs
31.205-44(c). consist of tuition, fees, training materials,

f. Auditors should evaluate contrac- and textbooks; but not subsistence, sala-
tors' training policies and practices to ry, or any other emoluments.
insure that contractors who provide full c. The auditor should determine that
reimbursement of tuition have a policy the training and education function does
that prevents recipients from receiving not discriminate against government
reimbursement from both contractors business or result in undue charges to
and other outside sources. (For example, government contracts. This would occur,
even though college tuition reimburse- if, for example, a company regularly
ment for veterans would be allowable hired new employees in its government-
under FAR 31.205-44, it is not reason- oriented divisions, charged their training
able for a veteran to receive reimburse- costs thereto, and then transferred the
ment for training cost from the Veterans trained employees to their commercial
Administration in addition to that grant- oriented divisions. Training and educa-
ed by an employer. Therefore, that por- tional costs should properly be charged or
tion of college tuition reimbursement for allocated on a benefit basis. Such benefit
veterans (excluding the veterans contri- would ordinarily be considered to accrue
butions) that would amount to a reim- to the organizational segment(s) or profit
bursement duplication should be ques- center(s) of the company in which the
tioned based on reasonableness (see FAR personnel are expected to function (for a
31.201-3). reasonable period of time) as a conse-

quence of the training or education pro-
7-904 Special Provisions of FAR vided to them.
31.205-44 d. During their apprenticeship or on-

the-job training period, employees may
a. By provision of FAR 31.205- be partially productive. If the degree of

44(c)(4), straight time compensation of such productivity is significant and it can
ani employee is allowable up to a maxi- be conveniently and reasonably deter-
mum of 156 hours per year for time spent mined, the amount of such productive
in part-time college level education dur- work should be charged in the same
ing working hours. However, allowability manner as comparable work performed
is restricted to cases where circumstances by other employees. In this case, only the
do not permit the operation of classes or balance between total compensation and
attendance at classes after regular work- the amounts so charged would represent
ing hours. Where the incidence of these training cost. Where it is not practicable
costs is high, the auditor should assure to account for apprenticeship or on-the-
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job training, total period costs may be However, advance agreements cannot
chargeable to the appropriate direct or make FAR unallowable costs allowable.
indirect cost classifications for the work To be considered for an advance agree-
areas involved. (See also 6-204 regarding ment, the contractor must demonstrate
charges to time and material contracts.) that such costs are consistently incurred

e. Contractors receivin; reimburse- pursuant to an established managerial,
ment for the costs of certain employees' engineering, or scientific training and
training under the Job Training Partner- educational program, and that the course
ship Act should not receive duplicate or degree pursued is related to the field in
reimbursement under government con- which a bona fide employee is now
tracts. (See 7-1913 for additional guid- working or may reasonably be expected
ance.) to work. To avoid unnecessary audit

f. FAR 31.205-44(h) states that train- work in determining allowable costs, the
ing and educational costs of the type auditor should review, beforehand, the
covered in FAR 31.205-44(c) and (d), details of existing or pending advance
exceeding those otherwise allowable, may agreements based on the contractor's
be allowed to the extent negotiated in an demonstration as prescribed in FAR
advance agreement under FAR 31.109. 31.205-44(h).
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7-1000 Section 10 - Employee Travel and Relocation Costs
7-1001 Introduction 7-1002.2 Documentation Required by the

Internal Revenue Service
a. This section covers basic guidance, Section 274 of the Internal Revenue

including the applicable FAR provisions, Code (IRC) requires extensive documen-
in reviewing employee travel costs and tation of travel and entertainment ex-
travel costs related to contractor -owned, pense in order for these costs to be
-leased, or -chartered aircraft, deductible for income tax purposes. That

b. Also, presented in this section is documentation, which may provide addi-
audit guidance and applicable FAR pro- tional information for audits of travel
visions in reviewing employee relocation costs, includes the following:
costs. (1) the amount of the expenditure,

(2) time and place of the expenses,
7-1002 Employee Travel Costs (3) business purpose of the expendi-

ture, and
7-1002.1 General Considerations (4) business relationship to taxpayer of

person(s) entertained. This information
Audits of travel costs (see FAR 31.205- must be maintained in a book, diary,

46) should include appropriate examina- account book, or similar records. Docu-
tion of the contractor's travel policies and mentation such as cancelled checks, cred-
procedures as well as the selective review it card receipts, and hotel bills are to be
of individual trips made by contractor maintained as corroboration for ex-
personnel. Coverage of this area should penses, but without the diary or similar
thus include a determination that the records, they may not be sufficient sup-
contractor's travel authorization proce- port for deductibility.
dures provide for documented justifica-
tion and approval of the official necessity 7-1002.3 Allowability of Per Diem Costs
of each trip, its duration, and the number Under FAR 31.205-46
of travelers involved. The contractor's a. The Federal Civilian Employee and
procedures should provide for advance Contractor Travel Expense Act of 1985
planning of travel to assure that (1) (P.L. 99-234) revised FAR 31.205-46,
wherever feasible and economically prac- Travel Costs, to limit reimbursable travel
tical, required visits to locations in the per diem costs to the contractor to the
same geographical area are combined rates and amounts applicable to govern-
into a single trip, (2) maximum use is ment employees. The revised rule took
made of the lowest customary standard, effect in FAC 84-19 and is applicable to
coach, or equivalent airfare accommoda- contracts resulting from solicitations is-
tions available during normal business sued on or after 31 July 1986. However, a
hours, and class deviation was granted for delayed

(3) coordination between organization- effectivity of the revised rule provided
al elements is effected to minimize the that the ACO obtain the contractor's
number of trips to the same location, agreement to apply the new rule to all
Individual trips should be reviewed to contracts (whether they are subject to the
determine if (I) the contractor is comply- new rule or not) beginning no later than I
ing with its travel policies and proce- January 1987. This deviation is intended
dures, (2) the trip is for an allowable to provide the contractor with additional
purpose, and (3) the incurred travel costs time to implement appropriate proce-
are documented and allowable in accor- dures to comply with the new rule. Allow-
dance with FAR 31.205-46. In addition, ability of per diem costs under the re-
the auditor should review the contrac- vised rule follows.
tor's accounting procedures to determine b. FAR 31.205-46(a) states that costs
whether or not they provide adequate for lodging, meals, and incidental ex-
controls for segregating unallowable tray- penses may be based on (i) per diem, (ii)
el costs. actual expenses, or (iii) a combination of
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a fixed amount and actual expenses. for short periods of time during special
However, except for special or unusual functions or events such as sports events,
situations, allowable costs are limited on world fairs, or conventions.
a daily basis to the "maximum per diem" d. The contractor may adopt policies
rates in effect at the time of travel set for reimbursing employees for travel ex-
forth in the government travel regula- penses based on actual expenses, fixed
tions as follows: amount, or a combination of actual ex-

(1) Federal Travel Regulations, for penses (e.g., for lodging) and a fixed
travel in the conterminous 48 United amount (e.g., for meals and incidental
States. expenses). In any event, allowable costs

(2) Joint Travel Regulations, for travel to government contracts may not exceed
in Alaska, Hawaii, the Commonwealth of the maximum per diem rates specified in
Puerto Rico, and territories and posses- the government travel regulations. If a
sions of the United States. contractor's policy is to reimburse its

(3) Department of State Standardized employees a fixed amount (per diem) for
Regulations, Section 925, Maximum subsistence within the prescribed maxi-
Travel Per Diem Allowances for Foreign mum daily per diem rates, there is a
Areas, for travel to foreign countries. presumption that the costs are reasonable

c. All provisions of the referenced and allowable and detailed receipts or
government travel regulations are not other documentation are not required to
applicable to travel costs incurred by support claims by employees. On the
contractor personnel. The requirements other hand, if a contractor's policy is to
and provisions of the government travel reimburse its employees !ictual expenses
regulations are to be applied to contrac- incurred, all unallowable costs (such as,
tors in the following three specific areas: alcoholic beverages and entertainment)

(1) Definitions of lodging, meals, and must be separately identified and exclud-
incidental expenses. Incidental expenses ed from billings, claims, and proposals to
include fees and tips to waiters and the government in accordance with FAR
porters; laundry, cleaning and pressing of 31.201-6 and CAS 405.
clothing; transportation between places e. The maximum Federal per diem
of lodging or business and places where rates reflect allowance for lodging, meals,
meals are taken; and telephone calls to and incidentals for a 24-hour period. Use
reserve lodging accommodations. of those rates when travel does not re-

(2) Maximum per diem rates. Maxi- quire a full day or does not require
mum per diem rates are a combination of lodging expense would be inconsistent
lodging plus meals and incidental ex- with the rate structure. While the cost
penses. The government travel regula- principle does not prescribe a specific
tions provide for two ceiling amounts: reduction formula for contractor use to
one for lodging and one for meals and account for partial days, it was clarified
incidental expenses. However, contrac- to expressly state that use of the maxi-
tors are subject to only one ceiling, a total mum rates in such situations would gen-
of lodging plus meals and incidental erally be unreasonable. Contractors must
expenses. provide for a reasonable reduction from

(3) Special or unusual situations. Part 8 the maximum rates when lodging, meals,
of the Federal Travel Regulations pro- or incidentals are not required.
vides for special or unusual situations
where reimbursement of a higher amount 7-1002.4 UsC of Statistical Sampling to
(e.g., up to 50 percent above the applica- Segregate Unallowable Costs
ble maximum per diem rate for domestic a. When employee reimbursement for
travel) is authorized based on actual travel expense is based on actual costs
expenses incurred. Examples of such situ- incurred, FAR 31.201-6 and CAS 405
ations include when: (a) the employee require contractors to demonstrate that
must stay at a prearranged hotel where he all unallowable costs are separately ac-
or she attends a conference or training counted for and excluded from all bill-
session; and (b) the travel is to an area ings, claims, and proposals to the govern-
where subsistence costs have escalated ment. The use of a statistical sampling
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analysis to segregate unallowable costs merous airfare rates. With this multiplici-
would not generally meet the require- ty of airfares, the traditional distinction
ments of the CAS and the FAR. CAS between first-class and coach accommo-
405.50(a) and (b) and FAR 31.201-6(c) dations has become inadequate for con-
require contractors to establish and tract costing purposes. Accordingly, FAR
maintain sufficient detail and depth of 31.205-46 has been revised to specify
records of identified unallowable costs so that the baseline for determining reason-
as to permit audit verification of the able and allowable airfare is the lowest
accounting treatment for the unallowable fare class regularly offered during normal
costs. The use of a projection or estimate business hours. This fare class is often
of unallowable costs in lieu of specific referred to by fare designations such as
identification of such costs, even though class "K Thrift," class "S Standard," and
based on a valid statistical sampling class "Y Coach Economy," depending 3n
analysis, normally would not be compli- the airline.
ant with the requirements of CAS b. A "business class" accommodation
405.50(a) and (b) and FAR 31.201-6(c). which is offered at a price slightly lower

b. In circumstances where costs in- than the first-class fare does not meet the
volved are not material, CAS 405.50(c) FAR criteria for reasonableness and al-
provides that the government and the lowability. Conversely, use of special
contractor may reach an agreement on an discount, excursion, or night rates as a
alternate method in lieu of specifically matter of common practice should not be
identifying unallowable costs. In evaluat- required when use of such fares is imp-
ing the contractor's submissioi for the ractical for business travel purposes, re-
use of an alternate method of identifying suits in circuitous routing, or causes
unallowable costs, consider such factors travel accommodations not reasonably
as materiality of unallowable portions of adequate for the physical needs of the
per diem costs and additional adminis- traveler.
trative costs required to specifically c. Whenever the contractor is able to
identify such unallowable cost. Consider, obtain special fares (Ultra Savers, Ulti-
for example, a situation such as a corpo- mate Super Savers, etc.) in lieu of full
rate home office of a contractor whose economy fares, the resulting cost savings
government work represents only a mini- should be reflected in any billing, claim,
mal portion of its total business. The or proposal submitted by the contractor.
requirement to specifically identify and Travel agencies often prepare and pro-
segregate all unallowable per diem costs vide to their customers airline cost sav-
could cost significantly more than the ings reports designed to attract and retain
cost of the unallowable items. If the customers. In connection with forward
contracting officer agrees that an alter- pricing, the auditor should review any
nate procedure would be advantageous to recent savings reports to make sure that
the government, the contractor may use the proposed airfare costs reflect appro-
statistical sampling or other appropriate priate savings. Alternatively, at contrac-
methods to estimate the unallowable tor locations where travel costs are signif-
costs. If a circumstance warrants the use icant, the auditor should recommend that
of statistical sampling analysis to esti- the contractor develop a decrement fac-
mate the unallowable travel costs, audi- tor to be applied when basic cost esti-
tors must ensure that proper sampling mates are based on full economy fares
techniques are used. rather than achievable, lower special

fares.7-1002.5 Allowability of Alrfire Costs d. Increased competition among air-
a. Allowable airfare costs are limited to lines has resulted in certain airline corn-

the lowest customary standard, coach, or panics offering various promotional ben-
equivalent airfare offered during normal efits including cash, merchandise, gifts,
business hours, except for special circum- prizes, bonus flights, reduced-fare cou-
stances set forth in FAR 31.205-46(d). As pons, upgrade of service, membership in
a result of deregulation of commercial clubs, check-cashing privileges, and free
airfare, the airlines have introduced nu- vacations. Contractors are not required
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to collect airline promotional benefits b. Travel costs via private aircraft in
from their employees. It is up to each excess of the standard commercial airfare
contractor to establish its own policy are allowable in two situations: (1) when
addressing the treatment of these promo- travel by such aircraft is specifically
tional benefits. However, if a contractor required by contract specification, term,
has a policy that results in its employees or condition; or (2) when a higher
turning in the frequent flyer bonus cred- amount is approved by the contracting
its for company use, then the auditor officer.
should ensure that the government re- c. All or part of excess costs incurred
ceives its applicable share of any credits for operating private aircraft may be
actually received by the contractor. In approved by the contracting officer: (1)
those instances where contractors have when one or more of the conditions
executed agreements with individual air- described in FAR 31.205-46(d) are
lines for discounts and bonuses, auditors present that would justify costs in excess
should determine that appropriate credits of the lowest standard commercial air-
or cost reductions are being reflected in fare, such as requiring circuitous routing,
forward pricing and actual costs submis- travel during unreasonable hours, or ex-
sions, and that appropriate use of the cessively prolonged travel; or (2) when an
agreement is being made. advance agreement has been executed.

7-1003 Travel Costs, Contractor- 7-1003.3 Use of Advance Agreements
Owned, -Leased, or -Chartered a. When the contractor proposes an
Aircraft advance agreement with respect to the

costs of company aircraft, the auditor
7-1003.1 General Audit Considerations should evaluate the contractor's proposal

and provide audit findings and recom-a. FAR 31.205-46(e) sets forth princi- mendations to assist the contracting offi-
pies and criteria for determining the cer in establishing the negotiation objec-
allowability of costs incurred in the oper- tive. The auditor should request technical
ation and maintenance of contractor- assistance in areas such as the size, type,
owned, -leased, or -chartered aircraft and number of aircraft; safety factors;
(collectively referred to as private air- and othrcr technical requirements of air-
craft). craft.

b. As a general rule, travel costs via b. In evaluating the contractor's pro-
private aircraft in excess of the standard posal, the auditor should consider major
commercial airfare are unallowable. Ex- financial and nonfinancial factors. Gen-
ceptions to this general rule are described erally, the contractor must demonstrate
in 7-1003.2. The use of private aircraft that scheduled commercial airline service
generally results in higher costs than is not readily available at reasonable
travel by commercial airlines or other times to accommodate the company's air
modes of transportation. travel requirements. In addition, proxim-

ity of commercial airports to the contrac-7-1003.2 Conditions for Allowability of tor's location as compared to private air
Contractor-Owned, -Leased, or fields that are used, or are intended to be
-Chartered Aircraft used, is also a factor in conjunction with

a. As a prerequisite to allowability, the any time savinps of key personnel. In-
contractor must maintain and make creased flexibilty in scheduling flights
available to the government full docu- may result in time savings and more
mentation in support of the costs includ- effective use of personnel. However, the
ing the manifest/log for all flights (see 7- auditor should be mindful that a contrac-
1003.6). If the contractor fails to main- tor in the normal course of conducting its
tain required documentation or refuses to business seldom needs corporate aircraft
provide such documentation, the auditor and that the convenience of corporate
should disallow costs in excess of other- aircraft should not be a substitute for the
wise allowable standard commercial air- economy of commercial flights. While
fare. there may be critical or emergency situa-
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tions that cannot be effectively handled craft, either through purchase or capital
by commercial flights, such situations lease, the auditor should carefully review
generally occur so infrequently that they the feasibility studies the contractor has
do not justify the long-term use of corpo- made in advance of acquiring the air-
rate aircraft. It is the contractor's respon- craft, justification presented to the ap-
sibility to justify and demonstrate that proving authorities within the company,
the need for corporate aircraft truly out- the contractor's decision, and the imple-
weighs cost savings arising from the use menting procedures adopted. Corporate
of commercial airlines, aircraft costs, once the purchase or capi-

c. The ASBCA ruled (in the General tal lease is made, are very much like sunk
Dynamics case no. 31359, 92-2, BCA costs and cannot be rapidly altered by
24922) that "time savings, productivity management decision. It is particularly
gains, or more effective use of personnel" important for the auditor to recommend
can be used to demonstrate and justify that the contracting officer not approve
the higher cost of private aircraft. It is the the proposed acquisition of the aircraft
contractor's responsibility to provide the unless the contractor can demonstrate the
government a fully supported submission cost-effectiveness of corporate aircraft.
to demonstrate that these savings exceed
the costs of using private aircraft as 7-1003.4 Reasonableness of Contractor-
compared to using commercial airlines. Owned, -Leased, or -Chartered Aircraft
The ASBCA also ruled that it is appxopri- Costs
ate for the contractor to consider the a. In situations where all or part of
value of executive time in the cost-bene- trave! costs via private aircraft in excess
fit analysis. The ASBCA accepted the of the standard commercial airfare are
concept that the calculation of the value approved by the contracting officer (see
of the executive's time could include an 7-1003.3), such costs are subject to the
estimate of the executive's value to the determination of reasonableness and al-
corporation in addition to the executive locability. Costs of private aircraft in-
salary and fringe benefits. The ASBCA clude costs of lease, charter, depreciation,
referred to the estimate of the executive's operation (including personnel), mainte-
value to the corporation as a "multipli- nance, repair, insurance, and all other
er." The use of a multiplier by the related costs.
contractor should not be accepted solely b. A corporate aircraft is sometimes
as a result of the ASBCA case. The used for nonbusiness or otherwise unal-
contractor must provide supporting data lowable activities. The contractor is re-
to justify any proposed multiplier. If the quired under CAS 405 and FAR 31.201-6
contractor does not justify the use of a to identify all unallowable costs. The
multiplier, the related costs should be auditor should review the flight mani-
questioned. fest/log to determine whether the con-

d. The costs associated with private tractor has excluded the amount allocable
aircraft flights should be allocated to all to any travel for nonbusiness or other-
passengers. The information listed in 7- wise unallowable activities. If the trip is
1003.6 is required by the cost principle to considered unallowable, the auditor
determine if unallowable trips such as should calculate the related unallowable
spousal travel have been identified and aircraft costs considering the entire costs
all allocable costs to the unallowable trips of the aircraft - both fixed and variable
were excluded from reimbursement by costs.
the government. The auditor should rec- c. The size, type, and number of air-
ommend that the advance agreement craft maintained or chartered are major
state that unallowable passenger trips be considerations in evaluating the reason-
allocated their fair share of costs and ableness of the costs involved. The audi-
these costs should be excluded from tor should also review the flight mani-
requests for reimbursement by the gov- fest/log and other available documenta-
eminent. tion to determine whether optimum use

e. In situations where the contractor's is made of such aircraft to the extent that
proposal includes acquisition of an air- they are used for all suitable trips except
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where the variable costs involved in their analysis of costs of private aircraft and
use would exceed the trip cost by corn- standard commercial airfares, and (3)
mercial airline, maintenance of a flight manifest/log.

d. Depreciation often represents the Costs that are unsupported as a result of a
major item of contractor-owned aircraft contractor's inability or unwillingness to
costs. In evaluating it, the auditor should furnish the required documentation
ensure that the allowable amount is de- should be disallowed.
termined in accordance with the provi-
sions of FAR 31.205-11. Supplemental 7-1003.6 Maintenance of a Flight
audit guidance on depreciation is at 7- Manifest/Log by Contractor
400. Costs of aircraft overhaul and major The flight manifest/log which the con-component replacement, and their ac- tractor is required to maintain, plus othercounting treatment, also merit close audit necessary backup data, should be in suffi-scrutiny. If such costs are not capitalized cient detail to serve as a source of support
and amortized by the contractor but are for its roposed costs. At least the follow-
expensed in the period they are incurred, ing information for each flight should bethe auditor should assure that the proce- provided:
dure does not result in distorting the total (1) Date, time, and point of departure
aircraft costs for the period involved. (airport).
Any gain or loss on the disposition of (2) Date and time of arrival, and
contractor-owned aircraft should be ac- destination (airport).
counted for as provided in FAR 31.205- (3) Names of pilot and crew.
16. (4) For each passenger aboard:

e. Audit of private aircraft costs should ( Name.
include the evaluation of the propriety of e Name of company or organization
the method used for their assignment or represented.
allocation to government contracts. * Position held in company or organi-
When an aircraft is used exclusively by a zation.
particular organizational element, such e Authorization for trip.
as by the home office, division, or plant, * Purpose of trip.
the costs of the aircraft should be charged
to that entity. When use is broader based, 7-1004 Employee Relocation Costs
the aircraft costs should be distributed
equitably to all of the user units. Some 7-1004.1 General
contracts may provide for travel costs as
direct charges. In these cases, the auditor a. The cost principle for allowability of
should assure that similar type costs are relocation costs is FAR 31.205-35. It
not duplicated as part of the allocation of defines relocation costs as costs incident
aircraft costs to these contracts through to the permanent change of duty assign-
overhead. Aircraft may also be used for ment (for an indefinite period or for a
non-travel purposes, such as instrument stated period of not less than 12 months)
testing. Applicable costs should be of an existing employee or upon recruit-
charged directly to the benefiting ment of a new employee. Relocation
projects. costs are usually comprised of (1) cost of

travel and transportation of household
7-1003.5 Cotactor ReSpolsibility goods for the employee and immediate

FAR 31.205-46(eX2) specifically re- family members, (2) cost of advance trips
quires that the contractor must maintain to find a permanent residence, (3) closing
ocumentation of all travel via private costs (including state and local transfer

aircraft as a prerequisite of consideration taxes) incidental to sale of prior resi-
for allowabiity of such costs. The con- dence, (4) miscellaneous expenses such as
tractor has the responsibility to support the costs of cancelling an unexpired lease
and justify the cost of aircraft usage. This and disconnecting and reinstalling appli-
responsibility includes: (1) identification ances, (5) costs for acquisition of new
of all costs associated with private air- house, (6) continuing mortgage interest at
craft, (2) submission of a comparative the old residence, (7) interest differential
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between the old and new mortgage and remedial action if appropriate. Reloca-
rental differential payments where the tion costs in excess of constructive tem-
relocated employee retains ownership of porary duty assignment costs should be
a vacated home in the old location and questioned if the contractor should have
rents at the new location, and (8) other known at the time of the assignment that
miscellaneous expenses. Costs of travel it would not continue for a period of 12
for the employee and the employee's months or more.
family to the new duty station and for c. Failure to fulfill a permanent change
house hunting trips include per diem of duty assignment agreement for reasons
costs which are also subject to FAR within the employee's control requires
31.205-46. (See 7-1002.3.) the contractor to refund or credit the

b. The costs of relocating an employee relocation costs to the government. The
are generally substantial. Evaluation of auditor should encourage contractors to
the contractor's policies and procedures include recapture provisions in reloca-
as well as employment agreements as to tion agreements if this is not a practice.
reasonableness and compliance with The provision should then be monitored
FAR requirements is an important step by the auditor to assure that an adequate
of any audit program when significant contractor follow-up system is in place to
costs are charged to government work. collect refunds when appropriate. The
The allocation methods should be re- auditor should assure that a proper por-
viewed to determine that proper costs are tion of any such refunds is credited to the
being charged to benefiting contracts. In government.
this regard, relocation costs should gener- d. The recapture rule is not applicable
ally be charged to the receiving segment. to return relocation costs of a new em-
Tests of individual personnel actions ployee who: (I) is hired specifically for a
should be included to determine if estab- long-term (at least 12 months) field
lished practices are being followed. When project or contract assignment; (2) is
the contractor's policies and procedures entitled to return relocation under the
are inadequate to control the incurrence terms of his or her employment contract;
of and accounting for unallowable costs, and (3) is not a permanent employee and
individual voucher testing must deter- is released from employment upon com-
mine if the costs are allowable in accor- pletion of the assignment for which he or
dance with FAR 31.205-35. she was hired. This exception is applica-
7-1004.2 Conditions for Allowability of ble to only those employees who meet all
Relocation Under FAR 31.205-35 three requirements. Accordingly, it is not

applicable to the existing employees whoa. The contractor's relocation costs are reassigned to field projects.
must be reasonable and allocable, and
must meet the four criteria listed in FAR 7-1004.3 Applicability of Joint Travel
31.205-35(b) to be allowable. FAR Regulations (JTR) to Relocation Per
31.205-35(a) lists specifically allowable Diem Costs.
relocation costs and 31.205-35(c) lists
specifically unallowable costs. The FAR 31.205-46 allowable maxi-

b. Allowable relocation costs for an mum government travel regulation per
existing or new employee must involve a diem rates for lodging, meals and inci-
permanent change of duty assignment. dental expenses apply to contractor em-
Any such relocation for an indefinite ployees while traveling on official compa-
period qualifies, but one for a stated ny business. Househunting trips and tray-
period of less than 12 months does not. el to the new duty station are considered
Relocation assignments for stated peri- official business travel and subject to the
ods or for indefinite periods should nor- FAR 31.205-46 per diem criteria. This
mally last at least 12 months. When an criteria does not apply to temporary
undue number of such relocation assign- quarters allowances because the employ-
ments are terminated or completed in ee is not considered to be on official
less than 12 months, the auditor should business travel while in temporary quar-
evaluate the reasons and recommend ters.
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7-1004.4 Employee Assignments not abling injury, or death is not generally
Covered by the Relocation Cost Principle within the employee's control and, there-

Certain duty assignments, principally fore, would not serve as a basis for
overseas locations, are accompanied by compelling contractors to refund or cred-
"location allowances." These "location it relocation costs to the government.
allowances" represent compensation in 7-1004.6 Mass Relocations
addition to normal wages and salaries a. Large scale or mass relocation of
that are paid by contractors to induce employees may result in abnormal totalempln-yes t,, bdertake or continue work relocation costs. FAR 31.205-35(e) recog-ai locations which may be isolated or in nizes that questions may arise as to the
an unfavorable environment. Such allow- reasonableness and allocability of the
ances do not constitute relocation costs total amount, even though the items
covered by FAR 31.205-35. They are cota mut vntog h tm
considered ay pAR of.0"comp hensatn f comprising the total are otherwise allow-considered a part of "compensation for able. Thus FAR 31.109, Advance Agree-personal services" by provision of FAR ments, provides the means by which
31.205-6. They should be evaluated using parameters of reasonableness and alloca-
the procedures described in 5-1009. Also bility of special or mass relocation may
costs of travel to an overseas location be agreed upon in advance between the
should be considered travel costs in ac- government and the contractor. In ab-
cordance with FAR 31.205-46 and not sence of an advance agreement, the pro-
relocation costs if dependents are not visions of FAR 31.2, should be used by
permitted at that location for any reason the auditor for determination of reason-
and the costs do not include costs of ableness and allocability.
transporting household goods. Under b. If the auditor learns that large scale
these circumstances the move is obvious- employee relocations are to be made
ly considered a temporary rather than a which may result in significant costs to
permanent change of duty station. prospective or existing government con-

tracts, the auditor should report the mat-7-1004.5 Unallowable Relocation Costs ter to the cognizant ACO with a recom-
Specific types of relocation costs are mendation for an advance agreement

not allowable, should not be claimed by regarding the allowability of such costs.
the contractor, and must be questioned The recommendation should cite impor-
or disallowed by the auditor if proposed tant areas for agreement such as (1) the
or charged under government contracts. segments of the company among which
FAR 31.205-35(c) lists the types of costs the costs are to be equitably distributed,
that are not allowable, including (1) loss (2) the length of time over which the costs
on the sale of a home; (2) continuing are to be amortized, and (3) the employ-
mortgage principal (not interest) pay- ees eligible for reimbursement of reloca-
ments on the residence being sold; (3) tion costs. After coordination with the
certain costs incident to the acquisition local ACO, the auditor should provide
of a new home as shown in FAR 31.205- any needed information to other con-
35(cX2); (4) payment of employee's in- tracting officers who are concerned.
come taxes or FICA incident to reim- c. Depending on the circumstances, as
bursed relocation costs; (5) payments for covered in FAR 31.109, an advance
job placement assistance to employee agreement may be negotiated by the local
spouses; and (6) costs incident to furnish- ACO, the CACO, or a PCO. Be respon-
ing or obtaining equity, nonequity, or sive to any request from the designated
lower-than-market-rate loans to employ- government negotiator for audit assis-
ees. In addition, FAR 31.205-35(d) re- tance in establishing the negotiation ob-
quires the contractor to refund or credit jective.
contract costs for amounts previously
charged to relocate an employee if the 7-1004.7 State and Local Transfer Tax
employee resigns for voluntary reasons Some state or local governments may
within 12 months after relocation. Ter- impose taxes on sales of homes. If the tax
mination of employment for illness, dis- is imposed on the seller (employee) by
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law, it is considered a form of transfer tax tax not imposed on the seller by law, in
which must be satisfied before the sale the interest of making a sale or for other
can be consummated and would qualify reasons, would not qualify as an item of
as closing costs described in FAR 31.205- closing costs and would be unallowable.
35(a)(3). However, agreement to pay the
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7-1100

7-1100 Section 11 - Dues, Memberships, and Professional Activity Costs

7-1101 Introduction Army monthly publishes a magazine enti-
tled ARMY. It includes numerous arti-

a. This section provides basic guidance cles primarily designed to enhance Army
in reviewing dues, memberships, and personnel programs and to promote man-
professional activity costs (FAR 31.205- power and combat readiness. In addition,
43). conventions and meetings are periodical-

b. Additional guidance is provided on ly held by these associations, at which
costs of memberships in industrial liaison contractors frequently exhibit their prod-
programs of universities, the Army, ucts. Occasionally, these conventions or
Navy, and Air Force associations, and meetings will be sponsored by a contrac-
organizations engaged in lobbying or tor or group of contractors. These con-
charitable activities. ventions or meetings are usually held to

focus the attention of the public on the
7-1102 Dues, Memberships, and activities of a particular military service
Subscriptions that contiibute to national defense pro-

grams. In determining the allowability of
7-1102.1 General costs incurred by contractors with these

a. Generally, costs of memberships in associations, the auditor will be guided
trade, business, technical, and profession- by the following:
al organizations are allowable per FAR a. Costs related to these associations
31.205-43(a) but see 7-1102.2, 7-1102.3, such as membership fees, exhibit or dis-
and 7-1102.4 below for special consider- play costs, and sponsorship expenses do
ations. not qualify as allowable under the trade,

b. Subscription costs include trade, business, technical, or professional activi-
business, professional, or technical peri- ty principle in FAR 31.205-43.
odicals. Such costs are generally allow- b. The costs of travel, registration,
able per FAR 31.205-43(b). hotel, and other expenses incurred in

connection with these associations' con-
7-1102.2 Army, Navy, and Air Force ventions, meetings, and conferences are
Associations considered unallowable in accordance

The Association of the United States with FAR 31.205-43(c), unless the con-
Army, Army Aviation Association of tractor can show that the primary pur-
America, Navy League of the United pose of the meeting is for "the dissemina-
States, Air Force Association, and other tion of technical information or the stim-
nonprofit associations with similar objec- ulation of production." The inference
tives have for many years offered mem- here is that the technical information will
berships to contractors. These associa- benefit performance, or stimulate pro-
tions are primarily concerned with foster- duction, under a particular government
ing and preserving the images and effi- contract, or series of contracts.
ciencies of the Army, Navy, and Air 7-1102.3 Costs of Memberships in
Force. They operate outside government Industrial Liaison Programs of
channels in an endeavor to preserve a Uniesties
spirit of fellowship among former and Universities
present Service members and to inform Industrial liaison programs are offered
and arouse the interests of the public in to contractors by various universities
activities and achievements of their re- throughout the country. Under such pro-
spective military services. Generally, grams, contractors are usually entitled to
memberships are offered to contractors the use of university facilities, consulta-
that wish to support the objectives of tions with faculty members, copies of
these associations. The membership dues research reports, attendance at sympo-
often include a subscription to publica- siums, and possibly other benefits. To
tions issued periodically. For example, become eligible for such benefits, the
the Association of the United States universities require that contractors pay
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membership fees. Some universities enter allowable, even though the organization
into formal agreements with contractors may occasionally engage in an immaterial
describing the types of benefits that will amount of lobbying activities or charita-
be provided. ble endeavors.

a. The membership fee in each indu- b. Trade or Nonprofit Organizations
trial liaison program, as further discussed Partially Engaged in Lobbying or Chari-
in b. below, should be considered a table Activities
retainer fee under FAR 31.205-33 and an The costs of membership or other
allowable cost if supported by evidence support activities donated or supplied to
that: (1) the services are necessary and organizations which are partially engaged
customary; (2) the level of past services in lobbying or charitable endeavors
Justifies the amount; and (3) the retainer should be examined in light of their
fee is reasonable compared to the cost nature, purpose, and materiality. There is
and level of expertise required to main- no hard and fast rule to apply to these
tain an in-house capability to perform the conditions in order to objectively deter-
covered services, mine the extent of unallowable costs

b. Normally, benefits available from attributed to association with certain
membership in an industrial liaison pro- organizations. Therefore the following
gram are the same for all members, steps should be taken in order to provide
regardless of fee paid by each member. reasonable assurances that unallowable
Universities usually set a schedule of fees contributions or lobbying costs are not
based on company size which is often billed or claimed by contractors when
based on voluntary compliance or negoti- they are commingled with other allow-
ation above the minimum fee. Generally, able costs:
amounts paid in excess of the minimum (1) Question any special assessment or
fee are voluntary and should be disap- separately identified portion of the costs
proved as contributions under FAR of membership fees or other type costs
31.205-8, in the absence of evidence to applicable to lobbying or charitable activ-
the contrary. However, a larger company ities as unallowable.
or one with a special need may derive (2) Notify the contractor that it is
more benefits than other industrial liai- responsible for the identification and
son program members. In such cases, all removal from its claims and proposals of
or a portion of the amount above the any unallowable activity costs and that it
minimum fee may be allowable, is required to maintain adequate records

to demonstrate that the certification of
7-1102.4 Costs of Membership Fees in allowable costs complies with applicable
Orgaizations Engaged in Lobbying or cost principles.
Charitable Activities (3) In the absence of documentation as

The allowability of membership fees, to the amount of unallowable lobbying or
association dues, or the costs of donated charitable activities performed by such
time or materials to any organization can organizations, it may be difficult to verify
normally be determined from the pri- the validity of the contractor's certifica-
mary mission of the organization receiv- tion or to question estimated unallowable
ing the payments or benefits. We believe activities. The auditor should request the
that all organizations fit three basic cate- contractor to obtain from the organiza-
gories and that the allowability of associ- tion in question a confirmation letter
ated costs is predicated on the nature and identifying or estimating the amounts or
materiality of expenses. percentages of lobbying or charitable ef-

a. Bona Fide Trade or Professional fort expended by the organization in the
Organizations accounting year under review.

If an organization is formed for the c. Organizations Dedicated to Lobby-
basic purpose of providing technical ser- ing or Charitable Activities
vices to member contractors and the When it can be determined that the
contractors can demonstrate that such fees or other type costs associated with
services were actually received, the mem- membership in these organizations are
bership and associated costs are normally ultimately expended on lobbying or char-
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itable activities, the costs are to be evalu- 7-1103.2 Conference Costs versus
ated for allowability under FAR 31.205- Entertainment Costs
8, 31.205-22, or 31.205-50. a. The term business meetings and

conferences refers to both contractor and
7-1102.5 Costs of Political Campaign trade association hosted activities of a
Activities at Contractor Facilities purely business nature. Determinations

Costs associated with political cam- as to whether or not expenses associated
paign activities, such as candidates' ap- with a particular meeting or conference
pearances and speeches at contractor represent allowable business expense un-
facilities, are unallowable in accordance der FAR 31.205-43(c) provisions or unal-
with FAR 31.205-22(aX)1), Legislative lowable social activity under FAR
Lobbying Costs, when such activities are 31.205-14 (Entertainment Costs) should
clearly an attempt by the contractor to be made on a case-by-case basis, based on
influence the outcome of an election by all pertinent facts.
soliciting votes. The key considerations b. Under the provision of FAR 31.205-
in this determination are how the candi- 43(cX3), costs associated with the spouse
date is portrayed by the contractor and of an attendee are not allowable because
the subject matter of the candidate's the spouse's attendance is not essential to
speech. When questioning such an event achieve the purpose of the meeting.
all costs associated with these activities
including applicable burdens should be 7-1103.3 Documentation
questioned, a. Determination of allowability re-

quires knowledge concerning the purpose
7-1103 Professional Activity Costs and nature of activity at the meeting or

conference. The contractor should main-
7-1103.1 General tain adequate records supplying the fol-

lowing information on properly prepared
a. Paragraph (c) of FAR 31.205-43, travel vouchers or expense records sup-

Trade, Business, Technical and Profes- ported by copies of paid invoices, re-
sional Activity Costs states that the cost ceipts, charge slips, etc.
of technical or professional meetings and (1) Date and location of meeting in-
conferences are allowable when the pri- cluding the name of the establishment.
mary purpose of the meeting is the disse- (2) Names of employees and guests in
mination of technical information or the attendance.
stimulation of production, provided the (3) Purpose of meeting.
costs meet the other requirements con- (4) Cost of the meeting, by item.
trolling allowability (FAR 31.201-2). b. The above guidelines closely parallel

b. The cost principle makes the follow- the current record-keeping requirements
ing type of professional and technical in Section 274 of the Internal Revenue
activity costs expressly allowable: code for entertainment costs as a tax

(1) Organizing, setting up, and spon- deductible expense. Where satisfactory
soring the technical and professional support assuring the claimed costs are
meetings, symposia, seminars, etc., in- allowable conference expenses is not fur-
cluding rental of meeting facilities, trans- nished, the claimed conference/meal
portation, subsistence, and incidental costs and directly associated costs (see 8-
costs. 405.1d. for description) should be ques-

(2) Attending the meetings by contrac- tioned.
tor employees, including travel costs. c. Meal Expense. Expenses for meals of

(3) Attending the meetings by individ- contractor personnel, not in travel status,
uals who are not contractor employees, who act as hosts at contractor-sponsored
provided the costs are not reimbursed to business luncheons or dinners are allow-
them by their own employer and their able if it is determined that the activity
attendance is essential to achieve the constitutes a business meeting or confer-
purpose of the meetings. ence associated with the active conduct
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of the contractor's business and not a unnecessary, and hence unreasonable
social function, costs, except under limited circum-

stances, since they are prohibited from
7-1103.A Standards of Conduct - accepting gratuities by Executive OrderFederal Employees 11222 of 1965, Title 5 CFR 735(c), and

Guest expenses for meals or other various departmental implementing di-
incidentals applicable to Federal employ- rectives (e.g., DoDD 5500.7, "Standards
ees should normally be questioned as of Conduct").
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7-1200 Section 12 - Public Relations and Advertising Costs

7-1201 Introduction when the advertiser has control over the
form and content of what will appear, the

This section provides supplemental media in which it will appear, and when
guidance on audits of public relations it will appear.
and advertising costs including publica- (2) Advertising media include but are
tions. The guidance in Chapters 2 not limited to conventions, exhibits, free
through 6, 8, and 9 also applies to these goods, samples, magazines, newspapers,
areas. trade papers, direct mail, dealer cards,

window displays, outdoor advertising,
7-1202 Applicability of FAR radio, and television.

Effective 7 April 1986, FAR 31.205-1
was revised to incorporate cost principles 7-1202.2 Allowability of Public Relations
on public relations costs. FAR 31.205-1 and Advertising Costs
defines and addresses the allowability of FAR provisions 31.205-1(d), (e), and
public relations and advertising costs. (f) address the allowability of public
Prior to April 1986, guidance on distin- relations and advertising costs. These
guishing between public relations and provisions and supplemental audit guid-
advertising costs and the allowability of ance are provided in the following para-
public relations costs were based on graphs:
ASBCA cases. a. Advertising Costs
7-1202.1 Definition of Public Relations All advertising costs other than those

specified in FAR 31.205-1(d) are unal-and Advertising lowable. Allowable advertising costs in-
Public relations and advertising costs clude:

include the costs of media time and (1) Costs that arise from requirements
space, purchased services performed by of government contracts and that are
outside organizations, as well as the ap- exclusively for
plicable portion of salaries, travel, and (a) Recruiting personnel required for
fringe benefits of employees engaged in performing contractual obligations, when
the functions and activities identified in considered in conjunction with all other
the FAR definitions of public relations recruitment costs (but see FAR 31.205-
and advertising. 34);

a. Public Relations (b) Acquiring scarce items for contract
Public relations as defined in FAR performance; or

31.205-1(a) means all functions and ac- (c) Disposing of scrap or surplus mate-
tivities dedicated to: rials acquired for contract performance.

(1) Maintaining, protecting, and en- If incurred for more than one govern-
hancing the image of a concern or its ment contract or both government and
products; or other work of the contractor, costs of this

(2) Maintaining or promoting recipro- nature are allowable to the extent that the
cal understanding and favorable relations principles in FAR 31.201-3 (reasonable-
with the public at large, or any segment of ness), FAR 31.201-4 (allocability), and
the public. The term public relations FAR 31.203 (allocation of indirect costs)
includes activities associated with areas are observed.
such as advertising and customer rela- (2) Costs to promote sales of products
tions. normally sold to the U.S. Government

b. Advertising which contain a significant effort to pro-
(1) Advertising as defined in FAR mote exports from the United States. See

31.205-1(b) means the use of media to 7-1202.2g
promote the sale of products or services b. Contract Requirements
and to accomplish the activities referred Advertising and public relations costs
to in FAR 31.205-1(d) (see 7-1202.2a) specifically required by contract are al-
regardless of the medium employed, lowable.
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c. Liaison Cost allowable under FAR 31.205-l(eX3) and
(1) Allowability of Liaison Costs should not be questioned. When such
Allowable public relations costs in- services affect the concurrent full dis-

dude cost incurred for (a) responding to charge of their other regular duties and
inquiries on company policies and activi- responsibilities to the contractor by the
ties; (b) communicating with the public, personnel involved, the auditor should
press, stockholders, creditors, and cus- consider whether the costs are reason-
tomers; and (c) conducting general liai- able.
son with news media and government e. Plant Tours and Open Houses
public relations officers, to the extent Costs of plant tours and open houses
that such activities are limited to corn- are allowable; however, costs of promo-
munication and liaison necessary to keep tional material, motion pictures, video-
the public informed on matters of public tapes, brochures, handouts, magazines,
concern such as notice of contract and other media are unallowable under
awards, plant closings or openings, em- FAR 31.205-1(I(5) (see 7-1202.2i).
ployee layoffs or rehires, and financial f. Ceremonial Costs
information. Costs of ceremonies such as corporate

(2) Audit Evaluation celebrations and new product announce-
(a) Public relations costs may encom- ments are unallowable. Costs of keel

pass (i) services performed in-house, pos- laying, ship launching, commissioning,
sibly in a public relations or similarly and roll-out ceremonies, to the extent
designated department, by the contrac- specifically provided for by contract, are
tor's own employees; and (ii) services allowable.
performed by the contractor's own em- (1) Ship Launching Ceremonies
ployees at any off-site liaison office. Items of cost which are normally ac-
Public relations costs incurred in-house ceptable for ship launching ceremonies
and off-site include the salaries and relat- include (a) the construction of a mini-
ed travel and fringe benefits of the em- mum-size launching platform large
ployees involved and an allocable share enough to accommodate the launching
of supervision, space, utilities, and ad- party and speakers; (b) modest decora-
ministration costs. Audit evaluation of tions of the launching platform and a
public relations costs should encompass sponsor's shelter, if needed; and (c) a
all of the foregoing aspects. bottle of champagne, decorative ribbon

(b) The costs of off-site liaison/public and suspension, and a simple decorative
relations offices are often substantial and packing case without metal container.
the contractor's in-house records may not (2) Sponsor's Costs
be sufficient to permit the necessary Costs related to personal expenses of
scope of audit of such costs. This condi- the sponsor and its party, luncheons or
tion would call for additional audit effort dinners, and gifts for the sponsor are
at the off-site facility to the extent re- unallowable and should be questioned.
quired to determine the allowability, allo- g. Air Shows, Special Events, and
cability, and reasonableness of the costs Trade Shows
incurred by that facility. Generally, air shows and trade shows

d. Community Service Activities are classified as broadly targeted selling
(1) Costs of participation in communi- efforts and are covered under FAR

ty service activities such as blood bank 31.205-1. However, the allowability of
drives, charity drives, savings bond these costs has been complicated by nu-
drives, and disaster assistance are allow- merous changes effected through the pub-
able. lic laws to the regulations. These costs are

(2) Under FAR 31.205-8, contributions classified as allowable or unallowable on
and donations, whether in the form of contracts depending on when the costs
money, goods, or services, are unallowa- were incurred.
ble. However, the costs of services of In determining the allowability of air
executive and other personnel in support shows, special events, and trade shows
of charitable and community funds or auditors must pay specific attention to
other similar campaigns or drives are the contract award date, when the costs
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I were incurred, and the governmental products were allowable subject to a
agency purchasing the goods and ser- ceiling. DoD contracts have specific coy-
vices. The chart below assists in identi- erage in the DFARS which is in place of
fying the applicable allowability criteria, the FAR coverage. The FAR coverage

I The numbers are keyed to the following remained applicable to non-DoD con-
I five paragraphs in this subsection. Adver- tracts as discussed in (3) below. For these

tising costs of air shows, special sales DoD contracts, DFARS 231.205-1 and
events, and trade shows with no foreign 231.205-38 provided that the costs of
sales (export). value have been and still activities which contain "significant ef-
are unallowable costs. Likewise, enter- forts" to promote exports of U.S. defense
tainment costs and other costs not neces- industry products are allowable. Such
sary to a sales presentation have always promotional activities primarily targeted

I been and still are unallowable. For addi- at foreign selling are allowable even if
tional information on the allowability of they include domestic marketing efforts.
foreign selling costs, see the chronology Additional information regarding ceiling
presented in 7-1306.2. limitations and the effective dates are in

All 7-1306.2(d).
Other (3) The following costs to promote

Govern- American aerospace exports at domestic
DoD ment and international exhibits, such as air
Con- Con- shows, trade shows, and conventions,

Contract Dates tracts tracts were allowable provided they were rea-sonable:
5/15/91 - Current (I) (1) Transportation of the aircraft;

/ -Aerospace parts and equipment;
4/12/88 - 5/15/91 Other associated support cost.

Costs incurred (2) (3) (a) These allowable costs did not in-
on or after the clude other exhibit costs (such as cost of

I start of the con- entertainment, hospitality suites or cha-
tractor's 1st fis- lets, advertising media other than exhib-
cal year begin- its, and other costs not necessary to
ning on or after establish, operate, or maintain an exhibit,
12/15/88 display, or demonstration).

(b) In addition, the allowability cover-
Costs incurred (3) (3) age was limited to promoting a specific
prior to the start category of products (i.e., American aero-
of the contrac- space products) to a specific class of
tor's 1st fiscal customers (i.e., foreign customers). Ac-
year beginning cordingly, costs incurred for promoting a
on or after contractor's non-aerospace products at
12/15/88 an international trade show, and that I
Prior to 4/12/88 (4) (5) portion of costs incurred for promoting a I

contractor's aerospace products to Amer-(1) Costs of "significant effort" to ican customers, were unallowable (Sec-
promote export sale of products normally tion 8062 of the 1988 Appropriations
sold to the U.S. Government are allow- Act).
able subject to a ceiling. This includes air (4) For DoD contracts awarded prior

I shows, trade shows, and special events, to 12 April 1988 and completed before
(2) (a) For DoD contracts open as of the start of the contractor's first fiscal

5/15/91, (1) is retroactively applied to year beginning on or after 15 December
fiscal years beginning on or after 1988, air shows, trade shows, and con-
12/15/88. ventions were generally unallowable.

(b) For DoD contracts open as of However, for DoD contracts awarded
12/15/88 but closed prior to 5/15/91, prior to 12 April 1988 and still in prog-
costs of "significant effort" to promote ress on or after the start of the contrac-
export sales of U.S. defense industry tor's first fiscal year beginning on or after
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15 December 1988, air shows, trade Costs of sponsoring meetings, sympo-
shows, and convention costs are generally sia, seminars, and other special events
allowable as described in (1) and (2). On when the principal purpose of the event
such in-progress contracts awarded prior is other than dissemination of technical
to 12 April 1988, the costs of air shows, information or stimulation of productiontrade shows, and conventions incurred in are unallowable.
prior fiscal years remain generally unal- i. Promotional Material
lowable. This type of change in the appli- Costs of promotional material, motion
cability of the cost principles based on pictures, videotapes, brochures, hand-
the timing of cost incurrence is unusual. outs, magazines, and other media that are
It was mandated by Public Law 100-456. designed to call favorable attention to the
These costs are allowable subject to a contractor and its activities are unallowa-
ceiling which is described in 7-1306.2. ble. However, see FAR 31.205-13(a),

(5) For contracts with the U.S. Govern- Employee morale, health, welfare, food
ment other than with DoD awarded prior service, and dormitory costs and credits;
to 12 April 1988 and completed prior to FAR 31.205-21, Labor relations costs;
15 May 1991, air shows, trade shows, and FAR 31.205-43(c), Trade, business, tech-
conventions were generally unallowable. nical, and professional activity costs; and
However, for non-DoD contracts award- FAR 31.205-44, Training and education-
ed prior to 12 April 1988 and still in al costs.
progress on or after 15 May 1991, air j. Souvenirs, Models, and Mementos
shows, trade shows, and convention costs Costs. of souvenirs, models, imprinted
are generally allowable as described in (1) clothing, buttons, and other mementos
if incurred on or after 15 May 1991. provided to customers or the public are
These costs are allowable subject to a unallowable.
ceiling which is described in 7-1306.2. k. Costs of Memberships

(6) Audit Guidance (1) FAR Provision
(a) Contracts awarded in the period Costs of memberships in civic and

Sdiscussed in 7-1202.2g(1) & (2) do not community organizations are unaflowa-
require the segregation of promotional ble.
costs based on targeted customers. The (2) Audit Guidance
provisions make allowable significant ef- Allowable costs of memberships in
fort primarily targeting the promotion of trade, business, technical, and profession-
exports even though domestic marketing al organizations (FAR 31.205-43) include
efforts are included, dues paid to Chambers of Commerce.

(b) For all contracts awarded in the Dues paid to Army, Navy, and Air Force
period discussed in 7-1202.2g(3) the con- Associations are unallowable (7-1100).
tractor must be able to document that the The minimum fee for membership in any
products are American aerospace prod- university's industrial liaison program is
ucts and that the targeted customers are allowable if reasonable, provided it is
foreign. Certain trade shows or exhibits supported by evidence of bona fide ser-
target a mixed customer audience (both vices available or rendered (7- 1100).
foreign and American customers). When Expenditures for influencing legislation
an event targets both types of customer, are unallowable by Federal statute. Any
only a portion of the costs (those target- identifiable portion of the costs of mem-
ing foreign customers) are considered berships in bona fide trade, business,
allowable. FAR 31.204, Application of technical, and professional organizations,
principles and procedures, requires the intended for use in connection with influ-
contractor to assign costs targeting do- encing legislation is likewise unallowable
mestic customers as unallowable and (FAR 31.205-22).
costs targeting foreign customers as al- i. Other Public Relations Costs to Pro-
lowable. The auditor should review the mote Sales
contractor's documentation and assump- (I) Under FAR 31.20-!(f)(8), unal-
tions. lowable pubic relations costs include all

h. Meetings, Symposia, Seminars, and public relations costs, other than those
Other Special Events specified in FAR 31.205-1(e) whose pri-
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mary purpose is to promote the sale of 7-1203.2 Review of Public Relations
products or services by Costs

(a) stimulating interest in a product or Contractor expenditures for public re-
product line (except for those direct sell- lations and advertising activities identi-
ing costs made allowable under FAR fled in FAR 31.205-1(f) (see 7-1202.2)
31.205-38(c)), or and those which meet the criteria for

(b) disseminating messages calling fa- contributions and donations, or enter-
vorable attention to the contractor for tainment costs are unallowable under the
purposes of enhancing the company im- cited FAR provisions. The extent of and
age to sell the company's products or criteria for allowability of the other
services. above listed cost categories are expressed

(2) Nothing in FAR 31.205-1(0(8) mo- in the identified FAR paragraphs. Appro-
difies the express unallowability of costs priate audit steps should be designed to
listed in FAR 31.205-1(00(1) through (7). identify public relations items in each
The purpose of FAR 31.205-1(0(8) is to category and to evaluate their allowabili-
provide criteria for determining whether ty.
costs not specifically identified should be a. Factors to be Considered
unallowable. When reviewing the different catelo-

ries of costs, the most important major
7-1203 Public Relations Costs factors to be considered are the nature of

the service rendered, the function per-
7-1203.1 Contractor's Accounting formed, the propriety of the base of
System allocation, and the basic consideration ofreasonableness as defined in FAR

Public relations consists of different 31.201-3. Nomenclature or similar less-
types of materials and services which by than-in-depth reviews are apt to result in
themselves may be separately treated in an incorrect determination.
FAR 31.205. Moreover, many contrac- (1) Nature of Services Rendered and
tors do not establish public relations as a Functions Performed
separate category of cost in their account- The nature of the service rendered and
ing systems. Although they may be re- the function performed are important in
corded in other accounts, public relations determwining the proper classification of
costs are most likely to be found as part costs. FAR 31.204(c) provides that the
of: determination of allowability shall be

a. Advertising Costs (FAR 31.205-1). based on the guidance contained in the
b. Compensation for Personal Services subsection that most specifically deals

(FAR 31.205-6). with the cost at issue. This FAR provi-
c. Contributions and Donations (FAR sion prevents contractors from success-

31.205-8). fully claiming unallowable public rela-
d. Employee Morale, Health, Welfare tions costs under more favorable and

and Food Service and Dormitory Costs broader cost principle coverage; e.g., un-
and Credits (FAR 31.205-13). allowable costs of ceremonies (FAR

e. Entertainment Costs (FAR 31.205- 31.205-1(00(4)) claimed as employee mo-
14). rale and welfare under FAR 31.205-13

f. Labor Relations Costs (FAR 31.205- (but see 7-1917.3).
21). (2) Reasonableness and Allocability of

g. Other Business Expenses (FAR Costs
31.205-28). (a) The auditor should be primarily

h. Professional and Consultant Service concerned with the positive criteria of
Costs-Legal, Accounting, Engineering allowability, reasonableness and alloca-
and Other (FAR 31.205-33). bility. Costs will generally be considered

i. Selling Costs (FAR 31.205-38). reasonable if they are of a type normally
j. Trade, Business, Technical and Pro- recognized as ordinary and necessary for

fessional Activity Costs (FAR 31.205- the contractor's business, or are the ac-
43). tions of a prudent businessman in the
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conduct of competitive business. On the and unallowable costs. FAR 31.201-6
other hand, costs which represent a sig- incorporates Cost Accounting Standard
nificant deviation from established busi- (CAS) 405 which requires contractors to
ness practices, increasing contract costs, identify unallowable costs (see 8-405).
are likely to be unreasonable. The auditor should coordinate with the

(b) The reasonableness of costs should administrative contracting officer in ob-
also be viewed from the standpoint of taining necessary refinements in the con-
magnitude. Careful scrutiny should be tractor's accounting procedures to identi-
given to large amounts of public relations fy unallowable public relations costs.
expenditures especially when there have c. Reporting
been significant increases relative to the Public relations types of costs are par-
base from prior years. This is particularly ticularly sensitive because of their con-
true when most of the contractor's costs troversial nature. Audit coverage should
are allocated to government contracts. therefore be of commensurate scope and
Accordingly, where amounts appear to be depth. Reasons given in audit reports for
disproportionately large or otherwise out audit questioned or disapproved costs
of line, the auditor should consider ques- should be clear, precise, and complete.
tioning costs as appropriate, even though
they fall within allowable classifications.

b. Special Audit Considerations 7-1204 Publication Costs
Special audit considerations for certain

other items of public relations cost are Publication costs claimed by a contrac-
summarized below. tor may include costs related to the

(!) Government Requested Public Re- preparation and printing of such items as
lations and/or Advertising Activities plant newspapers and magazines, recruit-

The types of public relations and ad- ment pamphlets, technical brochures,
vertising costs which are unallowable, and contractor and product capability
and the limited ones that are allowable, promotional items. While the amounts
are set forth in FAR 31.205-1. Even in individually may not be significant, col-
instances where a contractor is satisfying lectively on DoD procurements they
a contract related suggestion or request amount to significant dollars.
by government contracting personnel, a
public relation or advertising cost that is 7-1204.1 Audit Guidelines
classified as unallowable by this section
remains unallowable. However, FAR a. Audits of claimed publications costs
31.205-1(d) provides the contracting offi- should be based on an appropriate exam-
cer with the latitude to request public ination of the contractor's policies and
relation or advertising effort when need- procedures (6-600), as well as on a selec-
ed to meet contract requirements. To be tive review of individual publications.
allowable, the public relations and/or FAR specifically allows (within limita-
advertising activity must be specifically tions) help wanted, scarce and scrap
required by contract or modification. material advertising (31.205-1(d)); house
UnallowaLility would also extend to the publications (31.205-13), and corporate
costs of exhibits in which the contractor stockholders reports (31.205-28).
is invited to participate by any agency of b. The allowability of the cost of any
the government, and at which the compa- publication which is construed as public
ny or its products are publicized for the relations and/or advertising must be de-
purpose of delivering a sales message. termined in accordance with FAR

(2) Public Relations Account 31.205-1. Unfortunately, the contents of
The auditor may occasionally find a the publications do not always lend them-

contractor that maintains an account selves to a ready determination as to the
entitled public relations. Such accounts FAR category into which they fall. To
should not be questioned/disapproved on assist in these determinations the follow-
a nomenclature basis; rather an adequate ing guidance sets forth five broad catego-
analysis of their contents should be made ries into which most publications may be
since they may contain both allowable grouped.
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7-1204.2 Broad Categories Covering should be classified as capability adver-
Publications tising or as technical treatises. Some

Examples of the types of publications difficulties will normally arise where
to be included under each category and there are subtle, even though infrequent,
factors which indicate the appropriate references to the contractor. Where such
section of FAR under which the allowa- references are the only questionable as-
bility of the related costs should be pect of the publication, it would be
determined are discussed below, extremely difficult to support a position

that these references necessitate consider-a. Employee Welfare and Industrial ation of the publication as an advertise-
Relations

(1) Themost common publications of ment. Therefore, to the extent that the(1) he ost ommn puliction ofpublication costs incidental to technical
this type are regularly issued newspapers publication ct incident tonte a
or magazines. These publications gener- ences and reprinting such technical pa-ally provide information as to events of pers for use in contractors' house publica-
interest within the organization or of the tions are reasonable and allocable, andemployees' outside activities. Although can be construed as dissemination of
there are frequently articles on company technical information rather than adver-
achievements, the intent here is to instill tising, such publications are considered
a feeling of accomplishment rather than allowable within the intent of FAR
to advertise. Other industrial relations 31.205-43.
publications incorporate information on c. Selling, Marketing, and Advertising
available employee benefits, safety, and In those instances where the material
education. Distribution of the above provides little or no technical assistance
types of publications is usually limited to to the recipient and is distributed to all
immediate employees and/or their fami- customers and/or potential customers,
lies. The related costs of the foregoing the cost should be treated as advertising
publications are considered allowable un- (FAR 31.205-1) or selling costs (FARder FAR 31.205-13. 31.205-38). More specific guidance in

(2) Recruitment pamphlets which are determining the allowability of selling
used primarily to explain the available costs is in 7-1300. Advertising costs of
fringe benefits to prospective employees this nature are unallowable (see 7-
should be considered in conjunction with 1202.2a).
the review of help wanted advertisements d. Contractor and Product Capability
and as such are allowable under FAR Promotional Items
31.205-1 subject to the limitations of (1) These differ from normal selling,
FAR 31.205-34 (see 7-1904). marketing, and advertising publications

b. Professional and Technical Articles in that they stress the supenor capabili-
(1) These publications are disseminat- ties of the contractor's facilities and/or

ed to a professional or technical type personnel in research and/or develop-
audience and generally take the form of ment of new products. They may also
dissertations on technical subjects that advertise achievements of the contractor,
are related to the contractor's products or but generally do not supply detailed
activities. This type of publication has technical data. Advertising costs of this
generated much of DoD's interest in nature are unallowable under FAR
contractors' house publications. In most 31.205-1(f) (see 7-1202.2a). Accordingly,
instances the costs of publishing such such costs should not be accepted under
material can better be related to profes- cost-type contracts and should be ques-
sional activity costs since they are the tioned in advisory audit reports for price
result of, or are copies of, papers deliv- negotiation purposes.
ered at professional meetings. Others are (2) Certain publications can be clearly
reprints of magazine articles of scientific identified as capability advertising; how-
interest, ever, in some cases publications that

(2) In evaluating individual publica- provide technical data necessary for
tions of this nature, difficulty may be equipment operation may include some
experienced in determining whether they descriptive data that could be construed
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as capability advertising if taken out of resents the mark of a nonprofit organiza-
context. The primary purpose of the tion. However, "contractor logos and
publication and type of distribution, such emblems" as used in government con-
as, operating manuals delivered with the tracting represent the actual design and
equipment, would be the si.nificart fac- typesetting of all company marks. Com-
tor in determining allowability. pany marks can be trademarks (compa-

e. Public Relations nies who manufacture products) or ser-
This category includes pictures, decals, vice marks (companies who provide ser-

and promotional material that emphasize vices to their customers). Regardless of
the contractor's accomplishments in pro- the type of mark, the key factor is the
ducing equipment or providing services, purpose for which the marks are de-
They do not contribute to the perfor- signed. Marks are initially designed to
mance of the government contracts, even meet three main purposes, (1) to indicate
if they are related to items produced the origin of the product or service pro-
under such contracts, but merely serve to vided, (2) to guarantee quality consisten-
enhance the contractor's reputation. The cy (the mark tells the buyer that the
costs of such items are unallowable (see product or service is the same as that
7-1202.2). provided previously), and (3) to serve as

an advertisement (simple enough to catch
7-1205 Contractor Logos and attention, complete enough to tell a story,
Emblems and persuasive enough to move the view-

er to action). When a company initially
7-1205.1 Contracting Officers' Position designs a mark, each of these three pur-

A common practice for a company is to poses are relevant. Therefore, disallo-
identify its products using logos and wance of these costs under FAR 31.205-1
emblems. Some contracting officers are is generally not practicable. However, the
concerned over the costs being incurred initial design of logos and emblems may
for contractors' logos and emblems being be challenged as unreasonable if costs are
placed on government systems. These determined to be excessive.
contracting officers are treating the direct c. While the initial design of a compa-
and indirect costs for logos and emblems ny mark cannot generally be questioned
produced by means of a special mold or under FAR 31.205-1, the redesign can be.
casting (not simple stick-on adhesive de- When a company redesigns its mark, the
cals) as unallowable advertising costs public is usually already familiar enough
under FAR 31.205-1. with the original mark to know the origin

of the product; thus, this purpose is
7-1205.2 Audit Procedures usually not relevant to a redesign. In

a. Applicable FAR Provisions addition, redesigning the mark does not
The contracting officers' position re- serve to guarantee quality consistency,

fleets an internal negotiating/contracting since the original mark already told the
policy. This policy is enforceable to the prospective buyer that the product or
extent that contracting officers obtain service is the same as that previously
contractor concurrence and include a provided. However, redesigning the mark
specific clause in contracts making such does serve as an advertisement, since it is
costs expressly unallowable or issue a intended to catch the attention of those
notice ot intent to disallow. Unless con- who were previously unaware of the
tracts contain such a clause, contractors company, tell a story (a new one or the
need only to comply with FAR 31.205-1 rephrasing of an old one), and be persua-
and FAR 31.201-3, Reasonableness. sive enough to move a viewer to take a

b. The use of the terminology logos and form of action that the old mark could
emblems may be misleading. Logo is an not. Thus, the major purpose of redesign-
abbreviation for the word logotype, ing a company mark will usually be
which actually means the standard ways advertising; if this is the case, then these
in which to letter or set in type the costs are unallowable under FAR 31.205-
company trade name, while emblem rep- I.
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d. A company mark may be redesigned the redesign of logos and emblems, in
for other reasons, such as a corporate accordance with the FAR. Excessive costs
merger, reorganization, etc. The auditor of logos and emblems, even those falling
must carefully consider the purpose of within allowable categories under the
redesigning the company mark in deter- FAR provisions, should be questioned
mining the allowability of such costs. For based on reasonableness.
example, if the redesign results from a (2) Comments may be included, as part
reorganization, then FAR 31.205-27, Or- of the applicable report exhibit note, on
ganization Costs, should be considered in the effect of the contracting officer's
evaluating the allowability of these costs. position on proposed costs.
Furthcrmore, as was the case with the (3) FAOs should assure that the audi-
initial design, the redesign of logos and tor's review of contract provisions (see 3-
emblems may also be challenged as un- 202) clearly identify special contract
reasonable if costs are determined to be clauses disallowing the costs of logos and
excessive, emblems. Audit programs for evaluation

e. Audit Review of direct and indirect costs should in-
(1) Auditors should continue to evalu- clude steps to verify compliance with this

ate proposed advertising costs, including and other contractual cost limitations.
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7-1300

7-1300 Section 13 - Selling Costs

7-1301 Introduction several subsections of FAR 31.205. Costs
that fall into the following categories

This section contains general audit should be classified accordingly. These
guidance in determining the allowability, costs should be evaluated using the ap-allocability, and reasonableness of selling propriate subsection of FAR 31.205:

costs under government contracts includ- (1) Advertising costs (FAR 31.205-1).
ing: Also see 7-1200.

a. Selling costs as discussed in FAR (2) Corporate image enhancement and
31.205-38, public relations costs (FAR 31.205-1).

b. Selling costs under Foreign Military Also see 7-1200.
Sales contracts as discussed in DoD FAR (3) Bid and proposal/independent re-
Supplement (DFARS) 225.7303-2 and search and development costs (FAR
225.7303-4, and 31.205-18). Also see 7-1500.

c. Contingent fees as discussed in FAR (4) Entertainmer', costs (FAR 31.205-
3.400. 14).

(5) Long-range market planning costs
7-1302 General Audit Considerations (FAR 31.205-12).

b. FAR 31.205-38(b) states that costs
Selling expenses are subject to the same of activities which are correctly classified

basic audit procedures and tests for allo- and disallowed under the above cost
cability and reasonableness as manufac- principles are not to be considered as
turing and administrative expenses. allowable costs under FAR 31.205-38 or
However, there are certain factors for any other subsection of FAR 31.205.
special consideration. Where a significant
amount of selling expense is involved 7-1303.2 Illustrations of Improper
there should be adequate tests of the Classification
individual items anu accounts classified The following illustrations represent
under this expense category to enable the the use of other FAR 31.205 subsections
auditor to fully understand (1) the type in reviewing a contractor's claimed sell-
and size of the contractor's sales organi- ing costs for proper classification:
zation, (2) the basis of employee compen- a. A contractor incurred engineering
sation, (3) the nature of the selling and aA o cr inc urred eng ineercng
distribution activities involved, (4) their costs incident to adapting a system cur-
relationship to the contractor's different rently being produced for the government
operations, products or product lines, on one program for possible use on
and (5) their applicability to government another major weapon system. The engi-
and commercial business. A nomencla- neering effort was related to reducing theture review of account titles is not suffi- weight of the current system so it wouldcurerevien for tht tese ibe suitable for use on the other program.cient for this purpose. The effort performed included (1) devel-
7-1303 Proper Classification of opment of a new cooling concept; (2)

development of a new mechanical config-
Selling Expenses uration and installation concept; (3) in-

stallation analysis of electrical power re-
7-1303.1 Nature of Selling Effort quirements; and (4) evaluation of reli-

a. The nature of costs classified and ability predictions and maintainability
charged as selling expense should be considerations. The contractor classified
compatible with the provisions of FAR and claimed these costs as selling ex-
31.205-38. The costs of such effort are pense. Since the nature of the effort was
considered allowable if reasonable in "development," the costs should have
amount. Although the generic term "sell- been classified as independent research
ing" encompasses all efforts to market a and development expenses and the crite-
contractor's products, the acceptability of ria contained in FAR 31.205-18 applied.
the costs of this effort are governed by The effort of technical personnel can
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properly be classified as selling costs only objectives such as products, product lines
when they are functioning in a marketing or individual contracts, by means of a
role. Selling does not include generating basis that will apportion the expenses in
the technology which the contractor is accordance with the benefits derived by
trying to market. Due to the govern- the particular cost objectives, or the
ment's exposure to risk in this area, purposes for which the expenses Aere
technical effort charged to selling expense incurred. Also see 6-606 regarding alloca-
should be closely monitored and re- bility.
viewed for proper classification. b. FAR 31.202(a) and 31.203(a) re-

b. A contractor incurred costs of pro- quire, for costs incurred for the same
motional material, motion pictures, vid- purpose in like circumstances, consisten-
eotapes, brochures, handouts, magazines cy in the allocation of these costs as direct
and other media that were designed to or indirect costs. Where a specific type or
call favorable attention to the contractor category of selling expense is allocated as
and its activities. FAR 31.205-38(b) pro- a direct charge to government contracts
hibits the contractor from claiming these or other cost objectives, care must be
costs as selling expenses, since FAR exercised to assure that all items or
31.205-1(f)(5) specifically disallows such transactions in the same type or category
costs as unallowable advcrtising or public applicable to other cost objectives are
relations costs. likewise allocated as a direct charge.

c. FAR 31.203(b) addresses selection of
7-1303.3 Audit Techniques to Identify appropriate bases for allocation of indi-
Improperly Classified Selling Costs rect costs. The selection of an appropriate

The audit techniques and procedures base for the apportionment of selling
necessary to determine whether a con- expenses as an indirect charge involves
tractor has properly classified selling ef- certain considerations different from
fort may include: those applicable to manufacturing ex-

a. Floor checks and interviews of con- penses. Manufacturing expenses are usu-
tractor personnel, ally apportioned without regard to the

b. A review of documentary evidence specific end item being manufactured or
establishing the purpose of the effort. the customer to whom the item may
This may include work order authoriza- ultimately be sold. These latter factors,
tions, expenditure authorizations, man- however, are important considerations in
agement reports, and board of directors' apportioning selling expenses which may
minutes. indicate that an over-all allocation of

c. An examination of correspondence selling expenses on the basis of cost of
with selling agents to ascertain the true sales or cost of goods manufactured may
nature of the activities and evidence of not be equitable. The auditor should
disputes over amounts of fees and com- perform a careful analysis of the time,
missions due. effort, and expense incurred for selling

d. Technical assistance which may be activities in relation to the company's
useful in determining the proper classifi- products, product lines or other objec-
cation of selling effort. tives to determine the most suitable base

for apportioning selling expenses.
d. When a contractor, with contracts

7-1304 Allocability of Selling Costs subject to the Cost Accounting Stan-
dards, includes selling costs in its G&A7-1304.1 General Allocability pool, those costs are subject to the provi-

Coaslderations sions of CAS 410.40(d) and 410.50(bX 1).
a. FAR 31.201-4 and 31.203 contain CAS 410 does not provide guidelines on

criteria regarding the allocability of costs how foreign selling cost should be allocat-
to cost objectives. These sections also ed, but instead takes a permissive posi-

.apply to thedetermination of the alloca- tion. These sections require that market-
bility of selling costs. Proper allocability ing costs, whose beneficial or causal
is accomplished by (1) the direct charge relationship to business unit cost objec-
or (2) apportionment to particular cost tives can best be measured by a base
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other than a cost input base representing sonableness, the following factors should
the total activity of a period, be removed receive special consideration:
from the G&A expense pool and allocat- a. Some companies engaged in defense
ed on a representative base. If a total cost production expend substantial amounts
input or value-added base is used to to establish and maintain large staffs of
distribute G&A expenses, selling costs salesmen and engineers whose primary
would then become part of the G&A function is obtaining new or additional
allocation base. See also 8-410. government business on a prime or sub-

contract basis for existing company prod-
7-1304.2 Special Considerations for ucts and to seek out other products
Allocability of Selling Costs required by the government which the

a. Selling agents' fees and commissions company can manufacture with its exist-
will usually be charged direct to contracts ing facilities. The submission of unsoli-
since, in most cases, independent agents cited bids and proposals and the prepara-
are used and paid for individual sales tion of brochures setting forth the compa-
transactions. However, where an agent is ny's capabilities and past accomplish-
paid a retainer, fees may be charged ments with respect to defense work usual-
indirectly. Where fixed retainer fees are Iy represent an important aspect of this
paid to agents representing the contractor function. In periods of low volume, corn-
in specific geographical areas, they panies may divert normal production
should normally be allocated to all appli- engineering personnel to augment their
cable sales in these areas. sales staff on a temporary basis or hire

b. A review of past activities of the additional sales personnel to increase
sales agents or selling agencies as they volume.
relate to the contractor's products or b. If appropriate safeguards are not
services may be useful in identifying maintained with respect to selling ex-
causal or beneficial relationships of the penses, companies engaged wholly or
agents' or agencies' services to the final substantially in government production
cost objectives. A review of any agree- under flexible price type contracts may
ments between sales agents and the con- conceivably be encouraged to increase
tractor may also prove useful in verifying their selling activities without restraint
allocability. since they would expect to be compensat-

ed therefor as a necessary cost of doing
7-1305 Reasonableness of Selling business. Other companies in the same
Costs industry with little or no existing flexible

price government business (cost-type or
Reasonableness involves consideration price-redeterminable contracts) would

of (1) the nature and amount of these thus be placed in an unfavorable compet-
costs in light of the expenses which a itive position for new government busi-
prudent individual would incur in the ness as compared with those companies
conduct of competitive business, (2) the who in effect have been subsidized by the
proportionate amounts expended by gov- government for their selling activities.
ernment and commercial business, (3) c. Each audit should also include an
the trend and comparability of the com- appraisal of the extent to which the sales
pany's current period costs in relation to promotion, consultation, technical, liai-
prior periods, (4) the general level of such son and other related activities engaged
costs within the industry, and (5) the in by the contractor's personnel produced
nature and extent of the sales effort in a recognizable benefit to the government
relation to the selling costs and to the in consonance with the amounts included
contract value. The foregoing consider- in the contractor's claims or cost repre-
ations may result in a determination that sentations. "Benefit to the government"
a particular item or category of selling should be considered, in a broad sense, as
expense is not reasonable either in total the acceptability of selling expense is not
due to its nature or in part due to the necessarily contingent upon a showing of
excessiveness of the amount involved proof that thc p,-rformance of a specific
(see FAR 31.201-3). In determining rea- item would n- hIiNe been possible with-
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out the incurrence of such expenses. If it 31.205-38(b) states that costs that have
can be established that useful and desir- been made expressly unallowable by oth-
able information was exchanged or that er subsections of FAR 31.205 shall not be
technical matters concerning existing allowable as selling costs under 31.205-38
contracts were discussed during visits by (see 7-1303). Auditors should screen sell-
the contractors' personnel to government ing costs to ensure that contractors have
procurement offices, the resulting costs properly identified and segregated the
may be considered to result in "benefit to expressly unallowable costs discussed in
the government." This situation is con- the sections that follow.
trasted with visits made for purely pro-
motional purposes where a contractor's 7-1306.2 Foreign Selling Costs
sales representative seeks government a. Direct selling costs incurred in con-
contracts or related information and his nection with potential and actual Foreign
or her visits do not result in any commen- Military Sales, as defined by the Arms
surate benefit to the government. Export Control Act, or foreign sales of

d. While DFARS 225.7303-4 is appli- military products or services have been
cable to acquisitions made for the pur- specifically allowable or unallowable on
pose of Foreign Military Sales (FMS), U.S. Government contracts for U.S.
DFARS 225.7303-4(a)(3) contains crite- Government requirements depending on
ria for determining the reasonableness of the date of the contract or when the costs
sales agents' fees or commissions that can were incurred and the issuing agency.
be applied in evaluating the reasonable- b. The following chronology shows the
ness of sales agents' fees and commis- regulatory history of foreign selling costs
sions on non-FMS contracts as well. This (see 7-1202.2g): Prior to 3/12/79
section states "The basic test of reason- Selling costs were allowable subject to a
ableness is an assessment of the services proportionate benefit being received by
provided, or to be provided, compared to the U.S. Government. (DAR 15-
the amount of the fee. In addition to the 205.37(b)) 3/12/79 - 1/20/86
fee breakdown of services, a comparative Foreign selling costs were unallocable
analysis may be made of the proposed to U.S. Government contracts for its own
fee/commission with recent payment for requirements. The ASBCA held that this
comparable services under commercial meant unallowable. (DAR 15-205.37(b),
sales (non-FMS) of the same or similar FAR 31.205-38(f)) 1/20/86 - 5/15/91
items, and sales commissions and fees Foreign selling costs were unallowable
allowed on previous FMS of comparable on U.S. Government contracts for its
scope and dollar amounts. In analyzing own requirements. (FAR 31.205-38(f))
the fee, consideration should be given to 4/12/88 - 12/15/88
whether the sale is the initial or follow-on Costs of "significant effort" to export
sale because the effort for follow-on sales American Aerospace products were made
of additional quantities, spares, and sup- allowable in the FAR as an exception to
port equipment would not normally be as the normal rule on foreign selling costs.
great as the effort for the initial sale." (FAR 31.205-1(g)) Other foreign selling

costs remained unallowable. (FAR
7-1306 Allowability of Selling Costs 31.205-38(f)) 12/15/88 - 5/15/91

Costs of "significant effort" to export
6 IU.S. defense industry products were

7-1306.1 Introduction made allowable (as an exception to the
Several types of selling costs are ex- FAR rule) for DoD contracts, subject to a

pressly unallowable per FAR 31.205-38 ceiling of 110% of the prior year's costs
and other subsections of the FAR and for those contractors allocating
DFARS. FAR 31.201-6 and CAS 405 (see $2,500,000 or more of such costs to DoD
8-405), require contractors to identify contracts. (DFARS 231.205-1 & 231.205-
and exclude any expressly unallowable 38) The FAR rules were unchanged.
costs, including directly associated costs, 5/15/91 - Current
from any billing, claim, or proposal appli- Costs of "significant effort" to export
cable to a government contract. PAR products normally sold to the U.S. v-
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ernment are allowable for all U.S. Gov- This grandfather provision was to expire
eminent contracts subject to a ceiling of on 28 September 1991.110% of the prior year's costs (for those (3) Effective 5/15/91 the DFARS cov-
contractors allocating $2,500,000 or erage was moved to the FAR applying themore of such costs to U.S. Government rule to all domestic U.S. Government
contracts) and the allocability, reason- contracts. The $2.5 million criteria for aableness, and allowability tests otherwise ceiling, the 110% computation, and theapplicable to such costs. The previous definition of the covered costs were ap-
specific foreign selling costs rules are plied to products normally sold to theremoved from the FAR and the DFARS. U.S. Government instead of U.S. defense(FAR 31.205-1(d) & 3 1.205-38(c)(2)) industry products. The grandfatherc. Contractors are responsible for iden- clause was continued, but only for DoD
tifying expressly unallowable costs as contracts and without an expiration date.
specified in 7-1306.1 and for analyzing (4) It should be noted that with the
the equity of any allocation processes implementation of the Congressionally
utilized to assign costs to final cost objec- proscribed 110% ceiling, the regulations
tives. Auditors should review the con- moved away from the proportionate ben-
tractor's analysis to ensure that the gov- efit concept, that selling cost allocations
e ,ment is not paying for a dispropor- cannot be made to U.S. Governmenttionate share of selling costs. contracts which would exceed the ratiod. Effective 15 December 1988 the that would have pertained if the domesticDAR Council issued new DFARS cost defense selling cost pool and base wereprinciple coverage for foreign selling net of foreign selling activities and for-
costs to implement the requirements of eign sales. The regulations drop limitsSection 826 of the Defense Authorization associated with the proportionate benefit
Act for FY 1989 (P.L. 100-456). DFARS concept, and adopt only the limit in-231.205-38 made allowable broadly tar- posed by Congress, the 110% ceiling.geted selling efforts, direct selling, and 7-1306.3 Sellers' or Agents'
short-term planning efforts, incurred in Compensation, Fees, Commissions, etc.connection with a significant effort to a. FAR 31.205-38(g) makes unallowa-promote export sales of products of the ble sellers' or agents' compensation, fees,U.S. defense industry. Note these efforts commissions, percentages, retainer, orwere originally allowable on DoD con- brokerage fees, whether or not contingenttracts only. upon the award of contracts, except when(1) DFARS 231.205-38 established a paid to bona fide employees or estab-
ceiling amount for allowable foreign sell- lished commercial or selling agenciesing costs with respect to a business seg- maintained by the contractor. DFARSment that allocates to DoD contracts 225.7303-4 extends this guidance to FMS$2.5 million or more of such costs in any contracts (see 7-1307). The following
fiscal year. The allowable ceiling amount guidance is applicable to the review of
is limited to 110 percent of foreign selling sales agents' fees and commissions:costs incurred by the business segment in (1) Business firms sometimes hire an
the previous fiscal year. The reasonable- independent organization or individualness of costs for all other business seg- to conduct business on their behalf. Of-ments is determined in terms of usual ten this is done for foreign locationst reasonableness criteria. where it would be too difficult and/or

(2) DFARS 231.205-38 provisions expensive to open and maintain a regularwere applicable to new contracts awarded place of business. An organization oron or after 15 December 1988 and to all individual hired for this purpose isother DoD contracts performed by the known as an "agent" of the employingcontractor on the first day of the contrac- firm. If hired specifically to make salestor's first full fiscal year beginning on or for the firm, the person or organization isafter 15 December 1988. In other words, known as a sales agent and is usually paidthis rule applied to DoD contracts which a fee or commission calculated on somepredated the effective date of the rule. percentage of his sales.
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(2) Agents' fees are normally not en- 7-1307 Selling Costs Under Foreign
countered in domestic DoD contracts. Military Sales (FMS) Contracts
They are usually included in foreign
military contracts and may be paid under 7-1307.1 General Requirements
either of two forms of foreign procure- The basic procurement policy for pric-
ments: (a) the foreign government may ing FMS contracts is in DFARS
buy direct from a U.S. contractor or (b) it 225.7303. These regulations supplement
may use DoD's procurement resources to those policies contained in FAR Part 31
buy items commonly referred to as for- and FAR Subpart 3.4.
eign military sales (FMS). In either case,
if agents are involved in arranging the 7-1307.2 Definition of Foreign Military
sales, their fees should be identified in Sales (FMS)
contractors' proposals. See 7-1307 re- The Foreign Military Sales Act of 1968
garding FMS contracts. defines FMS as sales of defense articles

(3) FAR 3.402 states that contingent and services to foreign governments. Al-
fees for soliciting or obtaining govern- though it is DoD policy to encourage the
ment contracts are considered contrary to purchase of defense articles and services
public policy because such arrangements directly from U.S. sources, most of them
may lead to attempted or actual exercise are purchased through established DoD
of improper influence. However, an ex- procurement and contract administration
ception is provided for contingent corn- channels because many kinds of defense
pensation arrangements with bona fide transactions are not conducive to direct
employees or bona fide agencies (FAR sales. These include transactions that
3.402(b) & FAR 31.205-38(g)). In the require government-to-government ar-
event that there is a reasonable basis to rangements, such as sales of classified
conclude that the employee or agency has equipment, items produced in U.S. arse-
held out as being able to obtain any nals, major weapon systems, and sales in
government contract through improper situations where the U.S. government
influence, as defined in FAR 3.401, the wants to exercise special control. Addi-
employee or agency shall not be consid- tionally, foreign governments usually
ered bona fide and any compensation, want the advantages of DoD's procure-eredbonafid andany ompnsatonment expertise, including contract ad-
fees, etc. paid to such an employee or mentrtion including t ract ad-
agency would be unallowable per FAR ministration and audit. Thus, FMS only

encompasses government-to-government31.205-38(g). FAR 3.408-2 provides eval- transactions as defined by the DoD Mili-
uation criteria for determining whether tary Assistance and Sales Manual.
an employee or agency is bona fide.

(4) Certain situations may require the 7-1307.3 Audit Considerations
contractor to file Standard Form 119, a. DFARS 225.7301(b) requires that
Contractor's Statement of Contingent or FMS contracts be priced on the same
Other Fees (see FAR 3.404). This may be principles and with the same care used in
useful in identifying any unallowable fees pricing normal defense contracts.
or commissions. DFARS 225.7303 states that costs that

b. Payments of commissions, fees, or are not allowable under FAR Part 31 are
compensation of any kind by, or on not allowable under FMS contracts.
behalf of, a subcontractor to any officer, However, application of the cost princi-
partner, employee, or agent of a prime pies contained in FAR Part 15 and FAR
contractor or upper-tier subcontractor as Part 31 may require pricing results that
an inducement for, or acknowledgment differ from normal defense contract
of, a subcontract award under any negoti- prices for the same item. Therefore,
ated contract with the government are DFARS 225.7301(d) requires known
prohibited by the Anti-Kickback Statute. FMS requirements to be separately iden-
When the auditor discovers that such fees tified in solicitations.
or commissions have been paid, the pro- b. DFARS 225.7303-2(aX)) provides
cedures in 4-704 should be followed, for the recognition of, under FMS con-
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tracts, the costs of doing business with a (3) DoD is seldom in a position to
forein government or international orga- verify the services rendered by an agent
nization. or the value of those services. It is

c. According to DFARS 225.7303-2(c), therefore DoD policy that anticipated
the ceiling limitations or the formula sales commissions and continfent fees be
constraints on bid and proposal (B&P) made known to a country prior to or in
costs and on independent research and conjunction with submission of the DoD
development (IR&D) costs incorporated Offer and Acceptance (DD Form 1513).
in FAR Part 31.205-18 shall not be The contractor's explanation of or justifi-
applicable to FMS contracts. IR&D and cation for the proposed charge, together
B&P costs allowed on FMS contracts with any other data requested by the
shall be limited to their allocable share of purchasing government, may also be in-
the total expenditures. In pricing FMS cluded in the Offer and Acceptance.
contracts, the best estimate of reasonable Acceptance of the offer by the purchasing
costs shall be used in forward pricing. government constitutes approval of the
Actual costs, to the extent that they are commission or fee. DoD will not accept
reasonable, shall be used in determining any fee if disapproved by the foreign
final cost. government. It is often not possible to

d. Costs of sales agents' commissions determine if a proposed contract price
or fees under FMS contracts are subject will include sales commissions or fees
to the allowability criteria as specified in prior to Offer and Acceptance. In such
FAR 31.205-38(g) (see 7-1306.3). How- instances, DoD will notify the purchasing
ever, DFARS 225.7303-4 provides addi- government as soon as possible if subse-
tional guidelines on the allowability of quent contract negotiations indicate that
sales commissions and contingent fees agents' fees will be claimed. Unless the
under FMS purchases. The following purchasing government indicates within
guidance is relevant when reviewing the 30 days that it will not accept the charges,
acceptability of sales commissions and DoD will determine acceptance of the
contingent fees under FMS contracts: costs. Contractors must submit Standard

(I) As specified in FAR 31.205-38(g), Form 119, Statement of Contingent or
the commissions and fees are allowable Other Fees, along with a breakdown of
only if paid to a bona fide employee or a the fee related to services performed by
bona fide established commercial or sell- the sales representative to facilitate
ing agency. However, DFARS 225.7303- DoD's review. If the foreign government
4 limits the allowable costs of sales corn- disapproves a fee, or a portion of it, the
missions and contingent fees to $50,000 contracting officer will notify the pro-
per contract, including all modifications spective contractor and request with-
and subcontracts thereto. In addition, drawal of the proposed charge.
any such fees must be made known to the (4) Additional guidance is provided in
purchasing government (see DFARS DFARS 225.7303-4(aX3) concerning
225.7303-4). tests of reasonableness of the fees. Coin-

(2) The contractor must support and missions and other items of cost such as
justify all sales commissions and contin- taxes and miscellaneous fees, unique to
lent fees as specified in DFARS each country, must be handled on an
25.7303-4(a). The auditor should evalu- individual basis in evaluating the overall
ate the adequacy and accuracy of the reasonableness of the agent's fees. These
information required by DFARS costs should be brought to the contracting
225.7303-4(a), submitted to the contract- officer's attention through coordination
ing officer. Verify that the contractor has and reporting.
filed Standard Form 119, Statement of (5) Sales commissions and fees for
Contingent or Other Fees. Any other follow-on spares provided under DoD
known documents or information bear- Cooperative Logistics Supply Support
ing on the allowability and reasonable- Arrangements are unallowable per
ness of the agent's commissions or fees DFARS 225.7303-4(a).
should also be requested from the con- (6) DFARS 225.7303-4(d) provides a
tractor. listing of countries that have prohibited
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the payment of sales commissions or fees, Procurement issued a memorandum in-
unless such payments have been identi- dicating that effective immediately
fled and approved in writing by the DFARS 225.7303-2(a)(2)(iii) had been
government involved prior to contract revised to permit defense contractors to
award. recover allowable offset administrative

costs from foreign governments under
7-1307.4 Foreign M mtary Sales (FMS) FMS contracts provided the FMS LetterOffset Arrnpomests of Offer and Acceptance (LOA) includes

a. There are three common arrange- (1) specific mention of offsets, (2) a
ments for foreign military sales (FMS) statement that the contract price may
offsets (see DFARS 225.7307): (1) a co- include offset administrative costs, and
production approach where some of the (3) a notice that the U.S. Government
contracted product is produced in a spec- assumes no obligation relative to the
ified country, (2) an arrangement where a offset requirement or to bear any of the I
contractor must purchase a specified associated costs. In addition, offset ad- I
amount of a certain product line from a ministrative costs must be reasonable
country, and (3) an arrangement where a and readily identifiable. Examples of I
contractor must establish a market in the offset administrative costs are presented I
United States for a country's product or in DFARS 225.7303-2(aX2XiiiXC). Au-
service not related to the contractor's ditors should be sure that these addition-
product lines, such as clothing, food, or al costs are not charged to indirect ex-
tourism. These arrangements ma be pense pools and allocated to domestic
solely between the contractor and the business. Since these costs were incurred
foreign government or may also have, as a direct result of FMS contracts, they
some U.S. Government involvement, are allocable only to the benefiting FMS

b. Most contractors with offset arrange- contracts. Costs incurred as a result of
ments absorb all additional costs related offset agreements are therefore not allo-
to the arrangement either as direct FMS cable to domestic government contracts
contract costs or as a profit-and-loss item. and should be questioned if claimed by
On 15 July 1991 the Director of Defense the contractor.

* t
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7-1400 Section 14 - Taxes

7-1401 Introduction 7-1403 State and Local Taxes

This section provides general guidance State and local taxes, including proper-
in reviewing the allocability and allowa- ty taxes, franchise, and income taxes, are
bility of taxes, including Federal, state, allowable contract costs in accordance
and local taxes; employment taxes; em- with FAR 31.205-41.
ployment taxes of successor contractors
following mergers or consolidations; and 7-1403.1 General Audit Considerations
Federal excise taxes. a. Care must be exercised regarding the

propriety of allocation of certain taxes to
7-1402 Expressly Unallowable Taxes government work. For example, the allo-

cation to all work of the contractor of
FAR 31.205-41(b) states that the fol- personal property taxes levied against the

lowing types of taxes are expressly unal- contractor's commercial inventories may
lowable as costs under government con- not be proper where similar taxes are not
tracts: levied against government contract in-

a. Federal income and excess profits ventories.
taxes. b. FAR 31.205-41(bX5) states that

b. Taxes in connection with financing, taxes (including excises) on real or per-
refinancing, or refunding of operations, sonal property, or on the value, use,
or reorganizations (See also FAR 31.205- possession, or sale thereof, which is usedS20 and 31.205-27). solely in connection with work other than

S c. Taxes from which exemptions are on government contracts are not allow-
available to the contractor directly, or able. FAR 31.205-41(c) states that these
available to the contractor based on an taxes should be allocated to the respec-Sexemption afforded the government, ex- tive category of work unless the amounts
cept when the contracting officer deter- involved are insignificant or comparable

nep tt results would otherwise be obtained. Theminescosts of taxes incurred on property used
obtaining the exemption outweighs the in both government and non-government
benefits accruing to the government (See work shall be apportioned to all suchwork shall beapotoedt)llsc
FAR Part 29). work based upon the use of such property

d. Special assessments on land that on the respective final cost objectives.
represent capital improvements. c. Where a contractor's cost representa-

e. Taxes (including excises) on real or tion includes the cost of taxes paid which
personal property, or on the value, use, are otherwise allowable, but in connec-
possession or sale thereof, which is used tion with which a question of illegality or
solely in connection with work other than erroneous assessment exists, the amounts
on government contracts (See also 7- should be identified and described in
1403. la below), advisory audit reports and contract audit

f. Taxes on accumulated funding deft- closing statements so that, if it is subse-
ciencies of, or prohibited transactions quently determined that the taxes have
involving, employee deferred compensa- been improperly assessed, a credit or
tion plans pursuant to Section 4971 or refund may be pursued by the govern-
Section 4975 of the Internal Revenue ment (See FAR 31.205-41(aX2)).
Code of 1986, as amended. (1) The auditor should follow up as

g. Income tax accruals designed to appropriate to assure that a proper share
account for the tax effects of differences of credits or refunds received by the
between taxable income and pretax in- contractor is passed on to the govern-
come as reflected by the books of account ment (See FAR 31.205-41(d)).
and financial statements (See also 7- (2) If the contractor has failed to take
1403.3a below), actions as specified in FAR 31.205-
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or disapproved. tion that all component activities, wher-
ever located, contribute proportionately7-1403.2 Allocation Problems and to all corporate income.

Methods c. Contractors often include the above
a. State income or franchise taxes discussed taxes, along with other indirect

sometimes present unique allocation expenses, in an established burden center
problems. From a taxing standpoint, for allocation to operating divisions lo-
when a corporation is engaged in activi- cated in various states. In reviewing these
ties in several states it becomes necessary allocations, the general rule for the audi-
to determine the share of a corporation's tor to follow is to determine that the
income to be attributed to each state. The amount allocated to operations within a
states have developed three primary particular state approximates the amount
methods of dividing the income of a of tax paid to such state. The further
multi-state taxpayer: separate account- allocation of this amount to cost centers
ing, specific allocation, and formula ap- or contracts within the state should be
portionnlent. Each method is discussed made through divisional G&A. However,
below, in those cases where a division is doing

(1) Separate Accounting. The separate business in several states, the auditor
accounting method is based on the prem- may find that more equitable results are
ise that a multi-state taxpayer can be obtained by applying the method used by
divided into separate entities so that its the state in assessing the tax, or through
activities within the taxing state can be an established burden center of the con-
segregated from its activities elsewhere tractor other than G&A. The following
and accounted for separately. This meth- guidance relates to the allocation of state
od is seldom acceptable to the states. franchise taxes to a company's segments:

(2) Specific Allocation. The specific (1) CAS 403.40(bX4) requires that cen-
allocation method provides for the desig- tral payments or accruals (which may
nation of specified items of income in include state and local income taxes and
their entirety as either within or outside franchise taxes) made by a home office
the state. This method is infrequently on behalf of its segments shall be allocat-
used by itself, but is often combined with ed directly to segments to the extent that
the formula apportionment method dis- all such payments or accruals of a given
cussed below, type or class can be identified specifically

(3) Formula Apportionment. This is with individual segments. Any such types
the most frequently used method. The of payments or accruals which cannot be
percentage of income to be assigned to a identified specifically with individual
particular state is determined by averag- segments shall be allocated to benefited
ing a number of ratios. For example, one segments using an allocation base repre-
ratio frequently used is the ratio of in- sentative of the factors on which the total
state sales to out-of-state sales. Similar payment is based. (Also see 8-403.)
ratios are commonly based on property (2) Lockheed Corp. and Lockheed Mis-
and on payroll. The average of the ratios siles & Space Co., ASBCA Case No.
used is then multiplied by the net income 27921, 86-1 BCA para. 18,614, aff'd, 817
subject to apportionment (defined by the F.2d 1565 (Fed. Cir. 1987) and U.S.
state) to arrive at the taxable income for Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit
the state. Case No. 86-1177 contain extensive and

b. Through the use of the method detailed discussions of the allocation of
described in a.(3) above, it is possible state franchise taxes to segments. In the
that a multi-state taxpayer may be as- ASBCA case, the Board ruled that Inter-
sessed a large corporate state income or pretation No. I to CAS 403 is not bind-
franchise tax by a particular state and in ing as to the meaning of CAS 403 because
actuality have very little income recorded the promulgation of the Interpretation
on the books of its operations within that did not follow the statutory requirements
state. Apportionment of unitary income for issuance of a standard and that a
in excess of local book income within the segment's income (or loss) was an appro-
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priate factor to consider in the allocation evaluating any methodology which uses
of state franchise taxes to segments. The segment book income:
ASBCA decision was upheld by the (1) The first is evaluating the contrac-
Court. However, in rendering its deci- tor's methodology for determining the
sion, the Court's rationale departed propriety of segment book income. For
somewhat from that of the ASBCA. It did tax purposes, most states do not use
not believe the validity of Interpretation segment book income as a unitary in-
No. 1 was relevant to its decision. The come apportionment factor because of
decision effectively relegated Interpreta- concerns that companies could easily
tion No. I to the status of elaborating manipulate segments' books to show in-
upon the CAS 403.60(b) illustration con- come only at segments that are in low-tax
cerning taxes. The Court ruled t . the or no-tax jurisdictions. This risk of in-
one example in CAS 407 Vb) dwi not come manipulation is why most states
defeat the plain meaning factors" as choose not to accept the taxpayer's iden-
used at CAS 403.40(bX4). b.. w segment tification of segment income. Because
net income is a causal factor, the Court proper identification of income is a high-
ruled that CAS 403.40(bX4) permitted it risk area, we should carefully assess a
in an allocation formula. contractor's determination of segment

(3) The Court's ruling does not mean book income to ensure the methodology
that all allocation methods that use seg- is sound and consistently applied.
ment book income are automatically (2) The second is ensuing that taxes
compliant. The Court only held that are confined to segments doing business

in the taxing jurisdiction. This issue wasLockheed's two-step, four-factor formula dealt with in the Claims Court case No.
complied with CAS 403.40(bX4). In the 49-89C. Hercules, Inc. v. U.S., 26 CI.Ct.
ASBCA case that was the subject of the 662 (1992). The Court ruled that a con-
appeal, two other allocation methods that tractor is not in full compliance with CAS
used income as an allocation factor were 403 if the taxes of a jurisdiction are not
considered and rejected. The Lockheed allocated to only those segments that do
method which the Court ruled is compli- business in the taxing jurisdiction.
ant and the two methods using income
(the Factor Analysis, and Proration Per- 7-1403.3 Illustrations of Allocation
centage) that the ASBCA held were non- Methods That Use Income as an
compliant are described and illustrated at Allocation Factor
7-1403.3. The illustrations below supplement the

d. Allowing income as an allocation guidance in 7-1403.2 and are intended to
factor broadens the choices of possible be used as a guide when evaluating
allocation methods and makes the evalu- allocation methods that use segment
ation of tax allocations more difficult, book income. The following facts will be
Each situation must be carefully evalu- used for all three illustrations:
ated to determine if the particular meth- a. A company has a California Fran-
odology makes appropriate use of seg- chise Tax expense of $11,000,000 and
ment book income. The following two five segments - A, B, C, D, and E with
key areas deserve special attention when property, payroll, and sales of:
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SEGMENTS
A B C D E TOTAL

(in millions)
PROPERTY:

Total $1,500 $ 800 $ 600 $ 400 $ 200 $3,500
Calif. 750 720 600 100 20 2,190
Calif. % 50% 90% 100% 25% 10% 62.6%

PAYROLL:
Total $ 700 $ 300 $ 250 $ 100 $ 80 $1,430
Calif. 280 240 250 30 8 808
Calif. % 40% 80% 100% 30% 10% 56.5%

SALES:
Total $2,000 $1,000 $ 800 $ 600 $ 300 $4,700
Calif. 600 800 760 240 45 2,445
Calif.% 30% 80% 95% 40% 15% 52%

AVG CALIF.% 40% 83.3% 98.3% 31.7% 11.7% 57%

The five segments had the following calculating each segment's net income
net income (loss): derived from or attributable to a particu-

(in millions) lar state's sources (e.g., California
Segment A $ (200) sources) using the ratio of in-state proper-ty, payroll, and sales, to total property,
Segment B 125 payroll, and sales for the segment. In the
Segment C 180 second step, Lockheed totals individual
Segment D 90 segment net income derived from or
Segment E 20 attributable to profitable in-state sources

Total Net Income $ 215 and then assigns taxes only to each profit-
able segment in the proportion that the

b. Lockheed Two-Step, Four-Factor segment's profits bear to total profits.
Method: The ASBCA and the Federal Segments with no net income get no
Circuit Court held that Lockheed's two- allocation and segments that do get allo-
step, four-factor formula complied with cations get them based upon relative
CAS 403.40(bX4). The first step entails profitability.

STEP 1:
(in millions)

Segment Segment Segment net income
net income (oss) apportionment % from Calif. sources

Segment A S(200) X 40% $ 0*
Segment B 125 83.3% 104
Segment C 180 98.3% 177
Segment D 90 31.7% 29
Segment E 20 11.7% 2

$ 312

* Note: Credits are not permitted, therefore
segments with losses always are assigned $0
income.
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STEP 2:
(in millions)

Segment
Total tax contribution Allocation

Segment A $ 11 X 0 - $ 0
Segment B 11 104/312 3.67
Segment C 11 177/312 6.24
Segment D 11 29/312 1.02
Segment E 11 2/312 .07

$11.00

c. Factor Analysis Method: In the first and sales to the total California property,
Lockheed Corp. and Lockheed Missile & payroll, and sales. Next the two percent-
Space Co., ASBCA case (No. 22451, 80-1 ages are averaged by adding them togeth-
BCA para. 14,222), the ASBCA consid- er and dividing by two. The resulting
ered and rejected an allocation method percentage is then multiplied by the total
that used income entitled the "Factor California Franchise Tax expense to ob-
Analysis Method." Under this method a tain the amount of tax or credit allocated
se$ment's share of total California Fran- to the segment.
chise Tax liability is calculated by first The ASBCA concluded that the Factor
determining the percentage that the seg- Analysis Method did not comply with
ment's net income is of the total net CAS 403 because it allows credits for loss
income (segment net losses result in nega- segments. Including credits for losses
tive percentage). A second percentage is yielded allocations in excess of the actual
calculated by averaging the ratio of the amount actually paid. Following is an
segment's California property, payroll, illustration of this method:

STEP 1:
(in millions)

Segment net income
as % of total income Segment Calif. property, payroll, and sales
(loss) as % of total Calif. property, payroll, and sales

Property Payroll Sales

A (200)/215 or (93%) 750/2190 = 34% + 280/808 = 35% + 600/2445 = 25% or 31%
3

B 125/215 or 58% 720/2190=33% + 240/808=30% + 800/2445=33% or 32%
3

C 180/215 or 84% 600/2190 = 27% + 250/808 = 31% + 760/2445 = 31% or 30%
3

D 90/215 or 42% 100/2190 = 5% + 30/808 = 4% + 240/2445 = 10% or 6%
3

E 20/215 or 9% 20/2190 - 1% + 8/808 - 1% + 45/2445 =- 2% or 1%

3
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STEP 2:
Sum of two % Allocation
divided by 2 Total tax (Credit)

Segment A [(93%) + 31%]/2 = (31%) X $ 11 = $ (3.41)
Segment B [ 58% + 32%]/2 = 45% 11 4.95
Segment C [ 84% + 30%]1/2 = 57% 11 6.27
Segment D [ 42% + 6%]/2 = 24% 11 2.64
Segment E [ 9% + 1%]/2 = 5% 11 .55

$ 11.00

Note: Together, segments B, C, D, and E are
allocated $3,410,000 more in tax expense than
the total California Franchise Tax liability.

d. Proration Percentage Method: In the is then multiplied by the state tax rate to
first Lockheed Corp. and Lockheed Mis- yield the amount of tax or credit allocat-
sile & Space Co., ASBCA case (No. ed to the segment.
22451, 80-1 BCA para. 14,222), the The ASBCA rejected the Proration
ASBCA also considered and rejected a Percentage Method because it in effect
second allocation method that used in- allocates only on the basis of profit and
come. This one was called the Proration loss. In other words, there is no consider-
Percentage Method. Under this method a ation of each segment's apportionment
segment's share of the state tax liability is factors. Moreover, this method also in-
calculated by multiplying the segment's cluded credits for losses and would result
net income or net loss by the ratio of in- in allocations to profitable segments in
state property, payroll, and sales, to total excess of actual taxes paid. Following is
property, payroll, and sales. The product an illustration of this method:

(in millions)
Segment net Calif. Calif. Franchise Allocation
income (loss) Apportionment % Tax rate (credit)

Segment A [$ (200) X 57%] X 9% - $(10.2)
Segment B [ 125 57%] 9% 6.4
Segment C [ 180 57%] 9% 9.2
Segment D [ 90 57%] 9% 4.6
Segment E [ 20 57%] 9% 1.0

$ 11.0

7-1403.4 Guidance In Determining result from items such as (a) recognizing
Allowable State and Local Taxes in the income statement possible losses

a. Tax Accruals that may not be deductible for tax pur-
(1) Provisions are sometimes made by poses until they occur, (b) computing

contractors to account for estimated state depreciation for income statement pur-
income or franchise taxes when there are poses by use of a method different from
significant differences between taxable that used for tax purposes, or (c) by
income, as determined in accordance recognizing revenue for tax purposes be-
with state regulations, and income for the fore it would be recognized in the income
period, as determined in accordance with statement in accordance with generally
#enerally accepted government account- accepted government accounting princi-
ing principles. These differences may pies. Provisions are made for taxes relat-
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ed to such items based on an assumption dance with FAR 31.205-41(a). (See also
that a tax liability exists, and will ulti- 7-1402.g.)
mately materialize, as a direct result of b. Tax Credits and Refunds
such transactions. For example, in the (1) Many states follow the same or
case of a straight line method of deprecii- basically similar procedures as provided
tion being used for income statement in the Internal Revenue Code for net
purposes and an accelerated method for operating loss carry-backs. In most states
tax purp•ses, the tax savings in the early a net operating loss can be carried back
years of the asset's life will ultimately be for 3 years or forward for 5 years. We are
offset by higher taxes in the later years of primarily concerned with carry-backs for
the asset's life. Therefore, the provision- state income or franchise taxes. Operat-
ing of an additional amount for taxes in ing loss carry-backs will result in a refund
the early years of the asset's life to offset of prior years' taxes which have been
the higher taxes in the later years in effect paid by the contractor and reimbursed by
tends to relate the state income tax the government.
expense for the period to the income as (2) The government's right to share in

shown in the financial statements. The these refunds is covered by FAR 31.205-
opposing view contends that if a contrac- 41(d), which provides that "Any taxes,
tor follows a consistent program of asset interest, or penalties that were allowed asfollws onsstet ,.~. f asetcontract costs and are refunded to the
replacement, which would be necessary contractor shall be credited or paid to the

to a continuing concern, tax savings on cntra nt in te mne r it die
new sses soul ofsethiger axe on government in the manner it directs.'"

new assets should offset higher taxes on This requirement is also addressed in
expiring assets. FAR 31.201-5 and the "Allowable Cost

(2) The auditor is concerned with the and Payment" clause at FAR 52.216-7.
best evidence available which supports Where the amount is material, equity
the amount of costs incurred. In deter- dictates that the tax refund be allocated
mining allowable costs under government to the government customers in the same
contracts, the best evidence available to ratio as they were originally charged with
support the amount of state income or the tax payment.
franchise tax incurred is the amount
paid. The auditor should not attempt to 7-1403.5 Changes in Method of
estimate the amount of tax currently Measuring Taxable Income
being paid, but applicable to future or a. State tax regulations have usually
prior periods, for purposes of determin- permitted a taxpayer to initially select
ing allowable costs under government one of several acceptable methods of
contracts. Similarly, amounts estimated stating the elements that determine taxa-
by contractors as tax liabilities in excess ble income and later, under specified
of the amounts actually paid should not conditions, to change from the initial
be considered in determining allowable selection to another acceptable method.
contract costs. Income tax accruals de- Some elements for which alternate ac-
signed to account for the tax effects of ceptable methods have been allowed are
differences between taxible income and (1) income from long-term contracts, (2)
pretax income as reflected by the books inventory pricing, and (3) depreciation
of account and financial statements are methods.
unallowable (See FAR 31.205-41(b)(7)). b. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA)

(3) Income tax accruals designed to repealed the acceptability of the corn-
estimate additional taxes to be paid re- pleted contract method for measuring
suiting from tax audits by the state or annual taxable income for long term
local tax authorities are considered con- contracts "warded after 26 February
tingencies that are unallowable withi'- the 1986. Since the TRA, the IRS has imple-
purview of FAR 31.205-7(b). However, mented additional restrictions on meth-
tax accruals designed to relate the ods that can be used to measure annual
amount paid on the basis of a taxing taxable income. Although the changes in
authority's fiscal year to the contractor's method are intended primarily to apply
accounting period are allowable in accor- to Federal income taxes which are not
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allowable on government contracts under accounting period by assigning taxable
FAR 31.205-41 (b)(1), State income taxes, income or loss to other periods. Because
which are allowable on government con- measurement and assignment of cost art;
tracts, will in many cases also be affected involved, the change in determining con-
since a number of States have adopted tract income is a change in cost account-
Federal tax regulations to determine ing practice as described in CAS. Since
State taxes. the change is not being required by any

c. Under the provisions of the change, change in CASB rules, regulations and
contractors must recognize income from standards, it should be considered to be a
long term contracts using either the per- voluntary change. (See CAS Working
centage of completion method or the vountar chang.(
percentage of completion-capitalized cost Group Paper 81-25.)
method. Both methods must be based on e. Voluntary changes under CAS may
a cost-to-cost relationship rather than an be either discretionary or sanctioned
estimate of physical completion (engi- changes. Since a contractor is being re-
neering cost method or other modified quired to change by the tax laws, a
methods not based on cost) which was change from a no longer acceptable meth-
previously permitted. The percentage of od to an acceptable method would most
completion method based on a cost-to- likely be considered to be a sanctioned
cost relationship recognizes income from change. However, a final determination
long term contracts based on the propor- on this matter is the responsibility of the
tion of the estimated contract price that ACO. Unless the ACO makes the deter-
costs incurred through a period bears to mination that the change meets the re-
the total expected costs reduced by the quirement to be considered a sanctioned
amounts of contract price that were in- change (that is, it is desirable and not
cluded in income in previous years. Un- detrimental to the interests of the govern-
der the percentage of completion-capital- ment), the change would be considered a
ized cost method, only a certain percent discretionary change covered by para-
of the items of each contract need to be graph (aX4)(iii) of the CAS clause (FAR
recognized under the percentage of corn- 52.230-2) and no increased costs as a
pletion method and the remaining per-
cent of the items are to be accounted for result of the change would be permitted
under the taxpayer's normal method (see also 8-303).
(e.g., the completed contract method). f. Auditors should also be aware that
Costs to be used in determining the the TRA includes a look-back provision.
percentage of completion are: (1) direct This provides that, to the extent that the
material and direct labor costs, and (2) percentage of completion applies to a
depreciation, amortization and cost re- long term contract, a taxpayer who does
covery allowances on equipment and not accurately predict the eventual con-
facilities directly used to construct or tract price must recompute its tax liabili-
produce the subject matter of the con- ty for the years that such method was
tract. It should be noted that the prc- used on the basis of the actual contract
scribed cost-to-cost relationship is an price and costs. If the recomputed tax
example of circumstances where the tax liability exceeds the previously reported
law is at variance with appropriate cost tax liability, the taxpayer must pay inter-
accounting. est; if the recomputed tax liability is less,

d. Any changes made in the method of the taxpayer is entitled to interest. This
measuring income for lon$ term con- provision may affect State tax costs to the
tracts as a result of changes in tax regula- poion may t State taxvcsto th
tions (e.g., a change from the completed extent that this look-back provision is
contract method to the percentage of incorporated into State laws. According-
completion method or the percentage of ly, auditors should review the look-back
completion-capitalized method) should computations to determine if any unal-
be considered to be a change in cost lowable penalties and interest are includ-
accounting practice because it alters the ed in costs charged to government con-
measurement of State tax costs for a cost tracts or if the government is due a credit.
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7-1404 Employment Taxes 7-1405 Employment Taxes of
Successor Contractors

a. The Federal Insurance Contribu-
tions Act (FICA) and the Federal Unem- a. Successor contractor situations gen-
ployment Tax Act (FUTA) each impose a erally relate to yearly service or mainte-
tax upon employers for each calendar nance contracts at government installa-
year, the amount of which is based upon tions where, under recompetition, a new
a specified percent of the wages paid by contractor receives a cost-reimbursement
the employer to his individual employ- type contract award, usually cost-reim-
ees. The taxes are limited to the annual bursement type, and takes over perfor-
maximum wages established by statute mance as of the beginning of the fiscal
for each individual employee. These rates year, 1 July, and retains many of the
and wage limits vary periodically. The same employees. In this regard, Revenue
taxes imposed by the FUTA are levied Ruling 68-105 (C.B. 1968-1, 418) holds
and collectible in part by the state and in that a new contractor may qualify as a
part by the Federal government. The successor contractor, where the property
guidance in this paragraph is concerned used in the performance of the contracts
with the phase of these taxes levied on is the same government-owned property.
employers and not on employees. It is immaterial that no interest in the

b. Generally, if during a calendar year property used was acquired directly from
an employee receives remuneration from the predecessor employer.
more than one employer, the annual wage b. Section 3121(a)(l) of the Federal
limitation does not apply to the aggregate Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) and
remuneration received from all employ- 3306(b)(1) of the Federal Unemployment
ers, but instead applies to each individual Tax Act (FUTA), respectively, and the
employer. Exceptions to this rule are applicable regulations provide that the
discussed below in 7-1405 and 7-1406. wages paid by a predecessor to an em-

c. The auditor should familiarize him- ployee shall, for purposes of the annual
self or herself with the rates and wage wage limitation, be treated as having
limitations in effect for each calendar been paid to the employee by a successor,
year and ascertain that the contractor is if (1) the successor during a calendar year
not paying taxes in excess of the statutory acquired substantially all the property
noteyirngtaes. Hnecs or she' shtattor used in a trade or business, or used in arequirements. He or she should also separate unit of a trade or business, of the
obtain supporting documentation for the predecessor; (2) the employee was em-
various state unemployment rates being ployed in the trade or business of the
used by the contractor in those states in predecessor immediately prior to the
which it is paying the tax. Attention acquisition and is employed by the suc-
should also be given to tax credits or cessor in his or her trade or business
reductions granted the employer in state immediately after the acquisition; and (3)
unemployment tax rates because of fa- the wages were paid during the calendar
vorable employment experience. In such year in which the acquisition occurred
cases, the auditor should accept as allow- and prior to the acquisition. The method
able costs only the actual (net) amounts of acquisition by an employer of the
which the contractor is required to pay. property of another employer is immate-

d. Where historical data are the basis rial. The acquisition may occur as the
for cost projections or estimates, consid- result of purchase or any other transac-
eration should be given to the effect that tion where substantially all the property
prospective changes in the tax rates and is acquired by the new employer.
annual wage limitations will have on such c. If the new employer (contractor)
forecasts. The auditor should assure that meets these criteria, he or she may quali-
where expense accruals are made for fy as a successor employing unit so that
these taxes they are adjusted periodically for the purpose of establishing the wage
so that costs charged to contracts do not limitations, remuneration paid to contin-
exceed the actual cost. uing employees by the predecessor during
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the calendar year and prior to the acquisi- 1, 186) that, in the absorption of one
tion shall be considered as having been corporation by another in a statutory
paid by the successor. The statutory merger or consolidation, the resultant
minimums then apply to the combined entity is regarded as the same taxpayer
earnings under both contractors. Addi- and same employer as the absorbed cor-
tionally, the successor may be eligible to poration for FICA and FUTA purposes.
file with state authorities and obtain a Thus, there is no interruption in the
lower merit unemployment tax rate based employment status of the continuing em-
on the predecessor's experience at the ployees and they are considered to have
location. been in one employment throughout the

d. Where a contract changes hands year.
under the foregoing circumstances, or the b. Where contractors have undergone
auditor has knowledge that such a change statutory mergers or consolidation, the
is to occur shortly, it is a matter of some autor m erers o latIon,urgncytha th auito taes he ollw-auditor should determine that FICA and
urgency that the auditor takes the follow- FUTA taxes on the continuing employees
ing steps on a timely basis. a

(1) Ascertain whether the new contrac- re paid on the basis of a single employ-
tor has determined that it qualified as a ment for the year. Additionally, the audi-
successor. If there is any doubt or ques- tor should ascertain whether credits for
tion as to its status, the contractor should contributions to state unemployment
obtain a ruling from IRS. funds and merit rating credits available

(2) Determine that the successor ob- to the absorbed corporation have been
tains the predecessor's earnings record utilized by the surviving corporation.
and tax payments records for the current
year on the continuing employees. 7-1407 Federal Excise Taxes

(3) Determine that the successor, if
qualified, ceases from incurring further Such taxes are allowable unless exemp-
costs for FICA and FUTA as soon as an tions are available to the contractor (FAR
employee's total combined earnings un- 31.205-41(bX3)). When there are sub-
der both the predecessor and successor stantial amounts involved (in either in-
reach the statutory wage limitations. curred or projected costs) and where

(4) Where a lower merit rating is there is a reasonable probability that the
available under FUTA, based on the benefits of an exemption will outweigh
predecessor's experience at the location, the administrative burdens involved, the
determine that the successor has filed auditor should investigate the possibility
with state authorities and has obtained that an exemption exists. If an exemption
and is using the more favorable unem- does not exist, appropriate inquiry or
ployment tax rate. However, there are recommendation should be made to the
some states which do not recognize pre- contracting officer regarding the desir-
decessor experience as being eligible in ability of obtaining one.
obtaining a lower merit tax rate.

(5) In the event that taxes have been 7-1408 Foreign Income Taxes
paid in excess of the proper amounts,
determine that the successor obtains re-
funds and properly credits the govern- a. When a contractor performs govern-
ment. Advise ment contracts in foreign countries,

(6) A ethe contracting officer of whether under a Foreign Military Sales
any failure of the successor to take full (FMS) contract or for domestic require-
advantage of its status as a successor ments, certain host countries impose in-
employing unit under both FICA and come taxes on the contractor. FAR
FUTA. 31.205-41(aX Q specifically addresses the

allowability of Federal, state, and local
7-1406 Employment Taxes In taxes without addressing the allowability
Mergers and Consolidations of foreign income taxes. Foreign taxes are

analogous to state or local taxes however,
a. The Internal Revenue Service has and are therefore considered to be allow-

ruled (Revenue Ruling 62-60, C.B. 1962- able contract costs.
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b. When a contractor has paid an ment to the Treasury and prohibits credit
income tax to a host country, it can to a contract in such a case.
subsequently claim a foreign tax credit (3) For cost-reimbursable contracts
against its Federal income tax under awarded prior to 7 March 1990, FAR
Internal Revenue Code Section 901. If a 31.201-5, "Credits," should be cited to
contractor claim for a foreign tax credit is assert the government's right to recover
accepted by the Internal Revenue Ser- such reductions in U.S. tax liability.
vice, it will result in a reduction in d. Refer to 7-1921 for guidance on the
Federal income tax liability by the full evaluation of employee foreign tax differ-
amount of the credit. In that situation, ential allowances.
the contractor would be duplicating the
recovery of foreign income tax expendi- 7-1409 Environmental Tax
tures-first as a contract cost and second
as a reduction in its Federal income tax a. The Superfund Amendments and
liability. Reauthorization Act of 1986, Public Law

c. This situation is addressed in con- 99-499, designated funding sources for
tract clauses at FAR 52.229-6, 52.229-8, the Hazardous Substance Response Trust
and 52.229-9 as well as in FAR 31.205- Fund ("Superfund"). Among the sources
41(d). is the Environmental ("Superfund") Tax

(1) For fixed-price contracts, FAR enacted by Section 516 and codified at
52.229-6(h) requires that if a contractor Section 59A of the Internal Revenue
obtains a reduction in its U.S. tax liabili- Code. The tax is placed in the subtitle
ty because of the payment of any tax or devoted to income tax provisions. The
duty which was included in the contract positioning of the statute in this subtitle
price, the amount of the reduction shall and the direct relationship of the tax rate
be paid or credited to the U.S. Govern- to income denotes this as a tax on
ment as directed by the contracting offi- income. The tax is equal to 0.12 percent
cer. of that portion of the corporation's modi-

(2) For cost-reimbursable contracts fled alternative minimum taxable income
awarded on or after 7 March 1990, FAR which exceeds $2,000,000.
31.205-41(d), 52.229-8 and 52.229-9 re- b. For contracts awarded prior to 22
quire that contractors and subcontractors January 1991, the Superfund Tax is con-
pay or credit to the U.S. Government the sidered to be an expressly unallowable
amount of such reductions as directed by Federal income tax in accordance with
the contracting office unless the contract FAR 31.205-41(bX 1). (The Director, De-
costs are being reimbursed by a foreign fense Procurement (OUSD(AXDP))
government. In the case of a foreign agreed with this policy in a memorandum
government reimbursing the contract to DCAA dated 3 February 1992.) Effec-
costs, the contractor or subcontractor tive 22 January 1991, FAR 31.205-41(a)
must repay the U.S. Treasury for any was revised to make the Superfund Tax a
reduction in U.S. tax liability. FAR specifically allowable cost tor contracts
52.229-9 specifically requires the pay- entered into on or after that date.
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7-1500 Section 15 - Independent Research and Development and Bid and
Proposal Costs

7-1501 Introduction potential relationship to a military func-
tion or operation (DFARS 231.205-

a. A contractor's independent research 18(cXl) (vii)). Effective 19 August 1991,
and development effort (IR&D) is that this provision was revised to expand
technical effort that is not sponsored by, eligible projects to include those that
or required in performance of, a contract have "potential interest to DoD."
or grant and that consists of projects DFARS 231.205-18(c)(2) provides five
falling within the following four areas: (1) broad categories of IR&D and B&P
basic research, (2) applied research, (3) projects that are specifically defined to be
development, and (4) systems and other of potential interest to DoD. These five
concept formulation studies. Bid and broad categories include activities that:
proposal (B&P) costs are the expenses (1) Strengthen the U.S. defense indus-
incurred in preparing, submitting, and trial and technology base;
supporting bids and proposals on poten- (2) Enhance the U.S. industrial com-
tial government and non-government petitiveness;
contracts. Coverage for both IR&D and (3) Promote the development of tech-
B&P is contained in FAR 31.205-18 and nologies identified in the defense critical
in the DoD FAR Supplement 231.205- technologies plan that the Secretaries of I
18. Defense and Energy annually submit to

b. All contractors (whether CAS cov- Congress;
ered or not) are subject to some or all of (4) Increase the development of tech-
the provisions of CAS 420 (FAR 31.205- nologies useful for both the private com-
18(b)). mercial sector and the public sector; or,

c. There was a fundamental change in (5) Develop efficient and effective
the allowability criteria for IR&D and technologies for achieving environmental
B&P for Contractor Fiscal Years (CFY) benefits.
beginning after 30 September 1992. The b. DAC 91-4 (effective with the first
allowability of costs incurred by contrac- CFY beginning after 9/30/92) added two
tors during CFYs beginning before I more broad categories of projects that are
October 1992 is discussed in 7-1505. The of "potential interest" to DoD in that
allowability of costs incurred in CFYs they:
beginning after 30 September 1992 is (1) Enable superior performance of
discussed in 7-1506. Special consider- future U.S. weapon systems and compo-
ations for NASA contracts are discussed nents.
in 7-1507. (2) Reduce acquisition costs and life-

cycle costs of military systems.
7-1502 Defer ed IR&D and B&P c. The "potential interest" DFARS

provision is less stringent than the former
Deferred IR&D and B&P costs that requirement of "military relevancy,"

were incurred in previous accounting which required the contractor to show
periods are unallowable except when con- that the project had a potential relation-
tract provisions specifically allow such ship to a military function or operation.
costs. Refer to FAR 31.205-18(d) for The broader criteria lowered the audit
details. risk on IR&D/B&P projects. Auditors

should consider these broader criteria
7-1503 General Considerations when developing their audit scope, par-

ticularly when deciding to request a tech- I
a. For contracts awarded prior to 19 nical evaluation.

August 1991, allowable IR&D and B&P d. The auditor should identify any I
costs for DoD contracts, which were development projects that may have en-
included in an advance agreement, tered the production phase. Production
should only be for projects that have a phase costs should be eliminated from
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I any IR&D project costs. IR&D projects tracts should be considered for purposes
that have been incurring costs for a long of allocation to contract costs. As a
time should be reviewed to be deter- general ruleRS,, IR&D and B&P costs
mined if demonstrable progress is being shall be allocated to contracts on the
made. These long-term projects should be same basis as the general and administra-
brought to the attention of the contract- tive expenses. Where specific projects
ing officer. In many cases, determination clearly benefit other profit centers or the
of reasonable progress cannot be made by entire company, such costs shall be allo-
the auditor without technical assistance. cated through the G&A of such other

e. Contractor contributions to coopera- profit centers or through the corporate
tive research and development consorti- G&A, as appropriate. The contracting
ums should be reviewed to determine officer may approve the use of a different
whether the costs should be classified as base of allocation in those instancesI IR&D or as consortium costs. Consorti- where allocation through G&A does not
um costs are discussed in 7-1915. provide equitable cost allocation. The

f. The FAR states that costs for IR&D auditor's determinations regarding allo-
and B&P projects should be accounted cability will be included as part of the
for in the same manner as contracts and advisory report.
include all related direct costs and alloca- j. As part of ongoing risk assessment,
ble indirect costs. auditors may periodically review and I

g. B&P costs, as defined in FAR compare cumulative actual IR&D and
31.205-18(a), include all costs incurred in B&P costs during the year with related
preparing, submitting, and supporting ceiling amounts provided for in advance
bids and proposals. CAS 420.50(a)(1) agreements or by the formula calculation
states the B&P project costs shall include to ascertain whether the actual annual
costs that, if incurred in like circum- expenditures will approximate the ceiling
stances for a final cost objective, would (see 6-404.6(bX3)).
be treated as direct costs of that final cost
objective. Therefore, if a contractor 7-1504 Special Consideration for
charges administrative costs (such as, B&P Support Costs
typing and technical support) directly to
final cost objectives, then they must also a. B&P costs, as defined in FAR
charge them directly to B&P final cost 31.205-18(a), include the costs of techni-
objectives. If, however, the contractor cal personnel engaged in the preparation
charges administrative costs to indirect and publication of cost and other admin-
cost pools, such costs may continue to be istrative data necessary to support the
charged to indirect cost pools. The audi- contractor's bids and proposals. These
tor's review should include appropriate administrative costs should be handled
tests to assure consistent application of consistently with similar costs in the
disclosed practices. In addition, the audi- contractor's accounting system. In addi-
tor should assure that the contractor's tion, the cost of technical personnel en-
accounting practices for the treatment of gaged in the development and prepara-
administrative costs comply with CAS tion of the technical proposal document
410.30(aX6), 410.50(d), 418.30(aX3), and is to be separately identified and classi-
418.50(bX2). fled as direct B&P costs subject to alloca- I

h. Advance agreements may include a tion of all allocable indirect expenses,
provision stating how the costs are to be except for G&A.
allocated. In these cases the auditor b. FAR 31.205-18(a) and CAS 420
should determine if the costs are properly require the contractor to charge atten-
classified and allocated in accordance dance at meetings in support of a bid or
with the agreement. proposal by direct labor employees di-

i. If the contractor's products are var- rectly to the B&P project involved, unless
ied and a division of production and the attendance is sponsored by a grant or
sales responsibility is clearly maintained, required in the performance of a con-

I only IR&D and B&P costs of the profit tract. Both FAR and CAS define bid and
center concerned with government con- proposal costs as costs incurred in pre-
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paring, submitting, and supporting bids submission and certification of cost or
and proposals (whether or not solicited) pricing data was required in accordance
on potential government or non-govern- with Section 2306a of Title 10, U.S.C.
ment contracts. In addition, CAS (Truth in Negotiations Act).
420.50(a) provides that IR&D and B&P
project costs shall include costs that, if 7-1505.1 Definition of "Company"
incurred in like circumstances for a final
cost objective, would be treated as direct The term "company" includes all divi-
costs of that final cost objective. Costs for sions, subsidiaries, and affiliates of the
direct labor employees attending a meet- contractor under common control. When
ing at a government procurement office a company meets the threshold, the re-
in support of a contract represent circum- quired advance agreement may be negoti-
stances similar to direct labor personnel ated at the corporate level and/or with
attending meetings in support of a bid or those separate profit centers which in the
proposal. In the case of contract support, preceding year allocated to government
the direct labor personnel are interacting contracts recoverable IR&D and B&P
with procurement to perform work on a costs in excess of $675,000 ($700,000 for I
contract; in the case of a bid or proposal, CFYs beginning after 4 November 1990).
the direct labor personnel are interacting Agreements negotiated at the corporate I
with procurement to perform work on a level may set individual ceilings for sepa-
bid or proposal (assuming that the atten- rate entities of the company.
dance is not sponsored by a grant or
required in the performance of a con-
tract). The first situation is directly relat- 7-1505.2 Contractors Not Meeting
ed to a contract; the second situation is Criterion for an IR&D/B&P Advance
directly related to a B&P project. Because Agreement
the contract labor and related travel costs
are charged directly to the contract, CAS The FAR has two methods to deter-
420.50(a) requires that the attendance at mine the allowability of IR&D and B&P
meetings in support of a bid or proposal costs for contractors who do not meet the
and related travel costs be charged direct- criteria for an advance agreement:
ly to the B&P project. a. A formula is provided which takes

into consideration the contractor's prior
7-1505 IR&D and B&P Allowability experience but allows for reasonable in-
Criteria for CFYs Beginning Before 1 creases or decreases. The formula callsOctober 1fo2 for three-year's prior history. If such

prior history does not exist, then the
formula is not applicable and reasonable-Sa. FAR 31.205-18(c) requires any orn- ness criteria at FAR 31.201-3 must be

pany receiving payments, either as a used.
prime contractor or subcontractor, in b. An advance agreement may be nego- I
excess of $5.4 million from the govern- tiated, at the discretion of the contracting
ment for IR&D and B&P in one of its officer, if the contractor demonstrates
fiscal years to negotiate an advance apree- that the formula would produce a clearly
ment with the government establishig a inequitable cost recovery.
ceiling for allowability of IR&D and laP
costs for its following fiscal year. The
1991/1992 DoD Authorization Act in- 71505.3 Special Considerations for
creased the $5.4 million threshold to $7 Contractors Without Negotiated
million for contractor fiscal years begin- Advance Agreements
ning after 4 November 1990.

b. These thresholds include only those a. It was the contractor's responsibility
recoverable (allowable) IR&D and B&P to initiate negotiations when an advance
costs allocated during the company's pre- agreement is required. The auditorvious fiscal year to ail government pnme should question all IR&D and B&P costscontracts and subcontracts for which the applicable to a fiscal year in which an
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advance agreement was required but was and B&P should be made. The offset
not negotiated. provision previously included in the

b. When an advance agreement was not DAR cost principles was replaced with
required, FAR similarly did not require the calculation formula in the FAR which
the determination of potential interest to provided for one combined ceiling
DoD (or prior to 19 August 1991, poten- amount for IR&D and B&P. However,
tial relationship to a military function or the contractor should account for IR&D
operation). The auditor will, however, and B&P separately and the auditor
determine that the costs are allocable, should continue to analyze IR&D and
according to FAR 31.201-4. B&P separately. The combined calculat-

c. When applicable, the FAR ceiling ed ceiling must fall within certain param-
formula (deleted by FAC 90-13, effective eters (i.e., 80 percent and 120 percent of
9/24/92) was based on the contractor's the average annual cost based on the two
prior three-year experience. One calcula- highest of the preceding three years). An
tion for the combined amount of IR&D example follows:

IR&D and B&P Costs
Sales (1) Incurred (2) Ratio

$ $%

1985 4,000,000 120,000 3.00 (*)
1986 6,800,000 200,000 (*) 2.94
1987 5,000,000 150,000 (*) 3.00 ()
1988 4,500,000 150,000
(*) Highest Historical Costs and Ratios Used in Averages
1. Historical Ratio 3.00%

2. Average Annual Cost 175,000
Parameters
3. 80% of Average Cost ( 80% of Line 2) 140,000
4. 120% of Average Cost (120% of Line 2) 210,000
5. Projected Ceiling (Line I times 1988 Sales) 135,000
Ceiling

Calculated 140,000 (3)

Proposed (1988) 150,000

Amount Questioned _10_10_00

(1) The regulation provided that a basis (2) The combined IR&D and B&P
other than total sales may be used for this costs incurred for the preceding three-
formula calculation if another basis is year period are the amounts determined
acceptable to the contracting officer. as otherwise allowable before the deter-
When a contractor proposes an alternate mination of ceiling limitations resulting
base, the auditor will review the contrac- from application of the formula in prioryears.
tor's rationale for the proposed base and (3 ) The calculated ceiling must be I
include appropriate comments in the within the 80 percent to 120 percent
advisory audit report. parameters. In this example the product
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of the historical IR&D and B&P ratio amount or (2) the total value of expendi-
and the current year sales is less than 80 tures for those projects determined to
percent of the average annual cost. have a potential interest to DoD (or prior
Therefore the calculated ceiling would be to 19 August 1991, a potential relation-
80 percent of the average annual cost. ship to a military function or operation.)

b. When difficulties are encountered in
7-1505.4 Special Considerations for obtaining technical reports addressing
Contractors With Negotiated military relevancy or potential interest toCodtanceor A Negats d DoD, the auditor should notify the ACOAdvance Agreements responsible for these technical reports

that the reports are required to determine
a. A negotiated advance agreement the allowability of the IR&D and B&P

results in the establishment of a com- costs.
bined IR&D and B&P ceiling amount for c. At the end of the contractor's fiscal
DoD participation. DFARS provides year, the actual incurred costs should be
that the allowable amount of IR&D and summarized for final comparison against
B&P costs allocated to DoD contracts the negotiated ceiling and determination
shall not exceed the lesser of (1) the of an allowable amount. An example I
allocable share of the negotiated ceiling follows:

EXAMPLE: Determining Cost Allowability at Various Levels of
DoD Participation (in thousands)

Incurred

Assumptions: Ceiling Relevant (2) Nonrelevant (2) Total
Negotiated (1) /Potential /No Interest

Interest

IR&D/B&P $15,000 $11,750 $3,750 $15,500

Allowable DoD
Negotiated allocation (4)

DoD amount for Allocable per DoD FAR
Participation inclusion in to DoD per Supplement

(3) indirect pool CAS 420 231.205-18

100% $15,000 $15,000 $11,750
90% $15,000 $13,500 $11,750
80% $15,000 $12,000 $11,750
70% $L ,000 $10,500 $10,500
60% $15,000 $ 9,000 $ 9,000
50% $15,000 $ 7,500 $ 7,500
40% $15,000 $ 6,000 $ 6,000
30% $15,000 $ 4,500 $ 4,500
20% $15,000 $ 3,000 $ 3,000
10% $15,000 $ 1,500 $ 1,500
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(1) The ceiling is the maximum 1503b). The allocation rules for IR&D
amount allowable for allocation to all and B&P were not changed.
work of that part of the company's opera- b. The intent of the law and its imple-
tion covered by the advance agreement. menting rules is to have IR&D and B&P

(2) When a contractor has initiated costs treated as other costs are considered
new projects, deleted projects included in without specific ceiling limitations. The
the proposal from which the advance criteria for reviewing these costs will
agreement was negotiated, or changed the include allowability, ailocability, and rea-
emphasis of certain projects from that sonableness.
indicated in his technical proposal, an c. For the vast majority of contractors
additional determination of potential in- previously covered by the old three-year
terest to DoD (or prior to 19 August formula ceiling, this ceiling was eliminat-
1991, the potential relation- ed for CFYs beginning after 30 Septem-
ship/relevance) will be necessary. This is ber 1992. See 7-1505 to determine which
because the second test of allowability is contractors were required to negotiate
governed by the total of expenditures for advance agreements for CFYs beginning
projects determined to have a potential prior to 1 October 1992. Contractors'
interest to DoD (or prior to 19 August segments with significant amounts of
1991 the potential relationship to a mili- flexibly priced government contracts will
tary function or operation) (DFARS continue to have a new type of ceiling on
231.205-18). When this circumstance is IR&D and B&P costs allocable to govern-
noted, the auditor should request a deter- ment contracts until the completion of
mination of relevancy from the responsi- the first three full CFYs beginning after
ble office. 30 September 1992 (see 7-1506.2 and 7-

(3) The DoD participation percentage 1506.3). As those contractors complete
is applied to the negotiated ceiling their third CFY limited by the new
amount to determine the allocable costs ceiling rules, the specific ceiling limita-
to DoD contracts. tions on each of those contractors will

(4) The total allowable DoD allocation cease.
shall not exceed the total costs incurred d. Under prior IR&D and B&P rules
on projects having a potential interest to there was a risk that IR&D and B&P
DoD (or prior to 19 August 1991, a costs would be mischarged to cost-type
potential relationship to a military func- contracts as the contractor neared its
tion or operation). If the total costs ceiling limitation for the year. That risk is

i lessened by the new FAR coverage. How-incurred on relevant projects exceed the ever, there is a continuing audit risk thattotal allocable to DoD, the allowable IR&D performed directly for a contractDoD costs will be limited to the allocable may be mischarged from fixed priceamount. contracts or other flexibly priced con-
tracts with a potential for cost overruns.

7-1506 IR&D and B&P Allowability e. There is no ceiling limitation except
Criteria for CFYs Beginning After 30 reasonableness for any contractor that
September 1992 does not meet the $10 million threshold

(7-1506.2c), nor for any contractor seg-
7-1506.1 General Considerations ment that does not meet the $1 million

threshold (7- 1506.2b), even if the con-
a. FAC 90-13 and DAC 91-4 imple- tractor meets the $10 million threshold.

mented the requirements of Public Law
102-190. Those rules removed IR&D and 7-1506.2 Determination of Contractor
B&P costs allowability ceilings from most Segments Subject to a Ceiling
contractors. The definition of IR&D and Limitation
B&P costs changed by adding a sixth and
a seventh specifically defined category of a. "Covered" contracts are government
IR&D projects with "potential interest to contracts (or subcontracts under a "cov-
DoD" to the list of such categories (see 7- ered" prime contract) for amounts in
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excess of $100,000, except for fixed-price The additional increase is proportional to
contracts without cost incentives, the contractor's spending increase, but is

b. A "covered segment" is a segment of limited to the price escalation index for
a company with over $1 million of IR&D the Research, Development, Test, &
and B&P costs allocated during its prior Evaluation (RDT&E) account, Total
fiscal year to "covered" contracts. IR&D Obligation Authority (TOA) published
and B&P costs of segments that are not annually by the DoD Comptroller."covered" are not counted in determin- b. The RDT&E TOA indices are cur-
ing if a contractor meets the $10 million rently 2.6 percent for Government Fiscal
threshold discussed below. Year (GFY) 1993, 2.7 percent for GFY

c. The ceiling applies (only for the first 1994, 2.9 percent for GFY 1995, and 3.0
three CFYs beginning after 30 September percent for GFY 1996. New rates will be
1992) to a contractor with over $10 provided to auditors as published by an
million of IR&D and B&P costs allocated MRD.
during its prior fiscal year to "covered"
contracts at its "covered segments." c. The following ceiling calculation

d. Only the IR&D and B&P costs of etample is for a calendar year contractor
"covered segments" of contractors ex- tiat had an advance areement ceiling
ceeding the $10 million threshold are negotiated under the old cost principle,
subject to the new ceiling limitation, exceeds the $10 million threshold for its

covered segments for all years in the
7-1506.3 Calculation of Ceiling example, and has a constant 80 percent
Limitation DoD negotiated contract share of the

total business base. Its CFY 1993 would
a. The ceiling limitation is calculated be the first year subject to the new cost

using a new formula applied to actual principle's ceiling and its CFY 1995
costs incurred. The formula for the limi- would be the last. The example is provid-
tation on current year's cost begins with ed assuming that all amounts are in-
the allowable amount of IR&D and B&P curred costs. For forward pricing, the
costs incurred at "covered segments" amounts would be projected. Because the
during the previous year. To determine ceiling amounts depend on prior years'
the ceiling amount the prior year's allow- actual costs, the actual limitations would
able amount is first automatically in- change if the costs incurred differed from
creased by 5 percent. The prior year's the projections. In the example, the nego-
allowable amount is also increased by an tiated ceiling for 1992 was $30 million.
additional percentage if the contractor All dollar amounts are in millions and
incurs more for IR&D and B&P in the represent only the costs allocable to "cov-
current year than it did in the prior year. ered segments."

Costs Incurred at Segments Meeting Amounts in Millions

$1 Million Threshold (note 3) 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
(note 1)

I. Incurred IR&D/B&P Costs 20.0 30.0 25.0 25.3 40.0
2. Prior Year's Allocable Amount NA 20.0 21.5 22.6 NA
3. 5% Increase (5% of Line 2) NA 1.0 1.1 1.1
4. Percentage Increase in Costs * NA 50.0% 0% 1.2%
5. RDT&E TOA Escalation Index * NA 2.6% 2.7% 2.9%

6. Lesser of Lines 4 or 5 NA 2.6% 0% 1.2%
7. Ceiling Increase Based on Spending NA .6 0.0 NA

Increase (Line 6 X Line 2)
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8. Ceiling (Line 2 + Line 3 + Line 7) 20.0 21.5 22.6 24.0

9. Allowable IR&D/B&P 20.0 21.5 22.6 24.0 40.0
(Lower of Lines I or 8) (note 4)

10. IR&D/B&P Costs with DoD Poten- 18.0 25.5 20.0 20.0 NA
tial (note 2)

II. Share of IR&D/B&P Allowable Un- 16.0 17.2 18.1 19.2 NA
der FAR Allocated to DoD (80% of
Line 9)

12. Allowable Total IR&D/B&P under 16.0 17.2 18.1 19.2 NA
DFARS for DoD Contracts (Lower
of Lines 10 or 11)

NA = Not Applicable
* = (Current Year - Prior Year) / Prior Year, But Not Less Than 0%

** The rates shown are from January 1994 projections and change annual-
ly.

Notes on the Example contract is covered by the FAR or by the
(1) In the example for 1996, the con- NASA Procurement Regulations. Special

tractor's IR&D and B&P costs are no considerations are needed for contracts
longer subject to the ceiling limitations, subject to the NASA Procurement Regu-

(2) Given the broad definition of "po- lations.
tential interest to DoD" in the DFARS,
the risk is low that the costs would not 7-1507.1 NASA Contracts Entered
meet the definition. If the amount on line Into Under the FAR
12 is ever less than the amount on line 10
for a year, there must be a lower IR&D- The FAR provisions apply to all NASA
B&P rate calculated for allocation to contracts entered into on or after I April
DoD contracts to ensure that no more 1984. The NASA FAR Supplement has
than the amount on line 12 is allocated to no special requirements for IR&D and
DoD. B&P costs. Therefore, no special consid-

(3) If the segments meeting the $1 erations are required for NASA contracts
million threshold change from one year entered into under the FAR.
to the next, it may affect the contractor's
$10 million threshold coverage. The cal- 7-1507.2 NASA Contracts Entered
culation of the current year's limitation Into Under the NASA Procurement
on allowable costs must be based on the Regulations (NASA PR)
prior and current years' costs for the
segments that are to be covered by the a. The NASA PR generally applies to
limitation being calculated. all NASA contracts entered into prior to

(4) The ceiling calculated using the new the implementation of the FAR on I
FAR formula (FAC 90-13) must be in- April 1984. The NASA PR cost princi-
creased if the contracting officer deter- pies covering IR&D and B&P costs are in
mines that the new ceiling formula would conformity with the DAR cost principles
reimburse the contractor less than the in effect at the time for matters of
contractor would have received under the definitions, burdening, and allocation
rule prior to FAC 90-13. procedures. Both sets of cost principles

provide that IR&D and B&P costs are
7-1507 Special Consideration for allowable to the extent that the costs are
NASA Contracts allocable and determined to be reason-

able in amount. However, the NASA PR
The auditor must review the effective reflects somewhat different provisions

date of the contract to determine if the regarding the determination of reason-
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ableness and deferred IR&D costs as (3) NASA reserves the right, as always,
follows: to withdraw its support from and/or

(1) The NASA PR cost principles do participation in individual negotiations if
not establish any thresholds for entering it appears that NASA's best interests will
into advance agreements, assign respon- be adversely affected by the terms and
sibilities for initiating negotiations, or conditions of the proposed agreement. In
provide any penalties for the failure to do such cases NASA will make a proper and
so. timely notification of its decision to

(2) Potential interest to DoD (prior to withdraw to all interested parties.
19 August 1991, potential relationship to c. Accordingly, the following audit
a military function or operation), or the guidance is applicable to NASA PR con-
NASA equivalent, is not a factor, tracts:

(3) There is no provision for formula (1) Audit findings directed to NASA
calculation or comparable basis for deter- may be generally predicated on the same
mining reasonableness for contractors justifications as those used for DoD
not considered major, purposes except:

b. Clarification of the differences in (a) When peculiar and unusual condi-
allowability provisions between DAR tions exist at a particular contractor
and NASA PR follows: location with respect to NASA contracts;

(1) NASA PR has no requirement for (b) In those cases where an advance
potential interest or relationship (see 7- agreement is required by FAR, but the
1503a). The ceiling amount negotiated by contractor has not initiated negotiations;
DoD should not be affected by the rele- (c) When an advance agreement is
vancy rule applicable to DoD inasmuch required, negotiations have been held,
as nonrelevant projects are to be included but an advance agreement has not been
in the total program base from which the reached and the contracting officer has
ceiling is developed. Thus, NASA will substantially reduced payment below that
normally accept, as in the past, its alloca- which the contractor would otherwise
ble share of expenditures for IR&D and have received; or
B&P within the dollar ceiling negotiated (d) In situations involving either de-
by DoD and/or NASA under an advance ferred independent or sponsored research
agreement. and development.

(2) NASA will be guided by the formu- (2) Under these circumstances the au-
la results accepted by the DoD contract- dit report shall include all pertinent fac-
ing officer as reasonable in those cases tual data, comments, and recommenda-
where an advance agreement is not re- tions to assist the NASA contracting
quired. officer in reaching a conclusion.
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7-1600 Section 16 - Warranty and/or Correction of Defect Costs

7-1601 Introduction d. When a warranty is to be included in
a contract, the terms and conditions may

a. This section covers the various war- vary with the circumstances of the pro-
ranty clauses that may be used in con- curement. FAR 46.706(a) requires that
tracts awarded by the Federal govern- the following items be clearly stated in
ment. the warranty clause:

b. This section also presents general (1) The exact nature of the item and its
guidance in reviewing estimated and/or components and characteristics that the
actual warranty costs and the various contractor warrants;
methods in accounting for warranty (2) The extent of the contractor's war-
costs. ranty including all of the contractor's

obligations to the government for breach
7-1602 FAR Warranty Clauses of warranty;
Affecting Warranty Costs (3) The specific remedies available to

the government, such as payment of the
costs incurred by the government inWarranty clauses or correction of de- procuring the items from another source,

fects clauses are included in some con- the right to an equitable reduction of the
tracts to give the government certain contract price, or that the contractor
rights and remedies if supplies or service cpair or replac t the c ontrato
furnished under the contract are found to additional cost to the government, and;
be defective or deficient within a pre- (4) The scope and duration of the
scribed period. Generally, a warranty warranty.
should provide that, for a stated period of
time or use, or until the occurrence of aspecified event, the government has a 7-1603 Definition of Warranty Costs
contractual right for the correction of and Accounting for Such Costs
defects (see FAR 46.702). The FAR and
DFARS contain the following warranty a. For purposes of the following guid-
clause requirements: ance, the term "warranty costs" encom-

a. In implementing the requirements of passes costs related to (1) the warranty
the Defense Procurement Reform Act (10 aspects of the Inspection of Supplies and
U.S.C. 2403), the DoD issued DAC 84-9 Correction of Defects clause and (2)
to provide for a new Subpart 246.7 of the warranty clauses. FAR 46.703(b) states
DoD FAR Supplement (DFARS). Sub- that "Warranty costs arise from the con-
part 246.7 requires the mandatory use of tractor's charge for accepting the deferred
warranties in the procurement of weap- liability created by the warranty..." The
ons systems, unless a waiver is author- acquisition cost of a warranty may be
ized. DFARS 246.770 contains the poli- included as part of an item's pnce or may
cies and procedures related to the use and be set forth as a separate contract line
waiver of weapons systems warranties, item (see DFARS 246.703(b)). The war-

b. Except for clauses governing cost- ranty clauses specify that a contractor's
reimbursement supply contracts (FAR cost of compliance with the provisions of
52.246-3), cost-reimbursement research the warranty will be at the contractor's
and development contracts (FAR 52.246- expense with no increase in contract
8), and tae special requirements of weap- price. The phrase "at no additional cost
on systems (DFARS Subpart 246.7), war- to the United States," as used in the
ranties are not included in cost-reim- various warranty clauses, means at no
bursement type contracts (FAR 46.705). increase in price for firm fixed price

c. FAR 46.703 provides criteria for contracts, or at no increase in target or
determining whether a warranty is appro- ceiling price for fixed price incentive
priate for a specific acquisition, other contracts, or at no increase in estimated
than in those situations discussed in cost or fee for cost-reimbursement con-
paragraphs a. and b. above, tracts (see DFARS 246.770-1).
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b. The audit of estimated or incu. :ed contractor has established procedures for
warranty costs is dependent upon the reviewing items processed for correction
terms of the contracts and the contrac- of defects and for determining the rea-
tor's accounting policies and procedures. son(s) for the defects and the extent of its
Warranty costs may be accounted for (1) responsibility. In some cases, where costs
as a direct contract cost, (2) as an indirect are relatively large, the auditor may ob-
cost on the basis of actual expenditures in tain technical advice from government
the period of incurrence, or (3) as an technical personnel prior to accepting
indirect cost on the basis of establishing a such costs.
reserve. The use of this last method is c. Determine whether the contractor's
similar to that generally used in account- policies and procedures for allocating
ing for bad debt losses, warranty costs are equitable and give

s effect to any existing significant differ-
7-1604 General Audit Consideration ences in warranty conditions or costs

among the various items or product linesThe following points should be consid- produced by the contractor. For example,
ered when evaluating warranty costs in- if a contractor produces several items or
cluded in contractors' cost submissions product lines which have significant dif-
or pricing proposals: ferences in types of warranties offered, or

a. If the contract includes warranty in the warranty costs incurred, the audi-
coverage, the clause should be examined tor should ascertain that the basis of
to determine the period covered by the allocation to the particular items or prod-
warranty, the warranty terms, and that
the warranty costs reviewed are allowable uct lines appropriately reflects these dif-
under the contract. Contractor's costs of ferences. W thn warranty costs are includ-
compliance with the warranty terms are ed in overhead, the auditor should deter-
generally to be at the contractor's expense mine that the base for allocating this
with no increase in contract price or cost expense is made up only of contracts
allowed. When express warranties are containing warranty provisions. When
included in contracts (except contracts evaluating direct charges to a contract for
for commercial items) all implied war- warranty costs, the auditor should ascer-
ranties of merchantability and fitness are tain that the same type of costs incurred
negated by use of the language in the on other government or commercial
warranty clause (see FAR products are excluded from allocable
46.706(b)(IXiii)). Under cost-reimburse- overhead unless it is clearly established
ment type contracts, the Inspection of that a cost duplication does not exist.
Supplies and Correction of Defects clause d. Determine whether the contractor's
provides that corrections or replacements policies and procedures are being fol-
are to be made without cost to the lowed and properly implemented. To
grovernment if the defects are the result of ascertain this, a representative number of
raud or other causes of the types listed in transactions should be reviewed. When

FAR 52.246-3(h). In the absence of such warranty costs are accounted for under
causes, costs of correctinp defects may be the reserve method, the auditor should
allowable if incurred within the period ascertain that the periodic charges to
covered by the clause, overhead and additions to the reserve

b. Verify actual costs to ensure that account are not excessive in relation to
contractors have properly segregated war- actual warranty costs experienced over an
ranty costs for the correction of defects appropriate number of years.
from the costs of ongi ng performance e. In estimating costs to provide a
(such as redesign, rework, test and quality warranty, contractors must consider
control). In many cases, the department many factors, including the specific war-
or group tasked with correcting a defect ranty terms, the types of defects which
under the warranty requirements will be may occur, the probability and number
the same department or group perform- of occurrences, and the nature, extent,
ing the ongoing portion of the contract. and cost of the corrective action which
The auditor should ascertain whether the will be required. In the evaluation of
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proposed warranty costs, the following ment of (i) the dollar impact of warranty
steps should be performed: costs included in vendor prices, and (ii)

(1) Review the warranty provisions in the need for the contractor to have war-
the request for proposal to ascertain that ranty protection when material is pur-
a warranty is required and to determine chased for inventory or for other prudent
the nature and extent of the warranty reasons. Where determinable, the report
requirements. should include a statement to the effect

(2) Evaluate the contractor's account- that the contractor's proposal costs in-
ing policies and procedures for the treat- clude amounts for either vendor or con-
ment and segregation of warranty costs. tractor warranty, even though the dollar
Review the practices to determine if any impact may not be quantifiable.
inequity exists in allocating costs between (8) When the examination relates to a
and among commercial and government proposal for a contract excluded from the
work loads, inclusion of a warranty clause (See 7-

(3) Determine the basis of the proposed 1602), comments similar to those provid-
warranty costs. The estimates should be ed in (7) above would not be appropriate.
based on auditable data such as actual However, those contractor proposals may
experience, industry-wide experience, ac- contain an "inspection clause," and
tuarial estimates or parametric estimates should include a reasonable estimate for
[see 9-1000]. If estimated costs are predi- costs of complying with the requirements
cated on incurred costs related to isolated of the related contract clause (see FAR
events which are nonrecurring, a contin- 52.246). The omission or understatement
gency exists; therefore, attention should of such costs may result in the negotia-
be given to FAR 31.205-7, "Contingen- tion of a contract with a built-in overrun
cies." factor. If the auditor encounters an ap-

(4) Evaluate the contractor's past expe- parently inappropriate omission, this
rience in the actual incurrence of warran- should be brought to the attention of the
ty cost. contractor and the appropriate contract-

(5) Determine if there are any discern- ing officers. The auditor should not pre-
ible trends or changes in accounting or pare the proposed estimate for the con-
operating practices which are likely to tractor. However, the auditor should dis-
affect warranty costs in future periods, close any deficiency in the narrative

(6) Determine that warranty costs report comments with attention to the
charged direct on prior contracts are appropriate contractor responsibilities
excluded from the base amounts used to addressed at FAR 46.105, 46.202 and
project future product costs on follow-on 46.3.
contracts. f. Other Audit Considerations

(7) When the examination relates to a Other areas that may require special
proposal for a contract where a warranty consideration in the audit of warranty
may be appropriate (see 7-1602), the costs include CAS adequacy and compli-
audit report should include any com- ance and the use of off-site indirect
ments which would assist the contracting expense pools.
officer in determining (a) whether the (1) Prior to the implementation of the
best interest of the government would be DoD warranty requirements for weapon
served by including a warranty clause in systems contracts (see 7-1602), many
the contract, (b) the approximate cost to contractors treated warranty costs as an
the government for the protection afford- indirect cost which was allocated to all
ed by such clause (the amount not ques- applicable final cost objectives. As a
tioned), and (c) whether major subcon- result of the warranty requirements un-
tracts include warranty provisions. If so, der DFARS 246.770-2, which became
the report should also include comments effective I January 1985, contractors
on vendor warranty costs, particularly in may be charging the warranty costs di-
cases where the express or implied con- rectly to final cost objectives. If the
tractor or vendor policy is that vendor contractor's disclosed practices state that
warranties will not be passed to the warranty costs are to be treated as an
government. This may require an assess- indirect cost, a revision to the disclosure
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statement will be required (see 8-303). In tion of contract provisions on warranty
addition, consideration must be given to costs make it especially important that
the requirements of CAS 402 which re- the auditor coordinate with the ACO and
quires consistency in the allocation of the ACO's technical staff.
costs incurred for the same purpose in
like circumstances (see 8-402).

(2) Another audit concern resulting 7-1606 Audit Considerations in
from the inclusion of warranty clauses in Negotiating Final Price under an FPI
contracts relates to the use or establish- Contract
ment of off-site overhead pools to accu-
mulate and allocate expenses related to The final total price negotiated under a
effort of correcting defects at off-site fixed-price incentive contract containing
locations (for example, correction). The a warranty clause may consider all costs
audit of costs associated with off-site incurred or to be incurred by the contrac-
activities would include a determination tor in complying with the warranty clause
of whether the effort is of such magnitude (see FAR 46.707). When it is the contrac-
as to justify establishment of a separate tor's practice to account for warranty cost
cost pool, and whether the allocation as a direct charge or by establishing a
method used satisfies the requirements of reserve (see 7-1603 b), its repricing pro-
FAR 31.203 and, if applicable, CAS 418 posal for the above purpose may include
(see 6-606 and 8-418). an estimate of warranty costs remaining

to be incurred. In such cases the auditor
7-1605 Coordination with the ACO should examine closely the basis for the
and Technical Staff estimates and their reasonableness.

The technical nature of the subject
matter and the relevancy of interpreta-

C
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7-1700 Section 17 - Business Combination Costs
7-1701 Introduction 7-1703 Basic Approaches to

Obtaining Control Over AssetsThis section provides guidance for au- Owned and Used by Other Firmsdit evaluation of business combination
costs proposed or claimed by contractors. There are two basic approaches to

obtaining control over assets owned and7-1702 Business Combinations used by other firms. The acquiring firm
may buy the desired assets and thereby

a. A business combination occurs when obtain title to their use directly, or it maya corporation and one or more incorpo- obtain an ownership interest in the com-rated or unincorporated firms are mon stock of another company enablingbrought together under common control, it to exercise indirect control over the
generally into one accounting entity. The other firm's assets. These two basic ap-single entity carries on the activities of proaches can be adopted in variousthe previously separate, independent en- forms, as follows:
terprises (see APB-16). a. Acquisition of assets.

b. Once an auditor becomes aware of a b. Acquisition of stock.
business combination whether it be c. Statutory merger.
through a merger, consolidation, acquisi- d. Statutory consolidation.
tion, divestiture, etc., he/she should take 7-1703.1 Acquisition of Assets
the following steps:(I) Contact the contractor immediately a. The acquisition of assets under ato obtain information on the situation, business combination is more than a(2) Request that the contractor keep casual sale and purchase of an asset. It isDCAA advised of all related transactions the purchase and sale of a major amountand activities as they occur. of operating assets, requiring approval by(3) Remind the contractor of the FAR each. company's board of directors and,and CAS requirements concerning affect- generally, its stockholders. Payment fored costs, including the requirement that the assets may be made by cash, debtunallowable costs together with directly securities, the acquiring firm's stock, or aassociated costs be identified and exclud- combination thereof.ed from any claim applicable to the b. The acquiring corporation may (1)government, create a new corporation for the assets,(4) Maintain contact between and (2) assign the assets to a new division oramong the affected FAOs to assure a branch, or (3) assimilate the assets intocomplete exchange of information, and its present organization. An importantto ensure that consistent audit action is point to bear in mind is that purchasingbeing taken. Where there is a Contract the assets does not give the acquiringAudit Coordinator (CAC) or a Corporate firm any ownership rights in the sellingHome Office Auditor (CHOA) (CAM 15- organization. The acquiring firm is buy-200), overall coordination responsibility ing title to specific assets and is in no wayshould reside therein, acquiring any stockholders' rights in the(5) Contact the ACO and the major selling firm.buying commands to ensure that they areaware of the circumstances. There should 7-1703.2 Acquisition of Stockbe a complete exchange of information Instead of buying assets directly, anwith emphasis on items such as advance acquiring firm may gain control of assetsagreements and novation agreements. by buying the voting common stock of(6) Evaluate the benefits of havin* a the investee. Voting stock may be ac-CAC or CHOA conference or a meeting quired by (1) purchase of outstandingof the auditors cognizant of the specific stock on the open market, (2) negotiationorganizational units involved in the with major stockholders to purchase allchange. or part of their interests, (3) purchase of
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authorized but unissued shares (including equally acceptable, the methods cannot
treasury stock) from the investee compa- be used alternatively. That is, a business
ny, and (4) a tender offer. In a tender combination must meet certain require-
offer, the investor makes a public an- ments to quality as a pooling of interests;
nouncement to the stockholders of the if it does not meet the requirements it
corporation whose stock the investor must be treated as a purchase. Part-pur-
wishes to purchase. The announcement chase and part-pooling of the same busi-
stipulates the pricc offered for the shares ness combinations is unacceptable (APB-
and the number of shares the potential 16, Accounting for Business Combina-
investors want to purchase, what will tions). Because of the restrictive GAAP
happen if more or less than that number requirements, the pooling of interests
are tendered, and the time period for method is rarely used. The conditions
tendering the stock. Information regard- required for use of the pooling of inter-
ing the tender offer must be filed with the ests method are specified in APB- 16.
Securities and Exchange Commission
prior to making the offer. 7-1704.2 Pooling of Interests Method.

a. The pooling of interests method
7-1703.3 Statutory Merger reflects the- union of ownership between

A statutory merger occurs when one or the entities involved. The pooling is
more corporations give up their separate accomplished primarily through the is-
legal identities to another constituent suance of common stock of the acquiring
corporation which maintains its identity. company. Goodwill is never recorded in
Stockholders of the liquidated corpora- a pooling of interests because the assets
tion usually receive common stock of the and liabilities of the companies involved
surviving corporation, but they may also are carried forward at their recorded
receive cash, debt securities, or preferred amounts. In short, they are viewed as
stock. Normally, a statutory merger must always having been one entity.
be approved by the boards of directors of b. Asset Valuation. Under the pooling
the constituent corporations and then by of interests method, the assets and liabili-
the stockholders of each company. ties of the separate companies become

the assets and liabilities of the combined
7-1703.4 Statutory Consolidation corporation. The value of each asset and

A statutory consolidation is similar to a liability, as recorded under GAAP on the
statutory merger in that the consolidation books of the separate companies at the
must be approved by the boards of direc- date of combination, is the value that is
tors and stockholders of the constituent carried over to the books of the combined
corporations. Unlike a merger, however, company (see APB-16).
a consolidation results in the formation 7-1704.3 Purchase Method
of a new corporation and the liquidation a r
of the constituent corporations. The a. The purchase method reflects the
shareholders of the constituent corpora- acquisition of one company by another.
tions are issued stock in the new corpora- The excess, if any, between the fair value
tion, which then controls the assets and of the identifiable assets purchased and
liabilities of the former constituent cor- the amount paid is recorded as goodwill.
porations. b. The effect of using the purchase

method on the valuation of acquired
7-1704 Purchase and Pooling of assets is stated in paragraph 8 of APB- 16:

"The cost to an acquiring corporation ofInterests Methods of Accounting for an entire acquired company should be
Business Combinations determined by the principles of account-

ing for the acquisition of an asset. That7-1704.1 Introduction and Use cost should then be allocated to the
There are two generally accepted meth- identifiable individual assets acquired

ods of accounting for a business combi- and liabilities assumed based on their fair
nation: the pooling of interests method values; the unallocated costs should be
and the purchase method. Although recorded as goodwill."
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c. For more specific guidance relating ciation and amortization costs assigned
to the valuation or write-up of assets in accordance with CAS will be included
under the purchase accounting method, in any allocation base which normally
see 7-1705 below, includes such costs, e.g., the total cost

input base. To the extent that such costs
7-1705 Asset Valuation and are unallowable, the inclusion of such
Revaluation Under the Purchase costs in an allocation base will cause the
Method of Accounting for Business unallowable portion of the costs to ab-
Combinations sorb a portion of overhead cost or G&A

expense.
f. Goodwill is an expressly unallowable7-1705.1 Introduction to Asset Write-ups cost. Also, goodwill is an unallowable(or Write-downs) element of the facilities capital employed

a. In a business combination that is base used to compute cost of money.
accounted for as a purchase, a write-up
(or write-down) of the asset values can 7-1705.2 GAAP for Write-ups (or Write-
occur when the purchase price paid for downs)
the assets or the capital stock is more (or a. The GAAP for determining the
less) than the book value of the assets. value of an acquired company's assets are
Under GAAP, the amount of the write- principally provided in Opinion of the
up is limited to the lower of the assigned Accounting Principles Board (APB) 16.
purchase price or the fair market value of Three paragraphs are restated below.
the acquired assets (7-1705.2). Costs as- (1) Paragraph 68 - Allocating Costs.
signed to intangible assets should reason- Acquiring assets in groups requires not
ably reflect their fair market value (7- only ascertaining the cost of the assets as
1705.3). a group, but also allocating the cost to the

b. Asset write-ups (or write-downs) individual assets which comprise the
may occur through either the direct pur- group. The cost of a group is determined
chase of assets (7-1705.4) or through the by the principles in paragraph 67. A
purchase of stock when the acquired portion of the total cost is then assigned
company is liquidated (7-1705.5). to each individual asset acquired on the

c. Costs relating to asset write-ups in basis of its fair value. A difference be-
accordance with CAS (or GAAP) are tween the sum of the assigned costs of the
generally allowable for contracts entered tangible and identifiable intangible assets
into before 23 July 1990. Credit adjust- acquired, less liabilities assumed, and the
ments for excess depreciation costs cost of the group is evidence of unspeci-
charged to government contracts should fled intangible values.
reflect equitable treatment for all parties (2) Paragraph 87 - Recording Assets
and should be recognized as liabilities in Acquired and Liabilities Assumed:
the revaluation process (7-1705.6). (a) An acquiring corporation should

d. For contracts entered into after 22 allocate the cost of an acquired company
July 1990, the amounts of amortization, to the assets acquired and liabilities as-
depreciation, and cost of money that are sumed. Allocation should follow the prin-
assigned in accordance with CAS (or ciples described in paragraph 68.
GAAP), are subjected to a ceiling for (b) First, all identifiable assets ac-
allowability purposes. The ceiling is the quired, either individually or by type,
amount that would have been allowable and liabilities assumed in a business
had the combination never taken place combination, whether or not shown in
(see FAR 31.205-52). This allowability the financial statements of the acquired
criteria applies even if the business com- company, should be assigned a portion of
bination was prior to 23 July 1990 (7- the cost of the acquired company, nor-
1705.7). mally equal to their fair values at date of

e. The asset values determined in ac- acquisition.
cordance with CAS (or GAAP), are used (c) Second, the excess of the cost of the
in the three-factor formula for distrib- acquired company over the sum of the
uting home office costs. Likewise, depre- amounts assigned to identifiable assets
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acquired, less liabilities assumed, should sold or consumed during the operating
be recorded as goodwill. The sum of the cycle of the business (Accounting Re-
market or appraisal values of identifiable search Bulletia (ARB) 43, Chapter 3,
assets acquired, less liabilities assumed, paragraph 4). The operating cycle is the
may sometimes exceed the cost of the average time intervening between the
acquired company. If so, the values oth- acquisition of materials or services enter-
erwise assignable to noncurrent assets ing the production process and final cash
acquired (except long-term investments realization (ARB-43, Chapter 3, para-
in marketable securities) should be re- graph 5).
duced by a proportionate part of the c. Further guidance on the proper
excess to determine the assigned values, procedures for writing up assets is con-
A deferred credit for an excess of as- tained in Section 7610 of the "AICPA
signed value of identifiable assets over Technical Practice Aids."
cost of an acquired company (sometimes
called "negative goodwill") should not be 7-1705.3 Intangible Assets
recorded unless those assets are reduced a. Intangible assets are generally
to zero value. (For further explanation on grouped into two categories: identifiable
negative goodwill, see b. below.) and unidentifiable. Identifiable intangi-

(d) Independent appraisals may be ble assets are given reasonably descrip-
used as an aid in determining the fair tive names such as patents, trademarks,
values of some assets and liabilities, and franchises. Conversely, unidentifia-
Subsequent sales of assets may also pro- ble intangible assets lack specific identity.
vide evidence of values. The effect of The excess amount paid for an acquired
taxes may be a factor in assigning company over the sum of identifiable net
amounts to identifiable assets and liabili- assets, usually termed goodwill, is the
ties (paragraph 89). most common unidentifiable intangible

(3) Guides for assigning amounts of the asset. The most significant distinction
purchase price to individual categories of between the two categories is their separ-
assets and liabilities assumed are provid- ability. Identifiable intangible assets may
ed in paragraph 88 of APB-16 and sum- be acquired singly, as a part of a group of
marized below: assets, or as part of an entire company.

(a) Inventories - net realizable value, Unidentifiable intangible assets are in-
less a reasonable profit, except raw mate- separable from the entity and therefore
rial, which should be valued at current cannot be acquired singly.
replacement cost. b. Costs should be assigned to all

(b) Receivables - present value of the specifically identifiable assets, normally
amount that will be received, less an based on the fair values of the individual
allowance for uncollectible accounts. assets; costs of identifiable assets should

(c) Marketable securities - net realiza- not be included in goodwill or any other
ble value, type of unidentifiable assets (see APB-

(d) Plant and equipment - appraised 17). The cost of unidentifiable intangible
values in accordance with intended use. assets is measured by the difference be-
(e) Liabilities - present value of the tween the cost of the group of assets or
amount to be paid. enterprise acquired and the sum of the

, b. In the event the assignable fair assigned costs of individual tangible and
values of net assets acquired exceed the identifiable intangible assets acquired,
purchase price, the value of noncurrent less liabilities assumed.
assets acquired (excluding long-term in- c. In a purchase transaction, the assets
vestments in marketable securities) of the acquired company are appraised
should be reduced proportionately. Nega- and current market values established.
tive goodwill (any remaining cost) should Usually, outside appraisers perform the
not be recorded unless all the noncurrent appraisal. They may take several differ-
assets acquired (excluding long-term in- ent approaches in arriving at their esti-
vestments in marketable securities) have mates. While (1) the accounting processes
been reduced to zero. Current assets are prescribed by APBs 16 and 17 require the
those which will be realized in cash, or assignment of costs to identifiable assets,
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and (2) GAAP prescribes recognition of chase of stock, no write-up of assets is
the assigned cost, the auditor should not permissible on the acquired corporation's
automatically conclude that the resulting accounting records, unless the acquiring
costs are reasonable and reimbursable. corporation elects to liquidate the ac-

d. The auditor needs to evaluate the quired corporation. This is an important
contractor's categorization of each identi- distinction from the direct purchase of
fiable intangible asset to determine assets. It is based on how the courts view
whether or not the value assigned to such the corporate entity and the ownership of
asset is reasonable and commensurate assets. That is, in a stock purchase with-
with economic reality or substance of the
asset in review. The allowability of iden- out liquidation of the acquired corpora-
tified assets should be limited to fair tion, the courts have determined that (1)
market values subject to allocability and the assets held by the acquired company
reasonableness tests. after the stock purchase are the same

assets as those held before the stock
7-1705.4 Write-ups Resulting from the purchase and (2) it is the acquiring corpo-
Direct Purchase of Assets ration, not the acquired corporation,

a. If a business combination results which has incurred the costs to purchase
from the direct purchase of assets: (1) the stock and assets of the acquiring
GAAP obligates the acquiring firm to corporation.
record the assets at amounts which reflect b. Consistent with the position above,
the actual price paid for the assets (see 7- in a stock purchase without liquidation,
1705.2); (2) the adjusted asset amounts the difference between the book value
are reflected on the books of the acquired and purchase price of the acquired corn-
company (assuming it continues as a pany's assets is reflected on the books of
separate operation); and (3) the govern- the acquiring company, not the acquired
ment recognizes the adjusted amounts for company.
contract cost accounting urposes (but c. The auditor should challenge con-
see 7-1705.7 and 7-1709A). .tractor attempts to wnte up the assets of

b. The amounts assigned to the pur- tcorporation which was acquired
chased assets can vary considerably from a
the book values of the assets on the through a stock purchase, but not liqui-
acquired contractor's accounting records. dated. This includes write-ups that are
Normally, the assigned amounts are deemed to be appropriate based on a
greater, indicating that the purchase price contractor's tax election under Section
exceeded the book value of the acquired 338 of the Internal Revenue Code. Prior
assets. The assigned amounts can also be to Section 338, the IRS prescribed liqui-
lower, however, if the book value of the dation techniques to support an actual
acquired assets exceeded the purchase dissolution of a company before its assets
price. could be stepped-up. The IRS no longer

c. The auditor should also understand requires this procedure; however, an im-
that the amount of write-up or write- portant aspect of Section 338 is the
down recognized by the acquiring compa- recapture provision and other taxable
ny (i.e., the difference between the new treatment comparable to that applicable
assigned values and the old book values when a purchased subsidiary was liqui-
of the acquired company's assets) also dated under prior laws. This recapture
represents the amount of the selling com- provision is comparable to the mecha-
pany's gain or loss on the disposition of nism available to the government in
depreciable assets. For further guidance, adjusting contracts at CAS 409.50(jX1)
see FAR 31.205-16, Gains and Losses on and FAR 31.205-16.
Disposition of Depreciable Pro t or d. In the Marquardt Co. case, (ASBCA
Other Capital Assets. Also see 7-1705.6. No. 29888, 85-3 BCA para. 18245) which

7-1705.5 Write-ups (or Write-downs) was upheld by the Federal Circuit Court
Resulting from the Purchase of Stock in 1987 (822 F.2d 1573), the Board ruled
and Liquidation of the Acquired that a contractor acquired in a business
Company combination was not entitled to use the

a. If the business combination of two purchase method prescribed by CAS
corporations is achieved through the pur- 404.50 in order to revalue its assets for
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government contract costing purposes. treatment to all parties. Parties seeking

The asset revaluations were disallowed equity on the mass sale or disposition of
because the acquired company (Mar- assets on the basis of these provisions are
quardt) continued to exist unchanged as a not then compelled to comply with the
wholly owned subsidiary of the acquiring other provisions of CAS 409 and FAR
company. The Board decided that the 31.205-16 governing the routine sale or
accounting method prescribed by APB- disposition of one or more tangible capi-
16 applies to how an acquiring business is tal assets.
to value its assets and that the write-up in d. When an adjustment to the costs of
asset values is not recoverable on govern- government contracts is warranted be-
ment contracts held by the acquired cause of the mass sale and write-up (or
business, write-down) of assets, it should be pur-

sued first through the contracts of the
7-1705.6 Credits Due the Government selling company (i.e., the company which
When Assets Are Written-up Under the experienced the gain or loss on the sale of
Purchase Method of Accounting for the assets for tax purposes). If the adjust-
Business Combination ment was not considered by the selling

a. Generally, costs of write-ups are company, and the buying company ac-
allowable for contracts issued before 23 quired the contracts of the selling compa-
July 1990, provided that the assets are ny (as well as the assets), then the adjust-
written up in accordance with the GAAP ment should be viewed (and pursued) as
and subject to FAR cost principle limita- an obligation of the buying company.
tions (see 7-1705.7 and 7-1705.8). The reason for this is that the buying

b. It is DCAA's position that an adjust- company becomes the proper successor
ment for the depreciation costs charged company for contractual performance
to government contracts is required and, as such, it assumes all of the contrac-

, whenever all of the following occur: (I) tual rights, duties, and obligations of the
one company with government contracts selling company.
is acquired by another through either a e. Adjustments due on the write-up of
direct purchase or stock purchase with assets should be recognized as liabilities
liquidation; (2) the purchase price of the in the revaluation process and should
assets is materially more or less than the serve to reduce the dollar amount re-
book value of the assets; and (3) there is maining to be assigned to identifiable
no advance agreement between the in- assets using procedures prescribed by
volved parties and the government that APBs 16 and 17. For assets written up in
would preclude such an adjustment. This this manner, the resulting depreciation
position is based on the related provi- and cost of money will be allowable on
sions of CAS 409.50(jX3) and FAR future (non-novated) contracts based on
31.205-16(e), which deal with gains and the appreciated cost of the asset.
losses arising from the mass or extraordi-
nary sale of assets. The adjustment itself 7-1705.7 Allowability of Asset Valuation
represents the difference between the net Write-ups for Contracts Issued After 22
book value of the acquired assets (at the July 1990
time of liquidation/merger) and the ap- a. For business combinations that use
praised market value of the assets (at the the purchase method of accounting, FAR
time of purchase by the acquiring compa- 31.205-52 (Asset Valuation Resulting
ny), up to the amount of depreciation from Business Combinations) limits the
expense taken by the acquired company. amount of allowable amortization, depre-
It is similar in theory to the depreciation ciation, and cost of money to the total
that is recaptured under Sections 1245 amount that would have been allowable
and 1250 of the Internal Revenue Code. had the combination never taken place.

c. CAS 409.50(jX3) and FAR 31.205- This provision became effective 23 July
16(e) further stipulate that the contract- 1990. Simply stated, the government will
ing parties account for gains and losses not recognize for cost allowability pur-
on the mass sale or disposition of assets poses any costs resulting from the in-
in a manner that results in equitable crease in the value of acquired assets (or
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the creation of new assets) as a result of the contractor and to minimize future
business combinations. FAR 31.205-52 disputes:
applies to contracts awarded on or after (1) when the government, prior to 23
23 July 1990. For purposes of pricing and July 1990, had agreed to a settlement
costing contracts entered into after 22 covering a business combination which
July 1990, this FAR provision also ap- implied acceptance of such costs in the
plies to preexisting business combina- future. For example, when the govern-
tions that predate the effective date of the ment had agreed to accept an immediate
cost principle. However, the contracting credit for excess depreciation and amorti-
officer may need to separately address zation costs recognized prior to the busi-
the costs of past asset write-ups on a case- ness combination;
by-case basis to achieve equity or to (2) when the acquired company had no
protect the government's interest in spe- or little government business before be-
cial situations (see 7-1705.7.d.). ing acquired so that no material credit

b. Except when the business combina- exists for excess depreciation and amorti-
tion results in an asset write-down, the zation previously recognized, and the
allowability of costs will usually be based acquiring company subsequently entered
on the acquired company's book values government business with the asset valu-
for the existing assets before the combi- ations established by the combination.
nation took place. The contractor is re- (3) when an extensive period of time
sponsible for maintaining the proper do- has elapsed between a prior business

combination and the effective date of theumentation to demonstrate that the pro- cost principle
posed or claim(ed costs do not exceed the time (e.g., five to ten years) may need to
amounts calculated based on the book be considered in applying the limits ofvalues of the acquired assets. This be- FAR 31.205-52.
comes particularly important in those e. Gains and losses on the disposition
business combinations when one compa- of assets resulted from a business combi-
ny purchases another company and the nation shall not be recognized as speci-
acquired company is dissolved, fled at FAR 31.205-16(a).

c. An exception exists in those cases
when the assigned values of noncurrent 7-1705.8 Unallowable Costs
assets are adjusted downward (purchase a. Goodwill. FAR 31.205-49 defines
price is less than net fair value). In these goodwill as an unidentifiable intangible
situations the basis for determining al- asset. It originates from use of the pur-
lowable costs will be limited to the book chase method of accounting for a busi-
value or the adjusted value, whichever is ness combination. Goodwill arises when
lower. This is in accordance with CAS the price paid by the acquiring company
404. More specifically, CAS 404.50(d) exceeds the sum of the identifiable indi-
provides that when the fair value of vidual assets acquired less liabilities as-
assets less liabilities exceeds the purchase sumed, based upon their fair values.
price of the acquired company under the Goodwill may arise from the acquisition
purchase method of accounting, the value of a company as a whole or in part. Any
otherwise assignable to tangible capital costs for amortization, expensing, write-
assets shall be reduced by a proportionate off, or write-down of goodwill (however
part of the excess. The government can- represented) are unallowable.
not allow costs that are not assignable to b. Cost of Money. The cost of money
a cost accounting period under the CAS resulting from including goodwill (how-
requirements. Therefore, prior book val- ever represented) in the facilities capital
ues in excess of the price paid by the employed base is unallowable (see FAR
contractor are unallowable. 31.205-10(aXS)).

d. Auditors who encounter the follow-
ing situations should advise the contract- 7-1705.9 Summury of Audit Guidelines
ing officer that an advance agreement for Write-ups
may be necessary to provide equitable a. For contracts issued before 23 July
treatment to both the government and 1990, the auditor must be assured that
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the individual assets are valued properly tered into for all executory contracts
in accordance with APBs 16 and 17, and transferred to a successor in interest.
that the contractor is correctly account- b. The transfer of a government con-
ing for the gains and losses, tract is prohibited by law (41 U.S.C. 15).

For example, the auditor needs to FAR 42.1204(a) states: "However, the
verify that (1) the purchase price is Government may, in its interest, recog-
correctly stated, (2) the transaction quali- nize a third party as the successor in
fies for the purchase method of account- interest to a Government contract when
ing, (3) all tangible and intangible assets the third party's interest in the contract
are included on the balance sheets, (4) the arises out of the transfer of (1) all the
appraised values are reasonable and re- contractor's assets or (2) the entire por-
corded in accordance with the aforemen- tion of the assets involved in performing
tioned procedures, and (5) the assets are the contract." Examples include, but are
properly categorized as current or non- not limited to:
current. (1) Sale of the assets with a provision

The auditor should review the pur- for assuming liabilities.
chase agreement and other documents (2) Transfer of the assets pursuant to
provided in connection with the novated merger or consolidation of a corporation.
contracts, the appraisal report(s), and (3) Incorporation of a proprietorship or
certified financial statements. If the partnership or formation of a partner-
write-ups are material in amount, consid- ship.
eration should be given to requesting a c. When it is in the government's
technical evaluation of the appraisal interest not to concur in the transfer of a
amounts. contract from one company to another

b. For contracts issued after 22 July company, the original contractor remains
1990, the auditor should verify that con- under contractual obligation to the gov-
tracts do not receive increased costs emient, and the contract may be termi-
flowing from asset revaluation resulting nated if the original contractor does not
from business combinations. This would perform (see FAR 42.1204(b)).
also apply to preexisting business combi- d. When a contractor requests the
nations that predate the contracts being government to recognize a successor in
entered into. The auditor may have to interest, the contractor is required to
advise the contracting officer of the need submit a signed novation agreement. The
to separately address the costs of past form of the novation agreement and the
asset write-ups on a case-by-case basis to conditions for its use are prescribed in
achievet eqity-ups or to prote-ctthe ba - FAR 42.12.achieve equity or to protect the govern- e. The authorized agreement provides
ment's interest in special situations, in part that "The Transferor and the

Transferee agree that the Government is
7-1706 Novation Agreements not obligated to pay or reimburse either

of them for, or otherwise give effect to,
a. A successor in interest to a govern- any costs, taxes, or other expenses, or any

ment contract usually evolves from a related increases, directly or indirectly
change in the ownership of a contractor arising out of or resulting from the trans-
organization. The successor in interest is fer or this Agreement, other than the
recognized by a novation agreement exe- Government in the absence of this trans-
cuted by (I) the contractor (transferor), fer or Agreement would have been obli-
(2) the successor in interest (transferee), gated to pay or reimburse under the
and (3) the government. By the novation terms of the contracts" (see FAR
agreement, among other things, the 42.1204(eXbX7)). Auditors should be
transferor guarantees performance of the aware that the cited provision is not
contract, the transferee assumes all obli- limited to professional services, taxes,
gations under the contract, and the gov- and corporate expenses directly con-
eminent recognizes the transfer of the nected with the change in ownership. For
contract and related assets (FAR novated contracts, it bars any increase in
42.1201). Novation agreements are en- contract costs that would otherwise not
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have occurred. This applies not only to (2) Any costs incurred in establishing a
total cost of performance but to any corporation or other form of organiza-
element of cost. The Armed Services tion; as, incorporation, legal and account-
Board of Contract Appeals barred an ing fees, promotional costs incident to
increase in depreciation resulting from a the sale of securities, security-qualifica-
revaluation of assets by the new owners tion expense, and printing of stock certif-
(LTV Aerospace Corporation, ASBCA icates.
No. 11161, 67-2 BCA para. 6406). In that b. In the event a contractor creates or
case, the Board also rejected a contention acquires a new segment or business unit
that the claim was proper as an offset for through an acquisition or reorganization,
"savings" resulting from decreases in the auditor should review the activity
other cost categories such as reduced associated with the transaction to deter-
state income taxes resulting from in- mine if any unallowable or unallocable
creased depreciation. The "savings" were costs are assigned to government con-
not costs under the contract because they tracts. These activities are often per-
were never incurred by the contractor. formed by an in-house business planning

f. Auditors need to review each nova- group, an acquisition and divestiture
tion agreement to determine its account- committee, and by the corporate legal
ing impact on the applicable contracts, and accounting departments. The auditor
the concurrently running contracts, and should review any available documenta-
those contracts entered into subsequent tion to identify activities and associated
to the agreement. costs which are directly incident to estab-

lishing or altering the contractor's finan-
7-1707 Organization and cial structure. Many times the employees
Reorganization Costs involved in these activities do not main-tain adequate time records to identify

and support their effort expended ona. Expenditures made in connection reorganizations and related work. Thewith planning or executing the organiza- auditor should ensure that the contractor
tion or reorganization of the corporate implements the necessary policy and pro-
structure of a business, including mergers cedures to properly identify and account
and acquisitions, are unallowable under for these activities.
FAR 31.205-27, Organization Costs (see c. Normal recurring expenditures asso-
Dynalectron Corporation, ASBCA ciated with internal reorganizations of
20240, 77-2 BCA 12835). Such expendi- contractor segments and divisions are
tures include, but are not limited to, generally allowable costs to the extent
incorporation fees and costs of attorneys, they are reasonable and allocable. Such
accountants, brokers, promoters and or- expenditures may be incurred for busi-
ganizers, management consultants, and ness planning and forecasting, developing
investment counselors, whether or not policies and procedures, preparing a CAS
they are employees of the company. This disclosure statement, establishing an ac-
would also include costs related to counting system, etc.
changes in the financial structure which
may result from divestitures or the estab- 7-1708 Costs Associated With
lishment of joint ventures or wholly.
owned subsidiaries. In establishing the Resisting Change in Ownership
coverage at FAR 31.205-27, the Cost
Principles Committee relied on the fol. 7-1708.1 General Allowability
lowing definition of an organization and a. For contracts awarded prior to 4
reorganization and the costs thereof: April 1988, contractor expenditures to

(1) A major change in the financial resist a takeover should be disapproved
structure of a corporation or a group of in accordance with the provisions of both
associated corporations resulting in alter- FAR 31.205-27, "Organization Costs,"
ations in the rights and interest of securi- and FAR 31.205-28, "Other Business
ty holders; a recapitalization, merger, or Expenses." In addition, the auditor
consolidation, should:
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(1) Be aware that such costs do not accepted and was paid only $40,000 per
meet the criteria for allocability stated in year. If the new owners immediately raise
FAR 31.201-4 (i.e., the costs are not the individual's salary to $50,000, this
incurred specifically for a government would not be considered a "golden hand-
contract nor do they benefit government cuff' unless the pay raise is granted on a
work). condition that the individual would re-

(2) Make every effort to have the main with the company for a specified
contractor segregate its expenditures to period of time.
effect or resist a business combination as
they are being incurred. 7-1709 References That Should Be

b. For contracts awarded on or after 4 Considered When a Major Change of
April 1988, the costs incurred by a con-
tractor in connection with successfully or a Contractor's Organization
unsuccessfully resisting a merger or take- Structure Takes Place
over are expressly unallowable per FAR
31.205-27(a), and must be segregated as a. Access to Records CAM 1-504
unallowable costs per FAR 31.201-6. b. Advance Agreements FAR 31.109

c. Asset Valuation Resulting from
7-1708.2 Abnormal Executive Severance Business Combinations FAR
Pay (Golden Parachutes) 31.205-52

In order to discourage a hostile take- d. Business Combinations APB 16
over attempt, some companies have insti- e. Capital Investment CAM 5-602
tuted extraordinary arrangements with f. Capital Tangible Assets CAS 404
key employees to provide very large g. CAS Disclosure Statement 48 CFR
termination benefits to be paid only in 9903.2
the event of a merger or loss of control h. Cash Disbursements CAM 14-
and the subsequent dismissal, termina- 306.2d
tion, or departure of the executive. These i. CAS Impact Statement 48 CFR
arrangements have been referred to as 9903.3
"Golden Parachutes" because they pro- j. Compensation FAR 31.205-6
vide extremely lucrative financial ar- k. Consultants FAR 31.205-33 &
rangements for the executives in those 37.203
circumstances. See 7-1907.8 for a discus- 1. Cost of Money FAR 31.205-10;
sion of the allowability of these costs. CAS 414

m. Depreciation FAR 31.205-11; CAS
7-1708.3 Special Compensation for 409
Retaining an Employee (Golden n. Economic Planning FAR 31.205-
Handcuffs) 12

Special compensation which is contin- o. Gains and Losses on Assets FAR
gent upon the employee remainin* with 31.205-16
the contractor for a specified period of p. Goodwill FAR 31.205-49
time is commonly called "golden hand- q. Insurance FAR 31.205-19; CAS
cuffs," and is expressly unallowable per 416
FAR 31.205-6(1), "Compensation inci- r. Intangible assets APB 17
dental to business acquisitions." With s. Labor Relations Costs FAR
respect to the FAR provision, it is impor- 31.205-21
tant to note that the disallowance of costs t. Pensions FAR 31.205-60); CAS
is linked with the requirement for the 412 & 413
employee to remain with the company. u. Plant Rearrangement CAM 9-703.9
For example, assume an individual was v. Records Destroyed CAM 1-505
performing a job normally paid and w. Sale and Leaseback CAM 9-703.11
objectively worth $50,000 per year, but x. SEC Current Report CAM 5-1S1
for good reason, (e.g., to help the compa- (Form 8k)
ny through a rough financial period) y. Taxes FAR 31.205-41
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7-1800 Section 18- Joint Ventures, Teaming Arrangements, and Special
Business Units (SBUs)

7-1801 Introduction group. Joint ventures possess the charac-
teristics of joint control; e.g., joint prop-

a. This section provides guidance for erty, joint liability for losses and ex-
audit evaluation of joint ventures, team- penses, and joint participation in profits.
ing arrangements, and special business Joint ventures car. be either incorporated
units (SBUs). or unincorporated. The incorporated

b. The form of business organization joint venture involves the issuance of
chosen by the contractor to carry on its stock and is most common on large
business or to bid on government con- construction type contracts. These joint
tracts significantly affects contractor ventures possess the typical characteris-
costs and income taxes. Eligibility for tics of a corporation. The unincorporated
award of a government contract may be joint venture can be a partnership or
directly linked to the form of business teaming arrangement between two or
organization under which a contractor more corporations usually involved in
elects to bid. Concurrently, the form of large research and development and/or
business organization will have a signifi- major weapons systems contracts. Usual-
cant bearing on determining the allowa- ly in this type of joint venture, the joint
bility and allocability of costs incurred venture is the contracting entity and is
under, government contracts. Therefore, designated to act as the prime contractor.
in reviewing a contractor's business orga-
nization, the auditor must consider the 2) Joint venture ownership seldom
related business circumstances and the changes, and the stock of an incorporated
contractor's compliance with generally joint venture is normally not traded
accepted accounting principles, FAR, publicly. Furthermore, under the usual
and CAS. An understanding of the appli- arrangement: (a) each investor partici-
cable Internal Revenue Service Regula- pates, directly or indirectly, in the overall
tions and provisions of both Federal law management of the joint venture (i.e.,
and state law would also be beneficial in joint venturers usually have an interest or
many instances, relationship in the venture other than as

passive investors); (b) significant influ-
7-1802 General Terms and ence of each of the investors is presumed
Definitions to be present; and (c) one investor does

not have control by direct or indirect
a. Corporation. A business organiza- ownership of a majority voting interest

tion of ane or more persons, partner- (otherwise the venture is likely to be a
ships, associations, or corporations char- subsidiary of the controlling investor).
tered by the state for the purpose of c. Teaming Arrangement. An arrange-
conducting profit making endeavors with ment between two or more companies,
the objective of dividing the gains. A either as a partnership or joint venture,
corporation is a separate legal entity with to perform on a specific contract. The
the following usual characteristics: conti- team itself may be designated to act as
nuity of existence, centralized manage- the prime contractor; or one of the team
ment, liability limited to corporate assets, members may be designated to act as the
and free transferability of interest. A prime contractor, and the other mem-
corporation may perform any business ber(s) designated to act as subcontractors.
action that can be performed by a natural (See FAR Subpart 9.6.) When the charac-
person, teristics of joint control (i.e., joint prop-

b. Joint Venture. erty, joint liability for losses and ex-
(I) An enterprise owned and operated penses, and joint participation in profits)

by two or more businesses or individuals are evident, then the teaming arrange-
as a separate entity (not a subsidiary) for ment is a joint venture. When these
the mutual benefit of the members of the characteristics are not present then the
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arrangement may more closely resemble cial statements, and (4) little or no G&A,
that of a prime contractor/subcontractor. B&P, or material handling expenses. All

d. Partnership. An ordinary partner- contract work is performed by the ven-
ship occurs when two or more entities turing organizations or other subcontrac-
(persons) combine capital and/or services tors. Employees are paid by their respec-
to carry on a business for profit. From a tive companies. The terms of the forma-
legal standpoint, it is a group of separate tion, operation, and dissolution of the
persons. venture are usually specified in a written

e. Cooperative Research Consortiums. agreement between the venturing organi-
A cooperative research consortium is a zations (see 7-1807a.).
partnership, joint venture, or corporation
organized pursuant to the 1984 National 7-1804 Characteristics of SBUs
Cooperative Research Act. Research con- a. Contractor wholly-owned subsidiar-
sortiums involve collaborations among ies or divisions can be legitimate contrac-
competitors and are usually formed to tor segments. These business organiza-
explore specific research areas. Unlike tions can have employees hired and paid
other business entities discussed in this by the SBU who actually perform the
section, cooperative research consori- required contract effort. These business
ums are not formed to bid on govern- units can have their own assets and
ment contracts. See 7-1915 for additional liabilities and have profit and loss re-
guidance on cooperative research consor- sponsibility. They are usually reportable
tiums. segments for financial and tax purposes.

f Special Business Unit (SBU). SBU is These SBUs are often engaged in foreign
the term used within CAM and other military sales or direct commercial sales
Agency guidance for those contractor to foreign governments. The SBU is
business organizations established to (a) usually formed to limit tax and legal
support a single contract, program, or liability.
product line, (b) limit financial, tax, or b. Other SBUs possess many of the
legal liability, and/or (c) gain a technical same characteristics as joint ventures and
or cost advantage. For purposes of this teaming arrangements. These business
guidance, SBU is used to refer to wholly- organizations have no employees and
owned subsidiaries or divisions. subcontract virtually all (over 90 percent)

g. Subsidiary. An entity controlled, contract effort to another contractor divi-
directly or indirectly, by another entity. sion and/or outside subcontractor(s). Of-
Control is usually conditioned upon own- ten these SBUs have little or no assets.
ership of a majority of the outstanding This type of SBU may have been formed
voting stock. It may also exist, however, to gain competitive, cost, and/or techni-with less than a majority of the outstand- cal advantages.ing voting stock under certain conditions c. Basically, there are two types of costingvothr istoaontracertlas, a enditis advantages that SBUs can attain. The(e.g., there is a contract, lease, agreement first type results from the fact that an
with other stockholders, or court decree). SBU is a specialized contracting entity

supported by one or more established7-1803 Characteristics of Joint contractor entities. The second type re-
Ventures suits from the fact that an SBU contract

can significantly reduce, or altogether
a. An incorporated joint venture nor- avoid, the amount of material overhead

mally has characteristics common to a and G&A that a prime contractor would
corporation (see 7-1802a.). It is a sepa- normally have to allocate to its subcon-
rate legal entity and acts as a contracting tracts and/or interdivisional work.
party.

b. An unincorporated joint venture 7-1805 Audit Considerations for
usually is either a partnership or a team- Joint Ventures, Teaming
ing arrangement and most often has (I) Arrangements, and SBUs
few or no employees hired and paid by
the joint venture, (2) little or no assets or a. This section presents guidance on
separate facilities, (3) no separate finan- the review of joint ventures, teaming
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arrangements and SBUs. It discusses the consider both the form and substance of
implications of FAR, CAS and GAAP in the business unit. In reviewing the form
reviewing the form of the business orga- and substance of the business unit, con-
nization chosen by the contractor to sider the following:
propose and perform government con- (1) Is the joint venture or SBU consid-
tracts. Criteria for determining the actual ered a legitimate business segment? (see
relationship between the venturing orga- 7-1806.)
nizations and the relationship between (2) What is the actual relationship
the SBU and the parent organization are between the venturing organizations?
also presented. (see 7-1807.)

b. Headquarters has no knowledge of (3) Is the joint venture/SBU cost ac-
any existing incorporated joint ventures counting and tax treatment consistent
with significant auditable work. There- with the form and substance of the busi-
fore, the joint venture and teaming ar- ness organization? (see 7-1808 and 7-
rangement guidance in this section has 1809.)
been written to specifically cover unin- (4) Does the joint venture/SBU ac-
corporated joint ventures, and may not counting result in equitable cost alloca-
apply to incorporated joint ventures. tions between and among the business

c. There are a number of audit issues organizations/segments? (see 7-1810.)
and concerns related to the formation, (5) Does the joint venture/SBU have a
organization, and operation of joint ven- cost impact on the existing contracts of
tures, teaming arrangements, and SBUs. the venturing/parent organizations, and
These types of business organizations can if so, has a change in cost accounting
have a material impact on the contrac- practice occurred? (see 7-1811.)
tor's existing organizations and govern-
ment business. The impact, however, is 7-1806 Characteristics of A
not always adverse, and the creation of Legitimate Business Unit/Segment
joint ventures and SBUs may be proper
and acceptable. A number of contractors a. When reviewing the accounting as-
have established joint ventures in re- pects of a contractor's business organiza-
sponse to an RFP requirement for con- tion, the identification of the organiza-
tractor teaming arrangements. In these tion as a segment or business unit is
procurements it is the government's ac- important for the following reasons:
quisition strategy to have two or more (1) CAS consistently uses the terms
contractors team together to jointly de- "segment" and "business unit" to present
sign, develop, and test some type of new its accounting guidance on business orga-
technology with the intent to qualify nizations.
multiple contractor sources for future (2) Various financial accounting pro-
production. This type of acquisition nouncements, such as those dealing with
strategy is most popular on major weap- consolidated reporting, also use the term
on system procurements. Normally, these "business segment" to present GAAP
teaming arrangements have the charac- that applies to business organizations in
teristics of joint and equal control where general. (Note that the CAS and FASB
neither contractor possesses a majority definitions for "segment" are not exactly
ownership nor exercises management the same.)
control. Similarly, some contractors have (3) Joint ventures and SBUs that do
established wholly-owned subsidiaries or not satisfy the basic criteria for a segment
divisions for FMS contractinf purposes. or business unit are often found to be in
Many of these SBUs are legitimate busi- noncompliance with those provisions of
ness segments and may have been created CAS (e.g., 402, 403, 410, 418, and 420)
to limit tax and legal liability, which deal with the consistency and

d. There are also a number of joint fragmentation of allocation bases. (See 7-
ventures and SBUs that may not be 1810.)
legitimate business units and should be b. The terms "segment" and "business
challenged. In developing audit steps to unit" are defined for CAS purposes in
disclose and report on these situations, FAR 31.001. A CAS segment is "one of
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two or more divisions, product depart- normally done in a written agreement
ments, plants, or other subdivisions re- between the participating contractors. An
portin directly to a home office, usually agreement will normally contain and/or
identified with responsibility for profit explain: (a) the name of the venture; (b)
and/or producing a product or service." the customer and solicitation number, (c)A CAS segment may include a GOCO the names of the participants; (d) any

facility, or a joint venture or subsidiary in limitations on the powers and rights of
which the organization exercises control. the participants; (e) the contributions
CAS does not define control nor provide that each participant is required to make
criteria for determining whether an orga- with regard to the venture's capital, per-
nization exercises control. A business sonnel, proposal preparation, etc.; (f)
unit, in turn, is any segment of an organi- anticipated subcontracts; (g) funding re-
zation which is not further divided into quirements; (h) responsibilities for record
segments. keeping and for the preparation of re-

c. Under GAAP (specifically APB ports and invoices; (i) the designated
Opinion No. 30, "Reporting the Results management; (j) limitation of liabilities;
of Operations," and FASB Statement No. (k) term of venture and dissolution agree-
14, "Financial Reporting for Segments of ments; (1) responsibilities for and restric-
a Business Enterprise'), the common tions on royalties, patents, copyrights,
characteristics of a segment are (1) sepa- and property rights arising from venture
rate product line; (2) profit/loss responsi- operations; (in) the resolution of disputes
bility; (3) separate identification of as- among the venturers; (n) covenants on
sets, results of operations, and activities; how litigation costs will be borne by the
and (4) full complement of general man- participants; (o) which state's laws will
agement and administration, govern the venture; and (p) the filings or

disclosures required by the state, FAR,
7-1807 Determining the Actual etc; (q) any technology transfer agree-
Relationship Between the Business ments; and (r) any cost/profit sharing

agreements.
Organizations (2) Review the written agreement to

help determine the management, finan-
The form and substance of a contrac- cial, and technical responsibilities of each

tor's business organization can signifi- contractor. In addition, review the joint
cantly influence the allowability and allo- venture/teaming arrangement organiza-
cability of costs incurred under govern- tion chart(s) and policies and procedures.
ment contracts. Determine not only the This information can be useful in deter-
form of the business organization but the mining if the characteristics of joint
actual relationship (substance) between control and management are present or if
the venturing contractors. Several criteria one contractor seems to possess the con-
and appropriate review procedures are trol and management characteristics of a
presented below. Normally no one factor prime contractor.
should be the sole determinant of wheth- b. Ascertain each venturer's responsi-
er the relationship is a joint venture or bility for the financial and technical
more closely resembles a prime contrac- management of the joint venture. Deter-
tor/subcontractor relationship. If the ac- mine the composition of the joint ven-
tual relationship more closely resembles ture management team, the location of
that of a prime contractor/subcontractor the joint venture program office, the
then costs should be allocated consistent procedures for preparing the joint yen-
with this type of relationship. ture financial statements, tax returns, and

a. Review of Joint Venture Agreements government billings and technical re-
(I) FAR 9.603 requires contractorjoint ports. Also review each venturer's re-

ventures and teaming arrangements to sponsibility and role in the preparation of
identify and disclose the arrangements in the joint venture proposal. Ascertain
an offer or, for arrangements entered into each venturer's responsi- bilities for out-
after submission of an offer, before the side subcontractor selection and material
arrangement becomes effective. This is purchasing. The composition of the key
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personnel to the joint venture should also recorded consistent with the joint ven-
be analyzed. When considered together ture agreement (7-1807a.), and care must
this information will help determine the be taken to ensure that the joint venture
actual relationship between the ventur- bears its equitable share of the costs. For
ers. It will also help determine if one audit guidance on the general implica-
venturer exercises control over the joint tions of FAR, CAS, and GAAP in the
venture. review of joint ventures and SBUs, see 7-

c. Review the composition of the joint 1810.
venture or teaming arrangement capital b. Incorporated Joint Ventures. Inves-
and equity to help determine if one of the tors, in most circumstances, should use
venturers exercises ownership control. the equity method to account for incor-
Analyze any cost and revenue sharing porated joint ventures. The generally
agreements and asset contributions. accepted accounting principles (GAAP)

d. Review the technical relationship relating to this method of accounting for
between the venturers by reviewing the investments in joint ventures are con-
written agreement, any technical ex- tained in APB Opinion No. 18, "The
change agreements, the cost and technical Equity Method of Accounting for Invest-
proposals, the contract and/or subcon- ments in Common Stock," and, to a
tract statements of work, and other rele- lesser extent, in APB Opinion No. 23,
vant documentation. Determine the as- "Accounting for Income Taxes-Special
signment of technical responsibilities to Areas." Paragraph 16 of APB 18 con-
each venturer, the integration of work cludes that investments in common stock
products between the venturers, and the of incorporated joint ventures should be
technical areas of expertise of each ven-
turer. The responsibilities of each organi- accounted for by the equity method,zation for technical interface with the regardless of the percentage of stock held,governmente to reflect the underlying nature of their
technical relationship between the ven- investment in such ventures. The uncom-
turersc mon circumstances under which the cost

e. Discuss the joint venture/teaming method of accounting for incorporated
arrangement with the cognizant DCAA joint ventures should be used in lieu of
offices for the other venturing contrac- the equity method are noted in paragraph
tors to help ensure consistent audit treat- 16 of APB Opinion No. 18.
ment. Coordinate with the other cogni- c. Unincorporated Joint Ventures. The
zant DCAA offices to establish responsi- provisions of APB Opinion No. 18 have
bilities for audits of forward pricing generally been interpreted as being appli-
proposals, public vouchers, progress pay- cable to unincorporated joint ventures as
ments, etc., to request appropriate assist well as incorporated joint ventures.
audits, and to ensure adequate audit Therefore, in most circumstances when
coverage of joint venture costs. See 6-800 the investment in an unincorporated
and 9-100 for additional guidance on joint venture is material, the equity
audit coordination between DCAA of- method should also be used to account
fices and for requesting assist audits. for the investment.

d. Joint Venture Accounting as a Part-
7-1808 Accounting Considerations nership. If a joint venture elects to be
for Joint Ventures, Teaming treated as a partnership, or is required by
Arrangements, and SBUs either the Federal tax code or any state's

partnership laws to be treated as a part-
nership, then the joint venture should (1)

7-1808.1 Accounting Considerations for adopt accounting practices that are con-
Joint Ventures sistent with the single entity concept, and

a. General. A joint venture, proposed (2) maintain a complete set of books and
and established as a separate business records.
entity, should have its own set of books e. See 7-1807 for criteria to help deter-
and supporting documentation sufficient mine the actual relationship between the
for an audit trail. Transactions should be venturing contractors.
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7-1808.2 Accounting Considerations for purposes are contained in the regulations
Teaming Arrangements of the Internal Revenue Service (26 CFR

a. The accounting for teaming arrange- 301.7701-1 et seq.). Except for organiza-
ments should be consistent with the form tions of professional persons, local law
of business organization that the teaming will have little bearing in the determina-
contractors have agreed to and disclosed tion of an entity's classification for tax
in their proposal(s). For example, if the purposes. The tax and common business
agreed-to arrangement is in tshould be dis- law definitions for the various types of
closed in the proposal(s) and the account- business organizations are usually differ-
ing principles a plicable to a joint ven- ent. Some examples of these differences
ture should be flowed. FAR 9.603 re- are noted below.quires contractors to fully disclose all b. Corporation. The term "corpora-
teaming arrangements in their offers. If tion" as defined in the CFR is not limited
an arrangement is entered into after to the entity commonly known as a
submitting an offer, then disclosure is corporation (see 7-1802a.); it includes an
required before the arrangement becomes association, a trust classified as an associ-
effective. ation due to the nature of its activities, a

b. When the characteristics of joint joint-stock company, an insurance com-
control (i.e., joint property, joint liability pany, and certain kinds of partnerships.
for losses and expenses, and joint partici- c. Partnership.
ation in profits) are evident, then the (. T artnership.

gusiness arrangement is a joint venture. (1) The term "partnership" is also
If the characteristics of joint control are broadly defined in the CFR to encompass
not evident, then the terms of the busi- just about all types of unincorporated
ness arrangement should be reviewed to organizations including most forms of
see if a prime contractor/subcontractor syndicates, groups, pools, and joint ven-
relationship exists between the parties. tures. In other words, if a legal business
Note, however, that a disclaimer of a entity does not constitute a trust, estate,
joint venture arrangement in itself does or corporation for tax purposes, then it is
not preclude an arrangement from being likely to be considered a partnership.
classified as a joint venture if it possesses Further note that the tax status of a
the characteristics of a joint venture. See partnership is not affected by the fact
7-1807 for criteria to determine the actu- that a corporation may be one of the
al relationship between the contractor partners, or that local law does not per-
organizations. mit a corporation to be a partner.
7-1808.3 Accounting Considerations for (2) Notwithstanding the above, DoD
SBUs contractors have established several

A Special Business Unit or SBU, as forms of unincorporated joint ventures
explained in 7-1802f., is DCAA's term to and joint venture teaming arrangements
describe a contractor subsidiary, divi- that they do not consider to be partner-
sion, or other form of business organiza- ships for tax purposes.
tion established to accomplish certain d. Limited Partnership. A limited part-
specific tasks or to gain a competitive nership, depending upon its specific char-
advantage. It is not a distinct entity form; acteristics, is classified in the CFR as
therefore, the accounting for an SBU either an ordinary partnership or as an
should follow the principles established association taxable as a corporation.
for the actual entity involved and be e. Association. Section 301.7701-2 of
consistent with the contractor's disclosed e feassocia tion as aSaccuntig pactiesthe CFR defines an association as a
accounting practices. corporation if it has certain characteris-
7-1809 Federal Income Tax tics, including: (1) associates, (2) freeConsiderations transferability of interest, (3) an objective

of carrying on a business and distributing
7-1809.1 Tax Classification and profits, (4) liability for debt limited to
Definitions of Organizations corporate property, (5) continuity of life

a. General. The classification and deft- (i.e., a going concern), and (6) central
nitions of organizations for Federal tax management.
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7-1809.2 Review of Tax Returns members appear to be equal participants,
a. Review the joint venture, teaming the provisions of FAR 31.205-26(e) still

arrangement, or SBU tax returns and apply, if the auditor can determine that
supporting records to determine, con- one of the members actually exercises
firm, or gain additional insight into the predominant control over the venture.
type and nature of the contracting entity. To help make this determination the
Tax information can answer questions on auditor should look at the venture agree-
ownership and control and on whether a ments to ascertain if any member has
given organization exists as a separate significant risk or underwriting responsi-
legal business entity or as a component of bility in disproportion to the others.
a contractor's existing business entity. 7-1810.2 CAS Compliance
When reviewing a joint venture or team-
ing arrangement that may or should be a. CAS Disclosure Statements.
treated as a partnership for tax purposes, (1) General. Any defense contractor
request Schedules K and K-I, supporting which, together with its segments, re-
Partnership Return Form 1065. These ceives awards of CAS-covered negotiated
schedules address the apportionment of national defense contracts totaling more
income, credits, deductions, etc. to the than $10 million in its most recent cost
individual partners (i.e., joint ventur- accounting period must submit a CAS
ers/team members). They also identify Disclosure Statement (48 CFR 9903.202-
the individual partners and contain other l(b)). Furthermore, any business unit
information relating to the assessment of that is selected to receive a CAS-covered
costs, degree of control, ownership of negotiated national defense contract or
capital, percentages of profit and loss subcontract of $10 million or more is also
sharing, and credits. required to submit a Disclosure State-

b. General guidance on the review of ment.
contractor tax returns is provided in 5- (2) Joint ventures are composed of two
109, and brief descriptions of some of the or more contractors each of which may
applicable tax forms are presented in 5- have already filed a Disclosure Statement
IS2. as a result of having obtained other

government contracts. Review the char-
7-1810 FAR and CAS Considerations acteristics of the joint venture to deter-mine if the joint venture meets the defini-for Joint Ventures, Teaming tion of a CAS segment.
Arrangements, and SBUs (3) The need for a joint venture CAS

Disclosure Statement depends upon the
7-1810.1 FAR Compliance characteristics of the venture itself. The

a. General. The FAR does not specifi- determination must be made on a case-
cally address a joint venture as a party in by-case basis. Where the joint venture is
the procurement of supplies and services the entity actually performing the con-
under government contracts. It is there- tract, has the responsibility for profit
fore necessary to understand the purpose and/or producing a product or service,
for and characteristics of a joint venture and has certain characteristics of owner-
when reviewing the venture in terms of ship or control, a Disclosure Statement
the FAR, specifically the FAR cost prin- should be required. Where the venture
ciples on allowable costs. merely unites the efforts of two contrac-

b. Material/Service Costs and Venture tors performing separate and distinct
Control. When one of the venture partici- portions of the contract with little or no
pants exercises majority control over the technical interface, separate joint venture
joint venture, FAR 31.205-26(e) specifi- disclosure may not be required. Where
cally provides that the transfer of materi- doubt exists, discuss the circumstances
al costs or service costs from any of that with the contracting officer.
company's segments to the joint venture b. CAS covered contractors that have
should be on the basis of cost incturred, established joint ventures or SBUs which
unless competitive or catalog prices are satisfy the basic criteria for a segment or
involved. In the event that the venture business unit are usually found to be in
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compliance with those provisions of CAS as separate CAS 403 segments (see a & b
which deal with the consistency and above) generally do not have, and would

fragmentation of allocation bases. Con- not be expected to have, significant assets
versely, contractors with joint ventures or or payrolls (elements of the three factor
SBUs which do not satisfy the basic formula for allocating residual expenses).
criteria for a segment or business unit are Home office expenses are allocated to the
often found to be in noncompliance with contracts of these joint ventures in the
CAS. Further background on the most same manner that the venturing compa-
frequently cited areas of noncompliance nies allocate these expenses to their other
is provided below, contract work.

c. CAS 403 and the Allocation of d. CAS 410.50(d) requires that the cost
Home Office Expenses. input base used to allocate the G&A

(1) General. Most of the joint ventures expense pool include all significant ele-
or teaming arrangements encountered to ments of that cost input which represent
date have been established as CAS 403 the total activity of the business unit.
segments with the venturing companies Only in instances where a particular final
acting as intermediate home offices for cost objective in relation to other final
their share of the venture costs. Such cost objectives receives significantly
arrangements usually involve the adop- more or less benefit from G&A expense
tion of a "special" method of allocating can the contractor deviate from this
residual home office expenses wherein requirement. All special allocations of
each venturer allocates a portion of its this nature must be handled in accor-
residual expenses to their portion of the dance with CAS 410.50(j). Such special
joint venture costs. Notwithstanding this allocations may be appropriate in unusu-
background on the typical arrangement, al circumstances that are not expected to
follow the guidance below in the review recur. To the extent that subcontracts or
of home office expenses relative to joint any other significant element of cost
ventures.

(2) If the joint venture or teaming input, representative of the total activity
arrangement is considered a segment in of the unit, are excluded from the base, a
accordance with the definition of CAS noncompliance occurs.
403 (see a & b above), the auditor needs e. CAS 420.50(f)(2) requires that the
to ensure that each of the venturing cost input base used to allocate
companies (a) identifies and directly allo- IR&D/B&P costs to all final cost objec-
cates those home office expenses that tives be the same as the G&A allocation
were specifically incurred in support of base. As with G&A above: (a) only in
the joint venture, (b) separately allocates instances where a particular final cost
to the joint venture its share of home objective in relation to other final cost
office support expenses from any homo- objectives receives significantly more or

peneous pools, and (c) adopts one of the less benefit from IR&D/B&P costs can
ollowing practices for the allocation of the contractor deviate from this require-

residual expenses: ment, and (b) to the extent that a signifi-
(a) The venturers can request a special cant element of cost input is excluded

allocation of the residual expenses in from the base, a noncompliance occurs.
accordance with the criteria in CAS f. CAS 418.50(dX2) states that a mate-
403.50(dX1). rial cost base is appropriate if the activity

(b) The majority or controlling contrac- being managed or supervised is a materi-
tor can treat the joint venture as a al-related activity. Upon selection of a
segment of its company, and include the material cost base, all significant ele-
entire operations of the venture in its ments shall be included in that allocation
formula for allocating residual expenses. base.

(c) The minority contractor may also g. When reviewing joint ventures or
allocate its company's residual expenses teaming arrangements that have been
to joint venture, but is not required to. established as a separate business entity

(3) The joint ventures and teaming and which have a CAS-covered contract
arrangements that have not been formed the auditor should:
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(1) Treat the venture as a separate (5) Communicate any adverse impact
contractor segment, even if the venture associated with the joint venture arrange-
has few, if any, assets or employees, and ment (i.e., CAS noncompliance or ac-
no up-front investment. See 7-1806 for counting inconsistency) to the ACO, cog-
further guidance relating to the determi- nizant PCO, and other PCOs affected by
nation of separate business un- the arrangement, and continue to closely
its/segments. monitor the arrangement for such an

(2) Ensure that all of the costs that impact.
should be allocated to the venture are
appropriately allocated to the venture in 7-1811 Changes in Cost Accounting
accordance with the provisions of CAS. Practices
(G&A and IR&D/B&P, for example,
should be allocated to the venture accord- a. Basic Audit Requirement. Once a
ing to the provisions of CAS 403, 410, CAS-covered joint venture or SBU is
and 420.) determined to be a legitimate business

h. When reviewing joint ventures and unit, and there are no apparent CAS
teaming arrangements that have not been noncompliances associated with the allo-
established as a separate business entity, cation of costs, the auditor must next
the auditor should: determine whether the SBU organization

(1) Determine the reasons why the itself has impacted the costs on any
venture is not being treated as a separate existing company contracts, and if so.
entity or CAS business unit/segment. For whether a change in cost accounting
example, do the venturers claim that a practice occurred. Each organizational
separate segment does not exist because change must be evaluated separately to
(a) the venture has no assets, employees, determine whether a change in cost ac-
or up-front investment, and/or (b) the counting practice has occurred. Specific
cost impact of establishing the venture as criteria for making these determinations
a separate entity is not significant enough are provided in 48 CFR 9903.302 and
considering the extra administrative CAM Chapter 8, and are restated in part
costs involved? below.

(2) Determine how the venture and b. Basis for Audit Determination.
venturing companies are being treated (1) The CAS definition for a change in
and accounted for. For example, are the cost accounting practice is presented in
venturing companies being treated as 48 CFR 9903.302-2. The CAS Board's
independent contractors (vs. subcontrac- discussion on when an organizational
tors to the joint venture)? change may be considered a change in

(3) Develop a position based on appro- cost accounting practice is presented in
priate consideration of (a) the CAS re- Part II, Preamble J, of the Appendix to
quirements, (b) the principle of "sub- FAR loose-leaf edition. As part of this
stance over form," (c) materiality of the discussion, the Board stated that while
cost impact associated with establishing a organizational changes by themselves are
separate entity, and (d) the intent of the not changes in cost accounting practices,
contracting officer. If a preliminary posi- such changes may cause a change in a
tion is developed which substantially contractor's cost accounting practices.
differs from, or conflicts with, the intent The Board further stated that the deci-
of the contracting officer, elevate this sion as to whether there is a change in
matter through normal channels to the cost accounting practice should be made
attention of the Headquarters Account- through an analysis of the circumstances
ing Policy Division. of each individual situation based on the

(4) Meet with the contracting officer criteria being promulgated in the CAS
and/or administrative contracting officer regulations.
to (a) discuss your findings and the (2) Any organizational change which
contracting officer's position with respect separates (or consolidates) business units'
to the arrangement, and (b) work toward indirect pools or bases, and which results
changing any unsuitably proposed or es- in an alteration in the composition of the
tablished joint ventures. pools or bases: (a) represents a change in
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cost accounting practice, and (b) requires d. Evaluating Cost Impact. When re-
an adjustment to CAS covered contracts viewing a joint venture or SBU to deter-
for any increased costs per the CAS mine the cost impact on existing compa-
clause (FAR 52.230-2). ny(s) contracts, care must be taken to

c. References For Pursuing Cost Ac- distinguish between (1) the cost impact
counting Changes. The CAS rules, regula- due to the change in the composition of
tions, and administrative requirements the pool and base and (2) the impact due
for changes in cost accounting practices to the initial adoption of a cost account-
are contained in 48 CFR 9903.3 FAR ing practice, or the partial or total elimi-
30.602, and CAS contract clause FAR nation of a cost or the cost of a function,
52.230-5, "Administration of Cost Ac- which are not considered changes in cost
counting Standards." CAM addresses ac- accounting practices under CASB rules
counting changes in 8-303.3 and 8-500. and regulations.
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7-1900 Section 19 - Other Areas of Cost

7-1901 Introduction tor's supervision and facilities, overhead
exclusive of fringe benefits and other

This section covers other areas of cost employee related costs, if material in
not requiring a full section coverage at amount, should be allocated to purchased
this time. labor. Conversely, where the effort of

purchased labor is performed off-site
7-1902 Personnel Procured From under the supervision and control of an
Outside Sources entity other than the contractor, none of

the contractor's labor overhead costs may
Some contractors have adopted the be allocable to purchased labor.

practice of obtaining engineers, technical
writers, technicians, craftsmen, and other 7-1902.2 Audit Procedures
personnel by subcontract (commonly The accounting treatment for pur-
called "Purchased Labor") rather than by chased labor must be evaluated on a case-
direct hire. Such practice, if for any by-case basis with consideration given to
reason other than to meet temporary or the materiality of costs involved and the
emergency requirements, should be care- overall effect of the accounting treatment
fully studied to determine whether any on final cost objectives. Acceptance or
additional costs resulting therefrom are rejection of the contractor's treatment of
reasonable, necessary, and properly allo- purchased labor must be based upon (1)
cable to government contracts. the causal and beneficial relationship of

indirect expenses and purchased labor,
7-1902.1 Audit Considerations and (2) the nature of the employ-

a. The accounting treatment of pur- er/consultant relationship using the Inter-
chased labor varies depending on the nal Revenue Services arms-length tests.
circumstances under which purchased In making this assessment, the auditor
labor costs are incurred. should:

b. Purchased labor most likely causes a. Review the contractor's policy, with
no fringe benefits and other employee- emphasis on the criteria used in deter-
related costs to be incurred by the con- mining whether personnel should be ob-
tractor. Such costs are generally paid by tained from outside sources instead of by
the entity providing personnel perform- direct hire.
ing the effort. b. Analyze the purchased labor during

c. A fundamental requirement of CAS the current or most recently completed
418 is that pooled costs shall be allocated fiscal year, whichever provides sufficient
to cost objectives in a reasonable propor- information, to:
tion to the causal or beneficial relation- (1) Determine the number of pur-
ship of the pooled costs to cost objec- chased labor personnel and the duration
tives. Purchased labor must share in an of their engagement.
allocation of indirect expenses where (2) Compare the number of employees
there is a causal or beneficial relation- on the contractor's payroll (in each classi-
ship, and the allocation method must be fication of purchased labor involved)
consistent with the contractor's disclosed with the number of equivalent personnel
accounting practices. In accordance with obtained from outside sources.
CAS 418, a separate allocation base for (3) Compare the cost per staff-year
purchased labor may be necessary to with the contractor's comparable person-
allocate significant overhead costs to pur- nel.
chased labor such as supervision and (4) Evaluate the contractor's reasons
occupancy costs, or to eliminate other for resorting to the practice. This is
costs not benefiting purchased labor such particularly important where the engage-
as fringe benefits costs. ment extends beyond one year.

d. Where the effort of purchased labor (5) Determine whether the contractor's
is performed in-house using the contrac- practices are equitable with respect to the
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utilization of purchased labor on govern- the agreement with the concessionaire
ment contracts as compared to commer- and determine whether the contractor
cial work, and on fixed-price contracts as effectively monitors the operation.
compared to cost-type contracts; and b. Employee Associations
whether the accounting treatments of the (1) If a contractor has an arrangement
costs of such personnel and contractor permitting an employee association to
personnel performing the same kind of retain the income from vendin* ma-
work, including allocation of related chines, such income should be considered
overhead expenses, are equitable. in evaluating the total cost of the employ-

c. Coordinate with government pro- ee welfare and morale program as if the
duction specialists, project engineers, contractor received the income (FAR
purchase methods analysts, and others on 31.205-13(c) and (d)). The auditor should
matters such as the effectiveness of per- examine the records of the employee
formance, staffing requirements, equiva- association to ascertain that the income
lent job classifications, and the award was reasonably expended for the pur-
and pricing of the agreements. poses intended and that there is no undue

d. Examine prior years records to accumulation of unspent funds. Any such
determine if the practice shows an in- accumulation should accrue to the gov-
creasing or decreasing trend. eminent by treating it as a deduction

from otherwise allowable overhead.
7-1903 Employee Welfare and (2) In some instances, employee associ-
Morale Expense ations may use the vending machine

income for the purchase of recreational
Employee welfare and morale expenses and other employee welfare tangible per-

are costs incurred on activities to irn- sonal or real property, or the employee
prove working conditions, employer-em- association may purchase assets by
ployee relations, employee morale, and means of a loan or mortgage. Allowable
employee performance. Expenses and in- costs on capital assets thus purchased are
come generated by employee welfare and limited to the equivalent amount of costs
morale activities should be reviewed for that would be allowable if the contractor
compliance with FAR 31.205-13. had acquired the property and incurred

the costs directly (FAR 31.205-13(d)).
7-1903.1 Audit Considerations Accordingly, allowable costs will normal-

a. General ly be restricted to ownership costs such as
(1) Aggregate costs incurred for em- depreciation, insurance, taxes, etc. The

ployee welfare and morale, less credits for total expenditure for property should not
income generated by these activities, are be allowed as a cost in the year of
allowable except as noted in paragraphs purchase, except where the property in-
c. and d. below, to the extent that the net volved is of the type that would be
amount is reasonable. expensed under the contractor's normal

(2) Costs relating to welfare and morale accounting practices.
activities, e.g., company parties, ban- c. Major Property Acquisitions for Em-
quets, plant-wide picnics or outings, pub- ployee Welfare Purposes
lications intended for communicating The reasonableness of major property
with employees, etc., if significant, acquisitions for employee welfare pur-
should be subjected to the test of reason- poses is necessarily a matter of some
ableness as to purpose and amount (also significance. The auditor should review
see 7-1203.2a). When reasonableness as such purchases to determine whether (1)
to purpose has been established, reason- they are reasonable under the criteria set
ableness of amount should ordinarily be forth in FAR 31.201-3 and (2) costs
applied to overall amounts and not to resulting therefrom are properly allocable
individual items of cost, provided the to government contracts. If the assetsitems are not specifically unallowable by acquired are not of a type generally

FAR Part 31. Where restaurant or other recognized as ordinary and necessary for
employee services are furnished by a purposes of employee welfare and mo-
concessionaire, the auditor should review rale, the related costs may be considered
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unreasonable and, therefore, not accept- (3) When cafeteria losses are claimed
able. A situation fitting this category by the contractor, it is the contractor's
would be when the acquisition benefits responsibility to demonstrate that unusu-
only a limited number, or certain classes, al circumstances exist and to provide
of employees. As a further consideration, supporting documentation such as price
real property donated or acquired from comparisons with similar commercial es-
contributions made by the contractor tablishments, or the distance of restau-
should be carefully scrutinized, as it rants. The auditor should determine the
would seldom be reasonable for the con- validity of the contractor's justifications
tractor to give the property to its employ- on a case-by-case basis. If the contractor
ee organization. Doing so would not as a fails to provide adequate documentation
rule give the employee association any justifying the allowability of such losses,
benefit from the use of the property that the auditor should question the costs.
it would not enjoy had the contractor
retained title. By retaining title the con- 7-1904 Help Wanted Advertising
tractor would keep a valuable asset which Costs
could be converted to other use or sold
when it is no longer needed for its By provision of FAR 31.205-1 (Public
original purpose. Relations and Advertising Costs), help

d. Cafeteria Losses wanted advertising costs are allowable
(1) The costs of cafeteria operations provided they are for recruitment of

should include all indirect expenses per- personnel for the performance of contractshold nclde ll ndrec exenss pr-obligations. Help wanted advertising
taining to these services, as required by obts Hel wnted advertising
the full absorption cost methods pre- costs are often incurred for common or

verify joint objectives so that the specificscribed by CAS 418. Auditors will v amount applicable to each is not identifi-that an allocable share of occupancy costs able. FAR 31.205-1 (d) provides that costs
are included in the calculation of the total of this nature, if incurred for more than
costs of cafeteria operations. one government contract or for both

(2) Losses from operating cafeterias government work and other work of the
may be included as costs only if the contractor, are allowable to the extent
contractor's objective is to operate such that the principles in FAR 31.201-3 (De-
services on a break-even basis. One factor termining Reasonableness), FAR 31.201-
to consider is whether the prices charged 4 (Determining Allocability), and FAR
are comparable to those available in 31.203 (Indirect Costs) are observed.
commercial establishments. Losses sus- Also see CAM 6-407.
tained because these services are fur-
nished without charge or at unreasonably 7-1904.1 Audit Considerations
low prices obviously would not be condu- a. Paragraph (b) of FAR 31.205-34
cive to the accomplishment of the above (Recruitment Costs) lists several condi-
objective and are not allowable. How- tions, the presence of any one of which
ever, a loss may be allowable, provided causes the costs of the entire advertise-
the contractor can demonstrate that un- ment to be unallowable. These conditions
usual circumstances exist such that even and related audit considerations follow:
with efficient management, operating the (1) FAR 31.205-34(b)(1) states that
service on a break-even basis would re- advertisement for personnel other than
quire charging inordinately high prices, those required to perform obligations
or prices higher than those charged by under a government contract is unallowa-
commercial establishments. Examples of ble. However, FAR 31.201-1 (Composi-
unusual circumstances are: (1) adequate tion of Total Cost) states that the total
commercial facilities are not available, or cost of a contract is the sum of the
(2) reasonable prices are a necessary allowable direct and indirect costs alloca-
incentive to keep employees on site to ble to the contract. Therefore, this provi-
avoid the more significant costs of lost sion should not be interpreted so as to
productive time due to longer lunch prohibit the allowance of help wanted
periods if the services were not provided, advertising costs applicable to indirect
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employees, such as accountants, internal (f. Pertinent illustrations, conservative
auditors, lawyers, etc. This provision in size, that do not evidence promotion
does, however, prohibit the allowance of of the sale of the contractor's products or
help wanted advertising costs that are for fostering of its image.
personnel peculiar to the performance of (g) Name of the company, conserva-
obligations under commercial contracts. tively presented in relation to the other

(2) Help wanted advertising which information in the advertisement.
does not describe specific positions or (h) Help wanted advertising (in publi-
classes of positions is unallowable. For cations) which includes color (other than
example, advertising which is aimed at black and white) is unallowable.
building a backlog of resumes, rather (i) Recruitment advertising designed to
than at filling specific job openings would "pirate" personnel from another govern-
fall under the unallowable category. Re- ment contractor is unallowable. Falling
view of the contractor's help wanted into this category would be advertisingthat specificallyofesxcsiefng
advertisement and replies to applicants benefits or offers excessive fringe
should help to determine whether or not of those salaries significantly in excess
the advertisement is one for filling specif- the skills involved. Usually, advertising
ic job openings. When the contractor is of this nature would also contain features
observed to be expanding its current which would render it unallowable within
work force, an audit lead should be one or more of the other limitations
develored and pursued in a subsequent noted above.
audit to determine whether the contrac- b. By reason of the several restrictions
tor's projected base used for estimating placed on their allowability, help wanted
overhead rates considers such expansion. advertising costs become a sensitive au-

(3) Advertising which is excessive in dit area. Accordingly, the auditor should
relation to the number and importance of review any corollary help wanted adver-
the positions, or in relation to the prac- tising costs as well as the costs of the
tices of the industry, is unallowable, advertising media themselves. The costs
Inherent in any such determination is not of photographs, art and design work,
only the size of a particular advertise- radio and television tapes, whether pur-
ment in a publication, but also the length chased or incurred in-house, are exam-
and frequency of recruitment advertising ples of corollary advertising costs.
in all media (including radio and televi-
sion). Consideration must also be given 7-1905 Professional and Consultant
to the effectiveness of the advertising Service Costs
program in terms of responses by quali-
fied personnel and the number of hires. Professional and consultant fees repre-
This is an area in which technical assis- sent costs of services rencered by persons
tance from the administrative contract- who are members of a particular profes-
ing officer can be most useful. sion or possess a special skill and who are

(4) Help wanted advertising which in- not officers or employees of the contrac-
cludes material that is not relevant for tor. Such costs include those of outside
recruitment purposes, such as extensive accountants, lawyers, actuaries, and mar-
illustrations or descriptions of the com- keting consultants. Contractors should be
pany's products or capabilities, is unal- requested to obtain billings from outside, pay'sprodctsor apablites, s ual-professionals and consultants which
lowable. Conversely, allowable recruit- itemize amounts applicable to retaineritmz amounts should be limited to
ment advertising sagreements, fees for services not covered
information such as: by a retainer, expenditures for investiga-

(a) Description of the position(s) being tive and other services, travel, and mis-
offered. cellaneous expenses.

(b) Description of the compensation
and fringe benefits. 7-1905.1 General Considerations on

(c) Qualifications of the applicant(s). Outside Professional and Consultant
(d) Opportunities for advancement. Services
(e) Brief description of the company a. The cost principle covering outside

and its work. professional and consultant services is
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contained primarily in FAR 31.205-33, be supported by adequate evidence of the
Professional and Consultant Service nature and scope of services furnished.
Costs. These costs are allowable when Most, if not all, of the specific supporting
reasonable in relation to the services evidence now detailed in the FAR cost
rendered and when not contingent upon principle would be critical in meeting this
recovery from the government, except for general evidentiary requirement. In de-
expressly unallowable costs noted in 7- termining the adequacy of supporting
1905.3 (but see 7-1918 for costs associ- evidential matter, the auditor should
ated with a legal or administrative pro- obtain (1) sufficient, (2) competent, and
ceeding). (3) relevant evidence to afford a reason-

b. Some factors to be considered in able basis for the auditor's judgements
determining the allowability of costs are and conclusions.
listed in FAR 31.205-33(f). (1) Determining the sufficiency of evi-

c. Contractors may engage outside pro- dence requires the auditor to use judg-
fessionals and consultants on a retainer- ment in assessing the type and extent of
fee basis. Retainer fees must be support- evidence necessary to corroborate the
ed by evidence that: (1) the services consultant or professional agreement.
covered are necessary and customary, (2) Such corroborating evidence may include
the fee is reasonable in comparison with statements of actual work, invoices, work
maintaining an in-house capability, and products, trip reports, meeting minutes,
(3) the level of past services justifies the collateral memorandums, or evidence of
amount of the retainer fees. other company actions taken in response

d. The auditor should assess the risk to the professional or consultant's effort.
that there are irregularities associated For example, if there is no work product,
with consultant costs. For example, at- then the auditor would require evidence
tempts to conceal unallowable political such as statements of actual work, in-
donations or bribes by classifying them as voices, and/or professional or consultant
consultant fees. agreements. However, if a work product

does exist, an invoice alone may be
7-1905.2 Adequacy of Supporting sufficient.
Evidential Matter (2) In evaluating the competence of

a. For contracts entered into on or after evidence, the auditor should carefully
7 March 1990, fees for actual services ccnsider whether reasons exist to doubt
performed (including retainer fees) must its validity or completeness. If so, the
be supported by the following specific auditor should obtain additional evi-
supporting evidential matter: dence or reflect the situation in the

(1) Details of all agreements (e.g. work report. For example, if the contractor has
requirements, rate of compensation, and prepared a professional's or consultant's
nature and amount of other expenses if statement of work on an after-the-fact
any) and details of actual services per- basis, then the auditor will require addi-
formed. tional evidential matter. Similarly, if no

(2) Invoices or billings submitted by work product exists, the auditor will
consultants, including sufficient detail as require some form of third party verifica-
to the time expended and nature of the tion, e.g., a statement from the profes-
actual services provided. sional or consultant, or the contracting

(3) Consultant work products and re- officer.
lated documents, such as trip reports (3) The information used to prove or
indicating persons visited and subjects disprove an issue is relevant if it has a
discussed, minutes of meetings, and col- logical, sensible relationship to that issue.
lateral memoranda and reports. Information that does not is irrelevant

b. While the applicable FAR cost prin- and therefore should not be included as
ciple prior to 7 March 1990 did not evidence. For example, if no work prod-
identify specific documentation required uct exists, the auditor will require some
to support claimed cost, it did contain a form of relevant evidence. In such a case,
general evidentiary requirement (except the presence of a written professional or
or retainer fees) that claimed cost must consultant agreement that expired two
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years ago will bear little or no relation- (7) Costs of raising capital, financing
ship to the current-year professional and and refinancing operations, preparation
consultant costs, and is therefore not of prospectuses, and preparation and
relevant evidence. On the other hand, a issuance of stock rights (FAR 31.205-20
statement of actual work from the profes- and FAR 31.205-27(a)).
sional or consultant will be relevant evi- (8) Costs related to bad debts (FAR
dential matter. 31.205-3).

c. It is the contractor's responsibility to b. Costs incurrA. by employees or
produce adequate evidential matter to officers of the contractor for purposes
support the claimed costs. If the auditor which are similar to those classified as
determines that the claimed costs require unallowable by FAR 31.205-33 are also
additional support, then he or she should unallowable even though that cost princi-
notify the contractor as to the additional pie specifically applies to outside profes-
data required. The auditor should pro- sionals and consultants. FAR 31.204(c)
vide the contractor with a reasonable provides that the failure to include any
period of time to respond. If the contrac- item of cost does not imply that it is
tor fails to respond within this period, the either allowable or unallowable. This
costs should be disallowed. The auditor determination is to be based on the
should not attempt to obtain the addi- overall principles and standards set forth
tional data by requesting attorneys, con- in the FAR and the treatment of similar
sultants, or government personnel to pre- or related selected items. Under that rule,
pare statements of work. if a cost is unallowable if incurred by the

performance of an outside service, then
7-1905.3 Allowability of Costs and Audit the cost of similar work performed in-
Considerations house is also to be considered unallowa-

a. Professional and consultant c.,sts are ble.
subject to the general criteria of reason-
ableness and allocability in FAR 31.201- 7-1906 Capita' 'tenis as Contract
3 and 31.201-4. Costs related to legal and Costs
other proceedings are also governed by
FAR 31.205-47. The following costs are a. Contractors sometime include the
designated as unallowable in accordance unamortized value of capital equipment
with the FAR provisions as referenced: in contract cost presentations. For items

(1) Costs contingent upon recovery other than approved special tooling, ma-
from the government (FAR 31.205- chinery, or equipment, and in the ab-
33(b)). sence of specific contractual coverage,

(2) Services to improperly obtain, dis- the auditor will question costs of capital
tribute, or use information or data pro- items (See also FAR Part 45).
tected by law or regulation (FAR 31.205- b. Special Tooling and Special Test
33(c)(1)). Equipment. The cost of special tooling

(3) Services that are intended to im- and special test equipment (as defined in
properly influence the contents of solici- FAR 45.10 1a) used in performing one or
tations, the evaluation of proposals or more government contracts is allowable
quotations, or the selection of sources for and shall be allocated to the specific
contract award (FAR 31.205-33(c)(2)). government contract or contracts for

(4) Any services performed or other- which acquired (FAR 31.205-40). In au-
wise resulting in violation of any statute diting costs for special tooling or test
or regulation prohibiting improper busi- equipment, determine if such items are
ness practices or conflicts of interest properly classified and authorized under
(FAR 31.205-33(cX3)). the contract. (See FAR 45.306, Special

(5) Services performed which are not Tooling and FAR 45.307, Special Test
consistent with the purpose and scope of Equipment). Unauthorized or otherwise
the services contracted for or agreed to inappropriate charges for this type of
(FAR 31 .205-33(cX4)). item may be misclassified in detailed cost

(6) Costs of organization and reorgani- accumulations such as for material, sup-
zation (FAR 31.205-27). plies, or miscellaneous in-house work
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orders for fabrication, production sup- termination as well as steer employees
port, or maintenance (see 9-602). The who would be the best choices from the
auditor will use the government property employer's viewpoint toward "volunteer-
administrator's review data and evalu- ing."
ation reports, and should request techni- c. Early retirement incentive payments
cal assistance to review any observed or are payments made pursuant to a plan
suspected deficiencies (See 14-400). offered exclusively to employees eligible

c. For all new DoD contracts awarded to retire under a pension plan. The
on or after 16 January 1987, the interim purpose of such plans is to induce eligible
rule issued under DoD FAR Supplement employees to make an election to retire
(DFARS) 215.871 requires that: (1) A early and receive immediate pension ben-
contract shall not provide for payment as efits. Early retirement incentives are
a direct cost of more than 50 percent of sometimes included within a termination
the full acquisition cost of Production plan. If included in a termination plan,
Special Tooling/Production Special Test the early retirement incentive policy and
Equipment (PST/PSTE) when the pur- procedures must meet the same require-
chase of additional quantities of like ments as if it were a separate plan. (For
items is contemplated in subsequent further discussion of early retirement
years, (2) The deferred cost of PST/PSTE incentive payments, see 7-608.) FAR
shall not be shifted or assigned to other 31.205-6(j)(7) limits the allowable
programs by charging such costs to indi- amount of the early retirement incentive
rect cost pools, and (3) Special provisions payment to the employee's annual salary
are to be considered for inclusion in for the last contractor fiscal year com-
solicitations and contracts which apply to pleted prior to the employee's retirement.
PST/PSTE. Auditors should evaluate for- d. Severance pay, also commonly re-
ward pricing proposals, forward pricing ferred to as dismissal wages, is defined in
rates, public vouchers and progress pay- FAR 31.205-6(g) as a payment, in addi-
ments for compliance with this provi- tion to regular salaries and wages, to
sion. workers whose employment is being in-

voluntarily terminated. If a contractor
7-1907 Employee Termination makes a severance pay plan available to
Payments its employees regardless of their retire-

ment eligibility, the payments from that
7-1907.1 Termination Plans, Early severance plan are allowable if they are
Retirement Incentives, and Severance reasonable and in accordance with FAR
Payments 31.205-6(g). The payments made under a

a. A termination plan sets out the severance pay plan to employees who.
criteria used by a contractor to terminate coincidently, are also eligible for pension
its employees and determines the termi- hH subject to FAR 31.205-60)(7).
nation compensation to be paid to those e. The auditor should closely review
employees, the reasonableness of special termination

b. A special termination plan uses plans that offer both severance-type ben-
different criteria than the contractor's efits and early-retirement-incentive-type
normal established criteria or provides benefits to the same employee. A well
different benefits than its normal estab- designed special termination plan usually
lished benefits. Special termination plans does not need to offer both of these
are used for unusual circumstances such benefits to the same employee to achieve
as the requirement to make mass termi- its goals to reduce levels of employment.
nations or a goal to make significant Usually, if both types of benefits are
reductions in the company's work force, included in the plan, the employee can
In such situations, employers have found choose one of them, but not both. How-
it advantageous to provide incentives for ever, the actual determination of allowa-
employees who "volunteer" to be termi- bility must be made considering the
nated. The employer can design these reasonableness of the entire termination
plans to limit the employees eligible for plan (see 7-1907.7).
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7-1907.2 Severance Pay Benefits termination benefits. The higher costs are
Contractors usually have a severance allowable if reasonable (see 7-1907.7).
payCpolin thactos uuallys haem a sev c Payments made for involuntary termina-pay policy that pays employees a set tions are allowable subject to the provi-number of weeks' pay based upon years sions contained in FAR 3 1.205-6, while

of service. However, some contractors
may provide additional termination ben- payments made for voluntary termina-
efits, such as medical care, education, tions are unallowable.
and relocation expenses in order to re- 7-1907.4 Normal and Abnormal
duce hardship to employees terminated Severance Payments
as the result of a mass work force reduc-tion process. These additional benefits a. FAR 31 .205-6(g)(2) classifies sever-
alson rproesentseveranceipay.nThebaneowa-ance pay as either normal or abnormal.
also represent severance pay. The allowa- Either is allowable only to the extent thatbility of the total severance pay is subject in each case it is required by (1) law; (2)
to the reasonableness criteria contained employer-employee agreement- (3) an es-
in paragraph (b) of FAR 31.205-6, Com- tablished policy that constitutes, in ef-
pensation for Personal Services. Note fect, an implied agreement on the con-
that FAR 31.205-6(b) requires the con- tractor's part; or (4) the circumstances of
tractor to demonstrate reasonableness of the particular employment.
compensation items. It specifies factors b. Normal severance pay should be
to be considered in determining reason- allocated to all work performed in the
ableness, including the compensation contractor's plant. When the contractor
practices of other firms in the same provides for accrual of pay for normal
industry as welt as the practices of firms severances, such method will be accept-
engaged in non-government work. able if the amount of the accrual is

reasonable in light of payments actually7-1907.3 Severance Payments for made for normal severances over a repre-
Involuntary versus Voluntary sentative past period and if the amounts
Terminations accrued are allocated to all work per-

FAR 31.205-6(g) provides that sever- formed in the contractor's plant.
ance pay is a payment, in addition to c. Abnormal or mass severance pay is
regular salaries and wages, to workers considered by FAR 31.205-6(g)(2)(iii) to
whose employment is being involuntarily be of such a conjectural nature that
terminated. This provision can be ap- measurement of costs by means of an
plied to both of the following situations. accrual will not achieve equity to both
First, "involuntarily terminated" can re- parties. Accruals for abnormal or mass
fer to situations where the employee has severance pay are not allowable. How-
no option of staying with the company. ever, when specific payments occur, al-
Secondly, "involuntarily terminated" can lowability will be considered on a case-
refer to situations where the contractor by-case basis. Severance paid under the
has an established goal for a reduction in terms of a special termination plan is
work force. Whether or not any specific generally abnormal severance.
employee is given an option to stay is
irrelevant, provided that the contractor 7-1907.5 Severance Payments Made
has an established goal. The contractor's When There Is a Replacement
commitment to a work force reduction Contractor
may be evidenced by providing assurance Severance payments made to employ-
to the government that the terminated ees who are to be employed by a replace-
employees will not be replaced; i.e., their ment contractor are not allowable. For
jobs have been abolished in order to this purpose, employment by a replace-
reach the established goal. Reductions in ment contractor occurs when continuity
the work force made under this second of employment with credit for prior
situation are often accomplished under length of service is preserved under sub-
special termination plans and may pro- stantially equal conditions of employ-
duce higher termination costs than would ment, or continued employment by the
the contractor's previously established contractor at another facility, subsidiary,
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affiliate, or parent company of the con- who will not need to be replaced for a
tractor. longer period of time and who are likely

to be paid less than the terminated work-
7-1907.6 Severance Paid in Addition to ers.
Early or Normal Retirement Benefits b. The contractor should be able to

a. Prior to 3 October 1988, FAR support a special termination plan with
31.205-6(g)(2Xi) provided that severance sufficient information to make a determi-
payments, or amounts paid in lieu of, are nation that the additional costs incurred
not allowable when paid to employees in by the special plan are offset by associ-
addition to early or normal pension pay- ated additional reductions in other costs.
ments. Both FAR 31.205-6(bX1) and 31.201-3

b. The prohibition of payment of both require a contractor to demonstrate that
severance and pension benefits was delet- its plan is reasonable.
ed by Federal Acquisition Circular 84-39 c. In assessing the reasonableness of a
effective 3 October 1988. The FAR now plan, the auditor should consider the
permits the payment of otherwise allow- value of intangible benefits associated
able severance and pension benefits con- with employee morale and the contrac-
currently, as well as sequentially, i.e., in tor's reputation as an employer. How-
the latter case, the contractor may delay ever, there is no presumption that the
payment of pension benefits until after government will allow the costs of such
the period for which severance pay is intangible benefits. If justification for a
provided. In the circumstances where the special plan is based on the value of
contractor provides payment of both sev- intangibles, it would be an appropriate
erance and pension benefits to the same subject for an advance agreement with
employee, the auditor needs to closely the government before the cost is in-
review the plan to determine if the total curred. (See FAR 31.109 for further
plan costs are reasonable. discussion of advance agreements.) If the

7-1907.7 Reasonableness of Special cost/benefit analysis includes intangible
Termination Plan Costs benefits and no advance agreement was

executed, the auditor should discuss thisa. Contractors may offer special termi- matter with the contracting officer. If it is
nation plans, which provide enhanced decided that the intangible items should
benefits, to achieve a work force reduc- be included in the cost/benefit analysis,
tion goal by inducing voluntary employee the auditor should evaluate the reason-
terminations. The rationale behind offer- ableness of the values assigned to those
ing an enhanced severance payment, or items. The auditor should question any
an early retirement incentive, should be unreasonable costs associated with the
that the contractor will achieve lower
overall costs which will offset the higher plan.
termination costs of the special plans. 7-1907.8 Golden Parachute Plans
The costs of such plans could include loss
of key personnel, higher severance costs a. A "golden parachute" is a termina-
(e.g., increased severance benefits for tion agreement which provides for the
each employee class when compared to payment of extremely lucrative financial
the normal plan and higher severance benefits, usually to a limited number of
costs resulting from senior workers vo- key executives. The termination or sever-
lunteering to terminate), and higher pen- ance payments granted under the "golden
sion costs resulting from primarily the parachute" arrangement are normally
early retirement incentives. The primary well in excess of normal severance pay-
cost reductions of such plans generally ments. Such payments are paid only in
are lower overall compensation of the the event the employee leaves the compa-
remaining employees, as well as reduc- ny following an actual or anticipated
tions in recruiting and training needs in corporate merger or a transfer of control
the near-term. For example, by inducing over the company. A common motiva-
older employees to retire, the contractor tion for instituting a "golden parachute"
retains younger, fully trained employees plan is to discourage a hostile takeover by
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making the costs of a takeover prohibi- 37.110, and 52.237-8, for non-DoD con-
tively expensive, tracts. This coverage was included in

b. The costs of "golden parachutes" DFARS 231.205-6, effective 30 October
were made expressly unallowable in FAR 1992, for DoD contracts.
31.205-6(I)(1) effective 4 April 1988. c. The Defense Appropriations Act of
Costs of "golden parachutes" are not 1992 (Section 346) allows DoD to waive
reasonable, do not benefit the govern- the limitations on allowability of sever-
ment, and constitute costs incidental to ance payments to foreign nationals for
reorganization because such agreements contracts for the operations of overseas
become operative only with the actual or military banking services.
anticipated corporate takeover. Accord-
ingly, the auditor should also question 7-1907.10 Severance Pay Policies for
costs of "golden parachutes" claimed by Paid Absences Under the Worker
the contractor for contracts awarded pri- Adjustment and Retraining Notification
or to 4 April 1988 based on the cost (WARN) Act
principle provisions for reasonableness a. The Worker Adjustment and Re-
(FAR 31.201-3 and 31.205-6), allocabili- training Notification Act (WARN),
ty (the benefits received requirement at sometimes called the Federal Plant Clo-
FAR 31.201-4), and organization costs sure Law, 29 U.S.C. 2101, applies to
(FAR 31.205-27). For costs of "golden employers with 100 or more full-time
parachutes" included in any billing, employees or to employers with 100 or
claim, or proposal submitted by the con- more employees who in the aggregate
tractor for contracts awarded on or after work at least 4,000 hours per week (exclu-
4 April 1988, the auditor should cite FAR sive of overtime). The Act requires that
31.205-6(l)(1) as a basis for disallowing employees be provided with a 60-day
such costs. See also 7-1708. advance notice when a plant is to be

closed or there is to be a mass layoff. A
7-1907.9 Severance Payments to Foreign plant closure is defined as a permanent or
Nationals temporary shutdown of a single site of

a. Effective 29 March 1989, service employment one or more facilities, or an
contracts to be performed outside the operating unit, where 50 or more employ-
United States included the clause at FAR ees (excluding part-time employees) lose
52.237-8. The clause limits severance their jobs. A mass layoff is defined as a
paid to foreign nationals performing ser- reduction in force which is not a plant
vices outside the United States to the closing but which results in at least 33
amount typically paid to employees pro- percent of the work force (with a mini-
viding similar services within the United mum of 50 employees) or 500 employees
States. Effective 19 February 1993, this being terminated (excluding part-time
coverage was removed from FAR 31.205- employees).
6, 37.110, and 52.237-8, for non-DoD b. The WARN Act allows employers to
contracts. This coverage was included in give notice to employees less than 60
DFARS 231,205-6, effective 30 October days in advance when a business circum-
1992, for DoD contracts. stance is such that it is not reasonably

b. Effective 21 December 1990, the foreseeable at the time that the 60 day
clause at FAR 52.237-8 was revised to notice would have been required. In
make such 4everance payments totally order to be not reasonably foreseeable,
unallowable for terminations of employ- the event must be caused by a sudden,
ment resulting from requests of the host dramatic, and unexpected action or con-
foreign government to close or curtail the dition outside the employer's control.
employing activity. This prohibition of c. A contract termination ma. result in
severance payments only applies to ter- a plant closure under the ActY it causes
minations of agreements between the the shutdown of at least one site, facility,
United States and the host country en- or operating unit. Shutdown of an operat-
tered into after 28 November 1989. Ef- ing unit will occur when there is the
fective 19 February 1993, this coverage discontinuance of an entire product line
was removed from FAR 31.205-6, or the extinction of an organizationally
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distinct operation or function. The criti- costs claimed. Therefore, it is incumbent
cal factor in determining what constitutes upon the contractor to demonstrate why
an operating unit will be the organiza- it believes the employees are a high risk
tional or operational structure of the and should not be working during the
contractor. The circumstances of each notice period. The contractor must also
contract termination should be reviewed explain why these employees cannot be
and evaluated to determine if the con- reassigned to perform nonsensitive work
tract termination resulted in a plant elsewhere in the plant and what the
closure under the Act. contractor's policy and procedures are in

d. Where a contract termination results this situation. Without acceptable justifi-
in a plant closure, and the contractor has cation from the contractor, any claimed
exercised reasonable and prudent efforts costs for paid absence during the 60-day
in providing timely notification of the notice period would be considered unrea-
plant closing, costs incurred to comply sonable and should be questioned.
with the WARN Act are generally consid-
ered allowable and reasonable business 7-1908 Industrial Security/Plant
expenses under FAR 31.201-2 and Protection Costs
31.201-3.

e. Where the termination does not a. The provisions of FAR 31.205-29,
meet the provisions of the WARN Act, Plant Protection Costs, state that costs of
the auditor should determine if the con- protecting the contractor's plant and oth-
tractor's actions were reasonable. For er property are allowable. The costs of
example, if the contractor terminates less items such as (1) wages, uniforms and
employees than the minimum required equipment of personnel engaged in plant
for application of the WARN Act, any protection, (2) depreciation on plant pro-
payments made for unproductive effort tection capital assets, and (3) necessary
should generally be questioned as not expenses to comply with military require-
meeting the test of payments for work ments, are allowable provided they are
accomplished in the current year. How- reasonable and allocable.
ever, such payments would be allowable b. There are now a number of commer-
to the extent that the contractor can cial companies that provide plant securi-
demonstrate that, given the circum- ty protection services, including well-
stances at the time, it was reasonable to trained uniformed guards. These security
give the WARN Act notices and make the service companies often provide efficient
associated payments to the affected em- plant protection services for less than the
ployees. cost of such services performed by the

f. In some instances, contractors may contractor's own security employees. Ac-
place WARN Act status employees who cordingly, evaluation of costs of security
are in sensitive positions on paid absence guards at the contractor's facilities should
because of fear that those employees, if include a comparison between the cost of
allowed to work durin* the 60-day peri- the in-house services and the cost of
od, might use their positions to harm the engaging an outside security service firm.
contractor's assets or records in retalia- When excessive or unreasonable costs are
tion for losing their jobs. There is no questioned as a result of the above cost
existing regulation or policy which specif- comparison, it is the contractor's respon-
ically prohibits payments for such paid sibility to demonstrate the reasonable-
absence. The paid absence during the 60- ness and to justify the costs (see FAR
day notice period could be considered 31.205-6(bX1)).
additional severance pay. However, the
contractor may claim the costs as some 7-1909 Costs of Correction of
other category of cost associated with the Internal Control Deficiencies
reduction in force. FAR 31.205-6(b) re-
quires that the contractor demonstrate An internal control system comprises
reasonableness of compensation items the plan of organization and all of the
and FAR 31.201-3 requires the contrac- coordinated methods and measures
tor demonstrate the reasonableness of all adopted within a business to safeguard its
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assets, check the accuracy and reliability related costs are allowable. However,
of its accounting data, promote opera- where significant corrections to the quali-
tional efficiency, and encourage adher- ty control system are needed because of
ence to prescribed managerial policies, the contractor's earlier negligence in es-
Internal controls extend to functions oth- tablishing and/or maintaining acceptable
er than those relating to accounting con- controls, an unreasonable amount of in-
trols; e.g., performance reports, employee creased costs to the government would
training programs, and quality controls result through duplicative efforts to
(see 5-105). This subsection provides reinstitute a quality control program.
guidance relating to the costs of correct- These costs should be disallowed on a
ing deficiencies in internal control sys- basis of reasonableness (FAR 31.201-3).
tems or excessive costs that result from (2) FAR 46.311 requires certain con-
the lack of effective internal controls. tracts to contain the contract clause at

FAR 52.246-11, Higher-Level Contract
7-1909.1 Costs of Correcting Quality Quality Requirement (Government Spec-
Control Program Deficiencies ification). This clause requires contrac-

a. Purpose of Quality Control. Effec- tors' compliance with the specified gov-
tive contractor quality control or product ernment quality control specification re-
assurance systems provide systematic quirements. Where this clause is con-
control of quality and reliability in all tained in a contract, the contractor has a
phases of the operation including design, contractual obligation to establish and
procurement, production, testing, stor- maintain a quality control program to
age, and handling of materials. Quality assure adequate quality throughout all
assurance systems consist of both quality areas of contract performance, including
control and inspection. The quality con- design, development, fabrication, pro-
trol system is responsible for maintaining cessing, assembly, inspection, test, main-
the quality of the product within estab- tenance, packaging, shipping, storage,
lished standards. Inspection is a sorting and site installation. In these situations,
process that classifies material, parts, or the contract clause provides a contractual
products as acceptable or unacceptable. mechanism for requiring contractor cor-
As quality control becomes increasingly rective actions at no increased cost to the
effective, the need for inspection corres- government. Where a contractor is in
pondingly decreases. Weaknesses in or violation of the government quality re-
lack of effective control can result in: quirements specified in a solicitation, a

(1) Inadequate products or services; comment should be included in DCAA
(2) Unnecessary and ineffective use of audit reports indicating that contract

resources, including labor, material, and award should not be made until the
equipment; deficiencies are corrected by the contrac-

(3) Unreliable and inadequate analysis tor. In addition, where contractor defi-
of quality assurance requirements and ciencies are cited on existing contracts,
inspection results; the auditor should recommend the use of

(4) Unnecessary inspections and work advance agreements for limiting govern-
stoppages; ment liability and segregation of the costs

(5) Unreliable management reporting of correcting quality control system defl-
systems; ciencies (to allow audit visibility). If the

(6) Unnecessary administrative effort; contractor refuses to segregate these
and costs, recommend suspension of payment

(7) Unreliable test equipment. until proper accounting and segregation
b. Allowability of Costs. of costs are made.
(I) The cost of maintaining an accept-

able quality control system is allowable, 7-1909.2 Comt Related t4 Extraordinary
if reasonable. Where minor deficiencies Reviews of Unsettled Overhead Costs
are cited by the government, making a. All contractors doili, business with
corrections to the system should be con- the government are required by FAR
sidered to be part of maintaining an 31.201-6 to have adequate internal con-
acceptable quality control system and trols to assure that unallowable costs are
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not included in billings and claims sub- 7-1910 Bank Fees
mitted to the government. Some contrac-
tors may undertake large-scale reviews of a. Some banks, in an attempt to obtain
unsettled overhead costs to identify unal- government contractors as clients, have
lowable costs that may have not been offered financial agreements which grant
segregated and removed from overhead lines of credit at less than the prime
claims during the original processing of interest rate. Under these agreements, the
the transactions and/or the initial prepa- difference between the rate granted by
ration of the billings or claims. This the bank and the prime rate (or the rate
extraordinary effort is often the result of the bank wishes to obtain) would be
the contractor's earlier negligence in es- classified as a bank fee which the contrac-
tablishing, maintaining, and/or imple- tor may be claiming as an allowable cost
menting an adequate system of internal under government contracts.
control. b. FAR 31.205-20, Intercst and Other

b. When the circumstances cited in Financial Costs, specifically disallows in-
paragraph a. above are encountered and terest on borrowings, however represent-
the contractor is incurring or is expected ed. Accordingly, bank fees claimed by
to incur significant costs, the auditor contractors should be carefully reviewed
should notify the contractor that the costs to determine whether they are, in fact,
associated with such extraordinary re- interest costs.
views of unsettled overhead costs are c. Where contractors have entered into
considered to be unreasonable and will agreements similar to that discussed in
be questioned under FAR 31.201-3, De- paragraph a. above, and claim the costs
termining Reasonableness. The reasons under government contracts, the proce-
to be cited are: dures in 4-702 should be followed as

(1) The costs are not of a type generally applicable.
recognized as ordinary and necessary for
the conduct of the contractor's business 7-1911 No Cost Storage Contracts
or the performance of a contract. The
costs are duplicative of costs incurred for 7-1911.1 Definition
the same purpose in prior periods. The
government has already reimbursed the No Cost Storage Contracts are con-
contractor for the costs of preparing tracts for which the contractor is to
billings and claims for reimbursement. provide the government with storage or
The fact that this task was not adequately warehousing services, but payment of the
accomplished does not entitle the con- costs associated with these services is not
tractor to additional reimbursement. ;rovided for in the contracts. Some of

(2) The costs are the result of the these contracts specify that storage or
contractor's failure to follow the require- warehousing costs are to be charged as an
ments of generally accepted sound busi- indirect expense. Other such contracts,
ness practices and contract terms, while not specifically stating that the

(3) The costs result from actions taken storage or warehousing costs are to be
which were not those of a prudent busi- charged indirect, make no provision for
nessman in the circumstances, consider- reimbursement of such costs under the
ing his responsibilities to the owners of contract. The likely result is that the costs
the business, his employees, his custom- associated with the storage or warehous-
ers, the government, and the public at ing are allocated to and reimbursed under
large. other non-benefiting government con-

tracts.
7-1909.3 Costs Related to Contractor
Self Governance Programs 7-1911.2 Audit Considerations

Contractor activities under self gover- a. Allocability of Costs. The provisions
nance programs such as CRAG (see 3- of FAR 31.201-4, Determining Allocabil-
I04.4e) are to be encouraged as a matter ity, and CAS 418 set forth criteria for
of DoD policy. Costs of such activities determining the proper allocation of ex-
are allowable if reasonable in amount. penses to final cost objectives. Irrespec-
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tive of whether a contract provides for toppel is a matter which normally should
reimbursement of costs of particular be considered by contracting officers and
items, the allocability of costs must be procurement counsel subsequent to the
determined by the casual or beneficial issuance of the audit results. However, if
relationship of the cost to the final cost an auditor perceives that an estoppel
objectives. Other contracts cannot bear issue may affect an audit, the matter
the storage or warehousing costs that are should be referred to the Regional Direc-
properly allocable to the No Cost Storage tor for appropriate legal consultation.
Contracts (see 6-606 and 8-418).

b. Consistency in Accounting Treat- 7-1912 Banked Vacations
ment of Costs. FAR 31.202, Direct Costs,
and CAS 402 state that all costs incurred 7-1912.1 General
for the same purpose in like circum-
stances, are either direct costs only or a. The term "banked vacations" refers
indirect costs only with respect to final to a situation where contractors have
cost objectives. A noncompliance with policies that allow employees to carry
FAR 31.202 and CAS 402 arises when forward and accumulate (bank) all or a
some contracts are charged directly for portion of vacation time not taken within
storage costs, as well as indirectly for the the year in which entitlement is earned.
storage costs that should have been The banked vacation can be taken at a
charged to the No Cost Storage Con- later date or not taken at all, in which
tracts. Inconsistent accounting treatment case payment for the amount of banked
of storage or warehousing expense should vacation time is usually made when the
be reported as a noncompliance with employee terminates employment. Some-
these requirements (see 6-608.3 and 8- times contractors write up the vacation
402). liability on the books to reflect employ-

c. Anticipated Awards of No Cost ees' pay raises received subsequent to the
Storage Contracts. When an ACO, PCO, periods in which vacation was earned.
or commercial customer has requested b. CAS 408 does not address the prac-
the contractor to store property at no tice of banking vacations, nor does CAS
cost, the auditor should place the ACO 415 specifically apply to compensated
and/or PCO, and the contractor on notice absences. Therefore, auditors should not
that the cost associated with the storage issue CAS 408 or CAS 415 noncompli-
or warehousing should be allocated in ances because of problems with the con-
accordance with the contractor's normal tractors' policies/practices regarding
accounting practices and the criteria dis- banked vacations.
cussed in paragraphs a. and b. above. If
necessary, discuss the issues with the 7-1912.2 Audit Considerations
cognizant ACO so that a written notice of a. Many contractors have ceased the
intent to disallow costs on impacted practice of banking vacations, (i.e., have
contracts may be issued in accordance adopted a use-or-lose policy), or now
with FAR 42.8. allow deferral for only one accounting

d. Active No Cost Storage Contracts. period following the year in which the
Where auditors identify No Cost Storage vacation was earned. Nevertheless, if the
Contracts, any inappropriate allocation situation of banked vacations exists, the
of costs should be questioned. If not auditor must first determine if tl~e con-
already issued, appropriate CAS and/or tractor's method of accounting for
FAR noncompliance reports and DCAA banked vacation accruals is proper, and
Forms I, if applicable, should be issued. then look at the reasonableness of the
In these situations, the contractor may vacation policy and costs as a component
assert that the audit position would in- of total compensation.
volve prejudicial retroactivity and may b. A contractor normally accrues vaca-
introduce estoppel as a defense. The tion liability as each employee earns
validity of an asserted estoppel claim is a vacation. It is appropriate for a contrac-
legal issue and the auditor should not tor's books to reflect the liability that will
attempt to resolve such arguments. Es- have to eventually be paid. Therefore the
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contractor, for financial accounting pur- 7-1914 Employee Stock Ownership
poses, may decide to write up the vaca- Plans (ESOPs)
tion accruals; otherwise the accruals on
the books may be understated. If banked 7-1914.1 General
vacation deferrals extend beyond one a. An Employee Stock Ownership Plan
year and related write-ups are significant, (ESOP) is an individual stock bonus plan
the auditor should recommend that the designed specifically to invest in the
ACO seek an advance agreement with the stock of the employer corporation. An
contractor establishing mutually agree- ESOP may be either nonleveraged or
able criteria for calculating banked vaca- leveraged.
tion accruals including consideration of b. An Employee Stock Ownership
present value methodology. Trust (ESOT) is the entity responsible foradministering the ESOP. The contrac-

tor's contributions to the ESOT may be
7-1913 Payments to Contractors in the form of cash, stock, or property.
Under the Job Training Partnership c. Under a nonleveraged ESOP, annual
Act contributions are made by the corpora-

tion to the ESOT in the form of stock,
a. The Job Training Partnership Act property, or cash. If the contribution is in

was passed by Congress to help turn the the form of cash, the ESOT uses this cash
hard-core unemployed into productive to acquire company stock. The ESOT
wage earners. As part of that effort, local holds the stock for the employees and
Private Industry Councils (PIC) were periodically notifies them of how much
created to identify, counsel, train, and they own and how much it is worth. The
place unemployed people. One incentive employees receive the stock (or the cash

equivalent) when they retire or otherwiseto industry to participate in the program leave the company (depending upon the
is a partial subsidization of these new provisions of the ESOP).workers' wages, up to 50 percent, for the d. Under a leveraged ESOP, the ESOT
first weeks or months of their employ- borrows money from the bank and then
ment. The law further specifies that these uses these funds to make a large purchase
PIC reimbursements are intended to of company stock, either from the share-
compensate employers for the increased holders or from the company, e.g., trea-
training costs and reduced productivity sury stock. This stock then becomes
associated with hiring the hard-core un- collateral for the bank loan. Each year the
employed, company makes a contribution to the

b. Contractors receiving PIC payments ESOT equal to the total amount of the
as part of this program should not receive principal and interest on thu loan. The
duplicate reimbursements under govern- ESOT then uses this money to make its
ment contracts. If the contractor includes annual payment to the bank. Upon re-
costs in its proposals or billings that are ceipt of the ESOT loan payment the bank
subject to PIC reimbursement, an appro- releases an amount of stock in proportion
priate credit should be given to the to the loan principal paid by the ESOT.
government. Conversely, if the contrac- The released stock is then distributed by
tor can and in fact does exclude from its the ESOT to the accounts of the plan
proposals or billings increased costs re- participants in accordance with the pro-
suiting from its participation in the PIC visions of the plan. The employees re-ocredit or offset is ceive the stock (or the cash equivalent)program, then nocred or often rs when they retire or otherwise leave therequired. Such increased costs often re- cmay(eedn pntepoiincompany (depending upon the provisions
suit from additional training and supervi- of the ESOP).
sion that are associated with hiring the
hard-core unemployed as well as reduced 7-1914.2 Pemai.. Versus Deferred
productivity in the form of additional Compensation ESOPs
hours and materials required by these a. For a plan to be a pension ESOP, the
employees, official plan documents must offer the
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plan participants (1) benefit payments for market value of the stock on the measure-
life or (2) benefits that are payable for life ment date, i.e., the first date the number
at the option of the participants. Some of shares are known. For deferred com-
contractors may contend that a pension pensation ESOPs, the date the contractor
ESOP exists where there is no official transfers the stock to the ESOP trust or
plan provision for life payments, because pledges the stock as loan collateral on
the contractor has made some informal behalf of the ESOP trust is the first date
provisions to cash in the employer's stock that the number of shares awarded is
and purchase an annuity for the employ- known. Thus, for leveraged ESOPs, costs
ee. Such informal provisions are not assignable to a cost accounting period
enough to meet the "payable for life" will be the fair market value of the stock
requirement for pension plans, nor are on the date the contractor transfers the
these informal provisions enforceable by stock to the ESOP trust or pledges the
the employee, stock as loan collateral on behalf of the

b. Plans that provide future payments ESOP trust, multiplied by the total num-
for current work, and that are not pen- ber of shares actually earned for that
sions, are deferred compensation ESOPs. period.

7-1914.3 Applicable FAR/CAS 7-1914.4 Stock Valuations
a. The reasonableness of all ESOP costs a. The auditor should perform audit

must be supported in accordance with tests to determine that the contractor is
FAR 31.205-6(a) ad (b). In assessing the not reimbursed an amount exceeding the
reasonableness, tie auditor should re- fair market value of the stock on the
view the terms of the ESOP to determine measurement date. Where a leveraged
if the plan design provides unreasonable buyout is involved, the price per share
compensation to certain employees or immediately after the buyout represents
groups of employees. In addition, the the value of the stock to be distributed to
reasonableness of the amount of stock contractor employees. As such, the fair
distributed to employees should be re- market value of the stock should be based
viewed in conjunction with a review of on the contractor's debt/equity structure
the employees' total compensation (see 5- immediately after the buyout.
1000). b. For stock that is publicly traded in

b. Under leveraged ESOPs, for any substantial quantities, the published trad-
given period the shares released from ing price on the measurement date
collateral under the terms of the loan may should reflect the fair market value of the
exceed the number of shares to be allocat- stock. For companies where the stock is
ed under the terms of the plan. The not publicly traded in substantial quanti-
auditor should be alert to excess shares ties, a valuation is required. The annual
that might be awarded to ESOP partici- appraisal of the ESOP stock should serve
pants and claimed by the contractor. In as the baseline for the auditor's review.
the absence of the Contracting Officer's c. Valuation of stock for a company
prior approval, the award of excess shares that is not publicly traded in substantial
to ESOP participants should be ques- quantities is a complex process. While
tioned, since the excess shares are not there is no formula that can be applied to
awarded according to the established all circumstances, the auditor should de-
compensation plan. termine if the data used in making the

c. Contractor contributions to a pen- valuation is current, accurate, and com-
sion ESOP must meet the requirements plete, and if the assumptions underlying
of CAS 412 and FAR 31.205-6(j), while the valuation are reasonable. In addition,
contributions to a deferred compensation the auditor should determine if appropri-
ESOP are subject to the requirements of ate adjustments have been made to re-
CAS 415 and FAR 31.205-6(k). flect minority interests and/or lack of

d. CAS 415.50(eX!) requires that the marketability.
cost of deferred compensation awards, d. Discount for Minority Interest-
when such awards are made in the stock The fair market value of the ESOP stock
of the contractor, shall be based on the should include a discount to reflect a
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minority interest whenever the voting shares for cash when tendered, and the
rights of the ESOP stock are held by an establishment of a funding program for
individual, group, or entity whose mem- the repurchase liability.
bers are selected and/or otherwise con-
trolled by the contractor (e.g. the ESOT). 7-1915 Cooperative Research
The discount for minority interest repre- Consortium Costs
sents the additional cost per share needed
to obtain a majority (control) interest 7-1915.1 Introduction
divided by the majority cost per share.
(1) Where the ESOP stock has been This section provides guidance for per-
obtained as part of a buyout, the addi- forming audits of cooperative research
tional cost can generally be computed by consortiums. This guidance is specifically
taking the difference between the actual targeted at partnerships, joint ventures,
cost paid per share and the value of the or corporations (referred to in this sec-
stock prior to any knowledge or specula- tion as consoctiums) formed pursuant to
tion (e.g., leaks or rumors) of the upcom- the National Cooperative Research Act.

in~ (cg b y u.T is vl e m st b l s Guidance on other organizational struc-
ing buyout. This value must be close
enough in time to be relevant to the tures chosen by a contractor to carry on
buyout (preferably one or two months) its business or to bid on government
but should not be a time period in which contracts is provided in 7-1800.
there were significant events that led to 7-1915.2 General
changing market conditions (e.g., stock
market crash or product boycott). In 1984, Congress passed the National
(2) Where a leveraged buyout is not Cooperative Research Act. This act eased
involved, the discount should be based antitrust laws to allow companies in the
on historical data regarding similar com- same industry to jointly develop new
panies that have been bought or sold technology. Under the Act, research and
within a relevant time period. If no such development is usually funded coopera-
data exists, then overall market informa- tively to develop base technology for use
tion may be used. by member firms individually in propri-

e. Discount for Lack of Marketabili- etary applications. The Act covers re-
ty-Where the stock is not publicly trad- search and development activities up to
ed, it should generally be discounted to the prototype stage. Cooperative research
reflect its lack of marketability. A mark- consortiums are usually formed to ex-
etability discount reflects the fact that the plore specific research areas.
stock of a closely held company is gener-
ally less attractive to potential investors 7-1915.3 Accounting Considerations
than publicly traded stock. a. While the terms and conditions of
(1) Even when the company has always these agreements may suggest they are
exercised its option to repurchase the contracts, they are not the type of con-
stock, or where the plan requires the tract contemplated under FAR 31.205-
company to repurchase the stock (called 18(a) that would preclude the recovery of"put" rights), some discount will usually IR&D costs. R&D costs incurred by a
apply. While the amount of the marketa- defense contractor pursuant to a coopera-
bility discount will differ depending upon tive agreement may be considered as
the specific circumstances involved, such allowable IR&D costs if the work per-
discounts have generally ranged from 5 to formed would have resulted in allowable
20 percent. IR&D costs had there been no coopera-
(2) Factors that influence the amount of tive agreement.
the marketability discount include the b. Consortium costs will most likely be
extent to which "put" rig..ts are enforcea- charged to indirect cost pools, primarily
ble, the company's ability to meet its as Manufacturing and Production Engi-
obligations with respect to these "put" neering (MPE) or IR&D. The audit re-
rights (taking into account the company's view of consortium costs must consider
financial strength and liquidity), the coin- the different accounting treatment af-
pany's history of redeeming its ESOP forded MPE costs versus IR&D costs. As
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MPE, the costs are not subject to ceiling ten contain valuable information regard-
limitations imposed by IR&D/B&P ad- ing the purpose of the consortium as well
vance agreements and are charged to the as information on other accounting issues
government through G&A and overhead such as income/loss distribution, pay-
allocations. Because the cost limitations ment schedules, and ownership of prod-
of IR&D and B&P advance agreements ucts or technology developed by the
are often exceeded, the proper classifica- consortium.
tion of consortium costs is particularly c. When reviewing the nature and
important, and depends on the nature purpose of specific projects engaged in by
and purpose of the work being conducted a consortium, the following additional
at the consortium. sources of information may prove help-

c. MPE (FAR 31.20J-25) does not ful: (1) contractor interoffice memos dis-
cover basic and applied research effort cussing the project, (2) articles in compa-
related to new technology, materials, sys- ny newsletters or journals, (3)
tems, processes, methods, equipment, slides/charts/minutes from company
tools, and techniques. These are all cov- briefings or conferences, (4) papers or
ered by the IR&D/B&P cost principle, speeches to professional organizations or
FAR 31.205-18. Nor does MPE cover conferences, and (5) newspaper articles.
any development effort for manufactur- d. In addition to the distinction be-
ing or production materials, systems, tween MPE costs and IR&D costs, there
process, methods, equipment, tools and are other important audit considerations
techniques, that are intended for sale. pertaining to consortiums.
These costs are also covered by the (1) Costs for consortiums may be
IR&D/B&P cost principle. MPE covers charged to an account for trade and
only developing and deploying new or professional organizations. Included in
improved methods of producing a prod- these costs may be both basic member-
uct or service when such new or im- shees ay spo both bes member-
proved technology is to be used in the ship fees and sponsorship fees for special-*contractor's own productive facilities. ized research and development programs.

The classification and allowability of
7-1915.4 Classification of Costs and these sponsorship fees will depend upon
Audit Considerations the nature and purpose of the research

a. To properly classify consortium programs and the company's intended
costs, the nature and purpose of the use of the resulting technology.
proiects involved must be determined. (2) An important consideration is the
Although FAR clearly delineates between accounting treatment given any in-
IR&D and MPE costs, the technical come/loss of the consortium. Usually, the
nature of this work may make it difficult consortium agreement provides for dis-
to distinguish between independent re- tribution of net income/loss to the indi-
search and development and develop- vidual member companies. The applica-
ment effort not intended for sale. To ble portion of any income relating to
assist the auditor in making these deci- allowable cost should be credited to the
sions, government technical specialist as- government in accordance with FAR
sistance should be sought. Procedures for 31.201-5.
identifying and obtaining technical spe- (3) Thee may be significant related
cialist assistance are outlined in Appen- party transactions between the consorti-
dix D. um and its members. A consortium may

b. The contractor should be able to hire one or more member companies to
provide documentation to support the provide a variety of services. For exam-
nature and purpose of consortium pie, a member company may provide a
projects. The contractor should also pro- consortium with executive search ser-
vide all legal documents (e.g., partnership vices or legal support. The applicable
tagrements, shareholder agreements, cer- portion of any payment relating to an
tiicates of incorporation, technology allowable cost should be credited to the
agreements) which pertain to the creation government in accordance with FAR
of the consortium. These documents of- 31.201-5.
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(4) The employees of a member com- an undifferentiated total which includesparty may be temporarily assigned to the other types of costs. Likewise, a contrac-consortium. The consortium may reim- tor may not simply exclude the costs

burse the company for employees' salary without identifying that the costs were
and relocation expenses. The accounting incurred and removed.
for the employee's salary and any reim-
bursement a member company receives 7-1916.2 Lobbying in Connection with
for the loan of its employee should be Federal Contracts and Other Federal
determined. Actions - Byrd Amendment

a. FAR Subpart 3.8 implements 317-1916 Lobbying Costs U.S.C. 1352, entitled "Limitation on Use
of Appropriated Funds to Influence Cer-

Lobbying costs represent amounts in- tain Federal Contracting and Financial
curred to influence the outcome of elec- Transactions." This legislation, which
tions, referendums, legislation, and other was signed into law on 23 October 1989,
governmental actions at all levels of is commonly referred to as the Byrd
government. Amendment. The legislation has been

implemented by contract clause, as op-
71916.1 Lobbying Cost Principles posed to a change in the FAR cost

a. FAR 31.205-22 disallows most costs principles. Effective 23 December 1989,
incurred to influence elections, public solicitations exceeding $100,000 are re-
votes on issues, political parties, and quired to include the clauses at FAR
legislation. FAR 31.205-50 disallows 52.203-11 (Certification and Disclosure
costs incurred to induce or tend to in- Regarding Payments to Influence Certain
duce, either directly or indirectly, execu- Federal Transactions). Effective 23 De-
tive branch employees to give consider- cember 1989, both solicitations and con-
ation or to act regarding a government tracts are required to include the clause at
contract on any basis other than the FAR 52.203-12 (Limitation on Payments
merits of the matter. FAR 31.205-22(b) to Influence Certain Federal Transac-
states that the following lobbying costs tions).
are allowable: b. FAR clause 52.203-12 makes the

(1) Costs that result from requests by a cost of certain lobbying activity unallow-
legislative body for certain types of infor- able. The activity covered is influencing
mation. or attempting to influence an officer or

(2) Costs for influencing state legisla- employee of an agency, a Member of
tion in order to directly reduce contract Congress, an officer or employee of
cost or to avoid material impairment of Congress, or an employee of a Member of
the contractor's authority to perform the Congress in connection with any covered
contract. Federal action. A covered Federal action

(3) Costs for performing any activity is defined as (1) the awarding of any
specifically authorized by statute to be Federal contract, (2) the making of any
undertaken with contract funds. Federal grant,

b. FAR 31.205-22 sets forth require- (3) the making of any Federal loan, (4)
ments for supporting and claiming allow- the entering into of any cooperative
able costs and for disclosing unallowable agreement, or (5) the modification of any
costs that are not claimed. The contractor Federal contract, grant, loan, or coopera-
specifically certifies, as part of the indi- tive agreement.
rect final cost settlement proposal certifi- c. The Act does not apply to the
cation, that the requirements of the cost following activities:
principle and the contract clause (see 7- (1) Providing information specifically
1916.2) are met. Unallowable lobbying requested by a Member of Congress, an
costs must be separately and specifically employee of Congress, an employee of a
disclosed in the submission as voluntary Member of Congress, or an officer or
deletions from the contractor's final costs employee of a Federal apency.
for the period. Lobbying costs may not be (2) Agency and legislative liaison by a
removed from the submission as part of contractor's regularly employed employ-
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ee, provided the activity is prior to or not dollar amount is to be accepted as reason-
directly related to a specific solicitation, able. Whatever policy the contractor sets

(3) Selling activities by independent should be consistent to ensure that the
sales representatives, provided such ac- contractor is not paying the war hazard
tivities are prior to formal solicitation differential only where it can be reim-
and limited to the merits of the matter. bursed on government contracts (e.g.,

(4) Professional or technical services flexibly priced contracts). Contractors
rendered directly in the preparation, sub- should also be encouraged to set forth
mission, or negotiation of a bid or pro- their policy in writing to the cognizant
posal, provided such services are limited ACO and enter into an advance agree-
to providing advice and analysis which ment to avoid misunderstandings.
directly applies a professional or techni-
cal discipline and are further limited to 7-1917.2 Supplemental Reservist
the merits of the matter. Payments

a. In accordance with a 4 October 1990
7-1917 Costs Associated With memorandum issued by the Director of
Military Operations Dei-nse Procurement, supplemental re-

servist payments are allowable when paid
1War Hazd Pay to employees who served on active mili-

tary duty in conjunction with Operation
a. Contractors will sometimes offer Desert Shield and Operation Desert

hazardous duty pay as an incentive to Storm.
employees performing work under un- b. Allowable amounts are limited to the
usually dangerous situations. These in- lesser of (a) the contractor's extended
centives vary among contractors and may military leave benefits plus active duty
reflect differences in individual circum- pay, or (b) the total compensation of an
stances. Such incentives are to be evalu- employee at the time of entry into active
ated for reasonableness on a case-by-case military duty. For purposes of computing
basis. Each contractor should support the this limitation, active duty pay includes
reasonableness of the incentives by pre- basic pay, all specialty pay, and all allow-
senting evidence that may be relevant to ances, except for subsistence, travel, and
the particular circumstances. War hazard uniform allowances.
differentials may well be justified in
order to ensure that critical functions are 7-1917.3 Operation Desert Storm
maintained in support of our troops. Homecoming Celebration Expenses

b. The amount of war hazard pay a. In accordance with a 3 June 1991
necessary in a given situation will depend memorandum issued by the Director of
on many factors, such as: Defense Procurement, Operation Desert

(1) Country and city where assigned, Storm homecoming activities are consid-
(2) Distance of work site from actual ered to be a national celebration. If costs

battlelines and surrounding areas of im- are incurred for participating in honoring
minent danger, the Desert Storm troops and celebrating

(3) War hazard differentials being of- the operation's success, this section ap-
fered by other defense contractors in the plies.
same location, b. As a general rule, the costs of

(4) Employee response to any lower participation are allowable because par-
war hazard differential pay offers made ticipation costs are considered as being
by the contractor, incurred in different circumstances than

(5) Availability of alternate workers at public relations or advertising costs.
appropriate skill level, and However, costs which would otherwise be

(6) Other compensation offered, such specifically unallowable are still unallow-
as bonuses and insurance coverage, able (see 7-1917.3e).

c. Auditors should review the reason- c. Allowable contractor participation
ableness of the process by which the war costs include labor, material, and other
hazard differentials are set without any direct costs of the celebration. Employee
preconceived idea of what percentage or time to participate in the activities could
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include time to march in a parade or in-house (usually in a legal department)
fabricate a parade float. Contractors (FAR 31.205-47(a]).
should be allowed material and other c. Cost of outside legal services should
direct costs of floats, displays, or exhibits be supported by invoices or billings
appropriate to the celebration activity, which itemize such items as amounts
Generally, the allowability of such costs applicable to retainer agreements, fees for
is linked to employee morale and will services not covered by a retainer, expen-
normally involve celebrations in the lo- ditures for investigative and other ser-
cality of the contractor facility. While vices, and travel and miscellaneous ex-
there is no specific limit on the number penses (FAR 31.205-33[fg).
or location of celebration activities that d. In-house legal costs include salaries
would be allowable for a contractor, there and related fringe benefits as well as the
should be a clear linkage to employee costs of secretarial and other support
morale. services, space, utilities, and library ser-

d. Employee absence from the work- vices. If a contractor maintains a legal
place to attend the celebrations is allow- capability in-house, the use of outside
able if the associated costs are reason- counsel should be limited to matters
able. Most celebration activities were beyond the competence or workload ca-
scheduled for holidays or weekends when pacity of the contractor's own legal de-
there would be little or no contractor partment.
costs for employee attendance. When
activities were scheduled for normal 7-1918.1 General Considerations on
work time, reasonable personal absence Legal Services
costs are allowable, a. Outside legal services and outside

e. Certain costs remain unallowable support for legal services are generally
even if associated with such celebrations. considered as specific kinds of profes-
Any advertisement to the public of any sional or consultant services subject to
nature is subject to FAR 31.205-1, al- the provisions of FAR 31.205-33, as
though the contractor is allowed to in- discussed in 7-1905.
clude its name and logo on a banner, sign, b. Costs of in-house legal services ordi-
and/or float used in the celebration activ- narily cover a variety of legal activities
ity. Costs of souvenirs, models, imprint- related to the overall administration and
ed clothing, buttons, and other mementos management of the contractor's business.
distributed during the celebration are They are usually accounted for without
unallowable under FAR 31.205-1(f)(6). further identification as part of in-house
Contributions to local governments or general and administrative expenses. Au-
other third parties to pay for celebration dit determinations on allowability will
activities are unallowable contributions generally be made in consideration of the
under FAR 31.205-8. overall amounts involved. The auditor

should not undertake, or request the
contractor to undertake, a detailed analy-7-1918 Costs Related to Legal and sis to classify costs by function or specific

Other Proceedings activity unless an overall review indicates
that the amount is obviously excessive or

a. The specific conditions for allowa- that a significant portion of the effort of
bility of costs associated with legal and legal personnel was devoted to activities
other proceedings are addressed in FAR designated in FAR 31.205 as unallowable
31.205-47. The cost principle applies to or not allocable to government business
the total costs incurred for the subject (but see 7-1918.9).
purpose including all costs directly asso-
ciated with legal and other proceedings. 7-1918.2 Definitions

b. The costs of legal services as ad- a. "Cost," as used in FAR 31.205-47,
dressed in the cost principle encompass includes all costs which would not have
both (I) services rendered by attorneys been incurred but for the proceeding.
who are not officers or employees of the This includes costs incurred before, dur-
contractor and (2) legal work performed ing, and after the proceeding. The con-
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cept of "before the proceeding" should be b. The "80 percent or appropriate
interpreted to cover the following: (1) amount" ceiling limitation is waived for
when a contractor anticipates and begins a Federal government proceeding if the
to prepare for a proceeding before it has proceeding is resolved by a settlement
been officially notified that a governmen- which explicitly states that the settlement
tal unit has initiated a proceeding and (2) amount has considered the 80 percent
when the contractor is conducting its own limitation and sets a specific dollar
investigation or inquiry preparatory to amount of allowable costs related to the
initiating a proceeding. proceedings (FAR 31.205-47[e]). That

b. A proceeding includes any investiga- specific amount would be the maximum
tion, administrative process, inquiry, allowable amount. The ceiling cannot be
hearing, or trial conducted by a local, waived for proceedings settled with a unit
state, Federal, or foreign governmental of government at any level other than the
unit and appeals from such proceedings. Federal government (but see 7-1918.5c).
Note that for the purposes of this cost c. The unallowable portion (amount
principle, the term proceeding includes, over the ceiling) is considered to be a co-
but is not limited to, those related to payment to encourage contractors to in-
actions which in nature are criminal, cur proceedings costs responsibly even in
non-criminal, fraud, non-fraud, contract- a winning case.
related, or non-contract-related. The defi- 7-1918.5 P Allowable Subject
nition is very broad.

c. A penalty does not include a pay- to a Ceiling if the Contractor Prevails
ment to make a unit of government a. Costs of proceedings commenced by
whole for damages or the interest accrued a governmental unit (Federal, state, local,
on the damages. A penalty is in the or foreign) for violation of, or a failure to
nature of a punitive award or fine. comply with, law or regulation are unal-

lowable if the following proceedings re-
7-1918.3 Allowability of Costs suit in the indicated outcomes; otherwise,

Costs of some proceedings are allow- costs are allowable subject to the ceiling
able subject to a ceiling if the contractor (FAR 31 .205-47[b]):(1) A criminal proceeding: a convic-
prevails in an action, some are always tion.
unallowable, and others are completely (2) A civil or administrative proceed-
allowable if the contractor prevails in an ing involving an allegation of fraud or
action. Costs associated with routine pro- similar misconduct; a findin* of liability.
ceedings, not specifically addressed in the (3) A civil or administrative proceed-FAR cost principle, are generally allow-FAble cing not involving an allegation of fraud or
able. similar misconduct; an assessment of a
7-1918A4 Alowable Cost Ceiling for monetary penalty.
Certain Post (4) A proceeding held by an appropri-

ate official of an executive agency for
a. If the outcome of a proceeding (a) debarment or suspension of the

described in FAR 31.205-47(b) deter- contractor;
mines costs to be allowable, the maxi- (b) rescission or voiding of a contract;
mum amount allowable is still limited to or
the extent that the costs: (c) termination of a contract for default

(1) are reasonable considering the re- because of violation of or noncompliance
quirements and underlying cause of the with a law or regulation.
proceeding; In each case in (4), the controlling

(2) have not been otherwise recovered outcome is a final decision unfavorable
from any source; and to the contractor.

(3) do not exceed 80 percent of the (5) Any proceeding shown in (1)
total otherwise allowable cost. A percent- through (4) which could have led to the
age less than 80 percent could be appro- associated outcome; outcome is settle-
pniate considering the circumstances of ment by consent or compromise. If the
the case and the legal work involved, contractor, its agent, or its employees
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were at risk of one of the stated outcomes al counseling services such as advice on

of the above proceedings and the pro- patent laws and regulations. (FAR
ceeding is settled by consent or compro- 31.205-30, FAR 31.205-47[f][6]). Also
mise, the settlement is treated as a loss see 7-702.
for purposes of allowability of the costs.

b. Any costs of a proceeding involving 7-1918.7 Proceedings Allowable Without
the same underlying alleged contractor Cost Ceiling if the Contractor Prevails
misconduct addressed in another pro- Costs of the following proceedings are
ceeding whose outcome determined the unallowable with the stated outcome;
costs to be unallowable (see a. above) are otherwise, the costs are allowable without
also unallowable (FAR 31.205-471b][5]). the 80 percent ceiling:
If a contractor loses, settles, or compro- a. Defense of suits brought by employ-
mises one proceedings associated with ees or ex-employees of the contractor
alleged contractor misconduct, all litiga- under Section 2 of the Major Fraud Act
tion costs for all other proceedings relat- of 1988 when the contractor was found
ed to the same misconduct are also liable or the case was settled (FAR
unallowable. 31.205-47[fl[4]).

c. Unallowability of costs under FAR b. Representation of, or assistance to,
31.205-47(b) or (e) for a non-Federal individuals, groups, or legal entities that
government proceeding may be waived the contractor is not "legally bound" to
when an appropriate cognizant U.S. Gov- provide, arising from an action where the
ernment official determines that the costs party being represented or assisted was
were incurred either (FAR 3 t.205-47[d])" convicted of a violation of law or regula-

(1) as a direct result of a specific term tion or was found liable.
or condition of a Federal contract; or

(2) as a result of compliance with 7-1918.8 Proceedings Related to Bid
specific written direction of the cognizant Protests
contracting officer. Costs of bid protest proceedings may

be claimed by both the protestor and the
7-1918.6 Proceedings Which Are Always contractor. There are many factors as
Unallowable discussed in this section that need to bea. Defense or prosecution of claims or considered when reviewing the allowabil-

appeals against the Federal government ity of bid protest costs.
(FAR 31.205-47[f[11]). This includes the a. The ASBCA has ruled that bid
cost of preparing and presenting an ap- protest costs are not unallowable under
peal before a board of contract appeals FAR 31.205-47(0. In Bos'n Towing and
(see Lear Siegler, Inc. [1979] ASBCA No. Salvage Company, ASBCA 41356, the
20040, 79-1). Board ruled that "claim" as used in FAR

b. Organization, reorganization, merg- 31.205-47(f) is "term of art" which refers
ers, or acquisitions, or resistance to merg- to a contract disputes claim and bid
er or acquisition (FAR 31.205-47[f][21 protests do not fall within that definition.
and FAR 31.205-27). Therefore, FAR 31.205-47(f) should not

c. Defense of antitrust suits (FAR be cited as the basis to question bid
31.205-47[fl[3]). protest costs.

d. Defense or prosecution of lawsuits b. Whether a protestor is successful or
or appeals between contractors arising unsuccessful in its bid protest, the costs

, from such agreements as teaming ar- of the protest are allowable if reasonable.
rangement, dual sourcing, co-production, For a successful protest, the protestor
or similar programs. However, these may receive, as part of the proceeding,
costs are allowable if incurred as a result the reasonable costs of the bid protest.
of compliance with specific terms and Auditors should assure any funds award-
conditions of the contract or written ed are credited to the account where the
instructions or approval from the con- protest costs had been charged.
tracting officer (FAR 31.205-47[0[51). c. A contractor who received the con-

e. Patent proceedings if not required by tract award being protested, may incur
the contract. This does not include gener- legal expenses in defending against a bid
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protest as an "interested party". In Jana, billings in accordance with CAS 405 and
ASBCA 32447, the Board ruled that bid FAR 31.201-6.
protest costs may be charged directly to d. Costs incurred using outside counsel
the contract if the costs fit the FAR or other outside resources should be
31.202 definition of a direct cost. How- easily identified and segregated. For costs
ever, the Board disallowed direct bid incurred in-house, the contractor will
protest costs which were incurred before need to have internal controls in place to
the contract award date because they did identify costs as they are being incurred
not meet the precontract costs require- pursuant to the proceedings described in
ment that the costs must be necessary to 7-1918.5, 7-1918.6, and 7-1918.7.
comply with the proposed contract deliv- e. The contractor is not required to
ery schedule (FAR 31.205-32). Therefore, anticipate whether a routine inquiry or
bid protest costs incurred before the action will result in a potentially unallow-
contract award date are not allowable able cost proceeding. Cost identification
direct costs. to (or incurrence for) a particular pro-

d. The Jana decision discussed above ceeding cannot begin before the contrac-
would not preclude the contractor from tor has notice of the proceeding, unless
adopting an accounting practice to charge the contractor anticipates such a proceed-
all legal expenses indirectly, including bid ing and on its own begins to incur costs.
protest costs. However, the contractor's Anticipatory costs incurred by a contrac-
practice must result in an equitable dis- tor are considered to be related to a
tribution of the cost and the contractor proceeding even if the unit of govern-
must follow its disclosed accounting ment has not notified the contractor of
practice consistently. the proceeding, or even if the contractor
7 . ad Withholding of stops its preparations for a proceeding
Prcegedi gs' andCol without notifying the government. A spe-
Proceed s osts cific notifying event or a contractor antic-

a. FAR 31.205-47(g) requires that costs ipatory decision, accompanied by incur-
of a proceeding whose outcome deter- rence of significant costs, triggers the
mines cost allowability be segregated by segregation and withholding.
the contractor and payment be withheld
by the contracting officer until the out- 7-1918.10 Adilt Consideiratons
come is determined. Thus costs described
in 7-1918.5 and 7-1918.7 should be segre- a. The regulatory history for FAR
gated as incurred and not billed to the 31.205-47 includes the following guiding
government until the outcome is deter- principles which should be considered in
mined, applying the cost principle to specific

b. The contracting officer may enter cases:
into an advance agreement to make con- (1) The government should not pay for
ditional payments to the contractor for wrongdoing, the defense of wrongdoing,
such potentially unallowable costs if the or the results or consequences of wrong-
contractor agrees to repay the govern- doing by contractors.
ment with interest if the ultimate out- (2) The $overnment should not encour-
come of the proceeding makes the cost age litigation by contractors.
unallowable. In advising the contracting (3) Government contractors should not
officer about such agreements, it should be put in a better position than contrac-
be noted that most such proceedings' tors in the commercial area.
costs are subject to the 80 percent ceiling (4) The government should not dis-
even when the contractor wins. There- courage contractors from enforcing the
fore, the 20 percent over-ceiling amounts government's rights and protecting the
are not billable even with an advance government's interests.
agreement. b. The auditor should review costs

c. Costs related to proceedings which segregated by the contractor to determine
are unallowable regardless of the out- that all known unallowable and potential-
come (7-1918.6) are required to be segre- ly unallowable proceedings costs have
gated and removed from government been included.
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c. Legal services cost billings and other there is no presumption of a proceeding
documents related to unallowable pro- subject to the cost principle until an
ceedings should be carefully reviewed to agency with sufficient authority opens
identify other unallowable proceedings such a proceeding and the contractor is
and professional service costs which notified. If a contractor chooses to treat
should also be segregated. Any in-house the audit as a covered proceeding or to
support costs (particularly in the legal begin preparations for an appeal before a
and accounting departments) incurred final decision is made, then the contrac-
for unallowable types of proceedings tor cost associated with such preparations
should also be segregated. for a proceeding would be subject tod. The review of internal controls over
legal costs should determine if the con- segregation. The level and nature of the
tractor has adequately trained its employ- contractor's response would determine
ees to recognize proceedings subject to its treatment.
the cost principle. Particular attention Questioning costs in such a circum-
should be given to non-contract proceed- stance would be a sensitive matter. Any
ings which might not be obvious and action which discouraged a full response
could be handled by attorneys not nor- from the contractor at the earliest point
mally involved in Federal contract law. in the audit and negotiation process
For example, disputes over a municipal would be counter-productive to the
ordinance or an IRS inquiry could all be speedy resolution of issues. Nevertheless,
subject to penalty ind as such could be if the contractor begins extensive or spe-
unallowable depending on the outcome. cific activities obviously aimed at appeal

e. In-house legal staff handles routine of a contracting officer's decision or any
inquiries from government agencies. Re- other listed proceeding before an official
plies to such inquiries are not considered decision or proceeding, the costs must be
to be related to proceedings triggering identified and segregated for billing with-
segregation and withholding unless the holding.
contractor has specific knowledge that h. Contractor response to the assess-
the inquiry is pursuant to a proceeding
type listed in the cost principle or the ment of a penalty by the ACO for inclu-
contractor for its own reasons chooses to sion of unallowable costs in a certified
treat the inquiry as preparatory to an overhead cost submission pursuant to
anticipated proceeding. A contractor DFARS 231.7000 is a proceeding as
might make such a choice because of described in 7-1918.5a. The penalty pro-
other knowledge it has of the subject of ceeding is separate from the indirect rate
the inquiry or any other reason to believe resolution process and proceedings. Con-
that it may be at risk. tractors should segregate and withhold

f. If the contractor's internal controls the legal and accounting costs associated
for its in-house legal services are ade- with the penalty proceeding.
quate, segregation of insignificant in- i. If the contractor is not segregating
house costs related to minor proceedings and withholding costs of proceedings as
(five-minute telephone calls and routine required by the cost principle, the auditor
reply letters) should not be required. should attempt to persuade the contrac-
Aggressive defense or prosecution of pro- tor to comply. The ACO should be noti-
ceedings listed in the cost principle can- fled of such instances concerning prog-

* not be considered insignificant, i.e., ress payments and a DCAA Form I
pleading not guilty, or appearing in court re ofyments a nd a nd/or 1to mke rguent, exensve n-huse (Notice of Costs Suspended and/or Dis-to make arguments, extensive in-house approved) should be prepared for disallo-
investigation, or other support activities, wapce or suspensld be pead for isalld-

g. Contractor responses to or support w ion of such costs includ-
of audits by DCAA are not proceedings ed in public vouchers. The auditor should
subject to disallowance within the mean- take care in the oversight of this cost area
ing of the cost principle. Although crimi- so as not to prematurely disclose the

nal and civil proceedings have sometimes existence of a government proceeding to
started as the result of DCAA audits, the contractor.
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7-1919 Accounting for Lamp-Sum nized in a systematic and rational man-
Wages Resulting from Union ner. EITFIS 88-23 concludes that since
Contracts the current lump-sum payments clearly

benefit future periods, the matching con-
7-1919.1 General cept requires that they be deferred and

amortized over the period benefited; e.g.,This section provides audit guidance the period covered by the union contract.
on the proper accounting for lump-sum
wage payments resulting from union con- 7-1919.3 Multiple Lump-Sum Payments
tracts. Union contracts may provide that EITFIS 88-23 addresses a single lump-
union member employees receive a sum payment. What happens when the
lump-sum payment in lieu of or in addi- union contract requires multiple lump-
tion to an increase in their base wage sum payments to be made over the
rate. The specific terms of lump-sum period of the union contract? Discussions
payments may vary, but ordinarily the with the FASB staff led to the conclusion
employee is not required to refund to the that each payment should be amortized
company any portion of the payment if from the scheduled date of payment to
the employee terminates employment the date of the next scheduled payment.
prior to the end of the contract period. For example, if the union contract re-

quires three lump-sum payments to be7-1919.2 Future Benefit of Lump-Sum made on 1 October 1990, 1991, and
Payments 1992, with the contract expiring on 30

a. Neither the FAR, CAS, or State- September 1993, then the costs of the I
ments of Financial Accounting Standards October 1990 payment should be amor-
(FAS) provide specific guidance on the tized from 1 October 1990 to 30 Septem-
accounting of lump-sum wages. The ber 1991, the I October 1991 payment
Emerging Issues Task Force (EITIF) of the from 1 October 1991 to 30 September
Financial Accounting Standards Board 1992, and the 1 October 1992 payment
(FASB) released Issue Summary (EITFIS) from 1 October 1992 to 30 September
No. 88-23 dated December 1988, 1993.
"Lump-Sum Payments Under Union
Contracts" which provides specific guid- 7-919.4 Effect of Delay in Union
ance regarding the accounting for lump- Contract Execution
sum payments. In the absence of specific a. A union contract may not be signed
guidance in the FAR, CAS, or FAS, the until some time after the previous con-
EITFIS which interprets GAAP is the tract has expired. Generally, the new
appropriate accounting guidance to fol- contract will be retroactive, with an effec-
low. tive date coinciding with the expiration

b. EITFIS 88-23 concludes that lump- date of the prior contract. In such cases,
sum payments are similar to an intangi- the employees will usually receive a
ble asset in that the payments provided to lump-sum payment on the date the con-
the individuals in the current period will tract is signed, although the period coy-
benefit future periods in the form of ered by the contract begins some time
reduced 1yroll expense. In addition, the earlier. The matching principles dis-
EITFIS 88-23 notes that Accounting cussed in the previous paragraphs should
Principles Board (APB) Opinion No. 12 also apply here; i.e., the lump-sum pay-
requires that amounts estimated to be ments should be amortized over the
paid under deferred compensation con- period of the union contract. The ques-
tracts with employees be accrued in a tion is whether the amortization period
systematic and rational manner over the begins at the time the contract is execut-
period of active employment beginning ed or at the time it is effective. The key to
at the time the union contract is entered answering this question is determining
into. Although the lump-sum payments the time at which the liability construc-
are generally made at the beginning of tively exists.
each year, they should receive similar b. Statement of Financial Accounting
treatment so that the expense is recog- Concepts (SFAC) No. 6 defines liabilities
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as "probable future sacrifices of econom- the method of assigning costs to cost
ic benefits arising from present obliga- accounting periods. The contractor is
tions of a particular entity to transfer subject to the requirements of FAR
assets or provide services to other entities 52.230-5, Administration of Cost Ac-
in the future as a result of past transac- counting Standards, including the prepa-
tions or events." When employees con- ration of a cost impact proposal for those
tinue to work after the old union contract contracts that contain this clause.
expires in anticipation of a new contract,
the act of continuing to work may consti- 7-1920 Environmental Costs
tute the past event referenced in the
SFAC. In some circumstances, by contin- 7-1920.1 Summary
uing to work, the employees are showing
that they anticipate receiving some future Environmental costs are normal costs
benefit. Under these circumstances, it of doing business and are generally allow-
would be difficult for the contractor to able costs if reasonable and allocable.
avoid making payments (a future transfer Some environmental costs must be capi-
of assets) to these employees, either in the talized when the incurrence of such costs
form of lump-sum payments, cost of improves the property beyond its acquisi-
living adjustments, or other benefits. Fi- tion condition or under certain circum-
nally, the probable future sacrifice of stances when the costs are part of the
benefits would be the lump-sum pay- preparation of the property for sale. If
ments, provided it can be reasonably environmental clean-up efforts resulted
forecasted that these payments will be from contamination caused by contractor
included in the new union contract. wrongdoing, the clean-up costs are not
Therefore, if it can be reasonably fore- allowable. Environmental costs may be
casted that the payments will be made, subject to future recoveries from insur-
then the costs should be amortized over ance companies and other sources, which
the union contract period beginning on may not be reasonably predictable at the
the effective date of the contract. Con- time the environmental clean-up costs
versely, if it can be shown that future are paid. Some of the sources of recovery
payments are not probable (e.g., lump- may be unknown when the contractor
sum payments are not included in the pays for environmental clean-up costs. As
union labor package, lump-sum pay- such, clean-up costs claimed or forecast-
ments are in dispute, or the union negoti- ed are usually not reflective of the con-
ating position includes elimination ofthe tractor's ultimate liability for the costs.
lump-sum payments), then a liability Therefore, the forecasted costs should be
does not exist until the union contract is treated as contingent costs subject to
signed. Thus, if these conditions have FAR 31.205-7, Contingencies. Also, any
been met, the lump-sum payments otherwise allowable incurred environ-
should be amortized over the period mental clean-up costs should be accepted
covering the date of contract execution contingent upon the government sharing
through the date of contract expiration in any future recoveries from insurance
(or the date of the next scheduled pay- policies or other sources. Advance agree-
ment in the case of multiple payments). ments should be recommended to protect
The key factor is to determine if there the government's interests in any future
was a prior expectation that the lump- recoveries of clean-up costs reimbursed
sum payments would be included in the by the government.
new union contract.

7-1919.5 Accouting Change 7-1920.2 Types of Environmental Costs
For those contractors whose account- Environmental costs include costs to

ing practice is to accrue the payments in prevent environmental contamination,
aovance or to expense the lump-sum costs to clean up prior contamination,
when paid, a change from the current and costs directly associated with the first
method to amortization over the union two categories including legal costs. Costs
contract period constitutes a change in associated with fault-based liabilities to
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third parties are notenvironmental costs reimbursed for increased costs incurred
(see 7-1920.12). in the clean-up of contamination which

they should have avoided. In order to be
7-1920.3 Cost Principles Applicable to allowable, contamination must have oc-
Environmental Costs curred despite due care to avoid the

The costs incurred to clean up environ- contamination, and despite the contrac-
mental contamination are considered to tor's compliance with the law. Increased
be normal business expenses. The pri- costs due to contractor delay in taking
mary cost principles applicable to envi- action after discovery of the contamina-
ronmental costs are FAR Subsections: tion are not allowable. For forward pric-
31.201-2, Allowability; 31.201-3, Rea- ing purposes, the costs should be net of
sonableness; and 31.201-4, Allocability. reasonably available recoveries from
Other cost principles applicable in specif- insurance which would offset the clean-
ic circumstances include FAR Subsec- up costs.
tions: 31.201-5, Credits; 31.205-3, Bad
Debts; 31.205-7, Contingencies; 31.205- 7-1920.6 Allocability of Environmental
15, Fines, Penalties, and Mischarging Costs
Costs; and 31.205-47, Costs Related to Costs incurred to prevent environmen-
Legal and Other Proceedings. tal contamination will generally be allo-

cated as an indirect expense using a
7-1920.4 Normal Business Expense causal or beneficial base. Costs to clean

Normal business expenses are those up environmental contamination caused
expenses that an ordinary, reasonable, in prior years will generally be period
prudent businessperson would incur in costs allocated through a company's
the course of conducting a competitive G&A expense pool. Clean-up costs in-
for-profit enterprise. In the context of curred at a home-office, group-office, or
environmental costs, normal business ex- other corporate-office level should be
penses are measured by the actual costs allocated to the segment(s) associated
incurred in the period. Not all normal with the contamination for inclusion as
business expenses are allowable for gov- part of the segment's G&A cost. Clean-up
ernment contract costing purposes. To be costs incurred by a segment should be
allowable, costs must also be reasonable allocated through its G&A expense pool
in amount, allocable to government con- if no other segments were associated with
tracts, and not be specifically unallowable the contamination. If other segments
under government cost pnnciple provi- participated in the contamination, a fair
sions. share of the clean-up costs should be

allocated to the other segments for inclu-
7-1920.5 Reasonableness of sion in their G&A expense pool. This is
Environmental Costs in accordance with CAS 403 and 410 for

a. The key concept for reasonableness CAS-covered contractors.
of environmental costs (both preventive
and remedial) is that the methods em- 7-1920.7 Environmental Costs Related to
ployed and the magnitude of the costs Previous Sites and Closed Segments
incurred must be consistent with the a. If costs arise from a site the contrac-
actions expected of an ordinary, reason- tor segment previously occupied, the
able, prudent businessperson performing costs for clean-up would usually be allo-
non-government contracts in a competi- cated to the segment's site where the
tive marketplace. A government contrac- work was transferred. However, if the
tor should take measures to prevent or segment is closed with none of its former
reduce contamination which a prudent work remaining within the company, the
businessperson would pursue to reduce cost would generally not be directly allo-
its environmental costs. cable to other segments of the business.

b. Determination of reasonableness of There are many possible variations for
clean-up costs also requires an examina- the cost accounting treatment of environ-
tion of the circumstances of the contami- mental costs for a closed segment, de-
nating events. Contractors should not be pending on the facts of the particular
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situation. Information auditors should unless they extend the property's useful
consider includes: life.(1) Are any aspects of the closed seg- (2) Costs incurred to fix up propertyment's business being continued by the held for sale. These costs are to beremaining segments? capitalized, if they are realizable from the(2) Is the site still owned by the con- sale. A contractor may be required totractor? If it is, what is its current use? incur contamination clean-up costs far in(3) If the site is not currently owned by excess of any amount reasonably realiza-
the contractor, what were the terms of the ble upon sale. In the case of costs in
sale in relation to environmental costs? bxe on salinathe case fcssThe contractor may have retained envi- excess of realizable costs, the excessronmental clean-up liability in exchange amounts are expensed or capitalized de-
for a higher sale price or the buyer may pending on whether they improved thehave accepted full liability in exchange property beyond the property's condition
for a lower purchase price, at acquisition.b. Each closed segment case must be (3) Costs incurred to prevent future
reviewed based on its own facts to deter- contamination. These costs would havemine if the costs incurred for the closed an economic value in more than onesegment should be directly allocated to period and should be amortized over
other seRments, be allocated as residual their useful life. Capital assets purchasedhome ofice costs, or be treated as an or constructed to prevent future contami-adjustment of costs associated with the nation must be capitalized consistent
closing of the segment. with CAS 404 and GAAP.

d. Examples of capitalization of envi-7-1920.8 Capitalization of Environmental ronmental costs:
costs (1) A contractor acquires propertya. Generally Accepted Accounting which was contaminated by a previousPrinciples as expressed in the Emerging owner. Clean-up costs are capitalized asIssues Task Force (EITF) Issue No. 90-8 an improvement. Costs of ground andindicate that environmental costs would water clean-ups are increases to the booknormally be expensed in the period in- value of the land.
curred unless the costs constitute a bet- (2) A contractor cleans up contamina-
terment or an improvement, or were for tion from its own operations since ac-fixing up property held for sale. Better- quiring the property. If the property is
ments and improvements which exceed being held for continuing use, the costs
the contractor's capitalization threshold are expensed as period costs.must be capitalized. Costs of fixing up a (3) A contractor incurs $80 million toproperty for sale are generally considered clean up contamination it caused at a siteto be part of the sales transaction, if which has a book value of $100 million
realizable from the sale.b. It would be unreasonable for the and which is being held for sale at a price
government to accept as current period of $500 million. The $80 million iscosts expenditures which increase the realizable from the sale and therefore,* value of contractor assets; accordingly, should be capitalized. If the sales price
these costs should be capitalized for were $100 million instead, none of the
government contract costing purposes. $80 million would be realizable and• itc. The EITF discusses the following should be expensed in the period.
situations where capitalization of the (4) The clean-up in example (3) isexpenditures may be appropriate: related to contamination existing at ac-(I) Cost incurred to clean-up a site. quisition. In this situation, the $80 mil-
These costs should be capitalized if the lion would be capitalized even for the
clean-up effort improves the property sale at a price of $100 million and wouldbeyond the original condition of the produce an $80 million loss on the sale.property at acquisition. The costs in- In effect, this would recognize that thecurred to restore a property to its acquisi- contractor overpaid for the land at the
tion condition are generally expensed time of acquisition.
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7-1920.9 Potentially Responsible Party disallowed as bad debt type expenses I
(PRP) for Environmental Clean-Up since there is no one against whom the

a. The environmental laws usually re- contractor can take recovery action.
quire each Potentially Responsible Party 7-1920.11 Insurance Recovery for
(PRP) for zounamination at a site to be Environmental Costs
ind;vioually liable far the complete clean- a. The insurance industry does not
up of the site. The alhowable environmen- currently consider environmental con-
tal cost should only include the contrac- tamination an insurable risk (at a reason-
tor's share of the clean-up costs based on able cost) in most circumstances. The
the actual percentage of the contamina- major exception is a sudden accidental
tion attributable to the contractor, contamination, such as an oil tanker spill

b. Contractors with the ability to Pay resulting from a collision. If such insur-
will be required to fund clean-up efforts ance is available and reasonably priced,
for sites where they are named as PRPs. its cost would be allowable.
If the government accepted contractor b. Some courts have found that policies
costs on an ability to make payment written before the insurance industry
basis, a government contractor could end began to specifically exclude environ-
up billing a disproportionate share of a mental coverage do afford coverage for
site's clean-up costs to government con- environmental damages. Any insurance
tracts instead of recovering the excess recoveries for a contamination clean-up
payments from other PRPs. will be applied as credits against any

costs which were or would be otherwise7-1920.10 Environmental Bad Debts of allowable for that clean-up effort.
Other PRPs c. Many environmental contamination

a. When a contractor pays for more events now generating costs were insured,
than its share of the site clean-up, the either under specific environmental im-
contractor receives a right of contribu- pairment or comprehensive general lia-
tion (or subrogation) against the other bility coverages, before the insurance
PRPs who did not make an appropriate industry developed its current underwrit-
contribution to the clean-up effort. If a ing exclusions. It is the earlier insurance
contractor pays out more than its share of policies which are the source of the
clean-up costs, it is up to that contractor potential claims. Most insurance compa-
to exercise its contribution rights to col- nies are contesting the claims and when
lect the amount over its share from the payments are made, they are based on
other PRPs who did not pay their share. partial settlements or are made after

b. If a contractor cannot collect contri- lengthy legal battles. When a claim is
bution or subrogation claims from other possible and economically feasible, the
PRPs, the uncollected amounts are, in contractor should pursue it.
their essential nature, bad debts. Bad d. The auditor should inquire about
debts and associated collection costs, the existence of environment contamina-
including legal fees, are unallowable costs tion policies and comprehensive general
(FAR 31.205-3 and 31.204(c)). However, liability policies which do not contain
see c. below for the exception to this environmental clean-up cost exclusions.
guidance. The kind and amount of policies in effect

c. The guidance under a. and b. above from the time of the contamination to the
does not apply in situations when all of current date are significant for the pur-

, the following three conditions are met: poses of negotiating costs and prices for
(1) a contractor is legally required to pay government contracts.
another PRP's share of the clean-up e. The contractor's support for pro-
costs, (2) that PRP is out of business, and posed clean-up costs should include a
(3) there is no successor company having description of any insurance claim the
assumed that PRP's liabilities. When contractor may have which could reduce
these three conditions are met, the clean- the ultimate liability. The amount and
up costs which are attributable to the timing of these claims for contract cost-
other PRP's contamination should not be ing is a potential subject for negotiation
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which should be addressed by the auditor d. For purposes of disallowing the
and ACO (see 7-1920.15b). costs, the government must show that the

preponderance of the evidence supports
7-1920.12 Fault-Based Liabilities to the position that the contractor violated
Third Parties the law, regulation, order or permit, or

a. Examples of liabilities to third par- the contractor disregarded warnings for
ties include health impairment, property potential contamination. That is, it must
damage, or property devaluation for resi- be more likely that the government's
dents or property owners near a contami- allegation of wrongdoing is correct than
nated site. These third-party claims arise that it is not.
from legal theories of tort and trespass, e. The contractor should not be denied
and losses from such claims would be recovery of clean-up costs, if it complied
unreasonable in nature for payment on a with the laws, regulations, and permits in
government contract. Such costs are not effect at the time of the contamination.
environmental costs.

b. In the absence of a specific court 7-1920.14 Contingent Nature of
finding of tort or trespass by the contrac- Environmental Costs
tor, the facts of each case should be a. Ideally, the government wants to
carefully examined to determine if any negotiate contract prices based on the net
contractor payments are nonetheless environmental costs after recovery of
based on those or other fault-based legal insurance claims and any amounts owed
theories. by later-discovered PRPs. At the time

that environmental costs are being in-
7-1920.13 Environmental Wrongdoing curred, it may not be possible to reason-

a. If environmental clean-up costs are ably estimate what the net costs will
the result of contractor violatron of laws, ultimately be. Even where it is settled
regulations, orders or permits, or disre- that a contractor will be required to clean
gard of warnings for potential contamina- up a prior contamination, it is rare that
tion, the clean-up costs including any projections of the costs necessary to corn-
associated costs, such as legal costs, plete the project can be made with a
would be unreasonable and thus unallow- reasonable degree of certainty.
able. b. Because of the uncertainty of the

b. Fines or penalties are expressly cost projections and of future recoveries
unallowable under FAR- 31.205-15 and from the insurance companies, as well as
any costs of legal proceedings where a the difficulty in identifying all the other
fine or penalty could be imposed are PRPs, both forecasted and incurred envi-
covered by FAR 31.205-47. However, the ronmental clean-up costs and related
incurrence of clean-up costs to correct legal costs that are allowable should be
environmental contamination is not a accepted contingent upon the govern-
penalty; it is a legal obligation. ment participating in any insurance re-

c. Most environmental laws do not coveries or the identification of other
require the contractor to be guilty of a PRPs at a later date. See 7-1920.15.
violation to enforce contractor payment
for clean-up costs. Therefore, it is rare for 7-1920.15 Advance Agreements for
government agencies to bring criminal, or Environmental Costs
even administrative, charges for contami- a. There are many areas of judgment
nation. Auditors should request the con- involved in the determination of allowa-
tractors to provide documents sufficient bility for environmental costs. It is neces-
to allow a determination as to how the sary for the auditor and the ACO to
contamination occurred. The Environ- coordinate closely during the review.
mental Protection Agency, in designating Advance agreements should be consid-
a company as a Potentially Responsible ered to facilitate negotiations with the
Party (PRP), will normally provide a contractor.
written rationale as to how the company b. Acceptance of the costs may require
contributed to the contamination at a some form of agreement to protect the
site. government's interest. Any agreement to
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accept costs for clean-ups or for the costs 7-1921.1 FAR Applicability
of pursuing insurance recoveries should a. Under FAR 31.205-6(e), differential
also provide expressly for government tax allowances for foreign assignments
participation in any insurance claim re- are unallowable if calculated directly on
coveries and any reductions resulting the basis of an employee's specific in-
from later-discovered PRPs. Consider- crease in income taxes. A specific in-
ation should also be given to requiring crease is evidenced by any calculation
contractor diligence in pursuing insur- that considers the employee's specific
ance recoveries and identifying contami- income tax liability, regardless of wheth-
nation attributable to other PRPs. Ad- er the calculation is made before or after
vance agreements should provide for the employee's actual taxes are known.
recovery of expenses priced into fixed b. FAR 31.205-6(e) disallows any dif-
price contracts if those expenses are later ferfntial tax allowances for domestic as-
reduced based on subsequent identifica- signments.
tion of additional PRPs or insurance
coverage after the agreement on price. 7-1921.2 Allowable Foreign TaxDifferential Allowances

7-1920.16 Environmental Clean-Up Trust a ifferential complies

Funds a. A foreign tax differential complies
with the FAR provision if it is a fixed

a. Making payments for clean-up ef- payment to all employees on foreign
forts through a trust fund is a device for assignment, such as a $3,000 annual
the administrative and the financing con- payment, or if it is computed based on a
venience of the PRPs named at a given percentage, such as 15 percent of all other
site. The allowability of costs on govern- foreign differential pay allowances.
ment contracts should be based on the b. Separate foreign tax differentials
contractor's allocable share of the actual based on marital status and/or number of
clean-up obligations. Contractor pay- dependents comply with the FAR provi-
ments into a fund before clean-up costs sion. An example would be a payment of
are incurred are not an expense to the 15 percent of the total amount of differ-
contractor until actual costs have been ential pay for all married employees and
incurred for the site clean-up work. The 10 percent for all single employees. An-
excess or early payments are prepaid other example would be a differential of
expenses. $3,000 for all employees, with an addi-

b. It is the contractor's responsibility to tional $500 for each dependent.
support its claimed costs as allowable
contract costs. Before accepting the con- 7-1921.3 Unallowable Foreign Tax
tributions made to a trust fund as con- Differential Allowances
tract costs, auditors should obtain and a. Foreign tax differentials based on
evaluate sufficient supporting data to the specific tax liability of a specific
determine the allowability and the actualpayment of the claimed costs. When the employee do not comply with the FAR

provision. For example, assume an em-
claimed "trust fund" costs are signifi- ployee has an estimated (or actual) tax
cant, the contractor should be requested, liability of $5,000. Further assume that it
as part of its cost support, to arrange for is estimated that the tax liability would
government audit access to the account- have been $3,000 had the employee re-
ing records of the trust fund. mained on domestic assignment. As a

result, the employee receives a tax differ-
7-1921 Domestic and Foreign Tax ential of $2,000. This amount was com-
Differential Allowances puted based on the employee's specific

tax liability and is therefore unallowable.
Tax differential allowances represent b. Foreign tax differentials based on

employee compensation for additional the increase in the tax rate for a specific
Federal, state, local, or foreign income employee or employees do not comply
taxes resulting from domestic or foreign with the FAR provision. For example,
assignments. assume that there are three employees,
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each of whom is single with no depen- c. Mentor-Prote.e Program costs will
dents. However, because of differing in- be classified as indirect costs if there is no
vestment income and/or itemized deduc- specific contractual requirement provid-
tions, each employee has a different ed. Such costs should be allocated using
increase in his/her tax rate as a result of the method normally used by the contrac-
the foreign assignment. If the contractor tor to allocate indirect subcontract ad-
computes the tax differential payments ministration expenses.
using 10 percent for Employee A,' 12 7-1922.3 Allowability of Mentor-Protege
percent for Employee B, and 14 percent Cots
for Employee C, the payments would be
unallowable, since they are computed a. Normal subcontract administration
based on specific tax liabilities of specific costs are allowable in accordance with
employees, the prime contractor's disclosed or estab-

lished practices. Costs incurred in excess
of normal subcontract administration

7-1922 Mentor-Protege Pogram costs, for the purposes set forth in
Costs DFARS 219.71, are allowable if the costs

are:
7-1922.1 General (1) incurred in accordance with a DoD-

a. The Mentor-Protege Program is a approved mentor-protege arrangement;
socio-economic program to aid small, (2) incurred prior to 1 October 1996
disadvantaged businesses. It teams a (costs incurred from 1 October 1996 until
well-established DoD contractor with one 30 September 1999 are only eligible for
of its small, disadvantaged subcontrac- the credits discussed in 7-1922.5);
tors to provide the small business with (3) incurred by using mentor firm
training and guidance in the art of run- personnel to provide direct assistance to
ning a successful business. DoD contrac- the protege firm or by the mentor firm
tors may participate in the program dur- paying an approved outside provider of
ing the period from I October 1991 to 30 assistance; and
September 1999. (4) otherwise reasonable, allocable, and

b. Mentor-Protege Program costs are allowable.
generally costs for developmental assis- b. Mentor firms are urged to reach
tance that are in excess of the costs the advance agreements with ACOs on the
prime contractor would normally incur in allowability of costs under an approved
the administration of its subcontracts Mentor-Protege Program arrangement.
with small businesses. The costs can be 7-1922.4 Mentor-Protege Program
internal costs of the mentor firm incurred Impact on Subcontract Awards
to provide assistance using its own Per-
sonnel or costs paid to third-party assis- The mentor firm may award subcon-
tance providers that qualify under tracts noncompetitively to the protege
tan ro th9.71(at qulf ud firm as part of an approved arrangement.
DFARS 2!9.7!04(a)2). The Office of Small and Disadvantaged

7-1922.2 Mentor-Protege Program Cost Business Utilization, Office of the Under
Classification Scretary of Defense for Acquisition

(OUSD(A)SADBU) is responsible for ap-
a. Depending upon the circumstances, proving mentor-protege agreements.

Mentor-Protege Program costs may be Also, special advance payment and prog-
classified as either direct or indirect ress payment methods are available to
costs. pay the protege subcontractor under

b. Mentor-Protege Program costs will DFARS 219.7105.
be classified as direct contract costs when
the mentor-protege arrangement is in- 7-1922.5 Mentor-Protege Program
cluded as a separately priced line item of Credits Aainst Small, Disadvantaged
a contract or when DoD has awarded a Business Subcontracting Goals
separate contract solely for the mentor- a. The Mentor-Protege Program pro-
protege arrangement. vides another incentive to mentor firms
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for participation in the program. Besides (1) Four times the total amount of
reimbursement of costs as previously developmental assistance costs defined in
discussed, the program also provides for DFARS 219.7104(aX2);
credits toward subcontracting goals. The (2) Three times the total amount of
cost of any developmental assistance developmental assistance costs defined in
which is not reimbursed to the mentor DFARS 219.7104(aX)(lXi) through (vi);
firm as a direct or indirect contract cost is and
administratively applied toward the at- (3) Two times the total amount of
tainment of the mentor firm's Small and other developmental assistance costs, as
Disadvantaged Business Subcontracting defined in DFARS 219.7104(aXIXvii).

tto FAR Sub- b. When requested by the contracting
Goals negotiated pursuant tofficer, the auditor should verify that
part 19.7. Such costs are credited toward amounts claimed as subcontracting plan
the subcontracting goals at the following credits represent eligible costs and are
multiples of the costs incurred: properly classified for purposes of the

credit calculations.
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CHAPTER 8

8-000 COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS

8-001 Scope of Chapter connection with the Cost Accounting
Standards Board's (CASB) Rules, Regula-

This chapter presents guidance for im- tions, and Standards.
plementing DCAA responsibilities in

8-100 Section 1 - Overview of Cost Accounting Standards and Rules and
Regulations

8-101 Introduction

This section provides the legal back- estimate, accumulate, and report the as-
ground and purposes of implementing sociated costs. As a matter of general
the Cost Accounting Standards, including policy, the CASB assigned to the con-
the rules and regulations, and audit re- tracting agencies the responsibilities of
sponsibilities in implementing Section 26 applying and implementing its rules, reg-
of the Federal Procurement Policy Act, ulations, and standards. A "relevant Fed-
Public Law 100-679 (41 U.S.C. 422). eral agency," as defined by the CASB, is

"any Federal agency making a national
8-102 Background defense procurement and any agency

whose responsibilities include the review,
8-102.1 Establishment of Cost approval, or other action affecting such a
Accounting Standards Board (CASB) procurement." The Board defines "na-

tional defense" as "any program forThe CASB was established in 1970 as military and atomic energy production or
an agency of Congress in accordance with construction, military assistance to any
a provision of Public Law 91- 379. It was foreign nation, stockpiling, space, and
authorized to (1) promulgate cost ac- directly related activity."
counting standards designed to achieve
uniformity and consistency in the cost 8-102.3 Relevant Federal Agencies
accounting principles followed by de- In response to the CASB's implementa-
fense contractors and subcontractors un- tion policy, the three principal relevant
der Federal contracts in excess of Federal agencies, Department of Defense
$100,000 and (2) establish regulations to (DoD), Department of Energy (DOE) and
require defense contractors and subcon- National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
tractors, as a condition of contracting, to istration (NASA), issued uniform regula-
disclose in writing their cost accounting tions implementing the requirements of
practices, to follow the disclosed pra- the CASB for applicable negotiated de-
tices consistently and to comply with fense contracts. The General Services
duly promulgated cost accounting stan- Administration (GSA) amended the Fed-
dards. eral Procurement Regulations (FPR) to

extend the applicability of the CASB's8-102.2 Public lAw 91-379 rules, regulations, and standards to most
Public Law 91-379 provided that the negotiated nondefense as well as defense

official rules, regulations, and standards contracts.
issued by the CASB are binding on all
relevant Federal agencies, defense con- 8-102.4 CASB's Establishmaut of Rules
tractors, and subcontractors. Therefore, aSld Rihlatims
in pricing, administering, and settling a. The CASE'% first major promulga-
contracts covered by this legislation, tions, which became effective on 1 July
CASB promulgations must be used to 1972, established (I) the rules and regula-
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tions to be followed by the acquisition 77-10 Retroactive Implementation of
agencies, (2) the contract clause to be CAS When Timely Compliance is
included in all covered contracts, (3) the Not Feasible
Disclosure Statement format to be used 77-13 Applicability of CAS 405 to
by contractors and subcontractors, (4) Costs Determined to be Unallow-
definitions of various terms used in the able on the Basis of Allocability
CASB's promulgation, and (5) two stan- 77-15 Influence of CAS Regulations on
dards. Contract Terminations

b. The CASB promulgated 17 more 77-16 Contrac t Triaon
standards before going out of existence in Applicability of CAS to LetterContracts
late 1980. 77-17 Identification of CAS Contract

8-102.5 CAS Working Group Universe at a Contractor's Plant
77-18 Implementation of CAS 414 -

a. To interpret the CASB rules and Cost of Money as an Element of
regulations for implementing in DoD the Cost of Facilities Capital; and
procurement practices, DoD established DPC 76-3
in 1976 a CAS Steering Committee and 77-19 Administration of Leased Facili-
Working Group. During its existence, the 7 e-1 A d er of 414
CAS Working Group issued a number of ties Under CAS 414
Interim Guidance Papers on a variety of 77-20 Policy for Withdrawing Adequa-
subjects, most of which are still effective cy Determination of Disclosure
and have been incorporated into this Statement
chapter. The Interim Guidance Papers 78-21 Implementation of CAS 410, Al-
were approved by the Office of the Secre- location of Business Unit G&A
tary of Defense (R&E) and given wide Expenses to Final Cost Objec-
distribution. tives

b. The papers issued by the CAS Work- 78-22 CAS 409 and the Development of
ing Group that are still effective are listed Asset Service Lives
below. The full text of the papers can be 78-23 Administration of Equitable Ad-
found in the CCH CAS Guide: justments for Accounting
No. Subject Changes not Required by New
76-2 Administration of Cost Account- Cost Accounting Standards

ing Standards 79-24 Allocation of Business Unit G&A
76-3 Policy for Application of CAS to Expense to Facilities Contracts

Subcontracts 81-25 Change in Cost Accounting Prac-
76-4 Determining Increased Costs to tice for State Income and Fran-

the Government for CAS Coy- chise Taxes as a Result of Change
ered FFP Contracts in Method of Reporting Income

76-5 Treatment of Implementation from Long Term Contracts
Costs Related to Changes in Cost
Accounting Practices 8-102.6 Curremt Statu of CAS

76-6 Application of CAS Clause toChanges in Contractor's jstab- a. The CASB went out of existence on
lished Practices when a Disclo- 30 September 1980 as a result ofsure Statement has been Submit- Congress' decision not to provide addi-red Stional funding. However, the rules, regu-ted lations, and standards issued by the76-7 Significance of "Effective" and CASB during its tenure continue to have"Applicability" Dates Included the effect of law.
in CAS b. In December 1988, Congress passed

76-8 Use of the Offset Principle in legislation to reestablish the CASB. The
Contract Price Adjustments Re- new CASE is located in the Office of
suiting from Accounting Changes Federal Procurement Policy (OFPP)

76-9 Measurement of Cost Impact on which is under the Office of Management
FFP Contracts and Budget (OMB). The CASB consists
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of five members: the Administrator of tract containing the full CAS coverage

OFPP who is the Chairman and one clause. CAS 418 and 420 are applicablemember each from DoD, GSA, industry beginning with the second full fiscal year

and the private sector (generally expected after receipt of the first contract contain-
to be from the accounting profession) -ing the full CAS coverage clause. Ile

c. Cost accounting standards promul- remaining CAS are applicable begining
gated by the CASB will be applicable to with the first full fiscal year after receipt
all negotiated prime contract and subcon- of the first contract containing the full
tract procurements within the United CAS coverage clause.States in excess of $500,000. Exemptions

in the current CAS for established catalog .- 103 CAS Coverage Requiegeatsor market prices and prices set by law or

regulation continue. The legislattion also The FAR implementing gidance and
states that the CASB will have the an- the CAS are contained in 4 CFR 9903thority to exempt classes or categories of and 9904 and agency supplements. The
contractors and subcontractors from the following subsections contain a summaryCAS requirements and to establish proce- of CAS coverage requirements.dures for waivers.

d. The legislation continues the re- a_103.1 Exemdmidquirement for contractors to disclose in
writing their cost accounting practices The following categories of contractsand to agree to a contract price adjust- and subcontracts are exempt from anl
ment, with interest in accordance with CAS requirements (48 CFR 9903.201-1):
section 6621 of the Internal Revenue a. Sealed bid contracts.
Code of 1986, 26 U.S.C. 6621, for any b. Negotiated contracts and subcon-
increased costs paid by the United States tracts not in excess of $100,000.

as a result of a change in a contractor's or c. Contracts and subcontracts with
subcontractor's cost accounting system or small businesses. FAR Subpart 19.3 ad-
a failure by a contractor or subcontractor dresses determination of status as a small
to comply with applicable cost account- business. A small business (offeror) is one
ing standards. which represents, through a written self-

e. On 17 April 1992, the CASB recodi- certification, that it is a small business
fled at 48 CFR Chapter 99, the CASB's concern in connection with a specific
Rules and Regulations previously found solicitation and has not been determined
at both FAR Part 30 and 4 CFR Parts by the Small Business Administration
331 through 420. The recodification, (SBA) to be other than a small business.
which is administrative in nature, brings The contracting officer accepts an offe-
the CAS in compliance with Public Law ror's representation unless that represen-
100-769. FAR Part 30 was revised on 31 tation is challenged or questioned. If the
A"uust 1992 (FAC 90-12) to describe the status is challenged, the SBA will evalu-
policies and procedures for applying the ate the status of the concern and make a
CASB rules and regulations at 48 CFR determination. (Specific standards ap-
Chapter 99. pear in Part 121 of Title 13 of the Code

f. Contractors performing under exist- of Federal Regulations.)
ing CAS covered contracts shall be sub- d. Contracts and subcontracts with
ject to continuous CAS coverage. Con- foreign governments or their agents or
tractors not previously subject to CAS instrumentalities or, insofar as the re-
would be subject to modifled coverage quirements of CAS other than CAS 401
(CAS 401 and 402) after receipt of a and 402 are concerned, any contract or
single CAS covered contract unless the subcontract awarded to a foreign con-
contract award exceeds $I0 million. In cem.
that instance, the contractor would be e. Contracts and subcontracts in which
subject to full CAS coverage. For contrac- the price is set by law or regulation.
ton that become sect to full CAS f. Contracts and subcontracts in which
coverge, CAS 401, 403 and 414 are the price is based on established catalog
aipp ble after receipt 'of the fint con- or market prices.
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g. Contracts and subcontracts of (2) Received $10 million or more in
$500,000 or less if the business unit is not national defense CAS-covered contract
currently performing any national de- awards during its preceding cost account-
fense CAS-covered contracts. Once a ing period; or
contract in excess of $500,000 is award- (3) Received less than $10 million in
ed, subsequent negotiated awards in ex- national defense CAS-covered contract
cess of $100,000 will be CAS-covered. awards during its preceding cost account-

h. Nondefense contracts awarded ing period but such awards were 10
based on adequate price competition. percent or more of total sales.

i. Nondefense contracts and subcon- b. Modified CAS coverage requires
tracts awarded to business units that are only that the contractor comply with CAS
not currently performing any CAS-cov- 401 and 402 (CAS clause at FAR 52.230-
ered national defense contracts. 3). Modified CAS applies where the con-

j. Contracts and subcontracts with edu- tractor received less than $10 million in
cational institutions other than those to national defense CAS-covered contract
be performed by federally funded re- awards during its preceding cost account-
search and development centers operated ing period and such awards were less than
by such institutions. 10 percent of total sales.

k. Contracts awarded to labor surplus c. Nondefense contracts subject to CAS
area concerns pursuant to a labor surplus shall have the same CAS-coverage as the
area set-aside. most recently awarded national defense

I. Contracts and subcontracts awarded contract currently being performed.
to a United Kingdom contractor for d. Subcontract awards subject to CAS
performance substantially in the United require the same CAS-coverage as would
Kingdom, provided that the contractor prime contracts awarded to the same
has filed with the United Kingdom Min- business unit.
istry of Defense a completed Disclosure
Statement which shall adequately de- 8-103-3 Effect of Contract Modifications
scribe its cost accounting practices. Contract modifications made under

m. Subcontracts under the NATO the terms and conditions of the contract
PHM Ship program to be performed do not affect its status with respect to
outside the United States by a foreign CAS applicability. Therefore, if CAS was
concern. applicable to the basic contract, it will

n. Contracts and subcontracts to be apply to the modification. Conversely, if
executed and performed entirely outside the basic contract was exempt from CAS,
the United States, its territories, and the modification will also be exempt
possessions. regardless of the amount of the modifica-

o. Firm fixed price contracts and sub- tion. However, if the contract modifica-
contracts awarded without submission of tion adds new work it must be treated for
any cost data; provided, that the failure CAS purposes as if it were a new con-
to submit such data is not attributable to tract. In this case, if the modification
a waiver of the requirement for certified exceeds the threshold, it will be CAS-
cost or pricing data. covered. (See CAS Working Group Paper76-2.)
8-103.2 Types of Coverage

a. Full coverage requires that the busi- 8-103.4 Effect of Basic Ordering
ness unit comply with all of the CAS in A -einents
effect on the contract award date and Basic agreements and basic ordering
with any CAS that become applicable agreements (BOAs) are not considered
because of new standards (CAS clause at contracts (FAR 16.702(a) and 16-703(a)).
FAR 52.230-2). Full coverage applies to Since orders must be considered individ-
contractor business units that: ually in determining CAS applicability,

(I) Received a single national defense only orders which exceed the threshold
CAS-covered contract award of $10 mil- wil be CAS-covered. (See CAS Working
lion or more; Group Paper 76-2.)
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8-103.5 Effect of Letter Contracts a. a contractor's Disclosure Statement,
CAS is applicable to letter contracts submitted as a condition of contracting,

exceeding the threshold as of the date of adequately describes the actual or pro-
the award. Definitizing the contract will posed cost accounting practices as re-
not activate any new standards since quired by 41 U.S.C. 422 as implemented
definitization is a contract modification by the CASB;
rather than a new contract. (See CAS b. a contractor's disclosed cost ac-
Working Group Paper 77-16.) counting practices are in compliance with

FAR Part 31 /DFARS Part 231 and appli-
8-103.6 CAS Flowdown Clause - FAR cable cost accounting standards;
52.230-2 c. a contractor's or subcontractor's fail-

ure to comply with applicable cost ac-The CAS flowdown clause in prime counting standards or to follow consis-
contracts (and upper-tier subcontracts) tently its disclosed cost accounting prac-
requires subcontractors to comply with tices has resulted, or may result, in any
FAR 52.230-2(d), that is, any standards increased cost paid by the government;
in effect at the time the subcontract is and
awarded plus any new standards which d. a contractor's or subcontractor's
become applicable to the subcontractor. proposed price changes, submitted as a
(See CAS Working Group Paper 76-3.) result of changes made to previously

disclosed or established cost accounting8-103.7 Submission of Disclosure practices, are fair and reasonable.
Statement

The requirements for submission of a 8-104.2 Auditor's Function on
Disclosure Statement were phased in Subcontracts Subject to CAS
gradually by the CASB and the current As specifically related to subcontracts
requirements (48 CFR 9903.202-1(b)) subject to CAS, the contract auditor's
are: functions tend to fall into the following

a. Any business unit that is selected to areas:
receive a CAS-covered negotiated nation- a. The auditor will review the books
al defense contract or subcontract of $10 and records of prime contractors and
million or more; or higher tier subcontractors to determine

b. Any company which, together with that they are including the CAS clauses
its segments, received net awards of nego- (FAR 52.230-2 or 52.230-3, as applica-
tiated national defense prime contracts ble, and FAR 52.230-5) in awarded sub-
and subcontracts subject to CAS totaling contracts and that either subcontractor
more than $10 million in its most recent Disclosure Statements or certificates of
cost accounting period, monetary exemption have been obtained.

b. 48 CFR 9903.202-8(a) and 42.204(b)
8-103.8 Additional Exemptions on a provide that the company awarding the
Particular Standard CAS-covered subcontract is responsible,

Subparagraph .70 of each cost account- except as noted in c. and d. below, for
ing standard will provide for any addi- securing subcontractor compliance with
tional exemptions associated with a par- CASB rules, regulations, and standards.
ticular standard. Notwithstanding these FAR provisions,

in most cases compliance reviews of
8-104 Audit Responsibility CAS-covered subcontracts will be per-

formed by the auditor cognizant of the
subcontractor in conjunction with the8-104.1 Basic Functions performance of other regularly scheduled

FAR 30.202-6, -7, and 30.602 outlines audit assignments. Where DCAA audits a
the basic functions of the contract audi- prime contractor who also holds covered
tor in the implementation of the stan- subcontracts, the auditor should routine-
dards. It provides that the contract audi- ly include the subcontracts in the CAS-
tor shall be responsible for making rec- covered reviews. Even though the audit
ommendations to the ACO as to whether: responsibility may not have been formal-
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ly assigned, the auditor, to protect the d. Subcontractors not subject to Dis-
government's interest, must consider all closure Statement requirements may
covered work held by the contractor claim that other reviews by prime con-
when making CAS-related reviews. At tractors would jeopardize their propri-
locations where no government prime etary data or competitive position. In
contracts exist, the auditor should at- such cases, the prime contractor's cogni-
tempt to identify the existence of CAS- zant ACO in accordance with 48 CFR
covered subcontracts either during the 9903.202-8(c%2) will determine that it is
performance of regular ongoing audit impractical or the prime contractor to
reviews or through routine examinations perform the reviews.
of existing acquisition records. Once
identified, these subcontracts will also be 8-104.3 Contract Audit Coordinator
subject to audit tests for CAS compli- (CAC)
anct. The CAC will be responsible for assur-

c. Under the provisions of 48 CFR ing, for all organizational units of the
9903.2(;2-8(b) a subcontractor may satis- assigned company, that consistent and
fy disclosure requirements by identifying compatible audit conclusions are reached
to the prime contractor the ACO to by all FAOs involved. Specific responsi-
whom its Disclosure Statement was pre- bilities for all auditors in the coordina-
viously submitted. 48 CFR 9903.202- tion process are in subsequent sections of
8(c)(1) provides that the subcontractor this chapter. If a CAC has not been
may submit a Disclosure Statement that assigned to a multidivisional contractor,
contains privileged and confidential in- the regional director cognizant of the
formation directly to the subcontractor's corporate home office will designate a
cognizant ACO. In this case a preaward Corporate Home Office Auditor (CHOA)
determination of adequacy is not re- or Group Audit Coordinator (GAC), as
quired. Instead, the cognizant ACO will applicable. (See also 8-204 for audit coor-
advise the auditor to perform postaward dination within multiorganizational com-
reviews of adequacy and compliance. panies.)
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8-200 Section 2 - Audits of Disclosure Statements for Adequacy

8-201 Introduction accounting practices have been disclosed.
It does indicate that those practices dis-

This section contains guidance on au- closed have been adequately described
diting Disclosure Statements. The audit and the ACO currently is not aware of
is to ascertain whether a Disclosure State- any additional practices that should have
ment adequately describes the cost ac- been disclosed. Subsequently, it may be
counting practices to be used by a con- discovered that a contractor had a cost
tractor for estimating, accumulating and accounting practice that was not required
reporting contract costs. to be described in the Disclosure State-

ment. Such a practice will be considered
8-202 General an "established cost accounting prac-

tice," for which appropriate guidance in
a. Defense contractors and subcontrac- 48 CFR 9903.302-2 on changes and non-

tors meeting certain criteria are required, compliances will be followed. In addi-
as a condition of contracting, to disclose tion, ACOs do have authority to with-
in writing their cost accounting practices. draw an adequacy determination previ-
The Disclosure Statement has been de- ously given for a Disclosure Statement.
signed to provide an authoritative de- Action to withdraw the determination
scription of the contractor's cost account- should not be taken unless the issue is
ing practices to be used on contracts material and the contractor will not make
subject to the CASB rules, regulations, the revision. Contractors should be in-
and standards for those contractors re- mediately advised in writing when a
quired to file. The more important objec- revision to the Disclosure Statement is
tives of the disclosure requirement in- necessary. (see 8-208g and CAS Working
elude: (1) establishing a clear understand- Group Papers 76-6 and 77-20.)
ing of the cost accounting practices the d. Unless permission is granted for a
contractor intends to follow, (2) defining postaward submission, FAR 30.202-6(b)
costs charged directly to contracts and requires the &CO to determine that the
disclosing the methods used to make such offeror has made an adequate disclosure
charges, and (3) delineating the contrac- before a covered contract can be awarded
tor's methods of distinguishing direct to a prime contractor. Consequently, the
costs from indirect costs and the basis for auditor shall expedite the issuance of the
allocating indirect costs to contracts. An reports citing inadequate conditions. To
adequate Disclosure Statement should be responsive to the requirements of the
minimize future controversies between acquisition offices, audit report due dates
contracting parties regarding whether the should be coordinated with the ACO.
contractor has consistently followed the These due dates should allow the ACO
disclosed practices. enough time before contract award to (1)

b. FAR 30.202-7 states that the auditor render a formal determination, (2) re-
is to advise the ACO on the adequacy of quest a revised Disclosure Statement, if
the contractor's Disclosure Statement. To required, and (3) obtain audit assistance

* meet this responsibility, the auditor will in reviewing the revised descriptions.
audit the Disclosure Statement to ascer- When unforeseen circumstances delay
tain if it adequately describes the cost the audit report, the ACO should be

* accounting practices to be used for con- advised immediately and a revised mutu-
tracts containing the CAS clause. FAR ally acceptable due date established. FAR
30.202- 7(a) states that a Disclosure 30.202-8(e) does permit postaward ade-
Statement is adequate if it is current, quacy determinations of subcontractor
accurate, and complete. Disclosure Statements. (See 8-104.2.)

c. When an ACO determines that the e. The auditor should expedite the
contractor's Disclosure Statement is ade- issuance of the audit report even when a
quate, it does not necessarily indicate contractor submits a Disclosure State-
that the ACO is certifying that all cost ment well in advance of an award of a
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covered contract. The lack of an immi- 8.2.0 are not changes to accounting prac-
nent procurement action should not be tices.
used as the basis for extending the report i. Contractors are required to submit
due date. the Disclosure Statement and any

f. The submission of a Disclosure changes directly to the ACO and the
Statement is required as a condition of cognizant auditor (48 CFR 9903.202-5).
contracting for all contractors meeting The responsibility of obtaining a proper
certain criteria. 48 CFR 9903.202-1(b) resubmission rests with the ACO. The
specifies the thresholds that contractors auditor should not consider a statement
and subcontractors must meet to be re- inadequate solely on questions concern-
quired to file a Disclosure Statement. ing whether an amended or revised state-
(See 8-103.7) FAR 52.230-1 Part I(c)(3) ment has been submitted in accordance
provides for the submission of a certifi- with the requirements cited in paragraph
cate of monetary exemption for those h. above. However, the auditor should
contractors who do not meet the current include in the adequacy report specific
filing thresholds, recommendations on the proper filing

g. Contractors and subcontractors who procedure.
are required to file Disclosure Statements j. The auditor will not distribute Dis-
must submit them for each organization- closure Statements outside DCAA. All
al unit that meets either of two condi- requests for copies of Disclosure State-
tions: (1) has received or is contemplating ments by other components of DoD or
receiving an award of a covered contract other government agencies should be
or subcontract, or (2) has had cost input referred to the ACO. Strict adherence to
or is contemplating having cost input to a this r~juircment is critical since the
covered contract or subcontract at anoth- CA.•B regulations provide that a Disclo-

cctman - sure Statement will not be made public ifer organizational unit within the compa- the contractor files it specifically condi-ny in the amount as prescribed in 48 tioned on the government's agreement to
CFR 9903.202-3. A single Disclosure treat its contents as confidential informa-
Statement may be submitted for all orga- tion. Additionally, a subcontractor's Dis-
nizational units within a company that closure Statement will not be divulged to
have identical cost accounting practices; its prime contractor if the subcontractor
however, each organizational unit includ- makes a claim of privileged and confi-
ed in the Disclosure Statement must be dential information and the prime con-
identified. Corporate or group offices are tractor authorizes filing it directly with
required to complete Part VIII of the the government.
Disclosure Statement if their costs are
allocated to one or more disclosing seg- 8-203 Proper Filing
ments performing CAS-covered contracts
or subcontracts (48 CFR 9903.202-1(d)). a. After receiving a Disclosure State-

h. Amendments to Disclosure State- ment or an amendment, the auditor
ments are required whenever the contrac- should ascertain if the data were filed in
tor changes any of its disclosed account- accordance with 48 CFR 9903.202. If the
ing practices (48 CFR 9903.202-3). For contractor has filed incorrectly (e.g., a
each revision of the Disclosure Statement single Disclosure Statement submitted
(addition, change, or deletion), only the for more than one organizational unit
pages containing such revision shall he when the accounting practices of the
resubmitted. Detailed procedures for organizational units are not identical) the
submitting amended Disclosure State- matter should be reported immediately
ments have been provided in the CASB to the ACO. If the differences in the
regulations. These regulations also allow accounting practices among the organiza-
agencies to prescribe criteria under which tional units are properly identified, the
submission of a complete, updated Dis- auditor should continue the adequacy
closure Statement will be required. It is review while the ACO obtains the proper
important to note that the annual revi- submissions. If the differences are not
sion to Items 1.4.0. through 1.7.0. and properly identified, the auditor should
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submit a report citing the inadequacy to (7) Establish a system to receive and

the ACO. distribute information within the net-
b. Unless specifically requested by the work concerning problem areas.

ACO, no audit effort will be expended (8) Conduct CAS workshops involving
verifying the contractor's basis for filing a network auditors to assure consistency
certificate of monetary exemption. If and uniformity among the various FAOs
such a request is received, the ACO regarding the audit position for common
should be asked to obtain the contractor's or similar descriptions.
documentation or working papers sup- (9) Obtain copies of reports on all the
porting the claim for a monetary exemp- Disclosure Statements in the network
tion. and make comparisons to assure that

c. Obvious mistakes, such as a subsid- auditors are consistent in the treatment
iary filing a certificate of monetary of common disclosures. This action

exemption when the parent company is should be accomplished before reports
required to file a Disclosure Statement, are issued.
should be reported to the ACO immedi- b. FAOs
shouly o (1) Establish a target date for theately. issuance of audit report covering the

review of the Disclosure Statements sub-
8-204 Audit Coordination within mitted by the organizational units.
Multiorganizational Companies (2) Inform the CAC, CHOA, or GAC

of the target reporting date established in
The specific responsibilities of the (1) above. This report due date should

CAC, CHOA, GAC and the FAOs within provide the ACO with the time needed to
multiorganizational companies are as fol- take appropriate action before the award
lows: of the first covered contract. The earliest

Sa. CAC/CHOA/GAC report due date for an organizational
(1) Determine the extent of the CAC unit's Disclosure Statement should be-

network by obtaining a list from the come the report due date for the corpo-
contractor of all organizational units rate and group office Disclosure State-
which will be submitting Disclosure ment reports.
SStatements. (3) Review the items prepared by the

(2) For all reporting organizational corporate office to ascertain whether the
units, obtain from the contractor a list of corporate office items are compatible
the Disclosure Statement items which with the described practices of the report-
will be answered by the corporate office. ing organizational unit. The cognizant

(3) Notify a ereudiythorsporathe netwo. FAO should advise the CAC, CHOA, or(3) Notify the auditors in the network GAC of any significant areas of incompa-
of the items that will be prepared by the tibility between the data reported by the
corporate office. corporate office (Part 8 of the Disclosure

(4) Notify the auditors in the network Statement) and the data provided by the
of the date on which the corporate office organizational unit (Parts 1 through 7 of
Disclosure Statement is expected and the Disclosure Statement).
establish the due date of the adequacy (4) Attend the CAS workshops. (5) Plan

* report. the audit so that the audit report can be
(5) Obtain copies of all Disclosure furnished to the CAC, CHOA, or GAC

Statements and review and compare the before it is issued to the ACO.
applicable items to assure consistency in (6) Request assist audits of the corpo-
the items answered by the home office. rate office and all intermediate organiza-

(6) Distribute copies of the corporate tions that perform home office functions
and group office Disclosure Statements on behalf of the operating segment in-
to the FAOs in the network. Notify the volved. The assist audits should include a
FAOs when changes are made to the review of the methods used by the home
corporate Disclosure Statement and es- office organization(s) to identify, mea-
tablish the due date for the audit report sure, and allocate costs to se.ments. In
on the revised statement. most instances such reviews will be made
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on an assist audit basis because the costs associated with covered contracts.
pertinent data are normally unavailable The Disclosure Statement, therefore,
at the reporting segment level, could possibly include practices that are

currently in use; will be instituted at
S-205 Audit Programs and Workinlg some future date; will be followed with

Papers the incurrence of a new cost; or a combi-
nation of these.

a. The auditor should observe govern- (a) Existing audit files should be re-
ment auditing standards in preparing viewed to ascertain whether the cost
audit programs and working papers. accounting practices identified in the
Agency standard audit programs with Disclosure Statement are, in fact, the
appropriate modifications should be used contractor's current practices. For exam-
where available. The audit program pie, data in the permanent file and in
should be in sufficient detail to indicate recent reports on pricing proposals, func-
the purpose of the audit step, the manner tional audits, indirect cost rate proposals,
in which the work will be done, and the and accounting system surveys cover
extent of the review. Audit programs many features of the contractor's cost
prepared for contractors who are subject accounting practices. When the adequacy
to frequent or continuous audits should review discloses a difference between a
require a review of data in existing files described practice and an existing prac-
(e.4., permanent files, functional audits, tice, the auditor should discuss it with the
estimating system surveys, price evalu- contractor to assure that a change is
ations, indirect cost audits, etc.) as a intended. Conversely, if the auditor is
major step in verifying the described cost aware of an intended change in the
accounting practices. For those contrac- contractor's practice and the practice has
tors with whom DCAA has had limited not been described, she or he should
or no audit experience, the potential recommend the contractor describe the
dollar volume of covered contracts intended practice as well as the existing
should be a major consideration in estab- practice.
lishing the scope of the adequacy review. (b) Where the contractor already has

b. Audit working papers should con- covered contracts, but was not previously
tain, at least, (1) the basis for accepting a required to file a Disclosure Statement,
description, (2) a record of discussions the practices subsequently described
and written communications from the should be the same as those used to
ACO and contractor, and (3) the audi- estimate and accumulate costs for the
tor's rationale in resolving questionable contracts entered into before the Disclo-
items. The working papers should identi- sure Statement was required. If there are
fy those descriptions accepted without any known differences, a review should
audit verification. This identification is be scheduled to ascertain if the contrac-
especially imjportant for those described tor is consistently following its estab-
practices which may involve significant lished cost accounting practices that were
cost. In this way, the auditor will have a effective when the initial covered con-
basis for identifying these practices and tract was awarded or has made a change
reviewing such items for compliance to a cost accounting practice without
when future audits are performed, notifying the ACO.

ý(2) A Disclosure Statement is accurate
8-206 Criteria for Adequacy if it correctly, clearly, and distinctly de-
Determination scribes the actual method of accounting

the prime contractor or subcontractor
a. To be considered adequate, a Disclo- uses or intends to use on contracts sub-

sure Statement must be current, accurate, ject to 41 U.S.C. 422. Vague, ambiguous,
and complete. and contradictory descriptions of the

(I) A Disclosure Statement is current if contractor's cost accounting practices
it describes the cost accounting practices may hinder subsequent compliance re-
which the contractor intends to follow for views, cause disputes and litigation be-
estimating, accumulating and reporting tween contracting parties, and ultimately
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result in additional cost to the govern- (1) Items 7.1.3, 7.1.4, 7.1.7, 7.1.8, and
ment. Consequently, the auditor should 7.1.9 cannot be blank in any column for
carefully review the described practices which item 7.1.2 has been marked other
for specificity and clarity. Clerical accu- than Z in the same column.
racy is also a requirement for the Disclo- (m) If item 7.1.2, line C, is marked in
sure Statement. Therefore, the auditor's any column, item 7.1.6 must be marked
review should verify whether the contrac- on line A, B, C, or Y in the same column.
tor has checked the appropriate boxes, (n) If item 7.1.3 is marked B in any
inserted the applicable code letters, omit- column, item 7.1.2 must be marked A,
ted any questions, etc. and item 7.1.6 must be checked Z in the

To facilitate the auditor's review for same column.
accuracy, a listing of interrelationships (o) If item 7.1.7 is marked other than Z
between various sections of the Disclo- in any column, item 7.1.8 must be
sure Statement is presented below: marked on line A or B in the same

(a) If item 1.8.0 is marked A or B, item column.
2.2.1 or 2.2.2 should be marked A, or (p) If item 3.2.2(a) is marked with a
item 2.5.0 should be coded C in at least code other than Z, item 7.3.1 must be
one column. marked A, B, or C.

(b) A response in section 2.4.0 is re- (q) If item 7.3.1 is marked A or C,
quired only if block A of items 2.2.1 or items 7.3.2, 7.3.3, 7.3.4, and 7.3.5 cannot
2.2.2 is marked. be blank.

(c) Section 2.6.0 should be completed (r) If item 7.3.1 is marked A, item 7.4.0
only if one or more labor categories in must be marked Z.
item 2.5.0 were marked C. (s) It item 7.3.1 is marked B or C, item

(d) If item 2.2.2 is marked A, B, C, D, 7.4.0 cannot be blank or marked Z.
or Y, item 3.2.1 (f) must be marked with (t) At least one of items, 8.3.1, 8.3.2, or
a code other than Z. 8.3.3 should have an entry against it if

(e) If 4.1.0(a) is marked with a code this part is being completed by corporate,
other than Z, no other items in 4.1.0 are group, or home office.
to be marked. (3) To be complete the statement

(f) If items 4.2.0(a), (b), (c), or (d) are should include all significant cost ac-
marked with a code other than Z, items counting practices the contractor intends
(e) through (n) are not to be marked. to use and must give enough information

(g) Item 3.2.3(s) must be marked other for the government to fully understand
than F or Z if item 4.7.0(a) is to be the accounting system being described.
marked A, B, C, or D. Item 3.2.3(k) must Accordingly, auditors should be alert for
be marked other than F or Z if item vague, incomplete or ambiguous answers
4.7.0(b) is to be marked A, B, C, or D. which could lead to alternative account-
Item 2.8.0 must be marked A, B, C, D, or ing interpretations. Where such re-
Y in at least one column if item 4.7.0(d) sponses are noted, the auditor should
is marked A, B, C, or D. discuss them with the contractor to ascer-

(h) If item 4.2.0(i) is marked with a tain the specific meaning. Unless the
code other than Z, item 4.8.1 should be meaning is clarified, the auditor should
marked B or D. recommend that the ACO find the state-

(i) If item 2.5.0 is checked for A, B, C, ment inadequate if the item is material.
and/or Y in any column, at least column b. Materiality should be a major factor
I of items 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 must be in deciding the level of detail required to
completed. be disclosed. A prime consideration

(j) Item 7.1.1 cannot be blank. If item should be whether a change in accounting
3.2.2(d) is marked other than Z, item procedure at the level of detail under
7.1.1 must be marked A. consideration would have a material ef-

(k) Item 7.1.2 cannot be blank or fect on the flow of costs, now or in the
marked Z in all columns if item 7.1.1 is near future.
checked A. Under ERISA, item 7.1.2 c. The following example demonstrates
may not be checked B. the attributes a description must have to
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be considered current, accurate, and d. The auditor need not review or
complete: report to the ACO the validity of the

(1) Assume a contractor describes on a statistical data submitted annually by the
continuation sheet under item 4.6.0 that contractor to update sales and regulated
the cost of money is allocated to final cost information.
objectives over the same base unit of
measure as is used to allocate the other 8-207 Discussion with the Contractor
indirect expenses included in the cost
pool to which the cost of money is Before issuing the report to the ACO,
related. Items 4.1.0(n), 4.2.0(n), and discuss with the contractor all items
4.3.0(1) are marked (Y) and the following considered inadequate (see 4-300).
explanation under the 4.5.0 is provided
on the continuation sheet:

"The cost of money is computed in 8-208 Reporting
accordance with the procedures in CAS
414. We identify assets, calculate net a. Since FAR 30.202-7(a) assigns the
book values, assign book value to indirect contract auditor responsibility for ascer-
cost pools, and reallocate undistributed taining the adequacy of the Disclosure
net book values to indirect cost pools by Statement and its amendments, the re-
the same procedures as are used to identi- quired audits will be initiated and audit
fy and allocate depreciation to final cost reports will be issued without the need
objectives." for a request for audit services.

(2) The contractor's last historical indi- b. Prepare reports on initial adequacy
rect cost rate proposal and the current audits in accordance with 10-800. If the
projected rates show that the cost of report identifies inadequate descriptions
money rates were computed on the same and the ACO agrees the statement is
allocation bases used to allocate expenses inadequate, the ACO will formally notify
in the cost pools to which the cost of the contractor, identify the inadequate
money is related. Therefore the descrip- items, and request that the statement be
tion is current and accurate. The descrip- revised. The auditor will audit the re-
tion, however, is incomplete. The con- vised statement to ensure that the con-
tractor did not indicate whether the alter- tractor has taken corrective actions.
native method is intended to be used c. For each operating segment required
when the contracting parties can agree to submit a Disclosure Statement, the
that the results of either method will be cognizant auditor will be responsible for
substantially the same. The contractor reporting the results of the adequacy
has also failed to indicate whether the audit of Parts I through 7. Even though
cost of money is included in the G&A data relating to Parts I through 7 may
allocation base. To be complete the con- have been audited by other auditors who
tractor should add the following narra- have cognizance over home office organi-
tive comments to the continuation sheets zations, the report covering the operating
for items 4.5.0 and 4.6.0 respectively: segment will also include the results of

4.5.0 Continuation Sheet the assist audits.
"For any accounting period in which it d. Except as described in e. below, all

can be demonstrated, and the ACO reports on the adequacy of Disclosure
agrees, that no substantial difference will Statements will be submitted separately.
result, we will estimate, accumulate, and When a Disclosure Statement is audited
report by using the alternative method as in connection with a pricing proposal,
described in CAS 414." two reports will be required: one on the

4.6.0 Continuation Sheet adequacy audit and the other on the
"For all accounting periods, whether evaluation of the pricing proposal. The

the regular or alternative method is used, report on the adequacy audit will not
we estimate, accumulate, and report by include recommendations concerning
including the cost of money in the cost any actual or potential noncompliances.
input base used to allocate G&A expense Noncompliance issues will be reported
to final cost objectives." separately (see 10-806).
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e. When a company submits proposed immediately advised in writing that a
amendments to the Disclosure Statement revision to the Disclosure Statement is
which has previously been determined to necessary. For example, the contractor
be adequate, the auditor is required to did not describe cost accounting practices
follow reporting procedures that differ related to a cost because it did not have a
from those outlined in d. above. The significant impact on the flow of costs to
auditor will audit the amendments for government contracts. Subsequently the
adequacy and compliance with CAS and cost becomes material and significantly
FAR. The results of this audit will be effects the flow of costs. The contractor
included in a single report to the ACO if should revise its disclosure statement to
there are no noncompliance issues. If adequately describe the practices related
there are noncompliance issues, there will to the previously immaterial cost. If the
be two reports because noncompliances contractor will not make the revision, the
found in Disclosure Statement adequacy auditor should issue an audit report rec-
and compliance audits will be treated in ommending that the ACO withdraw the
the same manner as noncompliances adequacy determination and request the
found in other types of audits. That is, in contractor to submit a revised disclosure
addition to issuing the report on the statement (see 8-202c).
adequacy of the Disclosure Statement, a
separate noncompliance report will also 8-209 Maintenance of ACO Letters
be issued (see 10-806).

f. The auditor should always be aware of Adequacy Deternination
of the importance of meeting the estab-
lished due dates for adequacy reports. FAR 30.202-7(a) requires that the
S When unforeseen circumstances delay ACO generally notify the contractor,
the issuance of the report, the ACO within 30 days after the receipt of the

* should be notified immediately and ar- Disclosure Statement, whether or not the
rangements made for a new report due statement is adequate, and provide cop-
date. The ACO is responsible for deter- ies of letters of adequacy determination
mining the adequacy of the Disclosure to the auditor and contracting officer. A
Statement and a delay in submitting the copy of the most recent ACO letter of
audit report will delay the official notice adequacy determination should be in-
to the contractor concerning the accept- cluded in FAO files. Auditors should
ability of the statement. follow up with ACOs if an ACO letter of

g. If subsequent audits indicate that a adequacy determination has not been
previously accepted disclosure statement received within 60 days after an adequa-
is inadequate, the contractor should be cy report has been issued.
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8-300 Section 3 - Compliance with Cost Accounting Standards Board (CAS)
Rules, Regulations, and Standards and with FAR

8-301 Introduction contractor must implement an unaccept-
able practice to be in actual noncompli-

a. This section provides audit guidance ance.
for the review of the contractor's Disclo- c. To facilitate the implementation
sure Statement and the practices used for process, each promulgated standard con-
estimating, accumulating and reporting tains in subparagraph .80 an effective
costs on contracts subject to 41 U.S.C. date and an applicability date. The CASB
422. The purpose of the review is to defers the applicability date beyond the
ascertain whether the disclosed or estab- effective date in order to provide contrac-
lished practices are in compliance with tors adequate time to prepare for compli-
both the CASB rules, regulations, and ance and make any required accounting
standards and with appropriate acquisi- changes. Under the regulation, a contrac-
tion regulations. The aspects of compli- tor becomes subject to a new standard
ance reviews covered in this section are: only after receiving the first CAS-covered

(1) General requirements including au- contract following the effective date. The
dit considerations and reporting proce- distinction between the effective and
dures. applicability dates is important. The ef-

(2) Audit considerations involved in fective date designates when the pricing
the initial review of the Disclosure State- of future CAS-covered contracts must
ment for compliance, reflect the new standard. It also identifies

(3) Audit requirements associated with those CAS-covered contracts eligible for
the review of cost accounting practices an equitable adjustment, since only con-
for compliance during the proposal eval- tracts in existence on the effective date
uation and contract performance, can be equitably adjusted to reflect the

b. Not only should the auditor's review prospective application of a new stan-
and subsequent reporting cover those dard. The applicability date marks the
conditions that constitute actual non- beginning of the period when the contrac-
compliances but should also include cir- tor's accounting and reporting systems
cumstances where the occurrence of a must comply with a new standard. Pro-
planned or pending action will result in a posals for contracts to be awarded after
violation of CASB rules, regulations, or the effective date of a standard should be
standards. A condition of potential non- reviewed carefully for compliance with
compliance exists when (1) a contractor the new standard. The proposal need
with a covered contract proposes a prac- only reflect compliance with the standard
tice that when implemented will violate a from the applicability date forward. Any
cost accounting standard, or FAR cost changes resulting from early implementa-
principle (see 8-302.7f), or (2) a contrac- tion may result in an equitable adjust-
tor who does not have a covered contract ment under FAR 52.230-2(aX4Xiii) for
but currently has or proposes to imple- the period prior to the applicability, if the
ment a practice which, with the award of parties agree to such early implementa-
the initial covered contract, will result in tion. In unusual situations, the short lead
a violation of the CASB rules, regula- time between the effective and applica-
tions, and standards or appropriate ac- bility dates may create a difficult situa-
quisition regulations. It is important to tion for the contractor. Where a contrac-
note that in each of the potential non- tor can demonstrate to the ACO that it
compliance conditions described above, would be virtually impossible to comply
some future action is required before the with the effective or applicability dates of
contractor is in violation of 41 U.S.C. a standard, contracts can be negotiated
422. For example, the offeror must be after the effective date of the standard
awarded a CAS-covered contract before based on the accounting system used
it becomes subject to the rules and regula- before the standard. Contract terms
tions of the CASB. Similarly, a covered should include provisions for price ad-
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justments, retroactive to the applicability tor, with a copy to the auditor. The notice
date, for significant cost impact resulting shall require the recipient to advise the
from the change in accounting practice to ACO and the auditor of the corrective
comply with the standard. In addition, action taken or to be taken to bring the
the ACO should establish a specific date practices into compliance. A revised Dis-
for the contractor to complete the closure Statement may be required. In
changes to its estimating, accounting, and addition, adjustment of the prime con-
reporting systems and Disclosure State- tract price or cost allowance in accor-
ment to comply with the standard. When dance with FAR 30.602-2 may be re-
this procedure is followed, noncompli- quired.
ances will not be reported. Equitable b. As in FAR 30.202-6 and 30.202-7,
adjustments computed as of the applica- the contract auditor shall be responsible
bility date will be submitted as provided for conducting audits as necessary to
in FAR 30.602-1. (See CAS Working advise the ACO as to whether the con-
Group Papers 76-7 and 77-10.) tractor's disclosed or established prac-

d. Questions have been raised regard- tices comply with CAS and FAR Part 31.
ing the CAS compliance of termination Because the audit responsibility is a con-
claims since: tinuous requirement, instances of non-

(1) costs in termination claims may be compliance may be detected and report-
arranged differently than the cost presen- ed at various stages of the procurement
tations in the original estimates, and action.

(2) termination claims often include as
direct costs such items as settlement costs
or unexpired leases which would have a. Eight types of noncompliance can be
been charged indirect if the contract had identified based on CASB rules, regula-
been completed. Termination costing tions, and standards and FAR Part 31:
procedures as detailed in FAR 31.205-42 (1) Disclosed practices not in compli-
are still effective. DoD does not view ance with CAS.
these procedures as violating either CAS (2) Disclosed practices not in compli-
401 or 402, since terminating a contract ance with FAR.
creates a situation that is totally unlike (3) Actual practices of estimating costs
completing a contract. Therefore, these not in compliance with CAS.
costs would not be considered costs in- (4) Actual practices of estimating costs
curred for the same purpose in like not in compliance with FAR.
circumstances. Termination contracting (5) Actual practices of estimating costs
officers should assure themselves that not in compliance with Disclosure State-
within the context of termination situa- ment.
tions, consistency is honored to the ex- (6) Actual practices of accumulating or
tent that the circumstances are similar. reporting costs not in compliance with
To that end, it would be advisable for a CAS.
contractor to document its termination (7) Actual practices of accumulating or
accounting procedures as part of its dis- reporting costs not in compliance with
closed practices. Indirect cost rates used FAR.
in termination claims must represent full (8) Actual practices of accumulating or
accounting periods as required by CAS reporting costs not in compliance with
406. (See CAS Working Group Paper 77- Disclosure Statement.
15.) b. The first two noncompliance situa-

tions may be detected either during the
8-302 Noncompliance initial Disclosure Statement review, dur-

ing normal audits such as price proposal

8-302.1 Requirements evaluations, or during reviews of in-
curred cost, as discussed in 8-304. Condi-

a. FAR 30.602-2 states that when the tions three through five would likely be
ACO determines a disclosed or an estab- detected during a proposal evaluation or
lished practice is not in compliance the an estimating system survey. Situations
ACO shall notify the offeror or contrac- six through eight would generally be
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detected during normal or routine audits was narrower in scope since it basically
of actual costs. applied to individual contracts. CAS 402

c. In some cases multiple noncompli- has extended the scope by adding the
ance conditions may exist. For example, requirement that each type of cost in-
a contractor normally allocates the costs curred for the same purpose, in like
of preparing initial bid proposals to cost circumstances, must be either direct or
objectives on the basis of total cost input, indirect for all final cost objectives. Prior
This practice, which conforms with FAR audits of the contractor's incurred costs
31.205-18, and CAS 420, was previously may provide information on whether the
disclosed to the government. For a new cost accounting practices comply with
proposal, however, the assok 2d B&P this standard.
expenses were chargec' the engineering c. With respect to noncompliance with
overhead which was st quently allocat- FAR Part 31, if a cost accounting prac-
ed to the resulting contra., on the basis of tice has been questioned by the auditor in
direct engineering labor dollars. Under the past and the ACO has not made a
the conditions described above, noncom- final determination, the practice should
pliance types (6), (7), and (8) would be questioned again. Once the ACO
apply. makes a determination on the issue, the

d. A new cost accounting standard decisions will be followed. If the FAR is
could also result in instances of multiple subsequently changed or a change in
noncompliance. For example, with the circumstance occurs, a practice should
issuance of a new standard a disclosed again be evaluated for compliance.
practice previously considered to be in d. If a cost accounting practice has
compliance could be rendered unaccept- been questioned because of noncompli-
able in the following areas: (1) the de- ance with FAR Part 31 and the ACO
scribed practice could be in noncompli- supported the auditor's position, but the
ance with CAS or FAR, and (2) the ASBCA or Court of Claims ruled against
practices used to record costs, although in the government, the auditor will not
conformance with the Disclosure State- question the practice again unless there is
ment, could be in noncompliance with a subsequent change in FAR or the cost
CAS or FAR. accounting standards which would negate

the decision. However, if the ASBCA or
8-302.3 Compliance Comiderations the Court of Claims ruled in favor of the

In reviewing the contractor's cost ac- government, the practice should be ques-
counting practices to ascertain whether tioned at all other contractor locations
they are in compliance with the cost where circumstances are substantially the
accounting standards and FAR Part 31, same.
the auditor should follow the guidelines
below: 8-302A Discesios with the ACO and

a. In evaluating price proposals and the Contractor
performing estimating system surveys, a. The auditor should discuss noncom-
the auditor is required to describe incon- pliance matters with the ACO at the
sistencies between the contractor's esti- earliest possible opportunity. It is impor-
mating and cost accumulating practices. tant to keep the ACO informed of the
The auditor may, therefore, be in a auditor's actions and to identify areas
position, based on past reviews, to ascer- where the auditor may need to provide
tain whether the contractor complies further information regarding his or her
with the standard requiring consistency recommendations.
in estimating, accumulating, and report- b. As an integral part of the review,
ing costs. discuss the findings with the contractor.

b. The standard prohibiting double (See 4-300.)
counting (CAS 402) did not introduce an
entirely new groundrule since acquisition 8-302.5 CoMoluatil for Consisten
regulations contained similar provisions. TretmeM
The prohibition. against double counting a. Because of the consolidated contract
in the acquisition regulations, however, audit function and the relationship of
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CASB rules, regulations, and standards to of the segments that comprise the com-
the DCAA mission, DCAA is in an plex. The listing, along with information
advantageous position to ascertain on resolution of the issues, should be
whether the promulgated standards, distributed to all FAOs that have cogni-
rules, and regulations are applied consis- zance of any segment within the complex.
tently. To fulfill this responsibility, (2) Review and update the listing for
DCAA must effectively coordinate all new instances of noncompliance and in-
phases of audit reviews involving CAS. clude information regarding noncompli-

b. Consistency in implementing CASB ance issues resolved. Circulate this data
rules, regulations, and standards should to the cognizant FAOs to keep them
be one of the auditor's primary concerns. informed about current developments.
Contractors are justifiably sensitive to (3) Before issuing a noncompliance
unwarranted variations in the audit treat- report, review and discuss the recommen-
ment of similar situations. To assure the dations with the FAO. This should be
provisions of 41 U.S.C. 422 are applied done to assure consistent treatment of
consistently, audit findings that are sig- similar conditions at the various seg-
nificant in amount or nature should ments of the complex.
ordinarily be coordinated with the region (4) Recommend workshops if needed
before the reports are issued, to review mutual CAS problems, in ac-

c. When coordination involves other cordance with 15-200.
DCAA regional offices, the cognizant c. FAOs in the complex will:
auditor should refer to his or her region (1) Inform the CAC/CHOA/GAC of
those matters that cannot be resolved by known problem areas.
the FAOs involved. The region may (2) Inform the CACICHOA/GAC im-
forward the matter to Headquarters, At- mediately when new problem areas are
tention PCD if agreement is not achiev- encountered.
able at the regional level. (See 4-900.) (3) Review problem areas of other

d. Information on other significant organizational units to determine if simi-
problems or controversial situations will lar problems exist or could exist at your
also be provided to Headquarters, Atten- location.
tion PCD. (See 4-900.) This information (4) Plan audits so findings can be
will assist in developing guidance to coordinated before reports are issued.
improve auditing and reporting tech-
niques or in referring matters to the 8-302.7 Reporting Noncompliance
Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) a. In assigning responsibilities to the
when DoD-wide guidance is needed to ACO and the contract auditor (FAR
achieve uniform and consistent imple- 42.302(aX 1I), DFARS 242.302(aX1 1),
mentation of CAS. FAR 30.601, and FAR 30.202-6), the

regulations require the auditor to con-
8-302.6 CAS Coordination in duct audits of Disclosure Statements for
CAC/CHOA/GAC Complexes adequacy and compliance, and report

a. The DCAA CAC program, for major practices that do not comply with CASB
multisegment contractors and other spe- rules, regulations, and standards.The
cific groups of contractors, is described in ACO is to determine whether the report-

, 15-200. For multisegment contractors ed practices actually do not comply with
outside a CAC complex, a CHOA or the CASB promulgations or FAR Part 31.
GAC will be designated in accordance Noncompliance reports should include
with 8-104.3. The CAC, CHOA, and only CAS violations that the auditor
GAC complexes play a significant part in considers significant.The auditor should
promoting consistent treatment of CAS report:
compliance issues among related or simi- (1) Violations of major requirements of
lar contractor segments. CAS regardless of their effect on contract

b. Each CAC/CHOA/GAC will: costs.
(1) Obtain from the cognizant FAOs (2) Noncompliances having a signifi-

the necessary data to compile a listing of cant cost effect on CAS-covered con-
all known noncompliance issues at each tracts.
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(3) Noncompliances that currently Disclosure Statement adequacy and CAS
have no significant effect on contract compliance audits, and functional audits.
costs but could eventually result in a Regardless of the circumstances under
significant adjustment because of which noncompliance items are found,
changed circumstances. the auditor will include noncompliance

(4) Noncompliances that are an inher- issues in a separate report (activity code
ent part of the contractors' cost account- 19200).To avoid unnecessary and dupli-
ing system and that are of such a nature cative reporting, the CAS noncompliance
that the cost effect on CAS-covered con- will be fully described in the noncompli-
tracts would be difficult or impossible to ance report and other reports may merely
determine.(In ASBCA Case No. 20998, cross-reference that report.
the Board upheld the government's right (2) Generally, when there are noncom-
to determine a contractor to be in non- pliances with more than one CAS, sepa-
compliance, even though the government rate noncompliance audit reports should
was unable to determine that increased be issued for each noncompli-
costs resulted from the noncompli- ance.However, in certain circumstances,
ance.This ASBCA decision should be noncompliances with two or more stan-
referenced in all audit reports recom- dards can and should be issued in the
mending noncor-pli~ace where the cost same report.This would occur when the
impact cannot be determined.) noncompliances are related or insepara-

b. The following are examples of prac- ble. Noncompliances are related or insep-
tices that deviate from CAS.Even if such arable if the resolution of one resolves the
practices have not resulted in increased other.Usually, there should not be multi-
cost, or no increased cost can be deter- ple reports issued for noncompliances
mined, the conditions described are re- with a single CAS.
portable as noncompliances. (3) Reports will be issued as the auditor

(I) A contractor allocates home office discovers instances of noncompliance
expenses to divisions as fixed manage- during normal audit functions. A report
ment charges. The charges are less than is not required when the contractor's
the amounts which would have been Disclosure Statement is found to comply
allocated had the contractor followed with the CAS and FAR Part 31. Neither
CAS 403.The auditor should recommend is there a requirement for contract audit
that the ACO advise the contractor that closing statements and audit reports on
costs will be disapproved when the meth- final pricing to include a "clearance"
od used by the contractor results in an statement with respect to compliance
amount exceeding that which would have with 41 U.S.C. 422.
been allocated under the standard. d. The auditor is responsible for con-

(2) Another contractor estimates labor ducting audits as necessary to ascertain
cost by category, i.e., fabrication assem- that contractors are complying with
bly, inspection, etc. The actual costs are CAS.Therefore, a general request by an
accumulated in one undifferentiated ac- ACO for reports and/or comments on
count.Under these circumstances, the au- contractor compliance is not needed.lf
ditor would not be able to determine if such a request is received, inform the
there is any cost effect since there are no ACO that although DCAA does perform
records to compare.The auditor should compliance audits of specific Cost Ac-
report the noncompliance and recom- counting Standards, we do not issue
mend that the contractor be required to reports on contractor overall compliance.
follow consistent practices in estimating (However, see 8-304.2 and 8-304.3 re-
and accumulating labor costs. garding scheduled annual audit compli-

c. The following guidance should be ance reviews.) Offer to audit and report
followed in reporting instances of non- on any specific area that the ACO may
compliance with CAS. suspect is noncompliant.lf a CAS compli-

(I) The auditor may discover instances ance audit is already planned in the area
of noncompliance while performing any of concern specified by the ACO, the
of his or her other audit functions, i.e., audit should be rescheduled to coincide
price evaluations, audit of incurred costs, with the ACO request.When an audit
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relating to a particular identified practice counting practices for all covered con-
is requested, the auditor and the ACO tracts. An initial review of the Disclosure
will establish a mutually acceptable date Statement will be made to ascertain corn-
for submitting the audit results. The pliance with Public Law 91-379. Thi.
auditor will then include the required review may be made concurrently wit:
audit steps to cover the questioned prac- the adequacy review. However, the re-
tice in the next scheduled audit or, if port on the Disclosure Statement adequa-
necessary, will schedule a special au- cy should not be deferred until the review
dit.The ACO's request to review a specif- for compliance is completed.
ic practice should be given prompt con- b. A noncompliance disclosed during
sideration but should not receive higher an evaluation of a price proposal should
priority than proposal evaluations.After be included in a separate report and
the audit, issue either a report on non- submitted to the ACO with the evalu-
compliance or a brief report to inform ation report.
the ACO that the audit disclosed no c. Audit files may contain sufficient
noncompliance in the specific area cited information to determine whether the
by the ACO. Disclosure Statement complies with 41

e. Reports on noncompliance will be U.S.C. 422, related regulatory provisions,
prepared and distributed per 10-806. and FAR. The auditor should identify all

f. FAR 30.202-7(b) establishes a policy significant areas where the contractor's
that noncompliance with FAR shall be
processed separately. Noncompliance disclosed practices are not in compliance.
with CAS comes under FAR 52.230- Audit working papers should sufficiently
2(aXS), whereas noncompliance with document the auditor's opinion regard-
FAR must be treated as a government- ing whether the contractors' disclosed
proposed accounting practice revision practices comply with CAS and FAR.
under FAR 52.230-2(a)(4Xiii) (see 8- d. FAR 30.202-7(b) provides that the
502.7).Consequently, the separate audit contractors' cost accounting practices
reports citing noncompliance with FAR should comply with FAR Part 31 as well
should recommend that the ACO process as CAS. However, the auditor should
the accounting practice revision as a report as noncompliances only those
government-proposed accounting prac- FAR violations that involve the direct
tice revision pursuant to FAR 52.230- and indirect allocation or classification of
2(aX4 iii). costs. Essentially, this limitation excludes

g. Outstanding noncompliance issues reporting as noncompliance those FAR
(issues included in aprevious noncompli- violations based solely on reasonableness
ance report) may affect reviews and re- or allowability.
ports related to other audit func-
tions.Price proposal evaluation and other 8303.2 Initial Reviews of Compliance
audit reports should not reference any Initial compliance reviews, as a rule,
situation as noncompliant unless a sepa- should be scheduled for completion with-
rate noncompliance report has been is- in 60 days after the ACO has made a
sued, except as noted in 8-414.1g.If a determination of adequacy. To avoid
noncompliance report has been issued, unnecessary effort at contractors having
the evaluation of a price proposal must limited government business, the auditor
comment on and should question the should find out whether a covered con-
impact of the noncompliance item on the tract has been awarded before engaging
proposal being reviewed, in extensive audit effort to ascertaincompliance.
8-303 Review of Dislosuin
Statement and/or Established 8-303.3 Changes to Disclosure
Practices to Ascertain Compliance Statements asd/or Established Practices
with CAS and FAR a. In accordance with FAR 52.230-5,

the contractor must submit proposed
8-303.1 Requirememts accounting changes to the ACO together

a. FAR 52.230-2 requires the contrac- with an estimate of the general dollar
tor to adequately disclose its cost ac- magnitude of the cost impact. The time
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frames for submission of the proposed requested from the contractor to evaluate
changes are referenced in FAR 52.230- the effect of the changed practice, and (3)
5(a). FAR 30.302 provides definitions of a revised Disclosure Statement be re-"cost accounting practice", "change to a quested from the contractor describing
cost accounting practice" and contains all principal classes of labor.
illustrations of changes. CAS Working d. Preamble J of Part 331 of the
Group Guidance 81-25 concluded that a CASB's rules, regulations, and standards
change from a percentage of completion (see Appendix to FAR, Part 30) contains
to a completed contract method of com- a discussion by the CASB on organiza-
puting state taxes was an accounting tional changes. The preamble states in
change. A change from a completed con- part that ". . . business changes by them-
tract to a percentage of completion or a selves are not changes in cost accounting
percentage of completion - capitalized practices." However, it also states that
cost method as required by the Tax 'The decision as to whether there is a
Reform Act of 1986 is also to be consid- change in cost accounting practice is
ered an accounting change. made through an analysis of the circum-

b. An important CAS audit responsibil- stances of each individual situation being
ity is to ascertain whether accounting promulgated in these regulations." Orga-
changes made by a contractor require a nizational changes which result in a
revision to the Disclosure Statement. change in the measurement of costs, the
Therefore, auditors should request the assignment of costs to cost accounting
contractors to establish procedures to periods, or the allocation of costs to cost
promptly notify the government of all objectives should be considered to be
proposed accounting changes. When a changes in cost accounting practice re-
Disclosure Statement revision is required quiring an adjustment to CAS covered
but is not made, a noncompliance report contracts for any increased costs.
should be issued (e.g., practices used to Changes in the composition of the pools
record costs are not in compliance with and bases as a result of consolidation or
Disclosure Statement). When a revision separation of business units' indirect
to the Disclosure Statement is submitted, pools or bases due to organizational
the ACO will obtain the contractor's changes will be considered to be a change
proposal reflecting the cost impact of the in cost accounting practice; i.e., a change
change (FAR 30.602-3(b)). The auditor in the allocation of costs to cost objec-
will make an evaluation to ascertain the tives.
acceptability of the contractor's proposal. e. When a Disclosure Statement change
A condition of noncompliance could re- is submitted, the auditor should ascertain
suit from the contractor's failure to fol- its adequacy and compliance before the
low the administrative procedures pre- effective date. The time frame for com-
scribed by FAR 52.230-5 in making an pleting these reviews should be coordi-
accounting change. nated with the cognizant ACO. The audi-

c. A condition of noncompliance exists tor will issue a single report including his
if, for example, a contractor estimates a or her opinions on both adequacy andcontract using a cost accounting practice compliance. (See 8-208e.)
consistent with its Disclosure Statement
and, at some point during the perfor- 8-304 Review of Estimated,
mance, changes the methods for comput- Accumulated, and Reported Costs to
ing and accumulating a labor class, Ascertain Compliance with CAS and
whether or not it was listed as a principal FAR
class of labor in the Disclosure State-
ment. Costs are being accumulated in a
manner inconsistent with estimating 8-304.1 Requiremeats
practices and not in accordance with the Under the provisions of FAR 30.202-
Disclosure Statement. The report to the 6(c), the cognizant contract auditor is
ACO should recommend that (1) deter- responsible for determining whether a
mination of noncompliance (CAS 401) be contractor's cost accounting practices
made, (2) a cost impact proposal be comply with CAS and FAR. This review
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for compliance is required for all contrac- of whether the contractor has submitted a
tors that have contracts containing the disclosure statement. This approach
CAS clause without regard to whether a would alsc, apply to the review of contrac-
Disclosure Statement has been submit- tors' cost accounting practices to deter-
ted. mine consistency with FAR Part 31 and

related supplements.
8-304.2 Compliance Considerations c. The decision to report a condition as

a. The annual audit plan shall be used noncompliant should be based on wheth-
to ensure that compliance reviews are er the violation is intrinsically related to
scheduled during the performance period the contractor's methods used to assign
of covered contracts to determine if the costs to cost objectives. The CASB rules,
contractor's actual practices comply with regulations, and standards are essentially
its disclosed accounting practices, appli- concerned with practices used by con-
cable cost accounting standards, and tractors to estimate, accumulate, and
FAR Part 31 (see 8-305). FAO manage- report costs on government contracts.
ment information system summaries will Reasonableness and allowability are cri-
provide a list of the audits performed teria administratively established by ac-
which support the opinions on CAS com- quisition regulations and contractual
pliances included in audit reports. The terms and do not necessarily involve cost
summaries are to be used as an audit accounting practices. Audit recommen-
management tool for assuring that ade- dations that are based on considerations
quate CAS compliance testing is being of cost allocability (that is, the assign-
performed. ment of cost to the cost objective that

(1) The initial Disclosure Statement caused or received the benefit from the
adequacy and compliance review for a expenditure) should be included in non-
new standard should be scheduled as compliance reports. Audit recommenda-
soon as possible after the effective date of tions based on reasonableness and allow-
the new standard. The timeliness of the ability should not be included in non-
review is especially important for those compliance reports.
practices which may involve significant
costs. If the review is performed soon 8-304.3 Reporting of Compliance Audit
after a new standard's effective date, the Results
auditor will have a basis for determining a. An audit report should be issued
whether the accounting practices reflect- whether the audit disclosed instances of
ed in pricing proposals comply with the noncompliance or not. The audit report
new standard. should inform the ACO of the specific

(2) During the first contractor fiscal area being audited even if the audit
year that a new standard is applicable, disclosed no instances of noncompliance.
planned audits, such as forward pricing If noncompliance is disclosed, the audit
and estimating systern reviews, should report should explain in detail the issues
review for compliance of actual practices, involved.
If a compliance review cannot be accom- b. The auditor may detect noncompli-
plished concurrently with the planned ance at any sta~e of a procurement ac-
audits, then a separate compliance review tion. Noncompliance should be reported
should be scheduled and performed to whenever detected. Special care is neces-
determine if actual practices comply with sary to ensure that proposal evaluation
the new standard. reports that reveal instances of noncom-

b. The inclusion of the CAS clause pliance are accompanied by a noncompli-
obligates the government to determine ance report.
compliance even though the contractor
may not have been required to file a 8-305 CAS Compliance Testing
Disclosure Statement. The objective and
scope of audit reviews made during con- 8-305.1 General Requirements for
tract performance to determine compli- Compliance Testing
ance with applicable cost accounting CAS deals fundamentally and exclu-
standards should be the same regardless sively with the identification, measure-
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ment, and allocation of costs. Because contractor is complying with the provi-
these considerations are inherent to con- sions. If a provision is considered imma-
tract auditing, reviews for CAS compli- terial, then document this on the require-
ance must be fully integrated into all ments plan working papers. The materi-
areas of audit activity. Materiality and ality decision should be reconsidered
audit risk assessment, and historical CAS whenever relevant circumstances change.
problems experienced are an integral part This step will be done for each CAS-
of the planning process and should be covered contractor. The documentation
considered in developing the extent and need not be extensive when audit activity
frequency of CAS compliance tests. and costs are not significant. An entire

8-305.2 Compliance Review Testing standard may be determined immaterial
l used on the basis of overall consideration ofThe following criteria should be usd related costs.

in establishing CAS compliance testing b. D g a d n g

requirements: b. During annual audit planning (see
a. Identify those provisions of a stan- Chapter 3 and Appendixes G and H),

dard which are significant to the particu- identify those audits for which tests of
lar contractor. The materiality criteria CAS compliance are necessary. Plan test-
published in 48 CFR 9903.305 must be ing for compliance with CAS 401 and
considered carefully. Since the CASB 402 during the performance of audit
stated that a purpose of CAS is to facili- assignments such as proposal evaluations
tate the audit and administration of and incurred cost audits. Establish sepa-
government contracts, the significance of rate assignments for compliance audits
accounting and administrative require- for all other standards. As a minimum,
ments to those functions should also be CAS compliance audits on all applicable
considered. If noncompliance with a CAS and significant standards should be done
provision would have no significant im- every three years. If the three-year cycle
pact on either government contract costs is not maintained, explanations should
or the administrative and audit effort, be included. in the requirements plan
there is no need to test whether the working papers.
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8-400 Section 4- Cost Accounting Standards

8-400 Introduction consistent with practices used to estimate
costs in pricing the related proposal.

This section contains guidance on im- Thus, noncompliance with the standard
plementing specific cost accounting stan- can exist because a contractor has failed
dards (CAS). Additional illustrations are to estimate its cost in accordance with its
included in an attempt to provide audi- established or disclosed accounting prac-
tors with a common understanding of the tices; noncompliance can also occur when
standards. This section will be amended a contractor estimates in accordance with
to include specific audit guidance for the its disclosed or established practices but
standards promulgated in the future. accumulates on a different basis without

obtaining the prior agreement of the
8-401 Cost Accounting Standard 401 government.
- Consistency in Estimating, b. One of the primary problems in-
Accumulating and Reporting Costs volved in the implementation of this

standard relates to the consistency in the
a. The purposes of this standard are (1) level of detail provided in estimating

to achieve consistency in the cost ac- contract costs and accumulating contract
counting practices used by a contractor in costs. Greater detail in the accumulating
estimating costs for its proposals with and reporting of contract costs than in
those practices used in accumulating and the pricing of proposals is permitted by
reporting costs during contract perfor- CAS 401.40(c) which states that, "The
mance, and (2) to provide a basis for grouping of homogeneous costs in esti-
comparing such costs. The standard was mates prepared for proposal purposes
effective and applicable to all CAS-cov- shall not per se be deemed an inconsis-
ered contracts awarded after I July 1972. tent application of cost accounting prac-

b. Cost accounting practices should be tices ...... Although the grouping of
applied consistently so that comparable homogeneous costs for estimating pur-
transactions are treated alike. The consis- poses is permitted, the auditor should be
tent application of cost accounting prac- aware that CAS 401.50(a) requires that
tices will facilitate the preparation of .... .. costs estimated for proposal pur-
reliable cost estimates used in pricing a poses shall be presented in such a manner
proposal and the comparison of those and in such detail that any significant
cost estimates with the actual costs of cost can be compared with the actual cost
contract performance. Such comparisons accumulated and reported therefor." In
of estimated and incurred costs provide other words, the grouping of costs for
(1) an important basis for financial con- proposal purposes does not result in
trol over costs during contract perfor- noncompliance as long as the costs are
mance, (2) means for establishing ac- homogeneous and if comparisons be-
countability for costs in the manner tween actual costs and proposed costs are
agreed to by both parties at the time of possible. The following are examples of
contracting, and (3) an improved basis permissible grouping of costs as present-
for evaluating estimating capabilities. ed in CAS 401.60(a)l and 3.

"... I. Contractor estimates an average"8-401.1 Consistency between Estimating direct labor rate for manufacturing direct
sand Accumulating Costs labor by labor category or function. Con-

a. The consistency requirement be- tractor records manufacturing direct la-
.tween estimating and accumulating costs bor based on actual cost for each individ-
is a two-part requirement. First, the con- ual and collects such costs by labor
tractor's practices used to estimate costs category or function."
in pricing proposals must be consistent ". .. 3. Contractor uses an estimated
with practices used in accumulating actu- rate for manufacturing overhead to be
al costs. Second, the contractor's prac- applied to an estimated direct labor base.
tices used in accumulating costs must be It identifies the items included in its
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estimate of manufacturing overhead and ing and accumulating costs, the auditor
provides supporting data for the estimat- should bear in mind that in many in-
ed direct labor base. The contractor ac- stances procuring contracting officers
counts for manufacturing overhead by (PCOs) may request contractors to fur-
individual items of cost which are accu- nish estimates in a special manner. Such
mulated in a cost pool allocated to final a request may require more information
cost objectives on a direct labor base." than needed for cost accumulation pur-

c. Noncompliance can occur when poses or cause information to be ar-
there is greater detail in the estimating of ranged in a way that is not consistent
contract costs than in the accumulating with the manner in which the contractor
and reporting of costs as indicated by the intends to accumulate the actual costs.
following example in CAS 401.60(b): (4) If the auditor finds estimates of

".... 5. Contractor estimates engineer- significant items of costs in a pricing
ing labor by cost function, i.e., drafting, proposal which will not be comparable
production engineering, etc. Contractor with the actual cost accumulated, he or
accumulates total engineering labor in she should discuss the inconsistency with
one undifferentiated account." the contractor. The auditor should point

(1) In the above circumstances, should out the areas of potential noncompliance
the potential noncompliance with CAS and advise the contractor of the audit
401 be rectified by providing less detail recommendations she or he proposes to
in estimating or more detail in accumu- make to the ACO. If the contractor
lating costs? If the contractor revises its contends that it presented the informa-
price proposal and shows the estimate for tion in the price proposal for negotiation
engineering labor as one amount, it purposes only and did not intend to
achieves consistency with its method of accumulate costs in such a manner, the
accumulating these costs and technically auditor should inform the contractor that
corrects the noncompliance. However, an she or he will recommend the contracting
agreement to eliminate all details in the officer request a cost estimate that sum-
estimate would deprive the government marizes the cost data in a manner com-
of information needed to effectively eval- patible with the cost accumulation plan.
uate the pricing proposal. This extreme The auditor should review the cost sum-
approach should be rejected and cited as maries to determine if sufficient data are
an estimating system deficiency. presented to meet the requirement of the

(2) FAR 15.804, DFARS 215.804, and Request for Proposal. The auditor's opin-
Armed Services Pricing Manual (ASPM ion on whether the summaries contain an
No. 1) contain guidance as to the level of acceptable level of detail for accumula-
detail required for cost or pricing data tion purposes should be included in the
submitted in connection with negotiated report to the ACO.
noncompetitive contracts. FAR Table d. The promulgation of CAS 401 raised
15-2 (notes to Standard Form (SF) 1411, a question among auditors as to whether
Contract Pricing Proposal Cover Sheet) applying a percentage factor to proposed
constitutes an appropriate baseline for material costs to cover exnected losses
establishing the detail to be furnished. If would comply with the standard if the
the contractor's estimates are in accor- contractor maintained no separate histor-
dance with this baseline, and are in ical loss records. The CASB issued Inter-
greater detail than costs in the records, pretation No. 1 to CAS 401 in 1976 to
the auditor should normally recommend deal with that particular issue. The inter-
that costs be accumulated in a manner pretation provides that contractors who
consistent with the estimate. A reduction estimate material losses by applying a
in the estimating details would be accept- percentage factor to a base, such as total
able only if the contractor's submission material requirements, must support the
satisfies the FAR/DFARS provisions cit- factor with historical experience. The
ed above and the requirements of acqui- interpretation does not prescribe the type
sition officials. or level of detail necessary to comply

(3) In determining the appropriate lev- with the standard. Government contract-
el of detail for consistent use in estimat- ing authorities should decide the amount
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of statistical or accounting data required whether the accounting practices for se-
based on the individual circumstances. It lecting indirect cost pools and methods of
should be emphasized that the contractor distributing the indirect costs used to
should be cited for noncompliance when- determine the amounts on those reports
ever factors are applied to totals or are consistent with those used for esti-
subtotals of material requirements, and mating and accumulating. In addition,
during contract performance the contrac- the standard does not prohibit the use of
tor does not maintain a separate record reporting systems with unique require-
of the costs represented by the proposed ments such as the applied cost concept
factor. Adding a uniform percentage to used for C/SCSC purposes and certain
each line item in the bill of material is the estimating techniques used to project
same as adding a single percentage to the contract estimates at completion under
total basic material cost. In the two C/SCSC contracts. Further, the standard
examples above, the contractor would does not prevent the use of forecasted

I have to maintain a separate accounting indirect cost rates for billing as long as
record for the additional material pur- the pools and allocation bases used to

I chased during contract performance to be develop those rates are consistent with
in compliance with the CAS 401. How- those used for estimating and accumulat-
ever, when the contractor adjusts the ing costs.
quantities of individual line items in the c. If noncompliances are found, the
bill of material, either by applying a auditor must ascertain their significance
factor or by adding a specific quantity of and make the appropriate recommenda-
additional units, the contractor is tion as outlined in 8-302.7.
deemed to have complied with the stan-
dard. This is because the estimate is a 8401.3 Illustrations
representation of the total cost of individ- The following illustrations are intend-
ual parts. In most situations, the cost and ed to supplement those in paragraph
quantity of individual parts used can be 401.60 of the standard. They are to be
determined from the accounting records. used as a guide in determining the con-
Nothing in the Interpretation No. 1 to tractor's compliance with the standard.
CAS 401 should be construed to alter or a. Problem. A contractor's proposal
modify the requirements that the con- shows the cost of engineering labor by
tractor submit adequate cost or pricing class, i.e., Engineer I, Engineer I1, etc.
data. Refer to 9-200 for evaluating the However, it is the contractor's practice to
adequacy of cost or pricing data in pro- accumulate engineering labor by type,
posals. i.e., Electrical Engineer, Design Engineer,

etc. Such practices would violate CAS
8-401.2 Consistency in Reporting Costs 401.

a. As used in the standard, "Reporting Solution. If the contractor submits a
of Costs" refers to (I) data presented in summary of the proposal by type of
reports required by the contract such as engineer which (1) reconciles with the
budget at. J management reports for cost proposed cost by class of engineer, (2)
control purposes and (2) the data con- meets the requirement of the SF 1411
tained on public vouchers or any other and FAR Table 15-2, and (3) further

* request for payment. explains that this is the manner in which
b. The primary interest is to ascertain cost will be accumulated, then consisten-

* whether the accounting practices used to cy with CAS 401 will have been achieved.
determine the costs presented in these The auditor should be careful to deter-
reports are consistent with the accounting mine whether the PCO intended to buy a
practices used to estimate and accumu- specific number of hours by class of
late the costs. It would not be expected engineers. In such a case, the contracting
that a public voucher will contain the officer should require the contractor to
same level of detail as a pricing proposal estimate and accumulate by the same
or that the details in a budget or manage- classes of engineers. By this requirement,
ment report will be limited to that in the consistency with the cost accumulation
proposal. The auditor will ascertain records will be achieved without dimin-
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ishing the level of detail in the estimate. estimated and accumulated in such a way
In this regard, it should be remembered are those which provide for (1) design,
that any special breakdown required by prototype development, and production
the contracting officer is a matter for or (2) distinct and disparate end items of
discussion between the contracting par- production.
ties and is not dealt with by CAS 401. c. Problem. A contractor prepares sepa-

b. Problem. A contractor estimates cost rate estimates for the cost of raw materi-
by line item, i.e., data, first article test, al, subcontracts, purchased parts, and
and hardware, and then submits a single interdivisional transfers. The costs of
SF 1411 for all three items. The contrac- these items are not separately identified
tor does not intend to accumulate the in the accounting records.
cost of each item separately but rather, in Solution. The practice is in noncompli-
accordance with its established account- ance with the standard and the contractoraccordantice, withmuits esablishe mateo - should be required to accumulate costsing practice, accumulate labor, material, consistent with its estimates. However,
and indirect costs for the contract as a thesstand permits supmena rethe standard permits supplemental rec-
whole. In this instance, the contractor's ords if they are reconcilable to the formal
accumulation records are in lesser detail accounting records.
than its estimating constituting a non- d. Problem. During the review of a
compliance with CAS 401. price proposal, an auditor finds that a

Solution. (1) An acceptable approach to contractor uses a material additive factor
correcting the apparent inconsistency be- to cover the cost of small common-usage
tween the estimating and accumulating items. In preparing the price proposal,
practices is to require the contractor to the cost of this factor is estimated as an
develop an estimate in accordance with historical percentage of direct material
the requirements of the SF 1411 and requirements. In accumulating costs,
FAR Table 15-2. Where the contractor these items are computed as a percentage
elects to estimate and accumulate the of direct productive labor hours.
combined costs of the three line items by Solution. The condition described
cost elements (direct labor, material, in- above contravenes the provisions of CAS
direct costs, etc.), such a practice does 401. The auditor should recommend a
not necessarily constitute a violation of determination of noncompliance and
CAS 401. This is true because the level of that the contractor change its actual
detail required by the SF 1411 and FAR practices to conform with the practices
Table 15-2 has been authoritatively es- disclosed or established. For example, if
tablished as an acceptable baseline for the contractor's disclosed or established
compliance with the standard. However, practice is to accumulate the cost of small
when the contractor chooses this alterna- common-usage items as a percentage of
tive, the contracting officer should be direct productive labor hours, then the
promptly advised in the event that a level estimating practice should be changed to
of detail of costs incurred that go beyond be compatible with the method of accu-
the essential requirements of CAS 401 is mulating such costs. In the price evalu-
needed for proper contract administra- ation report, the excess cost estimated astion. a direct result of using a practice that is

(2) On the other hand, if the contractor inconsistent with the contractor's dis-closed or established practices will beis required to submit a separate SF 1411 quantified and questioned. The validity
for individual contract line items and the of alternative methods of estimating and
cost of each item is material in amount costing will be determined in accordance
and inherently distinct from other items with guidelines included in 6-300 and 9-
for which costs are separately accumulat- 400.
ed, the contractor probably should be
required to accumulate cost by line items. 8-402 Cost Accounting Standard 402
In effect, where required by the contract- - Consistency in Allocating Costs
ing officer, the cost of each line item Incurred for the Same PurpMoe
should be estimated and accumulated as
if each were a separate contract. Exam- a. The purpose of this standard is to
pies of contracts whose costs should be ensure that each type of cost is allocated
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only once and on only one basis to any and make the appropriate recommenda-
contract or other cost objective. The tions as outlined in 8-302.7.
fundamental requirement is that all costs
incurred for the same purpose, in like 8402.1 Illustrntions
circumstances, are either direct costs only The following illustrations are intend-
or indirect costs only with respect to final ed to supplement those in section 402.60.
cost objectives. The standard was effec- They are to be used as a guide in deter-
tive and applicable to all CAS-covered mining whether the contractor complies
contracts awarded after 1 July 1972. with the standard.

b. The key words in applying this a. Problem. A contractor has a govern-
standard are "costs incurred for the same ment contract which requires extra effort
purpose in like circumstances." The illus- for planning and cost management. It
trations in CAS 402.60 show the need for hired extra people to accomplish this
a thorough examination of the facts be- effort and accounted for all their labor
fore concluding whether or not an ac- cost as a direct charge to the contract.
counting practice is resulting in noncom- The contractor has other people perform-
pliance with the standard. For example, ing the same functions for more than one
CAS 402.60(bX2) demonstrates how a contract and their labor is charged to
cost, although incurred for the same indirect costs.
general purpose, (i.e., fire fighting) Solution. Since the work being per-
should be viewed in terms of its more formed is the same and the only differ-
specific purposes (i.e., protection of the ence is in the amount of effort required to
entire plant versus protection of a special accomplish the function, this practice
area) which permits the costs to be allo- would not comply with the standard. The
cated to final costs objectives in a differ- contractor could correct the situation by
ent manner. It is essential to examine all (1) charging all of these costs to indirect
of the facts and to avoid making determi- costs and developing an equitable distri-
nations on the basis of general informa- bution base or (2) direct charging all of
tion or nomenclature, these costs.

c. CAS 400.1(a) defines a proposal as: b. Problem. A contractor charges engi-
"any offer or other submission used as a neering consultant costs incurred on
basis for pricing a contract, contract IR&D projects to engineering overhead;
modification or determination settlement the same costs incurred for research and
or for securing payments thereunder." development contracts are charged direct
Interpretation No. I to CAS 402 was to the contracts.
promulgated in 1976 to clarify the cir- Solution. This practice does not comply
cumstances under which a contractor with the standard because the same type
could charge proposal costs both direct of costs incurred in similar circumstances
and indirect without violating the stan- are charged to cost objectives on different
dard. The interpretation concludes that bases. Also, the practice does not comply
not all proposal costs are incurred in like with FAR 31.205-18, and CAS 420 which
circumstances. Proposal costs incurred requires that direct and indirect costs for
pursuant to the specific requirement of IR&D projects be determined on the
an existing contract, such as proposal cost same basis as if the IR&D projects were
incurred in connection with the definiti- under contract. Since the benefiting
zation of letter contracts and with orders projects can be specifically identified, the
issued under basic ordering agreements, consultant costs should be charged direct-
are considered to have been incurred in a ly to those projects.
different circumstance than other propos- c. Problem. A contractor has hundreds
al costs and may be charged direct to the of cranes located throughout a shipyard.
specific contract. Costs of preparing pro- Their maintenance, taxes, and deprecia-
posals will be treated as indirect costs tion costs are recorded in a general
except where such effort is specifically account and then allocated to departmen-
required by contract provision. tal overhead pools for distribution to

d. If noncompliances are found, the contracts. The Dry Dock has the cost of
auditor must ascertain their significance eight cranes charged directly to its de-
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partmental overhead pool because their office" is defined in CAS 403.30(a)(2) as
use is unique to the Dry Dock operations. an "office responsible for directing or

Solution. Since the Dry Dock cranes managing two or more but not necessari-
are used for a special purpose and the ly all segments of an organization." The
Yard cranes for general purposes, this definition expressly includes intermedi-
practice would not result in double ate levels, such as group organizations
counting. However, if any of the Yard which report to a common home office.
cranes are also used for a special purpose, An intermediate level may be both a
such as new ship construction, the prac- segment and a home office.
tice would result in double counting and b. The basic concept of the standard
noncompliance with the standard. Under recognizes that some home office ex-
those conditions all of the special purpose penses incurred for specific segments can
cranes should be eliminated from the be assigned directly. Other expenses, not
general account and charged directly to incurred for specific segments, have a
the using department to correct the prob- clear relationship (i.e., measurable with
lem. reasonable objectivity) to two or more

segments. Lastly, the standard recognizes
8-403 Cost Accounting Standard 403 a third type of home office expense (i.e.,
- Allocation of Home Office residual) which possesses no readily mea-
Expenses to Segments surable relationship to segments. Consis-

tent with this concept of home office

a. The purpose of this standard is to expenses the standard requires that:

establish criteria for allocation of home i (1) Those expenses incurred for specif-

office expenses to the segments of the ic: segments are to be allocated directly to

organization on the basis of a beneficial th gemxcausl reatinshi. Th aproprate practical.
or causal relationship. The appropriate (2) Those expenses not directly alloca-
implementation of this standard will lim- ble, but possessing an objective measure-
it the amount of home office expenses able relationship to segments, should be
classified as residual to the expenses of grouped in logical and homogeneous ex-
managig the organization as a whole. gopdi oia n ooeeu x

b the effective 1 July pense pools and distributed on allocationstandard was effective 1 July bases reflecting the relationship of the
1973 and, after receipt of a CAS-covered expenses to the segments concerned.
contract, is to be followed by each con- (3) When the residual expenses are
tractor as of the beginning of its next considered material because they exceedfiscal year. The standard exempts con- a specified percentage of total company
tractors who are subject to the provisions operating revenue (as defined in CAS
of Office of Management and Budget 403.40(cX2)), a three-factor formula
Circular Nos. A-21 and A-87 (Principles must be used to allocate these expenses.
for Determining Costs Applicable to Re- The three-factor formula consists of pay-
search and Development under Grants roll dollars, operating revenue (net of
and Contracts with Educational Institu- interdivisional purchases), and average
tions and Principles for Determining net book values of tangible capital assets
Costs Applicable to Training and Other and inventories (net of progress payment
Educational Services under Grants and billings). If the residual expenses do not
Contracts with State and Local Govern- exceed this threshold, they may be allo-
ments)." cated to all segments by means of any

8-403.1 General allocation base representing the total ac-
tivity of such segments. Regardless of the

a. With the adoption of this standard, method, there may be instances where a
contractor and government personnel particular segment receives significantly
have a specific, authoritative accounting more or less ben fit from residual ex-
rule prescribing criteria for allocating penses than wou'd be reflected by the
home office and group office expenses to allocation of such expenses pursuant to
segments of an organization. For pur- the standard. In these cases, a special
poses of the'standard, the term "home allocation may be agreed to by the parties
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provided such special allocation is com- would result in noncompliance with CAS
mensurate with the benefits received 401 when costs are subsequently record-
(CAS 403.40(c)(3)). ed in accordance with CAS 403.

c. A requirement of the standard is that (4) Submit a proposal for the equitable
home office expenses shall be allocated adjustment of all CAS-covered contracts
on the basis of the beneficial or causal which were negotiated before the effec-
relationship between supporting and re- tive date of the standard and are affected
ceiving segments. In establishing this by the change in cost accounting prac-
requirement, the CASB stated that ma- tices.
tenality is an important consideration in b. Amendments to a Disclosure State-
determining whether an expense should ment are subject to the same audit review
be allocated directly or accumulated in a and reporting requirements as the origi-
homogeneous expense pool and allocated nal Disclosure Statement. Auditors
on a basis reflecting the causal or benefi- should be especially careful in evaluating
cial relationship of the pooled expenses the adequacy of responses to Item 8.5.0
to the receiving segments. In addition, of the Disclosure Statement concerning
CAS 403.40(b) provides criteria for allo- the composition of the allocation base.
cating six groupings of home office ex- The description should provide enough
penses. Residual expenses are defined in information to determine that the con-
CAS 403.40(c) as all home office ex- tractor is treating all of the elements in
penses which are not otherwise allocable the base in the same manner at all
pursuant to the standard. divisions.

d. The standard provides for an annual c. To ascertain that the accounting
test to ascertain whether the residual practices comply with the standard the
expenses must be allocated on the basis auditor should determine that (1) ex-
of the prescribed three-factor formula or penses have been properly classified as
if the contractor may use any appropriate directly allocable, indirectly allocable, or
"base. For the first year the contractor is residual, (2) the "logical and relatively

tsubject to this standard the determina- homogeneous pools" are "allocated on
tion "shall be based on the pro forma bases reflecting the relationship of the
application of this standard to the home expenses to the segments concerned,"
office expenses and aggregate operating and (3) residual expenses are allocated on
revenue for the contractor's previous a base "representative of the total activi-
fiscal year" (CAS 403.40(cX2)). The con- ty" of the company or the prescribed
tractor is responsible for determining three-factor formula.
whether or not the company should pro- d. Appropriate steps must be included
pose the use of any base representative of in all audits, i.e., price proposals, forward
the total activity of the segments or if the pricing rate proposals, defective pricing,
three-factor formula must be used. The etc., to assure that adjustments were
pro forma submission must comply with made for the changes in the accounting
the standard. practices.

e. Because changes in the home office"8403.2 Guidance accounting practices will normally affect
a. Contractors becoming subject to this more than one organizational unit of the

* standard must: company, arrangements should be made
(1) Revise their home office expense by the CAC, CHOA, or GAC as soon as

pool structure and methods of distrib- possible to coordinate the reviews of the
uting the expenses where necessary to price adjustment proposal.
comply with CAS 403.40. f. Auditors should encourage contrac-

(2) Amend Disclosure Statements to tors becoming subject to the standard to
describe the new pool structures and submit their Disclosure Statement revi-
methods of distribution. sions and a pro forma submission of their

(3) Estimate the cost of the first and all revised home office expense structure as
subsequent contracts subject to this stan- soon as possible. The early submission
dard using the new pool structures and and review of this data could permit the
methods of distribution. Failure to do so contractor and auditor to resolve any
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significant problems before the contract CAS 409. The standard was effective I
award due dates and thereby preclude July 1973 and, after the receipt of a CAS-
delays in the awards of contracts. covered contract, must be applied to all

g. This standard requires contractors to capital assets acquired during the con-
use a base representative of the total tractor's next fiscal year.
activity of the segments for distributing
residual expenses unless the criteria for 8404.1 General
special allocation or for the three-factor a. The standard requires contractors to
formula method are met. If the residual capitalize the acquisition cost of tangible
expenses exceed the levels in CAS assets in accordance with a written policy
403.40(c)(2), the contractor must distrib- that is reasonable and consistently ap-
ute them on the basis of the three-factor plied. The policy shall include the follow-
formula beginning with the next fiscal ing:
year. In addition, the contractor may also (1) A minimum service life criterion
choose to use the three-factor formula which shall not exceed two years but
even though not required by the stan- which may be a shorter period.
dard. The first time the contractor must (2) A minimum acquisition cost criteri-
use the three-factor formula, it may sub- on which shall not exceed $1,500 but
mit a proposal for an equitable adjust- which may be a smaller amount.
ment. After the contractor uses the three- (3) Identification of asset accountabili-
factor formula for the first time any ty units to the maximum extent practical.
change to the base for distribution of the The standard defines these units as "A
residual expenses is subject to not only tangible capital asset which is a compo-
the provisions of this standard but also nent of plant and equipment that is
the provisions of CAS 401 and FAR capitalized when acquired or whose re-
52.230-2(aX4Xii), (a)(4Xiii), or (aX5). placement is capitalized when the unit is
The prefatory comments to CAS 420 removed, transferred, sold, abandoned,
state that the amount of IR&D and B&P demolished, or otherwise disposed of."
costs at a home office is not to be added These units should be identified and
to the residual pool to determine whether separately capitalized upon acquisition.
use of the three-factor formula is re- Even though they may have been sepa-
quired. Where the three-factor formula is rately capitalized, the units should be
not required to be used, selection of an removed from the asset accounts at dis-
appropriate base should consider the ef- position.
fect of CAS 420.50(e)(2) which, in certain (4) Establishment of minimum dollar
circumstances, ties the allocation of amounts for the capitalization of original
IR&D and B&P costs to the home office complements of low cost equipment and
residual expense allocation base. for betterments and improvements.

h. Unbilled costs on CPFF and T&M These minimum amounts may exceed the
contracts should be included only in the $1,500 limitation provided the higher
operating revenue section of the three- limitations are reasonable in the contrac-
factor formula base for allocation of tor's circumstances. The primary purpose
residual expense under CAS 403. in requiring the capitalization of original

i. If noncompliances are found, the complements is to assure allocation of
auditor must ascertain their significance incurred cost to applicable current and
and make the appropriate recommenda- future periods. The total original comple-
tions as outlined in 8-302.7. ment should be treated as a tangible

capital asset. Therefore, the CASB ex-
8-404 Cost Accounting Standard 404 pected that a contractor will identify and
- Capitalization of Tangible Assets control the original complement as an

entity rather than account separately for
This standard establishes criteria for each individual item which comprises the

determining the acquisition costs of tan- total complement.
gible assets which are to be capitalized. It b. The acquisition cost of tanrible
does not cover depreciation or disposi- assets includes the purchase price adjust-
tion of fixed assets, which is covered by ment to the extent practical for premiums
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paid or discounts received and the costs chargeable against the contracts for
necessary to prepare the asset for use. which the acquisition is authorized.(1) CAS 404.50(aX(IXi) states that the e. In connection with lease agreements,
purchase price is the consideration given contractors must determine whether they
in exchange for an asset and is deter- consider the acquisition to be a capital
mined by cash paid or to the extent lease under FASB Statement No. 13 and
payment is not paid in cash, in an subject to the standard or an operating
amount equivalent to what would be the lease under FASB Statement No. 13 and
cash basis. This provision requires the subject to the requirements of FAR
recognition of the gain or loss on the 31.205-36. In either case, the CASB has
trade-in. No alternative adjustment of stated that the reasonableness of the lease
the depreciable cost of the new asset is costs remains the responsibility of the
offered. acquisition agencies.

(2) Costs necessary to prepare the asset f. The standard does not extend to the
for use include the cost of placing the specific type of records to be maintained.
asset in location and bringing the asset to Therefore, contractors may continue to
a condition necessary for normal or ex- account for their assets on a unit basis or
pected use. Where material in amount, in logical groups in accordance with other
such costs including initial inspection appropriate regulations.
and testing, installation, and similar ex- g. If noncompliances are found, the
penses shall be capitalized, auditor must ascertain their significance

(3) Donated assets which meet the and make the appropriate recommenda-
contractor's criteria for capitalization tions as outlined in 8-302.7.
shall be capitalized at their fair value.
This requirement also includes those as- 8-404.2 Illustrations
sets donated by the Federal government. The following illustrations are intend-

c. Tangible capital assets constructed ed to supplement the illustrations in
or fabricated by a contractor for its own paragraph 404.60 of the Standard. They
use shall be capitalized at amounts which are to be used as a guide in determining if
include all indirect costs properly alloca- noncompliance exists.
ble to such assets. This requires the a. Problem. A contractor has an estab-
capitalization of G&A expenses and the lished policy of capitalizing tangible as-
cost of money when such expenses are sets which have a service life in excess of
identifiable with the constructed asset two years and a cost of more than $1700.
and are material in amount. Application It enters into a contract which makes it
of the full costing techniques to govern- subject to this standard.
ment contract costing requires that full Solution. The contractor must change
consideration be given to the applicabili- its policy to conform to the maximum
ty of fixed overhead including G&A limitations of not more than two years
expenses and the cost of money to con- and $1,500. If costs are affected on CAS-
structed assets. Therefore, constructed covered contracts in existence before the
tangible capital assets which are identical requirement for the contractor to follow
with or similar to the contractor's normal this standard, they are subject to the
product should receive an appropriate equitable adjustment provision of FAR
share of all indirect cost including G&A 52.230-2(aX4)(i).
expenses and the cost of money. In b. Problem. A contractor has an exist-
addition, other constructed tangible capi- ing policy of capitalizing tangible assets
tal assets requiring significant indirect which have a service life of more than
support also should be burdened with one year and a cost of more than $300. It
their allocable share of these supporting enters into a contract which makes it
indirect costs including supporting G&A subject to the standard and suggests that
expenditures, where such costs are mate- the capitalization policy should be
rial. changed to two years and $1,500.

d. The provisions of the standard do Solution. The contractor's existinq poli-
not apply to special tooling and special cy is in conformance with the provisions
test equipment which are properly of the standard. Therefore, it is not
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required to make any changes to the does not include an allocation of G&A
policy. However, if it should choose to do expenses or cost of money. However,
so, the change must be made in accor- G&A expenses are allocated to similar
dance with the provisions of FAR facilities constructed or fabricated by the
52.230-2(aX4Xii). Under that paragraph contractor for its own use.
the change may not result at any in- Solution. CAS 404 applies only to
creased cost to the government, tangible capital assets acquired or con-

c. Problem. A contractor has a policy of structed for the contractor's own account.
capitalizing betterments and improve- Assets provided by a contractor in fulfill-
ments when the expenditures exceed five ing contract terms are not covered by this
percent of the current replacement value standard. However, even though facilities
percentdingshercurrentceeplacementcurluetcontracts are not subject to CAS 404,of buildings or 25 percent of the current they should be allocated G&A expense
replacement value of machinery and under CAS 410. In addition, cost of
equipment. The policy does not contain money should be considered an allowable
any dollar limitations. cost under FAR 31.205-10.

Solution. CAS 404.40(aX4) of the stan- f Problem. The contractor manufac-
dard provides that "The contractor's pol- tures Model X for the government. The
icy may designate higher minimum dollar contractor produces one unit of Model X
limitations . . . for betterments and im- for its own use. The contractor capital-
provements than the limitation estab- ized the asset at $37,500 ($25,000 mate-
lished in accordance with paragraph rial, $5,000 production labor and $7,500
(bX I) of this section, provided such high- overhead, reflecting the 150 percent an-
er limitations are reasonable in the con- nual overhead rate).
tractor's circumstances." Since the con- Solution. Model X was not capitalized
tractor's policy does not contain specific in accordance with CAS 404.50(b). When
dollar limits, it does not comply with the constructed assets are identical with the
standard. To correct the situation, the contractor's regular product, such assets
contractor could add specific not-to-ex- must be allocated their full share of
ceed dollar limitations. Betterments and indirect costs, including G&A expenses
improvements whose values are in excess and cost of money. Assuming that G&A
of the established limitations would be expenses, production overhead cost of
capitalized without regard to the percent- money, and G&A expense ost of mone
age relationship. However, the dollar rate for the year are 10%, 10% and I
limitations established by the contractor respectively, the asset should have beenlimiatins stalised b th cotratorcapitalized at $42,180, computed as fol-
must be reasonable in its circumstances. caos

d. Problem. An asset having a net book lows:
value of $1.5 million and cash of $1 Material $25,000
million is given in exchange for the Production Labor 5,000
acquisition of a new asset commonly sold Product;on Overhead (150%) 7,500
for $2 million. The contractor's policy is Cost of Money related (10%) 500
to capitalize the replacement as the sum
of the cash paid and the net book value of to Production Over-
the old asset. head

Solution. The contractor's policy does Subtotal 38,000
not comply with the standard. CAS
404.50(aXIXi) requires the contractor to G&A Expense (10%) 3,800
determine the amount equivalent to the Cost of Money related (1%) 380
cash price. The acquisition cost in this to G&A Expense
instance would be $2 million. The con- $42.180
tractor is required to remove the unde-
preciated value of the traded asset from
the asset accounts and capitalize the 8-405 Cost Accounting Standard 405
replacement asset for $2 million. - Accounting for Unallowable Costs

e. Problem. A contractor proposes to
construct a facility and install equipment The purpose of this standard is to
for the government. The proposed price facilitate the negotiation, audit, adminis-
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tration, and settlement of contracts. It d. A directly associated cost is any cost
contains guidelines on (1) identification which is generated solely as a result of
of costs specifically described as unallow- another incurred cost and which would
able, at the time such costs first become not have been incurred otherwise.
defined or authoritatively designated as e. Guidance concerning accounting for
unallowable and (2) the cost accounting unallowable costs and directly associated
treatment to be accorded such identified costs is set forth in FAR 31.201-6.
unallowable costs to promote the consis- f. The costs of any work project not
tent application of sound cost accounting contractually authorized, whether or not
principles covering all incurred costs. related to a proposed or existing contract,
The standard does not govern the allowa- shall be accounted for separately from
bility of costs which is a function of the costs of authorized work projects.
appropriate acquisition or reviewing au- g. All unallowable costs shall be subject
thority. The standard was effective I to the same cost accounting principles
April 1974, and is applicable to all CAS- governing cost allocability as allowable
covered contracts awarded after that costs.
date. (1) In circumstances where these unal-

lowable costs normally would be part of a
8-405.1 General regular indirect cost allocation base or

bases, they shall remain in such base ora. Costs expressly unallowable or mu- bases. This provision is based on the
tually agreed to be unallowable, including concept that "... the issues concerning
costs mutually agreed to be unallowable cost allocation arnd those relating to cost
directly associated costs, shall be identi- allowance are distinct and separate. Al-
fled and excluded from any billing, claim, lowability should not be a factor in the
or proposal applicable to a government selection or in the determination of the
contract. An expressly unallowable cost Is content of an allocation base used to
that which is specifically named and distribute a pool of indirect costs. The
stated to be unallowable by law, regula- appropriateness of a particular allocation
tion, or contract. base should be determined primarily in

b. Costs specifically designated as unal- terms of its distributive characteristics.
lowable or as directly associated unallow- Any selective fragmentation of that base
able costs in a written decision of a which eliminates given base elements for
contracting officer pursuant to contract only some of the relevant cost objectives
disputes procedures shall be identified if would produce a distortion in the result-
included or used in computing any bill- ing allocations."
ing, claim, or proposal applicable to a (2) Where directly associated costs are
government contract. part of an indirect cost pool that will be

c. Costs which are stated to be unallow- allocated over a base containing the unal-
able in a written decision issued by a lowable cost with which it is associated,
contracting officer pursuant to disputes they shall remain in the pool and be
clause procedures are required to be allocated through the regular allocation
identified by the contractor. This in- process. According to the CASB, to do
cludes costs claimed by a contractor to be otherwise under these circumstances,
allowable but stated by a contracting could result in double counting.
officer in a written decision to be unal- h. The standard does not specify the
lowable because the costs are not alloca- nature of records required except that
ble costs of the contract under which they they be adequate to establish and main-
are being claimed. Therefore if the con- tain visibility of identified unallowable
tractor ails to identify claimed costs costs (including directly associated costs),
determined by the contracting officer to their accounting status in terms of their
be unallowable because they are not allocability to contract cost objectives,
allocable, the contractor is in noncompli- and their cost accounting treatment. Un-
ance and the procedures in CAS 405 allowable costs do not have to be identi-
should be followed. (See CAS Working fled when, based upon considerations of
Group Paper 77-13.) materiality, the government and the con-
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tractor agree on an alternate method that sequently, the contractor should be per-
satisfies the purpose of the standard. mitted to recover its total G&A expense

i. If noncompliances are found, the pool.
auditor must ascertain the significance of Solution. The auditor should report
the problem and make recommendations this to the contracting officer as noncom-
as outlined in 8-302.7. pliance with CAS 405.40(d) and (e).

d. Problem. The contractor's estab-
8-405.2 Illustrations lished practice is to include overtime

The following illustrations are intend- premium applicable to direct and indi-
ed to supplement those in paragraph rect labor in overhead. The contractor
405.60 of the standard. They will help allocates total overhead to total direct
auditors determine if the contractor is labor. The contractor performs and sepa-
complying with the standard. rately accounts for certain direct labor

a. Problem. For the past several years, associated with a work project which a
an auditor has questioned the allowabili- government contract specifically does not
ty of part of the costs in a contractor's authorize. Both the unauthorized and
business luncheon account as entertain- authorized projects under the contract
ment expenses. The final cost questioned required overtime work. The contractor
as negotiated by the contracting officer computes the overhead rate applicable to
for those years has always included a final billing under the contract by includ-
large portion of the amount the auditor ing overtime premium applicable to all
recommended for disapproval. In esti- work projects in the overhead pool andmating the new forward pricing and direct labor applicable to all work
provisional billing rates, the contractor projects in the base.
reduced the estimated rates in anticipa- Solution. The contractor complies with
tion of similar cost questioned. The con- CAS 405.40(e) since it separately ac-
tractor rates are based on a projection of counts for costs of unauthorized and
cost incurred in prior years. authorized work projects. Also, the con-

Solution. CAS 405.50(c) permits the tractor's overhead rate computation corn-
government and the contractor to agree plies with CAS 405.40(e) which states.
on a method, other than specific identifi- "Where a directly associated cost (over-
cation, as long as that method satisfies time premium, in this illustration) is part
the standard. If applicable, the Disclosure of a category of costs normally included
Statement should be amended to reflect in an indirect cost pool that will be
this. allocated over a base containing the unal-

b. Problem. Another contractor under lowable cost with which it is associated,
circumstances similar to those above de- such a directly associated cost shall be
clines to adjust the estimated forward retained in the indirect cost pool and be
pricing and provisional billing rates. allocated through the regular allocation

Solution. The auditor should report process."
this noncompliance with the standard as
described in 8-302.7. 8-406 Cost Accounting Standard 406

c. Problem. A contractor performed - Cost Accounting Period
some unauthorized work under a cost
type prime contract. The contracting offi- The purpose of this standard is to
cer decided to disallow the cost (direct provide criteria for selecting the time
and indirect cost) specifically related to periods to be used as cost accounting
the unauthorized work. The contractor periods for contract cost estimating, ac-
adjusted the accounting records and the cumulating, and reporting. It will reduce
billings to identify the unallowable pro- the effects of variations in the flow of
duction costs. However, in calculating costs within each cost accounting period.
the G&A total cost input base, the con- It will also enhance objectivity, consis-
tractor excluded the unallowable contract •ency, and verifiability and promote uni-
cost. It stated that the incurred cost for formity and comparability in contract
unauthorized work did not affect the cost measurements. The standard was
amount of G&A expenses incurred; con- effective I July 1974 and must be applied
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in the next fiscal year after receipt of accounting period not materially differ-
CAS-covered contract. ent from that which otherwise would be

obtained.
8406.1 General e. Contractors shall follow consistent

a. The cost accounting period used by a practices in selecting the cost accounting
contractor must be either (1) its fiscal period or periods in which any types of
year or (2) a fixed annual period other expense and any types of adjustment to
than its fiscal year if agreed to by the expense (including prior period adjust-
government. Where a contractor's cost ments) are accumulated and allocated.
accounting period differs from the re- f. Indirect cost allocation rates, based
porting period required by the Renegotia- on estimates, which are used for the
tion Act of 1951, as amended (50 U.S.C. purpose of expediting the closing of con-
App. 1211-1233), the latter may be used tracts which are terminated or completed
for such reporting. All rates used for prior to the end of a cost accounting
estimating, accumulating, and reporting period need not be those finally deter-
(including public vouchers and progress mined or negotiated for that cost ac-
payment billings) must be based on the counting period. They shall, however, be
contractor cost accounting period, developed to represent a full cost ac-

b. A transitional cost accounting period counting period, except as provided in c.
other than a year shall be used whenever above. Additional guidance for the allo-
a change of fiscal year occurs. It may be a cation of overhead costs in such situa-
period more or less than a year, but not tions is contained in 6-605c.
more than 15 months. g. If noncompliances are found, the

c. Costs of an indirect function which auditor must ascertain their significance
exist for only a part of a cost accounting and make the appropriate recommenda-
period may be allocated to cost objectives tions as outlined in 8-302.7.
of that same part of the period. However,
such cost must be material, accumulated 8-407 Cost Accounting Standard 407
in a separate indirect cost pool, and
allocated on the basis of an appropriate - Use of Standard Costs for Direct
direct measure of the activity or output Material and Direct Labor
of the function during that part of tfle
period, a. The purpose of this standard is to

d. The same cost accounting period provide criteria (1) under which standard
shall be used for accumulating costs in an costs may be used for estimating accumu-
indirect cost pool as for establishing its lating, and reporting costs of direct mate-
allocation base. However, in the prefato- rial and direct labor and (2) relating to
ry comments the CASB stated that al- the establishment of standards, accumu-
though as a matter of principle it does not lation of standard costs, and accumula-
agree that mismatched periods are prop- tion and disposition of variances from
er, it recognizes the value of appropriate standard costs. The standard was effec-
expedients where cost allocations are not tive 1 October 1974 and must be fol-
expected to be materially affected. There- lowed in the next fiscal year after the
fore, the standard provides for the use of award of a CAS-covered contract.
a different period for establishing an b. The standard does not cover stan-
allocation base when agreed to by the dards used for overhead, service centers,
parties if (1) the practice is necessary to nor preestablished measures used solely
obtain significant administrative conve- for estimating.
nience, (2) the practice is consistently c. Using the standard for government
followed by the contractor, (3) the annual contract costing is the contractor's op-
period used is representative of the activ- tion. Contractors are not required to
ity of the cost accounting period for establish standard cost accounting sys-
which the indirect costs to !se allocated tems or use established standard cost
are accumulated, and (4) the practice can accounting systems, intended for man-
reasonably be expected to provide a agement purposes, for costing govern-
distribution to cost objectives of the cost ment work. However, they are required
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to follow the provisions of the standard if d. If noncompliances are found, the
they choose to cost government contracts auditor must ascertain their significance
through a standard cost accounting sys- and make the appropriate recommenda-
tern. tions as outlined in 8-302.7.

"8-407.1 General 8-407.2 Illustrations
Use of a standard cost accounting The following illustrations are intend-

system to cost government contracts is to supplem
permitted only when it meets the follow- 407.60 of the standard. They are to be
ing criteria: used as the indard. T ther a

a. The standard costs must be entered used as a guide in determining whether a
into the books of account. However, contractor's practices comply with the
properly computed variances may be provisions of the standard.
allocated by memorandum worksheet ad- a. Problem. A contractor who manufac-
justments rather than entered in the tures radios of various configurations has
books of account. established labor-rate standards and vari-

b. The standard costs and related vari- ance accounts by department; i.e., fabri-
ances must be appropriately accounted cation, minor assembly, final assembly,
for at the level of the production unit. A and test. The functions performed within
production unit is defined as "A grouping each department are similar, the employ-
of activities which either uses homoge- ees involved are interchangeable, and the
neous inputs of direct material and direct inputs of direct material are homoge-
labor or yields homogeneous outputs neous. Each variance account is distribut-
such that the costs or statistics related to ed annually on the basis of the depart-
these homogeneous inputs or outputs are ment's labor dollars. The contractor's
appropriate as bases for allocating vari- practices are stated in writing, consistent-
ances." This concept of homogeneity ly followed, and the standard costs are
should permit contractors a degree of entered into the books of account.
flexibility in setting and revising stan- Solution. The contractor's practice
dards on the basis of individual needs complies with the standard because it
and circumstances and still provide for meets the following requirements.
the proper cost assignment of variances. (1) The practices are written, entered
Under this concept a single product man- into the books, and consistently followed
ufacturer would be permitted to have one (CAS 407.40(a) and (c)).
labor variance account for the entire (2) The labor-rate standards cover em-
plant, while a multiproduct manufacturer ployees performing similar functions
would be required to have a variance within each category, and the employees
account for each product line and/or for are interchangeable with respect to the
the various common part subproduct functions performed (CAS 407.50(aX3)).
lines. (3) Each department qualifies as a

c. The practices with respect to the production unit because (1) each is a
setting and revising of standards, use of grouping of activities which use homoge-
standard costs, and disposition of vari- neous inputs of direct material and direct
ances must be stated in writing and labor, in this case labor with similar skills
consistently followed. The written state- and efforts, and (2) the direct labor costs
ment of practices shall include bases and (homogeneous inputs) are an appropriate
criteria used in setting and revising stan- basis for allocating variances (CAS
dards; the period during which standards 407.30(aX7)).
are to remain effective; the level, such as NOTE: Since the employees are inter-
ideal or realistic, at which material-quan- changeable and efforts performed on the
tity standards and labor-time standards radios are similar, the allocation on the
are set; and conditions, such as those basis of direct labor dollars will result in a
expected to prevail at the beginning of a reasonably valid assignment of the labor
period, which material-price standards rate variances (differences between actual
and labor-rate standards are designed to and standard rates) among the radio
reflect. configurations (units of output).
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(4) Standard cost and related variances the functions performed on the other
are appropriately accounted for at the radios. The standard's definition of pro-
level of the production unit (CAS duction unit includes the requirement
407.40(b) and 407.50(c)). that, ". . . the costs or statistics relating

(5) The variances are allocated to cost to these homogeneous inputs or outputs
objectives annually on the basis of labor are appropriate as basis for allocating
cost at standard (CAS 407.50(dX)1)). variances" (CAS 407.30(bX7)). One

NOTE: CAS 407.50(aX2) states, ". . . course of corrective action would be to
where only either the labor rate or labor subdivide the fabrication and testing de-
time is set at standard, with the other partments in a manner which would
component stated at actual, the result of permit separate accounting for the labor
the multiplication shall be treated as cost variances applicable to A and D
labor cost at standard." configurations separate from the other

b. Problem. Another contractor who configurations. This correction would re-
manufactures the same general types of suit in establishing separate bases and
radios having various configurations has would then be appropriate for allocating
establishedI labor-time standards by de- the separate variance accounts.
partment; i.e., fabrication, assembly, fi- c. Problem. In a current proposal, a
nal assembly, and test. The functions contractor with a standard cost system
performed within each department are prices the bill of materials with quota-
not materially disparate except for the tions rather than with its material price
fabrication and testing of A and D radio standards. The contractor's written state-
configurations. The functions required ment of practices, prepared to comply
for the A and D configurations differ with paragraph 407.50(a)(1), states that
significantly from the others in terms of material price standards are revised ef-
operations and complexity (complicated fective 1 January each year and remain in
circuitry, finer tolerances, more detailed effect until the end of the calendar year.
wiring, etc.). The employees involved are The proposed contract will be performed
interchangeable, and the inputs of direct in the current calendar year.
material are homogeneous. The labor Solution. The use of quotations to price
hours required for efforts performed the bill of materials violates CAS 401. It
within the departments for each configu- is inconsistent with the practice of mea-
ration of the radios differ, however, this suring direct material cost by standards
has been recognized in establishing the and variances. The bill of materials
standards for each configuration. The should be priced with the material price
labor-time variances (difference between standards currently in effect. The amount
total department standard hours and to- of material price variances that will be
tal department actual hours) are accumu- allocated to the contract from production
lated by department and distributed an- units should be estimated separately.
nually to each configuration within each [Note: There could be significant differ-
department on the basis of the depart- ence between the amount of material cost
ment's direct labor dollars (standard la- estimated with quotations and the
bor hours at actual rates). The contrac- amount estimated by standards and vari-
tor's practices are stated in writing and ances. A difference would result, for
consistently followed and standard cost is example, if quotations are for the quanti-
entered into the books of account. ties required for the proposed contract

Solution.The contractor's practice as and standards are based on economic
applicable to the fabrication and testing order quantities for all of the contractor's
departments does not comply with the business.]
standard. These departments do not d. Problem. Same as c., with the excep-
qualify as production units because direct tion that the proposed contract will be
labor dollars are not an appropriate base performed in the next calendar year.
for allocating the labor-time variance to Material price standards have not been
all radios on a pro rata basis since established for that year.
functions performed on the A and D Solution. The use of quotations would
radios are significantly disparate from be acceptable provided they are the basis
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for estimates of next year's material price employer is liable to pay the employee for
standards. compensated personal absence, such ser-

vice may be treated as creating entitle-
8-408 Cost Accounting Standard 408 ment, provided the contractor does so
- Accounting for Costs of consistently.
Compensated Personal Absence (2) If the employer's plan or custom

provides that entitlement is to be deter-
The purpose of this standard is to mined on the first calendar day or the

establish criteria for measuring and allo- first business day of a cost accounting
cating the costs of compensated personal period, entitlement will be consideredcarig te cstsof ompnsaed ersnalearned in the preceding cost accounting
absences to final cost objectives. These period.
costs include compensation paid by con- d.tracorsto heirempoyes fo suh bne- d. When there is no liability for pay-
tractors to their employees for such bene- ment of unused entitlement on layoff,fits as vacation, sick leave, holiday, mili- such costs will be considered to be earnedtary leave, etc. The standard was effective in the period in which paid. In this case,
1 July 1975. It must be followed in the the accrual method is not permitted.
next fiscal year after receiving a CAS- e. Each plan or custom must be re-
covered contract. viewed individually to determine when
8-408.1 General entitlement is earned. If a plan or custom

is changed, a new determination of enti-
a. The provisions of the standard re- tlement must also be made. In reviewing

quire that the costs of compensated per- each individual plan, the auditor will
sonal absence be assigned to the cost make use of the contractor's written
accounting period in which entitlement is policies and procedures and any prior
earned in accordance with the contrac- reviews included in the FAO permanent
tot's plan or custom. The standard de- files. However, there may be instances,
fines compensated personal absence as particularly at smaller contractor loca-"any absence from work for reasons such tions, where written policies and proce-
as illness, vacation, holidays, jury duty, dures do not exist. In these circum-
military training, or personal activities, stances, the auditor will evaluate the
for which an employer pays compensa- "custom" of the employer for paying
tion directly to an employee." Addition- compensation for personal absences.
ally it defines entitlement as "an employ- f. Various contractor sources may pro-
ee's right, whether conditional or uncon- vide the needed information for deter-
ditional to receive a determinable mining entitlement. Examples include
amount of compensated personal ab- personnel records and memoranda, cor-
sence, or pay in lieu thereof." These porate minutes relating to costs of per-
conditions required many contractors sonal absences, financial statements and
which had previously recorded such costs accounts relating to compensation for
when paid to revise their accounting personal absence, and the appropriate
practices to accrue the costs over the journal entries supporting the books of
period during which the qualifying ser- account.
vice was performed. g. The liability to be accrued is the total

b. Entitlement is recognized on the amount the contractor is obligated to pay
accrual basis only in the cost accounting for each plan in the event of layoff,
period in which there arises a liability to notwithstanding that the employee may
pay compensation in the event of layoff forfeit some or all of the entitlement if
or other nondisciplinary termination of she or he were to resign voluntarily. The
employment, liability will be adjusted for anticipated

c. The standard supplements these re- nonutilization, if it is expected to be
quirements with the following clarifying material.
comments: (1) The use of either current wage rates

(1) If the employer's plan or custom or anticipated wage rates at the time of
provides that a new employee must com- payment is permitted provided such rates
plete a probationary period before the are applied consistently.
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(2) The standard also permits the op- may also be required. This accrual is also
tion of calculating the accrued liability to be placed in suspense. The suspense
either on an individual employee basis or amount to be charged in each cost ac-
on a total plan basis. A contractor choos- counting period will be computed as
ing to estimate the total cost of all described above.
employees in the plan may use sample k. The costs of personal absence must
data, experience, etc. The auditor should be allocated among cost objectives on an
review the data used to assure that the annualized basis, except as permitted by
classes and types of employees included the provisions of CAS 406 - Cost Ac-
are representative of the employee group counting Period. However, the allocation
during the period for wNich the liability is rate may be revised during a cost ac-
being accrued. counting period based on revised esti-

h. As noted previously, many contrac- mates of period totals.
tors record costs of personal absences i. If noncompliances are found, the
only when paid, but under the standard auditor must ascertain their significance
they will now be required to accrue such and make appropriate recommendations
costs. Therefore, in the year of conver- as outlined in 8-302.7.
sion, two years' expenses are recorded -
the costs paid during the year and the 8-408.2 Illustrations
accrual for costs earned during the year The following illustrations are intend-
but to be paid in a future year. To ed to supplement those in paragraph
prevent a double charge to government 408.60 of the standard. They are to be
contracts, the standard requires contrac- used as a guide in determining whether a
tors to defer the initial accrual through contractor's practices comply with the
the use of a suspense account. Whenever provisions of the standard.
the balance in the suspense account at the a. Problem. A contractor has a program
beginning of the cost accounting period whereby an employee on reaching a cer-
exceeds the contractor's corresponding tain level within the management struc-
liability for compensated absence at the ture becomes entitled to a 3-month sab-
end of the same cost accounting period, batical vacation with pay on completion
the contractor is permitted to reduce the of five years of service. No entitlement to
suspense account until it is equal to the the sabbatical vests in the employee until
liability. The amount by which the sus- it is actually taken. If the employee were
pense account is so reduced becomes an to be terminated prior to the completion
additional cost of compensated personal of five years, she or he would not be paid.
absence for that cost accounting period. The contractor becomes subject to CAS

i. There may also be instances where 408 and wishes to accrue the cost of the
the contractor's practice is to accrue only sabbatical vacation ratably over the 5-
a portion of the estimated liability re- year eligibility period.
quired by the standard. In such cases, the Solution. This contractor may not ac-
contractor must revise its accounting crue the cost of the sabbatical vacation
practices to accrue the balance of the since its present policy does not meet the
liability, as required by the standard. The criteria for accrual required by CAS
amount of the additional accrual must be 408.50(bX I). Under this provision, enti-
placed in a suspense account, as de- tlement is recognized on the accrual basis
scribed above. In such cases, it should in the same cost accounting period in
also be noted that, in comparing the which the employer becomes liable to pay
amount in suspense to the year end compensation in the event of layoff (vest-
liability, only that part of the liability ed). However, under this contractor's
which corresponds to the suspense ac- policy, the employee would not be paid if
count, i.e., the liability for benefits not terminated prior to the completion of 5
recognized under the previous account- years. In this case, the contractor would
inm practice, should be used. be subject to the provisions of CAS

j. If a plan or custom is changed or a 408.50(bX3) which require that when no
new plan or custom is adopted by the liability exists for the payment of unused
employer, an initial or additional accrual entitlement on layoff, the cost of the
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compensated personal absence is to be layoff, even thouh some employees may
recorded in the cost accounting period in voluntarily terminate and forfeit their
which the leave is taken and/or paid. If entitlement. Therefore, the contractor, in
the contractor changed its present policy determining its liability at 31 March
to provide for a pro rata vesting (that is, 1988, should include both the amount
payment on a pro rata basis in the event earned for service between 1 April 1987
of termination) over the 5-year eligibility and 31 December 1987, and the amount
period, then the accrual for the sabbatical earned for service between I January
vacation would be acceptable. 1988 and 31 March 1988. This liability

b. Problem. The contractor has a vaca- should be reduced for anticipated forfei-
tion plan which provides that an employ- tures, if material, as required by CAS
ee who has been employed at least one 408.50(cX2). It should be noted that in
year at 31 December becomes entitled to fiscal year ended 31 March 1987, if this is
80 hours of vacation, starting no earlier the contractor's initial compliance with
than the following I May, provided the the standard, the contractor would have
individual is still employed at that time. been required under CAS 408.50(dX1)
If the employee were to be laid off prior and (3) to place in suspense the excess of
to I May 1988, he or she would be paid any accrual required by the standard as
on I May 1988 for the vacation earned as of 31 March 1987 over the amount it
of 31 December 1987. If the employee would have accrued under the previous
were still in layoff status as of I May accounting method and amortize such
1989, she or he would then be paid for suspense account in accordance with the
any vacation earned between I January terms of the standard.
1988 and the date of layoff. However, if c. Problem. The following is an exam-
the employee were to quit voluntarily ple of how to use the suspense account in
before 1 May 1988, he or she would a partial accrual situation: Company A
forfeit the right to vacation pay. The has a union agreement which requires it
contractor's fiscal year ends 31 March to pay hourly employees for unused vaca-
1988 under CAS 408 to reflect its liability tion on layoff. The company follows a
for vacation pay. similar custom with salaried employees,

Solution. CAS 4031-40(a) requires that although, it is not required to do so by
the cost of vacation pay be assigned to any written agreement. Company At
the cost accounting period or periods in practice has been to accrue the cost of the
which the entitlement was earned. In this vested vacation for the hourly employees
case, vacation was earned during the but to recognize the cost of salaried
annual period ending on" 31 December vacations only at the time of payment.
1987. Although retention on the payroll Company A must comply with CAS 408
or reemployment status is required to beginning on 1 January 1986 and must
actually receive the vacation at I May revise its accounting practice according-
1988, the estimated vacation liability ly.
amount has already been determined by Solution. The total vacation cost deter-
the preceding 31 December. In addition, mination is shown below in the form
CAS 408.50(bX1) establishes the liability illustrated in the standard, followed by
to be recognized as that amount of vaca- the same calculation in columnar form,
tion pay which would be payable on as follows:
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Format Used in CAS
408.60

Hourly Salaried Total
Employees Employees Employees

(000) (000) (000)
1986 beginning liability:

With standard $ 500 $ 100 S 600
Without standard 500 500

Amount to be held in suspense
(CAS 408.50(d) (I)) 0 100 100

1986 ending liability 400 80 480
Plus paid in 1986 475 95 570
Subtotal 875 175 1,050

Less 1986 beginning liability 500 100 600
1986 vacation cost, basic amount 375 75 450

Amount in suspense at beginning of 1986 0 100 100
Less 1986 ending liability 0 80 80
Suspense to be written off in 1986:

additional 1986 vacation cost
(CAS 408.50(d) (3)) 0 20 20

1986 basic vacation cost 375 75 450
Plus 1986 writeoff of suspense

(CAS 408.50(d) (3)) 0 20 20
1986 total vacation cost $ 375 $ 95 S 470

Columnar Format

Vacation
Vacation Vacation Suspense Ref.
Liability Cost Cash Account Note

(000) (000) (000) (000)
Beginning liability
without standard $ 500 a
Suspense account 100 $ 100 c

Beginning liablity
with standard 600 100 b

1986 earned vacation 450 $ 450 d
1986 vacation pay 570 $ 570 e

Subtotal 480 450 570 100 b
Adjust suspense account 20 20 g

Balances, 12/31/86 $ 480 $ 470 S 570 $ 80 f

Notes to Columnar Format b. Represents the beginning liability
a. Represents the beginning liability amount accrued for both the hourly and

amount accrued for the hourly employees salaried employees as required by the
under the contractor's previous method. standard.
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c. Represents the setup of the suspense 408.40(a) requires that holiday pay be
amount for the increase in vacation lia- assigned to the cost accounting period in
bility for salaried vacations as required which it is earned. Under the contractor's
by the standard. policy, entitlement occurs when the holi-

d. Represents the increase in liability day is taken. Therefore, the contractor
for the total vacation cost earned by may recognize in 1986 only the costs of
employees during the cost accounting holidays which occurred in 1986. It
period, should be noted that a contractor whose

e. Represents the reduction in liability fiscal year ends on 31 December may
for the amount paid to employees during elect to recognize the costs of the I
the cost accounting period. January holiday either in the year in

f. Represents the ending liability which it occurs or in the preceding year,
amount for the cost accounting period as provided whichever policy is adopted, it
well as other account balances resulting is followed consistently.
from the transactions discussed above.
The total ending liability of $480 thou- 8-409 Cost Accounting Standard 409
sand is composed of $400 thousand for - Depreciation of Tangible Capital
hourly vacations and $80 thousand for Assets
salaried vacations.

g. The amount in suspense ($100 thou-
sand as discussed in c. above) should be This standard provides criteria for as-
compared with that portion of the vaca- signing costs of tangible capital assets to
tion liability at the end of the year, which cost accounting periods and should en-tionliailiy a th en oftheyea, wich hance objectivity and consisteny in their
represents the same type of expense c t
charged to suspense account ($80 thou- allocation. The standard was effective I
sand for salaried vacations as discussed July 1975 and must be followed for all
in f. above). As the amount in suspense tangible assets acquired in the next fiscal
exceeds the ending liability, the excess year after receipt of a CAS-covered con-
($20 thousand) will be charged to the tract. The standard does not apply where
vacation cost earned during the year and compensation for tangible capital asset
the suspense account balance will be usage is based on use allowances as
reduced by the amount of the excess. provided in Office of Management and

This illustration presented one accept- Budget Circular No. A-21 and A-87 or
able method for comparing the amount other appropriate acquisition regulations.
in suspense with the liability at the end of 8491 G
the year. Other methods, such as specific
employee identification, may also pro- a. Estimated residual values must be
vide a reasonable satisfaction of the stan- determined for all tangible capital assets
dard's requirements. The method used or groups of assets. The residual values
should achieve a comparison of like must be deducted from the capitalized
items for authorization of the amount value in computing the depreciable cost
held in suspense. base, except where (I) the estimated

d. Problem. A contractor has a fiscal residual value of tangible personal prop-
year ending 31 December. Under this erty does not exceed 10 percent of the
existing practice, the contractor begins to capitalized cost or (2) either the declining
accrue for each holiday one year in balance method or class-life-asset-range
advance. For example, the anticipated system is used. The standard prohibits
cost of holiday pay for 4 July 1987 would the depreciation of assets or asset groups
be accrued in 12 monthly increments below their residual value, including tan-
beginning July 1986 and extending gible personal property for which the 10
through June 1987. However, under the percent or less residual value was not
contractor's policy, entitlement for holi- deducted in computing the depreciable
day pay occurs only in the cost account- cost base. However, this does not apply
ing period when the holiday is taken. to individual assets within a group where

Solution. The contractor's practice assets are accounted for by groups. The
does not comply with CAS 408. CAS auditor should test asset values identified
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on contractor depreciation schedules or will be used only until the required
tax returns to ensure that residual values records are available.
are properly deducted from capitalized (4) In special circumstances, contract-
costs. ing parties may negotiate a shorter esti-

b. The estimated service life of the mated service life if it can be reasonably
tangible capital asset, over which the projected.
depreciated cost is assigned, must reason- c. The contractor may select any appro-
ably approximate the actual period of priate method of depreciation which re-
usefulness to its current owner, consider- flects the pattern of consumption of ser-
ing such factors as obsolescence and vices over the life of the asset. For
required quality and quantity of output. example, an accelerated method is appro-
The estimated service life can exclude priate where the expected consumption
standby or incidental use periods, provid- of services is greatest in the early years of
ed adequate records substantiate the the asset life. The method used for finan-
withdrawal of such assets from active cial accounting must be used for contract
use. Expected periods of useful life must costing unless it does not reasonably
be based on recorded past experience, as reflect expected consumption or is unac-
modified for expected changes in operat- ceptable for Federal income tax purposes.
ing practices, obsolescence, or quantity of (1) Financial accounting methods are
products produced. However, the con- expected to approximate the pattern of
tractor must justify estimated service consumption of services. Therefore, if the
lives which deviate from the previously contractor continues to use previous
experienced lives. (See CAS Working methods found to be acceptable to the
Group Paper 78-22.) government on similar assets for finan-

(1) The standard requires the contrac- cial accounting, no additional support of
tor to maintain adequate records which existing method will ordinarily be re-
identify the age of the asset or asset group quired. The auditor, however, is respon-
at retirement or withdrawal from active sible for ensuring that the depreciation
use. The record should contain such methods generally reflect the pattern of
information as asset acquisi- consumption of services. Consequently,
tion/disposition dates, date asset was the auditor's compliance review should
withdrawn from active service, and any include limited tests of existing usage
other factors that directly influence asset records to determine that no gross distor-
lives. The record need not be maintained tions in depreciation costs result from
solely for fixed asset accounting; it may these depreciation methods. If a gross
be a record used for such other purposes distortion is indicated as a result of that
as property insurance, income/property limited test, the review should be expand-
taxes, property control, or maintenance. ed to determine whether the distortion is

(2) If supporting records are not avail- material enough to warrant a change in
able on the date the contractor must first the contractor's depreciation method.
comply with the standard, the estimated (2) A depreciation method selected for
service lives should be those used for newly acquired assets which differs from
financial accounting. However, the re- the depreciation method currently used
quired supporting records must be devel- for like assets in similar circumstances
oped by the end of the second fiscal year must be supported by the contractor's
after that date and used as a basis for projection of expected consumption of
estimated service lives on assets subse- services.
quently acquired. d. Depreciation costs are generally allo-

(3) When a new asset is acquired for cated as indirect costs to the cost objec-
which the contractor has no available tives for which the assets provide service.
data or prior experience, the estimated They may be charged directly to cost
service life must be based on projection objectives at average rates only if the
of the expected useful life. The projection charges are based on usage and the costs
cannot be less than the midrange period of all like assets used for similar purposes
for asset guideline classes established are also charged directly. Depreciation
under IRS Revenue Procedure 72-10 and costs for assets included in service cen-
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ters, where significant, must be charged 8-409.2 Illustrations
to the service center. The following illustrations are intend-

e. Changes to estimated service lives, ed to supplement those in paragraph
residual values, or consumption of ser- 409.60 of the standard. They are to be
vices may be required as a result of
significantly changed circumstances. Any used as a guide in determining whether a
resulting adjustment to the undepreciat- contractor's practices comply with the
ed cost will be assigned only to the cost standard.
accounting period in which the change a. Problem. Based on a sample of asset
occurs and to subsequent periods. No dispositions/withdrawals for the last
retroactive adjustments will be made. three years, the contractor now estimates

f. The standard outlines the following 10 years service life for lathes. The rec-
accounting treatment for gains or losses ords in the sample supporting the 10-year
associated with the disposition of tangi- life classified several machines as "with-
ble capital assets. drawn from active use" although the

(1) Where the asset is disposed of machines are still on hand, in good
without an exchange, the gain or loss is working condition, and physically locat-
generally treated as an adjustment to the ed in the plant machine shop. Neither the
appropriate indirect expense pool in the property records nor any other records
cost accounting period in which the dis- reflected any change in the assets from
position occurs. However, the auditor active to inactive status. Records reflect a
should be aware that, in such circum- comparatively low usage of these specific
stances, the standard limits the gain to be
recognized for contract costing purposes machines for the past year due to a slack
to the difference between the asset's period.
original acquisition cost and its net book Solution. The machines should not be
value, classified as "Withdrawn from active

(2) Where an asset is exchanged for like use" unless the contractor provides ade-
property, two options are available to the quate documentation substantiating the
contractor: either the gain or loss can be change in status. Machines temporarily
recognized as discussed above, or the idled for lack of work are not "withdrawn
depreciable cost base of the new asset from active service." The contractor's
may be adjusted for the entire gain or written policies and procedures should
loss. define (1) the conditions under which

(3) Where an asset disposition results capital assets may be withdrawn from
from an involuntary conversion and the active use and (2) the property records
asset is replaced by a similar asset, the which must be prepared for processing
same two options as described above for the asset from active to inactive status.
exchanges of like property are available The records should clearly support that
to the contractor. assets "withdrawn from active service"

(4) Where assets are grouped, gains or
losses are not recognized. Instead they are in actuality intended only for standby
are processed through the accumulated or incidental use.
depreciation account. b. Problem. Contractor purchases vari-

g. If noncompliances are found, the ous tangible capital assets in FY 19XX
auditor must ascertain their significance and sells them seven years later. Informa-
and make appropriate recommendations tion pertinent to the acquisition and sale
as outlined in 8-302.7. is as follows:
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Capitalized

Capital Acquisition Current Net
Equipment Cost Book Value Sales Price

Lathe $30,000 $10,000 $32,000
Truck $ 5,000 $ -0- $ 100
Fork Lift $10,000 $ 3,000 $ 2,000

Depreciation expense over the seven years was allocated to manufacturing
overhead.

Solution. The contractor will allocate gains and losses to manufacturing overhead in
the year of sale as follows:

(Gain)

Capital or
Equipment Loss
Lathe ($20,000)
Truck ($100)
Fork Lift $ 1,000

* Gain or loss is the difference between amount realized on disposition and its
undepreciated balance ($32,000 - $10,000 = $22,000); however, per CAS
409.50(jX1), for contract costing purposes, the gain must be limited to the difference
between the original acquisition cost of the asset and its undep-reciated balance
($30,000 - $10,000 = $20,000).

c. Problem. The capitalized cost of a 8-410 Cost Accounting Standard 410 -
lathe is $50,000. The lathe is projected to Allocation of Business Unit General and
have a residual value of $4,500 and an Administrative Expenses to Final Cost
estimated service life of 10 years. The Objectives
contractor utilizes a straight-line depreci- a. This standard provides criteria for
ation method. the allocation of general and administra-

Solution. Because the $4,500 residual tive (G&A) expenses to final cost objec-
value is less than 10 percent of the tives and furnishes guidelines for the type
capitalized cost, the annual depreciation of expense that should be included in the
charges may be based on a depreciable G&A expense pool. It also establishes
cost base of $50,000. However, since that G&A expense shall be allocated on a
CAS 409.50(h) provides that no deprecia- cost input base which represents total
tion costs will be charged which would activity. Contractors presently using the
significantly reduce an asset below its sales or cost of sales allocation base have
residual value, the depreciation cost in the option of changing to the cost input
the tenth year should be reduced to $500, allocation base as soon as they become
as computed below: subject to the standard or selecting the
Depreciable cost base $50,000 special transition method described in
Accumulated depreciation 9 Appendix A of the standard. Notably, the

years @ $5,000 per year $45,000 special transition method permits the
10th year @ 500 Soo continued use of the sales or cost of sales

45.500 base to cost those CAS-covered contracts
Net book value at end of existing on the date the contractor is

10th year (equals residual required to comply with this standard.
value) $ 4, The standard will increase the likelihood

of achieving objectivity in the allocation
of expenses to final cost objectives and
comparability of cost data among con-
tractors in similar circumstances.
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b. The standard was effective I Octo- that a portion of G&A expense allocated
ber 1976 and must be followed in the to contracts is unallowable in the same
next fiscal year after receipt of a CAS- ratio as unallowable base costs are to
covered contract to which the standard is total base costs allocated to a contract.
applicable. The issue was resolved on 28 December

c. See CAS Working Group Papers 78- 1993 by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
21 and 79-24 for guidance issued by the Federal Circuit (No. 93-1025). The Court
CAS Working Group on CAS 410. upheld the Government position, stating

that FAR 31.203(c) is primarily an allow-
8-410.1 General ability provision which does not conflict

a. Business Unit G&A Expense Pool with the CAS 410 requirement that G&A
(1) The G&A expenses must be be allocated only to final cost objectives.

grouped in a separate indirect cost pool (3) Selling costs may be accounted for
and allocated only to final cost objec- in the G&A expense pool or in a separate
tives. For an expense to be classified as pool. CAS 410 takes a permissive posi-
G&A, it must be incurred for managing tion. It does not provide guidelines on
and administering the whole business how selling costs should be allocated.
unit. Therefore, those management ex- When an analysis of selling costs dis-
penses that can be more directly mea- closes that a significant and dispropor-
sured by a base other than cost input tionate amount of the activity relates to
should be removed from the G&A ex- sales, CAS 410.40(d) and 410.50(b)(1)
pense pool. For example, expenses such require that the costs be removed from
as program management, procurement, the G&A pool and allocated on a causal
subcontract administration, G&A-type or beneficial relationship to business unit
expenses incurred for another segment, cost objectives. When the inclusion of
etc. should not be identified as G&A selling costs in the G&A pool results in a
expenses. They should be the subject of a disproportionate allocation to the gov-
separate distribution in reasonable pro- ernment, a noncompliance report should
portion to the benefits received. How- be issued. When the inclusion of selling
ever, immatzrial expenses which are not costs in the G&A pool results in a dispro-
G&A may be included in the G&A ex- portionate allocation which benefits the
pense pool. The G&A expense pool may government or is insignificant, a techni-
be combined with other expenses allocat- cal noncompliance report should be is-
ed to final cost objectives if (I) the base sued. The technical noncompliance re-
for the combined pool is appropriate for port should recommend that the ACO
allocating both the G&A expense pool place the contractor on notice that the
and the other expenses, and (2) the noncompliance will be pursued if, in the
individual and total expenses of the G&A future, the noncompliant practice results
expense pool can be identified separately in significant increased costs to the gov-
from the other expenses. ernment. The report should also recom-

(2) FAR 31.203(c) requires that G&A mend that the ACO request the contrac-
expenses be allocated to final cost objec- tor to annually provide data demonstrat-
tives through a base that contains unal- ing that there is no significant or detri-
lowable costs. FAR 31.203(c) states that mental impact on government contracts
"all items properly includable in an indi- as a result of the noncompliant practice.
rect cost base should bear a pro rata share See 7-1304 and 7-1306 for a fuller discus-
of indirect costs irrespective of their sion on the allocability of selling costs.
acceptance as Government contract (4) Home office expenses allocated to a
costs." The CASB has also recognized segment may or may not be included in
this principle in the prefatory comments the segment's G&A expense pool. The
to CAS 405 (last paragraph of comment standard states that allocations of line
no. 4) stating "the allowance or disallo- management expenses, residual expenses,
wance of these costs is subject to the and directly allocated expenses related to
cognizant agency's cost principles." In managing and administering the receiv-
ASBCA Case No. 35895, the contractor ing segments are to be included in the
challenged the Government's position G&A expense pool. Separate allocations
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of home office centralized service func- reasonable relationship with the produc-
tions, staff management of specific activi- tion of goods and services.
ties of segments, and significant central (a) While the standard says that, "A
payments or accruals must be allocated to total cost input base is generally accept-
the benefiting cost objective. However, able as an appropriate measure of total
when there is no discernible causal or activity of a business unit," two other
beneficial relationship with any of the bases may be used when they best repre-
cost objectives, these expenses may be sent "the total activity" of the business
included in the segment's G&A expense unit. The selection of the best base in-
pool. When separate allocations are re- volves judgments on whether inclusion of
flected in home office cost accounting, certain base costs cause "distortions" in
they must be identified in the cost trans- allocating G&A to some contracts. The
fers to the segments under CAS 403. To specific circumstances of the business
support that home office expenses were unit shall be considered in determining
allocated to the segment in compliance which base best represents total activity.
with CAS 403, the contractor must The ASBCA, in essence, ruled that there
identify the allocation base and compo- is no preferred allocation base to distrib-
nents of the expense pool. Segments that ute G&A expenses other than the one
perform both home office and operating which best represents total activity (Ford
segment functions must segregate the Aerospace and Communications Corpo-
expenses of the home office function. ration, Aeronutronic Division, ASBCA
These expenses must be allocated to the No. 23833). The following are some
benefiting segments, including the seg- examples where the value-added or sin-
ment performing the home office func- gle-element base may be appropriate:
tion. G&A expenses incurred by a seg- 1. Large subcon tracts of the type that
ment for another segment will be re- clearly contrast with arrangements which

require close supervision and participa-moved from the incurring segment's tion on the part of the prime contractor,
G&A expense pool and transferred to the for example, drop shipments. These sub-
other segment. contracts generally do not bear the same

(5) Any other costs which do not satisfy relationship to G&A as other cost ele-
the definition of G&A expenses may be ments. The existence of these types of
included in the G&A expense pool if they contracts as a stable part of the business
were previously a part of G&A and may be evidence that total cost input may
cannot be allocated to final cost objec- not be an appropriate measure of total
tives on a beneficial or causal relation- activity as it may cause an inequitable
ship best measured by a base other than a amount of G&A to be allocated to the
cost input base. contract with the large subcontracts. Con-

b. Business Unit G&A Allocation Base sideration should be given to changing to
(1) The standard requires that the cost a value-added base.

input base used to allocate the G&A 2. Large amounts of government-fur-
expense pool include all significant ele- nished material on some contracts with
ments of that cost input which represent the same type of material purchased on
the total activity of the business unit. The other contracts. This may cause an ine-
cost input base selected may be total cost quitable shift of G&A to the contract
input, value-added cost input, or single- with purchased materials. Consideration
element cost input. Modified bases are should be given to changing to a value-
not permitted unless the item is an insig- added base.
nificant element of the selected cost input 3. Contractors whose business activity
base and its exclusion does not invalidate is clearly labor intensive, but have con-
the chosen base's representation of total tracts that include major purchasing and
activity. In the prefatory comments the subcontracting responsibility on a"
term "total activity" refers to the produc- through" basis which causes signiicant
tion of goods and services during a cost distortions in allocated G&A. Consider-
accounting period. What is being pursued ation should be given to a value-added or
for the base is a flow of costs bearing a single element base.
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4. When a contractor has demonstrated tion of aircraft even though a contractor
by a detailed analysis of the G&A pool accounts for them as part of other direct
elements to individual base elements, costs.
that a certain base element does not have (d) The criteria for use of a single-
significant causal or beneficial relation- element cost input base are very specific.
ships to that G&A expense. When this is A single-element cos, input base may be
found, an analysis must be done to used when a contractor can de:monstrate
decide which of the three bases best that it best represents the total activity of
measures total activity of that business a business unit and produces equitable
unit. There may not exist one perfect results. Thus, a single-element base, such
base. Purifying the G&A expense pool is as direct labor dollars, may be used when
the best way to minimize any potential the direct labor dollars are significant and
inequities which may surface in imple- the other measures of activity are less
menting a cost input base which does not significant related to total activity. The
perfectly eliminate distortions. contractor should periodically analyze

(b) Interdivisional transfers may be the single-element base to assure that it
excluded from the receiving division's best represents total activity and pro-
G&A base only when (I) circumstances duces equitable results. When other mea-
warrant the use of a base whose constitu- sures of activity become significant, a
ent parts do not include material such as single-element base may not produce
a value-added or a single-element base, or equitable results. A single-element base is
(2) the interdivisional receipts are not inappropriate when it is an insignificant
significant. Facilities contracts as defined part of the total cost of some of the final
in FAR 45.301 should also be included in cost objectives.
the total cost input base unless the provi- (2) Initial changes from one type of
sions of CAS 410.50(j) apply. input base to another which are required

(c) The costs deducted from total costs to comply with the standard would be
to determine the value-added base should subject to equitable adjustment. For ex-
be limited to direct material and subcon- ample, a contractor previously used a
tract costs. FAR 15.804-6(bX2), Table direct labor hour base for allocating G&A
15-2 (notes to SF 1411), under the head- expense. On the applicability date of CAS
ing of direct material, provides an au- 410, the contractor changes its G&A
thoritative definition of subcontract costs allocation base to total cost input because
which states, "Include parts, compo- other measures of activity besides direct
nents, assemblies, and services to be labor are significant in relation to total
produced or performed by other than you activity. Since the base change is required
the contractor in accordance with your in order to comply with section
designs, specifications or directions and 410.50(d), the contractor is entitled to an
applicable only to the prime contract." In equitable adjustment. Once a G&A base
applying this definition take care to avoid has been selected, it should not be
inappropriate inclusions or exclusions changed unless the underlying business
from the value-added base resulting from activity changes. When a base change is
broad application of terminology or indi- elected, adequate notice must be given to
vidual contractor account classifications, the ACO.
For example, subcontract labor of the (3) A special allocation of G&A ex-
"body shop" type often supplements the penses is permitted if a particular con-
normal work force and is used inter- tract or other final cost objective would
changeably with the regular employees receive a disproportionate allocation of
under the same supervisors. This work G&A expenses by using the cost input
does not fit the definition of services to base. However, the allocation from the
be performed by other than the contrac- G&A expense pool to the particular con-
tor. Thus, it would be inappropriate to tract or other final cost objective must be
deduct these amounts from the total commensurate with the benefits received.
costs. On the other hand, it would be It must also be removed from the existing
appropriate to deduct the cost of subcon- G&A expense pool and allocation base.
tracts for items such as interior decora- The CAS 410.50(j) provision is applica-
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ble to a particular final cost objective inventory, no additional G&A will be
which is an exception to the contractor's applied when those items are issued.
normal operation, rather than to classes (b) If the previous practice was not to
of contracts or final cost objectives. It include G&A expense as part of the cost
appears that the intent is to use the of product inventory, the business unit
special allocation provision in exception- must consistently use one of two methods
al cases to resolve situations where equi- to cost G&A expenses to the cost of
table allocation cannot be achieved by product inventory. The first method per-
normal methods. The use of a special mits the business unit to allocate G&A to
allocation to a particular contract or the costs of items produced for stock,
other final cost objective is the only including those remaining in inventory at
alternative to the uniform allocation re- the end of the period, using the G&A rate
quirements of the standard. The standard of the period the items were worked on.
does not permit the use of an abated or This is the same method as allowed for
reduced rate for certain costs (e.g., a business units that costed G&A expense
lesser rate for subcontract costs). Before as part of the costs of product inventory.
approving a special allocation, the G&A The second method permits a business
expense pool should be carefully re- unit to allocate G&A to such costs using
viewed to purify it of any expenses which the rate of the period the items were
may be allocated to cost objectives more issued. For example, if a business unit
directly than by a cost input base. When a produces 100 items for stock and issues
special allocation under CAS 410.50(j)is 50 items in period I and 50 items in
used, it must be described in the contrac- period 2, the cost of 100 items producedtou's Disclosure Statement. Otherwise, would be included in the allocation base
totors Disclosure Statement. notheris, of period 1. No costs for these itemsthe contractor would be in noncompli- would be included in the allocation base
ance for failure to follow its disclosed of perio d 2. Hw e f or pr sepratics.Thedecritio soul ientfy of period 2. However, for purposes of
practices. The description should identify allocating G&A expense to tihe inventory,
not only the special allocation but also the G&A rate of period I would be
the circumstances which required it. applied to the 50 items issued in that

(4) The standard provides that work on period, and the G&A rate of period 2
stock or product inventory items repre- would be applied to the 50 items issued
sents part of the productive activity of during that period. The CASB believed
the business unit for a cost accounting that the differences in the G&A rates
period, and therefore should receive an applied to the final cost objectives by
allocation of G&A expense. The costs of using the G&A rate of the year the items
such items must be included in the G&A are issued rather than produced will not
allocation base for the period in which be material.
the items are produced or worked on (c) The auditor should note that the
rather than the period in which they are standard only covers the treatment of
issued to final cost objectives. The cost items produced for stock after the appli-
must be included only once in computing cability date. It does not cover the treat-
the allocation base and rate. The time ment of items held in inventory on the
these items are issued from inventory to first date the contractor must apply the
final cost objective is irrelevant for com- standard. Therefore, items produced for
puting the G&A base and for calculating stock and included in inventory on the
the G&A expense rate. date the standard becomes applicable

(a) Where it was the previous practice should be included in the G&A allocation
of the business unit to include G&A base of the period in which the items are
expense as part of the product inventory, assigned to final cost objectives.
the cost of all units produced in a period (5) Questions have been raised as to
should include the G&A expenses of the the relationship between CAS 410 and
cost accounting period in which the items the methods used by contractors with
are produced, including those remaining parts cost accounting systems to transfer
in inventory at the end of the year. Since Work-in-Process (WIP) to cost of sales.
G&A has already been applied to items in CAS 410 addresses the application of
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G&A expense to WIP cost input but does tractor, for example, drop shipments.
not prescribe the cost methods for reliev- Because of the dollar value of these
ing WIP and charging cost of sales. To contracts ($50 million) and anticipated
comply with CAS 410, a contractor with follow-on effort compared to Division
a parts cost accounting system must X's normal contracts ($150 million), the
compute a fiscal year cost input G&A G&A allocated to the new contracts on a
expense rate to allocate G&A expenses to total cost input base would far exceed the
WIP cost input. However, the contractor beneficial relationships to these con-
may use any inventory valuation method tracts. Division X notifies the ACO and
recognized under generally accepted ac- the auditor at the beginning of 1987 that
counting principles, such as FIFO or they intend to change their base to value-
average, to transfer costs including G&A added. They subsequently change their
expense from WIP to cost of sales. Disclosure Statement to show the pro-

c. If noncompliances are found regard- spective G&A allocation base.
ing either the G&A expense pool or the Solution. Division X's criteria for base
allocation base, the auditor should ascer- selection complies with that contained in
tain their significance and make appro- CAS 410, and the choice of the value-
priate recommendations as outlined in 8- added base complies with the standard.
302.7. However, this example is only hypotheti-

cal. Auditors must exercise professional8-410.2 Illustrations judgment in assessing each situation indi-
The following illustrations supplement vidually. No two circumstances ,re the

those in paragraph 410.60 of the stan- same.
dard. They are to be used as a guide in c. Problem. Contractor Z has a number
determining whether a contractor's prac- of contracts with large amounts of sub-
tices comply with the standard. contract costs. The contractor does not

a. Problem. Division X excludes from believe that the use of the regular G&A
its total cost input base, the cost of rate for the subcontract costs is equitable
intercompany transfers from Division Y. because the subcontracts do not benefit

Solution. The intent of the standard is from all of the G&A pool costs in the
that all actions which represent the total same relationship as the other base costs.
productive activity of the segment should It is therefore proposing a reduced G&A
be included in total cost input. The costs rate for the subcontract costs.
of the intercompany transfers should, Solution. The contractor's proposal of
therefore, be included in the total cost a reduced G&A rate for the subcontract
input base used to allocate G&A ex- costs is in noncompliance with the stan-
penses. Division X's exclusion of the dard. The only alternative to the uniform
intracompany transfers from the base allocation requirements of the standard is
does not comply with the standard. the special allocation procedures which

b. Problem. Division X uses a total pertain to particular contracts or other
cost input base. In making its product final cost objectives. Special allocations
there is extensive amount of costs for to classes of contracts or to specific cost
ODC, material, subcontracts, consul- elements or types of expenses are not
tants, and special tooling. As these costs permitted by the standard.
are all represented in approximate pro-
portions on all of Division X's contracts,
total cost input has been considered the 8-411 Cost Accounting Standard 411
best measure of the division's total busi- - Accounting for Acquisition Costs
ness activity. The contractor is now con- of Matefial
templating entering a neN. business area.
New contracts are planned to be bid in a. This standard provides criteria for
1988 and may have up to 60 percent of the accounting of acquisition costs of
their value in subcontracting of the type material, provides guidance on using
that clearly contrasts with arrangements inventory costing methods, and improves
which require close supervision and par- the measurement and assignment of costs
ticipation on the part of the prime con- to cost objectives.
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b. This standard does not cover ac- be credited for the unused portion and an
counting for the acquisition costs of asset account established for a like
tangible capital assets nor accountability amount. The standard does not require
for government-furnished materials, the contractor to take a physical count of

c. The standard was effective 1 January the ending inventories for these indirect
1976, and must be applied to all materi- materials. However, in the absence of a
als purchased or produced in the next physical inventory, the auditor should
fiscal year after receipt of the CAS-cov- make certain that a reasonable method
ered contract to which the standard is for estimating the cost of unconsumed
applicable, indirect materials at year end has been

8-411.1 General used.
a. The standard requires contractors to d. All materials, except those directly

accumulate the cost of material and allo- allocated to final cost objectives (CAS
cate it to cost objectives according to 411.40(b)) and those allocated to an
written statements of accounting policies indirect cost pool (CAS 411.40(c)), must
and practices. be accounted for in material inventory

b. The end use of a category of material records. "Material inventory record"
must be identified at the time of purchase means any record for accumulating the
or production if the cost is to be allocated cost of material for issue to one or more
directly to a cost objective. A category of cost objectives. Such records need not be
material may be allocated directly even general or subsidiary ledger accounts but
though the company maintains an inven- may be card files, computer data, bin
tory of this material, as long as the cost tags, or any other such informal record.
objective was specifically identified and The written statement of accounting poli-
the cost allocated at the time of purchase cies and practices should describe a mate-

* or production. Thus, units of a category rial inventory record and explain how it
of material could be allocated at different is used.
costs to the same cost objective, that is by e. When issuing material from a com-
direct allocation and issuance from in- pany-owned inventory, any of the follow-
ventory. The auditor should assure that ing inventory costing methods are accept-
the contractor's written statements of able, provided the same costing method
accounting policies and practices for ac- is consistently used for similar categories
cumulating and allocating costs of mate- of material within the same business unit:
rials clearly set out (1) the specific condi- (1) The first-in, first-out (FIFO) meth-
tions under which these costs may be od.
directly allocated to cost objectives and (2) The moving average cost method.
(2) the inventory costing method to be (3) The weig average cost method.(3) The weighted average cost method.
used for allocating material costs issued (4) The standard cost method.
from inventory. During regular audits of (5) The last-in, first-out (LIFO) meth-

i material, following the procedures in 5- (iL
710.1, these written statements will en- o.
able the auditor to determine that the f. Material cost is the acquisition cost
contractor's practices comply with the of a category of material. The purchase
standard and that deviations from the price must be adjusted by extra charges
standard (which may arise as a result of incurred or discounts and credits earned.
contractor actions) are reported. These adjustments must be charged or

c. Materials used solely in performing credited to the same cost objective as the
indirect functions or which are not a material price; when this is not practical,
significant element of production cost charges or credits may be included in an
may be allocated to an indirect cost pool. appropriate indirect cost pool, provided
However, when the ending inventory this practice is consistent.
significantly exceeds the beginning inven- g. If noncompliances are found, the
tory of such material in an indirect cost auditor must ascertain their significance
pool in relating to the total cost included and make the appropriate recommenda-
in the indirect cost pool, the pool should tions as outlined in 8-302.7.
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8-411.2 Illustrations law; it is designed to ensure financial
The following illustration is intended integrity of pension plans through mini-

to supplement those in paragraph 411.60 mum funding standards. CAS 412 was
of the standard. It should assist as a guide promulgated to ensure that pension costs
in determining whether a contractor's are properly measured and allocated to
practices comply with the standard. cost objectives.

Problem. A contractor's written state- c. The standard was effective 1 January
ments of accounting policies and prac- 1976 and must be followed in the nextments ~.fiscal year after receiving a CAS-covered
tices provide that the cost of a category of cntract tw ceistnd a pplica-
material used solely in performing an contract to which the standard is applica-
indirect function will be allocated to an ble.
indirect cost pool when the material is d. FAR 31.205-6(.X2) makes CAS 412
received. The contractor does not esti- applicable to all contracts, even contracts
mate the cost of unconsumed indirect which are not CAS-covered or subject
materials at year end, nor does it com- only to modified CAS-coverage. Auditors
pare this ending inventory cost with the should ensure that proposed or claimed
cost of the beginning inventory of indi- pension costs, where significant, are in
rect materials to determine if the excess compliance with the provisions of CAS
is significant in relation to the total cost 412.
included in the indirect cost pool. All 8-412.1 General
costs of indirect material allocated to the
indirect cost pool during the cost ac- a. The CASH defined a pension plan as
counting period remain in the indirect a deferred compensation plan, estab-
cost pool at year end. lished and maintained by one or more

Solution. The practice does not comply employers, to provide for systematic pay-
with CAS 411.40(c). The contractor must of benefits for life (or life at the
determine the significance of the excess option of the employees) to participants
of the ending inventory over the begin- after their retirement. There are basically
ning inventory of such materials in rela- two kinds of pension plans: defined con-
tion to the total cost included in the tribution plans and defined benefit plans.
indirect cost pool. If significant, the indi- A defined contribution plan provides
rect expense pool must be credited and benefits to retirees according to, thean asset account established in a corre- amount of the fixed contribution to besponding amount, made by a contractor. The standard pro-vides that the following types of plans

shall be treated as defined contribution
8-412 Cost Accounting Standard 412 plans: (1) plans which are funded through
- Composition and Measurement of permanent insurance or annuity con-
Pension Costs tracts, (2) multi-employer plans estab-

lished under collective bargaining agree-
a. This standard establishes the compo- ments, and (3) state pension plans appli-

sition of pension costs, the basis of mea- cable to colleges or universities. In a
surement, and the criteria for assigning defined benefit plan, the contributions to
pension costs to cost accounting periods, be made by the contractor are calculated
CAS 413 addresses the accounting treat- actuarially to provide preestablished ben-
ment of actuarial gains and losses and the efits. The cost of benefits under a pay-as-
allocation of pension costs to segments of you-go plan must be measured in the
an organization. same manner as the costs under a defined

b. The standard is basically compatible benefit plan. The auditor's compliance
with the Employee Retirement Income review should identify the types of all
Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), although pensions plans in effect at the contractor
some of its provisions may be more locations.
restrictive than ERISA funding require- b. Under the defined contribution
ments. The fundamental objectives of plan, the pension cost of a cost account-
CAS 412 differ from the objectives of ing period is the net contribution re-
ERISA. ERISA is primarily a funding quired to be made, after adjustment for
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dividends and other credits. For a de- funded liability or from future normal
fined benefit plan the pension cost for a costs if the unfunded liability is not
period may consist of four elements: identified. Also excludable from pension

(1) Normal cost (annual cost attribut- costs are excise taxes and interest costs
able to years after a particular valuation incurred as a result of inadequate or
date). delayed funding.

(2) Amortization of the unfunded actu- f. Actuarial methods used by contrac-
arial liability (excess of the actuarial tors include the accrued benefit cost
liability over the value of the pension method and five principal projected ben-
fund assets). efit cost methods: entry age normal,

(3) Interest equivalent on the unfunded attained age normal, individual level pre-
actuarial liability and actuarial gains or mium, frozen initial liability, and aggre-
losses being amortized. gate. A major difference between meth-

(4) Adjustment for actuarial gains and ods is that, under the accrued benefit cost
losses (differences between forecasted as- method, costs are based on units of future
sumptions and actual experience), benefits which have been accrued to

c. The unfunded actuarial liability, if employees to the present date; whereas,
identified in the accounting records, will under the various projected benefit meth-
be amortized in equal installments over a ods, costs are based on benefits which
period of not less than 10 and not more will accrue over the entire expected peri-
than 30 years (40 years if the plan od of credited service of the individuals
predates 1 January 1974). If amortization involved. Projected benefit cost methods
has begun before the applicability date of are subdivided into individual and aggre-
the standard, the amortization period gate methods. An individual benefit
need not be changed. An interest equiva- method develops an annual cost accrual
lent on the unpaid balance of the liability based on a summation of the amounts
must be included with each installment, computed for each plan participant. The
Contractors must establish a policy for aggregate cost method, however, devel-
amortizing unfunded actuarial liabilities. ops an annual cost based on averages of
When selecting the specific amortization accruals for all participants. The standard
period with the above limits, the contrac- does not require the use of a specific
toe's amortization policy may give con- actuarial cost method; however, the
sideration to the size and nature of the method selected by the contractor must
unfunded actuarial liability as a compo- provide for separate measurement of the
nent of pensions costs. The amortization pension cost elements listed in paragraph
policy, once established, must be consis- b. above. The cost elements are identified
tently followed, under the accrued benefit method and

d. During the compliance review, the some of the projected benefit cost meth-
auditor should determine that these re- ods. They are not identified under certain
quirements are compatible with the block methods, which neither disclose actuarial
checked on item 7.1.6-"Amortization of gains and losses nor develop the amount
the Past Service Costs" of the contrac- of unfunded liability. If the projected
tor's Disclosure Statement. Item 7.1.6 benefit cost method used does not sepa-
should be reviewed to determine that any rately measure the cost elements, FASB
changes in amortization periods which No. 87, Employers Accounting for Pen-
are required by the standard are properly sions, does not permit its use for financial
reflected in the Disclosure Statement. accounting purposes and it would not be
CAS 412.50(aX3) requires a contractor to acceptable under CAS 412.50(bX2Xi).
establish and consistently follow a policy The effective dates for FASB No. 87 are
for selecting specific amortization peri- (i) fiscal years beginning after 15 Decem-
ods for unfunded actuarial liabilities. ber 1986 for most contractors, or (ii)

e. Pension costs applicable to prior fiscal years beqinnin# after 15 December
periods which were specifically unallowa- 1988 for certain foreign concerns and for
ble under then-existing contractual provi- defined benefit plans of employers that
sions should be separately identified and are nonpublic, enterprises and sponsor
excluded from an amortization of un- no defined benefit plans with more than
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100 participants. Until the contractor supplementary information requirements
with plans that do not separately identify of CAS 412.50(bX2) will be applicable.
the cost elements is required to change its The Individual Level Premium method
accounting practice to comply with FASB referred to in this paragraph is the meth-
No. 87, the method will be considered od without separate identification of a
acceptable only if: supplemental liability. The auditor

(1) The method is used for financial should determine what accounting prac-
accounting. tice changes the contractor will make to

(2) An alternative computation is made comply with FASB No. 87.
(under a projected benefit cost method - h. The normal costs computed under
i.e., entry age normal - which separately the accrued benefits cost method are the
identifies normal costs, unfunded actuar- present value of future benefits earned by
ial liabilities, and actuarial gains and employees during the year. The projected
losses) to disclose the funding status of benefits cost methods shall base normal
the plan and pension costs assigned to the costs on a percentage of payroll where the
cost accounting period are reduced by benefits are a function of salaries and
any excess funding. The plan is excessive- wages; otherwise, normal costs shall be
ly funded if the value of the pension fund based on employee service or headcount.
assets exceed the actuarial liability. i. While pension costs must be based

(3) Supplementary records are main- on the provisions of existing plans, con-
tained to identify actuarial gains and tractors may consider (1) salary projec-
losses and show their disposition. tions for plans whose benefits are based

(4) The cost of future benefits is spread on salaries and wages and (2) improved
over the remaining average working lives benefit projections for plans specifically
of the work force. providing for such improvements.

g. The auditor's compliance review j. Actuarial assumptions are related to
should identify the actuarial method used (1) interest or return on funds invested
by the contractor for each plan in effect. and (2) other projected factors such as
The auditor should review actuarial re- future compensation levels, inflation,
ports and statements, as well as account- mortality, retirement age, turnover, and
ing records. If projected benefit methods projected social security benefits. Each
are used which do not separately identify actuarial assumption used by the contrac-
the pension cost elements, the auditor tor in calculating pension costs must be
should review the contractor's proposed identified separately. The assumptions
procedure for developing the supplemen- should represent the contractor's estimat-
tary records and the computations made ed future experience based on long-term
thereunder, until the contractor is re- trends to avoid short-term fluctuations.
quired to comply with FASB No. 87. (See The validity or the reasonableness of the
h. above.) Indications that the contractor actuarial assumptions can be measured in
may not be able to develop the supple- the aggregate of gains and losses rather
mentary data on a timely basis should be than by a separate gain or loss analysis
promptly reported to the ACO. If the for each assumption. However, if the
contractor has previously filed a Disclo- assumptions prove to be unreasonable in
sure Statement, the auditor should deter- total; that is, the total gain or loss is
mine that the block checked for items significant, the contractor must be able to
7.1.3-"Actuarial Cost Methods" complies identify the major causes and *ive rea-
with the provisions of the standard. sons for either retaining or revising the
Blocks "B" through "G" of item 7.1.3 assumptions. If the actuarial assumptions
represent variants of projected cost meth- are revised, any resulting increase or
ods which will trigger the visibility re- decrease in the unfunded actuarial liabili-
quirements in CAS 412.50(b) of the stan- ty will be amortized over not less than 10
dard. If response "B-Aggregate," "C-At- or more than 30 years. Support for each
tained" Age-Initial Liability Frozen," "E- actuarial assumption used by the contrac-
Entry Age-Initial Liability Frozen," or tor should be critically examined by the
"G-Individual Level Premium" are auditor. The compliance review should
checked, the alternative computation and include steps to identify and evaluate the
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reasonableness of the assumptions and to measurement and assignment of pension
monitor actuarial gains and losses to costs, the auditor will continue to estab-
assure that the assumptions remain valid. lish the allowability of pension costs in

k. Pension costs computed for a cost accordance with FAR requirements.
accounting period are assignable to that o. In accordance with FAR 52.230-5, a
period only, except when a payment contractor is required to describe to the
deferral has been granted under the pro- ACO the kind of changes made because
visions of ERISA. ERISA permits a con- of the new standard. The description
tractor which has received a funding should be submitted 60 days after the
deficiency waiver for a particular year to award of a contract to which the standard
amortize related pension costs over the is applicable. This should be done wheth-
immediately succeeding 15 years. Pen- er or not the contractor has filed a
sion costs deferred to future periods Disclosure Statement. If it appears that
under this provision must be assigned to accounting changes will be required as a
the periods in which the funding actually result of CAS 412, and the contractor has
takes place. However, in accordance with not submitted the description on time,
the first sentence of FAR 31.205- the auditor should advise the ACO.
6(j)(3)(iii) and CAS 412.50(a)(7), the in- p. If noncompliances are found, the
terest equivalent on the unfunded actuar- auditor must ascertain their significance
ial liability which results from this de- and make appropriate recommendations
layed funding would be unallowable, as outlined in 8-302.7.

I. Except for pay-as-you-go plans, the
cost assignable to a period is allocable to 8-412.2 Waiver
cost objectives of that period if (1) costs As a result of changes in the IRS
are funded in the period or (2) funding definition of full funding under the Om-
can be compelled. Costs will be consid- nibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA)
ered funded for a period if payment is of 1987 (P.L. 100-203), some government
made by the Federal income tax return contractors' pension plan costs computed
due date, including any extension. Fund- in accordance with CAS 412 could ex-
ing provisions in ERISA, contractual ceed the IRS full funding limitation (see
funding agreements, or existence of third- 7-606.1 .d.). To temporarily mitigate this
party rights to required funding would conflict, on 8 April 1991 the new CASB
constitute evidence that funding can be authorized Federal procuring agencies,
compelled. Excess funding is considered on a case-by-case basis, the authority toapplicable to future periods. waive the cost assignment provisions of

m. Pay-as-you-go plans are different CAS 412.40(c) in instances in which the
from trusteed or insured plans in that overfunded status of qualified plans pre-
they are not funded. Therefore, the cost cluded Federal tax deductibility of con-
of benefits under a pay-as-you-go plan tributions or would cause the incurrence
shall be measured the same as costs of of a 10 percent excise tax on the over-
defined benefit plans whose benefits are funding. The intent of the waiver authori-
funded. Costs assignable to a period ty is to permit reassignment of those
under a pay-as-you-go plan are allocable pension costs, for which funding could
to the cost objectives of the period only if not have been made without foregoing
the payment of benefits is made in that tax deductibility and incurring a 10 per-
period or can be compelled. If payment is cent excise tax, to the next subsequent
optional with the contractor, costs alloca- fiscal period in which funding can rea-
ble to cost objectives of the period are the sonably and equitably be accomplished.
lesser of the amount of benefits actually Auditors should recommend to the Ad-
paid to beneficiaries in that period or the ministrative Contracting Officer that
amount computed as assignable to that contractor requests for a temporary waiv-
period. er include an advance agreement address-

n. FAR has retained the requirement ing the government's right to adjust con-
that pension contributions be funded in tract prices downward to recover any
order to be allowable. Therefore, even pension costs recognized in contract pric-
though the standard provides criteria for ing, but not incurred due to the reassign-
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ment of pension costs authorized by a Solution. Both the excise tax, which
waiver. was assessed as a penalty for the delayed

payment, and the interest equivalent on
8-412.3 Illustrations the delayed payment should be excluded

The following illustrations are intend- from the pension costs allocated to gov-
ed to supplement those in paragraph ernment contracts according to CAS
412.60 of the standard. They are to be 412.50(a)6) and (7). The CASB, in its
used as a guide in determining whether a prefatory comments to the standard, ac-
contractor's practices comply with the knowledged that an interest equivalent
standard. should be recognized to determine

a. Problem. A contractor uses the ag- whether a pension plan is properly fund-
greae Post Amethod for computing and ed. However, since interest resultinggregate cost methon fo i co st s from delayed funding is caused by afunding the $2.3 million pension costs mngmn eiint s ud o

assgnaleto heperod.Sice heagge-management decision to use funds forassignable to the period. Since the awge- other purposes, the interest should be
gate method does not provide the cost other asesthenterest shouldhan
visibility required by the standard, the considered as investment cost rather than
contractor, for the fiscal year just ended, a component of pension cost.
made the alternative calculation using
the entry age normal method and provid- 8-413 Cost Accounting Standard 413
ed supplementary information on actuar- - Adjustment and Allocation of
ial gains and losses. The contractor's Pension Cost
analysis disclosed that at fiscal year end
(1) the value of the pension fund assets a. This standard establishes criteria for
was $12.6 million, (2) the actuarial liabil- (1) assigning actuarial gains and losses to
ity was $10 million, and (3) the experi- cost accounting periods, (2) valuing pen-
enced actuarial gain for the period was $1 sion fund assets, and (3) allocating pen-
million. sion costs to segments.

Solution. According to CAS b. Provisions in the standard are some-
412.50(b)(2), the pension cost to be allo- what more stringent than ERISA require-
cated to contracts for the cost accounting ments, concerning frequency of actuarial
period is $-0-, because the amount of valuations and methods of valuing pen-
overfunding ($2.6 million) exceeds the sion fund assets. Consequently, some
computed cost for the period ($2.3 mil- accounting changes may be required for
lion). Furthermore, the significance of compliance with the standard in addition
the experienced actuarial gain would in- to those which were previously made to
dicate that the actuarial assumptions may comply with ERISA.
not be reasonable. The contractor should c. FAR 31.205-6(jX2) makes CAS 413
be required, according to CAS applicable to all contracts, even contracts
412.50(bX7), to identify the actuarial which are not CAS-covered or are subject
assumptions which were responsible for only to modified CAS-coverage. Auditors
the gain and to provide rationale for should ensure that proposed or claimed
either retaining or revising those assump- pension costs, where significant, are in
tions. compliance with the provisions of CAS

b. Problem. As a result of a temporary 413.
cash shortage, a contractor's payments d. CAS 413 was effective 10 March
into the pension fund were not adequate 1978 and must be followed in the next
to meet the ERISA funding requirements fiscal year after award of a CAS-covered
for the period. A 5-percent excise tax on contract to which it is applicable.
the accumulated funding deficiency was
therefore assessed against the contractor. 8413.1 General
In computing the pension cost for the a. Actuarial gains and losses represent
fiscal year, the contractor included the differences betweer, actuarial assump-
assessment of the 5-percent tax plus an tions and actuarial ex;x:icnce. As previ-
interest equivalent on the unpaid ously noted in 8-412. 1j., actuarial as-
amount. sumptions are related to (I) interest or
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return on funds invested and (2) other preciation and depreciation of pension
projected factors such as future compen- fund assets and is used consistently from
sation levels, inflation, mortality, retire- year to year. The illustration in CAS
ment age, turnover, and projected social 413.60(b) identifies some commonly
security benefits. CAS 413 requires that used asset valuation methods:
actuarial gains and losses for defined
benefit plans be calculated annually and Type of Asset Basis for Valuation
assigned to current and subsequent cost Equity securities 5-year moving average of
accounting periods, as follows: and debt securities market values

(1) For pension plans whose costs are not expected to be
determined by an immediate gain actuar- held to maturity
ial cost method, gains and losses that are Debt securities ex- Amortization of differences

material will be amortized equally over peeted to be held between cost at purchase
15 years beginning with the current to maturity and par value at maturity15 ear bginin wih te urrntpert- Real Estate Cost less accumulated de-
od. The annual installment will include preiatien
an interest equivalent on the unamor-
tized balance at the beginning of the If the method produces a value of less
period. Immaterial gains or losses may be than 80 percent or more than 120 percent
assigned to the current period. An imme- of market value, the asset values in a
diate gain method is one in which actuar- given year must be adjusted to the near-
ial gains and losses are determined sepa- est 80 percent or 120 percent boundary.
rately as an adjustment to the unfunded The adjusted asset values are then con-
actuarial liability. Included in this cate- sidered in calculating the actuarial gain
gory are the accrued benefit and entry age or loss subject to the amortization crite-
normal (sometimes referred to as the ria described above. The standard's pro-
individual level premium with supple- visions regarding the valuation of assets
mental liability) actuarial cost methods. do not apply to plans funded with insur-

(2) For pension plans whose costs are ance companies via contracts with guar-
determined by a spread gain actuarial anteed benefits.
cost method, actuarial gains and losses c. Except where certain significant dis-
will be included in current and future parities in actuarial factors exist between
normal cost and spread over the remain- segments, contractors have the option to
ing average working lives of the work calculate pension costs either separately
force. The following projected benefit for segments or on a composite basis for
actuarial cost methods all fall into the allocation to segments on a base which
spread gain category: aggrepte, entry age repesets th facts u n computing
normal-frozen initial liability, individual pesents Sepfate calc uting
level premium without supplemental lia- pension benefits. Separate calculations of
bility, and the attained age normal. These pension costs for each segment are ac-
methods do not separately identify ceptable. CAS 413.50(cX2) and (3) pro-
actuarial gains and losses but rather vide that pension costs must be separate-
include them automatically in deter- ly calculated for a segment (on a prospec-
mining normal costs. However, CAS tive basis) when the pension costs at the
412.50(bX2)(iii) requires contractors to segment are materially affected by any of
accumulate supplemental information the following conditions:
identifying these actuarial gains and (1) The segment experiences material
losses. FASB No. 87, Employers Ac- termination gains or losses.
counting for Pensions, does not permit (2) The level of benefits, eligibility for
the use of this method for financial benefits, or age distribution is materially
accounting; therefore, it would not be different for the segment than for the
acceptable under CAS 412 or 413. (See 8- average of all segments.
412.1f. for details and effective dates.) (3) The aggregate of actuarial assump-

b. The standard permits use of any tions for termination, retirement age, or
recognized method for valuing pension salary scale is materially different for the
fund assets used in measuring pension segment than for the average of the
cost components provided it reflects ap- segments.
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(4) The ratios of assets to actuarial retirees). If this action is taken, the
liabilities for merged segments are differ- pension fund assets and actuarial liabili-
ent from one another after applying the ties should be transferred to the inactive
benefits in effect after the merger. Differ- segment when employees participating in
ences between se .ents as to level of the pension plan become inactive. The
benefits and eligibility of benefits should funds transferred are to reflect the funded
be obtainable from the provisions of the portion of the inactive participants' actu-
pension plan. Segment data for termina- arial liability. CAS 413.50(cX1) and
tion experience, age distribution, and 413.50(cX9) provide that inactive seg-
actuarial assumptions for termination, ment costs shall be allocated to the seg-
retirement age or salary scale will general- ments with active lives on a basis repre-
ly not be included in actuarial reports, sentative of the factors upon which pen-
CPA reports, Schedule B to IRS Form sion costs are based. Thus, pension cost
5500 or other pension source documents. calculated for the inactive participants
Thus, the auditor should attempt to gain should be allocated to the segments with
an understanding at the onset of the active lives on a basis which is relatively
pension review as to the segment data to comparable to the amounts that would
be provided by the contractor which are have been computed if a separate seg-
necessary for audit determination of ment for inactives had never been estab-
compliance with CAS 413.50(cX2) and lished.
(3). g. When a segment is closed, the con-

d. When separate pension fund calcula- tractor must determine the difference
tions are required because of disparities between the actuarial liability for the
in termination gains or losses, level of or segment and the market value of the
eligibility for benefits, or actuarial as- assets allocated to the segment as of the
sumptions for termination, retirement closure date. Although this difference
age or salary scale, undivided pension represents an adjustment of previously
fund assets must be initially allocated to determined pension costs, the contractor
the segment for which the separate calcu- should make a refund or give credit to the
lation is being made. The value of the government for its equitable share in the
pension fund assets allocated shall equal cost accounting period of closure, not
the segment's pension fund contribu- prior cost accounting periods.
tions, adjusted for earned interest and h. If noncompliances are found, the
paid benefits/expenses, if such informa- auditor must ascertain their significance
tion is determinable; if not, the assets can and make appropriate recommendations
be allocated among segments on any ratio as outlined in 8-302.7.
which is consistent with the actuarial cost
method(s) used to compute pension 9413.2 Illustrations
costs. The initial allocation of assets to The following illustrations are intend-
merged segments must be the market ed to supplement those in paragraph
value of the segment's pension fund 413.60 of the standard. They are to be
assets when the merger occurred. used as a guide in determining whether a

e. Employees participating in a multi- contractor's practices comply with the
segment pension plan occasionally trans- standard.
fer between segments. However, the ap- a. Problem. Contractor X was acquired
plicable pension fund assets and liabili- by Contractor Y and renamed Segment
ties need not follow the employees from B. The entire work force of X was
one segment to the other unless the retained by Y following the acquisition.
transfers involve such a large number of Pursuant to terms of X's pension plan, X
employees that a segment's ratio of fund employees were paid all vested pension
assets to actuarial liabilities would be benefits at the time of dissolution of X.
distorted. The employees, upon coming to work for

f. Contractors who separately calculate Contractor Y, were considered "new em-
pension costs for one or more segments ployees" with no actuarial liability attrib-
have the option of establishing a separate utable to their past service with ontrac-
segment for inactive participants (e.g., tor X. Contractor Y's unfunded actuarial
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liability (UAL) at the time of the merger and C results in a substantially different
was $25 million. Contractor Y has con- amount than would have been allocated
sistently made a composite pension cost if a separate segment for inactive partici-
calculation for all of its segments and pants had never been established. The
wishes to continue doing so. auditor should recommend an allocation

Solution. Since Y's pension plan had a of inactive segment costs to A, B, and C
disproportionately larger UAL than X's based on the ratios of the number of
plan at the time of acquisition (i.e., $25 retirees from each segment to total retir-
million vs. -0-), any combining of assets ees.
and actuarial liabilities of the two plans
would result in a materially different 8-414 Cost Accounting Standard 414
pension cost allocation to Y's segments - Cost of Money as an Element of
than if pension costs for Segment B were the Cost of Facilities Capital
computed as though it had a separate
pension plan. Pension costs must be a. The standard recognizes the cost of
calculated separately for Segment B. facilities capital as a contract cost. It

b. Problem. Contractor X computes provides criteria for measuring and allo-pension costs separately for Segments A, cating an appropriate share of the cost of
B, and C. As permitted in C money which can be identified with the
413.50(cX9), the contractor elects to es- facilities employed in a business.
tablish a separate segment for inactive b. The effective date of this standard
plan participants. Pension costs for the was I October 1976. Contractors must
inactive segment are allocated back to A, follow its requirements on all contracts
B, and C on the ratios of the remaining subject to CAS negotiated on or after this
working lives of the work force of the date.
three segments. This method results in c. CAS 414 and the FAR cost principle
the following allocation of inactive seg- do not apply to facilities where compen-
ment pension costs: sation for the use of the facilities is based

- on use rates or allowances in accordance
Segment A $ 2.5 million 25% with Federal regulation. Where contrac-
Segment B 4.0 million 40 tors are compensated for some facilities
Segment C 3.5 million 35 by use rates and others by depreciation,
Total inactive seg- the contractor should apply CAS 414 to
ment costs allocated $10.0 million 100% those facilities which are being depreciat-

_ _ - ed.
The actuarial report discloses that the inactive d. FAR 31.205-10 makes CAS 414
plan participants retired from the following applicable to all contracts, even contracts
segments: which are not CAS-covered or subject

Segment Number of only to modified CAS-coverage. Auditors
Retired From Retirees % should ensure that proposed or claimed

A 5950 - cost of money, where significant, are in
B 350 85% compliance with the provisions of CAS

3 414.C 700 10 ca oln n rdcinSeilTs
7 70 -o e. DFARS 215.871, "Production Spe-7000 100% cial Tooling and Production Special Test

SEquipment (PST/PSTE)," requires that
Due to the geographical dispersion of the the contracting officer compute a cost of
three segments, few employees had trans- money amount for the unamortized por-
ferred among segments prior to retire- tion of PST/PSTE costs and include them
ment. The high ratio of retirees from in the price of the instant contract. The
Segment A was attributable to a major cost of money computation is based upon
plant layoff which had occurred 10 years the time period between the initial con-
previously, tract award and the next contract award

Solution. The contractor's allocation of for which PST/PSTE costs will be reim-
inactive segment costs to Segments A, B, bursed. FAR 31.205-10 and CAS 414
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require that the cost of money be allocat- (3) Facilities capital cost of money
ed to contracts that benefit from the factors are computed by dividing the cost
facilities' use. DFARS 215.87175(b) ap- of money for each pool by the corre-
plies to the time period between the sponding allocation base. The allocation
initial and second contract awards; dur- bases used in this computation must be
ing this time period there is only one compatible with the bases used for apply-
benefiting contract, i.e., the initial con- ing indirect costs in determining contract
tract. Thus, by allocating the cost of costs.
money directly to the initial contract, the (4) The cost of capital committed to
DFARS provision achieves the result facilities is separately estimated, accumu-
required by FAR 31.205-10/CAS 414. lated, and reported for each contract.

f. See CAS Working Group Papers 77- Each contract's share of the facilities
18 and 77-19 for guidance issued by the capital cost of money is determined by
CAS Working Group on CAS 414. multiplying the portion of the allocation

bases for each indirect expense pool
8-414.1 General applicable to the contract by the facilities

a. The CAS 414 techniques must be cost of money factor for that pool and
used to compute the cost of money in adding the products together.
connection with individual price propos- c. The facilities capital cost of money
als, forward pricing rate agreements, and factors, wherever applicable, must be
with the establishment of final indirect computed in accordance with the CASB-
cost rates. The cost of money is an CMF form, Facilities Capital Cost of
imputed cost which is identified with the Money Factors Computation. The re-
total facilities capital associated with quirements of CAS 414 and DFARS
each indirect cost pool, and is allocated Subpart 230.70 should be used in evalu-
to contracts over the same base used to ating the contractor's submission.
allocate the other expenses included in (1) On the CASB-CMF form, facilities
the cost pool. The cost of money may be capital items are classified as Recorded
considered an indirect expense associated Facilities, Leased Property, and Corpo-
with an individual cost pool but separate- rate or Group Facilities. Capital leases
ly identified. The cost of money is subject are to be considered as Recorded Facili-
to all the same allocation procedures as ties for purposes of the CASB-CMF form.
any other indirect expense which is allo- Operating leases, for which constructive
cated on a selected base, and each ele- cost of ownership is allowed in lieu of
ment of such base, whether allowable or rental costs under government acquisi-
unallowable, should bear its pro rata tion regulations, are to be classified as
share of the cost of money. Leased Property. Since cost of money

b. Use of the cost of money factors in would be an allowable cost if the contrac-
final indirect rate determinations and tor had purchased the property, the cost
forward pricing proposals is discussed in of money should be included as an own-
paragraphs c.(4) and d. below. The calcu- ership cost in determining whether the
lation of the cost of money for each allowable cost will be based on construc-
contract involves several steps. tive ownership cost or leasing cost. Land

(1) The average net book value of which is an integral part of the leased
facilities for each indirect expense pool facility is subject to the same treatment
having a significant allocation of facilities as the leased facility in computing the
is identified from accounting data used cost of money. Land leases for which the
for contract costing. land is used in the regular business activi-

(2) The cost of money devoted to ty will also be included on the form even
facilities capital for each indirect expense though land lease costs themselves do not
pool is the product of these net book generate allowable costs.
values multiplied by the cost of money (2) Facilities costs are further identi-
rates per the Secretary of the Treasury fled on the CASB-CMF as either "distrib-
under Public Law 92-41, 85 Statute 97 uted" or "undistributed." Distributed
(distributed semi-annually by Headquar- facilities are those capital items which
ters. can be identified in the contractor's rec-
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ords as solely applicable to those specific new comparison of lease/ownership
indirect expense pools for which a cost of costs. If this comparison results in the
money rate is to be computed. Undistri- allowance of constructive ownership
buted items, which represent the remain- costs in lieu of rental costs, the lease will
der of the business unit's facilities capi- be included at net book value on the
tal, consist primarily of items charged to CASB-CMF starting with the beginning
service centers. Under the regular meth- of the lease renewal. The net book value
od, undistributed assets are allocated to will be based on fair value at asset
the appropriate indirect expense pools on acquisition (date that lease was entered
a basis that approximates the actual into or renewed if appropriate) less the
absorption of depreciation/amortization amount, if any, which would have been
of the facilities. Under the alternative depreciated had the asset been pur-
method provided for in the standard, the chased. The net book value assigned to
undistributed assets are allocated to the the leased asset will not include the cost
G&A expense pool. The alternative of money. Leasehold improvements may
method may be used only if the contract- be considered in computing the cost of
ing parties agree that deprecia- money if they are subject to amortiza-
tion/amortization generated by the un- tion. Goodwill is not to be included in
distributed assets is immaterial or the the cost of money computation. The
results obtained from this alternative acquisition value for all contractor-
procedure are comparable to those which owned tangible assets and those leasedwould have been obtained under the ondtnil sesadtoelaeassets for which constructive cost ofregular method. ownership is allowed in lieu of rental

(3) In determining the average net costs should be determined in accordance
book values for facilities employed by the with b4 Dereciadion ardap-
business unit, auditors will be required to with CAS 404. Depreciation charges ap-
examine asset records to the extent neces- plicable to assets included in the cost of
sary in the circumstances. money computation will be determined

(a) Initially, the auditor's review in accordance with CAS 409.
should establish the validity of the aver- (c) To be included in the base for the
age values used by the contractor. The cost of money computation, the asset
standard provides that, where there has must be used in regular business activity.
been a major fluctuation in the level of Where a contractor maintains deprecia-
facilities during the cost accounting peri- tion records for groups of assets, the
od, the simple average of the beginning auditor should review the assets in the
and ending net book values may not be group to see if they should be included in
appropriate. Where significant variations the cost of money computation. In addi-
have occurred, the auditor should recom- tion, the auditors should carefully review
mend a procedure for calculating the contractor land purchases and leases to
average that more accurately reflects the determine if they are an integral part ofactual experience. the regular operation of the business. The

(b) The facilities capital values used as auditor should request the contractor to

a basis for the cost of money must, in demonstrate that land purchases and
general, be the same values used to leases in question were acquired as a
generate allowable depreciation or amor- reasonable response to a prudent forecast

Stization cost (ASBCA Case No. 32419, of the contractor's regular business activi-
Raytheon Co.). Land which is integral to ty and therefore are integral to the regular
the regular operation of the business unit operations of the business. If the pur-
will be included. Operating leases which chase/lease costs do not meet this re-
are treated as constructive ownership will quirement then the auditor should assure
be included at net book value on the that these costs are properly excluded
CASB-CMF form starting with beginning from the CAS 414 computation. The
of the lease term. Where leasing costs following would not be considered as
have previously been accepted as less being used in the regular business activi-
costly to the government under the lease ty.
period, renewal of the lease requires a 1. Land held for speculation.
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2. Facilities or capacity which have the auditor's recommendation, the ACO
been determined to be idle in accordance determines whether the factors are valid
with FAR 31.205-17. for contract cost and pricing purposes.

3. Assets which are under construction d. The CASB-CMF form will be used
for a contractor's own use (see CAM 8- to support the cost of money factors used
417.2a.). in incurred cost allocations and forward

4. Assets which have been constructed pricing proposals. In developing the fac-
or purchased but have not yet been tors used in forward pricing proposals,
placed into service, the contractor should take into account

(4) The cost of money rate to be used in the latest available cost of money rate
computing the cost of money factors is d afest
determined by the Secretary of the Trea- and a forecast of the facilities net book
sury under Public Law 92-41, 85 Statute values and allocation bases for each cost
97. This rate is published semiannually in accounting period of contract perfor-
the Federal Register. The rate published mance. In some instances, where project-
in December is applicable to the period ed asset value and allocation bases are
from 1 January through 30 June; the rate not expected to vary significantly from
published in June is applicable to the the latest completed cost accounting peri-
period from 1 July through 31 December. od, the same facilities values and alloca-
Rates in effect since 1 January 1982 are tion bases as are required for retroactive
as follows: cost determination may be used for for-

January - June July - December ward pricing purposes.
1982 14.75% 15.5% (1) In as much as significant changes in
1983 11.25% 11.5% any of the variables, i.e., net book value
1984 12.375% 14.375% of facilities, the treasury rate or the
1985 12.125% 10.375% allocation base may change the relation-
1986 9.75% 8.5% ship and affect the cost of money factor,

the auditor should closely review any1987 7.625% 8.875% proposed cost of money calculation be-
1988 9.375% 9.25% fore it is accepted as a basis for negotia-
1989 9.75% 9.125% tion. The latest available semiannual in-
1990 8.5% 9.0% terest rate should be verified and known
1991 8.375% 8.5% or anticipated additions/deletions of as-
1992 6.875% 7.0% sets, as well as the effect of the annual
1993 6.5% 5.625% depreciation on the net book value,

11994 5.5% 7.0% should be examined. The allocation bases
(5) In calculating final facilities capital used in the cost of money computation

cost of money factors the cost of money should be compared for consistency with
rate is the average of the treasury rates. those used in estimating indirect cost
For example, the cost of money rate for rates.
the fiscal year ending 31 October 1987 (2) When the average cost of money
would be computed as follows: rate to be used in costing the contract is

Cost of known, this average rate should be used
Treasury Money in lieu of the latest semiannual treasuryPeriod Rate Proration Rate rate. This situation could occur when a

short-term contract is negotiated and

1986 2nd performed within the 6-month period
Half 81/2% 2/12 1.417% after all the rates to be weighted in the
1987 1st actual historical cost of money are

known. As an example, a contractor on aHalf 71% 6/12 3.813% calendar year basis receives a contract on1987 2nd 1 July 1987, with a performance periodHalf 81/@% 4/12 2.958% of I July 1987 to 31 December 1987. The
8.188% treasury rate for I July 1987 to 31

December 1987 was published in June
The contractor must compute and sup- 1987. Since the contract will be costed
port the cost of money factors. Based on after-the-fact using the arithmetic aver-
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age of the two semiannual rates for 1987, land will be assigned in the same manner
7.625% + 8.875%/2 = 8.25%, the 8.25 as the facilities to which it relates. A
percent rate should also be used for more detailed statement describing the
pricing the contract. Auditors should be procedures relatin•g to the assets assigned
aware that the interest rate which will be to each indirect expense pool should be
in effect during the negotiation and ap- required when the CAS 414 procedures
plied to the contractor's estimate may not vary from those used to measure, assign,
be known when the audit report is writ- and allocate depreciation. The contractor
ten. If this is the case, we should qualify should also disclose whether (1) the regu-
the audit report regarding the allocable lar method will be used, (2) the alternate
cost of money. The qualification should method will be used, and (3) if the cost of
advise that if a new rate is available, the money will be included in the G&A
PCO should consider recomputing the allocation base. The CAS Working Group
cost of money amount before finalizing Interim Guidance Paper No. 77-18 con-
negotiations. tains an example of an acceptable Disclo-

e. FAR 31.205-18 governs the compo- sure Statement description of procedures
sition, allocation, and allowability of used to compute cost of money. Once an
IR&D and B&P costs. FAR 31.205-18 option as to the inclusion of cost of
states that "Both direct and indirect costs money in the G&A allocation base is
shall be determined on the same basis as selected, a change from one to the other
if the IR&D (or B&P) project were under should be considered a voluntary change,
contract." Therefore, the cost of money is g. Contractors will include the amount
allocable to IR&D and B&P projects. proposed for cost of money in the appro-
However, it should be accounted for priate section of the SF 1411 supported
separately and not included in by Form CASB-CMF and any other de-
IR&D/B&P costs for the purpose of de- tail required to comply with 10 U.S.C.
termining whether the established ceiling 2306a, Truth in Negotiations. Where the
has been exceeded. The cost of money contractor elects to exclude the cost of
allocable to unallowable IR&D and B&P money from its proposal or claim for
costs (that is, that portion which exceeds reimbursement, such costs should be des-
the established ceiling) shall be consid- ignated as unallowable and may not be
ered unallowable, included in profit. In addition, the con-

f. The CASB regulations do not ex- tractor is still required to compute the
pressly require the disclosure of the prac- cost of money factors in accordance with
tices used by the contractor to determine CAS 414. The failure to make the compu-
and assign the cost of money. However, tation is considered a violation of a
since the cost of money calculation is major requirement of the standard. In
considered to be a significant accounting virtually all cases, however, the noncom-
matter, an adequate description of the pliance will not result in increased cost
practices involved would facilitate the paid by the government. We should
acquisition process. Accordingly, audi- therefore issue noncompliance reports
tors should formally advise ACOs in only if the acquisition office or the ACO
audit reports that contractors should be requests them. If no such request is
required to revise their Disclosure State- made, we will advise the ACO by memo-
ments to include a description of their randum of the technical noncompliance.
cost of money procedures. This disclo- We will also include appropriate com-
sure will include the procedures for iden- ments in the proposal audit report as
tifying assets, calculating net book values, well.
assigning net book values to indirect cost h. Request for audits of the contrac-
pools, and reallocating undistributed net tor's computation of the cost of money
book values to indirect cost pools. This may be received in connection with indi-
Disclosure Statement revision may be a vidual price proposals, forward pricing
single statement to the effect that the rate aveements, and the establishment of
contractor will use the same procedures final indirect cost rates. With each of
used in identifying and allocating depre- these audits, the report to the ACO will
ciation to final cost objectives and that state whether the contractor has com-
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plied with the standard and the require- (1) The requirement for future pay-
ments of the acquisition regulations. ment cannot be unilaterally avoided by

i. If noncompliances are found, the the contractor.
auditor must ascertain their significance (2) The award is to be paid in money,
and make appropriate recommendations other assets, or shares of the contractor's
as outlined in 8-302.7. stock.

(3) The future payment can be mea-
8-415 Cost Accounting Standard 415 sured reasonably accurately.
- Accounting for the Cost of (4) The recipient of the award is

e e A cont ensafortiCon t oknown.
Deferred Compensation (5) Events entitling an employee to

receive an award have a reasonable prob-
a. The purpose of this standard is to ability of occurrence.

provide criteria for measuring deferred (6) There is reasonable probability that
compensation costs and assigning those stock options will be exercised. These
costs to cost accounting periods. It ap- conditions are basically those recognized
plies to all deferred compensation costs under generally accepted accounting
except for compensated absences and principles for establishing a liability.
pension costs covered in CAS 408 and Where these conditions are not met, the
CAS 412. deferred compensation cost will be as-

b. The standard was effective 10 July signed to the period of payment.
1977. It must be applied to all new c. If the award is based on employee's
deferred compensation awards made in performance of future service to receive
the next fiscal year after receipt of a CAS- benefits, the contractor's obligation is
covered contract to which the standard is established as the future service is per-
applicable. It does not disturb the con- formed.
tractual provisions applicable to prior d. The treasury rate determined by the
awards. It allows the deferred compensa- Secretary of the Treasury pursuant to
tion cost awarded before the applicability Public Law 92-41, 85 Statute 97, effec-
date to be allocated as a cost when paid tive when the cost is assigned, will be
under existing contracts. used for computing the present value of

c. FAR 31.205-6(k) makes CAS 415 future benefits. The treasury rate consid-
applicable to all contracts, even contracts ers current private commercial interest
which are not CAS-covered or subject rates for loans maturing in approximately
only to modified CAS-coverage. Auditors five years and is considered the most
should ensure that proposed or claimed appropriate rate for discounting deferred
deferred compensation costs, where sig- compensation costs.
nificant, are in compliance with the pro- e. The measurement and assignment of
visioans, ofe CS 4 e wpresent values of future benefits to costaccounting periods should be separate for
8-415.1 General each award. However, the cost estimated

on a group basis for employees covered
a. Deferred compensation is an award by a deferred compensation plan will be

made by an employer to compensate an acceptable if the cost can be measured
employee in a future cost accounting with reasonable accuracy and includes an
period for services rendered prior to adjustment for probable forfeitures.
receipt of compensation. It does not f. The auditor's review should:
include normal year-end salary, wage, or (I) Identify all deferred compensation
bonus accruals. awards currently provided to employees.

b. Deferred compensation costs are (2) Determine what accounting
measured by the present value of future changes, if any, are contemplated as a
benefits to be paid and are assigned to the result of the standard. (According to FAR
cost accounting period in which the con- 52.230-5, the contractor is required to
tractor becomes obligated to compensate describe to the ACO the kind of changes
the employee. The contractor incurs this required by the standard.) If the contrac-
obligation when: tor previously utilized a cash basis of
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accounting for deferred compensation for which the rates are fixed or based on
costs on government contracts, a change specific indices have been accrued.
from a cash to an accrual basis will be h. If a deferred compensation plan for
required for all new awards made after a cash award requires irrevocable funding
the applicability date of the standard. (including interest) of future payments to

(3) Verify, through examination of the employees, the amount irrevocably fund-
award provisions, that all applicable con- ed will be assigned to the cost accounting
ditions for establishing the obligation for period in which the funding occurs.
compensation have been met for those i. The deferred compensation cost of
awards in which the entire cost is recog- an award of contractor stock will be
nized in the year of award. based on the current or prevailing market

(4) Review the present-value calcula- value of the stock (as indicated by market
tions to determine that the treasury rate quotations) on the date the number of
specified in the standard has been used shares awarded becomes known. It
correctly. should be noted that the standard does

(5) Review costs for proper credit of not provide for present value discounting
estimated forfeitures, based on past expe- of the market price for stock. Since the
rience and future expectations, where market price is presumed to reflect future
deferred compensation costs are account- expectations, further discounting would
ed for on a group basis. not be appropriate.

g. Interest cost will be included in j. The cost of an award of an asset other
computing future benefits for all deferred than cash, will be based on the market
compensation cash awards which provide value of the asset when the award is
for the payment of interest. The allowa- made. If the market value is not avail-
bility of such interest cost will be deter- able, a fair value of the asset will be
mined in accordance with applicable ac- established. The auditor should verify
quisition regulations. If the award stipu- that the claimed market value of the asset
lates a fixed interest rate, the interest cost is supported by a valid appraisal ob-
is assigned at the fixed rate to the cost tained from an outside source.
accounting period in which the contrac- k. If the terms of an award of either
tor is obligated to compensate the em- cash, other assets, or stock require that an
ployee. Some deferred compensation employee perform future service to re-
awards provide for the payment of inter- ceive benefits, the deferred compensation
est at variable rates from the date of the cost will be assigned on a pro rata basis to
award until payment. When the variable those applicable periods of current and
rate is based on specified index which is future service. The standard does not
determinable by cost accounting period, specify the method or proration but pro-
the interest cost is assigned to the appli- vides that the proration be based on the
cable period at the actual rate for the circumstances of the award. The require-
index at the close of the period. Since ment of the standard conforms with
that rate may vary from the actual rates Accounting Principles Board Opinion
in future periods, adjustments will be No. 12 which states that only the portion
made in any future period in which the applicable to the current period should be
variable rate materially affects the cost of accrued if elements of both current and
deferred compensation. When the vari- future services are present. The auditor
able rate is not based on a specified index should determine the basis on which the
and is not determinable by year, the total contractor prorates costs between current
interest cost will be assigned to the period and future periods. Where deferred com-
of payment. The auditor should review pensation plans do not clearly establish a
each deferred compensation plan which basis for prorating costs between ac-
provides for a cash award, to determine counting periods, the contractor will be
whether the payment of interest is re- required to support the prorations. In
quired. For each plan which provides for most instances the contractor, because of
interest, the auditor should check the the ease of computation, will prorate the
contractor's annual interest cost calcula- costs evenly over the number of years of
tion to ascertain that only interest costs additional service required before exer-
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cise of the award. For example, a contrac- the contractor may forfeit the employee's
tor, declaring a year-end cash award to rights to the benefits.
key employees under a plan requiring Solution. Under CAS 415.50(a), one
three additional years of service before criteria for incurring an obligation is that
payment, prorates the cost evenly over the contractor cannot unilaterally avoid
the following three years (excluding ad- future payment. As a result of the con-
justment for present value factors). The tractor's discretionary control over the
contractor's proration would be accepted forfeiture provisions, this would not be
by the auditor unless the circumstances considered a valid obligation. The cost
of the award clearly indicated that the should therefore be assigned to the year
award was related in total, or in part, to paid, not the year awarded.
past services rendered. b. Problem. The contractor's deferred

I. Any forfeitures which reduce the compensation requires all cash awards to
contractor's obligation for payment of be increased by an eight percent interest
deferred compensation will be credited to factor.
contract costs in the period the forfeiture Solution. The cost of future benefits
occurs. The reduction will be the amount assigned to the current accounting period
of the award assigned to the prior peri- should include interest cost calculated at
od(s), plus interest compounded annually eight percent compounded annually ac-
at the Secretary of the Treasury rate cording to CAS 415.50(dX)).
under Public Law 92-41, 85 Statute 97. c. Problem. The contractor accounts
For irrevocably funded plans, the reduc- for the cost of a cash award deferred
tion will be the amount initially funded, compensation plan on a group basis,
adjusted for a pro rata share of fund gains adjusted for an estimated four percent
or losses. The voluntary failure of a forfeiture allowance. At the close of its
recipient to exercise a stock option is not fiscal year 1987 the actual cost of forfei-
considered a forfeiture. If the cost of a tures amounted to only three percent as a
cash award for a group deferred compen- result of a lower employee turnover than
sation plan is later determined to be was originally anticipated.
greater than the amount initially assigned Solution. The additional cost resulting
due to an overestimate of forfeitures, the from the overestimated forfeiture allow-
additional cost attributable to the incor- ance should be charged to deferred com-
rect estimate will be assigned to the cost pensations costs in fiscal year 1987.
accounting period in which the revised d. Problem. The contractor has a de-
cost becomes known. ferred compensation plan which specifies

m. If noncompliances are found, the that an employee receiving a cash award
auditor must ascertain their significance must remain with the company for three
and make appropriate recommendations years after the award to receive benefits.
as outlined in 8-302.7. On 31 March 1987 (fiscal year-end) the

contractor awards $5,000 to an employee
8-415.2 Illustrations to be paid on 31 March 1990. According

The following illustrations are intend- to the plan's requirement for irrevocable
ed to supplement those in paragraph funding of future payments, the cost
415.60 of the standard. They are to be payable to the employee on 31 March
used as a guide in determining whether a 1990 was funded on 31 March 1987.
contractor's practices comply with the Solution. The entire amount irrevoca-
provisions of the standard. bly funded must be assigned to the fiscal

a. Problem. The cost of a contractor's year ending 31 March 1987 according to
deferred compensation plan for a cash CAS 415.50(dX6).
award is assigned to the cost accounting e. Problem. The circumstances are the
period in which the award is made. same as for problem d. above except the
Under the provisions of the plan, the employee voluntarily terminates his em-
contractor has complete authority over ployment on 30 May 1987. On the date
forfeiture. If an employee is reassigned or of termination the fund has appreciated
laid off before he is eligible for benefits, eight percent.
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Solution. The amount irrevocably tion or retention of the risk of loss by a
funded plus eight percent for the fund contractor, either voluntarily or involun-
gain will be credited to deferred compen- tarily. Absence of insurance is regarded
sation costs in fiscal year-end 31 March as one form of self-insurance. The con-
1988 as a forfeiture reduction. tractor should make a self-insurance

f. Problem. The contractor maintains a charge for each period for each type of
self-insured retiree death benefit plan for self-insured risk based on an estimate of
which costs are recorded at the time the the projected average loss for that period.
death benefit is paid. Questions have Insurance administration expenses which
been raised as to whether these benefits are material in relation to total insurance
should be considered deferred compensa- costs should be allocated on the same
tion subject to CAS 415 and whether the basis as the related costs.
liability for currently retired employees b. FAR 31.205-19 makes the self insur-
should be accrued. ance provisions of CAS 416 applicable to

Solution. These benefits are not de- all contracts, even contracts which are
ferred compensation as contemplated in not CAS-covered or subject only to modi-
CAS 415. CAS 415.50(aX3) requires a fled CAS-coverage. Auditors should en-
reasonably accurate measurement of fu- sure that proposed or claimed insurance
ture payments as a condition for accrual. costs, where significant, are in compli-
Retiree death benefits could only be ance with the provisions of CAS 416.
accrued by introducing mortality as-
sumptions and this was not considered to 8-416.2 Guidance
fall within the meaning of "reasonable a. The standard requires the contractor
accuracy" as used in the standard. to maintain records to substantiate the

amounts of premiums, refunds, divi-
8-416 Cost Accounting Standard 416 dends, losses, and self-insurance charges.
- Accounting for Insurance Costs Records should also show the frequency,

amount, and location of actual losses by
CAS 416 provides criteria for the mea- major type of risk.

surement of insurance costs, the assign- b. A contractor may need memoran-
ment of such costs to cost accounting dum records to reflect material differ-
periods, and their allocation to cost ob- ences between insurance costs deter-
jectives. The standard was effective 10 mined in accordance with CAS 416 and
July 1979 and is applicable to a contrac- those includable in financial statements
tor on or after the start of its next prepared in accordance with Financial
accounting period beginning after the Accounting Standards Board (FASB)
receipt ofa CAS-covered contract. Statement 5, Accounting for Contingen-

cies. FASB Statement 5 does not permit
8-416.1 General an accrual for loss contingencies in a

a. CAS 416 covers accounting for pur- contractor's financial accounting records
chased insurance, self-insurance, and unless (1) an asset has been impaired or a
payments to a trustee of an insurance liability incurred at the date of financial
fund. When coverage is obtained through statements and (2) the amount can be
purchase of insurance or payment into an reasonably estimated. Insurance costs de-
insurance fund, the premium or payment termined in accordance with CAS 416
normally should represent the insurance cannot be accrued in financial accounting
cost. Amounts representing coverage for records unless they represent purchased
more than one year should be assigned insurance, actual payment to a trustee, or
pro rata among the cost accounting pern- the recognition of an actual loss. A self-
ods covered by the policy term. When insurance charge which only represents
coverage is not obtained through pur- exposure to the risk of loss cannot be
chased insurance or payment into an accrued.
insurance fund, the contractor should c. Exposure to the risk of loss may
follow a propam of self-insurance in differ significantly between defense and
accordance with criteria in the standard. commercial operations and products.
Self-insurance is defined as the assump- When risks differ significantly, defense
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and commercial insurance costs should 8-416.3 Illustrations
be accumulated and allocated separately. The following illustrations are intend-

d. The audit of insurance premiums ed to supplement those in paragraph
and payments to trustees should include: 416.60 of the standard. They are to be

(1) Examining insurance policies to used as a guide in determining whether a
determine the basis for establishing and contras a ctie compny whethe
adjusting premiums, and any provision contractor's practices comply with the
for deposits and reserves.

(2) Determining whether the contrac- a. Problem. Contractor X establishes
tor controls or has a financial interest in an approved self-insurance program to
the insurer. Purchase of insurance from a cover employee group health plans begin-
related organization may be a form of ning with its next accounting period. The
self-insurance which should be audited in contractor makes a self-insurance charge
accordance with 8-416.2e. based on analysis of its actual loss experi-

(3) Examining the transactions in con- ence over the prior 10-year period and an
nection with an insurance reserve or fund evaluation of anticipated conditions. The
in order to establish compliance with auditor determines that a well-known
CAS 416.50(aXiv) and (v). insurance company offers coverage at a

(4) Reviewing direct allocations of pre- cost materially lower than the self-insur-
mium costs to final cost objectives to ance charge. The contractor refuses to
detect possible noncompliance with CAS purchase insurance because the insurance
402. company is a subsidiary of a competitor

(5) Reviewing the assignment of premi- and has a poor reputation.
ums, refunds, and assessments to and Solution. The contractor's practice
among cost accounting periods, complies with CAS 416 even though

e. CAS 416 does not establish mini- purchased insurance is available at a
mum financial requirements for a con- lesser cost. Paragraph 5 of the supple-
tractor's self-insurance program. In order mental information published with CAS
to assure that a contractor has adequate 416 states that the limitation in CAS
financial resources for a self-insurance 416.50(aX2Xi) is intended to apply only
program, FAR 31.205-19 requires con- when the cost of comparable purchased
tracting officer approval of a self-insur- insurance is used as a convenient method
ance program before the related costs are of estimating the projected average loss.
allowable. Auditors may be requested to The contractor's action is still subject to
furnish data in connection with the eval- the test of reasonableness contained in
uation of the proposed self-insurance FAR 31.201-3, and the difference be-
program. Self-insurance charges should tween the cost of self-insurance and pur-
be audited for compliance with CAS 416 chased insurance should be questioned if
and the approved program. The audit of there is sufficient evidence that the con-
self-insurance charges should include: tractor's reasons are not valid.

(I) Reviewing the contractor's overall b. Problem. Contractor Y proposes to
self-insurance program and the adequacy discontinue its purchased insurance cov-
of supporting records. erage and become self-insured without

(2) Analyzing the nature, amount and setting aside specific financial resources
pattern of actual insurance losses, to cover future losses.

(3) Evaluating the contractor's method Solution. If the self-insurance charge is
of estimating projected average loss from measured and allocated properly follow-
actual loss data. ing the criteria in CAS 416.50(a)(2), the

(4) Comparing the self-insurance proposed practice complies with the stan-
charge with the cost of purchased insur- dard regardless of the availability of
ance when it is available, specific financial resources to cover fu-

f. If noncompliances are found, the ture losses. The same cost, however, may
auditor must ascertain their significance be unallowable under provisions of FAR
and make appropriate recommendations 31.205-19 if the self-insurance program
as outlined in 8-302.7. has not been approved by the ACO.
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8-417 Cost Accounting Standard 417 8-417.2 Guidance
- Cost of Money as an Element of a. CAS 417 applies to both tangible and
the Cost of Capital Assets Under intangible assets being constructed, fabri-
Construction cated, or developed for a contractor's

own use. Cost of money applicable to
a. This standard establishes criteria for land should be added to the basis of the

the measurement of the cost of money land rather than to the depreciable por-
attributable to capital assets under con- tion of the asset under construction.
struction, fabrication, or development as Land should not be included in the
an element of the cost of those assets. The representative cost until the start of activ-
standard was effective 15 December ity necessary to get it ready for its intend-
1980. It is applicable on or after the start ed use, such as foundation development,of the next fiscal year beginning after landscaping, etc.b. Cost of money should be computed
receipt of a contract to which the stan- only once for each cost accounting perioddard applies.b.dFar 31i.2 1 mthat the asset is under construction basedon the representative investment duringapplicable to all contracts, even contracts the cost accounting period. Amounts ca-
which are not CAS-covered or subject pitalized as cost of money in one cost
only to modified CAS-coverage. Auditors accounting period should be included in
should ensure that proposed or claimed the representative investment for suc-
cost of money costs, where significant, ceeding periods. Cost of money shall be
are in compliance with the provisions of calculated using the time-weighted inter-
CAS 417. est rates determined by the Secretary of
S8-417.1 General the Treasury. It is not necessary to enter

the cost of money on the accounting
a. The standard's fundamental require- records; however, the contractor should

Sment provides that the cost of money make a memorandum entry of the cost
applicable to the investment in tangible and maintain, in a manner that permits
and intangible capital assets being con- audit and verification, all relevant sched-
structed, fabricated, or developed for a ules, cost data, and other data necessary
contractor's own use, shall be included in to support the entry.
the capitalized acquisition cost of such c. The representative investment is the
assets. calculated amount considered invested

b. For each capital asset being con- by the contractor in the project to con-
struct, fabricate, or develop the assetstructed, fabricated, or developed, a rep- during the cost accounting period. Inresentative investment amount shall be calculating the representative invest-determined each cost accounting period, ment, consideration must be given to the

giving appropriate consideration to the rate of expenditure pattern of this invest-
rate at which costs of construction are ment. For example, if most of the invest-
incurred. The cost of money applicable to ment was at the end of the cost account-
each asset shall be calculated using the ing period, the representative investment
applicable interest rates determined by calculation must reflect this fact. DFARS
the Secretary of the Treasury under Pub- Subpart 230.71 provides guidance in
lic Law 92-41, 85 Statute 97 (distributed computing representative investment
semi-annually by Headquarters). where a contractor experiences an une-

c. Cost of money shall not be capital- ven or irregular expenditure pattern.
ized for any period during which substan- d. The standard requires that if sub-
tially all the activities necessary to get the stantially all activity necessary to get the
asset ready for its intended use are dis- asset ready for its intended use is discon-
continued unless such discontinuance tinued, cost of money shall not be capital-
arises out of causes beyond the control ized for the period of discontinuance.
and without the fault or negligence of the However, when such discontinuance oc-
contractor, curs beyond the control and without the
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fault or negligence of the contractor, the establishes criteria for accumulating indi-
cost of money will continue to be capital- rect costs in indirect cost pools, and
ized. Therefore, the construction-in-prog- provides guidance on allocating indirect
ress accounts should be scrutinized to see cost pools. The standard was effective 20
if activity has ceased or dropped to a September 1980. It is applicable on or
nominal amount. If this occurs, the cir- after the start of the second fiscal year
cumstances should be examined. Brief beginning after receipt of a contract to
interruptions and delays because of tech- which the standard applies.
nical construction problems, labor dis-
putes, inclement weather, shortage of 8-418.1 General
material, etc. will not require discontin-
uance of capitalization of cost of money. The standard's fundamental require-

e. Assets purchased but not immediate- ments provide that (I) a business unit
ly put into service because they require shall have a written statement of account-
installation are permitted to be included ing policies and practices for classifying
in the base for determining cost of money costs as direct or indirect which shall be
during the period of installation. How- consistently applied; (2) indirect costs
ever, caution should be taken to ensure shall be accumulated in indirect cost
that the activities necessary to get the pools which are homogeneous; and (3)
asset ready for its intended use are not pooled costs shall be allocated to cost
discontinued, objectives in reasonable proportion to the

f. If noncompliances are found, the beneficial or causal relationships of the
auditor must ascertain their significance pooled costs to cost objectives. While the
and make appropriate recommendations CAS and the FAR are similar with regard
as outlined in 8-302.7. to the conceptual basis, the standard goes

beyond the requirements of the FAR and
8-417.3 Illustrations provides more definitive guidance for

The following illustration is intended allocation base selection.
to supplement those in paragraph 417.60
of the standard. It is to be used as a guide 8-418.2 Guidance
in determining whether a contractor's a Th
practices comply with the standard's pro- . e requirement for a written state-
visions. ment of accounting policies for classify-

Problem. A contractor purchases a tur- ing costs as direct or indirect is a critical
bine for $1 million on 1 'January 1986. aspect for assuring consistent implemen-
The installation requires six months and tation of this standard. If information
is completed on 3 June 1986. The con- disclosed by the contractor in "Part Ill,
tractor capitalizes cost of money during Direct vs. Indirect," Item 3.1.0, of the
the six-month period of installation stat- Disclosure Statement is insufficient to
ing that it was the CASB's intent that meet this requirement, the contractor
contractor investment be recognized should be requested to furnish additional
through cost of money. detail.

Solution. The contractor is entitled to b. Materiality is emphasized in evalu-
capitalize cost of money during the six- ating any perceived need for change in
month installation period. However, in cost accounting practices. Materiality cri-
the event that the activities necessary to teria are in 48 CFR 9903.305.
get the asset ready for its intended use are c. When a noncompliance condition is
discontinued, cost of money will not be not reported because the amounts are not
capitalized for the period of discontin- material, periodic reviews are required to
uance. ascertain that the amounts remain imma-

terial. Noncompliant conditions that cur-
8-418 Cost Accounting Standard 418 rently involve immaterial amounts but
- Allocation of Direct and Indirect which may involve material amounts in
Costs the future should be reported to the ACO

in accordance with 8-302.7.
CAS 418 requires the consistent classi- d. The creation of additional indirect

fication of costs as direct or indirect, cost pools should be required only if
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changes will result in materially different ing a base representing an appropriate
cost allocations, measure of resource consumption. The

e. Homogeneity of indirect cost pools is standard establishes a hierarchy of ac-
a significant requirement of the standard; ceptable representations of beneficial or
however, a pool may be considered ho- causal relationships between the activi-
mogeneous if the separate allocation of ties in the pool and benefiting cost objec-
costs of the dissimilar activities would tives. The best representation is a mea-
not result in a materially different alloca- sure of the resource consumption of the
tion of cost to cost objectives. Where activities of the indirect cost pool. If
there are no audit problems with the consumption measures are unavailable,
existing structure, it is not anticipated or impractical to ascertain, the next best
that CAS 418 would require further re- representation is a measure of the output
view of the homogeneity of indirect cost of the activities of the indirect cost pool.
pools. However, the allocation base for If neither resources consumed nor output
those pools must still be reviewed for of the activities can be measured practi-
compliance with the standard. cally, the standard requires the use of a

f. Where current problems regarding surrogate that varies in proportion to the
the allocation of direct and/or indirect services received to be used as a measure
costs do exist, CAS 418 provides authori- of resources consumed.
tative support and criteria which may be i. The allocation base used should
helpful in formulating an acceptable solu- result in an allocation to cost objectives
tion. in reasonable proportion to the beneficial

g. Where the contractor is establishing or causal relationship of the pooled costs
new indirect cost pools, careful attention to cost objectives. Where the allocation
should be directed toward whether the base used is direct labor hours or dollars,
pools meet the requirements of the stan- all work accomplished, including hours
dard. Audit considerations, applicable to worked in excess of 8 hours per day/40
conditions both before and after the hours per week by exempt employees or
establishment of a new pool, should assigned costs, should be included as
include propriety of the allocation base, appropriate in the base for allocation of
homogeneity of the cost pools, and ma- overhead costs. (See 6-410.3d.)
teriality. j. The criteria in CAS 407 should be

h. For purposes of selecting an alloca- applied to the use of average and prees-
tion base, CAS 418 distinguishes between tablished direct labor rates. Material
two types of indirect cost pools: (1) those variances must be allocated annually to
which include a material amount of the cost objectives in proportion to costs
costs of management and supervision of previously allocated.
activities involving direct labor or direct k Contractors are required to review
material, and (2) those which do not. preestablished rates for indirect costing

(I) If an indirect cost pool contains a at least annually, and revise the rates to
material amount of the costs of manage- reflect anticipated conditions. In addi-
ment or supervision of activities involv- tion, variances between actual or antici-
ing direct labor or direct material, the pated rates and preestablished rates must
standard requires selecting an allocation be disposed of at least annually, ifmateri-
base representative of the activity being al.
supervised. Allocation bases are limited 1. If noncompliances are found, the
to direct labor hours or dollars, machine auditor must ascertain their significance
hours, units of production, or material and make asperiateire signions
costs, whichever is more likely to vary in and make appropriate recommendations
proportion to the costs included in the as outlined in 8-302.7.
cost pool being allocated. 8-418.3 Illustrations

(2) If an indirect cost pool does not
contain material amounts of the costs of The following illustrations are intend-
management or supervision of activities ed to supplement those in paragraph
involving direct labor or direct material, 418.60 of the standard. They are to be
the standard specifies criteria for select- used as a guide in determining whether a
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contractor's practices comply with the cost objectives to which the pool is
standard's provisions, allocated. Further analysis indicates that

a. Problem. Contractor A proposes to allocation of the costs of the activities,
establish an allocation method for the included in the cost pool, result in an
central reproduction cost center. The allocation to cost objectives which is not
contractor wants to use the number of materially different from the allocation
personnel in each department as the base that would result if the costs of the
for allocation of the cost center. activities were allocated separately.

Solution. A central reproduction cost Solution. The contractor's practice is
center does not contain a material currently in compliance with CAS
amount of management and supervision 418.50(bX1). However, if it is expected
of activities involving direct labor and that the practice will have a material
direct material. Hence, the selection of a impact in the future and the probability
base is governed by CAS 418.50(e). Num- of this impact can be specifically com-
ber of personnel is a surrogate for re- mented upon, the situation should be

reported to the cognizant ACO. In addi-source consumption which may be repre- tion, periodic followup reviews should be
sentative of the beneficial or causal rela- performed to ascertain whether circum-
tionship between the cost center and the stances have changed the allocation dif-
benefiting cost objectives. However, ac- ferences from immaterial to material.
ceptability of this base requires an analy- c. Problem. The base for allocation of
sis of the availability of more preferred overhead costs at contractor C is direct
bases: labor hours. Although contractor C's sal-

(1) The best measure of resource con- aried employees work on the average 60
sumption related to a central reproduc- hours a week, only 8 hours per day and
tion cost center may be equipment usage 40 hours per week are recorded on the
(hours). However, if the reproduction employees' timesheets. Floor checks and
equipment does not have time meters employee interviews have revealed that
and installation is not cost-effective, the the excess hours worked by salaried em-
use of such a base would be impractical. ployees are, in many cases, incurred on

(2) The next best representation of cost type contracts in an overrun situa-
beneficial or causal relationship is out- tion, bid and proposal costs in excess of
put. A base consisting of the number of the negotiated ceiling, and other fixed
reproduced pages might be selected as an price and commercial work.
appropriate allocation measure of the Solution. Subject to the criteria of
output of the activities of the central materiality, the contractor should be cit-
reproduction cost center. However, if it is ed as being in noncompliance with CAS
not practical to measure the number of 418.50(d) in that the base selected to
pages reproduced for each requesting measure the allocation of the pooled costs
activity, a surrogate that varies in propor- to cost objectives is not a base representa-
tion to the services rendered may be used tive of the activity being managed or
to measure the resources consumed. supervised and all significant elements of

the selected base have not been included.(3) Such a surrogate could be the The contractor should be required to
number of personnel in each department record excess hours worked by salaried
if past experience demonstrates that the employees and include all direct labor
number of requisitions varies in reason- hours worked in the base for allocation of
able proportion to departmental popula- overhead costs. (See 6-410.)
tion, thereby constituting a reasonable
measure of the activity of the cost objec- 8-419 Reserved
tives receiving the service. Accordingly,
the method adopted by the contractor 8-420 Cost Accounting Standard 420
could constitute an acceptable allocation - Accounting for Independent
basis, depending upon the circumstances. Research and Development Costs and

b. Problem. An audit of contractor B Bid and Proposal Costs (IR&D/D&P)
reveals that several indirect cost pools
contain costs of activities having dissimi- a. This standard provides criteria for
lar beneficial or causal relationships to the accumulation of IR&D/B&P costs
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and for the allocation of such costs to cost agreement proposals and audits of in-
objectives. The standard was effective 15 curred costs.
March 1980 and must be followed as of b. The standard provides that
the start of the second fiscal year begin- IR&D/B&P costs accumulated at the
ning after the receipt of a CAS-covered home office which can be identified with
contract. It does not apply to contractors one or more specific segments shall be
subject to Office of Management and allocated to the specific segment(s). The
Budget Circular A-87, Cost Principles for standard does not specify the allocation
State and Local Governments. method to be used when two or more (but

b. FAR 31.205-18 makes CAS 420 not all) segments of an organization bene-
partially applicable to all contracts, even fit from a specific IR&D/B&P project. In
contracts which are not CAS-covered or evaluating the method used, consider-
subject only to modified CAS-coverage. ation must be given to whether the base
Auditors should ensure that proposed or will reasonably match cost distributions
claimed IR&D/B&P costs, where signifi- with the beneficial or casual relationships
cant, are in compliance with the provi- between the IR&D/B&P projects and the
sions of CAS 420. segments. The most straightforward base

would consist of the same components
8-420.1 General used to allocate home office residual

The standard provides that expenses. However, among other poten-
IR&D/B&P costs are to be accumulated tially acceptable bases are total cost input
by project. Under specific conditions, and production labor hours or dollars.costs of IR&D/B&P precicts performed This listing is not all inclusive and any
cost se of IRD b prjeefitsn perormed tha base which reasonably matches cost with
by a segment but benefiting more then the beneficial or causal relationships be-one segment must be accumulated at the tweIRDadBPpocsanbn-
home office. Home office IR&D/B&P tween IR&D and B&P projects and bene-
costs are to be allocated to se fiting segments would be acceptable un-
costsareh to allocaten to spegcments- der the provision of the standard.
through (1) allocation to specific sen- c. The standard's prefatory comments
ment(s) when beneficial or causal identi- idcte that a definition for B&P admin-fication can be made, or (2) use of the indicate cost a propor by comin-CAS 03 esidal xpene alocaion istrative costs was proposed by commen-
CAS 403 residual expense allocation tators, i.e., "B&P administrative costs,
base. Special allocations are also permit- when not separately identified and classi-
ted. IR&D/B&P costs accumulated at fled as B&P costs in accordance with the
segments (including home office alloca- contractor's normal accounting practice,
tions and transfers from other selments) are not considered B&P costs for the
will be allocated to final cost objectives purpose of this standard." The CASB
using the same base used for G&A ex- concluded that the proposed definition
penses under CAS 410; however, special was not necessary because it dealt with
allocations are permitted. allocation requirements which are ad-
8-420.2 Guidane dressed in CAS 420.50(aXI). CAS

420.50(a)(1) states that IR&D/B&P
a. The requirements for accumulation project costs shall include ". . . costs,

of IR&D/B&P costs by project and home which if incurred in like circumstances
office accumulation of IR&D/B&P for a final cost objective, would be treat-
projects benefiting more than one seg- ed as direct costs of that final cost
ment increase the need for maintaining objective . . . ." B&P administrative
close coordination between the CAC, costs, when not separately identified,
CHOA, or GAC and auditors at operat- may be excluded from the B&P pool if in
ing segments. It is necessary that project accordance with the contractor's normal
identification be retained on costs trans- accounting practice. B&P administrative
ferred from a segment to a home office in costs which are charged to an overhead
order that appropriate allocations from (non-B&P) pool are not construed as
the home office to all benefiting sements being incurred "in like circumstances for
can be accomplished. The coordination a final cost objective." Therefore, the
process includes reviews of advance standard does not disturb the accounting
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treatment of B&P administrative costs used as a guide in determining whether a
under the FAR provisions, contractor's practices comply with the

d. Special allocations of IR&D/B&P standard.
costs are permitted from the home office a. Problem. A conti actor currently uses
to specific segments and from segment a total cost input allocation base for
cost pools to specific final cost objectives G&A. In implementing CAS 420, this
provided the particular segment or final contractor proposes to exclude purchased
cost objective would receive a dispropor- services and major subcontracts from the
tionate allocation of the costs by using allocation base for IR&D/B&P costs,
the prescribed allocation base. However, citing the special allocation provisions of
the special allocation must be commensu- CAS 420.50(0(2). The contractor points
rate with the benefits received. The pro- out that this practice - i.e., the exclusion
visions governing special allocations of these costs from allocation of
(CAS 420.50(e)(2) and 420.50(f(2)) are IR&D/B&P, has been accepted in previ-
applicable to occurrences which are ex- ous years.
ceptions to the contractor's normal oper- Solution. This practice would not be in
ation, and are not intended for applica- compliance with the standard. Allocation
tion to segment groups or classes of of IR&D/B&P costs to final cost objec-
contracts or final costs objectives. As is tives is to be on the same allocation base
the case with special allocations under used for G&A. Special allocations for-
CAS 403.40(c)(3) and 410.50(j), it ap- classes of contracts (e.g., exclusions of
pears the CASB's intent is to use the major subcontracts from the base) are not
special allocation provisions to resolve appropriate under CAS 420.50(f)(2). The
specific situations where equitable alloca- special allocation provision in CAS
tion cannot be achieved by normal meth- 420.50(0(2) is limited to circumstances
ods. When a special allocation under of a particular final cost objective.
CAS 420.50(eX2) or 420.50(0(2) is used, b. Problem. Contractor H charges an
it must be described in the contractor's engineering department's typing services
disclosure statement. The description for proposal preparation direct to B&P
should identify the specific special alloca- projects. General support typing services
tion and the circumstances which require applicable to B&P and other departmen-
it. tal effort are not separately identified but

e. The standard provides that any work are charged to an intermediate overhead
performed by one segment for another pool and allocated to B&P projects, con-
segment shall not be treated as IR&D or tract engineering projects, and other cost
B&P costs of the performing segment objectives based on labor hours.
unless the work is part of an IR&D or Solution. The contractor's practice of
B&P project of the performing segment charging general support B&P typing
(CAS 420.50(d)). If the work of the services to an intermediate overhead
performing segment does not qualify as pool is in compliance with CAS
IR&D or B&P effort, the costs, including 420.50(aXi). The B&P general support
business unit G&A expenses, are trans- typing effort is not separately identified
ferred directly to the receiving segment. and classified as B&P cost and is not
Auditors at the performing sement will construed as being incurred "in like cir-
have the primary responsibility for re- cumstances for a final cost objective."
viewing the propriety of the accounting Therefore, B&P general support typing
treatment of these interdivisional costs. effort is allocable to an overhead account,

f. If noncompliances are found, the providing the allocation practice is other-
auditor must ascertain their significance wise considered acceptable and equita-
and make appropriate recommendations ble.
as outlined in 8-302.7. c. Problem. Company R has eight seg-

ments. Se•ment A performs IR&D
8-420.3 Illustrations projects which have technical application

The following illustrations are intend- to it and two other segments. Technical
ed to supplement those in paragraph application is not identifiable to the
420.60 of the standard. They are to be remaining five segments. The cost of
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those projects performed by Segment A is an allocation of equal shares does not
transferred to the home office and allo- reflect the participation in technical ap-
cated in equal parts (one-third) to the plications, other allocation bases that
three segments. could be considered include total cost

Solution. Company R is in compliance input (for the three segments) or a base
with CAS 420.50(e)(1) and 420.50(f)(1) consisting of the same components used
providing the technical app cations re- to allocate home office residual expenses.
ceived by the three segments ,,re equal. If
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8-500 Section 5 - Review of Cost Impact Proposals Submitted Pursuant to
the Cost Accounting Standards Clause

8-501 Introduction system for identifying accurately and

completely all contracts and subcontracts
This section contains guidance on the containing the CAS clause. The auditor

review of contractor cost impact propos- should review the adequacy of contrac-
als which are submitted in accordance tors' procedures and report to the ACO if
with the price adjustment provisions of the contractor does not maintain the
the CAS clause, required records. Once the contractor has

established such procedures, perform
8-502 General limited test checks of contract listings on

specific cost impact proposals to assure
8-502.1 CAS Clause Requiring Price the continuing effectiveness of the con-
Adjustments tractor's system. Report exceptions in the

Under paragraph (aX5) of the CAS cost impact proposal evaluation report.
clause (FAR 52.230-2), contractors and For smaller contractors, test the listing of
subcontractors are required to agree to CAS-covered contracts included in spe-
contract price adjustments, with interest, cific cost impact proposals against FAO
if increased costs to the government files of active cost reimbursable contracts
result from their failure to comply with and listings of CAS-covered fixed price
CAS or to follow their disclosed cost procurement actions available within
accounting practices in estimating, accu- DoD. (See CAS Working Group Paper
mulating and reporting costs on contracts 77-17.)
containing the CAS clause. The CAS
clause specifically provides in paragraph 8-502.3 Cost Impact Proposal Data
(aX4)(i) for an equitable price adjustment Requirements
when a new standard causes a change in
the contractor's cost accounting prac- A basic problem encountered by audi-
tices; paragraph (aX4Xiii) for an equita- tors is the proper preparation of a pro-
ble price adjustment when the parties posal by the contractor. FAR requires the
agree to a change to either a disclosed or proposal be prepared in the manner and
established cost accounting practice; and form (level of detail) agreed to by the
paragraph (aX4Xii) that adjustments re- contracting officer (usually with audit
suiting from all other changes may not advice). Any cost impact proposal format
result in any net increased costs to the specified by the ACO should allow the
government, same approximate result as if the cost

impact for each CAS-covered contract
8-502.2 FAR Requirement for was calculated individually. The basic
Submission of Cost Impact Proposal required data include (i) identification of

a. Whenever a contractor makes a each CAS-covered contract and cost im-
change to disclosed or established ac- pact (including cost, profit/fee, and
counting practices or is determined to be price/amount) on each CAS-covered con-
in noncompliance, FAR 52.230-5 re- tract and subcontract or, if agreed to by
quires the submission of a cost impact the ACO, a representative selection of
proposal within 60 days (or other mutual- contracts which will give the same ap-
ly agreed-upon date) after the proposed proximate result as if the cost impact on
change is determined adequate and com- each CAS-covered contract was calculat-
pliant. ed individually and (ii) grouping the

b. An integral part of the cost impact CAS-covered contracts and subcontracts
proposal is the list of CAS-covered con- by contract type (e.g., FFP, FPI, CPFF,
tracts and subcontracts which will be CPIF) and by the various Depart-
affected by the change or noncompliance. ments/agencies (e.g., Army, Navy, Air
To comply with the requirements of FAR Force, NASA, DoE). If inadequately pre-
52.230-5, contractors should maintain a pared, return the proposal to the contrac-
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tor through the ACO with deficiencies prospective adjustments will be made for
specifically identified. these changes. (See CAS Working Grou-

Paper 79-23.)
8-502.4 Review of Proposed Price c. The contractor fails to comply with
Changes an applicable cost accounting standard or

Under FAR 30.602-1 (e)/DFARS to consistently follow any disclosed or
230.601(aX4) the auditor is responsible established cost accounting practice.
for reviewing proposed price changes FAR 52.230-2(a)(5) requires that when
submitted by contractors or subcontrac- increased costs as defined in FAR 30.306
tors as a result of revisions made to result, contract prices or cost allowances
previously disclosed or established cost must be adjusted. Such adjustment shall
accounting practices. The purpose of the provide for recovery of the increased
review is to ascertain whether the pro- costs to the government together with
posed amounts are fair and reasonable. interest thereon computed using the Sec-
Audit advice sht ild be provided consid- retary of the Treasury, Public Law 92-41,
ering materiality and risk criteria. Audi- interest rate from the time the payment
tors should consider an array of audit by the government was made to the time
procedures as appropriate during review the adjustment is effected. The recently
of cost impact proposals, including statis- passed Public Law 100-679 states that the
tical and judgment sampling, risk assess- interest rate applicable to any contract
ment, past experience, discussion with price adjustment shall be the annual rate
contractor personnel, and comparison of interest established under section 6621
with previous cost estimates. The results of the Interna! Revenue Code of 1986
of these reviews will be reported to the (U.S.C. 6621). However, Public Law 100-
ACO responsible for negotiating the price 679 requires that the effective date for
adjustment. use of the new interest rate be set by the

new Cost Accounting Standards Board
8-502.5 Requirement for Cost Impact through an amendment to the FAR.
Proposal Until such an amendment has been pub-

Cost Impact proposals are required in lished, the government will continue to
the following instances: use the interest rate pursuant to Public

a. The contractor or subcontractor is Law 92-41, 85 Stat. 97 to determine
required to comply prospectively with a interest on contract price adjustments.
new cost accounting standard. The relat-
ed cost impact proposal provides a basis 8-502.6 Inclusion of Implementation
for an equitable adjustment on CAS-cov- Costs
ered contracts existing on the effective Implementation costs may be included
date of the standard in accordance with in cost impact statements only to the
FAR 52.230-2(aX4Xi) and may result in extent they are a part of appropriate
either price increases or decreases. indirect expense pools and allocated in

b. The contracting officer proposes a accordance with the contractor's normal
change in the disclosed or established accounting practices. (See CAS Working
accounting practices or the contractor Group Paper 76-5.)
proposes such a change and the contract-
ing officer agrees. Such changes include 8-502.7 Noncompliance with FAR Part
early implementation of new cost ac- 31
counting standards. (See 8-301c.) The The FAR 52.230-2 CAS clause does
related cost impact proposal provides a not provide for price adjustment for
basis for an equitable adjustment on noncompliance with FAR Part 31. There-
CAS-covered contracts in accordance fore, if a contractor fails to follow FAR,
with FAR 52.230-2(aX4Xiii) and may cost disapprovals will be processed in
result in either increases or decreases, accordance with existing procedures.
Other changes are subject to the provi- However, if the contractor is required to
sions of FAR 52.230-2(aX4Xii) and shall change an accounting practice because of
not increase the net cost paid by the failure to follow FAR (for example, a
government on covered contracts. Only change to a distribution base previously
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used for pricing and/or recording pur- sured in terms of higher costs to be
poses), then prospective adjustments to reimbursed during contract performance.
all CAS-covered contracts would be re- Consequently, if the contractor failed to
quired under 8-502.5, above. (See 8- accumulate costs in consonance with its
302.7.) disclosed or established practices and

applicable standards, the appropriate ad-
8-503 Guidance justment for the noncompliance will be

computed as described. For noncompli-
8-503.1 Types of Reviews ances on flexibly priced contracts, the

In evaluating cost impact proposals, "increased cost" to the government is the
the auditor will perform essentially two difference between the current estimated
types of reviews: cost at completion under the noncompli-

a. An evaluation of the contractor's ant method and the same estimate recon-
estimate of the cost impact on covered structed under the compliant method.
contracts caused by changes in cost ac- (See CAS Working Group Papers 76-4
counting practices. (The resulting adjust- and 76-9.)
ments to covered contracts are applied
only on a prospective basis.) 8-503A Cost Adjustments for Changes

b. A review of proposed cost increases Cost adjustments for either mandatory
to the government caused by the contrac- or voluntary changes should generally be
tor's failure to follow consistently its the net difference between the current
disclosed or established practices or to estimated cost to complete under the old
comply with applicable cost accounting accounting method and the same esti-
standards. The amount of the adjustment mate reconstructed to reflect the new
is the increase in cost to the government method. (See CAS Working Group Paper
over what the cost would have been had 76-9.)
the contractor complied with the stan-
dards and/or followed consistently its 8-503.5 Cost Offset Techniques
disclosed or established practices. The proposed cost effect and the relat-

8-503.2 Increased Costs - Changes ed audit recommendations must be
shown on a contract-by-contract basis to

Increased costs to the government un- enable the ACO to identify the affected
der FFP contracts should be considered contracts and determine the amount of
to exist when the costs allocated to the the adjustment for each contract in-
contracts are less than would have been volved. Adherence to this format (con-
allocated if the method of allocation had tract-by-contract) by the contractor and
not been changed. This concept, which is the auditor is particularly vital when cost
specifically cited in 48 CFR 9903.306 offsets apply. No specific method for
related to noncompliances, should apply offsetting price increases and decreases
to all price adjustments involving FFP has been prescribed. It is the ACO's
contracts. (See CAS Working Group Pa- responsibility to address each specific
pers 76-4 and 76-9.) situation in a way that best accomplishes

the overall objective and to assure that
8-503.3 Increased Costs - the offset technique is applied judiciously
Noncompliance so that the final cost to the government or

For noncompliance on firm fixed price to individual departments or agencies is
contracts, the amount of "increased not materially different from that which
costs" to the government is the difference would have resulted if the contract prices
between cost estimates used in negotia- had actually been adjusted. Offsets affect-
tions and lower cost estimates that would ing incentive contracts should be careful-
have been used had the contractor com- ly reviewed to avoid material impacts on
plied with the applicable CASB rules, the incentive provisions. The following
regulations, and standards. This mea- guidelines should be employed in using
surement is necessary since "increased offset techniques (see CAS Working
costs" on FFP contracts cannot be mea- Group Paper 76-8):
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a. Contracts may be adjusted individu- auditor, shall estimate the cost impact on
ally or cost increases and decreases may contracts and subcontracts containing the
be offset to reduce the number of con- CAS clause. Base the estimate, as much
tract adjustments for mandatory and as possible, on readily available data. The
voluntary changes and for noncompli- auditor's objective is not to relieve the
ances. contractor of its responsibility for prepar-

b. Cost increases at one organizational ing the cost impact statement but merely
segment of a company may be offset by to provide sufficient information upon
decreases at another segment if the which the ACO can base a unilateral
change causes costs to flow between the decision. Once the ACO's final decision
segments either directly or via a higher has been rendered, the burden of proof
organizational level such as a home of- should rest with the contractor to demon-
rice. strate, through a detailed analysis, the

c. Within a segment, the effect of cost impact on each CAS-covered con-
n in the tract and subcontract, rather than toseveral changes may be combined debate the merits of the government

offset consideration if the changes all estimate. (This is similar to the procedure
take place at the same time. established in FAR 49.109-7 for termina-

d. When a mix of contract types is tion settlement by unilateral determina-
involved, grouping of contracts by type, tion.) The associated audit report should
by materiality of cost impact, or other include (1) the scope of the review, (2) a
type segregation may often reduce the description of the circumstances relating
complexity of the problem and also re- to the contractor's failure to submit a cost
duce the number of price adjustments impact proposal, and (3) the basis used to
that must be made. develop the estimate. If the auditor is

unable to provide the estimate, the report8-503.6 Adequacy of Cost Impact should give the reasons and identify the
Proposals data needed to comply with the ACO's

Pursuant to acquisition regulations request.
that implement the CASB promulgations, c. Although not specifically provided
contractors and subcontractors are re- for in the FAR, auditors may also be
quired to submit proposals that reflect requested by the ACO to provide an
the cost impact of changes made to their estimate of the cost impact prior to the
disclosed or established cost accounting ACO's exercising of the FAR withhold
practices. The auditor should initially provisions. The FAR withhold provisions
review such cost impact proposals for provide that the ACO may withhold an
adequacy of content and method of pre- amount not to exceed 10 percent of each
sentation. If inadequately prepared, re- subsequent payment request related to
turn the proposal to the contractor the contractor's CAS covered prime con-
throuuh the ACO with the deficiencies tracts which contain the appropriate
specifically identified. withholding provisions until the cost im-

pact proposal has been furnished. In
8-503.7 Failure to Submit Cost Impact these situations, the estimate of the cost
Proposal impact will be used by the ACO to

a. Auditors should work closely with determine a maximum amount thatthe administrative contracting officer should be withheld. Again, the estimate
the administr contractrstosming oficery of the cost impact should be based, as

(ACO) to get contractors to submit timely much as possible, on readily available
and adequate cost impact proposals. It data. Also recommend to the ACO that
may be necessary for the ACO to instruct withholding begin immediately and con-
the contractor that the withhold provi- tinue while the estimate of the cost
sions of FAR 30.602-1(f) will be imple- impact is being developed.
mented if an adequate cost impact pro-
posal is not submitted by a stipulated 8-504 Conferences and Reports on
date. Cost Impact Proposal Reviews

b. If the contractor fails to submit a
cost impact proposal, FAR provides that a. See 4-300 for guidance on entrance,
the ACO, with the assistance of the interim, and exit conferences with the
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contractor. When appropriate, e.g., when office accounting practices. Such adjust-
there are numerous CAS-covered con- ments will affect all contracts at alltracts, a series of changes, or complicated organizational units which receive cost
changes, the contractor and the govern- allocations from the home office. It isment should discuss and agree in advance expected, therefore, that the CAC, theon the manner and form of a cost impact CHOA, the GAC, and/or the auditorproposal in order to ease the administra- cognizant of an intermediate manage-
tive process. ment organization will furnish the audi-

b. Promptly after completing each cost tet cognizant of all segments with theimpact proposal review, prepare and dis- tors ognizn of alstsith heresults of the review on distributing home
tribute a report using the guidance in 10- office expenses so that the proposed
808. effect on contracts at the receiving seg-
8-505 Coordination ments can be verified. The cognizant

auditors would then report back to the
Extensive coordination will be re- CAC, CHOA, or GAC who would issue aquired when the adjustments are for consolidated report to the ACO responsi-

changes to or failure to follow home ble for the home office.
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CHAPTER 9

9-000 REVIEW OF COST ESTIMATES AND PRICE PROPOSALS

9-001 Scope of Chapter relationships that involve noncost vari-
ables. Section I1 presents procedures

a. This chapter presents guidance for applicable to comprehensive team sur-
evaluating estimates of cost and profit veys of contractors' estimating systems
supporting price proposals submitted by by auditors and technical specialists. Sec-
contractors in connection with the award, tion 12 provides guidance in evaluating
administration, modification, or repric- forward pricing rate agreements. Section
ing of government contracts. The guid- 13 provides guidance for DCAA partici-
ance applies to audit of estimates submit- pation as a member of a should-cost
ted in connection with negotiation of the review team.
following: (1) prices of firm-fixed-price
contracts; (2) initial and adjusted prices 9-002 Related Audit Guidance
of redeterminable fixed-price contracts;
(3) initial and successive target costs of a. Audit report preparation is covered
incentive fixed-price and incentive cost- in Chapter 10. Since audit reporting
reimbursement contracts; (4) estimated requirements affect the field work re-
costs of cost-plus-fixed-fee contracts; (5) quired, be familiar with Chapter 10 pro-
prices of spare parts; (6) contract change visions applicable to the proposal at hand
proposals; (7) rates for time and material before you begin the proposal review.
and technical services contracts; (8) b. Appendix E and Appendix F, which
claims for price adjustments due to ab- describe graphic and computational anal-
normal events; (9) economic price adjust- ysis and improvement curve analysis
ments; (1 ) price adjustments pursuant techniques as evaluation tools, should be
to Cost Accounting Standards clauses; used in conjunction with this chapter.
and (11) advance agreements on forward c. Throughout this chapter, various
pricing factors such as indirect cost rates, Cost Accounting Standards are cited.
labor hour rates, material handling rates, Refer to the complete text of CASB
and other elements of pricing formulas to Rules, Regulations and Standards and to
be used repetitively. Chapter 8 for audit guidance on CAS.

b. Section 1 discusses administrative d. When appropriate, the Agency DITS
procedures for field pricing support; that application software should be used to
section includes coverage of requests to expedite (1) rate applications; (2) audit
provide specific cost in formation and to summarization; and (3) preparation of
assist higher-tier contractors review pro- summary working papers, audit report
posals submitted by subcontractors. Sec- exhibits, and rate schedules.
tion 2 provides guidance in evaluating e. As part of planning the review of a
the adequacy of cost or pricing data in price proposal, brief the request for pro-
the proposal. Section 3 discusses general posals in accordance with 3-203. During
evaluation procedures for estimates. Sec- each review of cost estimates or price
tions 4 through 7 present specific guide- proposals, observe any operations securi-
lines for evaluating cost estimates for ty (OPSEC) measures required by current
direct labor, direct material, other direct DoD contracts or requests for proposals,
costs, and indirect costs. Section 8 in accordance with 3-205.
presents special considerations in pricing
the impact of inflation, including the 9-003 The Total Audit Environment
review of proposed contractual economic
price adjustment provisions. Profit eval- a. The guidance in this chapter should
uation assistance to the contracting offi- be applied to the audit of individual
cer is discussed in Section 9. Section 10 proposals with due regard for the audit
highlights audit criteria for review of environment, considering previous audit
estimates derived from cost estimating experience with the contractor and the
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materiality of the various elements of the apparent intent to deceive the govern-
proposal. A detailed evaluation of each ment, such cases are reportable under 4-
element of every proposal submitted for 700.)
review is normally unnecessary. (3) The reliability of the contractor's

b. Make full use of all relevant knowl- cost accounting system.
edge about the contractor which has been (4) Current trends in the contractor's
documented in prior reviews. This would labor, indirect cost, or other costs, as
include: reflected in the results of recent proposal

(1) The strengths or weaknesses of the evaluations or audits of incurred costs.
contractor's estimating system, which (5) Current changes in and/or moderni-
may also be the subject of a separate zation of the contractor's manufacturing
review (5-1200). practices as noted during tours of the

(2) The general credibility of the con- manufacturing floor, perambulations,
tractor's proposals, as determined in the and in the results of estimating surveys,
course of previous proposal evaluations recent proposal evaluations, or audits of
and postaward audits. (When a contrac- incurred costs. (Changing the flow of how
tor's accounting practices or representa- products are made can affect the flow of
tions of historical and projected costs costs (14-800)).
repeatedly contain significant deficien- (6) Cost avoidance recommendations
cies, errors, or unreasonable estimates made as a result of operations audits and
which suggest either negligence or an other functional reviews (14-500).
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9-100 Section 1 - Administrative Procedures for Field Pricing Support

9-101 Introduction procedures to high-value material items).
(See 9-107 for adiscussion of requests for

a. This section presents the general specific cost information and 9-108 for
procedures for processing requests for requests to review part of a proposal.) A
advisory audit reports and other contract clear understanding of the requester's
audit information related to contractor needs is essential for establishing the
and subcontractor price proposals. Basic audit scope as discussed in 9-103.3.
guidance on audit field work and prepa- When significant contractor deficiencies
ration of audit reports is not repeated in or system problems exist, the auditor
this section (see subsequent sections of should explain them to the contracting
this chapter and 10-300). officer and discuss the potential for addi-

b. The term "PCO" is also applied to a tional audit coverage. When a request is
plant representative/ACO who has been received for an audit of the entire propos-
delegated procurement authority to exe- al and there is little risk involved, discuss
cute the particular contract action, with the requester if their needs could be

met by other services such as reviewing
9-102 The Field Pricing Support part of the proposal (9-108) or providing
Concept specific cost information (9-107).There

are special requirements for reporting on
9-102.1 The Approach an audit of a part of a contractor's

a. FAR 15.8 and DFARS 215.8 de- proposal as stated in 9-108, 9-206, 9-207,
scribe the responsibilities and functions and 10-300.
in the review, analysis, and negotiation of c. Under the DoD approach (DFARS
price proposals, and related matters con- 215.805-5), the plant representative/ACO
cerning negotiated procurements. Much is the team manager for all PCO requests
of this guidance applies to all types of for field pricing support. The PCO sends
negotiated pricing actions, including con- all such requests to the plant representa-
tract price redetermination after costs tive/ACO, with a copy to the cognizant
have been incurred under the contract. contract audit office; the contract auditor
However, certain requirements may ap- shall treat the advance copy of the PCO
ply only to the initial pricing of contracts, request as a signal to begin the audit
contract additions, or contract modifica- work. If after receiving an advance re-
tions (sometimes called forward or prea- quest there is concern about whether an
ward pricing actions). audit will be necessary, immediately dis-

b. Field pricing support consists of all cuss the matter with the ACO. Any
audit and other specialist effort necessary uncertainty about whether an audit will
for the contracting officer to determine be needed should be resolved in favor of
the reasonableness of the proposed cost starting the audit. If the ACO states that
or price. FAR 15.805-5 assigns the con- an audit will not be requested, contact
tracting officer responsibility for deter- the PCO to determine whether ACO
mining the extent of field pricing support actions will be sufficient. If the PCO
required, and for establishing the specific states that an audit is necessary, it should
areas in which audit input is needed. This be performed as a direct request in accor-
usually results in a price proposal audit dance with FAR 15.805-5(c) and the
request to perform a complete examina- ACO should be so advised (see 9-
tion of the contractor's price proposal. 103.1(dX7)).
However, the contracting officer may d. DFARS 215.805-5(aX2XA) outlines
occasionally request an audit of only the procedural steps for coordinating
specific cost elements within a proposal field pricing support. This evaluation
(e.g., review only proposed material process is conducted as a cooperative
costs); or request only the application of team effort in order to ensure timely and
agreed-upon procedures (e.g., verify cur- effective response to the PCO's request.
rent labor rates or apply certain attest The efforts of all field pricing support
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team members are complementary, b. FAR 15.805-5(b) permits contract-
therefore, cooperation and communica- ing officers to request an audit of a
tion are essential in order to establish a proposal below the thresholds when there
proper understanding of each members' are unusual circumstances. These include
role. (1) lack of knowledge of the contractor,

e. The procedural steps involving con- (2) sensitive conditions, or (3) inability to
tract audit are discussed in later para- evaluate the price reasonableness. When
graphs of this section. The roles and requested to audit a proposal that is
relationships described in 9-305 also ap- below the threshold, the auditor should
ply in the field pricing support situation. understand the unusual circumstances

9-102.2 Applicability of Procurement (see. 9-103. 1d(3)).
Procedures 9-103 DCAA Field Pricing Support

FAR/DFARS procedures are cited in at the Prime Contract Level
this section for convenience and only
briefly outlined. Slight variations may 9-103.1 Coordinatig the PCO Request
occur among DoD components, and pro- for a oordit
cedures applicable to non-DoD agencies for an Audit
may differ. Auditors reviewing major or a. In responding to requests for audit
numerous proposals for a particular DoD services, FAO managers, supervisors, and
or non-DoD contracting activity should auditors should keep in mind that the
be familiar with the applicable agency contracting officer is our customer. Our
FAR supplement and any special propos- aim is to provide timely and responsive
al requirements of the procurement of- audits, audit reports and financial advi-
fice. This information is needed to ensure sory services that meet our customer's
good support to the PCO, to anticipate needs. This goal can be achieved by
procurement needs for contract audit establishing open and effective channels
services, and to estimate and monitor of communication which allow for the
workload trends. It is especially impor- sharing of information and ideas as the
tant in this regard to know the procure- audit progresses.
ment office's dollar thresholds and relat- b. In particular, requests for field pric-
ed criteria for requesting field review of ing support need to be handled in an
proposals (9-102.3). expeditious manner. Proposals should be

reviewed for adequacy criteria within
9-102.3 Applicability of Dollar seven days after receiving the proposal so
Thresholds that corrective action can be taken imme-

a. DFARS 215.805-5(a)(l)(A) requires diately. In addition, expeditious handling
contracting officers to request field pric- of this matter will enable the auditor to
ing support for contract and modification meet the requestor's time constraints.
proposals in excess of $500,000 for fixed- The auditor should seek assistance from
price contracts and $1,000,000 for cost- the ACO/PCO, if needed, early in this
type contracts. The requirement may be process. The Agency has also developed
waived, with adequate written justifica- criteria which can be used to evaluate the
tion by the contracting officer. General- adequacy of contract pricing proposals.
ly, field pricing support should not be The auditor may discuss the checklist
requested for proposals below these with contracting officers and suggest that
thresholds. However, if the contracting they use it in the screening process. The
officer becomes aware that the cognizant form is available on the FAO DIIS sub-
administrative contracting officer has system (file name ADEQUACY).
found a significant deficiency in the c. Locally established working arrange-
contractor's estimating system and has ments may expedite handling of relative-
instructed the contractor to correct the ly routine requests. However, effective
deficiency, field pricing reports shall be field pricing support to the PCO may, in
requested for fixed-priced proposals in some cases, require individualized coop-
excess of $250,000 and cost-type propos- erative arrangements between the plant
als in excess of $500,000. representative/ACO and the auditor.
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Also, some matters may need reconsider- (6) Obtaining the PCO's estimate of
ation during the course of major field most likely level of procurement require-
pricing support cases. ments under a proposed basic ordering

d. Additional key matters the auditor agreement or time-and-materials-type
needs to coordinate with the plant repre- contract. The reasonableness of proposed
sentative/ACO are listed below (see FAR costs should be evaluated considering the
15.805-5(cX1)). anticipated level of effort.

(1) Obtaining a copy of the contractor's (7) In some cases, requests will be
proposal and applicable portions of the received directly from the PCO. Auditors
RFP, if not received with the PCO re- should not delay these reviews awaiting a
quest. request through the ACO. When these

(2) Establishing the due date for the requests are received, necessary coordi-
audit report, considering existing audit nation will be made directly with the
workload, required audit scope, or any requester. In addition, auditors should
other relevant factors. The contract audi- advise the plant representative/ACO of
tor should coordinate due date adjust- the request.
ments with the plant representative/ACO 9-103.2 Acnowledging the Request
and the PCO. Any audit conflicts involv-
ing more than one PCO should be At an early stage in planning the audit,
worked out jointly between the auditor send a memorandum to the plant repre-ed outh jntly representative/ACO (au 9 sentative/ACO (or PCO if it relates to aand the plant direct request) confirming the following103.7). matters:

(3) Obtaining a clear understanding of a. Dates the request for audit and the
the requester's needs and identifying ar- contractor's proposal were received.
eas of the contractor's proposal for spe- b. The due date for issuing the audit
cial consideration (in addition to any report. (In establishing the time required
specified by the PCO). If the request is to complete a satisfactory review, include
for an audit of something that is immate- any areas for special emphasis or specific
rial or that could be handled as a request requirements requested by the PCO or
for specific cost information (see 9- coordinated with the plant representa-
107.1), the auditor should discuss this tive/ACO.)
with and make an appropriate recom- c. The areas of the contractor's propos-
mendation to the contracting officer. al to be given special consideration.
However, the final decision regarding the d. The arrangements for submission of
need for a complete audit rests with the reports on any (i) technical analyses and
contracting officer. (2) reviews of subcontract and intracom-

(4) Arranging for all technical input pany proposals.
needed for the audit, including field e. Any other relevant items that would
technical reports the PCO requests to be improve the coordination process.
incorporated into the audit report. Tech-
nical input can often be obtained through 9-103.3 Audit Scope
informal consultation, however, written a. Determining the scope of a price
confirmation of the requested informa- proposal audit (FAR 15.805-5(e)) will, in
tion should follow. Similarly, informal part, depend on the nature of the audit
audit input may be needed to support request for field pricing support. When a
other field pricing support efforts before complete examination of the contractor's
the audit report is prepared (see 9-306 price proposal is requested, the auditor is
and D-204). responsible for determining the scope

(5) Arranging for any needed supple- and depth of audit required to render an
mentary analysis of subcontract or intra- informed opinion as to the adequacy of
company proposals by the prime contrac- the cost or pricing data for negotiation of
tor and/or government field personnel. a price, including the use of technical
Time constraints require that this area be specialists when necessary. DCAAF
given early, expedited attention (see 9- 7640-36 can be used to document the risk
104 and 9-105). assessment and scope determination. Re-
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quests to audit part(s) of a price proposal justify a desk review. Limited additional
are discussed in 9-108. information can sometimes be obtained

b. As early as possible, determine by telephone inquiry to the contractor.
whether technical review requested by The auditor must also carefully consider
the ACO will be sufficient to allow the any necessary adjustments to the audit
auditor to express an opinion regarding scope because of changed conditions,
the quantitative and qualitative aspects such as a forecasted increase in the
of the contractor's proposal. The auditor contractor's volume of business (alloca-
is responsible for ensuring that adequate tion base) which may result in a reduc-
evidential matter is examined to render tion of the indirect cost rate.
an opinion on the proposed costs. This f. Desk review procedures are an inte-
includes making decisions about what gral part of the audit planning process
technical assistance is needed, effectively and may result in a conclusion that
communicating with the technical spe- sufficient information is available in the
cialist(s), assessing the impact of techni- files from other audits to form the basis
cal specialist findings upon the audit for expression of an opinion on the
opinion, and reporting on the uses of contractor's cost statement (estimate or
technical specialists or the impact of their incurred). In such cases, care should be
nonavailability (see Appendix D and 9- taken to assure that the auditor has
306). complied with government auditing stan-

c. When ACO/PCO-imposed time con- dards.
straints make it impossible to perform an g. Desk reviews, either alone or in
entire proposal audit, coordinate with the conjunction with a limited review of
ACO/PCO to determine if other services cojuctionowit a re vie of
can be performed in the prescribed time selected proposal areas, may be appropri-
frame to assist in the negotiation of the ate for audit of proposals in the lower
award (e.g., providing specific cost infor- dollar ranges. Consequently, a desk re-
mation or rewiewing part of a proposal- view will normally be performed when
see 9-107 and 9-108). If no services can the following criteria are substantially
be provided in the prescribed time frame, met:
confirm the results of the conversation in (1) The contractor has been visited by a
writing with the ACO/PCO. contract auditor within the past 12

d. If there is a lack of adequate techni- months and audits are reasonably cur-
cal input necessary for the expression of rent.
an unqualified opinion regarding the (2) There are no outstanding CAS or
quantitative and qualitative aspects of accounting/estimating system deficien-
the proposal, the audit report should be cies that have a bearing on the proposal.
qualified accordingly (10-304.2). (The audit files must reflect a prior

e. In some cases, the risk assessment review of the significant elements of the
and other audit planning procedures accounting/estimating system.)
could conclude that a proposal may be (3) No significant change is expected to
evaluated by a desk review rather than a occur in the contractor's business which
comprehensive examination of all pro- will affect cost projections during the
posed elements. A desk review consists of proposed period of performance.
a comparison of the contractor's proposal (4) The contractor has been able to
with audit data available or readily ob- support its proposed costs on previous
tainable at the FAO on such things as the submissions by vendor quotations, prior

Scontractor's estimating methods, current actual costs, or other acceptable eviden-
cost/price experience, and currently fore- tial matter. Thus, experience shows mini-
casted labor or indirect cost rates. It mal or no cost exceptions (other than
involves more than merely checking the known repetitive-type exceptions) on pre-
contractor's arithmetic. The professional vious reviews.
application of audit experience and as- (5) The cost elements proposed are
sessment of materiality and risk is re- consistent with prior practice and consis-
quired in order to determine if sufficient tently applied with no new costing fac-
information is available to the auditor to ton.
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(6) The contractor and the government value item separately, the requester
have agreed on forward pricing rates, should be advised so as to avoid duplica-
with appropriate DCAA input, for the tion.
proposed period of performance or cur-
rent rate information is available from 9-103.5 Request to Report by Line Item
recent audits. a. Audit requests which require audi-

tors to spend an inordinate amount of
9-103.4 Sampling Procedures to be Used time reporting their findings by line item

a. Requests to evaluate an inordinate do not usually result in an economical
number of items and/or dollar amounts use of audit resources, particularly when
should be discouraged. Criteria used by the contractor's accounting system does
some procuring offices for reviewing line not identify total cost by individual line
items may be more extensive than item.
DCAA's established statistical sampling b. Although some contractors propose
guidance and government auditing stan- engineering and other direct support ef-
dards requirements. Although the auditor fort by using estimating or pricing factors
establishes the scope of audit following for individual line items, their account-
established and accepted statistical sam- ing systems usually do not account for
piing procedures (see 4-600 and Appen- direct support cost by individual line
dix B), the requester's sampling proce- item. Furthermore, the use of such tech-
dures may be considered, as appropriate. niques cannot be supported by historical

b. Coordinate the selected line-item cost experience.
sample with the PCO. Additional line c. When there is no direct relationship
items of particular concern to the PCO between factors and individual line item
that were not selected in the initial sam- costs, the total amount of direct support
pie selection should be looked at sepa- effort should be evaluated by government
rately on a case-by-case basis. Coordinat- technical personnel to ascertain the rea-
ing the stratification process and ensur- sonableness of the effort proposed. The
ing that random techniques are properly auditor will recommend labor and indi-
applied will make the sample results rect cost rates applied to this total effort
more useful to the auditor and the re- and results will be reflected in the audit
quester. report. The auditor will also comment on

c. Value Review. A value review in- any estimating/pricing techniques used to
volves a subjective assessment of item distribute the direct effort to line items
prices (as compared to an illustrated and their impact on the proposed cost.
parts breakdown, picture, drawing, or d. Contractors may not record their
sketch of the item), including a short costs on a line-item basis and it may not
written description of labor, material, always be practical to track audit findings
and engineering characteristics of the to a line item. When impediments to
item. The purpose of a value review is to identification exist, request contracting
determine if the price offered appears to officer assistance before any additional
be a fair value. For example, a value audit resources are spent to develop audit
review could determine that $1.50 is a findings and write a report by line item.
fair price for a switch, toggle, multi-ter- In these cases, the contracting officer
minal while $11.50 may not be a fair should solicit the contractor's assistance
price; or that $10.00 is not a fair price for to aid in the identification of costs by line
a particular bolt while $0.25 may be a fair item. Such assistance is needed in order
price. Generally, a value review is per- for the auditor to report questioned costs
formed as a procurement function. by line item.
Therefore, the auditor should ensure that
a listing of all items that failed the value 9-103.6 u to R on
review has been provided as part of the C POTA" Hiistwai Cost f2rOliftIo
audit request. These items, along with an a. The requirement to have compam.-
explanation as to what caused their fail- tive historical cost information should be
ure, should be considered as audit leads. placed on the contractor and included as
If the auditor plans to evaluate a failed part of the cost proposal.
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b. If a request to develop this type (copies of the deficient data should be
information is received, request that the provided, if requested by the contracting
contractor prepare the information, noti- officer), the need for the evidence, and
fy the requester of the action taken, the unsupported costs resulting from the
perform whatever audit steps are neces- denial (1-504.3). In addition, the audit
sary to verify the accuracy of the infor- report should identify any cost or pricing
mation, and include the information with data submitted that are not accurate,
the audit report. In the event the infor- complete, and current and a schedule of
mation is not received in time for inclu- any cost representations that are unsup-
sion in the audit report, include appropri- ported (See also 10-304.2e and 10-308.2).
ate comments necessary to explain the c. Supplemental reports may be re-
circumstances. This, of course, does not quired upon receipt of assist audit reports
preclude the inclusion of readily avail- (9-104), technical reports (9-103.8), or
able recent historical cost information in receipt of additional cost or pricing data.
audit reports to support the audit find- In addition, FAR 15.805-5(h) requires
ings. the contracting officer to request that the

9-103.7 Scheduling Audit Report auditor immediately review significant
Issmmce information disclosed subsequent to sub-

mission of a cost proposal. This informa-a. Issuance of a report on an audit of a tion may include data related to costs
price proposal should not be delayed unsupported in the original audit report.
beyond the agreed-to due date pending The contracting officer will require the
the receipt of an assist audit report (9-
104) or technical report (Appendix D). offeror to concurrently submit this data
Neither should the report be delayed to the audit office. Upon receipt of the
because of the contractor's verbal state-ment about revising the proposal. How- should initiate a timely review of the data
ever, other developments during the and orally report the results to the con-
course of the audit may threaten the tracting officer. When considered neces-
audit report schedule, such as: sary by the contracting officer or the

(1) Serious problems with the contrac- auditor, a supplemental report may also
tor such as lack of cooperation, insuffi- be issued if the status of negotiations is
cient supporting data, or denial of access such that a supplemental report will serve
to records, which may have a major a useful purpose (10-103.3f and 10-
adverse impact on price negotiations (see 304.4).
also 9-205). d. If an extension of the audit report

(2) Expansion of audit requirements by due date is considered necessary, follow
the PCO. the procedures in 9-103.1, 9-103.2, and

(3) Major unanticipated problems with 10-300, including coordination, written
the proposal, such as unusual or complex confirmation, and, if applicable, report
data or significant controversial items of qualification.
cost. e. Providing verbal results of audit is

(4) New, competing priorities in other merely advance information for the re-
PCO requests, quester and is not a substitute for issuing

b. Promptly discuss these other devel- a written audit report by the established
opments with the plant representa- due date.
tive/ACO. His or her early attention may f. Peak workload periods and other
correct the problem and eliminate the unforeseen strains on FAO audit re-
need for the auditor to request a due date sources do not relieve FAO management
change or an audit report qualification, from the responsibility for judicious and
FAR 15.805-5(d) and (e) require that the timely management of proposal audits
contractin. officer be notified in writing, (CAM 10-103.1). Therefore, every effort
following immediate verbal notification, should be made to issue proposal audit
of circumstances shown in (1) above. The reports by the original due dates. In any
notification should include a description event, it is generally unacceptable to
of the deficient or denied data or records request a due date extension for 60 days
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beyond the date of receipt of the request basis for establishing the source and
for audit. reasonableness of price. For competitive

acquisitions this data should also include9-13t ecrthncalh ort IRpprct of the degree of competition. This data
should be provided for all acquisitions

a. DFARS 215.805-5(eX6) states that if should be proided foreahl set
the auditor requests a technical analysis, exceeding the pertinent threshold set
the auditor normally will incorporate the cortin FAR i 5.804-2(a)i). For non-
financial effect of the analysis in the competitive acquisitions that meet the
audit report. In view of 'the number of requirements of FAR 15.806-2(a) the
technical specialties that could be in- results of the analysis of the prospective
volved, there may be several technical source's proposal as required by FAR
reports to consider (see 9-103.1 and Ap- 15.806 should also be submitted.
pendix D). If the auditor requests a b. Contractors and higher-tier subcon-
technical analysis, the auditor should not tractors are primarily responsible for re-
expect any other party to consolidate viewing their subcontractors. FAR
reports on proposal analyses made by the 15.806 requires contractors and higher-
several technical specialists on the field tier subcontractors to conduct a cost
pricing support team. analysis of each subcontract when cost or

b. In the absence of adequate requested ripcig data are required by FAR 15.804-
technical analysis the audit report will be 6(bX2) regarding noncompetitive meth-
qualified (10-3004. However, if the audi- ods and to provide the results of such
tor can obtain sufficient evidence to evaluations prior to negotiations. How-
support an audit opinion on the proposal, ever, FAR 15.806-3 permits the contract-
including requirements, then a request ing officer to request audit or field pric-
should not be made and the report should officr to request aud eld trc
not be qualified. This holds even if the ig support to analyze and evaluate the
auditor knows that an evaluation is being proposal of a subcontractor at any tier, if
done, and the results are not received. A the contracting officer believes that this
qualification should not be used in this support is necessary to ensure reasonable-
case even though the technical r t ness of the total proposed price. DFARS
may question elements which the a or 215.806-3(aXi) further provides that, if indidno question.eeet hc h uio the opinion of the PCO, plant representa-

c. Technical report results which are tive/ACO, or auditor, the review of a
not received in time for inclusion in the prime contractor's proposal requires fur-
initial audit report will be incorporated ther government review of subcontractor
in a supplemental report, if the status of cost estimates at the subcontractor's
negotiation is such that a supplemental plant, these reviews should be fully coor-
report will serve a useful purpose. All dinated with the requester before being
technical report results received by the initiated.
auditor will be included in the audit c. During coordination of the PCO
report. request for audit of a prime contract

d. Any continued delays in receipt of proposal (9-103.1), the needed coverage
field technical reports required to satisfy of any significant proposed subcontract
the PCO's request for field pricing sup- costs will be a major consideration. The
port should be treated as a matter of auditor at the prime contract level plays a
special management concern because of ditor aole in ensuring that proposed
t impc on contract audit workload. If aiorrlnnesrn htpooethe mpat o cotrat auit orkoad Ifsubcontract costs are adequately evalu-
the matter cannot be resolved at the local csu
level, it should be elevated to the regional ated. Depending upon the contractor's
office. basis for the proposed subcontract costs,

an evaluation may be made only at the
9-104 S cautradt Propnrni prime contractor plant or an audit at the
I~sriwiei in~ p'rime Com t ppop i subcontractor plant may be required (see

9-103 and 9-104.2).
9-184.1 Basic Resm for d. The prme contract auditor is re-
Subcontract Ptogal sponsible for providing the subcontract

a. FAR I 3.804"6(X2) requires that SF auditor with government price negotia-
1411 support provide data showing the tion memorandums applicable to negoti-
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ations with the prime contractor concern- of a parent-subsidiary or when prime and
ing subcontract prices, subcontracting roles of the companies are

frequently reversed.
9-104.2 Deciding Whether a Govemament (4) The proposed subcontract costs
Field Review of a Subcontractor's represent a substantial part of the total
Proposal Should be Obtained contract costs.

a. Generally the prospective prime con- (5) The prospective prime contractor
tractor should support proposed subcon- was denied access to the proposed sub-
tract prices, including performance of contractor's records.
cost and price analysis of subcontractor c. Upon determining and documenting
cost or pricing data, when required by the need for an assist audit, establish
FAR 15.80-X2) regarding noncom- whether the assist audit has already been
petitive- methods. DFARS 215.806- appropriately requested by either the
1 (aX 1) provides that the plant representa- ACO or PCO. If a needed assist audit has
tive/ACO will return inadequate contrac- not been requested, immediately bring
tor analysis packages for reaccomplish- this matter to the attention of the ACO
ment. The government may decide, how- and PCO and convey the reason the assist
ever, that adequate review of a prime audit should be obtained. In doing this,
contract proposal requires field pricing provide all available data the contracting
support at the location of one or more officer should consider in making a deci-
prospective subcontractors at any tier. sion.

b. The prime contract auditor will d. The auditor should take special care
specifically review each pricing submis- to point out to the ACO and PCO any
sion and available supporting data to prime contractor cost analysis that will
advise the contractinp officer of the need not be available before the conclusion of
for subcontractor assist audits. As part of audit field work, but is scheduled for
this review, ascertain the adequacy of the completion prior to negotiations (see 9-
prime contractor's completed cost analy- 104.2b). Also comment on the adequacy
sis of subcontract proposals. For those of the contractor's procedures for con-
cost analyses that are not completed, ducting cost analysis (see 9-406.1). This
determine the contractor's completion information will allow the ACO and/or
schedule and consider the adequacy of its PCO to decide whether to wait for the
procedures for conducting cost analysis. contractor's cost analysis or to request an
Generally, there will be no need to re- assist audit. When a decision is made to
quest an assist audit when the contrac- wait for the contractor's cost analysis, the
tor's procedures are adequate and the costs should be classified as unsupported
cost analyses are scheduled for comple- (see 10-308.2).
tion prior to negotiation. However, this e. When the prime contract auditor
should always be brought to the attention determines that the ACO or PCO has
of the contracting officer (see 9-104.2d). requested or will request an assist audit,
This review and the resulting determina- he or she should at once alert the subcon-
tions on the assist audits to be performed tract auditor by telephone and confirm
will be clearly documented in the audit that the audit can be completed timely
working papers. The following items will (i.e., in time for inclusion in the prime
generally indicate a need for an assist audit report if possible, but in no case
audit: later than the due date requested by the

(I) The contractor's cost analysis is ACO or PCO). The prime auditor will
inadequate or is not expected to be immediately confirm the telephone noti-
completed prior to negotiations. fication via fax or CC:MAIL. If the

(2)The prime contractor's policies and subcontract auditor has not already be-
procedures for awarding subcontracts are gun the audit, it should be started upon
inadequate, such notification.

(3) There is a business relationship f. If, after notification and discussion
between the prospective prime contractor with the ACO and PCO, the assist audit
and subcontractor not conducive to inde- is still determined necessary and it is not
pendence and objectivity, as in the case going to be requested by either the ACO
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or PCO, the prime contract auditor wifi 9-104.4 Processing Requests for Audit of
prepare and address an assist request to Subcontractor Proposals
the prime contractor ACO. The prime a. Under DoD field pricing support
contract auditor will also immediately procedures, audit requests of subcontrac-
notify the subcontract auditor by tele- tor proposals, at any tier, will be pro-
phone of the impending audit request cessed through plant representative/ACO
and send a copy of the request directly to channels. This applies whether the re-
the assist auditor. It should include all of quest has been initiated by the PCO, by
the information required by DCAA's the field pricing support team, or by the
management information system to set cognizant auditor at the prime contractor
up an assist audit assignment including a location. In each case, a copy of the
due date which, if possible, will allow the request is to be sent directly to the
assist audit results to be incorporated contract auditor responsible for audit of
into the prime auditor's report. However, the prospective subcontractor. The re-
in no case should the requested due date quest will be accompanied by copies of
be after prime contract negotiations be- (1) the subcontractor's proposal to the
gin. The request for assist audit should be prime or higher-tier contractor, including
accompanied by copies of (1) the subcon- the SF-1411 and related cost or pricing
tractor's proposal, along with all related data, and (2) the review package accom-
cost, pricing, and pertinent technical plished by the prime contractor and/or by
data; (2) if available, the results and the higher-tier subcontractor involved,
supporting data from the prime contrac- including any cost and/or price analysis if
tor's review of the subcontractor's pro- available (FAR 15.806-3).
posal; and (3) the audit request received b. Upon receipt of either a copy of the
by the prime DCAA office (used to PCO request, a written request through
identify reimbursable work). ACO channels, or a copy of the prime

g. A government review of proposed contract auditor's request, the auditor at
subcontract costs does not relieve the the subcontractor location will set up the
prime contractor of its responsibilities, assist audit assignment and begin the
FAR 15.806-1 requires prime contractors audit, if not already started as a result of
and higher-tier subcontractors to conduct following the guidance for advance tele-
cost analysis of each subcontract propos- phone notification of impending requests
al for which the subcontractor must sub- in 9-104.2. Required technical assistance
mit cost or pricing data. The DCAA for such audits will be arranged through

ACO channels as currently provided forauditor should include an appendix in in 9-103.1d.
the audit report identifying subcontracts
requiring contractor cost analyses which 9-104.5 Special Requirements for
have not yet been provided to the auditor Timeliness Oad Coordination of
(see 10-307.7). Subcomtractor Audits

9-104.3 Advance Notice of Major a. Time available for proposal audit
Program Subcontract Reviews becomes successively shorter as field

pricing support is required at major sub-
A DoD contracting activity is required contractors and lower subcontract tiers.

to notify applicable contract administra- To support the PCO on the prime con-
tion activities when a planned major tract pricing action, field audit offices
acquisition will require extensive, spe- must take special prompt action on re-
cial, or expedited field pricing review of quests and reports concerning subcon-
subcontractors' proposals (DFARS tract proposals.
215.806-3(aXii)). DCAA support of these b. The prime contract auditor is re-
programs will be facilitated by prompt sponsible for taking all reasonable steps
and thorough coordination among the to ensure that the results of the assist
PLA, regional offices, FAOs, and Head- audit are incorporated in the final audit
quarters element involved in the acquisi- report. This includes following up period-
tion program. ically on the status of all assist audits
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being performed and documenting this tive/ACO, the contract auditor at the

follow-up effort in the audit working other segment location will follow proce-
papers. Thus, the prime contract auditor dures in 9-103, 9-104, and 10-300, as
must be fully aware of the results of any applicable to the intracompany situation.
cost evaluations performed at prospec-
tive subcontract locations. Coordinate 9-106 Reviews of Lower-Tier
closely with the plant representa- Proposals Not Included in Prime
tive/ACO to ensure complete interchange Contract Proposals
of communications to and from other
plant representatives/ACOs and contract
auditors concerning the proposed sub- -106.1 Basic Responsibilities
contract costs. If incorporation of assist a. As covered in 9-104 and 9-105,
audit results is not possible, the prime government field pricing reviews of pro-
contract auditor should confirm that the posals submitted by prospective or cur-
assist audit report will be available in rent subcontractors or other company
time to meet the needs of the ACO/PCO segments are generally made for use of
(see 9-104.2e & f). the PCO, as part of the review of a price

c. To help ensure timely incorporation proposal submitted by a prospective or
of assist audits results into the prime current prime contractor. This paragraph
auditor's report, auditors should notify covers certain cases where DCAA may
each other by telephone of any impend- need to audit a lower-tier price proposal
ing delays in report issuance. as a separate action, independent of

proposal reviews performed for a prime
9-104.6 Differences of Opinion Between contract pricing action.
DCAA Offices b. Each higher-tier contractor is basi-

Should a difference of opinion arise cally responsible for making any needed
between offices when performing subcon- review of lower-tier proposals, both be-
tractor audits, the procedures stated in 6- fore and after the prime proposal is
806 for resolving the difference will be negotiated with the government (FAR
followed. 15.805-1(c) and 15.806). The same prin-

ciple applies whether the prime contract
9-105 Intracompany Proposals pricing action is for a contract award or
Included in Prime Contract Proposals mod' ification. However, DCAA may be

called upon to assist a higher-tier contrac-
a. Basic FAR provisions on responsi- tor's review when it will serve the govern-

bilities for subcontract proposals (9-104.1 ment's best interest. Unless a prime con-
and 9-104.2) also apply to proposals of tract proposal is immediately under re-
other company segments included in a view, this assistance may appear to be for
prime contract proposal. However, the primary use of the higher-tier contractor
factor of common control, or possible rather than the PCO. However, as dis-
lack of arms-length dealing (9-104.2b), cussed further below, no such review will
make any significant intracompany pro- be made solely to benefit a contractor,
posal an area for special consideration in there must be a benefit to the government
reviewing the prime contract proposal to justify use of government review re-
(see 9-103.1). sources.

b. If adequate review of a prime con- c. To satisfy the government auditing
tract proposal requires field pricing sup- standards (2-000) in particular situations,
port at another segment location, proce- the auditor may also require assist audit
dures in 9-104 will be followed as appli- of lower-tier price proposals to support
cable to the intracompany situation. This other audit objectives, unrelated to audit
includes processing of requests through of a proposal for contract award or
plant representative/ACO channels, as modification. This requirement can arise,
well as the special audit coordination for example, in connection with:
requirements stated in 9-104.5. (1) Audit of incurred costs for accept-

c. Upon receivin$ the copy of a request ability (allowability, allocability, reason-
from the higher-tier plant representa- ableness, economy and efficiency, and
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compliance with other legal and contrac- subject to the conditions stated in a. and
tual requirements) under an auditable b. above, can be categorized as follows:
type contract or an unbroken chain of (1) The contractor usually undertakes
auditable type subcontracts (6-800). to review subcontract proposals but has

(2) Postaward audit of cost or pricing been denied access to the particular sub-
data (14-100). contractor's records for a valid reason,

(3) Audit of abnormal claims under (e.sg., a competitive business relation-
contracts not otherwise subject to audit ship.
(12-000, 12-900, etc.). DCAA procedures (2) The contractor has a generally ade-
in other CAM sections apply to these quate staff for subcontract proposal re-
situations and are not repeated in this views but has a severe temporary over-
section. load of high priority subcontract pricing.

(3) The subcontractor location is dis-
9-106.2 Justifyiw• Government tant from the higher-tier contractor and
Assistance to Hightr-Tier Contractor DCAA is in a position to audit the
Reviews proposal at significantly less cost to the

government.a. As a general rule, it would be ineffi- (4) The business relationship between
cient and uneconomical for the govern- the higher and lower-tier contractors is
ment to assist an upper-tier contractor not conducive to an independent and
beiore the prime contract proposal has objective proposal review by the higher-
been formally submitted to the PCO. tier contractor, as in the case of procure-
Then, until the prime contract negotia- ments between segments of the same
tion is completed, any field pricing sup- company or procurements between com-
port effort is for use by the PCO and not panies whose prime and subcontracting
for a higher-tier contractor. Reviews for roles are frequently reversed.
use by a contractor will usually occur (5) The government has an unusually
only after the prime contract is negotiat- large cost risk in the validity of the
ed. subcontract price to be negotiated. This

b. Before concurring in a request for a situation may arise, for example, if the
separate lower-tier proposal review for subcontract is sole source and represents
use by a higher-tier contractor, the con- a major portion of the prime contract
tract auditor at the higher-tier should be costs, particularly if the prime contract is
satisfied that the audit will serve a valid also sole source and cost-reimbursable.
government interest. Generally, this
would mean a potential for government 9-106.3 Processing Contractors' Requests
prime contract price adjustment if the for Field Pricing Support
proposal is found to be misstated. In Where DoD field pricing support pro-
normal contract situations, therefore, use cedures apply, contractor requests for
of government review resources would assist audit review of lower-tier proposals
not be justified where any higher-tier will be processed through plant represen-
contract or subcontract in the chain actu- tative/ACO channels. However, the con-
ally has a firm-fixed-price (in exceptional tract auditor at the higher-tier should
cases a firm-fixed-price type contract or coordinate closely with the plant repre-
subcontract may have a special clause senae ACOf ccernig At propria-
providing for recovery of later subcon- teness of such requests. Audit prob ems
tract price reductions). arising from such requests may be re-

ferred through DCAA channels for coor-c. DCAA may properly concur in a dination with the higher-tier plant repre-
request for a separate lower-tier proposal sentative/ACO, especially where face-to-
review for use by a higher-tier contractor face communication may expedite reso-
when (1) the expected monetary or non- lution.
monetary benefit to the $overnment ex-
ceeds the value of requiring the contrac- 9-106.4 Special Considerations -
tor to make the review or (2) review by Release of Subcontractor Data to Higher-
the contractor is not expected to protect Tier Contractors
the government interest. Situations a. FAR 15.806-3(c) governs the meth-
which may justify government assistance, ods by which the plant representa-
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tive/ACO will release field pricing results requesting any review of the contractor
to the higher-tier contractor. Where the proposal. Examples of such information
lower-tier contractor consents, the gov- include recent costs for specific produc-
ernment will furnish "a summary of the tion items or lots; established pricing
analysis performed in determining any formulas such as for spare parts or other
unacceptable costs, by element, included logistics items; established prices for
in the subcontract proposal." Absent the standard components; and current rates
lower-tier contractor's consent, the gov- for labor, indirect costs, per diem, etc.
ernment will furnish "a range of unac- b. The PCO may request specific cost
ceptable costs for each element." information by telephone, or in writing,

b. Based on the above, a subcontrac- directly from the field auditor. Such
tor's objection to unrestricted release of requests should receive timely attention.
the audit report may place an extra Written requests are sometimes desirable
reporting burden on the higher-tier plant for clarity, but will not be required. See
representative/ACO. Therefore, the con- 15-300, and particularly, 15-305.3b, for
tract auditor will determine at the start of obtaining the assistance of a DCAA pro-
the review whether the subcontractor will curement liaison auditor (PLA) in re-
have any restrictions or reservations on questing specific cost information.
release of the report to the higher-tier c. The auditor should ask the requester
contractor. If so, promptly notify the for the value, type of contract contemp-
requesting plant representative/ACO to lated and the performance period, in
determine whether the proposal review order to provide advice on the usefulness
should be continued. The plant represen- of the data being provided. If the infor-
tative/ACO, working with the higher-tier mation that tbh requester seeks is consid-
contractor, may be able to remove the ered to be of limited or no use in
subcontractor's restrictions or reserva- assessing the reasonableness of the pro-
tions. posed costs, the auditor should explain

c. If the review is completed at the any concerns to the requester. However,
request of the plant representative/ACO even if the auditor recommends limita-
despite the subcontractor's objections to tions on the use of the information, it
unrestricted release of the results, audit must still be furnished.
report marking and contents will be mod- d. Take care to ensure that contractor
ified per 10-206.3. In no event may the data is released only to known authorized
subcontractor withhold its decision on government procurement or contract ad-
release of the audit report pending review ministration personnel. Within 24 hours,
of the audit results or report contents. by telephone or in person, provide re-

d. Where subcontract proposal audits quested information contained in the
are made on a recurring basis for the files or otherwise readily obtainable.
same higher-tier contractor, try to expe-
dite the process by developing a working 9-107.2 Written Confirmation of Specific
arrangement for unrestricted audit report Cost Information
release. The arrangement should be docu- a. FAOs (other than PLAs) will issue a
mented by the subcontractor's represen- written response to each PCO request for
tative, with a copy to the plant represen- specific cost information. Less formal
tative/ACO and the auditor. responses should be confirmed within

one week. However, specific cost infor-
9-107 Written and Telephone mation submitted to the plant representa-
Requests for Specific Cost tive/ACO at his or her request need not
Information be confirmed in writing unless the re-

quester so desires. See 9-107.3 as to
information requested by a higher-tier9-107.1 Processft Requests for Specific contractor.

Cost Information b. The response should be in the form
a. In connection with a pricing action, of a memorandum/letter, with "Submis-

a PCO may request specific information sion of Specific Cost Information" as the
concerning a contractor's costs without first line of the subject block. Do not use
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the terms "report," "audit," or "review," d. The required written response (9-
in the subject. State that the purpose is to 107.2) on subcontractor specific cost in-
furnish the cost information requested, formation provided to a higher-tier con-
and include applicable cautionary state- tractor will be addressed to the plant
ments per 9-107.1c. Whenever applica- representative/ACO at the higher tier.
ble, state that the information is based on Distribute a copy to the contract auditor
the contractor's yearly sales volume of at the higher tier, and distribute a copy to
$XXXXX and may require adjustment if the subcontractor's plant representa-
the proposed procurement will affect the tive/ACO if he or she so desires.
contractor's level of operation. Also,
when indirect rate information is fur- 9-108 Review of a Part of a Proposal
nished, state the period to which the
rate(s) apply and the cost elements the a. Auditors will be responsive to a
contractor classifies as the allocation contracting officer request for audit of
base. Provide a copy of the memorandum specified cost element(s) or the applica-I to the PLA if any. See Figure 9-1-1 for a tion of agreed-upon procedures (such as
sample response format. the verification of rates, the verification

of factors, or the review of specific esti-
9-107.3 Special Considerations - mating technique(s)) provided it clearly
Subcontractor Cost Information establishes the cost elements to be audit-

a. Specific cost information on pro- ed or the agreed-upon procedures to be
spective or current subcontractors will be applied. This applies to contemplated
provided to government procurement or awards made on the basis of negotiation
contract administration personnel at any as well as source selection awards made
tier per the preceding paragraphs. Special in accordance with FAR Subpart 15.6. In
care must be taken, however, to ensure establishing the need for audits of this
that subcontractor information is not type, the dollar thresholds by contract
released by DCAA to an upper-tier con- type in FAR 15.805-5 and DFARS
tractor without express permission of the 215.805-5(aX1)(A) apply to the total
subcontractor. In addition, avoid provid- amount of the contractor's proposal re-
ing assistance to contractors that would gardless of the dollar value of the ele-
not serve a governmental purpose (see 9- ments specified for review (also see 9-
106). 207).

b. The necessity for controlling subcon- b. When a full proposal has been
tractor information will usually preclude prepared, the total price proposal pack-
releasing it to higher-tier contractors by age should accompany these requests
telephone or in person unless the subcon- even though only certain cost elements
tractor's authorized representative is will be examined or only specified
present. Where there are continuing re- agreed-upon procedures will be com-
quirements for DCAA confirmation of pleted (see 9-206). In those situations
specific cost information of a subcontrac- where the PCO/ACO initially requests an
tor to a particular higher-tier contractor, audit of the complete proposal but later
a local working arrangement may be modifies this to a review of specified
made to expedite the process. The ar- items or the accomplishment of agreed-
rangement should be documented by the upon procedures based solely upon the
subcontractor's representative, with a fact that a complete audit cannot be
copy to the plant representative/ACO performed within the PCO's requested
and the auditor. time frame, the reporting guidance in 10-

c. If the higher-tier contractor prefers 103.1c is applicable.
to submit requests for subcontractor spe- c. A clear understanding of the reques-
cific cost information in writing, this ter's needs is essential. Discussions with
should be accommodated. Coordination the ACO and/or P(U0. should be held
between the plant representative/ACO before beginning lie review. When signif-
and contract auditor at the requester's icant contractor ji Fiiencies or system
plant will establish how such requests are problems exist, exrlain them and discuss
to be processed. the potential for additional audit cover-
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age. Also convey information about prior specific proposal. Paragraph 9-107 pro-
contract performance and related cost hibits the use of the terms "report,"
history which the contracting officer may "audit," or "review" in the subject para-
want to consider in finalizing the audit graph.
request. However, the final decision re-
garding the type of review to be per- 9-109 Evaluation of Data Rights
formed rests with the contracting officer Proposals
responsible for negotiating the contract.
Once the type of review is established, a. DFARS 227.471, "Definitions,"
the auditor should perform the required states that data developed under an Inde-
audit steps and report the findings. The pendent Research and Development
report will confirm the auditor's advice (IR&D) or a Bid and Proposal (B&P)
to the contracting officer regarding the project is developed exclusively at pri-
potential impact of known contractor vate expense. Therefore, the government
deficiencies or systems problems on areas is entitled to only limited rights. In
not reviewed and the reasons given by the addition, the government is generally
contracting officer for not expanding the entitled to only limited rights to data
audit request. developed under an indirect project ac-

d. Audit reports will clearly describe as count (manufacturing and production en-
part of the purpose and scope section gineering, overhead, or G&A), unless it
what cost elements were reviewed or can be shown that such development was
what agreed-upon procedures were ap- required as an element of performance
plied. For reports on specified cost ele- under a government contract or subcon-
ments, the scope section will include the tract. When the government requires
standard paragraph that the review was unlimited rights to data whose develop-
performed in accordance with GAGAS ment has been previously charged to
and an audit opinion on the adequacy IR&D or B&P, DFARS Subpart 227.4
and compliance of the cost and pricing authorizes the contracting officer to ne-
data related to the specified cost element gotiate a fair and reasonable price for
reviewed. For reports on agreed upon obtaining those rights.
procedures, the scope section will state b. In determining a fair and reasonable
that auditing procedures were not per- price, the contracting officer may request
formed to constitute an examination assistance from the DCAA auditor. How-
made in accordance with GAGAS. A ever, the contractor proposals are not
disclaimer of audit opinion will be made generally supported by cost or pricing
unless significant cost and pricing inade- data; therefore, the auditor's involve-
quacies or/and FAR and CAS (if applica- ment in reviewing such proposals is limit-
ble) noncompliances are found. In these ed. The auditor can verify to the books
circumstances, an adverse audit opinion and records the amount claimed by the
will be reported (see 9-209). Any exhibits contractor as the cost of developing the
included with the report will address only proposed technical data (previously
the specified cost element(s) reviewed or charged to IR&D/B&P costs, other indi-
the agreed upon procedures applied. rect costs, or direct contract costs). The
However, any known significant estimat- auditor can also review information re-
ing system, internal control, or account- garding sales of the technical data to
ing system deficiencies and all known other parties, if any. If such sales have
sinificant FAR or CAS noncompliances occurred, the government should not pay
will be included in the report. Additional any more than the price paid by the
reporting guidance is in 9-200 and 10- contractor's most favored customer.
300. However, the auditor cannot determine if

e. It is important to recognize that the the costs incurred under a claimed
review of part of a prop differs from project or account relate only to the
the processing of requests for specific proposed data; nor can the auditor deter-
cost information (9-107), wherein the mine if there were other costs related to
auditor provides information from the the data that were incurred under addi-
audit files without doing an audit of any tional projects or accounts. The auditor
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also cannot be reasonably certain as to include a statement regarding the ade-
whether or not there is a specific contract quacy and compliance of the contractor's
or contracts that required development disclosed accounting practices. However,
of some or all of the proposed data (such to be fully responsive to the contracting
a determination would give the govern- officer, the auditor should contact the
ment increased data rights and possibly requester upon receipt of a data rights
preclude the need to make the purchase). audit request to discuss the specific

c. As indicated above, the auditor will agreed-upon procedures to be performed.
be unable to render an informed opinion Guidance for the application of agreed-
regarding the reasonableness of the con- upon procedures is contained in 9-108.
tractor's proposed price for data rights. The appropriate audit report format,
DCAA audit will normally be limited to a including the disclaimer of opinion, is
cost or price verification. The report will included in 10-300.
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Figure 9-1-1

Figure 9-1-1

Sample Format for Confirmation of Specific Cost Information

15 October 1988

MEMORANDUM FOR PROCURING CONTRACTING OFFICER,

DEFENSE FUEL SUPPLY CENTER

ATTENTION: PPK/John Smith

SUBJECT: Submission of Specific Cost Information Related to RFP No. DLA31-89-R-O001 The ABC
Company, Alexandria, Virginia

As you requested by telephone on -, we gathered the following ABC Company data contained in our files
or otherwise readily available:

Description Amount How Applied Source

Engineer $19.00 Rate per Hour Weekly Labor Run 16
Design Engineer $20.50
Senior Engineer $25.00
Technician $16.50
Material Overhead 16.1% % of Mat'l Costs May 1988 Audit of

a Previous Proposal
Labor Overhead 153.6% % of Labor Costs
G&A 8.4% % of Mat'lILabor

The above information is only applicable to contractor fiscal year (CFY) 1988 and is based on the
contractor's annual sales volume of $.... .These rates and factors may require adjustment if a pricing action
significantly affects the contractor's level of operation.

ABC Company information given above may be proprietary. The restrictions of 18 U.S.C. 1905 should be
considered before releasing it to the public. Also, this information should not be used for other purposes
without first consulting us regarding its applicability.

Any questions on this matter should be directed to - at telephone number

Mary C. Simms
Branch Manager

Copy furnished:
DCMAO Alexandria/TM (ACO)
DCAA, Alex Br (PLA)
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9-200

9-200 Section 2- Evaluating the Adequacy of Cost or Pricing Data in the
Proposal

9-201 Introduction pricing data, including the procedural
a. This section provides criteria for requirements to be used when submitting
eTeiing wether thovdes conterac- f cost or pricing data to the contracting

determining whether the contrac- officer or the contracting officer's repre-
tor/offeror -has submitted adeqate cost sentative. Subject to the exemptions list-
or pricing data in support of its pric ed in FAR 1 3/DFARS 15.804-3,
proposal. It also provides guidance for e cntrAR r5quireD toprvie-osthe contractor is required to provide cost
deciding what type of audit opinion or

shul be used depending on the nature orp ricing data whenever a pricing actionshould te ud reqend w t the cot will be over certain stated dollar thresh-of the audit request and whether the cost olds (see 14-103.2). The contractor mustor pricing data submitted by the contrac- submit this cost or pricing data with itstor are considered adequate, inadequate SF ICnrc rcig.r _~l.i
in some respects, or wholly inadequate.Pro , i-b. The objective in requiring cost or ther actually or by specific identificationb. he bjetiv i reuirng ostorin writing. The mere availability of
pricing data is to enable the government
to perform cost or price analysis and books, records, and other documents for
ultimately enable the government and the verification purposes does not constitute
contractor to negotiate fair and reason- submission of cost or pricing data.
able contract prices. 9-204 Detemining Adequacy of Cost
9-202 Definition of (Certified) Cost or Pricing Data
or Pricing Data a. Review the proposal to determine

a. Cost or pricing data, as defined and the adequacy of the cost or pricing data
further explained in FAR 15.801, consist for review and evaluation purposes and
of all facts existing up to the time of advise the contracting officer whether the
agreement on price which prudent buyers offeror has, in the auditor's opinion, met
and sellers would reasonably expect to its obligation to submit adequate cost or
have a significant effect on price negotia- pricing data (See 9-205). FAR 15.804-
tions. In addition to historical accounting 6(d) states that when certified cost or
data, cost or pricing data include such pricing data are required, this .require-
factors as vendor quotations, nonrecur- ment is met if all cost or pricing data
ring costs, make-or-buy decisions, and reasonably available to the offeror are
other management decisions (e.g., from either submitted or identified in writing
minutes of board of directors meetings) by the time of agreement on price. How-
which could reasonably be expected to ever, neither this FAR provision nor the
have a significant bearing on costs under basic public laws describe in detail what
the proppsed pricing action. Cost or constitutes submission or identification
pricing data consist of facts which can be and how much data is enough data.
verified and should be distinguished b. Use professional judgment when
from judgments (opinions based on facts) deciding whether all reasonably available
made by the contractor in estimating data has been submitted or identified.
future costs. (Also see 14-104.) The determining factor usually will be

b. Ex as rovided in FAR 15.804- whether the submitted or identified data
2/1DFAR 215.804-3 the (sub)contractor is considered accurate, complete, and
must submit a certiicate of current cost current. If so, the cost or pricing data can
or pricing data (in the format specified in be considered adequate and the contrac-
FAR 15-804-4 certifying that to the best tor has met its requirements relating to
of its knowledge and belief, the cost or cost or pricing data.
pricing data were accurate complete, and c. When the cost or pricing data are
current as of the date of final agreement considered adequate and the proposal is
on price of the (sub)contract. 2reJyared in accordance with FAR/

3F-ARS (i.e., no cost principle deficien-
9-203 Cost Or Prcng RequirmeIt cies) and CAS (if applicable), then the

FAR 15.804/DFARS 215.804 contain proposal will usually-_e considered "ac-
the basic requirements related to cost or ceptable" as a basis for negotiation of a
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price. If there are inadequacies in the cost deficient as to justify notifying the con-
or pricing data, the auditor must decide tracting officer. Depending on the specif-
whether the proposal, after proper adjust- ic circumstances, the auditor must decide
ment by the contractor, can be used as a whether one item alone or a combination
basis for negotiation of a price, or wheth- of items justifies a notification. Examples
er the impact is such that the contracting of cost or pricing data deficiencies that
officer should be advised that the propos- would usually be reported to the contract-
al should not be used as a basis for ing officer follow:
negotiation until specified corrective ac- (1) Significant amounts of unsupported
tion(s) is completed. costs.

(2) Significant differences between the9-205 Deficient or Denial of Acces roposa and sup orting data resulting
to Cost or Pricing Data om the proposa being out of date or

a. Support from the ACO and PCO is available historical data for the same or
critical in successfully dealing with defi- similar items not being used.
cient or denial of access to cost or pricing (3) Significant differences between the
data situations. These situations are often detailed amounts and the summary totals
sensitive/complex and require extensive (e.g., the bill of material total does not
coordination between DCAA, the ACO/ reconcile with the SF 1411).
PCO, and the contractor. It is essential (4) Materials are a significant portion
that the ACO and PCO have the maxi- of the proposal, but the contractor pro-
mum amount of lead time to resolve the vides no bill of materials or other consoli-
conditions causing the deficiency or the dated listing of the individual material
denial of access to cost or pricing data. items and quantities being proposed.

b. When deficient or denial of access to (5) Failure to list parts, components,
cost or pricing data situations are en- assemblies or services that will be per-
countered, the auditor should give imme- formed by subcontractors when signifi-
diate oral notification to both the ACO cant amounts are involved.
and the PCO (see 1-504.4 and 9-310) (6) Significant differences resulting
followed by written confirmation to the from unit prices proposed being based on
ACO with a copy to the PCO. Written quantities substantially different from
confirmation should normally take place tne quantities required.
within 7 days of receipt of the contrac- (7) Subcontract assist audit reports
tor's proposal. When the auditor is to indicate significant problems with access
obtain a copy of the proposal from the to records, unsupported costs, and indi-
contractor, no more than 3 days should rect expense rate projections.
be permitted for the contractor to furnish (8) No explanation or basis for the
a copy. Notify the ACO and PCO if the pricing method used to propose signifi-
contractor does not furnish the proposal cant interorganizational costs.
within that time. The written confirma- (9) No time-phased breakdown of labor
tion shall include: (a) a description of the hours rates or basis of proposal for
deficient or denied data or records, with significant labor costs.
copies of deficient data if requested by (10) No indication of basis for indirect
the contracting officer, (b) an explanation cost rates when significant costs are in-
of the documentation or contractor ac- volved.
tion needed to correct the deficient cost (01) The contractor does not have

* or pricing data; (c) an explanation of why budgets beyond the current year to sup-
the documentation/denied data or rec- port indirect expense rates proposed for
ords are needed;(d) the amount of pro- future years.
posed cost considered unsupported due d. If the cost or pricing data are so
to deficient cost or pricing data or to be deficient that an audit evaluation cannot
questioned due to denial of access to be performed, the auditor should consid-
records; and (e) the actions taken by the er recommending that the contracting
auditor to obtain adequate cost or pncing officer return the proposal to the contrac-
data. (Further guidance on access to tor. This approach is intended to permit
records problems is in 1-504.) the efficient use of audit resources. How-

c. There is no set formula for determin- ever, if the contracting officer decides not
ing when cost or pricing data are so to return the proposal and indicates a
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need for all available information a ic cost element(s) examined. As described
properly qualified report will be issued by below, the report opinion may be unqua-
explaining the situation in the "circum- lified or qualified (9-209.1 and 9-209.2)
stances affecting the review" portion of when the cost or pricing data are ade-
the report. The working papers file will quate and the review discloses no signifi-
document the contracting officer's reason cant noncompliances with FAR and/or
for wanting a completed review of an CAS; or adverse (9-209.3) when the re-
inadequate proposal. view discloses significant inadequate cost

I9-206 Application of Agreed-Upon or pricing data and/or significant non-
0ompliance with FAR andor CAS. WhenProcedures the review cannot be completed due to

A price pro-sal audit request may call government imposed constraints, and the
for only the application of agreed-upon auditor is unable to fully comment on the
procedures (9-102.Ab). When an exami- items included in the audit request, the
nation of this type is conducted, the audit report should recommend that negotia-
report should, as part of the purpose and tions not be completed until the request-
scope of review section, enumerate the ed cost element(s) have been reviewed.
procedures applied, indicate the intended 9-208 Reporting Results of Review of
distribution of the report, and comment Cost or Prking Data
on any known significant estimating sys-
tem, internal control, and/or accounting Once the auditor has completed his/her
system deficiencies. When the applica- review of the cost or pricing data related
ton results in no significant disclosure of to a proposal (or to the specific elements
inadequate cost or pricing data and no requested), a report using the format
significant noncompliances with FAR included in 10-300 will be issued. This
and/or CAS, the report should disclaim report will include a summary and neces-
an opinion with respect to the cost ele- sary supporting details for a clear under-
ment(s) of the contractor's proposal (9- standing of the audit results related to the
209.4). When the application of agreed- adequacy of the cost or pricing data. Any
upon procedures discloses sigificant in- noted inadequacies in the cost or pricing
adequate cost or pricing data and/or data usually result in questioned, unsup-
significant noncompliance with FAR ported or unresolved costs, as discussed
and/or CAS, an adverse opinion will be in 10-308. To the extent that fraud, other
issued (9-209.3). When the agreed-upon unlawful activity, or improper practices
procedures cannot be fully ap)plied due to are found, (see Fig. 4-7-3 for examples of
government imposed constraints, and the potential indicators), the procedures of 4-
auditor is unable to fully comment on the 702.4 should be followed.
results of applying the agreed-upon pro-
cedures, the report should recommend 9-209 Types of Audit Opinions
that negotiations not be completed until In addition to reporting the results of
all agreed-upon procedures have been the audit of the cost or pricing data, the
applied. reporting standard on audit opinion (10

19-M0 Review of Spiecified Cost 103.3) requires that the audit report s=l
I Elements contain either an expression of the audi-

tor's opinion regarding the financial
A price proposal audit request may call statements or cost representations taken

for an examination limited to those steps as a whole or an assertion to the effect
necessary to establish the adequacy of that an opinion cannot be expresed (9-
cost or pricing data related to a specified 206). When applying this standard to cost
cost element(s) (9-102.1b). When this or pricing data related to a price propos-
type of review is conducted, the audit al, or parts of a price proposal, it means
report will clearly describe, as part of the that an overall audit opinion will be
purpose and scope section, what cost given on the adequacy of the cost orelements were reviewed and comment on pricing data submitted in support of the
any known significant estimating system, proposed cost to be audited and whether
internal control or accounting system the proposal should be considered accept-
deficiencies. The audit opinion and re- able as a basis for negotiation of a fair
port exhibits will address only the specif- and reasonable price. The standard al-
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lows for three types of opinions. Exam- opinion should include a direct reference
pies of the standard opinion paragraphs to another r ph/section that ex-
used in price proposal reports are includ- plains the item(s causing the adverse
ed at 10-304.3c. Detailed discussion of opinion. This other parayraph/sectioninthese opinions follows. the audit report must explain specifically,
9-209.1 Unqualified Opinion fully and clearly the reason or reasons for

Ti- eoonn9uswnh the adverse opinion as well as the specific
This typ of opinion results when thecortieainncsaytoeo

submitted cost or pricing data are consid- cituation
ered by the auditor to be adequate, situation.
acceptable and in compliance with appli- b. Situations where an adverse opinion
cable FAR/DFARS and CAS provisions. may be justified generally fall into two
In this type of opinion, the auditor con- categories: those resulting from the con-
siders the cost or pricing data adequate tractor's action or inaction and those not
and the proposal to be acceptable as a related to the contractor's action or inac-
basis for negotiation of a fair and reason- tion. Examples of each follow:
able price. (Q) Resulting from contractor's action

or inaction.
9-209.2 Qualified Opinion (a) Significant amounts of questioned

When inadequacies with the cost or or unsupported costs which render the
pricing data, FAR/DFARS or CAS non- cost or pricing data inadequate as a basis
compliances, or problems not related to for negotiation until the contractor coin-
contractor actions or inactions (9-209.3) pletes specified corrective action(s).
are noted, a qualified or adverse opinion (b) Accounting system deficiencies or
is necersary. A qualified opinion states estimating system deficiencies which
that, "except for" the effects of the mat- have a significant impact on the proposal
ter to which the qualification relates, the and preclude an effective audit.
cost or pricing data submitted or identi- (c)Noncompliances with CAS or
fled are considered adequate and the FA FARS which have a significant
proposal acceptable for negotiation of a impact on the proposed costs.
price. In determining whether a qualified (d) The contractor's denial of access to
opinion or an adverse opinion is appro- records budgetary data, or performance
priate in the circumstances, the auditor data which are considered necessary to
must consider the impact of ques- evaluate the proposal.
tioned/unsupported costs on the negotia- (2) Not relating to the contractor's
tion of a fair and reasonable price and the action or inaction.
extent of the corrective action the con- (a) Procurement imposed time con-
tractor should be required to undertake straint allows only a portion of the cost or
(see 9-209.3b and 9-210), and/or the pricing data to be reviewed, but does not
significance of any situation not related allow sufficient time for obtaining corn-
to the contractor's action or inaction. petent evidential matter on which to base
9-209.3 Adverse Opinion an opinion on the proposal as a whole (or

a. An adverse opinion shall be ren- for the specific elements to be reviewed
dered when there is denial of access to in partial audit requests), and the pro-
records/data having a significant effect curement office will not or cannot grant
on the audit, or when significant inade- an extension of the due date (see 10-

.* quacies or significant noncompliances 103.1c).
requiring corrective action by the con- (b) Significant amounts of unresolved
tractor prior to negotiation are noted. In costs due to the nonreceipt of assist audit
these situations, it is the auditor's judg- reports covering the proposed subcon-

* ment that when taken as a whole (a) the tract costs.
submitted cost or pricing data are not (c) Nonreceipt of technical evaluation
adequate, (b) the propostl was not pre- reports when the results of such reviews
pared in accordance with applicable ac- are considered necessary and are so sig-
quisition regulations and (wren applica- nificant that they may have a significant
ble) Cost Accounting Standards, and (c) impact on the proposed costs (see D-301
the Vposal is, therefore, not acceptable and D-302).
as bas is for negotiation of a price. When c. In general, an adverse opinion based
an adverse opinion is expressed, the on the contractor's action or inaction will
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normally result in a specific statement cedures discussed in paragraph 1.
that the cost or pricing data are not Because these procedures do not
considered acceptable as a basis for nepo- constitute an audit conducted in
tiations. However, an adverse opinion accordance with generally accepted
not related to the contractor's action or government auditing standards, we
inaction normally does not result in a do not express an overall opinion on
statement that the cost or pricing data are the adequacy and compliance of the
not acceptable as a basis of negotiat:'vP, cost or pricing data submitted. In
but in a recommendation the' 'he ne ".i- connection with the application of
ations not be held until the ions for these procedures, no matters came to
the adverse opinion are re- ecd. For our attention that caused us to be-
example, when significant utiresolved lieve there were significant inade-
subcontract costs are involved, the opin- nuacies or noncompliances related to
ion statement should state: the areas reviewed."

"In our opinion, the unresolved sub- 9-210 Criteria for Determining Audit
contract costs discussed in (para-
graph 2 or wherever discussed) Opinion Used
above are significant enough to ma- Accordingly, the cost or pricing data
terially impact the results of the provided with the proposal (or for the
audit. Therefore, as discussed with limited elements/areas reviewed) may be
(name and title of representative) on completely acceptable (unqualified opin-
(date), we recommend that contract ion), generally acceptable except for or
price negotiations not be concluded
until the results of review of pr- subject to some specific minor eficienc
untosted rsubconttts o arevw consid- (qualified opinion), or unacceptable (ad-
posed subcontract costs are consid- verse opinion). As with 9-205b above,
ered.'" there is no set formula on when each type

9-209.4 Disciahuer of Opinion of opinion must be used. It depends on
the auditor's judgment as to the signifi-

a. A disclaimer of opinion states that cance of the problems noted. In other
the auditor does not express an opinion words, the auditor must consider the
on the audit area or submission reviewea, magnitude of the deficiencies found relat-
It is appropriate when the auditor has not ing to the submitted cost or pricing data.
performed an audit sufficient in scope to If no deficiencies (i.e., inadequacies or
enable him to form an overall opinion on noncompliances) are found, then normal-
the audit area or submission being mo-
viewed. An example includes the app ly an unqualified opinion would be ap-
tion of agreed-upon procedures during a propriate. If minor deficiencies are

review or a price proposal. The applica- found, this normally results in a qualified

tion of agreed-upon procedures is gener- opinion. An adverse opinion would usu-
ally pot sufficient in scope to express an ally be warranted when the deficienciesopalion on the adequacy of thexpes an are so significant as to render the propos-
p.in•n data revieaed.qAs a rhecsult, a al as a whole unacceptable as the basis for

disclaimer of opinion is usually ex- negotiation of a fair and reasonable price.
pressed. However, a disclaimer of opin- 9-211 Reporting the Audit Opinion
ion should not be used when significant
cost or pricing data inadequacies and/or Whichever of the three audit opinions
FAR/CAS noncompliances are found is given (9-209), it should be reported as
during the appicaion of agreed-upon part of the summary portion (i.e., the

odures. In these circumstances, an 'summary of audit results" section of 10-
adv opinion would be used (9-209.3). 300) of the report. Necessary comments

b. When diaclaimins an opinion, the explaining the inadequacies in the cost or
auditor should state that the scope of pricing data and how they influence the
audit was not sufficient to warrant the audit opinion are us ually part of the
expression of an opinion. An example of "circumstances affect_.g the review" por-
disclaimer of opinion follows: tion of the report. (This usually means

"This report pertains only to the these two sections closely compliment
performance of the agreed-upon pro- and cross-reference each other.)
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9-300 Section 3 -- General Evaluation Procedures for Estimates

9-301 Introduction tions-as well as by components, lots,
batches, runs or time periods; (4) engi-a. This section presents general guid- peering by major task; (5) eachcontract

ance on evaluation of contractors' esti. item to be separately priced; (6) scrap,
mates including preliminary survey pro- rework, spoilage, excess material, andcedures and overall audit policies. Guid- obsolete items resulting from engineering
ance related to specific cost areas is changes; (7) packaging and crating when
included in the remaining sections of this substantial; and (8) other nonrecurring or
chapter (e.g., material cost is in Section 4 other direct cost items requiring separate

and labor cost is in Section 5). treatment. (See also 5-1207.3 and 5-
b. This section is also intended to 1209.)

provide a general framework for the c. Accounting data used in developing
discussion on performing contractor esti- estimated costs must be valid and reli-
mating system surveys included in 5- able. For example, in an accounting sys-
1200. tern which provides for lot costing, inade-

quate controls over job lot cutoffs may
&y302 Adequacy of Cost Accounting result in inaccurate lot cost data. This

stern type of error could produce inequitable
results when lot cost trends are used in

a. When the contract price is to be developing or evaluating costs for follow-
on procurement. For this reason, a re-negotiated based on cost data, the con- view of internal controls is important.

tractor is required to certify that the data
in support of the proposal are accurate,
complete, and current (see 9-202b and 9-303 Contractor Estimating
FAR 15.804-2). The contractor's cost Methods and Procedures
accounting system usually is a major data
source used in preparing the proposal. In a. A contractor's estimating method is
evaluating cost accounting system ade- influenced by the type of accounting
quacy, the results of prior audits of system maintained and the statistical
materials, labor, indirect costs, budgeting data available. Data supporting individu-
function, etc., should assist in determin- al cost estimates may include (1) directly
ing whether valid, reliable, and current applicable experience for an entire prod-
costs are readily available (see 5-1207.3). uct, such as a follow-on procurement for
When applicable, the contractor is also a product already in production; (2)
required to certify that it has filed a CAS directly applicable experience for certain
Board Disclosure Statement, and that the tasks comprising a new procurement sim-
practices used in estimating costs in the ilar to those accomplished under previ-
proposal are consistent with the cost ous contracts; and (3) general or indirect-
accounting practices disclosed in the ly applicable experience represented by
statement. In evaluating the cost account- various ratios and percentage factors ap-
ing system, determine that the actual plicable to a common base. When experi-
estimating practices comply with CAS ence ratios or percentage factors are used
and the disclosure statement (see Chapter by contractors to derive related estimates
8). for a current estimate, determine whether

b. To provide data required for cost adjustments were made to reflect differ-
estimating purposes, the contractor's cost ences in complexity, production rate,
accounting system must contain suffi- contract performance period, and other
cient refinements to provide, where ap- factors which influence the validity of the
plicable, cost segregation for (1) prepro- current estimate.
duction work and special tooling; (2) b. Contractors may employ uniform
prototypes, static test models, or mock- procedures to prepare prospective price
ups; (3) production by individual produc- proposals or may justifiably use a variety
tion centers, departments, or opera- of methods and procedures. Special prob-
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lems may require a deviation from estab- tools and dies; and composition of the
lished procedures. It may be desirable in indirect cost pools.
certain instances, from both the cost and (2) The comparison method is used
time standpoints, to use overall or broad when specifications for the item being
estimating procedures, rather than more estimated are similar to other items al-
precise, detailed methods; or it may be ready produced or currently in produc-
necessary to rely on the judgment of tion and for which actual cost experience
qualified personnel in design, produc- is available. Under this method, require-
tion, and other fields. Variations in esti- ments for the new item are compared
mating procedures employed may be at- with those for a past or current item, the
tributable to such factors as (1) the rela- differences are isolated, and cost ele-
tive dollar amount of each estimate, (2) ments applicable to the differences are
the contractor's competitive position, (3) deleted from or added to experienced
the degree of firmness of specifications costs. Adjustments are also made for
related to a new item, and (4) the avail- possible upward or downward cost
able cost data applicable to the same or trends.
related products/services previously fur- (3) The roundtable method is used to
nished. estimate the cost of a new item when

c. Regardless of whether the contractor there is no cost experience or detailed
has based an estimate directly on past information regarding specifications,
incurred costs, ensure that cost estimates drawings, or bills of material. Under this
for future work are based on correction of method, representatives of the engineer-
any past or current inefficient or uneco- ing, manufacturing, purchasing, and ac-
nomical contractor practices. For exam- counting departments (among others) de-
ple, if the proposed engineering or manu- velop the cost estimates by exchanging
facturing productivity is less than that views and making judgments based on
reasonably achievable by the contractor knowledge and experience. This method
in performing the proposed contract, the has the advantage of speed of application
cost difference between the proposed and is relatively inexpensive, but may not
productivity and the more likely achiev- produce readily supportable or reliable
able productivity should be questioned in cost estimates. When this method is used,
the audit review. Also question the im- technical assistance may be required to
pact of any cost avoidance recommenda- evaluate the resultant cost estimates.
tions using the criteria in 9-308. (See also
5-1209.) 9-304 Proposal Format and Support

d. There are various methods of pre-
paring cost estimates. The most frequent- a. Contractor price proposals required
ly used are the detailed, comparison, and by FAR 15.804-1 through 15.804-6/
roundtable methods or a combination of DFARS 215.804-1 through 215.804-6 to
the three. be submitted with certified cost or pric-

(1) The detailed method requires the ing data must also be submitted using
accumulation of detailed information to Standard Form 1411. Departments
arrive at estimated costs and typically which contribute data to the proposal
uses cost data derived from the account- may include, among others, accounting,
ing system, adjunct statistical records, cost control, budgeting, estimating, plan-
and other sources. The information often ning, purchasing, production control, en-
includes specifications- drawings; bills of gineering, drafting, publications, and
material; statements of production quan- sales. In addition to the cost information
tities and rates; machine and work-sta- contained in the accounting system, ad-
tion workloads; manufacturing processes, junct statistical records and data may be
including the analysis of labor efficiency, maintained and used in preparing cost
setup and rework, and material scrap, estimates. The data may include bills of
waste, and spoilage; data determining material, vendor quotations and catalogs,
plant layout requirements; analysis of blueprints, value analysis reports, labor
tooling and capital equipment, labor, raw efficiency reports, sales budgets, and in-
material and purchased parts; special direct cost budgets. Contractors may also
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prepare time series charts, scatter charts, As used in this paragraph, "records"learning curves, and other forms of include, among other things, historical
graphic analysis in developing cost esti- cost records, cost ledgers, purchase or-
mates. ders, subcontractor and vendor quota-

b. To expedite the review process, the tions, budgets, forecasts, learning curve
Agency has developed criteria which can computations, and similar cost and fore-
be used to evaluate the adequacy of the casting data.
basic supporting data and information d. Administrative procedures to coor-
submitted with the proposal. This form is dinate (1) a PCO request for audit review
available on the FAO DIIS subsystem or technical review of a prime contractor
(file name ADEQUACY). price proposal or (2) an ACO, PCO, or

c. When coordinating with the respon- auditor request for audit or technical
sible government procurement and tech- review of a lower-tier contractor price
nical representatives, solicit the contrac- proposal are described in 9-103, 9-104, 9-
tor's cooperation in reaching an informal 108, and Appendix D.
agreement on types of data and informa- e. The manner in which information
tior, to be submitted with a proposal or to furnished by the auditor is used in negoti-
be made available at the beginning of the ation is the responsibility of the contract-
audit. in• officer. Where the contracting officer

fails to accept an audit recommendation
9-305 Coordination with Contracting and the auditor believes that this action
Officers has a significant or continuing impact onthe reasonableness of the price or on

a. The organizational relationship of administration of the contract, and in
auditors with contracting officers and addition, feels that there is an opportuni-
their representatives is discussed in I- ty for useful corrective action, the auditor
400. A close working relationship is es- should report the situation to his or her
sential for complete and meaningful eval- supervisor (see 4-803 and 15-600).
uations of contractors' cost estimates. f. The type of contract to be awarded

b. Contracting officers, through proper and the contract provisions are the re-
coordination and utilization of members sponsibility of the contracting officer.
of the procurement team (including engi- When a review of the contractor's opera-
neers, lawyers, price analysts, and con- tion indicates that the contemplated con-
tract auditors), must ensure that contrac- tract type would not be in the govern-
tors' price proposals have been prepared ment's best interest because of the con-
on a sound basis and are reviewed in tractor's type of business, accounting
sufficient depth to support an informed system, production of similar items for
opinion regarding reasonableness. The commercial purposes, or other reasons,
contracting officer is responsible for re- recommend that the contracting officer
quiring the timely submission of needed consider a different type of contract. Also
data. Each member of the team is respon- advise the contractinig.officer when pro-
sible for making recommendations in his posed contract provisions appear inap-
or her respective area. propriate or undesirable (see 3-200).

c. The auditor will perform financial
reviews and analyses requiring access to 9-306 Use of Specialist Assistance in
the contractor's records. These reviews Price Proposal Evaluations
and analyses will cover both the adequa-
cy of statements of current costs and the a. An important aspect of a proposal
adequacy and reasonableness of projec- evaluation is determining the reasonable-
tions to the extent information relevant ness of material and labor estimates.
to such projections can be obtained from Audit tests of these estimates may require
the contractor's records. These evalu- the assistance of technical specialists.
ations, for example, might cover material b. Specialist assistance is usually ob-
prices and quantities; labor hours and tained when the contractor's support for
rates; and the elements of the various the cost under review is not based on
indirect cost pools and their distribution. accounting or financial data and the
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auditor cannot efficiently or effectively situations, attempt to reconcile , 'fer-
determine the reasonableness of the costs ences with the specialist or, if necessary,
through alternative means. However, the the responsible supervisory official. Ob-
decision to use specialists should be tain the assistance of the ACO in facili-
reached only after considering the type of tating a resolution. Discussion of proce-
risk factors described in 9-402.2 and 9- dures and technical aspects of the evalu-
501. These risk factors and others may ation is usually sufficient to eliminate
indicate that specialist assistance is not concerns. If the auditor is unable to
necessary. resolve differences, the technical evalu-

c. retailed procedural guidance is pre- ation should not be relied on in the audit
sented in Appendix D to assist in (1) opinion or the development of ques-
deciding whether technical specialist as- tioned costs. The audit report should
sistance is needed, (2) identifying what enclose the technical report and explain
type of assistance is needed, (3) request- why it was not used (see Appendix D).
ing the assistance, (4) achieving good
communications with technical special- 9-308 Incorporating Cost Avoidance
ists, and (5) reporting on the use of Recommendations Into Price
technical specialists or the impact of their Proposal Reviews
nonavailability.

d. Statement on Auditing Standards
(SAS) No. 11, "Using the Work of Spe- a. In reviewing the reasonableness of
cialists," requires auditors to exercise proposed cost elements (including direct
professional judgment when the woiic of labor and material quantities and prices,
a specialist is required, including a deter- other direct costs, and indirect costs),
mination of the type of technical exper- consider what it should cost to supply the
tise needed, and provides guidance on proposed items assuming the offeror op-
using the specialist's findings. It notes erates with reasonable economy and effi-
that while the appropriateness and rea- ciency. Auditors use contract audit proce-
sonableness of methods or assumptions dures where applicable to assist the pro-
used and their application are the respon- curing contracting officer in meeting his
sibility of the specialist, the auditor or her obligtion (FAR 15.805-3(b)) to
should obtain an understanding of these ensure that the effects of any inefficient

matters to determine whether the find- or uneconomical contractor practices are
insater suitable for whetherathind the not projected into future contract prices.

ings aresta orrorating Useful tutorial material on this concept iscontained in the Armed Services Pro-
curement Regulation Manual for Con-

9-307 Incorporating Technical tract Pricing (ASPM No. 1), especially in
Information and Opinions Into the section 2b.
Audit Report b. Operations audits and other func-

tional reviews performed as discussed in
The contracting officer has the overall 14-500 provide one key soorce of infor- I

responsibility for determining how the mation about inefficient or uneconomi-
information and opinions furnished are cal contractor practices which should be
applied to the contractor's estimate. considered in each proposal review. The
However, the auditor also has a responsi- audit program for each price proposal
bility for examining the report on any review will provide for assessing each
requested technical evaluation to ensure cost avoidance recommendation from
a reasonable understanding of the work operations audits ax ! other functional
performed, the accounting data relied on, reviews at the contractor, to determine if
and the impact of the results on proposed there is a significant impact on the pro-
costs. Documentation requirements are posal. As circumstances develop (for ex-
in 4-1000. The work of a specialist should ample, the contractor implements a rec-
be incorporated into the report unless the ommended cost avoidance or a cost
findings are obviously unrealistic, or pro- avoidance proves not applicable to a
cedures used appear inadequate. In these certain product line), the proposal im-
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pacts can be expected to vary. Therefore, divided into two broad areas: first, a
a reassessment should be made in each review and understanding of the contrac-
proposal review. tor's prescribed methods and procedures;

c. Any significant impact of cost avoid- and second, a review and understanding
ance recommendations will be reflected of the methods and procedures actually
as questioned costs in the review of price used in preparing the cost estimate. Work
proposals when all of these criteria are in these two areas may be performed
met: concurrently or separately using, as a

(1) The findings and recommendations reference point, past or current cost esti-
have been discussed with the contractor mates prepared by the contractor. In
as provided by 4-304.5. It is not neces- either case, consider the findings in both
sary to have issued the audit report on of these broad areas when planning and
the functional/operational review, or developing the audit program (see 5- I
have received the contractor's reaction to 1200).
the findings and recommendations. How- b. The auditor's objective in these two
ever, the proposal impacts should be areas is to examine the available data to
adjusted as these events occur, if they the extent necessary to (1) form a sound
result in adjustment of the recommended opinion on the validity of the methods
cost avoidance, and procedures used to develop the cost

(2) The proposal review has established estimates, and (2) make sound judgments
that the recommended cost avoidance is on the extent and nature of testing to be
applicable to the proposed contract per- done in areas requiring further examina-
formance and is not reflected in the tion. Also determine whether the results
contractor's estimated costs for the pro- of recent estimating system survey work
posal. Note that a cost reduction may not (5-1200) indicate that the estimatin sys-I
be reflected in the proposal even thou tern
the contractor has agreed to make te emis reliable enough to allow reouced
needed impraovemens, oreve n if m th audit effort on individual price propos-needed improvements, or even if the als.
recommendation has been implemented. c. The extent of the auditors evalu-
Take care not to question costs (a) for a ation may be influenced by the (1) experi-
time period before the contractor could ence mained in comparing earlier esti-
reasonably achieve the recommended mates with applicable actual costs, (2)
economy or efficiency improvement, (b) mate with a be ctuacostsa(2for work areas where the recommenda- degree to which the contractor's estimat-

for orkares were he ecomenla-ing procedures agree with the accounting
tion does not apply, or (c) for proposal procedures, (3) timeliness and depth of
elements that adequately anticipate the redues (3) timeines epthmof
expected cost reduction. Technical assis- review given contractors' estimating
tance (see 9-103 and 9-306) may be methods and procedures by other govern-
needed on these points, especially where ment representatives, and (4) results of
the proposed costs are based on assumed operational audits that affect future costs.
future conditions or performance meth- d. Recommend changes in estimating
ods that would differ from those in effect methods and procedures when the review
when the cost avoidance recommenda- indicates existing procedures are inade-
tion was developed. quate or improper.

(3) The impact calculated for the spe-
cific proposal reasonably reflects the con- 9-310 Deficiencies in Specific Cost
tractor direct and indirect start-up costs Estiuates
and investment amortization necessary
to achieve the recommended cost avoid- a. This section deals with deficiencies
ance, allocated using the contractor's in specific cost estimates versus deficien-
established cost accounting practices. cies in overall cost or pricing data cov-

ered in 9-205. When any of the following
9-309 Audit Review of Estimating deficiencies are encountered and are sig-
Methods nad Procedures nificant, the auditor should immediately

notify both the ACO and the PCO in
a. Evaluation of a contractor's estimat- accordance with the guidance contained

ing methods and procedures may be in 9-205.
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b. Deficiencies in cost estimates may the government. Such deficiencies are
result from (1) the use of incorrect, listed in the appendix to the proposal
incomplete, or noncurrent data; (2) the report, as described in 10-307.2, until
use of inappropriate estimating tech- they are resolved (DFARS 215.811-
niques; (3) the failure to consider or use 70(g 1). In addition, the explanatory
all applicable factors or necessary tech- notes of the price proposal audit report
niques; (4) the improper use of an esti- should describe the cost impact of any
mating technique; (5) an apparent delib- outstanding significant deficiency which
erate concealment or misrepresentation affects the proposal.
of the data supporting the estimate either e. Items that would normally be identi-
in the historical data from prior contracts fled in an estimating system flash report
or in the supporting documents prepared when encountered include but are not
specifically for the proposal (see 4-700); limited to the following (also see 5-
or (6) the failure to estimate in a manner 1204.2 and 10-307.2):
consistent with the disclosed or estab- (1) The lack of clearly documented
lished accounting procedures as required policies, standard procedures, and meth-
by CAS 401 (see Chapter 8). ods covering the contractor's estimating

c. Upon discovering a significant esti- system. (Use judgment on the level of
mating deficiency during a proposal eval- detail needed by small contractors with
uation, immediately prepare a draft esti- less than $50 million per year in govern-

I mating system flash report and submit it ment sales.)
to the contractor for comment. The audi- (2) Nonexistent, out-of-date, or inade-
tor should prepare the draft report and quate support for factors used in the
coordinate it with the contractor at the proposal (such as raw material, attrition,
time the estimating deficiency is found, or normal production allowance).
rather than waiting until the proposal (3) Failure to perform an adequate
audit is completed. This procedure will review of proposed subcontracts prior to
provide for issuing the flash report at the submission of the proposal.
same time or shortly after the proposal (4) The lack of budgetary data beyond
audit report is issued. Give the contractor the current contractor fiscal year.
a reasonable amount of time to comment (5) Contractor policies requirins that
on the draft report, usually I to 2 weeks all production effort remain within the
would be sufficient. Upon timely receipt company, regardless of the comparative
of the contractor's response, a separate cost of the effort.
audit report entitled "Estimating System (6) Proposing material on a stand-alone
Deficiency Disclosed During Evaluation basis without considering other known
of Proposal No. XXX" (flash report) requirements (spares, related programs,
should be issued to the ACO addressing other production lots) that might be
both the contractor's comments and ad- ordered at the same time.
ditional auditor comments. If the con- (7) Proposing costs based on vendor
tractor does not respond within the time- quotes without considering historical
frame requested, the auditor should issue data indicating that prices ultimately
the estimating system flash report with- negotiated with vendors are lower than
out the benefit of the contractor's re- the prices quoted.
sponse and explain in the report that the (8) Not considering or selectively using
contractor was provided an opportunity historical cost experience for similar pro-
to respond but did not do so within the grams.

I available time. This flash report should (9) Not considering residual invento-
address each deficiency disclosed in the ries.
proposal review that is either significant (10) Applying escalation to firm ven-
in dollar impact to total proposed costs dor quotes.
or to specific cost elements. f. This flash reporting policy does not

d. Flash reports are not required if the negate the requirement for in-depth anal-
estimating deficiency has been reported ysis of estimating procedures and prac-
previously and the contractor's corrective tices. Periodic estimating system reviews
action is currently being monitored by (5-1200) are still required. The frequency
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of these periodic reviews may vary de- b. Obtain information related to the
pendent upon the items identified in the following areas:
flash reports. (1) The contractor's organization with

g. When an estimating system deficien- emphasis on the various segments partic-
cy is identified, consider whether the ipating in cost estimating.
condition is likely to constitute defective (2) The estimating methods and tech-
pricing if not revised prior to negotiation niques actually used and the nature of the
and agreement on a contract price. If the underlying data and judgments support-
auditor concludes the cost estimate is not ing each cost element.
current, accurate, or complete, take the (3) The attention given to special terms
following actions: either contained in the request for pro-

(1) Inform the contractor and request it posal or to be imposed by the contract.
take the necessary corrective action. Seek (4) The availability and use made of
contracting officer assistance where ap- accounting, statistical, budgetary, and
plicable. other data.

(2) When the contractor refuses to (5) The extent company-wide forward
revise the cost estimate, attempt to ob- pricing factors are developed and used
tain or develop the information through when preparing the cost estimates and
audit means. whether these pricing factors are current

(3) If the contractor is unwilling to (see 9-1200).
correct potentially defective cost or pric- (6) The graphic analysis (such as time
ing data and time or resource constraints series and correlation charts) used in
make it impractical to sufficiently devel- preparing the estimate.
op a recommended audit position, the (7) The degree of consistency between
audit report should advise the contract- cost classifications used for cost account-
ing officer of the inadequacies in the ing purposes (direct and indirect costs)
contractor's proposal (also see 9-205). and those used for cost estimating pur-

(4) For all proposals or other audits poses, and the reasons for significant
subject to U.S.C. 2306a, complete a De- differences, especially on proposals sub-
fective Pricing Lead Sheet (DCAAF mitted for like or similar items.
7640-22b) to rate the proposal for defec- (8) The types of products manufac-
tive pricing potential. After completion tured and the manufacturing processes
of both parts, the original will be placed involved. This includes information from
in the permanent file with a copy remain- continuous monitoring of the manufac-
ing in the audit working papers. turing process for the effects of changes

and/or modernization (see 14-800).
9-311 Review of Individual Estimates (9) The reliability of prior cost esti-

mates, including a review of cost areas
a. As appropriate, procedures should where significant differences exist be-

include (1) a review of operations audit tween estimated and actual costs and the
findings and recommendations, includ- reasons for these differences.
ing ost avoidance recommendations that (10) The contractor's managerial con-
have an impact on proposed costs (9- trols and review procedures (to ascertain
308); (2) an analysis of reports of non- whether cost estimates were prepared
compliance with CAS and FAR Part 31 using established company practices).
for possible application of the findings to (1I) The relationship of the contrac-
psoposal evaluations; (3) reviews of avail- tor's technical proposal to the cost esti-
able written estimating procedures; (4) mate. The technical proposal may con-
discussions with contractor personnel; (5) tain information such as descriptions ofexamination of the methods and proce- the items to be produced, production
dures actually followed; (6) consideration schedules, cost estimating plans, adequa-
of the data developed and the manner in cy of tooling on hand, and the specific
which they were used; (7) comparisons of instructions furnished each department
past cost estimates with incurred costs; responsible for preparing cost elements
and (8) analysis of cost t ids. contained in the proposal.
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9-311.1 Review of Indirect Versus Direct ties resulting from using an estimating
Cost Classification method which differs from the method

a. Review the contractor's cost classifi- used in accounting for costs. Similar
cation for consistent treatment of cost comparisons could be made in other cost
elements to determine whether the treat- areas.
ment given direct and indirect costs in 9-311.3 Comparison of Estimated Oad
estimating parallels the accounting treat- Actual Costs
ment of incurred costs as required by When applicable, compare prior cost
CAS 401 and 402. Inconsistencies should
be reviewed and the reasons for different estimates with costs incurred. The infor-tretmet eplaned A ioltio shuld mation pa..ined will not constitute conclu-treatment explained. A violation should sive evidence of the reliability of the
be reported as a CAS noncompliance. soverevidencoft e iabilityof theb. Compare the pattern of direct and contractor's cost estimating methods and
indirect cost treatment of the proposal procedures, but may disclose significantunder review with the current CAS Dis- differences between estimated and actuallosundre Statevientw with thecurrnthos- costs. Reasons for the differences shouldclosure Statement and with other n be ascertained and considered in evaluat-
als recently' submitted, particularly when ing the reliability of the estimating meth-
the end items involve similar work' ods/procedures and in determining the
When the estimating basis is different, extent of selective tests in areas requiring
the difference should be thoroughly ex- further review.
plored.

c. Differing direct versus indirect crite- 9-311.4 Cost Realism Reviews
ria among competitors and the exercise DFARS 215.805-70 requires con-
of special allocation provisions of certain a. ofArs to5analyzequie con-CostAccuntig Sandads equies hattracting officers to analyze the cost real-Cost Accounting Standards requires that imo l ehial dqaecnrco
considerable attention be directed to con-ism of all technically adequate contractor
sistency. Although differences are natural submissions in response to cost-typeconsequences ot varying circumstances, competitive solicitations, even when ade-

put optto exists. Contract-be careful to avoid perceptions that in- quate must deterin ethe the
consistent audit applications are causing ing officers must determine whether the
or contributing to the accounting differ- ractor has (I) fairly stated the priceor (2) understated the price in order toences. Price proposal audit reports "buy-in." FAR Subpart 3.501-1 defines
should clearly identify unusual cost ac-counting practices having a sip.ificant "buying-in" as "submitting an offer be-impact, prarticul havigarl thse r iri h tlow anticipated costs, expecting to...impact, particularly those ringte increase the contract amount after award
use of any special allocation provisions. iet ur(e.O•., through unnecessary or excessively

priced change orders)." Buying-in canEstimati1ng Rio Accounting result in cost growth or award protests by
unsuccessful bidders that otherwise could

CAS 401 requires that the methods have been avoided.
used for estimating costs should be con- b. Contracting officers may request
sistent with the methods used for record- DCAA audit support in making a cost
ing or accounting for costs. However, realism determination. Unlike the typical
examination might disclose, for example, DCAA forward pricing review, which is
that while actual costs are used in esti- generally focused more on ascertaining
mating costs, standard costs are used in the allocability, allowability, and overs-
recording costs. Under these circum- tatement of proposed costs, DCAA cost
stances, compare the amounts shown for realism reviews need to focus on deter-
a selected number of items extended at mining whether the proposed costs are
suppliers' actual prices with the amounts reasonable, credible, and compatible with
for the items obtained by applying estab- the proposal scope and effort. In other
lished standards and related variances, words, the auditor needs to consider and
This comparison should allow the audi- specifically focus his or her cost realism
tor to evaluate the propriety of the cost review on the possibility that the contrac-
estimate and to identify possible inequi- tor's proposed costs may be significantly
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understated. Additionally, the report re- pricing agreements. Periodically deter-
laying the results of the auditor's cost mine whether present conditions or inter-
realism review needs to clearly indicate vening occurrences negate current appli-
that the contractor's proposed costs were cability of these types of pre-established
specifically reviewed for reasonableness cost factors. Circumstances which mayand possible understatement. adversely affect their continued applica-

c. It is the contracting officer's respon- bility are changes in business volume,
sibility to determine whether DCAA changes in market conditions affecting
should be requested to perform a cost material or labor costs, savings accruing
realism review. In the case of competi- from cost reduction programs, changes in
tive, cost-type procurements, the contrac- manufacturing processes used to make
tor is not required to submit a Standard products, and changes in the accounting
Form 1411 or to certify cost or pricing treatment of direct and indirect costs.
data. Furthermore, in some cases, the Board of Directors minutes may docu-
contracting officer (and, sometimes, the ment major decisions that affect the
DCAA auditor) may be prohibited from above areas (see CAM 5-109.2 and 14- [
entering into discussions with the con- 605a).
tractor. If DCAA is prohibited from
discussing the proposal with the contrac- 9-313 Evaluation of Submiissions
tor, this prohibition will most likely re- (Estimates) After Costs Have Been
suit in a highly qualified report that needs Incurred
to be communicated up front to the
contracting officer. The auditor should Under certain circumstances, a con-
not be deterred by the unusual audit risk tractor's submission is evaluated after all
associated with cost realism reviews from or a portion of the costs have been
meeting the needs of the requestor, as incurred, such as in the case of pricing
outlined above, in the most timely man- proposals, contract status reports, termi-
ner possible. It is the auditor's responsi- nation claims, and delay claims. In these
bility to be aware of the inherent risk cases, the review of the submission
involved in this type of procurement and should not be limited merely to a corn-
to fully coordinate with the contracting parison with the actual costs. Refer to the
officer regarding specific areas of risk,specal roceure, an th appoprate appropriate section of CAM for pertinent
special procedures, and the appropriate guidance relative to the specific audit
audit service required to meet the needs being performed.
of the request (e.g., Request for Specific
Cost Information (9-107) or Review of a 9-314 Estimates Based on Standard
Part of a Proposal (9-108)). Costs
9k-312 Pre-Estsblished ForwardPriceng Factors Guidelines for evaluating the validity

of historical costs derived by using stan-
Formal or informal agreements be- dard costs and related variances are con-

tween contractors and the government tained in Chapter 6. The same guidelines
may exist which establish certain cost apply when standard costs and related
factors for use in forward pricing actions variances are used in preparing cost esti-
during specified time periods (such as mates. The basic principle underlying the
forward pricing rate agreements and for- use of standard costs in estimating is that
mula priing agreements--a systematic the standard cost plus the estimated
method of pricing a large volume ofsmall variance must reasonably approximate
acquisitions). These factors may include the expected actual cost.
indirect cost rates, labor hour rates, mate-
rial and labor variances, material han- 9-31.1 Estlmto Based Reied
dling rates, and allowances for scrap and StwmIms
obsolescence. See 9-1200 and FAR A contractor may revise direct material
15.809 for detailed puidance on the re- and direct labor standard costs, adjusted
view of forward pricing rate and formula by estimated variances, to develop direct
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material and direct labor cost forecasts. effort and result in high nonrecurring
Review the basis for revising die •tan. variance cost.
dards and decide whether the estimated (4) The planned changes in make or
variances have been properly adjusted to buy policies for specific components and
reflect the changes made in the standards. in the product mix within a product line
When revised standards reflect only cer- ma have an impact on direct material
tain historical cost changes, the related and direct labor variances previously
variances must be adjusted so that the caused by a volume change.
two combined will approximate the an-
ticipated actual cost. 9-314.3 Variances by Product Use

When standard costs and the related
9-314.2 Variance Analysis experienced variances are used by a con-

ddirect labor c tractor in estimating prime costs, estab-
a. Direct material and dlishing the reasonableness of the esti-

variances may be segregated by contrib- mates will be difficult unless the contrac-
uting causes (such as price and rate toes accounting system provides for seg-variances, use and efficiency variances,tosacntigyteprvdsfre-
andvariances, cuseand ef ny viane s, o regation of variances by product lines.
and variances caused by make or buy Analyze recorded product line data to
decisions) and by product lines (witl determine whether the contractor's esti-
homogeneous products) to produce rea- mate reasonably approximates expected
sonably accurate prime product costs. actual costs. Available statistical analyses
When variances are segregated, make of the variances may provide more ap-
comparative studies of historical costs propriate costs for specific products than
and cost trends. For this analysis, consid- recorded overall variances. Statistical
er employing techniques such as (1) time data of this type may be used to appraise
series charts, plotting the percentage rela- direct material or labor cost estimates
tionship of a major direct variance ele- based on applying overall variances to
ment (material or labor) to related stan- standard costs.
dard costs within the product line, and
(2) improvement curves, plotting the unit 9-314.4 Consistency in Using Standards
or cumulative average direct material or When a contractor employs standard
direct labor costs (standards and related costs and submits multiple proposals, the
variances) for successive quantities of direct material and direct labor standard
end products produced. costs should be consistent for pricing all

b. Measure the effect of anticipated procurements. Verify that standards are
changes so that historical costs may be current before they are compared with
adjusted to a basis comparable to that cost estimates. However, these standard
underlying the forecasts. Adjustments costs are generally not applicable for
may be necessary when the following pricing items (1) not in continuous pro-
conditions exist: duction, 2) being phased out of produc-

(I) The planned production within a tion, or(3)being produced under special
product line may be of a continuing production runs.
nature, whereas, in prior periods, a num-
ber of related products were initially put 9-315 Review of Statement of Income
into production causing high start-up and Expense
prime costs.

(2) The planned sales and production a. In some circumstances, the contrac-
volume within a product line may be tor's Statement of Income and Expense
substantially higher or lower than previ- should be reviewed for each organiza-
ous periods. Changes in volume have an tional element comprising a profit center
impact on quantity discounts on direct with its own cost estimating and proposal
material purchases, direct labor efficien- responsibility. Consider for further study
cy, and other factors which contribute to and operations audits areas of favorable
variances from standard costs. or unfavorable results of operation. Coin-

(3) The planned reduction in invento- parisons should also be made to the
ries on hand may lead to unusual rework contractor's budgets as discussed in 5-
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500. In considering what areas might costs, relationships of the various seg-
warrant further study, attempt to identify ments contained in the overall budget,
those factors which influenced operating and comparisons of past estimates with
results without reflecting on the costs actually incurred; and
soundness of the contractor's estimating (2) a review of past, current, and
procedures. Examples of these factors are planned cost reduction programs with
unusually high profit rates compared emphasis on the nature of the programs,
with the estimated rates because of the the cost savings achieved, and cost sav-
introduction of more efficient production in Ias established for future periods.
and management techniques, or unusual- b.Many major government contracts
ly low rates of profit (or losses) resulting contain clauses requiring an approved
from deliberate low bids because of coin- cost/schedule control (C/SC) system for
petition. performance measurement on selected

b. When a detailed study is to be made, acquisitions (11-200). On proposals ex-
obtain any further segregations of the pected to result in contracts covered by
income and expense statement that are DFARS clause 252.234-7001, Cost/
available. This includes segregation by Schedule Control Systems, or DFARS
(1) commercial business; (2) government clause 252.242-7005, Cost/Schedule Sta-
business; or (3) major categories ofgo- tus Report, when a contractor has pro-
vernment business by product, contract, posed to use a previously accepted C/SC
and type of contract. The analysis should system, the auditor should provide com-
compare the segregated data with the ments on any deficiencies that are affect-
corresponding data shown in sales fore- ing the C/SC system on other contracts.
casts, company budgets, and cost esti- These comments should include the im-
mates used by management in the con- pact of other contractor system deficien-
duct of the business. cies (such as those disclosed during audits

c. Be alert to situations where the profit of material management and accounting
rates, based on an analysis of financial systems, labor, other accounting systems,
statements or other summary informa- budgets, and billing systems) that are
tion, appear to be out of line (e.g., being reported in C/SC systems surveil-
significantly higher than would be antici- lance reports (11-209). Provide the com-
pated based on the profit rates negotiat- ments in an appendix to the proposal
ed). In these cases, determine the rea- audit report (10-307.5).
son(s) for the high profits. Consider the
results of this evaluation during future 9-317 Review of Cost Reduction
proposal, estimating system, and defec- Programs
tive pricing reviews.

a. Cost reduction programs include (1)
9-316 Review of Contractor Cost value engineering, (2) work simplifica-
Controls tion, (3) design review, (4) time and

motion studies, (5) organizational struc-
a. The adequacy and effectiveness of ture reviews, (6) suggestion and energy

the contractor's system for controlling conservation programs, and (7) the In-
costs should be evaluated. This is done to dustrial Modernization Incentive Pro-
decide whether the projected costs are gram (IMIP). These programs provide for
being considered when preparing cost greater economy and efficiency and may
estimates. In other words, are there con- also indicate the effectiveness of a con-
trois on the cost level used to control tractor's operations. Except for "value
operational costs over a selected time engineerin," the general nature of these
period (budgets) and to do they achieve programs is adequately described in the
specific cost reductions (efficiency stud- titles. According to FAR 48.101, value
ies)? The evaluation of the cost controls en. [ieering is a "formal technique by
should include the following: which contractors may (1) voluntarily

(I) a review of the contractor's budget suggest methods for performing moresystem-preparation of the budgets, op- econpomically and share inany resulting

erations covered, its use in controlling savings or be required to establish a
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p ram to identify and submit to the on the factory floor. Improvements in thevernment methods for performing contractor's plant and facilities frequent-
more economically. Value engineerni iy generate substantial reductions in la-attempts to eliminate, without impairing bor and material requirements. Review
essential functions or characteris the contractor's plans and budgs foranything that increases acquisition, oper- improvement of plant and facilities (see
ation or support costs."

b. In evaluating cost estimates, deter- 14-0) during the proposed contract
mine whether the contractor has consid- period and ascertain whether applicable
ered specific cost reductions anticipated production cost reductions are reflected
resulting from cost reduction programs in the cost estimates. The review should
other than value engineering. FAR Part include evaluating the data submitted by48 contains a discussion of the contract the contractor to justify any new or
provisions that cover value engineering additional government-furnished equip-
incentives and value engineering pro- ment or other facilities scheduled to be
gra requirements and their impact on provided and the timetable for imple-
pricing. mentation of new equipment and manu-
9-31S Review of Ph.. for Plant and facturing processes. The contractor's jus-
Fadlity Impowemts tification for these items normally will

provide a good basis for determining
Some contractors are accomplishing whether applicable cost reductions are

substantial technological advancements reflected in new work cost estimates.
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9-400 Section 4 - Evaluating Direct Material Cost Estimates

"9-40 lIshtoduction material requirements, convert measure-
ments as necessary, and estimate actual

a. This section presents guidelines for yields; (3) estimate current prices; and (4)
review and evaluation of direct material adjust estimated prices for cost trends
cost estimates. and quantities and project total cost.

b. Direct material costs may include Note that prior to applying these proce-
estimates for raw materials, purchased dures, the auditor should analyze indi-
parts, subcontracted parts, packaging, vidual material estimates from a qualita-
freight, interdivisional transfers, vendor tive perspective to ensure that the pro-
tooling, and other material directly iden- posed material effectively satisfies the
tified with the engineering effort or the government's requirements.
manufacture of a product. If the costs of
scrap, spoilage, rework, process loss, ob- 9-402.1 Sowre of Material Cost
solescence, and similar items can be Estimates
reasonably estimated through the devel- Information on which to base direct
opment of forward pricing factors or material cost estimates usually may be
other means, then these should also be obtained from one or a combination of
charged direct. It is important, however, the sources listed below:
to ensure that the method of estimating a. Cost records, appropriately adjusted,
and costing these items complies with the for the last completed contract.
applicable Cost Accounting Standards b. Cost records for the last lot or a
(see Chapter 8). selected number of lots for the last com-

c. When direct material cost estimates pleted contract.
are evaluated, the auditor should review c. Experienced direct material costs,
both the validity of the estimated prices plotted on an improvement curve, for the
and the quantitative and qualitative ma- same or similar product or components.
terial requirements. Appendix D and 9- d. Priced bills of material.
306 provides detailed guidance on the e. Appropriately adjusted, priced bills
technical review aspects of material cost of material for a related product.
estimates and the procedures for request- f. Direct material costs incurred for a
ing assistance. pilot run of a prototype model.

g.A prior cost estimate adjusted to
9-402 Material Estmtin g Methods reflect current needs.

h. A budget prepared for the period
a. The method of estimating direct during which the same or similar item

material cost depends on the type of was produced.
accounting and statistical data available i. Ex rience factors and ratios estab-
to the contractor and the bases for this lished for related or unrelated products of
data. The available data may be oased on similar size and complexity.
directly applicable experience for (1) an j. Operations time sheets.
entire product, as in the case of follow-on k. Engineering drawings.
procurement, or (2) certain parts and
components comprising a product, as in 9-402.2 Extent of Auditor's Evaluatlos
the case of an estimate for an item a. Direct material cost estimates should
substantially similar to or related to an be evaluated based on a review of the
item previously produced. The data may validity of the estimated prices and the
also be based on general production quantitative and qualitative material re-
standards or on previous p uction ex- quirements. Factors which influence the
perience. Examples include factors like scope of review include (i) the materiali-
direct material cost per pound of product ty of the proposed direct material costs,
and ratios of direct material to direct (2) the adequacy of the contractor's mate-
labor for similar products. rial related cost or pricing data (see 5-I

b. The four basic procedures for esti- 1200), (3) the adequacy of the contrac-
matinp direct material are: (i) estimate tor's estimating procedures for determi-
quantity requirements; (2) determine raw nig material requirements (see 9-1100),
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(4) the extent to which actual estimating end products. However, engineering may
and material requirements practices fol- be unable to estimate certain quantity
low established procedures, (5) the con- requirements such as length of wire. In
tribution of other government represen- such a case, manufacturing will develop
tatives in evaluating the quantitative and detailed material requirements in the
qualitative requirements for a specific form of a BOM that will be used as a
proposal and (6) the results of operations manufacturing aid. The auditor can use
audits of material related functions. The this to further define the material re-
contractor's classifications of direct ma- quirements of the engineering BOM.
terials in cost estimates must be consis- c. Bills of material at large contractors
tent with classifications in the accounting are usually loaded into computer data
system, as required by Cost Accounting bases which provide the capability to
Standard 401. Inconsistencies should be request information in many formats.
brought to the contractor and the con- Additional information such as descrip-
tracting officer's attention so that appro- tion, where-used, item number, and dol-
priate action can be taken. lar value may also be available in the data

b. Whenever the auditor needs the base.
assistance of a specialist to form an d. A BOM can usually be provided for
opinion on the measurement of costs, an end product or any subassembly. The
such assistance should be obtained. The most common sorts are:
auditor should (I) identify the specific (1) Part Number Ascending Order.
type of assistance needed, (2) communi- This bill of material is sorted by ascend-
cate with the technical specialist, and (3) ing part number showing total quantity
assess the impact of technical specialist required for each part of an end item. A
findings in formulating the audit opinion detailed report may give further informa-
(see 9-306 and Appendix D). tion including where the part is used (see

D-408.3).
9-403 Bill of Material (2) Assembly/Subassembly (Christmas

Tree). This BOM is hierarchical and lists
a. A properly prepared bill of material major assemblies followed by the various

(BOM) generally will provide a sound levels relating to subassemblies. It is
basis for estimating direct material costs. often referred to as a "Christmas Tree"
The BOM will usually contain a detailed because of its pyramidal or Christmas
listing of the types and quantities re- tree shape (see D-408.3).
quired for raw material and for each
component and part. It may also include 9-403.1 Evah0ting Qumtity EstFimtes
allowances for expected losses; defects; a. When the estimate relates to a fol-
spoilage during processing; scrap generat- low-on procurement and prior experience
ed; common supply items such as weld- exists, the audit review should include,
i rods, nuts, 91ts, and washers; or but not be limited to, the following
oter additives to the basic material procedures:
requirements. When it contains only the (1) Obtain the engineering BOM that
basic material requirements, loading fac- supports the contractor's proposal. An
tors stated as a percentage of material engineering BOM is preferable to a man-
costs may be applied to provide for ufacturing BOM because of its correspon-
expected costs of material losses and dence to engineering drawings. If the
common supply items. The auditor needs auditor intends tv select a manual sample
to ensure, however, that the estimated of parts, an ascending/descending BOM
costs supporting these loss allowances or with prices is usually necessary. Higher
loading factors are not also included in assembly information must be part of
the contractor's indirect cost estimates in this DOM, or available in a supplemental
noncompliance with CAS 401 or 402 (see document to ensure that the lower level
8-401 and 8-402). parts are identified and verified to their

b. At some contractor locations there appropriate higher assemblies. For a
may be both an engineering and manu- computer based bill of material, the part
facturing OM. The ngineering BOM numbers may be in ascending/descending
will list all parts required to produce the order or assembly/subassembly order.
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The preferred method for sample selec- 9-403.2 Using Operations Time Sheets
tion is to use one of several available An operation time sheet (see D-408.4)
software tools including DATATRAK usually includes a description of the
III. discrete manufacturing operations and

(2) Determine that the bill of material associated times necessary to build the
is current and that, based upon the part, and may disclose material quantity,
applicable specifications, it reflects all tools, fixtures and labor standards. They
anticipated changes in the unit quantita- are a main source of labor information as
tive requirements. discussed in 9-504.4. However, they may

(3) Prepare a sampling plan. Select for also be used as a substitute for a BOM for
review either a random stratified sample cost estimating purposes. Care should be
or dollar unit sample of parts. Guidance taken when operations time sheets are
on performing a sample is contained in used in conjunction with bills of material
Appendix B. Although the sample should to ensure that costs are not duplicated.
be designed to validate bills of material 9-403.3 Using Engineering Drawings
quantities to engineering drawings, the Material requirements are normally
sam.ple should also be used to validate determined from engineering drawings.
pricing to the extent that this is practical. These drawings illustrate and provide

(4) Obtain detailed engineering draw- essential information needed to design
ings for the sampled parts. Separate engi- and manufacture a product. This in-
neering drawings may not be available cludes: (1) physical characteristics, (2)
for purchased parts, but may be available dimensional and tolerance data, (3) criti-
as part of the next higher assembly draw- cal assembly sequences, (4) performance
ing. Also, an initial BOM may be incom- ratings, (5) material identification de-
plete and contain undefined parts which tails, (6) inspection tests, (7) evaluation
do not have engineering drawings. A criteria, (8) calibration information, and
large number of undefined parts usually (9) quality control data.
indicates a need for technical specialist
assistance. 9o404 Evaluating C ontractor's
m(5) Compare sample part quantities Materic l kq1 Pr ocedurte
and specifications (dimensions, toler- used Sources of arivingances, etc.) on engineeri sn drwinos to - eac eement compi s t
the BOM and note any discrepancies. Sources for pricing components in-

b. When he estiate reltesltoe (1) We h orei standard costs,(2

(6) Identify how the contractor calcu- cdet whether the arn pfevious
lated part quantities and the number of purchase order prices adjusted for quar-
parts to be produced from raw materid , o I differences, (3) current vendor quota-
Pay special attention to the cntractors tpeious, and (4) current order placement
use of "rounding" when calculating the prices. so recordtcardseoropurchasematerial factors. Verify the acc ause of pricingprocedure, consider the following:
errorsthe act d alcuplc atteialoitems a a. ar he sources of arriving at the prices
othe ound.rat Ealtustimates fo complne used for each element comprising the•hro• sve• pat esimaes nd otetotal direct material estimate or theany discrepancies.

b.When the estimate relates to a predOM
(1) When the source is standard costs,

completely new product, the contractor determine whether the variance factor
may have only rough sketches or design applied is realistic compared to past and
prints for a prototype. The types and current experience, and probable future
quantities of required materials may trends.
nae rbesn developed primarily based on (2) When prices are developed fromthe personal experiences and Judgments previous purchases, identify the source of
of contractor pesne.Such estimates the prices (stock record cards or purchase
should be given. close scrutiny bemause orders) and ascertain if the prices used
errors that duplicate material items are are current and apprpit fo0h si
often found. Estimates for completely mated quantity. required.
now prd.uets often require the use of (3) When prices are developed from

technical specialists (see 9-402.2b). current vendor quotations, determine the
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extent of bid solicitations and the reason- practices (see 5-1302) should be tested for
ableness of prices submitted. reasonableness of quantities, quality, and

(4) Contractors generally maintain in- the prices of direct materials, not only for
ventories of parts and components which parts in inventory, but also for parts
are incorporated into regularly manufac- required to be purchased under the pro-
tured products. Inquiries should be made posed procurement. When current yen-
to ascertain the extent that available dor quotations are used to support the
inventory has been considered in decid- contractor's direct material cost estimate,
igthe source of proposed material. determine the extent to which the con-

n parts included in the inventory are tractor followed economical buying prac-
to be used in the fabrication or produc- tices. Vendor quotations should be exam-
tion of items included in a proposal, ined to determine whether they were
verify the unit costs applicable to the submitted in response to the procure-
inventory. Procedures for verifying in- subit inresponserto thepo e-

ventry cstsare nclued n &33~i meat under consideration, and whether
(5)v egaordests ofthe srcelu sed , cn-30 prices are appropriate in light of required(5) Regardless of the source used, com-quniesadpcfctos.W n -

pare the prices in the proposal with (i) quantities and specifications. When ef-
those quoted by competing suppliers for ective competition does not exist, as in
comparable quantities, (ii) recent quota- the case of sole source vendors, the
tions for the same or similar items, (iii) cntractor's source for estimating materi-
costs incurred by the contractor for the al prices should be given close analysis.
same or similar items and (iv) the cost of 9404.3 Using Previous Purchase Order
any available inventory not specifically pric
identified to other contractual require- Thece
ments. The contractor may use prices paid for

b. The type of subcontract or purchase the same items in previous purchases to
order to be awarded. When conditions estimate the material cost of follow-on
warrant the use of a cost-type or fixed- procurements when current vendor bids
price redeterminable subcontract or pur- have not been obtained. Determine the
chase order, evaluate the price which the extent to which (1) recent purchase or-
contractor has included in the estimate. ders were selected to obtain applicable
Assistance of the auditor at the subcon- prices and adjusted, where necessary, to
tractor location may be needed in making reflect price trends, (2) purchase order
this evaluation (see 9-104). prices selected are for comparable quanti-

c. The consistency with which the ties required for the follow-on procure-
material pricing sources are used. When a ment, (3) quantity discounts were given
variety of material pricing sources are when increased quantities are to be pur-
used in costing the BOM, consistency in chased, and (4) consideration has been
estimating procedures is not possible given to eliminating high start-up costs.
unless there are guidelines which closely
define the governing factors. This be- 9-404.4 Pricing of Company-Produced
comes apparent when the contractor has Componentsrecurring, substantial dollar proposal Cmoet
a reunsbtnildla 9~ Under certain circumstances, contrac-volume. Closely scrutinize the propriety tors m ert a terialstandesupplies
and reasonableness of material price esti- bas may propose materials and supplies
mates when there are inconsistencies in based on price rather than cost when they
estimating procedures. Be alert for viola- are sold or transferred between any divi-
tions of the applicable Cost Accounting sion, subsidiary or affiliate of the con-
Standards. tractor under common control. In these

cases, ascertain whether the specific cir-
9-404.2 Effect of Purchaluing Procedures cumstances meet the criteria described in
on Prices Paid 6-313. If the audit review discloses items

Economical buying practices generally that are improperly based on price rather
result in obtainin the lowest prices for than cost, appropriate adjustments
maximum quantities consistent with should be made to eliminate the intra-
need, required quality, and delivery company profit (plus any inapplicable
schedules. The contractor's purchasing indirect costs).
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9404.5 Pyrmiding of Costs and Profits disproportionate compared to their
on Material Purchases planned work contribution, the audit

a. Most major programs require the use report should comment on the increased
of subcontractors, not only to obtain costs and rofit attributable to the py-
facilities and skills which may not be ramiding. i t e report should state (1) the
available within the upper-tier contrac- estimated savins which will result by
tor, but to broaden the procurement base eliminating the intermediary and short-
and to meet requirements for utilizing enind the procurement chain, (2) the
small business. However, the auditor considerations underlying the treatment
should be alert to instances where a of the direct procurement as government-
proposal may be excessive because of rnished items, and (3) the degree to
unreasonable pyramiding of costs and which the component or item involved
profits. This may occur between divi- can be treated independently from the
sions, plants, or subsidiaries of a compa- system for which it is to be procured.
ny or between subcontractors and upper-
tier contractors. The contractor's pro- 9404.6 Subcontract Decrements
curement program should be reviewed to a. Vendor quotations and contract
determine whether the planned subcon- prices are frequently subject to change.
tracting pattern is reasonable. The audi- These changes occur when: (1) vendors
tor should not limit his or her consider- agree to make voluntary price adjust-
ations to first-tier subcontracts, but ments and refunds in the event purchases
should coordinate with auditors at sub- exceed a predetermined level, (2) vendors
contractor locations to disclose unreason- agree to reduce a competitive quote, or
able pyramidingof costs or profits at any (3) profits become excessive. If signifi-
of the levels of the procurement chain cant amounts of these changes are attrib-
where significant costs are involved. utable to inefficient prime contractor

b. Situations likely to result in exces- purchasing practices, the auditor should
sive or unreasonable pyramiding of costs recommend corrective measures be taken
include the following (where questionable includinW: (1) improving the prime or
practices seem to exist, consult with upper tier subcontractor's purchasing
government technical and procurement practices and (2) recognizing the impact
personnel as appropriate): of the changes in cost proposals. The

(1) Intra-company transactions auditor at the prime or upper tier subcon-
through which items are charged to the tractor level should also advise the audi-
contract at a list price (see 9-404.4) or at tor at the (lower) subcontractor level to
a cost plus unnecessary or unreasonable reappraise the subcontractor's estimating
handling charges. pcur

(2) Purchases from a subcontractor -b. Information concerning patterns of
who acts merely as an intermediary/agent reductions from quotes to actual prices
rather than as a manufacturer. Items may paid may be useful in evaluatin* a cost
be drop•hipped direct to the upper-tier estimate. Information about historical
contractor's plant or they may pass reductions is cost or pricing data and
through the subcontract plant for minor should be disclosed to the government. In
additions, changes, or testing which addition, DFARS 215.811-70(dX2Xix)
could be done more economically and as requires contractors to use historical ex-well at a lower or an upper-tier contrac- perience when appropriate. Contractors
toe's plant. should, therefore, analyze the pattern of

(3) Purchases by an upper-tier contrac- historical reductions, determine its appli-
tor of items which are identical with or cability to the subject procurement, dis-
similar to items being purchased by the close the analysis, and reduce proposed
government and which could more eco- cost, if appropriate. None of these steps,
nomically be supplied as government-fur- however relieves the contractor of its
nished property. responsibiuity for performing cost or

c. When proposed material costs in- price analyses as required by FAR.
clude loadings added by the prime con- c. If there is a pattern of price reduc-
tractor and upper-tier subcontractors, tions, review the prime contractor's or
and the added amounts appear to be upper tier subcontractor's analyses of
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quotes and subcontract prices. Deter- tion, spare part orders are to be com-mine whether the contractor considered bined with prime contract orders for

the pattern in estimating material and production components to achieve lower
subcontract costs. Evaluate the method bill of material component unit prices.
used to analyze the price reductions. The Furthermore, a review of previous direct
contractor may apply a decrement to cost material purchases (see 9-404.3) may
estimates based on patterns that are disclose that bill of material components
company-wide, program-wide, contract are required for two or more contractor
specific, or vendor specific. Ascertain programs. When appropriate, proposed
what cost data were used to develop the bill of material component unit prices
decrement factor and confirm that the should be based on the total production
factor is properly and consistently ap- schedule quantity requirements (i.e., for
plied to vendor-quoted base costs. For both production and spares).
example, if the decrement factor was h. When SAIP requirements are im-
developed using both competitive and posed by the contracting officer, the
noncompetitive quotes, the factor should auditor will be requested to, as part of
be applied to both competitive and non- his/her overall proposal review, ascertain
competitive quotes (See 10-308b). The if the contractor or subcontractor has

data used to develop the decrement complied with the SAIP agreement. An
should be accurate, current, and repre- evaluation, as determined by the auditor,
sentative. If the contractor has failed to will be conducted to ensure that prices
use experience adequately in estimating for spares and identical items used in the
costs, it may be necessary to develop a production of end items reflect savings as
decrement for use in evaluating material a result of combined ordering.
estimates.
estimates. Td 9-405 Make or Buy Decisions9-404.7 Using Tradle Imformation

Regularly published trade information A contractor must decide whether tomaybe useful when evaluating the rca- make or buy parts and components.
sonableness of estimated prices. Informa- Responsibility for this decision is usually

tion on industry-wide cost trends may delegated to key personnel from the pro-
also be useful, especially when contrac- duction, tooling, engineering, accounting,
tors' estimates for follow-on procurement production planning, and purchasing de-
include increases in direct material prices partments. Factors considered in amvng
based primarily on un-su ported per- at a make or buy decision include (1)
centages. Information published in finan- previous experience, (2) future require-
cial and industry papers usually reflects ments, (3) relative costs, (4) market con-
prices of basic commodities, trends and ditions, (5) delivery schedules, (6) avail-
forecasts of wage increases by industry, able capacity, (7) finances, (8) staffing,
and opinions by experts on economic (9) subcontractors' capabilities, and (10)
trends. Trade publications can be of availability of materials. Review the
assistance in evaluating the contractor's guidance in 14-600 as part of the evalu-
material price estimates for aluminum ation of the contractor s proposed make
and steel, espe'Ially when purchase or- or buy decisions.
ders are "future' commitments based on
prices for the delivery date. Follow-on 9A4c.1 Gesenra Comideortbecs
orders for large quantities may result in A contractorsmakeorbuy decisions
prices lower than are indicated by general may have a significant impact on direct
market conditions discussed in trade material cost estimates. In determini
publications because of quantity dis- the, scope and extent of the pro
counts or improved vendor efficiency. review, evaluate the adequacy o the

contractor's make or buy policies and
9-4043 Use of Coaslidatd Material procedures. Thit should include deter-
R gosreme mining whether (1) the factors listed in

a. DoD Instruction 4245.12 (entitled, the preceding paragraph have been con-
Spares Acquisition Inteqrated with Pro- sidered, (2) the contractor was effective
duction - SAIP) specifies that when in communicating with its estimators to
required in accordance with the Instruc- ensure that the estimate properly reflects
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the make or buy decisions, (3) past make ing, tooling, and starting load costs; addi-
or buy decisions reflected in prior esti- tional labor operations with related indi-
mates were followed, and (4) the results rect costs; and the elimination of the
of operations audits of the various manu- vendor price for the component. Con-
facturing functions involved in a make versely, a change from make to buy will
decision indicates any weaknesses. result in the addition of a vendor price

for the component and the elimination of
9-405.2 Special Considerations in Make direct labor and related overhead. In
or Buy evaluating the estimated cost, determine

Be alert to special factors involved in whether the contractor has properly re-
make or buy decisions. These include (1) flected the offsetting effect of changes in
intracompany procurement, (2) changes past make and buy patterns on all related
in make or buy, (3) simultaneous actions cost elements in the proposal. If a pro-
involving both the making and the buy- posed change in make or buy policy
ing of the same parts, and (4) an exten- results in a significant increase in cost to
sive time lapse between the proposal the government, evaluate the contractor's
submission date and the actual contract justification for making the change. The
date. These factors are discussed below, auditor may ascertain the extent to which

a. Purchases by a contractor from one make or buy policies are changed, by
of its divisions affiliates or subsidiaries comparing ratios of direct material to
may be classified as either "make" or direct labor on current and prior procure-
"buy" depending on circumstances. ments for the same or similar products.
When the reimbursement to the subsid- Discussions with contractor personnel
iary is on a cost basis, the purchase would responsible for make or buy decisions
be considered a decision to make the should provide the auditor with useful
item. When the reimbursement is based information. This information should
upon a competitive price, the purchase also be noted for followup in subsequent
would be considered as a decision to buy operations audits of the area.
the item. Evaluate make items involving c. When a review discloses that a
significant direct material estimates of contractor makes and also buys the same
the contractor and its subsidiaries, affili- part or component, determine the rea-
ates, and divisions. The cost estimates for sons fcr this practice and the propriety of
make items should not include charges by dhe cost basis used for the material in-
both the affiliate and the contractor in cluded in the proposal.
areas such as engineering, field service, d. An extensive period may elapse
and product warranty. Evaluation tech- between the proposal submission date
niques for buy items are similar to those and the negotiation date. Whenever feasi-
used for competitive outside vendors. ble, determine through reexamination of
Special attention, however, must be given data relating to make or buy programs
to determining whether contractor prac- whether significant changes have oc-
tices permit affiliates to obtain business curred in make or buy decisions during
by meeting the lowest bid submitted by the interim period and whether these
outside vendors. This practice may not changes will affect estimated costs.
result in fair pricing and may reduce and
tend to eliminate competition on future 9-406 Evaluating Major
procurements. The audit report should Subcontractor Estimates
include comments on any intracompany
procurement practices which do not re- When the decision is to bu instead of
suit in fair prices. make, subcontract costs will be reflected

b. It is not unusual for a contra'tor to in the direct material portion of the
change make or buy decisions. When a contractor's cost estimate. In evaluating
contractor's plant facilities or those of its subcontract estimates, consider the con-
affiliates are not operating at full capacity tractor's procurement procedures, includ-
there may be an incentive for the contrac- ing controls exercised over subcontrac-
tor to change from a decisior to buy to a tors' costs and the type of subcontract or
decision to make. A chan.. from buy to purchase order to be issued by the prime
make may require additional engineer- contractor. The prime contract auditor
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will specifically review each pricing sub- done by reviewing the available data at
mission and available data to determine the contractor's plant or by arranging for
the need for any subcontrac- an assist audit of the subcontractor's
tor/intracompany assist audits as dis- submission (see 9-104.2.)
cussed in 9-104 and 9-105. e. When there is history on similar

subcontracted components, the contrac-
9-406.1 Contractor's Procurement tor should analyze its experience, deter-
Procedures mine the applicability of its experience to

a. Procedures employed by a contrac- the subject procurement, disclose the
tor for evaluating subcontractor esti- analysis, and reduce its proposal, if ap-
mates may include using engineering propriate. Failure to adequately use expe-
departments to prepare independent esti- rience should be reported as an estimat-
mates for comparison with subccvtrac- ing system deficiency. If this occurs,
tors' price quotations and field reviews of review the purchasing department's files
subcontractors' quotations by company of previously negotiated subcontract
audit personnel or independent public prices or the results of prior assist audits
accountants. The auditor must determine and use previous exceptions or negotia-
if the contractor's procurement proce- tion reductions in evaluating proposed
dures are adequate when planning the subcontracts. The fact that reductions are
extent of his/her testing and evaluation not definite does not excuse the contrac-
(see 5-1302). tor from preparing an analysis or submit-

b. The auditor must also consider the ting such in formation as cost or pricing
result of operations audits of any related data.
areas in making this appraisal. The con- 9-406.2 Significance of Type of
tractor is usually concerned with obtain- Subcontract or Purchase Order
ing the best subcontract prices available The type of subcontract to be awarded
so that its proposed price will be competi- should conform with the provisions of
tive. However, if the prime contract isnonomptiive gve pecalattnton 'sFAR Part 16 as they apply to prime
noncompetitive, give special attention to contracts. The type of subcontract should
determining the adequacy of the contrac- influence the direction and scope of the
tor's procurement procedures. audit work to be performed. For exam-

c. The contractor is required to include pie, if a redeterminable or incentive type
the results of subcontract reviews and subcontract is contemplated, ascertain if
evaluations with its own cost or pricing the prime contractor has included antici-
data. Because of time constraints, how- pated subcontract ceiling prices or target
ever, the contractor might not complete prices in the proposed direct material
the analyses of subcontracts prior to cost. Subcontract ceiling prices do not
submitting its own proposal. In that case, constitute valid estimates due to the
ensure that reasonable schedules are possibility that a lower price may ulti-
planned to accomplish them and evaluate mately be negotiated.
other actions by the contractor to assess
the prices that its vendors have proposed. 9-407 Material Cost Items Requiring
In an appendix to the audit report, list all Special Consideration
subcontracts for which the contractor has
not completed FAR-required cost analy- 9-407.1 Government-Furnished Material
ses (see 9-104.1 and 10-307.7). If the and Reusable Containers
contractor neither performs cost or price a. Become familiar with the types and
analyses nor takes alternative measures, amounts of material which will be gov-
an estimating system deficiency exists. ernment-furnished and verify that the

d. When a contractor's basic proce- contractor has not included cost esti-
dures are deficient, actual procedures do mates for such material in the proposal.
not conform with prescribed procedures, b. Review the estimated costs of pack-
or when current data is not sufficient to aging and shipping and segregate the
provide a satisfactory basis for evaluating costs included for containers. When the
the reasonableness of the subcontract costs are significant, ascertain if reusable
estimate, further testing of major subcon- government-owned containers are avail-
tracts may be necessary. This may be able. This is an area where considerable
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savings can accrue. For example, the solely by virtue of the provisions of the
auditor, in opration with the technical progess payment clause. Upon contract
inspector, might determine that the cost completion, title to all property which
to modify available government-owned has not been either delivered to and
containers would be considerably less accepted by the government shall vest in
than the estimated cost of new containers the contractor under this clause. Spec.ial
or that used containers of the type needed provisions of the contract or negotiation
will be available at the scheduled ship- settlement may provide for other final
ment date. disposition of any residual inventory.

9-407.2 Residual Inventories 9-407.3 Scrap, Spoilage, and Rework
When pricing a follow-on contract, a. The estimated cost of scrap and

consideration should be given to the spoilage may be included by contractors
ownership and value of materials which in proposals as a disect cost, as a percent-
are residual from a preceding govern- age factor applied wo some other base
ment contract and usable on the pro- cost, or as a part of indirect cost. Deter-
posed contract. mine whether the contractor's accounting

a. Where the preceding contract is a procedures give proper recognition to
closed cost-type contract, the residual salvageable material generated under
materials normally will be government- government contracts and whether the
owned and, if its use is contemplated, method of estimating scrap and spoilage
should be included in the proposal at no cost is consistent with the accounting
cost. However, the contractor should method for the proposed contract and
propose residual material from an open complies with the applicable Cost Ac-
cost-type contract at actual cost. In these counting Standards. Also, consider the
cases, the contractor should have internal economy and efficiency of the contrac-
controls to ensure that materials are tor's operations in the area. When the
transferred at cost if the new contract is experienced scrap, spoilage, and rework
awarded. Internal controls should be de- costs on previous procurements for Lhe
signed to protect the government from same or related products are available,
being billed more than once for the same utilize this data in evaluating the reason-
material. ableness of the current estimate. Graphic

b. Where the preceding contract was analysis may be very useful for this
fixed-price subject to price adjustment, purpose (Appendix E). A time series
terms of the settlement should be re- chart may be used to plot the movement
viewed to determine ownership. If gov- of these costs or the percentage relation-
ernment-owned, the materials should be ship to a volume base (such as direct
included in the proposal at no cost. If material cost), on a monthly or less
contractor-owned, it should be included frequent interval. A scatter chart may

I at the lower of actual costs or current likewise be groups of units produced. As
market price, a general rule, scrap, spoilage, and rework

c. Title to materials residual from a costs are higher during the early stages of
firm fixed-price contract normally will a contract and reduce progressively as
rest in the contractor and the materials production techniques improve. In re-
may be included in a follow-on contract, viewing chart data, highlight those plot
priced at the lower of actual cost or points which indicate abnormally high
current market price. However, if there is scrap, spoilafe, and rework costs. The
a substantial amount of such inventory, it reasons for high costs should be analyzed
may be appropriate to comment on the and an appraisal made of the probability
amount of this inventory when reporting of their recurrence. Information of this
on a proposed follow-on contract. type can usually be obtained from scrap

d. The "Title" provision of the Prog- committee reports or departmental effi-
ress Payments clause provides that those ciency reports.
contract terms referring to or defining b. Special attention should also be
liability for government-furnished prop- iven to the contractor purchasing parts
erty shall not apply to property to which from surplus or salvage dealers, especial-
the government shall have acquired title ly where the contractor has declared parts
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surplus and then repurchases similar (1) The treatment of those costs for
parts at a later date. This may. indicate accounting and estimating purposes corn-
poor procurement practices andor a con- plies with applicable Cost Accounting
dition reportable under 4-700 or 4-800. Standards. This includes determining
(In this connection, if the auditor en- whether the estimates are valid for the
counters a situation where a surplus or method employed, and whether the treat-
salvage dealer proposes to furnish parts ment given the costs will result in an
on government contracts using surplus over-recovery by the contractor.
parts that they acquired through normal (2) The percentage factors derived
government channels, report this situa- from past experience as a basis for esti-
tion to Headquarters, Attn: OPD, in mating costs of obsolescence and inven-
accordance with 4-803.) tory adjustments. Ascertain the period

used as the base and whether the contrac-
9-407.4 Process Loss tor considered (i) the exclusion of nonre-

Process loss is the difference between curring and abnormal write-offs and (ii)
the amount of material required at the transfers-back of obsolete material to
beginning of a process and the amount productive inventory.
used for the finished part. Scrap loss is (3) The factors which may have caused
defective material while process loss is obsolescence. Ascertain, distinguish, and
the material lost during the manufactur- evaluate the reasons for obsolete materi-
ing process. Process loss may be estimat- al. Obsolescence may result from engi-
ed using an overall factor, or separate neering changes, or from material pur-
factors for major subelements (such as chases in unreasonable quantities be-
trim loss, chip loss, and excess casting cause of inadequate purchasing or rec-
material). Bill of material quantities for ord-keeping procedures.
items manufactured from raw material b. Evaluation Guidance. Review and
(such as sheet metal, bar stock and com- determine the reasonableness of the obso-
posite) frequently are adjusted to include lescence factor contained in the cost
process loss factors. As with scrap, deter- proposal. Faulty procurement practices,
mine whether (1) the contractor's ac- inadequate records, inefficient store-
counting procedures give proper recogni- keeping, or lack of standardization may
tion to process loss material generated result in unreasonable obsolescence esti-
under government contracts, and if the mates. When the charge for obsolescence
loss is potentially significant; and (2) the appears unreasonable, recommend elimi-
method of estimating process loss is nation of the unreasonable portion from
consistent with the accounting method the estimated costs. If the review indi-
for the proposed contract and complies cates faulty procurement practices, rec-
with Cost Accounting Standards. When ommend corrective action to improve the
historical data on process loss is avail- contractor's procurement practices and
able, utilize this data in evaluating the procedures. The condition should be not-
current estimate. Graphic analysis as ed for follow-up in a subsequent opera-
discussed in 9-407.3 may be useful. As a tions audit of the procurement function.
general rule process loss rates should not When obsolescence is due to engineering
vary significantly from previous con- changes, evaluate the loading factors
tracts unless a new process or different based on current conditions. For exam-
material is introduced. ple, when firm specifications have not

been developed and the item to be made
9-407.5 Obsolescence and Inventory is in the development stage, the contrac-Adjustments tor's cost estimate may contain a relative-

a. Treatment in Estimates. Obsoles- ly high obsolescence factor, on the other
cence and inventory adjustments may be hand, the contractor's proposal should
included in cost estimates as percentage not include an obsolescence factor if the
factors applied to a cost base or as a part contemplated procurement is for an end
of indirect cost. In reviewing the reason- item for which specifications are firm
ableness of the contractor s costs for and no further change is contemplated.
obsolescence and inventory adjustments, When circumstances justify the inclusion
consider the following: of a loading factor for obsolescence be-
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cause of engineering changes, determine specifications to better adapt the product
that over-recovery will not result because to large scale production, and initial
of inconsistencies in procedures followed purchases of small quantities (see E-100).
in estimating and accounting. For exam-
ple, over-recovery may occur if the con- 9-408.2 Material Cost Improvement
tractor includes in his estimate a loading Curve
factor for obsolescence due to engineer- Using an improvement curve is gener-
ing changes and also includes the cost of ally associated with evaluating direct
the obsolete materials in his claim or labor hour estimates, but may also be
proposal for an engineering change when used in evaluating the estimated prices of
materials are made obsolete by the direct material parts and components.
change (see D-408.6e). Factors which may contribute to im-

provement in the direct material cost per
9-408 Using Material Cost Trend unit include (1) job familiarization,
Data which reduces the amount of scrap and

rework loss, (2) lower prices as purchase
9408.1 Material Cost Scatter Chart volume increases, and (3) introduction of

A graphic analysis and study of the new sources and new aspects of material
trend of direct material costs per unit quality after the initial stages of test and
experienced in the manufacture of the experimentation. Consider the use of
same or a comparable product will assist improvement curves for plotting yen-
in evaluating the costs included in esti- dors' prices for parts and components
mates. Data plotted on time series charts which are repetitively purchased. The
may have only limited value when devel- plotting of quantities (unit or cumulative)
oping and studying trends of direct mate- versus billing prices may develop pat-
rial costs, because there is generally little terns which can be useful in arriving at
or no direct relationship between materi- reasonable prices to be paid for follow-on
al cost and the time element. However, purchases. In evaluating the direct mate-
plotting the relationship on a scatter rial cost portion of a prime contractor's
chart may reveal definite trends/patterns proposal, the auditor may also plot prior
which can be helpful in evaluating direct related total material cost experience on
material cost for additional units to be log-log paper to ascertain if a measurable
manufactured. When historical data in- rate of improvement in the material cost
clude the direct material cost of the pilot per unit has occurred. Ascertain if the
run of a prototype, this cost should not be contractor's material cost estimate falls
accepted as representative of the proba- within a reasonable range of the cost
ble cost of succeeding production runs. indicated based on a possible or probable
Pilot runs may take place on the regular continuation of the experienced improve-
production line or in a model shop and ment rate. When the contractor's total
may be aimed at simulating actual facto- direct material cost forecast or forecasts
ry conditions; however, various produc- of costs of selected components are sig-
tion methods are often tested which nificantly higher than what the probable
contribute to abnormally high direct ma- costs would be (based on a continuation
terial costs per unit. High costs of pilot of the related experienced material cost
runs are generally the result of excessive patterns), ascertain the reasons for the
scrap and spoilage, changes in material excess (see Appendix F).
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9-500 Section 5 - Evaluating Direct Labor Cost Estimates
9-501 Introduction labor estimate should be based on prior

labor experience, adjusted for expected
a. This section states procedures to be changes for future work. When the con-

followed in evaluating direct labor cost tractor is proposing on a research and
estimates. Factors which influence the development contract or a production
scope of audit include (1) the materiality contract for which the contractor has no
of the labor cost, (2) the adequacy of the prior cost experience, the auditor should
labor related cost or pricing data (see 9- expect the labor estimate to be based on
200), (3) the adequacy of the contractor's technical data.
estimating procedures for determining b. Although there is little uniformity in
labor requirements (see 5-1200), (4) the the way contractors categorize labor for
degree of the contractor's ompliance the purpose of estimating costs, direct
with its estimating procedures, (5) partic- labor can generally be grouped into three
ipation by other government representa- major categories (I) manufacturing, (2)
tives in evaluating labor costs, (6) results engineering, and (3) support. For estimat-
of prior operations audits, (7) reviews of ing labor requirements and costs within
Disclosure Statements, (8) compliance these catepories there are many tech-
with applicable cost accounting stan- niques which may be used. Selection of
dards, particularly, with regard to consis- the most appropriate estimating tech-
tency between estimating and accumulat- nique and use of high quality estimating
ing costs (CAS 401), and (9) use of data are necessary to produce reasonable
standard time methods. and accurate labor estimates. Seven ofb. If the risk factors described in 9- the most common techniques listed in
501a indicate problems or uncertainties order of increasing estimating accuracy
about the way labor costs were proposed, are (1) judgement and conference, (2)
it may be necessary to obtain assistance comparison, (3) unit method, (4) factor
in reviewing technical aspects of the method, (5) probability approaches, (6)
proposal. If so, refer to Appendix D cost and time estimating relationships,
which provides detailed guidance on the and (7) standard time method (see D-
technical review aspects of labor cost 407.2).
estimates and the procedures for request- c. Labor cost estimates based on histor-
ing assistance. Key elements of this guid- ical data are generally developed through
ance have been summarized and incorpo- one of the following methods: (1) coin-
rated below. parison, (2) unit method, (3) factor, and

(4) cost and time estimating relation-9-502 Methods of Estimating Labor ships. Labor cost estimates based on
Costs technical datagenerally use (1) the judge-

ment and conference method, (2) proba-
9-502.1 Basis for the Estimate bility approaches and (3) standard time

a. Direct labor cost estimates can usu- methods.
ally be grouped according to one of two d. The most common type of data used
methods used in developing the cost in preparing labor cost estimates are: (1)
estimates. There are those estimates de- actuals for the same or similar item or
veloped primarily from historical diC activity', (2) labor standards with adjustedlabor costs (see 9-503) and those devel- historical efficiency factors; (3) standard
oped primarily from the application of cost with forecast adjustment factors; and
technical data (see 9-504). The method (4) tentative, judgmental, or rough esti-
used in arriving at an estimate will de- mated hours.
pend on the nature of the procurement
and the extent of the contractor's exrri-
ence with the labor requirements o the Although classification of labor costs as
proposed.contract. When the contractor a direct or indirect charge may be the
is proposing on a follow-on contract, the same for cost estimating and cost ac-
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counting purposes, the classification of costs accumulated in the past, adjusted
labor cost for estimating purposes usually only for changes in the labor rate, or to
is determined by the basis used to devel- use the labor cost for the last job lots
op the overall estimate. When labor cost produced; the last job lots may well
estimates are extrapolated from the re- include labor cost incurred over an exten-
corded labor costs, the labor classifica- ded period of time. The cost data used in
tion in the estimate will follow quite the estimate should be based on current
closely that used in recording labor costs. experience, adjusted for anticipated re-
When labor cost estimates are developed ductions, modernization of manufactur-
from technical data, all labor attributable ing processes and practices (14-800), or
to furthering the prime requirement un- other variations, and developed in accor-
der the prospective contract may be con- dance with the applicable cost accounting
sidered direct labor, while labor engaged standards.
in support of the contract activities may b. The objective in evaluating the base
be considered indirect labor. Either basis used by the contractor for the projection
of labor classification may be present in of a direct labor cost is to arrive at an
any specific case. The auditor must eval- amount which would represent today's
uate and report on the direct labor cost cost for performing each direct labor
estimates within the classification frame- task. In the case of standard costs, this
work used by the contractor but should occurs when the current normal variance,
be alert for possible over or under recov- rather than the average variance over an
ery of costs because of deviations from extended period, is used as the base.
applicable cost accounting standards, in- Plant and personnel records should be
consistencies in the classification and reviewed for changes in labor efficiency
treatment of labor costs, and in the or pay rates which would not be reflected
development of labor rates applicable to in current cost data. A relatively simple
individual cost estimates. Inconsistencies check would be to compare the most
are likely to occur in the treatment of recent cost for individual labor opera-
nonrecurring, contingent, or special labor tions with that used by the contractor in
cost items. Deviations, when combined developing its estimate.
with weaknesses in the internal cost esti-
mating controls, can result in duplication 9-503.2 Gudila e for Evahlmtatla
of labor costs within the estimate by Estiates Based m Historical Data
inclusion in both the direct and indirect The first step in evaluating labor esti-
labor categories, mates is to determine and assess the basis

which the contractor used to estimate
9-503 Labor Cost Estimates Based costs. The contractor's proposal should
on Historical Cost identify the sources of data, the estimat-

ing methods, and underlying rationale
When historical cost data are available, used. The contractor should analyze and

the estimated direct labor cost will proba- use historical experience where appropri-
bly be a projection of that data. Such a ate. If the labor estimating technique
direct labor cost projection should not be applied makes use of historical data, the
accepted merely on the assumption that following steps should generally be per-
the cost pattern or trend will continue formed:
unchanged during the period of the pro- a. Identify the historical data used to
posed contract. It is necessary to consider develop the labor cost estimate.
other related factors, some of which are b. Ascertain the reliability and accura-
discussed below. cy of the data. Audits of timekeeping and

labor charging practices previously per-
9-503.1 Current Nature of the Labor formed by the office may provide the
Cost Data needed level of understanding and confi-

a. Factors which affect the productivity dence.
of labor normally will not be the same c. Evaluate the content of the data to
today as they were last week or last assure that it is representative and con-
month. It is not sufficient to use labor tains all costs that are purported to be
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there. Compare supporting data to other 9-503.3 Labor Coot Trewds
sources of historical information such as When evaluating the direct labor cost
operational staffing. Inconsistencies may estimate, ascertain whether the contrac-
indicate exclusions of pertinent historical tor, in arriving at the labor cost projec-
data. Determine whether valid reasons tion, considered seasonal, "learning,"
exist for excluding data. and other factors that cause trend fluctu-

d. Test for consistency of data over a ations and analyze the historical labor
given period. Look for accounting system data covering a sufficient period of time
changes, reclassification of costs from and in sufficient detail (by departments,
direct to indirect and vice versa, and production centers, or processes) to dis-
consider the results of previous cost ac- close seasonal trends. One of the more
counting standard (CAS) reviews. If the common reasons for fluctuations in labor
data is inconsistent (either historically or costs is the periodic overloading and
prospectively), the auditor should request underloading of plant facilities. Whether
the contractor to make appropriate ad- fluctuations in historical labor costs
justments. should be reflected in the projection and,

e. Assure that nonrecurring costs are if so, whether they should be averaged or
removed from historical data. Pay special treated individually, can be determined
attention to manufacturing setup costs only by analysis and review of the con-
which are lot quantity sensitive. Other tractor's direct labor and associated expe-
nonrecurring costs may be in the histori- rience and proposed plans which might
cal period, but are not expected to occur affect labor costs. It should not be as-
in the forecast period. These costs should sumed that past trends will continue,
not be used to estimate future costs. rather, the auditor should judge whether

f. Assure that other non-representative the conditions that produced the current
data are excluded. For example, some trend are likely to continue and, if so,
historical inefficiencies may not be ex- how such conditions will affect future
pected to recur. Likewise, some historical costs. The use of any reasonable correla-
events are unique and should not be used tion of facts will assist in determining the
as a basis for predicting future costs. presence of a labor cost trend and evalu-

g. Make sure the data is current. Data ate its causes, as a condition for project-
which is too old may not reflect expected ing that trend. Correlation analysis and
conditions (e.g., facilities, equipment, similar techniques (see Appendix E and
management, organization, moderniza- Appendix F), when applied to cost cen-
tion of manufacturing practices and pro- ters or production areas, usually will
cesses, and staffing). Several years of disclose significant trends in labor costs
historical data may be useful in identi- or in the relationships between labor
fying important trends& costs and changes in labor efficiency.

h. Assure that historical data is ob-
tained from the same facility where the 9-503.4 NorecWring Labor Costs
proposed end-item or product will be Nonrecurring costs usually are not dis-
manufactured. If the data was obtained closed by a routine audit of labor costs.
from a different facility, determine its Nonrecurring costs; e.g., the temporary
acceptability for estimatin purposes. production of a part normally purchased,

i. Examine the relationship between lot are frequently obscured because they are
costs and equivalent units produced. If usually treated and charged as direct
the relationship is not consistent, it may labor costs without further identification
indicate either chanies in production or segregation. Review of labor costs for
(e.g., engineering design changes, make selected tasks, jobs, or cost centers not
vs. buy changes) or inaccurate measure- associated with a normal job or process
ment of equivalent units in beginning and a review of job lot records for
and ending inventories. unusual jobs may reveal nonrecurring

j. Draw a conclusion regarding the costs. When the current estimate pro-
suitability of historical data for making vides for nonrecurring cos the auditor
estimates. should weigh the probability that the
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costs will materialize. If it is considered or may not be charged as direct labor
likely that the cost will be incurred, the should be considered in each review.
auditor should evaluate the reasonable- b. Adequate segregation of setup costs
ness and allocability of the costs. If it by categories such as departments, jobs,
appears unlikely that the costs will be product lines, components, and opera-
incurred, they should be questioned. tions will enable the auditor to make

comparisons between the estimated setup
9-503.5 Engineraing Change Costs time and costs for new procurements,

Cost reductions resulting from prior and the actual time and costs for previ-
engineering changes and included in re- ously produced products of the same or

corded costs should be evaluated in esti- milar type; and between a specific esti-
mate and the actual setup time costs.mating costs of follow-on procurement. Results of the comparisons should assist

The auditor should determine that the valuatng the ovrl abit
cost of expected engineering changes in evaluating the overall acceptability of
which wil' be priced as contract changes the contractons direct tabo estimates for
are not provided for in the current pro- setup time and costs. The auditor should
posal. A review of the language in the have a general knowledge of the caliber of
invitation for proposal and related corre- labor required to perform the setup work
spondence may indicate that the produc- in order to appraise setup costs. There islittle comparison; for example, between
tion requirements are less than definitive, the setup requirements for a tape con-
and that modifications will be necessary trolled milling machine and those for a
in the future. simple drill press. Knowledge of such

factors will enable the auditor to more9.03.6 Setup Tie ot accurately appraise the efficiency and
a. The auditor should ascertain the cost effectiveness of the estimated setup

types of labor which the contractor nor- time. This is particularly important when
mally classifies as setup time costs and the contractor uses a single setup cost
review the method of accounting for such rate as a rule-of-thumb method for coin-
costs before evaluating the estimates of puting setup time.
direct labor for setup time. Setup time c. In reviewing the estimate for setup
costs are the costs required for changing cost, the auditor should determine
over a machine or method of production whether an approximate optimum num-
from one job to another, and include the ber of items is scheduled for each produc-
time for tearing down the previous setup tion run and whether the estimated num-
and preparing the machine or process for ber of setups is reasonable. He or she
the new operation. Setup may also in- should also consider factors affecting the
dude the time for the production and size and frequency of production runs.
inspection of the first acceptable piece or These include the length of time over
test group of pieces. The time required to which delivery is to be made, the number
clean up the work area during or at the of production lines, the number of pro-
end of a production period is not includ- duction shifts, production scheduling,
ed as setup time, except when it is machine utilization, production capacity,
necessary to make regular readjustments tooling requirements and the tools avail-
of a setup during the production cycle, able, and competing demands for the use
The readjustment time may be charged of production facilities.
either as production or setup time, de- d. The contractor's procedures for
pending on the contractor's accounting planning setups in determining the effi-
policy and the extent of the readjustment. ciency and reasonableness of setup time
When the setup for a process job is costs should be reviewed. Estimates for
recorded as the first operation on an setup costs should take into account the
operation sheet, the time and cost may be disruption in production or time lost for
similarly charged. The possibility of over- the use of facilities for other purposes
lapping and duplication in the estimates during prior setup operations. Compari-
of setup, tearon' , handling, cleanup, son of predetermined efficiency setup
and other setup cost elements which may targets with actual costs for each setup
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provides a means for measuring setup consider all quantities being built, and (9)
efficiency and cost effectiveness, inappropriate use of learning curves orother techniques.
9-503.7 Applicability of the IAboW Cost
Dafta Dam 9-504 LAbor Hours Based on

Cost data used should be directly appli- T ar H r ad
cable to the proposed contract. When the
estimate is for the continued production
of a product currently or recently pro-
duced, the applicability of the cost data Representatives
can be determined by examination of a. Under appropriate circumstances,
operation sheets and production sched- the auditor may make an adequate ap-
ules and plans. The auditor should exam- praisal of a direct labor cost estimate
ine, on a selective basis and in coopera- through the use of labor cost data. How-
tion with government technicians, blue- ever, because of the relationship of cost
prints, product specifications, and con- data with technical data, the appraisal
templated production methods for the should not be confined to labor cost data
new product. When appropriate, contrac- alone, but should include an evaluation
or personnel should be interviewed to of the technical aspects of a proposal by

ascertain probable significant changes in examination of production data, plans
engineering production methods and the and related engineering data. When re-
effect those changes might have on cur- sorting to the use of technical data, the
rent cost data. When a review indicates auditor should coordinate his or her
that significant technological changes efforts with technical personnel.
have occurred since the cost data was b. Whenever the auditor needs the
accumulated, adjustment of experienced assistance of a specialist to form an
costs is necessary before projecting the opinion on an element of the measure-
experience cost pattern. Adjustment of ment of costs which is not an accounting
the direct labor cost experience is espe- or related financial subject, such assis-
cially important when the estimate ap- tance should be obtained. The auditor
plies to a product that is relatively new or should (1) identify what type of technical
has been materially modified from that specialist is needed, (2) decide upon the
produced in the past. The auditor should best source for the technical specialist
be alert to features of the contemplated assistance, (3) achieve good communica-
production that might indicate a signifi- tions with the technical specialists, (4)
cant deviation from the normal labor assess the impact of technical specialist
pattern and its effect on the cost data. findings upon the audit opinion, and (5)
"9-503.8 Variances in IAbo Cost report on the uses of technical specialists
Eistimtes or the impact of their nonavailability.

(See 9-306 and Appendix D.)
Variances between estimated and actu-

al cost are generally a consequence of 9-504.2 Guidance for Evaluating
either human error or changed circum- Estimates Based on Tcchnial
stances. They can result from (1) careless
accumulation of supporting data, (2) in- Specific areas in which the auditor may
correct design information, (3) unexpect- make inquiry, either in anticipation of
ed delays causing premiums to be paid coordinating with the technical represen-
for overtime, (4) unexpected processing tative or conducting the review indepen-
problems requiring deviation from the dently, include a review of (1) the labor
manufacturing plan, (5) failure to rework hour estimate, (2) operation time and
preliminary estimates to produce an ac- shop methods, (3) operation time stan-
curate finished estimate, (6) reliance dards, (4) the contractor's labor produc-
uon. estimators who are not familiar tivity, and (5) applicability of Military
with job processes, (7) making a "guessti- Standard 1 567A. Further guidance on
mate' and then "padding" it to protect each of these five areas is provided in
against unanticipated costs, (8) failure to subsections 9-504.3 to 9-504.7.
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9-504.3 IAbor Hour Estissates as indirect labor and whether provisions

9-503 LborHourEstmats , for contingencies have been included in
Conditions influencing the contractor's the estimate, esphave in ing in

use of technical data to estimate labor the esThe, especially in costing a new
hoursproduct. These and similar inclusions, ifsoupplumentary)assembly linesmoiinaln fnot justified, will result in an overstate-supplementary assembly lines originally ment of the estimated direct labor hours
established to accommodate temporarily and violate CAS 401 and 402. Docu-
accelerated production schedules or oth ments supporting operation time sheets
emergency measures; (2) the introduction and production control records should be
of more efficient and cost-effective mate- examined and discussed with govern-
rial issuing and handling procedures to ment technical personnel.
eliminate or prevent bottlenecks and re-
duce work stoppage; (3) improved tech- 9-504.5 Operation Time Standards
niques in the training of employees; (4) a. Operation time standards (i.e., the
more efficient transfers of employees predetermined estimates of the time re-
between assembly lines, work areas, de-puir
partments, shifts, and jobs; (5) moderni- quled to perform each operation) are
zation of manufacturing processes; (6) usually reflected in operation sheets.
thzatrdution ofnew manufacturing procesThese standards may or may not repre-
the introduction of new manufacturing sent the same time factors used to devel-
machines; and (7) the introduction of op the accounting standard direct laborspecial tooling. To determine whetheropheaoutnstdrdietlbr

costs or the actual labor costs as recorded
labor hour estimates reflect recently im- in the contractor's cost accounting rec-
proved conditions, the auditor shouldcomarecuren lboropratonshetsords. To perform a more meaningful.
compare current labor operation sheets evaluation, the auditor should determine
with those in prior periods and with the relationship between operation time
those reflecting advance production standards and direct labor standards es-
schedules. tablished for accounting purposes.

b. The basis for establishing operation9-504.4 Review of Operation Time time standards may vary depending upon
Sheets and Shop Methods company policy. Contractors may base

When the contractor is unable to sup- standards on the number of units which
port its estimate with experience data, can reasonably be produced by an em-
the auditor should seek other justifica- ployee under normal or average operat-
tion from the contractor, such as techni- ing conditions; or may establish ideal
cal determinations, to assist in appraising operation time standards (i.e., standards
the reasonableness of the data and bases based on nearly ideal conditions-as a
underlying the cost estimate. A review of means of encouraging maximum produc-
operation time sheets or similar docu- tivity). The auditor should review the
ments which reflect the estimated time contractor's time study methods and oth-
required to perform each production op- er bases used to establish time standards
eration generally will in the aggregate for each operation and should also review
provide a basis for evaluating the esti- factors other than operation time, such as
mated direct labor hours included in a provisions for rework, setup, and other
contractor's cost estimate. Appraisal of nonoperational time which may have
the data contained in the operation been included in the standards. Informa-
sheets, requires familiarity with the con- tion of this type can be of value in
tractor's products, plant organization and appraising the reasonableness of cost
processes, manufacturing operations, data, such as the efficiency factors used
tooling, machines, and the manufactur- to modify the operation time standards
ing complexities of the product. Opera- in arriving at the estimated number of
tion time sheets should reflect current direct labor hours for a specific proposal.
shop methods, production planning data c. To illustrate: a contractor employing
andthe most current time studies. The operation time standards based on attain-
auditor should determine that the opera- able conditions, may compile monthly
tion time sheets do not include as direct efficiency reports which indicated a 90
labor, operation which will be recorded percent departmental efficiency factor.
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This productivity experience may be con- or a slackening of effort by the remaining
sidered reasonable and in keeping with workers.
management expectations. On the other b. The auditor's primary interest in
hand, where ideal operation time stan- labor productivity is in measuring cur-
dards are established, a 60 percent de- rent productivity and past trends, and
partmental efficiency factor may be rea- determining the causes of past trends so
sonable. that the likelihood of continuance during

d. The auditor will find that operation the contemplated production period may
sheets may or may not reflect a lower cost be assessed. Causes and effects can be
per unit for successive production lots. separately measured, provided the
The auditor should determine whether a change is sufficiently pronounced and
downward trend is present or is likely to not obscured by other factors. A change
develop and, if so, whether it has been in tools or the introduction of a highly
reflected in the cost estimate. Time series improved production process might be
diagrams and correlation studies of de- related to a specific reduction in the
partmental efficiency rates which dis- required labor hours; or a change in
close short or long range trends will assist design might be related to an increase in
in the evaluation of the labor estimates. labor hours. Factors which affect produc-
When labor cost standards-as used in the tivity operate interdependently, and it is
contractor's cost accounting system-are difficult to evaluate separately the effect
based upon data reflected in operation of any one factor. However, an overall
sheets, a time series analysis of monthly measurement of productivity may be
product labor efficiency variances will made by correlating labor hour require-
assist in determining the existence of a ments with related successive quantities
trend. of output. One method of measuring the

overall change in productivity is by the
9-504.6 LAbor Prodlctifvty use of the improvement or learning

a. Within limits, the productivity of curve. This technique and its application
direct labor, as measured by the quantity to direct labor hour estimates are dis-
of product produced by a specified vol- cussed in Appendix F.
ume of labor, normally increases as pro-
duction continues. The improvement 9-504.7 Military Standard 1567A and
may be due to the adoption of improved Work Measurement
methods and tools or the increased effi- a. MILSTD 1567A establishes a con-
ciency of the individual worker. The tractual requirement for an integrated
amount of improvement pejr unit of prod- and disciplined work measurement sys-
uct generally is high during the early part tem on manufacturing operations. When
of the production cycle and decreases as applied with a positive management
production is stabilized, processes are commitment, experience shows that
refined and additional experience is MILSTD 1567A has achieved improved
gained. After production has stabilized, productivity and cost control. It applies
the rate of improvement may not be to prime production contracts exceeding
measurable except over a substantial pe- $20 million annually or $100 million
riod of time. When semiautomatic or cumulatively. When the standard applies
automatic machines are used, production to a prime contract, subcontracts exceed-
may become completely stabilized and ing $5 million annually or $20 million
the rate of improvement will approxi- cumulatively are also covered. Ship con-
mate zero until a change is made in the struction, research and development, and
product or in the production method. As service-type contracts are exempt.
production tapers off near the close of a b. MILSTD 1567A requires contrac-
period of stabilized production, labor tors to implement a proper work mea-
productivity tends to decline toward a surement system. Contractors are re-
negative improvement rate. Reduction in quired to meet predetermined minimum
production effort may be due to the work measurement system requirements
wearing out of jips and tools, the transfer of accuracy, coverage, consistency, docu-
of the more skilled workers to new jobs, mentation, and audit. Any weaknesses
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inherent in the work measurement sys- day and 40 hours per week. The estimat-tem which impact the accuracy of labor ed direct labor rates used should there-
estimates must be fully documented and fore reflect the total hours the employee
provided to the government, is expected to work during the year. See

c. The auditor will be able to utilize the 6-410.
required documentation of MILSTD c. A new solicitation provision and
1567A to review proposed labor costs contract clause, DFARS 252.237-7019,
and operations audits. MILSTD 1567A Identification of Uncompensated Over-
earned hour standards must reflect the time, was issued in December 1991. This
labor required to build the current prod- provision applies only when service con-
uct design with the existing production tracts are being proposed. It defines "un-
methods, assuming no production diffi- compensated overtime" as "hours
culties. Detailed variance analysis from worked in excess of an average of 40
MILSTD 1567A will identify causes of hours per week by direct charge employ-
existing inefficiencies and corrective ac- ees who are exempt from the Fair Labor
tion plans to overcome them. The auditor Standards Act (FLSA), without addition-
should incorporate these analyses into an al compensation." Service contracts are
evaluation of the proposed labor costs or usually awarded on the basis of the tasks
recommendation for operational im- to be performed rather than the number
provement (see D-407.4). of hours to be provided. However, if a

service contract is awarded on the basis
9-505 Evaluation of Estimated Direct of the number of hours to be provided
Labor Rates and the contractor proposes "uncompen-

sated overtime" hours, then this solicita-
a. Direct labor rates used to estimate tion provision requires the contractor to

direct labor costs may be at expected identify in its proposal the "uncomLen-
individual or expected average rates. The sated overtime" hours and rates. This
latter rates may be either separately esti- includes "uncompensated overtime"
mated for each proposal or pre-estab- hours that are in indirect pools for per-
lished for pricing many proposals submit- sonnel whose regular hours are normally
ted over a #iven period of time. There is charged directly. This DFARS provision
wide variation in the methods and extent also requires that:
to which contractors combine the various (1) the contractor's accounting practice
direct labor grades and functions and for estimating "uncompensated over-
associated pay rates for the purpose of time" be consistent with the accountingp-
cost estimating. Variations arise because ractice for accumulating and reporting
of differences in the type, size, and im- these hours, and
portance of labor operations; in the type (2)the contractor include a copy of its
and arrangement of production facilities; policy on "uncompensated overtime"
in the manner and extent of departmen- with its proposal.
talization; and in the type and dollar d. Auditors should notify contracting
values of government and commercial officers of any apparent noncompliance
contracts and products. with the DFARS requirements, specifi-

b. In the evaluation of direct labor cally, if the contractor proposes uncom-
rates, both individual rates and average pensated overtime hours but fails to
rates, consideration should be given to identify the number of such hours and
hours worked in excess of 8 hours per day corponding hourly rates. Auditors
or 40 hours per week by salaried employ- should also notify contracting officers if
ees, particularly in the evaluation of fixed the contror fails to submit a copy of its
price proposals. Estimated labor rates policy addressing uncompensated over-
may be based on the number of hours time with its proposal.
available during a year using an 8 hour
day and a 40 hour week. However, re- 9-505.1 Indvidual Employee Labor Rates
views of actual labor hours incurred may a. Individual rates may be used when
have determined that salaried employees the persons who will perform the work
generally work in excess of 8 hours per under the proposed contract are known.
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A determining factor in the award of a high- and low-cost labor if they were not
contract may be the "know-how" of to be used equally in production, or to
specific individuals, and their agreement compute an average group of pay rates
to perform the work under the contract. without weighting; that is, without regard
In other cases, individual rates may be to the number of employees receiving
used when the procurement under review each wage. The use of weighted averages
requires a caliber of employees whose pay is necessary to give proper effect to all
rates are not representative of the average factors.
rates paid within their labor classifica- e. There are a number of methods for
tions. computing weighted averages. A general-

b. While the use of individual rates in ly accepted method is to obtain weighted
cost estimating will produce precise re- averages from the total projected payroll
sults, average rates within labor classifi- for each production unit for the contract
cations are generally developed and em- performance period adjusted for any ab-
ployed for practical purposes. Either ap- normal labor cost conditions.
proach may result in reasonable esti- f. In summary, factors which the audi-
mates provided a consistent practice is tor should consider in evaluating pro-
followed and deviations will not affect posed average labor rites include (1) the
proper recovery of anticipated costs. reasonableness and acceptability of the

labor classification; (2) the probability
9-505.2 Average Labor Rates that relatively the same grades of labor

a. The development of average labor will be used in performing the contract as
rates by contractors may include a single were used in developing the estimate, and
plant-wide average or a separate average the probable effect of any material devia-
rate for a function, grade, class of labor, tions; (3) the accuracy and propriety of
cost center, department, or production the method used in computing the aver-
process. ages; (4) the impact on the average rates

b. The use of average rates is generally of projected increases or decreases in the
warranted because within each unit of an general level of labor costs; and (5) the
operating plant there is usually a labor significance of any deviation from past
norm and cost pattern for each produc- practices in developing the rates, in their
tion situation and associated group of application, or in the normal and pro-
workers. Average rates, properly comput- posed methods of distributing costs when
ed and applied, will express the labor incurred.
norm and equalize the effect of the
indeterminable factors usually associated 9-505.3 Pre-establisbed Labor Rates
with other methods. The use of average a. Value of Pre-established Labor
rates is preferable, for example, when the Rates. Contractors may estimate labor
contractor is unable to project with any rates for use in computing the estimated
degree of reliance the (1) identity of those direct labor cost portion of all proposals
who will perform each operation and to be submitted during a specified period
correspondingly the individual rates of of time. The contractor may estimate the
pay; (2) exact production processes to be production labor hours for a contract and
used, particularly when the contractor compute a cost estimate by applying an
has no applicable experience; and (3) average labor rate for each manufactur-
precise labor requirements. ing depment, production function, or

c. The inclusion of inapplicable types type of labor. This procedure is inexpen-
or quantities of labor in the computation sive and is aworkable procedure because
of an average rate is not in itself reason it (1) recognizes a continuing uniformity
for not accepting the rate. The auditor in the manufacturing process within a
should determine whether the inclusion plant, which has considerable validity,
significantly distorts the average from the especially when separate rates are used
probable norm for the contemplated pro- for each production function and (2)
duction. promotes consistency in estimating meth-

d. It would be improper for a single ods and compliance with applicable cost
average to combine equal quantities of accounting standards. (See 9-1200 for
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general guidance on forward pricing rate classes of labor, and the normal methods
agreements.) of using, assigning, recording, and charg-

b. Limitations on Pre-established La- ing the labor costs to commercial and
bor Rates. Labor rates are not applicable government products and contracts. Sig-
to all businesses or to all labor conditions nificant deviations from the normal pat-
or manufacturing processes within a busi- tern should be supported by adequate
ness. The customary use of labor rates by justification for the auditor's consider-
a contractor in developing direct labor ation in evaluating the estimates.
cost estimates does not make their appli-
cability automatic. There are definite 9-505.5 Use of Permanent Audit Files
limitations on the use of such rates. Their The effect of pay differentials and
use is based on the assumption that the The ffctof pay de rentials a
manufacturing process is relatively stable usage factors may be evident from a
and prior labor usage patterns are not review of the proposal, the supporting
expected to change significantly in the papers, and production plans. The opera-
future. The use of labor rates must be tion and effect of other factors may
examined in each case to determine require an examination of past proposals
whether the contemplated production and experience on corresponding con-
methods and requirements parallel the tracts; sales forecasts; long- and short-
conditions as to labor usage presupposed range budget plans; facility usage plans;
in the development of the rates, or and labor, hiring, assigning, and training
whether conditions are present which programs. A current record of findings
indicate that the rates should be modified should be kept to reduce the amount of
or rejected. This appraisal must be made review work and to facilitate the coordi-
even though the rates have been ap- nation and integration of the auditor's
proved on an overall basis by govern- examination of each proposal with the
ment procurement activities. The audit contractor's over-all operations and
report should contain appropriate com- plans. This is particularly helpful w!en
ments whenever the review of labor rates the auditor reviews a number of propos-
discloses that the rates are unreasonable als submitted by one contractor or per-
or not properly applicable to the work to forms a number of audits of one contrac-
be performed. tor's records over a period of time. For

example: examination of the permanent
9-505.4 Rate Impact of Contractor's files may indicate that a current proposal
Labor Usage contemplates a higher than normal labor-

The auditor usually can expect, in the hour cost based on the intention to use
absence of indications to the contrary, only top grades of engneers for a part of
that production labor norms will be ap. the proposed production. The permanent
plicable insofar as factors such as the pay file records for other contracts and pric-
differentials for unskilled labor, longevi- ing proposals for the same period may
ty, efficiency, piece work premium, and show that costs were based on average
shift premium are concerned. The same rates which also included the wages of the
assumptions cannot be made for factors same top grades of engineers for the same
such as the pay differentials for skilled periods of time. Identification of incon-
workers, specialists, technicians, engi- sistencies, such as shown in this example,
neers, and others. Usage patterns vary requires close integration of current and
and variations are often due to the nature past examinations and is essential in the
of the production involved. The auditor evaluation of labor cot estimates.
therefore must consider both current us- 9-505.6 Trends of Labor Rate Experce
age and future labor plans. The proposed
and probable labor patterns for produc- a. The current average hourly rates
tion under the contract must be consid- paid for each labor classification may be
ered. The auditor must also think about used by contractors as a starting point for
the consistency of those patterns with computing future rates. These should be
other plans for the prospective produc- verified by examining current payroll
tion period; theavailability of the various records.
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b. The average rates should be adjusted and by state and local agencies may
for any planned or expected changes in furnish data for this type of analysis.
the wage scale and any trends that may be (2) Other Personnel Actions. It is not
present in the historical pattern or that practicable for the auditor to isolate and
can be expected to carry forward into the measure the precise effect of every per-
contemplated production period. This sonnel action on average hourly rates.
will require an analysis of the historical Merit increases, promotions, and changes
labor and payroll data for a period of in size and composition of the labor force
time sufficient to disclose any trend that occur continually, are interrelated, and
ma be present. The analysis should be in have a cumulative effect on average hour-
sufficient detail by intermediate periods ly rates. The auditor should review the
to disclose significant deviations from composite effect of the personnel actions
the trend as well as the pattern of any and determine whether any over-all cur-
periodic deviations that have a material rent average hourly rate trends exist
effect on the trend. which will continue during the contemp-

c. The period to be covered by the lated production period or whether there
analysis cannot be predetermined. Sea- are indications that new trends are likely
sonal and longer term fluctuations gener- to develop. Themajor factors should be
ally require that experience factors be analyzed and the trend indicated by each
examined for a minimum of two business type of action determined even though
years. A longer period of time may be the effect of each action on the average
necessary in special circumstances. How- labor hourly rate cannot be measured
ever, the use of a longer period will not directly. The possible effect of personnel
necessarily increase the validity of the actions on average hourly rates may be
trend data developed because changes in estimated by relating each major action
organizational structure, size or composi- with the over-all change in average hourly
tion of the labor forces, general economic rates through the use of graphic tech-
conditions, and other factors affecting niques such as time series diagrams and
the rates may be encountered over a long correlation analyses. These techniques
period; these factors may not be appro- and their application to average direct
priate for consideration when estimating labor rate estimates are discussed in
rates for future periods. Appendix E.

b. Change in Labor Force. Changes in
9-505.7 Factors Influencing Validity of the size and character of the labor force
Average Labor Rates affect average pay rates. These changes

a. Personnel Policies and Actions. The accompany increases or decreases in pro-
auditor should review and evaluate the duction volume. A material increase in
effect of proposed personnel actions on volume usually will result in a decrease in
the estimated average hourly labor rates the average rate because of new hirings at
and determine whether actions which lower entrance level or at rates below the
have a material effect on these rates are average. The opposite result can be ex-
in accord with the normal personnel pected when production volume de-
policy, and whether resulting rates are creases. The first groups of employees to
reasonable. be separated are generally in the lower

(1) Wage Agreements. The auditor pay levels of their respective labor classi-
should determine whether consideration tications. The possible effect on labor
has been given to the terms of all current cost of a contractor's plans to increase or
wage agreements and prospective decrease the labor force because of
changes. In evaluating agreements which changes in production volume can be
provide for changes based on cost-of-liv- estimated by correlating past changes in
ing indices, the auditor should analyze the number of personnel and changes in
current and past trends and determine the average pay rates for each plant unit
their future significance. Information or labor class. In evaluating planned
contained in the labor rate reports pub- changes in the number of personnel a
lished by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, further correlation might be made of the
Department of Labor, Washington D C, labor force or labor payroll with produc-
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tion volume, as measured by units, cost as overhead, they should not be reflected
of sales, or other means. in the average direct labor hourly rate.

c. Multishift and Overtime Operations. When treated as part of the direct labor
When reviewing average labor rates the charge, premium payments should be
auditor must consider multishift and segregated from average direct labor
overtime operations. Premium payments hourly rates. If not segregated, fluctua-
for multish;ft and overtime may have a tions in the amount of premium pay will
direct effect on the average direct labor tend to distort any trend or other data
hourly rates, depending on the method developed in analyzing changes in the
used in classifying and distributing costs. regular pay rates.
When premium payments are recorded

C
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9-600 Section 6 - Evaluating Other Direct Cost Estimates

9-601 Introduction closed accounting procedures and CAS.
Some contractors consider ODCs as be-

This section provides guidance for ing directed wholly toward the produc-
evaluation of estimates of the various tion of complete end products and conse-
types of costs usually referred to as quently do not include these expenses in
"other direct costs." cost estimates for spare parts. Others

contend that spare parts production has
9-602 Definition of Other Direct an impact on both the types and amountsCosts of these expenses, and therefore provide

for such estimates in spare parts propos-
a. An other direct cost (ODC) is one als. Regardless of which method is fol-

which by its nature may be considered lowed, determine the propriety of ODCs
indirect but which, under some circum- for either end products or spare parts and
stances, can be identified specifically verify that the method of treatment corn-
with a particular cost objective (i.e., a plies with disclosed practices and other
product, service, program, function, or CAS requirements.
project). ODCs may properly include, in
varying degrees, the three basic elements 9-604 Evaluation Considerations and
of cost: labor, material, and indirect cost. Techniques

SIt is quite common, however, to find
items included as ODCs that should be The contractor may include in ODCs,
classified as one of the three basic ele- costs referred to as start-up, design and
ments. Therefore, it is important to sru- production, and continuous or mainte-
tinize all items in this area for compli- nance engineering. To perform an effec-
ance with disclosed accounting practices tive evaluation, the auditor must have a
and Cost Accounting Standards (CAS). knowledge of the contractor's practices,b. Costs classified by contractors asb.DCosts claryiintedt byucntrmactofn apolicies, definitions, concepts, account-
ODCs vary in treatment, but may often ing treatment, results of prior operationsinclude among others (1) engineering, (2) audits, and estimating methods (see 5-
special tooling, (3) packaging, (4) travel 1200) tat effecti mets d Gi ee a -andsusitece ad 5)fildsevie. 1200) that effect ODCs. Guidance appli-

cable to factors which should be consid-
ered in evaluating ODCs are contained in

9-603 Objectives and Scope the following paragraphs.
a. The audit objectives when reviewing 9-604.1 Application of Percentage and

ODCs are to determine whether (1) the Conversim Factors
contractor's classification is proper, (2)
the underlying data in support of the a. Packaging, field service, and various
estimates is valid, current, and applica- types of engineering and tooling costs
ble, (3) the costs as reflected in the may be estimated by applying percentage
estimates are reasonable, (4) the costs are to some other basic cost or conversion
estimated using acceptable procedures factors (e.g., number of staff-hours per
applicable in the circumstances, and (5) month) to basic estimates of required
the contractor has pr)perly considered all staff-months of effort.
factors which might have a bearing on the b. In reviewing conversion factors ap-
validity of the estimated costs. plicable to direct labor hours per staff-

b. The scope of the auditor's evaluation month, for example, ascertain whether
of ODCs will depend upon (1) the signifi- the contractor considered excluding time
cance of the amount, (2) the adequacy of for holidays, vacations, sick leave, idle
the contractor's procedures for estimat- time, and similar items of an inkiirect
ing costs, (3) the degree of uniformity in nature. Failure to make proper allowance
estimating procedures, and (4) the consis- for indirect time in the conversion factors
tency of estimating procedures with dis- normally results in overpricing the con-
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tract, and noncompliance with CAS 402 b. The comparative analysis technique
where applicable. may be applied using as reference points

c. Percentages and conversion factors available engineering data, budgets, load-
may be applied separately for each esti- ing charts, previous proposals for similar
mate, or they may be submitted or pro- items, and industry standards and experi-
posed periodically for incorporation in ence.
all proposals. In either instance, and c. When the contractor's proposal con-
notwithstanding previous agreements, tains significant engineering or tooling
evaluate the propriety of percentage and staff-hour estimates, the estimates can be
conversion factors for applicability in the compared with related staff-hours specifi-
current proposal. cally identified with the directly charge-

able total plant engineering or tooling
, 9-604.2 Government-Furished Material labor base used in the computation of the

In some cases, the government will proposed engineering or tooling overhead
furnish materials or services to the con- rates. When the use of analytical tech-
tractor on a "no charge" basis. Govern- niques discloses significant differences,
ment-furnished materials may include obtain further information from the con-
special tools, shipping containers, or oth- tractor in support of the estimate. When
er items which may be classified by the differences cannot be adequately justi-
contractor as ODCs. In these cases, verify fled, the audit report should contain
that estimated costs for government-fur- appropriate comments and recommenda-
nished materials are not included in the tions.
proposal.ppa9-605 Specific Evaluation
9-604.3 Use of Accounting Data Considerations

Contractors' accounting records which
provide reserve accounts for ODCs based Expenses generally classified as other
on the quantity of end products produced direct costs (ODCs) and audit consider-
or shipped, may be used in evaluating ations related to them are discussed in
estimates. When reserve accounts are the following paragraphs.
maintained, credit entries are based on
estimated amounts per unit applied to 9-05.1 Engineering
the quantity of end products produced or Engineering costs included as ODCs
shipped. Debit entries are made for the generally fall into two categories-design
expense actually incurred. An analysis of and production. The type of engineering
these reserve accounts should assist in effort included in each of these categories
determining the reliability of the contrac- depends on the individual contractor's
tor's prior estimates. Large credit bal- practices. Because engineering effort re-
ances may indicate overestimating and quired for a specific procurement of a
large debit balances may indicate under- complex product or for research and
estimating actual costs. development involves technical determi-

nations, assistance from government
9-604.4 Analytical Techniques technical personnel should normally be

a. Various analytical techniques can be solicited when evaluating proposed engi-
used in evaluating the reasonableness of neering staff-hour estimates. An under-
ODCs. Graphic analysis usually is an standing of the various fields of engineer-
appropriate evaluation tool for studying ing specialists is important when fashion-
experienced cost patterns as they relate to ing requests for technical specialist assis-
various types of ODCs. Time series tance. The major engineering fields (i.e.,
charts are useful in depicting the experi- industrial, mechanical, electrical, chemi-
enced movement of expenses or percent- cal, and civil) and several subspecialties
age factors related to some base cost over are discussed in Appendix D.
a time period. Scatter charts are used to a. Design Engineering. Data accumu-
show linear relationships of a specific lated in the contractor's accounting sys-
other direct cost to some other volume tem or adjunct statistical records which
base to which it bears a close correlation. may be helpful in evaluating estimates
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for design engineering include (1) the for the run-out portion of contracts sub-
total number of basic design hours ex- ject to price redetermination or for set-
pended on previous contracts of similar ting successive targets under incentive
complexity, (2) the number of various type contracts.
types of drawings required, and the aver-
age number of hours expended per type 9-05.2 Special Tooling and Special Test
of drawing for prior contracts of varying Equip'ment
degrees of complexity, (3) the percentage a. Special tooling is designed (1) to
factors for support engineering (the direct reduce the requirements for produc-
engineering effort other than that ex- tion/manufacturing labor hours and
pended by detailed designers working in costs, (2) to speed production, and (3) to
the design department), and (4) percent- improve techniques, tolerances, and fin-
age factors for engineering effort inciden- ished parts. The term includes jigs, dies,
tal to changes made during production fixtures, molds, patterns, special taps,
which represent refinements of the prod- special gauges, and special test equip-
uct to attain improved performance. ment used in the production of end

b. Production Engineering. Production items. The term does not include general-
engineering generally represents engi- purpose tools, capital equipment, ex-
neering effort expended during the life of pendable tools, small hand tools, tools
a contract, beginning with the completion acquired prior to the contract, replace-
of the initial design. Initial design is ment tools, and items of tooling which
usually segregated from other engineering are usable for the production of items not
effort in the contractor's accounting or required under the contract. The April
statistical records. Design changes for 1984 clause referred to in paragraph c.
which costs are not segregated may occur below does not include as special tooling
during the life of the contract. In evaluat- any item acquired by the contractor
ing the reasonableness of production en- before the effective date of the contract,
gineering estimates, review the contrac- or replacement of such items.
tor's methods and supporting data. In- b. Special test equipment means either
clude a review of similar type engineering single or multipurpose integrated test
hours expended on previously completed units engineered, designed, fabricated, or
projects of like complexity. modified to accomplish special-purpose

c. Analytical Techniques. The plotting testing in the performance of the con-
of engineering hours of contracts of simi- tract. Testing units comprise electrical,
lar complexity, by month, will generally electronic, hydraulic, pneumatic, me-
indicate the extent of design and produc- chanical, or other items or assemblies of
tion engineering effort related to signifi- equipment, that are mechanically, electri-
cant points of contract performance. cally, or electronically interconnected to
Graphic analysis may also indicate defi- become a new functional entity. This
nite patterns of engineering contract costs causes the individual item or items to
compared to deliveries. When the esti- become interdependent and essential in
mate involves a follow-on procurement, the performance of special-purpose test-
or the run-out portion of an existing ing in the development or production of
contract, using graphic analysis of prior particular supplies or services. The term
experience is of particular importance in special testing equipment does not in-
evaluating proposed engineering costs. clude: (1) material; (2) special tooling; (3)
The analysis should provide: buildings and nonseverable structures

(I) An appraisal of the reasonableness (except foundations and similar improve-
of the monthly production engineering ments necessary for the installation of
hours estimated by the contractor. special test equipment); and (4) plant

(2) A determination whether there is a equipment items used for general plant
marked reduction in engineering hours testing purposes.
after the initial delivery. c. contract clauses covering special

(3) An appraisal, at an interim point, of tooling and special test equipment are
the reasonableness of the contractor's provided at FAR 52.245-17 and 52.245-
estimated production engineering hours 18 respectively. By memoranda dated 16
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October 1990, 16 October 1991, 9 Octo- ment (PST/PSTE) when the contracting
ber 1992, and 14 October 1993 the officer expects that future contracts will
Director of Defense Procurement (DDP) be awarded to the same contractor for the

I approved one year class deviations from same or similar items. If future contracts
the FAR 45.306-5 requirement to use the are not expected, allow full estimate of
Special Tooling clause at FAR 52.245-17. the maximum amount under the instant
The cumulative time period for these contract. If future contracts are expected,
class deviations is 16 October 1990 DFARS 215.871 allows for estimation
through 16 October 1994 or until the (and eventual payment) of at least 50
FAR is changed, whichever occurs first. percent of the maximum amount on the
The DDP memoranda direct the use of instant contract and the establishment of
the April 1984 edition of the Special an amortization schedule for payments
Tooling clause in place of the current on future contracts. The deferred cost of
clause. The portion of the Government production special tooling and produc-
Property clause at FAR 52.245-2 that tion special test equipment, however,
subjects special tooling to the title provi- should not be shifted or assigned to other
sions contained in the Special Tooling programs by charging such costs to indi-
clause was also waived since the 1984 rect cost pools. This requirement does
edition of the Special Tooling clause does not apply to:
not contain title provisions. Generally (a) Special test equipment used solely
speaking, the April 1984 clause is less for final production acceptance test;
stringent than the current clause which (b) Contracts awarded as a result of
includes specific requirements regarding sealed bidding;
title retention, risk of loss, warranty and (c) Contracts where the price is based
modification of toolinf. on established catalog or market prices of

d. Audit Considerations commercial items sold in substantial
(1) The contractor may support the quantities to the general public; or

total tooling cost estimate (including esti- (d) Contracts where the price is set by
mated tooling hour requirements) by a law or regulation
detailed listing of the type and quantity (4) The use of graphic analysis to
of each special tool required, with the reflect the relationship between tooling
related estimated purchase or fabrication costs of projects of like complexity with
cost. To evaluate their reasonableness, related delivery schedules will assist in
compare the estimates for a selected evaluating the reasonableness of tooling
group of these tools with actual costs or costs in the current estimate. This type of
actual hours expended for similar tools in analysis should provide information sim-
previous production, appropriately ad- ilar to that discussed in 9-605.1c.
justed. Adjustments may be necessary to (5) Determine whether expensive tools
reflect differences in the number of tool- are justified and whether a sufficient
ing hours because of increased or de- number of employees with required skills
creased complexity of the product or are available to use the tools properly.
improvements in methods and tech- (6) Establish whether proposed special
niques. Replacement and maintenance test equipment is justified. It must meet
type tools recorded as indirect costs, and the definition for such equipment, and
items of a capital nature which should be current inventories of government- or
obtained under a facility contract, should contractor-owned special test equipment
be excluded from the list of special tools. should be reviewed to determine whether

(2) For follow-on production orders, the equipment is available (see 7-200).
determine whether any of the production (7) For guidance regarding the applica-
tools purchased or fabricated on prior tion of cost of money to PST/PSTE costs,
contracts will be available for use on the see 8-41 4e.
proposed contract and whether the cost e. Liaison with Government Engineer-
estimate has taken this into account. ing Personnel. Maintain liaison with

(3) Also be alert to estimated amounts available government engineering per-
over $1 million for production special sonnel familiar with the requirements of
tooling and production special test equip- the proposed procurement and obtain
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information on (1) the availability of comparison. In addition, review informa-
government-owned tooling and special tion regarding instructions for packaging
test equipment, (2) the propriety of the under various specifications, packaging
numbers and types of tooling and special standard hours arrived at by scientific
test equipment provided for in the esti- means, and packaging bills of material if
mates in relation to the production re- available. When experienced cost trends
quirements, (3) possible savings which are plotted on charts for further study
may be accomplished through improved and analysis, ascertain whether (1) all
tooling, and (4) the overall reasonable- nonrecurrng costs have been eliminated,
ness of the estimated costs for tooling and (2) the packaging specifications of the
special test equipment proposed by the current proposal are comparable to those
contractor (see Appendix D-200). which generated the experienced costs,

and (3) the contractor has considered the9-05.3 Packasing possible impact to packaging material
a. Packaging specifications are usually and labor cost trends resulting from ex-

included in the request for proposals. pected changed market conditions.
These mainly depend on whether the
item packaged will be shipped to a point 9-05.4 Travel Sad Subistence
within the United States (domestic) or Travel and subsistence costs usually
overseas. Domestic packaging usually include the costs of transportation, lodg-
does not require special treatment pro- ing, meals, and incidental expenses in-
vided it meets generally accepted end curred by personnel while in travel status.
item packaging methods. The related cost When included as ODCs, the estimate
may be classified as either an indirect usually is based on the contemplated
cost or an ODC as long as it complies number of trips, places to be visited,
with the proposed accounting system to length of stay, transportation costs, and
be used in costing the contract and all estimated per diem allowance. Question-
applicable Cost Accounting Standards. able estimates for this cost may arise

* 'Packaging for overseas shipment requires from such errors as the following:
special treatment, and the applicable a. Per diem rates projected that exceed
costs aregenerally classified as ODCs. allowable per diem costs as specified in
The special treatment accorded overseas the Federal Travel Regulations (FTR) for
packa.n•, as prescribed by government the 48 contiguous states, and the Joint
speci ications, requires that crating mate- Travel Regulations (JTR) and Standard-
rials be of a better grade than those used ized Regulations for locations outside the
for domestic crating; and the packages 48 contiguous states and foreign areas
must pass a water and moisture proofing (FAR 31.205-46(a) and P.L. 99-234) after
test. When packaging cost estimates are they have been escalated for expected
based on complex technical determina- inflation. For example, to estimate 1989
tions and the dollar amount is significant, per diem rates, the latest established
it usually is appropriate to request the FTR/JTR rates for meals and lodging
assistance of a government packaging should be increased/decreased by a factor
specialist (see Appendix D-205). that reflects the forecasted economic

b. The reasonableness of the contrac- change from the current established rate
tor's packaging cost estimate may be expiration date to 1989.
evaluated by comparing it with costs b. Transportation rates projected in
incurred for similar types and kinds of excess of lowest customary standard,
packaging. Graphic analysis (e.g., time coach, or equivalent air fare offered dur-
series or scatter charts) showing the unit ing normal business hours.
packaging material and labor costs for c. Projected transportation costs for
related items or the relationship of pack- personnel to be transferred computed by
aging cost to shop cost over an extended using other than proper departure points.
period, may be used to plot the experi- d. Mileage allowances projected in ex-
enced costs for further ana'ysis. Statisti- cess of actual needs.
cal data usually available in the pac ka- e. Excessive projected trip costs to a
ing department can be used for this government activity or subcontractor lo-
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cation for engineering coordination be- indirect cost. Determine whether royal-
cause the required number of trips and/or ties are proper for inclusion in the price
length of stay has been overstated. and whether the contract will include

f. A comparison of the current estimate royalty reporting requirements and royal-
with experienced costs of prior procure- ty escrow or recapture provisions (FAR
ments of a similar nature indicates that 27.206-1). The nature of the contractor's
the current estimate is unreasonable. cost support for this element should be

9-W0.5 Fe Servie evaluated and addressed in the report.

Contracts may contain provisions re- 9-605.7 Preprod1ction and Sta•r•p Cos
quiring contractor engineering personnel Contctoes proposals should identify
to service delivered equipment. The cost, p onrctonstartpsand oher nre-
usually referred to as field service x-nonre-
pense, may be included in the contrac- urring costs, including such elements as
tors estimate as a separately identifiable preproduction engineering, special tool-
ODC, or as a part of indirect cost. ing, special plant rearrangement, training
Whichever method is used, it must com- programs, initial rework or spoilage, and
ply with the accounting system to be used pilot runs. These costs may be susceptibleinycosting the accountracyteand al a cble u to verification by a review of detailedin costing the contract and all applicable documentation. In some instances, an
cost accounting standards. The cost of d na tio n. on s om intacs
installation, maintenance and repair, and analysis of experience on prior contracts
the development of operating instruc- by means described in Appendix E will
tions may be identified in the contrac- help to establish the reasonableness of
tor's records as Field Service Expense, costs proposed. Ascertain the proposed
Guarantee Expense, Warranty Expense, handling of such estimated costs. If the
ouranResee f e Guarrantee EEstablish total costs are not to be charped to theor Reserve for Guarantee. view contract under review, determine wheth-whether the procurement under review ertec n ato itnd to bs b th
provides for field service. An evaluation er the contractor intends to absorb the
of the field service estimate should in- residual costs or recover them on subse-
clude (1) review and evaluation of the quent orders.
data in support of the estimate, (2) coin- 9-605.8 Recopment on Government
parative cost analysis, including the use I in Nonrecwwft Costs
of graphic analysis where appropriate, (3)
discussions with other government repre- DoD Directive 2140.2 provides imple-
sentatives regarding complex engine-ring menting guidance for recoupment by the
determinations, and (4) evaluation of the government of a fair share of its invest-
degree of conformity to the policy stated ment in nonrecurring costs related to
in FAR 22.1006. commercial sales of U.S. products and

technology. When the auditor finds the
9-05.6 ROyaltis contractor has not complied with the

The contractor's cost estimate may requirements of the directive, the appro-
include provision for royalties as a sepa- priate procedures in 5-203 should be
rately identifiable ODC or as part of followed.
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9-700 Section 7- Evaluating Indirect Cost Estimates

9-701 Introduction b. The auditor should consider the use
of graphic analyses and statistical tech-

This section provides guidance in eval- niques in evaluating estimated indirect
uating estimates of indirect costs. These costs. Techniques of graphic analyses are
include manufacturing expense, engineer- discussed in Appendix E. These tech-
ing expense, tooling expense, material niques alone do not provide a basis for
handling expense, selling expense, and firm forecasts of costs; however, in ap-
general and administrative expense. propriate circumstances, they can pro-
Guidelines are also provided for evaluat- vide a basis for ascertaining whether
ing indirect cost rates used in estimating estimated costs are within a cost range of
indirect costs. what can reasonably be expected in the

future.
9-702 Genral 9-702.2 Anticipated Future Operatios

The evaluation of indirect costs and Evaluation of indirect cost estimates
rates requires that the auditor have (1) an requires consideration of anticipated fu-
understanding of the applicable evalu- ture operations of a contractor (see 5-500
ation considerations and techniques, (2) on review of budgets). To determine what
an insight as to what reasonably may be may be reasonably expected to occur, the
expected to occur in future operations of auditor should utilize analyses and pro-
the contractor and the probable influence jections of historical cost patterns and
on projected indirect costs and overhead related data. When audits of historical
rates, and (3) knowledge of the contrac- costs are not reasonably current, and
tores disclosed accounting policies partic- other methods of satisfying the audit
ularly those for distinguishing direct costs objective are not available, the report
from indirect costs (see CAS 402) and the should be qualified using the guidance in
basis for allocating indirect costs to con- 10-304.2. Other methods of satisfying the
tracts. (See Chapter 8.) audit objectives include reliance on certi-

fled contractor overhead submissions,
9-702.1 Evaluation C~oninr •s NW the work of internal or independent audi-
Techaiques tors, or CAS compliance reviews. It

should not be assumed that historicala. The audit considerations in evaluat- cost patterns and the results of overhead
ing estimated indirect costs are similar to audits for prior years will continue with-
those used in the audit of historical costs out change; the auditor must consider
because many estimates are based on contemplated changes which may influ-
historical costs. Audit guidance and pro- ence the projections. Examples of
cedures applicable to the review of indi- changes and possible effects are discussed
rect costs and the evaluation of contrac- in the following paragraphs:
tor's policies, procedures, and internal a. A change in the accounting policies
controls which affect indirect costs are governing the treatment of certain indi-
presented in 6-00. The effect of findings rect expenses. This may include reclassi-
and recommendations developed fications of expense from direct to indi-
through operations audits should be ap- rect, and new methods of accumulating
plied to estimated or proposed indirect and allocating indirect cost. Changes of
costs and overhead rates (see 9-308b). this nature may affect the estimates for
Audit leads noted during the course of indirect costs and the computation of
the review should be documented for indirect cost rates. The auditor should be
follow-up in future operations audits of alert for accounting changes which would
those indirect cost areas where it appears require the contractor to revise its Disclo-
the contractor is not employin# the most sure Statement (see 8-303).
effecive, efficient, or economical opera- b. A change in manapement objectives
tions. as a result Of economic conditions and
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increased competition. For example, the classification for direct and indirect costs
management may have placed emphasis, should be sufficiently flexible to reflect
in the past, on a program to increase changes in operations. CAS 402-"Consis-
sales, whereas it now emphasizes a pro- tency in Allocating Costs Incurred for the
gram to reduce costs. The auditor should Same Purpose" was established to insure
ascertain the programs that management that each type of cost is allocated only
is stressing and determine that possible once and on only one basis to any con-
results have been considered. tract or other cost objective (see 8-402).

c. A change in manufacturing processes
and practices. Changing manufacturing 9-703 Evaluation of Indirect Costs
operations can affect the flow of cost.
Modernization changes may affect esti- 9-703.1 General
mates for indirect cost and the computa-
tion of indirect cost rates. For example, The scope and extent of the auditor's
technological modernization can include review of estimated indirect costs will
acquisition of expensive new machinery depend on individual circumstances. As a
which increases depreciation costs and minimum, the auditor should determine
the overhead pool. This new machinery (1) the extent to which underlying data in
may require fewer labor hours and result support of the estimates are valid, cur-
in reduction of a direct labor base for rent, and applicable to the proposal un-
allocating overhead. The auditor should der review, (2) that the contractor has
be alert for changes to manufacturing considered factors and conditions which
processes and practices which can high- have a bearing on the propriety of the
light accounting system weaknesses (14- estimated costs and the related allocation
800) and should consider whether bases, including operations auditing rec-

(1) The accounting system accurately ommendations for increased efficiency
assigns costs to products and equitably and economy, and (3) that the results are
allocates costs. mathematically correct.

(2) The accounting system allocates
costs to develop future product technolo- 9-703.2 Clsification of Indirect Costs
gy to existing products which receive no There are two general considerations in
benefit, classifying indirect costs:

(3) The accounting system reflects say- a. A determination that the cost is
ings resulting from technolgical improve- assigned to the correct indirect cost pool;
ments. for example, manufacturing, engineering,

(4) The accounting system integrates material handling, occupancy, or general
relevant data collected by newly imple- and administrative. The auditor should
mented information systems. review the composition of indirect cost

pools to determine whether the accounts
9-702.3 Clamification of Cost as Direct included are properly classified and
or Indirect whether further refinement in cost cate-

The auditor must determine whether gories is required, and
cost items are directly or indirectly allo- b. A determination that indirect costs
cable to the proposed contract and that have been properly classified by charac-
the estimated costs have been properly teristics; that is, variable, semivariable,
classified as direct or indirect. The audi- and nonvariable. Variable costs will vary
tor's review of the allocability of cost directly and proportionately with its re-
items should disclose any deviations lated volume base. Semivariable costs
from the contractor's usual direct and may vary directly but less than propor-
indirect cost classification. When devia- tionately, with volume; further, the costs
tions are disclosed, the auditor should may remain relatively fixed between cer-
determine the reasons for the differinp tain production limits and advance by
treatment. Deviations may cause inequi- steps, an example of this is supervisory
table distribution of costs or they may be wages. Nonvariable costs, on the other
proper and warranted. The principles hand, will remain fairly constant, but the
underlying the accounting and estimating percentage relationship will vary inverse-
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ly with an increase or decrease in the b. The evaluation of the bases used
related volume base. involves a determination of the accuracy

of the data included in the base and
9-703.3 Advance Agreements equity of the resulting allocation. Because

The auditor should determine whether movement to an ACMS can encompass
the contractor has entered into advance new types of allocation, the contractor
agreements with the government. Ad- may not be able to support the proposed
vance agreements may limit recovery of base with accumulated historical data.
certain indirect costs such as independent The contractor may have to support the
research and development expense, bid proposed base with a combination of
and proposal expense, and recruiting documentation, such as production pro-
expense a jections, historical data, employee inter-

a. When advance ain'eements cover views, manufacturer machine capability,
indirect costs included min the estimates, and specifications and engineering analy-
the auditor should determine that alloca- sis. Auditors should be open to verifiable
tions to government contracts are within forms of documentation which may be
the agreed limitations, generated by the new system.

b. FAR/DFARS 31.205-18 no longer c. The auditor should review the FAO
require advance agreements for IR&D audit of mandatory annual audit require-
and B&P costs for CFYs that began after ment No. 18 related to indirect allocation
September 30, 1992. However, tor larger bases (see 6-606). In evaluating allocation
contractors that incur substantial IR&D bases, the auditor should determine that
and B&P cost (see 7-1505 for threshold the base estimates reflect valid trends.
information) certain ceiling limitations Trends may be evaluated through analy-
apply for the three CFYs ending after 30 sis of ratios, budgets, and sales and
September 1992. production volume forecasts. Anticipated

c. Advance agreements covering for- changes, such as proposed increases or
ward pricing indirect cost rates may be decreases in wage rates and material
entered into between contractors and prices or implementation of modernized
contracting officers to reduce the time manufacturingprocesses and practices,
and effort required to evaluate the indi- should also be considered when such
rect cost rates used in each contract factors will influence the base. Further
proposal. (See 9-1200 on forward pricing discussion of matters to be considered by
rate agreements). Circumstances on the auditor in evaluating the contractor's
which the rates were developed may be estimate of future business is included in
subject to change or the contemplated 5-507.2.
procurement in itself may invalidate the
propriety of the agreed upon rates. The 9-703.5 Individual Indirect Costs
auditor should not accept the rates with- The auditor should review selected
out determining that they are reasonable accounts included in the indirect cost
and appropriate for the procurement be- pools to evaluate the reliability of specific
ing evaluated (9-312). estimates. In evaluating projections, the

auditor must consider historical cost pat-
9-703A4 Mlocation Bases terns and the probable effect of antici-

a. An equitable allocation of indirect pated changes. The auditor should review
costs to jobs, departments, processes, or the FAO audit of mandatory annual
cost centers is dependent upon the bases audit requirements related to indirect
used. Bases commonly used include di- cost comparison with prior years and
rect labor dollars, direct labor hours, budget (No.15), and indirect account
production costs, input costs, and cost of analysis (No. 16). In selecting accounts to
sales. With the advent of technologically be reviewed, the auditor should consider
advanced manufacturing machinery, the following:
bases such as machine hours, process a. Indirect costs questioned in prior
time, and operational movements will periods, especially those expressly unal-
become more widely used (see 6-606.3c, lowable, that are required to be eliminat-
6-609.2e, and 9-702.2). ed by CAS 405,
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b. Indirect costs of a nonrecurring quires that the auditor exercise judgment
nature, in determining whether the additional

c. Indirect costs that are usually recov- evaluation effort needed for this type of
ered as direct charges or in separate analysis is warranted. For instance, when
loading factors, such as packaging or the contemplated procurement is not
obsolescence, large in dollar amount, it is probable that

d. Indirect costs which show significant treatment of indirect material expense as
differences between historical cost and variable with the level of production
estimated cost, activity would be expedient. Compari-

e. Indirect costs of a semi-variable or sons may be made of estimated require-
variable nature which do not show signif- ments with budget requirements or esti-
icant differences between historical cost mated prices with current prices. When
and estimated cost despite a significant the proposed contract is a fixed-price
change in volume, and incentive type with successive targets, or

f. Indirect cost of a nonvariable nature a fixed-price contract with prospective
which show significant variations be- price redetermination and the contractor
tween historical cost and the proposed expenses the cost of indirect materials at
estimated cost. the time of purchase, the auditor should

recommend the establishment and main-
9-703.6 Indirect LAbor tenance of indirect material inventories.

Indirect labor usually represents a sub- Implementation of this recommendation
stantial portion of indirect costs. The would preclude the loading of indirect
auditor should review the FAO audit of material costs during the experienced or
mandatory annual audit requirement re- retroactive portion of the contract.
lated to changes in direct/indirect charg-
ing (No.7). In evaluating indirect labor, 9-703.8 Payroll Costs-Taxes and Fringe
the auditor should analyze variable, Benefits
semi-variable, and nonvariable classifica- After establishing the estimated total
tions of indirect labor in a current repre- direct and indirect labor requirements,
sentative period. The ratios of each cate- the auditor should evaluate related pay-
gory to direct labor should be computed roll costs. The provisions of union wage
and compared with similar ratios for agreements and the possible effect of
estimated cost. Projections of indirect anticipated wage negotiations ,hould be
labor requirements and the related costs reviewed to establish the validity of em-
can also be compared with manpower ployee benefit costs included in the cost
budgets. Indirect labor wage rates may be estimate. The auditor should be aware in
verified by reviewing personnel or pay- evaluating the estimate for payroll taxes
roll records. When projected costs in- that assessments cease upon reaching the
clude wage increases, the auditor should taxable pay ceiling. The extent of labor
ascertain whether the proposed increases turnover will influence the projections
have been approved by management and for payroll tax estimates; when turnover
are in accordance with applicable agree- is low, the cost will be semi-variable in
merts. nature, when the turnover is high, the

cost may be more variable in nature. The
9-703.7 Indirect Mateial auditor should review rates for unem-

It is desirable to differentiate the treat- ployment insurance to determine if the
ment of the nonvariable, semi-variable, estimate reflects possible adjustments in
and variable components of indirect ma- the rate. Pension and retirement plan
terial cost contained in the contractor's costs frequently are related to payroll
projection. Ratios of these expense classi- costs. In evaluating the reasonableness of
fications to appropriate bases should be pension and retirement costs, the auditor
computed only when practical. To fur- should (1) determine that the amount
ther facilitate evaluation, similar ratios projected is in accordance with the com-
can be computed from historical cost pany plan, (2) ascertain that the pension
data. Categorizing the recorded indirect plan has been approved by the Internal
materials into these classifications re- Revenue Service, and by the Department
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of Defense, if required, (3) determine nized by current DoD instructions and in
that proper adjustment has been made such Cost Accounting Standards as CAS
for any reversionary credits that may be 404 and 409 where applicable. The audi-
due, and (4) determine that when rates tor should evaluate the necessity for new
are based upon actuarial data and have acquisitions, review the contractor's capi-
recently been revised or are scheduled to tal replacement or acquisition policy and
be revised, the effect of the new rates has ascertain whether (1) acquisitions have
been considered. been approved by management, (2) actu-

al commitments have been made, and (3)9-703.9 Plant Rearrangement proper consideration has been given to
Plant rearrangement costs may result lead time, installation costs, and rear-

from the introduction of new products, rangement expenses (see 7-400).
consolidation or expansion of depart-
ments, changes in production require- 9-703.11 Rent
ments, or changes in manufacturing tech- Estimated rentals of machinery and
niques. In reviewing the detail supporting equipment should be compared with
the projection of plant re-arrangement costs incurred for rentals. Rental agree-
cost, the auditor should determine that ments should be reviewed to ascertain
like costs which will be reimbursable as expiration dates and renewal and pur-
direct costs under other contracts have chase options. The auditor's attention is
been excluded from the estimate. Plant particularly directed to FAR 31.205-36
rearrangement costs applicable to a spe- for guidance in determining the reason-
cific contract or project are normally not ableness and acceptability of rental costs
included in an indirect cost pool; plant (including the sale and leaseback of facili-
rearrangement costs beneficial to all pro- ties). In this connection, special emphasis
duction effort are generally included in should be on evaluating the contractor's
indirect costs. The guidance in Chapter 8 policies and practices where sipnificant
on CAS 402 should be applied to insure portions of the plant and facilities are
that plant rearrangement costs incurred acquired by renting in lieu of purchase.
for the same purpose are allocated only
once and only on one basis. The auditor 9-703.12 Occupancy Cost
should review the plant rearrangement The auditor should evaluate the rea-
cost pattern in prior periods and compare sonableness of costs associated with the
actual costs incurred with previous esti- use and occupancy of the contractor's
mates in evaluating the reliability of the facilities. These costs include insurance,
current estimate. The auditor should be taxes, heat, light, guard services, and
alert to costs categorized by the contrac- maintenance expense. The evaluation
tor as plant rearrangement but where the should include a review of insurance
circumstances would indicate that they coverage, tax records, assessment notice,
should more properly be included under utility bills, security requirements, and a
the classification of "Plant Reconversion comparison of estimated costs with the
Costs." The definition and treatment of historical pattern of expense.
this latter category of costs are covered in
FAR 31.205-31. The advice of govern- 9-703.13 Excess Facilities
ment technical personnel should be solic- The auditor should determine whether
ited to establish the necessity and reason- estimated expenses for depreciation,
ableness of proposed significant rear- rent, and occupancy include costs gener-
rangement costs. ated by excess facilities. When it is deter-

mined that costs attributable to excess
9-703.10 Depredation facilities are included in the estimate, the

The auditor should be familiar with auditor should be guided by FAR 31.205-
current Internal Revenue guidelines and 17 and the provisions of the proposed
CAS 404 (Capitalization) and 409 (De- contract. The auditor should consider
preciation). The contractor's forecasts for any trends which might indicate the
depreciation should be evaluated using probability that excess facilities will de-
Internal Revenue guidelines as recog- velop during the period of the contract. A
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review of the contractor's budgets should miscellaneous income which has not been
provide insight in this area (see 5-500). credited either to indirect or direct ac-
Factors which may create excess facilities counts.
include reduced workload, acquisition of He or she must consider whether the
additional facilities, and shutdown of amount is correct, whether the period in
existing facilities. When the auditor's which the adjustment or income is credit-
evaluation indicates the probability of a ed is appropriate, and whether the ac-
significant increase in costs of excess counting treatment is acceptable.
facilities which will be allocated to the a. As a minimum the audit should
proposed contract, the auditor should include a review of the contractor's finan-
recommend that the contract contain cial statements, including the statements
appropriate dollar limitations, of cash flow, miscellaneous income ac-

counts, and journal vouchers. The audi-9-703.14 Corporate or Home Office tor should analyze the trends of the credit
Assessments items in the periods covered by the

Indirect cost forecasts made by an estimate.
operating division will usually include b. The auditor may find that the indi-
the anticipated home office assessment to rect expense pools have not been reduced
that division. The reasonableness of the by the amount of income received from
assessment should be evaluated on the such sources as scrap sales and rentals.
basis of services to be rendered or avail- Cash discounts taken and trade discounts
able to the operating division. The bases may have been credited to income ac-
of assessment should be reviewed to counts.
determine that all components of the c. Credit adjustments should be reflect-
company bear an equitable share. An ed in the indirect cost pools for amounts
accurate determination at the operating chargeable directly to contracts and
level may prove difficult and may include amounts chargeable directly to termina-
prorations of nonallowable home office tion proposals. The a,,ditor should re-
and corporate expenses. When the view the anticipated activity for contracts
amounts involved are significant, an as- for technical services, overhaul, spare
sist audit of the home office expenses parts, and facilities, the costs of which are
should be requested. The auditor at the wholly or partially recovered either di-
operating unit should furnish the assist rectly or on a fixed rate basis.
auditor with sufficient data as to the d. Credit adjustments should be ap-
contemplated level of activity of the plied against the expense originally
operating unit during the proposed con- charged; however, when the application
tract period to enable the home office of the credit would distort the expense
auditor to render an opinion as to the projection, the credit should be shown
appropriate participation of the operat- separately as a reduction of the total
ing unit in the total allocable home office indirect cost pool. Examples of such
expense. When feasible, the home office credit adjustment are worker's compen-
auditor should arrange for the periodic sation insurance refunds, price adjust-
review of forward pricing home office ments on material purchases, and insur-
rates applicable to operating divisions ance payments under casualty claims.
which have significant amount of govern-
ment business. The results of the reviews 9-703.16 Independent Research and
should be forwarded to the auditors at Development and Bid and Proposal Costs
the operating units for their use in evalu- FAR 31.205-18 sets forth certain rules
ating proposals (see 6-804). and procedures for establishing the allow-

ability of IR&D and B&P costs. For9-703.15 Miscellaneous Income and contractors' CFYs beginning after 30
Crodit Adustments September 1992, the ceiling limitations

The auditor is concerned with credit have been removed for most contractors
adjustments to indirect accounts, credits (see 7-1506). However, as discussed in 7-
to direct accounts which should have 1506, ceiling limitations are still in place
been credited to indirect accounts, and for three full CFYs after 30 September
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1992 for larger contractors with substan- unwilling to submit it, the auditor should
tial amounts of IR&D and B&P costs. so notify the contracting officer and
After this time frame the limitation will recommend that the contractor be re-
be removed. IR&D and B&P costs fore- quired to make such data available (see
cast for tiiese contractors should considLtr also 1-500).
these limitations until they are removed. b. Long range projections may lack
For those contractors where ceiling limi- sufficient data on which to base a reliable
tations are no longer applicable, the fore- estimate. When the estimates are not
cast of IR&D and B&P costs still need to susceptible to a reasonable evaluation,
be allowable, allocable, and reasonable the auditor should so inform the con-
and be of potential interest to DoD (see tracting officer and make appropriate
7-1500). recommendations. For example, the au-

ditor might recommend that a proposed
9-704 Evaluation of Prospective award be made on a flexible price basis in
Indirect Cost Rates accordance with the provisions of FAR

Part 16/DFARS Part 216, particularly
9-704.1 Evaluation of Rate when uncertainties in the long term indi-

rect cost forecasts are combined with the
Indirect costs, while expressed as dol- possibility of contract changes and the

lars, are calculated by the application of a indefinite nature of the particular govern-
rate to a selected cost base. To properly ment program.
evaluate the acceptability and reason- c. CAS 406 "Cost Accounting Period"
ableness of the contractor's indirect cost was established to provide criteria for
rates, the auditor should review the peri- selecting time periods to be used as cost
od covered by the rate and the propriety accounting periods for contract cost esti-
of the rate structure by which indirect mating, accumulating, and reporting. The
costs are allocated to cost objectives. Standard will reduce effects of variations

in the flow of costs within each cost
9-704.2 Rate Period accounting period (see 8-406).

a. The auditor should determine
whether the period used in developing an 9-704.3 Propriety of Rate Structure
indirect cost rate is appropriate for the The equity of the allocation of indirect
contemplated period of contract perfor- cost is dependent upon an evaluation of
mance. For example, if the rate used is the rate structure. Contractors may com-
based on projections covering a one year pute separate indirect cost rates for indi-
period and the period of contract perfor- rect costs such as manufacturing expense
mance is expected to cover two years, the or engineering expense, and the bases
rate may not be appropriate for the used in the computation of indirect cost
second year. When unable to support the rates may vary. Contractors modifying
use of such a single rate, the contractor their cost accounting systems to an ad-
should be requested to submit rates for vanced cost management system may
the subsequent periods involved. When adopt the use of multiple rates (see 6-
the period used by the contractor coin- 606.2c and 6-608.1c). Contractors must
cides with the period of contract perfor- use the same rate structure for estimating
mance, the auditor should determine that purposes as they do for historical costing
consideration has been given to all work purposes. When a contractor employs a
anticipated during the forecast period different rate structure for cost estimates,
which might influence the indirect cost the auditor should inquire whether a
rate. In evaluating the reasonableness of change in its accounting system is
costs contained in long range estimates, planned. If a change is planned, the
the auditor may be confronted with an contractor must submit a cost impact
unwillingness on the part of the contrac- statement resulting from the change and
tor to submit supporting data or an agree to an adjustment as required by
inability to submit reliable data. When FAR 52.230-5 of the CAS administration
there is reason to believe the contractor clause (see 8-500). The auditor should
has data that relates to an estimate but is review the change to determine if the
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different method causes inequitable re- ing workloads, for example, indirect cost
suits and the validity of the cost impact rates tend to increase because nonvaria-
statement. A change in method is not ble costs are spread over a smaller alloca-
improper by itself. The auditor should tion base. In the case of a corporate
recognize that the impact of current reorganization or a realignment of man-
procurement, changes in production mix, agement functions, additional costs may
modernization of manufacturing pro- be incurred which may result in an
cesses and practices (14-800), and other increase in indirect cost rates. When the
factors may necessitate the revision of an auditor's review indicates the possibility
existing rate structure to provide equita- of a decline in workload, a change in
ble cost allocations. The criteria used in management functions or any other fac-
determining the propriety of the number tor which would result in significant
and types of indirect cost rates appropri- fluctuations in the rates, the auditor
ate under varying conditions and the should determine the effect on the rate
propriety of the related proration bases computation. Where warranted, the audi-
are discussed in 6-600. tor should recommend ceilings in the

indirect cost rates to prevent the accep-
9-704.4 Ceiling Rates tance of an unreasonable amount of

Indirect cost rates may be subject to indirect costs in the negotiation of the
sharp fluctuations. In periods of declin- contract price.
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9-800 Section 8 - Economic Considerations in Price Proposals

9-801 Introduction 9-803 Types of EPA Clauses

This section provides guidance on the FAR 16.203-1 specifies three basic
evaluation of proposed economic costs. types of EPA clauses:

a. The first provides for adjustments
9-802 General based on established prices. It is used

where basic commodities and commer-
There are essentially two ways that cial items (i.e., steel, aluminum, brass,

contract prices can reflect the impact of bronze, copper, and standard supplies)
inflation over the contract performance comprise a major portion of the contract

work. Price adjustments are based on anperiodn increase or decrease from a specifieda. In the most widely used method, the level in published or established prices of
proposed contract price includes current either specific items or price levels of
estimates of wages and prices that are contract end items.
expected to be experienced during con- b. The second type provides for adjust-
tract performance. The preferred bases ments based on the contractor's experi-
for current estimates are forecasts of enced labor or material costs and is
future wage and price indices prepared by commonly referred to as the actual cost
qualified, professional economists. Their method. This type of clause is used when
predictions are based on econometric there is no major element of design
computer models of the U.S. economy engineering or development work in-
which consider a large number of factors volved and one or more identifiable labor
that influence wages and prices. Accord- or material cost factors are subject to
ingly, when evaluating proposals by this change. Price adjustments are based on
method, follow the guidance for using an increase or decrease in specified costs
economic forecasts explained in DCAAP of labor or material actually experienced
7641.74, Use of Economic Indexes in by the contractor during performance of
Contract Audits. the contract.

b. Alternatively, the contract proposal c. The third type is referred to as the
may be priced without escalation and an cost index method. It is used when there
economic price adjustment (EPA) clause will be an extended period of perfor-
may be proposed. This arrangement is mance and the amount subject to adjust-
appropriate when there is serious doubt ment is substantial. Although many vari-
about the stability of future market or ations can be developed, one approach is
labor conditions during an extended con- to select representative BLS labor and
tract performance period. When such material indices and project them into
expectations are not included in the con- the future. Price adjustments result only
tract price, and they can be separately if the actual indices are outside a defined
identified, they may be covered by an range about the projections.
EPA clause.

c. Use of EPA clauses has increased, 9-804 Evaluation Techniques and
primarily because of potential inequities Considerations
that fixed-price contracting can produce
in periods of economic uncertainty. Such a. Techniques to evaluate proposed
clauses are intended to protect both the costs subject to EPA clauses are depen-
government and the contractor from the dent on (1) the appropriate clause, (2) the
effects of abnormal wage and/or price contractor's accounting system, and (3)
changes which could cause significant other factors relevant to the proposed
losses or windfall gains for reasons be- acquisition. As appropriate, use evalu-
yond the control of the contracting par- ation techniques in the preceding sec-
ties. tions of this chapter.
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b. The evaluation techniques used in sioned by 4-803. While the auditor
the preaward audit of a proposed EPA should be involved in preaward econom-
clause should be selected to assure that ic decisions, it may not always be possi-(1) economic factors already contained in ble to do an audit evaluation before the
the original price proposal are not dupli- contract is executed; such action may not
cated, (2) the base period of the clause is
the same period used to establish the base be requested or time may not permit a
price, (3) the contemplated clause is the review based on the auditor's initiative.
most appropriate for the anticipated con- At all times, but especially when this is
tract environment, (4) the contractor's the case, the auditor must be alert to
accounting system is capable of identi- possible contractor windfall profits orfyinR and segrepating the specific eco- other excessive cost recoveries due to the
nomic costs sub ect to adjustment from operation of the EPA clause. When these
those attributable to qualitative and/or conditions are detected the contracting
quantitative changes, and (5) an adjust- officer should be advised. All remedies
ment will be made for only those eco- should be exhausted at the FAO andnomic changes beyond the control of the regional level. If the situation continues,contractor. however, and resolution by the FAO or

9-805 Unsatisfactory Conditions the regional office seems improbable, the
condition should be reported in accor-

Auditor vigilance is necessary to pre- dance with 4-803.
clude unsatisfactory conditions as envi-
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9-900

9-900 Section 9- Profit in Price Proposals

9-901 Introduction for each applicable negotiated contract
and to document the files accordingly.

a. This section provides policy guid- This "initial" profit objective is, of
ance as to the auditor's responsibilities course, subject to later discussion and
related to profit or fee included in the revision as part of the overall price
contractor's price proposal. negotiated for the contract. In establish-

b. FAR 15.900/DFARS Subpart 215.9 ing a profit objective for a prospective
state the government and DoD policies contract award, the contracting officer is
and procedures for determining profit required to consider all pertinent infor-
and fee objectives for negotiated con- mation, including audit data, available
tracts. It is in the government's interest prior to negotiation. It is not, however,
and therefore the general policy of DoD intended that the profit objective be
and civilian agencies to offer contractors computed based on precise mathematical
opportunities for financial rewards suffi- calculations particularly for sub-elements
cient to stimulate efficient contractor of the major profit factors.
performance, attract the best capabilities
of qualified contractors, and maintain a 9-903 Other Methods for
viable industrial base. Establishing DoD Profit Objectives

9-902 Weighted Guidelines for DoD Other methods for establishing profit
Profit Policy objectives may be used for the contract

types set forth in DFARS 215.973. Gen-
a. The weighted guidelines method set erally, it is expected that such methods

forth in DFARS 215.971 is generally will ensure that the appropriate profit
prescribed for use by contracting officers factors and the relative values of these
in computing the profit objective to be factors are considered. In addition,
used in negotiating contracts with com- DFARS 215.972 describes the modified
mercial organizations where cost analysis weighted guidelines method for nonprofit
is performed (see 9-903 for other meth- organizations. The procedures for estab-
ods). Under this method, the contracting lishing fee provisions on cost-plus-award-
officer is required to perform the profit fee contracts are described in DFARS
analysis necessary to develop a prenegoti- 216.404-2 and 215.974. Note that they
ation objective for each contract action. do not permit the use of the weighted
The weighted guidelines method express- guidelines method.
ly takes into account (i) the contractor's
degree of performance risk in producing 9-904 Civilian Agency Profit Policies
the goods or services purchased under the and Procedures
contract action, (2) the contract-type risk
assumed by the contractor under varied Civilian agencies' profit policies and
contract and incentive arrangements, (3) procedures are contained in FAR 15.900
the level of working capital needed for and those agencies' FAR supplements to
contract performance, and (4) the nature 15.900. These policies also provide for a
of the contractor's facilities capital to be structured approach to the profit objec-
employed. tive to be used in negotiating contracts

b. Contractors are encouraged to with commercial organizations where
present the details of proposed profit cost analysis is performed. NASA uses
amounts in the weighted guidelines for- the structured approach which considers
mat. This would facilitate a more com- contractor effort in each cost category,
plete discussion of the individual factors cost risk, investment, performance, so-
which will determine the overall profit cioeconomic programs, and special situa-
objective. The contracting officer is re- tions. DOE uses weighted guidelines
quired to utilize the weighted guidelines which consider sub-levels of the cost
method in establishing a profit objective elements, contract risk, capital invest-
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ment, independent research and develop- audit report. Direct comments toward
ment, special program participation, and assisting the contracting officer in devel-
other considerations. DOT uses weighted oping a profit objective for the contract
guideline methods for manufacturing and conducting the profit negotiations
contracts, research and development con- with the contractor. When methods other
tracts, and services contracts. Risk per- than weighted guidelines are used for
centage ranges are provided by contract establishing profit objectives, develop
type for each of the contract categories. comments similar to those required un-
GSA uses a structured approach which der contracts where weighted guidelines
considers material acquisition, conver- apply. A percentage computation should
sion direct labor, conversion related indi- not be shown in the report nor should the
rect costs, other costs, and general man- contractor's requested profit percentage
agement. Other factors include contract be related to questioned costs. Also note
cost risk, capital investment, cost control that it is not Agency policy to initiate
and other past accomplishments, Federal completion of the profit form, DD Form
socioeconomic programs, and special si- 1547, although the auditor may assist in
tuations and independent development, evaluating or completing this form if

specifically called upon to do so by the
9-905 Responsibilities contracting officer.

a. Contracting Officer. After evaluating 9-906.1 Contractor Performance Risk
the contractor's cost proposal and estab- This factor under DoD weighted guide-
lishing negotiation objectives on cost, the lines addresses the contractor's risk in
contracting officer is responsible for us- fulfilling contractual requirements
ing the weighted guidelines method un- through consideration of three broad
der DFARS 215.971 to complete DD categories (technical, management, and
Form 1861, Contract Facilities Capital cost). The auditor may include comments
Cost of Money. The completion of this on these categories to assist the contract-
form is a prerequisite to the completion ing officer in determining whether the
of DD Form 1547, Record of Weighted profit objective for each category should
Guidelines Method Application. These be set toward the lower or upper level of
two forms are shown in DFARS 253.303- the established percentage range. Exam-
1547 and 253.303-1861. Note also that pies of areas for comment include: reli-
the contracting officer may request coin- ability of management and internal con-
pletion of these forms through normal trol systems, reliability of cost estimates
ield pricing support procedures (9-103 and the contractor's cost estimating sys-

and DFARS 215.805). tem, and cost reduction initiatives and
b. DCAA. The auditor is responsible cost control (see DFARS 215.971-2).

for determining that the contractor's fi-
nancial and cost data supporting the 9-906.2 Contract-TyRe Risk
profit allowance is fairly stated, and a. This profit factor under DoD weight-
preparing report comments on this deter- ed guidelines focuses on the degree of
rination in accordance with the guid- cost responsibility accepted by the con-
ance in 10-307.6. Examples of appropri- tractor under varying contract structures
ate areas for comment are provided in and incentive arrangements. When ap-
the following paragraphs on specific prof- propriate, comment on the availability or
it factors. However, see 9-906.6 on limi- extent of cost history, the length of the
tations. performance period, the extent of effort

subcontracted, and the extent of any
9-906 Audit Policy costs already incurred under an undefini-

tized contract action (see DFARS
In conjunction with the evaluation of 215.971-3).

the price proposal, examine the contrac- b. For fixed-price contracts •vith prog-
tor's profit submission and books and ress payment provisions, an aujustment
records to develop comments on the to consider contractor working capital
major profit factors for inclusion in the needs is to be calculated by the contract-
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ing officer and added to the contract-type a. In the contractor-performance and
risk factor. With regard to this adjust- contract-type risk categories, profit is not
ment, comment on the accuracy of allow- assigned to G&A expenses, costs of facili-
able costs, whether the costs properly ties when purchased for the account of
exclude facilities capital cost of money the government, contractor IR&D/B&P,
(FCCM), and the accuracy of the deduc- and FCCM. As a result, contractors may
tion for progress payments (see DFARS consider changes to their accounting
215.971-3(eX3)). structures in order to maximize profits.

For example, it could be to the contrac-
9-906.3 Facilities Capital Employed tor's benefit to shift marginal G&A ex-

a. This profit factor under DoD weight- penses into overhead or, alternatively, to
ed guidelines recognizes the contractor's segregate the G&A pool costs into two
facilities capital to be employed during portions (G&A as defined by CAS, and
contract performance. The amount of other expenses). The contractor could
recognition is separated among asset ca- then propose profit on the other expenses
tegories in proportion to the potential for not categorized as G&A.
productivity. The asset categories are b. Also be aware of the interrelation-
land, buildings, and equipment. The des- ships between DoD's profit policy and
ignated profit rate ranges are 0 percent compliance with DFARS 215.871 on
for land, 10 to 20 percent for buildings, production special tooling and produc-
and 20 to 50 percent for equipment. Note tion special test equipment (PST and
th- t significant emphasis is placed on the PSTE). The contracting officer should
investment in equipment. The auditor include where appropriate a special pro-
may comment on the accuracy and distri- vision in the solicitation and contract
bution of the facilities capital employed which addresses how facilities capital
among the asset categories or on the cost of money will be estimated, mea-
extent of idle facilities (see DFARS sured, and paid on the unamortized cost
215.971-4). of PST or PSTE and the computing of

b. An alternate set of lower ranges profit or fee for PST and PSTE. When
should be used by contracting officers to questioning cost proposed in excess of
compute the facilities capital profit factor the payment limitations imposed by
(1) in the event that a firm which is DFARS 215.871 (see 9-605.2), make ap-
predominantly facilitized for manufac- propriate disclosures on whether the con-
turing work receives a service or R&D tractor took into account the implication
contract and (2) in recognition that the of these items in profit consideration and
method used to allocate FCCM can result FCCM.
in a disproportionate asset allocation to
R&D and services effort. The alternate 9-906.5 OrMsets
ranges are 0 percent for land, 0 to 10 Be alert to the alternate approaches to
percent for buildings, and 15 to 25 per- the weighted guidelines method andthat
cent for equipment. The auditor may offset policies apply to certain pricing
comment on the proportionality of the actions. DFARS 215.971-3(cX3),
asset allocation. 215.972(d), and 215.973(bX2) and

c. No fee or profit will be allowed 215.974(c) address specific types of off-
under a "facilities contract" (see FAR sets or exclusions in establishing a
45.302-2(.)) or for facilities purchased fee/profit objective. Concurrently, if the
"for the account" of the government contractor does not elect to claim or
under any other type of contract (see propose FCCM, recommendations
FAR 45.302-3(c)). should be made to insert the clauses at

FAR 52.215-30 and -31 into the contract,
9-906.4 Cost laterrelatioinhips if not already incorporated in the solicita-

Cost interrelationships that affect prof- tion.
it should be noted in the appendix on
profit, 10-307.6, and in other sections of 9-906.6 Limitations
the audit report, as appropriate. Exam- Establishment of an appropriate profit
pies include: allowance is a crucial aspect of most
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contract negotiations. Except for the profit area except upon specific contract-
comments suggested above, which are ing officer request. In this event, the
intended to help the contracting officer auditor's effort will be limited to furnish-
by furnishing the information which he ing the information or factual data re-
or she will usually wish to consider, the quested.
auditor will not initiate action in the
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9-1000 Section 10- Review of Parametric Cost Estimates

9-1001 Introduction EDP data bases and/or computer model-
ing may be used in these types of panr-

a. This section contains an overview metric cost estimating systems.
and general guidance on reviewing cost- c. Parametric estimating techniques
to-noncost estimating relationships, pri- may be used in conjunction with any of
marily in the context of contractor price the following estimating methods:
proposals. This section also contains (1) Detailed - also known as the
guidance on the use of estimating stan- bottoms-up approach. This method di-
dards in price proposals. It supplements vides proposals into their smallest coin-
guidance provided in this chapter, refer- ponent tasks and are normally supported
enced appendixes, and in 10-300 which is by detailed bills of material.
applicable to proposal audits regardless (2) Comparative - develops proposed
of the cost estimating methods used. costs using like items produced in the
More detailed guidance can be found in as a baseline. Allowances are made
Appendix D-400, Cost Estimating Meth- roduct dissimilarities and changes in
ods. This supplementary guidance con- such things as complexity, scale, design,
tains criteria contractors should meet and materials.

(3) Judgmental - subjective methodbefore submitting proposals based on of estimating costs using estimates of
parametric cost estimates. prior experience, judgment, memory, in-

ormal notes, and other data. It is typical-9-1002 Parametric Cost Estimating ly used during the research and develop-
Terminology ment phase when drawings have not yet

been developed.
9-1002.1 Definition of Parametric Cost
Estimating 9-1002.2 Distinction Between Cost and

a. Parametric cost estimating ("para- Noncost Independent Variables
metrics") has been defined as a technique a. Although the basic criteria for cost-
employing one or more cost estimating to-cost and cost-to-noncost CERs are
relationships (CERs) to estimate costs generally comparable, the supplementary
associated with the development, manu- criteria in this section pertain to cost-to-
facture, or modification of an end item noncost CERs. Audits of traditional cost-
(See D-405b). A CER expresses a quanti- to-cost estimating rates and factors are
fiable correlation between certain system covered in other sections of this chapter
costs and other system variables either of and in referenced appendixes.

h nature. CERs asaid b. Cost-to-noncost CERs are CERscost or technical are which use something other than cost or
to represent the use of one or more labor hours as the independent variable.
independent variables to predict or esti- Examples of noncost independent vari-
mate a dependent variable (cost). ables include end-item weight, perfor-

b. Parametnics encompasses even the mance requirements, density of electron-
simplest traditional arithmetic relation- ic packaging, number or complexity of
ships among historical data such as sim- engineering drawings, production rates or
ple factors or ratios used in estimating constraints, and number of tools pro-
scrap costs. However, for audit purposes duced or retooled. CERs involving such
our guidance will limit special consider- variables, when significant, require that
ation of parametrics to more advanced or the accuracy and currency of the noncost
complex applications. These may involve variable data be audited. Special audit
extensive use of cot-to-noncost CERs, considerations are described in 9-1003
multiple independent variables related to and 9-1004.
a single cost effect, or independent vari-
ables defined in terms of weapon system 9-1002.3 Una of Pametric Cast
performance or design characteristics Fadmenss
rather than more discrete material re- a. Parametric cost estimating is used by
quirements or production processes. bth contractors and government in plan-
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ning, budgeting, and executing the acqui- 9-1003.1 Disclosure of Parametric
sition process. Parametric cost models Estimating Data
are generally made up of several CERs a. The purpose of the Truth in Negotia-
and can be used to estimate the costs for tions Act, 10 U.S.C. 2306(a), is to pro-
part of a proposal or the entire proposal. vide the government with all facts avail-
The cost models are often computerized able to the contractor at the time of
and may be made up of both cost-to-cost certification and that the cost or pricing
and cost-to-noncost interrelated CERs. data was current, complete, and accurate
The guidance contained in this chapter is (see 14-100). Parametric estimates must
intended to assist in the review of para- meet the same basic disclosure require-
metric estimates, CERs, and/or cost mod- ments under the act as detailed estimates.
els used in developing price proposals for b. Although the principles are no dif-
negotiation of government contracts. ferent, proposals supported in whole or in

b. Parametric cost estimates are often part with parametric estimating will
used to crosscheck the reasonableness of present new fact situations concerning
estimates developed using other estimat- cost or pricing data which is required to
ing methods. Genera'Ly, it would not be be submitted. A fundamental part of the
prudent to rely on pa; ametric techniques definition of cost or pricing data is "all
based on a broad range of data points to facts.., which prudent buyers and sellers
estimate costs when directly applicable would reasonably expect to have a signifi-
program or contract specific historical cant effect on price negotiations" (FAR
cost data is available, as in the case of 15.801). Reasonable parallels may be
follow-on production for the same hard- drawn between the data examples provid-
ware in the same plant. Nor would para- ed in FAR for discrete estimating ap-
metric techniques be appropriate for con- proaches and the type of data pertinent to
tract pricing of specific elements such as parametric estimating approaches. For
labor and indirect cost rates which re- example, if a contractor uses a cost-to-
quire separate forecasting considerations noncost CER in developing an estimate,
such as time and place of contract perfor- the data for the CER should be current,
mance. The use of a parametric estimat- accurate, and complete (see D-4060.
ing method is considered appropriate, for c. Many contractors use parametric
example, when the program is at the cost estimating for supplementary sup-
engineering concept stage and the pro- port or for crosschecking estimates devel-
gram definition is unclear, or when no oped usin# other methods. Judgment is
bill of materials exists. In such cases, the necessary in selecting the data to be used
audit evaluation should determine that: in developing the total cost estimate

(1) the parametric cost model was relied upon for the price proposal. In
based on historical cost data and/or was distinguishing between fact and judg-
calibrated to that data, and ment, FAR states the certificate of cost or

(2) the contractor has demonstrated pricing data "does not make representa-
that the CER or cost model actually tions as to the accuracy of the contrac-
reflects or replicates that data to a reason tor's judgment on the estimated portion

eable degree of a acy. of future costs or projections. It does,
however, apply to the data upon which
the contractor's judgment is based" (FAR9-1003 Pammetr~k EUtlmanim 15.804-4[b]). Therefore, if a contractor

Criteri fW Plre PWP develops a proposal using both paramet-
ric data and discrete estimates, it would

When a contractor uses parametric cost be prudent to disclose all pertinent facts
estimating techniques in a price proposal, to avoid later questions about full disclo-
the auditor will apply all pertinent crite- sure (see D-4060.
ria applicable to any proposal along with d. The auditor should address the
the supplemental criteria provided in 9- following questions during the evaluation
1004. of parametric cost estimates:
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* Do the procedures clearly establish estimates must be accurately and consis-
guidelines for when parametric tech- tently available over a period of time and
niques would be appropriate? easily traced to or reconciled with source

e Are there guidelines for the consis- documentation.
tent application of estimating tech-
niques? 9-1004.3 Statistical Validity

* Is there proper identification of The contractor should demonstrate
sources of data and the estimating meth- that a significant statistical relationship
ods and rationale used in developing cost exists among the variables used in a
estimates? parametric cost estimating relationship.

e Do the procedures ensure that rele- There are several statistical methods such
vant personnel have sufficient training, as regression analysis that can be used to
experience, and guidance to perform esti- validate a cost estimating relationship;
mating tasks in accordance with the con- however, no single uniform test can be
tractor's established procedures? specified. Statistical testing may vary

e Is there an internal review of and depending on an overall risk assessment
accountability for the adequacy of the and the unique nature of a contractor's
estimating system, including the compar- parametric data base and the related
ison of projected results to actual results estimating system. Proposal documenta-
and an analysis of any differences? tion should describe the statistical analy-

sis performed and include the contrac-9-1004 Supplemental Estimating tor's explanation of the CER's statistical
Criteria validity. See Appendix E for information

on techniques which may be used in the
The auditor should also consider the evaluation of the cost estimating relation-

following supplemental criteria when ships.
evaluating parametric cost estimates.
9-1004.1 Logical Relationships 9-1004.4 Cost Prediction Results

The contractor should demonstrate The contractor should demonstrate
that the cost-to-noncost estimating rela- that the parametric cost estimating rela-
tionships used are the most logical. A tionships used can predict costs with a
contractor should consider all reasonably reasonable degree of accuracy. As with
logical estimating alternatives and not the use of any estimating relationship
limit the analysis to the first apparent set derived from prior history, it is essential
of variables. When a contractor's analysis in the use of parametric CERs for the
discloses multiple alternatives that ap- contracto: to document that work being
pear logical, statistical testing (9-1003.3) estimated is comparable to the prior
of selected logical relationships may be work from which the parametric data
used to provide the basis for choosing the base was developed.
best alternative. 9-1004.5 System Monitoring

9-1004.2 Verifiable Data The contractor should ensure that cost-
The contractor should demonstrate to-noncost parametric rates are periodi-

that data used for parametric cost esti- cally monitored in the same manner as
mating relationships can be verified. In cost-to-cost rates and factors. If a CER is
many instances the auditor will not have validated and will only be used in a
previously evaluated the accuracy of non- onetime major new pricing application,
cost data used in parametric estimates. rate monitoring capability is not essential
For monitoring and documenting non- (see 9-1004.2). However, if it is expected
cost variables, contractors may have to that the rates should be considered as an
modify existing information systems or ongoing estimating technique, CER mon-
develop new ones. Information that is itoring is critical. The contractor should
ad= uate for day-to-day management revalidate any CER whenever system
needs may not be reliable enough for monitoring discloses that the relationship
contract pricing. Data used in parametric has changed.
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9-1005 Areas for Special (1) FPRAs/FPAs do not appear practi-
Consideration in Parametric Cost cable for CERs that are intended for use
Estimating on only one or few proposals.

(2) Comparability of the work being
9-1005.1 Parametric Estimating for estimated to the parametric data base is

eOrders critical. FPRA proposals for CERs must
Change Oinclude documentation clearly describing

Change order pricing using paidmetric circumstances when the rates should be
cost estimating relationships may need to used and the data used to estimate the
be considered in a different light than rates must be clearly related to the cir-
initial contract pricing actions. The con- cumstances.
tractor may use cost estimating relation- (3) Validation of all the parametric
ships which are unique to change order criteria (9-1003) is especially important if
proposals. In general, contractors do not a single CER or family of CERs is to be
segregate costs separately for individual used repetitively on a large number of
change orders. Therefore, it is important proposals.
that the contractor have a system in place
to validate, verify, and monitor CERs 9-10053 Subcontract Pricing
unique to change orders. However, if the Considerations
CER was applicable to the basic contract a. FAR 15.806-2(a) requires that when
and change orders, the CER could be a contractor is required to submit certi-
validated without cost segregation. fied cost or pricing data, the contractor
9-1005.2 Forward Pricing Rate will also submit to the government accu-
Agreements rate, complete, and current cost or pric-

ing data from prospective subcontractors
a. Contractors may submit proposals in support of each subcontract cost esti-

for forward pricing rate agreements mate that is:
(FPRAs) or formula pricing agreements (1) $1,000,000 or more,
(FPAs) for parametric cost estimating (2) both more than $100,000 and more
relationships to reduce proposal docu- than 10 percent of the prime contractor's
mentation efforts and enhance govern- proposed price, or
ment understanding and acceptance of (3) considered to be necessary to ade-
the contractor's system. Government and quately price the prime contract.
contractor time can be saved by including Use of parametric CERs does not re-
the contractor's most commonly used lieve a contractor of its responsibility to
CERs in FPRAs or FPAs. (See FAR disclose planned subcontract procure-
15.809 for basic criteria.) However, such ments and the related subcontractor cost
an agreement is not a substitute for or pricing data.
contractor compliance at the time of b. When proposed material costs are
submitting a specific price proposal. FAR based on parametric estimates, the con-
requires that the contractor describe any tractor must demonstrate that the type of
FPRAs in each specific pricing proposal materials required for the proposal are
to which the rates apply and identify the the same as included in the CER data
latest cost or pricing data already submit- base. The auditor should perform audit
ted in accordance with the ageement. All procedures to determine if:
data submitted in connection with the (1) materials included in the CER data
agreement is certified as being accurate, base are not estimated separately in the
complete, and current at the time of proposal, and
agreement on price on each pricing ac- (2) adjustments have been made to the
tion the rates are used on, not at the time CER data base for those items which
of negotiation of the FPA or FPRA (FAR were previously manufactured in-house
15.809 [d]). and now are being purchased. If the CER

b. Key considerations in auditing data base has not been adjusted, the
FPRA/FPA proposals for parametric contractor should provide a detailed cost
CERs follow: estimate for purchased materials.
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c. The contractor should explain any burden to document compliance with the
major differences between parametric es- other criteria.
timates of subcontract costs and the b. If a contractor does not support the
subcontractor's quoted price and to pro- adjustment factors, the contracting offi-
vide the rationale for using the paramet- cer should be promptly notified (see 9-
ric estimate instead of the quote. 1004.8). In addition, the auditor should

d. Consistency in subcontract cost esti- determine if a qualified or adverse opin-
mating must be maintained within the ion is required (see 9-209). The audit
contractor's estimating system. Any sig- report should disclose the costs associ-
nificant deviations from normal practices ated with the unsupported factors.
in the proposal must be identified and
justified by the contractor. 9-1005.6 Contract AdministrationInterface

9-1005.4 Parametric Estimating a. Upon receipt of a request to review a
Efficiency price proposal, the auditor will coordi-

a. A primary justification for using nate with the Plant Representative/ACO
parametrics is reduced estimating and to make arrangements for any needed
negotiation costs. Contractors should technical reviews of the proposal (see D-
perform a cost-benefit analysis before 100). Because of the special nature of
implementing an elaborate parametric cost-to-noncost estimating relationships,
estimating model. Their analysis should and the possibility of limited cost history
show that implementation and monitor- and added audit testing, complete coordi-
ing costs do not outweigh the benefit of nation is especially important when para-
reduced estimating costs. In many in- metric estimates are involved.
stances, new reporting systems may have b. While the auditor will address spe-
to be developed to provide reliable non- cial areas of concern as requested by the
cost independent variables. In addition, PCO and/or the Plant Representative/
the costs of CER validation and monitor- ACO, the audit scope will be established
ing may be substantial. by the auditor in accordance with the

b. When the contractor's cost-benefit auditing standards (see 9-103.3), unless
analysis indicates that the parametric the PCO only requests a review of part of
system implementation costs might out- a price rroposal (see 9-207).
weigh the benefits of reduced estimating c. Auditors should not actively partici-
costs and/or increased estimating accura- pate as fully voting team members in a
cy, the matter should be pursued for contractor's parametric estimating sys-
potential cost avoidance recommenda- tem development. However, they should
tions as discussed in 9-308. be available, on request, to explain appli-

cable price proposal criteria and identify
9-1005.5 Data Base Adjustment any prospective audit concerns to both
Considerations government and contractor personnel.

a. One basic criterion (9-1003.4) is that An example of such audit advice would
the parametric data base be comparable be to identify operating reports or records
to work being estimated. However, a that have not been previously used to
contractor may have to adapt a partially forecast costs and would therefore re-
comparable data base to its cost history quire added contractor support and audit
using a "calibration" factor. An example testing. Such advance coordination will
would be an adjustment to the data base help avoid unnecessary contractor system
to estimate the savings as a result of development costs.
continuous improvement initiatives such
as TQM. The utilization of complexity 9-1005.7 Reporting of Estimating
factors and/or adjustments to modify Deficiencies
contractor developed in-house CERs is a The immediate reporting to the Plant
valid technique. However, the use of such Representative/ACO required by 9-205
factors or adjustments should be fully will include any significant deficiencies
documented and disclosed. In addition, in parametric cost estimates used in
this approach increases the contractor's preparing a proposal. These may include
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incorrect, incomplete, or noncurrent data duction costs (effort, time, and/or materi-
and use of inappropriate estimating tech- als) to specific characteristics of a prod-
niques. When a proposal evaluation dis- uct such as composition, weight, size, or
closes estimating system deficiencies, a duration. This approach is designed to
separate report entitled "Estimating Sys- save estimating effort and has been used
tem Deficiency Disclosed during Evalu- frequently in estimating construction
ation of Proposal No. XXX" will be costs and costs of recurring job orders
issued immediately after the proposal such as printing. Many contractors use
audit report (see 9-310b). the technique in shop-order budgeting

and production control.
9-1006 Estimating Standards b. Estimating standards may be used to

estimate the cost of a single material item
9-1006.1 Distinction Between Estimating required for the work, or the cost of a
Standards and Parametric Cost single labor operation; for example, weld-
Estimating ing electrodes per ton of structural steel,

a. In terms of historical evolution and press operations time per page, or guard-
sophistication, the terminology of esti- service costs per week. More complex,
mating standards as covered in this para- composite standards may be used to
graph might be viewed as falling between estimate costs of groups of components
traditional cost-to-cost estimating rates or broader classes of labor operations.
and factors and the more advanced types c. Use of estimating standards may be
of parametric estimating systems (see 9- appropriate in contract cost estimating
1002). However, a contractor may elect situations when there is a close correla-
to use any combination of these evaluat- tion between an amount of production
ing methods, perhaps in the same propos- cost and the related product or process
al. characteristic. The data sets being corre-

b. Estimating standards are normally lated must have been measured in a
developed through the use of motion- uniform manner. The cost data used
time-measurement studies performed by should be verifiable by reasonable means.
industrial engineers. Parametrics, on the The units of measure used for base
other hand, are developed by relating characteristics should be uniform and
historical costs to one or more noncost readily identifiable; the quantity or value
drivers. While estimating standards usu- of a characteristic should be readily de-
ally represent cost-to-noncost relation- terminable. Standards may be derived
snips, they have traditionally been limit- from industry-wide statistics but should
ed to narrower or more discrete elements from industry-wid e ta t should
of estimated cost than may be the case in be relevant and verifiable to the experi-
more complex parametric CERs. Also, ence of the particular contractor using
the logic of the estimating relationship them.
and the appropriateness of the mathe- 9-1006.3 Applicbilit to Price Proposals
matics in estimating standards will usual-
ly be readily apparent. Traditionally, estimating standards

c. Estimating standards will not neces- have been used to estimate costs in lump
sarily require validation under the crite- sums, often including supervision, indi-
ria for parametric cost estimating rela- rect costs, and occasionally general and
tionships contained in 9-1003. Especially administrative expense. To comply with
when such standards (e.g., hours/pound, the SF 1411 and cost accounting stan-
hours/drawing, hours/page) have been in dards, the contractor will normally have
place and accepted by government per- to factor the estimate to identify the costs
sonnel, the evaluation guidance in this by cost element or function. Alternative-
paragraph will likely be sufficient. ly, a proposed cost based on an estimat-

ing standard might qualify for submis-
9-1006.2 Use of Estimating Standards sion as an "other" cost element if the cost

a. Estimating standards may be estab- can be tracked as such and is a relatively
lished by relating engineering and/or pro- minor part of the total proposal.
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9-1006.4 Audit Procedures ciently similar or comparable to that
a. Depending on materiality and risk of contemplated in the estimate at hand.

the costs estimated, the auditor should b. When changes are contemplated in

examine the development and applica- the design or production of an end item
or the rate or method of production, the

tion of estimating standards to determine contractor's adjustments of the estimat-
whether their use is proper in the circum- ing standards require special scrutiny.
stances. Evaluate all cost and noncost Review by government technical special-
data applicable to each significant esti- ists may be necessary in this situation.
mating standard and determine whether c. During audits of historical costs,
the data has been properly used in the sufficient information may be readily
computations. Assure that the measure- available from which the auditor could
ments and correlation are adequate for develop estimating standards to use as
the purpose (see 9-1005.2). Determine one means of appraising recurring con-
whether the basis for the standard (for tractor estimates. However, this will not
example, the product mix, production substitute for audit review of cost esti-
rates, and production methods) is suffi- mates as submitted by the contractor.
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9-1200 Section 12 - Forward Pricing Rate Agreements

9-1201 Introduction 9-1202.3 Forward Pricing Factor
A forward pricing factor is generally

.it is DCAA policy that forward represented as a percentage or ratio that
pricing rate agreements (FPRAs) between is applied to an existing cost or estimate
the government and contractors receive in order to arrive at another, usually
consistent audit treatment. In conso- related, cost determination or estimate.
nance with this policy, this section Scrap, for example, is typically estimated
presents audit guidance covering the es- as a percentage of unit material costs and
tablishment and monitoring of FPRAs at then added to the unit material costs to
contractor locations. develop total unit material costs. Other

b. The guidance presented herein is typical forward pricing factors include
intended to supplement the detailed escalation, labor fringes, and special tool-
guidance presented in other parts of e ing
CAM, such as 9-700, on the audit of ing.
estimated rates. 9-1202.4 Formula Pricing Agreement

9-1202 Definitions and Background a. A formula pricing agreement (FPA)
is a written agreement between a DoD

9-1202.1 FPRA contracting office and a large volume
An FPRA, as defined in FAR 15.801, contractor which sets forth a methodolo-

is a written agreement negotiated b- gy that the contractor agrees to follow
tween a contractor and the government when p ing items covered by the FPA.
regarding certain rates and factors to be It differs from an FPRA in that, once
used during a specified period for pricing established, the FPA may be used to
contracts or contract modifications. Such determine the complete final price of
rates and factors represent reasonable individual orders. A typical FPA, for
projections of s ific costs that are not example, may be established to cover and
easily estimate for, identified with, or expedite the acquisition of spares.
generated by, a specific contract, contract b. DCAA FAOs, as part of DoD's field
end item, or task. These projections may pricing support team, are requested to
include rates for labor, indirect costs, review both contractor FPA and FPRA
material obsolescence and un ,spag e submissions. All FPA and FPRA submis-
parts provisioning, and material san- sions must be prepared and supported
dling. with cost or pricing data that is current,

accurate, and complete. Contractor certi-
9-1202.2 Forward Pricing Rate fication to this effect is required at the

A (FIPRR) time agreement is reached on the formula
price and/or at the time of agreement on

agreement betweefnitheigovernm awind individual orders over $500,000 (see 9-agreement between the government and 1206). This difference aside, much of the
its contractor. A contractor, however, 1206) Thidince aid he ofithe
may not always be willing to enter into an audit guidance contained herein for
FPA because of frequently changing FPRAs is also generally applicable to theFPRA ~ ~ ~ ~ ----us offeqetl-h6gn review of an FPA.
business conditions or other circum-
stances. If, under these circumstances,
the government still wishes to use some 9-1203 FPRA Initiation, Application,
form of preestablished pricing rates, for- Use, and Expiration
ward pricing rate recommendations can
be unilaterally established by the ACO. a. The establishment of an FPRA may
Although the establishment of an FPRR be initiated by either the contractor,
differs in some key respects from an PCO, or ACO whenever it is determined
FPRA, most of the audit guidance con- that the benefits to be derived from such
taied within this section applies equally an agreement are commensurate with the
to both types of rates. effort of establishing and monitoring it.
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b. The government normally enters ing circumstances. At a minimum, how-
into an FPRA with contractors having a ever, the auditor should:
significant volume of pricin$ actions with (1) Appropriately consider (i) the ma-
the government. This avoids havin 4 to teriality of bases, pools, and rates; (ii) the
reestablish new rate estimates every time results of prior DCAA reviews and ade-
the contractor bids on new work. In quacy of contractor internal controls; (iii)
determining whether to establish an the historical differences between the
FPRA, it is the ACO's responsibility to contractor's forecasted and actual rates;
consider whether sufficient benefit can be (iv) changes in the contractor's organiza-
derived from such an agreement. tion, operations, manufacturing pro-

c. Contracting officers will use FPRA cesses and practices (14-800), business
rates as bases tor pricing all contracts, volume, and allocation bases; (v) the mix
modifications, and other contractual ac- of government and commercial business
tions to be performed during the period and types of government contracts; and
covered by the agreement, unless the (vi) Board of Directors minutes for docu-
ACO determines that changed conditions mentation of any major decisions affect-
have invalidated part or all of the agree- ing the contractor's organization and
ment. Any conditions affecting the agree- operations.
ment's validity will be promptly brought (2) Determine that the contractor's (i)
to the ACO's attention. estimating practices comply with dis-

d. FAR 15.809(c) requires an FPRA to closed cost accounting practices; (ii) pro-
include specific terms and conditions jected business volume, allocation bases,
covering expiration, application, and and indirect costs are reasonable and in
data requirements for systematic moni- consonance with the the contractor's in-
toring to assure the validity of rates. The ternal plans; (iii) rate data are valid and
"agreement must also provide for cancella- correct; and (iv) rate computations are
tion at the option of either party and mathematically correct.
require the contractor to submit to the b. The rates covered by an FPRA,
ACO and to the cognizant contract audi- although "preestablished" for periods of
tor any significant change in cost or gener use on more than one proposal,
pricing data. are audited in much the same manner as

the forward pricing rates applied in the
9-1204 Rate Identification and review of individual price proposals.
Support Many of the steps for auditing forward

Offerors are required in each price pricing rate estimates are also similar to
proposal to specifically describe the the steps for auditing historical costs and
FPRA if any to which the rates apply rates. Therefore, prior to determining theats pr FPRA review scope, the auditor shouldand t3 identify the latest cost or pricing beoefmlawthheAMuine
data already submitted in accordance become familiar with the CAM guidance
with the arment. (See FAR 15.809(d), covering the audit of both forward pric-
FAR 15.804-4(g), and the instructions in t (9-700 for indirect costs and 9-
FAR Table 15-2 for completing an SF 500 for direct labor) and historical cost
1411 and submitting a contract price rates (6-600 for indirect costs and 6-400
proposal.) All data submitted in connec- for direct labor).
tion with the agreement, updated as
necessary, form a part of the total data 9-1206 Evalmtim
that the offeror certifies to be accurate,
complete, and current at the time of a. Budget Review Compatibility. Rate
agreement on price for an initial contract forecasting procedures are closely tied to
or for a contract modification (e C the contractor's budgeting procedures.
fication, 9 m1207). Therefore, auditors should review the

budgeting procedures and related prac-9-1205 Review 5•o tices to (i) ascertain that, in the agregate,
the data upon which the judgments are

a. The scope of an FPRA review needs made are sound and consider all avail-
to be tailored to the individual contract- able and relevant contractor data, and (ii)
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determine whether the data supporting tractor must either submit the new pro-
the proposed rates are compatible with posal and certificate or, alternatively,
company budgets and a with the certify the submission for the CCFY
general conditions, standards, staffing forward pricing rates. In the latter case,
factors, and other criteria used for plan- the CCFY forward pricing rate proposal
ning and budgetary purposes. Further also becomes the new billing rate propos-
guidance on the review of contractor al. If the contractor refuses to submit a
budgets and how it relates to an FPRA more current billing rate proposal the
review is provided in 5-500. procedures in 6-705 are applicable (also

b. Estimating System Reviews and De- see 9-1207, 6-706.1, and DFARS 242.770
ficiencies. In evaluating an FPRA sub- for further guidance).
mission, the auditor should be familiar d. Impact of Individual Pricing Actions
with (i) DCAA's guidance on estimating (1) Each pricing action needs to be
methods and system reviews in 9-309 and initially evaluated to determine whether
5-1200, (ii) the details of the contractor's its impact upon the existing FPRA signif-
estimating system, and (iii) the disclo- icantly changes the conditions upon
sures from the latest DCAA or joint which the FPRA was negotiated. FAR
estimating system review. At a mini- 15-809(e) requires that such changes be
mum, the auditor should perform a thor- reported to the ACO. In assessing the
ough review of the permanent file for changed conditions, the auditor should
outstanding estimating system deficien- consider: (i) the type of contract con-
cies. Contractor estimating deficiencies templated, (ii) the dollar significance of
disclosedas a result of system reviews or the pricing action, (iii) whether the per-
reviews of ind'vidual pricing actions can formance period of the proposed contract
also apply to the contractor's FPRA action is significantly different from the
estimates. Similarly, estimating deficien- period to which the rate agreement ap-
cies disclosed during an FPRA evalu- plies, and (iv) any new data or other
ation can also apply to the review of information that may raise a question as
individual pricing actions. If an outstand- to the acceptability of the rates.
ing deficiency exists that has an impact (2) The auditor should also be alert to
on the FPRA evaluation or one is dis- any pricing action which does not accu-
closed by the evaluation, then the auditor rately reflect the agreed-upon rates, in-
should adopt one of the reporting alterna- corporates the correct rates from an
tives presented in 5-1212 and incorporate FPRA which has subsequently been de-
the deficiency accordingly into the FPRA dared invalid, or appears to seek prefer-
evaluation report. ential pricing rates (see FAR 15.809(e)

c. Comparison to Billing Rates. Be- and (f)/DFARS 215.809(e).
cuase of the large degree of interdepen- e. Allocation Methods and Activity
dence between billing rates and forward Bases

ricing rates for the current contractor (1) General. Even though a contractor
fiscal year (CCFY), the auditor should has well-established and regularly accept-
expect both types of rates for the CCFY ed procedures for formulating and a. .
to be the same and to be covered by a ing FPRAs, the auditor needs to peri-
Certificate of Indirect Costs. It is there- cally perform an in-depth an= is to
fore important for the auditor reviewing determine whether these procedures and

4an FPRA submission with CCFY rates to the proposed allocation methods and
! carefully compare these rates and sup- activity bases are still equitable. Guid-

porting data with the most recent billing ane for making this determination isrates and supporting data for the CCFY. provided in 6-600, Chapter 8, and 9-700.
SAny significant differences between the (2) CAS. The Cost Accounting Stan-

rates must be fully explained and sup- dards (Chapter 8) play a significant role
ported by the contractor. If the auditor in the development of rates and factors.
determines that billing rates should be Therefore, when evaluating an FPRA
revised, the contractor should be request- submission, the auditor should review
ed to submit a new billing rateproposal the permanent file for any outstanding
and the required certification. TAe con- CAS problems relating to the rates, and
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otherwise assess the current proposal for tors discloses that the estimated rate
compliance with CAS. periods are unreasonable for the work to

(3) Rate Structure. Rate structure de- be performed. See 9-500 and 9-600 for
scribes the number and types of rates further guidance, including the condi-
established for a given set of conditions- tions under which forward pricing factors
It also determines how costs are to be and labor rates should be modified.
allocated and the overall equity of the (5) Forecasted Bases and Expenses.
allocation. Contractors are required to Auditors must use the knowledge and
use the same rate structure for forward data that they obtain from reviews of
pricing purposes as.they do for historical contractors' budgeting and estimatingcosting purposes. Should a contractorcostng urpses Shold cotratorsystems as the basis for determining the
employ a different structure for estimat- systems as the basi s eteminin th
in; its costs, the auditor needs to deter- validity of the contractor's estimates of
mine whether the contractor is changing base and expense pool amounts. In addi-
its accounting system. If so, has the tion, the auditor should evaluate the
contractor submitted (1) a cost impact information available from cognizant
statement and (2) a revised disclosure government acquisition and contract ad-
statement as required by FAR 52.230-5 ministration officials, as well as from
and 3 of the CAS administration clause outside sources. At a minimum, the audi-
(see 9-704.3 and 8-303.3). tor needs to verify that the forecasted

(4) Rate Period. The auditor needs to allocation bases and estimated pool costs
determine that the rates used for forward (i) are compatible with the contractor's
pricing purposes are appropriate for the current business volume estimates and
contemplated period of contract perfor- developed in accordance with the latest
mance (see 9-704.2). management plans and (ii) appropriately

(a) Indirect Cost Rate Periods. The rate consider the procurement requirements
period for indirect cost rate estimates and limitations of the individual buying
should generally coincide with the con- offices. (See 6-700 and 9-700 for further
tractor's fiscal year period or the histori- guidance on the evaluation of forecasted
cal rate period established for the alloca- bases and expenses.)
tion of the indirectcost. Except for those f. Assist Audits. Corporate and other
situations explained in 8-406.1, an indi- organizational allocations can have a
rect cost rate period should not be coim- substantial impact on forward pricing
puted for a period longer than one year. rates. Therefore, assist audit planning
In certain circumstances, however, it may should be coordinated with the involved
be more equitable for contract costing DCAA audit offices to ensure timely
purposes to use a shorter indirect cost receipt of feeder reports. The planning
rate period than the contractor's normal should be geared to the contractor's bud-
fiscal year. These circumstances are ex- get cycle. Requests forassist audits of
plained in 6-605.

(b) Labor Rate and Factor Periods. The allocated costs or rates should not wait
period for determining forward pricing until the receipt of a contractor's FPRA
factors and labor rates will also usually proposal. (Also see 9-104.5(b).)
coincide with the contractor's fiscal year g. Use of Technical Specialist. The
or historical rate period. The applicabili- auditor should refer to the detailed proce-
ty of the period, however, must be exam- dures in Appendix D and throughout
ined for each pricing action. This is to Chapter 9 for guidance (1) in making
determine whether the contemplated decisions about whether technical spe-
contractual requirements parallel the cialist assistance is needed, (2) identi-
conditions that were contemplated in the fying what type of technical specialist is
development of the rates and factors, or needed, (3) deciding upon the best source
whether conditions are present which for the technical assistance, (4) achieving
indicate that the rate periods should be good communications with the technical
modified. The audit report should con- specialist, and (5) reportinq on the uses of
tain approprMte comments whenever the technical specialists or the impact of their
review of forward pricing rates and fac- nonavailability.
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9-1207 CertificatloL with the contractor and ACO and deter-
mine if they are tracking and analyzing

a. Contractors seeking to enter into an rates. If the contractor is not tracking and
FPRA are required by FAR 15.809(b) to analyzing rates, the auditor should rec-
provide the ACO with a proposal that ommend to the ACO that the contractor
includes cost or pricing data that are perform this effort as a condition of the
accurate, complete, and current as of the FPRA.
date of submission. No Certificate of b. Compare new outputs from the
Current Cost or Pricing Data is required, contractor's budgetary system against the
however, upon reaching a negotiated set- contractor's actual expenditure patterns
tlement on the FPRA (or other advanced for the CFY and against the budgeted
agreement). This is because the rates in amounts initially provided to support the
the FPRA are covered by the certificates FPRA.
that are executed when the individual c. Inform the ACO of any significant
contracts and contract modifications are variances disclosed from monitoring the
negotiated. That is, when an FPRA or FPRA rates. When unfavorable trends or
other advance agreement is used in par- patterns begin to surface, perform the
tial support of a later contractual action audit steps necessary to verify the pat-
that requires a certificate, the price pro- terns, and report your findings to the
posal certificate shall cover (1) the data ACO along with the recommendation
originally supplied to support the FPRA that the contractor be requested to sub-
or other advance agreement and (2) all mit a revised FPRA proposal. If, on the
data required to update the price propos- basis of the facts at hand, the ACO does
al to the time of agreement on contract not agree that revised rates are warrant-
price (see FAR 15.804-4(g)). ed, inform the FAO Manager for possible

b. DFARS 242.770 requires contrac- elevation of the issue(s), and consider
tors to execute a Certificate of Indirect performing more detailed audit steps to
Costs for the indirect rates, including the further support your position. Also see 9-
current contractor fiscal year (CCFY) 1209 on reporting.
rates, which form the basis for billings to
the government (see 6-706). This Certifi- 9-1209 Reportfing
cate is not required for the CCFY rates
that have been prepared and submitted a. The auditor has two reporting re-
for an FPRA, unless the contractor quirements with regard to FPRAs. The
and/or ACO maintain that the rates pre- format in 10-300 for price proposal re-
sented in the FPRA submission are also ports will be adapted and used to report
meant to establish the basis for the con- the results of an audit of a contractor's
tractor's CCFY billing rates, and the FPRA proposal submission. Note that
contractor has not issued a certificate for while the establishment of an FPRA can
the rates under a separate submission. be initiated by either the contractor,

PCO, or ACO, the ACO is responsible for
9-1208 Monitoring FPRAs (i) obtaining all new or updated submis-

sions from the contractor (FAR
Primary responsibility for updating 15.809(b)) and for (ii) processing the

rates rests with the contractor, and ACO requests for DCAA audit when field
staff members often assume most of the pricing support is available (FAR 15.805-
povernment's responsibility for monitor- 5).
ing FPRAs. Notwithstanding this, the b. The second reporting requirement
rates should also be reviewed periodically involves the auditor's obligation to
by the auditor to assure they are reason- promptly report to the ACO any condi-
ably accurate. When appropriate, the tions which may affect the validity of an
auditor should: existing FPRA. Although verbal notifica-

a. Ensure that the rates are analyzed on tion and discussion of the conditions may
a periodic basis by comparing the actual be initially appropriate in some circum-
rates with the agreed-to rates. To avoid stances, such notification should be fol-
performing duplicate work, coordinate lowed up by a letter or report when the
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notification is expected to be pursued. If, FPRA to the cognizant auditor, as well as
the ACO determines that the condition to all contracting offices that are known
has invalidated the agreement, the ACO to be affected by the FPRA. See 15-400
should provide notification of this fact to for further guidance on auditor support
all interested parties and initiate revision at negotiations.
of the agreement (see FAR 15.809(e)).

c. Should the FPRA review disclose a 9-1211 Postaward Audits
contractor estimating system deficiency
which has not been previously reported, Forward pricing rates reflect the con-
the auditor should use one of the alterna- tractor's best judgments of what future
tives presented in 5-1212 to report the expenses will be. The cost or pricing datadeficiency and ensure that the deficiencydefiscappropriay inencorpatednt the =supporting these judgments must be ac-is appropriately incorporated into the curate, complete, and current as certifiedFPRA evaluation report. by the contractor when individual con-

tracts are negotiated (see Certification
9-1210 Auditor Involvement at above). To support their certifications,
Negotiations contractors must ensure continual sur-

veillance of the cost or pricing data
FAR 15.809(b) requires the ACO to supporting the FPRA rates. Whenever

invite the cognizant contract auditor to the auditor has an indication that fore-
participate in developing a government casted rates should have been revised for
objective and to participate in the negoti- significant changes to reflect more accu-
ations of the FPRA. Upon completing the rate, complete, or current cost or pricing
negotiations, the ACO should prepare a data, pricing actions using the rates
price negotiation memorandum (PNM) should be subject to a postaward audit.
and forward copies of the PNM and (See 14-100 for detailed guidance.)
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9-1300 Section 13 - Should-Cost Team Reviews

9-1301 Introduction der the conditions predicted for contract
performance.

a. The Armed Services Pricing Manual
(ASPM ) and other sections of this 9-1303 Criteria for Performing
DCAA Contract Audit Manual espouse Should-Cost Reviews
the "should-cost" approach as preferable
to a "will-cost" approach in cost analysis The decision on whether to perform a
of every noncompetitive proposal. The should-cost analysis is made by the con-
should-cost approach has the advantage tracting officer. Considerations in mak-
of determining if the contractor has taken ing this decision are in FAR 15.810b.
into account the most efficient and eco- Further, DFARS 215.81 0(bXi) states that
nomical methods, considering all circum- should-cost analyses shall be performed
stances, in developing its proposal. By prior to the award of definitive major
contrast, a will-cost approach would im- systems contracts in excess of $ 100 mil-
ply accepting a contractor's current meth- lion when all of several conditions identi-
ods of cost incurrence, and possibly fled therein are met. Waiver of the
perpetuating any prior inefficient/un- should-cost requirement is made at a
economical costs into future contract high level in accordance with Military
prices. Service procedures.

b. Although the should-cost approach
to cost analysis is appropriate for all 9-1304 Team Makeup and
contract pricing actions, this section is
limited to guidance on contract auditor
participation in the should-cost team a. The should-cost review team (see
reviews required for selected major pro- Figure 9-13-1) normally consists of a
curements. team leader, a deputy team leader, a

DCAA representativ,., an operations and
9-1302 Nature and Purpose of administration ofrcer, and three sub-
Should-Cost Team Reviews teams: technical, management, and pric-

ing. The Military Department establish-
a. A should-cost team review, as dis- ing the team review will usually assign its

cussed in FAR 15.810/DFARS 215.810, own personnel as chiefs of the manage-
is a method of contract pricing that ment, technical, and pricing subteams.
employs an integrated team of govern- Each subteam is comprised of contract
mert procurement, contract administra- administration and/or procurement of-
tion, contract audit, and engineering rep- fice personnel responsible for the perfor-
resentatives to conduct a coordinated, in- mance of specific functions.
depth cost analysis at the contractor's b. After considering the results of
plant. The purposes are (1) to identify DCAA operations audits, the technical
uneconomical or inefficient practices in subteam is responsible for the review and
the contractor's manaement and opera- evaluation of a contractor's engineering,
tions and to quantify the findings in production, inspection, testing, and qual-
terms of their impact on cost, and (2) to ity assurance systems. The technical sub-
develop a realistic price objective which team can also be expected to evaluate the
reflects reasonably achievable economies technical aspects of proposed direct labor
and efficiencies. hours and material requirements. The

b. A should-cost team review repre- management subteam evaluates the con-
sents a rigorous and detailed onsite pro- tractor's overall management approach
psal evaluation. It is a specialized ap- and organizational structure and their
proach to the establishment of a fair and impact on the estimated costs and pro-
reasonable price based on what a contract posed price. The pricing subteamn obtains
(normally a major production contract) government field pricing support on sub-
should cost in the environment and un- contractor and intracompany price pro-
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posals and/or cost estimates (see 9-104 contractor's proposal and to determine
and 9-105) and develops the govern- the scope of audit. T'his responsibility
ment's negotiation position. includes but is not limited to a review of

c. As illustrated in Figure 9-13-1, the the following:
DCAA representative participates in the a. Direct labor hours. (This aspect of
should-cost team review in an indepen- the review includes application of im-
dent advisory capacit reporting directly provement curves and may be accom-
to the tcqm leader. Technical direction plished in conjunction with efforts of the
during the -eview will be provided by the technical subteam.)
auditor's supervisor. b. Direct labor rates.

c. Indirect cost rates.
9-1305 Processing Requests for Team d. Direct material pricing.
Participation e. Labor and material usage factors (for

example, labor standards realization and
a. DCAA will be responsive to requests scrap).

received from Military Department pro- f. Make-or-buy decisions.
curement offices for contract audit par- g. Major subcontract costs (to include
ticipation in should-cost team reviews, an evaluation of whether the prime con-
Requests may either be processed tractor is properly discharging its respon-
through DCAA Headquarters or received sibility for the review of subcontractor
directly by FAOs. Requests on reviews proposals).
established by the Army are covered by a h. Estimating methods and procedures.
memorandum of understanding which is i. Adequacy of the cost accounting
consistent with the guidance contained in system for the proposed contract.
this section.

b. When notified of a pending should- 9-1307.2 DCAA Coordination with
cost team review, the FAO manager, in Subteams
conjunction with the regional audit man- The contract auditor and members ofager, will assign a DCAA representative the subteams may in some cases have
to the team. Selection criteria will include te and mappin so nses
technical expertise, ability to establish related and overlapping responsibilities
and coordinate responsibilitier of as- in some review areas. To avoid duplica-

dcommunication tion, efforts of the auditor and the sub-
siAed personnel, and teams should be carefully coordinated.skills.

9-13073 Comunication of Contract9-1306 Reserved AUdit Results

9-1307 Role of the Assigned Contract a. The contract auditor will promptly
Auditor advise the should-cost review team leader

of significant findings during the audit,
The role of the assigned DCAA auditor and discuss interim findings fully with

in a should-cost team review is essentially other team members as requested by the
the same as in a regular audit of price team leader or as needed to further
proposal, as covered in other sections of coordinate the overall team effort.
this chapter. Specific DCAA responsibili- b. Report on any operations audit
ties and functions as part of these team performed durinn the should-cost review
reviews are highlighted below, in accordance with 10-400.

c. Overall results of the contract audit
9-1307.1 DCAA Review of Conidacto's work on the should-cost team review will
Proposal be provided to the team leader through a

The contract auditor will perform a formal audit report prepared in accor-
comprehensive audit of the contractor's dance with 10-300. The team leader and
proposal in accordance with other sec- auditor should agree on an audit report
tions of this chapter. The auditor has due date at the start of the review. Tle
primary responsibility to evaluate and due date must provide enough time for a
report on all financial/cost aspects of a complete review of the proposal and
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auditor monetization of findings devel- with the team leader during the review to
oped by the subteams. ensure DCAA responsibilities and the

timing for accomplishing these responsi-
9-1307.4 DCAA Assistance After Report bilities are properly communicated to
Issuance those involved.

a. The contract auditor will provide b. During planning meetings, ensure
contract audit assistance to the should- that the team leader has a clear under-
cost review team leader as needed after standing of DCAA's role. It shoald be
issuance of the audit report. An example made clear that DCAA will not abrogate
of this type of effort is the review of its responsibilities for proposal review or
contractor proposal revisions, consistent perform extensive clerical or other no-
with FAR 15.805-5(h). The DCAA repre- naudit tasks for the team.
sentative will not, however, develop rec- c. If inappropriately proposed func-
ommended government "fallback" posi- tional assignments cannot be promptly
tions since inclusion of this type of resolved with the team leader, or if
recommendation in our audit reports or another government agency intends to
audit advice may compromise the Agen- perform DCAA responsibilities, the FAO
cy's independence and contravene the should immediately notify the regional
advisory nature of audit services. While office and Headquarters, Attn: OPD.
necessary post-audit assistance may be d. At the conclusion of providing the
extensive, it is not anticipated to be requested audit services, the FAO is
continuous in most cases. expected to issue an audit report follow-

b. The auditor will attend negotiation ing the general guidance contained in 10-
and other conferences if requested by the 200
team leader or other procurement offi-
cial. Since the responsibilities and func- 9-1308 Use of DCAA Operations
tions of the auditor assigned in a should- Audits by the Should-Cost Review
cost team review are essentially the same Team
as in a regular review of a price proposal,
the auditor's attendance at negotiation
conferences will be governed by 15-400. a. The assigned DCAA auditor will
Normally, the auditor should attend only furnish the should-cost review team lead-
those portions of the negotiation confer- er a listing of the FAO's recently com-
ence impacted directly by the audit re- pleted operations audits and any related
view. information requested. The team leader

can use this information in determining
9-1307.5 Establishing A=iwoprlate the scope of the should-cost review and
Responssbilitles and Fnctions assigning specific responsibilities to the

a. The DCAA representative should subteams.
ensure that DCAA review efforts and b. Recommendations contained in
other functions on the team are consis- DCAA operations audit reports which
tent with the responsibilities of the con- are not yet implemented by the contrac-
tract auditor as stated in the DCAA tor should be monetized by the auditor
charter (I-ISI). Early coordination of and included in the audit report to reflect
team responsibilities should provide an the impact on the proposal under review.
operating guide and checklist for the In this manner, the results of DCAA's
procurement office, team leader, and reviews of the contractor's economy and
individual team members to use in defin- efficiency will help the should-cost re-
Ing and performing assigned functions. view team to estimate what the proposed

er the initial planning meetings with contract should cost the government un-
the other should-cost team members, the der efficient and economical conditions.
FAO should provide written confirma- c. If the team leader decides that sup-
tion to the team leader of the responsibil- plemental economy/efficiency reviews
ities of DCAA during the should-cost are required as part of the should-cost
review. In addition the FAO should review in areas of DCAA interest, DCAA
maintain close and etfective coordination will be given the first opportunity to
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perform operations audits in those areas. sistance, or cannot assign sufficient staff-
The FAO should perform all such reviews ing to complete the reviews in time to
unless the FAO and regional office are meet the should-cost review schedule.
unable to secure necessary technical as-
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Figure 9-13-1

Figure 9-13-1
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9-1400 Section 14- Review of Proposals for Flexible Progress Payment Rates

9-1401 Introduction investment percentage (MIP) (see Table [
32-1 at DFARS 232.502-1-71(a)(7)).

This section provides guidance on the
use of the DoD Cash Flow Computer 9-1403 Contract Eligibility
Model (CASH) for computing customary
flexible progress payment rates (DFARS Pursuant to Section 8155 of the FY
232.502-1-71). 1994 Defense Appropriations Act (Public

Law 103-139), the Director, Defense Pro-
9-1402 Background curement, issued an interim rule amend-

ing the Defense Federal Acquisition Reg-
a. Progress payments assist in financ- ulation Supplement to preclude use of

ing a contractor's performance and re- flexible progress payments on contracts
duce the contractor's investment in its resulting from solicitations issued on or
work-in-process inventory. The actual after 11 November 1993. Contract modi-
investment in its work-in-process inven- fications for in-scope effort (e.g., supple-
tory is influenced by a number of factors mental agreements, changes, exerciseddtoy tpriced options, and definitization of let-
in addition to progress payments, such as ter contracts) will be financed at the rate
delivery schedules, cash management established in the existing contract. Con-
practices, and government payment prac- tract modifications that add new work totices. The DoD was concerned that the the contract shall be financed with theuse of uniform, customary progress pay- current customary uniform rate if thement rates would result in inequitable solicitation for that new work was issued
variations in contractor cash flow re- on or after 11 November 1993. Separatequirements on individual contracts, de- progress payment requests are requiredpending on the aforementioned varying for those contract modifications that arer factors. Accordingly, a flexible progress subject to the current customary uniform
payment procedure was designed and rate, when other parts of the contract are
implemented to enable contracting offi- authorized financing using flexible prog-
cers to establish progress payment rates ress payment rates.
tailored more closely to the cash needs
for financing performance of a particular 9-1404 Timing and Scope of Audit
contractor tor a given contract.

b. For flexible progress payments, cash a. During periodic reviews of the con-
needs are measured and projected in tractor's progress payment requests, the
relation to the contractor's and the gov- flexible progress payment rate should be
ernment's investment in the work-in-pro- reviewed whenever there has been (1) a
cess inventory over the life of the con- significant change in the float or lag
tract. Total investment is measured by a factors, (2) a significant change in the
weighted average of total costs paid by delivery schedule, or (3) substantial work
the contractor to complete performance added to or deleted from the contract. If

* of the contract. The contractor's invest- periodic reviews of the contractor's prog-
ment is the weighted average of the ress payment requests indicate a need to
amount not paid by the government. The reassess the rate, audit support may be

, DoD, as a matter of policy, requires required relating to the redetermination
contractors to retain a minimum invest- of the flexible progress payment rate.
ment level in work-in-process inventory b. The ACO may request a review to
over the life of the contract. Accordingly, determine if the computed investment
DoD will make progress payments at a percentage (CIP) in work-in-progress
rate that is the highest rate which yields a (WIP) continues to support the use of the
corresponding investment by the contrac- current flexible progress rate. Table 32-1
tor in work-in-process inventory of not (DFARS 232.502-1-71(aX7)) contains the
less than the contract specified minimum MIPs for each CASH model The follow-
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ing guidance pertains to the review of support of the computation was not cur-
CIP. rent, accurate, and complete at the time

(1) If the CIP has not changed by more the rate was established.
than 2 points above or below the speci-
fied minimum, report that the contrac- 9-1406 DoD Cash Flow Computer
tor's CIP is within the investment toler- Models and Guidance
ance for the CASH model specified in the
contract, and the current flexible progress a. The DoD Cash Flow Computer
payment rate does not need to be Model is a computer program developed
changed. to provide contracting officers with a

(2) If the CIP is more than the 2 points means to determine flexible progress pay-
above or below the specified minimum, ment rates. This model takes into ac-
perform a review of the flexible progress count key cash flow factors, such as
payment rate. In no event will the flexible contract cost profile, delivery schedules,
progress payment rate be greater than subcontractor progress payments, liqui-
100 percent, or less than the uniform, dation rates, and payment and reim-
customary rate that would have been bursement cycles. Since inception of the
applied to the contract absent flexible flexible progress payment rate concept on
progress payments. 28 August 1981, there have been a num-

c. Audit scope depends on the nature of ber of changes to DoD's financing poli-
the audit request (e.g., rate reviews or cies and the cash flow model.
float/lag reviews) and the auditor's pro- b. The current DoD Cash Flow Com- I
fessional judgment. Factors to consider puter Program, CASHP 101 dated 26 Sep-
when setting the scope include contract tember 1990, was issued by the Office of
risk, familiarity with the contractor's the Under Secretary of Defense for Ac- I
operations, prior audit experience with quisition; Director Defense Procurement; I
the contractor, and the contractor's fi- Office of Cost, Price, and Finance.
nancial position. CASHP1I01 is a PC-based computer pro-

gram and is available to all auditors
9-1405 Contractor Submissions through DCAA's electronic Bulletin

Board under file name CASHP.EXE. I
a. Prior to negotiations (or renegotia- CASHPI01 consolidates all previous

tion of an existing flexible rate, contrac- cash models into one program; and will
tors should furnish cash flow data in the allow use of this program for future
form and context specified for use in the changes in progress payment policy.
DoD Cash Flow Computer Model. Re- Rates applicable to each CASH model are
quired cash flow data includes: (1) actual contained in Table 32-1 of DFARS
and projected incurred cost by element of 232.502-1-71(aX7). Prog option 1
cost and by month for the duration of the permits selection of CASH models II, III,
contract, (2) float for each element of IV, or V. Program option 2 requires user
cost, (3) dates and lag of actual and input and should be used only for those
projected progress payment and delivery CASH models not covered by option I
payment receipts, (4) current contract (i.e. CASH VI). Under option 2, the user
price and (5) estimated profit percentage must specify a particular uniform prog-
(DFARS 232.502-1-71(cX1)). The data ress payment rate and MIP applicable to
file submitted should be current and the contract. The prior cash models, the
reconcilable to the actual contract price, applicable uniform profpres payment
actual and estimated cost records, and rates, and criteria for using these cash
actual and estimated reimbursements. flow models are:

b. The Flexible Progress Payment (1) CASHII: Used for contracts award-
clause at DFARS 252.232-7003 provides ed prior to I May 1985. The uniform
for the reduction of the flexible progress progress payment rate and MIP are 90 I
payment rate plus payment of interest and 5 percent, respectively. Use programI
(DFARS 232. 502-1-71(cX3) and (4)) if option 1.
the rate is later determined to be over- (2) CASHIII: Used for contracts
stated because factual data submitted in awarded between I May 1985 and 17
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October 1986. The uniform progress pay- pies of float and lag computations, defini-
I ment rate and MIP are 80 and 15 per- tions of relevant terms, and is available I

cent, respectively. Use program option 1. on the DCAA Bulletin Board as multi- I
(3) CASHIV: Used for contracts award- mate file U-GUIDE.DOC (see d. above).

ed based on solicitations issued between Input procedures for CASHPI01 differ
18 October 1986 and 30 September 1988. slightly from those in the model's Users
Since the fiscal year 1987 Defense Appro- Guide. Additional instructions accompa-
priation Act required contractors to re- ny CASHP101 and are found in a file
tain at least a 25 percent investment in called READMEDOC. The READ-
work-in-process inventory over the life of MEDOC file is in an ASCII format, not
the contract, CASHIV is also used for a MultiMate format.
contracts awarded after 30 September f. Supplemental guidance to the DoD
1988 that were funded with government Cash Flow Computer Model Users Guide
fiscal year 1987 appropriations. The uni- was provided by the Under Secretary Of
form progress payment rate and MIP are Defense, Acquisition in two separate 1
75 and 25 percent, respectively. Use July 1991 memorandums signed by the
program option 1. Director, Defense Procurement.

(4) CASHV: Used for contracts award- (1) DoD "Acquisition DP/CPF' mem-
ed based on solicitations issued on or orandum includes guidance on progress
after 1 October 1988, not funded with payment lag time, material payment
fiscal year 1987 appropriations. The uni- float, start up costs, cost statement date,
form progress payment rate and MIP are and loss contracts. The document is
80 and 20 percent, respectively. Use available on the DCAA Bulletin Board as
program option I. multimate file UPDATE-L.DOC (see d.

(5) CASHVI: Used for contracts award- above).
ed on or after I July 1991 through 11 (2) DoD "Acquisition DP(DARS)"
November 1993. The uniform progress memorandum topics include customary
payment rate and MIP are 85 and 20 progress payment rates and progress pay-
percent, respectively. Use program op- ment rate change implementation in-
tion 2. structions. The document is available on

c. Contracting officers were given dis- the DCAA Bulletin Board as multimate
cretionary authority on which uniform file UPDATE-2.DOC (see d. above).
progress payment rate/Cash Model to use
for certain contract actions in process as 9-1407 Factors Influencing the
of the effective dates of the finance policy CASH Model.
changes. As a result, there may be excep-
tions to the above time frames as well as a. The most sensitive factors in the
several flexible progress payment rates model are the progress payment and
and Cash Flow Models applicable to one delivery payment lag times, and the float
contract. Refer to the contract clauses to calculations. ACOs are encouraged to
determine the applicable progress pay- establish advance agreements at contrac-
ment rates and Cash Flow Models. tor locations for payment float and lag

d. The DoD documents referenced in times which are common to several con-
e. and f. below and the DCAA document tracts (DFARS 232.502-1-71(cX5)). From
referenced in 9-14081. are available to all an audit standpoint, risk decreases as the
auditors through the DCAA electronic contract approaches completion.
Bulletin Board System under the self-ex- b. Progress Payment Lag. Progress pay-
tracting file CASHDOC.EXE. ment lag is the length of time between the

e. Guidance concerning flexible prog- contractor's cost statement date (Block II
ress payments is contained in the DoD of the SF1443) and receipt of the progress
Cash Flow Computer Model Users payment. Progress payment lap cannot
Guide, Revision 1, dated I February exceed 56 days. Under normal circum- I

11983. The guide was issued by the DoD stances, ho more than 5 of the 56 days
Contract Finance Committee and was should be allowed for the contractor to
last updated in 1985. The guide provides prepare and submit a pr payment
illustrations of input and output, exam- request. Since government risk increases
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I when lag factors are overstated, large a. Start-up Cost. Start-up cost is de-
proposed lag increases should be investi- fined as precontract cost and includes
gated. Although lag has the greatest influ- only those costs that are properly alloca-
ence on the CIP and payment rate, the ble and allowable against a contract but
exact impact of changes in the progress incurred prior to the contract's start date
payment lag cannot be precisely deter- (9-1408b.). Ensure that these costs have
mined due to the effects of all the other been properly authorized and approved
variables in the model. by the government for progress payment

c. Delivery Payment Lag. Delivery purposes.
payment lag is the number of days be- b. Contract Start Date. The contract
tween the acceptance date shown in start date entered on Line I of the
Block 21 of the Material Inspection and CASHPI01 data file represents the first
Receiving Report, DD Form 250, and the day of the accounting period of the first
receipt of the actual delivery payment. cost statement whether that cost state-
The delivery payment lag cannot exceed ment was subject to a flexible rate or not.
60 days. c. Cost Statement Date. The cost state-

d. Foat. Float is the number of days ment date is the date entered at Item 11
between the cost statement date and the on the SF 1443. This is the cut off date
time the cost is actually paid including- for including costs on the progress pay-
bank lag days (the lag between the is- ment request and it should correspond to
suance of the check and payment of the the last day of the interim accounting
check by the bank). For material payment period.
float, the period begins with the date the d. Letter Contracts and Definitization.
contractor receives the material, records Flexible progress payment rates are not
a liability and charges the cost to a permitted on undefinitized contract ac-
contract and ends the day the payment is tions (DFARS 232.502-1-71(bX2)). Upon
made by the bank. Float can be either definitization, the use of a flexible rate
positive or negative. Paid costs have a may be granted if all the requirements at
negative float and unpaid costs have a DFARS 232.502-1-71 are met. Ifgranted,
positive float. The float for unpaid cost all contract cost (actual and estimated)
cannot exceed 28 days. Float days have from the contract start date forward
the same overall affect on the CIP as lag should be entered into the data file. Start-
days; however, their influence is weighted up cost should be entered as a lump sum
by the percentage of the cost element on line I of the data file.
with which they are associated. The audi- e. Contract Options and Modification.
tor should be alert to proposed decreases The contract data file should reflect cur-in positive float or proposed increases to rent contract price information. Forexnegative float, ample, if the contract includes options

e. Other Factors. Percent of cost paid, and these options are exercised, the op-
contract delivery schedule, and length of tion prices can be added to the basic
contract all have a lesser affect on CIP contract data file. Those contract modifi-
and progress payment rate. The percent cations subject to different CASH models
of cost paid factor for any cost element is (or the customary uniform rate, see 9-
the ratio of the cost incurred and paid in 1403) require separate accounting, sepa-
a single cost statement period (ending on rate data files, and separate progress
the date shown in Block 11 of the SF1443) payment requests. Flexible rates should
to the total incurred and paid for that not be recommended where separate data
element during that same period. The files are required but not maintained.
longer the contract, the less sensitive are f. Singular Contract/Multiple CASH
these factors. Models. Contract modifications can be

subject to CASH models that are differ-
9-1408 Other CASH Model ent from that covered by the basic con-
Consideration. tract. If subject to a different CASH

model, separate progress payment re-
The following is guidance for each of quests and data files would be necessary.

the pertinent CASH model input items: Flexible rates should not be recommend-
A
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ed where separate data files are required items delivered, accepted, and invoiced
but not maintained, by the amount of previous progress pay-

. Loss Contracts. ments. Actual deliveries in the data file
1f) lfthe sum of the total costs incurred represent those completed items and

under a contract plus the estimated costs should contain the delivery date (DD250
to complete exceed the contract price, the block 21 date), the delivery value
contracting officer shall compute a loss (DD250 block 20 amount), and the liqui-
ratio factor and adjust future progress dation rate. Planned deliveries should
payments to exclude the element of loss contain delivery dates and delivery val-
(FAR 32.503-6(g)(1)). Loss contracts ues only. The liquidation amount is
would not impact computation of the based on the application of a liquidation
flexible pro=ess payment rate; however, rate (FAR 32.503-08 through -12) to the
the costs eligible for progress payments contract price of contract items delivered
would be adjusted downward by the loss and accepted. The CASHP101 program
percentage (see 14-2050. calculates and provides the liquidation

(2) Loss position contracts that qualify rates (ordinary and alternate) in the ana-
for rate redeterminations must first have lytical report. Whenever the liquidation
their data files altered through the use of rate is changed, the contracting officer
a loss ratio because the official DoD shall issue a contract modification (FAR
CASH program cannot process actual 32.503-9(c)) to specify the new rate in the
unadjusted data for a contract in a loss progress payment clause.
position. For contracts in loss positions, (1) The ordinary method (FAR 32.503-
the contract price (current ceiling price 8) is that the liquidation rate is the same
under fixed-price incentive contracts) as the progress payment rate; at the
should be revised (FAR 32.503-6(g)(1)) to beginning of a contract, only this method
include any pending change orders and may be used.
unpriced orders to the extent funds for (2) The alternate method (FAR 32.503-
the orders have been obligated. The re- 9 and -10) permits the contractor to
vised contract price is divided by the sum retain the earned profit element of the
of the total costs incurred to date plus the contract price for completed items in the
estimated additional costs of completing liquidation process. The minimum liqui-
contract performance to arrive at the loss dation rate is the expected progress pay-
ratio. All contract price revisions should ments (i.e. contracting officer determined
be confirmed with the contracting officer - usually the EAC times the progress
before including them in the loss ratio payment rate) divided by the contract
computation. The contract data file price (FAR 32.503-10(b)).
should be adjusted to reflect the same i. Overlicquidation. The "Overliquida-
price revisions and estimated costs used tion of Progress Payments" error message
to compute the loss ratio. Apply the loss is generated by the CASH model whenev-
ratio (see FAR 32.503-6(g)) to the EAC er the unliquidated progress payment
(including start up cost) so that EAC as balance is zero or negative. This condi-
adjusted equals the contract price (cur- tion usually occurs when: (i) a delivery is
rent ceiling price under fixed-price incen- not in the proper sequence (i.e. too early
tive contracts) and profit equals zero. for the amount of cost incurred), (ii) the
Loss ratios should be applied evenly to all "one-to-one" relationship (subject to mi-
cost elements within each cost statement nor exception) between cost statements
(including start up cost) in the data file. and progress payments is not maintained,
After making the necessary adjustments, or (iii) actual progress payments were less
the data file as revised can be run through than what the model would have calculat-
the appropriate CASH model. Progress ed. The current official DoD CASHPI1OI
payments subject to a new rate are also model will not provide a flexible rate
subject to the related loss ratio adjust- when overliquidation occurs. Since some
ment. versions may produce a flexible rate

h. Liquidation Rates. The government when oveliquidation occurs, do not ac-
recovers progress payments by reducing cept any rate accompanied by an "Overli-
the payment (contract price) for contract quidation of Progress Payments" error
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message. Do not recommend any flexible mit their FLEX data files in ASCII
rate without first running the data file format. The ASCII data files can be
through the official DoD Cash program edited with the DOS editor or converted
(currently CASHPIO1). to MultiMate, edited, and reconverted

j. FLEX and Subcontractors. DFARS for the CASHPI01 program. Multimate
232.502-1-71(bX4) covers the require- document EDIT.DOC explains how to
ments imposed on contractors and sub- create or edit a data file in MultiMate
contractors for subcontractor eligibility and convert from/to ASCII for the CASH
for flexible progress payments, program. EDIT.DOC is one of four Mul-

k. CASH Model Execution Questions. tiMate files contained within the Bulletin
The intent of the flexible progress pay- Board System (BBS) self extracting file
ment model is to reflect the contractor's CASHDOC.EXE (see 9-1406d.).
anticipated and actual cash flow for each
contract. It is the contractor's cash flow 9-1409 Reports
and resulting CIP in its work-in-process
inventory that determines the progress The audit report should be prepared
payment rate. Unless all questions are and addressed to the contracting officer
properly answered, the contractor's cash who requested the audit. If the review
flow, CIP in work-in-process inventory, was initiated by the auditor, the report
and progress payment rate will not be should be addressed to the government
properly computed. Therefore, if the data representative responsible for review of
file submitted is not current, accurate, the contractor's requests for flexible prog-
and complete, notify the contracting offi- ress payments. In all cases where he or
cer and return the submission to the she is not the addressee, the ACO should
contractor. be furnished a copy of the report. The

1. Editing/Converting FLEX data files. content of the report should conform to
Contractors should be encouraged to sub- Chapter 10.

A
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CHAPTER 10

NOTICE
During the finalization of this CAM update, the Agency adopted the new audit
report format described in MRD 94-PFD-163, dated 26 September 1994. FAOs
began using the new format 31 October 1994 and sample audit reports using the
new guidance were added to the DCAA Bulletin Board under the file name
NUFORMAT.ZIP.
At this printing, Chapter 10 is only partly revised to incorporate the new report
format guidance (i.e., 10-400). During the transition, auditors should adapt the
guidance in Chapter 10 to the reporting format in MRD 94-PFD-163 and the
examples in NUFORMAT.ZIP.
Watch for cc: Mail announcements of updates to NUFORMAT.ZIP.
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CHAPTER 10

10-000 PREPARATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF AUDIT REPORTS

10401 Scope of Chapter describes the elements common to all
audit reports. The chapter also includesThis chapter discusses the importance specific instructions on format and con-

of DCAA audit reports and provides tent of audit reports for various types of
guidance in preparing quality reports. It major audit assignments.
presents standard report formats and

10-100 Section 1 - Audit Report Quality

10-101 Introduction 10-102 Importance of Audit Report

a. This section emphasizes the impor-
tance of audit report quality and de- Reports of some kind are necessary in
scribes the characteristics of a quality all occupations. The importance of the
audit report. It also includes a brief DCAA audit report cannot be overem-
discussion of some important report writ- phasized. Audit reports are the principal
ing techniques to assist auditors in pre- means of conveying our audit results to
paring quality audit reports, contracting officers and other interested

b. Written audit reports are to be parties. Because effective reporting is a
submitted to the appropriate officials of major factor in building and maintaining
the organizations requiring or arranging confidence in DCAA audit activities, we
for the audits. Copies of the reports must continually strive to produce high
should be sent to other officials who may quality reports. Auditors must exercise
be responsible for taking action on audit due care in preparing, reviewing, and
findings and recommendations, and to processing reports to provide reasonable
others authorized to receive such reports. assurance that reports contain no gram-

c. The issuance of a report is not matical and mathematical errors, and no
intended to limit or prevent discussions errors of fact, logic, or reasoning.
of findings, judgments, conclusions, and
recommendations with persons who have 10-103 Characteristics of a Quality
responsibilities involving the area being Audit Report
audited. Except for conclusions and rec-
ommendations to the contracting officer The DCAA audit report must satisfy
with respect to pricing proposals, such government auditing standards as out-
discussions are encouraged (see 4-300). lined in 2-400 and 2-600. A good report

d. There are a number of reasons why will present the scope and results of a
written reports are necessary. In addition quality audit in an objective, concise,
to their value in making the auditor's complete, and ea to understand man-
findings and recommendations less sus- ner. Report findings and conclusions
ceptible to misunderstanding, reports must be accurate and reasonable, not
should be prepared in written form (1) so unfair or misleading, and supported by
that the results can be communicated to sufficient objective evidential matter.
resonsible government procurement of- The report should also reflect common

c and occasionally to higher levels in sense and good judgment in dealing with
the Department of Defense, (2) for use in requester needs, materiality, and level of
negotiation proceedings, and (3) to frcili- detail provided.
tate follow-up to determine whether ap-
propriate measures have been taken in 10403.1 Tlmllss Rt
r to the auditor's findings and a. Reports are to be issued on or before
recommendations. the dates specified and, in any event, as
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promptly as possible. To be useful, the errors of fact, logic, or reasoning. The
audit report must be timely. The auditor need for accuracy is based on the need to
should realize that every day of delay in be fair and impartial in reporting and to
issuing the report diminishes its value, assure readers that what is reported is
Therefore, he or she should plan and reliable. One inaccuracy can cast doubt
conduct the work with the objective of on the validity of an entire report and can
reporting the results not later than the divert attention from the substance of the
date the report is due. report. Although reports should be con-

b. The auditor should consider report- cise, they should not be so concise that
ing siificant matters to appropriate they do not fully inform the user. Reports
officials during the course of the audit should contain sufficient information
work. Such reporting is not a substitute about findings, conclusions, and recom-
for a final written report, but it does alert mendations to promote adequate under-
officials to matters needing correction at standing of the matters reported and to
an earlier date. provide convincing, but fair, presenta-

c. When a specified reporting date does tions in proper perspective. Sufficient
not allow sufficient time to perform a amounts of background information
complete audit (especially major propos- should also be included. Readers should
als, sensitive reviews, or where there is not be expected to possess all the facts
potential for significant audit findings) that the auditor has. Therefore, reportsthe auditor should:

the aeuditor su timeeshould not be written on the basis that
the areas where work will be incomplete the bare recitals of facts make the conclu-

because of the time restrictions. sions obvious or inescapable. If the ahdi-
(2) If the extension is not granted, issue tor has conclusions or opinions that he or

a qualified report advising that audit she wishes to present, the auditor should
qualifotied reporti avi sstate them specifically. Presenting valid

effort is continuing.
(3) Alert the ACO and PCO of signifi- findings in their true light is essential to

cant findings resulting from this continu- the accuracy and the integrity of the
ing audit effort. Issue supplemental re report. These findings must be presented
port(s) confirming these findings until it so they can be fully understood.
is clear that reporting the findings can b. Objectivity. Findings should be pre-
have no further impact on the outcome of sented in an objective and unbiased man-
the negotiations. ner and should include enough informa-

d. When time limitations or weak- tion on the subject matter to give readers
nesses in supporting documentation proper perspective. Reports should be
make it impossible to submit a complete fair and not misleading and, at the same
report and the audit work is not to be time, emphasize matters needing atten-
continued, the auditor should report tion. The auditor should guard against
within prescribed time limits whatever any tendency to exaggerate or overem-
information is available, with appropri- phasize deficient performance noted dur-
ate comments as to the audit scope. ing the review. The information needed

to provide proper report balance and
10-103.2 Replrt Coutent perspective should include: (1) appropri-

The audit report should be easy to ate information as to why the examina-
understand, present the scope of the tion was made, (2) information about the
audit and the auditor's findings and size and nature of the activities or con-
conclusions in an objective and complete tract(s) to which findings relate, and (3)
manner with appropriate support for correct and fair descriptions of findings
positions taken, and provide recommen- so as to avoid misinterpretation. Where
dations for improvement whenever ap- statistical sampling or other quantitative
prop riate. methods are used, a comment to that

a. Accuracy, Completeness, and effect should be made a part of the
Fairness. Report preparation, review, auditor's explanation of the individual
and processing procedures should be ap- cost elements involved. However, de-
plied to produce reports that contain no tailed procedural information should not
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necessarily be given. See 4-605 for a conclusions may be challenged. To en-
discussion of sampling policy. sure full and fair reporting, care and

c. Adequate Support. All factual data, diligence should be xercised so that the
findings, and conclusions in reports audit report fully recognizes contractor
should be supported by sufficient objec- difficulties, other pressing needs, and
tive evidence to demonstrate or prove the corrective action taken.
bases for the matters reported and their e. Issues Requiring Further Study. If
accuracy or reasonableness. Except as the scope of the audit or other factors
necessary to make convincing presenta- limit the auditor's ability to inquire into
tions, detailed supporting data need not certain matters which he or she believes
be included in reports. Opinions and should be studied, report such matters
conclusions in reports should be clearly and the reasons why they merit further
identified as such and should be based on study.
enough audit work to warrant them. In f. Recognition of Noteworthy Accom-
most cases, one example of a deficiency plishments. Information on satisfactory
cannot support a broad conclusion and a aspects, not just the deficient aspects, of
related recommendation for corrective operations examined, when significant
action. All that it supports is the finding and when warranted by the extent of the
of a deviation, error, or weakness. When work, should be included in the auditor's
appropriate, audit reports should refer to report. Such information is often neces-
other audit reports pertaining to matters sary to fairly present the situation which
covered. For example, comments per- the auditor finds and to balance the
taining to the adequacy of the accounting report.
system, purchasing practices, and indi- g. Views of Contractor Officials. Ex-
rect cost rates should be referenced to cept for audit findings in pricing reports,
reports issued on these subjects. one of the most effective ways of ensur-

d. Recommendations. The auditor's in$ that reports are fair, complete, and
report should contain appropriate recom- objective is through advance reviews and
mendations whenever the review dis- comments by contractors. This produces
closes that the contractor's operations a report which shows not only what was
can be significantly improved. The audi- found and what the auditor thinks about
tor should also make recommendations it, but also what the contractor thinks
to effect compliance with legal or regula- about it and what, if anything, will be
tory requirements when significant in- done about it. This kind of report is more
stances of noncompliance are noted. If useful to the recipient. Comments on
the auditor cannot make appropriate report drafts should be objectively con-
recommendations, be or she should state sidered and evaluated, and the report
in the report why he or she is unable to should appropriately recognize them.
do so and what additional work needs to When a contractor promises corrective
be done to formulate recommendations. action, it should be noted in proper
However, the audit report is only adviso- context but should not be accepted as
ry and it should be understood by all justification for dropping a significant
parties that recommendations are not point or a related recommendation.
directives and there is no contractual When the advance comments oppose the
requirement for the contractor to com- auditor's findings or conclusions and are
ply. It is for this reason that reports not, in his or her opinion, meritorious,
should be worded in a manner which will the auditor should state the reasons for
induce confidence in, and acceptance of, rejecting them. Conversely, the auditor
the audit findings and recommendations. should drop a point or modify a position
Tactful, tempered, and factual reporting if he or she finds the contractors argu-
can achieve the objective of acceptance meat meritorious.
without diminishing the auditor's inde- h. Scope and Objectives. The scope of
pendence. Conversely, sharp, critical, the audit should be stated in all reports.
and inflammatory expressions shoidd be Some audits are more limited in scope
avoided because they create resentment than others; for example, those confined
and an atmosphere in which the auditor's to specific functions, activities, or con-
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tracts. Such limitations should be clearly plement, if an, and Cost Accounting
and explicitly identified. When succes- Standards (CAS), if applicable.
sive audits vary in scope, the auditor b. Material changes in accounting poli-
should explain why particular work was cies and procedures and their effect on
or was not performed and should also the financial data are to be explained in
define the limited nature or special as- the audit report. In addition, the report
pects considered in orming the audit. will comment on significant financial
The time period of the audit should be issues affecti the contractor's cost rep-
specified. The audit report should also resentations.iolations of legal or other
include a summary of the objectives of regulatory requirements, including in-
the audit. This statement is essential to stances of noncompliance, winl be ex-
give the reader a background against plained in the audit report.
which any reported findings may be c. The contract auditor's work normal-
considered. The contracting officer may ly culminates in an expression of opinion
request special coverage; this, too, should on the acceptability of the contractor's
be mentioned in the report. The auditor cost representations or financial state-
is expected to conduct the review accord- ments. However, cost representations or
ing to the auditing standards in this financial statements often reflect esti-
manual. Normally, the report will state mates, approximations, and matters of
that the audit was performed on a selec- judgment or opinion, rather than abso-
tive basis, according to generally accept- lute facts. While there are still acceptable
ed government auditing standards, and alternative accounting methods, all fall-
that tests of appropriate records, manage- ing within the concept of generally ac-
rial and other controls, and operations cepted accountin$ principles, there are
were made as necessary. When accept- governing regulations in CAS and FAR
able auditing procedures cannot b ol" which limit the contractor's flexibility in
lowed or have been limited by unavail- presenting cost representations.
able or inadequate records, time, or other d. A contractor's cost representations
reasons, the auditor should comment on may be prepared in accordance with its
the scope of the audit and qualify the accounting system, may be based on
report. The auditor's statement should statistical computations developed as
not be burdened with unnecessary do- part of the regular accounting system, or
tails. However, the areas evaluated by the from adjunct statistical data; or the con-
auditor, the extent of the evaluation, and tractor may use a formula method for
the firmness of the recommendations developing costs. The audit report should
should be evident from the auditors contain the auditor's inion as to the
comments. infrmatin ifsacceptability of the mth used by the

i. Omitted Information. If the auditor contractor. An explanation of the meth-
is prohibited from including some perti- ods used should be provided if it is not
nent data in the report, he or she should otherwise evident.
describe what has been omitted and the e. The auditor should determine if any
restriction that makes the omission nec- material changes have been made in the
restri taccounting practices utilized by the con-

tractor. Material change and the reasons
10-103.3 Ait Oplo.m for them should be identified, and their

effect on the financial representations,
a. Subject to specific reporting limita- both historical and prospective, should

tions, the report will express the auditor's be explained. The auditor should also
opinion and recommendations, both on state his or her opinion as to the proprie-
the cost representations or rmcial ty of the change. When applicable, C
statements taken as a whole or, where places some s limitations to the
appropriate, on individual elements. The extent of such chan and requires sub-
report will also state whether the finan- mission of price adjustment proposals as
cial data have been pre=;=e in accor- a result of change made to previously
dance with the Federal Acquisition Regu- disclosed or established cost accounting
lation (FAR) and the related agency sup- practices.
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f Events that occur after the audit may report should explain the deficiency, if
have a material effect on government known. The effect that the deficiency
contract costs. Events such as potential may have on the validity of the cost
contract overruns affect government con- representation should be commented on
tracts directly, while other events, such as when practicable.
impending fn instability, affect all j. A contractor's reports and state-
govermnent work. If such events occur ments, both financial and operational,
before issuance of the audit report, they should contain the information necessary
should be disclosed in the report. If an to form an opinion on contract financial
audit report has already been issued, the management aspects. The responsibility
auditor should issue a supplemental re- for providing such information rests with
port when the impact on government the contractor. However, the auditor
contract costs is significant. should comment if the data provided are

g. The possibility that isolated errors of insufficient to disclose any matters which
omission or commission will go undetect- may have a material effect upon govern-
ed is always present. Therefore, the audi- ment contracts.
tor cannot certify that all of the costs (1) Adequate disclosure does not imply
submitted by the contractor are correct. or require that an excessive amount of
The auditor can only express a profes- information be furnished. Disclosure
sional opinion as to the acceptability of should, however, be fair and reasonably
the cost representations. complete, but not so complex as to con-

h. Before expressing an opinion, the fuse or impede understanding. Informa-
auditor should have obtained and re- tion should be reduced to manageable
viewed the available facts and performed, and understandable proportions; yet, it
to the extent necessary, a searching and should avoid summarization to such an
analytical review of the contractor's rep- extent that needed background or rela-
resentations and supporting data. When tionships are omitted or blurred.
necessary, the auditor should seek techni- (2) Weight should be given to material-
cal assistance from the contractin officer ity, which is the relative importance or
in those matters that fall within his or her relevance of an item included in or
purview in such areas as industrial engi- omitted from financial reports or con-
neering, production control, quality as- tract cost statements. There are no uni-
surance, etc. The request should initially versal ratios or percentages that can be
be verbally and then confirmed in writ- used as standards of materiality for finan-
ing. The auditor should refer to and give cial or operational processes or transac-
effect to the technical findings and opin- tions. Materiality should be based on
ions of others in the audit report; when judgment. Six specific indicators of ma-
appropriate he or she will attach the teriality whic can be used individually
original copy of the technical report to or in combiatin are absolute dollar
the audit report. If the auditor cannot get amount; ratio of amount of an item to an
the necessary technical assistance before appropriate base figure; length of life of
completing the audit, he or she should an asset; importance of the item to the
qualify the opinion in the report and accomplishment of the mission; impor-
indicate the areas in which, and the tance to the maintenance of adequate
extent to which, he or she believes a controls (such as a pattern of small dis-
technical evaluation is necessary. crepancies) and the characteristics of the

i. When a contractor's cost representa- items involved (such as indications of
tion or financia report is sufficiently malfeasance or misfeasance). The Cost
complete to permit an audit evaluation, Accounting Standards Board addressedbut does not conform to requirements the issue of materiality as it applies to
imposnd by contracts, agreements, laws, CAS-covered contracts. No one criterion
eulatio oradministrativeyprocedure was considered necessarily determina-
fr example, format, timeliness, or certi- tive. The criteria arm absolute dollar

ticatiom), or when certificates or infor- amount; ratio of the amount ofan item to
mation required from government per- an a t se f.lure the relation-
sonnel have not been received, the audit ship between a cost item and a cost
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objective; the impact on government the auditor records the results in a format
funding; the cumulative impact of indi- which can be readily used to prepare the
vidually immaterial items; and the cost of report.
administrative processing of the price d. Here are some su sons on tech-
adjustment modification. niques for effective writing. These can be

(3) Events that occur after the audit reinforced with formal training. Using
may have a material effect on the opera- these kinds of techniques can aid you in
tions of the contractor or on its financial improving the overall quality of your
representations. Such events should be audit reports.
disclosed in a supplemental audit report
(10-216). 10-104.1 P the Audi Repot

k. When the contract auditor is expect- a. Planning to write the report begins
ed to provide an opinion on the fairness with the receipt of a request for audit
of the presentations in contract financial and/or establishment of the assignment.
statements, compliance with applicable Planning continues throughout the audit
laws and regulatory requirements is a process, from the development of the
matter of importance. Noncompliance audit program to the completion of the
might result in liabilities to the contrac- working papers and then the report itself.
tor. Compliance with laws and regulatory For the report to be effective, the needs
requirements, in many instances, as- of the customer must be clearly under-
sumes an even greater importance, since stood and addressed in the report.
the recipients of the contract financial b. Anticipating early in the audit pro-
statements and the audit reports also cess what is required for the audit report
want to know whether funds were spent will help ensure that the audit Program is
for the designated purposes, properly designed and all necessary infor-

mation is obtained during the course of
10-104 Good Writdg Techniques for the audit. This includes writing working
Effecti Audit Reports paper purpose, scope, source, and conclu-

sion paragraphs which can be readily
a. A vyer important aspect of perform- used to draft the report. This will save

ing a quality audit is communicating the time.
results of that audit. Good field work and c. These actions will result in efficiency.
analysis are wasted if the audit report is and effectiveness, with improved audit
not effective in communicating our audit report quality. Auditor and supervisory
conclusions. Our customer is interested time will be saved in the report writing
in a clear and concise audit opinion, with and review phases of the assignment.
supporting data that is easily understood. This will result inm a properiy documented

bNatural writing ability is not neces- work package, containing all of the evi-
sary for effective audit report writing. dence of a well-planned audit, which
The task of writing effective audit reports effectively supports the report.
does not require the creative writing d. Writing audit re requires orgi-
skifs of a novelist, for example. Rather, nal writing combi with CAM recom-
effective audit report writin .first mended wording. Use the recommended
quires knowledge of good wring tech- paragraphs carefully and revise them to
niques, which can be acquired" throuh suit your audit situation.trainiand practice-e ng b do

c. Effective audit report writing also 1-14.2 Orgw g t Adi Rit
requires us to select efficient ways of a. Much of the required structure for
collecting the information we need for the oqanizatio. of an audit report is
the report, such as writing working paper pres'bed.in other parts of Chai•er 10.
purpose, scope, source, and conclusion You should review the parts applicabie to
paragraphs so that they can be effectively your audit area and ensure your audit
used to draft the report. This process progm includes steps to gather and
involves keeping the needs of the reader analy= the data necessary to comply
in mind throughout the audit so that the with the idance. An outline is a useful
audit addresses the relevant issues and tool in this procem.
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b. Chapter 10 presents specific require- Does it read well and make sense to those
ments for all types of audit reports in 10- outside of your profession as well as
204 and subsequent paragraphs of Sec- readers who may not be familiar with a
tion 2. The remaining sections of Chapter particular contractor's practices or post-
10 discuss various requirements for dif- audit history? Will it prompt the action
ferent types of audit reports. For exam- we want? A good audit report is clear and
pie, section 10-300 describes price pro- concise, expresses a well-founded audit
posal audit reports. Section 10-400 de- opinion, meets the customer's needs, and
scribes functional and operations audit is in accordance with the CAM guidance.
reports. Keep in mind that all reports b. Make the report concise, but provide
must frst meet 10-200 criteria, then, enough detail for it to be useful. This
where applicaVb: %he remaining Chapter includes exhibits and supporting sched-
10 critr ules-make sure that they are adequate.

c. Yo :-eport can be more effective Do they provide enough information for
and user., to the reader if you first a clear and complete explanation of the
present an overview or summary of the audit results and recommendations?
situation before going into detail. Make it When determining the amount of detail
easy for the reader to rind your audit to include in the report, remember you
opinion, then follow with the detail sup- are generally writing for more than one
porting it. Your reader can then choose recipient or customer. Do these custom-
whether or not to read all the supporting ers have the same background that you
material. This is the inverted-pr d do? How knowledgeable are the custom-
style of writing, which presents the most ers about the subject? The report should
important point first and follows with be written so that the readers will fully
supporting detail. understand the entire report, no matter

d. If you suffer from any form of how many words are needed. A good". writer's block," you may use an outline explanatory note to an audit report, for
to get started. You don't need to number example, would discuss the following:
or letter the outline, just get. your . the basis for the contractor's pro-
thoughts onto the paper. Then revise as posed or claimed amounts
you draft the report. 9 te she sof our audit

. the audt results with any referenes
10-104.3 Drafting the Audit Report to the regulations used as criteria

Write or assemble your rough draft e the contractor's reaction (except in
usi.n the appropriate structure or rough proposal audit reports, judgmental items
outline, including the CAM recommend- are usually not discussed with the con-
ed parasaphs, with revisions to suit your tractor), and
needs. This may include comparing it to . the auditor's response if the contrac-
the appropriate checklist for C com- tor disarees with the audit results.
pliance. A very important part of the c. Verify the facts and check the calcu-
writing process is revision. If possible, lations. Technical errors weaken a report
prepare your draft report early enough to considerably.
permit ample time for reviews and revi- d. Reread the report just looking for
sions by yourself and others. grammatical and spelling errors. Use the

spell-chck feature on your word process-
10-1I4.4 Clarity aud Prfeesla In the ing software to help. Make sure that all
Am&it Rqw names are spelled correctly. Errors in

a. Review the draft report to see if it is spelling and grammar also weaken a
complete and balanced. Make sure report.
you've followed the CAM guidance for
your type of audit report. Then ask 10-104.5 IkepW 8 to the Ctomsr
yourself, does it have the level of detail In the AedIt iq61t
p te under the circumstances? The most important thing you must

Keep in mind that your report may be keep in mind is the immediate customer.
read by others besides the addressee and The report must be useful to the primary
neither may be an auditor or accountant. report recipient-normally the address-
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cc. To accomplish this, put yourself in control emphasis and to help avoid mo-
laCe of the customer. Too often we notony. Use the dash, for example, "Theorget that we are writing for others. contractor didn't adequately support

Remember that our report accomplishes many key decisions-such as streamlin-
nothing unless the reader becomes better ing the acquisition process and entering
informed or is moved to action. production without a research and devel-

opment phase." The dash sets off materi-
10-104A Readability of the Audilt Rep"t al that results from a break in continuity

a. Shorter words and sentences en- or thought in a sentence. The variety you
hance readability. A busy reader will find provide with punctuation can help stimu-
the report easier to read--and act on. A late your reader's imagination, which
sentence is wordy, or padded, when it aids in the delivery of your message.
includes words that add nothing to the d. Avoid the specialized jargon of au-
meaning of the sentence. For example, diting or of the bureaucracy- replace it
compare the following sentences. with plain English. Jar#on is specialized

or technical language of a group that may
Wordy: It is our understanding not be understood by those outside of

that the contractor's esti- that group. Jargon interferes with coin-
mates were prepared by prehension for a variety of readers with
using vendor quotations differing backgrounds. Plain English will
that are considered out- make our reports understandable to all
dated. readers

SBetter:. The contractor based its e. Consider these examples of bureau-
cratic jargon and plain English replace-estimates on outdated ments:

vendor quotations.
Sentence length can be used to punctu- Bureaucratic

ate paragraphs the way commas and Jargon: Plain English:
semicolons punctuate sentences. Vary afford an
your sentence length. Break long n opportunity let
tences into shorter ones. The averagtueito t e
sentence length should be about 17 to 20 to tha
words. fact that bemuse

b. Whenever you can, write naturally. monetize give a dollar value
Imagine talking to the reader in a profes- utilization use
sional situation. Don't try to inflate the Be vigilant in your choice of words and
report with impressive words. Use ordi- phrases. Use shorter, simpler words and
nar. words that you and the reader will phrases for easier readin. As a fwormer
easily understand. Use short words in President of the Nraionl Defense Uni-
place of Iong ones whenever possible. Use Pesito te Nionafense Uha-
action words and make rin di versity instructed his staff, write so that
rather than elaborately indirect. Use pro- his grandmother, who farms in remote
nouns if the writing calls for them. For North Dakota, would understand clearly.
example, "At your request, we limited (1) Jaron also can be any language
our audit tog'co ue thre Pro- which clouds a sentence's meaning by
nouns "your, "we, and our. Using hiding its main subject and verb. Coin-
contractions will make your writing more pare the following sentences:
natural and will help you to avoid "bu- Difficult: Excess starting load costs
reaucratese." For example, "We didn't were allocated by the con-
identify any material weaknesses in the tractor to the terminated
internal control structure" uses a contrac- portion of the contract on
tion while maintainig an appropriate tis of an unrasti-
professional tone. the basis of an

c. Use a v riety of punctuation--be- cally low projection of the
yond the period and the comma-to labor costs which would
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have been incurred on the 10-104.7 The Visal Impact of Yow
terminated units. Audit Report

Better. Because the labor cost es- a. Visual presentation is an important
timate was too low, the part of communicating. Use headings to
contractor allocated too set off main points and "bullets" to
much start-up cost to the highlight items in a sequence. They catch
Sthe reader's attention and enhance com-terminated contract. prehension. For example,

(2) Jargon also occurs when common A bullet list is effective for listing
words take on a special meaning within a points:
profession and create confusion in the * it emphasizes each one
minds of those outside. For example, * it's easier to see the items
auditors frequently use the verb "mone. p it creates more space around each
tize," meaning, to them, to determine a point
monetary value. This usage completely b. Charts and graphs can be used tosummarize voluminous amounts of data
misses the mark. Monetize actually suma vouinou s amonts oatain a meaninfu and concise manner.means (a) to coin into money, or (b) to They add variety and employ another of
legal;-e .s money. It should not appear in the reader's senses, thereby reinforcing
an audit report. Search for substitutes, the message.
such as "We have calculated the dollar c. The effective use of white space (a
value of the technical recommenda- term from printing meaning that part of
tions." the page that does not have any ink

(3) Also taking on special meaning are printed on it) can make a report more
acronyms or abbreviations. As you re- inviting to the reader. If a paragraph has
view the draft, substitute complete words more than 10 to 15 typed lines, consider
for acronyms. If an acronym is used dividing it into two paragraphs. You can
frequently and is commonly understood highlight extracts from regulations or the
by the report users, provide the complete contractor's policies by separating and
words the first time followed by the indenting them as a block.
acronym in parentheses-for example,
total quality management (TQM). Or, 10-104.8 Active ma Passive Voice
reverse the order if the acronym is more a. Using the active voice in your writ-
familiar than the words. In such case, ing imeroves comprehension. Knowing
provide the acronym first, followed by the difference between the active and
the words it stands for in parentheses- passive voice requires understanding the
for example, NASA (National Aeronau- grammatical structure of sentences. A
tics and Space Administration). When in complete sentence has a subject and a
doubt about the familiarity of the acro- verb. For example, "The auditor wrote

nym or abbreviation to potential readers, the report" is a complete sentence. It is
don't use it. Acronyms should be rede- also in the active voice. It's in the active
fined periodically throughout the report. voice when the grammatical subject (the
They should be redein wen firt auditor) is doing the action expressed inThey verbl (wot) reefne activ voierstnd
needed in each section of the report and the verb (wrote). The active voce soundsmore natural and is easier to understand.possibly every two to three pages. b. Let's look at the same event ex-

(4) Some words are used incorrectly in pressed in the passive voice: "The report
audit reports. "Unsupport" and "unre. was written by the auditor." In this case,
solve," used as verbs, are prime exam- the grammatical subject (the report) has
pies. "Unsupported" and "unresolved," the action of the verb performed on it
when used as adjectives, are perfectly (was written). A sentence is in the passive
acceptable. An example of the correct voice when the subject receives the action

sa2ge is "The contractor's tooling costs of the verb.
are unsupported," but "We unsupport c. Sometimes voice is confused with
the tooling cost" is not correct usage. tense. Voice indicates whether the subject
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is doing the action (active voice) or is Observe this example of a string of words
receiving the action (passive voice), that together modify the last word:
Tense only indicates time or duration. A "nonrecurring cost recoupment charge
sentence in the active voice can be in internal controls." The first five words
forms of past or present tenses-"The say what kind of controls there are, but it
auditor wrote the report" or "The auditor is difficult to read. An improved version
is writing the report." Both of these is "internal controls for --coupment of
examples are in the active voice but are nonrecurring cost."
in different tenses.

d. Bureaucratese, the language of the 10-104.10 The Reader's Perspective
bureaucracy, often uses the passive voice a. The tone of the report should be
because it is easier to avoid saying who is objective, professional, and courteous.
doing the action. In the sentence in the Use plain English as in a relaxed, profes-
passive voice "The report was written," sional talk. Writing can be somewhat
there is no mention of who did the informal in tone yet professional and
writing. Writing in the active voice forces businesslike. Keep in mind that the goal
you to say who is doing the action: "The is to get a favorable reaction. Avoid using
auditor wrote the report." This makes accusatory, inflammatory language-this
your writing stronger and easier to visual- is likely to generate defensiveness and
ize and understand. opposition. In presenting problem areas,

e. Some use of the passive voice is okay emphasize improvements needed.
when the doer of the action is understood b. Lastly, review the draft from the
and perhaps not important to what you customer's perspective, which should be
are aying. As a rule, limit your use of the the main focus. Is the report thoroughly
passive voice. responsive to the customer's request?

Passive voice is appropriate when the Remember that a report accomplishes
doer is nothing unless it is useful to the reader.

* unknown
* unimportant 10-104.11 Final Steps
* deliberately de-enphasized Before submitting your report for su-
e obvious to the customer pervisory approval, check again to ensure

your report complies with CAM guid-10-104. Modifiers ance. Also, consider having a colleague
a. Place modifiers in sentences so they read your audit report-not to rewrite

are close to the words they define. A your report in his or her own personal
modifier makes the meaning more specif- style, but rather to provide a much-need-
ic. When a modifier is too far from the ed critical review for content and the
word it modifies, the reader may connect good writing techniques such as those
the modifier to some other word. The outlined in this section. If a colleague is
reader may also be confused when a not available, read the report out loud to
modifier ambiguously appears to modify yourself. If it does not sound natural to
two words. The following sentence illus- you, it will probably not seem natural to
trates what can happen when the modifi- the reader either. If you don't under-
er is too far from the word it modifies: stand, your reader won't either. Another

You hold the hammer while I hold the point of view, such as from your col-
nail, and when I nod my head, you hit it. league's critique or from your reading it

b. Too many modifiers weaken writing, out loud, can help you develop a final
The strings of words or phrases often draft needing little or no revision by your
bury the subject and confuse the reader, supervisor.
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10-200 Section 2- Format and Contents of Audit Reports-General

10-201 Introduction tabulations, fold or reduce them to the
size of the other sheets.

a. This section discusses DCAA re- b. Stationery will be white bond paper
quirements governing audit report con- or equivalent of a grade, weight, and
tent; details the general administrative substance as available through normal
and format requirements of audit re- supply channels. When word processing
ports; lists and defines the elements of equipment is used, paper supplied with
audit reports in their order of appearance the computer is acceptable for audit
in the report; summarizes DCAA policy reports. However, the first page of the
regarding protection of report informa- narrative must include the letterhead.
tion; and provides guidance on audit
report distribution. It also explains the 10-203.2 Margins
circumstances under which supplemental Margins will be uniform; allow 1 inch
and short form audit reports should be for left and right margins and at least 1
issued and describe- the recommended inch at the bottom ofthe page. There willincha fat thee botoeports..heeil
format for these reports. . be at least two lines between the last line

b. The guidance included in this sec- of typing and the page number.
tion is general in nature and applies
re•Wdless of the type of audit report 10-203.3 Typing
being prepared. Specific report prepara-
tion requirements for various types of a. General. Computer equipment
individual audit assignments are dis- should be used to the extent possible to
cussed in the remaining sections of this prepare all portions of the report, includ-
chapter. ing exhibits and rate schedules. Working

papers should never be included in the
10-202 Reporting of Audit Results report.b. Spacing and Typestyle. Lines of

To satisfy government reporting stan- typed material will be single spaced, not
dards (2-400 and 2-600), there must be a exceeding six lines per vertical inch and
written record of the results of each 12 characters per horizontal inch. If
audit. Normally this requirement is satis- available, Prestige Elite or the typestyle
fled by issuing an audit report. Certain closest to it should be used. Schedules,
situations, however, may call for prepara- listings, and similar material should be
tion of a "MEMORANDUM FOR REC- presented in the best manner for appear-
OR]D" (refer to DCAAM 5020.1, Corre- ance and readability.
spondence Manual) rather than an audit c. Paragraphing
report. This may be appropriate, for (1) Underscore paragraph titles in both
example, upon completion of an individ- the narrative and report body for all
ual overhead account audit which repre- major subjects, and also for lesser items
sents only one portion of a final overhead where appropriate. Put paragraph cap-
audit report to be issued later, and the tions on separate lines and do not include
individual audit did not result in system periods or other punctuation after para-
deficiency or economy and efficiency gaph captions (see Figure 10-2-3).
findings that must be reported to con- () The first sentence of main para-
tracting officers. Under no circumstances graphs should be indented five spaces
will reports be addressed "to the file" or from the left margin. Subparagraphs will
"for the record" (10-208.1). be lettered or numbered (arabic numbers

only, not roman numerals) if there are10-203 General Administrative two or more; when there is an "a", there
Requlremets must be a "b", etc. Use the following

numbering sequence in reports:
10-203.1 Paper 1. Title and beginning of paragraph

a. Prepare reports on 8 1/2 by 11 inch should begin at the left margin as shown
paper. If wider sheets are needed for in Figure 10-2-3.
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a. Indent 5 spaces from left margin. 10-203.4 Date
b.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Express the day, month, and year of

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx the audit report in the order named (for
x x x x x x x x x x x example, 16 December 1989).

(1) Indent 9 spaces from left margin.
(2)xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 10-203.5 Page Nuubedng

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx a. Consecutively number pages at the
x x x x x x x x x bottom center of the page, beginning with

(a) Indent 14 spaces from left mar- page 2 of the narrative and continuing
gin through the exhibits and schedules. Do

(b) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx not offset page numbers with periods,
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx dashes, orother punctuation. Each page
x x x x x X x x of an exhibit, schedule, or appendix

1. Indent 19 spaces from left should also be indicated at the top right
margin. margin. For example:

2. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx EXHIBIT A SCHEDULE A-I
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Page 1 of 10 Page 7 of 8
Xx X xxx

(3) Any subparagraphing after a lower b. If a table of contents or distribution
case letter in parentheses [(a), (b)] is list is included in a report and extends for
discouraged. Try to use paragraph cap- more than one page, number them at the
tions wherever possible to avoid this. top risht margin to indicate the specific

d. Capitalization page in the same manner as exhibits,
(1) The audit report cover sheet (10- schedules, and appendixes (for example,
206) shoulddiincludettheveauditereportpage 1 of 2). No other page numbering is206) should include the audit report ncsay

nuoffice identification, ecessarynumber, subject, c. If DCAA assist audit reports, govern-and "FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY" de- ment technical reports, or other docu-
signation in upper case letters, as shown ments that are individually numbered are
in Figure 10-2-1. The month is written in included in a report as appendixes, it is
lower case with an initial capital. The necessary to number only the first page of
title of each exhibit, schedule, or appen- the document. In cases where many ap-
dix and its designation (EXHIBIT A, pendixes are included in a report, it may
SCHEDULE B-1) should also be in upper be convenient to preface each appendix
case letters, as shown in Figure 10-3-2. with a blank sheet indicating the title of
The words "SUBJECT", "TO", and the appendix and page number rather
"THRU" (if applicable) in the report than making any annotations on the
subject and addressee elements are also particular document.
shown in upper case letters. All other
portions of the report, including the 10-203.6 Nmberie Atilt Reports
report subject and addressee, all pan- a. Heads of field audit offices are
graph titles, table of contents descrip- responsible for assigning report numbers
tions, and exhibit/schedule line item de- to all audit reports. The audit report
scriptions, will be in initial capitals only number is the assignment number pre-
except for articles, prepositions, and con- fixed by the regional organization code
unctions (see Figure 10-2-3). (RORG). The audit report number will

2 n be shown at the top left margin of each(2) Do not capitalize the noun desig- page of the report in initial capitals, as
nating elements of the report, such as shown in Figure 10-2-3. The words "AU-
page, appendix, attachment, or pant- DIT REPORT NO." will precede the
graph, unless they are part of a title (for audit report number in the top left mar-
example, Appendix B and Attachment 3). gin of the report cover sheet (10-203.3d
Also, do not capitalize the word "govern- and Figure 10-2-1).
ment", or words such as manager, con- b. The FAO, at its option, may include
tracting officer, procurement office. on the audit report cover sheet directly
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under the audit report number a chrono- 10-203.8 Insignificant
logical reference number known as a Anounts/Elimination of Cents
"chron number." The use of the chron a. Only significant amounts of ques-
number is discussed in DCAA's FAO tioned costs should be displayed in audit
Administrative Manual (DCAAM reports. The materiality criteria in para-
5020.9). The chron number should not graph 331.71(a) of the CASB rules and
appear on any other page of the audit regulations should be considered in mak-
report except the cover sheet and should ing this determination. These criteria are:
appear as follows: absolute dollar amount; ratio of the

AUDIT REPORT NO. amount of an item to an appropriate base
3258-93A21000001 figure; relationship between a cost item
CHRON NO. 0023 and cost objective; the impact on govern-

ment funding; the cumulative impact of
10-203.7 Report Assembly and individually immaterial items; and the
Reproductiou cost of administrative processing of the

a. Producing an "Original" and Copies. price adjustment modification.
b. Cents should not be included inReports should be reproduced by the audit reports except when necessary for

most efficient and economical means comprehension of the report; e.g., in the
which ensures a professional appearance. case of unit cost reports or unit cost
One copy of the report must be clearly tabulations.
identifiable as the original by stamping
"Original" on the cover sheet and in the 10-203.9 Use of Rubber Stamps
upper right corner of the letterhead page. a. Rubber stamps should be used to
The "original" copy of the report must be
signed by an auditor with the authority to designate the "original" of the auditsiged y n adior ithth auhoityto report (10-203.7a). While restrictive
do so (10-210). To provide positive evi- markings ("FOR WhIL r Se
dence of the authorized signature, copies maIns ("FOR OFFICIAL USE

ONLY' or appropriate security classifi-
of the original signature page should be cation) may also be affixed by rubber
used on additional report copies rather stamp, it will generally be more efficient
than a rubber stamp depicting a signa- to type this if word processing equipment
ture. is available (see Figure 10-2-1).

b. Fastening. Reports will be securely b. The audit report should be dated the
fastened at the left margin. Thus, any day it is signed. The date should be typed
tabulations or graphs, for example, must rather than stamped on the original to
be positioned with their headings either obtain a more legible imprint for repro-
at the top or at the left side of the duction. Rubber stamps should not be
assembled report, used for the signature (10-203.7a).

c. Report Covers. If an audit report
cover is required (10-205), the report title 10-203.10 Protection of Report
on the cover sheet will be visible through l2formation
the window in the cover. Report titles a. All DCAA audit reports not contain-
should be short enough to fit in the cover ing classified information are "FOR OF-
window. FICIAL USE ONLY." Mark and handle

(1) Each FAO will use the standard them in accordance with Chapter 4, DoD
audit report covers provided by Head- 5400.7-R, "Freedom of Information Act
quarters. If a cover is used, a sheet of Program." Reports containing classified
standard light blue index stock should information will be prepared, classified,
also be added at the back of the report. marked, and protected in accordance

(2) The cover is preprinted "FOR with DCAAM 5205.1, "Information Se-
OFFICIAL USE ONLY" and will not curity Prop=m." To the extent possible,
carry any other audit report identifica- limit classified material included in the
tion. No FAO entries are required on the report because audit reports must be
cover unless the report is classified or classified at the highest security classifi-
pertains to a clasified subject (10-205.2). cation contained therein. Also see 10-
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205.2 if the report pertains to a classified Unsatisfactory Conditions and/or Oth-
subject. er Audit Recommendations (Posta-

b. Reports that do not contain classi- ward and claim reviews - see 10-
fled information will be marked "FOR 605.4 and 10-1104.4)
OFFICIAL USE ONLY" at the bottom Contractor's Reaction (Postaward and
on the outside of the front cover, if claim reviews - see 10-605.5 and 10-
applicable (preprinted on the covers pro- 1104.5)
vided by Headquarters -see 10-203.7c), Disposition of Audit Results (10-
on each page of the report, and on the 209.4)*
outside of the back cover (if any). Signature block (10-210)*

Report Distribution (10-211)
10-204 Audit Report Format Table of Contents (10-212)

Data Sheet (10-213)
Major audit report components are Exhibits, Schedules, and Appendixes

listed below in the sequence in which (10-214)
they generally appear. They are discussed Attachments (10-413c and 10-503e)
in detail in the referenced paragraphs. DCAA Summary Sheet (10-215)
Those components highlighted with an
asterisk should appear in every DCAA * Required in every report regardless
audit report, regardless of type, to satisfy of type
minimum professional standards. Other
elements may or may not be included in a 10-205 Audit Report Cover
particular report depending on the type
of audit performed or other circum-
stances. For example, "circumstances af- - f Use
fecting the audit" is not identified with a. Use covers on the following types of
an asterisk but becomes a mandatory reports distributed outside of DCAA to

* report requirement if existing conditions enhance their professional appearance. If
require its use. Elements pertaining only the particular report category is highlight-
to certain report types are indicated ed with a double asterisk, a cover is
Refer to the remaining sections of chap- required only if the contractor is classi-
ter 10 for additional guidance on audit fled as "major contractor" for audit
report preparation for specific types of planning purposes.
audit assignments. (1) Reports concernin4 (a) apparent
Audit Report Cover (10-205) defective pricing, or (b) significant non-
Audit Report Cover Sheet (10-206)* compliance with Cost Accounting Stan-
Report Subject (10-207)* dards or similar statutory requirements
Addressee (10-208)0 or regulations.
Report Narrative (10-209)0 (2) Reports involving matters possibly
Purpose and Scope of Audit (10- subject to investigation or particularly

209.1)* significant or sensitive for other reasons.
Circumstances Affecting the Audit (10- (3) Reports on audit of price proposals

209.2) over $50 million, and lesser amounts if
Statement of Changes (CAS reports the report recommends FAO attendance

only - see 10-803b) at the negotiation conference.
Background Information (4) Reports addressed to non-DoD
Summary of Audit Results (10-209.3)* officials other than those non-DoD PCOs
Stat+ment of Conditions and Recom- and ACOs with whom the FAO may deal

mendations (Functional and CAS re- reularly in procurement or contract ad-
ports only - see 10-413a and 10- ministration matters.
803b) (5) Reports that contain a security

Cost Impact (CAS reports only - see classification or pertain to a classified
10-803b) subject (see 10-205.2).

Status of Corrective Action Taken on *0(6) eports on annual indirect costs.
Prior Recommendations (Functional *(7) Reports on function-
reports only - see 10-408) al/operational reviews (other than joint
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reviews under DFARS 242.70) that con- security officer if questions on this proce-
tain recommendations for contractor cor- dure should arise.
rective action or cost avoidance. This
category includes reports on estimating 10-206 Audit Report Cover Sheet
system surveys.

"**(8) Reports pertaining to more than 10-206.1 General
one contractor segment, such as reports
on coordinated audits performed within a. A cover sheet is required for every
a Contract Audit Coordinator complex. report. The general format is shown inFigure 10-2-1. The last three paragraphs

""Major contractor" only in the figure, concerning (1) Freedom of
b. The DCAA cover is inappropriate Information Act requests, (2) the prolri-

for reports signed jointly under the etary nature of contractor informationDFARS 242.70 cost monitoring p , included in the report, and (3) restriction
The joint review team should develop an on release of the report outside the De-a eover for these reports. partment of Defense, must be included

approriateverbatim on all cover sheets. The firstc. Subject to these minimum require-
ments, FAO managers may use discretion paragraph of a cover sheet must beomitted in certain cases, or will vary
in determining if report covers should be oitdi eti aeo ilvrusedin ethermsituations.f Hepowev overs shaccording to the type of report (10-206.2)used in other situations. However, covers and the relationship of the entity auditedSshould be omitted on minor reports, to the government -- prime contractor or
particularly those that require limited or subcontractor (10-206.3).
no specific action by their addressees. bconctor (1i-2 or.3).

b. Include the audit report number,
date of report title of report, address of

1-0S.o the issuinp office, and restrictive markingClasfied Subjects ('FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY" or other
a. If the report contains a security appropriate security classification) on the

classification (see 10-203.10), the classifi- cover sheet as presented in Figure 10-2-1.
cation marking must replace "For Offi- The title of the audit report should agree
cial Use Only' on the report cover. This with the "subject" block (10-207 and
may be done by crossing out the preprint- Figure 10-2-3).
ed "FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY" leg-
end and stamping both the top and 10-206.2 Release of AWuit Reports to the
bottom of the audit report cover with the Contractor
appropriate security classification. If a a. As provided for in the Government
stamp for the appropriate classification is Auditing Standards on Reporting, DCAA
not available, classification markins routinely provides copies of draft reports
should be made in letters conspicuously for all audits, except those dealing with
larger than the size of the print of the negotiation of forecasted costs, to the
report. contractor being audited. (See also 4-303

b. If an audit report pertains to a and 4-304 rading information to be
proposal or a contract that is classified or discussed at interim and exit confer-
includes classified elements, and the au- ences.)
ditor is unable to determine the appropri- b. DCAA audit rejports that do not
ate security classification of the report, a contain opinions on forecasted costs are
special "warning" label (DCAA label 5) generally provided to the contractor at
must be affixed (see DCAAM 5205.1, the exit conference in draft form for
Section 1-400.b). The label is placed written comment. The contractor should
above, but not covering, the "FOR OFFI- be provided a reasonable amount of time
CIAL USE ONLY" legend on the audit to analyze the audit results and to submit
report cover, and the report must be sent its response for incorporation into the
via registered mail. Contact the refional final audit report. If the contractor's
security officer for instructions prior to response is not provided in a timely
release of the report. Regional offices manner, the final report should be issued
should consult with the Headquarters stating that the report was provided for
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comments to the contractor but the corn- final audit report will show the contractor
ments were not received in time to incor- as a distributee of the report (through the
porate them into the final audit report. If contracting officer). Final reports provid-
written comments are received after the ed to the contractor through the contract-
audit report was issued, prepare a supple- ing officer should omit the first para-
mental audit report if it will serve a graph shown in Figure 10-2-1 related to
useful purpose. The following types of DCAA having no objection to the release
draft audit reports are generally provided of the audit report. If the contractor
to the contractor for written response requests a copy of these type of final
prior to issuing the final audit report. reports after the report has been issued,

* Incurred Cost Submissions coordinate with the contracting officer to
* Contract Audit Closing Statements, determine if the contracting officer has

if exceptions are found any objection to DCAA providing a copy
* Cost Accounting Standards Reports, of the report directly to the contractor.

including cost impacts c. Draft audit reports which include
* Postaward Reviews, if defective pric- forecasted costs are not provided to the

ing was found contractor unless specifically authorized
* Provisional Billing Rates by the contracting officer (FAR 15.805-
0 Progress Payment Audits, but not 5(f). Also, the Procurement Integrity Act

proposals for special or flexible progess restricts the discussion of source selection
payment rates or interim changes in information with an offeror other than
contract prices for the purpose of minor clarification

e Other Special Audits, such as Facili- (FAR 15.6). However, the auditor should
ty Rental and CFSR fully discuss with the contractor any

e Financial Control Audits factual differences, unsupported items,
• Billing System cost or pricing data inadequacies, and

•Compensation CAS/FAR noncompliances and obtain
• EDP General and Application Con- the contractor's response for inclusion in

trol Reviews the final audit report. Draft and final
* Estimating System audit reports on the areas listed below are
* General Accounting System not provided to the contractor unless
* Indirect Cost Accountin System specifically requested by the contracting
* Labor Cost Accountin• System officer.
* Material Cost Accounting System . Individual Price Proposals
* Plannins and Budgeting System * Should Cost Reviews
* Purchasing System e Forward Pricing Rate Proposals
* Other Internal Control Reviews a Reviews of Part of a Proposal
* Preaward Accounting System Re- * Agreed-to Procedures Audits

views * FPR/FPI Price Redetermination
o Operation Audits Proposals, containing forecasted costs
* Equitable Adjustment and Termina- * Equitable Adjustment and Termina-

tion Submissions, if based entirely on tion Submissions, containing forecasted
incurred costs costs

* Joint Contractor Insurance/Pension * Limitation of Payments Submissions
_.Reviews (CIPR) A Proposal for Special or Flexible

e Financial Capability Audits Progress Pa ent Rate or Interim
eSystem Surveys at Contractors with Changes in Contract Price

no ADV The following contingent release state-
* Joint Reviews of Contractor Opera- ment shown on Figure 10-2-1 will be

tions, including those required under included as the first paragraph on the
DFARS 242.70 "Monitoring Contractor cover sheet for these reports.
COstI'

Except for reports on postaward re- "The Defense Contract Audit
views, audits of aluitable adjustment and Agency has no objection to release of
termination submissions, and the reports this report, at the discretion of the
discussed in the paragraphs below, the contracting agency, to authorized
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representatives of [insert name of in 9-106.4 for price proposals and 6-
contractor or subcontractor to which 801.2 for incurred costs. The auditor
the report pertains]." should have determined at the start of the

review whether the subcontractor would
d. Draft and final reports that are of a have any restrictions on release of the

privileged and sensitive nature (such as report to the higher-tier contractor. If so,
those reporting on unsatisfactory condi- the auditor should have also discussed
tions (4-803.2) or which make reference with the requestor how the audit results
to suspected irregular conduct or referral could best be presented to maximize their
for investigation (4-700)) will not be usefulness to the recipient.
provided to the contractor. These types b. The comment regarding subcontrac-
of reports are not usually discussed with tor release restrictions will be included in
contractor representatives, and any in- the first paragraph of the cover sheet. It
quiries concerning disclosure of the re- will appear either as a stand-alone com-
port information will be resolved in ac- ment or as a follow-on comment to the
cordance with DoD 5400.7-R and the sentence provided in 10-206.2c, if re-
DCAA Freedom of Information Act Pro- quired. See Figures 10-2-2(a) and 10-2-
gram. 2(b) for sample formats.

e. The statement din r Of c. If the subcontractor does not object
the audit report solely at the discretion of to release of the report, use the following
the cognizant contracting agency pertains statements.

the complete report including all ap- (1) If the sentence in 10-206.2c is
pendixes. Frequently, a government tech- required, add the following as the second
nical evaluation report may be included sentence in this first cover sheet para-
as anapendix to the DCAA audit re- graph.
port. If,or any reason, the government
activity supplying a technical evaluation "Nor does this A _ency or [insert
has any objection to release of its report name of subcontractor] object to
to contractor representatives, this must release of this report to authorized
be highlighted on the cover sheet. For representatives of [insert name of
example: higher-tier contractor]. See Appen-

dix xx for a copy of the subcontrac-
"The Defense Contract Audit tor's release statement."

Ag-ncy has no objection to release of
this report. However, the govern- (2) If the sentence in 10-206.2c is not
ment technical evaluation report in- required, the comment on subcontractor
cluded as Appendix xx of our report release restrictions becomes the first
should not be released to [insert paragraph of the cover sheet, as follows:
contractor or subcontractor name[
without approval of [insert name o"[Insert name of subcontractor]government agency supplying techni- does not object to release..."
cal report]." d. If the subcontractor objects to re-

10-206.3 Reluse oI Subonbtract Audit lease of all or any part of the report
Repwt th Hbe- siila information, use a cover sheet statement

P .pseso 0th.r Cod Subissim similar to the following:
a. When the report is on a subcontrac- The [insert the subcontractor's

tor's proposal or other cost submission to name] objects to release of this re-
a higher-tier contractor, the cover sheet port to the higher-tier contractor,
must contain a statement regarding the (insert the name of the higher-tier
subcontractor's agreement or objection to contractor], because [briefly summa-
release of the report to the higher-tier rize the reason(s) for the subcontrac-
contractor. The release statement applies tor's objection. If applicable, identify
to all subcontract audit reports, regard- the specific information the subcon-
less of the audit report type. The audit tractor does not want released].
procedures on this matter are discussed Therefore, report information
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should be kept within government subject may include references to the
channels except to the extent that the RFQ/RFP or prime contract number,
subcontractor grants permission for subcontract identification, if applicable,
its release. See Appendix xx for a disclosure statement revision number,
copy of the subcontractor's state- etc., and the contractor's name, city, and
ment of objection to release. How- state.
ever, the Defense Contract Audit b. Specific information that should be
Agency has no objection to release of included in the report subject for particu-
this report, at the discretion of the lar types of reports is described in the
contracting agency, to authorized applicable sections of this chapter. Refer
representatives of [insert name of to Figure 10-2-3 for an example of the
contractor or subcontractor to which subject element.
the report pertains]."

e. If the subcontractor restricts release 10-208 Addressee
of only a portion of the report informa-
tion (for example, historical labor hours), 10-206.1 Prime Comraet Report
try to contain the restricted data in a Addressees
schedule or appendix that can be conve-
niently removed from the report. In such a. It is DCAA policy that audit reports
a situation, the report cover would in- at the prime contract level be addressed
clude a statement describing what infor- to a contracting officer unless it is clear
mation cannot be released and advise that another acquisition official will be
that the report could be released if the responsible for resolving the audit find-
restricted data are first removed. For ings and recommendations. Under DoD
example: field pricing support procedures (9-100),

for example, the addressee would nor-
"The [insert the subcontractor's mally be the procuring contracting officer

name] objects to release of this re- (PCO) unless a plant representa-
port to the higher-tier contractor, tive/administrative contracting officer
[insert the name of the higher-tier (ACO) has been delegated procurement
contractor], unless Schedule/ authority to execute the particular con-
Appendix xx is first removed, be- tract action. This policy results in audit
cause it contains [identify the data findings being directed to the individuals
and briefly state the reason(s) for the responsible for resolutions and facilitates
subcontractor's objection]. There- timely contracting officer action.
fore, e information should be b. Even if the audit report does not
kept within government channels. contain findings requiring resolution, the
However, the Defense Contract Au- report addressee should normally be the
dit Agency has no objection to re- cognizant contracting officer. Under no
lease of this report, at the discretion circumstances will reports be addressed
of the contracting agecy, to author- "To the File" or "For the Record."
ized representatives of(insert name c. A number of non-DoD agencies
of contractor or subcontractor to make requests for audit through their
which the report perins]." Offices of Inspectors General, which may

10-207 Report Subject be responsible for arranging audits for
many procurement offices. The assigned

Sa. The report "Subject" element should number or other assignment identifier
* agree with the audit report title as shown contained in the audit requests is their

on the cover sheet (10-206. 1b). It should primary means of identifying these as-
begin with a description of the audit signments. To help these offices control
performed (ýe.g., Report on Audit of Pro- their assignments and expedite transmit-
posal for Initial Pricing, Report on Audit tal of reports to responsible officials, non-
of Labor Costs, Report on Postaward DoD agency assignment numbers, or
Audit of Cost or Pricing Data, etc.). other assignment identifiers contained in
Depending on the type of audit, the requests for audit, will be included within
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the first one or two sentences of audit 10-208.3 Ferm of Addresses
reports issued to these agencies. As a matter of form, audit reports are

d. Audit reports in support of team not normally addressed to an individual
system reviews led by contract adminis- by name but to the title of the position.
tration organizations, such as the Con- However, if the report is for an office
tractor Purchasing System Review (5- with several contracting officers, the first
1302) or the Contractor Insur- line of the address block should identify
ancelPension Review (5-1303), should be the individual in some appropriate man-
addressed to the designated team captain. ner. This may be done by placing the
Reports on should-cost team reviews (9- ACO/PCO's room number, "desk code,"
1300) will be addressed to the PCO. "mail stop," or name in parentheses
Audit reports on C/SCSC demonstration following the contracting officer designa-
reviews (11-202.3) will be addressed to tion. For example, report addresses may
the review director, reports on C/SCSC begin: "Procuring Contracting Officer
surveillance reviews (11-202.4) will be (Code 03D-1)" or "Administrative Con-
addressed to the lead acquisition activity tracting Officer (Ms. Mary Z. Brown)."
through the principal cognizant ACO (see
10-208.4). Reports required to support 10-208.4 "ThrmOUh" Addesn
an investigation will be addressed to the When required to route the original
requester, copy of a report through an intermediate

e. The audit report distribution (10- action office other than the addressee's
211) should include the team leader as a office, use "through" addressing. Under
distributee of the report (provide as DoD field pricing support procedures (9-
many copies as requested). Also, con- 100), for example, if a report on review of
tinue to provide the team leader with all a price proposal is addressed to a PCO
information necessary for the review in (other than the plant representative/ACO
accordance with applicable CAM guid- acting as a PCO) but is to be routed
ance, such as a copy of the draft report through the ACO, the "TO" element will
for use during the exit conference, and be followed b a "THRU" element, as
copies of any summary schedules or illustrated in Figure 10-2-3.
working papers required for consolida-
tion of statistical data or supporting 10-20&5 Attion Uns
documentation. It is acceptable to use a separate "At-

tention" line as the second line of the
10-208.2 Sbeomtraet md hmtracopitwy "TO" and/or "THRU" address block
Report Addressees when the addressee has requested the

FAO to route the report directly to a
Most FAO audit reports on intracom- particular organizational section or indi-

pany and subcontract matters will also be vidual within the addressee's office. Do
addressed in accordance with 10-208.1. not use an "Attention" line to identify
In certain audit areas, however, such as the contracting officer to whom the re-
postaward reviews of cost or pricing data port is addressed (see 10-208.3).
(10-600), procurement needs may be bet-
ter served if the auditor's report from the 10-209 Report Narrative
other company segment or subcontractor
level is addressed to the contract auditor All reports must have a narrative body
at the prime contract level. The recipient which as a minimum includes comments
auditor will then incorporate the findings on the purpose and scope of the audit,
and recommendations into a single audit any limitations on the scope of audit
report for action by the responsible con- performed, a summary of the audit re-
tracting officer. Appropriate variations in suits, and the disposition of audit results.
addressing and distribution of intracom- This part describes in general terms the
pany and subcontract reports will be content of each of the narrative pal -
covered in later sections of this chapter graphs to be included in audit reports in
(see 10-303.2, 10-604, and 10-704). the order in which they are to appear.
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The remaining sections of this chapter in pricing data specifically identified in
many cases expand on the content of the contractor's letter(s) dated [insert
each of the narrative paragraphs as they dates of contractor supplemental
apply to particular types of reports, such submissions of cost or pricin data].
as price proposals, cost accounting stan- [Insert identification of official who
dards, postaward reviews, etc. granted the extension(s)] extended

the original audit report due date of
10-209.1 Purpose mnd Scop• f Audit [insert original due date] to [insert
(maasdtsry lnparaip ) revised due date] because of (insert

a. Begin this section by identifying the reason(s) extension was needed]. We
functional area or contractor submission sent you a copy of our [insert date of
reviewed and the purpose and objectives correspondence confirming the due
of the review. Identify the audit request, date extension(s)] memorandum
if applicable, including specific reference confirming this due date extension.
to any case numbers or assi'nment iden-
tifiers contained in the audit request. In "The proposal and related cost or
many instances, especially when non- pricing data are the responsibility of
DoD inspector general offices arrange the contractor. Our responsibility is
audits for their agencies, the assignment to express an opinion on the propos-
identifier included in the request is the al based on our audit."
primary means of tracking these assign-
ments. (2) An example of a statement that

b..Dependin on the nature of the might be included in a report on a
audit, information may be included re- functional/operational review follows:
garding the time period of the audit, date,
dollar value, and type of proposal, period "As part of our comprehensive audit
of performance of the proposed effort, of the [insert company name], we
and contract data such as type, incentive reviewed the contractor's plant
provisions, etc. Audit reports on price maintenance function which is re-
proposals should also include statements sponsible for the maintenance and
about additional cost or pricing data repair of equipment and buildings at
submissions and due date extensions, if the Boston facility. The audit was
applicable, indicating what additionaldata were reviewed, the reason the exten-effective-sion was needed, the official who granted ness of the contractor's policies andthe extension, and the correspondence practices in assuring that mainte-confming the extension. nance tasks are carried out in aconi) An example of a statement t timely, efficient, and economical(1) n eampl ofa satemnt hat manner. The audit was conductedcould be included in a report on a price manoembe 1988througte-proposal follows: from November 1988 through Feb-

ruary 1989 and covered contractor

"As requested by [insert requesting operations for the fiscal year ended
office name] letter dated [insert date 31 December 1988."
of request], reference [insert reques-
ter reference number], we have au- (3) The purpose of audit paragraph
dited [insert contractors name] pro- should also include appropriate special
posal dated [insert date of proposal] comments if the audit review was limited
for [insert total proposed pr. to specific functions or activities, if par-
including profit or fee, if any]. This ticular work was or was not performed,
[insert type of proposal] proposal or if special aspects were considered in
provides for [insert description of performing the review, perhaps at the
service or product to be provided], request of the contracting officer. For
The prposed, performance period is example:
[insert inlusive dates of contractperformance]. We have also audited "At your request, we limited our
the additional supporting cost or audit to.. .
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c. Introduce the scope of audit para- when the small business exemption ap-
graph with the following statement, mod- pears appropriate:
ified as shown where appropriate: (a) "The cost or pricing data require-

ments and cost principles contained in
"Except as discussed in paragraph 2 the Federal Acquisition Regulation and I
[omit if no "circumstances affecting DoD FAR Supplement (DFARS) [for
the audit" paragraph is included in non-DoD agencies, identify specific agen-
the report], we conducted our audit cy supplement - see 9-102.2 and 15-
in accordance with generally accept- 102.2] and the practices required by
ed government auditing standards. applicable Cost Accounting Standards
Those standards require that we plan were used as criteria in evaluating the
and perform the audit to obtain contractor's submission."
reasonable assurance about whether (b) "The cost or pricing data require-
the data and records reviewed are ments and cost principles and procedures
free of material misstatement. An contained in the Federal Acquisition I
audit includes examining, on a test Regulation and DoD FAR Supplement I
basis, evidence supporting the (DFARS) [for non-DoD agencies, identi-
amounts and disclosures in the data fy specific agency supplement - see 9-
and records reviewed. An audit also 102.2 and 15-102.2] were used as criteria
includes assessing the accounting in evaluating the contractor's submis-
principles used and significant esti- sion. The contractor claims exemption
mates made by the contractor, as under 48 CFR 9903.201-1(b)(3) from the I
well as evaluating the overall data practices required by Cost Accounting
and records presentation. We believe Standards board rules and regulations
that our audit provides a reasonable because it considers itself a small busi-
basis for our opinion." ness concern."

(3) If a government technical review
(1) The above paragraph should also was performed in conjunction with the

identify the established or stated criteria audit review, the auditor will in normal
against which the proposal, submission, circumstances incorporate the technical
functional area, etc. was measured. As a report recommendations into the audit
result, additional comments in this para- conclusions (note the exception discussed
graph will vary depending on the type of under 10-209.2). In such cases the audit
audit work performed. For example, re-report should include an additional scope
ports on reviews of revised disclosure statement, such as the following:
statements will state that the require-
ments in 48 CFR 9903.202 were used as "The audit conclusions reported in
criteria in ascertaining the adequacy and Exhibit A incorporate the dollar ef-
compliance of the contractor's revision. fect of the recommendations in the
Reports on postaward reviews may indi- related government report of techni-
cate the criteria used to evaluate the cost cal evaluation performed by [insert
or pricing data were DoD's implementa- name of activity providing the re-
tion of the law contained in FAR Subpart view]."
15.8 and pertinent provisions of the
contract. In a report on a functional area, (4) If a joint report is being prepared
indicate the types of contractor records under a cost monitoring program, a tech-
and documents examined and the specif- nical scope statement may be added as a
ic audit steps and techniques used. separate paragraph at the technical repre-

(2) A report on a price proposal review sentative's discretion (10-403b).
should include an additional scope of (5) The last paragraph of the scope
audit statement, modified as appropriate statement should describe the work per-
depending on contractor CAS coverage. formed to obtain an understanding of
The following examples show the state- relevant internal control structure poli-
ments that should be included (a) when cies and procedures and to assess control
full CAS coverage is applicable and (b) risk.
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(a) For audits of the contractor's ac- 10-209.2 Circumstances Affecdig the
counting and management systems, the Audit
Scope of Audit section should explain a. Circumstances having a significant
that this audit includes: adverse effect on the conduct or scope of

(i) obtaining an understanding of the the audit should be clearly identified if
internal controls the conditions result in qualified audit

(ii) determining if the controls are conclusions in relation to the stated pur-
adequate and in operation pose and scope of the review. In such

(iii) listing the control objectives coy- case, both the "purpose and scope of
ered by the audit audit" and "summary of audit results"

(iv) assessing control risk to use as a paragraphs should specifically refer to
basis for planning the testing nec- this paragraph. Examples of items that
essary in other financial related may be presented in this paragraph in-
audits d clude but are not limited to: (1) lack of

Refer to 10-400 for details, access to or inadequate contractor rec-
(b) For other financial related audits, ords, (2) time limitations on the scope of

(e.g., forward pricing proposals, progress audit, and (3) failure to obtain a required
payment requests, annual incurred cost government report of technical evalu-
audits) provide the following information ation or assist audit report.
on how the contractor's internal control b. The nature and potential impact of
systems affected the scope of audit: each circumstance and any steps taken by

the auditor to overcome or mitigate the
(i) At those contractors with internal problem described (e.g., request for addi-
control systems, list those systems tional review time, etc.) must be ex-
* that provide for ompliance with plained. Also explain further action the
laws and regulations for the area auditor plans to take after report is-

b how as- suance, if applicable. Where possible,being reviewed, describe keep this p h brief and includesessed control risk was considered in specific erences to the report exhibit,
determining the scope of audit, and schedule, or appendix paragraph that
refer to the contractor Organization contains a detailed discussion of the item
and Systems section for the current involved.
status of the system(s). c. If a required government technical

report is not received, indicate the reason
(ii) The Contractor Organization for nonreceipt and any follow-up action
and Systems section of the report to obtain the report from the organiza-
should reference the last audit report tion involved. State the specific areas in
and our current opinion on the over- which technical review is required to
all system, describe the current as- conclude the audit. Also recommend that
sessment of control risk, and list any the auditor be given an opportunity to
outstanding internal control defi- review the results of the technical evalu-
ciencies along with the current status ation, determine its impact on the scope
of those deficiencies. See 5-100 for of audit and overall conclusions, and
additional information on internal provide a supplemental report incorpo-
control reviews, rating such evaluation.

d. If the auditor receives a technical
(iii) At smaller contractors that do report but does not agree with its recom-
not have defined internal control mendations, he will attempt to reconcile
system or non major contractors any disagreements with the engineering
where it was not beneficial to review specialist who prepared the report and/or
the system, the scope paragraph with the specialist's supervisor. If neces-
should state that fact and state that sary, assistance to resolve the differences
as a result control risk was assessed will be solicited from the contracting
as high. officer. If the auditor is unable to resolve

the differences, he should not utilize the

DCAA Cmbract Audit Man-al
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technical report in developing the audit exhibits, schedules, and appendixes as
opinion or in determining the amount of needed.
the questioned costs. In such cases, how- c. Since the content of this paragraph
ever, the technical report will be attached will vary dependi on the type of report
to the audit report, which will include an being prepared, rer to specific guidance
explanation of the reason the auditor did contained in the applicable sections of
not rely on the recommendations includ- this chapter.
ed in the technical report. The circum- d. State in this section the name and
stances should be adequately described title of the contractor's desipnated repre-
and the related audit conclusion appro- sentative with whom the exit conference
priately qualified, was held (4-304). In most cases, detailed

e. Auditors should be alert that FAR comments on the contractor's reaction to
15.805-5(d) and (eX5) require that we the report findings will be included else-
notify contracting officers in writing where in the report, either in other parts
when cost or pricing data provided are so of the narrative, or in exhibits, schedules,
deficient as to preclude a satisfactory or appendixes. In those cases, a reference
review or when we encounter denial of to that part of the report containing the
access to data or records essential to contractor's reaction is sufficient. When
performance of a satisfactory review, a contractor provides a formal written
Written confirmation should include a response, it should be included as an
description of the deficient or denied attachment to the audit report. However,
data or records; explanation why the if convenient, the contractor's reaction
denied data or records are needed; expla- can be included here.
nation of documentation or contractor e. In reports on price proposals, identi-
action needed to correct deficient cost or fy the designated representative with
pricing data; the amount of proposed cost whom factual matters were discussed and
considered unsupported because of the the major areas of difference likely to be
deficient data or the questioned costs pursued at negotiations.
resulting from denial of access to records; f. If information in the report was
and the action taken by DCAA to obtain provided to the contracting officer in
adequate cost or pricing data. advance by telephone, a confirming state-

ment will be made here identifying the
10-209.3 Suanary of Audit Results information.
(a latoy r )g. Include a cautionary note that infor-

mation in the audit report should not be
a. This section should summarize the used for other purposes without first

results of audit, qualified as appropriate discussing its applicability with the audi-
(9-209), and provide the auditor's conclu- tor.
sions, recommendations, overall opinion,
and a summary of the contractor's reac- 10-209.4 Dispositiou of Audit Results
tions to the report findings. When appli- (mMdatPy Mragrah)
cable, refer to the exhits, schedules, The following standard comments
appendixes (10-214), or narrative para- should appear in the order indicated.
graph of statement of conditions and Refer to the remaining sections in this
recommendations (10-407) that contain chapter for additional comments that
the detailed results. may be required in reports on specific

b. While it is acceptable in some limit- areas.
ed situations to provide the complete a. Offer to provide accounting counsel
results of audit in this paragraph (see 10- and any additional audit assistance
218), it is usually more appropriate to which the contracting officer (or other
summarize the findings here and refer to addressee) may require in finalizing the
details in an exhibit, schedule, etc. The action or in implementing the report
report is usually easier for the recipient to recommendations. Include the FAO tele-
read and use if the narrative portion of phone and fax numbers. Inform the con-
the report is introductory in nature with tracting officer that further advice and
the detailed findings provided in the assistance can be obtained by (1) tele-
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phoning or submitting a request to the f. In cases where a DCAA Summary
office issuing the report, or, when appli- Sheet is required (see 15-605), include
cable, by (2) contacting the on-site pro- the following statement:
curement liaison auditor (include the
PLA's name, telephone number, and Of- We have attached to the original
rice location as shown in 15-3S1). De- report a Contract Audit Follow-up
pending on the type of report, complexity Summary Sheet in accordance with
of the audit, and audit findings, recom- reissued DoD Directive 7640.2 dat-
mend that the auditor be invited to ed 12 February 1988."
attend the negotiation conference. 10-210 Signamure Block

In a report on a price proposal review,
add the following sentence after offering a. The report will be signed by the
to provide additional audit service: auditor authorized to do so by applicable

"-Additional audit support should be DCAA letters delegating signatory au-
"A dditionalauditsppors oru thority; in most cases, the branch mmnag-requested if changed requirementsr er or resident auditor.
more current cost or pricing dat b. No "command" or authority line is
have a significant impact on the used on audit reports. As shown in Figure
proposal." 10-2-4, "DEFENSE CONTRACT AU-

DIT AGENCY" is typed at the rightb. Mention any subsequent or supple- margin on the second line below the last
mental reports you intend to issue per- line of the narrative. The first line of the
taining to unresolved or qualified costs, if signature block is typed on the fifth line
applicable. In most cases, inclusion of a below this line.
"circumstances affecting the audit" para- c. Joint reports prepared under a cost
rph (10-209.2) in the report should be monitoring program will be signed by
ollowed up with a comment regarding both the head of the local contract ad-

the intent to supplement the report. ministration office and the cognizant
c. Include a request that the audit auditor (10-410).

office be advised of the disposition of the
audit recommendations, if appropriate. 10-211 Report Dialistudm
Also, if appropriate, include a request for
comments and suggestions on the report a. Audit report recipients should be
and related audit support. informed of all other recipients. The

d. In functional/operational reviews distribution list should property identify
and system surveys, express appreciation each organization.
for the contractor's support and coopera- b. The report distribution is placed at
tion extended during the review, if appro- the left margin on the second fine below
priate. the signature block, as illustrated in Fig-

e. If during any audit our effort was ure 10-2-4. Place long distribution lists
significantly reduced because of self-gov- on a separate sheet or sheets following the
ernance activities (e.g., CRAG, coordi- signature page.
nated audits, etc.), express appreciation c. Any special distribution requnire-
for the contractor's cooperation and sup- ments pertaining to certain types of re-
port. Following is an example of such a ports will be stated in the following
paragraph: sections of this chapter. In addition to

those requirements, provide the request-
"We wish to express our apprecia- ed number of copies. For reports not in
tion for the cooperation extended by r to a specific request, furnish the
ABC's internal audit department addresee one copy with the orinal,
during our audit. The coordination unless other local working arrangements
of our audit effort with that of the exist. Copies of subcontract incurred cost
internal auditors enabled us to com- audits should be distributed to the DCAA
plete our audit of relocation costs office cognizant of the prime contractor.
more efficiently." On the distribution list, the prime con-
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tractor and contract number should be ly in upper case letters when they are
identified for easy routing. Also route used as titles (e. g., see Figure 10-3-2).
copies to the regional office, as required. b. Designate principal tabulations "ex-

d. Also see 15-100 for distribution hibits" and identify them by capital let-
requirements pertaining to non-DoD ters in consecutive order-, e.g., EXHIBIT
agencies. A, EXHIBIT B, etc. Additional tabula-

tions needed to explain any of the items
10-212 Table of Contents in the principal exhibits will be designat-

ed "schedules" and referenced by num-
All audit reports containing more than bers preceded by the corresponding ex-

one exhibit, schedule, or appendix (or hibit letter, e.g., SCHEDULE A-i,
any combination) will include a table of SCHEDULE A-2, etc. The content of the
contents. It will be situated immediately exhibits and schedules will vary depend-
following the introductory narrative sec- ing on the type of audit report being
tion of the report (or after the distribu- prepared. Review the appropriate section
tion list if included on a separate page or of this chapter to identify any specific
pages). The format of a table of contents requirements for the type of audit report
or a price proposal evaluation is illus- you are preparing.
trated in Figure 10-2-5. c. The content of the appendixes will

vary depending on the type of audit
10-213 Data Sheet report being prepared. For example, in

reports on price proposals, the appen-
a. A data sheet is sometimes used as a dixes serve to provide additional infor-

convenient method of providing the re- mation necessary for a complete under-
port recipient with basic descriptive in- standing of the contractor's proposal,
formation concerning the submission be- such as the contractor's organization and
ing reviewed (see 10-305). Inclusion of a operation, accounting system, comments
data sheet in a report is optional, since on profit, other matters, etc. In reports on
the information is usually provided in the functional/operational reviews and sys-
report body. While its use is normally tern surveys (10-400), the appendixes are
restricted to reports on contractor price primarily reserved for detailed state-
proposals, it may in some cases also be ments of conditions and recommenda-
useful in reports on postaward reviews, tions, the contractor's written response,
terminations, etc. and the contractor's organization (10-413

b. An example of a data sheet for an and 10-414). Audit reports on annual
audit report on a price proposal is shown indirect costs may include an appendix
in Figure 10-3-1. The format would have on billing rates; postaward review audit
to be altered for a postaward review, reports may include an appendix on
termination, etc. by providing descriptive "chronology of significant events" and
data pertinent to the review being per- may include comments on advance
formed (e.g., type of contract, contract areements or special contract provi-
number, value, termination on inventory sions. Audit reports on equitable adjust-
or total cost basis, etc.). ment proposals and claims win also ave

an appendix on "chronology of signifi-
10-214 Exhibits, Schedules, and cant events." Refer to the appropriate
Appenifdes section in this chapter dealing with the

specific type of report being prepared for
a. The audit report should contain further guidance.

exhibits and supporting schedules neces- d. Government technical reports and
sary for a clear and complete presenta- any assist audit reports from other
tion of the audit results and recommen- DCAA locations will be attached as ap-
dations. The exhibits, schedules, appen- pendixes to the audit reports to which
dixes, and narrative body of the report they apply.
should be cross-referenced where re. e. Identify appendixes by numbers in
quired. The words "exhibit," "schedule," consecutive order, e.g., APPENDIX 1,
and "appendix" should be writte-n entire- APPENDIX 2, etc.
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10-215 DCAA Summary Sheet unresolved costs contained in the audit
report and the report will serve a useful

If a DCAA Summary Sheet is required purpose because contract negotiations
per DoD Directive 7640.2, Policy for have not been concluded (10-304.2d(2).
Follow-up of Contract Audit Reports, it (5) Additional supporting in.rnnation
should be attached to the "original" of is provided by a contractor during the
the audit report and sent to the contract- negotiation conference which would af-
ing officer having negotiation or disposi- fect the report conclusions. In this situa-
tion authority. Detailed instructions re. tion, the auditor should advise the con-
garding use and preparation of summary tracting officer that if negotiations are
sheets are included in 15-605. delayed to allow sufficient time for audit

review, a supplemental report will be
10-216 Supplemental Audit Reports issued.

(Note that FAR 15.805-5(h) requires
contracting officers to request that audi-10-216.1 Criteria for Use tors immediately review significant infor-

a. Government auditing standards pro- mation disclosed after submission of a
vide for issuance of supplemental audit cost proposal. Auditors should exercise
reports when the auditor subsequently care that any subsequent reviews must
becomes aware of information which, comply with government auditing stan-
had it been known at the time the report dards, including adequate testing of evi-
was issued, would have affected the re- dential matter and appropriate supervi-
port conclusions (AICPA Auditing Stan- sory review. If this cannot be accom-
dards Section 561I). plished, there should be no appearance ofb. A supplemental report generally concurrence with the updated informa-
changes the original report conclusions. tion or implied amendment of the audit
A new report rather than a supplement report recommendations.)
should be issued when the purpose of the (6) Additional information is received
report differs from the purpose of the which would correct an error in the
original report. This is the case when a original report having a material effect on
special report is issued to summarize the report conclusions.
results of audit in previously issued re-
ports or when a follow-up report is issued 10-216.2 General Requirements
on a functional/operational review to a. A supplemental report need not
determine if the contractor took adequate supersede the original audit report in its
corrective action on reported findings, entirety. It can be limited to the affected

c. Supplemental DCAA audit reports item(s) of cost or other portions of the
should be issued when: prior report and should not generally

(I) Insufficient time was provided to restate previous information or recom-
perform a complete audit (especially on mendations.
major proposals, sensitive reviews, or b. Make the task of supplementing as
where there is potential for significant easy as possible for the report recipi-
audit findings), the requested due date ent(s). Rather than instructing the ad-
extension was not granted, and a quali- dressee to make numerous pen and ink
fled report was issued advising that audit changes and page substitutions, it is often
effort would be continuing (10-103.1c). easier to replace a complete exhibit or

(2) Events occurring after report is- schedule in the original report with a
suance have a materialeffect on govern- revised exhibit or schedule.
ment contract costs (10-103.30. c. If inserting a revised narrative, ex-

(3) Required technical information is hibit, etc. of more or fewer pages than the
received after the technical report is original would require the renumbering
issued and the results have a significant of the complete report, and it is not
impact on the audit findings (10- prudent to replace the original report in
304.2d( I) .) fm i. its entirety, it is acceptable to leave some

(4) Additiona information is received pages blank or use decimals after the page
which is necessery to reflect resolution of numbers to keep the pages in sequence.
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For example, assume that the original SI, S2, etc.). If the original exhibit is to
report exhibit covered pages 5 through 10 be replaced by a revised exhibit, all pages
and schedule A-I started on page 11: of the revised exhibit should show the

(1) If the new exhibit is 8 pages long supplement number.
rather than the original 6, number the b. The audit report cover sheet and
last two pages 10.1 and 10.2. No other subject should identify the audit report as
changes to the original report need be a supplement; for example, "Supplement
made and schedule A-I can still begin on to Report on Audit of Proposal . . .
page 1I. Otherwise, the cover sheet, subject, and

(2) If the revised exhibit was only 4 addressee elements should be identical to
pages long rather than the original 6, the the original report.
last two pages of the revision could
include the following statement: "This 10-216.5 Report Narrative
page intentionally left blank." As in the The supplemental report can usually be
example above, schedule A-I would still limited to a narrative section setting forth
start on page 11. the "purpose and scope of supplemental

d. Dollars examined, questioned costs, audit," "summary of supplemental audit
unsupported costs, etc. initially reported results," and "disposition of supplemen-
will frequently require revision as a result tal audit results," together with the at-
of issuance of a supplemental audit re- tached supplemental exhibits, schedules,
port. As a result, performance data previ- or individual pages. Comments on these
ously reported in the DCAA management areas follow:
information system should be revised as a. Purpose and Scope of Supplemental
appropriate. Audit
10-216.3 Supplemental Report Fomat State the reason why the supplemental

report is being issued. If applicable, men-
Major components of a supplemental tion whether the supplemental audit was

report are listed below. Discussion of the limited to specific areas or items of cost.
particular elements is contained in the For example:
referenced paragraphs. Except where not-
ed, the format and contents of the supple- "This supplemental report incorpo-
mental report must comply with the basic rates the results of the government
audit report requirements in 10-204. For report of technical evaluation, which
example, requirements for an audit re- was not received in time to be in-
port cover would not change, distribution cluded in our original audit report
requirements remain the same, etc. dated . ... "

Audit Report Cover Sheet/Subject If there are any changes in the scope of
Element (10-216.4) audit statement as contained in the origi-

Report Narrative (10-216.5) nal report, make note of it in this para-
Purpose and Scope of Supplemen- graph. For example, a comment may be

tal Audit included that the scope of review qualifi-
Circumstances Affecting the Sup- cation and "circumstances affecting the

plemental Audit audit" paragraph in the original report no
Summary of Supplemental Audit longer apply. In the "disposition of sup-

Results plemental audit results" paragraph (refer
Disposition of Supplemental Audit to c. below), the auditor should advise the

Results report recipient(s) to make a pen-and-ink
Table of Contents (10-216.6) change or page substitution reflecting this

change.10-216.A AdIlt Report Cover b. Summary of Supplemental AuditSheet/Subject Element Results
a. The report cover sheet, letterhead (1) This paragraph will state the net

page, and all supplemented pages should effect of the supplemental report and the
contain the original audit report number primary reason(s) for the change. For
followed by the supplement number (e.g., example:
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"As a result of the technical review, "Except as noted above, all other
total questioned costs of $ - in comments contained in the original
our original report are revised to report remain unchanged."
$ __, primarily because of recom-
mended reductions to proposed ma- (3) Restate the offer to provide ac-
terial quantities and manufacturing counting counsel or any additional audit
labor hours." assistance which the contracting officer

may require and provide the FAO tele-
(2) If applicable, state the name and phone and fax numbers (10-209.4a).

title of the contractor's designated repre-
sentative with whom the supplemental 10-216.6 Table of Contents
results were discussed (10-209.3d).

c. Disposition of Supplemental Audit Provide a revised table of contents to
Results the report recipients as required.

In the frust paragraph of this report
clement, provide precise instructions to 10-217 Report Transmittals and
enable the report recipient to incorporate Routing
the new pages, exhibits, etc. into a com-
plete (revised) report. Report transmittals should not be used

(1) In the example in a. above, exten- to convey information or comments that
sive changes would be required as a result should be included in the report itself.
of incorporating the results of technical For this reason, a transmittal memoran-
review. The original scope of audit para- dum or letter is not normally used for
graph would probably require revision initial distribution of reports. However,
and the "circumstances affecting the au- it is acceptable to attach a transmittal
dit" paragraph in the original report letter to a report if it is helpful in
would have to be revised or eliminated in highlighting an area for the contracting
its entirety to delete the technical qualifi- officer's consideration. A transmittal let-
cation; the summary of audit results ter could also be used to explain special
paragraph would change to reflect the distribution to officials who seldom re-
additional questioned costs and a change ceive reports from the FAO. For exam-
in the opinion paragraph; the disposition pie, if a report discloses that the contrac-
of audit results paragraph would change tor has been inappropriately paid prog-
to eliminate the comment on the inten- ress payments in excess of $500,000
tion to supplement the report; the table of under a contract administratively con-
contents will change to show the techni- trolled by the Navy (see 14-206b), a
cal report as an appendix; and the exhib- routing slip to the Navy Director of
it(s) and or schedule(s) in the original banking and Contract Financing might
report would change. In this situation, state:
this instruction paragraph would proba-
bly state the following: "In accordance with your standing

"request to DCAA Headquarters, the
"This supplemental report replaces attached report is distributed to your
our original report in its entirety." office because the overpayment ex-

ceeds the designated reporting(2) If the original report is not being threshold."
entirely superseded, instruct the recipient
to make pen-and-ink changes or page 10-218 Use of Short Form Audit
substitutions. For example: Reports

"Remove pages 2, 4, 6, and 7 from
our original report and replace with The term "short form" report is often
the attached revised pages. Also, used to describe audit reports in which
renumber page .... " the results of audit are provided in the"summary of audit results" paragraph
In this case, add the following addi- without any supporting exhibits, ..ched-

tional comment: Wues, and, in many cases, appendixes.
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a. If the complete results of audit can which would preclude acceptance of
be conveniently provided in the "summa- the contractor's proposal as submit-
ry of audit results" paragraph, it is ac- ted."
ceptable to do so (10-209.3a). However,
this approach is acceptable only if the In this case, however, make sure that
results can be confined to one or two the report is responsive to the audit
typewritten pages. The preferable method request and includes any other informa-
is to keep the narrative portion of the tion as required, especially in areas of
report introductory in nature, with the special emphasis. For example, the audit
detailed findings provided in the exhib- request may specify submission of a
its, schedules, and appendixes. schedule of proposed and recommended

b. If an audit discloses no questioned labor and indirect expense rates applica-
costs, the report will probably not contain ble to the particular contractor submis-
exhibits or schedules. In this situation, sion under review. Preprinted appen-the "summary of audit results"pa-tahe wisummaryi of aud nt resul" pa- dixes covering the contractor's organiza-
graph will consist of a statement such as tion and operations, accounting system,

profit, etc., should also be included as

"Our audit disclosed no questioned, necessary to provide a comprehensive
unsupported, or unresolved items report.

Q
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Figure 10-2-1

Figure 10-2-1
SAMPLE COVER SHEET FOR A REPORT ON AUDIT OF A PRIME CONTRACT PROPOSAL

[Actual size is 8-1/2 x 11"]

AUDIT REPORT NO. 16 March 1992

REPORT ON AUDIT OF PROPOSAL FOR
INITIAL PRICING

UNDER RFP NO. DLA600-92-R-0132
XYZ CORPORATION

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

The Defense Contract Audit Agency has no objection to release of this report, at the
discretion of the contracting agency, to authorized representatives of XYZ Corporation. [if
appropriate add, "However, the government technical report included as Appendix 7 of our
report should not be released to XYZ Corporation without the approval of DCMAO-
Philadelphia.")"
Under the provisions of Title 32, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 290.26(bX2), any
Freedom of Information Act requests for audit reports received by DCAA will be referred to
the cognizant contracting agency for determination as to releasability and a direct response
to the requester.

Contractor information contained in this audit report may be proprietary. The restrictions
of 1 U.S.C. 1905 should be considered before this information is released to the public.
This report may not be released to any Federal agency outside the Department of Defense
without the approval of Headquarters, DCAA, except to an agency requesting the report in
negotiating or administering its contract.

MID-ATLANTIC REGION
PHILADELPHIA BRANCH OFFICE

DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

* Location of window in report cover (does not appear on cover sheet)
Note that the first paragraph of this sample cover sheet is omitted on some reports, and
modified for subcontract reports. See 10-206.1a.
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Figu 102-2a Figre 1-2-2a

SAMPLE COVER SHEET FOR A REPORT ON AUDIT OF A SUBCONTRACT PROPOSAL

[Actual size is 3-1/2 x 11"]

AUDIT REPORT NO 16 March 1992

REPORT ON AUDIT OF SUBCONTRACTOR
PROPOSAL

TO XYZ CORPORATION
UNDER CONTRACT NO. DLA600-87-R-0132

ABC CORPORATION
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA

The Defense Contract Audit Agency has no objection to release of this report, at the
discretion of the contracting agency, to authorized representatives of ABC Corporation.
Nor does this Agency or ABC Corporation object to release of this report to authorized
representatives of XYZ Company. See Appendix 6 for a copy of the subcontractor's release
statement. [If appropriate add, "However, the government technical report included as
Appendix 7 of our report should not be released to ABC Corporation without the approval
of DCMAO-Almexandria.']

Under the provisions of Tide 32, Code of Federal Regulations, ....
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Figure 10-2-2b

Fiu 10-2-2b
SAMPLE COVER SHEET FOR A REPORT ON SUBCONTRACT INCURRED COSTS

[Actual size is 8-1/2 x 11]

AUDIT REPORT NO 16 March 1992

REPORT ON FINAL AUDIT OF COSTS
INCURRED

SUBCONTRACT ISSUED BY XYZ CO.
UNDER CONTRACT NO. DIA600-87*C-0132

ABC CORPORATION
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA

ABC Corporation objects to release of this report to the higher-tier contractor, XYZ Co., because these
two companies frequently compete for prime contracts ....

Location of window in report cover (not actually marked on cover sheet).
* Note that the first paragraph of the cover sheet varies if the subcontractor objects to

release of the report to the higher-tier contractor. See 10-206.3.
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Flgme 10-2-3

Figme 10-2-3
AUDIT REPORlT SUBJECT AND ADDRES FORMATS

[Actual %ime is 8-1/2 xI I]

DISTRICT BRANCH OFFICE
DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY
8181 PROFESSIONAL PLACE, SUITE 101

LANDOVER, MARYLAND 20785

Audi Report No. _ ________16 March 1992

kSURJECr: Report on Amd% of Proposal for Initia Pricing
Under RFP No. D1A60047-R40132
Dets Division
ABC Chemnical Corp
Colleg Park, Maryland 20910

TO, Procuring Contracting Officer (Room SE704)
Defense Fued Supply
Center Alexandria, Virgini 22204

THRU: Administrative Contracting Officer (Co~de 6.CQ
Defense Contract Manmagement Distrit Mid Atlantic

f Philadelphia, Pemnsylvania 19115

1. Purpose and Scope of Audit

a. As requested by DCMDM in letter DC-123, dated 25 Febnaary 1992, we have audited
Beta Division's proposal for S800,000. Tmis rm.-r 1e-pice proposal ...
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Figue 1-2-4

Figwe 10-2-4
AUDIT REPORT SIGNATURE EIMENT AND SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION LIST

b. As requited by FAR 15.808(b), please furnish us a copy of the price negotiation
memorandum at the conclusion of the negotiations. Please advise us if no award is made. We
also invite your comments and suggestions on this report and related audit support.

DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY

Mary C. SI.., Banch MaMMNg

Copy furnied:
PCO, [insert PCO organization identification] (Advance Copy)
DCAA Liaison Auditor, (insert PLA organization identification]

[Actual size is 8-1/2 x Il1l

Note that the last sentence of a report, and the distribution list, vary according to the
type of audit. Also, a long distribution list may be placed on the following page of the report.
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Figure 10-2-5

Figure 10-2-5
FORMAT FOR TABLE OF CONTENTS

Audit Report No.

XYZ Corporation
Anytown, Arizona

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Page

Repn Narrative

Diua Sheat

Smament of Cotvactors Propose! and Results of Audit EXHIBIT A

Ashlysis of Engnering StaflLf-oeth Factor SCHEDULE A-I

Computation of Audito•s Projected Indirect Cas Raon SCHEDU•E A-2

Basia of Contracto's Proposal APPENDIX I

Outstanding Estimating De Gcies APPENDIX 2

Conator's O tom and Opeations APPENDIX 3

Contractors Accounting Systm APPENDIX 4

Otcla Matters to be Reported APPENDIX 5

Comments on Profit APPENDIX 6

Individual Havrm Acces to Prolpiuntay or Source Selection Information APPNDIX 7

Government Technical Repart APPENDIX 8

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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10-300 Section 3 - Audit Reports on Price Proposals

10-301 Introduction items to be disclosed, begin the summary
of audit results paragraph with one of the

a. This section presents guidance for adverse opinion statements set forth in
preparing and distributing audit reports 10-304.3c(10), (11), or (12), followed
on (1) audits of estimated costs and profit with an appropriate results statement,
under price proposals for all types of such as:
negotiated contracts and modifications,
and .(2) audits of incurred costs under 'Our audit disclosed no additional
repricing proposals for incentive and exceptions or deficiencies."
price redeterminable fixed-price con- d. When the report is being submitted
tracts. The term "contract" includes sub- to a buying office for which the auditor
contract and "contracting officer" in- has never provided, or seldom provides,
cludes designated representatives, audit services, it should also include, as

b. Guidance on audit reports related to needed: (1) appendixes concerning the
contract claims is in 10-1100. contractor's organization and operations,

accounting system deficiencies, and prof-
10-302 Format and Content of it pattern, and (2) any other information
Reports concerning the proposal that may be

valuable to the contracting officer during
a. General report requirements are set negotiations.

forth in 10-200. The report should con-
tain the necessary and pertinent informa- 10-303 Addressing md Distributing
tion disclosed by the audit which will Reports on Price Proposal Audits
assist the contracting officer in negotiat-
ing with the contractor. 10-303.1 Reprts on Prime Contract

b. A short form report may be used pnpoub
when the audit discloses few, if any, a. Reports on price proposal audits will
questioned, unsupported, or unresolved usually be addressed to the PCO or to the
items (see 10-218) In situations where lant representativehACO actoig as a
this type of report is used, make sure the PCO. (See 10-208 for general policy.)
report is responsive to the audit requiest. However, requests may be received fromInclude comments covering areas of the the plant representative/ACO withoutcontractor's proposal where the PCO/ tepatrpeettv/C ihu
Aco requ dspal wemphase. A sh receiving the auditor's copy of the PCO'sACO report myeim is. A short request for field pricing support as re-form repmor may be limite to a cover cmre byDA 25855aXIA.I
sheet, brief statements concerning the qured by DFARS215.1105- a l)(A). Ifthere is doubt about the correct address-purpose, scope, results of audit (including ee, ask the plant representative/ACO if
an opinion statement set forth in 10- s or he has been delegated procurement
304.3c), and disposition of audit results. shority hosebee theca ct pricing
To illustrate, except when a short form authority to execute the contract pricing
reportis used with an adverse o action involved.

opinion b. If the report is addressed to the PCO(I -304.3c(I0), (11), or (12)), the result (oh=uS at reresentivAC
ofa g r acting as a PCO), and DoD field pricingfollowing statement: support procedures apply (9-102.1), pro-

"Our audit disclosed no questioned, vide the original copy of the report to the
unsupported, or unresolved items plant representative/ACO for transmittalwhich would preclude acceptance of to the PCO per FAR 15.805-5(1-.
the contractor's proposal as submit- "Through" addressing may be used for
ted." this purpose (see 10-208.4).

c. If "through" addressing is used,
c. In a short form report with an provide an advance copy of the report to

adverse opinion but substantially no the PCO. A routing slip may be used for
questioned, unsupported, or unresolved this purpose. In such cases, the audit
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report distribution list (10-211) should for an evaluation of agreed-upon proce-
identify this advance distribution to the dures should be "Purpose and Scope of
PCO. Agreed-Upon Procedure." The following

d. Include the appropriate PLA (refer opening statements should be modified if
to 15-3S1), and NASA OIG Center Di- additional cost or pricing data %ubmis-
rector (see 15-ISI), when applicable, on sions were audited or due date extensions
the distribution list for each prime con- were requested. (See 10-209.1 and FAR
tract price proposal audit report. 15.805-5(e).) Opening statements for four

common situations could read as follows:
10-303.2 Reports on Intracompany and (1) Standard Audit Request

SbotatProosals "As requested by DCMAO-Alexan-
a. If field pricing support procedures d"ia in memorandum DC-123 dated

apply (9-100 and FAR 15.805-5DFARS 25 September 1992, we have audited
215.805.5), an audit report of an intra- 25 Se p ro1992 , da ted
company or subcontractor proposal will September 1992 for $800,000. This
be addressed to the plant representa- firm-fixed-price proposal provides
tive/ACO responsible for the segment or for 50 widgets and was submitted in
subcontractor submitting the proposal. response to RFP No. NA 1-101. The
Added distribution requirements include: proposed performance period is 1
(1) a minimum of two copies for the November 1992 through 30 June
addressee (including one for transmittal 1993."
through plant representative/ACO chan-
nels to the plant representative/ACO at "The proposal and related cost or
the prime contract level) and (2) a copy pricing data are the responsibility of
directly to the prime contract auditor. the contractor. Our responsibility is
Note that the assist audit report should to express an opinion on the propos-
still be addressed and distributed in the al based on our audit."
above manner even if (i) the assist audit
was requested by DCAA, (ii) the (2) Later Proposal Audited
ACO/PCO did not agree with the request, "As requested by DCMAO-Alexan-
or (iii) the original copy. of the request dria in memorandum DC-123 dated
was not furnished to the assist auditor 25 September 192, we have audited
through ACO channels (see 9-104.2 and ABC Company's firm-fixed-price

b104.4. Aroproposal for 50 widgets, submitted inb. A proposal audit may also be made response to RFP No. NA 1-101. Our
for direct assistance to the contract audi- repont reP A 1-101.yOu
tor at the prime level, as in the case of revised proposal dated C October
certain non-DoD pricing cases, on audits rs2 for $850,000 in d ied of the 15
of foreign direct sales proposals, or as September 1992 proposal referenced
part of the audit of costs incurred under in the audit request. The proposed
cost reimbursement or redeterminable inoth e audit r s T posedt prme cntrats.Addrss rson performance period is 1 Novembertype primie contracts. Address reports on 192truh3Jne99.

tese audits to the requesting 0 p1992 through 30 June 1993."
vide a copy to the plant representa- "The proposal and related cost or
tive/ACO responsible for the audited pricing data are the responsibility of
segment or subcontractor, unless he or the contractor. Our responsibility is
she expressly prefers not to receive copies to express an opinion on the propos-
of such reports. al based on our audit."

10-304 Narrative (3) Specified Cost Element Audited
(see 9-108)

10-304.1 Pu•pse sad Scope of AWdit "As requested by DCMAO-Alexan-
a. This section will refer to the audit dria in memorandum DC-123 dated

request and state the nature and amount 25 September 1992, we have audited
of the pricing action. The report caption the direct material cost portion
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(S200,000) of ABC Company's firm- about whether the proposal is free of
fixed-price proposal dated 15 Sep- material misstatement. An audit in-
tember 1992, for $800,000. The pro- cludes examining, on a test basis,
posal provides for 50 widgets and evidence supporting the amounts
was submitted in response to RFP and disclosures in the proposal. An
No. NA i-101. The proposed perfor- audit also includes assessing the ac-
Smane period is 1 November 1992 countin* principles used and signifi-

I through 30 June 1993." cant estimates made by the contrac-
"'Te proposal and related cost or tor, as well as evaluating the overall

n"'The dosata are thresponsibilty of propoMal presentation. The cost ortricig data are the rf pricing data requirements and cost
the contractor. Our responsibility is principles contained in the Federal
to express an opinion on the pro- Acquisition Regulation (FAR) and
posed direct material costs based on DoD FAR Supplement (DFARS)
our audit." [for non-DoD agencies, identify spe-

(4) Agreed-upon Procedures Applied cific agency supplement - see 15-
(see 9-108) (note: Use "Purpose and 102.2] and the practices required by
Scope of Agreed-Upon Procedures" as applicable Cost Accounting Stan-
section heading) dards [omit the preceding nine

words from the report if the contract
"As requested by DCMAO-Alexan- based on the proposal will not be
dria in memorandum DC-123 dated CAS-covered] were used as criteria
25 September 1992, we have applied in evaluating the proposed costs. We
the verification procedures specified believe that our audit provides a
in your request to the direct labor reasonable basis for our opinion."
cost portion of ABC Company's
firm-fixed-price proposal, dated 15 c. Scope statements such as the follow-
September 1992, for $800,000. This ing will be used for audits of part of a
proposal provides for 50 widgets and proposal. See 10-209.1c for additional
was submitted in response to RFP statements pertaining to technical reports
No. NA 1-101. The proposed perfor- and contractor CAS status that should be
mance period is 1 November 1992 attached to the end of the following scope
through 30 June 1993." statements when appropriate.
"The proposal and related cost or (1) Specified Cost Element
pricing data are the responsibility of "As requested, our audit was limited
the contractor. Our responsibility is to an examination of the proposed
to apply the procedures discussed direct material and direct labor
above to the contractor's proposal." costs. Except as discussed in para-
b. Except for audits of part ofapropos- graph 2 [omit if no 'circumstances

al, include the following scope of audit affectin the audit' paragraph is in-statement, modified as shown where a c- cluded in the report or if the circum-
propriate: stances described do not have an

"adverse bearing on the auditor's con-
"Except as discussed in paragraph 2 formance with auditing standards],
[omit if no 'circumstances affecting we conducted our audit in accor-
the audit' parapraph is included in dance with generally accepted ov-
the report or if the circumstances eminent auditing standards. Those
described do not have an adverse standards require that we plan and
bearing on the auditor's confor- perform the audit to obtain reason-
mance with auditing standards), we able assurance about whether the
conducted our audit in accordance cost elements audited are free of
with peneraily accepted government material misstatement. An audit in-
auditing standards. Those standards cludes examining, on a test basis,
require that we plan and perform the evidence supporting the amounts
audit to obtain reasonable assurance and disclosures for the cost elements
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audited. An audit also includes as- cant unsupported costs or an estimate
sessing the accounting principles which is not current, accurate, and corn-
used and significant estimates made plete; (5) significant instances of CAS or
by the contractor in developing the FAR noncompliance; (6) deficiencies
proposed amounts for the cost ele- which render the accounting system mad-
ments audited as well as evaluating equate for the contract type proposed;
the overall presentation for those and (7) uncompleted historical cost au-
costs. The cost or pricing data re- dits for prior years when a valid forward
quirements and cost principles con- pricing 'ate agreement or other accept-
tained in the Federal Acquisition able methods of evaluating proposed in-
Regulation (FAR) and DoD FAR direct costing rates are not available.
Supplement (DFARS) [for non-DoD b. If the contractor has denied access to
agencies, identify specific agency records or other pertinent data, identify
supplement - see 15-102.2] and the the records to which access has been
practices required by applicable Cost denied and describe the resulting restric-
Accounting Standards [omit the pre- tions or limitations on the scope of the
ceding nine words for proposals ap- audit. (See FAR 15.805-5(d).) Illustrative
plicable to non-CAS-covered con- statements describing an access to rec-tracts] were used as criteria in evalu- ttmnsdsrbn nacs orc

a wingethe proposed direateria al ords problem and a contractor's failure toatingthe proposed direct material peaebudgetary forecasts follow,.
and direct labor costs. We believe prepare
that our audit provides a reasonable "We were denied access to time
basis for our opinion." cards, which, in our opinion, are
(2) Agreed-upon Procedures required to adequately evaluate the

direct labor cost included in the
"As requested, our evaluation was proposal. We discussed this condi-
limited to the application of [de- tion with Mr. R. Smith, ABC Corn-
scribe the procedures applied and pany's Controller, on 1 October 1989
the cost element(s) to which they and notified Mr. J. Jones, ACO, of
pertain]. We did not perform the the denial of access by telephone and
customary auditing procedures nec- memorandum on 2 October. See
essary to constitute an examination Appendix 5 for further discussion.
made in accordance with penerally We were unable to evaluate this cost
accepted government auditing stan- by other audit procedures. There-
dards." fore, the audit results are qualified to

the extent that an audit of the rec-
10-304.2 Circmestaaces Affecting the ords denied may disclose additional
Am&it questioned costs."

a. If special circumstances have a sig-
nificant adverse effect on the conduct of "The contractor has not prepared
the audit or the application of the agreed- budgetary forecasts for the entire
Suponprocedures or its results, briefly proposed period of contract perfor-
identify each circumstance or condition. mance. [Briefly explain what cost
Specifically reference the report exhibit, elements and period are not coy-
schedule, or appendix paragraph which ered.) In our opinion, comprehen-
contains the detailed discussion on the sive budgetary data are required to
item involved. Examples of items to be facilitate the preparation of reliable
noted in this paragraph include: (1) lack cost estimates and as a basis for
of access to contractor records, including financial control over costs during
budgetary data (see 1-504 for guidance on contract performance. We were un-
access to records)i (2) time limitations on able to determine by other audit
the scope of audit; (3) failure to obtain procedures the possible impact that
the results of a requested assist audit or budgetary data would have on the
technical analysis; (4) estimating system proposed direct costs, indirect ex-
deficiencies that result in either signifi- pense rates, and related allocation
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bases. Our opinion regarding these used when waiting for an assist audit
costs is therefore qualified." report follows:

c. When the scope of audit is limited "A review of available documenta-
because of insufficient time, clearly indi- tion in the contractor's files applica-
cate those areas in which an audit was ble to proposed subcontract costs
not accomplished. State if additional showed that an audit evaluation by
time was requested but not granted, or another DCAA office is needed to
granted only in part. In those circum- reach a definitive conclusion regard-
stances where it is appropriate to con- ing the acceptability of the proposed
tinue the audit after issuance of the subcontract costs. We requested an
report, follow the procedure detailed in assist audit from our DCAA Resi-
10-103.1c. An example of a statement to dent Office at ABC Corporation.
be included in this situation follows: However, the results were not re-

ceived in time for incorporation into
"We were unable to complete our this report. We anticipate receipt of
audit of labor cost because of time the assist audit report on or about 15
limitations. [Briefly explain the rea- October 1989. An extension of our
sons why time was insufficient.] An audit report due date was requested
extension of the audit report due from Col. R. Jones on 10 October
date was requested from Col. R. 1989 but was not granted. [Briefly
Jones on 10 October 1988 but was explain reasons why not granted].
not granted. [Briefly explain why the The results of the assist audit are
extension was not granted.] There- considered essential to the conclu-
fore, the audit results are qualified to sion of this audit. Therefore, the
the extent that an audit of labor cost audit results are qualified to the
may disclose additional questioned extent that additional costs may be
costs. See Exhibit A, Note 5, for questioned based on the results of
further discussion." the assist audit of proposed subcon-

tract costs. See Exhibit A, Note 7, for
d. If a requested technical or assist further discussion. Upon receipt of

audit report is not received in time to be the assist audit report, we will pro-
incorporated into the audit report, state vide a supplemental report if con-
that fact and, if known, the reasons for tract negotiations have not been con-
nonreceipt. cluded and the supplemental report

(1) Nonreceipt of technical input. Pro- would serve a useful purpose."
vide a brief comment on the follow-up
action taken to obtain the required tech- This example assumes that the results
nical information or report. State wheth- of the assist audit are considered essential
er the technical review will be performed and that the summary of audit results will
and identify the organization responsible recommend that negotiations not be held
for performing it. Also provide a brief until the assist audit results are consid-
comment on the status of the technical ered. For assist audits not considered
review, if any, and on any future report- essential, the sentence "'The results of the
ing action contemplated after receipt of assist audit are considered essential to the
the report. If the required technical infor- conclusion of this audit" should be delet-
mation is received after the audit report ed from the above.
has been issued prepare a supplemental e. If estimating deficiencies discovered
report if it would serve a usettu purpose during the audit of a proposal result in
at negotiations. (Further guidance on either significant unsupported costs or an
reporting the use of technical specialist estimate which is not current, accurate,
assistance is provided in D-301. Detailed and complete, provide a brief explana-
examples of report qualification state- tion of the deficient condition and the
ments are presented in D-302.) specific action required to correct it. (See I

(2) Nonreipt of Assist Audit Report, 5-1212b for specific action required when I
An example of a statement that could be significant estimating deficiencies are
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discovered as a result of price proposal whole or part, subsequent proposal audit
and postaward audits, as well as estimat- reports should disclose these recommen-
ing system surveys and follow-ups.) A dations until the system is corrected (see I
detailed discussion of the deficient condi- 5-1212b).
tion should be provided in the Basis of g. If significant instances of CAS and
Contractor's Proposal appendix (10- FAR noncompliance have a significant
307.1) of the report. If the condition had adverse effect on the evaluation or the
been reported previously, the circum- audit results, state this and define the
stances should be described in the Out- specific corrective action the contractor
standing Estimating Deficiencies appen- needs to take. A detailed discussion of
dix (10-307.2). DFARS 215.811-70(g) re- the deficient condition should be provid-
quires that once a significant estimating ed in the Contractor's Accounting System
system deficiency is cited as a result of appendix (10-307.4).
the estimating system survey, subsequent h. If the contractor's accounting system
field pricing reports for each of that is inadequate to determine the costs
contractor's proposals reviewed will men- under the contract type proposed, state
tion the outstanding deficiency until it is this and identify the contractor action
resolved. The cost impact of the deficien- required to make the accounting system
cy should also be disclosed whenever adequate.
possible. i. If the only effective method available

(1) An example of a statement covering to the auditor for evaluating proposed
an estimating deficiency discovered dur- indirect forward pricing rates requires
ing the audit of a price prorosal follows: reliance on the results of historical over-

head audits for prior years, and such"We consider the procedure by historical audits are not reasonably cur-
which the contractor estimated the rent, the circumstances should be de-
proposed direct labor cost to be scribed and the potential effect on the
unacceptable because the proposed audit conclusions defined (see 9-702.2).
hourly rates include unreasonable
and unsupported increases for wage 10-304.3 Summary of Audit Results
escalations. To correct the deficiency a. The report section for an evaluation
cited, the contractor must develop of agreed-upon procedures should be
new labor rates commensurate with "Summary of Results of Agreed-Upon
the most recent union contract. A PSummary e o d
detailed discussion of the circum- Pb.ro xcedr esstances is presented in Appendix 3, b. Except when a short form report is
Btancesis ofeContrcr ProApposal" 3 appropriate (see 10-218 and 10-302b), IBasis of Contractors Proposal." begin this paragraph with a summary
(2) If the estimating deficiency had statement of the amount(s) questioned,

been previously identified and reported, unsupported, or unresolved in relation to
but not yet resolved, a statement such as the amount proposed. In addition, de-
the following should be inserted into the scribe the major components of the ques-
proposal audit report: tioned costs wherever possible. For ex-

ample, the statement might read:

at PDQ Company in Audit Report "We have questioned $1,614,712 of
No. 1234-0A240001, dated 15 Janu- the $23,676,000 proposed. Of this
ary 1990. Some of these deficiencies questioned amount, $1,437,500 is
remain uncorrected (see Appendix 4, direct material cost and related over-
Outstanding Estimating Deficien- head. In addition, we consider
cies). The deficiencies affecting the $765,000 to be unsupported, consist-
subject proposal, and their impact, ing primarily of scrap cost. Finally,
are described in Exhibit A, Notes 5 we have classified $1,456,123 as un-
and 6." resolved cost because the requested

assist audit report on proposed sub-
f. If recommendations have been made contract cost has not been received.

to disapprove the estimating system in (See paragraph 2 above and Exhibit
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A, Notes 4 and 5, for further corn- data and compliance of the proposal with
ments on the unsupported and unre- FAR and, when CASB regulations apply,
solved costs.) The detailed conclu- with Cost Accounting Standards. See
sions and recommendations result- pararaphs d and e below for guidance on
ing from our audit are presented in opinion paragraphs for specified costthe exhibit(s) and appendixes of this element reviews and application of
report.9" agreed-upon procedures.

The cost or pricing data may be com-c. If an audit of specified Cost elements pletely acceptable, generally acceptable
ir application of agreed-upon procedures except for some specific deficiency, orposed" in the first sentence ofthe preced- unacceptable (see 9-200). Additionally,ing paragrahe murst bentchand toe prcd- the proposal may be in various degrees ofing paragraph must be changed to "pro- c m la c ih po ugtd C s c, posed for the cost elements audited" or compliance with promulgated Cost Ac-
"proposed for the cost elements evalu- counting Standards or FAR. An appro-
ated through application of the proce- priate combined opinion on the adequacy
dures previously agreed upon." For ex- of the cost or pricing data and compli-
ample, a summary of audit results para- ance with CAS and FAR can be prepared
graph for a review of specified cost by using the following table and the
elements may read: "We have questioned statements presented in the subsequent
$100,000 of the $1,000,000 proposed for paragraphs. To use the table, read down
the direct material costs audited." An and across under the appropriate catego-
example of a summary of audit results ries for adequacy and compliance. The
paragraph for application of agreed-upon numbers where the lines intersect repre-
procedures is: "The verification proce- sent the corresponding numbers of the
dures discussed in paragraph 1 disclosed sentences following the table which are to
that the proposed direct labor rates are be combined in the order shown to
overstated resulting in a total overstate- present a complete opinion statement for
ment of direct labor costs of $250,000." the report. Minor changes in wording,

d. Reporting standards (see Chapter 2) such as references to proper exhibit or
require that we express an opinion on the paragraph, should be made to fit each
adequacy of submitted cost or pricing specific report.

Cost or Pricing Data Adequacy
Inadequate Not Adequate Not Adequate

FAR/CAS In Some Contractor's and Access to
Noncompliance Adequate Resps Fault Data Denied

(9-209.1) (9-209.2) (9-209.3) (9-209.3)

No Instances 1,5,9 2,5,9 5,3,11 5,4,11
(1,5,12)* (2,5,12)*

Insignificant
Instances 1,7,9 2,7,9 6,3,11 6,4,11

(I,7,12)* (2,7,12)*
Significant

Instances 1,8,10 2,8,11 8,3,11 8,4,11
Use paragraph 12 if the auditor recommends price negotiations not be concluded for a reason
not resulting from the contractor's action or inaction (see 9-209.3c). If significant noncompli-
ances or inadequate cost or pricing data are encountered, an appropriate combination ending
with paragraph 10 or I I should be selected.

The following sentences comment on proposal with CAS and FAR and provide
the adequacy of the cost or pricing data a summary opinion statement on these
and the degree of compliance of the issues.
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(1) "In our opinion, the offeror has 102.2 and 15-102.2), add "and the (name
submitted adequate cost or pricing data." the agency) Supplement"] (see comments

(2) "In our opinion, the cost or pricing on , Exhibit Note
data submitted by the offeror are inade- _ V.
quate in some respects." (see comments (9) "Therefore, we consider the propos-
on -, Exhibit - , Note - ). al to be acceptable as a basis for negotia-

(3) "In our opinion, the cost or pricing tion of a fair and reasonable price. This
data submitted by the offerer are not statement should not be interpreted to
adequate (see comments on) , mean that the data are necessarily accu-
Exhibit , Note - . rate, complete, and current in accordance

(4) "In our opinion, the cost or pricing with 10 U.S.C. 2306a (if a DoD, NASA,
data submitted by the offeror are not or Coast Guard proposal or 41 U.S.C.
adequate (see comments on , 254(d) for all others), since a postaward
Exhibit - , Note -4 ). In addi- audit may disclose evidence not now
tion, the offeror denied access to data discernible." [If CAS covered, add: "Nor
needed to evaluate the proposal, as de- should the statement be interpreted to
scribed in paragraph 2 above." [Before mean that the offeror is necessarily in
this paragraph is used in the report, (a) it compliance in all respects with applicable
should be cleared with the regional office, Cost Accounting Standards, since a final
(b) the ACO and PCO should be advised, recommendation cannot be made in a
and (c) the contractor should be informed preaward evaluation. Ynstances of non-
of its content. Identify the specific data compliance with Cost Accounting Stan-
denied and explain why it is needed (see dards may be reported during contract
9-205).]_ performance."]

(5) "The proposal was prepared in (10) "Therefore, we do not consider the
accordance with [if CAS covered, add proposal to be acceptable as a basis for"applicable Cost Accounting Standards negotiation of a fair and reasonable price,
and"] appropriate provisions of FAR" [if as discussed with [contracting officer or
an agency supplement to FAR applies (9- representative] by [auditor] of our office
102.2 and 15-102.2), add "and the (name on [date] and as confirmed in our [mem-
the agency) Supplement"]. orandum/letter] to you dated [date]. At

(6) "The proposal was not prepared in your request, we have, nevertheless, eval-
all respects in accordance with [if CAS uated the proposal to the extent possible
covered, add "applicable Cost Account- in the circumstances."
ing Standards and"] appropriate provi- (11) "Therefore, we do not consider the
sions of FAR" [if an agency supplement proposal to be acceptable as a basis for
to FAR applies (9-102.2 and 15-102.2), negotiation of a fair and reasonable price,
add "and the (name the agency) Supple- as discussed with [contracting officer or
ment"]. representative] by [auditor] of our office

(7) 'The proposal was not prepared in on [date] and as confirmed in our [mem-
all respects in accordance with [if CAS orandum/letter] to you dated [date]. To
covered, add "applicable Cost Account- make the cost or pricing data adequate,
ing Standards and"] appropriate provi- the offeror must [insert offeror actions
sions of FAR [if an agency supplement to needed to resolve the noted inadequa-
FAR applies (9-102. an 15-102.2), add cies/deficiencies]. At your request, we
"and the (name the agency) Supple- have, nevertheless, evaluated the propos-
ment"] (see comments on - , Exhib- al to the extent possible in the circum-
it - , Note . ). However, the stances."
impact of the inadequacies and noncom- (12) "Nevertheless, in our opinion the
pliances described is considered to be [name the item(s) considered essential]
relatively insignificant." disue in paragraph 2 above [is/are]

(8) "The proposal was not prepared in significant enough to materially impact
accordance with [if CAS covered, add the results of the audit. Therefore, as"applicable Cost Accounting Standards discussed with [contracting officer or
and"] appropriate provisions of FAR [if representative name and title] by [audi-
an agency supplement to FAR applies (9- tor] on [date], we recommend that con-
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tract price negotiations not be concluded 10-304.4 Disposition of Audit Results
until the results of [item(s) needed] are a. Offer to provide accounting counsel
considered by the contracting of ficer." and any additional audit service which

e. As with other Portions of the narra- the contracting officer may require in
tive, if an audit of specified cost elements advance of or during the negotiation,
is being accomplished, the wording in the together with the FAO's telephone and
foregoing examples must be modified to fax numbers. The following sentenceI address only the elements audited. For should then be inserted:
example, in a report on audit of specified
cost elements, subparagraph (2) above "Additional audit support should be
could be modified to: requested if changed requirements ormore current cost or pricing data

"In our opinion, the cost or pricing have a significant impact on the
data submitted by the offeror in proposal."
support of [insert the names of thecost elements audited] are inade- Inform the contracting officer that fur-
costelement audited) aretsther advice and assistance can be ob-quate in some rpe. tained (1) by telephoning or submitting a

f. For agreed-upon procedures reviews, request to the office issuing the report, or
if the application of the procedures dis- (2), when applicable, by contacting the
closed no significant inadequate cost or on-site procurement liaison auditor (in-
pricing data or no significant noncompli- dude the PLA's name, telephone num-
anes with FAR and/or CAS, the reo ber, and office location as shown in 15-
should disclaim an opinion. An example 3S1). If the audit report is at the prime
follows: contract level, and the proposal and/or

the audit conclusion are sufficiently com-
"This report pertains only to the plex to warrant audit assistance at negoti-
Sperformane of the agreed-upon pro- ation, recommend that the auditor be
cedures discussed in paragraph 1. invited to attend the negotiation confer-
Because these procedures do not ence.
constitute an audit conducted in b. Mention here any subsequent or
accordance with generally accepted supplemental reports you intend to issue
government auditing standards, we pertaining to unsupported, unresolved,
do not express an overall opinion on or qualified costs, per 10-216, 10-304.2d,
the adequacy and compliance of the 10-308.3, and 10-308.5d.
submitted cost or pricing data. In c. Include in this section any requests
onnection with the application of for feedback from the report addressee.connecthe ocedus nh mtters a camtion o For example, a report on an initial primethese procedures, no matters came to contract pricing proposal to be negotiatedour attention that caused us to be- un e.. ro ii n ig t sae

lieve there were significant inade- under FAR provisions might state:
quacies or noncompliances related to "As required by FAR 15.808(b),
the areas reviewed." please furnish us a copy of the price

negotiation memorandum at the
When the application of agreed-upon conclusion of the negotiations.

procedures discloses significant inade- Please advise if no award is made.
quate cost or pricing data and/or signifi- We also invite your comments and
cant noncompliances with FAR and/or suggestions on this report and our
CAS, an adverse opinion will be issued. reated audit support.'
This opinion should be developed using
the paragraphs referred to in c above for In reports that contain an adverse
cost or pricing data not adequate--con- opinion (10-304.3c(l0) or (11)) or a rec-
tractor's fault and significant instances of ommendation that negotiations be de-
FAR/CAS noncompliance. layed until some unresolved or unsup-

g. Also see 10-209.3 for other require- ported aspect is considered (IT
ments related to this portion of the report =304.3c(12))% modify this paragraph as
narrative, follows:
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"If an award must be made because quired for a clear and complete presenta-
of the urgency of the contracting tion of the audit results and recommen-
requirement, please furnish-us a rec- dations on all items in the contractor's
ord of the negotiations as required proposal. The exhibits, schedules, and,
by FAR 15.808(b). Please advise if where appropriate, the narrative body of
no award is made. We also invite the report should be cross-referenced.
your comments and suggestions on b. Report exhibits and schedules for
this report and our related audit reviews of specified cost elements and
support." application of agreed-upon procedures

should only include the cost elementsOmit reference in this paragraph to an reviewed.
"award" in reports on change order and c. Furnish the contracting officer
price redetermination proposals. Like- enough information so that the basis of
wise, omit any FAR citation from para- the amounts proposed, the scope of audit,
graphs requesting price negotiation mem- and audit recommendations for each cost
orandums in reports on subcontract or element can be clearly understood. See
intracompany proposals. In most cases, it 10-308 for further guidance on the ade-
may be unrealistic for a subcontract quacy of report disclosure.
auditor to expect feedback from the re-
port addressee concerning award or no- 10o307 Appendixes
naward of a subcontract proposed by the
prime contractor. This information will a. As described in the following sub-
usually have to be handled through con- paragaphs, appendixes may be used to
tract audit channels. provide other information when needed.

d. In cases where a DCAA Summary However, when you issue recurring re-
Sheet is required (see 15-605). include ports to the same addressee concerning

Sthe following statement: the same contractor, consider reducing
"We have attached to the original the need for appendix material by using
S opyi of this report a Contract Audit one or more of the following options:
Foow-up Summary Sheet in accor- (1) Appendix information which thedance with reissued DoD Directive addressee is known to understand (e.g.,7604.2 dated 12 February 1988." the contractor's organization and opera-tions) need not be repeated in each report

10-305 Data Sheet unless the information includes audit
exceptions.

a. An example of a data sheet format is (2) The amount of explanatory detail
illustrated in Figure 10-3-1. If a data provided may be reduced by referring to
sheet is included in the report, it will recent prior reports, but only if it is
follow the signature page or the table of known that the addressee is fully aware of
contents, if any (see 10-212). the situation.

b. The purpose of a data sheet is to (3) Appendix information may be in-
reduce report preparation effort by fur- cluded in the narrative body of the re-
nishing basic descriptive information port, exhibits, and/or schedules if so
Soncerning the proposal being audited. doing will improve report presentation of
Its use will there fore depend upon wheth- a particular matter. For example, defi-
er it adds to the overall quality of the ciencies in the contractor's accounting
report. Options to be considered by the system or internal controls which are
FAO include providing this information directly related to questioned cost for an
in paragraphs of the report body or element of the proposal could be ex-variations in the data sheet arrangements plained in the applicable note rather than
to reduce the effort required, referring to an appendix.

b. Appendixes (numbered per 10-214)
10-306 Exhibits and Schedules should be combined on as few pages as

practical. Appendixes need not be pre-
a. The audit report should contain sented in the sequence discussed below

exhibits and supporting schedules re- except that field technical reports, if
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applicable (see 10-307.9), should be the which affect the reliability of contract
last appendix, cost. If the description of the system or

existing deficiencies has been previously
10-307.1 Appendix -- Basis of reported, so state.
Co actor's Proposal b. Include an explanation if the con-

Since the Standard Form 1411 requires tractors accounting system is not ade-
the contractor to explain the basis of the quate to determine the costs under the
proposal, use this appendix only when type of contract awarded or anticipated
taking exception to the contractor's ex- to be issued.
planation. Any amplification of the con- c. Some contractors regularly submit
tractor's explanation considered neces- initial pricin. proposals for production
sary should be included in the exhibit contracts which can be most effectively
explanatory notes (see 10-306b). De- evaluated through learning or improve-
scribe any departure from the contrac- ment curve techniques. If the contractor's
tor's established estimating or accounting accounting system does not provide for
policies and practices. costing by lots, batches, or runs so that

these techniques can be used, comment
10-307.2 Appendec -cis on this condition and recommend correc-

Estinaag Deflienc�is tive action.
Use this appendix to list all open d. If the contractor has submitted an

deficiencies in the contractor's estimating adequate disclosure statement under
system. Deficiencies which were previ- CAS regulations and the report recipient

I ously reported (see 5-1200 and 10- has received a copy, this appendix may
304.2e) but not corrected, should be not be necessary unless there are deficien-
discussed in detail in this appendix. This cies.
appendix should be continually updated
for the addition of new deficiencies (flash 10-307.5 Appendix - Other Matters To

Sreports) and the removal of corrected ]e Reported
deficiencies. There should be sufficient
explanation for the reader to understand a. Use this appendix, if needed, to
each deficiency. The explanatory notes to furnish information which cannot be
the audit report should describe the cost conveniently shown in the exhibits and
impact of those estimating deficiencies schedules and to present any other finan-
which affect the price proposal. In addi- cial management matters related to the
tion, the current status of the contractors proposal which should be brought to the
corrective action should also be shown. attention of the contracting officer.

b. If an audit of the contractor's pro-
10-307.3 Appendix - Contractor's posal indicates that the contemplated
Ognizatiou and Operations contract type would not be in the best

Information on contractor facilities, interest of the government, consider rec-
operating practices, principal products, ommending a different contract type.
intercompany relationships and affilia- c. Furnish information to the procuring
tions with other companies, percentage of activity in all observed instances where
total sales derived from qovernment busi- the contractor is either (1) selling the
ness, etc., should be included to the same or similar items at lower prices to
extent pertinent to the audit and the other customers (see 6-313) or (2) buying I
negotiation. In presenting this informa- items from vendors who would sell di-
tion, consider its significance and the rectly to the government at a lower cost.
nature of the contractor's proposal. The information provided should include

the name of the other procuring activity,10-307A A x - Contracto's other prime contractor or vendor, the
AcesAind SY5Mm date of procurement, the contract or

a. Identify and briefly describe the purchase order number, quantities pro-
contractors cost accounting system. Re- cured, and the prices paid. Cost data for
port deficiencies in the contractor's ac- other procurements, if appropriate, may
counting system and internal controls be included.
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d. The followinf text should be includ- 10-307.6 Ap d - Comwents M

ed in the appendix when the contractor Prolit
administers a defined benefit pension Prepare comments on profit in accor-
plan and there is no termination advance dance with 9-900. Normally comments
agreement between the government and are limited to items which might affect
the contractor (see 7-606.3): quantifying weighted guideline factors.

"Te contractor maintains a defined Do not show percent.ge computations
"beneftpension plan for its employ- under the weighted guideline method or
benefit pension provide s application of an incentive profit formula
ees. FAR 31 .205-6eoX4) provides either here or in an exhibit or schedule of
that when excess or surplus assets the report. Examples of comments on the
revert to the contractor as a result of profit factor, "Contractor's Performance
the termination of a defined benefit Risk - Cost Considerations," are shown
pension plan, or such assets are con- below (see 9-900 for other factors to be
structively received by the contractor covered):
for any reason, a refund or credit
shall be given to the government for "The contractor does not consistent-
its equitable share. The govern- ly base its proposed unit prices on
ment's equitable share of any rever- the latest production labor hours and
sionary credit applicable to the ter- material prices incurred for the same
mination of a defined benefit pen- or similar units. Details on this esti-
sion plan should be based upon the mating deficiency are presented in
government's participation in pen- our Report on Review of XYZ Com-
sion costs of all contracts requiring pany's Estimating System (09900-
certified cost or pricing data. In our 91A24000001, dated 30 November
[enter audit report number or memo- 1990). Specific reference to the defi-
randum to ACO] we recommended cienc and discussion of its impact
that the government and the contrac- on this pricing action are included in
tor enter into an advance agreement Exhibit A, Notes 2 and 3, and Ap-
in accordance with FAR 31.109 to pendix 2."
avoid possible disallowance or future
disputes arising from the termina- "The contractor has three engineer-
tion of a defined benefit pension ing departments which differ greatly
plan. As of the date of this report no in the proportion of journeyman
advance agreement has been engineers and notable or scarce engi-
reached." neering talent employed in each de-

partment. This proposal is based on
e. On proposals expected to result in engineering performance by the de-

contracts covered by DFARS clause partment having the least amount of
252.234-7001, Cost/Schedule Control notable engineering specialties and
Systems, or DFARS clause 252.242- the lowest level of engineering expe-
7005, Cost/Schedule Status Report, the rience."
auditor should provide comments on
whether the contractor's C/SC system is 10-307.7 At l S Subco Wtas
meeting the C/SC systems criteria on Reqdusrl cestrao Cost Analyses
other contracts and include the impact of Use this appendix to identify subcon-
deficiencies being reported in C/SC sys- tracts for which the contractor has not
tems surveillance reports (9-316b). completed cost analyses required bthy FAR

f. If the contracting officer requests 15.806-1 (see 9-104.1). Provide is in-
specific information on the status of the formation even if assist audits have been
contractor's systems such as purchasing performed or the auditor has reached a
system, compensation system, or auto- definitive conchlion by other means
mated data processinp system, this infor- (e.g., applying a decrement factor or rate
mation may be provided in this Appen- check). In the appendix, include the
dix. names of the subcontractors, proposed
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amounts, and the following explanatory extension of a contract, which requires a
note: justification and approval as addressed in

FAR 6.3. It is not required for an option
"FAR 15.806-I requires prime con- where all the terms of the option, includ-
tractors and higher-tier subcontrac- ing option prices, are set forth in the
tors to conduct cost analysis of each contract and all requirements for option
subcontract proposal for which cost exercise have been satisfied. It is also not
or pricing data are required. In coor- required for change orders, administra-
dinating the need for assist audits, tive changes, or any other contract
we informed [insert name(s) of changes that are within the scope of the
ACO/PCO or representatives] on [in- contract.
sert date] of the contractor's planned
schedule for completing the cost 10-307.9 Appendix - Inorporatim of
analyses. As of [insert date field work Govermeet Technical Reports
completed], XYZ Corporation had
not completed the required cost a. See 9-103, 9-307, and Appendix D-
analyses for the subcontractors listed 300 for specific procedures on obtaining

Sabove. The contractor's scheduled technical assistance/reports and for guid-
date for completing the cost analyses ance on incorporating technical informa-
is [insert revised date(s)]. These anal- tion/opinions into the audit conclusions.
yses should be submitted to the con- FAR 15.805-5(eX6) requires that the au-
tracting officer prior to completion dit report include the originals of all
of prime contract negotiations." technical analyses received by the auditor

and a quantification of the dollar effect of
10-307.8 Appendix - Idlividuals the technical analysis findings. The final
Havin Access to Proprietary or Source appendix of the report is reserved for
Selection Informatie presentation of the technical reports.

a. Pursuant to the procurement/integri- Copies of technical reports will be includ-
ty/provisions found at 41 U.S.C. 423, ed with all audit report copies distribut-
contracting officers are required to main- ed.
tain a record of all persons who have b. The report prepared by the overn-
been authorized to have access to propri- ment engineering specialist shall be used
etary or source selection information unless the findings are, in the auditor's
during the award or modification of a opinion, unrealistic. The auditor shall
contract. To assist the contracting officer attempt to reconcile any disagreements
in meetin this requirement, a list of all concerning the findings with the engi-
auditors (including supervisory auditors neering specialist and/or the responsible
and FAO managers) who worked on the supervisory personnel. Assistance to re-
price proposal will be provided in this solve the differences shall be solicited
Appendix to the audit report. The names from the contracting officer, if necessary.
of administrative personnel who pro- If the auditor is unable to resolve the
cessed the audit report will not be shown differences, the technical report shall not
in this Appendix. Instead, the Appendix influence formation of the audit opinion
will note that a class of persons, namely or the development of the questioned
administrative personnel also had access cost. However, the audit report shall
to the data. The names of Regional Audit include the technical report as the final
Manager or other audit personnel should appendix and explain why it was not
also be listed in the Appendix if they used.
accessed proprietary or source selection c. If the required technical informa-
information during the proposal evalu- tion/report has not been received, qualify
ation. the audit scope statement and provide

b. This Appendix should only be con- comments under "Circumstances Affect-
tained in audits of proposals for the ing the Audit, t "Summary of Audit Re-
award of contracts or modifications (as suits," and the appendix 'Incorporationdefined in FAR 3.1044(e)) for the addi- of Government Technical Reports." Use
tion of new work to a contract, or the the guidance in D-300 and 10-304.2d(l).
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d. The procurement regulations of port should discuss the method used to
some non-DoD organizations (e.g., develop it and identify the base to which
NASA) do not include a provision corn- it applies. An explanation of a subcon-
parable to FAR 15.805-5(eX6). Con--- tract decrement should specifically state
quently, these organizations may not pio- whether the factor is applicable to com-
vide for routine submission of reports of petitive and/or noncompetitive quota-
technical review. Therefore, a non-DoD tions (see 9-404.6). For example, a note
office requesting an audit should be about subcontracts in a price proposal
promptly advi of the need for a tech- audit report might include the following:
nical report so that arrangements may be
made or a technical review without "The contractor applied a 3.5 per-
delay. cent decrement factor to proposed

subcontract costs. This factor repre-
10-306 Presentation of Information sents the difference between subcon-
=n Audt Resuts tract quotations and actual negotiat-A Ued amounts for the three-year period

,• ~~~ending 30 June 1990.Thsdr-
a. Your explanations, opinions, and ment 30 June 19 thi decre-

recommendations should be clear, con- ment is applicable to both competi-
cise, and objective. Essential informa- tive and noncompetitive quota-
tion, however, should not be omitted for tions."
the sake of brevity. Explanations should Without this explanation, the cost im-
always contain enough information to pact of revisions to a proposal may be
permit the contracting officer to fully erroneously calculated because of a mi-yb
understand the basis for your conclusions understanding of the method by which
and recommendations. the original amount was developed. The

b. The objective of the pricing proposal auditor should anticipate such conditions
audit report is to provide recommenda- when preparing the report and ensure
tions and information useful to the nego- that explanatory notes minimize possible
tiation of fair and reasonable price and misinterpretations.
contract terms. It is not sufficient merely c. In aring the report, the auditor
to r ex ons wi porting should refer the reader's attention in
explanations. Information regarding the appropriate circumstances to pertinent
contractor's rationale, the audit tests, and data included in the contractor's submis-
the measurement of impact is essential sion, rather than unnecessarily repeating
for the contracting officer to understand it in the report.
and sustain the recommendations. There- d. Explanations such as "not necessary
fore, reporting information pertinent or incident to contract performance" or
only to those items being questioned may "solely related to commercial business"
not be sufficient. The auditor must use usually require further amplification to
judgment concerning the extent of infor- adequately support a questioned cost.
mation that will be useful to the contract- For example, in a contract repricing
ing officer. For example, if the auditor audit, instead of "not necessary or mci-
finds the use of decrement factors or the dent to contract performance," an expla-
use of subjective estimates when similar nation might read.
actual costs are available, the circum-
stances should be described and/or the "The contractor acquired titanium
reader referred to the contractor's written rods and tubes from the Astro Metals
explanation, if any. If the contractor has Company on Purchase Order 12-
applied a significant decrement factor 18653, dated 5 January 1988, and
without fully disclosing in its proposal charged them directly to the con-
the method used to develop the factor tract. The bill of material does not
and specifying the base to which it ap- show a requirement for this material
plies, it is essential that the audit report under the contract, nor could the
provide this information. Likewise, if the contractor substantiate that the
auditor has developed a decrement while items were physically used on the
evaluating cost estimates, the audit re- contract. Government technical per-
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sonnel have advised that titanium values for the selected items with the
rods and tubes were neither required latest vendor quotations. We consid-
nor used in performance of the con- er the contractor's solicitation of
tract; therefore, we have questioned prospective sources adequate. In a
the total amount proposed for this number of instances, however, the
charge." material quantities or prices includ-

ed in the contractor's estimate ex-e. CAM should not be cited as the ceeded the requirements or lowest
reason for treating costs as questioned, quotations, without adequate justifi-
unsupported, or unresolved (see Intro- cation. Applying statistical projec-
duction to Manual, 0-002). When govern- tion techniques to this cost category
ment regulations are specifically men- on the basis of the exceptions noted,
tioned or incorporated by reference in the we have questioned $80,000 in esti-
contract or in the terms governing sub- mated raw material costs. The con-
mission and negotiation of the price mated r eriativ e con -
proposal, and costs are questioned based tractors representative oncurred
on such regulations, the specific reference with this adjustment."
should be cited in the explanatory note
describing the circumstances underlying (2) When costs are questioned based on
the questioned cost. The citation should a regression analysis or an improvement
be accompanied by an appropriate expla- curve, the auditor's explanation should
nation of the audit conclusion in terms of identify data used in the analysis and
the reasonableness, allocability, or other explain any differences between these
factors affecting the acceptability of the data and amounts appearing in the con-
cost. tractor's cost representations. Graphic

f. When quantitative methods are used presentations of regression lines and im-
as a basis for the audit conclusions, this provement curves, whenever practical,
should be mentioned in the explanation should be included in the audit report.
of the individual cost elements examined. The report may also include computer
The report should adequately explain the printouts when there are indications that
computations and rationale supporting negotiators will find this information
your conclusion; however, it need not valuable during negotiations.
include statistical measurements which g. Exhibits and schedules included in
are not relevant to price negotiations. For the report will state the results of audit
example, comments on confidence levels using columns labeled "Questioned
or confidence limits should not be includ- Costs," "Unsupported Costs," and "Un-
ed in audit reports unless the contractor resolved Costs." These columns should
has cited confidence intervals in its pro- be used only if costs are to be reported in
posal as support for predicted costs. them; otherwise, they should be omitted

(1) When costs are questioned based on from the format. The captions are ex-
a statistical sample, the report need not plained in 10-308.1, 10-308.2, and 10-
present the sampling plan, recommenda- 308.3, respectively. One additional col-
tions on individual items examined, or u 3, resectivel.ne ition cocalculations of questioned costs if the umn, labeled "Difference," is shown to
contractor has agreed with the audit the right of the final column needed tocontraclusionhas. Forexap the exauit- report the results of audit. The functionconclusions. For example, the explanato- of this column is explained in 10-308.4.ry note might state- h. Suggested formats for audit report

"We applied scientific sampling exhibits are illustrated in Figures 10-3-2
techniques to the raw material cost and 10-3-3. These formats may also be
estimate. We tested selected items by used for schedules if appropriate. Modifi-
comparison with the quantitative re- cations should be made only when the
quirements shown in the bill of ma- circumstances clearly require a deviation.
terial which the government techni- Supporting schedules are preferred over
cal representative recommended for lengthy and complex footnotes to the
acceptance. We compared the dollar principal exhibits.
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10-308.1 Questioned Costs These actions must be taken promptly to
a. Those amounts on which audit ac- avoid delays in completing the audit.

tion has been completed and which are Also clify as unsupported any pro-
not considered acceptable as a contract posed subcontract where the ACO/PCO
cost will be shown as questioned costs. decided to wait for the contractor coin-
This category includes amounts for. pletion of the required cost analysis rath-

(1) Those items specifically identified er than request an assist audit (see 9-
as unallowable under the contract terms, 104.2d).
statute, public policy, applicable govern- b. Prompt requests for assistance to

both the ACO and PCO are critical andment regulations, or legal advice. shudbcofre inwtngTe
(2) Those items which, although not should be confirmed in writing. The

specifically unallowable under (1) above, ndd and saeahow itence woul
are determined to be unreasonable i needed and state how its absence would
amount, contrary to generally accepted affect the overall audit opinion.
government accounting principles, or not c. When all attempts fail (including
properly allocable to the contract consid- ACO and PCO assistance) to obtain the
ering the relative benefit received or necessary supporting data, the auditor
other equitable relationship. should include comments in the audit

(3) The impact on proposed costs of report on the action taken and classify
cost avoidance recommendations bad the costs as unsupported. For example, a
on implementation of the cost reduction "circumstances affecting the audit" para-
programs listed in 9-317. graph might read:

(4) Those items questioned for other "A sgnifict
reasons, usually based oa government tacs proportion of the con-
engineering or technical advice. tractors proposed costs is unsup-

b. If part of a cost element or account is ported. We sought the assistance of
not acceptable, only that part should be both the ACO and PCO and advisedquestioned, them on 10 October 1990 of the

c. If a cost element in the contractor's items and the types of documenta-
proposal has been significantly understat- tion necessary to support the costs
ed, the understated amount should be (see Exhibit A, Note 8). If the con-
shown in the Questioned Costs column in tractor furnishes adequate support-shon i th Qestone Cstscolmnin ing documentation prior to negotia-
parentheses to denote an increase for that
element. If a portion of the cost element tions, we will provide a supplemental
is also questioned, the net amount should report to dispose of the unsupported
be reflected. An adequate explanation costs if such a report would serve abe rfleced. ii*usef~ul purpose."
should be given in all cases.

d. Explanations regarding questioned d. The report should state that the
costs should be sufficiently informative contractor was advised of the unsupport-
to allow the reader to fully understand ed costs (see 4-304.2d). The explanatory
the basis for the audit conclusions. The notes for items classified as unsupported
explanations should normally be shown costs will state the types of documenta-
as footnotes to exhibits and supporting tion considered necessary to adequately
schedules. support the items and describe the audi-

-2 U Comb tor's efforts to obtain such documenta-10-38,2Ummlm~lCe•tion.

a. Those costs for which the contractor e. Overhead and G&A expense applica-
does not furnish sufficient documenta- ble to unsupported costs should not be
tion to enable a definitive conclusion to quantified in the Unsupported Costs col-
be reached should be classified as unsup- umn. The rates applicable to unsupport-
ported. Classification of costs as unsup- ed costs should be stated in the explana-
ported is of no value to the contracting tory notes so that the rates can be applied
officer. Therefore, the auditor shoulda to any portion of the unsupported base
vigorously pursue action to obtain the costs not accepted by the contracting
needed cost or pricing data (see 9-205a). officer to develop the corresponding
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amount of additional questioned over- the subcontract has been established. If
head and G&A costs. When ccsts are this procedure is being followed, a sup-
classified as unsupported in subcontract plemental report should be issued after a
audit reports, the subcontract auditor will firm subcontract price has been estab-
identify the subcontractor loading fac- lished and the auditor responsible for the
tors, including profit, in the explanatory prime contractor has reviewed the data
notes or by separate schedule so that they supporting the settlement. Any questions
may be easily applied to the correspond- at that time regarding the current status
ing base costs in the prime contract of prime contract negotiations should be
report. discussed with the contracting officer.

e. The supplemental report need not10-306.3 Unresolved Costs restate the information or recommenda-
a. Failure to receive requested DCAA tions included in the prior report. It

assist audit reports will necessitate classi- should be limited to unresolved items,
fying the applicable proposed amounts as unless their resolution affects other cost
unresolved (see 9-104). The unresolved elements or a complete restatement
classification is also used when there are would be more useful to the contracting
significant incomplete subcontract pric- officer.
ing actions applicable to repricing pro-
posals for incentive and fixed price redet- 10-308.4 Difemc
erminable contracts. Costs should not be a. A "Difference" column will be in-
classified as unresolved in any circum- cluded in the standard format for exhib-
stances other than those cited in this its and appropriate schedules (see 10-
paragraplh. 308g) prepared for use in reports on price

b. The guidance in 10-308.1d on the proposal audits only (see Figures 10-3-2
presentation of explanatory comments on and 10-3-3). The "Questioned," "Unsup-
questioned costs also applies to unre- ported," and "Unresolved" columns are
solved costs. Overhead and G&A expense included in the gioup "Results of Audit"
applicable to unresolved costs will not be and are positioned, as needed, in that
quantified in the Unresolved Costs col- order to the right of the "Proposed"
unto; however, applicable rates will be column. The "Difference" column is
provided as described in 10-308.2e. placed to the right of the last column in

c. The additional information or action the "Results of Audit" group and is not a
required before a definitive conclusion part of that group.
can be reached on unresolved items will b. The "Difference" column is intend-
be stated in the footnotes or in the ed for the Ie of the contracting officer in
narrative portion of the report, together preparing the government's negotiation
with a statement of the auditor's nten- objective. It should show for each cost
tions with respect to issuance of a supple- element the arithmetic difference be-
mental audit report. This statement tween the amount proposed and the sum
should be based on the criteria in e below of the related questioned, unsupported,
and on the latest information available and unresolved amounts. The amounts in
prior to release of the initial audit report, this column should not be reprded or

d. A supplemental report should be referred to as "audit-approved' or "rec-
issued when costs in this category are ommended" amounts.
resolved provided the contract n tia-,
tion has not been concluded an the 10-309.5 Qlfcfm for lack of
report will serve a useful purpose. For Technical Repof Coattractdt Offleer
example, subcontract costs may have APVoWak
been classified as unresolved in the audit a. Conclusions on the acceptability of
report on the repricing of an incentive- certain items shown in the contractor's
type prime contract, pding negotiation cost representation or proposal should be
by the contractor and subcontractor of a qualified under the following conditions:
firm final subcontract price. In these (I) When the requested technical re-
cases, the prime contract price will usual- port on the quantitative or qualitative
ly not be finalized until a final price for aspects of the contractor's proposal has
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not been received, and the acceptability turing, general and administrative, etc.)
of tiese matters cannot be determined by which are applicable to the qualified
other available audit procedures (see 9- direct labor cost to allow calculation of
103.3, 10-304.2d, and D-200). any necessary adjustments in audit re-

(2) When acceptance of a cost other- suits. (If proposed direct labor or indirect
wise allowable is continpent upon the cost rates are questioned, the dollar effect
contracting officer's specific consent or should, of course, be shown in the ques-
approval (e.g., premium pay for overtime tioned costs column rather than ex-
requiring approval) which has not been pressed as a qualification.)
Irated but which you believe will be c. When the principal exhibit is sup-
fo.haiictions will not be quantified ported by supplementary exhibits and

schedules for the major cost elements
in the questioned, unsupported, or unre- (direct material, direct labor, etc.) thesolved costs columns in the exhibits and (drcmaeildrctabec.th
solveducosts. cheyholumn i e exhis ad qualifications should be detailed on theseschedules. They should be fully ex- supporting tabulations. In such a case,
plained, however, by cost element and

amount in footnotes on the applicable the principal exhibit will contain only
exhibits and schedules keyed to the items one general qualification making appro-
qualified. The footnotes should also con- priate references to the supporting expla-
tain enough information, either explicitly nations. Detailed explanations of qualifi-
or by reference, so that in conjunction cations will appear in the principal exhib-
with the supporting data in the contrac- it only if there is no supporting exhibit or
tor's proposal, the report recipient can schedule for the cost element to which
understand what adjustments may be the qualification pertains.
necessary once the data which necessi- d. The disposition of audit results
tated the qualification are received. For paragraph (see 10-304.4) should mention
example, if direct labor cost is qualified the intention to issue a supplemental
because a technical report was not re- report if such action is contemplated.
ceived, enough information should be The supplemental report should normally
included on accepted hourly rates for show the monetary effect on both direct
each direct labor classification as well as and indirect costs of quantitative changes
on accepted indirect cost rates (manufac- recommended by technical personnel.
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Figure 10-3-1

Figre 10-3-1
DATA SHEET FOR AUDIT REPORTS ON PRICE PROPOSALS

Audit Report No.

WESTERN REGION
SEATTLE BRANCH OFFICE

DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

XYZ Corporation
Portland, Oregon

DATA SHEET

Government Solicitation No.
Supplies and/or services to be furnished

( ) Prime Contract ()Subcontract
If subcontract, name of higher-tier contractor receiving the proposal.

Proposed for ( ) Initial pricing ()Contract Change or
Modification

()Definitization of Letter
()Price redetermination Contract No.

()Other purposes
(Describe)

Type of Contract Proposed
Amount of Proposal: $
Date of Proposal:
Offeror ( ) has ( ) has not furnished same or similar item(s) under prior contract(s).
Audit Requested By

Date of Request
Procuring Activity

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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Figure 10-3-2
EVALUATION OF FORWARD PRICE PROPOSAL

Audit Report No. EXHIBIT A
Page I of XX

XYZ Corporation
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

STATEMENT OF CONTRACTOR'S PROPOSAL
AND RESULTS OF AUDIT

DEFINITIZATION OF LETTER CONTRACT NA2-201

Results of Audit (Note 1)

Elements of Contractor's Questioned Unsupported Unresolved Difference
Proposal Proposal Costs Costs Costs (Note 2) Reference
Material:

Subcontracts $1,000,000 $ 11,500 $100,000 $360,000 $ 528,500 Note 3
Purchased Parts 500,000 65,000 - - 435,000 Note 4
Raw Material 1,000,000 - - - 1,000,000 Note 5

Direct Labor.
Factory

(625,000 hrs) 2,100,000 210,000 - - 1,890,000 Note 6
Engineering

(470,000 hrs) 3,000,00C 120,000 - - 2,880,000 Note 7
Overhead:

Factory 4,200,000 870,000 - - 3,330,000 Note 8
Engineering 3,000, -0 - 2,592000 Note 9

Total Manufac-
turing Costs 14,800,000 1,684,500 100,000 360,000 12,655,500

G&A Expenses 1,036,000 380,225 - - 655,775 Note 10
Total Cost 15,836,000 $2064,725 $100,000 $360,000 $13,311,275

Profit i,425,009 See Appendix 50

Total Proposed
Price $ _7.261,000

* See 10-307 for illustration of comments to be included in the appendix.
Note: For simplicity of illustration, it is assumed that the cost of money is not applicable.

Explanatory Notes
I. The results of audit are qualified, as described in Notes 6 and 10.

2. The amounts in this column are presented solely for the convenience of the
procurement activity in developing its negotiation objective. They represent only
the arithmetic difference between the amounts proposed and the sum of the related
questioned, unsupported, and unresolved costs. They are not to be considered
audit-approved or recommended amounts. DCAA does not approve or recom-
mend prospective costs because the amounts depend partly on factors outside the
realm of accounting expertise, such as opinions on technical and production
matters. As stated in Note 3 below, the applicable G & A Expense rate has not been
applied to the base costs in the Unsupported and Unresolved columns. The
accepted 5 percent G & A Expense rate must be applied to any such base costs not
accepted by the contracting officer in order to determine the amount of any related
additional unacceptable G & A Expense.
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3. Subcontracts

a. Questioned Costs
(1) GHI, Inc. fixed-price proposal included in contractor's proposed subcon-

tracts. $150,000
Subcontract price negotiated with GHI, Inc., using XYZ Corporation's internal
audit report 19-7-1142 was $145,650. Based on analysis of the negotiation record,
the audit report, and the audit procedures used, we believe that the audit results
were adequately considered in the negotiation. 145,650

4,350
(2) Fixed-price subcontract proposal for $120,000 from UK Company was

included in the contractor's proposed subcontract costs. The subcontract audit
report furnished the contractor questioned direct labor plus factory overhead and
G&A expenses of $6,500 on the basis that UK Company had recognized no
learning in its labor estimate. We have questioned the amount set out in the
subcontract audit report plus profit applicable to those questioned costs at the
subcontractor's proposed rate of 10 percent ($6,500 + 650 = $7,150). 7,1

Total Questioned Costs $ 11,500

b. Unsupported Costs

(i) Unsupported costs of $100,000 represent an estimate by the contractor's
engineering and purchasing departments of the cost to acquire ten temperature
and humidity controller equipment consoles of special design. We found that the
engineering drawings were only partially complete and that price proposals had
not been requested from prospective subcontractors. The contractor has had no
cost experience in manufacturing or subcontracting these or similar equipment
consoles. The contractor based this estimate on telephone discussion of the
specifications with a potential supplier.

(2) In the absence of a definitive subcontractor proposal or contractor
experience in acquiring consoles of this nature, we were unable to reach a
conclusion on the proposed costs. We advised the contracting officer on 1 July 19
__of the contractor's failure to make available the necessary supporting data.
In the event the contractor later furnishes such data, we will provide supplemen-
tal audit advice as promptly as possible after receipt.

(3) To simplify this report, G&A expense allocable to the unsupported costs has
not been quantified. Accordingly, our adjusted G&A rate of 5 percent should be
applied to any portion of the proposed $100,000 not accepted by the contracting
officer (see Note 10).

Total Unsupported Costs $ 100.000

c. Unresolved Costs
(1) The requested field pricing report on the ABC Manufacturing Company

proposal for $360,000 has not been received, nor has XYZ's internal audit staff
completed its review of ABC's proposal. Upon receipt of the subcontract field

* pricing report, we will issue a supplemental audit report, recommending
disposition of these unresolved costs, provided negotiations have not been
completed.

(2) G&A expense allocable to these unresolved costs has not been quantified.
Our adjusted G&A rate of 5 percent should be applied to any portion of the
unresolved cost not accepted by the contracting officer (see Note 10).

Total Unresolved Costs $ 360,000
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d. The remaining $528,500 of subcontract costs in the contractor's proposal
represents three subcontracts which, in our opinion, have been awarded on the
basis of adequate price competition.
e. The government technical report states that the contractor-designed compo-

nents being subcontracted are required by the present design configuration of the
prototype and are consistent with the approved make-or-buy plan.
4. Purchased Parts
a. Questioned costs are based on the government technical report and consist of

the following:
(1) Value of transformers proposed in error. These items are to be supplied as

government-furnished property as stipulated in the contracting officer's request
for proposal. The contractor's representative concurred. $ 59,400

(2) Cost often Model K servo motors which are in excess of the bill of material
requirement (200 - 190 = 10 X $560). 5,600

Total Questioned Costs S 65.000

b. Except for the above, our tests indicated that purchased parts were proposed
in quantities consistent with the bill of material and at prices based on lowest
vendor quotations, established catalog prices for most favored customer, and
current purchase order experience.
5. Raw Material

The government technical report took no exception to the kind and quantity of
the raw material proposed. In addition, we found that the materials are regularly
stocked in the contractor's inventory and for the purpose of this proposal were
quoted at current stock card prices adjusted downward for anticipated price
reductions due to increased quantity requirements. We find no basis on which to
question the proposed costs.
6. Direct Labor-Factory
a. Details of the contractor's proposal and the costs questioned with respect to

direct factory labor are shown below:
Contractor's Questioned

Proposal costs
Straight time wages:
625,000 hours @ $3.20 per hour (including 62,500 overtime

hours)
$2,000,000 $200,000

Premium portion of wages:
62,500 hours @ S 1.60 per hour 100.000 10M000

Totals $2,100,000 $210.000

b. We believe that the contractor's proposed straight-time hourly rate of $3.20
and overtime premium rate of $ 1.60 are overstated. As of the date of our review,
the average straight-time rate was only $2.88, and the average overtime premium
was only $1.44. The differences of S.32 and $.16 per hour, respectively, represent
a provision for an average general wage increase anticipated by the contractor in
its proposal, but which was not incorporated in the contractor's recent wage
agreement with its employees. Accordingly, we have questioned 625,000 hours of
straight-time wages at S.32 per hour ($200,000) and 62,500 premium hours at
S.16 per hour ($10,000).
c. In addition, the acceptability of direct factory labor cost is qualified to the

extent of the overtime premium (62,500 hours at $1 .44 per hour -590,000), since
the contracting officer has not yet determined the necessity for or the reasonable-
ness of the contractor's proposed use of overtime.
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d. The contractor has proposed factory direct labor to produce this prototypeSmodel onthe basis of factory operations standards. These standardsreesn

effort required at the one-hundredth production unit. 71he contractor has

converted standard hours for the prototype to estimated actual hours on the basis
of an 80 percent improvement curve extended back to the number one unit. The
contractor has experienced an approximate 80 percent improvement in factory
labor efficiency on other similar products, and we found no basis on which to
question the proposed direct labor hours in this instance. The government
technical report also took no exception to the proposed hours.

7. Direct Labor-Engineering

a. Our audit indicates that only 450,000 engineering hours would be needed for
all engineering labor operations, as compared with the contractor's proposal of
470,000 hours. The difference is attributed to the contractor's use of a 156.7-hour
staff-month factor as opposed to the 150-hour factor used in our evaluation. (See
Schedule A-2**) The government technical report concurred in the proposed
staff-months. Accordingly, questioned costs consist of the difference of 20,000
hours at the contractor's rate of $6.00 per hour, or S 120,000.

b. The contractor's engineering hourly labor rate is based on current experience
of Department 6-3 projected to include merit pay increases for the period of
contract performance. The rate of $6.00 per hour represents the midpoint of
effort. We consider the rate reasonable.

*8. Overhead-Factory

a. The contractor's proposal was based on an overhead rate of 210 percent
applied to straight-time factory direct labor cost. This rate wus the contractor's

* actual rate for the prior fiscal year ended 31 March 1987. During the audit the
contractor announced that production of a commercial version of a military item
(X-4B) the company is now producing would start within the next several months.
The contractor agreed that the proposed overhead rates did not reflect this
decision and that the commercial work would substantially increase production
volume over that of the prior year. The contractor stated that revised overhead
rates would be submitted at the negotiation.

b. Pending receipt of the contractor's revised submission and in accordance with
your request, we have projected revised rates for the period of contract
performance which reflect the decision to produce the commercial version of the
X-4B. The detailed computation of, projected rates is shown in Schedule A-I**. It
is based on consideration and analysis of (1) production schedules and cost
planning information for the new item, (2) fixed and variable expense ratios for
the past several years, and (3) available budgetary data for sales and production.
As shown in Schedule A-2, we have projected a revised overhead rate of 185
percent as compared with the contractor's proposed rate of 210 percent. This
represents an overhead rate reduction of 25 percentage points (210-185). The
questioned amount consists of the following:

25% on total factory direct labor cost exclusive of overtime premium
(S2,000,000) $500,000

185% on questioned factory labor cost exclusive of overtime premium ($200,000)
(See Note 6) 370,000

Total Questioned Costs $870,000
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*9. Overhead-Engineering

The contractor's proposal was based on a 100 percent overhead rate, the actual
rate for the fiscal year ended 31 March 1987. We adjusted this to 90 percent to
reflect the projected increase in volume of business (see Note 8). The questioned
amount consists of:

10% of total engineering labor cost ($3,000,000) $300,000
90% of questioned engineering labor cost ($120,000) 108,000 (See Note 7a)

Total Questioned Costs $408,000

010. G&A Expenses

a. The contractor's proposal was based on a 7 percent (prior period actual) G&A
expense rate. We computed a rate of 5 percent which reflects the projected
increase in volume of business (see Note 8). The questioned amount consists of:

2% of total manufacturing costs ($14,800,000) $296,000
5% of questioned base costs ($1,684,500) 84,225

Total Questioned Costs $380,225

b. In addition, the acceptability of general and administrative expense is
qualified to the extent this expense is applicable to the direct factory labor cost
qualified (see Note 6).
*In order not to overly complicate this exhibit, Notes 8, 9, and 10 assume no
items were questioned in the overhead and general and administrative expense
pools, and therefore, the adjustments to the respective rates were based entirely

I on a projected increase in the volume of business.
"**Schedules A-I and A-2 not included as not considered necessary for illustrative
purposes.
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Figure 10-3-3

REPORT TO ESTABLISH FINAL PRICE OF
FIXED-PRICE INCENTIVE CONTRACT

Audit Report No. EXHIBIT A
Page 1 of XX

XYZ Corporation
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

STATEMENT OF CONTRACTOR'S PROPOSAL
AND RESULTS OF AUDIT

ESTABLISHMENT OF FINAL PRICE OF
FIXED-PRICE INCENTIVE CONTRACT NO.

Results of Audit
Contractor's Questioned Unresolved Difference

Cost Elements Statement Costs Costs (Note I) Reference
Material:

Raw and stores mate-
rial $1,200,000 $43,300 - $ 1,156,700 Note 2

Purchased parts 586,893 10,000 - 576,893 Note 3
Off-the-shelf items 100,000 - - 100,000
Subcontracted items 800,000 - $207,000 593,000 Note 4
Interdivisonal
transfers 125,000 9,000 - 116,000 Note 5

Direct engirieering la-
bor 3,500,000 150,000 - 3,350,000 Sched A-1I

Engineering burden 3,500,000 150,000 - 3,350,000 Note 6
Direct manufacturing

labor 2,400,000 96,000 - 2,304,000 Sched A-20
Manufacturing burden 4,800,000 744,960 - 4,055,040 Sched A-3*
Spoilage and rework 84,357 17,869 2,070 64,418 Note 7
Packaging and crating 41,000 - - 41,000
Special tooling 65,000 - - 65,000

Total Manufacturing
Cost 17,202,250 1,221,129 209,070 15,772,051

G&A Expense 1.376.180 97.690 - 1278,490 Note 8
Total Cost 18,578,430 $I318.819 2i09"7 -I 7.0507541
Profit 179987000
Total Price

*Not included as not considered necessary for illustrative purposes.
Note: For simplicity of illustration it is assumed that the cost of money is not applicable.

Explanatry Notes

I. The amounts in this column are presented solely for the convenience of the procurement activity
in developing its negotiation objective. They represent only the arithmetic difference between the
amounts proposed and the sum of the related questioned and unresolved costs. They are not to be
considered audit-approved or recommended amounts. DCAA does not approve or recommend
prospective costs because the amounts depend partly on factors outside the realm of accounting
expertise, such as opinions on technical and production matters. As stated in Note 8 below, the
applicable G & A Expense rate has not been applied to the base costs in the Unresolved column.
The accepted 8 percent G & A Expense rate must be applied to any such base costs not accepted by
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the contracting officer in order to determine the amount of any related additional unacceptable G
& A Expense.

2. Raw and Stores Material

Represents overstatement of costs for part no. 345, steel plates (8,660 plates at $5.00 each)
charged to the contract. These charges were based upon average unit prices and the standard usage
per item as shown in the contractor's bill of material. Selective review of the bill of material charges
disclosed that the contractor had erroneously applied the unit price of part no. 354 (S12) rather
than the unit price of part no. 345 ($7). The contractor's representative concurred in this
adjustment.

3. Purchased Parts

Represents cost of five transformers purchased from the government to replace transformers
originally supplied as government-furnished property which were damaged by contractor and
could not be used. This cost is not considered allowable, as the government technical inspector
determined the damage was due to gross negligence. The contractor's representative does not
concur.

4. Subcontracted Items

Unresolved item represents costs submitted by JKL Corporation, a subcontractor under a fixed-
price incentive subcontract, on which an assist audit was requested but has not yet been completed.
Provided that the prime contract negotiation has not been concluded, we will issue a supplemental
report upon receipt of the assist audit report, showing the ultimate disposition of the unresolved
cost. We anticipate that this report will be issued on approximately
(date).

5. Interdivisional Transfers

Represents excess price for switches obtained from PQR Electrical Parts Division of contractor,
in accordance with FAR 31.205-26, as follows (contractor concurs):

Unit price billed by PQR Electrical Parts Div.-6,000 @$9.00 $54,000
Unit price charged by PQR Electrical Parts Div. to its
most favored customer for like quantity-6,000 @ $7.50 45,

' ~Amount Questioned $9 0

t 6. Engineering Burden
Represents engineering burden, at a rate of 100 percent applicable to questioned direct engineer-

ing labor costs. The contract was started and completed within the contractor's fiscal year ended 30

November 1987. We consider the 100 percent rate proposed by the contractor for this period to be
acceptable.

7. Spoilage and Rework

The contractor proposed a 3 percent spoilage and rework factor since this item is not an element
of the bill of materials. Any additional materials used and the costs of reworking rejects are charged
to the spoilage and rework account. Our analysis of the account, other historical data and
information from the government technical inspector indicate that the 3 percent factor is not
acceptable for subcontracted items. For subcontracted items, past experience shows that a I
percent factor is more realistic because these high dollar value major components require only
assembly by the contractor. Accordingly, questioned costs and unresolved items were computed as
follows (the contractor does not concur in the I percent rate).
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Questioned costs:
Spoilage and rework factor of 3 percent applied
to questioned direct material cost of $62,300 (see Notes 2, 3, and 5) $1,869
Excessive spoilage and rework factor (2%) applied to
subcontracted items of $800,000 16,000

Amount Questioned $17,869

Unresolved items:
Accepted spoilage and rework factor for subcontracted items (1%)

applied to unresolved subcontracted items of $207,000 $2,070

8. General & Administrative Expense

Questioned amount represents a G&A expense rate of 8 percent applied to questioned costs.
The 8 percent rate proposed by the contractor for the fiscal year ended 30 November 1987
encompasses all performance under this contract. We consider the proposed G&A expense rate
to be acceptable. To simplify this report, the G&A expense allocable to the unresolved
subcontract and spoilage costs of $209,070 (Notes 4 and 7) has not been quantified. Accordingly,
the acceptable G&A expense rate of 8 percent should be applied to any portion of the unresolved
costs not accepted by the contracting officer to determine the corresponding additional G&A

I expense questioned.
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10-400 Section 4 - Audit Reports on Operations, Internal Control and Other
Functional Audits

10-401 Introduction reports will typically include the follow-
ing sections:

a. This section provides guidance for
preparing and distributing reports on (1) Cover Sheet

(1) reviews of contractors' operations (2) Subject of Audit
for economy and efficiency, includ- (3) Executive Summary
ing those required under DFARS (4) Scope of Audit
242.70 ("Monitoring Contractors' (5) Results of Audit
Costs"), (6) Contractor's Organization and Sys-

(2) internal control audits of contrac- tems
tor accounting and management (7) DCAA Personnel and Report Au-
systems (Chapter 5), and other thorization
related functional audits (Chapter (8) Audit Report Distribution and Re-
6), and strictions

(3) the various types of surveys identi- (9) Attachments
fied in Chapters 5, 9, 11 and 14.
Supplemental guidance for per- b. When reports are being prepared
forming estimating system surveys jointly by DCAA and contract adminis-
is presented in 5-1200 and supple- tration personnel under a cost monitor-
ment report guidance for compen- ing program, the auditor will actively
sation audits is presented in 5- participate in preparing the report. The
811.3. auditor should ensure that the report

b. These audits and surveys may be meets DCAA Standards. If agreement on
initiated (1) under a cost monitoring report content cannot be reached at the
program, (2) upon request of the con- field level, the matter should be elevated
tracting officer, or (3) as part of the field to the regional office and the counterpart
office's responsibility for reviewing con- contract administration level. The report
tractor systems and day-to-day opera- should be distributed to the contractor,
tions. through the administrative contractingofficer.
10-402 Nature of Reports c. The DCAA Bulletin Board includes I

examples of report formats under the
These audit reports are designed to name NUFORMAT.ZIP.

provide an independent assessment of
pertormance (i.e., operations audits and 10-404 Cover Sheet
efficiency reviews) or compliance with
internal control policies and procedures, Follow the general guidance in MRD
and applicable laws and regulations. The 94-PFD-163(R), dated 26 September
report provides an audit opinion on 1994, the examples on the DCAA Bulle-
whether the contractor is fulfilling its tin Board under file name NUFOR-
responsibilities in a specific area and MAT.ZIP and 10-208. All functional
ives the contractor and contract admin- reports including reports on joint reviews

istration officials information and recom- under DFARS 242.70, regardless of re-
mendations to facilitate corrective ac- ported conditions, internal control weak-
tions and improvements. nesses, or system deficiencies, will be

addressed to the principal cognizant
10-403 Format and Content of ACO (10-208). For reports involving
Reports more than one segment of a company,

this will usually be the CACO, unless the
a. Consistent with the new reporting segments involved are in the same koca-

format (MRD 94-PFD-163(R), dated 26 tion and assigned to the same contract
September 1994) and guidance in 10-200, administration office.
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10-405 Subject of Audit d. This section should also include a
responsibility statement. For internal

a. For reports on economy and efficien- control audits this may read:
cy (operations audits), this section will
clearly identify the area reviewed and the "[Insert contractor's name] is re-
objective. For example: sponsible for establishing and main-

(1) For audits not performed under taining an adequate [insert system
cost monitoring programs, the sub- name] system. Our responsibility is
ject of audit paragraph may read: to express an opinion on the adequa-

cy of the [insert system name] system"As part of our comprehensive audit based on our audit."
of the [insert company name], we
have reviewed the contractor's plant 10-406 Scope of Audit
maintenance function, which is re-sponsible for the maintenance andrepanibe fo equipmantan cebuilg and a. All reports should contain the fol-erepair of equipment and buildings at lowigsoesaeet
the Boston facility. We performed wing scope statement:
the audit to evaluate the effective- "We conducted our audit in accor-
ness of the contractor's policies and dance with generally accepted gov-
practices in assuring that mainte- ernment auditing standards. Those
na•,e tasks are carried out in a standards require that we plan and
timlely, efficient, and economical perform the audit to obtain reason-
manner. Our audit was conducted able assurance about whether the
from November 19XX through Feb- [insert data, records, representations
ruary 19XX and covered contractor or system name] are free of material
operations for the fiscal year ended misstatement. Our audit includes:
31 December 19XX."
(2) For audits performed under cost * assessing control risk to use as a

basis for planning the nature, tim-monitoring programs, the same ing, extent of testin
paragraph might begin: . examining, on a test basis, evidei ve

"In accordance with the provisions supporting the amounts and disclo-
of DFARS 242.70, we have audited sures in the data and records re-
the XYZ Company's (name of de- viewed;
partment) department (or function) * assessing the accounting principles
to evaluate . . ." used and significant estimates made

by the contractor, andb. For internal control audits of con- * evaluating the overall data and rec-
tractor accounting and management sys- ords presentation.
tems (Chapter 5), the subject of audit
paragraph may read: We evaluated the [insert data, rec-

"We have audited [insert contrac- ords, representations or system
"toehs name] [insert treview - name] using the applicable require-
system to evaluate the adequacy ofcontained in:
and [insert contractor's name] com- * Federal Acquisition Regulations
pliance with the system's internal TDAR),
controls for [describe the purpose of * DoD FAR Supplement DARS),
the system, i.e., developing accurate, and
current, and complete cost estimates * Cost Accounting Standards."
or accumulating and recording direct
labor costs]. (See 5-100). b. The scope for an internal control
c. For reviews or surveys discussed in audit would also include:

Chaptes 5, 9, 11, and 14, the subject of e obtaining an understanding of the
audit section should describe the nature estimating system and related inter-
of the survey. nal controls
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e determining if the internal controls costs. As a result, we recommend
are adequate and in operation disapproval of these portions of [in-

c. For a joint report being prepared sert contractor's name] estimating
under a cost monitoring program, a sepa- system.
rate paragraph may be used for a techni-
cal scope statement. The technical repre- SIGNIFICANT ISSUES:
sentative should furnish the actual word- 1. [Insert contractor's name] does not
ing. The audit scope statement for a joint prepare a consolidated bill of mate-
report might begin as follows: rial to support proposed material

costs. This deficiency results in
"The financial, accounting, and re- overstated material costs since ven-
lated aspects of this joint review dor quantity discounts are often not
were performed ... " considered when pricing material

quantities.
d. The types of contractor records and 2. [Insert contractor's name] does not

documents examined should be briefly analyze subcontractor proposals pri-
identified along with a description of or to negotiating the prime contract
unique audit steps or techniques used price. This deficiency results in sub-
and the period of performance. Internal stantial overstated proposed sub-
control audits should describe the scope contract costs since [insert contrac-
of the auditor's work in obtaining an tor's name] achieves reductions in
understanding and testing relevant inter- the subcontractor's proposals after
nal control objectives. For example, this the analysis have been performed.
paragraph may read: 3. [Insert contractor's name] agrees

"O tSpcificaly overed the and is taking aggressive action to
"Our audit spcfclycvrdcorrect these- deficiencies."
[insert system name] system's inter-
nal control procedures associated 10-408 Results of Audit
with the following control objectives:
i List the system's control objectives a. This section should summarize the
rom Chapter 5]" conditions and recommendations found

e. Any factors which restricted or limit- during the audit. The opening paragraphs
ed the scope of the audit should be clearly will vary according to the nature of the
described within the scope of audit sec- report.
tion under a separate heading entitled (1) Operation Audits which reveal po-
"RESTRICTIONS". (See 10-209.2, "Cir- tential cost avoidance should begin with
"cumstancT Ns Affectingete Audi".2, " a statement of the total estimated costcumstances Affecting the Audit".) avoidance. For example, the statement

10-407 Executive Suminmary might read:
"Our audit disclosed that if the con-

This section is intended to give the tractor were to use interactive coin-
reader a brief overview of the audit puter graphic techniques rather than
findings. It should briefly describe the manual methods for preparing lay-
audit opinion, recommendations and the outs, schematics, and drawings, an
significant issues supporting the opinion, annual cost avoidance of about $1.1
This section for an internal control audit million could be realized. About $0.6
of the contractor's estimating system may million is allocable to government
read: programs."

"In our opinion, the contractor's (a) Follow this statement by briefly
estimating system is inadequate in describing the conditions that create the
some respects. Our audit disclosed opportunity for the estimated cost avoid-
two major deficiencies in [insert con- ance, including the amount applicable to
tractor's name] estimating system each condition and a concise explanation
that result in overstated and unsup- of how adopting the recommendation
ported material and subcontract will result in savings. Acknowledge con-
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tractor actions which have achieved sav- related internal controls that were re-
ings in the area under review. These viewed. For example, this paragraph may
conditions should be detailed as "State- read:
ments of Conditions and Recommenda- "
tions""In our opinion, the [indicate the

(b) A paragraph concerning the incor- system reviewed] system and related
poration of the review's cost avoidance internal control policies and proce-dures of [Insert Contractor's Name]
recommendations into price proposals dre of [I r Cnactor na
should be included in this section, as in are adequate [or inadequate] [or in-
the followii' example. adequate in some respects].

If the deficiencies are so significant that
"These recommendations pertain to the entire system is unreliable, the audit
the reasonableness of the contrac- opinion should be that the system is
tor's future costs. Therefore, we rec- inadequate. If the deficiencies affect only
ommend that the contracting officer parts of the system, then the audit opin-
instruct the XYZ Company to imme- ion should state that the system is inade-
diately incorporate the effect of the quate in some respects and identify the
recommendations into its estimating inadequate portions of the system. Also,
methods, forward pricing rate sched- if significant deficiencies are reported,
ules, and applicable contract price the opinion on the system should either
proposals. These recommendations be "inadequate in some respects" or
affect primarily [specify cost area(s), "inadequate". If items are found that do
such as general and administrative not impact the adequacy of the system
expense rate, direct engineering de- but would enhance the system if correct-
sign labor cost, and manufacturing ed, they should'be reported as "Sugges-
overhead rate]. Savings can be tions to Improve the System"(see (b)
achieved as early as [specify quarter below). These items should not be report-
and year] if our recommendations ed as deficiencies.
are implemented promptly. If XYZ (a) If our audit disclosed significant
Company does not reflect the cost deficiencies, the results of audit should
impact of our recommendations in identify the deficiencies and the affected
its proposals, we will, as a minimum, costs. This paragraph should also provide
question the costs as being unreason- the estimate of costs affected by deficien-
able in accordance with FAR 31.201- cy (i.e., direct cost and related indirect
3. We may also recommend that the expense). For example, if the deficiencies
contracting officer reject future pric- result in unallowable costs being charged
ing submissions which include the to the government, the estimated amount
effects of identified inefficient or of unallowables would be disclosed. If the
uneconomical practices." unallowable amount is undeterminable,

the costs generated by the deficient sys-
(c) If significant internal control deft- tem (or portion of the system) would be

ciencies are noted during a functional or disclosed (e.g., if labor transfer documen-
operations review, the scope of audit tation was deficient, the cost related to
section should identify the deficiencies the labor transfer would be disclosed).
and state the potential cost impact or the The deficiencies and the related cost
general effect and risk to the government impacts (see 10-209.3h(2)) should be
associated with these deficiencies. State summarized here and detailed in the
that we will initiate a separate internal "Statement of Conditions and Recom-
control audit of the applicable system mendations" appendixes. For example,
and issue a separate report. Refer to 10- this paragraph may read:
408a(2) below.

(2) For internal control audits express "Our audit noted certain significant
an overall opinion on the adequacy [i.e., deficiencies in the design or opera-I adequate, inadequate in some respects, or tion of the internal control structure.
inadequate] of those aspects of the ac- In our judgement, these deficiencies
counting and management system and could adversely affect the organiza-
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tion's ability to record, process, sum- the contractor has not taken positive
marize, and report [indicate the na- actions on the deficiencies, recommend
ture of costs associated with the other government actions such as suspen-
system(s) reviewed, i.e., labor in- sion or disapproval of costs generated by
curred costs] in a manner that is the inadequate portion of the system or
consistent with applicable govern- the entire system.
ment contract laws and regulations. b. Many major government contracts
These conditions are detailed in the contain clauses requiring an approved
"Statement of Conditions and Rec- cost/schedule control (C/SC) system
ommendations" appendixes and meeting DoDI 5000.2 criteria for perfor-
summarized below:" mance measurement on selected acquisi-
(b) If the auditor identified deficiencies tions (11-200). If the contractor has con-

which are not considered to be significant tracts requiring an approved C/SC sys-
but correction would enhance the system, tem, provide an assessment of whether
they should be reported in an appendix to the deficiencies disclosed in reports on
the report entitled "Suggestions to Im- material management and accounting
prove the System" and referred to in the systems, labor, other accounting systems,
"Results of Audit" section of the report. forward pricing rates, budgets, and billing
For example, this paragraph may read: systems are likely to materially affect the

reliability of the contractor's C/SC sys-
"During the course of our review, we tem. Discuss findings and recommenda-
also noted other matters involving tions relating to the C/SC system with the
the [indicate system being reviewed] Contract Administration Office C/SC
system and related internal controls monitor and the audit supervisor prior to
which, although not considered to be issuance of the report. Immediately after
significant deficiencies at this time, issuing the report, the auditor should
we believe should be communicated evaluate the impact of these deficiencies
to the management of [Insert Con- on specific contracts requiring an ap-
tractor's Name]. These matters are proved C/SC system and where signifi-
detailed in the "Suggestions to Im- cant provide the details in C/SC systems
prove the System" appendix to this surveillance reports (11-209.2e). For ex
report." ample, the systems report might say:

(c) Report the auditor's overall control "We believe the deficiencies noted in
risk assessment and the impac. this as- this report will have a material im-
sessment will have on the nature and pact on the reliability of the contrac-
extent of audit effort on other financial tor's cost/schedule control (C/SC)
related audits. For example, this para- system and on the accuracy of the
graph may read: system's data. Immediately after is-

"Overall, we have assessed control suing this report, we will evaluate
risk relating to the contractor's [indi- these deficiencies to determine the
cate system reviewed] as [low/ impact on specific contracts requir-
moderate/high]. As a result, our au- ing an approved C/SC system and
dit effort in the following areas will will provide the details in CISC
be fincreased/decreased]: [List the systems surveillance reports."

audit areas affected and the changes c. Set forth the results of the exit
in audit effort]". conference with designated company rep-

(d) If significant deficiencies are re- resentatives where the results of audit
ported for systems where FAR/DFARS and statement of conditions and recom-
provides for approval/disapproval (i.e., mendations were presented. This section
estimating and purchasing)-and the defi- should state that the findings, such as
ciencies have not been corrected recom- noncompliances, system deficiencies,
mend disapproval of the identiied part cost avoidances, or cost impacts, were
or the entire system. For all systems, if provided to the contractor and that its
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responses were incorporated in the corre- (4) Fact - Examples should be included
spondinp appendixes. to demonstrate to the contracting offi-

d. This section should also report the cials and contractor that the reported
status of contractor efforts to correct conditions do exist.
previously reported conditions in the (5) Effect - This attribute cor-'*nces the
same area and it should state whether the reader that the condition is sia iticant by
auditor considers the corrective action answering the question, "What happened
adequate. If corrective actiou has not as a result of this condition? How was the
been taken or is inadequate, the recom- government harmed?"
mendation should be restated and the (6) Recommendation - This attribute
updated discussion of the matter should suggests remedial action answering the
be referenced in the present report. question, "What must be done to elimi-

e. Functional, operation, and account- nate the cause of the condition?" If the
ing and management systems aud:' usu- relationship between the cause and the
ally review parts of the contractor's sys- condition is clear and logical, the recom-
tem of internal controls rather than the mended action(s) will most likely be
entire -vstem. As a result, the results of feasible and appropriately directed.
audit section should generally include the b. Present a comprehensive condition
following paragraph: statement for each significant deficiency

or area susceptible to improvements in
*"We examined only the [insert the economy or efficiency. If possible, quan-
function, operation, or accountiP; tif the estimated annual savings to be
and management system reviewed], realized by implementing the audit rec-
Accordingly, we express no opinion ommendation(s) to eliminate the defi-
on the contractor's system of internal ciency. Also, if estimated annual savings
controls taken as a whole." is not relevant, provide an estimate of the

costs affected by the deficiency.
10-409 Statement of Conditions and c. The auditor's constructive, specific
Recommendations recommendation(s) should be stated im-

mediately after each reported condition.
Use a separate section labeled "Contrac-a. The statements of condition and tor's Reaction" to summarize the con-

I recommendations are an integral part of tractor's response to the condition and
the results of audit and should follow the recommendation(s). Include the coin-
narrative described in 10-408. The pre- plete written response as an "attach-
sentation should follow the six-element ment." If the contractor's comments war-
outline as noted below to present a logical rant a rebuttal or rejoinder, include
statement of conditions and recommen- DCAA's argument in a section labeled
dations. The two main subheadings "Auditor's Comments."
should be "Condition" and "Recommen-
dation". Although the six elements of an 10-410 Contractor Organization and
audit finding should not be addressed Systems
under separate subheadings, they must be
included as part of the statement of This section should furnish pertinent
condition to present a logical, convincing information necessary for the reader to
case. understand the area reviewed. This infor-

(1) Condition - This attribute identifies mation should be classified under sepa-
the nature of the deficiency, finding, or rate subheadings for the organization and
unsatisfactory condition by disclosing individual system(s) (e.g., accounting sys-
how things are. tem, estimating system, labor system,

(2) Criterion - This attribute estab- etc.)
lishes the legitimacy of the finding disc- a. The ORGANIZATION subheading
losing how things should be. might include a description of contrac-(3) Cause - This attribute gets to the tor organization, intercompany rela-
root of the problem by answering the tionships, facilities, product lines and
question, "Why did it happen?" current operations, staffing levels, per-

DCAA Contract Audit Manual
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centage of government participation and the area being reviewed should be worked
so forth. into the structured notes in the results of

b. For individual audits of accounting audit section. Each issue should also be
and management internal control sys- updated on an ongoing basis to reflect the
tems this section should provide back- current status of corrective action. A
ground on the system being reviewed, sample paragraph for a contractor's esti-
For example, background on the estimat- mating system may read:
ing system may read: "ESTIMATING SYSTEM"

"ESTIMATING SYSTEM" "In our opinion, [insert contractor's

I [insert contractor's name] has about name] estimating system and the
30 employees who work in the Esti- related internal control policies and
mating Department. The Estimating procedures are inadequate in some
Department is responsible for pre- respects to ensure that proposals and
paring cost estimates used in indi- final certified contract prices are
vidual price proposals, indirect ex- based on accurate, complete, and
pense rate forecasts, indirect depart- current cost or pricing data. As a
mental cost budgets, progress pay- result of these deficiencies, the ACO
ment requests, and contract financial disapproved the material portion of
reports. [insert contractor's name] the estimating system on 1 January
detailed estimating policies and pro- 199X. Our audit of (insert contrac-
cedures are described in its "Consol- tor's name] estimating system is dis-
idated Estimating Manual." The last cussed in Audit Report No. 3851-
revision made to this manual was 9XL24010131, dated 1 November
dated 31 July 199X. 199X, previously provided to your
During the last FY 199X, [insert office."
contractor's name] submitted about "In this audit we obtained an under-
$750 million of price proposals to standing of the estimating system
the government. Based on these pro- internal control structure policies
posals, [insert contractor's name] ex- and procedures and determined that
pects to obtain contract awards of certain estimating methods are defi-
about $420 million. cient. As a result of the following

listed outstanding estimating defi-c. For other financial related audits ciency, we assess the risk for overes-
(e.g., incurred cost, proposal, progress timating material costs as high and
payment, etc.), this section would pro- have adjusted our audit scope ac-
vide the following information on the cordingly."
relevant accounting and management in-
ternal control systems that cover the area "Outstanding Estimating Deficien-
being audited: cies"

(1) the opinion on the adequacy [or "Deficiency: [insert contractor's
inadequacy in part or in total], name] does not have effective inter-

(2) our most recent internal control nal controls to ensure that proposed
audit, material costs are based on current

(3) our assessment of control risk, vendor quotes, recent historical
4 the impact of this risk on other prices, or reflect vendor prompt pay-

related audits, and ment or quantity discounts. As a
(5) the current status of outstanding result, proposed material costs are

system deficiencies and noncom- often overstated."pliance issues. -"Status: [insert contractor's name]
The list of issues should be continuously spes and is currently revising its
updated to remove corrected deficien- etimating policies and procedures
ciestnoncompliances and add new ones. to correct this deficiency. After the
The cost impact of these issues affecting policies and procedures have been
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revised, training will be provided to to the contractor (DFARS 242.7002-
all [insert contractor's name] estima- 2(b)( )).
tors. [insert contractor's name] ex- b. Show the contractor on the report
pects to complete these actions by 31 distribution list (10-211), using the par-
July 1 99X." enthetical phrase "(thru the ACO)."

10-411 DCAA Personnel 10-412.2 Distributiom to Other In-Plmt
Government Representatives

a. Identify the contacts (i.e., the audi-

tor, supervisory auditor and FAO manag- Other government procurement activi-
er) for further information regarding the ties have resident offices at some contrac-audit. Include appropriate phone and tor facilities. They may include technical
FAX numbersu staff from the program office, require-

b. "Audit Report Authorized By" is the ments analysts from the logistics support
signature block for the audit report. Show office, and procuring contracting officers,
the signature authentication prescribed representatives. Provide each such office
in 10-210. Joint reports prepared under a a copy of any report which affects its area
cost monitoring program will be signed of the contractor's operation unless the
by both the contract administration offi- office prefers not to receive such reports.
cial and the branch manager or resident 10-4123 Distribton to Procement
auditor. MUM

10-412 Audit Report Distribution and a. Information copies of reports with
Restrictions significant findings should be sent to each

procurement office doing substantial
a. All recipients of the audit report will business with the contractor, unless an

be identified in this section of the report. office's contracts would not be affected
Section 10-211 delineates the basic policy by the reported conditions. A report with
and instructions on distributing audit significant findings is one that discloses
reports. In addition, report copies should one or more major deficiencies or recom-
be distributed as specified below to pr- mends significant cost avoidance or con-
vide information that other officials may tractor corrective action(s). A follow-up
use in performing their respective duties. report should be distributed as a signifi-
A transmittal letter should accompany all cant report if the prior report on the same
functional reports. It should not be con- subject contained significant findings.
strued as suggesting the need for assis- b. Upon written request to the FAO, a
tance to the ACO in resolving the report procurement office may be added to or
recommendations. Audit report distrbu- deleted from report distribution lists for a
tion requirements for non-DoD contrac- particular contractor without regard to
tors are shown in Supplement 15-1S7. the above criteria.
Non-DoD address lists for audit reports c. For distribution procedures related
are presented in Supplements 15-lSI to team reports see 10-208.1.
through 15-iS6.

b. Audit report distribution restrictions 10412A Additoal Distributim of
should be listed in this section of the ROWlI ON Sabofteters
reotrt. Follow the general guidance in 10- a. Some companies perform significant
2,06 t illustrated in MRD 94- subcontracts under major procurement
PFI'163(R), dated 26 September 194, programs. In such cases report distribu-
and the examples on the DCAA Bulletin tion should consider the information
Board System under the file name NU- needs of the procurement office(s) in-
FORMAT.ZIP. volved. Apply the same criteria as for

prime contractors (10-412.3 above). A
10-412.1 Du m to Cetradtr report distributed to a procurement of-

a. The ACO is responsible for formally floe because of subcontract rather than
notifying the contractor of the reported prime contract interest requires further
results of audit by forwarding the report distribution to each plant representa-
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tive/ACO at the related prime contractor (DLA-AFS), Cameron Station, Alexan-
and any intervening subcontractors. dria, VA 22314.

b. When distribution to a procurement
office is not warranted, consider whether 10-412.7 Additional Distribtioa-NASA
the reported conditions may nevertheless CouIYStors
be significant to the plant representa- If NASA contracts are subject to the
tive/ACO at the next higher-tier contrac- functional review, one copy of the report I
tor doing substantial business with the should be sent to each of the NASA I
subcontractor. An estimating system sur- procurement centers which have current
vey of a subcontractor (if significant significant contracts with the subject con-
deficiencies are involved) is an example tractor. See 15-1S2 for a listing of centers,
of a report that would normally be of which can be identified to the contrac-
interest to government representatives at tor's workload through the NASA con-
the next higher tier. Such reports are not tract code for each center. Major subcon-
intended for action by or release to the tract workload under NASA programshigher-tier contractors. Thierefore, the should also be considered (see I0-42.m4).cover sheet stipulation concemin release A second copy should be sent to the
of subcontractor information ( th206.3) Inspector General's Office responsible

is not required. If a higher-tier plant for the geographical area of the contrac- I
representative/ACO or auditor believes tor (see 15-1S1). Provide additional dis- I
that the contractor should be advised of a tribution if requested by NASA officials.
particular condition at the subcontractor, (Also see 15-106.)
an assist audit request should be pro-
cessed so that an appropriate report may 10-413 Attachownts
be prepared for the contractor's use.

a. Attachments are stand alone docu-
10-412.5 DIs ibutiou to Other DCAA ments which are not an integral part of
Offices the audit report. Such documents might

When a report is distributed to one of include assist audits, technical reports,When a repgor isdistribted tone of- contractor responses, rate agreement let-
the major buying commands with an on- ters, and so forth. Essentially, attach-
site PLA (refer to 15-3S1), also distribute ments are not prepared by the auditor
a copy to the PLA. For each higher-tier during this audit - they contain related
plant representative/ACO included on information which is valuable to the
the distribution list for a report on a ACO and they are attached after the
subcontractor, also distribute a copy to sigtu.
the auditor at the higher-tier contractor. b. If there is only one attachment, it

can be identified in the Contents section10-412.6 Adilti flel Reports of the Cover Sheet. When we have sever-
Estmal System Sorvey Repors al attachments, a separate Listing of

Provide one copy of estimating system Attachments should be added after the
survey reports to DCMC Headquarters signature.
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10-4S1 SUPPLEMENT - OUTLINE OF
REPORT ON TEAM ESTIMATING SYSTEM SURVEY

OF THE
XYZ CORPORATION

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

1. Purpose and Scope of Audn
The opening paragraph should indicate that an audit was performed by government

audit (and, if applicable, technical) personnel to evaluate the estimating methods and
procedures used by the contractor in preparing price proposals for government
contracts. This paragraph should also state the period of audit performance and
identify the contract administration office which fumrished the technical representa-
tives. For example, a purpose paragraph may read:

As part of our audit of [contractor name, division/plant], we have evaluated the
contractor's estimating methods and procedures used in preparing price proposals
for government contracts. The objective was to obtain additional understanding of
the flow of documents, including the availability and use of accounting, statistical,
and budgetary data; and of the management controls and decision-making
processes intended to ensure that accurate, complete, and current cost or pricing
information is submitted at all phases of the negotiation process. [If appropriate
add: Technical specialist assistance was provided by (contract administration
office.)] The audit was conducted from [month/ear] to [month/year].

The scope paragraph may read similarly to the following.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the data and records evaluated are free
of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the data and records evaluated. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by the contractor, as well as evaluating the overall documentation of the
estimating system. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.

Our audit specifically covered [modify the following as necessary to fit the
circumstances of the audit]:

I. Organizational structure and assignment of responsibility
2. Policies, procedures, and other instructions
3. Internal controls and managerial reviews
4. Outside consulting or internal audit reports including training progra
5. Cost estimate development, including proposal format and unmenying data and

judgments supporting each cost element."

2. u Afctn the Audt
This section should also identify any significant limitations on the scope of the

audit. Examples of limitations include lack of requested technical assistance,
contractor delays in furnishing requested data or scheduling meetingN or the absence
of written policies or other data on the system (see also 10-209.2).
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3. Background Informtlon
This section is intended to provide an overview of background information such as

the contractors operations, types of products, and volume of sales to the government.
The volume of sales under various types of government contracts and the approximate
number of pricing proposals submitted each year are particularly relevant.

4. Summary of Audit Results
a. This section should contain an overall opinion on the effectiveness of the

contractor's estimating system and a recommendation to disapprove a portion or the
entire estimating system (as appropriate). These statements shoud be based on the
extent to which weaknesses or defciencies affect the reliability of the contractor's cost
estimates or hamper the effective evaluation of pricing pr submitted for
government contracts. Only significant estimating system deficiencies should be
reported. If any significant deficiencies are cited, then the opinion paragraph must
recommend disapproval of either a portion or the entire estimating system. Minor
estimating deficiencies that, if corrected, would enhance the contractor's estimating
system should be addressed in a separate appendix entitled "Suggestions for
Improvement.

The report should include the estimated cost impact of each significant estimating
deficiency. Calculation of the impact should be based on such factors as the amount of
questioned and unsupl.orted costs found in previous price proposal audits and the
amount of recommended price adjustments found in previous postaward audits that
are attributable to the estimating deficiency. It may also be appropriate to show such
information as a comparison of estimated costs to subsequent actual costs if such
information would reflect the degree of reliability of the contractor's estimates.

In addition1 the summary should generally describe the nature of adverse conditions
disclosed during defective pricing audits (10 U.S.C. 2306a) resulting from estimating
system deficiencies. It should also contain an evaluation of the effectiveness of the
contractor's procedures for furnishing the negotiator with updated proposal informa-
tion during the period between the price proposal submission and final agreement on
contract price.

If the system is generally adequate, the following statement would be appropriate:
In our opinion, the contractor's estimating system is generally adequate to ensure
that proposals and final certified contract prices are based on accurate, complete,
and current cost or pricing data. [If the system is generally adequate, but minor
deficiencies exist, the deficiencies should be addressed as suggestions for improve-
ment. In such a case, add: "Several sugstions for improvement that would
enhance the contractor's estimating methods are included in a separate appendix to
the report."]

If significant deficiencies exist which are likely to result in proposal estimates with
one or a few major cost elements consistently unacceptable for negotiating fair and
reasonable contract prices, the following statement may be appropriate:

In our opinion, the contractor's estimating system is, in some respects, inadequate
to ensure that proposals and final certified contract prices are band on a e,
complete, and current cost or pricing data. [If appropriate, continue this opinion by
showing total questioned and unsupported costs, and recommended price adjust-
ments attributed to system weakneses or deficiencies.] Accordingly, we recom-
mend that the affected portions [if fesible, describe affected areas, e., inadequate
policies and procedures, u ic budget forecast, and adequate estimates for
direct labor] of the contr .actoes m syem be disapprved. [If approprate,
recommend that the ACO conder notiying contractin8 activities that cot or
pricing data on negotiated procurements should be requested at the S100,000
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level.] All significant deficiencies, affected cost elements, related recommendations
for corrective action, and the contractor's response are detailed in the appendixes.
[If minor deficiencies exist, they should be addressed as sug..pestions for improve-
ment. In such a case, add: "We also have several additional suggestions for
improvement that would further enhance the contractor's estimating methods as
discussed in an appendix to this report."]

If deficiencies are so significant that the estimating system is likely to produce
proposal estimates which in total are consistently unacceptable as a basis for
negotiating fair and reasonable contract prices, the following statement may be
appropriate:

In our opinion, the contractor's estimating system is inadequate to ensure that
proposals and final certified contract prices are based on accurate, complete, and
current cost or pricing data. [If appropriate, continue this opinion by showing total
questioned and unsupported costs, and recommended price adjustments attribut-
able to system weaknesses or deficiencies.] Accordingly, we recommend that the
contractor's estimating system be disapproved. In addition, we recommend that
the administrative contracting officer consider notifying contracting activities that
cost or pricing data on negotiated procurements should be requested at the
$100,000 level. All significant deficiencies, affected cost elements, related recom-
mendations for corrective action, and the contractor's response are detailed in the
appendixes. [If minor deficiencies exist, they should be addressed as suggestions for
improvement. In such a case, add: "We also have several additional suggestions for
improvement that would further enhance the contractor's estimating methods as
discussed in an appendix to this report."]

No matter what opinion is rendered (i.e., generally adequate, inadequate in some
respects, or totally inadequate), the following statement will be inserted after the
opinion paragraph:

Our audit was limited to the contractor's astimating methods and procedures.
Accordingly, we express no opinion on the contractor's internal control structure
taken as a whole.

b. If significant weaknesses or deficiencies are reported, include a statement that,
whenever possible, the cost impact of the deficiency will be computed and described
in the explanatory notes for all future proposal audit reports on each affected price
proposal until the deficiency is corrected.

c. Significant weaknesses or deficiencies disclosed by the audit occasionally may be
completely corrected during the audit, and the effectiveness of the corrective action
verified. Such items should be addressed in this section of the report rather than in an
appendix. Comments on such items should briefly describe the general nature of the
problem and the contractor's corrective action, and should indicate that the problem
was adequately resolved.

d. This section should also identify areas to be emphasized by government
procurement and contract administration personnel reviewing and negotiating
individual pricing proposals. These areas should generally correspond to the weak-
nesses noted during the audit.

e. This section will show the date of the exit conference and the names of the
contractor's principal representatives in attendance, as follows:

The conditions and recommendations were discussed with [identify key contractor
representatives] at the (date] exit conference. The contracto's written response has
been incor•.mated into this repor. [Or, if the contractor failed to furnish a written
response within a reasonable time, state: "The contractor failed to provide a timely
written response to our findings and recommendations. However, the contractors
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response as obtained from the exit conference discussions has been incorporated
into this report."]

f. Close this section with a cautionary note, as follows:

The information contained in this audit report should not be used for other
purposes without first discussing its applicability with us.

5. Statn of Corrective Action Taken on Prior R-
This section should identify the contractor's corrective actions on recommendations

made in prior audits and "real time" ("flash") reports. It should also refer to the
applicable appendixes for open deficiencies and describe any problems encountered in
obtaining contractor corrective action.

6. Disposition of AMut Results
If appropriate, this section will express appreciation for the contractor's coopera-

tion. When a follow-up audit is contemplated (see 9-1114.5), state that within
approximately six months a report will be issued on the status of the contractor's
implementation of the audit report recommendations. (If the six-month time frame is
not feasible for reasons described in 9-l 114.5a, provide an approximate date for when
the follow-up audit will be performed and the reason for the deferment. If a follow-up
audit is not contemplated, indicate that a follow-up review will not be performed
along with the reason.) Offer audit assistance to implement report recommendations.
If a Contract Audit Follow-up Summary Sheet (see 15-600) is required to be attached
to the original copy of the audit report, make reference to that fact. Other general
comments may be made as appropriate. An example of a disposition of audit results
section is as follows:

We will be pleased to provide accounting counsel and any additional audit service
which the Administrative Contracting Officer may require in connection with this
report and the implementation of our recommendations. Requests for assistance
should be directed to [name], Supervisory Auditor, telephone number - or
fax number

We wish to express our appreciation for the contractor's cooperation during this
audit.

Within approximately six months [or other date if follow-up will be done at an
earlier or later date], we will issue a report on the status of the contractor's
implementation of the audit recommendations.

We have attached to the original of this report a Contract Audit Follow-up
Summary Sheet in accordance with reissued DoD Directive 7640.2 dated 12
February 1988.

DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY

[Signature]

Thomas Powell, Branch Manager
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Appendix - Statement of Conditions and
a. Use a separate appendix for each detailed statement of condition and recommen-

dation. A descriptive heading should be provided for each significant adverse
condition disclosed by the audit. The presentation should follow the guidance in 10-
413.

b. The "effect" of the condition should identify each cost element affected and
address the overall impact on (1) the reliability of the contractor's cost estimates and
(2) the government's ability to evaluate pricing proposals. When significant costs have
been questioned or classified as unsupported in individual pricing proposals or
recommended as price adjustments in postaward audits as a result of the particular
deficiency or weakness, this should be stated. If feasible, the amounts questioned,
classified as unsupported or recommended as price adjustments (including those
resulting from Cost Accounting Standard (CAS) noncompliances) for an annual or
semiannual period or for a specific number of proposals should be stated. Such
information should be readily available from the experience information worksheets
prepared during the preliminary audit effort.

c. If reported deficiencies have resulted in outstanding or repetitive CAS noncom-
pliance reports, the condition statement should reference these reports and indicate
the corrective action taken.

d. The contractor's reaction as obtained from its written reply to the draft statement
of conditions and recommendations or from the exit conference discussions should be
accurately summarized. In doing this, indicate the extent to which the contractor has
agreed to take corrective action (for example, will correct or disagrees and the reasons
for disagreement). If appropriate, comments regarding the current status of the
contractor's corrective action may be included.

e. When new matters raised by the contractor's reaction can be effectively coveredby a specific short response, a brief rejoinder or rebuttal may be included in a separate
subparagraph entitled, "Auditor's Comments." However, this section should not be
used merely to restate or amplify a position already presented in the statement of the
condition or the recommendation.

Other Appendixes
1. Contractor's Ogenization and Products
Tia- appendix smlua De used to present iormation not given in the "Background

Information" section or to expand on that information.
2. Esiatn Methods and Procedures
Ill appendix stiuld cncisely decrbe the contractor's estimating function,

policies and procedures, and the methods employed in developing estimates for
pricing proposals. Generally, the explanation should require no more than three or
four pages and contain separate coverage for each major cost element and profit.
When a previously issued report contained a description of the contractor's estimating
function and no change has occurred, a reference to that report will suffice.

3.Suestions for Improvement
Thii appendix soula oescriie deficiencies that are not significant but whose

correction would enhance the contracto's estimating system. Use the same format as
the statement of conditions and recommendations appendix.
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10-4S2 Supplement - Outline of
a Report on Estimating System Deficiencies

Reported Under the Real-T'me Flash Reporting System
(Flash Report)

1. Purpose and Scope of Audit

A statement similar to the following is appropriate for estimating system deficien-
cies disclosed during a price proposal audit:

"Our assessments of the contractor's estimating practices during price proposal
audits include determining if the contractor uses estimating procedures which are
consistently applied and ensure use of the most accurate, complete, and current cost
or pricing data available at the time of proposal preparation. Consistent application
of sound estimating procedures should reduce defective pricing and facilitate audit
and evaluation of the contractor's proposals submitted in connection with
government procurement actions."

A statement similar to the following is appropriate for estimating system deficien-
cies disclosed during a postaward audit:

"Our postaward audits of the contractor's cost or pricing data used in the initial
pricing of its contracts include determining if defective pricing findings result from
estimating system deficiencies. A contractor should use estimating procedures
which are consistently applied and ensure use of the most accurate, complete, and
current cost or pricing data available at the time of proposal preparation. Consistent
application of sound estimating procedures should reduce defective pricing and
facilitate the audit and evaluation of the contractor's proposals submitted in
connection with government procurement actions."

The scope paragraph for any flash report should read similarly to the following:
"Our audits are performed in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform audits to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether data and records examined are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the data and records. An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
the contractor. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion.9

2. Backgrud Inforatioa

This paragraph should provide whatever data on the contractor's operations is
needed to faci itate understanding of the estimating system deficiency(ies) being
reported and the auditor's recommendations.

3. Summary of Audit Results
Paragraphs similar to the following are appropriate:
"In our opinion, certain contractor estimating practices used in preparing its
proposal(s) submitted in connection with RFP/RFQ No. - (or in connection
with the negotiation of modification no., contract no., etc.) (by parenthetical
comment reference the audit report where the deficien cyies) was/were found)
require corrective action to improve the reliability of its future cost estimates.
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"This report is limited to the cited deficiency(ies). Accordingly, we express no
opinion on the adequacy of the contractor's internal control structure taken as a
whole.

"Following is a summary of the deficiency(ies) noted, our recommended corrective
action, and the contractor's response:"

a. Provide a iiprate presentation with a descriptive subparagraph caption for each
aigniia.znt deficiency identified. (For example, Failure to Use Accurate, Complete,
and Current Data for Purposes of Estimating Material.)

(1) Condition. Adequately describe each estimating system deficiency to permit a
thorough understanding of the situation. See 10-413 for additional information.

(2) Cost Impact. Provide an adequate explanation of the significance of the problem
and, if applicable, disclose the cost impact of the deficiency on the price proposal or
postaward audit evaluation.

(3) Recommendation(s). Offer a specific recommendation(s) for corrective action(s)
along with a statement regarding any acceptable alternative(s) proposed by the
contractor.

(4) Contractor's Reaction. Disclose any verbal or written contractor reaction to the
issue(s) presented.

(5) Auditor's Comments. Offer any audit rejoinder to the contractor's reaction and
response. If the contractor agrees with the cited condition, this subparagraph is not
required.

Close this subparagraph with a cautionary note, as follows:
"The information in this report should not be used for other purposes without first
discussing its applicability with us."

4. Disposition of Audit Results

Following is suggested wording for this section:
"We will be pleased to provide accounting counsel and any additional audit service
which the Administrative Contacting Officer may require in connection with this
report and the implementation of our recommendations. Direct requests for
assistance to (name), Supervisory Auditor, at telephone number or fax
number - ."

"Within approximately six months [or other date if follow up will be done at an
earlier or later date], we will issue a report on the status of the contractor's
implementation of the audit recommendations."
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10-500

10-500 Section 5 - Audit Reports on Annual Incurred Costs

10-501 Introduction c. The audit report cannot be issued
before the completion of the required

a. This section presents guidance for field work and the final exit conference.
preparing and distributing audit reports Required field work includes audit proce-
on final procurement-determined (FAR dures and tests judged necessary by the
42.705-1) and final audit-determined auditors, and prescribed by generally
(FAR 42.705-2) indirect cost rates. accepted government auditing standards

b. Results of the concurrent review of and MAARs. Therefore, the audit report
claimed direct costs will be reported in will not, as a rule, contain qualified
the audit report on annual indirect costs. opinions or unresolved costs (see 10-
Guidance on assist reports to other con- 504.1 for comments on scope).
tract auditors is in 6-800. 10-503 Format and Content of

10-502 Nature of Reports Reports

a. Audit reports on indirect costs are a. Prepare the report in the format
designed to furnish audit information given in 10-200. It should be addressed to
and recommendations on the allowability the contracting officer, and should in-
of costs and rates for settlement p s 4ude the information required by FAR
and to provide support for establishment 42.705-1(bX2). The extent of detail to be
of final indirect cost rates. In order to included in the report exhibits and sched-
initiate the waiting period for the con- ules should be governed by the materiali-
tractor's response, all audit findings ap- ty of the indirect cost pools, the govern-
plicable to a fiscal period must be sum- ment's participation, and the amount of
marized in a single audit report. This questioned costs. A complete pro forma
does not preclude issuance of reports on report for nonmajor contractors is in-
significant system deficiencie, CAS/FAR cluded in the DIIS audit guidance assnificmplantsystes r ieprts C R to NMARINCR." Examples of report ex-
noncoplimcesl y reports required to hibits are also included in Figures 10-5-1support timely issuance of DCAA Forms and 10-5-2.1 (see 6-708b, 6-709b, and 6-900). Also, b. If the audit of the contractor's pro-the auditor should be discussing signifi- posal discloses no items of questioned
cant audit findings with the contractor costs or if the amounts disclosed are
during the audit to expedite the resolu- insignificant, you may use a short form
tion process. Multi-year audit reports report as described in 10-218, provided
must clearly segregate all findings by the contracting officer has not specifically
fiscal period. requested more detailed information. In-

b. When direct costs are reviewed dude sufficient indirect cost and rate
concurrently with the indirect costs, any data in the short form report to provide
questioned or disallowed direct costs will the reader with an understanding of how
be included in the audit report. However, the audit results were achieved. Including
such reporting does not replace the is- such data should also enable the negotia-
suance of the following: tor to prepare the negotiation report

(1) Notices of Costs Suspended and/or when required. If costs were questioned,
Disapproved (6-900). include at least the following items in the

(2) Audit reports on individual explanatory notes:
FPR/FP! price redetermination propos- (1) Background information including
als(10-300). a description of the nature of the pro-

(3) Final audit reports on individual posed costs.
cost-reimbursement type contracts and (2) The basis for the questioned costs
subcontracts (10-900). including a description of the questioned

(4) Interim assist audit reports to the costs, details on the calculation of ques-
upper-ier auditor when needed (6-800). tioned costs, and a specific reference to
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the regulatory support such as the cost (6) Questioned Costs (Nonconcurred)
principle, cost accounting standards, or (Attach DCAA Forms 1) if rates are audit
contract terms. determined)

(3) A statement that the contractor Ensure that the audit report is issued
either agreed or disagreed with the ques- tn6dyf th ea the ort c-
tioned costs and the basis for any dis- within 60 days from the date the contrac-

agreeent.tor's rebuttal comments are received.agreement.
(4) The auditor's reaction, if the con- Enclose copies of applicable DCAA

rdisagrees with the questioned Forms 1 with the audit report and in-
tractor dude a specific reference to the attachedcosts. DCAA Forms 1 in the narrative body of(5) If any contracts containing the the report.
DFARS clause 252.231-7001 were active the gincin1

in te prio, th clssiicaton f qe. In keeping with the guidance in 10-
in the period, the classification of ques- 200 and subject to a. through d. above,
tioned costs with respect to the penalty the report will consist of a narrative
provisions of DFARS 252.231-7001 (6- section, accompanying exhibits and
608.4). schedules, appendixes, and attachments

If the contractor concurs in the ques- assembled in the following sequence:
tioned costs, use auditor judgment on the
extent of explanation needed to describe Narrative
the questioned costs. Purpose and Scope of Audit

c. If the audit report covers audit-de- Circumstances Affecting the Audit (if
termined rates and the contractor agrees applicable)
with the audit findings, enclose a copy of Contractor's Internal Control Structure
the completed indirect cost rate agree- Summary of Audit Results
ment required by FAR 42.705-2(bX2) Disposition of Audit Results
with the audit report. In addition, in- Table of Contents
clude a specific reference to the attached Exhibits and Schedules
indirect cost rate agreement in the narra- Indirect Costs
tive body of the report. Direct Costs Questioned (if applicable)

d. Keep the ACO informed of signifi- Indirect Costs Subject to Penalty
cant issues which may ultimately require Exhibit of Contracts (with annotations
his or her action to resolve. If the con- to those contracts that include the
tractor does not concur in the audit-de- penalty clause)
termined rates, follow the procedures in Schedule Listing Allowable Costs by
6-900 and prepare the audit report only Contract (if not practical, see 10-
after having coordinated with the ACO to 505#)
ensure consideration of all information Exhibit of Contractor's Direct/Indirect
bearing on the area of nonconcurrence. If Classification Policy (as applicable)
it appears that the contractor will not Appendixes (as applicable)
agree with the findings, provide the ACO Contractor's Accounting System
with written documentation of the results Seil C m ts
of audit which will be communicated to At applicable)
the contractor at the final exit confer- DCAA Forms I
ence. In addition, provide the ACO with Indirect Cost Rate Agreement
a copy of the contractor's written rebuttal Certificate of Indirect Cost
to the audit findings immediately upon Assist Audit Reports
receipt. In preparing the audit report, Contractor's Response
include the following categories of costs
in the exhibits for each cost pool: 10-504 Narrative Section

(1) Total Indirect Costs
(2) Unclaimed Costs l Purpoe and Seof Am&
(3) Claimed Costs a. This section should identify the
(4) Total Questioned Costs period audited and the purposes of the
(5) Questioned Costs (Concurred) audit.
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Example I (Final Procurement-deter- is to express an opinion based on our
mined IniMrect Cost Rates): audit."

"We have audited the XYZ Compa- b. Also use this section to detail the
ny's books and records and its 20 scope of the audit or any scope limita-
December 1988 proposal for the pur- tions regardless of which paragraph in 10-
poses of recommending final pro- 504.1a is used. The standard scope of
curement-determined indirect cost audit statement is discussed in 10-209. 1.
rates for 1 October 1987 through 30 If the concurrent MAARs were consid-
September 1988, and of evaluating ered necessary to complete the audit but
direct costs incurred under govern- could not be accomplished for the period
ment flexibly priced contracts. The reviewed (6-104.4), qualify the scope
proposed rates apply primarily to the paragraph by adding to or replacing "ex-
cost-reimbursement type contracts cept as noted in pararaph 2," with
listed in Exhibit D. The proposal, "except as noted below.' Insert the fol-
previously furnished your office, sets lowing additional subparagraph:
forth the indirect costs and rates "The concurrent verification of (in-
claimed to have been incurred in the
performance of these contracts. This dicate whether labor, materials or
report presents our conclusions and both) was omitted in this review (if
recommendations on the indirect accomplished in at least one year of a
cost rates proposed by the contractor multi-year review, state fiscal years
and the results of our review of omitted)."
direct costs." 10-504.2 Circumstaaces Affetdiq the

"The submission is the responsibility Audit
of the contractor. Our responsibility a. Identify any circumstances encoun- I
is to express an opinion based on our tered which have a significant adverse
audit." effect on the audit or results. (See 10-

209.2 for general guidance and 6-708.1
Example 2 (Final Audit-determined and 6-709.2 for specific limitations.)

InUHec- t ost Rates): b. If the incurred cost audit report is
issued before receipt of the assist audits

"We have audited the XYZ Compa- on subcontract or intercompany costs, as
ny's books and records and its 20 discussed in 6-709.2c, the following in-
December 1988 proposal for the pur- formation should be included in a report
poses of establishing final audit de- note or schedule for each unresolved
termined indirect cost rates 0or 1 subcontract/intercompany order.
October 1987 through 30 September * subcontract/intercompany order
1988, and of evaluating direct costs number
incurred under government flexibly e subcontract/intercompany name
priced contracts. The proposed rates . subcontract/intercompany
apply primarily to the cost-reim- billed/claimed amount for the year
bursement type contracts listed in * date assist audit requested
Exhibit D. The proposal, previously e name of the audit office performing
furnished your office, sets forth the the assist audit
indirect costs and rates claimed to * expected assist audit report date
have been incurred in the perfor- c. The unaudited subcon-
mance of these contracts. This report tract/intercompany costs would be classi-
presents our final audit determina- fled as unresolved in the report, pending
tion on the indirect cost rates pro- receipt of the assist audits. The report
posed by the contractor and the should also say that upon receipt of the
results of our review of direct costs." assist audit report, the recommended

subcontract/intercompany costs included
"The submission is the responsibility in the report will be reconciled with the
of the contractor. Our responsibility related costs in the upper tier contractor's
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incurred cost submission, and supple- Example 3 (The auditor's indirect rate
mental reports will be issued as required. adjustments were not accepted by the

contractor.)
10-5043 Contrac s Internal Control "Indirect rates. We have questioned
S$trt of the proposed over-

This paragraph should include infor- head expenses and $S_ of the
mation on the auditor's understanding of proposed G&A expenses. [Briefly de-
the internal control structure, assessment scribe the reasons for the major cost
of control risk, and any reportable condi- exceptions.] The audit results and
tions. The pro forma report for nonmajor recommendations are presented in
contractors included in the DIIS audit Exhibits, schedules, and appendixes.
guidance as "NMARINCR" shows exam-
ples where control risk has been assessed The contractor did not accept our
both at maximum and at less than maxi- findings and recommendations with re-
mum. spect to [state major areas of disagree-

ment]. [If audit-determined rates, include
10-504.4 Summary of Audit Results the following sentence:] The amounts

disapproved are set out in the attached
Detail the major findings of the indi- DCAA Form(s) I."

rect and direct cost audit in this para-
graph. When exhibits, schedules, or ap- b. Direct costs
pendixes are used to fully develop the Example I (No direct costs ques-
audit position, include a statement as tioned.)
follows: "Direct Costs. Our audit of direct

"The audit results and recommenda- costs disclosed no exceptions at this
tions are presented in the exhibits, time and they are provisionally ap-
schedules, and appendixes of this proved pending final acceptance. Fi-
report." nal acceptance of amounts proposed

under government contracts does not
If agreement is not reached on all take place until performance under

issues, refer to the guidance in 10-503d. the contract is completed and accept-
a. Indirect Rates ed by the cognizant authorities and
Example 1 (Indirect rates accepted as the audit responsibilities have been

proposed.) completed."

"Indirect Rates. Our audit did not Example 2 (Direct costs questioned.)
find any eeions to the contrac- "Direct Costs. We questioned
tor's prop indirect rates." $_ of direct costs proposed un-

der 4overnment contracts. [Brieflyae 2 (The adrect rate describe the reasons for the majoradjustments were accepted by the con- cost exceptions.] Questioned directtractor.) costs by element within specific con-

"tracts are presented in Exhibit. Di-"Indirect rates. We have questioned rect costs not questioned are provi-head expenss and - of the sionally approved pending final ac-ceptance. Final acceptance ofsro edG&A expenses. [Briefly de- amounts proposed under govern-
s he reasons for the major cost ment contracts does not take place
exceptions.] The audit results and until performance under the contract
recommendations are presented in is completed and accepted by the
Exhibits, schedules, and appendixes cognizant authorities and the audit
of this report. The enclosed Indirect responsibilities have been coi-
Cost Rate Agreement documents the pleted."contractor's concurrence with our
findings and recommendations." c. Indirect Costs Subject to Penalty

DCAA Cotact Aumt Manal
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Include this paragraph when contracts file. If the contractor does not have an
containing the DFARS clause 252.231- approved CAS Disclosure Statement, or
7001 were active in the period and indi- is not CAS covered, the appendix on the
rect costs are questioned (6-608.4). contractor's accounting system should be

attached and referred to in this para-
Example I (No questioned costs are graph.

sutject to the penalty.) c. Inform the contracting officer that
further advice and assistance can be"Penalties for Unallowable Costs. obtained (1) by contacting the office

None of the indirect costs ques- issuing the report (include the FAO tele-
tioned in this audit appear to be phone and fax numbers), or, when appli-
subject to the penalties provided in cable, (2) by contacting the on-site pro-
DFARS 252.231-7001. curement liaison auditor (include the

Example 2 (Questioned costs are sub- PLA's name, telephone number, and of-
ject to Me penalty.) fice location as shown in 15-3S1). Offer

to provide accounting counsel and any
"Penalties for Unallowable Costs. additional audit assistance the contract-
Indirect costs questioned in this au- ing officer may require.
dit are believed to be subject to the d. If questioned costs are believed to be
penalties provided in DFARS subject to the DFARS 252.231-7001 pen-
252.231-7001. Our recommenda- alties, request that the contracting offi-
tions for each questioned item are cer's decision be furnished promptly.
included in the notes to Exhibit(s) e. If the complexity of the proposal or

and their supporting sched- audit results warrant, recommend that
ules. Affected contracts are identi- the auditor be invited to attend the
fled in Exhibit •. Our recom- negotiation conference on procurement
mendations concerning the interest determined rates.
to be recovered on unallowable costs f. For procurement-determined indi-
paid will be furnished when we have rect cost rates include in this section a
received your determination on pen- request for the contracting officer to
alties to be assessed." furnish a copy of the negotiation agree-
d. State the name and title of the ment as requred by FBAR 42.706(b).

contractor's designated representative(s) 10-504.6 Signature Block
with whom the audit findings were dis-
cussed as required by 4-300. Summarize Conclude the narrative portion of the
the contractor's overall reaction and any report with the signature authentication
major differences, prescribed in 10-210.

e. See 10-209.4 for other requirements
related to this portion of the report 10-505 Exhibits and Schedules
narrative.

a. The report should contain all exhib-
10-504.5 Disposition of Audit Results its and supporting schedules required for

a. Include this paragaph to comment a clear, complete presentation of the
on any of the following which are at- audit results. The specific procedures for
tached to the report and not discussed in achieving this reporting standard follow.
the summary of audit results p ph b. Except when a short form report is
above: (1) DCAA Forms 1, (2) Indirect used (10-218), summarize the results of
Cost Rate Agreements, or (3) Certificates audit in Exhibit A, showing the amount
of Indirect Costs. When discussing Forms and rate for each indirect pool as pro-
1, include an affirmative statement that posed by the contractor and as ques-
the ACO was advised of the areas of tioned by the auditor. Include a table in
disagreement which led to their issuance, this exhibit showing the extent of govern-

b. Also, as applicable, include a para- ment participation in the contractor's
graph to state that the contractor has an indirect allocation bases. An illustrative
approved CAS disclosure statement on Exhibit A is shown in Figure 10-5-1.
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c. Detail the audit results for each tifying questioned costs within pools by

indirect cost rate classification in sepa- penalty class, amount, and percent of
rate exhibits, with supporting schedules base subject to penalty (see Figure 10-5-
as required. An illustrative exhibit is 3). For corporate home office expenses,
shown in Figure 10-5-2. Modify the pre- the schedule should also include the
sentation to accommodate complex rate allocable share for each division (see
determinations and negotiation prob- Figure 10-5-4).
lems. Questioned costs should be sup- f. Include an exhibit listing all govern-
ported by explanatory notes, which in- ment cost-reimbursement and flexibly
clude the items discussed in 10-503b. The priced contracts and subcontracts per-
auditor can briefly describe the reasons formed during the fiscal period. Indicate
for the questioned costs in those in- those contracts and subcontracts with
stances when the contractor concurs. advance agreements or governed by spe-
When advance agreements or special cial provisions. Contracts containing the
provisions govening specific contracts DFARS "Penalties for Unallowable
are in effect, reference the Special Com-
ments Appendix (10-506.2) in the explan- Costs" clause must be identified through
atory notes associated with the applicable a footnote. Request the contractor to
costs. Cross-reference the exhibits, sched- furnish the complete exhibit or the neces-
ules, appendixes, and, when appr sary information subject to your selectivethe narrative portion of the rprt, verification. Group the contracts by mili-

d. If direct costs are questioned, in- tary departments or other government
clude an exhibit summarizing the results agencies concerned. Identify prime con-
of the audit of direct costs. Questioned tracts and subcontracts by number and
direct costs should be supported by ex- reference subcontracts to the prime con-
planatory notes, which include the tems tractor and prime contract number.
discussed in 10-503b. The auditor a g. Include a schedule showing the al-
briefly describe the reasons for the ques- lowable costs by contract or subcontract.
tioned costs in those instances when the If not practical (e.g., if the schedule
contractor concurs. Questioned amounts would be too voluminous), make refer-
should be identified by procuring office, ence to the specific records that detail the
by contract, and by cost element, allowable costs by contract and subcon-

e. If the contractor's submission ap- tract. (Note that the Indirect Cost Rate
plies to contracts containing the DFARS Agreement letter also includes this sched-
penalty clause and costs are questioned ule as an enclosure, when practical; see 6-
during the audit, include a schedule iden- 708.2c.)
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Figure 10-5-3, (Ref. 10-505(e))
SCHEDULE OF UNALLOWADILE COSTS

SUBJECTr TO PENALTIES

Audit Report No._____ Schedule____

Sunshine Widget Company
Miami, Florida

SCHEDULE OF UNALLOWABLE COSTS SUBJECT TO PENALTY
Period Through

Amount Subject to DFARS 231.7001

Questioned Level One Level Two
costs Penalty Penalty Reference

Cost Element

Engineering Overhead:
Consultants S$150,000 S$100,000 **SEE NOTE
Depreciation 100,000 100,000 BELOW**
Pension 100,000 100,000
Relocation 100,000 50,000
Legal Fees 80,000 40,000
Professional Actv. 80,000 80,000
Travel 75,000 20,000
Insurance 25,000 25,000
Entertainment 25,000 25,000

Totals $735,000 $540,000

Participation of Contracts with Penalty Clause

Total With Clause No Clause
Allocation Base $40,000,000 $8,000,000 $32,000,000
Percent of Base 100.0% 20.0% 80.0%
Questioned Costs Subject to Level One Penalty ($540,000 x 20%) $108,000

~Questioned Costs Subject to Level Two Penalty so

-NOTE: INCLUDE REFERENCES To NOTES IN THE EXHIBI coNTANIN
THE PENALTY INFORMATION AS DISCUSSED IN CAM 10-505. AN EXAMPLE OF
THE INFORMATION THE NOTES SHOULD CONTAIN IS INCLUDED ON THE
DIIS UNDER NMARINCR.
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FigureI10-5-4, (Ref, 10-505(e))
H WOFFICE EXPENSE

SCHEDULE OF UNALLOWABLE COST SUBJECT TO PENALTIES

Audit Report No._ Schedule

San Juan Motor Works Home Office
Bellinghap, Washington

SCHEDULE OF UNALLOWABLE COSTS SUBJECT TO PENALTY
Period Through

Amount Subject to DFARS 231.7001
Questioned Level One Level Two

Costs Penalty Penalty Reference

Cost Element

Consultants $500,000 $300,000 ***SEE NOTE
Lobbying 150,000 150,000 BELOW***
Advertising 100,000 100,000
Public Relations 100,000 100,000
Relocation 80,000 40,000
Travel 50,000 20,000

Total $980,000 $710,000

Allocation to Divisions

DIVISION % ALLOCABLE AMOUNT

Missile 60% $426,000
Submarine 20% 142,000
Service Co. 10% 71,000
Research 10% 71,000

Total 100% $710000

***NOTE: INCLUDE REFERENCES TO NOTES IN THE EXHIBIT CONTAINING
THE PENALTY INFORMATION AS DISCUSSED IN CAM 10-505. AN EXAMPLE OF
THE INFORMATION THE NOTES SHOULD CONTAIN IS INCLUDED
ON THE DIIS UNDER NMARINCR.

10-506 Appendixes statements have not been approved. For
those contractors with an approved CAS

Use appendixes as applicable to pro- disclosure statement on rMle, include a
* vide information and comments as de- comment to that effect in the narrative

scribed in the following paragraphs. body of the report (10-504.5). Limit the
description of the accounting system to

10-506.1 AIpemdi- Coe.rtet's the methods used for accumulating and
Acconting System allocating indirect costs to government

Use this appendix for contractors contracts and other work of the contrac-
which have not submitted CAS disclo- tor. Typically, this would consist of a
sure statements or whose CAS disclosure listing of the various indirect cost pools

DCAA Coimct Amilt Mamial
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with brief explanations of their composi- not be reimbursed for unallowable costs
tion and of the related bases for alloca- (see 6-705.1).
tion. Describe any significant change in
indirect cost accounting and allocation 10-507 Attachmnts
methods made by the contractor since the
prior audit, and your conclusions as to The report should include the follow-
the propriety of the change. Any signifi- ing attachments as applicable: DCAA
cant departure from prior policy should Forms 1, Indirect Cost Rate Agreement,
be discussed in the "Special Comments" Certificate of Indirect Cost, assist audit
Appendix. reports, and contractor written com-

ments to the audit results.
10-506.2 Appendix - Special Comneaft 10-5W8 Distribution of Inure Cost

Use an appendix with this title to 1eports
present any additional information Relorls
which cannot be conveniently included in . Pro ment-determined Indirect
the exhibits and schedules, and to cover Costs. If the final indirect rates are to be
any other matters which warrant the
attention of the contracting officer. Use procurement-determined, furnish the
this appendix to describe any advanceofie C OorA )r-"t pendto andpescribeany aov anc sponsible or the negotiation of the final
agreements and special provisions gov- indirect cost rates an original and two
erning specific contracts as required by copies of the audit report.
FAR 42.705-1(bX2), unless this informa- b. Audit-determined Indirect Costs. If
tion is identified in the exhibit required the final indirect rates are to be auditby 10-505g. Examples of other items determined, furnish one copy of the
which may be presented are: report to both the CACO, if assigned, and

a. The effectiveness of the contractor'sprocedure.. and contro~ls for excluding teAOprocedureswand controls forom elingc Distribute one copy of the report to the
unallowable charges from its indirect floigfollowing:
costs claim. (1) Other DoD contracting officers or

b. Management decisions resulting in rocurement officers administer-
the incurrence of unwarranted or unrea-
sonable costs on contracts. This would ing a significant portion of the
include the results of any DCAA opera- contractor's total government busi-

ness.tions audits which affect the indirect cost heco rrate(2) The cntract audit coordinator, if
c. Changes in the contractor's account- (3)an.

ing policy and practices for classifying (ref applicable, the on-site PLA(refer to 15-3S1) who provides ser-
direct or indirect costs when the changes vice to t-e wonpra ovides sr-
result in inequitable or inconsistent cost vpto the contractin officer re-

determnation. lposible for the negotiation of the
final indirect cost rate.

10-6.3 Apteedx - __ Rtes(4) Upon specific request, other orga-
nizations consistent with 10-206

A billing rates appendix may be used to and the restrictions on the cover
recommend billing rates when the indi- sheet (Figure 10-2-1).
rect rates are procurement-determined, c. Non-DoD Organizations: When spo-
or to establish billing rates when the cifically requested or if the procurement
indirect rates are audit-determined (FAR office has a significant portion of the
42.704). Identify the period to which the contractor's total government business,
recommended rates apply. Comments distribute a copy of the incurred cost
supporting the recommended rates audit report to non-DoD organizations as
should mention whatever factors you shown below
considred, such as cost trends, changes (1) National Aeronautics and Space
in production volume, and shifts in areas Administration (NASA).
of activity. The recommended rates (i) NASA Contractors (see 10-211):
should provide that the contractor will (ii) NASA field audit office (Office

DCAA Cauuuct AuN&t Masmal
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of Inspector General) cognizant of (3) Department of Agriculture (see
the geographical area in which con- Supplement 15-1S6).
tractor is located (see Supplement (4) Department of Health and Human
15-1Sl) - one copy. Services, Regional Audit Director
(iii) NASA field audit office (Office - three copies (see Supplement
of Inspector General) cognizant of 15-1S3).
the Procurement Center responsi- (5) Department of Housing and Urban
ble for the contract (see Supple- Development Director - two cop-
ment 15-1S1) - one copy. ies to:
(iv) NASA Procurement Contract-
ing Officer(s) at NASA Procure- Headquarters Audit Operations
ment Center(s) (see Supplement Office of Audit
15-1S2) doing business with the Office of Inspector General
contractor - one copy. DHUD 451 7th Street, SW
(v) Local NASA contract adminis- Washington, DC 20410.
tration office (if any) - one copy. (6) Environmental Protection Agency

(2) Department of Transportation (see Audit Division Director - two copies
Supplement 15-155). (see Supplement 15-1S4).
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Figure 10-5-1
Incwred Cost Sunaury Exhibit

Audit Report No. EXHIBIT A
Page I of XX

XYZ Company
Philadelphia Pennsylvania

SUMMARY RESULTS OF AUDIT
Period I October 19XX through 30 September 19XX

Claimed Questioned
By Contractor By Auditor

Indirect Indirect
Indirect Expense Cost Expense Cost
Catesory Pool Rate Pool Rate Reference

Factory Overhead (a) S 853,960 S 4.512 $26,950 S.273 ExhB
Engineering Overhead (a) 460,500 $ 5.169 15,322 S.172 ExhC
General & Administrative

Expenses (b) 320,384 8.0% 44053 1.1% Exh D
$1A634.844 $86,325

(a) Allocation Base-direct labor hours
(b) Allocation Base-total incurred costs, excluding G&A expenses (input costs)

GOVERNMENT PARTICIPATION IN ALLOCATION BASES

Indirect Expense Pool

Contract Type In
Allocation Base Factory Emginec.n G&A
Government cast-reimbursement contracts* 60% 78% 82%
Government flexible fixed-price contracts* 25 13 10
Government firm fixed-priced contracts* 10 5 4
Commercial work 5 4 4

100% 100% 100%
*includes Subcontracts
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Figure 10-5-2 (Ref. 10-505)
Overhead Exhibit For A Specific Cost Rate

Audit Report No. EXHIBIT B
Page I of 4

XYZ Company
Philadelphia Pennsylvania

STATEMENT OF CONTRACTOR'S CLAIMED FACTORY
OVERHEAD COSTS AND RESULTS OF AUDIT

Period 1 October 19XX through 30 September 19XX

Results of Audit
Contractor's Overhead Costs Questioned Costs

Un- Non-
Cost Element Total claimed Claimed Total Concurred concurred Reference

Indirect Labor $410,000 $3,000 $407,000 $(10,000) S(10,000) - Note I
Home Office
Expense 23,925 - 23,925 - --

Overtime Premium -
Direct Labor 60,000 - 60,000 - -

Overtime Premium -
Indirect Labor 35,000 - 35,000 - - -

Payroll taxes 60,325 - 60,325 - - -

Insurance 6,000 - 6,000 - --
Maintenance 23,000 - 23,000 10,000 10,000 - Note 2
Depreciation -

Equipment 43,000 - 43,000 (1,000) (1,000) Note 3
Rental of

Buildings 92,000 - 92,000 - - -

Utilities 44,000 - 44,000 - - -

Manufacturing
Supplies 18,000 - 18,000 4,000 - $4,000 Note 4

Licenses and Taxes 27,000 - 27,000 18,000 18,000 - Note 5
Traveling Expense 11,000 - 11,000 2,700 - 2,700 Note 6
Entertainment 2,000 2,000 - - - -
Employment

Expenses 3,710 - 3,710 3,250 1 , 2250 Note 7

Totals $858960 $5000 $853.960 $26.950 $18,000 $8,950

Allocation Base
Direct labor Hours 189,264 (.0 (&M Note 8

Factory Overhead Rates:Proposed $ 4.512

Questioned Dueto Base $ .135 - $ .135
Questioned Due to Costs .138 $ .095 .043
Unresolved -- _ _ _

Total Exceptions $ .273 $ .095 $ .178
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Explanatory Notes
1. Indirect Labor
The negative $10,000 questioned represents 2,150 hours of inspection labor. The contractor

charged these hours to various government jobs as direct labor based on estimates. Inspection
labor for the contractors commercial products, however, is included in factory overhead. During
our audit we could not find a basis for this difference in treatment. The inspectors performing
the work are unable to maintain detailed time records of the time they spend on the individual
jobs. Because the contractor has neither basis nor the time records to sustain charging inspection
labor to the government contracts as direct labor, and because commercial products are similar
to those produced under government contracts, we reclassified the 2,150 hours as indirect and
included them in factory overhead. (Also see note 8 below.)

The contractor concurs in our recommendation for this item. Because this upward adjustment
is a reclassification of an otherwise allowable cost not previously determined to be misclassified,
it is not subject to penalty under the provisions of DFARS 231.70.

2. Maintenance
The $10,000 questioned represents the cost of a used milling machine purchased I April

19XX. This purchase was properly a capital expenditure under the contractor's capitalization
policy, but was inadvertently charged to maintenance expense. We questioned the amount
charged to maintenance expense, but allowed depreciation expense of $1,000 for this year (see
note 3 below).

The contractor concurs in our recommendation for this item. The difference between purchase
cost and allowable deprei'ation is not assignable to this accountin$ period because it is in
noncomphance with CAS 409.40(a) and is expressly unallowable in accordance with FAR
31.205-24(b). The cost is therefore subject to penalty under the provisions of DFARS 231.7002-
l(aXI).

3. Depreciation-equipment
Government technical personnel established a five-year life for the used milling machine

which had been chatpd to maintenance expense (see note 2 above). Depreciation expense of
$1,000 was calculated using the straight-line method consistent with the contractor's deprecia-tion policy. The calculation is as follows:

Cost basis $10,000
Dvded by ase life 5 ye
Annual expense $2,000
Alloca•tn for partial yea 5__
Deprecatio expense $ 1,000

4. Manufacturing supplies
The $4,000 questioned represents the cost of pyrotechnics used in surveillance testing. This

amount of materials should be charged to the materials overhead pool, which includes quality
control costs, in accordance with the contracto's established policy regarding material.
Consequently, we have questioned these material costs and transferred a corresponding amount
to the materials pool in Exhibit D.

The contractor does not concur in our recommendation, stating that its policy on materials
does not apply to this pyrotechnic testing material. The contractor has not provided verifiable
documentation to support its different treatment of testing material.

The amount questioned is a reallocation of an otherwise allowable cost. We notified the
contractor by letter dated XX March 19xx that these costs were not allocable to direct labor
hours. The contractor responded by peei.ng to revisions of the estimating and billing rates The
referenced correspondence was previously minshe to your office.

These costs are now mutually agreed to be unallowable, as defined in FAR 31.201-6a, in the
labor ove-read pool. They are therefore subject to penalty under the provisions of DFARS
231.7001(aX2).
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5. Licenses and taxes
The $18,000 questioned represents personal property tax on equipment used by a subsidiary

which has no government contracts. These costs must be charged directly to the benefiting
division in accordance with the requirements of CAS 403.40(aX4) and 410.50(a). The contractor
concurs in our recommendation on this item.

These costs are unallowable under FAR 31.205-41 (bX5). They are therefore subject to penalty
under the provisions of DFARS 231. 700 2-1(aXl).

6. Traveling expense
The amount questioned represents excess of first-class air fares over lower-class fares on

various trips during the period. The contractor's policy requires the use of the most economical
means of transportation available unless the urgency of travel requires use of premium fares.
Because the contractor has not justified the use of the premium fares, we have questioned the
$2,700 difference in fares in accordance with FAR 31.205-46.

The contractor does not concur, claiming that the trips were by management officials for
whom written approval was not required. The issue of allowability does not hinge on whether the
first-class air fares were approved. Rather, the difference between first-class fares over lower-
class fares is unallowable except when lower-class fares are not available and travel must take
place. We recommend that a penalty be assessed on the questioned first class air travel in
accordance with the provisions of DFARS 231.700 2-1(aXI).

7. Employment expense
The $3,250 questioned represents the cost of three-color, full-page, help-wanted advertise-

ments in weekly news magazines. Our audit showed these costs to be unallowable under FAR
31.205-34()).because the advertising was excessive relative to the number and importance of the
positions and included both material not relevant for recruitment purposes and color.

The contractor does not concur with $2,250 of the S3,250 we have questioned. The contractor
clai.ms that such advertising is n.ecessar to attract .sufcient qualified employees in today's
highly competitive labor market, but has ot provided tangible evidence in support of itsposition.

FAR 31.205-3,(b) is specific in stating the elements which make recruitment advertising
unallowable, and this advertising contained three elements which make the advertisinj
unallowable. We questioned similar advertising costs in the contractor's most recent indirect cost
settlement agreement (Audit Report No. , dated ) at which time the
contractor concurred. Accordingly, these costs were determined to be unallowable prior to the
date of submission of this proposal. We therefore recommend that a penalty be assessed on the
entire amount of questioned advertising expense in accordance with the provisions of DFARS
231.7002-1(aX2).

8. Allocation base
The increase in the direct labor hours base consists of: Hours Reftemce

8,800 a.
(2,150) b.

Net Increase ____

a. The addition of subsidiary TVV Corporation (TVV) direct labor hours that were notincluded in the allocation base by the contractor. We included these direct labor hours in the

allocation base because TVV shares and uses the contractor's manufacturing facilities. Therefore,
TVV should participate in the allocation of overbead. TVV paid the contractor only nominal
rental for the use of its facilities, indirect personnel and equipment. Moreover, the rental income
was not included as a credit to the f.acory overhead expense pool.

The contractor does not concur, c that TVV used the facilities only during infrequent
shop overload conditions and then only to a limited degree. The contractor also claims that
treatment of the rental charies as Other Income is proper under the circumstances.

Our audit disclosed that TV.s use of the contractor facilities occurred on a continuing and
regular basis; therefoe including TVVs direct labo hours in the base is not only proper, but
also eliminates the discussion of the proper rental amount and where in the accounting reords it
should be credited.
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b. The subtraction of the inspection labor hours reclassified as indirect (see note I above).
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10-600

10-600 Section 6 - Reports on Postaward Audits of Cost or Pricing Data

10-601 Introduction c. Issue all audit reports promptly,
whether or not apparent defective pricing

a. This section provides guidance for is disclosed. Regional Audit Manager
preparing and distributing reports on (RAM) review is required for all positive
postaward audits of contractor cost or defective pricing reports prior to their
pricing data for compliance with 10 issuance. In addition, RAM review of all
U.S.C. 2306a. Such reports embody the rebuttals and response letters related to
results of audits performed using the these reports is required.
guidance in 14-100. Auditors sometimes
refer to these audits as "defective pricing 10-603 Format and Content of
audits," "audits for possible defective Reports
pricing," etc. In audit reports, however,
FAOs should use the terms employed in a. The nature and extent of the detail
this section. reported depends on (1) whether or not

b. Throughout this section the term the audit disclosed apparent defective
"contracting officer" includes their repre- pricing, (2) materiality of recommended
sentatives. The term "contract" also ap- price adjustments, (3) results of discus-
plies to subcontracts except where this sions with the contractor including those
section specifically notes a distinction, involving offsets, and (4) items of special

interest to the contracting officer or other
10-602 Nature and Timing of Reports authorized requester.b. Minimum data requirements stated

in 10-606.1 apply even if the audit dida. The cost or pricing data for each not disclose defective pricing. Also, sup-
pricing action (prime contract, modifica- ply the information as stated in 10-605
tion, subcontract, etc.) is subject to a regardless of audit findings.
separate defective pricing audit. There-
fore, separately report apparent defective 10-603.1 General Format
pricing found on each pricing action. a. Prepare the report using the basic

b. For subcontract reporting, it is usu- guidance contained in 10-100 and 10-200
ally easier for the prime contract auditor plus the supplemental information pro-
to apply the prime contractor's additives vided by this section.
to recommended subcontract price ad- b The general arrangement of report
justments. The prime contract auditor contents follows.
may also need to perform other audit
actions at the prime contract level, such Audit report cover, if applicable (see
as those involving possible "offsets" or 10-205)
the issuance of appropriate disapprovals Cover sheet (see 10-206)
under flexibly priced contracts for recom- Letterhead sheet for page 1, starting
mended subcontract price adjustments. with audit report number (see 10-
Therefore, issue subcontract audit re- 203.1)
ports to the prime contract auditor. "Subject" element (see 10-603.2)
(However, see 4-702.8 for comments on "To'" element (see 10-604)
issung subcontract audit reports when Narrative body of report (see 10-605)
there is alleged subcontractor fraud in Signature element (see 10-210)
connection with the defective pricing List of enclosures, if applicable; or
audit.) This procedure usually results in table of contents, if required (see 10-
earlier holding of an exit conference with 212)
the prime contractor. It also provides for Distribution list (see 10-211)
earlier involvement by the prime contract Exhibits and schedules, if applicable
auditor in eventual negotiation of recom- (see 10-606)
mended prime contract price adjust- Appendixes, if applicable (see 10-607)
ments. Attachments, if applicable (see 10-608)
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10-603.2 "Subject" Element section, include the on-site PLA (refer to
Following the general format in 10- 15-3S1) on the distribution list.

207, include the title of the report ("Re- 10-604.1 Addressing an Distributing
port on Postaward Audit of Cost or Prime Contract Adiit Repot
Pricing Data"), the prime contract num-
ber, the subcontract identification, if ap- a. If the auditor performed the posta-
plicable, and the contractor's name, city, ward audit of cost or pricing data in
and state. response to a specific government re-

quest, address the report to the requester
10-603.3 Release of Subcontract Audit with a copy to the plant representa-
Report to the Higher-Tier Contractor tive/ACO and/or the PCO, as appropri-

ate.a. If a government audit discloses de- b. If DCAA initiated the audit, address
fective subcontractor cost or pricing data, the report to the PCO with an informa-
FAR 15.804-7(f) provides for contracting tion copy to the plant representa-
officer release of information, upon re- tive/ACO, unless the plant representa-
quest to prime contractors or appropriate tive/ACO has negotiation authority. In
subcontractors to the extent necessary to that event, address the report to the plant
secure a prime contract price reduction. representative/ACO with a copy to the
However, the contracting officer must be PCO. The contract will identify negotia-
careful to protect confidential business tion authority for orders issued under
information from improper disclosure in basic ordering agreements.
such situations. c. The prime contract auditor will

b. One of the following release state- incorporate positive subcontract audit
ments will be included on the cover sheet report findings and make distribution of
of subcontract defective pricing audit a combined report (see 10-604.2). When
reports and on higher-tier contractor au- the prime contract auditor is unable to
dit reports containing recommended sub- complete the prime contract audit and
contractor price adjustments. The state- issue a combined report within 30 days of
ment will appear in the first paragraph of receiving a subcontract audit report with
the cover sheet following the standard positive findings, he or she will, as an
release statement in 10-206.2(a). interim measure, issue and distribute an

(1) If the subcontractor does not object audit report which includes the subcon-
to the release of the report, add the tract findings and the prime contractor's
sentence shown at 10-206.3c(l). add-ons. See 14-119.4b for the proper

(2) If the subcontractor objects to the application of prime contractor add-ons.
release of company proprietary informa- d. If the prime contract is flexibly
tion which may be included in the audit priced and the subcontract audit report
report, the following statement will be recommends disallowance or nonrecogni-
included: tion of incurred costs (see 14-119.4), the

"However, [insert name of subcontrac- prime auditor will immediately advise
tor] considers [identify the data which the PCO. Timely action (1) allows the
the subcontractor objects to releasing] to PCO to notify the prime contractor that
be trade secrets or confidential business the increased costs may be disallowed or
information. Accordingly, the contract- not recognized on the prime contract and
ing officer should protect such informa- (2) enables the prime contractor to exer-
tion from improper disclosure in accor- cise the price reduction clauses it should
dance with FAR 15.804-7(f)." have in its contract with the subcontrac-

tor. Delays in reporting subcontractor
10-604 AddreshIog aed Distrlbufditg defective pricing may prevent the prime
Repiort contractor from obtaining a subcontract

price reduction, thus precluding the
The general policy for addressing audit prime s leItimate recovery of its costs.

reports is stated in 10-208. Parasgraph 10- •. Distn'bute one copy of each report
211 states the general policy for report with apparent defective pricing on Army
distribution. For reports covered by this contracts, certain Air Force contracts,

DCAA Contract Audit Manual
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and contracts issued by any contracting dated , we have audited con-
activity of the Defense Logistics Agency tractor cost or pricing data related to
as shown in supplement 10-6S1. initial pricing of the subject contract.

f. Furnish the appropriate NASA Re- The purpose of the audit was to test
gional Audit Office (15-1S1) one copy of whether the price, including profit,
any report regarding apparent defective negotiated in that pricing action was
pricing on NASA prime contracts. increased by a significant amount

because the contractor furnished cost
104"K4.2 Addressing mnd • or pricing data that was not accurate,
Subcoatrct sad Intrawomlmny Audit complete, and current as required by
Reports 10 U.S.C. 2306a. In its Certificate of

a. For a subcontract or intracompany Current Cost or Pricing Data dated
audit that was performed in response to a , the contractor certified the
request by a contracting officer or other data as of , the date of avee-
authorized person or activity, address the ment on price. The contract, initially
report to the requester with a copy to the priced at $ - , is firm-fixed-
prime contract auditor. price type and provides for produc-

b. For a subcontract or intracompany tion and delivery of
audit report on a DCAA-initiated audit,
address the report to the prime contract The cost and pricing data are the
auditor. Do not distribute copies of these responsibility of the contractor. Our
reports outside DCAA, since the prime responsibility is to express an opin-
contract auditor will make distribution of ion on the cost and pricing data
the combined report, if appropriate. The based on our audit.
prime contract auditor will distribute the Example 2 (DCAA-initiated audit).
combined report as provided in 10-604. 1.

c. Follow procedures similar to the We have audited contractor cost or
above when dealing with lower-tier sub- pricing data related to the pricing of

Scontracts. The prime contract auditor is Supplemental Agreement No. 4 to
responsible for obtaining intermediate- the subject contract, as part of our
tier subcontractor add-ons when there are continuing program of evaluating
positive findings below the first tier of contractor compliance with 10
subcontracts. U.S.C. 2306a andimplementing r-

ulations. The purpose of the audit
10-605 Narrative was to test whether the price, includ-

ing profit, negotiated in that pricing
The body of the report will contain the action was increased by a significant

following captioned paragraphs as appli- amount because the contractor fur-
cable. See 10-209 for paragraph format. nished cost or pricing data that was

not accurate, complete, and current
10-0.1 Purpose ad Scope o Audit as required by the cited statute. In its

a. The first portion of this section Certificate of Current Cost or Pric-
should identify the Pricing action audited ing Data dated , the contrac-
and the purpose of the audit. It should tor certified the data as of
also include information about the con- the date of agreement on price. The
tract such as contract type, incentive fixed-price-incentive contract pro-
provisions, total value of the pricing vides for development, test, and
action covered by the audit, items pur- evaluation of - . The net target
chased, and other appropriate informa- price added to the contract by the
tion. Opening statements for five com- pricing action was S
mon situations could read as follows:

Example I (Prime contract audit re- The cost and data am the
quda Wcontracting officer): t o Mqm~ua uy m o mibi ty is to e qp = . an o iuk-

As requested by orequesti elt) in ion on the cost and pricing data
[memorandum/letter] refem ce] based on our audit.

DCAA C.inec AIMt MaWMua
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Example 3 (Subcontract or intracom- contract as referenced in Appendix
pany audirrequested by contracting offi- - 1. We conducted our audit in
cer or is DCAA-initiated): accordance with generally accepted

Modify Examples 1 and 2 by substitut- government auditing standards.
ing "subcontract" or "intracompany or- Those standards require that we plan
der" for "contract" wherever applicable, and perform the audit to obtain

Example 4 (Cost-reimbursment type reasonable assurance about whether
contract the data and records evaluated are

For cost-reimbursement type contracts, free of material misstatement. An
the statement on purpose of the audit audit includes examining, on a test
should not refer to "the price, including basis, evidence supporting the
profit." Instead, use the following word- amounts and disclosures in the data
ing: and records evaluated. An audit also

includes assessing the accounting
The purpose of the audit was to test principles used and significant esti-
whether the estimated cost or fee mates made by the contractor, as
negotiated in that pricing action, or well as evaluating the overall data
any cost reimbursable under this and records presentation. We believe
contract, was increased... that our audit provides a reasonable

aIpe 5 (LAck of Certificate of Cur- basis for our opinion.
rent Cost or Pricing Data): Example 2 (Qualified report):

If the contractor did not execute a Preee-e -e words "We conducted our
Certificate of Current Cost or Pricing audit" in the second sentence of Example
Data in connection with the pricing ac- by the phrase "Except as discussed in
tion(s) being reported on, modify the parg rasph 2."
appropriate sentence in Examples 1 and

2. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Exm Itmysae3freape (Explanatory modificationS 2. It may state, for example: usefwhFe-n-the auditor limited audit
In the absence of the contractor's swope to that requested by the contracting

SCertificate of Current Cost or Pric- officer and the audit conclusions are not
ing Data for this pricing action, we qualified):
have treated [the date that price The criteria used ... as referenced
agreement was reached or the date
the contract (or modification) was in Appendix •. To satisfy your
executed] as the effective date of the specific request, we limited this cur-
contractor's responsibility for the rent audit to the following aspects:
cost or pricing data submitted. - . Except for this limitation,

we conducted our audit in accor-
b. Next, include an appropriate scope dance with nerally accepted gov-

of audit statement, modified for circum- ernment auditing standards. Those
stances that significantly affected the standards require that we plan and
audit scope. Tailor the scope statement to perform the audit to obtain reason-
accurately reflect the extent of audit work able assurance about whether the
performed, especially when we have not data and records evaluated are free
performed a full audit. (Note: the audi- of material misstatement. An audit
tor's decision to use "desk evaluation" includes examining, on a test basis,
procedures is not a scope impairment.) evidence supporting the amounts
Use the following scope statements, as and disclosures in the data and rec-
approprate: ords evaluated. An audit also in-

Example 1 (Unqualified report): cludes assessing the accounting prin-
ciples used and significant estimates

The criteria used to evaluate the cost made by the contractor, as well as
or pricing data included the public evaluating the overall data and rec-
law contained in FAR Subpart 15.8 ords presentation. We believe that
and [the advance agreements and our audit provides a reasonable basis
other pertinent provisions of the for our opinion.
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We may continue to audit other Example 1 (Unqualified conclusion
aspects of the subject contract and wfttn no aualt exceptions):
may issue a separate report on suchother aspects. Our audit, summarized as follows,

disclosed no evidence that the price
10-605.2 Circumstances Affecting the [cost and fee for cost-type contracts]
Audit was increased because the contractor

a. Include the paragraph on circum- furnished cost or pricing data that
stances affecting the audit only if the was not current, accurate, and corn-
audit results must be qualified because plete.
the stated purpose and scope could not be
accomplished. In such a case, both the Audit baseline $"scope" statement and the "summary of Recommended price adjustment None
audit results" paragraph must specifically Example 2 (Unqualified conclusion
refer to this paragraph. Do not refer to
any unqualified audit conclusions and
recommendations in this section. Proper- Our audit disclosed that the cost or
ly explain them in the other portions of pricing data submitted by the con-
the report. tractor was not accurate, complete,

b. Clearly explain the nature and po- and current as of the date of agree-
tential impact of each circumstance that ment on price. (Briefly discuss the
prevents an unqualified conclusion, as major recommended price adjust-
well as any steps taken to overcome or ments, including a reference to any
mitigate the problem. If applicable, also CAS reports issued per 14-120.2]
explain any further action the auditor Exhibit A [and the enclosures refer-
will take after issuing the report. enced therein] presents the detailed

c. For situations involving more than conclusions and recommendations
one qualification, use subcaptions to resulting from our audit, which are
highlight the specific circumstances re- summarized as follows:
quiring a report qualification. For exam-
ple, the subcaptions might read "a. Con- Audit baseline S
tractor's Denial of Access to Records" Recommended price adjustment $
and "b. Inadequate Contractor Cost Rec-
ords." Example 3 (Qualified conclusion with

possible anaed exceptions):
10-45.3 Summary of AUit Results Insert any needed qualifying wording

a. The results of audit (qualified, if at the beginning of the first sentence in
appropriate) should be summarized in Example 1 or the second sentence in
the narrative portion of the report. If the Example 2. Refer specifically to the pos-
audit does not result in a recommended sible effects, not merely to the circum-
price adjustment, use wording similar to stances, that led to the qualification. If
Example 1. If the results of audit reflect a access was denied to historical cost rec-
recommended price adjustment, the basis ords, Example 2 might include the fol-
of that adjustment should be briefly lowing qualification:
explained following the opening state- Except for additional recommended
ment (Example 2). Refer to applicable price adjustments, if any, that might
exhibits, schedules, and appendixes result from access to the historical
which contain the detailed audit results.S~cost records of previously manufac-
On flexibly priced prime contracs, sepa- tured items as discussed above, Ex-
rately present findings in the prime audit hibit A...
report for (1) recommended price adjust-
ments and (2) recommended disallo- b. Paragraphs 10-606 and 14-123 list
wance or nonrecognition of incurred minimum data required for exhibits and
costs (14-119.4b). If the audit is quali- schedules. Place the data here rather than
fled, make reference to paragraph 2 (cir- in the exhibits and schedules if this will
cumstances affecting the audit). provide a useful presentation for the
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report readers. However, auditors should meeting the conditions in d. above, the
use an Exhibit A for even the simplest subcontract auditor should include in
situation, when it expedites the FAO's this portion of the report a statement that
report production procedures. As dis- any recommendations on interest due as
cussed in 14-123, each audit report with a a result of government overpayments will
recommended price adjustment must be made by the prime contract auditor.
specifically address the five points for f. If the expected prime interest
establishing defective pricing in the ex- amount will likely be $10,000 or more,
planatory notes (14-102b). add the following sentence to the above

c. Clearly identify details on significant statement:
offsets alleged by the contractor. Do this
in a fashion similar to that used for the See Exhibit - for details the
explanatory notes to Exhibit A. If appro- responsible procuring official will
priate, auditors can merely make refer- need for making the computation.
ence to them here and cover the details in If the interest amount will likely be
a separate exhibit. If the contractor has under S10,000, provide exhibit informa-
not submitted appropriate offset certifi- tion only if requested by the contracting
cations for contracts entered into on or onfocer. See124d Figure 14-1-1cfor
after 15 February 1987 (14-118b), in- officer. See 14-124 and Figure 14-1-1 for
clude in the report an additional state- an explanation of the information to be

included in the exhibit.ment that the contractor refused to pro- g. Use this paragraph to confirm that
vide a certification and, for this reason, factual matters relating to any apparent
we have not included the claimed offsets defective cost or pricing data were coor-
in our computation of the recommended contracting
price adjustment and do not express an officer (PCw ) or the po resent-
opnio n othe claimed offsets. tive dunng the course of the audit. (Pro-

d. When postaward audits disclose vide auditor's name and title and PCO'soverpayments resulting from defective
verpaymeng resultingD forasom defetive name and title.) In addition, include a

pricing on (1) DoD contracts or modifi- statement that a copy of the draft reportcations awarded after 7 November 1985 exhibits and explanatory notes describing
or (2) other government contracts or the recommended price adjustments
modifications awarded after 22 January were provided to the PCO (provide PCO
1991, include the following statement as name and date) in order to ensure that apart of this portion for prime contract mutual understanding of the facts and
audit reports (see 14-124): issues was reached (CAM 14-122). Also

The government sustained a loss in see 10-209.3 for other elements required
the form of interest on overpayment in this portion of the narrative.
which resulted from the contractor's 10-6054 Coatractos Reaction
failure to comply with the Truth in
Negotiations Act (10 U.S.C. 2306a). State in this paragraph the name and
As provided by the statute (applica- title of the contractor's principal repre-
ble to DoD contracts) and/or FAR sentatives with whom the auditor dis-
! 5.804-7(bA7) (applicable to con- cussed the results of audit (see 10-209.3e
tracts of all government agencies), and 4-304.3). Include the date that the
this interest amount is computed at draft exhibit and notes explaining the
the current rate prescribed by the findings were provided to the contractor.
Secretary of the Treasury under Sec- Also include in this par&raph a summary
tion 6621 of the 1986 Internal Reve- of the contractor's reaction comments on
nue Code, from the time of the the major recommended price adjust-
overpayment to the date the govern- ments. Note, however, that comments on
ment is repaid. offsets alleged by the contractor are part

of an earlier portion of the report (see 10-
e. When postaward audits at subcon- 605.34. When appropriate, state that the

tractors disclose overpayments resulting report includes the contractor's complete
from defective pricing on subcontracts written response as an attachment. In a
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brief auditor rejoinder following the sum- Authorization Act, states that a con-
mary of the contractor's reaction, discuss tractor who knowingly submits mac-
the validity of the contractor's response. curate, incomplete, or noncurrent

cost or pricing data must pay a
1m-d/o UOesrAdbet_ _ C_______ penalty in an amount equal to the
asnd/ Other Ami 2 .Moverpayment. In our opinion, there

a. Use this parasraph to report any is a reasonable basis to conclude that
unsatisfactory conditions or questionable [contractor name] made a knowing
practices concerning the contractor's -op submission as contemplated under
erations and the contract under audit. If a the statute and, therefore, is liable to
previously issued estimating system sur- the government for S [amount].
vey report describes the condition that
caused the defective pricing, refer to that d. When a pattern of deficiencies or
report. If an estimating system survey discrepancies suggests fraud, other un-
report has not cited the condition, lawful activity, or the existence of unsat-
present the condition here along with the isfactory conditions, refer or report the
related recommendations. Whether or matter using the guidance in 4-700 or 4-
not to include a particular condition or 800.
practice in this paragraph de ds on the 10-0. Dispositdm of Audit Results
seriousness of the matter and how often it
has been reported in the past. a. If the auditor recommends a price

b. To promote consistency in resolving adjustment, inform the contracting offi-
cases where the cited condition is system- cer that further advice and assistance to
ic or other reports present the same reach a settlement on the recommended
condition, include the following state- austmient can be obtained (1) from the
ment: otfice issuing the report (include the FAO

telephone and fax numbers) or (2)
In our opinion the condition result- through the on-site procurement liaison
ing from submission of the inaccu- auditor (include the PLA's name, tele-
rate, incomplete, or noncurrent data phone number, and office location, as
identified in Exhibit - , Note shown in 15-3S1).

is systemic. We have issued b. For appar nt defective pricing cases
similar audit reports on other affect- with positive findings, request that the
ed contracts. To assist in the timely auditor be provided the opportunity to
and consistent resolution of the re- review and comment on any data re-
ported findings, a current list of ceived after report issuance that pertains
these reports and the affected PCOs to report recommendations. Also request
is included in Appendix •. that the contracting office advise theaudit office of the disposition of the audit
c. When there is reasonable basis to recommendations (FAR 15.804-7(d)).

suspectt th See 10-209.4 for other requirements
submitted inaccurate, incomplete, or related to this portion of the report
noncurrent cost or pricing data, issue a narrative.
referral of suspected irregular conduct d. When there is no evidence of defec-
using DCAA Form 2000.0. Foflowing t tive cost or pricing data, as a minimum
proceduresin 4-702.5, transmit a oof offer to provde any assistance necessary
thefloprm to the contracin officer o% f iffrt ovcenesay
Sthe fresposible ianv tive onyif Also provide a point of contact and the
the responsible investiative does FAO telephone and fax numbers.
DoD contracts or modifications awardedExhibits Schd
after 7 November 1985, include the fol-
lowing statement in the transmittal: 10-606.1 Exhlbit A

Notwtanding any potential civil a. Except when the auditor can conve-
or cr'inminal fismd vioatin , 10 p rnientlypetalledataandexplnatins
U.S.C. 2306s, as ended by Sec- inthe report body (see 10-65.3), use
tion 932(a) of the 1987 Defense Exhibit A to summarize the audit base
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[ line and the results of the audit (see 14- 10-607 Appeadites

' 116). Minimum data required are:
Use an appendix only for required

Audit baseline (see 14-116.2). supplementary or supporting informa-
tion, as explained in 10-214. The report

Recommended price adjustment (En- body or an exhibit or schedule will refer
ter the total recommended price ad- to any appendix included as part of the
justment or "none" if the amount is report. The following subparagrphs, pro-zero.) vide a checklist o? potential appendix
b. Figure 10-6-1 illustrates an Exhibit requirements for a report on apparent

A presentation. defective pricing.
10406.2 Addidmeal ExbVbt a 10607.1 CbremolW of Signficant
Schedwues Events

a. Additional exhibits and/or schedules Use this appendix to show the signifi-
may be needed for effective presentation cant events concerning the postaward
if there are significant recommended audit of cost or pricing data. Include
price adjustments. Adequately explain important dates for significant items re-
each price adjustment in the notes to the ported in the exhibit to provide a clearer

I exhibits and schedules. Include the rea- presentation.
son the item is defective by etbihn
that each of the five elements required 1047.2 A m tani
for defective pricing have been met (see SPdW CifaMc Pvisim
14-102b). In addition, include the rele- Use this appendix to describe any
vant date for each recommended price advance agreements and special contract
adjustment when approprate, provisions which influenced the auditor's

b.When the particulars related to decision to recommend or not recom-
t contractor alleged offsets are extensive, mend a price adjustment. If brief, include

and the auditor cannot conveniently this information within the "scope" por-
present them in the report body (see 10- tion of the report (10-605.1b).
605.30), refer to them in the "Summary
of Audit Results." Present the details in a 10-M Atts eemt
separate exhibit. If received, include as an attachment a

c. All exhibits, schedules, and appen copy of the contractor's written com-
dixes should be properly cros-refer- ments resulting from the exit conference
enced. (see 10-605.4).
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Figure 10.6-1
Audit Report on Postaward Audit of Cost or Pricing Data

Audit Report No. EXHIBIT A

XYZ Corporation 
Page 1 of XX

Los Angeles, California
RECOMMENDED CONTRACT PRICE ADJUSTMENT

CONTRACT NO. (FFP)

Audit Recommended
Baseline Price
(Note 1) Adjustment Reference

Material $ 200,000 $ 80,000 Note 2
Material Overhead 20,000 8,000 Note 3
Direct Labor 120,000 15,000 Note 4
Labor Overhead 240,000 30,000 Note 5
Other Direct Costs 50%000 Note 6

Subtotal $630,000 $133,000

G&A Expense 75600 15,960 Note 7
Total Cost ,7,600 $148,96U

Profit* 70,560 14,896 Note 8

Total Price S776,160

Total Recommended Price
Adjustment $1 63856
*For an FPI contract, use the descriptive titles Target Cost and Target Profit; for CPIF, use

Target Cost and Target Fee, and for CPFF, use Estimated Cost and Fixed Fee.
Explanatory Notes

1. Audit Baseline
The audit baseline represents the last SF 1411 dated 15 February 19XX submitted by the
contractor plus any additional cost or pricing data submitted before the price agreement date of 24
March 19XX. Refer to the Appendix for the chronology of significant events.

2. Material
The contractor certified this item as containing 4,000 electric alternators at $50.00 per unit for a

total of $200,000. Support for the unit price was a quotation from A.C. Shock, Inc,, which was the
lower of two responsive quotations. Our audit revealed that on 15 March 19XX, which was nine
days before agreement on price and six days before the negotiations, the contractor received a third
quotation from the Jones Electric Supply Company to supply the alternators at $30 each. The
contractor subsequently issued a purchase order for the 4,000 electric alternators at $30 each to
Jones Electric on 17 March 19XX.

Our review of the government Price Negotiation Memorandum (PNM) and discussions with the
contractor and procuring contracting officer found that the contractor did not disclose the Jones
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Electric quotation and purchase order to the government prior to the price agreement date. The
Jones Electric quotation and purchase order are factual cost or pricing data which the contractor
had in their current purchasing files and should have been provided to the government prior to
the price agreement. The PNM dthe curing contracting officer in her 22 August 19XX
mmorandum stated that placed on the defective A.C. Shock, Inc. quotation in
reaching agreement on price. As a result of the government reliance on the defective quotation,
the price negotiated for material was increased by S80,000. The recommended price adjustment
is computed as follows:

A.C. Shock Quotation S 5o
Jones Electric Quotation 30
Difference $20
Required Units 4,000
Recommended Pt 4djustment $.0_00

As shown in the attached contractor response letter, the contractor agrees with the

recommended price adjustment.

3. Material Overhead

The proposed and negotiated material overhead rate was 10 percent. Our review of this rate
did not disclose any defective cost or pricing data. The recommended price adjustment of $8,000
results from applying the negotiated rate to the recommended material price adjustment
(080,000 X 10% - 8,000). As discussed in the attached contractor response letter, the
contractor agrees with the recommended price adjustment.

4. Direct Labor

The Pro direct labor costs were estimated by applying 10,000 manufacturing hours to the
averane direct labor rate of $12 for the proposed period of performance (10,000 X $12 =
$120,000). We did not find any defective cost or pricing data relating to the proposed labor
hours. However, our audit did find that an error was made in computing the average direct rate
resulting in an overstated proposed rate of S1.50.

Our review of government PNM and discussions with the procuring contracting officer found
that the government was not aware of the error and relied on the defective direct labor rate when
agreement was made on price. The contractor made the error when developing the supporting
schedules to calculate the averap. rate. These schedules were available in the contractor's current
pricing files but were not provided to the government during negotiations. As a result of the
povernment reliance on the defective direct labor rate, the price negotiated for direct labor was
increased by $15,000. The recommended price adjustment is computed as follows:

Proposed Average Labor Rate S 12.00
Correct Average Labor Rate 10.50
Difference 1.50
Proposed Hours 10,000
Recommended Price Adjustment $15000

As shown in the attached contractor response letter, the contractor agrees with the
recommended price adjustment.

5. Labor Overhead

Th proposed and negotiated labor overhead rate was 200 percent. Our review of this rate did
I not disclose any defective cost or pricing data. The recommended price adjustment of $30,000

results from apply , the negotiated rate to the recommended direct labor price adjustment
($15,000 X 30,000). As shown in the attached contractor response letter, the contractor
arees with the recommended price adjustment.

6. Other Direct Costs
Our review of the other direct costs did not disclose any defective cost or pricing data.
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7. G&A Expense

The proposed and negotiated G&A expense rate was 12 perent. Our review of the rate did not
disclose any defective cost or pricing data. The recommended price adjustment of $15,960
results from applying the negotiated rate to the recommended G&A base price adjustment
(S133,000 X 12% - $15,960). As shown in the attached contractor response letter, the contractor
agrees with the recommended price adjustment.

8. Profit
The negotiated profit rate was 10 percent. The recommended price adjustment of S 14,896 was

computed by applying the negotiated rate to the recommended total cost price adjustment
($148,960 X 10% = $14,896). As shown in the attached contractor response letter, the contractor
agrees with the recommended price adjustment.
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10-6S1 Supplement - Distribution of Reports on Postaward Review for
Certain DoD Contracts

Army 34601 Oklahoma City Air Logistics
In those cases where the U.S. Army 34608 Center

Missile Command (MICOM) is not the 34650
requesting office, distribute a copy of Attn: Pricing Division
each report on apparent defective pricing OC-ALPKF
on MICOM prime contracts to: 3001 Staff Dr, Suite 2AI84A

Tinker AFB, OK 73145-3015
42600 Ogden Air Logistics Center

Command 42610 Attn: Pricing Division

ATrN: AMSMI-AC-MAR 42620 OO-ALC/PKF
Redstone Arsenal, AL 35898 42630 6028 Aspen Ave

42650 Hill AFB, UT 84056-5206
Air Force Materiel Command (AFMC) 41608 San Antonio Air Logistics

CenterDistribute one additional copy of each Centr
Attn: Contracts Committee

report on apparent defective pricing on SA-L KC
prime contracts issued by AFMC pro- 143 Billy Mitchel Rd
curement offices, identified by AF or F

station codes as listed below, to the Kelly AFB, TX 78241-6014
related pricing function as follows: Sacramento Air Logistics Cen-
Codes Procurement Office ter

Attn: PKPF
336-15 Aeronautical Systems Center 3237 Peacekeeper Way, Suite
33657 Attn: Directorate of Pricing, 17

PKF McClellan AFB, CA 95652-
Wright-Patterson AFB OH 1060
45433-6503 09603 Warner Robins Air Logistics

33600 Hqtrs 2750th Air Base Wing Center
(AFMC) Attn: PKP
Attn: 2750 ABW/PMT 2ttn P re

t-Patersn AF OH235 Byron StreetWright-Patterson AFB OH Robins AFB GA 31098-161145433-6503

19628 Air Force Electronic Systems (Example: Contract F09603-C-82-0093
Center (D5() or AF 09(603)-001 would have been

Atn: (EF issued by the Warner Robins Air Logis-
tics Center, AFLC, Code 09603.)104 Barksdale Street

Hanscom AFB, MA 01731-
1806Defense Lostics

04701 Space and Missile Systems Distribute one additional copy of ap-
parent defective pricing reports for con-

04693 Attn: SMC/PKOF tracting actions issued by the Defense
155 Discoverer Blvd, Suite Supply Centers and other DLA contract-
1213 ing offices only (not DCMAOs or
Los Angeles AFB, CA 90245- DPROs) to the following addrews
4692 HQ Defense Logistics Agency

08635 Munitions Systems Center Attn: DLA-PPR
Attn: Pricing Office, PMF Cameron Station
Eglin AFB FL 32542-5000 Alexandria, VA 22304-6100
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10-700

10-700 Section 7 - Audit Reports om Termationa Settlement Proposals

10-701 Introduction 5. Sinature Authentication(10-210)

a. This section provides guidance for 6. Distribution (10-704)
preparing and distributinf audit reports Table of Contents (10-212)
on contractors' termination settlement Exhibits and Schedules (10-705
proposals. As used here, the term con- Appendixes (10-706)
tractor includes subcontractor. Do not 1. Other Matters to be Reported
use the term offeror in audit reports 2. Comments on Profit (or Fee)
related to termination settlements. 3. Assist Audit Reports

b. These rts furnish termination 4. Government Technical Reports
S (TCOs) information

and audit recommendations to assist 10-703 Narrative
them in negotiating termination settle-
ments with contractors. For reports cov- 10-703.1 s and Scope of Audit
ering a subcontractor's termination set- a. This part of the narrative will refer
tlement proposal to a higher-tier contrac- to the audit request, state the settlement
tor, the report cover sheet must contain a proposal amount and whether it was
statement on the subcontractor's agree- submitted on the inventory or total cost
ment or disagreement with the release of basis. Also give summary information on
the report to the higher-tier contracbor. the contract item, amount, and the status
Follow the guidance in 10-206.3 in pre. of completion when terminated if needed
paring this cover sheet. to understand the audit results.

b. Mention any aspects of the proposal
10-702 Format and Content of emphasized dunng the audit at the ex-

press request of the contracting officerReports (12-201.1d).
c. Develop an appropriate scope of

a. Prepare the report using the format audit statement similar to that shown in
given in 10-200. Address the report to the 10-304. 1b. However, this statement willTCO assigned responsibility for settle- also include the applicable criteria of
ment of the contract. Include all perti- FAR Part 49. Place the scope statement
nent information needed by the TCO to as a separate paragraph after comments
negotiate an equitable settlement. made about the purpose.

b. Use a short form report (Figure 10-
7-1) for settlement proposals under 10-703.2 Crumstance Affeetn the
$250,000 unless separate exhibits and Audit
schedules are needed for proper presenta- Identify any circumstances which ad-
tion. Also use a short form report when versely affect the audit, or its results, per
the audit finds few, if any, questioned or 10-209.2. For example, if the auditor
unresolved items (see 10-218). requested the government technical eval-

c. Except as stated in b. above, the uation or inventory verification reports
report will consist of a narrative section, and these reports were not provided, this
accompanying exhibits and schedules, section of the audit report would include
and appendixes, assembled as follows: explanation on the affect on the audit

Narrative (10-703) scope and results of not receiving this
1. Purpose and Scope of Audit information.

(10-703.1)
2. Circumstances Affecting the Audit 10-7033 Siary Of AuI Results

(10-703.2) Follow the guidance in 10-209.3 and3. mmary of Audit Results 10-304.3 when preparing this part of the
(10-703.3) report. However, modify the language to

4. Disposition of Audit Results fit the cirvumstances of a termination
(10-703.4) settlement proposal. For example, add a
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reference to FAR Part 49 (contains the c. Show the results of audit in exhibits
criteria for terminating contracts). If the and schedules using column- labeled
terminated contract is CAS-covered, "Questioned Costs" and "Unresolved
modify the reference to Public Law 91- Costs." Do not use the category "unsup-
"379 as necessary to conform with the iorted costs" and do not use a column
exceptions noted in 12-104. Generally, a for accepted costs. Where several Items
reference to "the practices required by were improperly classified in the contrac-
applicable Cost Accounting Standards" tor's settlement proposal (e.., an item
will suffice. proposed as "other cost" which is more

properly an element of settlement ex-
10-703.4 Disposition of Audit Results pense), insert a reclassification column in

Follow the guidance in 10-209.4 when Exhibit A.
preparing this part of the narrative. Spe- d. Figure 10-7-2 illustrates a typical
cifically, offer to provide additional audit "Exhibit A" format. Use supporting
service which the TCO may require in schedules rather than lengthy and com-
advance of or during negotiation. Also plex footnotes.
indicate any subsequent or supplemental 10-705.1 Questioned Costs
reports you expect to issue. Request a
copy of the record of the negotiations. The criteria and guidance in 10-308.1

for questioned costs also applies to termi-
nation settlement proposal audits. Com-10-704 Report Distribution ments such as "not necessary or incident
to contract performance" or "excessivea. Send the original and one copy of to contract requirements" require further

each audit report on a prime contract explanation to adequately support a
termination settlement proposal to the questioned cost.
TCO. Furnish a copy when applicable to
the on-site procurement liaison audit 10-705.2 Unresolved Costs
office servicing the TCO (refer to 15- CAM 10-308.3 states the criteria for
3Sb). this category. Due to the nature of termi-

b. Address assist audit reports on sub- nation actions, this category may include
contract settlement proposals (original items on which the auditor cannot reach
and two copies) to the auditor who made a definitive conclusion. This is because it
the request. On receipt, the requesting may be some time before the contractor's
auditor will furnish the two copies to the net cost or liability is firmly established
TCO. These copies are either for his or (see 12-313). Examples of these items are
her use, or if appropriate, for redistribu- severance or dismissal pay and the cost of
tion to the prime contractor or higher-tier unexpired leases. FAR 49.109-2 requires
subcontrator. .. the TCO to include an appropriate reser-

c. Furnish additional copies of the vation in the settlement agreement for
audit report as requested by the TCO. any items still unresolved at settlement.

10-705 Exhibits and Schedules 10-706 Appendixes

a. Include in the report any exhibits Use appendixes to provide information
and supporting schedules required for a and comments as described in the follow-
clear and complete presentation of the ing paragraphs.
audit results.

b. Furnish the TCO enough informa- 10-706.1l Otr Matters to be Reported
tion so he or she can clearly understand Use this appendix to furnish informa-
the basis of the amount proposed, thc tion which cannot be conveniently shown
scope of audit, and the audit recommen- in the exhibits and schedules.
dations for each cost element. Show the
contractor's reaction to the audit recom- 10-706.2 Cosnonts oa fet (or Fee)
mendations, particularly for questioned Make comments on the contractor's
costs. proposed profit or fee using the guidance
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in 12-307 for fixed-price contracts, or 12- the pro rata portion of any loss applicable
403 for cost-type contracts. Use an exhib- had the contract been completed.
it or schedule to show lengthy presenta-
tions or computations; e.g., calculating an 10-706.3 Assist Audit Repmots
adjustment for loss contracts (see 12- For this appendix, follow the guidance
308). Two areas are especially important
when developing comments on profit or en in 10-214.
loss for terminated contracts. First, no
profit is allowable if the contractor would Technical Reports
have incurred a loss had the contract
been completed. The other is termination Follow the guidance in 10-307.9 in
claims are reduced by an amount equal to preparing this appendix.
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Filpre 10-7-1
Short Form Termination Audit Report (Fotal Cost Basis, CAS Covered Contract)

Audit Report No.__ Date

SUBJECT: Audit Report on Termination
Settlement Proposal
FFP Contract NAI-101
ABC Company
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

TO: Termination Contracting Officer
Defense Contract Management District, Mid-Atlantic
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

1. Purpose and Scope of Audit
a. As requested by your 2 August 1987 letter (reference Case No. A-1 11), we have

audited the subject termination settlement proposal. The contract was terminated for
the convenience of the government with an effective termination date of 3 April 1987.
This proposal for $234,000 was submitted on a total cost basis.

b. The termination settlement proposal and related supporting data are the
responsibility of the contractor. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the
termination settlement proposal based on our audit.

c. Except as discussed in Paragraph 2, we conducted our audit in accordance with
generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
termination proposal is free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining,
on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the termination
proposal. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by the contractor, as well as evaluating the overall
termination proposal presentation. The cost principles in FAR Part 31 and the DoD
Supplement (DFARS), the cost or pricing data requirements contained in FAR Part
49, and the practices required by applicable Cost Accounting Standards were used as
criteria in the audit of the termination settlement proposal. We believe that our audit
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

2. Ckcances Affecdng the Audit
We made our recommendations without benefit of the inventory verification

report, which was not available as of the date of this report. Therefore, the audit report
is qualified accordingly.

3. Swayn of Audit Results
a. In our opinion, the contractor has submitted adequate cost or pricing data. The

settlement proposal has been prepared in accordance with FAR Parts 31 and 49 and
the practices required by the applicable Cost Accounting Standards. Therefore, we
consider the settlement proposal to be acceptable for negotiating a fair and reasonable
price. This statement should not be interpreted to mean that the data are necessarily
accurate, complete and current in accordance with 10 U.S.C. 2306a, since a postaward
review may disclose evidence not now discernible.
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b. The contractor's settlement proposal and our recommendations are summarized below.

Results of AuditContractor's
Settlement Questioned Unresolved

Cost Elements Proposal Costs (Note 1) Costs (Note 2)

Direct material $ 85,000 $3,000
Direct labor 45,000 1,200
Factory overhead 67,500 1,800
Other costs 4,500 -
G&A expense 10,100 300 --

Subtotal 212,100 6,300

Profit 18,900 -
Settlement expense 1,500 --
Settlement with subcontractor 2,500 - $2.500

Gross proposed settlement 235,000 6,300 2,500

Disposal credits I,0 -

Net proposed settlement $234.000 $6300 S1.500

Explanatory Notes

(1) Questioned Costs

The total cost of fabricated parts (PN 461-7829, work order 4606) was diverted to commercial
production but not credited to the contract or deducted in the settlement proposal. The contractor
concurs.

Direct material charges $3,000

Direct labor charges 1,200

Factory overhead at 150% of D/L 1,800

G&A expense at 5% X $6,000 300

Total Questioned Cost 16.300

(2) Unresolved Costs

(a) Settlement of the subcontractor XYZ Company proposal for $2,500 was not concluded as of
the date of this report. We do not plan to further report on this item unless specifically requested.

(b) Disposal credits in schedule G of the settlement proposal for $1,000 represent the contrac-
tor's estimate of the salvage value of the applicable items. Responses to requests for bid recently
sent out have not been received.

c. We discussed questions about the contractor's proposal with Mr. Bob Smith, Controller, to
obtain a ful'it 1'rstanding of each item. Mr. Smith concurred in the findings shown in this report.
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d. The information contained in this report should not be used for any purpose other than that

immediately intended without first consulting us.

4. Disposition of Audit Reslts

a. For accounting counsel or additional audit services which the contracting officer may
require in advance of or during the negotiation of this proposal, please contact Jim Jones,
Supervisory Auditor, at telephone number (555) 274-7314 or fax number (555) 274-7567.

b. Please furnish us a record of the negotiations (FAR 49.110) as promptly as possible. We also
invite your comments and suggestions on this report and related audit support.

DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY

Joe Doe, Branch Manager
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Explanatory Notes
1. We made our recommendations without benefit of the inventory verification and technical
evaluation reports, which were not available to us.

2.Metals

The questioned costs represent the cost of steel bars (Item 6 on Inventory Schedule A) which
were diverted to commercial use after preparing the settlement proposal. The contractor concurs.
We traced a statistical sample of all items on the schedule to the related purchase orders. No
discrepancies in unit costs were noted.

3. Raw materials - other than metals
The questioned costs represent the cost of plastic sheets (Item 2) and bulk insulation material

(Item 4). The contractor regularly stocks these items and they are reasonably usable within six
months. As such, they are not proper termination inventory items. The contractor does not concur,
stating it does not wish to increase inventory of these items due to possible market declines.

4. Purchased parts
We qualify our acceptance of 900 switches, No. 14B at $5.00 each ($4,500). The purchase order

specified delivery dates which appear to unreasonably accelerate production schedules compared
to related items. The contractor stated that early delivery dates were specified for this critical part
to avoid possible production stoppages. We refer final disposition of this item to the TCO. You
may want to ask for the assistance of technical personnel to determine whether procurement was
unreasonably accelerated. We found no discrepancies in unit costs when tracing a statistical sample
of the schedule items to related purchase orders.

5. Finished components

Subject to the TCO's determining completeness and allocability, we consider direct labor, direct
material, and applied indirect expense of the finished components listed in schedule B as accept-
able costs.

6. Work in process

We audited direct labor, direct material, and factory overhead costs included in the work-in-
process costs submitted by the contractor (Schedule C). We consider them acceptable, except for
the following:

a. Starting load costs were disproportionately assigned to 'erminated units. Details are shown
below (the contractor does not concur):

Per Per
Contractor Auditor

a. Total units to be produced 64 64
b. Total units produced to date of termination 32 32
c. Average experienced hourly labor rate $3.00 $3.00

d. Projected labor hours for entire contract quantity 1,.585 12.919
e. Labor costs incurred to date $23,778 $23,778
f. Projected labor costs for terminated units 10,977 14,979
g. Total estimated labor cost to complete contract _=4.755 S3.757

(line c X line d)
h. Normalized cost for 32 units produced S1.7.378 S19,378

(1/2 of line g)

i. Unrecovered starting load cost (line e - line h) $6,400 __P1400
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j. Unrecovered starting load cost per auditor 4,400
k. Amount questioned $2,000

The contractor could not support its labor cost projection on the terminated units (Line f). We
developed our projection by applying an 80 percent unit curve to the incurred cost on the
completed units. This is the same improvement rate used in the past by the contractor and the
government on cost projections for similar work.

b. Reviewing labor distribution records and time tickets disclosed $661 in direct factory labor
charged on work order 3201 after receiving the termination notice. The labor consisted of
operation 12, performed on Items 2, 4, and 6 of Schedule C. The contractor claims it was
impossible to stop operation 12 immediately after receiving the termination notice. Therefore, we
qualify our acceptance of the direct labor ($661) plus factory overhead at 127% ($839) and refer
them to the TCO for final disposition.

7. Dies, jigs, fixtures, and special tools
The contractor assigned $12,000 to the terminated portion of the contract. This amount

represented one-half of the special tooling purchased for the contract to the termination date. We
found that some tooling items had already been fully consumed on the completed portion (50
percent) of the contract. The government technical inspector estimates that if the contract had
continued to completion, it would have taken $6,000 in additional tooling purchases to replace
consumed items; and total special tooling costs for the contract would have amounted to $30,000.
We therefore computed questioned costs as follows:
Amount proposed by contractor $12,000
Amount computed by auditor.

* Estimated amount of tooling required for total
contract $30,000

Amount not yet purchased 6,000
Tooling purchased to date 24,000
Purchased tooling applicable to completed portion
(1/2) of $30,000) 15000

Purchased tooling applicable to terminated portion 9.000
Amount Questioned $3,000

The contractor's representative, Mr. Thomas Brown, Vice President in charge of Finance, did
not agree. Mr. Brown maintained that since one-half of the contract quantity was terminated, they
should assign one-half of the tooling to the terminated portion. However, with help from the
government technical inspector, we determined that most of the tooling on hand was essentially
worn out and would have required replacement to complete the contract quantity.

8. Other costs
We audited other costs, as listed in Schedule B of the settlement proposal. We consider them to

be acceptable except for $2,000 in severance pay. The contractor's liability for this item was not
firmly established as of the date of this report.
9. General and administrative expense

The contractor based its G&A rate on actual costs adjusted for unallowable costs and for costs
charged directly as settlement expenses. We computed questioned and unresolved amounts using
the 5 percent rate proposed by the contractor and considered acceptable by us.

10. Settlement expenses
We audited the contractor's expenses and verified the individual items of expense listed in

schedule E ofthe proposal. Labor costs are considered reasonable. However, we believe the amount
claimed for overhead on settlement labor is unreasonable, since the contractor applied the full 127
percent factory overhead rate. We have developed an acceptable 45 percent rate using only payroll
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taxes, fringe benefits, occupancy, and immediate supervision. The difference in the rates applied to
settlement labor results in questioned settlement expense of $2,000. The contractor does not
concur.

11. Settlements with subcontractors
The unresolved c6sts represent a requested but not yet completed assist audit on a subcontrac-

tor's termination settlement proposal. If the contractor's proposal has not been settled when the
assist audit is received, we will issue a supplemental report incorporating the assist audit report.
We anticipate receipt of the assist audit report about 15 July 19XX.

12. Acceptable finished product
The questioned costs represent a price adjustment for freight on finished units not shipped. The

contractor did not deduct these costs from the contract price, although the contract price included
shipment costs to destination. The contractor concurs.

13. Disposal and other credits
We qualify our acceptance of the contractor's offer ofS 1,300 to retain specified metals inventory

items costing $5,000. The specified metals are not common items. Responses to requests for bids
on these items have not been received. The contractor stated it based the offer on consuming the
items in commercial production instead of less expensive material normally used. Disposal credits
for $16,700 accurately reflect the proceeds from sales of termination inventory items at prices
approved by the plant clearance officer.
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10-100 Sectima 8 - Audit Reports on Cost Accomatl Steladrds Matters

10-801 Iatrodwtion 6. Background Information
7. Summary of Audit Results

This section provides guidance for pre- 8. Statement of Conditions and Rec-
paring and distributing audit reports re- ommendations
lated to Cost Accounting Standards 9. Cost Impact (disclosure statement
(CAS). These reports furnish administra- revisions only)
tive contracting officers with information 10. Disposition of Audit Results
and audit recommendations to assist 11. Signature Authentication per 10-
them in making CAS determinations. 210

12. Exhibits, Schedules, and Appen-10-802 Nature of Reports dixes (as necessary)

There are five basic types of CAS The format and content for each of the
related reports. They are (1) reports on five basic types of CAS related reports
the adequacy of initial disclosure state- are discussed in the following paragraphs.
ments, (2) reports on CAS compliance
audits, 3) reports on CAS noncompli- 10-04 Aulit Reporte- Initial
ances, (4) reports concerning adequacy Adequacy of Discosure Statdmem
and compliance of disclosure statement
revisions, and (5) reports on cost impact These reports are intended to inform
proposals. Except for reports on noncom- the administrative contracting officer
pliances and CAS compliance audits, whether the contractor's initial submis-
CAS reports are usually prepared in re- sion of its disclosure statement adequate-
sponse to an cudit request received from ly describes the contractor's cost account-
the administrative contracting officer insystem. As such, the title of this type
teaCtr of report should be "Audit Report on theAdequacy of Disclosure Statement."
10-803 Format and Content of I Purpos si of Adt

a. Include the following statement in
a. Address the reports to the cogizant this paragraph:

ACO. They should contain suficientinformation for th C odtrie s "The purpose of our audit was to
irthe ACO to determine, as evaluate whether the subject disclo-

appropriate, (1) disclosure statement ade- sure statement adequately describes
quacy or inadequacy, (2) noncompliance the cost accounting practices which
of the disclosure statement with CAS or the costraccou practies whichFAR,(3)CASnonomplanc duing the contractor proposes to use in theFAR, (3) CAS noncompliance during performance of government con-
contract performance or proposal sub- tracts covered by 41 U.S.C. 422."
mission, and (4) any necessary contract
price adjustments. The report formats "The disclosure statement and relat-
included in this section are intended to ed data are the responsibility of the
reduce report writing effort and increase contractor. Our responsibility is to
uniformity in report presentation among express an opinion on the adequacy
FAOs. of the disclosure statement based on

b. Assemble reports on CAS matters as our audit."
follows:

b. Include the following scope state-1. SUBJECT (report title) ment in this paragraph:
2. TO (addr )
3. Purpose and Scope of Audit "We conducted our audit in accor-
4. Circumstances Affecting the Audit dance with genrally accepted gov-
5. Statement of Changes (disclosure eminent auditing standards. Those

statement revisions or changes in standards require that we plan and
established practice only) perform the audit to obtain reason-
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able assurance about whether the mulating costs, or reporting contract
disclosure statement is current, accu- performance data.
rate, and complete. An audit in-
dudes examinin, on a test basis, c. State the name and title of the
evidence supporting the adequ, of contractor's designated representative
the disclosure statement. We believe with whom audit matters were discussed.
that our audit provides a reasonable d. Include a cautionary note that infor-
basis for our opinion." mation in the audit report should not be

used for other purposes without first
10-4.2 Clcunsaces ASft the discussing its applicability with the audi-
Audtt tor.

Separately identify and describe an 1o-M4 staenest of Cooditions and
special circumstances or conditions a _ R P trsa useCoatien
versely affecting the audit or its result. Recommudates

When the disclosure statement is con-
10404.3 Deeukgmmod Iformtflom sidered inadequate, use this paragraph to

Provide any supplementary data on the present the statement shown below:.
* contractor's operations necessary to per- "We identified the following defi-
* mit a better understanding of the circum-

stances surrounding any reported condi- sure statement:"d
tion and recommendation.

Each deficiency should then be identi-10414.4 Summry of Am&dt iults fled to the disclosure statement item
a. This section of the report presents an number and explained sufficiently to

opinion regarding the adequacy of the permit a thorough understanding of the
disclosure statement. Examples of op- problem. The report should include a
tional statements are provided below. recommendation for corrective action

and the contractor's comments about the
(1) "In our opinion, the subject dis- condition and recommendation.
closure statement adequately de-
scribes the contractor's cost account- 10-804.6 DIspositlo of Audit Results
ing practices," a. Use this paragraph to provide the
(2) "In our opinion, the subject di- field audit office telephone and fax num-
datedstatement, amended bpbers and to offer audit assistance forclsresate med , ade menydesdie ten c larifying reported inade~quacies or im-

daed aeqatlydescribes te con- plementingreommendtins. otractor's cost accounting practices." iemnn emmn tin
b. Include in this section a request for

(3) "In our opinion, the subject dis- feedback. For example:
closure statement does not adequate-
ly describe the conactor's c e"As required by FAR 30.202-7(a),
counting practices. Accordingly, please furnish this office a copy of
recommend the contractor be re- your determination regarding the ad-
quested to submit a revised disclo- equacy of the subject disclosure
sure statement." statement. We also invite your com-

ments and suggestions on this report
b. The section will also include the and our related audit support.'

following report disclaimer:.e A dit R.ls- CAS
"This audit was limited to evaluating COMllMM A
the adequacy of accounting practice
descriptions in the subject disclosure Use this report format when no in-
statement. Accordingly, we expres stances of noncompliances are found
no opinion on whether the discdie during CAS compliance audits. If non-
practices are proper, approved, or compliances are found, follow noncom-
agreed to for pricing proposals, accu- pliance report format (see 10-06).
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10-805.1 Pwpooe md Scope of Audit c. Include a cautionary note that infor-
a. Include the following purpose state- mation in the audit report should not be

ment in this paragraph: used for other purposes without first
discussing its applicability with the audi-

"The purpose of the audit was to tor.
determine if the contractor has com-
plied with the requirements of CAS 10-805.4 Dispositin of Am&it RDm1t
(number and title of standards]. The This paragraph should provide the
contractor is responsible for compli- field audit office (FAO) telephone and
ance with the requirements of this fax numbers and offer any audit assis-
standard.'Our responsibility is to tance deemed necessary by the contract-
express an opinion on compliance ing officer. Also include in this section a
with those requirements based on request for feedback on the report.
our audit."

10-806 Audit Reports -
b. Include the following scope state- Noncompliance with Disclosed or

ment in this paragraph: Established Practices, CAS, or FAR

"We conducted the audit in accor-
dance with generally accepted ov- These reports are intended to explain
eminent auditing standards. Those noncompliances disclosed either in the
standards require that we plan and initial disclosure statement compliance
perform the audit to obtain r audit or in contract performance or pro-
able assurance about whether the posal evaluation.

* I contractor's accounting practices 10-s.1 lurpose and Scope of Audit
comply with the requirements re-
ferred to above. An audit includes Examples of statements applicable to
examining, on a test basis, evidence noncompliances found are provided be-Sabout the contractor's compliance low-.

with those requirements. We believe a. The following is an example of
that our audit provides a reasonable T to use when a noncompliance
basis for our opinion. is found during an audit of the disclosure

statement:
104•05.2 Citeaces ASct the (1) "We audited the subject discio-

padtey sure statement to evaluate whether
Seiaramtelyidentyan d dscrdib aany the disclosed cost accounting prac-

special circumstances or conditions a - tices comply with the CAS Board's
versely affecting the audit or its result. rules, regulations, and standards,

and FAR Part 31. The contractor is
10405.3 Su.nry of Audit Resuls responsible for compliance with

a. Include the following qualified opin- those requirements. Our responsibil-
ion in this paragraph: ity is to express an opinion on com-

pliance with those requirements
"Our audit procedures disclosed no based on our audit."
instances of noncompliance with
CAS [insert numbers]. However, in- (2) "The audit was conducted in
stances of noncompliance not detect- accordance with pnerally accepted
ed durinp this audit may be discov- government auditing standards.
ered during our continuous audit of Those standards require that we plan
the contractor's cost accounting and perform the audit to obtain
practices during performance of con- reasonable assurance about whether
tracts." the contractor has complied with the

requirements referred to above. An
b. State the name and title of the audit includes examining on a test

cntractors designate representative basis, evidence about the contrac-I
with whom audit matters were discussed. toes compliance with those require-I
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ments. We believe that our audit c. The following is an example of
provides a reasonable basis for our paragraphs to use when noncompliance is
opinion." found during a proposal evaluation:

b. The following is an example of (1) "Our audit of the contractor's
paragraphs to use when noncompliance is cost accounting practices during pro-
found during contract performance (use posal evaluations includes evaluating
(1) & (3) if noncompliance is found whether the contractor has complied
during CAS compliance audits, use (2) & with the CAS Board's rules, regula-
(3) for noncompliance found during oth- tions, and standards, and FAR Part
er audits): 31. The contractor is responsible for

compliance with those requirements.
(1) "Our continuous audit of the Our responsibility is to express an
contractor's cost accounting prac- opinmon on compliance with those
tices during performance of con- requirements based on our audit."
tracts includes evaluating whether
the contractor has complied with the (2) "The audit was conducted in
CAS Board's rules, regulations, and accordance with generally accepted
standards, and FAR Part 31. The government auditing standards.
purpose of the audit was to deter- Those standards require that we plan
mine if the contractor has complied and perform the audit to obtain
with the requirements of CAS [num- reasonable assurance about whether
ber and title of standard]. The con- the proposal complies with the re-
tractor is responsible for compliance quirements referred to above. An
with the requirements of this stan- audit includes examining, on a test
dard. Our responsibility is to express basis, evidence about the contrac-
an opinion on compliance with those tor's compliance with those require-
requirements based on our audit." ments. We believe that our audit

provides a reasonable basis for our
(2) "Our continuous audit of the opinion."
contractor's cost accounting prac-
tices during performance of con- 10-806.2 Clmmstmees Affesig thw
tracts includes evaluating whether Ailt
the contractor has complied with the Separately identify and describe an
CAS Board's rules, regulations, and special circumstances or conditiocs ad-
standards, and FAR Part 31. The versely affecting the audit or its result.
contractor is responsible for compli-
ance with those requirements. Our 10-4.6.3 Dmekgreeiid I0unmmaso
responsibility is to express an opin-
ion on compliance with those re- Provide any supplementary data on the
quirements based on our audit." contractor's operations necessary for a

better understanding of the circum-
(3) "The audit was conducted in stances surrounding any reported non-
accordance with generally accepted compliance and the auditor's reommen-

govenstandardss dation(s). Such data should not duplicate
ethat we plan information already submitted in earlier

and perform the audit to obtain reports
reasonable assurance about whether
the contractors accounting practices 10406.4 Smmary d Ailt it31lt
comply with the requirements re- a. This paragraph presents a summary
ferred to above. An audit includes statement of h nonoompliance(s) being
examining, on a test basis, evidence reported. An example follows.

I about the contractor's compliance
with those requirements. We believe "In our opinion, the contractor is in
that our audit provides a reasonable noncompliance with CAS 401, CAS
basis for our opinion." 412, and FAR 31.205-6(j)."

DCAA Comtrt Austi Mamm,-
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b. paragraph the fol- (3) A specific recommendation for cor-
lowing report qualification: rective action with a statement about any

acceptable alternative solutions proposed
"This report is limited to the cited by the contractor.
instance(s) of noncompliance. Ac- (4) The contractor's reaction to the
cordingly, we express no opinion on issue.
whether other practices are proper, (5) Auditor comments on the contrac-
approved, or agreed to for pricing tor's reaction and/or response.
proposals, accumulating costs, or re-
porting contractor performance 10-36.6 Dispoifos a( Aulit Resalts
data." a. This pararaph should provide the

field audit office 0FAO) telephone andc. State the name and title of the fax numbers and offer audit assistance in
contractor's designated representative clarifying reported noncompliance(s) or
with whom audit matters were discussed. implementing recommendations. Itd. Include a cautionary note that infor- should also include a cross-reference to
mation in the audit report should not be the related report on disclosure statement
used for other purposes without first adequacy, if applicable.
discussing its applicability with the audi- b. Include in this section a request for
tor. feedback on the report. For example:

e. See 10-209.4 for other requirements brelated to this portion fo the report As required FAR 30.602-2,
narrative, please furnish us a copy of your

determination re the report-S /10-86.5 Stsatemet of Conditions and ed noncom:line•(s).W also invite
Recominegdadus your comments and suggestions onthis report and our related audita. The paragraph should begin with one surport at u
of the following statements: support."

c. In cases where a DCAA Summary(1) "Our audit identified a disclosed Sheet is required (see 15-605), include
(or established) contractor practice the following statement
which we believe is in noncompli-
ance with the cost accounting stan- "We have attached to the original
dards and/or FAR Part 31, as fol- copy of this report a Contract Audit
lows:", or Follow-up Summary Sheet in accor-

dance with reissued DoD Directive
(2) "Our audit disclosed that the 7640.2 dated 12 February 1988."
contractor's failure to comply with a
cost accounting standard and/or fail- 10-07 Audlt RhiutW - Coucrt
ure to follow consistently a disclosed A tLi e•p AditsceiAn of
cost accountino practice, has resulted Revisd SM StAtmeut
or may result in increased cost paid
by the government. The areas of Use the report format described below
noncompliance and/or failure to fol- for reporting on accounting practice
low disclosed practices are stated changes where a disclosure statement
below-." revision was submitted, or where no

di•slore statement is required. In the
b. Separately list each noncompliance latter instance the propoe established

item, with the followinp information: aconigpatc hneshould be
(1) A sufficient identification and de- instead of references to disclo-

scription of the noncompliance to permit sure statement revisions in 10-807.1a,
a thorough understanding of the situa- 10-807.3a, 10-807.5a, and 10-807.7a.
tion. Cite the specific CAgor FAR provi-
sion violated. 10-07.1 P and See" o Amlt

(2) An explanation of the significance a. Examples of purpose statements are
of the problem, provided below (use 1 & 2 for audits

DCAA Cora Aum&t MWHai
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requested by the contracting officer, use 10-07.3 Statement of Changes
only 2 for self-initiated audits): a. Use this paragraph to state the

(1) "In response to your (date) re- change, along with the effective date of
qu)"Inest, ose N o. yo aur(dated r the change, on which the revision to thequest, Cas No. we audited contractor's disclosure statement isthe subject revised disclosure state- based. For example, the paragraph mayment. read:

(2) "The purpose of our audit was to "The subject disclosure statement
determine whether the revised dis- revision reflects the following change
closure statement adequately de- to the contractor's accounting prac-
scribes the cost accounting practices tices (or operations, organization,
which the contractor proposes to use etc.), and is effective on (or on the
in performing government contra'-*s dates noted below:)."
covered by 41 U.S.C. 422. We also
audited the revised practices to eval- b. The paragraph should also contain
uate whether they comply with appli- an appropriate reference to the proce-
cable Cost Accounting Standards dures prescribed in the FAR clause for
and FAR Part 31. disclosure statement revisions. Examples

of statements are provided below:
Scontractor is responsible for

the disclosure statement and compli- (1) "The change(s) results from im-
ance of the disclosed accounting plementing a new Cost Accounting
practices with applicable Cost Ac- Standard and is therefore subject to
' o Standards and FAR Part negotiation with the ACO or an

3Ountn responsibility is to express equitable adjustment under FAR
an opinion on the adequacy of the 52.230-2(aX4Xi)."
disclosure statement and whether the (2) "The voluntary change(s) has notdisclosed accounting practices com-

ywith those requirements based been agreed to by the contracting
ply wit." parties. Terms and conditions aretherefore subject to negotiation with

b. Insert the following paragraph in the ACO under FAR 52.230-
both contracting officer requested and 2(aX4Xii)."
self-initiated audits: (3) "The change(s) agreed to by the

contracting parties is subject to nego-
"We conducted our audit in accor- tratin pie is s o negi-danetiation with the ACO for an equita-eminent auditing standards. To ble adjustment under FAR 52.230-
tandards require that we plan and 2(aX4Xiii)."

perform the audit to obtain reason- (4) "The change(s) results from the
able assurance about whether the contractor's agreement with, and
contractor has complied with the correction of, a previously deter-
requirements referred to above. An mined noncompliant condition, and
audit includes examining, on a test is, therefore, subject to government
basis, evidence about the contrac- recovery of increased costs together
tor's compliance with those require- with interest under FAR 52.230-
ments. We believe that our audit 2(aX5)."
provides a reasonable basis for our
opinion." 10407A4 Bhckgrmmd nfomuatim

2 aces A n e Provide supplementary data on the
10-37.2 iet h contractor's operations as ncessary for a
Audit better understanding of the crcum-

Separately identify and describe any stances surrounding any reported disclo-
special circumstances or conditions ad- sure statement inadequacy or instance of
veruely affecting the audit or its result. noncompliance and the auditor's recom-
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mendation. Such data should not dupli- noncompliance(s) have been report-
cate information already submitted in ed separately in audit report number
earlier reports. [insert report number]."

10-607.5 Summary of Audit Results b. State the name and title of the
a. This paragraph presents an opinion contractor's designated representati .

on the adequacy and compliance of the with whom audit matters were discussed.
disclosure statement revision. Examples c. Include a cautionary note that infor-
of optional statements are provided be- mation in the audit report should not be
low: used for other purposes without first

discussing its applicability with the audi-
(1) "In our opinion, the subject revi- tor.
sion adequately describes the con-
tractor's revised cost accounting 10407.6 Statement of Conditions and
practices. We noted no instances of Recommendations
noncompliance with applicable Cost a. This paragraph, applicable whenever
Accounting Standards or FAR Part inadequacies were found, should begin
31." with the following statement.
(2) "Although we noted no instances "We identified the following inade-
of noncompliance with applicable quacies in the contractor's revised
Cost Accounting Standards or FAR disclosure statement:"
Part 31, in our opinion the subject
disclosure statement revision does b. List each inadequacy item separately
not adequately describe the contrac- with the type of information cited in 10-
tor's revised cost accounting prac- 804.5.
tices. Accordingly, we recommend
the contractor be requested to sub- 10407.7 Cost Impact
mit a revised disclosure statement." a. The paragraph should contain an

estimate of the cost impact, if available,
(3) "In our opinion, the subject revi- and a reminder to the ACO to obtain a
sion adequately describes the con- cost impact statement. To do this, start
tractor's revised cost accounting this paragraph with the following state-
practices. However, during our audit ment:
we identified certain of the contrac-
tor's disclosed practices which we "The contractor is responsible for
believe are in noncompliance with submitting cost impact proposals
[insert CAS number(s) and/or specif- and for engaging in negotiations ofic FAR Part 31 reference]. The de- adjustments resulting from changes
tails of the noncompliance(s) have to disclosed accounting practices. A
been reported separately in audit cost impact proposal should contain
report number [insert report num- sufficient detail to permit evaluation
ber]." and negotiation of the effect upon
(4) "In our opinion, the subject dis- each contract and subcontract con-
closure statement revision (amend- taining the CAS clause. It shall con-
ment) does not adequately describe tainm as a minimum the following
the contractor's revised cost account- information:
ing practices. Accordingly, we rec- "(a) identification of all contracts
ommend the contracto- be requested and subcontracts containing the CAS
to submit a revised disclosure state- clause; and"
ment. Also, during our audit we
identified certain of the contractor's "(b) the effect (including cost, prof-
revised practices which we believe it/fee, price/amount) on each con-
are in noncompliance with [insert tract and subcontract from the effec-
CAS number(s) and/or specific FAR tive date of the change until comple-
Part 31 reference]. The details of the tion of the contract or subcontract."
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"It is not practical to estimate the 10-808.1 Purpose and Scope of Audit
magnitude of the total cost impact
for the change(s) in the revision prior a. This paragraph should reference the
to your obtaining this information audit request, other related audit reports
from the contractor. However, in the (e.g., noncompliance reports), and any
way of a partial estimate ... ." (In- other documents which contain pertinent
clude an estimate of the cost impact information about the contractor's cost
or delete the last sentence if the impact submission. The information con-
auditor is unable to provide a partial tained in the referenced documents
estimate and instead explain why an should not be duplicated in the costestimate could not be provided.) impact evaluation report. Also referencethe date of the contractor's cost impact
b. When there is increased cost to the statement and the effective date of the

because of a discretionary changed accounting practice which re-government bsulted in the cost increases or decreases.
change, which is subject to the provisions The changed accounting practice should
of FAR 52.230-2(aX4Xii), the following be described and categorized as either a:
should be included: (1) Change resulting from the imple-

"mentation of a new standard (equitable"We estimate the increased cost to adjustment).
the government because of the (2) Discretionary change which is not
change to be $ _ . However, any agreed to by the contracting parties (no
agreement which would result in net increased costs to the government).
increased cost to the government (3) Sanctioned change other than one
would be contrary to the provisions resulting from the implementation of a
of FAR 52.230-2(aX4Xii)." new standard (equitable adjustment).

(4) Change resulting from the correc-
10-807.8 Disposition of Audit Reslts tion of a CAS noncompliance.

a. Use this paragraph to provide the b. An example of an acceptable state-
Field Audit Office (FAO) telephone and ment follows:
fax numbers and offer audit assistance "As requested by your 30 September
for clarifying reported inadequacies or 19XX letter, we audited the XYZ
implementing recommendations. Also in- Corporation 31 August 19XX cost
clude in this section a request for feed- impact proposal reflecting the con-
back. For example: tractor's discretionary accounting

change to combine the engineering
"As required by FAR 30.202-7(a), and logistics overhead pools, effec-
please furnish this office a copy of tive I November 19XX. Since the
your determination regarding the ad- accounting change has not been
equacy of the subject disclosure agreed to by the ACO, it is subject to
statement. We also invite your com- the provisions of FAR 52.230-2
ments and suggestions on this report (aX4Xii).
and our related audit support." "The cost impact proposal and relat-

b. See 10-209.4 for other requirements ed supporting data are the responsi-
related to-2thisportin ofther r reprts bility of the contractor. Our rspon-related to this portion of the report sibiity is to express an opinion on

narrative. the cost impact proposal based on
our audit."

10-804 Audit Reports - Cost Impact

Statements c. Insert the following paragraph:
"We conducted our audit in accor-

This section describes the format for dance with generally accepted gov-
audit reports on evaluations of cost im- ernment auditing standards. Those
pact statements. standards require that we plan and

DCAA Costract AUdt Manual
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perform the audit to obtain reason- used for other purposes without first
able assurance about whether the discussing its applicability with the audi-
cost impact proposal is free of mate- tor.
rial misstatement. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence 104-0.5 Disposition of Audit Results
supporting the amounts and disclo- a. This paragraph should be used to
sures in the cost impact proposal. An f udit offieaprovide the fief di a fic telephoneaudit also includes assessing the ac- and fax numbers and offer audit assis-
countin$ principles used and signifi- tance in implementing the recommenda-
cant estimates made by the contrac- tion. If appropriate, recommend that an
tor, as well as evaluating the overall auditor attendthe negotiations and offer
cost impact proposal presentation.
Te requirements set forth in FAR to make available the detailed computa-
30.6 were used as criteria in evaluat- tions contained in the audit working
m the cost impact proposal. We papelude in this section a request for
beueve that our audit provides a feedback on the report. For example:
reasonable basis for our opinion."

d. Add any qualification as to the "As required by FAR 30.602-
completeness and accuracy of the uni- l(cXIXii), please furnish us a copy of
verse of CAS-covered contracts. the negotiation memorandum at the

conclusion of negotiations. We also
10-8062 Ccumstbnces Affecting the invite your comments and sues-
Audit tions on this report and our related

Separately identify and describe any audit support."
special circumstances adversely affecting 10 Exhibit
the audit or its result.

The report should contain exhibits and
104063 Bwekgmmud Imforntlou supporting schedules required for a clear

t Provide any supplementary data on the and complete presentation of the audit
contractor's operations to improve un- results and recommendations on all items
derstanding of the circumstances sur- in the proposed cost impact statement.
rounding any reported condition or the They should include as a minimum the
auditor's recommendation. following information:

a. A schedule of contracts by type,
10406.4 Smumary of Audit Results showing proposed impact on cost, prof-

a. Begin this paragraph with an opinion it/fee, and price/amount.
statement on the adequacy of the data b. An audit recommendation on cost
submitted by the contractor. As an exam- impact for each contract. If totals are
pie, the report could read: shown, indicate that they are for general

"information only and do not represent a
"spectsu (see ae in Exhit A, recommendation regarding offsets orspects (see. c~omments in Exhibit A), profit/fee adjustments.
in our opinion, the contractor has c. Separate schedules showing detail
submitted data which are acceptable for cost impact computations.for ostd imatcmpttos
or ego.tiatin" the cost impact due d. Comments on profit and offsets but
to the discretionary change." not specific recommendations.

The paragraph should comment on e. Contractor comments.
whether increased costs to the govern-
ment resulted and refer to the report 10409 Distr m of Reports
exhibit for details. (See Figure 10-8-1.)

b. State the name and title of the a. Furnish copies of CAS audit reports
contrator's designated representatives to non-DoD agencies as noted in 15-IS7.
with whom audit matters were discussed. b. Furnish the CAC/CHOA/GAC cop-

c. Include a cautionary note that infor- ies of all CAS audit reports as provided in
mation in the audit report should not be 15-200.

DCAA Coaruict Audit Manual i
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c. Furnish the region copies of CAS
audit reports following the procedures
established by the region.
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Figure 10-8-1
STATEMENT OF CONTRACTOR'S PROPOSED CONTRACT PRICE ADJUSTMENT

FOR
(a) THE IMPLEMENTATION OF CAS

(b) A VOLUNTARY CHANGE IN DISCLOSED ACCOUNTING PRACTICE
(c) NONCOMPLIANCE WITH CAS

(d) NONCOMPLIANCE WITH DISCLOSED ACCOUNTING PRACTICE
(e) NONCOMPLIANCE WITH CAS - AND DISCLOSED ACCOUNTING PRACTICE

AND RESULTS OF AUDIT

CONTRACTOR'S PROPOSAL RESULTS OF AUDIT

RECOM-
PRICE/ MENDED

CONTRACT/SUBCONTRACT COST FEE/PROFIT AMOUNT COST REFERENCE
CPFF
Net Increase (Decrease) $ S $ S
CPIF
Net Increase (Decrease) $ S $ $
FFP
Net Increase (Decrease) $$ $
FPI
Net Increase (Decrease) $ $ $ $
Total Net Increase

(Decrease) S $ $ S

- The report notes will be consistent with those used for all pricing proposal audit
reports. Separate notes or schedules will show detail of cost impact computations.

- Include separate schedules (or exhibits) for price adjustments subject to cost or
pricing data certification. In these instances, present data in same format as in-
cluded on the SFI411 submission.

- Comments relating to profit and potential offsets may be made as an explanatory
note or included in a report appendix. However, specific recommendations on
profit and offsets should not be made.
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10-M9W Section 9 - Flmal Audit Reports on Cost-Reimbursement and Time
nod Materiel Type Contracts and Subcontracts

10-901 Intoduction c. The above procedures do not pertain
to completion vouchers received with

This section provides guidance for the requests for audit.
processing of completion vouchers andpreparation and distribution of contract 10-903 Processing Completion
audit tclosing statements on completed or Vouchers
terminated cost-reimbursement and time a. The auditor's processing of a com-
and material type contracts and subcon- a T he a or poessing of atracs. Cntrct aditclosng tateentpletion voucher for the issuance ofa

rt. Contract audit closing statements contract audit closing statement usuallyfor non-DoD) aglencies and tune and constitutes final audit action on the con-
material type contracts are normally per-ormed on a request basis (see also 15- tract. Before this final audit action, the
103). Guidance on assist reports to other auditor should:
contract auditors is in 6-0. Further t(1) Complete the audit of the contrac-tores operations and costs related to the
guidance concerning processing comple- oneratition vouchers is in 6-1000. contract.

(2) Reach a final audit determination
10-902 Receipt of Completon on the allowability of all amounts

claimed under the contract. Use cumula-
Voucher tive allowable cost worksheets when

available. Otherwise, identify allowable
a. When a completion voucher and direct costs by year from annual audit

accompanying documents are received files and apply the lesser of final indirect
from a contractor, the auditor should rates or contract ceiling rates to appropri-
verify that the completion voucher is ate bases. For time and matenal con-
marked as such and related closing docu- tracts, determine the allowable hours
ments are included. If the completion incurred by direct labor category. Apply
voucher or closing documents must be the contract rates to the hours incurred.
returned to the contractor because of (3) Determine the amount of fixed or
incomplete documents, incorrect incentive fee payable under the terms of
amounts, etc., a copy of the transmittal the contract. In cases where the contract
letter should be sent to the cognizant provides for an incentive fee based in
administrative contracting officer (ACO) part upon performance or quality objec-
or termination contracting officer (TCO). tives, coordinate with the administrative

b. If the completion voucher and ac- contracting officer to obtain the informa-
companying documents are in order, the tion necessary to determine the contract
auditor should promptly submit advance fee.
copies to the AC orTCO. A transdmittal (4) See 6-1008.2 for further actions that
letter will be used to forward the follow- should be taken.
ing documents, if applicable. Any cir- b. The auditor's signature will not be
cumstances requiring contracting officer shown on the completion voucher. Only
assistance (e.g., incentive fee based on the contracting officer is authorized to
performance) may be requested in the sign the final voucher. The contract audit
transmittal. closing statement is used to express the

(1) Contractor's Release of Claims. auditor's opinion on the contract as a
(2) Assignee's Release of Claim, if whole.

applicable.
(3 Contractor's Assignment of Re- 10-904 Contract Audit Closing

fun Rebates, Credits and Other Statemnmton Coot-Plu-Fixed-Fee
Amounts,. if applica.le. Ial-e-Effort Conrats

(4)Assgne s ssinmeitof Refunds,
Reates,Credits aAmounts, if The term form of a cost-pus-fixed-fee
applicable, contract, per FAR 16.306(d)(2) requires
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the contractor to provide a specific level 10-906 Quick Closeout Procedures
of effort within a definite period of time.
The contract audit closing statement will When requested by the contracting
state the level of effort expended by the officer, in conjunction with contracts
contractor so the contracting officer may which have been identified for adminis-
determine whether an adjustment should trative closeout under FAR 42.708, the
be made in the fixed fee payable under auditor should issue a contract audit
the contract. closing statement for physically com-

pleted cost reimbursement or time and
10-905 Preparation of Contract Audit material type contracts where final pay-
Closing Statements ment has been requested by the contrac-

tor. (See 6-1009)
a. The contract audit closing statement When preparing the closing statement

is usually the fnal audit report to be in this situation, the report will clearly
submitted upon completion or termina- indicate what costs and fiscal periods
tion of a cost-reimbursement, or time and have been audited and which have not
material type contract or subcontract. A been audited. Su .ested wording and
contract audit closing statement normally format are given m Figure 10-9-1.
will be submitted upon completion or
termination of each task order under a 10-907 Distribution of Contract
task order type contract or each line item, Audit Closing Statements
sub-line item, or portion of a multiple
funded contract for which separate fund- a. Contract audit closing statement
ing is provided in the contract. (original and three copies or original and

b. Some contracts have numerous task two copies for AID contracts) shall be
orders, sub-line items, or other separate distributed as follows:
portions that are separately funded. List- (1) Closing statements other than in (2)
ing cost data for separate tasks or line through (6) below will be submitted to
items of a contract in a single audit report the administrative contracting officer.
is a more efficient way of presenting (2) Closing statements for terminated
closing information. Therefore, with the contracts (see 10-902) will be submitted
agreement of the customer, issuing a to the termination contracting officer.
contract audit closing statement with a The closing statement should be issued
listing of cost data by separate task orders no later than the submission date of the
or line items under the contract is an advisory audit report on the contractor's
acceptable alternative to issuing a sepa- termination settlement proposal.
rate audit report for each task order or (3) Closin statements related to NASA
line item number. Such a consolidated contracts will be sent to the cognizant
report must provide all pertinent infor- contracting officer, with a copy to the
mation for each task order or line item NASA Office of Inspector General cogni-
number being closed. zant of the geographical area in which the

c. The contract audit closing statement contractor is located. (See Supplement
shall include the auditor's opinion on the 15-1S1.)
allowability of the costs claimed by the (4) For the Department of Health and
contractor and present comments on the Human Services (DHHS), closing state-
contractor's operations which are perti- ments will be submitted to the DHHS
nent to the final settlement of the con- Inspector General office which requested
tract, the audit.

d. The format of a contract audit (5) Audit reports issued on AID con-
closing statement is shown in Figure 10- tracts should be addressed to the Office
9-1. The type of information shown in of Regional Ispector Gener-
"circumstances affecting the audit" al/AuditW"ashngton. Room 514 RPE,
graphs 2c. through 2h. of Fpre 10 9-1 Agency for International Development,
should be included when significant and Washington, DC 20523 (see 13-704).
appropriate. Additional pertinent coin- (6) Reports related to National Guard
ments on other items should be added. Bureau contracts will be issued to the
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United States Property & Fiscal Officer six copies) have not been previously
(USP&FO) designated as the contracting submitted to the ACO/TCO, they shouldI officer (14-903). be forwarded as enclosures to the closing

b. Where the completion voucher and statement.
related closing documents (original and
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Figure 10-9-1
REPORT FORMAT

Audit Report No.

SUBJECT: Contract Audit Closing Statement
Contract No.
(Contractor)
(Location)

[For final audits of subcontracts, the following should be used:]

SUBJECT: Contract Audit Closing Statement
Subcontract No.
Under Prime Contract No.
Subcontractor to (Prime's Name)
(Subcontractor's Name)
(Subcontractor's Location)

TO: Administrative Contracting Officer
(Name and Address of the Military Department or Agency that
administers the Contract)

1. Purpose =W Scope of Adit
a. We audited final voucher no. under contract no. - (subcontract no.

issued under prime contract no. ). The purpose of the audit was to determine the
allowable cost (and fee) under the contract (subcontract).

a. We audited final voucher no. - under contract no.
[The following paragraph should be used when the auditor has received a request for audit.)
a. As requested by your letter dated -, reference no. __, we audited final voucher

no. under contract no. - (subcontract no. - issued under prime contract
no. ). The purpose of the audit was to determine the allowable cost (and fee) under the
contract (subcontract).

b. This (CPFF, CPAF, CPIF, CS, CR, CPFF-LOE, FPI, T&M) contract (task or delivery
order), provided for (provide a brief statement of the nature and scope of work). Work
commenced - and was completed - .

c. We have audited the contractor's accounting records and financial operating procedures for
the purpose of determining whether the amounts claimed for reimbursement by the contractor,
as represented by public vouchers submitted, constitute allowable costs under the terms of the
contract. We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the data and records reviewed are free of material misstatement. An
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
data and records reviewed. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by the contractor, as well as evaluating the overall data and records
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

[If the contract audit closing statement is being issued to close out a contract under quick close
out prcedures (6-1009 and FAR 42.708), the "purpose and scope of audit" paragraph must be
modified as shown below. The exception statement should state the period of time for which the
indirect cosas are unaudited.]

c. Except as noted below, we have audited the contractor's accounting records and financial
operating procedures for the purpose of determining whether the amounts claimed for
reimbursement by the contractor, as represented by public vouchers submitted, constitute
allowable costs under the terms of the contract. We conducted our audit in accordance with
geneally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the data and records reviewed
are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
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supporting the amounts and disclosures in the data and records reviewed. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by the contractor, as well

I as evaluating the overall data and records presentation. We believe that our audit provides a
reasonable basis for our opinion.

2. Cemshucs Affecft the Audit (The following circumstances will be included in
the audit report as required.)

a. A brief statement should be made of any deficiencies in the contractor's accounting
procedures, with the auditor's recommendations for corrective actions. This is necessary only
where the contractor has other continuing auditable contracts or is expected to be awarded such
contracts in the near future.

b. When quick closeout procedures are being used, make a brief statement that the review was
performed in response to the ontractning officer's request for assistance in closing out the
contract (subcontract) using administrative quick closeout procedures under FAR 42.708. This
should be followed by statements on what fiscal years have been audited and which have not
been audited.

c. Comments should be made regardi an unclaimed wages, unclaimed deposits, unpresent-
ed checks, and potential credits and refunds.

d. Provide a brief statement of any unresolved General Accounting Office informal inquiries
or any outstanding notices of exceptions referred to the auditor. If available audit information
indicates that any unresolved informal inquiries are likely to result in notices of exception, this
should be stated.

e. If government funds were advanced to finance the contractor's operations, a statement
should be made of the unliquidated balance of the advance, after all adjustments and any unpaid
interest charges on such funds or contractor's failure to replace funds expended for disapproved
expenditures.

f. Provide a statement of status of any unsettled disapprovals, outstanding subcontract legal
actions, open insurance claims, or other unresolved items of which the auditor has knowledge.

S. When the work contemplated by the contract has not been physically completed, the auditor
should comment upon this situation so that the contractin offie may determine whether an
adjustment should be made in the fixed fee payable under the contract.

h. When government furnished material or equipment is furnished to the contractor in
amounts greater than contemplated by the terms of the contract, thereby relieving the contractor
of the responsibility of furnishing the items, the matter should be commented on in order that
the contractin" officer may determine whether the contractor is entitled to the stipulated fee.
Additionally, if the contract pmrvides for cost-sharing or participation by the contractor in cost
savings, the auditor should indicate that part of the coat savings resulting from this factor.
3. smmy o Au Res,

a. In our oprepon, S mnresents costs considered allowable under the contract
(task/delivery order) and therefore reimbursable.

[The following summary paragraph should be used for a time and material type contract.]
a. In our opinion, S - is the total amount considered allowable under the contract

(task/delivery order) and therefore reimbursable.
[The following will be used if the final voucher costs are in excess of the contract limitation.]
a. In our opinion, $ represents costs considered allowable under the contract

(task/delivery order) and therefore reimbursable. However, the contractor's final voucher
included costs in excess of contract limitations. We have determined that S - (insert
amount of excess considered allowable or a statement that none of this excess is allowable)
represents costs which are otherwise allowable but are in excess of contract limitations.

(The following will be used if quick closeout procedures are being applied.]
a. In our opinion, S - represents audited costs considered allowable through (insert last

fiscal year reviewed) under the contract (task/delivery order) and therefore reimbursable. The
claimed direct costs of S - and indirect costs of S __ for (insert period) have not
been audited by us and are subject to your negotiation.

As .ou .r.uested, we are providing indirect cost rates for your consideration in settling the
unaudited idirectq costs. Our recomnmended rates are based on (billing rates, ior year's
settlement of indirect rates, most recent year's certified final rate submission, FPRA, etc.).
Details regarding these recommended rates are provided in (exhibit, schedule, note). Unaudited
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direct costs have been verified to the contractor's summary records maintained for accumulating
costs under this contract.

[Additional Summary of Audit Results paragraphs may be needed. Some examples of these
paragraphs follow.]

b. In cases where the ACO has sustained, in whole or in part, any appeals by the contractor
from amounts disapproved by the auditor, the report should so indicate. For example.

This amount includes $ - which was initially disapproved by the auditor. Upon appeal
by the contractor, the ACO subsequently determined these costs to be allowable.

The amount of contractor's claim disapproved under the contract is S - (exclusive of S
initially disapproved but subsequently determined allowable by the contracting officer).

c. If the actual allowable cost of contract performance is substantially below the contract
estimated cost on which the fixed fee was based, the reasons for the underrun should be stated.
Possible reasons may be an unrealistic initial cost estimate or the subsequent discovery of
scientific phenomena by the government or others which reduced the effort required by the
contractor to perform the contract. This will provide the contracting officer with information to
determine whether the fixed fee stated in the contract is equitable.

d. When the completion vouchers are submitted directly to the ACO, the report should so
state. For example, "The contractor has submitted Completion Voucher No. __ and
related closing documents directly to your offlrm, therefore, they are not attached to this report."

e. Additional comments may be required to show how the allowable costs under a cost-sharing
contract were determined.

f. The total fixed-fee (or incentive fee) payable to the contractor as determined under the (fee
adjustment) provision of the contract is S

"g. Contract audit closing statements on level of effort contracts will include the following
comments regarding direct labor hours worked.

The contract provision requires that __ direct hours be incurred in the performance of
* contract requirements. The actual direct hours incurred are __ . The fee (does not

require/requires) adjustment. (If the fee requires adjustment, the audit report should provide
sufficient data to allow the administrative contracting officer to determine the allowable fee.)

h. The information contained in this report pertains to the subject contract (subcontract) and
should not be used for other purposes without first consulting us.
4. Dbipoulim of Auft limi t

a. Any questions concerning this report may be directed to (insert name and title of individual
to be contacted) at telephone number - or fax number -..

b. Please provide any comments or sugestions you may have on this report and on the related
audit support.

DEFENSE CONTRACT AUDIT AGENCY
(signed) John T. Smith
(typed) John T. Smith, Branch Manner*

Enclosures:
I. Final Voucher No.
2. Related Closing Documents (as applicable)
3. (Contractor)

*The title should be revised as appropriate to reflect the position of the individual
signing the report.
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10-1100 section 11 -- Audit Reports on Claims

10-1101 Introduction complete, and accurate to withstand the

rigors of the appeal process.
a. This section provides guidance for b. The nature and extent of detail in

preparing reports on equitable adjust- the report depends on (1) the complexity
ment submissions (proposals and claims) of the claim, (2) the significance of errors
to be resolved using the Contract Dis- or omissions, (3) the materiality of the
putes Act of 1978 (41 U.S.C. 601). auditor's recommended adjustments, (4)

b. A claim is a written demand submit- results of discussions with the contractor,
ted under the disputes clause of the and (5) the contracting officer's specific
contract (FAR 52.233-1). Requested re- requests.
lief may include the payment of money, c. The minimum data requirements
adjustment or interpretation of contract stated in 10-1105.1 apply, even if the
terms, or other relief. The standard review did not result in questions regard-
changes clause (FAR 52.243) provides for ing the contractor's claimed costs or
a contract price adjustment because of a other qualitative or quantitative aspects.

Also include in the report the informa-government-caused delay. tion stated in 10-1104, regardless of the
audit findings.

10-1102 Proper Terms for Reports on

Claims 10-1103.1 General Format

a. For initial claims submitted to the Prepare the report following the guid-
r in the ance in 10-100 and 10-200, as supple-contracting officer, incorporate "nethe mented by this section. The general ar-

resulting audit report the terms "negotia- rangement of report contents follows:
tion" and "Truth in Negotiations Act" as Audit report cover, if applicable (10-
if the claim were a price proposal (a 205).
pricing action). A denied claim appealed Cover sheet (10-206).
to the ASBCA, the U.S. Court of Appeal Letterhead sheet for page 1, starting
for the Federal Circuit, or the U.S. with audit report number (10-203.1).
Claims Court is no longer considered a "Sub)ect" element (10-207).
pricing action. The appropriate terms "To' element (10-208).
cited in these cases are "adjudication" or "Thru" element (10-208.4).
"settlement" versus "negotiation." Narrative (10-1104).

b. Some pro forma comments used in Signature block (10-210).
price proposal reports are not suitable for Distribution list (10-211).
claim reports. When the audit concerns a Table of contents, if applicable (10-
claim being appealed to the ASBCA or 212)
courts, do not refer to pricing terms that Exhibits and schedules, if applicable
apply to expected negotiations. In partic- (10-1105).
ular, question costs for lack of support Appendixes, if applicable (10-1106).
rather than classifying them as unsup- Attachments, if applicable (10-1107)
ported, because claim reviews deal with Following the general format in 10-
after-the-fact costs. Also, do not refer to 207, include the title "Report on Equita-
10 U.S.C. 2306a on claims required to be ble Adjustment Proposal" or "Report on
certified by the Contract Disputes Act of Equitable Adjustment Claim." Also in-
1978 (use 41 U.S.C. 601). dude the prime contract number, the

subject identification, if applicable; and
10-1103 Content and Format of the contractor's name, city, and state.
Reports 10-1103.2 Addressing mad Distribuing

a. Since claims often involve legal Repots
issues and frequently are complex, the The general policy for addressing audit
audit report must be sufficiently clear, reports is stated in 10-208; for report
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distribution, in 10-211. For all reports provides a reasonable basis for our
covered by this section, include the on- opinion."
site PLA (refer to 15-3SI) in the distribu-
tion. 10-1104.2 Clmmstances Affectin the

10-1104 Narrative a. Include this section only if qualin
the audit conclusions due to limitationsThe body of the report will contain the related to the stated purpose and scope of

following paragraphs, as applicable. (See review. In sxch a case, both the "scope"
10-209 for paragraph format.) statement and the "summary of audit

10-1104.1 Prpose and Scope of A it results" must specifically refer to this
section. (Properly explain any unquali-

a. The first paragraph under this head- fled audit conclusions and recommenda-
ing should identify the type of submis- tions in other portions of the report. Do
sion reviewed and purpose of the audit. It not refer to them in this part of the
should state the contract type, incentive report.)
provisions, total value of the submission, b. This section must clearly explain the
and whether the submission represents nature and potential impact of each cir-
an equitable adjustment proposal or a cumstance that prevents an unqualified
claim under the Contract Disputes Act of conclusion, and any steps taken to over-
1978. Also include a statement that the come or mitigate the problem. If applica-
submission is the responsibility of the ble, also explain any further action that
contractor and that the auditor's respon- the auditor will take after issuing the
sibility is to express an opinion based on report.
the audit (see 10-209.1b (1)). Add other c. For situations involving several cir-
appropriate information as necessary. cumstances, use separately captioned

b. Include the following scope of audit subparagraphs for each circumstance.
statement as a separate paragraph, modi- For example, the subheadings might
fled as shown where appropriate: read:

"a. Contractor's Denial of Access to
"We conducted our audit in accor-
dance with generally accepted gov- Re.ords"
ernment auditing standards. "b. Inadequate Contractor Cost Re-
standards require that we plan ords"
perform the audit to obtain reason- d. Try to segregate issues requiring a

qualified report. If limitations affect onl.•able assurance about whether the portions of the review, issue an unquali-
equitable adjustment proposal fed opi
(claim) is free of material misstate- the pinion on those areas unaffected by

auditinclueshe limitation. Follow appropriate proce-ment. An audit includes examiing, dures such as those in 1-504, "Access to
on a test basis, evidence supporting Contractor Records," or 1-505, "Records
the amounts and disclosures in theeqjuitable adjustment prpoa Destroyed or Not in Condition for Au-
euin). An audit also includes as- dit," for areas affected by the limitation.sesimAng t t princludes a e. If the nature of the audit scopesessing the accountin p limitation makes it impractical to seg-used and significant estimates made mitathe res issuepa qual report.
by the contractor, as well as evaluat- ment the review, issue a qualified report.
ing the overall equitable adjustment (For example, a denial of access affecting
proposal (claim)presentation. The most or all cost areas or inadequate cost
cost principles in FAR, Subpart (in- records usually cannot be segmented.)
sert applicable number) and the However, the auditor will continue trying
practices required by Cost Account- to resolve the limitation, following the
ing Standards (omit on proposals or procedures outlined in 1-504 or 1-505.
claims applicable to non-CAS-cov-
ered contracts) were used as criteria 10-1104.3 Su 7 O Audit Resuts
in evaluating proposed (claimed) a. This section should summarize the
costs. We believe that our audit audit conclusions (qualified, if appropri.
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ate) and refer to applicable exhibits, representative's formal comments (if
schedules, and appendixes, any) and reference any contractor written

b. Reporting standards (see Chapter 2) response. Include the complete written
require an opinion on the adequacy of response as an attachment. Put any re-
submitted cost or pricing data and their buttals in a brief "Auditor's Comments"
compliance with FAR and Cost Account- section.
ing Standards where such regulations and
standards apply. If the contractor or the 10-1104.6 Disposition of Audit Results
subject contract is exempt from CAS for a. If the auditor recommends a cost I
any of the reasons identified in 48 CFR adjustment, inform the contracting offi-
9903.201-1, state this fact in the report. cer that further advice and assistance to
For example: reach an agreement on the recommended

Contract number is not covered by adjustment can be obtained by (1) tele-
Cost Accounting Standards Boo rd phoning or submitting a request to the
rules and regulations because it is a office issuing the report, or, when appli-
sealed bid contreguactios beand is t r cable, by (2) contacting the on-site pro-sealed bid contract and is therefore umetlasnador(cueth

exemt frm al CA reqiremnts curement liaison auditor (include theexempt from all CAS requirements PLA's name, telephone number, and of-fice location as shown in 15-3S1). Include

c. Claims or proposals that include in this section the FAO's telephone and
significant unsupported and/or ques- FAX numbers and a request that the
tioned costs may warrant an adverse contracting officer advise the audit office
audit opinion (see 10-304.3c(10)). Ex- of the disposition of the audit recommen-
press an adverse opinion when the con- dations.
tractor should take some specific correc- b. See 10-209.4 for other requirements I
tive action before the government can related to this portion of the report
consider the claim or proposal and relat- narrative.
ed material as an adequate basis for
adjudication, settlement or negotiation of 10-1105 Exhibits and Schedules
a price adjustment (see 9-209.3). 10-1105.1 Exhbit (Se Figue 10-11-1)

10-11044 Unsadshcery Conditimor If the auditor cannot conveniently
Other Audit • present all data and explanations in the

Use this section to report any unsatis- report body (see 10-1104), use an exhibit
factory conditions or questionable prac- to summarize the proposal or claim along
tices relating to the contractor's opera- with the results of the audit. Include
tions and the contract under review. sufficient narrative information to give
Whether the auditor should include a the reader a comprehensive understand-
particular condition or practice in this ing of the basis of the proposal or claim
section depends on its significance and and? if applicable, the reasons for the
the frequency of previous reportins,. auditor's use of a different method to
When the audit of a contractor's or determine an equitable adjustment.
subcontractor's records or information
from other sources suggest fraud, other 10-1105.2 Additional Exhibits ad
criminal activity, or the existence of Schedule
unsatisfactory conditions, send a referral When using exhibits, include all re-
as provided by 4-700 or 4-800 (whichever quired explanations in a single exhibit if
is more appropriate in the circum- the audit results are brief and st.:*gltfor-
stances), ward. In most cases the auditor will need

additional exhibits and/or schedules to10-1104.5 Coainmates Reactiom effectively present significant recom-
State in this section the name and the mended cost adjustments. Adequately

title of the contractor's representative explain each questioned element of cost
with whom the auditor discussed factual in the notes to the exhibits and schedules.
matters (see 4-304.3). Summarize the Present important dates in an appendix
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titled "Chronology of Significant Events" under the Contract Disputes Act or other
(10-1106.1). regulatory provision, the certification

date, whether the contracting officer has
10-1106 Appendixes made a decision on entitlement, the date

and amount of the initial price proposal,
Use an appendix only for required the basic contract plus modification

supplementary or supporting informa- amounts, key events regarding contract
tion, as explained in 10-214. The report performance issues, the dates of alleged
body, exhibit, or schedule should refer to delays or disruptions, performance dates
any appendix included as part of the anticipated at award date, and actual
report. The following subparagraphs are a performance dates.
checklist of potential appendix require-
ments for a report on an equitable adjust- 10-1106.2 Advance Agreements and
ment proposal or claim. Special Contract Provisions

Use this appendix when information
10-1106.1 Chronology of Significant regarding advance agreements and spe-
Events (See Figure 10-11-1c) cial contract provisions having a bearing

a. This appendix lists the significant on the proposal or claim is too detailed to
events leading up to or having a bearing include within the "scope" portion of the
on the proposal or claim, Its purpose is to report (10-1104.1).
ensure that the report's recipient and
potential users (such as the ASBCA judge 10-1107 Attachments
and attorneys) have an understanding of Include as an attachment a copy of the
the key issues and events, contractor's written comments submitted

b. The chronology should show wheth- in response to the exit conference (see 10-
er the contractor certified the submission 1104.5).
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Figure 10-11-la (Ref 10-1105)
Evaluation of Proposal for Equitable Adjustment

Audit Report No. - EXHIBIT A
Page 1 of 4

XYZ Company
Boston, Massachusetts

STATEMENT OF CONTRACTOR'S PROPOSAL FOR EQUITABLE ADJUSTMENT AND
RESULTS OF AUDITCONTRACT NO.

Results of Audit

Cost Contractor Questioned
Element Proposal Costs Reference

Subcontract $102,100 $102,100 Note I
Material Storage 14,000 14,000 Note 2
Loading and

Unloading 6,000 6,000 Note 3
Transportation 3,000 3,000 Note 3

Inflation 13,500 13,500 Note 4

Labor 3,200 3,080 Note 5
Job Site Overhead 60,000 19,43 Note 6

Subtotal $201,800 $161,114

Profit 21,86 21,860 Note 7
Subtotal $ 223,660 $182,974

Bond 2,405 1,830 Note 8

Total Claim $226,065 $184,804

Explanatory Notes

1. Subcontracts

The contractor was unable to document the proposed costs claimed as being owed to a painting
subcontractor. Our audit disclosed that the subcontractor's invoices were submitted and paid
before the delay period.
2. Material Storage

The proposed cost is an undocumented estimate. Since the contractor's overhead expense pool
includes warehouse cost, and there were no instances of warehousing shortage during the alleged
delay period, the contractor suffered no loss in this cost element.
3. Loading, Unloading, and Transportation

The proposed costs are undocumented estimates. Since yard personnel handled the material and
transported it in company trucks, the contractor charged these costs to the materials overhead pool.
The contractor handled these materials only twice (the normal number of times) - once when
stored at the contractor's warehouse and once when released to the work site. This would have
occurred whether or not the delay happened.
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4. Inflation
The labor rates incurred during the actual performance period on the subject contract did not

increase. There is no evidence that any cost element increased during the period. Further, the
contractor has not proposed any material and other direct costs price increase caused by the alleged
delay.
5. Labor

The proposed labor costs and the results of our audit follow.
Pmosed Questioned

Superintendent S 2,000 $ 2,000 (a)

Maintenance Mechanic 1,200 108 (b)

s 3,200 $ 3__08

(a) The superintendent did other duties during the alleged delay period. The contractor has not
substantiated or even alleged that the superintendent's efforts were not productive. On the
contrary, the superintendent charged other contracts during this period.

(b) Our analysis of maintenance records indicates that about four hours of mechanic labor per
week incurred to provide preventive maintenance on the equipment used on the subject contract.
Subject to a decision that the government actually caused the delay, we developed the following as
the maximum allowable mechanic labor cost due to the alleged delay.
Proposed Cost $ 1,200

Acceptable Cost:

$1,200/4 weeks - $ 300 per week
$300/40 hours - S 7.50 per hour
$7.50 X 4 hours-- $ 30.00 per week
$30.00 X 4 weeks alleged delay 120

Questioned Cost $ 1.080
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6. Job Site Overhead
The contractor calculated its claim for unabsorbed overhead using a variation of the Eichleay

formula. In making its calculation, the contractor did not exclude unallowable and unallocable
costs from the expense pool. We consider the following overhead expenses unallowable and related
to the delay, assuming the alleged delay and the government's responsibility are established.

Contractor's Results of Questioned
Proposal Audit Costs

Contract
Billings (a) $ 5,000,000 $ 5,000,000

Total Billings for
Contract Period (b) $25,000,000 $25,000,000

Ratio (a)/(b)=-(c) 20% 20%

Total Overhead for
Contract Period (d) $ 5,475,000 $ 3,701,650
(Schedule A- I)

Overhead Allocable to
the Contract
(c)X(d)-(e) $1,095,000 $ 740,330

Performance Days (f) 365 365
Daily Overhead
(e)/(f)f'(g) $ 3000.00 $ 2028.30

Delay Days (h) 20 20

Amount Recoverable
(h)X(g) $ 60.000 $ 40.566 _19434

7. Profit
The purpose of an equitable adjustment under a delay claim is to pay contractors for additional

costs incurred as the result of a delay caused by the government. FAR 52.212-15 specifically
excludes profit from consideration.

8. Bond
Bond expense is a normal cost of a construction contract. We do not take exception to the

claimed bond rate, but we have questioned the portion applicable to questioned base costs and
profit ($182,974 X 1%- $ 1,830).
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Figore 10-11-1b
Evaluation of Propoal for Equitable Adjustment

Audit Report No. - SCHEDULE A-I
Page I of I

XYZ Company
Boston, Massachusetts

SCHEDULE OF INDIRECT COSTS
PROPOSED AND RESULTS OF AUDIT

Contractor
Element Questioned Reference

Auto & Truck Expense $ 26,724 $ 10,000 Note 1
Advertising 6,724 6,724 Note 2
Employee Bonuses 10,500 10,500 Note 1
Office Supplies 8,019 1,000 Note I
Contributions 10,000 10,000 Note 2
Entertainment 6,500 6,500 Note 2
Estimating Cost 4,674 1,000 Note I
Repairs & Maintenance 19,068 500 Note I
Payroll Taxes 83,830 83,830 Note 1
Telephone 17,703 6,969 Note 1
Officer Life Insurance 1,180 1,180 Note 2
Travel 11,033 1,777 Note 1
Depreciation 725,000 23,000 Note 1
Equipment Insurance 62,500 4,300 Note I
Security Patrol 12,000 1,000 Note I
Utilities 12,000 11,000 Note I
Indirect Labor 4,457,545 1,594,070 Note 3
TOTALS $ 5,475,000 $ 1,773,350

1. Questioned cost represents the variable portion of each account. The amounts
allowed in the pool under the Eichleay method include only fixed costs, since the
Variable portion of overhead ceases to exist during the delay period. The contractor
agreed to eliminate these variable components.

2. These items are expressly unallowable under FAR Part 31; the contractor agrees to
the questioned amounts.

3. The contractor improperly included off-site labor expenses within the on-site field
pool. The contractor agreed to eliminate these costs from its calculation.
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Figure 10-11-1c

Figure 10-11-1c (Ref 10-1106.1)
Evaluation of Proposal or Claim for Equitable Adjustment

Audit Report No. Appendix I
Page I of I

EQUITABLE ADJUSTMENT PROPOSAL OR CLAIM

Filed under Changes Clause ( ) or Disputes Clause (x)
Contract No. N00999-82-C-1234

Board of Appeals Case No. 33333

Contractor Name XYZ Company Telephone (703) 274-7775
Outside Proposal or Claim Preparer Samuel Jones Telephone (703) 274-7776

Trial Attorney Name Portia Barrister Telephone (202) 514-0832

Date of Initial Price Proposal 21 Aug82 (compet. bid) Amount $1.000,000

Date of Basic Contract 30 Sep 82 Amount $100000

Contract Type Firm Fixed Price-Competitive

Total Amount of All Modifications $500,000

Date(s) of Alleged Abnormal Condition(s) 1 Oct 82 - 15 Jan 84

Description: XYZ Company alleges that the government provided defective
specifications and equipment which resulted in increased costs.

Contract Specified Performance Dates: From 1 Oct 82 to 30 Sep 83

Actual Performance Dates: From 29 Jan 84 to 30 Sep 86

CHRONOLOGY OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

Event Date

Contractor alleges defective specifications I Oct 82
Contractor submits site drawings 15 Mar 83
Contracting officer rejects drawings as nonconforming to contract

specifications 16 Mar 83
Contractor protests PCO's action, requests 180-day delay 17 Mar 83
Contracting officer rejects contractor's request 27 Jun 83
Contractor submits revised drawings 24 Aug 83
Contracting officer approves revised drawings 22 Nov 83
Contractor alleges defective GFE 10 Jan 84
Contracting officer notifies contractor of proposed termination for default 15 Jan 84
Performance begins; TFD withdrawn 29 Jan 84
Contractor submits equitable adjustment proposal 22 Apr 84
Claim submitted 22 Aug 86
Claim certified under Contract Disputes Act 22 Aug 86
Contracting officer determines contractor is not entitled to an equitable

adjustment and issues final decision 24 Aug 86
Contractor files ASBCA appeal 23 Nov 86
Audit request 29 Nov 86
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10-1200

10-1200 Section 12- Audit Reports on Other Areas

10-1201 Introduction (15) Specific information requirements
for reports under Agency for Interna-

This section provides guidance for pre- tional Development contracts (15-
paring audit reports on contract audit 107 and 13-704).
areas not covered in Sections 3 through (16) Claim for Exemption from Sub-
S11 of this chapter. Audit reports on other mission of Certified Cost or Pricing
areas should be adapted to the specific Data (14-907.3).
audit performed. As examples, suggested
formats for audit reports resulting from 10-1203 Fornat and Content of
reviews of progress payments and Reports
cost/schedule status reports are given in
Figures 10-12-1, 10-12-2, and 10-12-3, Prepare reports following the standard
respectively, aspects of report preparation in 10-100

and 10-200 and the professional stan-
10-1202 Additional Guidance dards for audit reporting in Chapter 2.
Applicable to Principal Types of The auditor will also be guided by the
Reports reporting concepts contained in Sections

2 through 11 of this chapter and the
The principal audit areas to which the comments that follow. The report should

guidance in this section is applicable are contain all necessary and pertinent infor-
listed below. Reference is made to the mation to be fully responsive to the needs
paragraphs setting forth pertinent infor- of the recipient. As a minimum, all audit
mation on data to be reported and report reports should include:

* distribution.
(1) Audit Reports Pertaining to Sus- Purpose and Scope of Audit

pected Fraud and Unlawful Activity Circumstances Affecting the Audit,
(4-702.5). when applicable

(2) Voluntary Disclosure Program (4- Summary of Audit Results
707.3). 707.3).Disposition of Audit Results

(3) Voluntary Refunds (4-802.4).
(4) Contractor Financial Capability

Reviews and Financial Jeopardy Re- Other paragraphs, exhibits, schedules,
porting (14-307). and appendices as provided by 10-200

(5) Progress Payments (14-206). will be added to the report when appro-
(6) Contract Funds Status Reports (11- priate.

303.5).
(7) Cost Performance Reports (11- 10-1204 General Comments on

304.4). Content of Report Paragraphs
(8) Cost/Schedule Status Reports (11-

305.4). Since this section applies to a variety of
(9) Contractor Cost Data Reports (II- audit areas, it is imperative that the

306.9). "Purpose and Scope of Audit" and the
(10) Contractor Records of Govern- "Summary of Audit Results" paragraphs

ment Property (14-408). be tailored to meet the specific require-
(11) Military Dependents Medical ments of the audit. Be sure the report

Care Program (14-902.3). does not imply acceptance for purposes
(12) Advance Payments (14-904.4). other than those intended. For example,
(13) Special Reviews Related to Gov- a progress payment audit report should

eminent Rights in Inventions (14- not be misconstrued as determining the
906.4). acceptability or allowability of costs

(14) Special Information Reports for claimed on the contractor's progress pay-NASA (15-106.4). ment request.
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110-1204.1

10-1204.1 Purpose and Scope of Audit 10-1204.3 Smuary of Audit Results

This paragraph should define why the This paragraph of the narrative tells
audit was performed and set forth the the recipient what the audit findings are.
scope of audit. Most of the audits coy- If required, this paragraph should be
ered in this section are performed in supported by exhibits, schedules, and
response to requests. In such cases, the appendixes. This paragraph should also
request should be referenced. caution the reader to use the report for

10-1204.2 th the purpose for which it was written.
Audit Paragraph 10-1204.4 Dispositios of Audit Results

This paragraph sets forth any factors Paragraph
which have a significant adverse impact This paragraph should provide a point
on the scope of audit and usually result in of contact and the FAQs telephone and
a qualified audit report. These circum- F ntact See alsotelephone fod
stances include denial of access to rec- FAX numbers. See also 10-209.4 for
ords, nonreceipt of a technical evaluation other required report comments.
report, insufficient time to perform the
evaluation, etc. The exhibit, schedule, or
appendix which contains detailed discus-
sion of the item involved should be
referenced.

t
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Fipre 10-12-1

gimp 10-12-1 (10-1201)

Example of on Asdit Report on
m Audit of a Pios Paymest Request

(NEGATIVE ASSURANCEINO EXCEPTIONS)

1. Pupone asd Scepe of Audit

a. In response to your [insert date) request, reference [insert numberin we have audited the
XYZ Company paogress payment request submitted with Invoice No. [insert number] under
prime contract No. [insert number]. The purpose of the audit was to i the amount claimed

through 31 July 19XX to the contraors books and records as a basis for approving contract
financing through rog payments in accordance with the prionof the contract. Thej contractors financial records and related supporting data are the responsbility of the contractor.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the progress payment request based on our audit.

b. We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the data and records reviewed are free of material misstatement. An
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
data and records reviewed. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
Significant estimates made by the contractor7 as well as evaluatinp the overall data and records
presentaon believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion, We did not

-' the custo oii ft costs FARano t utmar audimtng procedures to determine the allowability under
911ad (id'nti2~ secific agency supplement, if any)], since such procedures will be

performied to establs the final contract price, if required.
[Notice that the scope paragraph states that no tests were performed to determine the

allowability of the costs claimed.
c. Because no loss is anticipated on the contract, the risk that [name of contractor] will not be

financially capable of completing the contract was sufficiently low that it was not necessary to
test for fmancial capability. Moreover, in connection with our audit of the progress payment
request, nothing came to our attention that caused us to believe that the contractor will not be
financially capable of completing the contract.

[Notice the negative assurance relative to financial capability.]

2. Smm y of Audit Ret
a. In our opinion, the contractor's progres payment request of $25,000, based on costs

incurred through 31 July 19XX, has been computed in accordance with contract terms and is
considered acceptable for progress payment. The audit disclosed no weaknesses in the
contractors internal control procedures which would necessitate a restriction of contract
Inmancing through progress payments.

b. We discussed the results of audit with the contractor's representative, [insert name and title
of individual].

c. The information in this report pertains only to the subject audit. It should not be used for
other purposes without first consulting us.

3. Dbposllom of Aui Results
a. We will be pleased to provide accounting counsel and any additional audit service which the

contracting officer may require in connection with this report and the implementation of our
recommendations. Requests for assistance should be directed to (name], Supervisory Auditor, at
telephone number - or fax number

b. Please provide any comments or suWuetios you may have on this report and on the related
audit support.
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Figure 10-12-2

Figure 10-12-2 (10-1201)

Example of a- Audit Report on
an Audit of a Progress Payment Request

(POSITIVE ASSURANCE/LOSS CONTRACI)

1. Purpose and Scope of Audit

a. In response to your [insert date] request, reference [insert number], we have audited the
XYZ Company progress payment request submitted with Invoice No. [insert number] under
prime contract No. [insert number]. The purpose of the audit was to verify the amount claimed
through 31 July 19XX to the contracto's books and records as a basis for approving contract
financing through progress payments in accordance with the provisions of the contract. The
contractor's financial records and related supporting data are the responsibility of the contractor.
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the progress payment request based on our audit.

b. We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the data and records reviewed are free of material misstatement. An
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the
data and records reviewed. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by the contractor, as well as evaluating the overall data and records
presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion. We did not
perform the customary auditing procedures to determine the allowability of costs under FAR
Part 31 [and (identify specific agency supplement, if any)], since such procedures will be
performed to establish the final contract price, if required.

[Notice that the scope paragraph states that no tests were performed to determine the
allowability of the costs claimed.]

2. Summary of Audt Result

a. In our opinion, based on cost incurred through 31 July 19XX, the contractor's
requested progress payment amount of $380,000 is overstated by $323,840.

b. The contractor's financial condition is considered adequate for the performance of the
contract. The audit disclosed no weaknesses in the contractors internal control procedures
which would necessitate a restriction of contract financing through progress payments.

[Notice the positive assurance relative to financial capability (See 14-206b). This statement
can only be made if the the audit procedures discussed in 14-300 relative to financial capability
have been performed.]
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c. Our recommended adjustments result in a maximum balance eligible for progress
payments of $56,160, which is based on the application of a loss-ratio factor as
prescribed in FAR 32.503-6(g). Details follow:

Results of Audit Ref.
Adjustments to Contractor's Progress Payment Request

SECTION I
Item 5: Contract Price $2,600,000

SECTION II
Item 12a: Total Costs Incurred to Date $1,600,000
item 12b: Estimated Additional Cost to Complete (ETC) + 1,879,000 (1)

Total Estimated Cost at Completion (EAC) $ S3,479,000 (1)

Loss-Ratio Factor Calculation:
Contract Price $2,600.000
EAC ÷ 3,479,000
Loss-Ratio Factor = 74.7%

Item 11: Total Costs Eligible for Progress Payment $1,600,000
Loss-Ratio Factor X 74.7%
Recognized Costs Eligible for Progress Payments = $1,195,200 (2)

Item 6a: Progress Payment Rate X 80%
Item 13: Item 11 multiplied by Item 6a = $ 956,160 (3)
Item 18: Total Amount of Previous Progress Payments Requested - 900,000
Item 19: Maximum Balance Eligible for Progress Payments - $ 56,160

Contractor's Requested Progress Payment Amount S 380,000

Overstated Amount = $ 323,840

(I) The contractor's ETC represents the difference between the latest EAC dated 31 July
19XX and the total costs incurred through 31 July 19XX. No exception was taken to the
contractor's latest EAC.

(2) The Recognized Costs Eligible for Progress Payments represent the contractor's total costs
eligible for progress payments adjusted to exclude the forecasted loss on the contract.

(3) Represents the total amount eligible for progress payments after the contractor's forecasted
loss has been excluded.

d. We discussed the results of audit with the contractor's representative, [insert name and title
of individual], who concurred with our recommendation.

e. The information in this report pertains only to the subject audit. It should not be used for
other purposes without first consulting us.

3. Dispositio. of Audit Results
a. We will be pleased to provide accounting counsel and any additional audit service which the

contracting officer may require in connection with this report and the implementation of our
recommendations. Request for assistance should be directed to [name], Supervisory Auditor, at
telephone number - or fax number

b. Please provide any comments or sugestions you may have on this report and on the related
audit support.

DCAA Catnract Audit Manua
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Figure 10-12-3

Figure 10-12-3 (10-1201)

Example of an Audit Report on an Audit of
a Contractor's Cost/Schedule Status Report

1. Purpose and Scope of Audit

a. In response to your [insert date] request, reference [insert number], we have audited [insert the
name of the contractor]'s cost/schedule status report (C/SSR) to determine if the contractor has
established adequate and effective policies and procedures for developing and reporting actual and
projected contract costs. The contractor's financial records and related supporting data are the
responsibility of the contractor. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the C/SSR report
based on our audit.

b. Except as discussed in paragraph 2 below, we conducted our audit in accordance with
generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the data and records reviewed are
free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting
the amounts and disclosures in the data and records reviewed. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by the contractor, as well as evaluating
the overall data and records presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for
our opinion. We did not perform any auditing procedures to determine the allowability of costs
under FAR Part 31 [and (identify specific agency supplement, if any)].

[Notice that the scope paragraph states that no tests were performed to determine the allowability

of the costs incurred.]

2. Circumstances Affecting the Audit

a. Our audit of the contractor's cost/schedule status report included examination of the estimate
to complete. In order to determine the reasonableness of the contractor's estimate to complete, we
requested technical specialist assistance from [enter the organization of the technical specialist].
However, the technical report was not received in time for incorporation into our report. Of
particular concern is the contractor's electrical engineering judgmental estimate of labor hours
necessary to design and produce the antenna transmission unit. The estimate to complete the
antenna unit represents 80 percent of the total estimated cost to complete.

b. Our audit of the contractor engineer's judgmental estimates revealed no supporting data that
the auditor could test. Accordingly, the assumptions used to develop these estimates need to be
evaluated by an electrical engineer knowledgeable in the area. Therefore, the results of audit are
qualified to the extent that the accuracy of the contractor's estimate to complete may be questioned
based on the results of the technical evaluation. Refer to [enter exhibit, schedule, or appendix
where details are provided]. This technical issue is considered significant enough to materially
impact the results of audit. We recommend that the auditor be given an opportunity to review the
results of the technical specialist's evaluation, determine the impact upon the scope of audit and
overall conclusions, and provide a supplemental report incorporating the results of such evaluation
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for use by government personnel relying on the contractor's status reports. We anticipate receipt

of the report of technical evaluation on or about [insert date].

3. Summary of Audit Results

a. In our opinion, subject to the qualification noted in paragraph 2, the contractor's C/SSR
policies, procedures, and internal controls provide accurate actual and projected costs on
contracts covered by DoD Manual 5000.2-M, Part 20, Cost Management Reports.

b. We discussed the audit results with the contractor's representative [insert name and title of
individual].

c. The information in this report pertains only to the subject audit. It should not be used for
other purposes without first consulting with us.

4. Disposition of Audit Results

a. We will be pleased to provide accounting counsel and any additional audit service which the
contracting officer may require in connection with this report and the implementation of our
recommendations. Requests for assistance should be directed to (name), at telephone number

or fax number

b. Upon receipt of the technical report, we will issue a supplemental report, if it will serve a
useful purpose.

c. Please provide any comments or suggestions you may have on this report and on the related
audit support.

DCAA Contract Audit Manual
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NOTICE

During the finalization of this CAM update, the Agency adopted the new audit
report format described in MRD 94-PFD-163, dated 26 September 1994. FAOs

* began using the new format 31 October 1994 and sample a-'•it reports using the
new guidance were added to the DCAA Bulletin Board under the file name
NUFORMAT.ZIP.

At this printing, Chapter 10 is only partly revised to incorporate the new report
format guidance (i.e., 10-400). During the transition, auditors should adapt the
guidance in Chapter 10 to the reporting format in MRD 94-PFD-163 and the
examples in NUFORMAT.ZIP.

Watch for cc:Mail announcements of updates to NUFORMAT.ZIP.
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CHAPTER 11

11-00 REVIEW OF CONTRACTOR COMPLIANCE WITH
CONTRACT FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS

11-001 Scope of Chapter quirements. To the extent appropriate
under the circumstances, Chapters 3, 4,

This chapter provides guidance that is 5, and 6 of this manual are equally
peculiar or special to the accomplishment applicable to the audit assignments dis-
of the review of contractor compliance cussed in this chapter.
with contract financial management re-

11-100 Section 1 - Review of Contractor Compliance with "Limitation of
Cost," "Limitation of Funds, "and "Limitation on Payments" Clauses

11-101 Introduction the procuring agency may require addi-
tional reporting, or the contractor may

This section provides guidance for re- prepare other internal reports in addition
viewing contractual limitations on costs, to those required by the government.
funds, and payments.

11-103 Scope of Review
11-102 General

Knowing the management tools avail-
Contract limitation of cost clauses able to a contractor in controlling, pro-

(FAR 52.232-20 and 21) and limitation jecting and monitoring contract costs is
of funds clause (FAR 52.232-22) contain of utmost importance. Obtaining this
financial reporting requirements for cost- knowledge is an integral part of function-
type contracts. The contract limitation al reviews aimed at determining the
on payments clauses (FAR 52.216-5, 6, adequacy of contractor financial manage-
16, and 17) contain financial reporting ment systems. It is important for the
requirements for contracts with price auditor to ascertain that the contractor
redetermination provisions and fixed- has the financial management tools nec-
price incentive contracts. The limitation essary to adequately identify potential
of cost clause in cost-type contracts re- contract overruns or underruns. The au-
quires the contractor to advise the con- ditor should promptly notify the contrac-
tracting officer when there are indica- tor and the ACO of any deficiencies. In
tions that the total cost for the perfor- reviewing and evaluating the contractor's
mance of a contract will be substantially financial management policies and proce-
greater or less than the estimated total dures, the auditor should ascertain:
contract cost. The limitation on pay- a. The nature and adequacy of controls
ments clause in contracts with price re- which govern the establishment of bud-
determination provisions and fixed-price $ets; the procedures for accumulating
incentive contracts requires the contrac- incurred costs by budget element; the
tor to report to the contracting officer the actual cost compared to budgeted costs;

* costs in relation to billing prices on items the means provided for comparing in-
for which final prices have not been cuffed costs to the percentage of contract
established. The objective of Limitation completion; and development of esti-
on Payments Statement quarterly sub- mates to complete (ETCs).
missions is to keep billing rates during b. Whether the contractor's organiza-
contract performance in line with expect- tion effectively utilizes its financial man-
ed final prices; indicated overpayments agement tools to promptly report poten-
can be recouped and excessive billing tial cost overruns and underruns to con-
rates adjusted on a timely basis. This is a tractor management and subsequently to
minimum requirement. The contract or the government.
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c. The methods by which the overall the source of the reported incurred costs
contract financial controls relate to the and the basis for ETCs. The auditor also
day-to-day supervisory controls main- should determine the extent and frequen-
tained at the operational level. cy of supervisory reviews of the status

reports and whether explanations are
11-104 Review Procedures required when there are significant devia-

tions from the budget.
The audit procedures suggested in this c. Ascertain and evaluate the manner

section are not intended to be all-inclu- in which revised ETCs, in terms of engi-
sive; the auditor, after considering these neering and production man-hours, relate
guidelines, must develop an audit pro- to the production control schedules and
gram based on individual circumstances. engineering manpower schedules at spe-

cific work centers.
11-104.1 Determination of Reporting d. Evaluate the documentation flow of
Requirements the financial status reports from the

When appropriate, the auditor should: various sources to the finance manager
a. Determine, from contract briefing responsible for preparing the overall fi-

files or other available sources, those nancial report for the assigned project.
contracts which require limitation of cost e. Evaluate the controls exercised by
reports, limitation of funds reports, or the finance manager, including (1) the
limitation on payments statements. manner in which the source data are

b. Ascertain whether the contractor is reviewed for reliability, (2) the basis for
required to meet additional reporting changes to the source data, and (3) a
requirements not specifically required by determination of the extent to which
the contract. requests for explanations from opera-

c. Ascertain whether internal reports, tions responsible for the source data are
in addition to those required by the made relative to causes of potential cost
contract, are prepared to increase inter- overruns or underruns.
nal financial management controls. If so,
they should be compared with the reports 11-104.3 Audit Objectives
submitted under the contract to deter- The audit objectives are (1) to deter-
mine whether significant differences ex- mine whether the contractor has com-
ist. plied with the reporting requirements

d. Compare the reporting requirements contained in the contract clause and (2)
among various contracts and determine whether the financial data contained in
whether there is duplication in the re- the contractor's reports and statements
ports required and in the information are reasonable and consistent with the
assembled. The auditor should consider data presented in other required govern-
the possibility of the contractor using ment reports and/or claims.
reports required by one military depart-
ment, command, or Service to satisfy the 11-104.4 Audit Guidelines
needs of all contracting officers. The review guidelines which are appli-

cable to the minimum reporting require-
11-104.2 Evaluation of Reporting ments in 11-102 are as follows:
Controls a. Ascertain whether the contractor is

When appropriate, the auditor should: submitting reports required by its con-
a. Review and evaluate the contractor's tracts. Compare these reports with the

procedures applicable to the budgetary contractor's internal financial reports for
controls of individual contracts and coin- consistency.
pare the estimated cost of individual b. Review limitation of cost reports.
tasks and departments in the cost esti- The limitation of cost clause requires the
mate with the budgeted funds. contractor to provide the contracting

b. Ascertain and evaluate for each officer advance notice whenever the total
division (or plant) the internal proce- cost incurred on the contract will exceed
dures for controlling the financial status a specified percentage of, or will be
of government contracts and determine greater or substantially less than, the
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estimated cost specified in the contract. lish billing prices. Overruns are indicated
The contractor must submit a revised when estimated final prices exceed in-
estimate of the total cost of performing voice amounts. This indicates possible
the contract as part of the notification. need for increased billing prices and/or
Limitation of cost reports should be revision of liquidation rates. The general
evaluated using the following guidance: objective is to keep billing prices in line

(1) Review the contractor's revised with expected final prices during contract
EAC using the guidance in CAM 14-205f. performance. Progress payments and

(2) Ascertain whether the limitation of LOP statements should be reviewed at
cost reports in successive periods reflect the same time. Even though a request for
significant cost underruns or overruns, audit may specify a particular document,

(3) Ascertain whether the contracting auditors should try to identify both sub-
officer has obtained contractor explana- mitors sh comidentify bot es
tions for overruns when continuous over- missions with comparable cutoff dates
runs have occurred over an extended for direct comparison and reconciliation.
Speriod. Evaluate LOP statements and reconcile(4) When continuous underruns are them to progress payment requests using
projected over an extended period, and the following guidance:
when the overall estimated contract price (1) The auditor should determine that
has not been reduced, the auditor should costs related to delivered items are the
ask the contracting officer why. same as the amounts excluded from costs

(5) When individual contracts indicate shown as a basis for unliquidated prog-
continuous significant cost overruns or ress payments (Item 20a of the progress
underruns, the auditor should evaluate payment request).
this condition in relation to the price (2) The price of items invoiced should
"established at the time of award. If it is be the same as Item 21a on the progress
determined that consistent overruns or payment request when both submissions
underruns resulted from defective initial have the same cutoff date.
pricing, the contracting officer should be (3) The EACs used to prepare LOP
so advised, statements and progress payment re-

c. Review limitation of funds reports. quests should be the same. The most
The limitation of funds clause requires current estimates should always be used.
the contractor to provide the contracting EACs should be evaluated using the
officer advance notice whenever the total guidance in CAM 14-205f.
cost incurred on the contract will exceed (4) The auditor should assure the com-
a specified percentage of the funds cur- parability of contract items used in com-
rently allotted or, for cost sharing con- putations required by the various subsec-
tracts, this amount plus the contractor's tions of the Limitation of Payments
corresponding share. This notice must Statement. In all instances, cost data
include an estimate of the amount of should relate to supplies and services
additional funds required to continue
performance for the period specified in delivered and accepted.
the contract. Limitation of funds reports (5) The auditor should determine the
should be evaluated using the guidance in methods used by the contractor to identi-
I I-104.4b above. fy actual costs of delivered and invoiced

d. Review limitation on payments items. Understatement of this amount
statements. Limitation on payments usually results in an overpayment of
(LOP) statements must be submitted progress payments by overstating the
quarterly, in accordance with the provi- costs eligible for progress payments appli-
sions of FAR 52.216-5, 6, 16, or 17. The cable to undelivered and uninvoiced
primary objectives of LOP statements are items.
to provide for recoupment of overpay- (6) The auditor should . ,.ertain wheth-
ments and to indicate a need for a er the contractor makes. rompt refunds
reduction in billing prices. These condi- or adjustments when cost underruns are
tions become apparent when the contrac- indicated in the performance of fixed-
tor is underrunning targets used to estab- price redeterminable contracts.
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11-104.5 CAS Compliance area. Audit reports will be prepared in
The auditor should determine if re- accordance with 10-400. When there is

porting practices comply with CAS 401, reason to recommend correction of a
"Consistency in Estimating, Accumulat- substantial deficiency, a special report

ing, and Reporting" (See Chapter 8). will promptly be initiated by the auditor
even if there is no request from a con-11-105 Reports tracting officer. Other deficiencies may
be included in periodic reports on the

Reports will be furnished in response overall system of accounting and internalto specific requests for evaluations in this control.

I.
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11-200 Section 2 - Review of Contractor Compliance with Cost/Schedule
Control Systems Criteria (C/SCSC)

11-201 Introduction in# fixed-price contracts with economic
price adjustment provisions), time-and-

This section provides guidance for re- materials contracts, and contracts which
viewing contractor management systems consist mostly of level-of-effort work are
on selected weapons systems contracts. excluded. However, in any event the
Also, as appropriate, see the guidance in auditor must refer to the specific terms of
9-1300 regarding joint team reviews. The the contract to determine whether the
minimum criteria that must be met by contract contains reporting requirements
the contractor are prescribed in DoD for cost/schedule control (C/SC) systems
Instruction 5000.2, Part 11, Section B. criteria. Audit participation in C/SC sys-

tem implementation and surveillance re-
11-202 Performance Measurement views is required by paragraph 4-b of

DoDI 5000.2, Part 11, Section B; general
11-202.1 Introduction responsibilities of the auditor during sys-

a. DoD Instruction 5000.2, Part 11, tem implementation (Phase I) and system
Section B, "Contract Performance Mea- surveillance (Phase I1) are delineated in
surement," prescribes the minimum cri- the C/SCSC Joint Implementation Guide
teria for a contractor's management sys- and the Cost/Schedule Control Systems
ter to effectively manage selected weap- Criteria Joint Surveillance Guide
ons systems contracts. Part 11, Section B, (DCAAP 7641.46), which supplements

of the Instruction, and its attachments, and elaborates on the provisions of the
"Cost/Schedule Control Systems Crite- DoD Instruction.
ria," and Cost/Schedule Control Systems
Criteria Definitions, are reproduced in 11-202.2 Evahution Reviews
11-2S1. The criteria represent the frame- An evaluation review, as distinguished
work for an integrated management sys- from a demonstration review, is a review
tern that provides for (1) planning the of a contractor's description of its inter-
timely performance of work, (2) budget- nal management control system. It is
ing resources, (3) accounting for costs normally accomplished prior to the
and measuring actual performance award of a weapons system contract and
against plans, and (4) replanning re- consists of an analysis of the prospective
sources needed to complete the contract contractor's description of its perfor-
when significant deviations from plans mance measurement system, as in its
are identified. There are 35 criteria that a response to the government's request for
contractor's management system must proposal. If a contractor has proposed to
meet, and they are organized into the use a previously accepted system, the
following five major categories: Organi- cognizant auditor will provide comments
zation, Planning and Budgeting, Ac- in the price proposal audit report Appen-
counting, Analysis, and Revisions and dix on Other Matters on how well the
Access to Data. Detailed uniform guid- contractor's C/SC system is meeting the

* ance for implementing the criteria and criteria on other contracts (9-316b). An
conducting systems reviews is provided on-site review of the operation of the
in the Cost/Schedule Control Systems performance measurement system is not
Criteria Joint Implementation Guide ordinarily required during the evaluation
(DCAAP 7641.47). review and, accordingly, audit assistance

b. The referenced DoDI provisions are will not usually be requested. However,
applicable to contracts within programs when any part of the system is not clearly
which have an estimated RDT&E cost of understood, an on-site review may be
S60 million or more or procurement necessary to clarify that particular aspect
contracts with a value of $250 million or of the total system. If an on-site review is
more (in fiscal year 1990 constant dol- deemed necessary, and the assistance of
lars). Firm-fixed-price contracts (includ- the auditor is desired, the procuring
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service will notify the cognizant auditor required in those areas which were defi-
as soon as possible. The auditor will be cient or inadequate, making full use of
responsive to the procuring service for the information and data developed in
evaluation of those accounting and/or the initial demonstration review.
financial aspects of the contractor's sys-
tem. 11-202.4 Extended Subsequent

Application Reviews, Snbsequent
11-202.3 Demonstration Reviews Application Reviews, and Baseline

a. Following contract award, the con- Reviews
tractor is required to demonstrate that its
management system operates as de- a. Contractors whose management con-
scribed in the proposal and/or as required tron systems were accepted for applica-
by the contract. The demonstration re- tion to another contract of the same type
view is conducted by a DoD team, the (e.g., development or production) at the
leader of which is appointed by the same facility will not be required to
procuring military department, or, in the undergo a demonstration review on a
case of bi-Service or tri-Service reviews, new contract unless significant modifica-
by the lead military department. The tions have been made to the previously
team includes a DCAA auditor. Team accepted systems, or surveillance (1 -
members should be advised of the esti- 204) reveals that the accepted systems
mated review starting date in advance have not been operated as contractually
and furnished information about the con- agreed to in the prior contract. Depend-
tractor's management system and Dem- ing on the circumstances, an extended
onstrtation Review Plan. subsequent application review, subse-

b. Generally, the team will conduct a quent application review, or baseline
preliminary implementation visit and a review may be performed to determine
readiness assessment before the full-scale that the previously validated system and
demonstration review. DCAA may or approved changes thereto are being used
may not be invited to participate in these in an acceptable manner on new con-
preliminary reviews. The implementa- tracts with requirements of C/SC systems
tion visit is to determine if the contrac- criteria. Although not as comprehensive
tor's plan for demonstrating compliance as the initial demonstration review, they
with C/SC systems criteria is sufficient. are of equal importance to the continued
The readiness assessment is to assess the successful implementation of C/SC sys-
contractor's ability to demonstrate a fully tems criteria.
operational management control system. b. An extended subsequent application

c. A system for controlling develop- review (ESAR) is performed when a
ment effort is generally different from a contractor has a previously accepted sys-
system for controlling production work; tem but wishes to extend it from one
accordingly, separate demonstration re- program phase to another, such as from
views are ordinarily required for each development to production, from one
although only one program may be in- contractor facility to another, or from the
volved. Separate validations are issued validated C/SC system description to an
when and as the contractor's system extensively revised system description.
meets C/SC systems criteria. At the con- c. A subsequent application review
clusion of the demonstration review, the (SAR) is performed when a contractor is
team leader will be responsible for the awarded a contract to be performed at a
preparation of the Demonstration Re- facility where the management control
view Report. This report will serve as a system has been previously accepted for
basis for a decision on whether the con- the same type of contract (i.e., develop-
tractor's system complies with the C/SC ment or production). The objective of the
systems criteria. If the system is not review is to ensure that the contractor is
acceptable, corrective action must be properly and effectively using the accept-
initiated by the contractor. After appro- ed system, revised in accordance with
priate corrective action has been corn- approved changes, on the recently award-
pleted, another demonstration review is ed contract.
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d. A baseline review is conducted to some training in C/SC systems criteria.
determine on a very limited basis that a Prior to the review, auditors should be-
contractor is continuing to use the previ- come thoroughly familiar with the con-
ously accepted management control sys- tractor's C/SC system by reviewing the
tem and is properly implementing a base- contractor's system description and ana-
line on the contract under review. It lyzing cost management reports (11-300)
should only be considered when the re- for the contract under review.
view is to be scheduled within one year of
a successful demonstration review, 11-203.1 Audit Objectives
ESAR, or SAR, when otherwise justified The auditor's primary objective is to
by the procuring activity and approved review the accounting system and related
by the applicable Service C/S focal point, financial areas to determine whether the
and when there are no significant out- management control system complies
standing deficiencies being reported by with the C/SC systems criteria on areas
the Contract Administration Office assigned and is being implemented on the
(CAO). contract under review. The auditor is

responsible for advising the team chief,
11-202.5 Surveillance Reviews on the areas reviewed, of the conclusions

Immedi•.tely following demonstration and will be responsible to the team chief
and acce;-,tance of the contractor's man- for the timely completion of the effort
agement :3ntrol system, surveillance by specifically assigned. As members of a
DCAA and the Contract Administration C/SC systems criteria review team, audi-
Office will be performed to ensure that tors may be involved in cost ac-
the contractor's system continues to com- count/functional manager interviews,
ply with the C/SC systems criteria and questionnaire completion, discrepancy
produces valid and timely data. Surveil- report preparation, documentation re-
lance is also performed to ensure that any views, and review report preparation.
proposed or actual changes to the man- Auditors should perform as much prelim-
agement control system comply with the inary work as possible in advance of the
criteria and are reflected in the contrac- team visit in order to provide conclusions
tor's system description. Surveillance will on any C/SC system deficiencies to the
provide for verifying, tracing, and evalu- team chief by the end of the C/SC
ating the information contained in the systems criteria review.
reports submitted to DoD procuring 11-203.2 Scope of Audit
components. In the event deficiencies are
disclosed, or if there is an indication of a. The DCAA team member is respon-
an adverse effect on contract perfor- sible for the preparation and execution of
mance because of such deficiencies, the a detailed audit program for all areas
CAO C/SC monitor and the contractor assigned by the team chief. Technical
should be promptly informed, direction will be provided by an audit

supervisor. Auditors should also assess
11-203 Audit Objectives, Scope, and whether deficiencies disclosed in reports
Procedures during Evaluation on MMAS, labor, other accounting sys-tems, forward pricing rates, budgets, and

* Reviews, Demonstration Reviews, billing systems are likely to affect the
ESARS, SARS, and Baseline Reviews contractor's C/SC system. If the contrac-
(System Implementation Reviews) tor has other contracts requiring an ap-

proved C/SC system, the auditor should
Upon receipt of a specific request, the also determine if deficiencies being re-

applicable FAO will assign an auditor to ported in C/SC systems surveillance re-
be a member of the evaluation, demon- ports (11-204) have an impact on the
stration, ESAR, SAR, or baseline review contract under review.
team. Auditors assigned to these teams b. The auditor is responsible for advis-
should be familiar with the ing the team chief, on areas reviewed,
Cost/Schedule Control Systems Criteria whether the management system meets
Joint Inmplementation Guide and have the requirements of the C/SC systems
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criteria. Unresolved disagreements event that access to required data is made
should be referred to the regional office available during the validation process
and, when necessary, to DCAA Head- but the auditor has been formally advised
quarters, Attn: 0. The report should be by an authorized representative of the
qualified and should recommend that the contractor that the data will be withheld
system not be validated when (1) unac- during the surveillance phase, a comment
ceptable accounting policies or practices to that effect will be included in the
have a substantial impact on system validation audit report, together with a
operation or output, and/or (2) access to statement that lack of access to data may
budgetary data or operating forecasts result in qualification of system surveil-
necessary for system validation is lack- lance audit reports.
ing. Additional guidance on access to f. In addition to serving as a C/SC
data is provided in paragraph e. below. systems criteria review team member,

c. If the auditor becomes aware of auditors are responsible for monitoring
significant accounting or financial as- contractor corrective action in assigned
pects of the contractor's system that have areas. If the contractor fails to take
been omitted from the evaluation review, effective corrective action or fails to
demonstration review, ESAR, SAR, or make acceptable progress in resolving
baseline review and an inadequate sys- deficiencies, contractual remedies should
tern may thus be validated, the circum- be recommended (e.g., withhold progress
stances should be immediately brought to payments, disallow costs).
the attention of the team chief and docu- g. In those cases when management
mented in the DCAA files. Comments on control acceptance is delayed for an ex-
these matters should also be included in tended period of time after contract
the audit report together with statements award because the system has not been
regarding their expected impact on the fully accepted or has been found to be
system and related reporting of contract unacceptable, DCAA surveillance activi-
performance. ties should concentrate on verification of

d. A C/SC system is intended for reported data and consistency between
contractor use in managing contracts and cost and schedule information and infor-
for government use in monitoring con- mation from other contractor systems.
tract. performance. Application of the
provisions of DoDI 5000.2 should not 11-203.3 Audit Procedures
result in the development or use of two a. Select those tests and other auditing
systems, one for the contractor's internal procedures that are necessary to ade-
use and the second merely to satisfy the quately complete the work assigned.
intent of the criteria. Evidence of intend- These procedures will include tests to
ed or actual parallel operation should be verify that the management control sys-
fully evaluated and the results discussed tem meets the criteria for the areas
with other members of the C/SC systems assigned. Make maximum use of prior
criteria review team. A determination reviews and knowledge accumulated by
that only one system will be used is the resident audit staff so as to avoid
necessary prior to validation of the pro- duplication of effort. However, auditors
posed C/SC system. should conduct sufficient tests of the

e. Unrestricted access to all data affect- assigned criteria during each C/SC sys-
ing contract costs, both direct and indi- tems criteria review to confirm that the
rect, including budgets and operating management control system has in factforecasts, is necessary to properly vali- been implemented on the contract under

date a C/SC system. If the contractor review.
refuses access to required data, the audi- b. In evaluating whether a contractor's
tor will advise the team chief and the management control system complies
CAO C/SC system monitor and enlist with the criteria, the auditor should con-
their aid in obtaining the information. If duct audit procedures similar to those
the contractor continues to deny access, performed during surveillance of the
the auditor will recommend, in writing, C/SC systems criteria (11-204). Criteria
that the system not be validated. In the which DCAA is commonly asked to
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review include: Organization Criterion 4, internal reviews performed in the
Planning and Budgeting Criterion 9, all C/SCSC area, and (5) deficiencies noted
of the Accounting Criteria, and Analysis in other contractor systems, such as bill-
Criteria 3 and 6. The team members ing, budgeting, compensation, EDP, esti-
should use the Evalu- mating, general accounting, indirect and
ation/Demonstration Review Checklist other direct cost accounting, labor cost
for C/SCSC, Appendix E of the accounting, material management and
Cost/Schedule Control Systems Criteria accounting, and purchasing. Reviews
Joint Implemertation Guide (DCAAP should be performed at least once a year,
7641.47), as nec 3sary in the examination although tests of certain aspects of the
of contractor management control sys- system (i.e., evaluation of variance analy-
tems to ensure compliance with the crite- ses, data reconciliations, system integrity,
ria. This checklist includes a restatement and estimates to complete) should be
of criteria followed by specific questions performed as frequently as necessary to
or areas to be addressed by the review ensure continued reliance on the system
team. Auditors will need to design specif- and related output.
ic audit steps to answer these questions. d. To the extent possible, surveillance

c. The auditor's supervisor will provide efforts should be integrated with the
technical direction to assure the profi- evaluation of other functional areas such
ciency of the work performed. All work as the estimating system, budget prepara-
will be reviewed by the supervisor prior tion, production scheduling and control,
to forwarding reports or conclusions to and other related contract financial man-
the team chief. 11-203 Audit Objectives agement functions. To ensure adequate
and Procedures during Evaluation and evaluation of the system and related
Demonstration Reviews output, and to preclude any duplication

of effort, programmed surveillance
11-204 Audit Objectives and should be coordinated with the military
Procedures for Surveillance Reviews department or DCMC monitor. This

coordination should include a discussion
a. Basic auditor responsibilities of the of those aspects of the system scheduled

surveillance reviews are summarized in for review as contained in the FAO's
the C/SCSC Joint Implementation annual plan. The program monitor
Guide; more specific audit guidance is should also be advised of other functional
provided in subsequent paragraphs. reviews scheduled which may relate di-

b. A written description of the vali- rectly or indirectly to the C/SC system.
dated management control systems Formal agreement for surveillance activi-
should be furnished to the auditor by the ty should not be affected since the degree
Demonstration Review team leader. The of surveillance required may vary consid-
description should be included in the erably between contracts and from one
permanent files and used for planning the period of contract performance to anoth-
surveillance review program. er.

c. Periodic reviews should be made of e. Actual and proposed changes to any
the contractor's performance measure- facet of the contractor's financial man-
ment policies, procedures, and practices agement system (budgeting, accounting,
to determine whether the contractor is or reporting) should be evaluated in
continuing to operate the system as origi- terms of their effect on the validated
"nally validated by the Demonstration C/SC system. Existing or potential prob-
Review team, subject to any authorized lems created by these changes should be
or other contractual changes. The fre- discussed with the contractor and the
quency and scope of audit should be resident ACO/government monitor to
predicated on (1) the adequacy of ac- ensure prompt and correct resolution.
counting procedures and controls and the f. DoDM No. 5000.2, Part 20, Cost
effectiveness with which they are imple- Management Reports, establishes the
mented, (2) the quality of available evi- Cost Performance Report (CPR) as the
dential matter, (3) the results of prior primary reporting format for perfor-
surveillance reviews, (4) the extent of mance measurement of major defense
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systems. As part of the review required in are precisely defined in DoD Instruction, c. above, the auditor will selectively test 5000.2, Part 11, Section B, Attachment 2,
the accuracy and reliability of data con- which is reproduced in 11-2S 1. To ensure
tained in the CPRs generated by the continued baseline integrity and to pre-
contractor's C/SC system and ensure that clude distortion of performance measure-
similar data presented in other reports, ment occasioned by unauthorized or ar-
such as Contract Funds Status Report bitrary changes to the baseline and/or
(CFSRs) and Contract Cost Data Report- errors in the computation of the BCWS,
ing (CCDRs) for the same periods, are the BCWP, or the ACWP, the auditor
reconcilable to the data contained in the should periodically sample and test the
CPR. The CPR is discussed further in 11- accumulation of the BCWS, the BCWP,
304. and the ACWP from the detail level to

g. As a minimum, the procedures con- the contract summary level. The frequen-
tained herein will be considered in devel- cy and scope of such test will be dictated
oping an audit plan for review of a C/SC by the adequacy of the procedures used
system. The plan should be related to and the result of prior reviews. As a
programs developed for review of other minimum, the following steps should be
functional areas to minimize the possibil- performed:
ity of duplication of effort. Further, it is a. From the lowest levels, work pack-
of paramount importance that the audi- ages, or cost accounts, the auditor should
tor be continuously alert to the fact that summarize the BCWS, the BCWP, and
one of the basic objectives of a perfor- ACWP through the Work Breakdown
mance measurement system is to provide Structure (WBS) to the contract level and
early disclosure of existing or potential the Cost Performance Report. This
cost growth conditions. Accordingly, par- should be done for both the current
ticular emphasis should be placed on the month and cumulative to date amounts.
areas of control for contract changes, b. The auditor should verify the com-
variance analyses, and evaluations of putation of the BCWS and the BCWP.
estimates to complete. c. Amounts should be summationsfrom the lowest points of accumulatiorr11-205 Verification of BCWS, without intermediate allocations.

BCWP, and ACWP d. Indirect cost and labor rates applied
should be the originally planned rates for

The Performance Measurement Base- work scheduled and work accomplished;
line is the time-phased budget plan also verify that acceptable rates are used
against which contract performance is for actual costs.
measured. It is formed by the budgets e. The system should distinguish be-
assigned to scheduled cost accounts and tween recurring and non-recurring costs.
the applicable indirect budgets, which f. Material costs should be recorded by
may also be known as the scheduled the applied material costs concept, when
direct costs and applicable expense rates, applicable.
and is sufficiently detailed to the work g. Deficiencies disclosed or errors not-
package level to ensure adequate perfor- ed should be discussed with contractor
mance measurement. The Budgeted Cost personnel for subsequent correction.
for Work Scheduled (BCWS) is the sum Schedule follow-up action required for
of budgets for all work packages sched- subsequent surveillance reviews.
uled to be accomplished and is the mea-
surement of work scheduled to be accom- 11-206 Contract Changes
plished within a given time period. The
Budgeted Cost for Work Performed Government-directed contract changes
(BCWP) is the sum of budgets for com- affect virtually all aspects of the contrac-
pleted work accomplished. The Actual tor's internal planning and control sys-
Cost of Work Performed (ACWP) is the tem, including work authorizations, bud-
cost incurred and recorded in accom- gets, and schedules. Accordingly, the au-
plishin4 the work performed within a ditor should ensure that the procedures
given time period. Each of these terms reviewed and accepted during the dem-
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onstration/validation review are being data from one report or level to another
followed by contractor personnel in ef- are logical, consistent, and explainable.
fecting subsequent changes. Additionally, The contractor should make the neces-
on a sample basis, contract changes sary reconciliations. The auditor should
should be reviewed to determine that: perform the following steps, on a selec-

a. The values of authorized changes tive basis, to ensure that the reaso- for
have been incorporated into the baseline differences between reports or IL .is of
in a timely manner and effect given to the reports are valid, consistent, and a=cept-
changes in estimates to complete, when able.
necessary. a. The auditor should verify reconcilia-

b. The estimated costs of undefinitized tions between the CPR and the CFSR for
(authorized but unnegotiated) change or- contract target, actual cost, and estimated
ders have been incorporated into the final cost.
baseline and, as required, adjustments b. The auditor should verify reconcilia-
made to the values of previous undefi-- tions between the CPR-reported data or
tized changes subsequently negotiated. its equivalent and the contractor's sum-

c. Labor and burden rates used to plan mary level data.
effort required by changes represent rates c. When applicable, the auditor should
expected to be experienced in the time verify reconciliations of internal-reported
frame in which the work is expected to be and CPR-reported data with CCDR-re-
accomplished, ported data for actual costs to date and

d. Continued integrity of the perfor- estimated final cost. This should be ac-
mance measurement baseline is necessary complished for both data element and
to ensure valid comparisons betweenl organization.
work planned and work accomplished. d. In those instances when reconciiia-
Accordingly, changes to the baseline re- tions cannot be effected or when reasons
quiring government approval should not for variances do not appear valid, the
be made prior to government authoriza- auditor should coordinate with the ACO
tion. However, the very purpose of a and the government program monitor in
C/SC system is to provide visibility to the recommending necessary procedural
contractor and the government to enable changes to ensure that subsequent valid
both parties to consider reprogramming reconciliations can be made.
or redirection of effort and to effect
trade-offs between cost, schedule, and/or 11-207.1 Variance Analyses
technical performance, when necessary. The CPR provides for monthly disclo-
Therefore, procedures should be estab- sure of schedule and cost variances and
lished by the contractor whereby data contractor comments on significant prob-
concerning pending but unauthorized sig- lem areas, reasons for variances, their
nificant changes are made known to the impact on the program, and corrective
government. Further, indications of such action taken or to be taken. The purpose
changes disclosed during the course of of such variance analysis is to assess
surveillance activities should be reported variances in terms of their contribution
together with estimated costs, if avail- to cost growth and schedule slippage. The
able. auditor's responsibilities on variances are

to ensure that timely and responsible
11-207 Reconciliation of Reported actions are taken to identify their causes
Data and to minimize the impact of the vari-

ances on contract performance. Because
The purpose of reconciling external of the effect of variances and contractor

reports, such as the Cost Performance reactions thereto as they impact on
Report (CPR), Contractor Cost Data planned downstream effort and projected
Reporting (CCDR), and the Contract estimates at completion, it is expected
Funds Status Report (CFSR) with each that considerable, frequent attention will
other and with contractor internal reports be accorded tnis particular area in sur-
is to ensure that the information being veillance activities. Whereas the mechan-
reported is accurate and differences in ical and procedural aspects of a C/SC
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system can be time-phased based on prior personnel is necessary to properly evalu-
experience, each month's system activi- ate the estimate to complete.
ties, as reflected in the CPR, may indi- b. Contractors sometime report EACs
cate (1) potential or real new problems, to the government for billing and
(2) failure of the contractor to give C/SCSC purposes which are different
prompt recognition to the effects of prior than those used for financial reporting
variances, or (3) that actions taken with purposes because of different risk as-
respect to previously disclosed variances sumptions and profit expectations. This
were not responsive to actual needs. is not a problem if the contractor can
Since schedule slippage and problems in
technical performance also contribute to reconcile the differences. While it is
variances, the evaluation of variances necessary for auditors to compare EACs
and the contractor's proposed actions used by contractors for financial report-
with respect thereto should be coordinat- ing purposes with those reported to the
ed with the government program monitor Government, the provisions of DoDI
and/or technical personnel. The following 5000.2 and the C/SCSC do not require a
steps should be followed in evaluating contractor to make such reconciliations
variances: and should not be used to gain access to

a. On a sampling basis, the auditor financial statements. However, auditors
should select areas of significant cost should evaluate multiple EACs disclosed
variances as identified in the CPR and during C/SCSC audits. The contractor's
trace to the required action level, inability to provide reconciliations may

b. The auditor should determine if the indicate performance to date and esti-
narrative descriptions of the variances mates of future conditions are not being
are valid and adequate. accurately reflected in the contractor's

c. Causes and proposed remedies of the EAC process which could be a C/S defi-
variances should be discussed with the ciency. Auditors should typically pursue
contractor to determine if proposed ac- access in these instances under billing
tions will be responsive to the nature of system/progress payment audits.
the problem.

d. The auditor should review estimated 11-207.3 Indirect Expenses
cost at contract completion to determine
if the impact of any existing variances are The Cost Performance Report (CPR)
reflected in the estimate to complete the or other reporting mechanism generally
contract. provides for reporting of indirect ex-

e. As necessary, the auditor should penses as a line item. The contractor will
establish follow-up to the contractor's analyze significant variances between the
proposed action(s). planned and actual rates and, when unfa-

vorable variances exist, the contractor
11-207.2 Estimate to Complete will indicate the cause and corrective

a. Detailed audit guidance for the re- action to minimize the effect on cost
view and evaluation of estimates for performance. The auditor should be
contract completion is in 14-205f. The aware of rates used to establish the per-
frequency of reviews of the latest revised formance measurement baseline as relat-estimates to complete a contract willdeptimtend upon c eth e adu o con-ract wi ed to the rates being reported, and also ofdepend upon the adequacy of the con-
tractor's procedures, including internal any anticipated changes expected to oc-
review procedures and the extent of con- cur which affect the value of planned
tract changes which may, to some extent, effort, such as volume fluctuation, termi-
give rise to revisions to the anticipated nations, and revisions to the rate struc-
cost at completion. Because of the impor- ture. Surveillance reports should indicate
tance of estimated costs at completion, to the actions taken by the contractor with
both the contractor and the government, respect to unfavorable variances and also
the auditor should perform a critical data on expected changes which may
evaluation of the contractor's proposed create significant variances in subsequent
amount. Coordination with technical periods.
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11-208 Surveillance of tion, auditors at subcontractor locations
Subcontractors should advise auditors at prime contrac-

tor locations of any deficiencies noted
It is the prime contractor's responsibil- during the functional reviews which may

ity to validate and maintain surveillance have an impact on the continued accept-
of subcontractor C/SC systems; however, ability and validity of the subcontractor's
there are unique situations when a sub- system and related output. Routing of
contractor will be validated and/or sur- requests for assist audits and submission
veillance will be performed by a DoD of audit reports will be accomplished
component rather than a prime contrac- through ACO channels.
tor. This may occur when (1) the subcon-
tractor, for competitive reasons, refuses 11-209 Audit Working Papers and
access to records to a prime contractor; Reports
(2) the subcontractor is involved in sever-
al C/SCSC-required subcontracts issued 11-209.1 Reporting Results of Audit -
by more than one prime contractor, or (3) Demonstration Reviews, ESARs, SARs,
the subcontractor may be functioning as and Baseline Reviews
a prime contractor on a validated C/SC a. When the audit work related to a
system. In these instances, the cognizant demonstration review, ESAR, SAR, or
auditor at the subcontractor location will baseline review is finished, the auditor
perform the necessary system- surveil- will discuss the findings and recommen-
lance by the procedures described herein. dations with the audit supervisor and
When the prime contractor has retained furnish them to the team chief in such
surveillance responsibility, the audit plan form and detail as required for the C/SC
at the prime contractor location should systems criteria review team report. Any
include the following steps: findings and recommendations will be

a. The prime contractor's program for provided to the team chief prior to com-
surveillance of the subcontractor's system pletion of the in-plant effort of the C/SC
should be reviewed to determine depth, systems criteria review team, to enable
scope, and overall adequacy. the team chief to conduct the exit confer-

b. The results of the prime contractor's ence with the contractor. The FAO will
surveillance efforts, including follow up, retain the detailed working papers cover-
should be evaluated to ensure that indi- ing DCAA's part of the review. Working
cated deficiencies are subsequently cor- papers supporting the auditor's conclu-
rected. sions regarding compliance or noncom-

c. The results of the prime contractor's pliance with specific criteria will be docu-
evaluation of subcontractor-reported mented in all instances and will include a
data, including action taken by the prime record of the conclusions which have
on significant variances reported by the been furnished to the team chief. Report-
subcontractor should be reviewed. The ed deficiencies should be identified to
auditor should verify that estimates to specific criteria or the contractor's system
complete the subcontract are revised to description whenever possible. The audi-
reflect the impact of significant vari- tor's report will be formally issued by the
ances. appropriate audit office as soon as possi-

d. The timeliness of subcontract re- ble after the C/SC systems criteria review
porting and subsequent incorporation of team exit conference with the contractor.
related data in the prime contractor's The team chief will also be provided with
monthly report should be reviewed, any summary schedules and/or copies of

e. The auditor should report the need working papers required for consolida-
for necessary assist audits on areas not tion of statistical data or as additional
adequately evaluated by the prime con- supporting documentation for the C/SC
tractor and on deficiencies disclosed by systems criteria review file.
the prime contractor's surveillance activi- b. Provide Headquarters, Attn: 0, with
ties which have gone uncorrected over an a copy of each report which meets the
extended period of time. In this connec- following criteria:
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(1) Recommends the disapproval of a d. Deficiencies being reported in sur-
previously accepted C/SC system. veillance reports also need to be reported

(2) Discloses significant discrepancies in proposal audit reports in an Appendix
in a contractor's C/SC system. on Other Matters on proposals expected

(3) Discloses significant restrictions on to result in contracts covered by DFARS
audit review caused by conditions such as clause 252.234-7001, Cost/Schedule Con-
denial of access to records. trol Systems, or DFARS clause 252.242-

7005, Cost/Schedule Status Report (10-
11-209.2 Reporting Results of Audit - 307.5).
Surveillance Reviews e. When deficiencies are disclosed

a. Normally, the cognizant auditor will while performing audits of material man-
submit a formal report at the conclusion agement and accounting systems
of surveillance reviews. The report (MMAS), labor, other accounting sys-
should be prepared in accordance with tems, forward pricing rates, budgets, and
10-400 and provide clear statements of billing systems, the auditor will assess
the scope of the review and any deficien- whether the deficiencies are likely to have
cies noted, together with recommenda- a material effect on the reliability of the
tions for their correction. Comments contractor's C/SC system and provide
should also be provided regarding the comments in the systems report. The
results of discussions with the contrac- auditor should immediately evaluate the
tor's representative on deficiencies dis- impact of these deficiencies on the con-
closed. To ensure that all pertinent data tractor's C/SC system data for specific
have been considered, the audit findings contracts and where material provide thehavebee co sid red th au it ind ngs details in C/SC system s surveillance re-
and recommendations will be discussed ports (10-407c). Periodic C/SC systems
with the CAO C/SC monitor prior to ports(1lanc Peri c C/SC systems
issuance of the report. Systemic C/SC surveillance reviews (11-204) are still
deficiencies should be highlighted in the required.
report. Whenever possible, the auditor f.Continued availability of informa-
should relate any deficiencies to specific tion supporting earned values, incurred
C/SC systems criteria. The report should costs, and estimates to complete is neces-

acognizant C to perform proper surveillance ofbe addressed to the principal conzntCS systems. In the event access to
ACO. A copy of the report will be provid- required contractor data is withheld or
ed directly to the C/SC monitor and the und restrictd, fol w ithe or
affected program office(s). A copy of each unduly restricted, follow the procedures

in 1-500. When denial is continued, each
report meeting the criteria stated in I I- surveillance report should include appro-
209.1 above will also be provided Head- priate modification of the scope and
quarters, Attn: 0. opinion statements, with identification of

b. There may be instances where is- the data being denied and its relationship
suance of a formal audit report will not to system surveillance requirements. If
be necessary. Bearing in mind that C/SC internal management budgets and fore-
surveillance is an ongoing process, there cast data are not made available during
will be sporadic contact between project the surveillance review, the auditor
office personnel, ACO/monitor, and the should qualify the audit report and
auditor on questions or situations requir- should recommend that the system vali-
ing only minimal effort. Oral advice or dation be withdrawn. When applicable,
memorandums may suffice in these in- the CAC should establish uniformity in
stances. Working papers will be annotat- necessary report qualifications to ensure
ed to indicate what was accomplished. In consistency within corporate structures
the event that the impact of findings is when more than one corporate segment is
significant, however, a formal report will subject to C/SC system requirements.
be issued.

c. When applicable, surveillance re- 11-210 Cost/Schedule Control
ports should include a reference to re- (C/SC) Systems
ports issued on the results of functional
reviews (see 14-500) that had an impact a. Many major government contracts
on or were affected by the C/SC system. contain clauses requiring an approved
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C/SC system (11-200) for performance the auditor will perform the following
measurement on selected acquisitions. steps.
The regulations promulgating C/SC sys- (1) Determine that the program bud-
tems require that related program bud- gets required by C/SC systems are an
gets be an integral part of the contractor's integral part of the contractor's overall
internal management system to enable system for planning and controlling costs.
the contractor to control costs properly. (2) Verify that the program budgets
The adequacy and accuracy of C/SC provide continuing visibility of interim
s stem output are extremely important to and final costs to the government and
te government, that changes in plans are reflected

b. Two major purposes of C/SC sys- promptly in new estimates to complete.
tems are to provide continuing visibility (3) Determine that the program bud-
of final costs to the government and to gets are used to identify significant devia-
quickly identify deviations from planned tions from planned objectives and quick-
objectives in order to decide effectively ly report these deviations to both con-
on trade-offs between cost, schedule, and tractor management and the government.
technical aspects. In this regard, estimat- (4) During surveillance of C/SC sys-
ed cost to complete is of vital concern tems, determine whether the recorded
and should reflect the best information costs and the estimated cost to complete
available to the contractor. It is the are reconcilable to master budgets and
government's responsibility in its surveil- other information used by management
lance of the C/SC system to determine to control company operations. This is
that recorded costs are properly reported particularly important for indirect cost
and to evaluate the reasonableness of projections because variancz analysis of
estimated costs to complete, the operating budget is one of the tech-

c. To increase the reliance that can be niques management should use to control
placed on such estimates, the government indirect costs.
should review master budgets and long- d. The impact of conditions disclosed
range plans (during contract duration), as during C/SC system audits should be
well as the program budget. The govern- considered when planning and perform-
ment must know if the cost to complete, ing other audits. For example, deficien-
as indicated by the program budget, is cies in estimating costs at completion
reconcilable to master budgets and other may significantly affect contractor for-
information used by management to con- ward pricing proposals and billing re-
trol company operations. Accordingly, quests.

11-2S1 Supplement - DoD Instruction 5000.2 Part 11, Section B -

Contract Performance Measurement

[Text reformatted for CAM publication]

PART 11
SECTION B

CONTRACT PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

References: Reports," February 1991, authorized by
this Instruction

(a) DoD Instruction 7000.2, "Perfor- (c) Cost/Schedule Control Systems Cri-
mance Measurement for Selected Acqui- tena Joint Implementation Guide
sitions," June 10 1977 (canceled) (AFSCP 173-5, AFCCP 173-5, AMC-P

(b) DoD 5000.1-M, "Defense Acquisi- 715-5, NAVSOP 3627. DLA H 8400.2,
tion Management Documentation and DCAA P 7641.47), October 1, 1987
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(d) Cost/Schedule Control Systems Cri- effective in meeting requirements and
teria Joint Surveillance Guide (AFSCP controlling contract performance.
173-6, AFLCP 173-6, AMC-P 715-10,
NAVMAT P 5243, DSA H 8315.1, 2. POLICIES
DCAA P 7641.46), July 1, 1974

(e) Defense Federal Acquisition Regu- a. When applicable, the contract shall
lation Supplement (DFARS), Subpart require that any system used by the
234.005-70, "Contract Clauses for Major contractor in planning and controlling
Systems Acquisition," and Contract the performance of the contract shall
Clause 252.234-7001, "Cost/Schedule meet the criteria set forth in this section.
Control Systems" (1) Nothing in these criteria is intended

(1) Federal Acquisition Regulation to affect the basis on which costs are
(FAR), Subpart 31.202, "Direct Costs," reimbursed and progress payments made,
and Subpart 31.203, "Indirect Costs," and nothing herein shall be construed as
current edition requiring the use of any single system, or

specific method of management control
1. PURPOSE or evaluation of performance.

(2) The contractor's internal systems
a. This section replaces DoD Instruc- need not be changed, provided they satis-

tion 7000.2, "Performance Measurement fy these criteria.
for Selected Acquisitions" (reference (a)), (3) The contractors' management con-
which has been canceled. trol systems shall include policies, proce-

b. These policies and procedures estab- dures, and methods which are designed
lish the basis for applying cost/schedule to ensure that they shall accomplish the
control systems criteria (C/SCSC) to sig- considerations highlighted in attachment
nificant defense contracts. I.

c. The purpose of cost/schedule control b. Unless waived by the milestone
systems criteria is to provide contractor decision authority or a designated repre-
and the Government program managers sentative, compliance with the
with accurate data to monitor execution cost/schedule control systems criteria
of their program and to: shall be required on significant contracts

(1) Preclude the imposition of specific and subcontracts within all acquisition
cost and schedule management control programs, including highly sensitive clas-
systems by providing uniform evaluation sified programs and major construction
criteria to ensure contractor cost and programs.
schedule management control systems (1) This also includes significant con-
are adequate; tracts executed for foreign governments

(2) Provide an adequate basis for re- and for specialized organizations such as
sponsible disentitling by both contractor the Defense Advanced Research Projects
management and DoD Component per- Agency, and significant acquisition effort
sonnel by requiring that contractors' in- performed by Government activities.
ternal management control systems pro- (2) Significant contracts are research,
duce data that: development, test, and evaluation con-

(a) Indicate work progress; tracts with a value of $60 million or more
(b) Properly relate cost, schedule, and or procurement contracts with a value of

technical accomplishment; $250 million or more (in fiscal year 1990
(c) Are valid, timely, and able to be constant dollars).

audited; and c. Compliance with the cost/schedule
(d) Provide DoD Component manag- control systems criteria shall not be re-

ers with information at a practical level quired on firm fixed price contracts (in-
of summarization; and cluding firm fixed price contracts with

(3) Bring to the attention of DoD economic price adjustment provisions),
contractors, and encourage them to ac- time and materials contracts, and con-
cept and install, management control tracts which consist mostly of level-of-
systems and procedures that are most effort work. Exceptions may be made by
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the milestone decision authority for indi- tems criteria and provisions concerning
vidual contracts. the acceptability and use of contractor's

d. On contracts that are determined to cost/schedule control systems will be:
be not significant enough for (1) Included in the Integrated Program
cost/schedule control systems criteria ap- Summary (IPS) developed in support of a
plication, the cost/schedule status report Milestone II or Milestone III decision
(C/SSR) shall be required unless excluded review (see Section I l-C);
under paragraph 2.c., above. The (2) Addressed in acquisition plans; and
cost/schedule status report is described in (3) Set forth in solicitations and made a
DoD 5000.2-M, "Defense Acquisition contractual requirement in appropriate
Management Documentation and Re- procurements (see Subparts 234.005-71
ports" (reference (b)). and 252.234-7001 of the Defense Federal

Acquisition Regulation Supplement (ref-
3. PROCEDURES erence (e)).

d. Reviews of Systems. To ensure com-
a. General. Cost and schedule perfor- pliance with cost/schedule control sys-

mance data provided to the Government tems criteria, contractors' systems will be
will be summarized directly from the reviewed during various phases of the
same systems used for internal contractor contracting process as follows:
management. (1) Where the cost/schedule control

(1) The policies and procedures con- systems criteria are included as a require-
tained herein will not be construed as ment in the request for proposal, an
requiring the use of specific systems or evaluation review will be performed as an
changes in accounting systems which will integral part of the source selection pro-
adversely affect the equitable distribution th r i o
of costs to all contracts, or compliance cess.withcos acountng tanards rues, (2) After contract award, an in-plant
with cost accounting standards, rules, demonstration review will be made to(2) No changes will be required in verify that the contractor is operating
contractors' existing cost and schedule systems that meet the criteria.

anges (3) Upon successful completion of thecontrol systems except those chang de mosrtoseiwcnrcoswl
minimally necessary to meet the demonstration review, contractors will
cost/schedule control systems criteria. not be subjected to another demonstra-

b. Subcontracts. Subcontracts within tion review unless there are positive
applicable programs, excluding those that indications that the contractors' systems
are firm fixed price, may be selected for no longer operate so as to meet the
application of cost/schedule control sys- criteria.
tems criteria by mutual agreement be- (4) Subsequent contracts may require a
tween prime contractor and the contract- review of shorter duration and less depth
in' DoD Component, according to the to ensure proper and effective applica-
criticality of the subcontract to the pro- tion of the accepted systems to the new
gram. contract.

(1) Coverage of certain critical subcon- (5) Detailed procedures relating to con-
tracts may be directed by the Program tractual application, interpretive guid-
Manager, subject to the changes clause of ance, inter-Service relationships, and
the contracts. conduct of systems reviews are in the

(2) In those cases where a subcontrac- Cost/Schedule Control Systems Criteria
tor is not required to comply with the Joint Implementation Guide (reference
criteria, the cost/schedule status report (c)).
approach to performance measurement e. Advance Agreement. After determi-
will normally be used. (See DoD 5000.2- nation that a management system meets
M, "Defense Acquisition Management the cost/schedule control systems criteria,
Documentation and Reports" (reference an advance agreement may be estab-
(b)).) lished between the Department of De-

c. Milestone Decision Review. The ap- fense and the contractor to be incorporat-
plicability of cost/schedule control sys- ed by reference into future contracts.
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(1) The use of the advance agreement system continues to meet the
contemplates the execution of a written cost/schedule control systems criteria and
instrument that references the provides valid data consistent with the
cost/schedule control systems criteria and intent of this section.
negotiated provisions, which: (1) Surveillance reviews will be based

(a) Reflect an understanding between on selective tests of reported data and
the contractor and the DoD of the periodic evaluations of internal practices
cost/schedule control systems criteria re- during the life of the contract.
quirements. (2) Guidance for surveillance is con-

(b) Identify the specific cost/schedule tained in the Cost/Schedule Control Sys-
control systems criteria compliant sys- tems Criteria Joint Surveillance Guide
tem(s) that the contractor intends to use (reference (d)).
on applicable contracts with DoD Com-
ponents. 4. RESPONSIBILITIES AND

(2) The advance agreement will include POINTS OF CONTACT
or reference a written description of the
accepted system(s). a. Each DoD Component will desig-

(a) The system description should be in nate a component performance measure-
sufficient detail to permit adequate sur- ment cost/schedule control systems crite-
veillance by responsible parties. ria focal point.

(b) The use of the advance agreement is (1) The Component focal points will
preferred where a number of separate constitute the Performance Measurement
contracts between one or more DoD Joint Executive Group (PMJEG).
Components and the contractor may be (2) The Performance Measurement
entered into during the term of the ad- Joint Executive Group will provide uni-
vance agreement. form joint policy and procedure recom-

(c) The DoD Component negotiating mendations for DoD Component Head
the advance agreement with the contrac- oval.
tor will make the agreement for all pro- approPel.
spective contracting DoD Components. (3) The Performance Measurement

(3) Action to develop an advance Joint Executive Group will provide uni-

agreement may be started by either con- form cost/schedule control systems crite-
tractor or the DoD Component, normally ria interpretation, arbitration, and coor-
in connection with a contractual require- dination with industry.
ment. b. The Defense Contract Audit Agency

(a) Reference to an advance agreement and applicable contract administration
satisfies the cost/schedule control systems offices will participate in reviews of con-
criteria requirement in requests for pro- tractors' systems under their cognizance,
posal. perform surveillance, and collaborate

(b) Procedures for executing advance with each other and with the procuring
agreements are included in the DoD Component in reviewing areas of
Cost/Schedule Control Systems Criteria joint interest.
Joint Implementation Guide (reference c. The matrix below identifies the
(c)). offices to be contacted for additional

t Surveillance. Recurring evaluations information on this section. The full titles
of the effectiveness of the contractor's of these offices may be found in Part 14
policies and procedures will be per- of this Instruction.
formed to ensure that the contractor's
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DoD Component Points of Contact

General Specific

Dir, DepDir,
OSD AP&PI CM

SARD-
Dept of Army ASA(RDA) ZP

Dir,
Dept of Navy ASN(RDA) APIA

SAF/
Dept of Air Force ASAF(FM FMC
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PART 11
SECTION B

ATTACHMENT 1 COST/SCHEDULE CONTROL SYSTEMS
CRITERIA

The contractors' management control on the negotiated target cost. Any other
systems shall include policies, procedures amount used for performance measure-
and methods that are designed to ensure ment purposes must be formally recog-
that they will accomplish the consider- nized by both the contractor and the
ations reflected herein. Government.

d. Establish budgets for all authorized
1. Organization work with separate identification of cost

elements (labor, material, etc.).
a. Define all authorized work and relat- e. To the extent the authorized work

ed resources to meet the requirements of can be identified in discrete, short span
the contract, using the contract work work packages, establish budgets for this
breakdown structure (WBS). work in terms of dollars, hours, or other

b. Identify the internal organizational measurable units. Where the entire cost
elements and the major subcontractors account can not be subdivided into de-
responsible for accomplishing the author- tailed work packages, identify far term
ized work. effort in larger planning packages for

c. Provide for the integration of the budget and scheduling purposes.
contractor's planning, scheduling, bud- f. Provide that the sum of all work
geting, work authorization and cost accu- package budgets, plus planning package
mulation systems with each other, the budgets within a cost account equals the
contract work breakdown structure, and cost account budget.
the organizational structure. g. Identify relationships of budgets or

d. Identif the managerial positions standards in work authorization systems
responsible for controlling overhead (in- to budgets for work packa es.
direct costs). h. Identify and control level-of-effort

e activity by time-phased budgets estab-e. Provide for integration of the con- lished for this purpose. Only that efforttract work breakdown structure with the
contractor's functional organizational which cannot be identified as discrete,short span work packages or as appor-
structure in a manner that permits cost tioned effort may be classed as level-of-
and schedule performance measurement effort.
for contract work breakdown structure i. Establish overhead budgets for the
and organizational elements. total costs of each significant organiza-

tional component whose expenses will
2. Planning and Budgeting become indirect costs. Reflect in the

contract budgets at the appropriate level
a. Schedule the authorized work in a the amounts in overhead pools that are

manner which describes the sequence of planned to be allocated to the contract as
work and identifies the significant task indirect costs.
interdependencies required to meet the j. IdentIfy management reserves and
development, production, and delivery undistributed budget.
requirements of the contract. k. Provide that the contract target cost

b. Identify physical products, mile- plus the estimated cost of authorized but
stones, technical performance goals, or unpriced work is reconciled with the sum
other indicators that will be used to of all internal contract budgets and man-
measure output. agement reserves.

c. Establish and maintain a time-
phased budget baseline at the cost ac- 3. Accounting
count level against which contract perfor-
mance can be measured. Initial budgets a. Record direct costs on an applied or
established for this purpose will be based other acceptable basis in a manner con-
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sistent with the budgets in a formal (3) Variances resulting from the co1 -
system that is controlled by the general parisons between the budgeted cost for
books of account. work scheduled and the budgeted cost for

b. Summarize direct costs from cost work performed and between the budget-
accounts into the work breakdown struc- ed cost for work performed and actual or
ture without allocation of a single cost applied direct costs, classified in terms of
account to two or more work breakdown labor, material, or other appropriate ele-
structure elements. ments together with the reasons for sig-

c. Summarize direct costs from the cost nificant variances.
accounts into the contractor's functional b. Identify on a monthly basis, in the
organizational elements without alloca- detail needed by management for effec-
tion of a single cost account to two or tive control, budgeted indirect costs, ac-
more organizational elements. tual indirect costs, and cost variances

d. Record all indirect costs which will with the reasons for significant variances.
be allocated to the contract. c. Summarize the data elements and

e. Identify the bases for allocating the associated variances listed in subpara-
cost of apportioned effort. graphs 4.a.(I) and (2), above, through the

f. Identify unit costs, equivalent unit contractor organization and work break-
costs, or lot costs as applicable, down structure to the reporting level

g. The contractor's material accounting specified in the contract.
system will provide for:. d. Identify significant differences on a

(1) Accurate cost accumulation and monthly basis between planned and actu-
assignment of costs to cost accounts in a al schedule accomplishment and the rea-
manner consistent with the budgets using sons.
recognized, acceptable costing tech- e. Identify managerial actions taken as

onizued a result of criteria items in paragraphsSniques.4..t r uh 4d ,a o e
(2) Determination of price variances by 4.a. through 4.d., above.f. Based on performance to date, onomparingt commitment values for material, and oni mitments.
(3) Cost performance measurement at estimates of future conditions, develop

the point in time most suitable for the revised estimates of cost at completion
category of material involved, but no for work breakdown structure elements
earlier than the time of actual receipt of identified in the contract and compare
material. these with the contract budget base and(4) Determination of cost variances the latest statement of funds require-

Detemintio ofore cos vahace meermetattributable to the excess usage of materi- nts reported to the Government.
al.

(5) Determination of unit or lot costs 5. Revisions and Access to Data
when applicable,.(6)wFull accoutabli la. Incorporate contractual changesS(6) Full accountability for all material expeditiously, recording the effects of
purchased for the contract, including the exp esly, rcdg thedefes ofresiual nvenorysuch changes in budgets and schedules. InSresidual inventory. the directed effort prior to negotiation of

a change, base such revisions on the4. Analysis amount estimated and budgeted to the
functional organizations.

a. Identify at the cost account level on b. Reconcile original budgets for those
a monthly basis using data from, or elements of the work breakdown struc-
reconcilable with, the accounting system: ture identified as priced line items in the

(!) Comparison of budgeted cost for contract, and for those elements at the
work scheduled and budgeted cost of lowest level in the program work break-
work performed; down structure, with current perfor-

(2) comparison of budgeted cost for mance measurement budgets in terms of
work performed and actual (applied changes to the authorized work and inter-
where appropriate) direct costs for the nal replanning in the detail needed by
same work; and management for effective control.
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c. Prohibit retroactive changes to rec- e. Document internally the changes to
ords pertaining to work performed that the performance measurement baseline
would change previously reported and notify expeditiously the procuring
amounts for direct costs, indirect costs, activity through prescribed procedures.
or budgets, except for correction of errors f. Provide the Contracting Officer and
and routine accounting adjustments. the Contracting Officer's authorized rep-

d. Prevent revisions to the contract resentatives with access to the informa-
budget base except for Government di- tion and suppoting documentation nec-
rected changes to contractual effort. essary to demonstrate compliance with

the cost/schedule control systems criteria.

PART 11
SECTION B

ATr`ACHMENT 2 COST/SCHEDULE CONTROL SYSTEMS
CRITERIA DEFINITIONS

1. Actual Cost of Work Performed 6. Authorized Work. Effort which has
(ACWF). The costs incurred and record- been definitized and is on contract, plus
ed in accomplishing the work performed that for which definitized contract costs
within a given time period. have not been agreed to, but for which

2. Actual Direct Costs. Those costs written authorization has been received.
identitied specitically with a contract, 7. Baseline. (See definition 24 below.)
based upon the contractor's cost identifi- 8. Bludg-ete Cost for Work Performed
cation and accumulation system as ac- (BCWIF). The sum ot the budgets tor
cepted by the cognizant Defense Contract co-mpleed work packages and completed
Audit Agency representatives. (See defi- portions of open work packages, plus th.
nition 14 below.) applicable portion of the budgets for

3. Allocated Budget. (See definition 32 level-of-effort and apportioned effort.
below.) 9. Budgeted Cost for Work Scheduled

4. Applied Direct Costs. The amounts (BCWS). I he sum ot budgets tor all work
recognized inM the t-ime period associated packages, planning packages, etc., sched-
with the consumption of labor, material, uled to be accomplished (including in-
and other direct resources, without re- process work packages), plus the amount
gard to the date of commitment or the of level-of-effort and apportioned effort
date of payment. These amounts are to scheduled to be accomplished within a
be charged to work-in-process in the time given time period.
period that any one of the following takes 10. Budgets for Work Packages. (See
place: definition 3• below.)

a. When labor, material, and other 11. Contract Budget Base. The negoti-
direct resources are actually consumed. ated contract cost plus the estimated cost

b. When material resources are with- of authorized unpriced work.
drawn from inventory for use. 12. Contractor. An entity in private

c. When material resources are re- industry wWich enters into contracts with
ceived that are identified uniquely to the the Government. In this Instruction, the
contract and scheduled for use within 60 word may also apply to Government-
days. owned, Government-operated activities

d. When major components or assem- which perform work on major defense
blies are received on a line flow basis that programs.
are identified specifically and uniquely to 13. Cost Account. A management con-
a single serially numbered end item. trol ponmt at which actual costs may be

5. Apportioned Effort. Effort that is accumulated and compared to the bud-
not readly divisible mto work packages, geted costs of the work performed. A cost
but is related proportionately to mea- account is a natural control point for
sured effort. cost/schedule planning and control, since
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it represents the work assigned to one performance measurement baseline also
responsible organizational element on includes budgets assigned to higher level
one contract work breakdown structure contract work breakdown structure ele-
element. ments and undistributed budgets. It

14. Direct Costs. Any costs which can equals the total allocated budget less
be identified specincally with a particular management reserve.
final cost objective. This term is ex- 25. Performing Organization. A de-
plained in Federal Acquisition (reference fined unit within the contractor's organi-
(f)). zation structure, which applies the re-

15. Estimate at Completion (EAC). sources to perform the work.
Actual direct costs, plus minrect costs 26. Planning Package. A logical aggre-
allocable to the contract, plus the esti- gation ot tar term work within a cost
mate of costs (direct and indirect) for account which may be identified and
authorized work remaining, budgeted in early baseline planning, but

16. Indirect Costs. Costs, which be- is not yet defined into work packages.
cause of their incucrence for common or 27. Procuring Activity. The subordi-
joint objectives, are not subject readily to nate command in which the Procurement
treatment as direct costs. This term is Contracting Officer is located. It may
further defined in Federal Acquisition include the program office, related func-
(reference (0). tional support offices, and procurement

17. Initial Budget. (See definition 22 offices. Examples of procuring activitiesbelow.F) . are Army Missile Command, Naval Sea
18. Internal Replanning. Replanning Systems Command, and Air Force Elec-

actions performed By the contractor for tronic Systems Division.
remaining effort within the recognized 28. Replanning. (See definition 18
total allocated budget.

19. Level-of-Effort (LOE). Effort of a above.)R
generaT or supportive nature that does 29. Reprogramming. Replanning of the
not produce definite end products. effort remaining in the contract, resulting

20. Management Reserve or Manage- in a new budget allocation which exceeds
ment Keserve fludget. An amount ot the the contract budget base.
totai allocated oudget withheld for man- 30. Responsible Organization. A de-
agement control purposes, rather than fined unit within the contractor's organi-
designated for the accomplishment of a zational structure that is assigned respon-
specific task or set of tasks. It is not a part sibility for accomplishing specific tasks.
of the performance measurement base- 31. Significant Variances. Those differ-
line. ences between planned and actual perfor-

21. Negotiated Contract Cost. The esti- mance requiring further review, analysis,
mated cost negotiated in a cost plus fixed or action. Thresholds should be estab-
fee contract, or the negotiated contract lished as to the magnitude of variances
target cost in either a fixed price incen- which will require variance analysis, and
tive contract or a cost plus incentive fee the thresholds should be revised as need-
contract. ed to provide meaningful analysis during

22. Oriinal Budget. The budget estab- execution of the contract.
lished at, or near, the time the contract 32. Total Allocated Budget. The sum of
was signed based on the negotiated con- all budgets allocated to the contract.
tract cost. Total allocated budget consists of the

23. Overhead. (See definition 16 performance measurement baseline and
above.) all management reserve. The total allo-

24. Performance Measurement Base- cated budget will reconcile directly to the
line. Ine time phased nuaget plan against contract budget base. Any differences will
w-h'ch contract performance is measured. be documented as to quantity and cause.
It is formed by the budgets assigned to 33. Undistributed Budget. Budget ap-
scheduled cost accounts and the applica- plicablt contract effort which has not
ble indirect budgets. For future effort, yet been identified to contract work
not planned to the cost account level, the breakdown structure elements at, or be-
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low, the lowest level of reporting to the b. It is clearly distinguishable from all
Government. other work packages.

34. Variances. (See definition 31, c. It is assignable to a single organiza-
above.) tional element.

35. Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). d. It has scheduled start and comple-
(See Section 6-B.) tion dates and, as applicable, interim

36. Work Package Budgets. Resources milestones; all of which are representa-
which are formally assigned by the con- tive of physical accomplishment.
tractor to accomplish a work package, e. It has a budget or assigned value
expressed in dollars, hours, standards, or expressed in terms of dollars, manhours,
oeprdessedinite d hunis. sor other measurable units.other definitive units. f. Its duration is limited to a relatively

37. Work Packages. Detailed tasks or short span of time or it is subdivided by
material items ildentitied by the contrac- discrete value milestones to ease the
tor for accomplishing work required to objective measurement of work per-
complete the contract. A work package formed.
has the following characteristics: g. It is integrated with detailed engi-

a. It represents units of work at levels neering, manufacturing, or other sched-
where work is performed. ules.
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11-300 Section 3- Review of Contractor Compliance with DoD Program
Management Systems Reporting Requirements

11-301 Introduction tion 5000.2, Part 11, Section B, are
prescribed in DoD Manual 5000.2-M,

This section provides audit procedures Part 20, "Cost Management Reports."
and guidance for reviewing contractor These reports are (1) Contractor Cost
management control systems, and the- Data Reports (CCDRs), (2) Cost Perfor-
related cost reports, which implement the mance Reports (CPRs), (3)
requirements of DoD Instruction 5000.2, Cost/Schedule Status Reports (C/SSRs),
"Defense Acquisition Management Poli- and (4) Contract Funds Status Reports
cies and Procedures." Audit effort re- (CFSRs). Audit guidance pertaining to

Squired for the review of the various these cost management reports is dis-
contractor responsibilities under the In- cussed in the ensuing paragraphs.
struction should be integrated with other
system and functional reviews (such as 11-303 Contract Funds Status Report
audit of incurred costs, evaluation of (CFSR)

k proposals, and estimating system sur-
veys, etc.). 11-303.1 Introduction

The objective of the CFSR is to pro-
11-302 Background vide information about contract funding

requirements for specifically designated
a. Over an extended period of time, the programs to assist the system manager in

Office of the Secretary of Defense and the (1) updating and forecasting contract
military departments have developed a fund requirements, (2) planning and deci-
variety of management systems for use in sion making on changes in the fund
the acquisition process. These systems requirements, (3) developing fund re-
provide the government with a capability quirements and budget estimates in sup-
to obtain timely and valid cost, funding, port of approved programs, and (4) deter-
schedule, and related management infor- mining funds in excess of contract needs
mation for use in contract performance and available for de-obligation.
analysis and program control. In Febru-
ary 1991, DoD Instruction 5000.2, "De- 11-303.2 Application
fense Acquisition Management Policies a. The CFSR, DD Form 1586, is used
and Procedures" consolidated all previ- to obtain funding data on contracts over
ous DoD acquisition management poli- 6 months in duration. No specific appli-
cies and procedures into a single Instruc- cation thresholds are established; how-
tion. DoD policies and procedures relat- ever, application to contracts of less than
ed to Cost/Schedule Control System Cri- $I million (constant year 1990 dollars) is
teria (C/SCSC) and DoD contract cost evaluated carefully to ensure that only
management reporting requirements are the minimum information necessary for
now contained in DoDI 5000.2, Part 11, effective management control is re-
Section B, "Contract Performance Mea- quired. It may be implemented at a
surement" (replaced DoDI 7000.2) and reduced level of reporting for contracts
DoD Manual 5000.2-M, Part 20, "Cost with a dollar value between $250,000 and
Management Reports" (replaced DoDIs $1,000,000. Firm-fixed-price contracts
7000.10 and 7000.11). Audit 4uidance are excluded from CFSR coverage unless
relative to C/SCSC is discussed in CAM unusual circumstances require specific
11-200. DCAA audit effort under DoDI funding visibility. CFSR may be applied
5000.2 primarily involves the review of to unpriced portions of firm-fixed-price
contractor financial records to validate contracts that individually or collectively
the accuracy and propriety of reported are estimated by the government to be in
data. excess of 20 percent of the initial contract

b. The various standard cost manage- value. The reports are prepared quarterly
ment reports required by DoD Instruc- under normal circumstances and are sub-
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mitted within 25 calendar days after the submissions will also be made at the
cut-off date or the number of days speci- specific request of the contracting officer.
fled in the contract. Under unusual cir- d. Selective reviews will be performed
cumstances monthly reporting may be periodically to determine if satisfactory
required. policies and procedures are being used in

b. In view of the comparatively low developing CFSR and other reported
dollar threshold of contracts under which data and whether reported information is
CFSR reports are required, the guidance reliable. The frequency of such reviews
furnished in 11-303.4 and 11-303.5, be- will be a matter of judgment based upon
low, must be judiciously applied in order the results of the preaward survey and/or
to avoid extensive audit involvement the auditor's experience with the reliabil-
under comparatively small dollar value ity of CFSR data. However, review of the
contracts. adequacy of a contractor's CFSR data

accumulation procedures, and the propri-
11-303.3 Interrelationship with CAS ety of related reporting, shall be accom-

Cost Accounting Standard 401, "Con- plished at least once a year at those
contractor locations where the prices ofsistency inCFSR-covered contracts aggregate $50

Reporting Costs," was established to (1) million or more unless the requirement is
assure that cost accounting practices used waived by the regional audit manager.
by a contractor in estimating costs for e. The information in CFSRs should
proposals are consistent with those prac- also be compared with like data which
tices used in accumulating and reporting may have been presented by the contrac-
costs during contract performance and tor in other financial management re-
(2) provide a basis for comparing such por for finaral man a smthecost. Te aditr shuldensre hatports for comparable periods, such as the
costs. The auditor should ensure that C/SSRs and CPRs, to determine if theydata in budget and management reports agree or are reconcilable. Inconsistenciesrequired by the contract meet CAS 401 or differences among reported data not

adequately explained should be brought
11-303.4 Audit Objectives and to the attention of the contracting officer.
Procedures f. The auditor should follow the guid-

ance in 11-100 relative to "Limitation of
a. The CFSR report is an integral part Cost" and "Limitation on Payments"

of DoD's contract performance measure- contract clauses, as appropriate. When it
ment system and the data reported is becomes evident that a loss is anticipated
used for high-level management pur- for a fixed-price contract, the auditor will
poses; accordingly, CFSR submissions ascertain whether the contractor is enti-
should be carefully and periodically re- tled to progress payments. If so, the
viewed. auditor should make sure that the indi-

b. The review of a contract and the cated rate of loss disclosed in the CFSR
briefing of its provisions (see 3-200) will review is applied as a reduction to any
disclose whether the contract incorpo- costs submitted by the contractor for
rates CFSR reporting requirements. purposes of computing its progress pay-

c. When specifically requested by the ment entitlement.
contractin* officer, a survey will be per- g. Review of CFSR submissions will
formed prior to the award of a contract include evaluation of contractor compli-
under which CFSR requirements are con- ance with the reporting due date provid-
templated. The preaward survey will in- ed for in the contract or as otherwise
clude a review to determine if the con- agreed to between the contractor and the
tractor's accounting system and proce- contracting officer. Deficiencies in meet-
dures are adequate and reliable for CFSR ing required submission dates will be
purposes, and will also consider the con- discussed with the contractor. Continued
tractor's procedures for accumulating failure to meet submission dates should
and reporting total cumulative expendi- be reported in writing to the contracting
tures and for estimating contract comple- officer together with recommendations
tion costs. Reviews of individual CFSR required to correct the deficiencies. A
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copy of the report will be forwarded to which may be used by them to (1)
Headquarters, Attn: 0. evaluate contract performance, (2) identi-

h. The results of reviews of the opera- fy actual and potential problem areas
tions of major contractors made in accor- having significant cost impact, and (3)
dance with 14-500 should also be consid- respond to requests for program status
ered in determining the scope of audit. information on major weapon/support

system acquisitions. To permit this type
11-303.5 Reporting Results of Audit of management control, the CPR re-

a. An audit report will be prepared (1) quires, among other things, (1) informa-
on each preaward survey requested by tion on cost and schedule performance by
the contracting officer, (2) in response to work breakdown structure and functional
the request of the contracting officer for cost categories, (2) actual manpower utili-
reviews of individual CFSRs, (3) on each zation versus the budgeted plan, and (3)
review of CFSR data accumulation and narrative comments explaining major
reporting procedures when significant de- cost and schedule variances, as well as an
ficiencies are disclosed, and (4) whenever identification of significant problems and
a procedural deficiency or major ac- action contemplated for their resolution.
counting change has a significant adverse 11-304.2 Application
effect on the accuracy of submitted CFSR
data. a. The CPR is required on all contracts

b. The preaward survey report should which require compliance with the
be prepared in accordance with 5-200. It Cost/Schedule Control Systems Criteria
will include the auditor's opinion on the (C/SCSC) of DoDI 5000.2, Part II, Sec-

* adequacy of the contractor's accountIV tion B. CPRs are not required on firm
system and procedures to generate the fixed-price contracts unless unusual cir-
type of data required by the CFSR. cumstances require cost and schedule

S c. Audit reports will (1) indicate the visibility. However, it may be required
impact of deficiencies on the accuracy of on flexibly priced contracts, not subject
the reported data, (2) recommend correc- to C/SCSC, when the DoD component
tive action to be taken by the contractor, requires more data than available on the
(3) state the contractor's reaction to the C/SSR.
recommendation and any corrective ac- b. In those instances where the CPR
tion planned or initiated, and (4) include supports a contractual requirement for
the status of any previously reported contractor compliance with C/SCSC, the
deficiencies which the contractor has not CPR data elements will reflect the con-
satisfactorily corrected. To ensure that all tractor's implementation of DoDI
pertinent data have been considered, the 5000.2. If compliance with the C/SCSC is
audit findings and recommendations will not contractually required, the data ele-
be discussed with the ACO prior to ments to be reported on the CPR will be
issuance of the report. as specified in the solicitation document

d. Audit reports will be addressed to or as subsequently negotiated.
the activity requesting the review with a c. The CPR will be submitted monthly
copy to the ACO. Reports resulting from unless otherwise provided for in the
reviews initiated by the auditor will be contract. Military department reports
addressed to the ACO. The guidance used to collect similar cost and schedule
provided in 10-1200 should be followed performance information from contrac-
in the preparation of reports resulting tors are to be superseded when the CPR
from CFSR reviews, is made a contractual requirement.

1-304.3 Audit Objectime and
11-304 Cost Performance Report Procedure s
(CPR) a. Because the CPR is an integral part

of DoD's contract performance measure-
11-304.1 Introduction ment system and the data reported is

The objective of the CPR is to provide used for high-level management pur-
data to government system managers poses, it is necessary that CPR submis-
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sions be carefully and periodically re- ciencies. A copy of the report will be
viewed by the auditor. forwarded to Headquarters, Attn: 0.

b. The review of a contract and the
briefing of its provisions (see 3-200) will 11-304.4 Reporting Results of Audit
disclose whether the contract incorpo- a. An audit report will be prepared

Rreporting requirements. if s using the format contained in 10-1200,
rates CPR ron the contractor's initial CPR submis-the auditor will evaluate the adequacy sion for each contract. It will state the
and effectiveness of the policies and auditor's opinion on the adequacy of the
procedures established by the contractor contractor's CPR policies, procedures,
for developing and reporting actual and and internal controls and the accuracy of
projected costs. the reported cost data. An audit report

c. The auditor will establish controls to will also be prepared in response to
assure the receipt of all CPR submis- specific requests for audit by the con-
sions. tracting officer.

d. A review will be made of the con- b. If subsequent reviews of the contrac-
tractor's initial CPR submission under tor's CPR procedures made according to
each contract. Reviews of subsequent 11-304.3e. above disclose significant de-
CPR submissions will also be made at the ficiencies, or the auditor is unable to
request of the contracting officer and as reconcile specific data with like informa-
provided in e. below. tion on CFSRs or other management

e. Audit evaluation of the contractor's system reports for comparable periods,
policies and procedures providing for the tne audit reports will (1) indicate the
po ulcies oimpact of the deficiencies on the accura-accumulation of data and CPR prepara- cy of the reported cost data, (2) specify
tion shall be performed at least once a the reports to which the deficiencies
year. Various CPRs submitted under ertain, (3) recommend corrective action
each of the contractor's eligible contracts to be taken by the contractor, and (4)
shall be selectively tested during this state the contractor's reaction to the
evaluation, to assure the accuracy .and recommendations and any corrective ac-
propriety of report data. Audit reviews tion planned or initiated. Audit reports
will be made more frequently if the initial will include the status of any previously
and/or subsequent reviews disclose sig- reported deficiencies which have not
nificant deficiencies; the frequency of been satisfactorily corrected. To ensure
such reviews will depend upon the cir- that all pertinent data have been consid-
cumstances involved. The audit evalu- ered, the audit findings and recommen-
ation should consider the requirements dations will be discussed with the ACO
of CAS 401. (See 8-401 with regard to prior to issuance of the report.
consistency in reporting costs.) c. All audit reports will be submitted to

f. Data reported in the CPRs should be the contract administration office. When
compared with like information which significant deficiencies are disclosed, a
may have been presented by the contrac- copy of the report will be forwarded to

Headquarters, Attn: 0.tor in other financial management re- d. It is not expected that the contract-ports for comparable periods, such as the in officer will request an audit of each
CFSRs and CCDRs, to determine if they CPR submission; however, at those con-
agree or are reconcilable. tractor locations where serious deficien-

g. The CPR review will include an cies continue, it may be necessary to issue
evaluation of contractor compliance with periodic audit reports indicating contrac-the reporting due date provided for in the tor progress in correcting such deficien-
contract or as otherwise agreed to be- ctes.
tween the contractor and the contractin c
officer. Deficiencies in meeting dates wil 11-305 Cost/Schedule Status Report
be discussed with the contractor. Contin- (C/SSR)
ued failure to meet submission dates
should be reported in writing to the 11-305.1 latroduetion
contracting oficer together with recom- The objective of the C/SSR is to pro-
mendations required to correct the defi- vide summarized cost and schedule per-
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formance status information on contracts mation on CFSRs or other management
over 12 months in duration when appli- system reports for comparable periods,
cation of the Cost Performance Report the audit reports will (1) indicate the
(CPR) is not appropriate. The C/SSR impact of the deficiencies on the accura-
requires (1) information on cost schedule cy of the reported cost data, (2) specify
performance by work breakdown struc- the reports to which the deficiencies
ture and (2) narrative comments explain- pertain, (3) recommend corrective action
ing major cost and schedule variances, as to be taken by the contractor, and (4)
well as an identification of significant state the contractor's reaction to the
problems and action contemplated for recommendations and any corrective ac-
their resolution. tion planned or initiated. Audit reports

will include the status of any previously
11-305.2 Application reported deficiencies which have not

a. No specific application thresholds been satisfactorily corrected. To ensure
are established; however, application to that all pertinent data have been consid-
contracts of less than $5 million (constant ered, the audit findings and recommen-
year 1990 dollars) is evaluated carefully dations will be discussed with the ACO
to ensure that only the minimum infor- prior to issuance of the report.
mation necessary for effective manage- c. All audit reports will be submitted to
ment control is required. C/SSR is not the contract administration office. When
required on firm fixed-price contracts significant deficiencies are disclosed, a
unless unusual circumstances require copy of the report will be forwarded to
cost and schedule visibility. C/SSR is Headquarters, Attn: 0.
established as a contractual requirement d. Contracting officer requests for au-
as set forth in the Contract Data Require- dits of each C/SSR submission are not
ments List, DD Form 1423, and Manage- expected; however, at those contractor
ment System Summary List, DD Form locations where serious deficiencies con-
1660. tinue over a period of time, it may be

b. The C/SSR will be submitted in necessary to issue periodic audit reports
accordance with the terms specified in indicating contractor progress in correct-
the contract but is not required more ing such deficiencies.
frequently than monthly.

11-306 Contractor Cost Data11-305.3 Audit Objectives an Reportingl (CCDR)
Procedures

The audit objectives and procedures in 11-306.1 ludW'tio.
11-304.3 also apply to C/SSR. The purpose of the CCDR, DD Form
11-305.4 Reporting Results of Audit 1921, is to collect projected and actual

a. Audit reports pertaining to a con- cost data on selected contracts within
tractor's initial submission will be pre- acquisition programs, from contractors
pared in accordance with the format in and government facilities, to assist DoD
10-1200. The report will state the audi- procuring activities in (1) preparing cost
tor's opinion on the adequacy of the estimates for acquisition programs re-
contractor's C/SSR policies, procedures, viewed by the Defense Systems Acquisi-
and internal controls and the accuracy of tion Review Council (DSARC); (2) devel-
the reported cost data. Audit reports will oping independent government cost esti-
also be prepared only in response to mates in support of cost-effectiveness
specific requests for review by the con- studies, budget/cost comparisons, and
tracting officer, or when deficiencies are contract negotiations; and (3) tracking
disclosed during DCAA-initiated re- actual versus contractor negotiated costs.
views.

b. If subsequent reviews of the contrac- 11-306.2 CCDR Acqlmidom Pmopa
tor's C/SSR procedures disclose signifi- Categories
cant deficiencies, or the auditor is unable DoDi 5000.2 has divided CCDR pro-
to reconcile specific data with like infor- cedures into two acquisition program
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categories. Category I applies to all major will generally not be required on con-
defense acquisition programs that are tracts of less than $2 minlion or on firm
designated as Category I acquisition pro- fixed-price contracts.
grams by the Under Secretary of Defense,
or that are estimated to require an even- 11-306.5 CCDR Implementing
tual total research, development, test, Procedures
and evaluation (RDT&E) expenditure of To implement CCDR, the procuring
more than $200 million or an eventual Totimplement Crpthe procurin
total procurement expenditure of more activity must prepare a CCDR planthan $1billion in cosatfiscal yershowing the proposed collection of cost
tha0 billion in constant faiestoma'r data by work breakdown structure for1980 dollars. Category II applies to major each program being reported, the re-
systems that are designated as acquisition
category II programs by the Under Secre- quired CCDR form, and the frequency
tary of Defense, or that are estimated to with which reports are required. The plan
require an eventual total RDT&E expen- normally includes other management sys-
diture of more than $75 million or an tem reporting requirements, such as Cost
eventual total procurement expenditure erformance Reports (CPR) and Con-
of more than $300 million in constant tract Funds Status Reports (CFSR), to
fiscal year 1980 dollars. Generally, give an overview of all cost data being
CCDRs are not required on contracts collected on the contract and the relation-
below $2 million, ships between the reporting systems. The

CCDR plan is subject to higher level
11-306.3 Category I Information reviews.
Reporting R irements 11-306.6 CCDR Iaformation

a. For Category I acquisition programs, Reqmirei ts Forms
the identification of prime contractors
and subcontractors who are required to a. CCDR forms from the 1921 series
report is determined during the CCDR are the basis for the contractor's response
plan review process. However, mandato- to the Request for Proposal (RFP). Con-
ry reporting is required for all aircraft, tractors will submit the Standard Form
electronic, missile, ordnance, ship, space, 1411, supported by the CCDR forms
and surface vehicle acquisition programs when required by the procuring activity.
(and their related components) unless b. Cited below are four DD forms for
specifically waived by the Chair, OSD CCDR. Normally all of them will be used
Cost Analysis Improvement Group for Category I contracts. For Category II
(CAIG). Also, unless waived by the OSD reporting, normally only DD Forms
CAIG, reporting is required on firm 1921-1 and 1921-2 will be used; however,
fixed-price prime contracts or subcon- when financing for a Category II contract
tracts when those contracts represent a is substantial enough to require the appli-
major share of the research and develop- cation of a work breakdown structure,
ment or production of a Category I DD Form 1921 may be used at the
acquisition program or component there- discretion of the contracting DoD com-
of. ponent.

b. Acquisition programs not meeting (1) The Cost Data Summary Report
Category I criteria may be covered by (DD Form 1921) summarizes all contract
Categoryl procedures at the discretion of activities and reports total costs against
the DoD component concerned or the each of the work breakdown structure
OSD CAIG. reporting elements specified in the con-

tract. The contractor submits this report
11-306A Category II lformtldm as a program estimate in response to a

pomrdog R 'et request for proposal at the time of con-
Acquisition programs not covered by tract award, and as the contract specifies.

Category II procedures may collect cost It provides summary level cost data cu-
data using Category II procedures at the mulatively to date and estimated at corn-
discretion of the DoD component con- pletion with a breakout of recurring and
cerned. In this regard, reporting of data nonrecurring costs.
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(2) The Functional Cost-Hour Report plant work segregated between other gov-
(DD Form 1921-1) identifies comparable ernment and commercial work.
functional cost and labor-hour data; for (b) Indirect cost data by function.
example, engineering, tooling, and manu- (c) Average actual and estimated labor
facturing for the contract and/or selected rate data for the four quarters of the
reporting elements in the contract. This current calendar year, as an average for
information is cumulative for both the the past year, and as projected for the
reporting contractor and subcontract next two years.
products and services. Category II con- 1
tract reports also provide current-period 1-306.7 Objectives of the Audit
functional labor-hour expenditures and The auditor is required to evaluate the
data on plantwide labor and indirect effectiveness of the contractor's policies,
costs. A breakout is required for recur- procedures, and practices to produce data
ring and nonrecurring costs. These re- compatible with the objectives of CCDR
ports are also submitted as a program and make selective tests of reported data.
estimate in response to a request for 11-306.8 Audit Procedures
proposal, as a contract estimate 45 days
after contract award or signature of a a. If the contractor's CCDR system has
letter contract, and as the contract speci- not been reviewed, evaluate the contrac-
fies. tor's proposed procedures for accumulat-

(3) The Progress Curve Report (DD ing data and CCDR preparation to assure
Form 1921-2) provides a unit or an their compatibility with the accounting
average unit cost of the unit or lot system and the reporting requirement inaveraged unitcosto the unitportig liod the RFP. Methods for reviewing data inaccepted during the reporting period. It suppr fapiepooa hudntb
also gives functional labor-hour and cos spport of a price proposal should not be
datason thes average caboshofurnis olost changed because of CCDR formats; how-data on the average cost of units or lots ever, the auditor should point out prob-accepted, the estimate for the next unit or lems caused by system deficiencies to the
lot, and the estimate to complete the contracting officer. Identifying and cor-
contract. The contractor must submit the recting deficiencies is critical at this point
report initially 45 days after contract because the data, in the prescribed for-
award or signature of a letter contract mat, become the baseline for negotiation
and thereafter as specified in the con- and 10 U.S.C. 2306a and 41 U.S.C. 422
tract. Contracts which do not provide for purposes. Forms submitted at the time of
deliverable end items or hardware do not contract award become the baseline for
require this report, nor do requests for DoD data bank purposes and measuring
proposals. contract performance. Failure to identify

(4) The Plantwide Data Report (DD and correct major deficiencies would
Form 1921-3) is a standardized overhead negate the purpose of CCDR by making
report intended to replace the various comparison of data meaningless.
types of indirect cost data forms contract- b. Evaluate the effectiveness of the
ing offices previously used for major contractor's system, policies, and proce-
acquisitions. The contractor prepares the dures for accumulating data and prepar-
report on the basis of its estimating and in$ CCDRs at least once each year. In
accounting systems, although some data this evaluation various CCDRs submit-
may have to be reclassified to ensure a ted under each of the contractor's eligible
common data base for estimating costs contracts will be selectively tested, to
within DoD. The report is required for assure that the reported data are accurate
Category I contracts only and should and conform to the requirements of
contain: DoDI 5000.2. Particular attention should

(a) Detailed information on major gov- be given to the contractor's estimate at
ermment projects, including the number completion. The evaluation should as-
of units and the procuring activity, and sure that it is the "best estimate" without
direct cost data by function; for example, retard to established ceilings or contract
engineering and manufacturing. The price and that the contractor has properly
same data are provided for remaining considered variances between budget and

DCAA Combct Audit Manul
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actual costs in preparing the estimate. b. If subsequent reviews of contractor
Audit reviews will be made more fre- procedures disclose significant deficien-
quently if they disclose significant defi- cies or the contractor cannot reconcile
ciencies. specific data with similar information for

c. As with most functional reviews, comparable periods, the audit reports
auditors should consider the results of will (1) show the deficiencies' effect on
other evaluations in determining the the accuracy of the reported cost data, (2)
scope of audit. This will minimize work specify reports to which deficiencies per-
required to accomplish the objectives of tain, (3) recommend contractor correc-
the CCDR review. tive action, and (4) state the contractor's

d. Compare CCDR data with similar reaction to the recommendations and any
contractor information in other financial corrective action planned or initiated.
management reports such as Contract Audit reports will include the status of
Fund Status and Cost Performance Re- any previously reported deficiencies
ports for agreement or reconcilability. which have not been satisfactorily cor-

e. The CCDR review will include eval- whch av no bee satiactily cor-
uating contractor compliance with report rected. To ensure that all pertinent data
due dates in the contracts or established have been considered, the auditor will
between the contractor and the contract- discuss findings and recommendations
ing officer. Discuss deficiencies in meet- with the contracting officer before the
ing due dates with the contracting officer report is issued.
so that corrective action can be taken. c. All audit reports will be submitted to

the administrative contracting officer,
11-306.9 Reporting Results of Audit with a copy to the designated DoD com-

a. Prepare a report according to 10- ponent official responsible for CCDR, as
1200 covering the contractor's first well as a copy to the Office of the
CCDR submission which includes actual Secretary of Defense Cost Analysis Im-
costs for each contract. The report will provement Group (CAIG) at the follow-
state the auditor's opinion on the adequa- ing address:
cy of contractor CCDR policies, proce- OSD, OD/Program Analysis and Eval-
dures, and internal controls and the accu- uation
racy of reported cost data. Also prepare Cost Analysis Division
reports in response to contracting offi- Room 2D278, The Pentagon
cer's specific requests for audit review. Washington, DC 20301-1800
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In support of the National Interest, we are
dedicated to providing timely and responsive
audits, reports, and financial advisory
services to Department of Defense
contracting officers and other customers.

Our aim is to be THE audit organization
with the foremost reputation for competence,
integrity, and customer satisfaction by:

* Creating an environment of teamwork,
open communication, trust, and mutual
respect, and

Developing highly qualified employees
dedicated to the concept of continuous
improvement.
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